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PURPOSE L'OBJETDU BUREAU

The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation was founded in 1938. Le Bureau Internationalde DocumentationFiscale fut fonden 1938. Pour

For organizatonal reasons ths Bureau is established as a separate founda- des rasons d'organisation, ce Bureau est tabli comme une fondation

tion according to Netherlandslaw. The Bureau is a scientific, independent, spareconformmentau droit civil nerlandais.Le Bureauest une institu-

non-profitmaking, non-politicalfoundationof which the purposeis defined tion scientifique, indpendante, sans but lucratif et sans objet politique,
in the Articles as follows: dont le but est dfini dans les statuts comme suit:

Art. 2 - Objects Art. 2 - Objets
1. The objects of the foundation shall be to organise and maintain a 1. La fondation a aussi bien pour objet d'organiseret de tenir jour un

documentationcentre for the purposeof providing informationabout centre de documentation permettant de fournir des informations et

and explanationsof national and international taxation and the appli- explicationssur la fiscalit nationale et internationaleet son applica-
cation thereof, as well as promoting the study of taxation in general. tion, que de promouvoir l'tude de la fiscalit en gnral.

2. In the realisation of its objects the foundation shall strive to maintain 2. Pour la ralisation de ces objets, la fondation devra chercher en-

good co-operation with its founder, the InternationalFiscal Associa- tretenir une bonne cooprationavec sa fondatrice, l'Association Fis-

tion, hereinafter referred to as I.F.A., which set up the foundation cale Internationale,ci-aprs intitule I.F.A. (InternationalFiscal As-

as an independententity sociation), qui a cr la fondation comme entit indpendante.

Art. 3 Art. 3

1. The foundation shall endeavour to achieve its objects: 1. La fondation s'efforcera pour la ralisation de ces objets:
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a. by collecting and maintaining information concerning taxation a. de rassembler et tenir jour les informations portant sur la
whether in the form of a library with relevantbooks, periodicals fiscalit soit sous la forme d'une bibliothquepossdant les livres
and other publications, a data base or in any other form; publis dans ce domaine, les priodiqueset autres publications,

b. by providing information and explanatory information; soit sous la forme d'une banque de donnes, soit sous une autre

c. by providing the opportunity, with the permission of the Board forme;
ofDirectorsand subject to the condtonslad down by the Board b. de fournir des nformations et explications;
of Directors, which may also be of a financial nature, of making c. d'offrir la possibilit, avec la permissiondu Directoireet suivant
use of the information stored and having access to the works ses conditions, celles-ci pouvant galementtre de nature finan-

present in the library; cire, d'utiliser les informationsrassembleset d'avoiraccs aux

d. by publishing; ouvrages disponibles dans la bibliothque;
e. by offering co-operation in the publication of third parties; d. de publier;
f. by all other lawful means. e. d'offrir sa cooprationdans la publicaton de tiers;

2. Within the framework of its objects the foundation shall be entitled f. d'utiliser tout autre moyen lgal.
to set up other legal entities and organisationsor participate therein, 2. La fondation est autorise, dans le cadre de ses activits, crer

whether on its own or together with others. d'autres entits lgales et organisations, d'y avoir une participation
que ce soit seule ou en collaborationavec d'autres.

In close cooperationwith the I.F.A., and with the aid of expert correspon- Par une coopraton troite avec I'I.F.A. et avec l'ade de correspondants
dents throughout the world, the Bureau acquires as much information as travers le monde, le Bureau rassemble toutes les donnes possibles en

possible in the field of international and comparative tax law. The Bureau matire de droit fiscal internationalet compar. De cette faon, le Bureau

is thus able to supply data (but not advice) on specific tax problems. A fee, est mme de fournir des renseignements,mais non des avis, concernant

necessary for the maintenanceand extension of the Bureau, is charged on des problmes fiscaux spciaux. Des honoraires, ncessaires au maintien

a time/cost basis. The Bureau has published several series of monographs et l'expansiondu Bureau,sont demandsen fonctiondu temps ncessaire

including Selected Monographson Taxation (a jont venture with Har- et du cot. Le Bureau a publ un certain nombre de monographiesdont

vard Law School, InternationalTax Program). des monographies sur la fiscalit (tudes ralises en association avec

Harvard Law School, InternationalTax Program).

The Bureau also publishes European Taxation, a monthly journal on the Le Bureau publie aussi European Taxation, revue mensuelle sur les sys-

tax systems of Europe. Tax News Service, published twice per month, tmes fiscaux europens. Tax News Service, publi deux fois par mois,
provides rapid informationon world-widetax development.Supplementary donne une informaton rapide, l'chelle mondale, de tout ce qui touche

Service to European Taxation is a loose-leafreference work. la fiscalit. SupplemenmryService to European Taxation est un ouvrage
de rfrenceprsente sous feuilles mobiles.

The loose-leafseries Guides to EuropeanTaxation comprises The Taxa- Guides to European Taxation, galement une publication sous feuilles
tion of Patent Royalties, Dividends, Interest, in Europe, The Taxation mobiles,comprendTheTaxationof PatentRoyalties,Dividends, Interest,
of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of Private Investment Income, in Europe, The Taxation of Companies in Europe, The Taxation of

Value Added Taxation in Europe and Taxation in European Socialist Private Investment Income, Value Added Taxation in Europe et Tax-

Countries. ation in European Socialist Countries.

The Bureau publishes other loose-leaf reference works, Taxation in Latin Le Bureau publie galementTaxation in Latin America, Systmes Fiscaux

America, African Tax Systems, Taxes and Investment in the Middle East, Africains, Taxes and Investment in the Middle East, Taxes and Investment

Taxes and Investment in Asia and the Paciic and The Tax Treatment of in Asia andthe Pacific et The Tax TreatmentofTransfer Pricing, ouvrages

Transfer Pricing d'informationsous feuilles mobiles.

The compactdisc (CD-ROM)comprisesvirtuallyall of the world'seffective Le disque compact (CD-ROM)comprendpratiquementtoutes les conven-

tax treaties, including protocols and model treaties (1000 in total, covering tions fiscales en vigueur de par le monde, y compris les protocoles et

135 countries). conventionsmodles (soit 1000 au total couvrant ainsi 135 pays).

I.F.A. - INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION

General Secretariat: c/o World Trade Center, P.O. Box 30215 (Beursplein 37), 3001 DE Rotterdam

Telephone: (010) 4052990 Telegrams: IFAGRAM Telefax: (010) 4055031 Telex: 23229 beurs nl, att./ifa

ExecutiveCommittee Dr. Paul Gmr (Switzerland) A. Buelinckx (Belgium)
President: Alun G. Davies (United Kingdom) Members:
K. Beusch (Federal Republic of Germany) Max Laxan (France) J.F. Avery Jones (United Kingdom)Richard M. Hammer (U.S.A.)
Secretary General. S.H. Goldberg (U.S.A.)
J. Frans Spierdijk (Netherlands) Honorary Secretary General: I.W. Harris (Hong Kong)

Prof. Dr. J. H. Christiaanse Dr. A.R. Lpez (Argentina)
GeneralTreasurer: A. Overbosch (Netherlands)
Jos W.B. Westerburgen (Netherlands) Vice-Presidents: Dr. K. Stocker (Switzerland)
Honorary Presidents: G. Delorme (France) P. Sundgren (Sweden)
Prof. Baron J. van Houtte (Belgium) F.F. Ordoez (Spain) D.A. Ward (Canada)

The I.F.A. was foundedon the 12th of February tional and comparative fiscal law and the finan- the International Bureau of Fiscal Documenta-

1938 by tax experts of a number of countries. cial and economic aspects of taxation. tion in Amsterdam; (e) by all other appropriate
Purpose and working-methodare defined as fol- PlanofAction Article 3 methods.

-

lows in the Articles: The Association shall endeavour by all legal
Aim- Article 2 means to realise this aim: (a) by scientific re- I.F.A. has branches in 37 countries. Residents in

The aim of the Association is the study and ad- search; (b) by holding congresses and confer- any of these countries (I.F.A. membersor candi-

vancementof internationaland comparative law ences; (c) by publications; (d) by cooperation dates for membership) can approach the secret-

in regard to public finance and especiallyinterna- with all data collecting organisations, especially ary of the local Branch.

Members who live in countries where I.F.A. has no Branch are registered Conditions of individual membership of national IFA branches for 1990

as direct members of the Association. They can get in touch with the are: Dfl. 105.-; direct individual members of IFA: Dfl. 115.-; corporate
General Secretariatof I.F.A. members both direct and of national IFA branches: Dfi. 250.-.
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Contents
ofthe January1989issue Susan M.C. Lyons:

MALAYSIA:AN OUTLINEOFTHE 1989 BUDGETTAX
PROPOSALS ....................................25
On 21 October 1988 the Ministerfor Financepresentedhis Federal

DennisJ. Olmsteadand Niels Dejean: BudgetproposalstotheHouseof Representatives.This articlehigh-
lightsseveralofthetaxchangesproposed.

BELGIUM-U.S.AND FRANCE-U.S.PROTOCOLS:
HIGHLIGHTINGU.S.TAXTREATYCONCERNS ......... 3 AUSTRALIA:17 NOVEMBER1988STATEMENTBYTHE
The United States recently concluded Protocols to ts tax treaties TREASURER,THE HON. P.J. KEATING,MP:
with Belgium and France. These Protocolshave been heralded as COMPREHENSIVETAXATIONAGREEMENTBETWEEN
the first opportunities to implement the Tax Reform Act of 1986 as AUSTRALIAANDCHINA ...........................29
weil as evidencethat the United Stateswill not override tax treaties A Press Release was issuedon 17 November 1988 concernng the
as a normalcourseofbusinessbutwill takesteps to modif treaties contentsof the new double taxation treaty signed by Australia and
when domestic legislation conflicts with the treaty. This article the People's Republic of China. The allocationof taxing rights be-
examinessomeof the changesand consequenceswroughtby the tween the 2 countries is substantiallysimilar to thatadopted in Aus-
recentProtocolsalongwith theevolvingpolicypositionof the United tralia'sothermoderndoubletaxationagreements.The PressRelease
Statesconcerningtreatyshopping. is reproducedin thisssue.

John F. Due: ArthurYoungInternational:

THETAXSTRUCTUREOFBOTSWANA ............... 9 PUERTORICO: INDIVIDUALINCOMETAXES .......... 30
Botswanaisoneof the smaller(in population)andleastknownofthe The third article in our series on individualincometax for the expat-
countriesofTropicalAfrica. ProfessorDue summarizesthe revenue riate focuseson PuertoRico. AlthoughPuertoRicantax legislations
structure and the evolving nature of the major taxes of Botswana, modelledafter U.S. legislation, there are differencesbetween the 2
including the incometax, taxon agriculture,customsdutiesand ex- systems, Le. n particularwith respect to personal and dependency
cisesandthesalestax. exemptions, the deductibleportionofvariousexpenses, taxationof

married persons and the tax treatmentof income items suchas in-
CONFERENCEDIARY .............................16 terestanddividends.Thisarticledescribesa numberoftaxconcepts

whichareofprime importancetoexpatriatesin PuetoRico.
AbdinAhmedSalama:

U.S.A.: THE TECHNICALAND MISCELLANEOUSDIRECTTAXATIONINTHESUDAN ................... 17 REVENUEACT OF 1988 (TAMRA): TAXPAYERImplementationof the 1986 Income Tax Law has revived the role of
BILL OF RIGHTS 35direct taxation in Sudan. This article surveys Sudan'staxeson per-

.................................

On 21 October 1988the TAMRAwas passed by the U.S. Congress.sonal income, companies, estate, capital gains and net wealth by The Act contains plethoraof technicalamendments, including thecomparingtheprovisionsofthe 1971 and 1986 lncomeTaxLaws. a

new taxpayer bill of rights. The text of Secs. 6226-6247s reprinted
AmoWohlgemuth: in this issue.

VIET-NAM:THE LAWSON FOREIGNINVESTMENTAND BIBLIOGRAPHY ..................................43
IMPORT/EXPORTTAXES ..........................22 - Books 43...............................

In 1987 the NationalAssemblyadopted2 newlawsaimedatenhanc- - Loose-leafservices 48.....................

ing Viet-Nam'seconomic climate, protecting and developingpro-
ductionand creatingnewsourcesof revenue. This articlehighlights LIST OF ADDRESSES
the salientprovisionsof the Viet-Nameselaw on Foreign Investment of the main publishing houses
andtheLawon Import/ExportTaxes. appearing in the Bibliography ...................... 50

SOMMAIRE INHALTSVERZEICHNIS

Dennis J. Olmsteadet Niels Dejean: Dennis J. Olmsteadund Niels Deean:
Protocolesaux conventionsBelgo-Amricaineet Die Protokollezu den Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischen
Franco-Amricaine.Miseen reliefdepoints den U.S.A. und Belgen und den U.S.A. und Frankrech:
sensiblesdes conventionsfiscalesamricaines ................ 3 Eine bersichtder Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenbesorgnisse
Les Etats-Unis ont rcemment conclu des protocoles aux conven- der U.S.A. 3
tions qu'ils ont signes avec la Belgique et la France. Ces protocoles Die U.S.A. haben neuerdings Protokolle zu den Doppelbe-
ontt annoncscomme tant les premirespossibilitsde mise en steuerungsabkommenmit Belgien und Frankreich abgeschlossen '

application de la Rforme Fiscale de 1986 ainsi que la preuve que und man hat diese Protokolle als eine der ersten Mglichkeiten
les Etats-Unis n'ont pas l'intention en principe de drogeraux traits seitens den U.S.A. angekndigt, um das Steuerreformgesetz 1986
qu'ls ont signs mais qu'ls vont prendre des mesures afin de les durchzufhren. Auch betrachtet man diese Protokolle als den Be-
modifier lorsque leur lgislation interne entre en conflit avec eux. Cet weis, dass die U.S.A. normalerweise nicht die Doppelbe-
article analyse quelques unes des modifications et des cons- steuerungsabkommendurch einseitige Massnahmen zu beseitigen
quences des rcents protocols ainsi que la position des Etats-Unis beabsichtigt, sondern Schritte unternehmen wird, um Doppelbe-
quant l'utilisation abusive des conventions fiscales. steuerungsabkommenzu ndern, wenn die nationaleGesetzgebung

und ein Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenmiteinander kollidieren.
Dieser Artikel analysiert einige der nderungenund Folgen, welche
von den neuen Protokollen verursacht wurden, zusammen mit dem
Entwicklungsprozessder Politik der U.S.A. bezglich Abkommens-
erschleichung.
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John F. Due: John F. Due:
Botswana:Structure fiscale ............................... 9 Botswana: Die Strukturder Steuergesetzgebung ........... 9

Le Botswanaest l'un des pays les plus petits (quant sa population) Botswana ist eines der (einwohnermssig)kleineren und wenig be-

et les moins connus de l'Afrique Tropicale. Le Professeur Due rsu- kannten Lnder Tropisch Afrikas. Professor Due gibt eine

me la structure fiscale et la nature des principauximpts du Botswa- Kurzdarstellung der Steuergesetzgebungsstruktur und der Ent-

na, savoir l'impt sur le revenu, l'impt agricole, les droits de wicklung der wichtigsten Steuern Botswanas, einschliesslich der

douane et d'accises ainsi que la taxe sur le chffre d'affaires. Einkommen-und Krperschaftsteuer,der Steuer auf Landwirtschaft,
Zlle und die Umsatzsteuer

Carnetdes Congrs ........................ ............ 16 Veranstaltungskalender ... 16

AbdinAhmed Salama: Abdin Ahmed Salama:
Soudan: Impositiondirecte ................................ 17 Sudan. Die direktenSteuern ............................... 17

L'introduction de la loi de l'impt sur le revenu de 1986 raviver le Die Einfhrung des Einkommensteuergesetzes1986 (1986 Income

rle de l'impositiondirecte au Soudan. Cet article rsume les impts Tax Law) hat die Rolle der direkten Steuern im Sudan wieder neu

sur le revenu des personnes physiques, des socits, des succes- belebt. Dieser Artikel beschreibtdie sudanischeGesetzgebungbe-

sions, des plus-values et sur la fortune applicables au Soudan en zglich des Einkommens von natrlichen Personen, gesell-
comparant les dispositionsdes lois de l'impt sur le revenu de 1971 schaftlichen Gewinnen, Erbschaften, Kapitalgewinnen und Verm-
et 1986. gen und vergleicht die Bestimmungender Gesetzgebungvon 1971

mit dem Einkommensteuergesetz1986.

Dr. Amo Wohlgemuth: Arno Wohlgemuth:
Vietnam: Lois sur les investissementstrangerset les Vietnam: Die GesetzgebungbezglichAuslnderinvestitionenund

taxes l'importationet l'exportation ......... ............. 22 Besteuerungvon Einfuhr und Ausfuhr ....................... 22

L'Assemble nationale a adopt en 1987 deux nouvelles lois desti- Im Jahre 1987 verabschiedete das Nationale Parlament zwei neue

nes amliorer le climat conomique vietnamien, protger et Gesetze mit dem Zweck, die Wirtschaftslage Vietnams zu verbes-

dvelopper la productionet crer de nouvelles sources de revenus. sern, die Produktion zu schtzen und weiterzuentwickelnund neue

Cet article fait ressortir les dispositions les plus importantesde la loi Quellenfr die Staatseinnahmenzu schaffen. DieserArtikel gibt eine

vietnamienne sur les investissements trangers et de la loi sur les kurze Beschreibungder wichtigstenBestimmungendes vietnamesi-

taxes l'importation et l'exportation. schen GesetzesbezglichAuslnderinvestitionenund Besteuerung
von Einfuhr und Ausfuhr.

Susan M.C. Lyons: Susan M.C. Lyons.
Malaisie: Rsumdes propositionsfiscalesdu Budget Malaysia: Kurzerberblickdes Haushaltsentwurfesfr 1989 25....

de 1989 ...............................................25 Der Finanzminister legte am 21. Oktober 1988 dem Haus der

Le ministre des Finances a propos le 21 octobre 1988 son Budget Abgeordneten die Fderalen Haushaltsplnevor. Dieser Artikel be-

Fdral la Chambredes Reprsentants.Cet article met en lumire schreibt kurz eine Anzahl der vorgeschlagenenSteuernderungen.
plusieurs des modificationsfiscales proposes. Australien: Die Aussage des Finanzministers,Herrn P.J. Keating,
Australie: Exposprsent le 17 novembre 1988par le M.P., vom 17. November 1988: Die Abschliessungeines
ministredes Finances, L'Hon. P.J. Keating, MP: Conventionde allgemeinenDoppelbesteuerungsabkommenzwischenAustralien
double impositionentre l'Australieet la Chine ................. 29 und der VolksrepublikChina ............................... 29

Un communiqu de presse a mentionn le 17 novembre 1988 le In einem Presseberichtwurde am 1 7. November1988 der Inhalt des
contenu de la nouvelleconventionde double impositionsigneentre von Australlen und der Volksrepublik China unterzeichneten neuen

l'Australie et la Rpublique Populaire de Chine. La rpartition des Doppelbesteuerungsabkommensbekannt gemacht. Die Verteilung
droits d'imposition entre les 2 pays est dans ses grandes lignes der Zustndigkeit, Steuern zu erheben, gleicht m wesentlichender

comparable celle adopte par rAustraie dans ses dernires Verteilung, de in anderen modernen australschen Doppelbe-
conventions de double imposition. Le communiqu de presse est steuerungsabkommen gehandhabt wird. Der Pressebericht ist in

reproduit ici: diesem Heft abgedruckt.
ArthurYoung International: Arthur Young International:
Porto Rico: Imptssur le revenu des personnesphysiques Puerto Rico: Die Besteuerungvon natrlichenPersonen 30........

Porto Rico ...........................................30 Dieser Artikel ist der dritte in einer Reihe von Artikeln ber die Be-
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Belgium-U.S.and France-U.S. Protocols:

HighlightingU.S. Tax Treaty Concerns
Dennis J. Olmstead and Niels DeJean

INTRODUCTION
Contents

Ever since the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA 1986), certain tax treaties INTRODUCTION
and the United States (U.S.) have mixed like oil and water. The U.S.

PART I: TECHNICAL CHANGESmaintains an uneasy relationship with its present tax treaty partners and
has taken a hard line in negotiating new treaties. Recently, the Depart- Branch profits tax (BPT)
ment of the Treasury has developedand implementedseveral methods by

Dividends
Interest

which the U.S. can achieve specific goals through the alteration of its Royalties
existing treaties. While not being the same economic power it was in the Capital gains
50s and 60s the U.S. still wields sufficienteconomicpower to induce other Resident

countries to conclude or alter treaties to the U.S.'s benefit or, alterna- Relief from double taxation
Non-discriminationtively, cause damage by terminating the treaty. Entry into force

PART I1: LIMITATION ON BENEFITS
Most trading partners receive significant benefits from treaty agreements 1. Ownership test
for the avoidanceof double taxation and are loath to lose the advantages. 2. Limited third country liability
The U.S. is presently, and has been, in a trade deficit situation and 3. Recognized securities
continues to view most countriesexporting to the U.S. marketas receiving exchange
more benefits of access to the U.S. than the U.S. receives reciprocally. 4. Active trade or business

Therefore, by pulling the carrot of the U.S. marketplace (230 million CONCLUSION

consumers) ahead of the other contractingparty, the U.S. has:
terminated-

unilaterallyoverridden-

mutually modified-

various treaties to gain a perceived advantage. The long-term effects of
the tactics applied by the U.S. are unknown. However, it is certain that
treaties are important for the avoidance of double taxation in order to
alleviate unnecessaryburdens on international trade and shall retain con-

siderable value for the major manufacturingand consuming countries.

O. DonaldsonChapoton, AssistantSecretary for Tax Policy, Department
of the Treasury, on 9 August of this year highlighted the significance of
the new Belgian-U.S. protocol (BP) and the new France-U.S. protocol
(FP) as the first opportunities to implement the TRA 1986. These pro-
tocols are also viewed as evidencethat the U.S. does not intend to override
tax treaties as a normal course of business, but will diligentlywork toward
rapid modificationof the tax treaty when domestic law conflicts with the
treaty through a mutual agreement procedure resulting in a protocol.

While it is debatablewhetheror not these protocolsallow implementation
ofTRA 1986, the provisionsare of importanceas modelsof what the U.S.
perceives as implementing TRA 1986. In this light, the following pages
will illuminatesome of the changes and the consequencesof these changes
including the highlights of the evolving policy position concerning treaty
shopping.

In the first part, coverage of specific technical changes will be provided Messrs. Olrnstead and DeJean are

while the second part of this article will discuss the expanding theory of International Tax Managers with Arthur
Young, New York.

treaty shopping.
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PART I: TECHNICALCHANGES some of the complexity by deleting the rule which
treats dividends from a French company with 80% of

Branchprofits tax (BPT) its previous 3 years' gross income taxable to a U.S.
permanent establishmentas U.S. source dividends.

As previouslystated, Mr. Chapotonhas indicated that The definitionof dividend is also modified in order
these protocols implement TRA 1986. In light of this to conformwith the OECD ModelTax Treaty and the
it is interesting that the Belgian treaty does not permit 1981 U.S. Model Tax Treaty. It will now include in-
the BPT and a branch profits tax provision was not

negotiatedinto the protocol. Commentaryby the Joint
come from jouissance shares or

.Jouissancerights,
mining shares, founder's shares or other rghts, not

Committee on Taxation Staff indicates that a new being debt claims and participatingin profits.
U.S.-Belgian tax treaty is expected in the next 12
months and that this understanding that a newtreaty Considerable discussion by the Staff concerns the

will soon be prepared allowed for the presentprotocol treatment of dividends from Regulated Investment

without a BPT clause. The introduction of the treaty Companies (RICs) and Real Estate InvestmentTrusts

shopping provision into the Belgian-U.S. tax treaty (REITs).These two entities receivespecial treatment

will provide for broader coverage and restriction on in that they are conduit entities which are allowed

the use of the treaty than the BPT, but presently we deductionsupon the distributionof income. The Staff

can expect both clauses. is of the opinion that these entities should not receive
the lowered ownership withholding tax rate of 5%.

However, the French protocol did consider the BPT
which already was a separate article in the French- The argument centers around the fact that RICs are

U.S. tax treaty. France has applied a BPT for many generally portfolio investmentvehicles so they should

years and therefore this tax has long been treaty pro- not be taxed in the same manner as a direct investor

tected. With the implementationof a U.S. BPT, the holding 10o or more of the company into which it

provision is beng reviewed and modified. invests (RICs may not generallyown more than 5% of
the value of the total assets of the issuing company).

The Limitationson Benefitsarticlegenerally identifies The RIC is designed as an investmentvehicle through
the requirements to be a qualified resident of France which managed funds can be controlled. There exists
or the U.S. for treaty purposes that are embodied in a distinctionbet,een the RIC and a holding company
U.S. domestic law for BPT. The proposed protocol with wholly-ownedsubsidiaries. Whether this distinc-
would allow U.S. applicationof a BPT to French per- tion is sufficient to alter the RIC's treaty benefits must
manent establishments (PE) in the U.S. and vice be of interest to those entities organizingand investing
versa: French BPT to U.S. PEs in France. via a RIC.
The BPT is limited to 5% of the dividendequivalent The argument against allowing treaty benefits to the
amount (DEA) for the French PE in the U.S. The REIT is similarly based on the advantages it receives
DEA is, generally speaking, earnings and profits plus by deducting its dividends from taxable income.
any decrease in the net equity of the PE, less any
increase in net equity of the PE. The alteration of domestic law to state that a REIT

and a RIC are not corporationsfor purposesof the tax
The BPT rules are to apply to partnershipsconducting treaty relief upon intercompanydividends is not suffi-
a trade or business in the other Contracting State as cient. The Internal Revenue Code (IRC) treats both
well. France further agrees to grant a credit for BPT entities as corporationsand this is the definitional test

charged in the U.S. Lastly, Art. 13 is modified to adopted in the Treasury Model and the French and
exempt a French corporation from accumulatedearn- Belgian tax treaties. Therefore, renegotiationmust be
ings tax if the French corporation qualifies under the sought if these entities are to lose their present status.
ownership test of the treaty shopping provisions as Mr. Chapoton indicated that several treaty partners,
discussed hereinafter. including France, are interested in negotiating the

proper treatment of dividends from RICs and REITs

Dividends in the near future.

The Belgian-U.S. treaty presently does not contain a

lower rate of tax on dividends in the event the benefi-
cial owner of the payor is a company owning a 1. ARIisa domestic (U.S.) corporaton deriving at least 90% of its

minimum percentageof the stock. The BP proposes a gross income from dividends, interestor certainsecurity loans and no more

lower withholding tax rate of 5% when the beneficial than 30% of its gross income from the sale of securities of stock held for
less than 3 months. If such company distributes at least 90% of its income

owner owns at least 10% of the voting stock of the currently to shareholders there is no tax levied on the distributed amounts

payor. This was a request of the Belgian Government at the RI level. There are other investment requirementsfor qualification.
in an attempt to lessen the excess foreign tax credit A trust which has more than one managing trustee, is beneficiallyowned

position of U.S. companies in Belgium and keep Bel- by more than 100 persons (with no 5 or fewer holding more than 50% of

gium competitivewith other treaty countries.
the beneficial interest) and which specializes in investing in real estate and
real estate mortgages may, generally speaking, elect to be treated as a

The France-U.S. tax treaty provision for dividends REIT. Banks and insurance companies are excluded. There are 3 income
tests for qualificationas a REIT relating to the purpose of a REIT as a real

has historicallybeen more complex than the Belgium- estate investment vehicle; however, once qualified a REIT which distri-

U.S. provision. The French protocol will alleviate butes 95% of its taxable income will be taxed only on retained earnings.
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Interest This legislation was needed to stop the tax planning
method of accumulating income in a U.S. subsidiary

The FP alters the interest provisions to deem payment then ceasing operations and in the following tax year
of interest and the timing of recognitionof the expense repatriating the funds free of tax under the Capital
to be at the moment the interest expense is accrued. Gains clause of the tax treaty.
That would indicate that interest withholding would
apply when the interestexpense is deductedand there-

Residentfore, the payor who is generally liable to withhold the
tax would be under a duty to pay over the interest The definition of the term resident in both the BPwithholdingtax even though the paymenthas not been and FP is generally being altered to reflect the TRAmade. Domestic law will determine the penalty for 1986 position that governments are residents of thefailure to withhold. It has been stated that the recipient
of the interest which is unpaid, yet expensed, should country which they govern for treaty purposes so long
have no liability for the withholding tax. as reciprocal treaty protection is granted the U.S.

Without this distinction government activities which

Royalties are commercial in nature and therefore not exempt
from U.S. taxation under domestic law (see IRC Sec.

The FP alters the sourcing rules for royalty payments 892) would also not have treaty protection and would
and installs a 3-part sourcing test. thereby be subject to withholding tax at the rate of

(1) If the royalty payment is for the use of or the right
30% for dividends, interest and royalties.

to usepropertyin the U.S., the payment is deemed
to be from the U.S. Relief from double taxation

(2) For all other royalty payments the payment is
sourced in a treaty country if the payor is that U.S. citizens resident in France are granted an exemp-
country itself, a local authority, a statutory body tion from French tax for U.S.-relatedincome derived
or a resident of that country. from specific sources, e.g. payments from:

(3) However, if there is a fixed base or permanent - the U.S. government;
establishmentwhich bears the royalty expense and - regularly traded share of a U.S. entity;
to which the liability may be attributed then the - U.S. resident with less than 25% foreign-source
payment is deemed to arise in the country where income.
the fixed base or permanent establishment is 10-

The exemption will U.S.-source dividends, in-cated. This fixed base or permanentestablishment cover

must be located in one of the ContractingStates in terest, royalties and certain capital gains income. Stu-
order to override the residency test. dents, trainees, researchers and teachers will be pro-

tected under this provision.
There is also an addition to Art. 11(3) of the phrase
and beneficiallyowned which the Staff identifies as
a method of providing treaty protection only to bene- Non-discrimination

ficial ownersof royalty-producingproperty. However, Throughout 1986 when the BPTprovisionsof the IRCit appears this could also result in a treaty shopping
interpretation in that the beneficialowner may not be were introduced and to this day, many tax planners
a resident and therefore we may look-through the continue to argue the discriminatory impact of this
resident owner to the beneficial owner thereby deny- legislation. In response, while not admitting discrimi-

ing treaty benefits. nation, the U.S. has modified the non-discrimination
provision via the FP to state that BPT is not dis-

The timing of the withholdingon the royalty jayment criminatory,nor is the FrenchBPT (withholdingtax).
for tax purposes shall be when the use or rigat to use

While actions after the fact generally not evidencethe royalty agreement arises. The same withholding are
of prior error in order to induce correcton of risks,duty as mentioned under the interest section would this clauseevidencesthe impactargumentsof discrimi-apply here and the payee (recipient of the payments) nation have made.would have no duty to pay the accrued withholding

tax.

Entry into force

Capital gains The Belgian protocol nters into force 15 days after
the exchange of instruments of ratification with theThe FP clarifies the supremacy of Art. 6 over the
provisions for dividends, interest and royalties,Capital Gainsprovisionand therebyclarifies the reten- cre-
dited or paid on or after 1 January 1988 applyingtion of tax jurisdiction,as set forth in TRA 1986, over

business income of a discontinued company discon- retroactively.
tinuing in year X plus one and the money being repat- The French protocol is less specific as to ratification,
riated in year X plus 2. The TRA 1986 states in effect referring instead to completionof the necessarycon-
that the U.S. retains the right to tax business income stitutional procedures for entry into force. Upon the
as such for 10 years after the cessationof the business. occurrence of these events, the provisions relating to
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withholding of tax at source shall apply as of the first ceive the same benefits by means of an alternative
day of the second month following notification. The treaty. The U.S. feels this is a major factor hindering
BPT provisionsare effective for profits realized in any expansion of its treaty network.
taxable year ending on or after the date of entry into Prior to the terminationof the U.S.-NetherlandsAn-
force of the protocol. The exemption for certain in- tilles tax treaty, it was common to use the Netherlands
come of U.S. citizens resident in France is retroactive Antilles as a conduit for investment into the U.S. The
to 1 January 1988.

treaty between the U.S. and the NetherlandsAntilles
reduced withholding tax to 0% on interest, and the
Netherlands Antilles, whir officially charging 30%

PART II: LIMITATIONON BENEFITS
tax on the income, in accordance with the tax policy
of the Netherlands Antilles, allowed an effective re-

A review of the treaty activities of the U.S. during the duction of this rate by reducing the income (base)last 8 years highlightsone area above all others: treaty subject to taxation. The use of this island nation for
shopping. The U.S. will go to extreme lengths to stop tax planningpurposesresulted in the now famousRev-
the alleged use and abuse of tax treaties by non-resi- Rulings 84-152 and 84-153 which sub-
dents. This is clear in the recent branch profits legis-

enue were

lation, the new sourcing rules and in the recently sequently explained in Revenue Ruling 87-89. The

signed protocols with Belgium and France, which are
first view of the treaty shopping theoryoccurred in the
Aikens case.2A general reviewof these cases will assist

the forerunnersof the U.S.'s more conciliatorystance
with its trading partners.

to more fully understand the treaty shoppingpolicy of
the U.S.

Both the BP and the FP review and eitheradd a provi-
sion (BP) or strengthen the present provision (FP) Starting with the Aikens case: Bermuda Parent (BP),

located in the Bahamas, owns a subsidiary (U.S. Co.)concerning the limitationon benefits. This is a signifi-
cant indicationof U.S. interest in discontinuingtreaty

in the U.S. A loan was made from BP to U.S. Co. for

shopping by third parties not intended to have protec-
USS 2,250,000. Because there was no tax treaty be-

tion under the pertinent treaty.
tween Bermudaand the U.S., BP formed a Honduran
subsidiary, NuCo., which in exchange for a series of

The plain vanilla treaty shopping situation occurs demand notes totalling USS 2,250,000 plus interest
whenA, a residentof CountryX which has no treaty received for the U.S. Co. note (see diagram).Pursuant
with Country Z has a subsidiary, C, in Country Z. to the U.S.-Honduras tax treaty, the interest paid
A organizes, B, in Country Y which has a treaty from U.S. Co. to NuCo. was exempted from tax. In
with CountryZ. By this means, without a limitationof order to disregard the chain of events (while some talk
benefits provision,A has the advantagesof the Y-Z of a sham company was mentioned), the U.S. Courts

treaty. AssumngZ imposes a withholdingtax of 30% held that because the Honduran companydid not re-
with non-treaty countries, but in the case of Country ceive the loan the treaty was inapplicable.
Y has a negotiated rate of 0%, the remittance via Y
will be 100% of the income, as opposed to 70% when
remitted directly to Country X. Country Y, in the Treaty shopping
example, must be willing to forego tax on the income
received by B or impose minimal taxation on the in- Aikens (1971 Decision)
come flowing back to Country X, whether by means No
of a treaty between Country X and Y or because of a treaty BP
tax policy Country Y intends to develop (e.g. tax Loan =.. Assignment
haven, finance center, reinsurancecenter), in order to

complete the conduit and make the use of the tax L

treaty advantageousupon repatriation of the funds. CO.
Treaty

NuCo.U.S.
Interest

A Country X A Countryy The test that NuCo. needed to receive the proceeds
of the loan was, while not fully explained in the case,Country X 30% withholding tax B expanded in Revenue Rulings 84-152 and 84-153. The

Country Z / 0% seminal situation involved a Swiss Parent (SP) lending
money to a Netherlands Antilles subsidiary (NAS)

OEC Country Z C //'withholcing
whichonlends the funds to U.S. subsidiary(U.S.S.).4

a

SP 1

ISince treatiesare negotiatedto providereciprocalben- Loan
efits to the contractingparties, the derivationof bene- N.A.S.
fits by a non-contracting party results in unilateral
benefits to the non-contracting party. This may
minimize the bargaining power of a country when U.S.S. Loan

negotiating a treaty with a non-treaty country if the
residents of one of the negotiating countries can re- 2. Aikens Industries, Inc., 56Tax Court 925 (1971).
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The IRS ruled that, in case of a back-to-backloan, the looks for 50% or more ownershipby residentsofeither
intermediarymust have dominion and control over Belgium, the U.S. or U.S. citizens. While some
the loan. treaties have required 75% resident ownership in

This promptedsome tax advisers to suggestconcluding
order to receive treaty protection, 50% appears to be

guarantees with banks which would then lend the the norm in the case of countries without a treaty
money to the U.S. subsidiary. This position was made shopping history.
untenableby RevenueRuling87-89 in which the Inter-
nal Revenue Service (IRS) ruled that the loan from 2. Limited third country liability
the bank must not be as a result of a guaranteeor other As a second part to the ownership test, a base erosion
agreement, but must be a normal commercial agree- rule has been added. The paying of debt in the form
ment which would have been concludedwith any unre- of interest or royalties is generally a deduction as a

lated party under the same or similar circumstances.3 business expense and as such reducesor erodes the tax

In light of the increased use of treaty shopping for tax
base of the taxpayer. Therefore, the base erosion rule

planningpurposes, the U.S. has developeda provision requires that not more than 50% of the gross income

during the past 25 years which is intended to inhibit of the recipient may be used to meet liabilities for

treaty shopping. nterest or royalties to persons who are not residents
of one of the ContractingStates.

The early treaty shopping provisions, often titled In- This situation arise where resident ofvestment or holding companies, generally denied may a owner a

benefits of the treaty to entities receiving special tax company in a ContractingState has outstandingdebts

benefits and if 25% or more of the capital of the entity
to non-residents of 95% of the company's capital. In

is owned by either non-residentsor U.S. citizens. This other words, this is a thinly capitalized company with

applied only to dividends, interest and royalties. The a 19 to 1 ratio of debt to equity. In this case, if more

U.S. Model Tax Treaty of 1977 contains such a provi-
than 50% of the company's income is used to meet

sion. nterest liabilities of neither residents nor citizens of
the U.S., which would occur if a repayment schedule

More recently, as is seen in the BP and the French tax is used which would split profits in a mannersimilar to
treaty, the provision has been expanded (see the U.S. the debt/equity ratio, then the company would lose its
Model Tax Treaty 1981) with a lengthy discussioncon- treaty protection.
cerning the meaning of the term residency as defined
by means of: CompanyA
1) ownership by residents in the ContractingState;
2) limited third country liability; Gross income 100

3) traded on a recognized securities exchange in the Interest expense

ContractingState; deduction 95

(4) active trade or business in the Contracting State. Taxable income 5 = No treaty protection

A review of the specifics of the French and Belgian These 2 tests (1 and 2) are a combinedhurdle for treaty
protocolswill indicate the U.S. is being less restrictive protection under the anti-treaty shopping provisions
than the position exhibited in the 1981 Model. This presently promulgated by the Department of the
could indicate that there is some room for negotiation Treasury. That is, both tests - ownership and base
by parties which do not have a history as a treaty erosion - must be met in order to receive the benefits
shoppingconduit. As long as the U.S. feels secure that of the treaty.
the agreed upon provisioneffectivelyinhibitspotential
treaty shopping abuses the negotiationsshould retain 3. Recognized securities exchange
some latitude. A review of the 4 points follows.

The other importantclause in the BP anti-treatyshop-
ping provision concerns the recognized securities ex-

1. Ownership test change or publicly quoted companies exception. This
clause looks to substantialand regular tradingof more

The most important change, in comparison with the than 50% of a company's principal class of shares on
1981 Model, is the acceptanceof U.S. citizens as treatY a recognized securities exchange. The clause allows
protected individualswhen investingin the othercoun- for substantial trading of the shares of a holding com-
try. There is no reason not to protect these individuals

pany which holds the shares of the company at issue.
as they are under the umbrella of the bilateral agree- The provision contains an error as the clause refers to
ment and should not be viewed as treaty shoppers. the Belgian Stock Exchangeof which there is none;4This is in line with the purpose of the provision ln that however, this should be easily rectified. The recog-it continues to limit the benefits to residents of the nized U.S. exchanges are the NASDAQ system and
Contracting States. This step is a positive movement other stock exchange registered with the SEC.
on the part of the Department of the Treasury for any

taxpayers.
Another positive change is the significantly lowered 3. For an explanation see Investment of Earnings in U.S. Property,

ownership requirements. The 1981 Model required
28 European Taxation 2 (1988) at 66.
4. Belgium has 4 separate regional exchanges in Brussels, Antwerp,

75% resident ownership, while the Belgian protocol Ghent and Liege
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4. Active trade or business Staff's conclusion that the BCC must, failing this test,
either meet the ownership (50% Belgian residents or

Lastly, the BP anti-treatyshoppingprovisionprovides U.S. citizens) and base erosion rule or publiccompanyfor an active trade or businessexception.This is a U.S. test if it is to receive treaty protection.tax concept which is difficult to qualify. Being an ex-

tremelysubjectivephrase it may cause some difficulty;
however, the intent of the Treasury Department in
using this term is to look for companies controlled by
third parties, but which are active in the contracting CONCLUSION

party's state. This active business may receive income
from a contractingparty's state and still receive treaty The comparisonof these 2 -grotocols evidence the dif-

protection even though the owners of the active busi- ferent priorities and comp exities which arise in the
ness are non-residentsunder the treaty. negotiation process between the U.S. and 2 similarly

situated countries. The continued negotiation by the
The active trade or business exception is intended not U.S. of treaty shoppingprovisionsemphasizes the im-
to apply where the principal activitiesof the entity are of this the general international policymaking or managing investments in the source coun-

portance to tax
of the U.S. There remain many treaties outstandingtry. This would identify the Belgian Coordination withoutsuch a provisionand a few of these treatiesare

Center (BCC), actively managing investments in the extensivelyused for tax planningpurposes. When and
source country, as not performing the requisite active if these treatieswill be renegotiatedis of major impor-trade or business. Furthermore, because the BCC re- tance to tax planners and can have a major impact on
ceives special tax treatment it is viewed as not having the tax policyof the other contractingparty. It appearsa good business purpose by the Joint Committee on that the U.S. will actively proceed to renegotiate its
Taxation Staff. present treaties to include an anti-treatyshoppingpro-
Generally, the active trade or business must meet a vision as well as provisions needed as a result of TRA

requirement of a good business purpose. As the Bel- 1986. If the U.S. is successful at renegotiating the

gian government intended the BCC to attract foreign treaties with a majority of the countries in its treaty
capital for local investment, few non-U.S, organized network, any country failing to renegotiate may be
BCCs will meet the requirements. If a BCC has been viewed as an abusive treaty shopping site and thereby
formed as a subsidiaryby a third country and is invest- precipitate termination. Several of the older treaties
ing into the U.S. it may lose treaty protection. It is the still in effect would appear to risk such a response.
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The Tax Structure Mr. Due is a Professorof Economics,Emeritus, at the Univer-
sity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.This paper is based on

of Botswana research conducted by him in September 1988. The author
is greatly indebted to many members of the staff of the
Botswana Ministry of Finance and DevelopmentPlanning for
their time and assistance.

By John F. Due

Botswana is one of the smaller, in terms ofpopulation, Meat, processed primarily in Lobatse, on the rail line
of the countriesofTropical Africa and one of the least in the southeast, is the principal agricultural export,
known. The primarypurposeof this article is topresent goin primarily to Great Britain. The chief export
a summary of the revenue structure and indicate the consists of mineral products, primarily diamonds,
evolving nature of the major taxes. An understanding which yield about 75% of all foreign exchange and
of the revenue structure, however, requires a prelimi- over half the Government's revenue. Copper-nickel
nary review of the economy, in many ways not typical productionhas become important, though barely pro-
ofTropicalAfrica. fitable. There are extensive coal supplies, used only

for domestic generation of electricity because of li-
mited export markets. No oil has been discovered.

THE ECONOMYOF BOTSWANA

Botswana, known as Bechuanaland in colonial days, Significant economic developments
then one of the 3 so-called High Commission Ter-
ritories, is located directly west of Zimbabwe and The structure of public finance has been influenced

South Africa, also bordered on the south by South significantlyby several major trendsin the last decade.

Africa, and on the west and north by Namibia, touch- First, GNP has increased rapidlv, with an annual aver-

ing Zambia at only one point on the Zambezi river. age rate of 13% over 18 years (through 1984/85) with
The modern economy evolved primarily from that of a rapid increase in GNP per capita, to a figure of $840
South Africa, with which it still has very close trading (1986). The primary stimulus over the last decade has
and transport ties, despite strong political differences. been diamonds, which, by greatly increasing Govern-
A land-lockedcountry, with no access to the Atlantic, ment revenue, facilitatedvery rapid expansionofGov-
most of its trade is with or via South Africa, though it ernment activities, which in turn speeded private sec-
has limited rail and road access to the Indian oceanvia tor growth. Diamonds also contributed greatly to
Zimbabwe and Mozambique, and via Zambia and foreign exchangeearnings. But the overall growth fig-
Tanzania. The main railroad from South Africa to ure is misleading as other sectors of the economy,
what are now the 3 Zs-Zimbabwe,Zambia and Zare especially manufacturingand agriculture, have lagged

was built by British interests early in the century via seriously.-

Botswana, along the eastern border, seeking to avoid
the Afrikaans stronghold of Transvaal, but there s

The lag in agriculture is in part, especially in recent

now also a parallel rail line from South Africa directly years, the result of 6 consecutive years of drought, in

to Zimbabwevia Beitbridge.The paved road network some years rainfall being only half of normal. This has
had disastrouseffects on farming,since rainfall is mar-iS limited to the eastern corridor of the country. The
ginal at best, and has caused serious losses in herds andpredecessor country became a British protectorate in
reduction in slaughtering and thus in export of meat.1985 and, as Botswana,became independentin 1966. Gattle raising accounts for 80% of the total GDPover

The current population is about 1.2 million, the area of the agricultural sectors. Depletion of herds cannot
225,000 square miles and a population density of 1.9 be quicklyoffseteven after rainfall returns to normal.
per square mile, one of the lowest in the world. Most

Secondly, the foreign trade balance and thus foreignof the population is concentrated along the eastern

edge of the country. The population is primarily rural, exchange reserves have increased sharply; the ex-

about 20% in 1985 (compared to Zambia's 52%); the change reserves now (1988) cover 24 months of im-

largest city, Gaberone, has a populationof only about ports. The country's exports are valued primarily in

60,000 and there are only 3 other cities with apopula- dollars, its imports in rand. As the rand has fallen

tion in excess of 25,000. There are about 350,000 per-
relative to the dollar, and even to some extent relative

sons in the economicallyactive population and about to the pula, the Botswana unit of currency, a given
a greater120,000 in formal sector em loyment. An estimated volume of trade results in positive balance.

50,000 workers are employee in South Africa. The rapid growth of diamond exports also contributed
to the foreign exchange reserve. While the Govern-

Because of very limited rainfall in most of the country, ment experiences some influence over the rate of ex-

farming is limited, and about 90% of all food is im- change, occasionally making changes for protective
ported, primarly from South Africa. Much of the reasons, there is no import licensing or currency con-

country is devoted to cattle raising, about half in large trol and the rate is basically a free market rate. By
herds, many expatriate-owned,the rest in small herds. contrast with most African countries, foreign debt is
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relatively small; debt service amounts to only about Africa, together with Lesotho and Swaziland. There
5% of export earnings. are no barriers to trade among the countries, and a

common external tariff. The result is the availability
Thirdly, the rate of unemployment,now estimated at

of relatively cheap consumption goods in Botswana,
25% of the working-population,remains as a serious lower cost inputs for agriculture and other activities

and growing problem. Diamond production creates
and acces to South African markets. But scarcely

relatively few jobs and the manufacturing sector has 10% of the exports go to South Africa. The main

seriously lagged. negative consequence is the great difficulty for Bots-
wana to develop industry, and even some forms of
agriculture, given the competition of large-volume

The Customs Union low-cost firms in South Africa. Yet breaking away
from the common market is not regarded as feasible

An important element in the picture, which affects given the long established trade and transport routes;
economic development as well as Government reve- the result would be chaos, seriousshortages,and other
nues, is participationin the CustomsUnion with South disruptions.

TABLEII
Overall Budget position, Governmentof Botswana, 1980/81 - 1988/89

(000,000 pula)
Est.

1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89
Consolidatedfunds

Expenditures 351 299 454 622 755 1257 1436 1711
Revenues 320 370 511 756 1085 1461 1596 1711
Surplus -12 -31 71 57 134 331 20 -

Consolidatedcash flow
Expenditures:

Recurrent 161 199 227 270 342 428 573 689 775
Development 121 121 160 141 210 248 405 550 600
Total incl. misc. 309 341 415 460 615 719 1008 1317 1497

Revenues:
Tax 244 227 278 441 628 835 1174 1365 1448
Non tax 25. 56 67 74 132 257 303 260 284
Grants 38 40 47 48 39 41 67 69 42
Total 307 323 392 563 799 1133 1544 1694 1174

RecurrentBudgetsurplus -12 -31 71 57 134 351 204 159 -

Overall surplus -2 -19 -21 103 188 414 539 377 280

Non-tax revenue consists primarily of earnings of the Bank of Botswana and nterest.

Source: Republic of Botswana, Financiai Statements, Tables and Estimates of Consolidated and Development Fund Revenues,
1988/89, Gabarone: Government Printer, 1988.

TABLE 11
-

Tax revenues by type of tax, 1966/67; 1980/81 - 1988/89
(000,000 pula)

Budget
Est. Est.

1966/673 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89
Minerals 0 101 77 99 194 376 581 843 984 997
Incometax 1.62 38 42 58 79 87 94 121 134 140
Customs 1.13 102 104 114 157 156 149 192 228 291
Sales tax2 0 0 0 3 8 5 6 13 15 15
Other4 40 3 4 4 3 4 5 5 4 5

Total tax revenue 3.15 244 227 278 441 628 835 1174 1365 1448

1. Including excises.
2. To 1988, limited to liquor, tobacco, motor fuel.
3. Rand.
4. Death duties, property transfer taxes, lcences, export duties (which yield negligible revenue)
Source: Republic of Botswana, Financiai Statements, Tables and Estimates of Consolidated and Development Fund Revenues,

1988/89, Gabarone: Government Printer, 1988, except 1966/67: Republic of Botswana, Annual Statementof Accounts and
Estimates of Revenues and Expenditures,Gabarone: GovernmentPrinter,, 1967.
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In addition, Botswana and Zimbabwe have recently major type of tax, and Table III the revenue from each
renewed a free trade agreement so goods move freely tax as a percentage of total tax revenue. Figures for
between the 2 countrieswithout tariffbarriers, though 1966/67 are included for purposes of comparison. In

they do not have a common external tariff. the immediate period after independence, the income
tax was the dominant source andcustomswas second,
with no revenue from mineral taxation. In the 1980-84

THE RELATIVE RELIANCE ON VARIOUS period, mineral taxation,almostentirelyon diamonds,
REVENUE SOURCES became a significant source, with customs of compar-

able importance, and the income tax, though growing
Table I shows the overall relationshipbetween expen- in revenue, down to about one fifth of the total. From
ditures and revenues. 1984 on, this trend accelerated;since that time mineral

taxation has been yielding nearly three fourths of tax
The most significant features of these figures include followed by customs with 15 to 20%, the
the surplusposition, both on the recurrentBudget and revenue,

ncome tax around 10% and the new selective sales tax
the overall Budget, since 1983/84, reaching a peak in (actually, by usual terminology, only a group of ex-
1986/87, and then declining, as since that yearexpendi- cises), and other taxes of nominal importance. This is
tures have risen more rapidly than revenues. of course an unusual revenue pattern, rivaled only by
Table II provides a breakdownof the tax revenues by that of major oil exporting countries.

TABLE 111
Tax revenues by type of tax as percentage of total tax revenue, 1966/67; 1980/81 - 1988/89

Budget
Est. Est.

1966/67 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 1986/87 1987/88 1988/89
Minerals 0 41 34 36 44 59 69 72 72 69
Incometax 51 16 19 21 18 14 11 10 10 10
Customs 36 42 46 41 35 25 18 16 17 20
Sales tax 0 0 0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1

Other 13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 neg neg

Total tax revenue 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: Republic of Botswana, Financiai Statements, Tables, and Estimates of Consolidated and Development Fund Revenues,
1988/89, Gabarone: Government Printer, 1988, except 1966/67: Republic of Botswana, Annual Statementof Accounts and
Estimatesof Revenuesand Expenditures,Gabarone: Government Printer, 1967.

MINERALTAXATION per-nickel mining operatons; the Government is part
owner, the remainderheld by British and otheroutside

Diamonds represent the sole source of mineral tax interests (not South African). Low copper prices have
revenue in recent years. It is not useful to go into detail resulted in the failure to yield any Government reve-

on the taxation of diamonds. Essentially this is a tax nue thus far but with the improvementin world copper
on net earnings, based upon the Income Tax Act, but prices, some should be forthcoming.
the amount determined by special agreements be-
tween the Government and the mining companies
under power given to the Minister of Finance and INCOME TAXATION
Economic Planning to change the application of the
tax as he wishes. The top rate of the company tax While the income of tax currently yields no more than

applies but the actual effective rate is reduced by lib- 10% of total tax revenue, it is almost certain to grow
eral capital allowances. A portion of the revenue is in importance as the economy develops. In pre-inde-
technically royalty but is reported as tax revenue and pendence days, the tax applied only to expatriates.
the agreements relate to the overall combined burden The present tax law dates back to 1973 but there have
of the 2 elements. been many changes since.

In addition the Government shares in the profit as

owner of half of the shares; the other half is owned by Structure of the tax

the DeBeers interests. Thus in total the Government A single income tax act applies to both individualsand
gets much more than half the profits, an arrangement companies, although the rates differ. Major changesregarded as highly favourable to the country. have occurred within the past year. The company tax
Diamond production is capital intensive; the ground is

applies at a 40% rate to companyprofits, after deduct-
dug by power equipment, layer by layer, and the rock ing dividends paid to resident holders, the dividends
crushed to obtain the diamonds. being subject to the individual income tax. Thus dou-
The same type of tax arrangement applies to the cop- ble taxation of dividend income is avoided. An 18%
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withholding tax applies to dividends paid to foreign care, etc., were removed and the current simplifi
shareholders. There are very few incentives features, rate tables provided. The only deductions allow
avoided as a matter of policy, although the Minister (called claims) are interest on home loans, and con

has the power to make discretionary reductions, in tributions to old age retirement pension systems
practice provided only to some small firms. greatly increased in 1987/88 year to encouragepersons

to save for old age. There are no allowancesfor depen4
Individualsare subject to PAYE; most persons do not dents.

/
have to file returns as the amounts withheld are ad-

justed so far as possible to ensure appropriate pay-
ment. Usually filing is necessaryonly if the person has Taxationof agriculture
significant non-wage income. Husband and wife are

treated as separate taxpayers if the spouse has more Technically farmers are subject to the tax. But gjven
than nominal taxable income. The 2 principal tax ta- the exemptionsand the variouscost allowances,virtu-

bles applying to resident individualsare reproducedin ally no farmers pay tax - most small ones because of

Table IV. The tax is considerably greater on each the exemption allowance, some by simple failure to

person if both have taxable income, although the file, the larger ones by taking full advantage of the

maximum rate, 50%, is the same. Separate tables are income-relateddeductions. This is particularly true of

provided for non-residentpersons and for estates and the cattle raisers. Given the exemption, a producer
trusts. In both instances, the first 5000 P of income is would not be likely to be liable for tax unless the herd

exempt (the equivalent of roughly USS 2500 at Oc- was from 350 to 500 head. But the chiefelementreduc-
tober 1988 exchange rates).
In 1987, previous allowances, for education, medicai 1. One pula is equal to $ 0.502 as of 1 October 1988.

TABLE IV
Principal income tax tables, Botswana, 1988

Rate of tax 1987/88 and subsequenttax years

[TABLE A]

Taxableincome(pula) Tax (pula)
More than butnotexceeding

0 5000 0

5000 6000 5% of every 1 P

6000 8000 50 + 10% of excessover 6000

8000 11000 250 + 15% of excessover 8000

11000 15000 700 + 20% of excessover 11000

15000 20000 1500 + 25% of excessover 15000

20000 25000 2750 + 30% of excessover20000

25000 30000 4250 + 35% of excessover 25000

30000 35000 6000 + 40% of excessover30000

35000 40000 8000 + 45% of excessover35000

Over 40000 10250 + 50% of excessover40000

Table A applies to

(1) a resident unmarried individual, and

(2) a resident married individual whose spouse has taxable income.

[TABLE B]

Taxable income (pula) Tax (pula)
Morethan butnotexceeding

0 5000 0

5000 8000 5% of ev.ery 1 P

8000 11000 150+10%ofexcessover 8000

11000 15000 450 + 15% of excessover l1000

15000 19000 1050 + 20% of excessover 15000

19000 24000 1850 + 25%ofexcessover19000
24000 29000 3100+ 30% of excessover24000

29000 34O00 4600 + 35% of excessover29000

34000 39000 6350 + 40% of excessover34000

39000 44000 8350 + 45% ofexcessover39000

Over 44000 10600 + 50% of excessover44000

Table B applies to a resident married individual whose spouse does not have taxable income and certain other persons.
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ing tax liability for the large producers is theirprivilege There are about 4,000 companieson the tax rolls, and
of using standard value figures for the receipts from roughly 3,500 employers collecting and remittingtheir sales of cattle, figures that are far below, often PAYE, plus about 1000 additionalwhere the directors
no more than a quarterof, the actual selling price. Yet are the only employees. There are about 60,000
the cattle producerscan deduct all expenses, including employees subject to PAYE. Collection is not re-
the actual cost of the cattle. garded as a major problem. In the event of failure to

pay, the collector may attach payments to the delin-To reach the income from beef production, a complex quent taxpayer but he virtually never seeks to seize
tax system is applied to the Botswana Meat Commis- property. Most of the PAYE firrns are companies; no
sion, a Governmentagency that slaughters, processes attempt is made to apply PAYE to householdand exports most of the beef produced. The tax is employees most of whom would not be subject to tax
technically an income tax, at the standard 40% rate. anyway. Separate accounts are not maintained forBut the base to which the rate is applied is not net each enployee although the employer reports annu-
earnings in the usual sense but net sales- receipts from ally the amounts withheld from each employee.sales less transport and other marketingsellingcosts, Amounts withheld are paid monthly to the Depart-but not net of the cost of the cattle nor all processing ment.
costs. Thus the levy approaches being a sales tax. But
this base is not fully subject to the tax rate; 10% of the About 18,000 individuals are assessed annually. As
first 3 million P sales, 20o of the next 3 million P, noted, most persons subject to PAYE do not have to
30% of the third 3 million P and one third of amounts file. There is no self-assessment.The assessingofficers
in excess constitute the base to which the 40% tax is are secondary school graduates who have received a

applied. What is left covers the operatingcosts of the 9-month training programme.
Meat Commissionand the remainder is distributed at District offices are located in Francistownand Selebe-the end of the year to the cattle producers. Thus in Phiwke (the latter for PAYE only). Collections areeffect the tax primarily reduces the amounts received now computerizedand the hope is that by 1989 assess-
by the cattle raisers and operates much like an export ments will also be on the computer. A small investiga-tax. 2 The Governmentgains substantial revenue from tion branch, consisting of 3 expatriates, investi-now
this levy but in turn makes substantial expenditures to gates cases where fraud is suspected. Local personsaid the beef industry, up to 20 million P in recent are now being trained for the work.
years, particularly because of the drought. There is
considerable belief that the Government cannot get There are several obvious inadequacies in the opera-
much more revenueout of the beef industry, but could tion, recognized by the Department and stressed by
do so in better ways, more directly related to the higher officials in the Ministry:
earning of the cattle raisers. 1. No real audit programmeof the type necessary for

effective income tax administration. The pro-Botswana has only 2 double taxation agreements,with
gramme is as successful as it is because of theSouth Africa and the United Kingdom; the lack of Importance of PAYE and the tendency of largemore treaties may be a significant factor in lessening firms to pay on a reasonable basis.outside investment. 2. Lack ofexpertise to check the returnsand accounts
of traders.

Operationof the income tax 3. Inability to obtain and retainwell qualifiedperson-
nel.

The tax is administered by the Departmentof Taxes, 4. The inability to check carefully on whether or not
headed by the Commissioner of Taxes, currently an employees should be filing returns because of in-
expatriate with long experience in tax administration come not subject to PAYE.
in developing countries. The total staff is 141, with 7 5. Some problems with transfer payments, primarily
to be added in the current year. One hundredof these involving South African-ownedchain stores.
are classed in the general administrative staff group,
primarily consistingof collectors, assessors and senior
administrative assistants. There are 24 inspectors of CUSTOMS, EXCISES, AND THE SALES TAX
taxes in the various ranks. There are 11 expatriates in As noted, the indirect taxes are second in revenueonlysenior positions, in addition to the director. Most of to mineral taxation, exceeding the income tax. Therethe staff are recruited from secondary school
graduates, who gain their accounting certificates and

are 3 elements: the customs duties, the excises and the
a tax, commonthen are given an intensive training programme.Some levy called sales which by terminology

consistsof a second set ofexcisesapplyingtoimportsuniversity graduates are recruited, about 15 since
as well as domestic production.1972, but all but 2 have left for the private sector or

other Government agencies where pay and chances
for advancement are better. Salaries are regarded as Customs duties and excises
adequate in the lower levels but not in the higher Botswana enteredthe Southern African Customs
leve s, and the number of staff reasonably adequate, Union in 1969. The dominant partner in the union is
but not for all projects the department would like to
undertake. 2. Thereisalsoaverylowexport tax on exportofcattle,2 P perhead.
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of course South Africa. The customsunion has a single vary by commodity. The major items, the rates and
external tariff, with no tariffs on shipmentsamong the the revenue are shown in Table V.
countres. TechnicallyBotswana issues its own tariff, The tax introduced in 1982 as of gettingbut it is identical to that of South Africa. The tariff has was a means

important protective elements to aid in the develop-
more revenue from indirect taxes, given the inability

ment of industry. As a consequence, for example,
to unilaterally adjust customs duties, in the fear of an

virtually all vehicles sold in the countries are assem-
overall Budget deficit. This fear was not realized, but
the tax has been kept with the intention of ultimatelybled in South Africa with a substantial South African

content. The tariff is also an importantsource of reve- expanding it to a general sales levy. Such a tax is not

needed for revenue purposes at presentbut the plan is
nue for all 4 countries. In 1988, South Africa added a

surtax to the tariff, the effects of which on prices is based upon 3 considerations: a possiblebreakdown in
the customs union, a possible fall in diamond pricesfeared in Botswana. and the end of special concessions from the EEC.

The duty is collected primarily at the first point of

entry, which for most imports from abroad is a South Plans for broadening the sales tax

African port. The revenue goes into a common pool, In the 1987/88 Budget message, the Governmentindi-
which is allocated among the 4 countries on the basis cated that the sales tax would be broadened, with
of a formula, one more favourable to the 3 small

a

rate a on to
partners than to South Africa - so much so that the general 5% and 10% figure luxuries be

recent Margo Commission in South Africa recom-
effective in 1988. In the 1988/89 Budget message, the

mended that the formula be changed to give South Minister of Finance and DevelopmentPlanning indi-

Africa a larger share.
cated that the broadeningof the sales tax base will be
done gradually over a number of years, as we develop

There are some exceptions to the rule of collection at the ability to administer the tax effectively, and as

South African ports. Upon the request of the firm revenue requirementdictate.3The Ministeralso indi-

involved, the goods can be shipped in bond, by rail or cated that in 1988 selected luxury goods, primarily
road, to Botswana and duty collected by Botswana consumer durables, would be subjected to a 10% tax,
Customs and Excise. When goods have been cleared raising additional annual revenue of 3.5 million P.
in South Africa, Botswana checks the South African The Government is reluctant to move quickly to a

bill of entry at the border. On imports from Zim- more general levy primarily because of need for Cus-

babwe, customs clearance is made at the border on toms and Excise to develop means to administer it
road traffic, in Gabaroneon rail traffic. The same rule effectively.
is appliedon imports from Zambia. Imports from Zim-
babwe of Zimbabwe origin are not subject to duty Meanwhile, the staff of Customs and Excise is beng
because of the free trade agreement, but goods of given additional staff and experiences of other coun-

other origins are subject. The increasing volume of tries are being studied. The Kenya tax on importation
imports by air is cleared at the airport.

and manufacturewith some value added tax elements
is serving as the primary model. The Zimbabwe retail

The excise duties are collected, on goods produced in sales is not considered suitable for the conditions of
South Africa, at the factory, by South African Cus- Botswanafrom an operationalstandpoint; the same is
toms and Excise, and the revenue allocated to the true of a general value added tax.

common pool, as are customs duties.
The combined excise and salespresent tax rates are

The coverage of excises is typical: wine, beer, distilled low by comparson wth many countres. For petrol
spirits, cigarettes, and other tobacco projects, and (gasoline) for example, the combined rate is about 18
motor fuel. All have specific rates. thebe per litre, selling at 72.6 thebe or about 24%; the

tax on diesel fuel is even lower. For several years
The sales tax diesel fuel was freed of tax because of the importance

for road transport but the tax was restored in 1986.

When South frica unilaterally imposed a retail sales The railwaysystem complainsof heavysubsidy to road

tax in 1969, it indicated to the other 3 countries that transport because of the low fuel taxes.

they were free to do so as well. While goods exported
from South Africa to Botswana are not subject to the Operation of the sales tax

South African sales tax, their prices may contain some A high percentageof the tax is collectedat importation
elements of South Africa's tax because of cascadingof since most of the goods subject are produced in South
tax on inputs. South Africa is moving toward a value Africa. For the domestic brewery, the principal
added tax which should eliminate the cascading. domestic producer subject to tax, tax is paid on a

Botswana did not have a sales tax until 1981 when it monthly basis, as the brewery is highly computerized;

imposed what is called a sales tax, but is limited to
Customsand Excise personnelare not stationed in the

approximately the same items as covered by the ex- plant.
cises; the difference is that the sales tax applies to

goods imported from South Africa and othercountries
as well as to domesticproductionand the rates are set

by Botswana legislation. The rates are specific and 3. Republicof Botswana, Budget Speech 1988 at 24.
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TABLE V
Rates and yild of the Botswana sales tax, 1988

Goods Rate Revenues,000 pula
Est. % of total tax revenue

Thebeperlitre: 1986/87 1987/88 1987/88

Petrol (gasoline) 8 5,966 6,586 0.48

Diesel fuel' 5 3,732 4,105 0.30

Traditionalbeer 1.6 792 1,238 0.09

Regularbeer 8.9 1,750 1,926 0.14

Wine:
natural 14.4

141 155 0.02fortifiied 18.4
sparkling 41.6 157 173 0.02

Otherfermentedbeverages 12.8 27 272 neg

Spirits Pula
perlitre:

Whiskey 1.04
Brandy 0.90 , 703 774 0.06Liqueurs 0.96
Other 0.92

1.11

1. Except that for farmers.

The 1988/89 Budget estimate figures are identical with the 1987/88 estimates.

Sources Sales Tax Act, 1982; Sales Tax Regulations, 1984, and subsequent amendments, Financiai Statements, Tables, and
Estimatesof Consolidatedand DevelopmentFund Revenues, 1988/89, Gabarone: Government Printer, 1988, at 20.

1 pula = 100 thebe.

The Departmentof Customs and Excise currently has LOCAL TAXES
a staff of about 230. In addition to the Director of
Customs, relatively new in the position, not having The principal local tax, confined to the urban areas, is
risen through the customs ranks, a deputydirectorand the property rate, based upon capital value, applied
an assistant director, there is a general administrative equally to land and improvements,unlike the common
staff of 113, 30 being customs and excise officers of pattern in east and central Africa of taxing land more
various ranks, 83 customs assistants.There is a profes- heavily. The tax is locally collected. There is no prop-
sional staff of 3, a preventivestaff of 34 and a secreta- erty tax in rural areas as the land is communally
rial group. Some university graduates are hired for owned. In 1987 the Government eliminated the local
technical positions; for the customs officer ranks, sec- personal tax, an outgrowthof the colonial hut taxes

ondary school graduates are hired and given an exten- which had become a mini-income tax and not at all
sive training programme. Preventive staff typically well-collected. The revenue was replaced by Central
have only a junior school certificate. It is reported that Governmentgrants. The Governmentalso eliminated
salary schedules are adequate and that prestige of the the local tax on beer, replacing the latter by grants
service is high. from the Botswana Government tax on traditional

beer. In general the Central Government makes upThe decision has been made that the general sales tax
will be administered by Customs and Excise, not by

the shortfall of local revenue by grants.
the Tax Department,' superficial contact with the 2
agencies suggest that this is the appropriate decision

CONCLUSIONunder the circumstances- unlike the situation in many
countries. Under the planned general sales tax at the
import and manufacturing level it is estimated that Botswanaenjoys a greater tax base relative to revenue

there will be between 2000 and 3000 taxpaying firms. needs than most African countries primarily because
of the importantdiamond productionand export. But

Smuggling is not regardeda majorproblem,except for as any country primarilydependenton one product for
a limited amount from Zambia; were the customs foreign exchange and Government revenue, it suffers
union to be eliminated, the potential for smuggling from the potential hazard of decline in output of the
would be very great. The sales tax will of course in- product or in world market prices and from the effect
crease the incentive for smuggling. of the export of diamonds on the exchange rate and
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thus the difficulty of increasing other exports. It also the basic rate has been 121h%, with a 20% rate on
has the advantage of a ready market for its other main consumer durables. In 1985-86, a detailed review of
export, beef, at prices weil aboveworld levels. Partici- the entire tax structure, including the sales tax, was

pation in the Southern African Customs Union is be- made by a commissionheadedby Raja Chelliah.4The
neficial in terms of customs and excise collection and report recommended retention of the retail form of
minimization of smuggling but is regarded as objec- sales tax, but some change in exemptions, shift to a

tionable on political grounds, as is the high depen- single rate, and increase in the exemption of small
dence on South Africa for imports and for export firms. The Government has followed this last recom-

routes. Break up of the customs union would create mendation, raising the figure from Z$ 50,000 to
serious disruption of trade and revenue, certainly in 100,000, and plans to go to 250,000.5 Sales to exempt
the short run. Over time, the hope is to increase trade firms by suppliers are of course taxed; only the retail
with the other SADCC countries, and lessen depen- margin escapes tax.6 In the opinion of the Tax Depart-
dence on South Africa. Meanwhile a general sales tax ment and the ChelliahCommissionthe tax workswell;
is being developed to lessen the danger of either loss revenues have been outrunning expectations; and no

in diamond revenue or break up of the customsunion. seriousproblemsare encountered.There are currently
The major problem the country faces is unemploy- about 10,000 registered firms. But Zimbabwe is a

ment, and tax changesoffer little potential for increas- much more urbanizedcountry than Botswanaand the
ing employment. latter is probably justified in rejecting this approach.

A NOTE ON THE ZIMBABWESALES TAX 4. Report of the CommissionofEnquiry into Taxation, to the President,
Harare: GovernmentPrinter, 1 April 1986.

As noted, Botswana has rejected the type of retail 5. As of October 1988, $Z 1 = SUS 0.52.

sales tax used in Zimbabwe on operational grounds. 6. Unlike United States practice, retailers must include the tax in the

This tax, a purely retail sales tax, was first imposed in price, although wholesalersmay show it as a separate item. Capital equip-
ment is not exempt from tax except for refund on building materials for

1963. The coverage is broad, with exemptions limited manufacturing plants in specified small towns. Administration is in the
to basic food items, medicine, and some transport hands of the Tax Department, not Customs and Excise, though the latter

items, and some services are covered. In recent years collects the tax at importation.
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Direct Taxation
-
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in the Sudan Isf
By Abdin Ahmed Salama . , .54 .
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I. HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT .r.
'

::*-t ,: /.. .

Until 1955 direct taxes in the Sudan were defined as taxes levied on .. .,
- :.:Zf.' .-' I\'-'

traditional activities carried out in rural areas (e.g. the date, land, Ushur, ..,. .,j .,- , .. ,
poll, animal and tribute taxes).' Other taxes which were considereddirect ', .. ,

t:,.
.'

taxes by the Sudan Government were traders' licences, business profits
j'

.
. ,:.,

tax, house tax, rent from Government land and properties and road tax.

This administrativeclassification applies today; all taxes collected by the
I- 1

''

Departmentof Taxationare considereddirect taxes. Stamp duty and sales !
/

taxes are considered direct taxes for the sole reason they are collected by #

the Department of Taxation.2 This article surveys Sudan' txes on per- 1
:

sonal income, companies, estate or inheritance, capital gains and net
wealth by comparing the Income Tax Laws of 1971 and 1986.

Dr. Salamareceiveda Bachlorof Sci- .'
Sudan's experiencewith direct taxation is limited. The only long-standing ence degree in Economics and Politi-
direct tax is the 1913 business profits tax (BPT) imposed primarily on cal Science in 1966 from the University
traders. No taxwas levied on personal income until 1964, i.e. 8 years after of Khartoum. In 197,1 he received a

independence.3 Since 1964 major developments have taken place in de- diploma in Economics from Lancster

signing and implementing a modern income tax system. In 1964 a tax on
University in the United Kingdom and
in 1976 he earned his Ph.D. in Finan-

personal income (PIT) was imposed on salaries and wages and a land rent cial Economics from the University of
tax was imposed on income from rented property. In 1967 a move was Wale. He is currently the Director of
made to implement a global system of taxation by consolidating income Research at the Faisal Islamic Bank in

from salaries and wages, business profits and land rent. Khartoum.

The 1971 Income Tax Law sought to close the many loopholes which
allowed for tax evasion or delinquency. A capital gains tax was imposed
in 1974 to increase the role of direct taxation. Profits accruing from the
sale of land and buildings were subject to the tax. In 1976, a development
tax on incme was imposed on all individuals and companies in order to
enhance and recoup revenue from projects which were exempt under the

Encouragementof InvestmentAct. As of 1980 all personsholding trading
licences were required to have tax cards and all Governmentunits dealing 1. Contributions from native administration

and the cultivation taxes were added to the above
with taxpayers were instructed to register their transactions. taxes.

The numberof Sudaneseemigrating to the rich neighbouringoil countries
2. This definition, of course, contradicts the
well-known definition of direct taxation.

increased. The Income Tax Law of 1971 was amended in 1981 to allow 3. This phenomenon may be attributed to the

irnposition of an income tax on non-resident Sudanese, i.e. Sudanese fact that Sudan was conquered by the British and
the Egyptians following the 'takeover of the

working abroad (SWA). The tax was imposed at the rate of 10% of their Mahdi. One of the main factors contributing to
income. The tax administrationencounteredproblematicdifficulties with the success of the Mahdi was the severe taxes

the tax on SWA so the administration introduced a number of changes imposed by the Turkish Empire. To prevnt up-

between 1982 and 1985. In 1982, for example, the tax was imposedon the risings the British decided to levy low direct
taxes Earl Cromer stated: Low direct taxation

basis of occupation in the host country. A fixed rate was imposed on each should be the keystone of the political arch, it

occupation group, i.e. workers, civil servants, professionals and brings tranquillity in its strain and in the assess-

ment and collection of taxes no innovation based
businessmen. Since the rate was set in dollars and paid in Sudanese on Western idea should be introduced unless its

pounds, the tax rate changed continuously.Applicationof the,tax created introduction is unavoidable (see Z.M.

compliancedifficultieswith respect to individualswhse incomecould not Kubinski, Direct Taxation in Export Economy
A case studyof the Republicof the Sudan, Publicbe easily traced and for whom no PAYE system was feasible. It was then Finance, Vol. 14 (1959) at 218). For a brief de-

thought that certain documents(i.e.issuanceand renewal of passports and scription of Sudan's history, see Suliman; Prof.

exit visas) should only be issued upon presentation of a tax clearance AIi Ahmed, Experience with Zakat,42Bulle'-
tin for International Fiscal Documentation 1

certificate. After the revolution in April 1985, the tax was replaced by a (1988) at 34 (hereinafter referred to as Suli-
compulsory national contribution. man)
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A committee to reform the tax system was established II. COMPARISONOF THE 1971 AND 1986 TAX
in 1983. The committee was composed of Sudanese LAWS

experts and representativesof concerned groups and
governmentalunits and was entrustedwith the task of
developing reform proposals to improve administra-

A. In general
tion as well as to enable the direct tax system to achieve Following the recommendations of specialized com-
economic equity. The committee issued an extensive mittees, the 1986 Income Tax Law introducedvarious
report contanng recommendations, some of which changes in the 1971 Law. Although the 1986 Law
were adopted in the 1986 Income Tax Law. Those departs from its predecessor in many areas, only the
recommendationsincluded the following: most significant changes are examined in this article.
(1) income accruing to a resident Sudanese from out-

side Sudan was to be subject to tax even if the 1. Schedularstructure
income was not transferred to Sudan;

(2) imposition of agricultural income tax on mechan- The schedular structure of the income tax was main-
ized farms; tained as was the section providing for global assess-

IiI
3 mpostonofa tax on tenantsofirrigatedprojects; ment by combining incomefrom businessprofits, land

deduction of nterest and nvestment income; rent and personal income. Two sections, however,
a wide range of withholdingmeasures; and depart from the schedular system. Under Sec. 29, in-

6) increasing the exemption level to 1,500 LS. come from land rent and business profits is combined
and taxed under one schedule. Pursuant to Sec. 30,

In September 1984, the then President (President income from personal income, land rent and/or busi-

Nimeiri) abolished all taxes at the local and central ness profits is combinedand taxed underone schedule.
level (with the exception of import duties)4 and re. If income from land rent and/or businessprofits is less

placed these taxes by issuing a decree imposing the than one quarter of personal income, the incomefrom
Zakat and Taxation Act 1984.5 Zakat was imposed at salary is taxed according to the schedule applicable to

a flat rate of 21/2% on financial holdings, wages and personal income. However, if income from land rents

trading stock and it was levied in kind with respect to and/orbusinessprofitsexceedsone quarterofpersonal
agriculture and livestock. The new Act also imposed income, that income is subject to the BPT and land
a 10% tax on investmentand developmenton all cap- rent schedule with no exemption level while personal
ital invested in the Sudan. income is subject to the scheduleon personalincome.

The 1986 Law retained the progressive nature of the
The Zakat and Taxation Act 1984 faced strong resis- income tax with the highestprogressiverate applicable
tance from both foreign and domestic investors. The to the profits of banks reaching70%. The highest rate
Government soon realized it would experience huge under the 1971 Law applied to salaries.8
deficits6, so the Actwas amended in 1984 to implement
the social security tax which was imposed on partner- 2. Deductions
ships and companies at rates ranging between 20 and
3000.7 The tax was also imposed on the income of Under the 1971 Law the wages and salariesof full-time

individualsbut it provided for a large exemption level directors who held more than 10% of the company's
of 6,000 LS annually, tax rates progressng to a shares could not be deducted by the company. The

maximum of 25% on income up to 45,000 LS per
1986 Law amended this provision to allow a deduction

annum, and 30% for additionalincome. The amended to be taken accordingto wagesnormallypaid to similar

Act was simple in form and includedno detailsn how directors but the deduction is limited to the wages and

the tax should be imposednor did it containany details salaries of 2 directors.

that normally are found in tax legislation. The Act Sec. 18(1)(b) allows professionals to deduct 15% as
remainedoperativeuntil a new income tax law bill was professional depreciation; this deduction was not

presented in 1986. The 1986 Income Tax Law re- available under the 1971 Law.
mained a provisionalAct until 1987 when it was passed
by Parliament. The 1986 Income Tax Law was effec- 3. Exemptions
tive retrospectively from the 1985 assessment year. A major departurepoint in the Law thenew concerns

issuance of exemptions. Under Sec. 17(2)(a) of the
1971 Law, the Council of Ministers had authority to

4. A total of 17 taxes were abolished, including income tax, capital gains exempt any income or class of income from tax. New
tax and taxes colected by the local governments in lieu of income taxes. Sec. 17(2)(a) allows the Minister of Finance, upon a
See Suliman at 35. recommendation of the Director of Taxation, to
5. The Act also established a Zakat and Tax administration to work

directly with the President. Zakat is a religious levy and one of the cor- exempt any income from tax.
nerstones of Islam. For a discussion of Zakat, see Suliman.
6. The limited revenue from Zakat derives from the fact that the tax The 1986 Law does not exempt interest income paid
could only be used to help the needy and the poor. by banks or the post office although this income was
7. This was essentiallya re-introductionof the BPTbut with lower rates.

exempt under the previous legislation. Interest paid8. This reflects the prejudice against the salaried class at that time and
the current prejudice against banks. Salaries are favourably treated under on foreign loans is exempt from taxable business pro-
the 1986 Income Tax Law. fits.
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Unlike the 1971 Law, the 1986 Law exempts certain Law did not impose any such requirement.10
individuals from tax, i.e. individuals who are

- In case of assessment of the land rent tax, Sec.

employed in the public sector and reach the age of 50, 25(1)(c) of the 1986 Law allows all maintenance
individualswho work for 25 years, individualswho are expenditures to be deducted if audited accounts
entitled to a pension but do not claim it and individuals are presented. Sec. 25(c)(ii) of the 1971 Law al-
who are employedin the privatesectoruntil they reach lowed only a 25% deduction for maintenance ex-

the age of 60. penses if audited accounts were submitted.
Unlike the 1971 Law, Sec 47(3)(c) of the new Law-

The 1971 Law only allowed exemptions which were makes it more difficult for the DirectorofTaxation

expressly set forth in the legislation or which were to reject audited accounts because the Director

approved by the body authorized to issue exemptions. must explain his reasons for rejecting an audited
Sec. 17(1) of the new Law incorporatesall exemptions account.

from income tax under other prevailing laws in order
to safeguard exemptionsalready granted, i.e. tax-free 5. Collection and enforcement
allowancespaid to the police force, the attorneygener- The 1986 Law includes some provisions to close
al, cooperatives and others. The new provision will loopholes which diminished the efficacy of the tax
also protect other groups which enjoyed exemptions laws:
from income tax under certain laws.

Under Sec. 42, the Director of Taxation is auth--

4. Accounts orized to enter places of business or estate during
working hours or during any appropriate time to

The 1986 Law appears more lenient with respect to request information or explanationswhich ensure
audited accounts: implementationof the tax laws.

(a) Under Sec. 20(e) self-employed businessmen are
- Sec. 69(2) grants the DirectorofTaxationthe auth-

offered an exemption of 1,200 LS or 15% of their ority to delegate to anyone the power to enforce

profits, whichever is greater, as a personal allowance. an administrative distraint by entering the tax-

In the case of professionals, the allowance is 20% of payer's property during work hours to collect the
their profits or 2,400 LS, whichever is greater. The tax due. The corollarysection in the 1971 Law only
1971 Law allowed a personal allowance only if true allowed this procedure to be carried out during the
audited accounts were submitted whereas the 1986 daytime.
Law grants the allowance if true audited accounts are

- Sec. 69(4) grants authority to the Directorof Tax-
submitted or if income tax returns are submitted in ation to distrain bank accounts of delinquent tax-

accordancewith Sec. 38.9 payers and authorizes the Director to withdraw
from those accounts a sum equal to the amount of

(b) Under Sec. 38 donationsmay be deducted. Dona- tax due.t
tions in cash may be deducted in full but donations in

- The wages and salaries withholding tax under the
kind may not exceed 10% of profits or 10,000 LS, 1971 Law was extended. Sec. 65 requires the fol-
whichever is greater. Audited accounts must be pre- lowing units and enterprises to withhold tax:12
sented for donations in kind while cash donationsmay (i) all Governmentunits, central, local or regionalbe deducted if an income tax return is accepted by the councils, public corporations, cooperatives,Directorof Taxation. markets, companies, Government fac-crop
(c) Under the 1971 Law losses could be carried for- tories and private factories must withhold a

ward for 5 years only if audited accounts were submit- percentageof the tax when payingpersonssub-
ted. Under Sec. 21(d)(ii) and (e) of the new law the ject to the tax sums of money n lieu of pur-
Director of Taxation has authority to accept such chases of goods or services;
losses and they can be carried forward if compelling (ii) the Customs Department must deduct a

crcumstances prevent the taxpayer from presenting specified percentage from all imports or ex-

such accounts or if the losses occurred during a tax ports; 13

base period in which the taxpayer did not present (iii)all private hospital payments to doctors;
audited accounts but did submit an income tax return (iv)courts and registration administrations must

in accordancewith Sec. 38. deduct a percentage from lawyerswho present
cases;

The 1986 Law contains some incentives as well as

obligations to ensure that proper accounts or audited
accounts are maintained: 9. Art. 38 authorizes the Directorof Taxation to ask all persons subject

to the tax to present an income tax return for the previous base period or

Sec. 39(3)(a) requiresbusinesseswhich have a cap- any period for which the person is subject to the tax. The return must be
-

ital of 30,000 LS or turnoverexceeding100,000 LS
submitted within 2 months after the end of the base period.
10. Subsection (2), however, authorized the Director to request the tax-

to maintain books of account that reflect the vol- payer to present necessary books of account.

ume of activities subject to the tax. The following 11. This procedure, however, is subject to the approval of the Minister.

books must be kept: receipt and payment ac- of Finance.

counts, ledger accounts and inventory accounts
12. The percentage of tax to be withheldwill be determined by the

Minister.
and these books should be authenticated before 13. The only exclusion applies to imported raw materialsand approval of
use by the Tax Department. Sec. 40(i) of the 1971 the Minister must be obtained.
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(v) private sector slaughterhousesmust deduct a does not distinguish between residents and non-resi-
fixed amount on the account of the BPT along dents with respect to tax rates. However, there is no
with the fees required for slaughtering; minimum exemption for non-residents. The exemp-

(vi)traffic authorities may not issue automobile tion level is set at 3,000 LS for residents (170 LS in
registration or renewals of registration unless 1971), but as explained above the exemption has un-
at least part of the tax is collected; and dergone many changes. The highest tax rate (40%)

(vi)all commercial banks and investment com- applies to income exceeding 18,000 LS. Under the
panies must deduct a specified percentageout 1971 Law income exceeding70,000 LS was subject to
of the yield of the investmentcertificates. tax at 80%.

Units deducting the sums must credit the amount
to the Tax Department within a month of collec-
tion. All necessary documents must be filed with C. Tax administration

the amounts submitted. Receipts should be issued
This section highlights important issues relatedto payers of the tax and these amounts will be some

deducted from the tax when the taxpayerpresents
to tax administration, i.e. assessment of tax, income

audited accounts or income declarationsprepared tax returns, appeals, tax collection and tax evasion.

according to Sec. 38. The taxpayer should also
present documentsevidencing payments withheld 1. Assessmentof tax

on accountof the tax by the relevantgovernmental Under Sec. 48(5) of the 1971 Law, the Director of
unit. Taxation could accept an income tax return and pro-
Sec. 70 of the new Law adopts the 1976 amend- ceed to assess the taxpayeraccordingly.Alternatively,
ment to the 1971 Law which introduced the tax if the Directorhad reasonablecause to believe that the
clearance certificate (TCC) but it includes 2 new return did not reflect a true and correct statement of
situationsin which a TCC should be presented,i.e. the taxpayer's income, he could impose an assessment
registration/renewaland transferof transportvehi- according to his best judgement. Sec. 47 of the new
cles. Law adopts the same approach but adds a provision
Sec. 82 of the new Law adopts the 1980 amend- requiringthe Director to explain the reasons for decid-
ment to the 1971 Law requiring tax cards. It is ing to reject an income tax return.17 Sec. 47 also auth-
obligatory for all governmentalunits dealing with orizes the Director of Taxation to form assessment
persons who are subject to Sec. 70 to request pre- committees to assist him in making assessments.18
sentation of a valid tax card.14

Before 1968 tax assessmentswere the responsibilityof
local tax boards but under the 1986 Law the power of

B. Tax rates under the 1986 Law these boards was reduced and in 1971 they were

abolished altogether due to a long-standing conflict
A higher minimumexemption is granted, reflecting to between the local tax authorities and tax officials in
some extent the erosion of monetary holdings due to the central Government. Two lists of taxpayers were

high inflation rates.15 maintained under the old system, i.e. the Minister's
list and the local list. The Minister's list included tax-

1. Business profits and land rent payers whose profitsexceeded 1,000LS. Taxpayerson

the local list were taxed by the local Government
Income from business and land rent are subject to a which collected the tax as an agent of the Ministry of
separateschedule.Theexemptionlevelunder the 1986 Finance. Competitionbetween the 2 authoritiesdevel-
Law starts at 1,500 LS; under the 1971 Law the exemp- oped and it was alleged that local Government auth-
tion amounted only to 170 LS.16 orities kept assessments low to keep most of the trad-

ers on their list.
2. Tax rate on companies

Assessment may take 2 forms under existing legisla-The 1986 Law introduced a number of changes in the tion:
rate structure on companies as compared to the 1971
Law. All privateand publiccompaniesare taxedunder (i) an assessment made on the basis of income tax

one schedule with the rate progressinguntil it reaches
60% on profits which exceed 1 million LS. The rates 14. Private sector enterprises must adhere to the same procedure.
differed under the 1971 Law dependingupon whether 15. No real adjustmentwas made for purposes of comparing the real tax

a company was private or public and the highest rate rates in the old and new laws.
16. In 1966, the exemption level was reduced from 1350 LS to 300 LS and

was 60%. The new Law differentiates between com- further reduced to 170 LS in 1971. In an attempt to achieve vertical equity,
panies operating in different sectors of the economy. the exemption level between married and single personswas differentiated
In the case of insurancecompanies, profits exceeding in 1974; the exemption level for single persons was 200 LS and for married

1 million LS are subject to 65% tax, and bank profits persons, 300 LS. This was repealed in 1975 because the tax administration

exceeding 3 million LS are subject to 70%. The 1971 disfavoured the exemption and the numerous administrative problems
deriving from its application.Law did not contain any such differentiation. 17. The tax departmentmay issue summaryassessmentsaccording to the
best of its judgement. Neither law, however, explains how assessments

3. Tax rates on personal income should be made. The entire procedure is left to the discretin of the tax

administration.
The personal income tax schedule of the 1986 Law 18. These committeesonly have consultative powers.
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returns which are supported by audited accounts; C. Wealth tax

(ii) if a proper return or audited account is not pre- There is no wealth tax in the Sudan.20
sented, the tax department may make a summary
assessment.
Certain factors guide the tax authorities when

IV. TAX COLLECTION

making summary assessments. For example, the The tax administrationfaces many tax collectionprob-
external outlook of the business premisesand their lems and despite the measures taken to enforce com-
site, the volume of operations according to books pliance through tax cards (TC) and TCCs, major ob-
of account, the rent paid by the business for the stacles stand in the way of effective tax collection, i.e.
premises, the number of employees and compari- personnel is limited and other administrative
son with businesses conducting similar activities. shortcomingsimpede the work of the authorities.
The tax authorities also use information which it
obtains from the Customs and Excise Duty De- V. TAX EVASION
partment as well as information obtained from
local authorities. It is believed that the level of unreportedor under-re-

ported income is very high. One form of tax evasion is
income splitting among families. To prevent this prac-D. Tax returns tice, a 1971 regulationconsideredunemployedpersons

Sec. 39 of the 1971 Law and Sec. 38 of the 1986 Law over 18 years of age as minors and therefore incapable
grant authority to the Director of Taxation to require of holding property. Many taxpayers instituted law
any person to provide the Directorwith a full and true suits contesting this regulation. The tax department
statement of income. According to Sec. 38(3), the attempted to incorporate the regulation in the 1986
taxpayer must present the statement within 2 months Law in order to give the provision the force of law but
after the end of the base period. Failure to comply or the motion was rejected on the basis that such an

presentationof a false statementmay result in a penal- amendment contradicted the common definition of
ty. minors. Consequently,minor is defined as a person

who is under the age of 18.

E. Appeals The tax departmentincluded a similar provision in the
1987 Income Tax Regulations according to which un-Sec. 55 of the 1971 Law and Sec. 54 of the 1986 Law married girls, full-time students and the disabled overstipulate that an IncomeTax Board may be formed by the age of 18 are considered minors. The threat ofthe Minister for the purpose of hearing and determin- appeals to the judiciary contesting this provision re-ing taxpayer appeals against income tax assessments. mains a possibility.The Board has never been formed and most appeals

are heard and determinedwithin the tax department. Audited accounts may be prepared in such a way to
In fact, few taxpayers exercise their right to bring a evade tax by reflecting untrue losses. It was estimated
case to court. by the tax department that during the years 1982-84

such accounts reflected losses for taxpayers of aboutUnder the 1971 Law appeals were neither heard nor 4.2 million LS. Following proper scrutiny of such ac-determined unless the taxpayer paid 50% of the tax
counts, it was found that the accounts should reflectdue. This clause has been changedunder the new Law, profits of 9.4 million LS.i.e. according to Sec. 55(1)(c), the taxpayer may de-

posit the tax due or any amount requiredby the Direc- VI. CONCLUSION
tor of Taxation.

Sudan'sexperiencewith direct taxationhas undergone
III. OTHER DIRECT TAXES many changes in its short life. The major departure

from the growth of direct taxation took place in 1984
when most direct taxes were repealed. However, theA. Estate duty
recent revival of direct taxation and implementationThere is no estate duty in the Sudan. 19
of the 1986 Income Tax Law resuscitates the role of
direct taxation as an important source of revenue.B. Capital gains tax How to achieve horizontal and vertical equity given

Capital gains tax was first imposed in 1974 but it was the limited administrative resources and extensive
repealed in 1984 along with all the other taxes (see under-reportingof income is the major challengecon-

above). The tax was re-imposed in 1986 on all transac- fronting the tax administrationtoday. Another thorny
tions involving the transfer of property owned for 3 issue which is not resolved by the 1986 legislation
years or more. Gains deriving from the transfer of involves assessment of taxpayers who do not present
property owned for less than 3 years is considered as audited accounts. The 1986Law did, however, close a

business profits and is subject to the income tax number of loopholes allowing for tax evasion and it
schedule. Capital gains tax only applies to the sale of introducednew provisions to enhance tax collection.
land. The tax is levied on individuals at progressive
rates ranging from 5% to 25% on capital gains of 19. In his 1974/75 Budget speech, the Minister of Finance introduced a

was20,000 LS; for sums exceeding that amount, the rate
bill to apply estate duty but this bill rejected.
20. A proposal to implement a wealth tax was considered in 1986 and a

is 30%. A flat rate of 40% is imposed on companies. bill was prepared but never passed.
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The Laws on Foreign Investmentand
Import/ExportTaxes

J

Dr. Arno Wohlgemuth

terprises with 100% foreign-investedcapital (Art. 4).
Dr. Wohlgemuth is Lecturer of law at the Institute of East Art. 7 prescribes the caital contributionsof both par-
European Studies of the Freie Universitt, Berlin. ties. The foreign partner'scaptal contributionmay be

in the form of foreign currency, plants, equipment,
On 29 December1987 the NationalAssemblyadopted machinery and tools, spare parts or technology. The

the Viet-NameseLaw on Foreign Investment and the Viet-Namese partner's contribution may consist of

Law on Import/ExportTaxes.2 Foreign investment in local currency, natural resources, building materials,
Viet-Nam is recognized as a vital ingredient to expand land, wateror sea rights,buildings,servicesor technol-

economc cooperationwith foreign countries, achieve ogy. The parties may jointly agree on any other form

domestic economicdevelopmentnd increase exports
of capital contribution.

by effectivelyexploitingnatural resources,manpower, Although no ceiling is set for the maximum contribu-
etc. Import/export activities must be bolstered to en- tion5, the foreign partner's share in the venture may
hance Viet-Nam's economic climate, protect and de- not be less than 30% (Art. 8). The profitsand liabilities

velop production and to create revenue resources. of the joint venture are to be shared by the parties in
These two laws aim to achieve these goals. The follow- proportion to their capital contribution (Art. 10).
ing article highlights the most salient provisionsof the
legislation.

The partners may agree on the percentageof domestic
and export sales. However, foreign currency earnings
from exports and other sources must be sufficient to
meet all foreign currency needs of the joint venture

I. LAW ON FOREIGNINVESTMENT and ensure its normal operation (Art. 11).

Chapter I: Generalprovisions According to Art. 12, the joint venture will be man-

aged by a board of directors. A unanimousdecision of

In order to encourage foreign investment by foreign the board s necessary for decisions relating to organi-
organizationsand individuals, the State will guarantee

zation and operationof the joint venture, i.e. orienta-

the ownership3 of invested capital and the rights of tion of activities of the enterprise, business planning
foreign investors. Favourableconditionsand easy for- and key personnel (Art. 13). Each partner may ap-

malities will be established for investors in Viet-Nam point nominees to the board in proportion to its re-

(Art. 1). Art. 2 sets forth a list of pertinentdefinitions spective capital contribution. However, each partner
for purposesof the legislation;for example the follow- must have at least 2 nomineeson the board. The day-
ing terms are defined: foreign partner, Viet-Namese to-day business of the venture is to be carried out by

partner, foreign investment, business cooperation a general director and deputy general directors who

contract, joint venture contract, reinvestment, pre-
are responsible to the board. The general director or

scribed capital and enterprise with 100% foreign-in-
the first deputy general director must be a Viet-

vested capital.
Namese citizen. If the enterprise is 100% foreign-
owned, the board of directorsmay be exclusivelycom-

Certan sectorsof the economyare promotedas having posed of foreigners although the enterprise remans

priority for purposes of foreign investment: subject to Viet-Nameselaw. The durationof a foreign-
(1) major economic programmes, export production

and production of import substitution products;
(2) high technologyindustriesusing skilled labourand 1. This article is based on information received from: Summary

increasing the output of existing industries; of World Broadcasts Part 3, Caversham Park, Reading, United

(3) industries utilizing labour materiais and natural Kingdom of 13 January 1988 (FE/0047/Cl/1-4) and 19 January 1988

(FE/0052/Cl/1-2).
resources; 2. The Law on Foreign Investment was promulgated by the Council of

4 industriespromoting infrastructure; and State on 9 January 1988 and the Law on Importxport Taxes on 11

5 foreign exchangeservices, tourism,ship repairand January 1988.

air and sea transportationservices. 3. Ownership in Viet-Nam is divided into State or socialist ownership
(Art. 18 of the Constitution),cooperativeownership (Art. 23 of the Con-

stitution) and private ownership (Art. 27 of the Constitution)

Chapter II: Forms of investment 4. The jont venture will be deemed a juridical person subject to Viet-
Namese laws (Art. 6).
5. Under the 1977 Regulations on Foreign Investment, the maximum

Foreign participationsin Viet-Nammay be in the form contribution was set at 49%. See Nagy, Changes in the Tax System, 41

of contractual ventures, joint ventures4or private en- Bulletin for InternationalFiscal Documentation12 (1987) at 554.
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invested enterprise is 20 years but this term may be initial exemption is based on the nature and duration
extended in certain cases (Art. 15). of the business, the scale of capital investmentand the

The foreign enterprise must maintain a bank account
volume of exports. Losses may be carried forward and

with the Bank for Foreign Trade of Viet-Nam or a
offset against the profits of the next 5 years.

branch of a foreign bank in Viet-Nam (Art. 17). The Foreign investors who re-invest part of their share of
accountngmethodsmust adhere to internationalprin- the profits of the enterprise are entitled to a refund of

ciples and standards of accounting (Art. 18). The cre- the income tax paid on the re-invested profits (Art.
aton, operationand windingup of the enterprisemust 32).
be carried out in accordance with the charter of the

enterprise and Viet-Namese law (Art. 19).. Chapter V: State organ for management of
foreign investment

Art. 16 requires that Viet-Namese citizens be given
priority in the recruitment of personnel. However, if The State Foreign InvestmentBoard is responsiblefor

the technical qualificationsare such that Viet-Namese all matters relating to foreign investment in Viet-Nam:

personnel are unavailable, expatriate personnel may
The Board is vested with broad authority in handling

be recruited. Labour contracts are to be executed set- the following matters:

ting forth the conditions of employment. Salaries and (1) assisting and guiding the foreign investors in the
fringe benefits are to be paid in Viet-Namesecurrency negotiation and conclusion of contracts and in the
originating from foreign currencies.6 establishmentof 100% foreign-investedcapital;

(2) approving all contracts and the creation and char-
Chapter III: Investmentguarantee ter of 100% foreign-investedcapital enterprises;

to
Chapter III covers protection of the foreign investor /3 granting preferences enterprises;

monitoringand controllingcontractsand the oper-in Viet-Nam, remittance and repatriation of profits ation of 100% foreign-investedenterprises; and
from the enterprise and dispute resolution. Arts. 20 (5) monitoring the economic activities of enterprisesand 21 ensure that the Governmentwill guarantee fair with foreign-investedcapital.and equitable treatment to any foreign investor, and
further that any invested capital, property or assets of Both parties to a cooperationcontractor joint venture
the foreign partner will not be requisitionedor confis- contract must submit an application to the State Board
cated. The enterprise may not be nationalized.7 of Foreign Investment. The application must be ac-

Arts. 23-25 deal with remittance and repatriation of companied by the contract, the charter, a feasibility
capital. The foreign investor may repatriate or remit study of the project and any other documents which
its share of the profits from the enterprise, any pay- the Board deems necessary (Art. 37). The Board is
ments for technical services rendered, principal and required to render a decision on the applicationwithin
interest on loans made to the enterprise, invested cap- 3 months from the date of receipt. If approved, the
ital and other legal sums or assets.8 Expatriate enterprisewill receivean investment licence (Art. 38).
employees may repatriate or remit their income

Chapter VI: Final provisionsabroad once Viet-Nameseincome tax is paid in accord-
ance with the foreign exchange control regulations in Art. 39 provides that overseas Viet-Namese may also
Viet-Nam. Conversion of Viet-Namese currency into invest in Viet-Nam. The Council of Ministerswill issue
foreign currency is effected at the official rate set by detailed provisions for implementationof the legisla-
the State Bank of Viet-Nam (Art. 24). tion (Art. 42).
If disputes between the partners cannot be resolved II. LAW ON IMPORT/EXPORTTAXES
through mutual consultation, the dispute will be refer-
red to the Viet-Nameseeconomic arbitration body or Chapter I: Taxable goods and taxpayers
other arbitration or law enforcement body as may be All goods purchased from, sold to or exchanged with
agreed upon by the parties (Art. 25). foreign countries are subject to import/exporttax. En-

terpriseswhich are permitted to import/exportgoods'1
Chapter IV: Rights and obligations of foreign are required to pay import/export taxes upon the im-
investors

Arts. 26-35 set forth the tax rates applicable to the 6. Art. 31 requires the enterprise to deposit certain sums to cover social

foreign project. The foreign-investedenterprise is li-
nsurance for the employees of the enterprise.
7 Consequently, Art. 28 of the Constitution is inapplicable to foreign

able to corporate tax from 15% to 25% of the earned investors. Art. 28 allows the State to purchase or requisition the property

profits which is half of the tax due under previous of individuals or collectives when it deems such acquisition necessary for

legislation.9 A reserve fund must be established with the public interest.

5% of the enterprise's after-tax profits (Art. 30).10
8. A tax between 5% and 10% of the repatriated or remitted profits
must be paid. However, a tax exemption or reduction may be granted in

Art. 27 provides that a joint venture may be eligible cases where encouragementof investment is desired (Art. 33)
for a 2-year exemption from tax beginning in the first 9 The rates for oil, gas and other valuable natural resources will be

profit-makingyear and a 50% reduction of income tax higher n accordance with international practice.
10. This fund continues until 25% of the prescribed capital of the joint

n the succeeding 2 years. The exemption may be ex-
venture is in the reserve.

tended and an additional 10% reduction in tax granted 11 All foreign trade activities are directed and controlled by the State
in certain circumstances (Art. 28). Eligibility for the through the intermediationof the Ministry of Foreign Trade, through 28
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port/export of goods across the Viet-Namese border the declaration but the actual quantity of goods is
(Art. 2). Goods imported/exportedby foreign-owned less than declared.
enterprises are also subject to the provisions of this
law (Art. 3). Chapter V: Implementation

Chapter II: Assessment Implementation of import/export tax on commercial
goods will be carried out by the Council of Ministers

The volume of each type of good listed in the manifest rt. 10). Enterprises intending to import or export
forms the basis for imposing import/export tax. All goods must file a declarationfor the goods and pay the
taxes due must be paid in Viet-Namese dong (Art. tax. Once a declaration is filed the tax collectionauth-
4).12 The bases for computing taxes are as follows: ority must officially inform the taxpayerof the amount

(1) for exportedgoods, the purchaseprice at the point of tax due.14 The tax is due within 3 days of receiving
of origin as specified in the contract;

the notification (Art. 12). A taxpayer who disagrees
(2) for importedgoods, the purchaseprice at the point

with the amount of the assessment must nevertheless
of destination (including transport and insurance pay the tax but may appeal to the central tax collection

charges) as specified in the contract. agency. If the matter is not resolvedby the central tax
collection agency, the taxpayer may appeal to the
Minister of Finance and any decision rendered at this

Chapter III: Tax table level is final.

The State will determine the types of taxable goods ChapterVI: Penalties
and the tax tariffs applicable to each type (Art. 6). Tax
tariffs are classified as minimum tariffs and universal The tax authoritiesare empoweredto imposepenaltiestariffs. Minimum tariffs will be applicable to goods for violation of the import/export legislation. A tax-
exported to or imported from countries which have

payer who disagrees with a decision of the tax auth-
entered into an agreement for a favoured status with orities may file an appeal to the central tax collection
respect to trade relations with Viet-Nam and in other board but he must still pay the penalty. A decision of
cases as decided by the Council of Ministers. The the central tax collection board is final.
universal tariff is applicablein all other cases (Art. 7).

Art. 13 sets forth the penalties which will be imposed
in cases of late filing, fraudulent acts or other acts in

ChapterIV: Tax reduction,exemptionandrefund contravention of the import/export legislation. Late
filers will be subject to a daily fine amounting to 5 one

Arts. 8 and 9 specify guidelines for exemption, reduc- thousandths of the amount of the unpaid tax. Tax-
tion and refund of tax. Under Art. 8, a reduction or who commit fraudulentacts receive either
exemption will apply in the following cases.13 payers

warning fine amounting
may

2 5 times thea or a to to

(1) the import/export tax will be reduced for goods amount of the tax fraud involved. Taxpayers commit-
which are damagedor lost in the course of loading ting any other acts in contravention of the law (with
or unloadingprovided full proofof damage or loss respect to tax computation, collection or payment)
is certified by the competent agencies; may be subject to disciplinary measures, administra-

(2) a tax exemption will apply for goods imported for tive sanctions or punishment as provided by the crim-
schools or scientific research institutes, goods im- inal code.15

ported or exportedon a temporarybasis for display
at fairs and exhibitions, goods falling under ChapterVII: Final clauses
humanitarianaid programmes, goods in transit or

bound for destinations other than Viet-Nam and The import/export legislation takes effect as of 1 Feb-
goods made of importedor exported raw materials ruary 1988 and the Council of Ministers will providewhich are used to fill orders of foreign countries regulations for implementationof the law.
and destined for export.

A tax reduction or exemption will also apply to the independent trade corporations. There are both national and regional
goods of enterprises falling under the Foreign Invest- import/exportcorporations.All commercialor non-commercialpayments

ment Law. to foreign countries are effected through the Bank of Foreign Trade of
Viet-Nam (Vietcombank), cf. The Far East and Australasia, 1988, 19th

Under Art. 9, a tax refund will be made in the follow- edition, London (1987) at 1012.
12. Viet-Namesecurrency: 100 xu = 1 new dong. The new dong, equiva-ing cases: lent to 10 former dong, was introduced in September 1985; see The Far

(1) on imported goods which are stored in port
East and Australasia, loc. cit. at 1006.
13. In cases where goods eligible for tax reduction or exemption later

warehouses or loading zones and which have re- become taxable due to a change in terms or circumstances, the import/ex-
ceived permission for re-export; port tax will be levied.

(2) on goods which are not permitted to be exported 14. The tax collection agency must provide this information within 8

or goods whose export permission has been re- hours of receiving the declaration.

voked; and
15. Art. 169 of the Criminal Code provides for re-education without
detention for a period of up to one year or imprisonment for a term

(3) on goods for which export tax has been paid as per between 3 months and 3 years.
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VA_AYS A:

An Outline of the 1989 Budget Proposals
Susan M.C. Lyons

I. INTRODUCTION 1. Reduction in the rate of company tax and abolition
of the development tax4

In his Budget Speechi delivered to the House of Rep- With a view to attracting investment and stimulatingresentativeson 21 October 1988, the FinanceMinister, economic growth, the Finance Minister has proposedthe Honorable Y.B. Datuk Paduka Daim Zainuddin, a reduction in the rate of company tax from its presentpresented a fairly positive evaluation of the general 40% to 35% (with effect from year of assessment
economic situation. Emphasizing recovery from the 1989)5 and gradual abolition of the 5% developmenteconomic recession which has plagued Malaysia, he tax which is imposed on companies. The developmentexpressed his gratitude to all sectors of the economy tax will be reduced by 1%-starting in the 1990 year of
whichcontributedto the improvedeconomicclimate. assessment.6
Opening his speech with a review of the Malaysian
economy, the Minister declared 1988 as a significant 2. Entertainrnentexpenditure
year during which many of the challengesspawned bY Entertainmentexpendituresand entertainmentallow-
the economc recession were met and overcome. A ances are fully deductible (by individuals and com-
7.4% increase in the real GDP is expected for 1988, panies) in computation of taxable income so long as
export prices for raw materials (rubber, palm oil) were the expenses are incurredwholly and exclusivelyin the
high, and the demand for Malaysian manufactured production of gross income. The Minister has pro-products has risen. Crude oil prices, however, have posed that the deduction no longer be allowed with
been erratic due to an oversupplyand uncertaiDties in respect to entertainmentexpendituresand allowances
the oil market and a reduction of USS 2 per barrel is paid to employees.7 This proposal is to take effect
forecast for this year, i.e. USS 16 per barrel asopposed from the year of assessment 1989.
to USS 18 in 1987.2

The 1989 Budget strategy is designed to sustain and 3. Free passage allowance

strengthen economic recovery. The Budget offers, Companiesmay deduct the cost of employee free pas-inter alia, reduced corporate tax rates, disallowanceof
sage allowances (one passage outside Malaysja and 3

certain deductible expenses, extension of the sales tax passages within Malaysia annually). The Mnister has
and a reduction in tariff protection for certain indus- proposed that this deduction be eliminated. This pro-tries. poal is also to be effective from the 1989 year of

assessment.

I[. CHANGES IN TAXATION, 4. Amendments to the Petroleum Income Tax Act 1967
(PITA)A. Tax reform

Several measures are to be introduced (with effect
The Ministerof Financepointedout deficiencieswhich from the 1989 year of assessment) to streamline and
have been observed in the Malysian tax system. For improve administration of the PITA. First, income

example, revenue production has been eroded by the derived from more than one petroleurnagreementwill

generousexemptionsand reliefs and the tax base is too be taxed separately. To enable petroleum companies
narrow because about one-third of the tax revenue to write off qualifying expenditures on exploration
derives from petroleum-related taxes. To eliminate and secondary recoveryat a faster rate, the 5% annual
these deficiencies, attract investment and .foster allowance for qualifyingexplorationexpenditureswill
economic growth, the Minister proposed a tax reform
package to be implemented in stages. The following 1. The Budget Speech was accompanied by a series of Appendixes.
measures have been proposed: References are made in the footnotes to these Appendixes.

reduction in direct taxes; 2. Para. 6 of Budget Speech.-

review of existing reliefs and deductions allowed 3. Para. 18 of Budget Speech.-

to companies under the Income Tax Act; 4. Under the Supplementary Tax Act 1967, a development tax is im-
to ncome tax.

special tax relief for new and high risk undertak- posed in addition
-

5. The reduction in the of will not apply to petroleumrate company tax

ngs; companies under the Petroleum Income Tax Act 1967 (see text below).
review of tax incentivesgranted under the Promo- 6. Para. 21 of Budget Speech.-

tion of Investments Act (PIA) .while maintaining 7 Certain categories of entertainment expenses, however, will remain

major tax incentives to promote investment; and deductible, inter alia, entertainmentprovided for employees,expenditures
for promotionalgifts or samples and entertainment in the form of cultural

extension of the sales tax to include more non-es- or sporting which are open members of the general public and
-

events to

sential items.3 which are offered solely to promote the business of the taxpayer.
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be increased to 15% and the 6% annual allowance for protect revenue and encourage investment, several
qualifying plant expenditures for secondary recovery proposals have been made.16

will be increased to 10%.8 - companies which apply for pioneer status after

In addition, certain deductions will also be granted to Budget Day will be required to utilize their capital
petroleum companies. A double deductionwill be al- allowances during the pioneer period. No carry-

forward will be allowed for unused capital allow-
lowed for expenses incurred in respect of the remune-

ration paid to handicappedpersons and for insurance ances;

premiums on cargo imported into Malaysia (provided
- losses incurredduring the tax holidaywhichcannot

be utilized may not be carried forward;the insurance contract is executed with a company the accelerated depreciation allowance which
incorporated in Malaysia).9 Payments made towards

- ex-

the PetroleumResearchFund will also be deductible,lo pires at the end of 1988 will not be extended.

These proposals will take effect as of the 1990 year of
5. Deduction for bonus payments assessment.17

The current deductionfor bonus paymentsmade to or

on behalf of an employee is set at a maximum of B. Sales tax

$ 1,000 or 2 months salary, whichever is higher. With
a view to encouragingemployees to increase produc- The 1988 Budget introduced 2 amendments to the

tivity, the Ministerhas proposed that the deductionbe sales tax system, i.e. the tax base was broadened by
increased to $ 2,000 or 2 months salary plus any addi- the reimposition of sales tax on certain items (e.g.
tional sum which shall not be more than twice the certain foodstuffs, building materials, semi-processed
percentage increase in the company's net profits, and non-essential goods) and the availability of tax-
whichever is higher,n This proposal is also to take free raw materials and components was restricted to

effect as of the 1989 year of assessment. manufacturers who produce goods subject to sales
tax.18 However, the tax base needs to be broadened

6. Exemption of charitable institutions even further so a 5% sales tax is proposed on other

All income (with the exception of dividend income) foodstuffs and building materials.

derived by charitable institutions engaging in charita-
ble activities are exempt from income tax by virtue of C. Value added tax

Para. 13, Schedule 6 to the Income Tax Act 1967.
Many institutions have diversified considerably mak- The Ministerconceded that the proposed reduction in

ing it difficult to ascertain whether the activities are in direct taxes will result in substantialrevenue losses. To
fact charitable. Consequently, the Minister made compensatefor these losses and alleviatethe weaknes-
the following remedial proposals: ses of the sales tax, the Minister recommended that

(a) charitable institutions must apply to the Depart- VAT be adopted to replace the sales tax. He
ment of Inland Revenue for exempt status; cautioned, however, that the ramifications of such a

(b) at least70% of the incomeofcharitableinstitutions move need to be studied.19
must be spent for charitable purposes; and

(c) only charitable institutionsestablishedin Malaysia
and activities carried out in Malaysia will be eligi-

D. Reduction in tariff protection for certain

ble for the exemption.12
industries

Various industries have been granted extensive tariff
7. Withholding tax on interest payments protection to assist them during their infant years. The
The present withholding tax exemption for interest Minister has proposed that a review be conducted of
paid by financial institutions on fixed deposits with industrieswhich have enjoyed at least 50% protection
maturity periods of more than 12 months has resultel for more than 10 years and that import duties on cer-

in differential tax treatment of interest income with

varying maturity dates.13 The Ministerhas proposed a

withdrawal of this exemption and the imposition of a 8. Para 26 of Budget Speech.
5% withholding tax on such interest derived by resi- 9. These deductions are already allowable to companies under the In-

dents.14 The withholding tax exemption granted to come Tax Act 1967.

non-residentswill be maintainedto encouragethe flow 10. Para. 27 of Budget Speech.
11. Para. 28 of Budget Speech.of capital into Malaysia. The proposal is effective as of 12. Para. 30 of Budget Speech.

1 January 1989.15 13. Asageneralrule, a 5% withholdingtaxis imposedon interest income.
14. However, the interest earned from depositswith the NationalSavings

8. Review of tax incentives Bank and Pilgrimage Management Fund Board will not be affected.

The Promotionof InvestmentAct (PIA) 1986 provides
15. Para. 31 of Budget Speech.
16. The majorincentivessuchasthe PioneerStatus Incentives, the Invest-

comprehensiverange of incentivesdesigned t0 COm- Tax Allowance and various double deductions will remain un-a ment

pensate for the high rate of company tax (40%), de- changed.

velopment tax (5%) and excess profits tax (3%). In 17. Para. 32 of Budget Speech and AppendixVill.

18. Para. 33 of Budget Speech. Exports and small manufacturers will
order to ensure that the tax incentives comport with continue to be exempt from this tax.

the Government'spolicy, i.e. to streamline incentives, 19. Para. 34 of Budget Speech.
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tain goods (e.g. bicycles,chocolate,biscuitsand bever- portunities, small scale industries are granted incen-
ages) be reduced between 20% to 87%.20 tives under the PIA 1986. With a view to further en-

couraging investment in small scale manufacturing in-
dustries, 5 proposals have been made:

III. ENHANCINGTHE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE (1) that small scale industries which meet specified
SECTOR criteria be granted pioneer status;

(2) that the 40% reinvestmentallowance for these in-
dustries be increased to 50%;A. Capital expenditure on agricultural products (3) that full exemption from import dutiesa on raw

The National AgriculturePolicy encouragesentrepre- materials, components,machineryand equipment
be granted;neurs to undertake large-scalecommercialagricultural (4) an abaternentbased on 5% of the adjusted incomeventures for purposes of export. Because such ven-

tures generally entail high risks it is proposed that or the total value of components purchased
capital expendituresincurredon approvedagricultural (whichever is lower) be allowed to large industries

which purchase components from small scale in-projects be allowed as a deduction from aggregate dustries; andincome (including incomefrom other sources). A time
(5) a double deduction be allowed on the cost of train-frame and minimum hectarage of production will be

ing with the National Productivity Centre, Stand-imposed for various undertakings and the proposal ards and Industrial Research Institute Malaysia,will be effective from the year of assessment 1989.21
MARA Institute of Technology and Malaysian
AgriculturalResearchand DevelopmentInstitute.

B. Incentives for constructioncompanies In order to qualify for the incentives, small scalea

Under present legislation income earned abroad and company must be resident and incorporated in
remitted into Malaysia is subject to tax at the normal Malaysia. This proposal is effective as of year of assess-

tax rate. To encourage constructioncompanies to un-
ment 1990.25

dertake foreign construction projects and remit the
earned income to Malaysia, the Ministerhas proposed E. Financing for small and medium scale
that the income be grantedan abatementof50% which industries
will be exempt from income tax and development tax.
Dividends paid out of the exempt income will also be To assist small and medium scale industries in obtain-
exempt from income tax in the hands of the sharehold- ing reasonable financing the Government is develop-
ers. This special tax treatmentwill only be available to ing a scheme with funds from the ASEAN-JapanDe-
projects implemented between Budget Day and 1993 velopment Fund (AJDF). Credit will be obtained
whose income is remitted to Malaysia within 5 years through certain Malaysian banks.26
of commencement of the project. This proposal is
effective from Budget Day. 2

F. Tax incentives for operationalheadquarters

C. Repeal of the Share (Land Based Company) With a view to attracting multinationals to Malaysia,
Transfer Tax Act 1984 and amendments to the Government is preparing a tax incentive scheme
the Real Property Gains Tax Act 1976 for the establishmentof operational headquarters.27

4

The Share Transfer Tax Act (STI'A) was enacted,
inter alia, to close a loophole in the Real Property IV. DEVELOPMENTOF THE CAPITAL MARKET
Gains Tax Act (RPGTA) which allowed land-based
companies to sell shares rather than land so as to avoid Investment in corporate securities accounts for most
paying real property gains tax.23 However, a land- capital market investment in Malaysia. The Govern-
based company is broadly defined in the STFA and ment considers that diversification of the capital mar-
this has hindered bona fide restructuringand amalga- ket will foster financial stability as well as offer invest-
mation of companies. The Minster has proposed that ment alternatives. Consequently, several measures
the STI'A be abolished and the RPGTA be amended have been proposed concerning corporate bonds,
to provide that a controlled company which owns real
property and/or shares, the defined value of which is
not less than 75% of its total tangible assets, will be

20. Para. 35 of Budget Speech.
21. Para. 37 of Budget Speechconsidered a real property company and that gains 22. Para. 39 of Budget Speech.from the sale of shares in a real property company be 23. Under the STTA, every disposal of shares (on or after 19 October

Subject to real property gains tax.24 1984) where the disposal value exceeds MS 1 million is taxed at a flat rate
of 2% on the gross value of the asset. With respect to disposais within a

period of 12 months, the tax applies if the aggregate disposal v;lue exceeds
D. Tax incentives for small scale industries MS 1 million.

24. Para. 40 of Budget Speech and Appendix XI.

Consistent with the Government policy of enhancing
25. Para. 41 of Budget Speech and Appendix XII.
26 Para. 42 of Budget Speech.industrial development and creating employmentop- 27. Para. 44 of Budget Speech.
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invigorate development of the capital market and
transactions in corporatebonds. This proposal is to be

Taxesand.Investment effective from 1 January 1989.29

in Asiaand the Pacific B. Share unit trusts and property trusts

The Government desires to encourage the growth of

(8 binders) unit trusts and property trusts as a means for the
mobilization and investment of funds. Under current

legislation, gains derived by such trusts from the sale
an in-depthsurveyandpracticalguide and purchaseof shares are consideredbusinessincome
to the taxand foreigninvestment and therefore subject to the normal rate of company

legislationofpracticallyall countries tax, i.e. 40%. The high rate of tax hinders develop-
in the region

ment of unit trusts and property trusts so the Minister
has proposed that the legislation be amended to the
effect that gains from the sale of such shares not be

relevantdoubletaxationtreaties regarded as business income and consequently not

subject to income tax.30

updated6 timesperyear
C. Venture capital companies

The Finance Ministerhas proposed that legislation be
amended to promote growth of venture capital com-

furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom panies.31
[] InternationalBureauof

FiscalDocumentation V. EXPORT CREDIT REFINANCING (ECR)
P.O. Box 20237-1000HE Amsterdam SCHEME
the Netherlands

The Minister announced the Government'sintention
Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl to continue with the measures designed to promote
Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58 exports and strengthen the export base. Eor example,

efforts will be made to improve access to bank financ-

ing by small enterprises and new exporters, priority
will be given to expand access to the Pre-Shipment

share unit trusts, propertyunit trusts and venture cap-
ECR Scheme to include more exporters, in particular

ital companies.
new and indirect exporters having inadequate bank
collateral, and steps taken to revamp and improve the
export credit insurance scheme to complement the

A. Corporatebonds ECR Scheme.32

Corporate bonds are now subjec to a 0.5% stamp
duty at the time of issue, a 0.1% duty at the time of
transaction in the bonds and 0.3% at the time of trans_ 28. The bondcertificate is also subject to a$2stamp duty per certificate.

fer of the bonds.28 The Minister has proposed that 29. Para. 47 of Budget Speech and Appendix XIII.
30. Paras. 48-51 of Budget Speech.

stamp duties on instruments relating to corporate 31. Para. 53 of Budget Speech.
bonds be exempted from the stamp tax in order to 32. Para. 55 of Budget Speech.
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AUS-RA_A:

Press Release
17 NOVEMBER 1988 STATEMENTBY THE TREASURER, THE HON. P.J. KEATING,

M.P.: COMPREHENSIVETAXATION AGREEMENTBETWEEN AUSTRALIAAND CHINA

On the occasionof PremierLi Peng'svisit to Australia, In such a case, the source country has the right to tax
the Chinese Foreign Minister, Mr. Qian Qichen, and the dividend, interest or royalty income in full.
I today signed a comprehensive agreement between
Australia and the People's Republic of China for the The limit of 10% on the tax of the country of source
avoidance of double taxation. in respectof interestand royaltiesderivedby a resident

of one country from a source in the other will not affectThe agreementprevents double taxation by allocating Australia's interest withholding tax, which is payabletaxing rights to Australia or China on all forms of at the rate of 10% under our domestic law. However,income flowing between the 2 countries. The basis of the limit will result in a reduction in Australian tax onallocating these rights is substantially similar to that royalties flowing to China in cases where the tax pay-adopted in Australia's other modern double taxation able by assessmenton the net royalty would have beenagreements.
greater.

The agreementprovides for certain types of income to The agreement also provides for such things as thebe taxed in full by the country in which the income has exchange of informationand for consultationbetweenits source. Income dealt with in this manner includes the taxation authorities of the 2 countries.income from real property (including income from the
exploitation of natural resources), business profits at- Tax sparingprovisions require Australia to allow a taxtributable to a perrnanent establishment, that is, a credit to Australian residents for tax forgone by Chinasubstantial business presence which is situated in the under certain of its development incentive legislationcountry of source, income from employmentexcept in that is specified in the agreement.relation to some visits of short duration, and income
derived by entertainers and athletes. To avoid unnecessary delays in giving it effect, this

agreement was finalised on the basis of the existingOther types of income may be taxed only by the coun- incorne tax laws of Australia and China and withouttry of residence of the recipient. Items falling within regard to changes in those laws foreshadowed in boththis category include shipping profits derived from countries.
international operations, income from professional
services or other independent activities of a similar The agreement will enter into force when the Austra-
character (unless a fixed base is available in the other lian and Chinese Governmentshave exchanged notes
country for the purpose of performing those services advising each other that the last of the necessary con-
or activities), and most pensions and annuities other stitutional processes to give the agreement the force of
than certain government service pensions. The exist- law in their respective countries has been completed.
ing taxation agreementwith China on internationalair In Australia, legislation will be necessary to give the
transport operations will continue to apply to profits agreement the force of larv and a Bill for that purpose
from such operations. will be introduced into Parliament as soon as practic-

able.
Income comprising dividends, interest and royalties
may be taxed by both countries.The countryofsource, Upon entry into force, the agreement will have effect
however, is to limit its tax to not more than 15% of the n Australia for all Australian taxes covered by the
gross income in the case of dividends; and 10% in the agreement (including taxes withheld at source) in re-
case of interestand royalties. Double taxation is avoid- spect of income derived on or after 1 July in the calen-
ed in respect of this categoryof income by the country dar year following that in which it enters into force.
of residence allowing credit against its tax on the in-
come for the limited tax paid in the source country.

The agreement will have effect in China in respect of
all Chinese taxes covered by the agreement in respectIf a resident of one country has a permanentestablish- of income derivedon or after 1 January in the calendar

ment or fixed base in the other country and receives year following that in which it enters into force.
dividends, interest or royalties in connectonwith that
permanent establishment or fixed base, the above- Copies of the agreementwill be available to interested
mentioned limited source country tax will not apply. persons at Taxation Offices in the capital cities.
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DUER-O RICO: vidual who has not been resident in Puerto Rico at any
time during the entire taxable year is subject to Puerto

Individual
Rico taxation only on income derived from sources

within Puerto Rico. Certain special deductions (see
below) must be prorated if the taxpayer is a part-year

Income Taxes
resident during the taxable year. Once an indiv,idual
becomes resident in Puerto Rico he/she becomes sub-

ject to taxationon all income,no matterwhere earned,
since Puerto Rico has a worldwideconcept of taxation

Arthur Young International similar to that of the United States.

The overall tax picture for U.S. citizens or residents
who become bona fide residents of Puerto Rico is

The tax laws of Puerto Rico (as amended by the 1987 somewhat unique. In the year in which an individual

Puerto Rico Tax Reform Act) are modeled after the establishes residency in Puerto Rico he/she will be

U.S. tax laws and, in fact, have adopted most of the subject to tax on worldwide income under both U.S.

features which are incorporated into the federal sys- and Puerto Rico laws. In order to avoid the obvious

tem including those brought in by the U.S. 1986 Tax difficulties of double taxation on the same income,
Reform Act. Differences between the 2 systems do both the United States and Puerto Rico have incorpo-
exist, however, particularly in the amounts allowed rated provisions into their laws which permit taxes

for personal and dependencyexemptions, the deduct- paid to one to be claimed as a credit in computing the

ible portion of various expenses, the tax treatment of tax liability to the other. This foreign tax credit

certain income items such as interest and dividends mechanism effectively limits the tax on the individual

and the taxaton of married persons. to the greater of the U.S. or the Puerto Rico tax.

While generally speaking, the Puerto Rico tax rates
UnderPuerto Rico law, the concept of taxable income

are higher than the U.S. tax rates at equivalentincome
(defined as gross income less all allowabledeductions, brackets, the determinationas to which tax liability is
personal exemptions and credit for dependents) is in this transitional depends such factors
computed in a manner generally similar to the way it greater year on

would be computed under U.S. law. A major differ-
as the date residency begins, as well as the nature of
the income.

ence betweenPuerto Rico's income tax laws and those
of the United States is that under U.S. law, there are U.S. citizens and residentswho are bona fide residents

separate tax rate tables for each type of taxpayer. of Puerto Rico for the entire tax year fall under a

Puerto Rico law, however, provides for only one tax special provision of the U.S. law. Sec. 933 of the U.S.

table which is used for all taxpayers regardlessof their Internal RevenueCode provides that these individuals

marital status with the exception that Puerto Rico now do not report on their U.S. tax return any income

permits married persons to file separate returns. In earned from sources within Puerto Rico. Income

order to reduce the tax burden on income-earning earned outside Puerto Rico remains fully taxable in

spouses filing joint returns in Puerto Rico, a special the United States. This would include such income as

deduction is granted (the Marital Deduction). dividendsand interest in the United States, compensa-
tion earned while traveling outside of Puerto Rico

The Puerto Rico tax year corresponds to the calendar (either in the United States or elsewherein the world),
year. Tax returns are due on or before 15 April follow- regardlessof where paid, rental incomefrom property
ing year-end. The Puerto Rico tax system, like the outside of Puerto Rico, etc. It should be noted, how-
U.S. system, is a self-assessing one in which the tax- that which relate income which
payer computes the tax liability and generallypays any

ever, any expenses to

have been excluded from the U.S. return are not de-
balance due with the return. Puerto Rico also has a ductible. This section of U.S. law also contains bene-
withholding system on compensation. Residents of fits for U.S. citizens leaving Puerto Rico. If a U.S.
Puerto Rico are required to make estimatedpayments citizen has been a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico
in the following circumstances: for at least 2 years, then in the year of the move from

An individual who is single or married but not- Puerto Rico he/he exclude from the U.S.
living with his spouse and whose gross income, not may return

subject to withholding, exceeds 50% of his total any amounts earned from Puerto Rico sources which
relate to the period of residency (referred to as split

estimatedgross income from all sourcesor exceeds year return).
$ 5,000.
If the taxpayer is married and living with his-

spouse, he will be required to file an estimated tax GROSS INCOME
return if the gross ncome received by both

spouses, not subject to withholding, exceeds 50% Generally speaking, Puerto Rico taxes the same in-
of their total estimated gross income from all

come items as are taxed under U.S. law. Gross in-
sources or exceeds $10,000. come, therefore, includessuch items as incomeearned

In determining the extent to which an individual will from the following:
be taxable in Puerto Rico, it is important to first con- 1. Personal services

sider the residence status of the taxpayer. An indi- 2. The conduct of a trade or business
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3. Interest the selling price of the old residence exceeds the cost
4. Rent of purchasing the new residence. In the case of tax-
5. Dividends payers, 60 or over, the first $ 50,000 of gain on the sale
6. Partnership profits of residence is excluded ($ 25,000 per spouse if filing
7. Security transaction separate returns).
8. Sales orexchangesofpersonaland/orreal property

ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME (AGI)
INTEREST

Adjusted gross income can generally be defined as

Among the items which are entirely exemp from tax gross income less certain business-relateddeductions.
in Puerto Rico is intereston U.S., any state of the U.S. Its importance lies in the fact that it is the base upon
and Puerto Rico government obligations. Certain which certain other deductions are computed. Exam-
other types of income are excludable up to a specific ples of the types of deductions allowed in arriving at
annual limit. An example would be the exemption adjusted gross income include:
permitted for the first $ 2,000of interest received from 1. Deductions on account of a trade or business car-
local banks or from local branches of foreign banks ried on by the taxpayer.
(modified in the case of married couples filing sepa- 2. Travel, meals and lodging expenses incurredwhile
rately). Also, interest earned on savings accounts or away from home on accountof the performanceof
certificates with local banks or local branches of services as an employee.
foreign banks (qualified deposits) will be subject to a 3. Other expenses incurred in connection with per-
flat 17% maximum tax, provided the taxpayer elects formance of services as an employeeunder a reim-
to have the taxes withheld at source by the banking bursement or other expense allowance arrange-
institution. Similarly, dividends received from domes- ment with the employer.
tic corporations or foreign corporations with 80% or 4. Deductions attributable to property held for the
more of their gross income from Puerto Rico sources, production of rents or royalties.
are subject to a flat 20% maximum tax, provided the 5. Losses on the sale or exchange of property.
taxpayerelects to have the taxes withheldat source by 6. Special partnership losses, as defined in the law,
the distributingcorporation. subject to a limitation of up to 50% of taxpayer's

taxable income.

CAPITAL GAINS
DEDUCTIONS

Generally, gains resulting from the sale or exchange
of propertyowned by the taxpayerare affordedspecial Puerto Rico tax law allows a standard deduction (in
tax treatment under the capital gans rules. Capital lieu of special deductions) which varies according to

Bains must be fully reportedon the tax return. Follow- the individual'sstatus. The amount of the deduction is
lng is a table which summarizesthe capital gain rules: as follows:

Taxpayer'sstatus StandarddeductionCAPITAL
Single $ 2,000ASSETS Married - living together $ 3,000

separated $ 2,,000Held for Held for Married - filing separate $ 1,5006 months more than Head of household $ 2,600or less 6 months
I 1

NET NET SPECIAL DEDUCTIONS
SHORT-TERM LONG-TERM
capital gain capital gain Taxpayers are entitled to claim certain special deduc-

tions in lieu of the standard deduction if these resultThe entire gain Subject to
will be taxed 20% special in a higher amount. Some of these special deductions
at ordinary tax rate are:

ncome rates
1. Medical expenditures
The allowable deduction is the excess of one-half ofIf there is an excess of net capital losses over net the eligible medical and dental expenses over 3% ofcapital gains, it is deductible against ordinary income the adjusted gross income.

up to an annual limit of $1,000. There are rovisions
which allow a 5-year carry-forward period or capital 2. Contributions
losses in excess of this annual limit. Contributions are deductible to the extent that they

exceed 3% of adjusted gross income. This deductionIn a manner similar to U.S. law, if an individual sells iS generally limited to 15% of adjusted gross income.his principal residence and, within 12 months, rein-
vests the entire price in a new principal residence in 3. Taxes
Puerto Rico, the gain is taxed only to the extent that Taxes paid on property which is the taxpayer'sprinci-
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pal residence as well as license fees connectedwith an 1989: $ 3,000 or 6% of AGI, whichever is lower.
automobile used for the taxpayer's personal use are 1990: $ 1,500 or 3% of AGI, whichever is lower.
deductible. Compulsoryinsurancepremium (ACAA)
is not deductible. 3. Contributionsto individual retirementaccounts

4. Interest Individual taxpayers can deduct from their gross in-

Interest paid on the taxpayer's personal indebtedness come the contributionsmade to individual retirement
is deductible as follows: accounts qualifying as such under the law. The

maximumdeductionallowed an individualfor any tax-

Interest Mortgage Auto Consumer able year shall not exceed the lesser of $ 2,000 or the
deduction (purchasingor loans taxpayer's earned income derived from salaries or at-

refinancing) tributable to professionsor occupations. In the case of
married couples, both spouses may contribute to their

Principal residence-

retirement with regard income indi-own account to
and second home

(up to marketvalue) 1 00% vidually earned or the working spouse may establish
Personalauto 1.988-67% an account for the non-workingspouse with a $ 4,000-

1989-33% deduction limitation.
$1,200 max.

-Creditcards, 1988-67%

personal loans, 1989-33% 4. Deduction for 2-earner married couple (Marital
etc. 1990- 0% deduction)

Two-earner married couples living together are enti-
tled to a special deduction in an amount equal to 10%

5. Casualty losses of the income earned by the spouse with the lower
A deduction is allowed for loss or damage to the tax- earned income. The deduction cannot exceed $ 200
payer's residence caused by fire, severe storm, etc. and they must file joint return.
Casualty losses to personal property as a result of per year a

natural disasters are also deductible up to a limit of 5. Interest paid on auto loans

$ 5,000. Starting in 1989, a fixed deduction of up to $ 1,200 of
interest paid on the taxpayer's automobile.

6. Rent
10% of the total annual rent paid on the taxpyer's Taxpayers are required to attach written evidence to

residence is deductible (up to a maximum of 5,000 their returns which supports payments made for spe-
per year). cial deductions.

7. Child care

Expenses up to $ 400 for one child or $ 800 for 2 or PERSONALAND DEPENDENCYEXEMPTIONS
more children may be deducted. The following re-

quirements must be met: Personal exemptions are as follows:
(a) The dependentmust be a child of the taxpayerand 1. Single or marriedperson not living with the spouse

not over 14 years old; at the end of the taxable year $ 1,300.-

(b) The expense must be incurred so as to enable the 2. Married person living with his/her spouse at the
taxpayer to be gainfully employed. In the case of end of the taxable year as well as heads of families
married individuals, both spouses must be gain- $ 3,000.-

fully employed. 3. Married person filing separate returns - $ 1,500.
4. Dependents other than university students -

SPECIALADDITIONALDEDUCTIONS $ 1,300.
5. Dependents that are regular university students-

The following deductions are allowed in addition to $ 1,600 each. A certificate from the unversty ac-

the standardor special deductions,regardlessofwhich creditingfull-timestatus during at least one semes-

option the taxpayer exercises in claiming: ter will be required. Such studentsmay earn u-9 to

$ 3,300 and the parent will not lose the depencent
1. Veteran's deduction exemption.A resident of Puerto Rico who has served on active 6. Dependentswho are mentally or physically hand-
duty in the U.S. armed forces and who has received icapped, blind or age 65 or over $ 1,300 each.-

an honorarydischarge is entitled to a specialdeduction
of $ 500. This deduction is valid during the lifetime of
the taxpayer from the date of discharge. In order to INDIVIDUALINCOMETAXRATESUNDERTHE
claim the deduction, the taxpayer will be required to 1987PUERTORICO TAXREFORMACT
submit a copy of Form DD-214 (HonorableDischarge
Document issued by the U.S. Department of De- Margnal Nettaxable income

fense). effective
tax rates 1988 1989 1990

2. Ordinary and necessary expenses incurred in 9% $ 0- 2,000 $ 0- 2,000 $ 0- 2,000
connection with the exercise of a profession or as 15% 2,001-13,000 2,001 -13,000 2,001-17,000

an employee 25% 13,001-30,000 13,001-30,000 17,001 -30,000
30,001 orover 30,001 orover 30,001 orover

1988: $ 5,000 or 10% of AGI, whichever is lower. at 41% at 38% at 33%
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For the first time, a married person living with spouse month for his apartment and has interest expense of
may file a separate return. In such case, the following $ 1,400 on a personal loan. Unreimbursed medical
tax rates apply: expenses amount to $ 4,000 for the year.

Marginaeffectivetax rates
Computation

Post
Taxableincome 1988 1989 1989 Husband'scompensation $ 50,000

Wife's compensation 10,000
$ 0-$ 1,000 9% 9% 9% Interest:
$ 1,001-$ 6,500 15% 15% 15% Received $ 2,700
$ 6,501-$ 8,500 25% 25% 15% Excludable (2,000)
$ 8,501 -$ 15,000 25% 25% 25% Net 700

$ 15,500-$37,500 41% 38% 33% Dividends 300
Gainonsaleofstock

=

The Law provides for a recapture of the benefit of the ($ 4,000-$ 1,500 $ 2,500) 2,500
Adjustedgrossincome 63.500

lower tax rates (9%-25%)which, in effect, subjects the Deductions:
taxpayers' income to the maximum rate of 41% (in Standarddeduction $ 3,000 (3,000)
1988), when taxable income exceeds $ 7,500, by Specialdeductions(ifgreaterthan

standarddeduction):imposinga 5% surtaxon the excessover $ 75,000. Rent(10% x $ 9,600 limiled toS 500) $ 500

An alternatebasic tax (to be paid if higher than above) Interest($ 1,400 x 0.67) 938
$ 4,000

x 95will apply to individuals with adjusted gross income Medical ( 2 -($ 63,500 3%))
$1,533

(modified)as follows:
Specialadditionaldeductions:

Contributionto IRA
Modifiedadjusted Alternatebasic Husband $ 2,000

grossincome tax (min) Wife 2,000 4,000

$ 75,001 - 125,000 10% Joint IncomeEarnersDeduction

$125,001-175,000 15% Wife ($ 10,000 x 10%, limited to $ 200) 200
4,200 (4,200)$ 175,001 orover 20%

Personalexemplion-marredand
living with spouse (3,000)

Dependents:EFFECTIVEDATE OF LAW Universitystudent(1 x $ 1,600) (1,600)
Non-universilystudent(1x $ 1,300) (,300)

The provisions of the 1987 Puerto Rico Tax Reform Taxablenet income $ 50,400

Law are applicable to individuals effective 1 January Income tax computation:
1988 (taxable year 1988). The law provides an option First $ 2,000 (9%) $ 180

Next S 11,000(15%) 1.650to taxpayersallowing them to elect to prepare their tax Next S 17,000(25) 4,250
returns during the 5-year period of 1988 through 1992 Excessover $ 30,000
under present law or the old law, whichever results in ($ 20,400 x 0.41) 8,364

the lower amount of taxes to the taxpayer.
Regulartaxliabilty $ 14,444 (A

Taxon incomeexcluding
capitalgains($47,900) $13,419

Add: tax on capitai gainsEXAMPLE OF PUERTO RICO TAX ($ 2,500 x 0.20) 500
COMPUTATION Alternative tax liability $ 13,919(B)

Tax liability (the lowerof (A) or (B)) $ 13,919Facts

Mr. Expatriate is a bona fide resident of Puerto Rico If Mr. Expatriate to make with thefor the entire calendar year 1988. He is married with were arrangements
2 children (one of whom is a university student). His local branch of the New York bank to have the appli-
compensation, includingallowances, is $ 50,000, all of cable tax withheld on the interest, the total Puerto

Rico tax liability would be:which is earned in Puerto Rico. In addition, his wife
earns $10;000. During the year, both spouses made Tax on income excludingcapital gainsthe maximum individual contribution to their Indi- and interest ($ 47,200) $13,132
vidual Retirement Account (IRA). He has interest Add: tax on capital gain ($ 2,500 x 0.20) 500
from a separate local branch of a New York bank of Add: tax on interest ($ 700 x 0.17)$ 2,700 and dividends of $ 300. During 1988, he sells (This tax will be withheld at source by100 shares of AB Co. stock for $ 4,000 which cost the bank) 119
$ 1,500 8 months earlier. He pays rent of $ 800 per Total $ 13,751
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Comparativetableof the individual incometaxation in Puerto Rico

U.S. citizens Foreign individuals

Residents Non-residents Residents Non-residents

Engaged in Notengagedin tradeor

tradeor businessin PuertoRico
businessjn
PuertoRico

Gross income Gross income

Items notover$ 22,200 overs22,200

1. Includablegrossincome:

(a) From all sources (within Yes No Yes No No No

and without P.R.)

(b) All classesofincome
from P.R. sourcesonly Yes Yes No No--

(c) Fixedor determinable
income from P.R.
sourcesonly Yes No

2 Deductions:
(a) Businessexpenses

allocabletoincome
from all sources Yes No Yes No No No

(b) Businessexpenses
allocabletoincome
from PR. sources

only Yes -- Yes No Yes

(c) Losses incurredin

any transaction
entered nto for

profit in P.R. Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

(d) Standarddeduction Yes Yes Yes No No No

(e) Itemizeddeductions:
Intereston personal loans,
medicalexpenses,etc. Yes Yes Yes No No No

Charitablecontributions Yes Yes Yes , Yes No Yes

3. Personalexemption Yes Yes Yes No No No

4. Credit for dependents Yes Yes Yes No No No

5. Foreign tax credit Yes No Yes No No No

6. Tax rates Ordinary Ordinary Ordinary Ordiinary 29% Ordinary
rates rates rates rates rates

(butnotless
than 29%)

7. Capital gainsand losses

from P.R sources:

(a) Capitallossdeduction

up tothe capital gains Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes , Yes

(b) Netcapital loss deduction

up to $ 1,000of net

ordinary income Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes

(c) Net capital loss carryover Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

(d) Special 20% tax on LTCG Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

1. U.S. citizens who are non-residents of Puerto Rico are generally taxed in the same way as the residents of Puerto Rico, but only in regard to

income and deductions allocable to Puerto Rico. Postley v. Sec., 75 P.R.R., 874 (1954) and Sec. 116.
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U\ TED S-A-ES:

THE TECHNICALAND MISCELLANEOUSREVENUE ACT
OF 1988 (TAMRA):

TAXPAYER BILL OF RIGHTS

On 21 October 1988 the TAMRAwas passed by the U.S. Congress. The Act contains a plethoraof
technicalamendmentsto, inter alia, the Tax Reform Act of 1986, the Omnibus Budget Reconcilia-
tion Act of 1986 and the Revenue Act of 1987. However, the TAMRA also includes varous
substantive provisions, the most significant of which is the new taxpayer Bill of Rights. These
provisions are designed to strengthen and safeguard the rights of taxpayers with respect to

taxpayer interviews, audits and the tax collectionprocess. The Bill of Rights extends the notifica-
tion period before the IRS levies property and exempts more property from levy. The jurisdiction
of the Tax Court is also expanded. The text of Secs. 6226-6247 is reprinted in this issue.

Subtitle J-Taxpayer Rights necessary td ensure that such distribution (B) in the caseofan in-person interview
and Procedures does not result in multiplestatementsbeing with the taxpayer relating to the collection

sent to any one taxpayer. of any tax, an explanation of the collection
SEC 6226. SHORTTITLE. process and the taxpayer'srights undersuch
This subtitle mav be cited as the Omnibus SEC. 6228. PROCEEDS INVOLVING TAXPAYER process.
Taxpayer Bill ofRights. INTERVIEWS. (2) RIGHT OF CONSULTATION. If the tax---

payer clearly states to an officer orPART I - TAXPAYER RIGHTS (a) IN GENERAL.- Chapter 77 of the 1986
employee of the Internal Revenue ServiceCode (relating to miscellaneousprovisions)

SEC. 6227. DISCLOSUREOF RIGHTS OF TAXPAYERS. is amended by adding at the end thereofthe at any time duringanyinterview(otherthan
(a) IN GENERAL.- The Secretary of the following new section: an interview initiated by an administrative

Treasury shall, as soon as practicable, but summons issued under subcha ter A of
not later than 180 days after the date of the

SEC. 7520. PROCEDURES INVOLVING TAXPAYER
chapter

with
78) that the taxpayer

certified
wis ies

public
to con-

enactment of this Act, prepare a statement sult an attorney, ac-
which sets forth in simple and nontechnical INTERVIEWS. countant, enrolled agent, enrolled actuary,
terms- RECORDING OF INTERVIEWS.- or any other person permitted to represent

(1) the rights of a taxpayer and the obli- (l) RECORDING BY TAXPAYER.. -- Any of- the taxpayer before the Internal Revenue
ations of the Internal Revenue Service ficer or employee of the Internal Revenue Service, such officer or employee shall sus-

(hereinafter in this section referred to as Service in connection with any in-person pend such interview regardless of whether
the Service) during an audit; interview with any taxpayer relating to the the taxpayer may have answered one or

(2) the procedures by which a taxpayer determinationor collectionof any tax shall, more questions.
may appeal any adversedecision of the Ser- upon advance request of such taxpayer, (C) REPRESENTATIVES HOLDING POWER OF
vice (including administrative and judicial allow the taxpayerto make an audio record- ATTORNEY.--- Any attorney, certified public
appeals); ing of such interview at the taxpayer's own accountant, enrolled agent, enrolled ac-

(3) the procedures for prosecuting re- expense and with the taxpayer'sown equip- tuary, or any other person permitted to rep-fund claims and filing of taxpayer com- ment. resent the taxpayerbefore the Internal Rev-
plaints; and (2) RECORDING OF lRS OFFICER OR EM- enue Service who is not disbarred or sus-

(4) the procedures which the Service PLOYEE. -- An officer or employee of the pended from practice before the Internal
may use in enforcing the internal revenue Internal Revenue Service may record any Revenue Service and who has a written
laws (including assessment, jeopardy as- interviewdescribed in paragraph (1) if such power of attorney executedby the taxpayer
sessment, levy and distraint, and enforce- officer or employee- may be authorizedby such taxpayer to rep-
ment of liens) (A) informs the taxpayer of such re- resent the taxpayer in any interview de-

(b) TRANSMISSION TO COMMITTEES OF CON- cording prior to the interview, and scribed in subsection (a). An officer or
GRESS - The Secretaryof the Treasuryshall (B) upon request of the taxpayer, pro- employee of the Internal Revenue Service
transmit drafts of the statement required vides the taxpayerwith a transcriptor copy may not require a taxpayer to accompanyunder subsection (a) (for proposed revi- of such recording but only if the taxpayer the representative in the absence of an ad-
sions of any such statement) to the Commit- provides reimbursementfor the cost of the ministrative summons issued to the tax-
tee on Ways and Means of the House of transcription add reproduction of such payer under subchapter A of chapter 78.
Representatives, the Committee on Fi- transcript or copy. Such an officer or employee, with the con-
nance of the Senate, and the Joint Commit- '(b) SAFEGUARDS.-- sent of the immediate supervisor of such
tee on Taxation on the same day (l) EXPLANATIONSOF PROCESSES. -- An of- officer or employee, may notify the tax-

(C) DISTRIBUTION. -- The statement pre- ficer or employee of the Internal Revnue ayer directly that such officeror employeepared in accordance with subsections (a) Serviceshall before or at an initial interview 9elieves such representative is responsibleand (b) shall be distributedby the Secretary provide to the taxpayer- for unreasonable delay or hindrance of an
of the Treasury to all taxpayers the Secre- (A) in the case of an in-person inter- Internal Revenue Service examination or
tary contacts with respect to the determina- view with the taxpayer relating to the deter- investigation of the taxpayer.tion or collection of any tax (other than by mination of any tax, an explanation of the (d) SECTIONNOTTOAPPLY TOCERTAIN INVES-
providing tax forms). The Secretary shall audit process and the taxpayer's rights TIGATIONS.- This section shall not apply to
take such actions as the Secretary deems under such process, or criminal investigationsor investigationsre-
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lating to the integrity of any officer or a Taxpayer Assistance Order if, in the de- (1) to evaluate employees directly in-

employee of the Internal Revenue Ser- termination of the Ombudsman, the tax- volved in collection activities and their im-
vice. is suffering about suffer signif- supervisors,' payer or to a mediate or

(b) REGULATIONS WITH RESPECTTOTIME AND iCant hardShip aS a result of the manner in (2) to impose or suggest production
PLACEOF EXAMINATION.-- The Secretaryof the which the nternal revenue laws are being c uotas or goals with respect to individuais
Treasury or the Secretary's delegate shall administeredby the Secretary. escribed in clause (i).
issue regulations to implement subsection (b) TERMS OF A TAXPAYER ASSISTANCE (b) APPLICATIONOF IRS POLICY STATEMENT. --

(a) of section 7605 of the 1986 Code (relat- ORDER. -- The terms of a Taxpayer Assist- The Internal Revenue Service shall not be

ng to time and place ofexamination)within ance Order may require the Secretary- treated as failing to meet the requirements
1 year after the date of the enactmentof this (1) to release property of the taxpayer of subsection (a) if the Service follows the
Act. levied upon, or policy statement of the Service regarding

(C) CLERICAL AMENDMENT. -- The table of (2) to cease any action, or refrain from employee evaluaton (as in effect on the
sections for chapter 77 of the 1986 Code is taking any action, with respect to the tax- date of the enactmentof this Act) in a man-

amended by adding at the end thereof the payer under- ner which does not violate subsection (a).
following new item: (A) chapter 64 (relating to collection), (C) CERTIFICATION. -- Each district director

Sec. 7520. Procedures involving taxpayer (B) subchapter B of chapter 70 (relat- shallcertify quarterlyby letter to the Com-

interviews. ing to bankruptcy and receiverships), missioner of the Internal Revenue that tax

(C) chapter 78 (relating to discovery of enforcement results are not used in a man-

(d) EFFECrIVE DATE. -- The amendments liability and enforcementof title), or ner prohibited by subsection (a).
made by subsections (a) and (c) shall apply (D) any other provision of law which is (d) EFFECTIVE DATE. -- The provisions of
to interviewsconductedon or after the date specifically described by the Ombudsman this section shall apply to evaluations con-

which is 90 days after the date of the enact- in such order. ducted on or after January 1, 1989.
ment of this Act. (C) AUTHORITY TO MODIFY OR RESCIND. --

Any Taxpayer Assistance Order issued by sc. 6232. PROCEDURES RELATING TO INTERNAL

SEC. 6229. TAXPAYERS MAY RELY ON WRITTEN the Ombudsmanunder this section may be REVENUE SERVICE REGULATIONS.

ADVICE OF INTERNAL REVENUE modified or rescinded only by the Om-
(a) INGENERAL.-Section7805 of the 1986

SERVICE. budsman, a district director, a service
--

center director, a compliance center direc- Code (relating to rules and regulations) is

(a) IN GENERAL. -- Section 6404 of the 1986 tor, regional director of appeals, amended by adding at the end thereof the
a or any

Code (relating to abatements) is amended superior of any such person. following new subsections:

by adding at the end thereof the following (d) SUSPENSION OF RUNNING OF PERIOD OF (e) TEMPORARYREGULATIONS.--

new subsection: LIMITATION. -- The running of any period of (1) ISSUANCE. -- Any temporary regula-
(f) ABATEMENT OF ANY PENALTY OR ADDI- limitation with respect to any action de- tion issued by the Secretary shall also be

TION TO TAX ATTRIBUTABLETO ERRONEOUSWRIT- scribed in subsection (b) shall be suspended issued as a proposed regulation.
TEN ADVICE BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE. for- (2) 3-YEAR DURATION. --. Any temporary

(1) the period beginning on the date of regulation shall expire within 3 years after

(1) IN GENERAL. -- The Secretary shall the taxpayer'sapplicationunder subsection the date of issuance of such regulation.
abate any portionof any penaltyor addition (a)

, and ending on the date of the Om- (f) IMPACT OF REGULATIONSON SMALL BUSI-

to tax attributable to erroneous advice fur- budsman'sdecisionwith respect to such ap-
NESS REVIEWED. -- After the publication of

nished to the taxpayer in writing by an of- plication, and any proposed regulation by the Secretary
ficer or employee of the Internal Revenue (2) any period specified by the Om- and before the promulgation of any final

Service, acting in such officer's or budsman in a Taxpayer Assistance Order regulation by the Secretary which does not

employee'sofficial capacity. issued pursuant to such application. supersede a proposed regulation, the Sec-

(2) LIMITATIONS. -- Paragraph (1) shall (e) retary shall submit such regulation to the
INDEPENDENTACrION OF OMBUDSMAN. --

apply only if- Nothing in this section shall prevent the Administrator of the Small Business Ad-

(A) the written advice was reasonably Ombuasman from taking any action in the ministration for comment on the im act of
relied upon by the taxpayer and was in re- absence of an application under subsection such regulationon small business. Te Ad-

sponse to a specific written request of the (a). ministratorshall have 4 weeks from the date

taxpayer, and -(f) OMBUDSMAN. -- For purposes of this of submission to respond.
(B) the portion of the penalty or addi- secton, the term 'Ombudsman' includes (b) EFFECTIVE DATE. -- The amendments

tion to tax did not result from a failure by made by this section shall apply to any re_-

the taxpayer to provide adequate or accu-
any designee of the Ombudsman. ulation issued after the date which is _0

(b) CLERICALAMENDMENT. -- The table of
rate information. sections for subchapter A of chapter 80 of days after the date of the enactmentof this

(3) INITIAL REGULATIONS.- Within 180 the 1986 Code is amended by adding at the Act.

days after the date of the enactmentof this end thereof the following new item
subsection, the Secretary shall prescribe

SEC 6233. CONTENT OF TAX DUE, DEFICIENCY,
AND OTHER NOTICES.

such initial regulations as may be necessary Sec. 7811. Taxpayer Assistance Orders.
to carry out this subsection. (a) IN GENERAL. -- Chapter 77 of the 1986

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE. -- The amendment (C) The Sec- Code (relating to miscellaneousprovisions)ISSUANCE OF REGULATIONS. --

made by subsection (a) shall apply with re- retary of the Treasury or the Secretary's is further amended by adding at the end

spect to advice requested on or after delegate shall issue such regulations as the thereof the following new secton:

January 1, 1989. Secretary deems necessary within 90 days SEC. 7521. CONTENT OF TAX DUE, DEFICIENCY,
of the date of the enactment of this Act in

AND OTHER NOTICES.
SEC. 6230. TAXPAYERASSISTANCEORDERS. order to carry out the purposes of section

(a) IN GENERAL -- Subchapter A of chap- 7811of the 1986 Code (as added by this (a) GENERALRULE.-Any notice to which

ter 80 of the 1986 Code (relating to general section) and to ensure taxpayers uniform this section applies shall describe the basis

rules for applicationof the internal revenue access to administrativeprocedures. for, and identify the amounts (if any) of,
laws) is amended by adding at the end (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments the tax due, interest, additional amounts,

thereof the following new section: made by this section shall take effect on additions to the tax, and assessable penal-
January 1, 1989. ties included in such notice. An inadequate

description under the preceding sentence
SEC. 7811. TAXPAYERASSISTANCEORDERS. shall not invalidate such notice.

SEC. 6231. BASIS FOR EVALUATION OF INTERNAL

(a) AUTHORITYTo issuE. - Upon applica- (b) NOTICES TO WHICH SECTION APPLIES. --

REVENUE SERVICE EMPLOYEES.
tion filed by a taxpayer with the Office of This section shall apply to-

Ombudsman (in such form, manner, and at (a) IN GENERAL. -- The Internal Revenue (1) any tax due notice or deficiency
such time as the Secretary shall by regula- Service shall not use recordsof tax enforce- notice described in section 6155, 6212, or

tions prescribe), the Ombudsmanmayissue ment results- 6303,
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(2) any notice generated out of any in- change in the financial condition of the tax- (1) by striking out 10 days in para-formation return matching program, and payer has occurred. graph (2) and inserting in lieu thereof 30
(3) the 1st letter of proposeddeficiency (4) FAILURETO PAY AN INSTALLMENTORANY dayS,which allows the taxpayer an opportunity OTHER TAX LIABILITY WHEN DUE OR TO PROVIDE (2) by striking 0Ut I0-DAY REQUIREMENT

for administrative review in the Internal REQUESTEDFINANCIALINFORMATION.-The-- Sec- in the heading of paragraph (2) and insert-
Revenue Service Office of Appeals. retary may alter, modify, or terminate an ing in lieu thereof30-DAYREQUIREMENT,and

(b). CLERICAL AMENDMENT. -- The table of agreement entered into by the Secretary (3) by adding at the end thereof the fol-
secttons for chapter 77 of the 1986 Code is under subsection (a) in the case of the fail- lowing new paragraph:further amended by adding at the end ure of the taxpayer- (4) INFORMATION INCLUDED WITH NOTICE. --

thereof the following new item: (A) to pay any installment at the time The notice required under paragraph (1)
Sec. 7521. Content of tax due, deficiency, such installmentpayment is due under such shall include a brief statement which sets
and other notices. agreement, forth in simple and nontechnical terms-

(B) to pay any other tax liability at the (A) the provisions of this title relating
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE. -- The amendments time such hability is due, or to levy and sale of property,

made by this section shall apply to mailings (C) to provide a financial condition up- (B) the procedures applicable to the
made on or after January 1, 1990. date as requested by the Secretary. levy and sale of property under this title,

(d) REPORT. -- Not later than July 1, 1989, (b) CONFIRMING AMENDMENTS - (C) the administrative appeals availa-
the Secretaryof the Treasuryor his delegate (1) Paragraph (1) of section 6601(b) of ble to the taxpayerwith respect to such levyshall submit a report to the Committee on the 1986 Code (relating to last day pre- and sale and the procedures relating to such
Ways and Meansof the Houseof Represen- scribed for payment) is amended by insert- appeals.tatives and the Committee on Finance of ing or any installment agreement entered '(D) the alternatives available to tax-
the Senate on the steps taken to carry out into undersection 6159 after time for pay- payers which could prevent levy on the
the amendmentsmade by this section. ment. property (includinginstallmentagreements

(2) The table of section for subchapterA under section 6159),
SEC. 6234. INSTALLMENTOF TAX LIABILITY. of chapter 62 of the 1986 Code is amended (E) the provisions of this title relating

by adding at the end thereof the following to redemption of property and release of(a) IN GENERAL. -- Subchapter A of chap- item: liens andter 62 of the 1986 Code (relating to place
new on property,

and due date for payment of tax) iS Sec. 6159. Agreements for payment of (F) the proceduresapplicable to the re-

amended by adding at the end thereofthe tax liability in installments. demption of property and the release of a

following new section: lien on property under this title.
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE. -- The amendments EFFECr OF LEVY ON SALARY AND WAGES.-

SEC. 6159. AGREEMENTS FOR PAYMENT OF TAX made by this section shall apply to aree- l IN GENERAL-- Subsection (e) of section
LIABILITY IN INSTALLMENTS. ments entered into after the date of the 6331 of the 1986 Code (relating to levy and

enactment of this Act. distraint) is amended to read as follows:(a) AUTHORIZATIONOF AGREEMENTS. -- The (e) CONTINUING LEVY ON SALARY ANDSecretary is authorizedto enter into written SEC. 6235. ASSISTANTCOMMISSIONERFOR WAGES. -- The effect of a levy on salary or
agreements with any taxpayer under which TAXPAYER SERVICES. wages payable to or received by a taxpayersuch taxpayer is allowedto satisfy liability shall be continuous from the date such levyfor payment of any tax in installment pay- (a) IN GENERAL.-- Section 7802 of the 1986 is first made until such levy is released under
ments if the Secretarydetermines that such Code (relating to Commissioner of Reve- section 6343.
agreement will facilitate collection of such nue; Assistant Commissioner (Employee (2) CROSS REFERENCE. -- Section 6331(f) of
liability Plans and Exempt Organizations) s the 1986 Code (relating to cross references)(b) EXTENT TO WHICH AGREEMENTS REMAIN amended by adding at the end thereof the is amended by adding at the end thereofthe
IN EFFECr. -- following new subsection: folowing new paragraph:(1) IN GENERAL. -- Except as OtherWiSe (C) ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER (TAXPAYER (3) For release and notice of release ofprovided in this subsection, any agreernent sERvIcEs). -- There is established within the levy, see section 6343.
entered into by the Secretaryunder subsec- Internal Revenue Service an office to be (C) INCREASE IN AMOUNTS OF CERTAIN PROP-
tion (a) shall remain in effect for the term known as the'Officefor TaxpayerServices' ERTY EXEMPT FROM LEVY.-
of the agreement. to be under the supervisionanddirectionof (1) FUEL, PROVISIONS, FURNITURE, PERSONAL(2) INADEQUATE INFORMATION OR an Assistant Commissionerof the Internal EFFEcTS.- Paragraph (2) of section 6334(a)--

JEOpARDY -- The Secretary rnay terminate Revenue. The Assistant Commissioner of the 1986 Code (relating to property
any agreement entered into by the Secre- shall be responsible for taxpayer services exempt from levy) is amended by strikingtary under subsection (a) if- such as telephone, walk-in, and taxpayer out $ 1,500 and inserting in lieu thereof

(A) information which the taxpayer educational services, and the design and $ 1,650 ($ 1,550 in the case of levies issued
provided to the Secretary prior to the date production of tax and informational during 1989).such agreement was entered into was inac- forms. (2) BOOKS AND TOOLS.- Paragraph (3) of
curate or incomplete, or (b) ANNUAL REPORTS TO CONGRESS -- The section 6334(a) of the 1986 Code is

(B) the Secretary believes that collec- Assistant Commissioner (Taxpayer Ser- amended by striking out $ 1,000 and in-
tion ofany tax to which an agreementunder vices) and the Taxpayer Ombudsman for serting in lieu thereof $1,100 ($ 1,050 in
this section relates is in jeopardy the Internal Revenue Service shall jointly the,c,ase of levies issued during 1989).(3) SUBSEQUENTCHANGE IN FINANCIALCON. make an annual report regardingthe quality

(A')) WAGES, SALARY, AND OTHER INCOME.-
DITIONS. -- of taxpayer servicesprovided. Such report INCREASE IN AMOUNT EXEMrr. Para---

(A) INGENERAL.-Ifthe Secretarymakes shall be made to the Committeeon Finance graph (1) of section 6334(d) of the 1986
a deterninationthat the financialcondition of the Senate and the Comrnittee on Ways Code (relating to exempt amount of wages,of a taxpayer with whom the Secretary has and Means of the House of Representa- salary, or other income)isamended to read
entered into an agreementundersubsection tives.

as follows:
(a) has significantlychanged, the Secretary (C) EFFECTIVE DATE. The amendment (1) INDIvIDUALSON WEEKLYBASIS.- In the

--

--

may alter, modify, or terminatesuch agree- made by subsection (a) shall take effect on case of an individualwho is paid or receives
ment. thedate 180 days afterthedate of theenact- all of his wages, salary, and other income

(B) NOTICE. -- Action may be taken by ment of this Act. on a weekly basis, the amountof the wages,the Secretary under subparagraph(A) only salary, andother income payable to or re-if- PART II - LEVY AND LIEN PROVISIONS ceived by him during any week which is
'i) notice of such determination is pro- exempt from levy under subsection (a)(9)vided to the taxpayer no later than 30 days

SEC. 6236. LEVY AND DISTRAINT.
shall be the amount.exemptprior to the date of such action, and (a) NOTICE.- Section 6331(d) of the 1986 (B) EXEMPT AMOUNTDEFINED. -- Subsection

(ii) such notice includes the reasons Code (relating to levy and distraint) is (d) of section 6334 of the 1986 Code (relat-why the Secretary believes a significant amended- ing to property exempt from .levy) is
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amended by redesignatingparagraph (2) as the Secretary with respect to the levy and such release would jeopardize the secured

paragraph (3) and by inserting after para- sale of suchpropertyexceeds the fair mar- creditor status of the Secretary.
graph (1) the following new paragraph: ket value ot such property at the time of (2) EXPECTED DETERMINATION ON CERTAIN

(2) EXEMPT AMOUNT. -- For purposes of levy. BUSINESS PROPERTY.- In the case of any tangi-
paragraph (1), the term 'exempt amount' (g) LEVY ON APPEARANCE DATE OF SUM- ble ersonal property essential in carrying
means an amount equal to-- MONS.- on t Re trade or businessof the taxpayer, the

(A) the sum of- (1) IN GENERAL. -- No levy may be made Secretaryshall provide for an expeditedde-

(i) the standard deduction, and on the property of any person on any day termination under paragraph (1) if levy on

ii) the aggregate amount of the deduc- on which such person (or officer or such tangible personal propertywould pre-
tions for personal exemptions allowed the employee of such person) is required to ap- vent the taxpayer from carrying on such

taxpayer under section 151 in the taxable pear in response to a summons issued by trade or buiness.

year in which such levy occurs, divided by the Secretary for the purpose of collecting (3) SUBSEQUENT LEVY. -- The release of

(B) 52. any underpaymentof tax. levy on any property under paragraph (1)
(2) NO APPLICATION IN CASE OF JEOPARDY -- shall not prevent any subsequent levy on

Unless the taxpayer submits to the Secre- This subsectionshall not apply if the Secret- such property.
tary a written and properly verified state- ary finds that the collection of tax is in (g) RIGHT OF TAXPAYER TO REQUEST THAT

ment specifyingthe facts necessaryto deter- jeopardy. SEIZED PROPERTYBE SOLD WITHIN 60 DAYS. -- SeC-

mine the proper amount under subpara- (e) suRRENDER oF BANK ACCOUNTS SUBJECT tion 6335 of the 1986 Code (relating to sale

graph (A), subparagraph (A) shall be a - TO LEVY ONLY AFTER 21 DAYS.- of seized property) is amended by redesig-
plied as if the taxpayerwere a married inc i- (1) IN GENERAL. -- SeCtiOn 6332 of the 1986 nating subsection (f) as subsection (g) and

vidual filing a separate return with only 1 Code (relatingto surrenderofpropertysub- by inserting after subsection (e) thefollow-

personal exemption. ject to levy), as amended by title I of this ing new subsection:

(4) ADDITIONAL PROPERTY EXEMPT FROM Act, is amended by redesignating subsec- (f) RIGHT TO REQUEST SALE OF SEIZED PROP-

LEVY.- tions (c), (d), and (e) as subsections (d), ERTYWITHIN60DAYS.-The-- oWnerof any prOp-

(A) IN GENERAL. -- Subsection (a) of sec- (e), and (f), respectively, and by inserting erty seized by levy may request that the

tion 6334 of the 1986 Code (relatingto prop- after subsection (b) the followingnew sub- Secretary sell such property within 60 days
erty exempt from levy) is amended by ad- section: after such request (or within such longer
ding at the end thereof the following new (C) SPECIAL RULE FOR BANKS -- Any bank period as may be specified by the owner).
paragraphs: (as defined in section 408(n)) shall surren- The Secretary shall comply with such re-

(l) CERTAIN PUBLIC ASSISTANCEPAYMENTS. der (SUbjeCt t0 an attachment or execution quest unless the Secretary determines (and
Any amount payable to an individual as a under judicial process) any deposits (in- notifies the owner within such period) that

-

recipient of public assistance under- cluding interest thereon) in such bank only such compliance would not be in the best

(A) title IV (relating to aid to families after 21 days after service of levy. interests of the United States.

with dependent children) or title XVI (re- (2) CONFORMINGAMENDMENTS.- /l EFFECTIVEDATE.-

lating to supplemental security income for (A) Subsection (a) of section 6332 of the IN GENERAL. -- The amendmentsmade

the aged, blind, and disabled) of the Social 1986 Code is amendedby strikingout sub- by this section (other than subsection (g))
Security Act, or section (b) and inserting in lieu thereof shall apply to levies issued on or after July

(B) State or local governmentpublicas- subsections (b) and (c) 1,1989.
sistance or public welfare 9rograms for (B) Subsection (e) of section 6332 of the (2) SUBSECTION (g). -- The amedment

which eligibility is determinec by a needsor 1986 Code, as redesignated by paragraph made by subsection (g) shall apply to re-

income test. 1 , is amended by striking out subsection quests made on or after January L, 1989.

(12) ASSISTANCE UNDER JOB TRAINING C)(1) and insertingin lieu thereofsubsec-
PARTNERSHIPACT. -- Any amount payable to tion (d)(1) SEC. 6237. REVIEW OF JEOPARDY LEVY AND

a participant under the Job Training (f) RELEASE OF LEVY. -- Subsection (a) of ASSESSMENTPROCEDURES.

Partnership Act (20 U.S.C. 1501 et seq.) section 6343 of the 1986 Code (relating to

from funds appropriated pursuant to such release of levy) is amended to reatl as fol- (a) IN GENERAL. -- Subsection (a)(1) of sec-

Act. lows: tion 7429 of the 1985 Code (relating to re-

(13) PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE EXEMPT IN AB- (a) RELEASE OF LEVY AND NOTICE OF RE- view of jeopardy assessmentprocedures) is

SENCEOFCERTAINAPPROVALORJEOPARDY.-EX- LEASE.- amended-

cept to the extent provided in subsection (1) IN GENERAL. -- Under regulationspre- (1) by inserting or levy is made under

(e), the principal residence of the taxpayer scribed by the Secretary, the Secretaryshall section 6331(a) less than 30 days after notice

(within the meaning of section 1034). release the levy upon all, or part of, the and demand for payment is made under

(B) LEVYPERMrrFEDON PRINCIPALRESIDENCE property or rights to property levied upon section 6331(a), after 6862,, and

IN CASE OF JEOPARDY OR APPROVAL BY CERTAIN and shall promptly notify the person upon (2) by inserting or levy after such as-

OFFICIALS. -- Section 6334 of the 1986 Code whom such levy was made (if any) that such sessment.

iS amendedby adding at the end thereofthe levy has been released if- (b) ADMINISTRATIVE DETERMINATIONS. --

following new subsection: (A) the liability for which such levy was Paragraph (3) of section7429(a) of the 1986

(e) LEVY ALLOWED ON PRINCIPAL RESIDENCE made s satisfied or becomes unenforceable Code (relating to redetermination by the

IN CASE OF JEOPARDY OR CERTAIN APPROVAL. -- by reason of lapse of time, Secretary) is amended to read as follows:

Property described in subsection (a)(13) (B) release of such levy will facilitate (3) REDETERMINATION BY SECRETARY.. --

shall not be exempt from levy if- the collection of such liability, After a request for review is made under

(1) a districtdirectoror assistantdistrict (C) the taxpayer has entered into an paragraph (2), the Secretary shall deter-

director of the Internal Revenue Service agreement under section 6159 to satisfy mne-

personally approves (in writing) the levy of such liability by means of installment pay- (A) whether or not-

such property, or ments, unless such agreement provides (i) the making of the assessmentunder

(2) the Secretary finds that the collec- otherwise, section 6851, 6861, or 6862, as the case may

tion of tax iS in jeopardy. (D) the Secretary has determined that be, is reasonable under the circumstances,

(d) UNECONOMICAL LEVY; LEVY ON APPEAR- such levy is creating an economic hardship and

ANCE DATE OF SUMMONS. -- Section 6331 of the due to the financial condition of the tax- (ii) the amount so assessed or de-

1986 Code (relating to levy and distraint) is payer, or manded as a resultof the action taken under

amended by redesignatingsubsection (f) as (E) the fair market value of the prop- section 6851, 6861, or 6862 is appropriate
subsection(h) and by insertingaftersubsec- erty exceeds such liabilityand release of the under the circumstances,or

tion (e) the following new subsections: levy on a part of such property could be (B) whether or not the levy described

(f) UNECONOMICALLEVY..- No levy may made without hindering the collection of in subsection (a)(1) is reasonableunder the

be made on any property if the amount of such liability circumstances.

the expenses which the Secretaryestimates For purposesof subparagraph(C), the Sec- (C) TAX COURT REVIEW JURISDICTION.-- Sub-

(at the time of levy) would be incurred by retary is not required to release such levy if section (b) of section 7429 of the 1986 Code
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is amended to read as follows: commenced only in the judicial district de- plement the administrativeappeal provided

UI JUDICIALREVIEW.- scribed in section 1402(a)(1) or (2) of title for in the amendment made by subsection
1 PROCEEDING PERMITTED.- Within 90 28, United States Code. (a) within 180 days after the date of the

days after the earlier of- (2) TRANSFEROF ACrIONS - If a civil action enactment of this Act.

(A) the day the Secretary notifies the is filed under subsection (b) with the Tax (C) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The table of

taxpayer of the Secretary's determination Court and such court finds that there is want sections for subchapter C of chapter 64 of
described is subsection (a)(3), or of jurisdiction because of the jurisdiction the 1986 Code is amended by striking out

(B) the 16th day after the request de- provisions of subsection (b)(2), then the the item relating to section 6326 and insert-
scribed in subsection (a)(2) was made, the Tax Court shall, if such court determines it ing in lieu thereof the following
taxpayermay bring a civil action against the is in the interest of justice, transfer the civil

Sec. 6326. Administrativeappealofliens.
United States for a determination under action to the district court in which the ac-

this subsection in the court with urisdiction tion could have been brought at the time Sec. 6327. Cross references.
determined under paragraph (2) such aciion was filed. Any civil action so

(2) JURISDICTION FOR DETERMINATION.- transferred shall proceed as if such action (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments

(A) IN GENERAL.- Except as provided in had been filed in the district court to which made by this section shall take effect on the

subparagraph (B), the district courts of the such action is transferred on the date on date which is 60 days after the date regula-
United States shall have exclusive jurisdic- which such action was actually filed in the tions are issued under subsection (b).
tion over any civil action for a determina- Tax Court from which such action is trans-
tion under this subsection. ferred. PART Ill - PROCEEDINGSBY TAXPAYERS

(B) TAx COURT.- If a petition for a rede- (e) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

termination of a deficiency under section (1) Section7429(c) of the 1986 Code (re- SEC. 6239. AWARDING OF COSTS AND CERTAIN

6213(a) has been timely filed with the Tax lating to extension of 20-day period where FEES IN ADMINISTRATIVEAND COURT

Court before the making of an assessment taxpayer so requests) and section 7429(f) PROCEEDINGS.

or levy that is subject to the review proce- (relating to finality of determination) are a) IN GENERAL.--Section 7430 of the 1986
dures of this section, and 1 or more of the amended by striking out district each Code is amended to read as follows:
taxes and taxable periods before the Tax place it appears.
Court because of such petition is also in- (2) Section7429(g) of the 1986 Code (re-
cluded in the written statement that is pro- lating to burden of proof) is amended- SEC. 7430. AWARDING OF COSTS AND CERTAIN

vided to the taxpayerunder subsection (a), (A) by inserting the making of a levy
FEES.

then the Tax Court also shall have jurisdic- described in subsection (a)(1) or after (a) IN GENERAL.- In any administrative
tion over any civil action for a determina- whether in paragraph (1), or court proceedingwhich is brought by or
tion under this subsectionwith respect to all (B) by striking out TERMINATION in the against the United States in connectionwith
the taxes and taxable periods included in heading of paragraph (1) and inserting in the determination,collection, or refund of
such written statement. lieu thereof LEVY. TERMINATION..and any tax, interest, or penaltyunder this title,

(3) DETERMINATIONBY COURT.- Within 20 (C) by striking out an action and in- the prevailingparty may be awarded a judg-
days after a proceeding is commenced serting in lieu thereof a proceeding in ment or a settlement for-
under paragraph (1), the court shall deter- paragraphs (1) and (2). (1) reasonable administrative costs in-
mine- (3) The heading of section 7429 of the curred in connection with such administra-

(A) whether or not- 1986Code is amended by inserting LEvY tive proceeding within the Internal Reve-
(i) the making of the assessment under oR after JEOPARDY nue Service, and

section 6851, 6861, or 6862, as the case ma (4) The table of sections for subchapter (2) reasonable litigation costs incurred
be, is reasonable under the circumstances, B of chapter76 of the 1986 Code is amended in connection with such court proceeding
and by inserting levy or after jeopardy in /(b) LIMITATIONS.-

(ii) the amount so assessed or de- the item relating to section 7429. (1) REQUIREMENT THAT ADMINISTRATIVE

manded as a resultoftheaction taken under (f) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments REMEDIES BE EXHAUSTED.- A judgment fOr
section 6851, 6861, or 6862 is appropriate made by this section shall apply to jeopardy reasonable litigation costs shall not be
under the circumstances,or levies issued and assessments made on or awarded under subsection (a) in any court

(B) whether or not the levy described after July 1, 1989. proceedingunless the court determinesthat
in subsection (a)(1) is reasonable under the the prevailing party has exhausted the ad-
circumstances. SEC. 6238. ADMINISTRATIVEAPPEAL OF LIENS. ministrative remedies available to such
If the court determines that proper service

(a) party within the Internal Revenue Service.
was not made on the United States or on

ESTABLISHMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE AP-
(2) ONLY COSTS ALLOCABLE TO THE UNITED

the Secretary, as may be appropriate,
PEAL FOR DISPUTED LIENS. -- Subchapter C of An award under subsection (a)STATES.-

within 5 days after the date of the com- chapter64 of the 1986 Code (relating to lien shall be made only for reasonable litigation
mencementoftheproceeding,then the run-

for taxes) is amended by redesignatingsec- and administrativecosts which are allocable
ning of the 20-day period set forth in the tion 6326 as section 6327 and insertingafter

to the United States and not to otherany
proceedingsentence shall not begin before section 6325 the following new section:

party.
the day on which proper service was made SEC. 6326. ADMINISTRATIVEAPPEAL OF LIENS. (3) EXCLUSION OF DECLARATORYJUDGMENT
on the United States or on the Secretary, as (a) IN GENERAL.- In such form and at PROCEEDINGS.-

may be appropriate. such time as the Secretaryshall prescribeby (A). INGENERAL.-Noaward for reasona-

(4) ORDER OF COURT. -- If the court deter- regulations, any person shall be allowed to ble litigation costs may be made under sub-
mines that the making of such levy is un- appeal to the Secretary after the filing of a section (a) with respect to any declaratory
reasonable, that the making of such assess- noticeof a lien under this subchapteron the judgment proceeding.
ment is unreasonable, or that the amount property or the rights to property of such (B) EXCEPTION FOR SECTION 501(C)(3) DETER-

assessed or demanded is inappropriate, person for a release of such lien alleging an MINATIoN REvocATIoN PROCEEDINGS.- Sub-
then the court may order the Secretary to error in the filingof the noticeofsuch lien. paragraph(A) shall not apply to any pro-
release such levy, to abate such assessment, (b) CERTIFICATEOF RELEASE.- If the Sec- ceeding which involves the revocation of a
to redetermine (in whole or in part) the retary determines that the filing of the determination that the organization is de-
amount assessed or demanded, or to take noticeof any lien was erroneous, the Secret- scribed in section 501(c)(3).
such other action as the court finds appro- ary shall expeditiously (and, to the extent (4) COSTS DENIED WHERE PARTY PREVAILING

priate. practicable,within 14 days after such deter- PROTRACTS PROCEEDINGS. -- No award for
(d) VENUE.-- SeCtion 7429(e) of the 1986 mination) issue a certificate of release of reasonable litigation and administrative

Code (relating to venue) is amended to read such lien and shall includein such certificate costs may be made under subsection (a)
as follows: a statementthat such filing was erroneous. with respect to any portion of the adminis-

(e) VENUE.- (b) REGULATIONS. -- The Secretary of the trative or court proceeding during which
(1) DISTRICT COURT.- A civil action in a Treasury or the Secretary's delegate shall the prevailing party has unreasonablypro-

district court under subsection (b) shall be prescribe the regulations necessary to im- tracted such proceeding.
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(C) DEFINITIONS- For purposes of this PARTY.- Any determinationunder subpara- (b) CONFORMINGAMENDMENT.-Section504--

section- graph (A) as to whether a party is a prevail- of title 5, United States Code, is amended
(1) REASONABLE LITIGATION COSTS. -- The ing party Shall be made by agreementof the by adding at the end thereof the following

term 'reasonable litigation costs' includes- parties or- new subsection
(A) reasonablecourt costs, and (i) in the case where the final determi- (f) No award may be made under this
(B) based upon prevailingmarket rates nation with respect to the tax, interest, or section for costs, fees, or other expenses

for the kind or qualityofservicesfurnished- 3enalty is made at the administrative level, which may be awarded under section 7430
(i) the reasonable expenses of expert y the Internal Revenue Service, or of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986.

witnesses in connection with a court pro- (ii) in the case wheresuch final determi- (c) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The table of
ceeding, except that no expert witness shall nation is made by a court, the court. sections for subchapter B of chapter 76 of
be compensated at a rate in excess of the (5) ADMINISTRATIvE PROCEEDINGS.- The the 1986 Code is amended by striking out

highest rate of compensationfor expert wit- term 'administrativeproceeding'meansany court in the item relatingto section7430.
nesses paid by the United States, procedureor other action before the Inter- (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments

(ii) the reasonable cost of any study, nal Revenue Service. made by this section shall apply to proceed-
analysis,engineeringreport, test, or project (6) COURT PROCEEDINGS. -- The term ngs commencingafter the dateoftheenact-
which is found by the court to be necessary 'court proceeding' means any civil action ment of this Act.
for the preparationof the party's case, and brought in a court bf the United States (in-

(iii) reasonablefees paid or incurredfo cluding the Tax Courtand the UnitedStates SEC. 6240. CIVIL CAUSE OF ACTION FOR DAMAGES

the services of attorneys in connectionwith Claims Court). SUSTAINED DUE TO FAILURE TO

the court proceeding, except that such fees (7) POSITION OF UNITED STATES. -- The term RELEASE LIEN.

shall not be in excess of $75 per hour unless 'position of the United States' means- (a) IN GENERAL.-SubchapterB of chapter
the court determines that an increase in the (A) the position taken by the United 76 of the 1986 Code (relatingto proceedings
cost of living or a special factor, such as the States in a judicial proceedingto which sub- by taxpayers and third parties) is arnended
limited availability of qualified attorneys section (a) applies, and by redesignating section 7432 as section
forsuchproceeding,justifiesa higherrate. (B) the position taken in an administra- 7433 and by inserting after section 7431 the

(2) REASONABLEADMINISTRATIVECOSTS.- tive proceeding to which subsection (a) ap- following new section:
The term 'reasonable administrativecosts' plies as of the earlier of-
means- (i) the date of the receipt by the tax- SEC. 7432. CIVIL DAMAGES FOR FAILURETO

(A) any administrative fees or similar payer of the notice of the decision of the ' RELEASE LIEN.

charges imposed by the Internal Revenue Internal Revenue Service Office of Ap- (a) IN GENERAL.- If any officer or

Service, and peals, or employee of the Internal Revenue Service

(B) expenses, costs, and fees described ii) the date of the noticeofdeficiency. knowingly,or by reason of negligence, fails
in paragraph (1)(B), except that any deter- (d) SPECIAL RULES FOR PAYMENTOF COSTS.- to releasea lien undersection 6325 on prop-
mination made by the court under clause (1) REASONABLE ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS. -- erty Of the taxpayer, such taxpayer may
(ii) or (iii) thereof shall be made by the An award for reasonable administrative bring a civil action for damages against the

Internal Revenue Service in cases where costs shall be payable out of funds appro- United States in a district court of th Unit-
the determination under paragraph (4)(B) priated under section 1304 of title 31, Unit- ed States.
of the awarding of reasonable administra- ed States Code. (b) DAMAGES.- In any action brought
tive costs is made by the Internal Revenue (2) REASONABLE LITIGATION COSTS. -- An under subsection (a), upon a finding of lia-
Service. award for reasonable litigation costs shall bility on the part of the defendant, the de-

Such term shall only include costs incurred be payable in the case of the Tax Court in fendant shall be liable to the plaintiff in an

on or after the earlier of (i) the date of the the same manner as such an award by a amount equal to the sum of-

receipt by the taxpayer of the notice of the district court. (1) actual, direct economic damages
decision of the Internal Revenue Service (e) MULTIPLE ACTIONS. -- For purposes of sustained by the plaintiffwhich, but for the
Office of Appeals, or (ii) the date of the this section, in the case of- actions of the defendant, would not have

notice of deficiency (1) multiple actions which could have been sustained, plus
(3) ATToRNEY'S FEES.- For purposes of been joined or consolidated,or (2) the costs of the action.

paragraphs (1) and (2), fees for the services (2) a case or cases involving a return or (C) PAYMENT AUTHORITY. - Claims pur-
of an individual (whether or not an attor- returns of the same taxpayer (including suant to this section shall be payable out of

ney) who is authorized to practice before joint returns of married individuals) which funds appropriated under section 1304 of

the Tax Court or before the Internal Reve- could have been joined in a single court title 31, United States Code.
nue Service shall be treated as fees for the proceeding in the same court, such actions (d) LIMITATIONS.-

services of an attorney. or cases shall be treated as 1 court proceed- (1 REQUIREMENT THAT ADMINISTRATIVE

(4) PREVAILINGPARTY.- ing regardless of whether such joinder or REMEDIES BE EXHAUSTED.- A judgment for

(A) IN GENERAL. -- The term 'prevailing consolidation actually occurs, unless the damages shall not be awarded under sub-

party' meansany party in any proceedingto court in which such action is brought deter- section (b) unless the court determines that

which subsection (a) applies (other than the mines, in its discretion, that it would be the plaintiff has exhausted the administra-

United States or any creditor of the tax- inappropriate to treat such actions or cases tive remedies available to such plaintiff
payer involved)- as joined or consolidated. within the Internal Revenue Service.

(i) which establishes that the position (f) RIGHT OF APPEAL.- (2) MITIGATION OF DAMAGES. -- The

of the United States in the proceeding was (1) COURT PROCEEDINGS,- An order amount of damages awarded under subsec-

not substantiallyjustified, grantngor denying (in whole or in part) an tion (b)(1) shall be reduced by the amount

(ii) which- award or reasonale litigation or adminis- of such damageswhich could have reasona-

(I) has substantially prevailed with re- trative costs under subsection (a) in a court bly been mitigated by the plaintiff.
spect to the amount in controversy, or proceeding, may be incorporated as a part (3) PERIOD FOR BRINGING ACTION. -- Not-

(II) has substantiallyprevailedwith re- of the decision or judgment in the court withstandingany other provisionof law, an

spect to the most significant issue or set of proceedingand shall be subject to appeal in action to enforce liabilitycreatedunder this

issues presented, and the same manner as the decision or judg- section may be brought without regard to

(iii) which meets the reauirements of ment. the amount in controversy and may be
the 1st sentenceof section 242(d)(1)(B)of (2) ADMINIsTRATIvEpROcEEDINGs.-- A de- brought only within 2 years after the date

title 28, United States Code (as in effect on cision granting or denying (in whole or in the right of action accrues.

October 22, 1986) except to the extent dif- part) an award for reasonable administra- (e) NOTICE OF FAILURE TO RELEASE LIEN. --

fering procedures are established by rule of tve costs under subsection (a) by the Inter- The Secretary shall by regulation prescribe
court and meets the requirementsof section nal Revenue Service shall be subJect to ap- reasonable procedures for a taxpayer to

2412(d)(2)(B) of such title 28 (as so in ef- peal to the Tax Court under rules similar to notify the Secretaryof the failure to release

fect). the rulesundersection7463 (withoutregard a lien under section 6325 on propertyof the

(B) DETERMINATION AS TO PREVAILING to the amount in dispute). taxpayer.
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(b) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The table of the right of action accrues. gift, and certain excise taxes) shall not applysections for subchapter B of chapter 76 of (b) DAMAGESFOR FRIVOLOUSORGROUNDLESS in respect of the assessmentor collectionof
the 1986 Code is amended by striking out CLAIMS.- any penalty imposed by this section.
the item relating to section 7432 and insert- (1) IN GENERAL.- Section 6673 of the 1986 (b) CRIMINAL PENALTYTO APPLY ONLY WHERE
ing in lieu thereofthefollowingnew items: Code (relating to damages assessable for KNOWINGOR RECKLESS DISCLOSUREORUSE.-The
Sec. 7432. Civil damages for failure to re- instituting proceedings before the Tax material precedingparagraph (1) of section

Court primarily for delay, etc.) is amended 7216(a) of the 1986 Code is amended bylease lien.
by inserting (a) IN GENERAL.-- before striking out and who- and inserting in

Sec. 7433. Cross references. Whenever ' and by adding at the end lieu thereof and who knowingly or re-
thereof the following new subsection: cklessly-.(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendmentS (b) CLAIMS UNDER SECTION 7433. (C) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The table of--

made by this section shall apply to notices Whenever it appears to the court that the sections for part 1 of subchapterB of chap-provided by the taxpayer of the failure to
taxpayer's position in proceedings before ter 68 of the 1986 Code is amended by ad-release a lien, and damages arising, after the court instituted or maintained by such ding at the end thereof the following newDecember 31, 1988.
taxpayer under section 7433 is frivolous or item:
groundless, damages in an amount not in

SEC. 6241. CIVIL CAUSE OF ACTION FOR DAMAGES $10,000 shall be awarded the Sec. 6712. Disclosure or use of informa-excess of to
SUSTAINED DUE TO CERTAIN United States by the court in the court's tion by preparers of returns.
UNAUTHORIZEDACTIONS BY INTERNAL decision. Damages so awarded shall be as- (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendmentsREVENUE SERVICE. sessed at the same time as the decision and made by this section shall apply to disclo-

(a) IN GENERAL - SubchapterB of chapter shall be paid upon notice and demand from sures or uses after December31, 1988.
76 of the 1986 Code (relatingto proceedings the Secretary
by taxpayers and third parties) is further (2) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The heading
amended by redesignating section 7433 as for section 6673 of the 1986 Code is PART IV - TAX COURTJURISDICTION
section 7434 and by inserting after section amended by striking out TAx.
7432 the following new section: (C) CLERICAL AMENDMENT.- The table of SEC. 6243. JURISDICTIONTO RESTRAIN CERTAIN

sections for subchapter B of chapter 76 of PREMATURE ASSESSMENTS.

SEC. 7433. CIVIL DAMAGES FOR CERTAIN the 1986 Code is further amended by strik- a) IN GENERAL.- Section 6213(a) of the
UNAUTHORIZEDCOLLECTION ACTIONS ing out the item relating to section 7433 and 1986 Code (relating to time for filing peti-inserting in lieu thereof the following new tion and restriction on assessment) s(aJ IN GENERAL.- If, in COnneCtiOn With tems: amended by striking the period theany collectionof Federal tax with respect to out at

a taxpayer, any officer or employee of the SEC. 7433 CIVIL DAMAGES FOR CERTAIN end of the last sentence and insertir in lieu
Internal Revenue Service recklessly or in- UNAUTHORIZEDCOLLECTION ACTIONS. thereof, including the Tax Court. - he Tax

Court shall have no jurisdiction to enjointentionally disregards any provision of this
SEC. 7434. CROSS REFERENCES. action proceedingunder this subsec-title, or any regulation promulgated under any or

this title, such taxpayer may bring a civil (d) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments tion unless a timely petition for a redetermi-
actior for damages against the United made by this section shall apply to actions nation of the deficiency has been filed and
States in a district court of the United by officers or employees of the Internal then only in respect of the deficiency that is
States. Except as provided in section 7432, RevenueService atter the date of the enact- the subject of such petition.'
such civil action shall be the exclusive re- ment of this Act. (b) APPEAL OF ORDER RESTRAINING ASSESS-

medy for recovering damages resulting MENT. ETC.- SeCtiOn 7482(a) of the 1986
from such actions. SEC. 6242. ASSESSABLE PENALTY FOR IMPROPER Code (relating to jurisdiction on appeal) is

amended by adding at the end thereof the(b) DAMAGES - In any action brought DISCLOSUREOR USE OF INFORMATION
under subsection (a), upon a findingof lia- BY PREPARERS OF RETURNS. following new paragraph:

(3) CERTAIN ORDERS ENTERED UNDER SEC-bility on the part of the defendant, the de-
(a) IN GENERAL.-- Part I of subchapter B 6213(a).-An order of the Tax CourtTIONfendant shall be liable to theplaintiff in an of chapter 68 of the 1986 Code (relating to which is entered under authority of sectionamount equal to the lesser of S 100,000 or

assessable penalties) is amended by adding 6213(a) and which resolves proceedingthe sum oi- a to

(1) actual, direct economic damages
at the end thereof the following new sec- restrain assessment or collection shall be
tien: treated as a decision of the Tax Court forsustained by the plaintiff as a proximate

result of the reckless or intentional actions purposesof this section and shall be subject
of the officer or employee, and SEC. 6712. DISCLOSUREOR USE OF INFORMATION to the same review by the United States

(2) the costs of the action. BY PREPARERS OF RETURNS. Court of Appeals as a similar order of a
district court.(c) PAYMENT AUTHORITY. - Claims pur- (aj IMPOSlTIONOFPENALTY.-Ifanyperson

suant to this section shall be payable out of who is engaged in the businessor preparing (C) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments
funds appropriated under section 1304 of or providingservices in connectionwith the made by this section shall apply to orders
title 31, United States Code. preparation of, returns of tax imposed by entered after the date of the enactment of

(d) LIMITATIONS.- chapter 1, or any personwho for compensa-
this Act.

(1) REQUIREMENT THAT ADMINISTRATIVE tion prepares any such return for any other
REMEDIES BE EXHAUSTED.- A judgment for person, and who- SEC. 6244. JURISDICTIONTO ENFORCE

damages shall not be awarded under sub- (1) discloses any information furnished OVERPAYMENTDETERMINATIONS.

section (b) unless the court determines that to him for, or in connection with, the prep- (a) IN GENERAL.- Section 6512(b) of thethe plaintiff has exhausted the administra- aration of any such return, or 1986 Code (relating to overpaymentdeter-tive remedies available to such plaintiff (2) uses any such information for any mined by the Tax Court) is amended bywithin the Internal Revenue Service. purpose other than to prepare, or assist in striking out paragraph (2) and inserting(2) MITIGATION OF DAMAGES -- The preparing, any such return, shall pay a pen- in lieu thereofparagraph(3) in paragraphamount of damages awarded under subsec- alty of $ 250 for each such disclosureor use, (1), by redesignatin8paragraph (2) as para-tion (b)(l) shall be reduced by the amount but the total amount imposed under this graph (3), and by inserting the followingof such damageswhich could have reasona- subsection on such a person for any calen- newparagraphafter paragraphENFORCE.-(-1)I:f,(1:bly been mitigated by the plaintiff. daryear shall not exceed $10,000. (2) JURISDICTION TO after(3) PERIOD FOR BRINGING ACTION.- Not- (b) EXCEPTIONS.- The rules of section 120 days after a decision of the Tax Courtwithstandingany other provision of law, an 7216(b) shall apply for purposesof this sec- has become final, the Secretary has failedaction to enforce liabilitycreated under this tion. to refund the overpayment determined byseCtiOn may be brought without regard to (C) DEFICIENCY PROCEDURES NOT TO APPLY. the Tax Court, together with the interestthe amount in controversy and may be - Subchapter B of chapter 63 (relating to thereon as provided in subchapter B ofbrought only within 2 years after the date deficiency procedures for income, estate, chapter 67, then the Tax Court, upon mo-
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tion by the taxpayer, shall have jurisdiction SEC. 6246. JURISDICTIONTO REDETERMINE Code (relating to date when Tax Court de-

to order the refund of such overpayment INTEREST ON DEFICIENCIES. cision becomes final), as amended by sec-

and interest. tion 783(a), is further amended by adding(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 7481 of the 1986
(b) AMENDMENTS ADDING CROSS REFER- Code (relating to date when Tax Court de- at the end thereofthe followingnew subsec-

ENCES.- cision becomes final) is amendedby adding tion:

(1) Section 6214(e) of the 1986 Code s (d) DECISIONS RELATING TO ESTATE TAX EX-

amended by striking out REFERENCE.-and
at the end thereofthe followingnew subsec- If with
tion: TENDED UNDER SECTION 6166. -- respect

inserting in lieu thereof REFERENCES.- in (C) JURISDICTION OVER INTEREST DETERMI-
.to a decedent's estate subject to a decision

the heading, by designating the undesig- NATIONS.- Notwithstandingsubsection (a), of the Tax Court-
nated paragraph as paragraph (1), and by if- (1) the time for payment of an amount

adding at the end thereof the followingnew (1) an assessmenthas been made by the of tax impsed by chapter 11 is extended

paragraph: under section 6166, and

(2) For provision giving Tax Court Secretaryundersection 6215which includes
(2) there is treated administrative

nterest as imposed by this title,
as an

jurisdiction to order a refundof an overpay- (2) the taxpayer has paid the entire expense under section 2053 either-

ment and to award sanctions, see section (A) any amount of interest which a de-

6512(b)(2).
amount of the deficiency plus interest

cedent's estate portion of the
claimed by the Secretary, and pays on any

(2) Section 6512(c) of the 1986 Code is (3) within 1 year after the date the deci- tax imposed by section 2001 on such estate

amended by striking out REFERENCE.- and sion of the Tax Court becomes final under for which the time of payment is extended

inserting in lieu thereof REFERENCES.- in subsection (a), the taxpayer files a petition
under section 6166, or

the heading, by designating the undesig- in the Tax Court for a determinaton that (B) interest on any estate, succession,
nated paragraph as paragraph (1), and by the amount of interest claimed by the Sec- legacy, or inheritance tax imposed by a

adding at the end thereof the followingnew
retary exceeds the amount of interest im- State on such estateduring the period of the

para ra :)h:

pthoesnedthbey tThaisx tiCtloeu,rt
extensionof time for paymentundersection

(2) _Cor provision giving the Tax Court the 6166,
jurisdiction to award reasonable litigation

may reopen case
then, motion by the petitioner in

to taxpayer upon a

costs in proceedings to enforce an overpay-
solely determine whether the

such case in which such time for paymentof
has made an overpaymentof such interest

ment determinedby such court, see section and the amount of any such overpayment.
tax has been extended under section 6166,

7430. the Tax Court may reopen the case solelyIf the Tax Court determinesunder this sub-
(C) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments section that the taxpayer has made an over-

to modify the Court's decision to reflect

made by this section shall apply to overpay- payment of interest, then that determina- such estate's entitlement to a deduction for

ments determined by the Tax Court which such administrationexpensesunder section

have not yet been refundedby the 90th day
ton shall be treated under section

2053 and hold further trial solely with

afterthedateoftheenactmentofthisAct. 6512(b)(1) as a determination of an over- may

payment of tax. An order ofthe Tax Court respect to the claim for such deduction if,
within the discretionof the Tax Court, such

SEC. 6245. JURISDICTIONTO REVIEW CERTAIN redetermining the interest due, when en-
hearing is deemed An order ofa necessary.

SALES OF SEIZED PROPERTY. tered upon the recordsof the court, shall be
the Tax Court disposingof motion undera

(a) JURISDICTION TO REVIEW CERTAIN SALES
reviewable in the same manneras a decision

this subsection shall be reviewable in the

OF PROPERTY.- Section 6863(b)(3) of the
ofthe Tax Court. decisionof the Tax Court,same manneras a

1986 Code (relating to stay of sale of seized
CONFORMINGAMENDMENTS.- but only with respect to the matters deter-

property pending Tax Court decision) is /l(b)
(1) Section6512(a) of the 1986 Code (re- mined in such order.

amended by adding at the end thereof the lating to effect of petition to Tax Court) is

/l(b) CONFORMINGAMENDMENTS.-

following new subparagraph:
amended by inserting after section

(1) Section6512(a) of the 1986 Code (re-
(C) REVLEVBYTAXCOURT.- If, but forthe 6213(a) the following: (or 7481(c) with

lating to effect of petton to Tax Court), as

application of subparagraph (B), a sale respect to a determination of statutory in-
amended by this part, is further amended

would be prohibited by subparagraph terest). by striking out interest) and inserting in

(A)(iii), then the Tax Court shall have juris- (2) Subsection (a) of section 7481 of the
lieu thereof interest section 7481(d)or

diction to review the Secretary'sdetermina- 1986 Code is amendedby strikingout sub-
solely with respect to determination ofa

tion under sub-aragraph(B) that the prop-
section (b) and inserting in lieu thereof

estate tax by the Tax Court).subsections (b) and (c).
erty may be so d. Such review may be com- (C) The amendments (2) Subsection (a) of section 7481 of the

menced upon motion by either the Secre- EFFECTIVE DATE.- 1986 Code, amended by this part, is
made by this section shall apply.to assess-

as

tary or the taxpayer. An order of the Tax further amended by striking out subsec-

Courtdisposingof a motion under this para-
ments of deficiencies redetermined by the

tions (b) and (c) and inserting in lieu

graph shall be reviewable in the same man-
Tax Court made after the date of the enact- thereof subsections (b), (c) and (d).

ner as a decision of the Tax Court. ment of this Act. (C) The amendmentsEFFECTIVE DATE.-

(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.- The amendments made by this section shall be effective with

made by this section shall take effect on the SEC. 6247. JURISDICTIONTO MODIFY DECISIONS IN
respect to Tax Court cases for which the

90th day after the date of the enactmentof CERTAIN ESTATE TAX CASES. decision is not final the date of the enact-on

this Act. (a) IN GENERAL.-Section 7481 of the 1986 ment of this Act.
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JUNGSOOLEE, PRADUMNAB. RANA emphasison corporateand individualincome tax
and YoshihiroIwasaki. in effectas of 1 April 1988.
Effectsof foreigncapital flows on developing (B.57.176) Pakistan
countriesofAsia.
Manila,The Asian DevelopmentBank, P.O.Box THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIESFROM MERCHANT,Akbar G.
789, Manila, 1986. Asian DevelopmentBank six nationsdiscuss transferprice issuesamidst Commentson CompanyLaw.
EconomicStaffPaper No. 30. Pp. 115. changingtaxrates and fluctuatingcurrency Karachi, Flecbon Corporation,Union Bank
(B.57.110) values. Building,3rd Fl., Opp: M.W. Tower, Off: I.I.
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ChundrigarRoad, Stock Exchange Road, Belgium InternationalTax Institute,held in NewYork,
Karachi,1985,pp. 251. June 1988.
Briefcommenton some of the provisionsof the SALIEN, V. (B. 108.470)
CompaniesOrdinance,1984 subject-wisewith De belastinghervormingdoorgelicht.
the objective to highlightimportantnew or Brussels,CED-Samsom,1988, pp. 84. LES RESEAUXA VALEURAJOUTEE,
amendedprovisionsascomparedto existing law An in-depthanalysis of the tax reform. avenirdusecteurfinancierSminairede

which will be phasedoui from time totime and (B. 108.591) DirectionBanque.
replacedby the new CompanyLaw. Paris, La evueBanque, 1987, pp. 255. 600 Ffrs.

(B. 57.185) DEFOORT,Jos. Seminardocumentdealingwith value added tax

101 tips om belastingente besparen. problemsin the financial sectorconvenedby
Brussels, RoularteBooks. (To be obtained Price WaterhouseAssociatesand Groupof

Philippines from: VlaamseUitgeversmij.N.V., Gossetlaan Banks.

30, 1720 Groot-Bijgaarden.)1988, pp. 208. (B. 108.263)
HOW TO INVEST IN THE PHILIPPINES 625 Bfrs.
A businessguide. More than 101 tips to save taxes (individual MERCADAL,Barthlemy;
Manila, Price Waterhouse/JoaquinCunanan & incometax, inheritancetax) by a taxpayerfrom MACQUERON,Patrice.

Co., BA-LepantoBuilding, 7th and 8th Fl., 8747 birth todeath. Initiation juridique.Droit des affaireset des

Paseo de Roxas, Makati, Metro Manila, 1987, (B. 108.552) activitsconomiques.A jour au 15 aot 1988.

pp. 60. Paris, EditionsJuridiquesLefebvre,1988, pp.

Informationon investmentprocedure, taxes and 546.

tax incentives in the Philippines. EEC Textbookexplainingbusinesslaw in France

(B.57.153) effetiveas of 15 August 1988.

ZOLOTAS, Xenophon. (B. 108.520)
The Europeanmonetarysystem and the

Sri Lanka challengeof1992. BARILARI,Andr; DRAPE, Robert.

Athens, Bank of Greece, 1988. Bank of Greece, Lexiquefiscal.
KARALASINGHAM,P. PapersandLecturesNo. 61. Pp. 22. Paris, JurisprudenceGnraleDalloz, 1987, pp

Corporatetaxation in Sri Lanka. Textofspeechdeliveredat the meetingof the 160.64Ffrs.

Colombo,P. Karalasingham,15, Janaki Lane, IntergroupEuropeanCurrencyof the European Tax glossaryexplainingeach term in alphabetic
Colombo4, Sri Lanka, 1988, pp. 171. Parliamentin Strasbourgon 18 May 1988. order.

Monographdescribingthe corporateincome tax (B. 108.488) (B. 108.444)
with reference to case law. The proposed
imputationsystem is appended.
(B.57.191) France ermany (Fed. Rep.)

BERTRANDON,Jack; ZUKUNFTSORIENTIERTE
Thailand COLLETTE,Christine. Steuerpolitik.Reformder

Gestion fiscale et financesde l'entreprise.Paris, Unternehmensbesteuerungim Dienstevon

THAILANDTAX GUIDE 1988. PressesUniversitairesde France, 108, Boulevard WachstumundBeschftigung.
Bangkok,Price Waterhouse,4th Fl., Saint-Germain,75006Paris, 1987, pp. 204.

.

Cologne,Bundesverbandder Deutschen
ChongkolneeBuilding,56 SurawongRoad, 165 Ffrs. Industriee.V., GustavHeinemannUfer84-88,
Bangkok10500,1988,pp. 56. Monographon taxationand financialplanningof D-5000Cologne51, 1985. BDI-DrucksacheNo.
Descriptionof the major taxes levied in Thailand an enterprise. 180. Pp. 25.
(personal incometax, corporateincometax, (B. 108.551) Brochurecontaininga numberofproposals
petroleumincome tax, businessturnovertax, aimed at a growthand employmentstimulating
etc.) includingtaxincentives. PLAGNET, B.; HENON, S. tax policy in relation to the taxationof enterprises
(B.57.154) Cas pratiquesde fiscalit franaise. 6th Edition. in the Federal Republicof Germany.

Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1988, pp 340. (B. 108.282)
Exercisebook on Frenchcorporateincome tax

questionswith solutionsfollowedby treatise GAST-DEHAAN, Brigitte.
explainingrelevant tax aspectsfor purposesof Handbuchdes Steuerstrafrechts1988.

EUROPE examinations. Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988, pp. 415.
(B. 108.519) 78 DM.

Annualguidecontainingthe textsof the
Austria COZIAN, Maurice; provisionsin the Fiscal Code and all related

PETITJEAN,Maurice. statutesdealingwith fiscal criminal law.

HANDBUCHZUR BETRIEBLICHEN Vingt tudesde cas de fiscalitavec les corrigs (B. 108.394)
Altersversorgung.Arbeitsrecht,Sozialrecht, dtaills. llth Edition.

Steuerrecht. Paris, EditionsLitec, 27, Place Dauphine,75001 BRINKMANN,Thomas.

Herausgegebenvon Ulrich Runggaldierund Paris, 1987,pp. 161. 120 Ffrs. Die Krperschaftsteuerin der Zeit von 1918bis
Eleventhedition of tax exercisebookwith 20

Harald Steindl. 1929. Ein Beitragzur Geschichteder

Vienna,WirtschaftsverlagDr. AntonOrac, questionsand detailedsolutionson corporate Unternehmensbesteuerung.
income taxationaspects.1987, pp. 511. 1375 AS.
(B. 108.350) Cologne,MllerBotermannVerlag,Postfach45

Handbookcontainingan in-depthanalysisof the 0807, 5000Cologne41, 1987. Reihe:

labour law, social security law and tax law Wirtschafts-und Rechtsgeschichte,Band 6. Pp.
consequencesofold-agepensions in Austria. THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIES 226.

(B. 108.343) fromsix nationsdiscusstransferprice issues Study analyzingthe historicaldevelopmentand
amidstchangingtax ratesand fluctuating functionsof the taxationofcompaniesin

LITSAUER,Hans. currencyvalues. GermanybeforeWorldWar II.

SoftwarefrFinanzbuchhaltung. Mondayand Tuesday27 and 28 June 1988, New (B. 108.299)
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde GmbH., YorkCity.
1988, pp. 128. 250.- AS. NewYork, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., RICHTER, Heinz.

Monographdealingwith some practicalaspects 1988, pp. 170. Leasing im Steuerrecht.Dokumentation.8.

in selectingcomputerprogrammessuitablefor Seminarpaperon transferpricingregulationsin Auflage
financialaccounting. Canada,West Germany,France,Japan, United Cologne,PeterDeubnerVerlag, 1988, pp. 138.

(B. 108.298) Kingdomand UnitedStatesconvenedby 35.80 DM.
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8th Editionofabookcontainingthemost Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH., 1987. Third revisededitionof monographconsidering
mportant tax aspectsof leasing in Germany. Schriftenzum Steuerrecht,Band 32. Pp. 144. the corporateincome tax, taxationof associated
(B. 108.011) 58 DM. enterprises (transferpricing).

Analysisof the conceptsand consequencesof (B. 108.579)
MINK, Claudius. intentionand negligencein tax law, illustratedby
Immobilienkapitalanlagen. various practicalexamples. JANSEN, Hans.
Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988. (B. 108.167) Langstlevendeechtgenoot.Ervenen fiscus. 2nd
Seminarschriftender Deutschen Edition.
Anwaltsakademie,Band 11. Pp. 192. 35 DM. FRHLICH, Martin. Deventer,Kluwer. 1988.
Monographdealingwith the tax aspectsof capital Finanzbuchfhrungmit PersonalComputern. Kluwer Belastingwijzers,No. 14. Pp. 170.
investmentin immovableproperty. VorschlgefreinegesetzesdequateGestaltung 24.90 Dfl.
(B. 108.411) von Programmenund Verfahren. Second revised edition of monographentitled

Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GrnbH., 1988, pp. 295. Longst livingspouse,heritage and tax
REFORM DER 48 DM. authority.
Hinzurechnungsbesteuerung Monographdealingwith proposals for a legal (B. 108.433)
Vorschlgeder Wirtschaft,Ergebnissedes regulationcoveringtheproblemsofelectronic
DIHT/BDI-Planspiels. data processingn the case of financialaccounting VERSTRAATEN,R T.G.
Bonn, DeutscherIndustrie-und Handelstag/ with the use of personalcomputers. De Nederlandsesuccessiebelastingen.2nd
BundesverbandderDeutschen1ndustrie, 1987. (B. 108.406) Edition.
Pp. 86. Arnhem,GoudaQuint BV, 1988, pp. 259.
Brochurecontaininganumberofproposals to 59.50 Di.
reform the apportionmentin the German foreign Greece Second revised edition of textbookexplaining
taxlaw. the inheritanceand gift tax with reference to
(B. 108.273) KALYVA, Helena. double taxation treatiesconcluded.

AuslndischePrivatinvestitionenin (B. 108.543/543A)
THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIESFROM Schwellenlndern.RechtsschutzimKonflikt.six nationsdiscusstransferpriceissues amidst Eine UntersuchungamBeispiel des NJ 1913-1988, ANNOTATORENKIJKEN
changingtaxrates and fluctuatingcurrency verfassungsrechtlichgewhrtenSchutzesin terug.
values. Griechenland. Beschouwingenvan de huidigeannotatorennaar

Mondayand Tuesday,27 and 28 June 1988, New Bern, VerlagPeter LangAG, Jupiterstrasse15, aanleidingvan 75 jaar Nederlandse
York City CH-3000Bern 15,1987. Jurisprudentie.
New York, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, Zwolle, W.E.J. Tjeenk Willink, 1988, pp 192.
1988, pp 170. Rechtswissenschaft,Bol. 670. Pp. 315. 66 Sfr. The Jubilee book on the occasionof the 75th
Seminarpaperon transferpricingregulationsin Study analyzing the variousconstitutional anniversaryof the Netherlandsjurisprudence
Canada, West Germany, France, Japan, United aspectsconcerningprotectionof foreign private containingarticles by variouscontributors.
Kingdomand UnitedStates convenedby investment in Greece. (B.108.340)
InternationalTax Institute,held in New York, (B. 108.271)June 1988. OPHEIKENS, L.; GROOT, H.C. de.
(B. 108.470) Schematischoverzichtvan de sociale

ECONOMICREVIEW- MAY, 1988. verzekeringswetten.57th Edition,July 1988.
KREUSSLER,Ulrich; HEILMANN, Peter; Athens,Coopers& Lybrand,Abacus House, 9, Deventer, Kluwer, 1988, pp 20.
NORIG,Helmut. SemitelouStreet, GR-11528 Athens, 1988, pp. Systematicsummaryofthe social insurance law
Lebensversicherungund Steuer. Leitfadenfr 20. in effect on 1 July 1988. ,
den Versicherungsaussendienst. (B. 108.353) (B. 108.493)
Karlsruhe, VerlagVersicherungswirtschaft
e.V., Klosestrasse22, Postfach6569,7500 REUVERS, M.R.
Karlsruhe1,1987, pp. 231. Netherlands Fiscaalscenario2000.
Book containingadetailedcommenton the Deventer,Fed, 1988, pp 127.54 Dfl.
variousaspectsof taxation in relation to life DOORNEBAL,J. The authorconsidersthe possible taxes in the
insurance. Van BVnaareenmanszaak. year 2000.
(B. 108.234) Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Kluwer (B. 108.434)

Belastingwijzers,No. 27. Pp. 223.
DIE NEUE VERWALTUNGSREGELUNG Monographon legal and taxationaspectson SUBSIDIEGIDSVOOR BEDRIJVEN
zurverbindlichenAuskunft.2. Auflage. transferringasole proprietorshipinto a limited in Nederland, 1988-89.
Cologne,Peter DeubnerVerlag, 1988. Steuer- privatecompanyand vice versa. Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, Koningslaan
Telex Sonderinformation.Pp. 48. (B. 108.578) 35,1007RA Amsterdam, 1988, pp. 50
Brochurecontainingapracticalguide to the new Explanationof subsidy rules forenterprisesn
German regulationsonadvance rulings. STEVENS, L.G.M.; WOORST, G.J. ter; the Netherlands.
(B. 108.604) AARDEMA,E.,JANSEN,H., (B. 108.479)

HOOFT, W.P.M. van't.;VERSTRAATEN,
HANDELSRECHTUND STEUERRECHT. J.W. VELDEN, W.G. van der.
FestschriftfrDr. Dr.H.C. GeorgDllerer. De coperatiein fiscaal perspectief. Deontwikkelingvan de wetgevingswetenschap.
Herausgegebenvon Brigitte Knobbe-Keuk, Deventer,Kluwer, 1988. Kluwer Een rechtstheoretischonderzoek.
Franz Klein und AdolfMoxter. Bedrijfswijzers,No. 15. Pp. 112.29.50 Dil. Lelystad, KoninklijkeVermandeB.V., 1988,
Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH., 1988, pp. 783. Monographon the taxationaspectsof a pp. 326.
198 DM. cooperativeenterpriseand its legal and economic Thesison the developmentof the scienceof
Festschriftdedicated to Dr. GeorgDllerer, form preparedby variousauthorsand edited by legislation.A legal theoreticalinquiry (with a

containingseveralarticles on selected topics L.G.M. Stevens. summaryn English) to acquire the titleofdoctor
concerningcommerciallaw and tax law in the (B. 108.541) in lawat the universityofUtrecht.
GermanFederal Republic. (B. 108.567)
(B. 108.409) KATER, J. de; REUVERS, M.R.

Fiscaleaspectenvan goederen-en SCHIPPERS,Johannes Jan.
BARWITZ, Werner. dienstenverkeertussengelieerde Beloningsverschillentussen mannenen
Verschuldenim Steuerrecht. Eine Untersuchung maatschappijen.3rd Edition. vrouwen. Een economischeanalyse
zur!. Vorsatzund zur Fahrlssigkeitim formellen Deventer,Kluwer/TheHague, Fenedex, 1988. Groningen,Wolters-NoordhoffB.V., 1987, pp.
und materiellenSteuerrecht,exemplarisch Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor 233.
vertieftanhanddes Einkommensteuergesetzes. internationaalzakendoen, No. 2. Pp. 70. Thesison wage rate differentialsbetweenmen
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and women. An economicanalysis (with London, HerMajesty'sStationeryOffice,1988, HELSBY, Rick; McMAHON,Jim;
summary in English) to acquire the titleofdoctor pp. 182. McCARTHY,Bernard.
in law at the Universityof Utrecht. Full text and schedulesofthe FinanceAct 1988. Troublewith the taxmanOffshoresurvival.
(B. 108.524) (L. 108.537) Sinkorswim

London,DeloitteHaskins& Sells, 1988, pp. 94.
BELASTINGADVISEUREN BU'ITERWORTHSU.K. TAX GUIDE Informationon the use of offshore taxation

vereenvoudigingvan de wetgeving. Pre-advies 1988-89. Income tax, capital gains tax, planningthrough tax havens primarilyaimed
en debatvoorde 33e jaarvergaderingvan de corporationtax, inheritance tax, value added for non-specialistreaders.
NederlandseOrde van Belastingadviseurs, tax, stamp duties. 7th Edition. Consultanteditor (B. 108.568)
gehoudenop vrijdag 15 mei 1987 in het John Tiley ,

Congresgebouwte's-Gravenhage. London,ButterworthLaw PublishersLtd., JEFFERY, avid; STURGEON, Brian;
Pre-adviseurMr. H. Prast. 1988, pp. 1585.£ 13.00. O'BRIEN,Michael.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1987. Seventheditionofannualcomprehensivetext Tolley's tax investigations.A practicalguide to

Pre-adviezenNo. 6. Pp. 75.40 Dfl. book with reference to case law and examples. the conductof the various typesof tax

Printed text of recommendationsby H. Prast. (B. 108.619) investigation.
Lectureand debate held at annual meeting in Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLimited,
1987 convenedby the NetherlandsGroupofTax BRITISH MASTERTAX GUIDE 1987-88. 1988,pp. 253. £ 15.95.
Advisersonthe topicentitled:Tax adviserand Bicester,CCH EditionsLimited., 1987, pp. 800. (B. 108.573)
simplificationof tax law. Guide covering incometax, corporationtax,
(B. 108.268) capital gains tax and inheritance tax for the TOLLEY'SCOMPANYLAW. 2 VOLUMES.

1987-88 tax year. A practicalguide to CompanyLaw, including the

STEVENHAGEN,A.; LEEUWEN, H.B. van. (B. 108.614) legislationand relevantcase law to 1 October
Octrooien. Praktischewenkenvoor uitvinders 1987. 2nd Edition. Edited by StephenBarcand
en managers.2nd Edition. THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIESFROM NicholasBowen.
Deventer,Kluwer/TheHague, Fenedex, 1988, six nationsdiscuss transferprice issuesamidst Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
pp. 122. changing tax rates and fluctuatingcurrency 1988, pp. 1519.£ 33.95.
Secondeditionof monographon patent law and values. (B. 108.575)
its registration. (B. 108.132) Mondayand Tuesday,27 and 28 June 1988, New

YorkCity. RIDER, Barry A.K.; CHAIKIN, David A.;
NewYork, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., ABRAMS,Charles.
1988, pp. 170. Guide to FinancialServicesAct 1986. Including

Switzerland Seminarpaperon transferpricing regulations in fulltextoftheAct.
Canada,West Germany,France,Japan, United Bicester,CCH EditionsLimited.,Telford Road,

DIREKTE BUNDESSTEUER/IMPOT Kingdomand United Statesconvenedby Bicester,OxfordshireOX6OXD, 1987, pp. 472.
fdraldirect. Statistikder Veranlagungsperiode InternationalTax Institute,held in New York, New investmentlaw discussed.
1983/84. June 1988. (B. 108.615)
Bern, Eidg. Steuerverwaltung,1988. (B. 108.470)
OeffentlicheFinanzen,No. 18. Pp. 57.
Statisticalsurveyof the tax burdenof the direct PACKER, Bill.
federal income taxes in Switzerlandfor VAT: a businessby businessguide.
individualsand corporationsincome taxes for London,Butterworths,1988, pp. 343. £ 23.95. INTERNATIONAL
the tax year 1983/84. Monographon the operationof the VATsystem
(B. 108.351) in generaland to particulartypesof business

transactionsas it appliedat 15 October1987. PLASSCHAERT,Sylvain R.F.

(B. 108.536) Schedular,global and dualisticpatternsof
incometaxation.

U.S.S.R. TOLLEY'SVAT PLANNING 1988. Amsterdam, InternationalBureauofFiscal
A practicalguide to value added tax planning, Documentation,1988, pp. 188. 85 Dil.

JOINT VENTURES IN THE includingthe legislationand relevantcase law to Monographon schedular,global and dualistic
SovietUnion. 1 October1987. Editedby PatrickNoakesand patternsof incometaxation in the world.

London,TheodoreGoddard, 16 St. Martin's-le- RobertWareham. (B. 108.528)
Grand, London EC1A4EJ, 1988, pp. 16. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLimited,
Highlightsof the functionand regulationof the 1988, pp. 371. £ 16.95. TAX TREATMENTOF RESEARCH&

jointventureand itsrole in the Sovieteconomy. (B. 108.574) developmentexpenses.
Taxationis included. Amsterdam,KPMG-KlynveldPeatMarwick

(B. 108.556) Goerdeler, 1988, pp. 156.
BUTTERWORTHSORANGETAX Monographsummarizingthe tax treatmentof
handbook1988-89. researchand developmentexpenses in 18

Settingout the amended text of the Acts relating countriesall over the world.
United Kingdom to inheritancetax, national insurance (B. 108.589)

contributions(incl. NIC Statutory Instruments
BUTTERWORTHSYELLOWTAX and relevantEECRegulations),stamp duties MANAGING INTERNATIONALBANK

handbook1988-89. (incl. StampDuty ReserveTax Regulations) taxation. Preparedby ArthurYoung
Settingout the amended text of the Taxes Acts value added tax, (incl. VATStatutory InternationalBankingGroup.
relatingto incometax, corporationtax and Instrumentsand relevantEEC Directivesand London,EuromoneyPublicationsPLC, Nestor

capitalgains tax as operative for 1988-89.27th Regulations)as operativeon 29 July 1988. Edited House, PlayhouseYard, London EC4,1988,pp
Edition. by MoizSadikali. 426.
Editedby MoizSadikali. London,Butterworths,1988, pp. 1750. £ 18. Monographon the corporateincome tax of

London,Butterworths,1988, pp. 1810. £ 20. (B. 108.571) banks in variouscountriesin the world as a

(B. 108.572) comparativestudypreparedon a common

KELSEY, David. outlineby variousauthors. Countriescovered
FINANCEACT 1988. CHAPTER39. Tolley'sVAT investigations.A practicalguide are: Australia,Belgium,Canada,Denmark,
An Act to grantcertainduties, to alter other on how to avoid, anticipateor deal with a VAT France,West Germany,HongKong,Italy,
duties,and to amendthe law relating to the investigation. Japan, Luxembourg,the Netherlands,New
NationalDebt and the PublicRevenue,and to Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Zealand,Singapore,Spain, Sweden,
make furtherprovision in connectionwith 1988, pp. 114.£ 13.95. Switzerland,United Kingdom,U.S.A.
Finance. (B. 108.471) (B. 108.468)
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CORPORATETAX PROCEDURES. U.S.A.
Edited by KPMG InternationalTax Centre, NORTH AMERICA
Amsterdam. INTERNAL REVENUECODE..
Amsterdam, InternationalBureauofFiscal Income,employment,estateandgifttax
Documentation,1988, pp. 136. 65 Dfl. Canada provisions. As of June 23, 1988. Volumes 1 and 2.
A surveyof basic informationon due datesof Chicago,CCH - CommerceClearingHouse,
filingcorporateincome tax returnsin33 CANADATAX CASES. JUDGMENTSOF Inc., 1988, pp. 3600.
countriesintheworld,e.g. Australia,Brazil, the SupremeCourt of Canada, Federal Court of Consolidatedtext with annotationsof the
Hong Kong, Italy, South Africa, Thailandand Canada,Tax Court of Canada and provincial Internal RevenueCode provisionsdealingwith
Zambia. courtson taxation matters reported by Canada income tax,estateand gift taxes, employment(B. 108.529) Tax Cases from January to June 1988 inclusive. taxes and some excise taxes relating to

1988 Volume 1. Editor-in-ChiefH. Heward registration-requiredobligations.ANNUAL REPORT ON EXCHANGE Stikeman. (B. 108.612)
arrangementsand exchange restrictions 1987. Don Mills, Richard de Boo Publishers, 1988,
Washington, InternationalMonetaryFund, IO0O PP INTERNAL REVENUECUMULATIVE
1987, pp. 560. $ 15. (B. 108.697) Bulletin 1987-1, January-June.
Developmentsin the exchangerate and Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1987, pp 819.
restrictivesystemsdescribedpercountry. TAX FACTS AND FIGURES 1988. Compilationof allofficial rulings, decisions,(B. 108.467) Toronto,Coopers& Lybrand, 1988,36pp. executiveorders,tax treaties,andotheritemsof

Eleventhannual edition of quick reference a permanentnature, published in the weeklyINTERNATIONALTAX GLOSARY. tables and other informationto determine bulletinin the firsthalfof 1987.
Amsterdam, InternationalBureau of Fiscal income tax liability. (B. 108.465)Documentation,1988, pp 322.95 Dfl. (B. 108.597)
The aim of this InternationalTax Glossary is to U.S. MASTERTAX GUIDE 1988.
explain the tax conceptsofa wide range of REUTER, Michael F.M. 71st Edition.
countries in anniversal languagewhich will be Some implicationsofthe Canadian tax law on Chicago,CCH-CommerceClearingHouse
understoodby interestedparties in other foreigninvestmentsinCanada. A German Inc.,1988,pp. 636.
countries. perspectve. Guide for filing 1987 tax returns.
(B. 108.527) Vancouver,The UniversityofBritish Columbia, (B 108.610)2075 Wesbrook Place, VancouverV6T IW5,

1987,233pp. BECKER, Helmut; FINK, Eli;OECD Thesissubmittedin partial fulfilmentof the JACOB, Friedhelm.
requirementsfor the degree of masteroflaw at UnternehmerischeTtigkeit in den Vereinigten

TAX CONSEQUENCESOF FOREIGN the UniversityofColumbia. Staaten von Amerika. Ein Leitfaden frden
exchangegainsand losses. (B. 108.679) auslndischenInvestor.
Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation New York, Deloitte Haskins&Sells, 1988,318
and Development,1988. 1987 CONFERENCEREPORT. Pp
Issuesin InternationalTaxation,No. 3. Pp. 71. Reportof proceedingsof the thirthy-ninthtax Guide for the foreign investordescribingforeign
Considerationon how enterprisesare taxed on conferenceconvenedby the CanadianTax investment,financing,company law, labour law,
foreign exchangegains and losses resulting from Foundationat Montreal,November23,24,25, competition law, taxation,securitiesand
currency fluctuation. 1987. exchange regulations,etc.
(B. 108.577) Toronto, CanadianTax Foundation, 1988, pp (B. 108.346)

1500. $ 80.
OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOK, NO.43, This volume is a report of the conference MEETINGTHE CHALLENGEOF
June 1988. proceedingsand includes the papersdeliveredat global tax reform. A practical report for
Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation plenary and concurrentsessions, the case studies, internationalcompaniesfacing tax changesn the
and Development,1988, pp. 200. the workshopsessions, the questionsposed and US and abroad.
(B. 108.338) answersresponded.Subject-articlesinclude: New York, Business InternationalCorporation,Canadian tax reform by David X. Timbrell; 1988, pp 128. $ 375.

Tax avoidanceby David A. Dodge; Assessmentsby variousauthorson the US Tax
Internationaltaxationby Donald H. Watkins. Reform Act of 1986 in a global perspective.

LATIN AMERICA (B.108.581) (B. 108.539)
THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIES THE COMPETENTAUTHORITIESFROM
from six nationsdiscuss transferpriceissues six nationsdiscusstransferprice issues amidstArgentina amidstchangingtaxratesanductuating changing tax rates and fluctuatingcurrency
currencyvalues. values.MANUAL PRACTICO IMPOSITIVO. MondayandTuesday, 27 and 28 June 1988, New MondayandTuesday, 27 and 28 June 1988, New2 Volumes. Edited by Juan Pedro Castro. York City. York City.BuenosAires, EdicionesContabilidadModerna New York, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., NewYork, InternationalTax Institute, Inc.,S.A.I.C.,Av. RegimientodePatricios 1933/37, 1988, pp.170. 1988, pp. 170.1266 Buenos Aires, 1987, pp. 1361. Seminarpaperontransferpricingregulationsin SeminarpaperontransferpricingregulationsinPractical manualon Argentine taxation in 2 Canada, West Germany,France,Japan, United Canada,West Germany,France,Japan, Unitedvolumes. An analysis throughquestionsand Kingdomand UnitedStatesconvenedby Kingdom and UnitedStatesconvenedbyanswersofall the taxes and dutiesofArgentina. InternationalTax Institute, heldin New York, InternationalTax Institute,held in New York,(B. 18.482) June 1988. June 1988.
(B. 108.470) (B. 108.470)

Venezuela RASHKIS, Morton W.; McLURE, Charles E.
BENOTTO,Mary Lou. State and local implicationsof a federal value-

INVESTMENTIN VENEZUELA. Income tax and family law handbook. added tax.
Amsterdam,Peat MarwickMain& Co., 1987, Scarborough,Butterworths,1988. Stanford,Hoover Institutionon War,
pp. 80. Monographn loose-leafform dealingwith the Revolutionand Peace, StanfordUniversity,
Informationon investmentin Venezuela areasofindividual income tax as it arises and is Stanford, California94305,1988.
including taxation, investment incentives, affected from family law. With emphasis to Hoover InstitutionReprint Series, No. 113. Pp.
company law and other relatedsubjects. separation. 19.
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The following 7 papers were presented during the joint seminar of the Canadian and
Britishbranchesof IFA in September1988. The InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumenta-
tion gratefully acknowldges the British IFA's permission to publish the papers. Some
editorialchanges have been made by the editor of the Bulletin.

Investment
- losses incurred by the Canadian branch are avail-

able for immediateoffset against taxable profits of
the U.K. corporation;

in Canada the U.K. corporation is eligible for exemption-

from the branch tax on the first CS 500,000 (or
£ 250,000, whichever is greater) of earnings repat-

J.A. Stacey and W.J. Strain* riated to the United Kingdom (Art. 22(4) of the
Canada/UnitedKingdom Treaty);
business assets of the branch might be removed-

from Canada without triggering Canadian tax onI. STRUCTURALALTERNATIVES accrued capital gains;
the deduction of interest costs relative to theA. Forms of business organization

-

financing of the Canadian business operationgen-
Business operations in Canada are essentilly all car- erally is not restricted by the Canadian thin-

ried on in one of 3 forms: corporations, partnerships capitalization rules. However, interest on financ-
or joint ventures. ing that is provided by the U.K. company to its

Canadian branch is only deductible in determining
A corporation is a separate legal entity and is subject branch income for Canadian tax purposes where
to tax as such. Effective rates of Canadiancorporation the interest represents a reasonable allocation of
tax range from about 38% to 45%. interest actually incurred by the U.K. companyon

Partnerships are not taxable entities. However, the its related borrowings. Interest paid to non-resi-
income of a partnership is calculated as if the partner-

dents of Canada that is deductible in calculating
ship were a separate taxpayer. At the end of the the taxable incomeof the Canadianbranch may be

partnership's fiscal year, all income is allocated to the subject to Canadian withholding tax (Subsec.
partnersand included in the partner's income,whether 212(13.2) of the Income Tax Act (ITA));
or not received. The source of income retains its iden-

- lower costs of organization and administration.

tity (as business income, dividends, etc.) as it flows Advantagesof carryingon business in Canada through
through the partnership to each partner. a Canadian subsidiary include:

Joint ventures are taxed differently. Each participant
- limited liability protection;

in the venture determineshis income separatelybased
- increased flexibility to minimize Canadian tax

on his ownership interest in the joint venture. This through reasonable inter-company charges for

type of arrangement is common in real estate and the financing, technology transfer, inventory transfer

resource industries. The distinction betwen a joint and management fees. Charges for interest, rents

venture and a partnership may be difficult to deter- and royalties generally are subject to withholding
mine in particularcircumstances.Care shouldbe taken tax at 10% but are deductible in determining the
in drafting the relevant legal documents to ensure that subsidiary's income for Canadian tax purposes;
the desired characterization of the relationship as a

- increased flexibility with respect to the tming of

joint venture or partnership is obtained. repatriationofprofits and related incidenceof Ca-
nadian withholding tax;

Regardless of the form of business organization, the - lower provincial capital taxes;
U.K. investor has the basic choice of carryingon busi- - lower taxes on an ultimate sale of the Canadian
ness in Canada directly through a branch or through business operation. A sale of branch assets will
the vehicle of a Canadian subsidiary established for likely result in the realization of taxable capital
the purpose. The effective rate of Canadian tax on gains, recaptured depreciation and inventory pro-
repatriated earnings should be roughly the same fits subject to tax in Canada. In addition, the ac-
whether the business is conducted through a branch or cumulated earnings of the Canadian branch are

subsidiary (see Appendix A). However, other factors subject to the 10% branch tax upon the sale of the
may result in a preference for using a branch or sub- Canadian business operations and repatriation of
sidiary. the funds to the United Kingdom. A sale of the

sharesof the Canadiansubsidiary,however,would
1. Branch vs. subsidiary
Advantages of carrying on business in Canada as a

branch of the U.K. corporation include: * Tax Partners, Deloitte Haskins & Sells, Toronto.
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likely be fully exempt from the impositionofCana- subject to non-residentwithholding tax at the rate of
dian tax (Art. 13 of the Treaty); 10% provided that the recipient is a company which
increased access to Canadian federal and provin- controlsdirectlyor indirectlyat least 10% of the voting
cial government incentives and possible commer- power of the company paying the dividend. The with-
cial benefits arising from having a Canadian iden- holding rate on portfolio dividendsis 15% (Art. 10 of
tity. the Treaty).

Dividends paid are not deductible in determining the2. Financing a Canadian subsidiary taxable income of the Canadian income.
Financing of the Canadian subsidiary by the U.K.
parent will basically be in the form of either interest- Generallyany transaction that results in the capitaliza-
bearing debt or equity, although lease financing may

tion of earnings into paid-up capital is deemed to be a

also be appropriate in certain circumstances. dividend for Canadian tax purposes. However, a re-

cent amendmentto the Canadian IncomeTax Act will
One of the basicprinciplesin the design of the Canadi- permit the conversioninto paid-up capital of a class of
an income tax system is that a corporationcan return shares any contributedsurplus of the corporation that
a shareholder'sinvestedcapital at any time and before arose on the issuance of such shares after 31 March
making any distribution of corporate earnings. This 1977 (other than an issuance to which certain special
principle is in stark contrast to that of the U.S. tax provisions of the Act applied) (para. 84(1)(c.3)).
system, where, regardless of the form or manner of
distribution,a dollardistributedby a corporationto its A Canadian corporation paying dividends on certain

shareholders is considered first to be a distribution preferred shares may be liable to pay a tax of 25%,
of earnings taxable as a dividend. A variety of tax-

40% or 662/3% of the amount of such dividends in

planning opportunities are available whereby foreign specified circumstances. These special taxes on divi-
dends recently introduced into the Canadian incomeshareholders can recover the cost of their investment

before being subject to Canadian withholding tax on
tax system are broadly the equivalent of an advance

any accumulatedearnings. corporation tax imposed on dividendspaid on prefer-
red shares that are used essentially as a substitute for

Paid-up capital (para. 89(1)(b)) is the measure of debt finance (Part VI.1).
the amount contributed to the companyby sharehold-

Dividends paid to shareholderwhich has substan-ers and consequently is the amount that can be re-
a a

turned to shareholderswithout being considered
'

to be tial interest (generallyan interest of 25% or more) are

a dividend distribution. Amounts paid by a corpora-
not subject to these special taxes on preferred share

tion to its shareholdersas a reduction of their paid-up dividends.

capitalor in considerationfor the redemptionor acqui-
sition of their shares or in th course of liquidating the 3. Debt financing
company, to the extent that such amounts do not ex- Intereston money borrowed to earn incomefrom busi-
ceed the paid-up capital of the shares, are treated as ness or property is generallydeductible in determining
either sale proceeds, where the shareholder has dis- income for Canadian tax purposes (para. 20(1)(c)).
posed of his shares, or a reduction in the shareholder's Specific statulory provisions require that there must
tax basis, where the shareholdercontinues to hold the be a legal obligation to pay interest and the amount
shares. Distributions to shareholders in excess of the must be reasonable in order for the interest expense
reduction in the paid-up capital of the corporationare to be deductible.
treated as dividend payments (Sec. 84). Recent court decisions have cast doubt thesome on

Paid-up capital is essentially a simple concept. The deductibility of interest where borrowed funds have
paid-up capital of a class of shares of a corporation is been used only indirectly in the income-earningpro-
the fair value of the consideration for waich those cess. Legislative amendmentshave been proposed to
shares were issued. However, several anti-avoidance clarify that interest will continue to be deductible
measures in the Canadian IncomeTax Actwill require where money has been borrowed to pay dividendsand
reductions in the paid-up capital of shares in cir- redeem share capital in specific circumstances. How-
cumstanceswhere accumulatedearnings might other- ever, such provisions are expected to be in force only
wise be converted into paid-up capital without the until the end of 1989. More fundamental changes to
payment of any tax. the rules for interest deductibility are expected to be

Payments made by a Canadian public corporation introduced, effective in 1990.

(generally a corporation whose shares are listed on a Interest is generally deductible on the accrual basis.
prescribed stock exchange in Canada) as a reduction However, amounts owing to non-arm's length parties
of the public company'spaid-up capital (other than on will be added back to taxable income unless such
a redemption, acquisition or cancellation of shares, amounts are paid generally by the end of the second
winding up or reorganization) are deemed to be a taxation year following the year in which the expense
distributionof dividendssubject to the normal rates of was incurred. The non-arm's length parties can avoid
non-residentwithholding tax (Subsec. 84(4.1.)).
Dividends paid, or deemed to be paid, by a Canadian 1. The Queen v. Phyllis Barbara Bronfman Trust, 87 Dominion Tax

corporation to a U.K. resident shareholder will be Cases (D.T.C.) 5059.
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the application of this provision provided an agree- on a tax-deferredbasis into a newly-establishedCana-
ment is filed with Revenue Canada to the effect that dian subsidiary corporation in exchange for shares of
the amountof unpaid interest is deemed to be paid and the subsidiary (Subsec. 85(1)).
reloaned on the first day of the third taxation year Provided that appropriate elections filed
following that in which the expense is incurred (Sec.

are on a

78). timely basis, the proceeds of disposition of assets to
the U.K. company and the cost of those assets to the

Interest paid to a resident of the United Kingdom is Canadian companycan be fixed at their tax basis. This
generally subject to withholding tax at the rate of avoids the recognition of any gain provided that the
10%. The withholding tax applies at the time the in- total amount of debt assumed and other non-share
terest is paid or credited to the non-resident. Where considerationissued by the subsidiarydoes not exceed
an election is filed pursuant to Sec. 78, the liability for the aggregate tax value of the assets transferred. The
withholding tax arises at the time the interest is cost of the shares of the subsidiary will be determined
deemed to be paid (Subsec. 212(1)) (Art. 11 of the as the aggregate of the tax values of the assets less the
Treaty). amount of any debt assumed and other non-sharecon-

A variety of exemptions from non-resident withhold- sideration issued.

ing tax on interest are available but generally relate to Upon the incorporation of the new branch, the U.K.
government and government-guaranteedobligations, company is exposed to the potential imposition of
and interest on amounts owing to arm's length parties branch tax on the accumulatedearnings of the branch
in particularcircumstances.The most commonly used which have been reinvested in Canada and not previ-
exemption is in respect of indebtedness issues where, ously subject to the branch tax. However, the imposi-
under the terms of the obligation, the issuer may not tion of the branch tax can be avoided if the aggregate
under any circumstances be obliged to repay more of the debt assumed, non-share consideration issued
than 25% of the principal within 5 years from the date and the paid-up capital of the shares issued by the
of issue (para. 212(1)(b)). subsidiary reflects only the capital invested in the

Interest paid on debts held by specified non-resident branch by the U.K. company and does not reflect the

shareholders (generally a shareholder who, together
amount of any reinvested earnings. Ordinarily, it

with related parties, owns 25% or more of the ssued should be possible to fix the paid-up capital of any
shares of any class of the capital stock of the corpora-

shares issued on the incorporation of the branch to

tion) is disallowed to the extent that the total debts to
achieve this result (Sec. 219).

such non-residents exceed 3 times the equity of the
debtor corporation (Subsec. 18(4)). II. ACQUISITION OF CANADIAN TARGET
For purposes of the thin capitalization rules, equity is COMPANY
computed as:

retained earningsat the commencementof the rel-
A. Structuring the acquisition

-

evant taxation year,
contributed surplus (by the specified non-resident-

shareholder) at the commencement of the year,
In structuring the acquisition of a Canadian target

and company (Canco), it is important that the equity pro-

the greaterof the paid-upcapital at the commence-
vided by the U.K. company (U.K. Co.) be captured-

ment or at the end of the particularyear(excluding as paid-up capital (PUC) for Canadian tax purposes.
the paid-up capital of shares owned by sharehold- High PUC is important:
ers other than the specified non-resident share- - to facilitate repatriation of earnings back to the
holders). United Kingdom at low or no cost;

A variety of specific anti-avoidanceprovisionsexist to
- to avoid dividend withholding tax applicable to

non-arm's length dispositions of Canco; and
prevent the use of back-to-backloans orotherarrange-
ments with independent financial institutions which

- to increase the equity base to maximize interest

are designed to avoid the applicationof either the thin expense deductions under the thin capitalization
capitalizationrestrictionsor the impositionof non-res-

rules.

ident withholding tax. Particular strategies that may
not be caught by the specificanti-avoidanceprovisions B. Repatriationof earnings
may be subject to challenge under Canada's new een-

eral anti-avoidance rule (GAAR) (Subsec. 245(2)). Where Canco distributes its surplus to U.K. Co., any
distribution in excess of its PUCis considered to be a

For comparisonsof the after-tax cost of debt financing dividend and hence subject to non-resident withhold-
to a U.K. company using a variety of corporate struc- ing tax. Distribution of PUC to the U.K. Co. is not
tures, see Appendix B. subject to non-resident withholding tax. Therefore,

from a purely Canadianperspective, it is in the interest
of the group that the U.K. funded acquisition price be

4. Incorporationof a branch
represented by PUC in order to reduce the non-resi-

A U.K. companywill generally be able to incorporate dent withholding. Of course, the value of this benefit
a Canadian branch by transferring the branch assets is dependent on U.K. Co.'s ability to claim a ,oreign
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tax credit for the withholding tax in calculating its dividend. The amount of the deemed dividendwill be
U.K. tax liability. the excess of the value of the non-share consideration

For example, assume that U.K. Co. acquires all of the over the PUC of the Canco shares. The reduction in

shares of Canco directly for their fair value of $ 1,000.
the PUC of CanHoldcowill be the excess of the PUC

The PUC of the shares is $100. If U.K. Co. wishes to
of such shares over the aggregate of the PUC of the
Canco shares and the value of the non-shareconsider-

remove assets from Canco in any manner whatever, ation.the maximum distributionnot subject to non-resident
tax is $100. Where the PUC of the CanHoldco shares is reduced

by Sec. 212.1, the newly-establishedlevel of the PUC
will be maintained even where U.K. Co. disposes of

C. Anti-avoidance the shares in a later transaction to another corpora-
tion.Absent certain anti-avoidance rules, a corporate re-

structuring could be used to increase the tax-free ex- Several other provisionsof the ITA also result in simi-
traction of surplus up to the full purchase price of the lar reductions in PUC in a variety of other cir-
shares of Canco. cumstances. Consequently, prospective investors

should ensure that they ascertain and receive indem-
Assume the shares of Canco are sold by U.K. Co. to
a newly-incorporatedCanadiansubsidiaryof the U.K. nities in respect of the PUC for tax purposes of shares

company (CanHoldco)for share considerationwith of target companies.
a PUC of $ 1,000. A dividend from Canco to Where CanHoldcoreduces the legal PUC of its shares
CanHoldco is not subject to tax (Subsec. 112(1)) and and this results in a deemed dividend (Subsecs. 84(3),
the same funds can be repatriatedwithoutwithholding 84(4) or 84(4.1)), the PUC reduction on the shares
tax by means of a legal reduction of PUC or a similar held by U.K. Co. is reinvested to the extent of the
redemptionor repurchaseof the shares of CanHoldco lesser of the deemeddividendand the reductionwhich
held by U.K. Co. resulted from the application of Sec. 212.1.

Sec. 212.1 of the ITA prevents this type of trnsaction
by reducing the PUC of CanHoldco for tax purposes D. Acquisitionof Canco by Canadian holdingby $ 900 to $ 100, being the same PUC as that of

a

Canco. As a result, the amount that can be distributed company

by CanHoldco free of withholding tax is restricted to
the PUC of the Canco shares and neither pre-acquisi-

To provide the opportunityfor asset repatriationup to

tion nor post-acquisition earnings of Canco can be the equity provided by U.K. Co., an acquisition can

repatriatedwithout withholding tax.
be structured as follows:
1. U.K. Co. incorporates a Canadian corporation

Specifically, Sec. 212.1 will apply in circumstances (CanHoldco);
where U.K. Co.: 2. U.K. Co. capitalizes (PUC) CanHoldco with the

disposes of shares in Canco; acquisition funds;-

in a transaction after 10 April 1978; 3. Canholdco acquires Canco.-

to a corporation with which it is not dealing at-

arm's length; and To the extent available funds and surplus can support
Canco is connectedwith the purchasercorporation it, tax-free dividends can be paid from Canco to

-

(CanHoldco)after the transfer (i.e. CanHoldco CanHoldcoand repatriatedon a tax-freebasis to U.K.

owns more than 10% of all the voting shares of Co. with a legal reduction of PUC of CanHoldco.

Canco and more than 10% of the fair marketvalue Sec. 212.1 would not apply in this instance since the
of all the issued shares of Canco). PUC of CanHoldcowas createdby a direct investment

to
Where in such a transaction U.K. Co. receives non- by U.K. Co. prior the acquisition of Canco.

share consideration (e.g. cash, debt securities, etc.)
U.K. Co. is deemed to have received a dividendequal
to the difference between the fair market value of the E. Indirect acquisitionof Canco

non-share consideration and the PUC of the shares
(para. 212.1(1)(a)).The deemed dividend is subject to Where Canco is a subsidiaryof a foreign parent (Unit-
non-residentwithholding tax (Subsec. 212(2)) of 2500 ed Kingdom or otherwise), the acquisition of the

which is reduced under the Treaty to 10%. foreign parent will result in an indirect acquisition of
control of Canco.

Where in such a transaction U.K. Co. takes back
shares in CanHoldco, para. 212.1(1)(b) reduces the

In terms of the surplus repatriation issue, it is more

difficult to create high PUC where a foreign parent of
PUC of the CanHoldcoshares to the level of the PUC
of Canco immediately prior to the disposition of the

Canco is the target. To create PUC in Canada equal
to the value of Canco at the time of acquisition,Canco

shares. would have to be acquired by CanHoldco before the
Where U.K. Co. takes back both non-share consider- acquisition of the foreign parent. A transfer of Canco
ation in CanHoldco there may be both a reduction in to Canholdco after the acquisition of the foreign pa-
the PUC of the shares of CanHoldco and a deemed rent would be subject to Sec. 212.1.
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Where, for example, U.K. Co. wants to acquire U.S. the U.K. company at reasonable market rates or in-
Co. (the parent of Canco), consideration might be terest. Subject to the thin-capitalization restrictions,
given to carrying out the acquisition in the following CanHoldco would be eligible to deduct the interest
way: and other financing expenses against its income for

U.K. Co. incorporates CanHoldco and capitalizes it Canadian tax purposes. A significant tax rate advan-

such that the PUC equals the purchase price attribut- tage might be gained through inter-company financ-

able to Canco. CanHoldco acquires Canco prior to ng. For example, to the extent that interest expense
U.K. Co. acquiring U.S. Co. Since immediatelyprior reduces Canadian income otherwise subject to tax at

to the acquisition of Canco, Canholdco technically the usual corporaterate of about45%, the correspond-
deals at arm's length with U.S. Co., Sec. 212.1 does ng

.

nterest income of the U.K. company would be

not apply even though U.K. Co. may already have an
taxable generally at a rate of only 35%.

option or agreement to purchase the shares of U.S. Canadian non-resident withholding tax at the rate of
Co. prior to the acquisition. 10% would be applied to the interest payments but

After the acquisition of Canco by CanHoldco, Canco such withholding tax would be eligible for foreign tax

can distribute retained earnings as weil as future divi- credit relief in the United Kingdom.
dends to CanHoldco. CanHoldco deducts those divi-
dends from its taxable income under Sec. 112. Since
CanHoldco has a high PUC it can distribute assets to G. Merging CanHoldco and Canco

U.K. Co. free of non-resident withholding tax on a
After the acquisition takes place, it is unlikely thatPUC reduction.
CanHoldco would generate sufficient taxable income

A restructuring to establish Canco as a direct sub- to absorb the interest and financingcosts on the acqui-
sidiary of U.K. Co. would also avoid the double impo- sition debt. There are no provisions in the Canadian
sition of withholdingtaxes (both Canadianand United tax law which permit consolidated returns nor is there
States) on future repatriationsof Canadianearnings to any form of group loss relief. Consequently,additional
the United Kingdom. A future disposition of steps will frequently be required to match the acquisi-
CanHoldco by U.K. Co. would not have any adverse tion debt with the income stream generated from the
tax consequences where U.K. Co. disposes of Canadian businessoperation. The traditionalsolution
CanHoldco in a non-arm's length transaction in return would be for CanHoldco and Canco to enter into a

for consideration which equals the PUC of statutory amalgamation (Sec. 87) or for Canco to be
CanHoldco. liquidated into CanHoldco (Subsec. 88(1)). Both the

To the extent that U.S. Co. incurs a tax liabilityon the amalgamationand liquidationcan generallybe carried

transfer of Canco to CanHoldco, such liability would out on a tax-deferredbasis. Intereston the acquisition
debt should continue to be deductible after the amal-

likely representan absolutecost to U.K. Co. A careful
gamation liquidation offset the earnings of thecost/benefit analysis should be undertaken. Consider- or to

ation might also be given to a possible spin-off of Canadian business.

Canco to the shareholdersof U.S. Co. in a non-recog- For accounting purposes, one of the results of the
nition transactionprior to the acquisition. Such shares winding up or amalgamation iS the elimination of the
could then be sold by the U.S. shareholdersdirectly to investment account on the books of CanHoldco by
CanHoldco. application against the pre-acquisition retained earn-

WARNING: This structuring may offend certain Ca- ings of Canco and the creation of goodwill on the

nadian anti-avoidance rules, particularly new Subsec. books of the merged entity to the extent the purchase
245(2), the general anti-avoidance provision price exceeds the value of the hard assets of Canco.

(GAAR). The goodwill so created is not amortizable for tax

purposes. It also does not qualify for the investment
allowance for the purpose of the provincial capital tax
calculation. Consecuently, the provincial capital tax

F. Financingthe acquisition costs of the merged entity will likely be significantly

Frequently it is desirable to finance the acquisitionof greater than the combined capital tax costs of the

Canco in part with borrowed funds provdedether by separate companies.
independent financial institutions or on an inter-com- To avoid the loss of recognition of the underlying
pany loan from the U.K. parent company. In the case Canadian tax on the accumulated earnings of Canco
of third-party debt, it will often be desirable to offset for U.K. foreign tax credit purposes, such earnings
interest and other financing costs in respect of the should be distributed as a dividend by Canco to

borrowing against Canco's earnings for Canadian tax CanHoldco prior to an amalgamation or liquidation.
purposes. To accomplish this, the first step would be Or it may be possible to leave the holding company
the formation of CanHoldco as the acquisition vehicle structure in place after the acquisition (also avoiding
with CanHoldco borrowing the required funds. the additionalcapital taxes). CanHoldcomight charge

reasonable management fees to Canco in order to
Inter-companyborrowing from the U.K. parent might generate taxable income to offset financing costs.
also be used to fund the acquisition of Canco. In this
case, CanHoldcowouldborrowthe desired funds from Canco could also borrow sufficient funds to pay a
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dividend equal to the amount of its retained earnings Interest on the inter-companydebt owing by Canco to
to CanHoldco which would use such funds to pay NRO results in tax relief to Canco at the rate of about
down its acquisitiondebt. Interest on funds borrowed 45%. The corresponding interest income is taxed at
to pay such a dividend are generally deductible to the rate of25% in the NRO. This tax paid by the NRO
Canco. The use of CanHoldco with high PUC as the is refunded to it when the interest income is in turn

acquisition vehicle will maximize the equity base for distributed to U.K. Co. as a dividend. The ordinary
purposes of the thin capitalization restrictions. 10% withholding tax applies to the dividend paid by

NRO to U.K. Co.

The deductibility of interest to Canco in respect of
H. The NRO alternative debt held by the NRO is subject to the same thin-

capitalization restrictions as if the debt were held byNon-residents investing in Canada may wish to use a U.K. Co.
non-residentowned investmentcorporation(NRO)
as part of the financing structure. An NRO is a Cana- Since both the deduction to Canco and the income
dian incorporated company which complies with cer- inclusion to NRO are recognized on an accrual basis
tain criteria (outlinedbelow), and elects to be taxed at for tax purposes, there is no need to pay the interest
a flat rate of 25% on all of its incomeexcludingcertain to the NRO until cash is required for the payment of

capital gains. This 25% tax is refundedwhen dividends taxes, repatriationor reinvestmentelsewhere. (A spe-
are paid and the applicable non-resident withholding cial election (Sec. 78) may eventually be required
tax is levied on such dividend payments. should the amount of interest remain unpaid at the

end of the second taxationyear following that in which
To qualify as an NRO, the corporationmust meet the incurred.) Not paying the interest the NRO
following criteria (Sec. 133):

t was to
avoids having to reloan the interest revenues to

all of the shares and funded indebtednessmust be-

CanHoldcowhich could the NRO be engagedowned by non-residentsof Canada;
cause to

in the principal business of making loans and result in
income must be derived from investments,such as-

the disqualificationof the NRO.
securities, mortgages and loans;
not more than 10% of the income can be derived on a

-

To the extent that the interest is not paid regularfrom rents; and basis, the debt security should provide for the com-
the principal business of the corporationmust not-

poundingof interest. In this regald, it should be noted
be the makingofloansorthetradinginsecurities. that compound interest is deductible for income tax

Becauseof its lower tax rate and the refundablenature purposes only at the time it is paid (para. 20(1)(d)).
of the taxes paid by an NRO, such companies are Consequently, provision should be made for the pay-
frequently used as part of the financing structure ment of the compoundelementof the interest to satisfy
where non-resident investors are acquiring Canadian cash requirementsof the NRO in respect of its taxes,
companies. For example, the acquisition of Canco by expenses and dividends.
U.K. Co. using an NRO might be structured as fol-
lows:

U.K. Co. incorporatesCanHoldcoand contributes I. Mixing underlying tax on distributions to-

the funds necessary for the purchase of Canco in the United Kingdom
the form of interest-bearing debt and equity in
such proportionsas not to offend the thin capitali- A company resident in the United Kingdom is able to
zation restrictions. claim a foreign tax credit in respect of distributed
CanHoldco acquires the shares of Canco. dividends. The credit is calculated for each source of-

U.K. Co. incorporates NRO and transfers the income separately. The amount of the dividend is-

shares and debt ofCanHoldcoto NRO in exchange grossed up to include the underlying foreign taxes
for shares of NRO. which have been levied on the distributed earnings.

This includes both the income or corporation taxesIn the past, the same result could have been achieved
imposed by the foreign jurisdiction well the

by causingNRO to make the acquisitionof Canco and as as non-

subsequently transferring the shares of Canco to
resident withholding tax. When a foreign company

CanHoldco in partial consideration for debt. How- receivesdividendsfrom a third jurisdiction,the under-

ever, this may no longer be possible because Sec. lying taxes of the third jurisdiction will also be taken

212.1 has recentlybeen expandedto apply to a transfer nto account. This also applies to the underlying
by an NRO in such circumstances. foreign taxes of an eventual fourth jurisdiction in the

corporatechain, etc. The tax credit allows for a deduc-
In establishing the NRO structure, it is important that tion of the underlying foreign taxes up to the amount
the NRO Iot actuallymake any loan. Should the NRO of the U.K. corporation tax chargeable on the divi-
make a loan, there is a risk that its qualification as an dends. The excess of foreign taxes over the U.K. tax
NRO could be challengedon the grounds that its prin- liability cannot be carried forwardor carried back, but
cipal businesswas the makingofloans. The acquisition may be taken as a deduction in calculating taxable
of the CanHoldco debt by NRO should not be consi- income for U.K. tax purposes. Becauseof the separate
dered to be the making of a loan but rather the pur- source rules, the ability to mix earnings repatriated
chase of an investment security. from Canada to the United Kingdom is important.
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Where, for example, U.K. Co. directly controls
CanHoldco and indirectly Canco, distributionof divi-
dends by CanHoldco to U.K. Co. can result in an
excess of underlying foreign taxes (the Canadian in- APPENDIXA
come and non-resident withholding tax imposed on
CanHoldcomay exceed 50%) over the U.K. tax liabil- Tax implications of investing in Canada through a branch or

ity on the dividend. On the other hand, upon distribu- subsidiary company
tion of dividends from income of NRO to U.K. Co.,
the underlying foreign taxes will be insufficient to re- Branch Subsidiary
duce the U.K. tax liability since the NRO tax is a Taxable income 1,000 1,000
refundable tax and only the withholding tax will be Corporatetax (44.34%)1

eligible for credit. Under the optimum solution the (federaland provincialcombined) 443 443

high foreign underlying taxes of CanHoldco and
Net income 557 557
Dividendwithholdingtax - 55.70Canco will be mixed with the low foreign underlying Branch tax 55.70 -

taxes of the NRO to produce a mix which is sufficient Total Canadian taxes 498.70 498.70
to exactly offset the U.K. tax liability. RemittedtotheU.K. 501.30 501.30

A variation of the NRO structure described above is Taxable income (U.K.) 1,000 1,000
U.K. corporationtax 350 350to establishCanHoldcoand NRO as sisterCanadian Foreigntaxcredit (350)2 (350)2subsidiaries. One advantageof this structure is to per- UK taxes payable nil nil

mit U.K. Co. to claim exemption under the Canada/ Total oftaxespaid 498.70 498.70
U.K. tax treaty in respect of any gain arising on a Net incomeafter taxes 501 30 501.30
future sale of the shares of CanHoldco. A disadvan-
tage of the sister subsidiary structure is that the
potential benefits of mixing high tax and low tax in-

1. No small business or manufacturing and processing deduction.
2 The excess of Canadian taxes over the U K tax liability is lost;

come would be lost. however, see the comments on mixing.
Another possible variation of the NRO structure is to
establish CanHoldco and NRO as sister subsidiaries
but to have the shares of each of those corporations
held by a holding company located, for example, in
the Netherlands.This BV structure is partcularlyuse-

ful in mixing international income flows from various
jurisdictions with both high tax and low tax income APPENDIX B

generated from Canada.
FINANCING

NRO can incur a 10% non-residentwithholdingtax on STRUCTURINGOPTIONS
dividends to the BV (Art. 10(2)(b) of the 1986 Nether-
lands-Canada Tax Convention). The dividends. re- Option I

ceived by the BV are exempt from Dutch corporate
taxation provided the interest of the BV in the NRO U.K.'- PLC - - --- Bank finance
and CanHoldcoqualifies for the participationexemp-

PARENT

tion. The dividenddistributionby BV to U.K. Co. will
be subject to a 5% withholding tax in the Netherlands 100% Equity(Art. 10(2) Netherlands-UnitedKingdom Tax Con-
vention (1980)). This structure therefore increases the
overall withholding tax cost of repatriating Canadian Target Co
earnings from 10% to 15%. CANADA

Tax relief for interest in the United Kingdom 35%
Effective corporate tax on Canadian earnings 38%-44%
Canadian withholding tax on dividends 10%
EffectiveCanadiantax coston repatriatedearnings 44%-50%

After tax cost of financing

Nominal rate 10.0 %
U.K. tax relief 3.5%

After tax cost 6.5%
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Option Il After tax cost of financing
Nominal rate 10.0 %

U.K.-PLC (- --- Bank finance U.K. tax relief (3.5)
PARENT Net Canadianrelief

Canadiancorporatetax (3.8)%-

Equity and/or and/or
- NRO tax 2.5 % (1.3)

debt 5.2%

Future tax savingon repatriationAcquis. Co. 6-- -Bank finance NRO refund (2.5)- -

CANADA
- Canadianwithholdingtax 1.0 (1.5)

Amalgamation Net coston repatriation 3.7 %
after purchase

(assuming that reduction in Canadian tax does not increaseU.K.
Target Co. tax cost on repatriated earnings)
CANADA

Tax relief for interest in the United Kingdom 35%
Tax relief for interest n Canada 38%-44%
Canadian withholding tax on: Option IV
dividends 10%
interest to related company 10% U.K. - PLC
interest to third party (term 5 years) 0% PARENT
Interest payable by Target on loans from parent /deductible in Canada provided ratio of related

party debt to equity does not exceed 3/1. 100% equity 100% equity

After tax cost of Canadian financing
Nominal rate 10.0%
Canadian corporation tax relief (3.8) /1
Current cost 6.2 Cdn. Loan Acquis. Co.

-----

Future reduction in withholdingtax NRO CANADA

(0.6)
Net cost on repatriation 5.6%

Amalgamation
(assuming that reduction in Canadian tax does not increase U.K. after
tax cost on repatriated earnings) purchase

Target Co.
CANADAOption Ill

U.K.-PLC
(-.....Bank financePARENT Tax relief for interest in the United Kingdom 35%

Tax relief. for interest in Canada 38%

100% Canadian tax on interest and dividends received by
Equity NRO 25%

(fully refundable when dividends paid to PLC)
Canadian withholding tax on dividends 10%

CDN.NRO Interest payable by Target to NRO deductible provided
ratio of related party debt to equity does not exceed 3/1.

1/4 Equity
3/4 Debt After tax cost of financing

Nominal rate 10.0%
Acquis. Co. U.K. tax relief (3.5)
CANADA Net Canadian relief

Canadiancorporatetax (3.8)%-

Amalgamation - NRO tax 2.5 % (1.3)
after purchase 5.2%

Target Co. Future tax saving on repatriation
CANADA

- NRO refund (2.5)
Canadianwithholdingtax 1.0 (1.5)-

Tax relief for interest in the United Kingdom 35%
Tax relief for interest n Canada 38% Net coston repatriation 3.7%
Canadian tax on interest and dividends received by
NRO 25% (assuming that reduction in Canadian tax does not increase U.K.
(fully refundable when dividends paid to PLC) tax cost on repatriated earnings)
Canadian withholding tax on dividends 10%
Interest payable by Target to NRO deductible provided
ratio of related party debt to equity does not exceed 3/1.
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The Canada-UnitedKingdom
Income Tax Convention

Interpretation Issues, Recent Developments
and Planning Considerations
J. Scott Wilkie*

INTRODUCTION (Art. 5 of the Convention) which affects the ultimate
incidence of Canadian federal income tax, and in in-

The purpose of this presentation is to canvass briefly come tax legislationof the Provincesof Canada. How-
a selectionof Canadian tax issues of significance to the ever, in some instances provincial income tax legisla-
application of the Canada-United Kingdom Income tion applicable to the income of non-residentsspecifi-
Tax Convention (1978), as amended (the Conven- cally conforms to the applicationof Canada's interna-
tion), taking into accountparticularlycertainchanges tional tax conventions in certain respects (the Corpo-
effected by the Second Protocol to the Convention. It rations Tax Act of the Province oi Ontario will be
is expected that other commentatorswill address prin- discussed for comparativepurposes).
cipal aspects of Canadian domestic tax legislation
(apart from the Convention)applicable to investments Income Tax Conventions InterpretationAct
and other activities in Canadaby residentsof the Unit-
ed Kingdom. In many cases, indeed, it iS the applica- With general effect from 1983, Canada has enacted
tion of such legislation, notwithstandingor apart from domestic legislation (Income Tax Conventions In-

.
the Convention, that is of principal planning impor- terpretation Act) intended to determine for Canadian
tance beforeconsideringthe effectsof the Convention. federal income tax purposes the mannerof the applica-
In the outline followingare the principal matters to be tion of importantaspectsof Canada's internationaltax
discussed at this presentation. conventions. This Act was a direct response to the

Supreme Court of Canada's determination in The
Queen v. Melford Developments Inc. that a treaty

BACKGROUND article similar to Art. 3(2) of the 1977 OECD Model
Conventionwas to be accorded a static rather than an

The Convention is modelled substantially upon the ambulatory application. Although an examination of
provisions of the 1977 OECD (Organisation for the principles of treaty (and, particularly, tax treaty)
Economic Co-operation and Development) Model interpretation in the context of this Act is beyond the
Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation scope of this presentation, some attention is devoted
with Respect to Taxes on Income and on Capital. The to this Act because advisors involved in transactions
resolution of possible instances of double taxation an- to which the Convention and other tax conventions to

ticipated by the Convention is not as complete as it which Canada is a party are relevant should be aware
could be, particularly when compared with other tax of its existence and its basic thrust. The principal as-

conventions to which Canada is a party. Also, and pects of this Act are:

noteworthyfor the purposesof this presentation,Can- Undefined terms:ada has enacted domestic legislationwith the intended Terms in any international tax convention to whicheffect of ensuring that the interpretation of interna- Canada is party not defined, not fully defined de-tional tax conventions to which it is a party is ambulat- or

ory in important respects.
fined by reference to the laws of Canadahave the same

meanings that they haveforpurposesof(notas defined
in) the Canadian Income Tax Act as amended from
time to time, unless the context in the relevant conven-INTERPRETATIONISSUES tion requires a different meaning (see Art. 3(2) of the
Convention).

Limitationson scope of application Permanentestablishments:
taxThe only Canadian taxes covered are federal income Exceptwhere an international conventionprovides

to a permanenttaxes. This limitationcan, in certaincases, be material, otherwise, profits allocable establish-

for example to the taxation of business profits (Art. 7 * Partner, Stikeman, Elliott.
of the Convention), as a result of inconsistent defini- 1. (1982) Canadian Tax Cases (C.T.C.) 330; 82 Dominion Tax Cases
tions of permanentestablishmentin the Convention (D.T.C.) 6281.
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ment are determined according to the Canadian In- spectingcorporateresidence forpurposesof the Cana-
come Tax Act on the same basis as would be required dian Income Tax Act are addressed in Volume
for a Canadian resident carrying on the same actvty LXXIIa of the IFA Cahiers. In addition to particular
in Canada. Similarly, except where an agreement be- deeming rules applied to determine corporate resi-
tweencompetentauthoritiesprovidesotherwise, thede- dence, it is noteworthy that the CanadianIncome Tax
ductibility of amounts in computing such profits is to Act now provides what in part is an anti-avoidance
be determined by the requirements of the Canadian rule which deems a corporation otherwise resident in
Income Tax Act on the same basis as would be re- Canada not to be resident in Canada if it would be
quired for a Canadian resident carrying on the same exempt from Canadian tax on income derived from
activity in Canada (see, principally, Arts. 5,7,9 and sources outside Canada by reason of an international
22 of the Convention). tax convention to which Canada is a party (Subsec.

250(5) of the Canadian Income Tax Act). This, for
Canada: example, preserves Canada's ability to tax certain
Included are areas beyond the territorial seas of Can- kinds of income paid or credited to such a corporation
ada in respect of which Canada may exercise jurisdic- on the basis of the non-residentwithholding tax rules
tion with respect to the seabed and subsoil and their contained in the Canadian Income Tax Act, and may,
natural resources,and also the seas and airspaceabove as a result, cause provisions of the Convention to be
every such area. material where this might not otherwise be the case.

This rule ought to be considered, for example, in any
Immovableproperty/Realproperty: situation, whether planned or otherwise, involving
Included is any right to explore for or exploit mineral dual corporate residence.
deposits and sources in Canada (note the definitionof
Canada referred to above) and other natural re-
sources in Canada, and also rights to amounts com- BUSINESSPROFITS (Arts. 5, 7, 9 and 12)
puted by reference to the production(includingprofit)
from, or to the value of production from, mineral Possible anomalies arising from circumstances in
deposits and sources in Canada and other natural re- which a permanent establishment may not exist
source in Canada (compare and contrast Arts. 6, 12 under the Canadian Income Tax Act and the Conven-
and 13 of the Convention). tion, but may exist under Canadianprovincial income

tax legislation are noted above.
Interest:

Prospectively(subject to Sec. 3 of this Act and there- Generally, Canadian branch profits are determined
to Act.fore particularprovisionsof international tax conven- according rules in the Canadian Income Tax

tions to which Canada is a party), included will be Although the principles apparently underlying Art.

deemed interest amounts as provided in the Canadi- 7(3) of the Convention and para. 4(b) of the Income
Tax ConventionsInterpretationAct appear to be simi-an Income Tax Act.
lar, it is not entirely clear that this is the case for the

In evaluating the potential impact of the Income Tax principles of profit determination in Art. 7(2) of the
Conventions Interpretation Act, principal points to Conventionand para. 4(a) of such Act.
consider are:

The clearestexampleof the confinementofdeductibil-
(a) Unlike Art. 3(2) of the 1977 OECD Model Con- ity of expenses presented by Art. 7(3) of the Con-

vention, there is no anticipationthat Canadamight vention and the Income 'Iax Conventions Interpreta-
be required to recognize the meanings of terms, tion Act ariseswith respect to Crown royaltiespayable
undefined in an international tax convention, ac- in respect of natural resource activities in Canada.
cording to the laws of another jurisdiction. These are not deductible in computing income under

(b) It is unclear if there remains any basis for the the Canadian Income Tax Act; a non-residentpaying
operation of a mutual agreement procedure pro- such amounts would not be able to deduct such royal-
vided in an internationaltax conventionin defining ties in computing profits allocable to a Canadian per-
otherwise undefined convention terms. It is in- manentestablishmentunderArt. 7 of the Convention.
terestingto consider, in this respect, the difference Consider, for example, whether there are possible
betweenArt. 3(2) of the Conventionand Art. 3(2) negative indirect effects on eligibility for foreign tax
of the Canada-UnitedStates IncomeTax Conven- credit in the United Kingdom.
tion (1980) which contains explicit recognition of Canada recently has formalized, as a matter of ad-the possibility that internal law definitionsmay be ministrative practice and policy, transfer pricing prin-overriden by mutual agreement resolution (con- ciples to be applied in respect of transactionsbetweensider Art. 23 of the Convention). related parties.2 In light of such statementsof practice

and policy, Arts. 7(2), 7(3), 7(4), 9, 21(4) and 22 of
the Convention and the Income Tax Conventions In-FISCAL DOMICILE (Art. 4)

The Convention contains no objective residence tie- 2. See Revenue Canada, Taxation InformationCircular87-2, which has
to

breaker rules for persons other than individuals (see application services transactions and the allocation of general and ad-
ministrativeexpenses among componentsof businessenterprise,as well as

Art. 4(3) of the Convention). General principles re- to transactions in goods and research and developmentcosts.
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terpretationAct, allocation issues may be expected to secure the branch tax profit exemption may give rise
attract greater attention in Canada. Consider also re- to concerns about whether the branch ever had a

cently proposed changes to the Canadian Income Tax reasonable expectation of profit and accordingly
Act as part of Canadian tax reform which modify whether it reflected a business carried on in Canada
the circumstancesin whichcertain expenses(forexam- by the non-resident. (However,whether the Canadian
ple, real property development costs) are deductible revenue authorities would pursue this line of offence,
in computng ncome, as well as proposed changes to for example, to deny the deductibility in computing
such Act with respect to the deductibilityin computing income of certain amounts, is problematic if the non-

income of interest on borrowedmoney. Consideralso resident would not be taxable in Canada in respect of

increasing attention devoted by Canadian courts to the relevant income if it was not carrying on business
the relevance of generally accepted accountingprinci- in Canada.) Whether Canadian tax deferral roll-

ples in the computationof profit for tax purposes. over rules would provide adequateprotectionagainst
the exigibility of Canadian tax upon incorporationApposite, in particular, to a considerationof the pos- should be considered. Commencing Canadian ac-

sible implication of the application of Canadian n- tivities using a Canadian corporation to own assets
come computation and deductibility rules (and trans- expected to appreciate in value, which would enter
fer pricing rules) to the determination of profit for into lease or licence arrangements with the branch,
purposes of Art. 7 of the Convention, taking into

might be considered. Ultimately, the branch opera-account Art. 9 of the Convention, is the introduction tions might be assumed by or be transferred to the
into the Conventionof a sourcing rule contained in an Canadian corporation. However, in the interim the
amendment to Art. 21 of the Convention effected bv Canadian corporationwould generally be expected to
the Second Protocol to the Convention. Art. 21(4)
applies in circumstanceswhere profitsof an enterprise

earn some amount of taxable income.

of one ContractingState are taxable in that State and
also are included in the profits of another person resi- DIVIDENDS (Art. 10)
dent in the other ContractingState and not dealing at
arm's length with the enterprise in the first State. In The Second Protocol to the Convention expands the
such a case, if the profits would have been those of the circumstances in Art. 10 in which a Canadian share-
enterprise in the second State if the enterprises had holder of a U.K. corporation may receive credit for
been dealing with each other com-letely indepen- the U.K. tax (ACT) Jaid by such corporation which
dently of each other, they are treate as profits of the pays a dividend to such shareholder.Essentially,more

enterprise in the first State from a source in the second Canadian shareholders are reflected in the operation
State. Relief from double taxation is to be achieved of the U.K. imputation system. A change effected by
through other provisionsofArt. 21 (foreign tax credit, the Second Protocol is to provide partial ACT credit
foreign affiliate and underlying tax credit rules: Art. to Canadian corporate shareholdersof U.K. corpora-
21(1) and (2)). Art. 21(4) is partial relief from the tions that control 10% or more of the voting power of
absence in Art. 9 of any requirementfor compensatory the U.K. corporation: the shareholder is entitled to

adjustments to the profit of the enterprise in the first one-half of the ACT credit and is subject to a

State arising from the application of such Art. 9. maximum rate of United Kingdom tax of 10% on the

It may be problematic in certain instances whether total of the dividend and the credit. The excess of the

fees are paid by Canadian residents for information, credit over the permitted U.K. tax is refundable. The

in which case Art. 12 may operate to preserve Cana- ACT credit may be received free of tax under the

da's taxing jurisdiction, or for services, in which case,
Canadian foreign affiliate rules in appropriate cir-

presumably, the provisions of Art. 7 ought generally cumstances if certain amendments to these rules pro-
to be applicable. posed on 23 December 1985 are enacted, resulting in

a net increase to cash flow of Canadian corporations
having substantialdirect investmentsin U.K. corpora-

BRANCHTAXATION (Art. 22(3) and (4)) tions with active business earnings as determined ac-

cording to such foreign affiliate rules (see also Art.
The commentsabove concerningbusinessprofits and, 27(4) of the Convention).
in particular, those directed to the application of the
Canadian Income Tax Act in determiningthe deducti- Although perhaps not of direct relevance to the appli-
bility of amounts in computing income and to Canadi- cation of the Convention, as part of Canadian tax

an transfer pricing principles, are relevant here. reform, dividends paid by Canadiancorporationsmay
be subject to corporate distributions taxes at the cor-

Careful attention must be paid to the ultimate struc- porate payor level, intended generally (with certain
ture desired for Canadian business operationsand the other rules applicable to Canadian corporationsenti-
operation of branch tax rules in the Canadian In- tled to receive such dividends free of tax) to ensure

come Tax Act (perhaps in an interim period). Al- that dividends are paid only out of taxed earnings on

though a Canadian branch may later be incorporated, the basis of a combined federal and provincial tax rate

usually this determinationshould be made before sig- of 40%. Such dividendspaid to a non-residentof Can-
nificantprofits arise (and should have been considered ada still will be subject to non-residentwithholdingtax
at the outset of commencing activities in Canada); subject to the rate limitationsprovided in the Conven-
however, the intended operation as a branch only to tion. U.K. shareholdersofCanadiancorporationsmay
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wish to take this into account in devising capital struc- the debt on which the interest is payable is connected
tures of Canadiancorporations. Also, in certain cases to a permanent establishmentwhich the payor has in
referred to below, dividendsmay be treated as interest a Contracting State and the interest is borne by that
under the Canadian Income Tax Act. permanentestablishment, then it is deemed to arise in

the Contracting State in which the permanent estab-
Subject to treaty shopping and anti-avoidancecon- lishment is situated. In the context of this discussion,siderations and certain specific rules in the Canadian the issue then becomes whether, for example,Income Tax Act, in certain circumstances there may

a per-
manent establishment exists in Canada, and if so

be advantages to extracting the value reflected in a whether the interest is a cost borne by that permanentshareholding in a Canadian corporation as dividends establishment. The meaning of borne by has been
rather than as capital gains if such gains might other- addressed by the Canadian revenue authorities in
wise be taxable by Canada even after taking account other tax convention contexts (the Dependent per-of Art. 13 (for example, an incorporatedreal property sonal services Article of the Canada-United States
investment). Income Tax Convention (1980)). It is problematic
Consider the effects of the contemporaneousopera- whether a Canadian permanent establishmentwill be
tion of Art. 10 and certain rules in the Canadian In- regarded as bearng the interestcostifthroughvarious
come Tax Act which apply to treat dividends as in- means, such as administration charges, it bears the
terest in some circumstances. Related issues include equivalent economicburden.
effects through the operation of the Canadian foreign
affiliate rules and implicationsfor foreign tax credit. ROYALTIES (Art. 12)

INTEREST (Art. 11) Para. 212(1)(d) of the Canadian Income Tax Act
charges certan payments, such as rents and royalties,

The only significantchange to Art. 11 by reason of the to withholdingtax. If the paymentscan be regarded as

Second Protocol is a reductionin the permitted rate of for services rather than for certain information, then

withholding tax on interest from 15% to 10%. Al- the ultimate taxability in Canada of such payments
though this change does not in itself suggest planning may be determinedunder the Businessprofits Arti-

opportunities, it is a significant change in the context cle of the Convention (Art. 7). However, in many
of Canada's international tax convention arrange. cases this distinction is difficult to establish or defend
ments generally, which do not provide zer.o rates of practically.This is also a planningconcernwith respect
withholdingon paymentsof interest to non-residents, to various earnout arrangements, for example as

and, generally, provide that such withholding rate is frequently may be provided in management agree-
15%. Usually attemptsare made to ensure that a with- ments between a United Kingdomparent corporation
holding tax exceptionunder the Canadian IncomeTax and its Canadian subsidiary.
Act applies to interest paid or credited to non-resi-
dents, although this is not alwayspossible (particularly CAPITAL GAINS (Art. 13)in non-arm's length situations), and in certain cir-
cumstances may not be permitted if the interest is a An exception to Canada's residual ability under the
species of participatingpayments to which the domes- Convention to tax gains from the dispositionof shares
tic withholding tax exceptions are not extended. In deriving their value from immovable property (con-these circumstances, the United Kingdom may be a sider in this connection the Income Tax Conventions
relatively attractive lender jurisdiction, taking into Interpretation Act) situated in Canada is provided if
account particularly any limitations on the utility of such shares are quoted on an approved stock ex-
foreign tax credit in a lender's jurisdiction. change. Similar rules apply to trusts and partnerships
Canada's ability to tax interest is preserved by the the assets of which are such shares. Some planning
Convention to the extent that the interest arises in latitude may be presented by the reference to an
Canada. Subsecs. 212(13) to 212(13.2)ofthe Canadian approved stock exchange. For example, it is not,
Income Tax Act provide that in certain circumstances, apparently, a requirement for this exception to oper-
including with respect to the payment of interest in ate that the shares of a Canadian corporation be
certain cases, payments made between non-residents quoted on a stock exchange satisfying the require-
of Canada may nevertheless be subject to Canadian ments in this regard of the Canadian Income Tax Act
non-residentwithholdingtax. This result is effectedby and Income Tax Regulations; a similar comment is
deeming the payor to be a resident of Canada. How- apposite in respect of shares of a United Kingdom
ever, the Canadian Income Tax Act does not deem corporation. Depending on the planning cir-
such payments to arise in Canada. The Convention cumstances,and subject to treatyshoppingand anti-
deems interest to arise in the Contracting State of avoidanceconcerns, it might be desirable to list shares
which the payor is a resident. In these particuar cir- of a Canadian corporation on an exchange approved
cumstances a dual corporate resident issue could under United Kingdom rules; presumably the con-

arise which under the Convention, unlike other tax verse would be the case with respect to the shares of a

conventions to which Canada is a party, can be resol- United Kingdom corporation, although in most cases

ved only with resort to the competentauthorityproce- greater flexibility may be presented by United King-
dure. However, the Convention also provides that if dom rules in this regard.
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A separate exception applies with respect to indirect Canada may only tax capital gains arising from dispo-
dispositionsof immovableproperty for holders of less sitions oftaxableCanadianproperty. It is noted that
substantial (essentially, less than 10%) interests in cor- the taxable Canadian property status of shares of

porations, trusts and partnershipsderiving their value Canadian corporations may be preserved not-

from immovable property. Subject to treaty shop- withstanding the occurrence of certain Canadian tax-

ping and anti-avoidance concerns, consideration deferred reorganizations. This would be of signifi-
might be given to arranging, in some manner, United cance, for example, where a United Kingdom share-

Kingdom investments in Canadian real propertyvehi- holder disposedof shares of a private CanadianCOrpO-
cles to be able to rely on this exception. ration in exchange for shares of a public Canadian

corporation. Shares of a public Canadiancorporation
A change effected by the Second Protocol of greater otherwise only are taxable Canadian property if the
significance than might at first blush seem to be the shareholder has or had a substantial shareholding as

case is the exclusion from the indirect definition of describedin the Canadian IncomeTax Act. However,
immovable property in Art. 13(5) of the Convention if a taxableCanadian propertycharacterizationpre-
of the premises on or at which an enterprise conducts servation rule has applied to the exchange, the shares
its business. This issue has arisen in the context of the of the public Canadian corporation still may be tax-
Canada-United States Income Tax Convention able Canadian property.
(1980), which does not provide equivalent relief or

clarification. In this circumstance, the Canadian reve- It is noted that the Convention does not provide the

nue authorities have suggested that the shares of, for same kind of mutual reorganization relief as is pre-

example, a Canadian manufacturing corporation sented, for example, in the Canada-UnitedStates In-

which conducts its business from premises located on come Tax Convention (1980).
valuable land may, subject to a balancesheetvaluation
analysis, derive their value substantially from real

property (immovable property) situated in Canada FOREIGNTAX CREDIT (Art. 21)
even if it is not in a real property-relatedbusiness. It
is understood that this may, in these circumstances,be In discussion, the implicationsof the decisions in The

relevant to obtaining appropriate clearances under Queenv. the BankofNovaScotia3andCanadianImpe-
Sec. 116 of the Canadian Income Tax Act for disposi- rial Bank of Commercev. The Queen4 will be consi-

tions of shares of Canadian corporations and to the dered particularly for their effect on the manner in

ultimate taxability in Canada of dispositions of such which foreign currency fluctuationsought to be taken

shares. nto account in calculatingCanadian foreign tax credit,
and also for their guidance on the principles to be

Subject to many other considerationswith respect to applied in interpreting the Canadian Income Tax Act
the determinationof total tax burdens, it maybe advis- in the context of provisions of a tax convention to
able to consider indirect rather than direct Canadian which Canada is a party.
real or resourceproperty investmentsand acquisitions
in order to take advantageofprovisionsof the Conven-
tion which protect against Canadian taxation of indi- COMPETENTAUTHOR[TY PROCEDURES
rect interests in immovable property. (Art. 23)

Art. 27(2) ought not to be overlooked in any determi- The Canadian competent authority, the Minister of
nation of whether Art. 13 applies to an alienation by National Revenue and his authorized representative,
a resident of the United Kingdom of taxable Canadi- is involved in programmes and practices with respect
an property.This rule may be of ambiguousinterpre- to both civil and criminal tax matters.
tation n the contextof the Canadianapplicationof the
Convention.For Canadian tax purposes,capitalgains, The Canadiancompetentauthorityparticipatesin var-

or gains, are a speciesof income, taxable as such under ious exchanges of information: automatic exchanges,
the Canadian Income Tax Act. Yet, the Convention spontaneousexchanges,specific requests for informa-
uses the terms incomeand gains in apparentcontradis- tion, simultaneousexaminationprogrammes(civil and
tinction. The question is the appropriate treatment criminal), industry studies programmes and Govern-
under the Canadian Income Tax Act and the Conven- ment exchanges.
tion of an unremittedgain realized by a residentof the The Canadian competent authority will become in-
United Kingdomupon an alienationoftaxableCana- volved in resolvingboth juridical (becauseof the appli-dian property, taking into account the use of the cation of the law according to its terms beyond the
terms ncome and gains in the Convention and the control of the taxpayeror because of the way in which
genesis of Art. 27(2) (understood to be directed en- the taxDayerhas situated itselfwithin the Canadian tax
tirely at circumstances of United Kingdom taxation system) and economic (for example arising from the
and to be intended to ensure that conventionalincome need for compensating discretionary adjustments to
amounts from a United Kingdom perspective do not ncome taking into account the applicationof the laws
benefit from Convention relief if not subject to the of another jursdiction) double taxation.
United Kingdom tax regime). In this context the In-
come Tax Conventions InterpretationAct may be rel- 3 (1981) C T.C 162; 81 D.T.C. 5155 (FCA)
evant. 4. 81 D.T.C. 5199 (FCA)
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Competent authority procedures are commenced in ity settlement rejected by a taxpayer is void.
Canada upon the request of a taxpayer after it has

There be tax issues which the Canadianbeen, or in its anticipationof being, refused Canadian may compe-

adjustments apparently required by reason of the ap-
tent authoritywill not pursue.

plication of foreign laws, or upon an actual or antici-
pated adjustmentof Canadian income resultingor ex-

pected to result in double taxaton. Once a request for
competent authority assistance has been accepted by MISCELLANEOUSPLANNING

the Canadiancompetentauthority, the matter is dealt CONSIDERATIONS

with between the competent authority of Canada and
These considerations, which not intended to bethe competentauthorityof the other jurisdictionwith- are

out the involvementof the taxpayer unless, and only exhaustive, will be addressed more completely in dis-

to the extent that, the taxpayer is requested to provide cussion:
sales of receivablesby a Canadiansubsidiary to itsinformation or clarification to the Canadian compe-

-

UnitedKingdomparent as a way of financingwith-tent authority in respectof the issues under considera-
attracting Canadian non-residentwithholdingtion. out

tax in respect of financing costs; the treatment of
The competent authorities themselves negotiate and late financingcharges as interest; financingby pre-
effect any settlement; the taxpayer will be advised of payment of receivables by a United Kingdom pa-
the settlement, which the taxpayer may accept or re- rent corporation to its Canadian subsidiary;
ject. There is no procedure to address situations in - payments of dividends rather than realizationson

which a settlement cannot be reached. In this regard, shares;
a Canadian taxpayer is well advised to protect the - use of a holding corporation to collect dividends
availabilityof its rights of objection and appeal under from a Canadian operating corporation;
the Canadian Income Tax Act, although if the tax- - capitalizing a Canadian corporation to effect the
payer chooses to proceed with the appeal processpro- acquisitionof sharesof anotherCanadiancorpora-
vided in the Canadian Income Tax Act while negotia- tion and generally;
tions between the competent authorities are proceed- - holding a Canadian investment through a non-res-

ing, such negotiationswill be terminated. If however, ident trust;
a matter is adjudicatedby a Canadiancourt, the result - branch tax planning and the choice of operating
of the decisioncannot laterbe changedby a competent a business in Canada through a branch at a corpo-
authorityproceeding,at least by the Canadiancompe- ration; and
tent authority; any relief from double taxation in that - effecting investments in Canadian real estate, in-
circumstancewouldhave to be as a resultof the foreign cluding carryingon businessand permanentestab-
competent authority's decision. A competent author- lishment considerations.
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Recent Developmentsfrom a

United Kingdom Perspectiveon the
Canada-UnitedKingdom Tax Convention
Jonathan S. Schwarz*

INTRODUCTION The implicationsof this rule are twofold:
Firstly, the competent authorities are not obliged to

The present Treaty with Canada of 8 September 1978 resolve the question of residence but merely should

replaced the previous Treaty with Canada of 12 Sep- endeavour to do so. In addition, no guidelines are

tember 1966 (StatutoryInstrument(SI) 1967 No. 482). given whatsoever as to how the competentauthorities
Before entry into force, the Treaty was amended by might go about dealing with the issue. Secondly, it
the Protocolof 15 April 1980 (SI 1980 No. 1,528). The would appear that the competent authorities have a

Treaty entered into force on 17 December 1980 and free hand as to how the Treaty would be applied.
the first Protocol entered into force on 18 December The,newU.K. incorporationtest may reducethe likeli-
1980. A second Protocol was signed on 16 October hood of this happening at least in relation to U.K.-in-
1985 (SI 1985 No. 1996) and entered into force on 23 corporatedconpanies,although the questionmust re-
December 1985. main a difficult one for companies formed under the

laws of third countries.
A. TAXES COVERED

Art. 2 of the Treatyspecifies the taxescoveredby each C. PERMANENTESTABLISHMENT/BUSINESS

country. In the United Kingdom, the Treaty applies to PROFITS

the income ax, the corporation tax, the petroleum
revenue tax and the development land tax. Develop- It is interesting to note that permanentestablishment
ment land tax, however, was abolished in the United Art. 5 follows the 1963 OECD Model rather than the

Kingdom as regards events occurring after 18 March 1977 Model. Art. 7, which dealt with businessprofits,
1985 by the Finance Act 1985 Sec. 93. There are no

is the same in both versions of the OECD Treaty and

identical or substantially similar taxes that have been is followed here.

imposed by the U.K. Government after the date of The difficult task of determining how income should
signature of the Convention. be allocated to a permanentestablishmenthas recently

been consideredby the Court of Appeal and House of
B. FISCAL DOMICILE Lords in the case of Sun Life Assurance Companyof

Canada Limited v. Pearson (H.M. Inspector of
In terms of Sec. 66 of the U.K. Finance Act 1988, Taxes). The case is somewhatcomplex in that a large
companies incorporated in the United Kingdom after numberof issues are raisedbothunderthe 1967 Treaty
15 March 1988 are deemed resident for tax purposes and the 1980 Treaty. The case raised many interesting
irrespective of their place of central managementand ssues, but the essential question was the manner of
control. Thus the United Kingdom is in a somewhat determining the profits of the U.K. branch of Sun
similar position to Canada in that locally incorporated Life, a Canadian resident life insurance company.
companies will always be resident for domestic tax Under domestic U.K. law (Sec. 316 of the 1970 Act),
purposes. The central management and control test a proportion of the company's investment income

will, however, continue to apply in relation to com- wherever received was deemed to be the profits
panies incorporatedoutside the United Kingdom. It is chargeable to tax in the United Kingdom. The charge-
therefore possible for U.K. purposes that companies able portion corresponded to the ratio of the com-

incorporated in Canada but managed and controlled pany's liability to U.K. policyholders to its liability
from the United Kingdomwill be resident in the Unit- world-wide. In addition (under Secs. 312 and 318 of
ed Kingdom. Art. 4 of the Convention contains an the 1970 Act), a separate charge was imposed on the
unusual rule in relation to dual resident companies. company's profits from annuity or pension business.
Unlike the OECD Model which requires such issues This was based on a similar proportion of the com-

to be resolved by reference to the place of effectve pany'sworld-wideprofits fromsuch business. Sun Life

managementof the company, the Treaty requires the
competent authorities to endeavour to settle the
question by mutual agreement and to determine the

* Tax partner, Stephenson Harwood.

modeofapplicationof the Conventionto such person. 1. 1984 British Tax Cases (BTC) 223 and 1986 BTC 282.
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appealedcertain assessmentsrelyingon the provisions liabilities. In examining the method of dealing with
of the 1967 and 1980 Treaties on the basis that profits insurance proposalsoutside the UnitedKingdom,but
attributed to the permanent establishment should be effectively dealt with in the United Kingdom, the
those which the permanent establishmentmight have Court concluded that they should be so included. Al-
been expectedto makeif it were an independentestab- though this was not one of the key issues of the case,
lishment. This provided a more favourable basis for it suggests a broad application as to what should be
the taxpayer. attributed to the U.K. branch or permanentestablish-

I do notpropose to go through the argumentin relation ment.

to the 1967 Treaty since the key provisions contained
in Art. 6(7) which make specific reference to the rules
relating to the taxation of life assurance companies is D. DIVIDENDS

not found in the currentTreaty. AlthoughArt. 7(2) of
the currentTreaty requiresprofits to be allocated to a

The United Kingdom has an imputation system of

permanent establishment (the profits that might be corporate taxation whereby qualifying shareholders

expected if it were a distinct and separate enterprise receiving dividends from the U.K. resident company

dealing in a wholly independent manner), Art. 7(4) are entitled to a tax credit in respect of the dividends
which may be offset against the shareholders' U.K.states that:
income tax liability on the dividends and the excess

Insofar as it has been customary in a ContractingState refundedby the U.K. tax authorities.The tax credit is
to determine the profits to be attributed to a permanent currently at 25h5 of the dividend.
establishment on the basis of an apportionmentof the
total profits of the enterprise to its various parts, no- The UnitedKingdomdoesnot imposeanywithholding
thing in paragraph 2 shall preclude that Contracting tax on payments whether to resident or non-resident
State from determining the profits to be taxed by such shareholders. However, on making a dividend pay-
an apportionmentas may be customary; the method of ment, the U.K. residentcompanymust account to the
apportionment adopted shall, however, be such that Inland Revenue for an advance payment of corpora-the result shall be in accordance with the principles tion tax (ACT). Advance corporation tax may be set
embodied in this Article. off against the company's corporation tax liability for

the period in which the dividend was paid, periodsIn the Court of Appeal, Lord Justice Fox felt that it within the preceding 6 years or any future period.
was just as likely as not that Art. 7(4) of the 1980 ACT is a of mainstream corporationTreaty was intended to authorize the retention of the tax liability and is not a tax on the dividend itself. It is

prepayment

existing U.K. domestic regime, bearing in mind that therefore never reduced by the usual dividend provi-when the Treaty was signed, the specific statutory sions of the OECD Model Treaty. Prior to the negoti-rules had been in force for 8 years, and the principle ation of the Second Protocol, no refund of ACT was
of taxing a conventionalproportion of investment in- provided for Canadian residents under the Treaty.
come earned by life assurance companies in such cir-
cumstances had continued for much longer. In con- Art. 10 of the Treaty was substituted by the Second
struing Art. 7(4), he noted firstly that the Article can- Protocol. It divides Canadian resident shareholders
not require a close connection between the method receiving dividends from U.K. resident companies
permitted by that Article and the principle laid down into 2 categories:
in Art. 7(2). He concluded that Art. 7(4) must be (i) Drect nvestors: Canadian resident companies
authorizingsome computationbased on an apportion- owning directly or indirectly alone or together with
ment of total profits. Insofaras such an apportionment one or more associatedcompanies10% or more of the
is to give effect to the separate enterpriseprinciple, he voting power of the U.K. residentcompany dividend.

suggested that it must be crude in its operationto some Such shareholdersare entitled to payment to them of

degree. The real question was whether the U.K. one-half of the tax credit which a U.K. resident indi-
domesticmethod could fairly be regardeds sufficient vidual shareholder would have received on the divi-
to satisfy the principles of Art. 7(2). The apportion- dend, less a withholding tax of 10% on the dividend
ment principlesimposedunder domestic law consisted plus the one-half tax credit refunded.
of the ratio of the average of liabilities for the period (ii) Portfolio investors: all other Canadian resident
to policyholdersresident in the United Kingdom over shareholders. Such shareholdersare entitled to a pay-
the average of liabilities for that period for all the ment of the full tax credit equivalent to that which a

company'spolicyholders less the expensesof manage- U.K. resident individual shareholder would have re-

ment attributable to the U.K. branch. That computa. ceived from the dividend less a withholding tax on

tion he said in practical terms gave reasonableweight 15% of the dividend plus the tax credit.
to the earnings liabilities and expenses of the branch, For the effect of the Treaty on dividends see Table
and, as a result, gave adequate effect to the principles (Dividends: Canada-U.K. Treaty).of Art. 7 generally. A related issue was whether pro-
posals relating the policyholders resident outside the The rules relating to dividends have recently been
United Kingdom could be said to have been made to considered in a case decided on 31 August 1988. In
the taxpayerat or through its branch or agency in the Union Texas International Corporation v. Critchley
U.K. so that the liabilities in respectof those policies (H.M. Inspector of Taxes), the High Court was asked
should be included in the formula as being U.K. to consider the effect of Art. 10 of the United King-
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Dividends: Canada-U.K.Treaty
(a) (b) (C)

Tax credit refund Tax credit refund No tax credit
to portfolio investors to direct investors refund
Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax

£ £ £ £ £ £
Profit before tax of U.K. company 100.00 100.00 100.00

Corporationtax at 35% (35.00) 35.00 (35.00) 35.00 (35.00) 35.00

Dividendto foreign investor 65.00 65.00 65.00

Taxcredit/halftaxcredit 21.66 21.66 10.83 10.83
86 66 75 83

U.K. income taxon dividendplus credit/
half credit (15%)(12.99) 12.99 (10%)(7.58) 7.58

Net receiptbyforeignshareholder 73.67 68.25 65.00

EffectiveU.K. tax rate dividend 26.33 31.75 35.00

This form of calculation of the refund is in accordancewith the Union Texas case.

dom-United States Treaty in relation to refunds of culating the correct amount. The Treaty was clear as

ACT. In general terms, the Treaty is similar to the to what was required in this regard, namely to find the
Canadian Treaty in this regard, except that, on direct aggregate of the amount or value of the dividend and
investment, the rate of withholding is 5% rather than the amount of the tax credit paid to the U.S. share-
10%. holders. Once that aggregate was found, the relevant

The case, which received some notoriety largely as a percentagewas to be deducted. This was in contrast to

result of the fact that the Judge took more than 2 years
the Inland Revenue formula which resulted in excess

to render his decision, and did so after press publicity amounts being withheld.

on this fact, involved the question as to whether the The treatmentof U.K. foreignaffiliatesof Canadian
United Kingdom was entitled to withhold any part of shareholders is one of the more preferential dividend
the ACT refund at all. The U.S. parent company, in regimes for non-residents. Identical rules are found in
reclaiming deductions of some £ 23 million, argued the Norway treaty. More favourable treatment is only
that under U.K. domestic law there are no provisions found in the treatieswith the United States, Denmark,
authorizing the deduction of the withholding tax and Finland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden and
that the Treaty itself imposes no charge to tax. Switzerlandwhere the one-half tax credit is granted to

In rejecting the appellant's claim, Mr. Justice Har- 10% or more shareholders subject to a lower rate of

mond considered that it was plain that the intentionof tax on the dividend plus one-half of the tax credit of

the contracting parties in negotiating the Treaty was only 5%. Other treaties, such as those with Australia

trying to provide for the system of imputed tax and and New Zealand, do not grant any credit to com-

credits due in respectofdividendsundersuch a system. panies, and the treaties with Zimbabwe and Trinidad

If the appellantwas correct, then the references to the and Tobago impose a 20% tax on the dividendandtax

tax credit repaid were not some kind of tax credit credit while the Philippines treaty provides for a 25%

otherwise appearing in the U.K. tax system, they tax.

would then be an invention of the negotiators of the E. INTEREST
Treaty, which he found improbable. The relevant
words of the treaty were intended by the contracting In terms of amendments to Art. 11(2) by the Second

parties to have some meaningand the Court should try Protocol, the rate of withholding tax on interest from

and discover a workable meaning if it can. Precisely U.K. sources paid to Canadian residents is reduced to

the same issues will no doubt arise in relation to all 10%.

Treaties, including the Canadian Treaty, where a re-

fund of ACT is permittedsubject to some withholding F. THIN CAPITALIZATION

of part of therefund. U.K. domestic law Sec. 209 Income and Corporation
On a technical level, I am inclined to support the views Taxes Act 1988 includes provisions whereby interest

of the appellant. It seems that a contrarydecision may paid by a U.K. company to a non-residentcompany is

well have been met by legislative action, since it is treated as a distribution and therefore subject to the

understood that in relation to the United States alone, ACT rules if the U.K. resident company is a 75%

claims for repaymentof tax withheldwould exceed £ 1 subsidiary of the non-resident company or both are

75% subsidiaries of another company. These rules dobillion.
not apply where the third company is a U.K. company

UnionTexasdid, however,win on an entirelyseparate and 90% or more of the share capital of the paying
and subsidiary point relating to the mechanics of cal- company is owned by a U.K. resident company.
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Certain other interest payments may similarly be However, in the case of a dividendpaid by a company
treated as dividends, for example where the interest resident in Canada to a companyresidentin the United
varies with the profits of the company and is paid at a Kingdom and which controls directly or indirectly at
rate in excess Dfa reasonablecommercial return. least 10% of the voting power of the Canadian com-

the credit takes into account underlying corpo-These rules are overridden by Art. 11(9) which re- pany,

quires such rules not to require interest payments to
rate tax in respectof profits out of which dividendsare

be treated as a distribution. In relation to interestpaid paid in addition to the direct tax credit.

by U.K. companies, the treaty protection .does not An important ssue arose recently in the case of Col-
apply where the recipient is a Canadian resident com- lardv. Miningand IndustrialHoldingsLtd. 2 in connec-

pany of which more than 50% of the voting oower is tion with the inter-relationship between the foreign
controlled directly or indirectly by U.K. resicents. tax credit provisions of the treaty and the advance

corporation tax credit. In that case, the Revenue ar-

G. CAPITAL GAINS gued that the foreign tax credit was only available as

a deduction after ACT had been taken into account.
The Second Protocol substituted new and detailed ACT then had to be spread ratably across the com-
rules relating to the taxation of capital gains. Under pany's income. The Court, however, held fhat the.
U.K. domestic law, individuals who are not resident entitled to make deduction for the
or ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom are only company was a

foreign tax credit before it made a set-off for corpora-
subject to tax on capital gains derived from assets tion tax in computing the amountof its liability. It was
situated in the United Kingdom. The new rules only then entitled to allocate ACT as it saw fit.
have the following very limited application: first,
where the assets relate to a trade carried on through a It might also be noted that the Treaty only refers to

branch or agency in the United Kingdom; second, tax payable under the laws of Canada and in accord-
where the assets representexplorationor exploitation ance with the Treaty. No reference is therefore made

rights in relation to certain mineral resources within to provincial taxation. The Board of Inland Revenue
the United Kingdom or U.K. offshore areas, shares has, however, examined a number of foreign taxes to

(other than those quoted on a recognized stock ex. see whether or not they qualify for double taxation

change) deriving the greater part of the value from credit relief under the terms of a treaty or under U.K.
such exploration or exploitation rights, finally, gains domestic law. Admissible taxes include generallypro-
arising from the disposal of interests in land in the vincial mining taxes and logging tax. Inadmissible
United Kingdom again are taxed as income under taxes include the Federal (now repealed) petroleum
U.K. anti-avoidance provisions relating to artificial and gas revenue taxes on capital taxes based on a

transactions in land. percentage of premiums received by insurance com-

panies at the provincial level and mining tax levied
Generally, disposals of such assets are not protected under the Alberta Freehold Mineral Taxation Act
from taxation in the handsofCanadianresidentsunder 1973. Similarly, the Alberta oil and gas conservation
the Treaty. Perhaps the only limited protection is in tax is inadmissible.
relation to shares of resource companies where the
Canadian resident shareholderowns less than 10% of I. TREATY SHOPPING
each class of shares in the company. Such shareholders
would not be subject to tax in accordance with Art. The dividend, interest and royalty provisions of the
13(6) of the treaty. Treaty contained the normal OECD wording in rela-

Lookingto the future it may well be that the provisions tion to beneficialownership as a qualificationfor enti-
of Art. 13(9), which were introduced in order to pro- tlement to Treaty benefits. This is somewhatnarrowly
tect Canada's right to departure tax from former resi. construed in the United Kingdomand is considered to

dents, may well apply to U.K. companies ceasing to refer merely to beneficialas opposed to normalowner-

be resident after 15 March 1988. ship of the asset in question.
The Second Protocol, which introduced a 10% rate of

H. ELIMINATIONOF DOUBLE TAXATION withholding on interest and royalties that are subject
Art. 21(2) provides that credit is to be allowed against

to U.K. tax, as well as the provisions for refund of
ACT in relation to dividends have removed consider-

United Kingdom tax payable. Tax payable under the
ably any incentive for treaty shopping by Canadian

laws of Canadaand in accordancewith the Treatywith

respect to profits, income or chargeable gains from nvestors. Although dividends in relation to direct in-

sources within Canada is allowed as a credit against
vestmentare subjectto a 10% withholdingafter refund
of halfACT (as opposed to 5% under treatieswith the

any United Kingdom tax computed by reference to Netherlands and United States). However, since the
those same profits by reference to which the Canadian

renegotiation of the Canada-NetherlandsTreaty to
tax is computed. It should therefore be noted that the introduce overall 10% rate of withholding divi-
credit is only available to income from Canadian an on

dends distributed by Dutch companies to Canada,
sources. Furthermore, in the case of the dividend un- makes the insertion of a Dutch holding company to
derlyingcorporate tax payable in respectof the profits
out of which the dividend is paid, is excludedfrom the own a U.K. subsidiary unattractive.

credit. 2. 1986 BTC 188.
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The Canadian Approach To my mind the Commissioners were entitled to see

these people as they really are, prospectorsdigging for

to Anti-Avoidance wealth in the subterranean passages of the Revenue,
searching for tax repayments.5

Provisions We were asked, what is this if it were not trading If I
had to give any answer, I would call it a cheap exercise

Background to the New in fiscal conjuringand bookkeepingphantasy, involving
a gross abuse of the Companies' Act and having as its

Anti-AvoidanceRule unworthy object the extraction from the Exchequerof
an enormous sum which the appellant had never paid
in tax and to which he had no shadow of a right what-

David A. Ward* soever.6

This U.K. procedure of appealing by way of stated

To understand differencesbetween the Canadian and case has been criticized.

British judicial approaches to tax avoidance, the dif- (The procedure) creates injustice by denying the right
ferences in tax appeal procedures are important. of appeal on an issue of fact. Here in Great Britain in

the twentieth century is a system of taxes where the
Tax appeals in Canada proceed, like any other litiga- State assesses the liabilityof the citizen by estimate and
tion, before a trial court which renders the decision at provides an appeal only to a court, staffed by amateurs
first instance. Either party may appeal to the Federal or by State functionaries, that meets in secret, and
Court of Appeal and with leave to the Supreme Court whose factual findings are not subject to judicial review
of Canada. Appealsare not by stated case; rather they .... Injustice often occurs, and would be more frequent
are conducted on the same basis as other litigation. but for the care and objectivityusually displayedby the

The appellant urges the Appellate Court to reverse Commissioners.

the decision of the trial judge on matters of law, or, The stated case has survived so long, in spite of its clear
sometimes, by reversing the findings of fact. injustice in many cases, because it suits so manyof those

Because appeals to the Appellate Court are not by engaged in appeals. It is irksome for the Commissioners
and for the advocates to have to reveal to the gaze of

way of stated case in Canada, the Appellate Courts the judges ther notes of evidence: failure to weigh
have more easily been able to deal with tax avoidance evidence and poor advocacyare both covered up by the
cases by dealingwith findingsof fact without the neces- stated case. An appeal on fact can be wearisome and

sity of establishingnew principles of law. embarrassing.7
(I)t is the duty of the Court to carefullyscrutinizeevery- It is suggested that because the Canadian courts have
thing that a taxpayer has done to insure that everything been able to deal with facts as well as with law in tax
which appears to have been done, in fact, has been done litigation, not only at the trial level but on appeals,
in accordancewith applicable law. It is not sufficient to Canadian judges have been less constrained than their
employ devices to achieve the desired result without English brethren in dealing with the most extravagantinsuring that those devices are not simply cosmetically of the abuse cases. The aggressive tax planner in Can-
correct, that is, correct in form, but, in fact, are in all
respects legally correct, real transactions. If this Court, ada has often, although not always, come to grief
or any other Court, were to fail to carry out its elemen- because judges, in tax avoidance cases, have been

tary duty to examine with care all aspectsof the transac- willing to make findingsof fact adverse to the taxpayer
tions in issue, it would not only be derelict in carrying if there is any evidence to support such facts, or if such
out its judicial duties, but in its duty to the public at facts can be inferred in any way from evidence given.
large.2 Sometimes it has been said that the smell test is
In a case of this kind, where it is acknowledged that applied to tax avoidance cases in Canada. Examples
what is sought by a certain course of action is a tax include the following cases:

,

advantage, it is the duty of the Court to examine all of
the evidence relating to the transaction in order to

satisfy itself that what was done resulted in a valid,
completed transaction.3 Partner, Davies, Ward & Beck.

It does not seem to be in doubt that the reason for the 1. At present this can, at the election of the taxpayer, be before the Tax

Court or the Federal Court-Trial Division. Appeals from the Tax Court
scheme... was to achieve tax advantages . While this the Federal Court-Trial Division and are tried de novo. Tax trials inare to
does not affect the result actually achieved by what was the Federal Court-Trial Division are to be abolished.
done, it does, n my view, warrant a very careful ap- 2 Atinco Paper Products Ltd. v. TheQueen, (1978) CanadianTax Cases

praisal of the evidence when consideringwhether what ('C.T.C.) 566, Federal Court of Appeal, 78 Dominion Tax Cases

wasprojectedwith that end in view was actuallycarried (D.T.C.)6387.
out.- 3. The Queen v. Daly, (1981) C.T.C. 270, Federal Court of Appeal, 81

D.T.C. 5197.
This Canadian approachshould be contrastedwith the 4 A. Rose v. M.N.R., C.T.C. 74, Federal Court of Appeal, 73 D.T.C.
United Kingdom practice in which the Commissioners 5083 (1973).
are the sole finders of fact. In some cases, judges 5. Griffths v. J.P. Harrison Ltd., (1962) 1 All England Reports (All

hearing appeals seem to have attempted to encourage
E.R.) 909, per Lord Denning (dissenting) at 918 (HL).
6. Johnson v. Jewitt (1961), 40 Tax Cases (T.C.) 231 per Donovan,

the Commissionersgenerally to be more aggressive in L.J. 225 (Court of Appeal).
their findings in tax schemes: 7. D.C. Potter Tax Appeals, (1970) British Tax Review38 at 41.
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(a) A. Rose v. M.N.R.:s The Court of Appeal found a proposition that a transactionmay be disregarded for
facts to be different than those assumed by the tax purposessolely on the basis that it was entred into
trial judge in a tax avoidancecase, which led to the by a taxpayer without an independent or bona fide
defeat of the tax plan. business purpose.

(b) Smythev. M.N.R. :9 The SupremeCourtofCanada In M.N.R.v. Leont8, Heald, J. had said:
found, as a fact, that assets of a corporation had It is the agreement or transaction in question to which
been distributedor appropriatedto the sharehold- the court must look. If the agreement or transaction
ers on the winding-up, discontinuance or re-or- lacks a bona fide purpose, it is a sham.
ganization of its business (and they were deemed
to receive a dividend) where a corporationsold its In dealing with the Leon case in the later appeal of

Stubart Investment Ltd. v. The Queen9, Estey, J. forbusiness for cash and concurrently the sharehold-
ers sold their shares to dividend strippers for the the Supreme Court said:

same amount, less a 5% discount. The statement of Heald, J., supra, was not essential to
the conclusion reached by the court The Federal

(c) Richardson Terminals v. M.N. R.:10 The purported
....

Court, in enunciating the rule, supra, cut across the
transfer of a business to an affiliated loss corpora- United States bona fide business purpose principle
tion in order to absorb the losses was found, as a which sharply distinguishesbetween transactionswhich
matter of fact, not to have taken place. fail because they are shams in the sense of the decep-

an
(d) Susan Hosiery Limited v. M.N.R.11 and Westhill tion, and those which fail because they lack indepen-

dent business purpose.Redevelopment Co. Ltd. v. M.N.R.:2 The court
held that deductions claimed for subStantial pay- The landmarkStubartcase did, however, indicate that
ments made into pension plans which were im- the Canadian courts would come to the same conclu-

rnediatelywound up and distributedto the officers sions (perhaps by different routes) that the House of
of the company who then re-lent the funds to the Lords did in the Ramsay, Burmah Oil and Dawson

2o In considering these 3 English Estey, J.company failed on the evidence that there was no cases. cases,
bona fide employees' pension plan created or es- indicated that there is a much more flexible Canadian
tablished for income tax purposes. approach in dealing with tax avoidance cases, in part

because of an ability to deal with findingsof fact in tax
(e) Produits L.D.G. Products Inc. v. The Queen:13

appeals, and in part, because Canadian courts do not
Here the court reversed the trial judge and found now follow the English courts in strictly construinga pension plan was not a sham (and could not be taxing statutes, but seek to find their object and
ignored therefore for tax purposes) because al- spirit.though the funds paid into the plan were repaid to
the employer corporation on the issuance of pre- In dealing with the Ramsay case, he said:
ferred shares to the plan, the plan, unlike those in (T)he momentarytheoreticalexistenceofan accountingthe Susan HosieryandtheWesthillRedevelopment quantity which does not survive the whole transaction
cases, continued to exist. has no existence in the taxing process. It may be that a

(f) Atinco Paper Products Ltd. v. The Queen:14The fleeting existence is reality in the discipline of particle
physics but not in the law of taxation unless it is specifi-court found that transactionshad been imperfectly cally so enacted.

carried out in law and their intended tax avoidance
effect therefore failed. In dealing with the Burmah Oil case he said:

(g) Dominion Bridge Co. v. The Queen:15 The court, There are features about that case and.its disposition
affirmed on appeal, held that an offshore sub- that must be noted when considering its application in

our law. The transaction created an accounting resultsidiary through which reinvoicing profits were which was then applied to reduce taxes otherwise exi-made is not in fact conductingits own business but gible. The taxpayer did more than rearrange its affairs
rather part of its parntcorporation'sbusiness and to avail itself of the statutory tax allowance. It was not,
the profits were therefore those of the parent, the in my view, the non-arm's length ideas radiating out of
Canadian taxpayer.

8. See footnote 4.
(h) Massey-Ferguson v. The Queen:16 The Appellate 9. (1969) C.T.C. 558, 69 D.T.C. 5381.

Court, reversing the trial judge's decision, found 10. (1971) C.T.C. 42 (Ex. Ct.), 71 D.T.C. 5028, affirmed (1972) C.T.C.
that the taxpayer had correctly carried out its in- 528 (S.C.C.), 72 D.T.C. 6431.

tended tax avoidance transaction, and so was enti- 11. (1969) C.T.C. 533 (Ex. Ct.), 69 D.T.C. 5346.

tled to the relief claimed. 12. (1969) C.T.C. 581 (Ex. Ct.), 69 D.T.C. 5385.
13. (1976) C.T.C. 591 (F.C.A.), 76 D.T.C. 6344.

After some initial flirting by lower courts with a broad 14. (1978) C.T.C. 566 (F.C.A.), 78 D.T.C. 6387.
15. (1975) C.T.C. 263 (F.C.T.D.), 75 D.T.C. 5150, affirmed (1977)business purpose test and its extended concept of a C.T.C. 554 (F.C.A.), 77 D.T.C. 5367.

sham, the SupremeCourt of Canada like the House 16. (1977) C.T.C. 6 (F.C.A.), 77 D.T.C. 5013.
of Lords (in Craven v. White)17 has rejected the use of 17. (1988) Simon's Tax Cases 476.

this techniquefor strikingdown tax avoidance transac- 18. (1976) C.T.C. 532, (F.C.A.), 76 D.T.C. 6229.

tions. The test urged by the Revenue, as formulated 19. (1984) C.T.C. 294 (SCC), 84 D.T.C. 6305.
20 Ramsay (W.T.) Limited v. IRC, (1981) 54 Tax Cases 101; IRC v.

in the Stubart case (which is the same as urged by the Burmah Oil Company Limited, (1982) 54 Tax Cases 200; and Furniss v.

Revenue in Craven v. White) was: Dawson, (1984) 55 Tax Cases 324.
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the central control of the corporate group that were business purpose test as urged on the courts by the
fatal. It was the syntheticnatureof the gan and the loss Revenuen Stubartand in Craven. It is a fair question,which rendered it unrecognizable in the eyes of the therefore, to ask, in the end, whether new Sec. 245,taxation program adopted by the legislature. adds very much to Guideline3 and, in particular,3(c)

In dealing with the Dawson case he said: Although the concept of abuse of law is a continental

The taxpayers, in the simplest analysis of this plan, had
or civil law concept, not a common law concept, it
would appear that to make a finding that there hasmerely established the new company to perform as

agent for the taxpayers the sale agreement already been a misuse of the provisionsof the Act or an abuse
reached between the taxpayer and the purchaser. having regard to the provisionsof the Act (the essence

of the new Statutory rule), one must find that the facts
The judicially pronounced summary of the rules in would also fall within Guideline 3, presumably most
Cariada for dealing with tax avoidance cases was set often Guideline 3(c). In other words, a court must
out by Estey, J. in the Stubart case as follows: look to the legislative intent or the object and

(1) Where the facts reveal no bona fide businesspur- spirit of the Act, before it could find an abuse or a

pose to the transaction, section 137 [which deals misuse as contemplatedby new Sec. 245. The ques-
with expenditures that 'unduly or artificially' re- tion is: is there any real difference between the appli-
duce income] may be found to be applicable de- cation of the judicial rule and the statutory rule
pending upon all the circumstancesof the case.

(2) In those circumstanceswhere section 137 does not The general anti-avoidance rule seems to have been
apply, the older rule of strict constructionof a tax- put in place in Canada because of a failure in the
ing statute, as modified by the courts in recent Departments of Finance, Justice and National Reve-
years, prevails but will not assist the taxpayer nue to understand the recent British and Canadian
where: (a) the transaction is legally ineffective or jurisprudence.incompleteor, (b) the transaction is a sham within
the classical definition. Early in the process, the Governmentseemed to think

(3) Moreover, the formal validity of the transaction Canada had no jurisprudentialanti-avoidancerules.
may also be insufficient where:

What led the Government to propose a general anti-(a) the settingand the Act of the allowance,deduc-
ton or benefit sought to be gained clearly indicates avoidance rule Within the Canadian commercial com-

a legislative intent to restrict such benefits to rights munity there has developeda profusionof sophisticated
tax-motivated strategies involving various technicalaccrued prior to the establishmentof the arrange- provisions that yield unintended and significant tax ad-ment adopted by a taxpayer purely for tax pur- vantages. The Governmentis concerned that without a

poses; rule which can counteract these arrangements, which(b) the provisions of the Act necessarily relate to erode the tax base and bring the tax syster into disre-an identified business function. This idea has been
expressed in articles on the subject in the United pute, the objectives of tax reform will not be achieved

States: ... The new direction in dealing with tax avoidance

'The business purpose doctrine is an appropriate signalled by the White Paper stems from a number of

tool for testing the tax effectivenessof a transac-
recent events, including the decision of the Supreme
Court in the Stubart case.22tion, where the language, nature and purposeof

the provision of the tax law under construction Later it was said that the English and United States
indicate a function, pattern and design charac- rules were the same, and Canada had no such rules:
teristic solely of business transactions';

(c) the 'object and spirit' of the allowanceor bene- The Department also believed that the new general
fit provision is defeated by the proceduresblatantly anti-avoidancerule was requiredbecause the guidelines
adopted by the taxpayers to synthesize a loss, delay set out by Mr. Justice Estey in the Stubartcase were not
or other tax saving device, although those actions founded on a business purpose test. Mr. Allan Short,
may not attain the heights of 'artificiality' in section General Director, Legislation (Department of Fi-
137. This may be illustrated where the taxpayer, in nance), said:
order to qualify for an 'allowance'; or a 'benefit', 'What we are attemptingto do is by legislationensuretakes steps which the terms of the allowance provi- that the business purpose test which really is the
sions of the Act may, when taken in isolation and same in the United States as in the United Kingdomread narrowly, be stretched to support. However, will apply in Canada so that a transaction that has no
when the allowance provision is read in the context

purpose other than a tax avoidance purpose will not
of the whole statute, and with the'objectand spirit' be recognized.'23and purpose of the allowance provision in mind,
the accounting result produced by the taxpayer's Finally, after criticism from the tax community, the
actions would not, by itself, avail him of the benefit Government seemed to admit that Canadian courts
of the allowance.2t had developed anti-avoidance rules, but the problem

Canada's proposed new anti-avoidancerule, Sec. 245,
is not to apply to a transactionwhere it may reasona-

bly be considered that the transactionwould not result 21. It is interesting how close Mr. Justice Estey's Guideline 3 is to the
v.

directly or indirectly in a misuse of the provisions of analysis of the Furniss Dawson New Approach, by Lord Oliver of
Aylmerton n Craven v. White.

(the) Act or an abuse having regard to the provisions 22. David A. Dodge, Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance, at the 1987
of (the) Act... read as a whole. British Columbia Tax Conference, September 1987.

23. Report, House of CommonsCommittee,on the White Paper on Tax
Therefore, the new section is much narrower than the Reform Stage I, November 1987.
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was that aggressive tax advisors had not understood not approved this trend.25 As the recent appeal in The
them accurately. Queen v. Bronfman Trust26 shows, when the courts

(T)hevolumeof tax-motivatedstrategiesthat have been have no access to such sources, guesses as to legislative
marketed after Stubart suggests that the message in ntent can be very far off the mark:
Stubart has not been clearly understood or that the Parliamentcreated Sec. 20(1)(c)(i) [the provision deal-
proposed test has not been as effective as it appeared ing with interest deductions] and made it operate not-
that it would be... Guideline 3(c) of Stubartspecifically withstanding Sec. 18(1)(b), in order to encourage the
refers to 'proceduresblatantly adopted by the taxpayer accumulation of capital which would produce taxable
to synthesize a loss' as one of the cases where the spirit income.
and object of a provision are defeated and where the
taxpayer should not be able to avail himself of the With respect, an examination of Hansard at pages
benefit or allowance. Yet a numberof tax practitioners 4,492-4,508 shows no such intention.
have obviously considered that the test proposd in
Stubartis not sufficientto curtail thisparticularabuse.24

Whether one deals with Guideline 3(c) or the general
anti-avoidance rule, the real question, as an editor of 24. David A. Dodge, A New and More Coherent Approach to Tax
the British Tax Review said in reviewing 2 recent re- Avoidance, CanadianTax Journal, January-February1988 at 17.

ports on the New Approach, is: How do we ensure 25. See Lor-West Contracting Ltd. v. The Queen, (1985) 2 C.T.C. 79

that judges get the intentions of Parliamentright (F.C.A.), 85 D.T.C. 5310; Canterra Energy Ltd. v. The Queen, (1985) 1
C.T.C. 329 (F.C.T.D.), 85 D.T.C. 525; A.G.v. Reader's Digest Associa-

In all or almost all countries which have the abuse tion, (1961) C.T.C. 530 (S.C.C.),61D.T.C. 1273 and MorguardProperties

concept (including the United States) there is no Han- Ltd. v. Winnipeg, (1983) 2 SupremeCourtReports (S.C.R.)493.However,

sard Rule to restrict the court from using all tools inThe Queen v. Vasil (1981) 1 S.C.R. 469, Lamer, J., although comment-

ing that reference to Hansard is not usually available, did refer to it to learn
available to find the intent of the statute. whether the adoption by Canada in the CriminalCode ofvarious provisions

in the English Draft Code of 1878 was based on reasons advanced by an
Some judges in Canada seem to be moving away from English Royal Commission.
the Hansard Rule, although the Supreme Court has 26. 87 D.T.C. 5059 (S.C.C.)
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The Canadian Approach nues were projectedat CS 103.3 billion and expen-
ditures of CS 132.3 billion): this was consideredan

to Combat unacceptable drain on revenues. Specific anti-
avoidance rules and GAAR are intended to limit

Tax Avoidance
access to those and other deductions.

The Early Aftermath II. WHY THE PERCEIVED NEED FOR A
BROADER GENERAL
ANTI-AVOIDANCERULE

Howard J. Kellough*
Existinggeneral and specificanti-avoidanceprovi--

sions were ineffective in combating tax avoidance
which was viewed as comprisingan ever-increasing

I. BACKGROUND of tax avoidance schemes.array
Existing judicial doctrines were considered inef--

There is no apparent single event or clear progression fective.
of calculatedsteps that can be pinpointed as leading to - The Stubart Investments Limited case was viewed
the introduction of Canada's general anti-avoidance as having rejected the notion of a general business
rule (GAAR). It seems to have developed over the purpose test.
last few years and dawned on Departmentof Finance - The judicial developmentsin the United Kingdom
officials as an idea whose time had come. There are, (Furniss v. Dawson3 and the long-standing U.S.
it is suggested, a few events which in hindsight helped business purpose test arising from Helvering v.

plant the seeds for what has grown and become known Gregory4 gave support to introducesimilar tests in
as GAAR: Canada. Canada was seen as fiscally underde-

Federal Budget of 12 November 1981: some signs veloped in light of the developmentsin other coun-
-

of things to come. A Department of Finance tries.

bureaucracyout of control.
Severe economic decline starting in 1981-82: this-

seerned to encourage tax related entrepreneur- III. WHY THE STATUTORYAPPROACH

ship.
Scientific research tax credit applicable after Sep- was to

- The Government unwilling let the law develop
tember, 1983: a Governmentfiasco whichwas used judicially (alongwith basic amendmentsto the existing
to supportan aggressiveanti-avoidancetax policy. general anti-avoidance rule) through a more aggres-
Federal Budget of 23 May 1985: the beginning of- sive litigation of perceived avoidance transactons.

the level playing field notion. This process was believed to be too slow, uncertain
Announcementof tax reform in 1986 and the need aggres-- and probably (most of all) inadequate to tame

to act quickly following dramatic changes an- sive tax advisors. Support for the legislative approach
nounced in the United States: the necessity to was taken from papers such as the study by the Reve-

lower rates in line with the United States acceler- nue Law Committeeof The Law Society in the United
ated the level playing field notion which included Kingdom, Tax Law in the Melting Pot.
as part of the package a revenue-generatinggener- An article by Peter Millett, ArtificialTax Avoidanceal anti-avoidancerule.

The English and American Approach5 was handedDecline in corporate revenues for 1985-86 of
-

-

CS 1.2 billion below Budget (actual corporate in- out to members of the Canadian Bar Association/Ca-
nadian Institute of CharteredAccountantsJoint Com-

come tax revenue was CS 9.210 billion for 1985-
86): Government said this decline was mainly due mittee on Taxation by a senior official of the Depart-
to the unexpectedly large applicationof loss carry-

ment of Finance as support for the Government'spro-
forwards. posal (at the time) for the adoption of a general busi-

In 1986, the Departmentof Finnce estimated the ness purpose test. In his article Millett, of course,
-

tax overhan , (the tax value of unused losses and expressly opposes the codification of a business pur-

credits) at Cf 18.5 billion as at 1982 and likely at pose test. He thinks it should be left as judge-made
CS 25.0 + billion at 1986 (1988-89 budgetary reve- law, the great advantage of which, he says, is that it

is based on principle, and unlike statute law, cannot
be undermined by microscopic examination in the
search for loopholes. He might also have added that,

* Mawhinney & Kellough, Barristers and Solicitors, Vancouver, unlike statute law, it is easier mould in order toto
Canada. avoid untoward results.
1. Editor's note: This phrase basically refers to a system in which all tax

distortions are removed. Support for Millet's position can be found in Lord
2. 84 DominionTax Cases (D.T.C.) 6305 (SCC) Scarman's speech in Furniss v. Dawson where he of-
3 (1984) 1 All England Reports (All E.R.) 530 (H.L.) fered thoughts where the U.K.4. 69 Fed. 2d 809 (2d. Cir. 1945), affd, by the Supreme Court, 293 some as to step transac-

United States 465 (1935). ton doctrine might be headed. He stated:
5. No. 6 British Tax Review (1986) at 327-39. The Law will develop from case to case. Lord Wilber-
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force in [Ramsay's case] referred to 'the emergingprin- - other than to obtain the tax benefitciple' of the law. What has been established with cer- (b) that is part of a series of transactions etc.taintyby the House in Ramsay'scase is that the determi-
.... ,

nation of what does, and what does not, constitute 2. Tax Benefits (Sec. 245(1)) means a reduction,
unacceptable tax evasion is a subject suited to develop- avoidance or deferral of tax or other amount pay-ment by judicial process. The best chart that we have able under the Income Tax Act (ITA), or an
for the way forward appears to me, with great respect increase in a refund of tax or other amount.
to all engaged on the mappingprocess, to be the words
of Lord Diplock in [the Burmah Oil case] which my
noble and learned friend Lord Brightmanquotes in his
speech. These words leave space in the law for the 6. Editor's note: For a discussionof the Dawsonprinciple, see The Grin
principle enunciated by Lord Tomlin [the Duke of of the Cheshire Cat in Alice, 23 European Taxation 9 (1983) at 302 and
Westminster'scase] that every man is entitled if he can Wiping the Grin Off the Cheshire Cat's Face, 24 EuropeanTaxation 4
to order his affairs so as to diminish the burden of tax. (1984) at 134.
The limits within which this principle is to operate re- 7. See pages 1 and 2 of the Committee Study.
main to be probed and determined judicially. Difficult 8 New Sec. 245 reads as follows:

though the task may be for judges, it is one which is (1) In this section and in subsection 152(1.11),
tax benefit means a reduction, avoidance or deferral of tax or otherbeyond the blunt instrumentof legislation. Whatever a amount payable under this Act or an increase in a refund of tax or otherstatute may provide, it has to be interpretedand applied amount under this Act;

by the courts; and ultimately it will prove to be in this tax consequences to a person means the amount of income, taxable
area of judge-made law that our elusive journey's end income, or taxable income earned in Canada of, tax or other amount
will be found. payable by, or refundable to the person under this Act, or any other

amount that is relevant for the purposes of computing that amount;The study by the Revenue Law Committee of the transaction includes an arrangementor event.
U.K. Law Society recommended a statutory rule to (2) Where a transaction is an avoidance transaction, the tax conse-

replace the Dawson principle6 with such modification quences to a person shall be determined as is reasonable in the cir-

as Parliament may think fit. The Committee's objec-
cumstances in order to deny a tax benefit that, but for this section, would
result, directly or indirectly, from that transaction or from a series oftions to the Dawson principle were based upon its transactions that includes that transaction.

unpredictableoperation, the open acknowledgements (3) An avoidance transaction means any transaction

by theirLordshipsthat the principlewill be developed (a) that, but for this section, would result, directly or indirectly, in a tax

further by judicial decision, and the constitutionalob- benefit, unless the transaction may reasonably be considered to have
been undertaking or arranged primarily for bona fide purposes otherjections posed by their Lordships embarking on judi- than to obtain the tax benefit; or

cial lawmaking in an area of law which is the creature (b) that is part of a series of transactions, which series, but for this
of statutes.'7 The Departmentof Finance took refuge section, would result, directly or indirectly, in a tax benefit, unless the
in the fact that they were in the shadow of such an transaction may reasonably be considered to have been undertaken or

esteemed body which advocated a similar approach to arranged primarily for bona fide purposes other than to obtain the tax
benefit.

combat tax avoidance. However, they did not heed (4) For greater certainty, Subsection (2) does not apply to a transaction
the Law Society's caution not to enact an anti-avoid- where it may reasonably be considered that the transaction would not
ance provision that was framed in the widest possible result directly or indirectly in a misuse of the provisions of this Act or

terms. an abuse having regard to the provisions of this Act, other than this
section read as a whole.

The Canadian approach to combat tax avoidance (5) Without restricting the generality of Subsection (2),
through legislation is an indication of the extraordi- (a) any deduction in computingincome, taxable income, taxable income

earned in Canada or tax payable or any part thereof may be allowed or

nary degree to which legislationcan be misshaped into disallowed in whole or in part,
a blunt instrument (see below). (b) any such deduction, any income, loss or other amount or part

Quaere: Would the U.K. Revenue Law Committee
thereof may be allocated to any person,
(c) the'natureof any paymentor other amount may be recharacterized,

advocate the same approach in light of the and
limitations that appear to have been placed (d) the tax effects that would otherwise result from the application of

on the application of the Dawson principle other provisions of this Act may be ignored, in determining the tax

by the House of Lords in Craven H.M.I.T. consequences to a person as is reasonable in the circumstancesin order
to deny a tax benefit that would, but for this section, result, directly or

v. White; Baylis (I ofT) v. Gregory; and CIR indirectly, from an avoidance transaction.
v. Bowater Property Developments Ltd. and (6) Where with respect to a transaction
the Canadian legislative approach (a) a notice of assessment, reassessment or additional assessment in-

volving the application of Subsection (2) with respect to the transaction
has been sent to a person, or

IV. WHAT DOES THE CANADIAN RULE (b) a notice of determinationpursuant to Subsection 152(1.11) has been

CATCH8
sent to a person with respect to the transaction
any person (other than a person referred to in paragraph (a) or (b) shall
be entitled, within 180 days after the day of mailing of the notice, to

1. Avoidance transactions (Sec. 245(3)) mean any request the Minister to make an assessment, reassessmentor additional

transaction assessmentapplyingSubsection (2) or to make a determinationapplying
Subsection 152(1.11) with respect to that transaction.

(a) that would result in a tax benefit unless the (7) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Act, the tax conse-

transaction may quences to any person, following the application of this Section, shall

reasonablybe considered only be determined through a notice of assessment, reassessment,addi--

to have been undertakenor arranged tional assessment or determination pursuant to Subsection 152(1.11)-

primarily involving the application of this Section.
-

(8) Upon receipt of request by under Subsection (6), thea a person
for bona fide purposes Minister shall, with all due dispatch, consider the request, and

-
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Comment V. POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCESOF ENGAGING
IN AN AVOIDANCE TRANSACTIONAvoidance transactions ap ear to be defined exhaus-

tively; but see Sec. 245(4), discussed below, which
states that for greater certainty Sec. 245(2) does not 1. Chargng provision (Sec. 245(2))

apply to particular transactions. The implication is
that because transactions covered by Sec. 245(4) are

The tax consequences are to be determined as is

not caught by Sec. 245(2), these transactions are not reasonable in the circumstances in order to deny the
avoidance transactions. Clearly, transactions that tax benefit.

fall within both Subsecs. 245(3) and 245(4) will not be
avoidance transactions. Comment

The ambit or scope of Sec. 245 is restrictedonly by the
Quaere: Although it is implicit that transactions charging provision which requires the transacton to

coming within Sec. 245(4) are not avoid- be a defined avoidance transaction. No discretion can

ance transactions, is it because: be exercised by Revenue Canada authorities in raising
(a) Sec. 245(4) type transactions do not an assessment under Sec. 245 where the transaction

result in a tax benefit constitutes an avoidance transaction; a mandatoryde-
(b) Sec. 245(4) transactions meet the pur- termination must be made by Revenue Canada

pose test whenever a defined avoidance transaction exists.
(c) Some Sec. 245(4) transactions do not

result in a tax benefit and the rest meet Quaere: Should Revenue Canada be given a legisla-
the purpose test tive basis not to apply Sec. 245 notwithstand-

A transaction will not be considered an avoidance ing its technical applicationso that they have

transaction if there is no attendant tax benefit or if the a basis at law to apply administrativepolicy
purpose test is met. The Government announced
changes to the definitionof avoidancetransactionin 2. Determiningthe taxconsequences(Sec. 245(5))
its 16 December 1987 release. Prior to that change the
purpose test was restricted to transactions that could - deduction, etc. allowed or disallowed
reasonably be considered to have been carried out - deductions, losses, etc. may be allocated to any
primarily for bona fide business purposes. The person
change was made because of the restrictive nature of - recharacterization of any payment or other
a business purpose test which, strictly speaking, refers amount
to a businesscontext and that, consequently,transac- - ignore tax effects arising from other provisions
tions carried out in a non-businesscontext may fail the
business purpose test, even if they are carried out Comment
primarily for non-tax purposes.9 The Minister has wide latitude in the of thenature
The definition of avoidance transaction makes the reassessments issued where GAAR applies. A tax-

scope of GAAR extraordinarily wide. Few, if any, payer's liability can be determinedas is reasonable in
transactions will not have attendant tax benefits. All the circumstances in order to deny the tax benefits.
transactions with attendant tax benefits will be avoid- Among other things, the Minister may recharacterize
ance transactions unless the various above-notedsub- the offensive payments, deductions, etc. This could
jective/objective tests can be met or Sec. 245(4) is affect third parties to a transaction who would be
applicable. forced to request adjustmentsto their income tax posi-

tion.
(a) on the basis of that request and notwithstandingSubsection 152(4),
assess, reassess or make an additional assessment or determination The ExplanatoryNotes to Bill C-139 state that
pursuant to Subsection 152(1.11) with respect to that person, or

(b) reject the request and thereupon notify the person of his rejection Sec. 245(3) does not permit the 'recharacterization'of
by registered mail. a transactionfor the purposes of determining whether
(9) Paragraphs 56(1)(I) and 60(0) and Divisions I and J, as they relate or not it is an avoidance transaction. In other words, it
to an assessment or a reassessment and to assessing or reassessing tax, does not permit a transaction to be considered to be an
are applicable, with such modification as the circumstances require, to avoidance transaction because some alternative trans-
the rejection of a request made pursuant to Subsection (6) as if it were action that might have achieved an equivalent result
an assessment. would have resulted in arranging one's affairs so as to
(10) Subsection (1) is applicable with respect to transactions entered
into on or after the day on which this Act is assented to other than attract the least amount of tax - is a legitimate and

(a) transactions that are part of a series of transactions, determined accepted fact of Canadian tax law.
without reference to Subsection 248(10) of the said Act, commencing
before the day on which this Act is assented to and completed before

VI. APPEAL PROCEDURES1989, or

(b) any one or more transactions, one of which was entered into before
April 13, 1988, that were entered into by a taxpayer in the course of an Taxpayers assessed under GAAR will follow the nor-
arrangement and in respect of which the taxpayer received from the mal appeal procedures under the ITA. Taxpayerswill
department of National Revenue, before April 13, 1988, a confirmation be able to appeal the determination of the tax conse-
or opinion in writing with respect to the tax consequences thereof.

9 See David A. Dodge, A New and More Coherent Approach to Tax quences as well as the determinationthat the transac-
Avoidance, 36 CanadianTax Journal (Jan.-Feb. 1988) at I. tion in questionconstitutedan avoidance transaction.
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A third party who is affected by a recharacterization (5) Finally, all of the foregoingmust stand up to a test
of a transactionmay requestadjustmentsof a relieving of reasonableness.This may give RevenueCanada
nature with respect to the same transaction (Sec. some latitude in decidingwhat transactionsconsti-
245(6)). The request must be made within 180 days of tute avoidance transactions.
the notice sent to the primary taxpayer. It has been
assumed that the reassessmentwill always be brought The operation of the statutory step transaction test

to the timely attention of affected third parties. (Sec. 245(3)(b)) is described in the ExplanatoryNotes
as where a series of transactionswould result in a tax

benefit, that tax benefit will be denied unless the prim-
VII. ESCAPE HATCHES ary objective of each transaction in the series is to

achieve some legitimate non-tax purposes...eachstep
in such a series must be carried out primarily for bona

1. Avoidance transactiondefinition fide non-tax purposes.
The statutory definition of series of transactionsThe transaction must

reasonablybe considered under Sec. 248(10) of the ITA as includingany related
-

to have been undertaken or arranged primarily transactions or events in contemplation of the series
-

for bona fide purposes
to be much broader notion than the

- appears a pre-or-
dained series of transactions notion considered mostother than to obtain the tax benefit-

recently in the Craven v. White, etc. cases.

Comment
2. Misuse or abuse provision (Sec. 245(4))The transaction must be one undertaken or arranged

for purposesother than the attainmentof a tax benefit. for greater certainty-

Thus, it is not the result of the transactionthat matters Subsec. (2) does not apply to a transactionwhere-

(it may yield a tax benefit) but rather the purpose. it may reasonably be considered that the transac--

Satisfactory purposes would be those for business, tion would not result directly or indirectly in
family, investment and perhaps others.

a misuse of the provisionsof the ITA, or-

The argument has been put forward that the word - an abuse having regard to the provisions of the

purpose refers to the transaction in question and ITA read as a whole
would be determined in an objective manner by look-
ing at the facts, namely what the taxpayer did and the Comment

legal, commercial and tax results thereof.10
Revenue Canada and advisors bemany appear to

The counter-argumentis that transactionsdo not have looking only at Sec. 245(4) and asking whether the

purposes per se but instead 'purpose' connotes an particular transaction could be said to constitute a

intention by some person to achieve a result desired msuse or abuse. The balance of Sec. 245 seems to

by him. Thus, the taxpayer'smotive may come into have been forgotten.
question when determining the purpose. Even if Ar- The Department of Finance has been glib regardingnold's view is held to be the case, there are a number the application of Sec. 245(4) saying that in essence it
of difficult propositions to overcome regarding the iS nothing more than an analysis of the object and
purpose test. spirit of the provisions of the Act read as a whole in

(1) The determinationof the purpose refers to a point the context of each particular case13 as if it were a

n tme before the transaction is undertaken or routine matter.

arranged. The evidentiary problems may prove Sec. 245(4) raises at least 2 fundamental questions.difficult. A well-documentedtransaction is essen- First, at what stage in analyzing a transaction under
tial. Sec. 245 should Sec. 245(4) be considered Second,

(2) The taxpayer must prove a negative (other than does Sec. 245(4) in any way alter the accepted rules of
to obtain the tax benefit). The evidentiaryprob- statutory construction Sec. 245(4) would appear to
lems inherent in such tests have proven difficult for come into play only after a determination has been

taxpayers to overcomein other sectionsof the ITA made that a particular transaction is a defined avoid-

(e.g. Sec. 247(2)). ance transaction.

(3) The purpose must be bona fide. On balance, this Quaere: Does Sec. 245(4) create an alternative test

seems to require an objective determination and with regard to the definitionof an avoidance
means not fictitious or colourable, but real and transaction notwithstanding that it is pre-
genuine to all intents and purposes.12 However, it faced by the words for greater certainty
iS a further requirement the taxpayer must prove.

10. See Brian J. Arnold, In Praise of the Business Purpose Test, in

(4) The non-tax purposes must be the primary pur- Report of Proceedings of the Thirty-Ninth Tax Conference (Toronto:
poses. A weighingand balancingwill be necessary Canadian Tax Foundation, forthcoming).
where both tax and non-tax purposes are present

11. Lord Diplock in Sweet v. Parsley, (1909) I All E.R. 347 (HL)
12. See Lord Macnaghten in Attorney-Generalv. Richmond(Duke) No.

to determine the primary (more than 50%) pur- 1), (1909) Appeals Court 466 (HL)
poses. 13. See Dodge, supra
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which implies that the provision is simply to If these interpretiveproblems can be overcome, there

clarify what already has core meaning are a number of concerns that remain not the least of
which is the search for evidence of the misuse and

Whether Sec. 245(4) alters the accepted rules of statu- abuse .

tory construction is a subject beyond the scope of The Joint Committee on Taxation has recommended
these intendedbrief notes. The followingobservations that Sec. 245(4) be amended to require the Minister to
suggest, however, that there is either a resultingmod- establish the facts upon which it may reasonably be
ification of the existing rules of statutory construction considered that the transaction would result in a mis-
or the provision is incapable of being satisfied. use or abuse.

(1) The notions of misuse and abuse start from the
presumption that a transaction in question has VIII. ADMINISTRATIVEPRACTICES
been found to be an avoidance transaction
within the literal working or true meaningof the
ITA. 1. ExplanatoryNotes

(2) The process of defining the true meaning of a

word, phrase, etc. starts by recognizing that no An earlier version of GAAR contained Sec. 245(10)
word has an absolute and unchangeable meaning which provided: In interpretingthis section, recourse

in every context. A court must have regard to a may be had to any ExplanatoryNotes theretoprovided
number of factors such as dictionary definitions by the Ministerof Finance who shall cause such Notes
and the usual principlesof statutory interpretation to be published in the Canada Gazette forthwith on

such as expressio unius, noscitur a sociis or ejus- the coming into force of this section. Submissions
dem generis. were made by the Joint Committee on Taxation that

(3) The object and spirit test only has application at law the Notes would be of little value in assisting in
where there is an ambiguity. Where there is an the interpretation of GAAR. Indeed, Sec. 245(10)
ambiguity, one of the factors a court might look at gave a false sense of comfort to many who were quot-
in determining its true meaning is the object and ing the Notes as the proper interpretationof GAAR.

spirit of the provision in which that word is found. Sec. 245(10) has been deleted from Bill C-139.
However, the object and spirit is only one factor a

court would consider in finding the true meaning. 2. Commentsby Revenue Canada officials
(4) Assuming there is no ambiguity, the object and

spirit test will not have application. However. it Some very general and somewhat confusing state-
would appear that even in the absence of an am- ments have been made by Revenue Canada officials
biguitySec. 245(4) would apply and therebypoten-
tially lead to the alteration of a provision that has

as to the administrationof GAAR:

a clear and unequivocal meaning. -

(5) Even where there is an ambiguity, the object and (a) Deputy Minister April, 1988

spirit test is only one factora court may have regard - In normal circumstances where, for example, an

to in its interpretation. Moreover, in searching for individual transfers his business to a corporation
the object and spirit of a particular provision a primarily to obtain the small business deduction
court must have' regard to the actual words of a and expects to defer the recognitionof gains on the
rovision. The court is not entitled to determine property transferred, the transactionwould not be
or itself what it feels the object and spirit is with- a misuse of Subsec. 85(1) or an abuse of the Act

out having regard to the intentionof Parliamentas read as a whole.
it appears from the actual words used. It is for this - In summary, we do not perceive that this provision
reason that Parliamentarydebates are usually dis- will have a significant impact onouradministration

regarded in determining the object and spirit of a of the law except to the extent that transactions

particularprovision. yield tax advantagesunintended by Parliament.

(6) Because a transaction will have been determined - Revenue Canada will provide advance rulings on

to fall within the meaningof an avoidance transac- GAAR and is committed to release further infor-

tion, a court must decide what Parliament would mation prior to implementation.
have done had it not enacted the GAAR. This - In the longer term, afterexperienceis gained, Rev-
means that having concluded that a transaction enue Canadawill issue an InterpretationBulletin.
comes within the literal wording of the ITA (i.e.,
after considering its object and spirit) as an avoid- (b) Director General Rulings - June, 1988
ance transaction, the court must decide whether Examples given of transactions that may or may not
this is a transactionParliamentwould haveallowed be misuse or abuse of the ITA.
had Parliament realized such a transaction was

possible.
(7) This analysis is to venture into the hypothetical

and engage in a fictitioushunt for legislative intent
which, for other pur9oses, the Supreme Court of 14. See Dickson,J., in Regina in Right of Canada v. SaskatchewanHeat
Canada has rejectedt4 Pool, (1983) 3 W.W.R. 97.
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The United Kingdom aimed primarily at domestic transactions but which
may potentially affect international transactions.
Some notable examples include:

Approach to Anti-tax - Secs. 703-709 Income and CorporationTaxes Act
1988 relating to the cancellationof tax advantages

AvoidanceProvisions from certain transactionsand securities;
Sec. 775 Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988-

which seeks to tax as income capital sums derived
Stephen Edge* by individuals from the sale of rights to income

relating to their personal activities;
Sec. 776 Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988-

taxing as income certain capital gains arising from
THE GENERAL APPROACH TO COMBATING the disposalof land in the UnitedKingdom, includ-
TAX AVOIDANCE ing gains from certain share transactions;and

Sec. 125 Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1988-

disallowing a deduction for certain annual pay-General
ments made for non-taxable consideration.

The United Kingdom has not enacted any general Frequently particular anti-avoidance provisions may
anti-tax avoidancesection or other provisions in its tax potentially have a wider impact than appears to have
legislation. Further, under its general tax law there is been originally intended when they were introduced.
no generalprinciple that the substanceof a transaction A typical example is Sec. 125 Incomeand Corporation
should take precedence over its form. The principal Taxes Act 1988 which was introducedto counteractan

approach to anti-tax avoidanceprovisions in the Unit- artificial tax avoidancearrangementknown as the re-
ed Kingdom has proceeded primarily through the verse annuity scheme. However, it potentially has
enactmentof specific legislation to deal with particular much wider implicationsand it has been argued that it
loopholes or abuses. Since 1981, however, there have could operate to deny tax relief for certain payments
been important case law developments whereby cer- under currency and interest rate swaps and under cer-

tain types of anti-tax avoidance schemes have been tain royalty arrangements.
overturned by an approach which has ignored the ef-
fects of certain intermediate transactions undertaken Case law

solely for tax avoidance purposes. Traditionally, the United Kingdom courts have not
followed the approach adopted in certain other coun-

Statutoryanti-avoidanceprovisions tries of looking to the substance of the transaction
rather than its form. As a general principle, the form

Traditionally, tax avoidance in the United Kingdom of a transaction would be followed for taxation pur-
has been combated by enacting specific legislation to Poses unless the transactions are a sham. The leading
deal with particular abuses. Frequently such legisla- ase establishing this principle is IRC v. Duke of
tion is retroactive to the date on which it was an- Westminster.1 In this case, the Duke of Westminster
nounced and, in a fewrare cases, has even been retro- sought to obtain a deduction for wages paid to a gar-
spective to some earlier date. dener on his private estateby payinghim under a deed

of covenant. This turned what would have been non-Two of the most important statutory anti-avoidance deductible wages into what was then a deductible an-
provisions relating to international transactions are nual payment. An attempt by the Inland Revenue tothe controlled foreign company legislation and Secs. deny the deduction on the grounds that the payments765-767 of the Income and Corporation Taxes Act under the deed ofcovenantwere effectivelywages was
1988, which requires advance Treasury consent for refused.
certain share and loan transactions. Other important
anti-tax avidance legislation relating particularly to An importantmodificationof the form over substance
international transactions includes: principle has, however, appeared in a line of major

Scs. 739-746 Income and CorporationTaxes Act cases determined over the last 7 years in relation to-

1988 dealing with transfers of assets abroad by certain artificial tax avoidanceschemes. Very high tax
individuals (e.g. into offshore conpanies and rates in the late 1970s led to the proliferationof artifi-
offshore trusts); cial tax avoidance schemes which appeared to be de-
Sec. 15 Capital Gains Tax Act 1979 taxing indi- velopingfaster than the loopholestheywereexploiting-

viduals and certain closely-owned companies on could be plugged by specific anti-avoidance legisla-
capital gains arising through foreign companies; tion. Perhaps as a result of this, a far-reachingdecision
Secs. 757-760 Income and CorporationTaxes Act was made by the House of Lords (the highest court in-

1988 taxing gains arising from the disposal of in- the United Kingdom) in the case of Ramsay (W.T.)
terests in offshore funds as income; and Limited v. IRC.2 In this case, whilst the principles of
Secs. 770-774.Incomeand CorporationsTaxes Act-

1988 dealing with transfer pricing.
* Tax Partner, Slaughter & May.
1. (1936) 19 Tax Cases (T.C.) 490.

There are numerous anti-tax avoidance provisions 2. (1981) 54 T.C. 101.
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the Duke of Westminster case were affirmed, it was

neverthelessdecided that in relation to a wholly artifi-
cial tax avoidancescheme involving a series of circular
transactions which ended up with no material overall
cost (other than the fees to the scheme's organizers) SupplementaryService
but which appeared to produce a tax loss which the to EuropeanTaxation
taxpayer sought to offset against other gains, the
Courts could ignore intermediate transactions in the (13 binders)
scheme which had no business purpose other than tax
avoidance in order to overturn the scheme.

tax tables (corporations/individuals);full texts

Following the decision in the Ramsay case, there was (in English)ofdouble taxationtreatiessigned
a long debate as to how far the principlesstated in the byEuropeancountries;EC directiveson
case could be applied to other tax avoidance schemes taxation; OECDModelConventions;world-
or arrangements. At one extreme, certain tax inspec- widebibliographyof tax documentsand
tors appeared to argue that its principles could be

new

applied to attack all kinds of transactionsmotivatedby publications
tax avoidance. At the other extreme, argumentswere

put forward to try to limit its application to other updated12 timesperyear

artificial tax avoidance schemes of a circular nature.

The Inland Revenue successfully applied the Ramsay furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

principle in certain other cases decided by the House
of Lords, notably IRC v. Burmah Oil Company Li- InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation

mited3 and in Furniss v. Dawson.4The latter case dealt 1Ilr
P.O. Box 20237-1000HE Amsterdam

with a scheme common in the latter 1970s of seeking
I the Netherlands

to avoid capital gains tax on the sale of a company by Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnl

arranging the sale of the company first to an Isle of Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

Man (or other tax haven) company on a share-for-
share transaction in respect of which a roll-overof the
capital gain was then available. This case confirmed
the applicationof the Ramsayprinciple to non-circular (iii)that there was, at that time, no practical likelihood
transactions. that the pre-planned events would not take place

in the order ordained so that the intermediate
A very important series of cases on the Ramsay prin- transactionwas not even contemplatedpractically
ciple were decided only in July 1988 by the House of as having an independent life; and
Lords. These cases were Craven v. White, IRC v. (iv)thatthepre-ordainedeventsdid in facttakeplace.
Bowater Property Developments Limited, and Baylis
v. Gregory.s In these cases the House of Lords ap- It has been suggested by certain senior tax inspectors
peared to impose a clear limitation on the further from the Head Office TechnicalDivisionof the Inland

development of the Ramsay principle by deciding 3 Revenue that the Rarnsay principle might be applied
cases on tax avoidance schemes in favour of taxpayer to counteract interest and royalty conduit arrange-
(albeit in Craven v. White only by a 3-2 majority). ments utilizing finance and royalty companies located
These cases indicated that application of the Ramsay n countries with favourable double taxation treaties.

principle was confined to a series of transactionscon- However, following the Cravenv. White decision, this

tanng an intermediate transaction designed to avoid would be questionable in most situations.
tax where the following conditions were satisfied:
(i) the series of transactionswas, at the time the inter-

mediate transaction was entered into, pre-or-
dained in order to produce a given result; 3 (1982) 54 T.C. 200.

(ii) that the intermediatetransactionhad no other pur- 4. (1984) 55 T.C. 324.

pose than tax mitigation; 5. (1988) Simon's Tax Cases 476.
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U\--3 \G DOIV:

Secs. 765-767 and Controlled Foreign
CompaniesLegislation
N.J. Prentice*

Table of contents

I. SECS. 765-767 . SECS. 765 -767
A. Introduction

A. Introduction B. Original scope of provisions
C. 1988 modifications

Secs. 765-767 Income and Corporation Taxes Act D. Form of consent

(ICTA) 1988 (and its predecessor, Sec. 482 ICTA
E. Penalties

1970) were enacted at a time when there were ex- . CONTROLLEDFOREIGN COMPANIESLEGISLATION
change controls in the UnitedKingdombut no control- A. Introduction
led foreign companies legislation. The objectives of B. Charge to tax
the original legislationwouldappear to havebeen to: C. Dbfinition of a CFC

(i) prevent avoidance of U.K. direct taxation by the D. The 5 exemptions
mgraton of companies outside the scope of the E. Prevention of double taxation

U.K. legislation;
(ii) prevent the disguised emigration by transfer of APPENDICES

business activities from a U.K. resident company
A. General consents

to a non-U.K. resident person;
B. Excluded countries list

(iii) enable the Treasury to exercise a degree of control
over the issue or transfer of share capital and bor-
rowings of non-U.K. residentsubsidiariesof U.K. enabled the Treasury to monitor 4 specific kinds of

resident companies;
transactions:

(iv)ensure that the Inland Revenue had notice of any (1) for a body corporate resident in the United King-
loss of U.K. tax which might result from consent dom to cease to be so resident.
being granted; and For this purpose, the central management and con-

(v) enable the Treasury (acting on Inland Revenue trol test of resdence is applied and the provisions
advice) to impose conditions for the giving of con- apply to both U.K. and foreign-incorporated com-

sents such that loss of U.K. tax would be avoided panies. It should be noted that prior to 1988 there was

or reduced. no tax charge arising on emigration, although certain
anti-avoidanceprovisions might have applied in some

It is ironic that at the end of 1981 when the Inland
Revenue first publisheddraft ControlledForeign Cor- cases, notably Sec. 278 ICTA 1970 (company ceasing
poration (CFC) legislation and other proposals to

to be a member of a group);
counter international tax avoidance, the first draft (2) for the trade or busness or any part of the trade
clause included a provision to cause Sec. 482 to cease or business of a body corporate so resident to be
to have effect. At that time, the Inland Revenue's transferred from that body corporate to a person
view was noted as being that Section482 is inapprop- not so resident.
riate following the abolition of exchange control .... This provision is drawn widely and could include, for
but Section 482 should not be repealed unless there is example, the sale of a U.K. subsidiary by a U.K.
an effective definitionof company residence (and also holding company because, for this purpose, the hold-
measures to guard against avoidance through tax ing of investments is treated as a business;
haven subsidiaries). (3) for a body corporate so resident to cause or per-
However, we now have CFC legislation and a new mit a body corporate not so resident over which it

statutory incorporation test of residence but Sec. 482 has control to create or issue any shares or deben-
remains, as Secs. 765-767 ICTA 1978 on the statute tures.
book, albeit in a weakerformat followingmodification Control is defined as majority voting or other control
in 1988 and the publication of new blanket consents and includes indirect control so that all lower tier
for certain classes of transactions (see text below). foreign subsidiarieswould be under the control of the

ultimate U.K. parent. Debentureswould includemost
forms of indebtedness so that (3) would invariablyB. Original scope of provisions

As originallyenacted, these anti-avoidanceprovisions * Tax Partner, Arthur Andersen & Co., Reading.
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apply to any new finance (debt or equity) of an over- sented to (subject to certain prescribed conditions)
seas subsidiary;

i
enerally in relation to non-U.K. residentsubsidiaries:

(4) except for the purpose of enabling a person to be ) creation of new shares;
issue of shares shareholder in

qualified to act as a director, for a body corporate ) to same overseas

so resident to transfer to any person, or cause or country;
to a grouppermit to be transferred to any person, any shares (iii) issue of non-redeemable shares U.K.

or debentures of a body corporate not so resident (iv)issue
company;

of shares third existing share-
over which it has control, being shares or deben- to a party or

tureswhich it ownsor in which it has an interest. holders;
to party;This would apply to the sale of a foreign subsidiary or vi

(v) transfer of shares or debt a third
to party;to a reorganization of overseas subsidiaries. As an )sale of shares or debt a third and

to
example, the Inland Revenue have attempted to use vii)transferof shares or debt a company in the same

(4) to prevent U.K. multinationalsfrom organizingan
overseas country as the transferor.

overseas holding company (a mixer company) in
situations where there might have been an advantage E. Penalties
from the blendingof foreign tax rates for U.K. foreign
tax credit purposes. The prescribed transactionsare unlawfulwithout prior

Treasury consent and the criminal provisions are

exacted. A person who is guilty of an offence (whichC. 1988 modifications would include individualswho were party to the trans-

As noted above, the reasons for retentionof the provi- action) shall be liable on conviction or indictment:

sions after the abolition of U.K. exchange controls in (a) to imprisonment for not more than 2 years or to a

1979 (and the introductionof CFC legislation in 1984)
fine or both; and

reman unclear. Questions had also been raised about (b) when the person in question is a body corporate,
the incompatibility of the provisions with the Treaty

to a fine but not exceeding an amount equal to 3
times the tax payable during the 3 years im-of Rome as was examined in the Daily Mail case.
mediately before the offence.

In Finance Act 1988, which was enacted on 29 July In practice, because of the wide ranging of the1988, (1) and (2) above have been deleted from the scope

scope of the provisions ((3) and (4) having been left in provisions and their technical nature, many transac-

place without amendment) with effect from 15 March
tions occur without prior consent. In genuine cases,

1988. It should be noted, however, that the repeal of although there is no ability for the Treasury to allow a

these provisions is coincidentwith the introductionof retrospective consent, the Treasury are usually pre-
the new incorporation test of residence and the tax pared to confirm that no action would be taken.

charge arising on the emigration of a U.K. resident
company. II. CONTROLLEDFOREIGN COMPANIES

LEGISLATION (CFC)
D. Form of consent

The legislation allowed the Treasury to grant consent
A. Introduction

specially or, alternatively, to publish blanket The controlled companies legislation was ntroducedcategories of consents called 'general' consents. in 1984 after a period of over 3 years of consultationRather quaintly, a consent shall be published in such and debate, and is one of the most significant changesa way as to give any person entitled to the benefit of
it an adequate opportunity of getting to know of it,

ever introduced for multinationalcompanies based in
the United Kingdom. The basic purpose of the legisla-unless in the opinion of the Treasurypublication is not tion was to counter the apparentabuse of certain U.K.

necessary for that purpose. resident companies shelteringprofits from U.K. taxa-
In the case of a special consent, written application tion by means of companies established in tax havens
would be made to the Treasury, in which information or Iow tax territories.The legislation is somewhatsimi-
would be provided to respond to up to 30 'questions' lar to provisions in the United States (sub-part F),
set out in the Treasury'spublishedquestionnaire.The Canada (FAPI), France, West Germany and Japan.
Treasury would consult the Inland Revenue before
responding to the application and the consent would During the consultation period, the Revenue stated

typically include conditions and a time period during
that they believed the loss of tax to the Exchequer
could have been some £ 100 million per annum. Pub-which the consent was valid. lished statistics for the ended 31 March 1987 indi-year

For a number of years, a limited number of general cate that the yield is only £ 13.3 million, although the
consents existed, but following a period of review new Inland Revenue also indicate that it is 'forcing' the
general consents were published in March 1988 to distributionof profits to the United Kingdom,or using
coincide with the repeal of (1) and (2). Details of these
are provided in AppendixA and the following are the
principal categories of transactions that are now con- 1. Rv. HM Treasury, exparteDaily Mail, [1987] Simon'sTax Cases 157.
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up other available tax reliefs, to the extent of some 2. Controlled by U.K. residents
£ 80 - £ 120 million per annum. The overseas company must be controlled by per-

sons resident in the United Kingdom (for this purpose
B. Charge to tax the interests of all U.K. residents are taken into ac-

count although, as noted above, only companies are
A charge to tax can only be imposedon a U.K. resident taxed under these provisions). Control is widely de-
company that has (together with any connected or fined and broadly corresponds to the definition for
associatedperson) a 10% or more interest in the CFC. closely-held companies. In addition to covering the
Overseas resident companies are outside the scope of straightforward position of owning (directly or indi-
the CFC legislation as are individuals, trusts or other rectly) greater than half the share capital, the defini-
entities not subject to corporation tax. tion is extended to cover most situations where U.K.

residents have real economic control of the overseasThe charge is not automaticand only arises as a conse-

quence of a specific direction by the Board of the company. This would include the right to receive the

Inland Revenue. In particular, companies are not re- greater part of the income of the company or the

quired to take any action, make any returns or supply greater part of its assets on a winding up.
information unless requested to do so by the Inland
Revenue. The tax charge is based upon an apportion- 3. A lower level of taxation
ment of the CFC's chargeable income (i.e. excluding This condition is satisfied if the overseas tax actuallycapital gains) which is computed on the assumption payable on the potentialCFC's income in the territorythe CFC is resident in the U.K. of residence is less than one-half that which would

have been payable if the potentialCFC had been U.K.
C. Definitionof a CFC residentand subjectto U.K. corporationtax. Taxation

ofchargeablegains is excludedfrom bothcalculations.
A company is a CFC if: Notional corporation tax is computed on the assump-(i) it is resident outside the United Kingdom, and tion that the CFC is neither a member of a group of
(ii) it is controlled by persons resident in the United companies nor a member of a consortium but is enti-

Kingdom, and tled to most of the normal tax deductions and that all
(iii) it is subject to a lower level of taxation in the claims and electionsare made to give maximumrelief,territory in which it is resident.

subject to request for variations by the controlling
The first condition is simply a reflection of the scope company. Relief for trading losses only in the 6 years
of U.K. corporation tax, which applies to all U.K. prior to the direction by the Board of the Inland Rev-
resident companies. enue is available, which contrasts with the normal

position in the United Kingdom where trading losses

1. Resident outside the U.K. can be carried forward indefinitely.
The territory of residence is specifically defined for In many cases it will be necessary to compute the

this purpose as the territory in which it is liable to tax notional U.K. tax liability each year as it will not be

by reason of domicile, residence or place of manage-
obvious merely from the overseas tax rate whether or

ment. If 2 or more territoriessatisfy this requirement not the potential CFC is subject to a lower level of

then a series of tie-breaker tests exist, as follows: taxation. This would be the case where, for instance,

/21/The place of effective managementhas priority. overseas corporate tax deductions or reliefs are par-
If effective managementoccurs in more than one ticularly favourable when compared with the United

territory, the company will be resident in the one Kingdom. For example:
in which the greater amount of the company's as-

- accelerated tax depreciation
sets is situated.

- investment incentives, e.g. tax holidays or

(3) If there is no placeof effectivemanagementso that pioneer relief

neither (1) nor (2) apply, the company will be
- deduction of expenses including goodwill/know-

resident in the territory in which the greater how, etc.

amount of the company's assets are situated.
- non-taxation of overseas income, e.g. dividends/

(4) If none of the above applies, the Revenue will branch

specify in a direction, the relevant country of resi- The Governmentagreed, in view of the practicaldiffi-
dence. culty of requiring every U.K. group to make annual

calculations to determine if a particular company was

Care should be taken to ensure that the company is a CFC, the Inland Revenue should publish a list of
liable to tax by virtue of its domicile, residence or what are known as excluded countries, the original
place of residence; otherwise it is conclusively pre- version of which is attached as Appendix B. The pur-
sumed to be resident in a territory subject to a lower pose of the list, which has no force of law, is, in effect,
level of taxation, e.g. if a company is only liable to tax to record the Inland Revenue's undertaking that no

by virtue of a source of income in a territory then it direction would be made in respect of a CFC based in
will automatically be a CFC if controlled from the one of the excluded countries if 90% of its 'commer-
United Kingdom. cially quantified income' is 'local source income'.
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'Commercially q.uantified income' means profits de- - Holding securities, patents or copyrights
termined according to generally accepted accounting - Dealing in securities
principles excluding capital gains or losses. 'Local - Leasing
source income' is that which is treated under a coun- - The investmentof funds by or on behalfof

try's own laws as accruing in, arising, or being derived any associated or connected person.
from that country and which is within its charge to tax, Wholesale, distributive or financial business
i.e. is actuallychargeablethere or coveredby a specific includes
exemption from the general charge. Income derived - Dealing in any description of goods
from a branch or agency located in a third country is wholesale rather than retail
not 'local income'. - Shipping or air transport

The list is divided into 2 parts. CFCs resident and
- Banking or any similar business

carrying on a business in countries listed in Part I are
- Administrationof trusts

excluded in all cases whereas for those countries listed
- Dealing in securities as a broker

in Part II the company will be excluded provided that
- Dealing in commodityor financial futures

it doesnot benefit from certain specified local reliefs.
- Insurancebusinesswhich islong-termbusi-

ness or general business, as defined in Sec.
Thus no direction will be made in respect of a CFC 1 of the Insurance Companies Act 1982.
resident and carrying on business in Canada which is Special rules apply in determining the extent

in Part I. The United States is in Part II of the list, of a bank's transactionswith associatedor con-

meaning that all CFCs will be excluded under this test nected companies
other than those benefiting from the Domestic Inter- or

national Sales Corporations legislation. Another (ii) The CFC is a 'local holdng company' which

example of a company not qualifying under Part II derives at least 90% of its gross income from
would be a Belgian coordination centre. companies which it controls, are resident in

There are, however, practical problems with the list. the same territory, are not themselvesholding
For example, a company resident in Canadabut deriv- companies and otherwise satisfy the exempt

ing, say, 20% of its incomefrom a branch in the United
activities test;

States would not be able to qualify under this test
or

despite the fact that both jurisdictionsare themselves (iii)A holdingcompanywhich is not a local holding
excluded countries. company but which derives at least 90% of its

gross income from companieswhich it controls
and which are either local (as defined) holding

D. The 5 exemptions companies or are not holding companies but
still engaged in exempt activities.

1. De minimis limit

No direction will be made if the CFC's chargeable
3. The acceptabledistribution policy (ADP)

profits (computed in accordance with U.K. corpora- If it is impossible to avoid a direction by means of one

tion tax rules) do not exceed the rate of £ 20,000 per of the other tests this will often be the most appropriate
annum. There are no provisions to reduce this limit in pro-active approach. This test requires a tradingcom-

relation to the number of associated CFCs. pany to distribute a dividend exceeding 50% of the
available profits for the accounting period to persons
resident in the United Kingdom within 18 months of

2. The exempt activities test the end of the accounting period. The percentage is
A CFC which fulfils the followingconditionsis exempt increased to 90% in respectofnon-tradingcompanies.
if:
(a) it occupies and uses, with a reasonable degree of A reduction in the percentagedistributed to the Unit-

permanence,premises in the territoryof residence ed Kingdom is permitted where shares are held by
unconnected non-resident persons and either there is

for the purposes of a trade; and
only classofshare issuedorbothaclassofnon-vot-

(b) it effectively manages its business affairs in its one

country of residence; and ing fixed rate preferenceshares and one class of voting
(c) either shares.

(i) its main business is neither an investment Special rules exist in order to track the passage of
business nor dealing in goods for delivery to dividends through intermediaryholding companies to

or from the United Kingdom, or to or from the United Kingdom and to prevent a dividend from
connectedor associatedpersons (unless actu- being double counted in respect of 2 different CFCs.
ally delivered in the CFC's territory of resi- A further condition was introducd in 1987 whereby
dence). the ADP is only available if the dividend is paid when
If the company is mainly engaged in wholesale, the company is non-U.K, resident. This prevented the
distributive or financial business less than half meeting of this test by importation of a CFC and the
its gross trading receipts must be derived from distribution of its earnings to the U.K. parent as a

connected parties. tax-free intergroup dividend whilst still technically
An investment business is defined to nclude: satisfying the requirementsof the CFC exemption.
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4. The CFC is a publicly-quotedcompany difficult to satisfy. In practice, the Inland Revenueare

This test, which is likely to be of very limited applica- most reluctant to accept a CFC meets this test alone.

tion, is fulfilled if the CFC is publicly quoted in such a

way that: 6. Prevention of double taxation

(a) at least 35% of the voting shares are beneficially The CFC legislation includes provisions designed to
held by the public, and prevent a second charge to U.K. tax, in respectof the

(b) no more than 85% of the total votingpower is held CFC's income subject to a direction, when profits are

by persons holding 5% or more each, and repatriated to the United Kingdomor the shares in the
(c) within the 12 monthsprior to the accountingperiod CFC are sold.

end the shares had been dealt in and quoted on the
official list of a recognised stock exchange in the Relief in respect of dividends out of the apportioned
territory of residence. income of a CFC will be given by treating as a deduct-

ible foreign tax credit the U.K. tax previouslyassessed
under the CFC legislation. In normal circumstances5. The motive test
no further liability will therefore arise. However,

No direction will be made if the Board of the Inland where the dividend has been subject to an overseas
Revenue are satisfied that: withholding tax the above procedures may not give
(a) a reduction in U.K. taxes by diversion of profits full relief due to the foreign tax credit limitation im-

from the U.K. was not the main reason or one of posed by the U.K. legislation. In this situationa repay-
the main reasonsfor the company'sexistence,and ment will be gven equal to the withholding taxes aris-

(b) for any transaction or transactions affecting the ing on the dividend.
profits of the CFC which also caused a reduction

Where proceeds of the sale of CFC repatriatedn U.K. tax, either the reduction so achieved was
a are

minimal or it was not the main purpose or one of to the United Kingdom, then the U.K. company will
be entitled to claim relief. An appropriate amount ofthe main purposes of that transaction or transac- the tax previously assessed apportionment betions. on can

taken as a deduction in computing the capital gain
This is a highly subjective test and hence will often be arising on the disposal.

APPENDIXA

THE TREASURYGENERALCONSENTS 1988

The Treasury, in exercise of the powers conferred on them by the United Kingdom in paragraph (c) of that subsec-
section 482(4) of the Income and CorporationTaxes Act 1970(a), tion;
hereby give the following consents:

redeemable, in relation to shares, means that the
shares satisfy one or both of the followingconditions-

Citation and Commencement

1. These consents may be cited as the TreasuryGeneral Consents (a) that, by virtue of the terms of their issue, the exercise of

1988 and apply to transactionson and after 15th March 1988. a right by any person or the existence of any arrange-
ments, they are liable to be redeemed, cancelled or re-

Interpretation paid, in whole or in part;

2. (1) In these consentsunless the contextotherwiserequires- (b) that, by virtue of any material arrangements, the holder
has a right to requireanotherperson to acquire the shares

company means a body corporate; or is obliged in any circumstances to dispose of them or

another person has a right or is in any circumstance
non-resident company means the body corporate referred

obliged to acquire them;to in section 482(1)(c) or (d)(a) which is not resident in the
United Kingdom; and arrangementsare material arrangements if the company

which issued the shares or a company connected with that
overseas group means two or more companies, including is the
the non-residentcompany,which are not resident in the Unit- company a party to arrangements;
ed Kingdom and which - residentcompanymeans the body corporate resident in the

United Kingdom referred to in section 482(1)(c) or (d);(a) are liable to tax in the same territory outside the United
Kingdom by reason of domicile, residence or place of resident group means those companies, including the resi-
management, and dent company, which are deemed to be members of a group

ofcompaniesfor the purposesofsection 258 of theTaxes Act;
(b) would be deemed to be membersof a groupof companies

for the purposes of section 258 of the Taxes Act if, in section 482(1)(c) and section 482(1)(d) means Taxes Act, as

subsection (7) of that section (a) - the case may be;

(i) the words resident in the United Kingdom were
(a) 1970 c.10. By virtue of paragraph 21(3) of Schedule 30 to the Income

omitted, and and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (C.L.) on and after 6 April 1988 the

(ii) a reference to a body corporate not liable to tax in reference to section 482(4) iS to be construed as a reference to section

the territory outside the United Kingdom by reason 765(4) of that Act, the reference to section 482(1)(c) or (d) is to be

of domicile, residenceor place of managementrefer-
construed as a reference to section 765(1)(c) or (d) of that Act, the refer-
ence to section 258(7) is to be construedas a reference to section 413(5) of

red to in sub-paragraph (a) above were substituted that Act and the reference to the purposesof section 258 is to be construed
for the reference to a body corporate not resident in as a reference to the purposes of Chapter IV of Part X of that Act.
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the Taxes Act means the Income and Corporation Taxes (ii) is liable to tax in a Commonwealth territory other
Act 1970; than the United Kingdom by reason of domicile,

residence or place of management,and
territorial group means two or more companies which are

not resident in the United Kingdom and which - (iii) was incorporated for the purpose of starting and

(a) are liable to tax in the same territory outside the United carrying on a new industral activity in that Com-
monwealth territory,

Kingdom by reason of domicile, residence or place of
management,and and in this sub-paragraph industrialactivity means any

extractive or any
(b) would be deemed to be membersof a groupofcompanies productive, manufacturing industry,

or anyfor the purposes of section 258 of the Taxes Act if, in public utility, fisheries form of husbandry.
subsection (7) of that section -

4. The conditionsprescribedby this paragraph that the issueare

(i) the words resident in the United Kingdom were
n

omitted, and (a) is of shares that are not redeemable; and

(ii) a reference to a body corporate not liable to tax in (b) is made either -
the territory outside the United Kingdom by reason

of domicile, residenceor place of managementrefer- (i) for full considerationpaid in cash to the non-resident
red to in sub-paragraph (a) above were substituted company, or

for the reference to a body corporate not resident in
(ii) in towards payment for business undertakingthe United Kingdom in paragraph (c) of that subsec-

or any

tion;
or property acquired by the non-resident company
for full consideration.

transaction means a transaction of one of the classes de-
scribed in section 482(1)(c) or (d) as the case may be; 5. The conditions prescribed by this paragraph are-

and other expressions have the same meaning as in section (a) that the issue
482 of the Taxes Act. (i) is for full considerationpaid to the non-residentcom-

(2) The Interpretation Act 1978(a) shall apply to these con- pany, and
sents as it applies to an Act of Parliament.

(ii) is not to a nominee or trustee for a person who is

(3) In applying the provisionsof section 258 of the Taxes Act connected with the resident company;

for the purposes of the definitionsof overseas group res- (b) that no arrangementsexist as a consequenceof which the
ident group and territorial group in sub-paragraph (1) resident companyor a person connectedwith the resident
above, the words 51 per cent. subsidiary and 51 per cent. company, or a nomineeor trustee for that person or that
subsidiariesshall be substituted for 75 per cent. subsidiary company, is or may become entitled to the shares or

and 75 per cent. subsidiaries as the case may be, wherever debentures so issued or to any of them or to any interest
they occur in that section. in them or in any of them.

(4) For the purposesof these consents, any question whether 6. Theconditionsprescribedby this paragraph that the issue
a person is connected with another shall be determined in are

accordance with the provisionsof section 533(2) to (8) of the (a) is in respect of and in proportion to the shares held by
Taxes Act(b) (any provision that one person is connectedwith the shareholdersin the non-residentcompany at the time
another being taken to mean that they are connectedwith one of the issue; and
another). (b) is either -

3. The Treasury consent generally to transactions of the class (i) of shares that are not redeemable, or

described in section 482(1)(c) which consist of -
(ii) where no shares are issued to a company which is

(a) the creation of shares by the non-residentcompany; resident in the United Kingdom or to a nominee or

trustee for such a company, for full consideration
(b) the issue of shares by the non-residentcompany -

paid in cash to the non-residentcompany
(i) to another member of the overseas group, or

(ii) subject to the conditionsprescribed by paragraph4,
7, (1) The condition prescribed by this paragraph is that none

of the circumstances set out in sub-paragraph (2) below are
to the resident company or to another member of associated with, or are present in connection with, the issue
the resident group, or of the debentures.

(iii) subject to the conditionsprescribed by paragraph 5,
to a person not connected with the resident com- (a) that the debentures are issued at a discount;

pany, or (b) that arrangementsexist as a result of which the non-resi-

(iv) subject to the conditionsprescribedby paragraph 6,
dent company acquires property of any description from

to all persons who are its shareholdersat the time of a company which is resident in the United Kingdom and

the issue;
the consideration,or some parts of the consideration, for
the acquisition remains unpaid;

(c) the creation of debentures by the non-residentcompany a or not same amount as
and their issue -

(c) that loan, whether of the that
secured by the debentures, is made by a company which

(i) to another member of the overseas group, or is not resident in the United Kingdom to a company
which is resident in the United Kingdom;

(ii) subject to the condition prescribed by paragraph 7,
to the resident company or to another member of (d) that any amount payable in respect of the debentures is
the resident group, or determined by reference to the movementof an index of

prices, earnings or any other indicator of an economic
(iii) subject to the conditionsprescribed by paragraph 5, nature published in the United Kingdom or elsewhere.

to personsnot connectedwith the residentcompany;

(d) transactions of any kind described in subsection (1)(c) (a) 1978 c.30. (b) By virtue of paragraph 21(3) of Schedule 30 to the

where the non-residentcompany- Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988 (c.1) on and after 6 April 1988
the reference to section 533(2) to (8) is tobe construed as a reference to

(i) was incorporated after 31st December 1951, section 839(2) to (8) of that Act.
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Consent to transactionswithin section 482(1)(d) (i) is for full consideration paid to the transferor com-

8. The Treasury consent generally to transactions of the class pany, and

described in section 482(1)(d) which consist of- (ii) is not to a nominee or trustee for a person who is

(a) the transfer by the resident companyof shares or deben- connected with the resident company;
tures of the non-residentcompany to anothermemberof (b) that no arrangementsexist as a consequenceof which -

the resident group; (i) the resident company, or

(b) subject to the conditions prescribed by paragraph 9, the
transfer by the resident companyor by a companywhich (ii) a nominee or trustee for the resident company, or

iS not resident in the United Kingdom (in paragraph 9 (iii) a person connected with the resident company, or
referred to in either case as the transferorcompany)of
shares or debentures of the non-resident company to a (iv) a nomineeor trustee for a person connectedwith the

person not connectedwith the resident company;
resident company,

(c) the transfer by a company which is not residentin the iS or may becomeentitled to the sharesor debenturestransfer-
United Kingdomof shares or debenturesof the non-res- red or to any of them or to any interest in them or in any of
ident company to a company which is a member of a them.

territorialgroup of which the first-mentionedcompanyis
also a member. Revocation of previous consents

10. All consents previously given generally by the Treasury to9. The conditions prescribed by this paragraph are -

transactions of the classes described in section 482(1)(c) and
(a) that the transfer- (d) are hereby revoked.

APPENDIX B16 July 1984
CONTROLLEDFOREIGN COMPANIES

EXCLUDEDCOUNTRIES LIST AND CLEARANCE PROCEDURE
This press release deals with two matters relevant to the operation CLEARANCEPROCEDURE
of the controlled foreign companyprovisionscontained in Clauses
82-91 and Schedules 16-18 of the current Finance Bill. (These are 5. To supplement this list of excludedcountries, the Inland Reve-
the provisions which enable a charge to UK tax to be imposed on nue will make available a clearance facility for those UK groups
certan UK companies with interests in UK-controlledcompanies operating in countries not on the list. As the EconomicSecretaryin low tax areas.) made clear in the course of the CommitteeStage debates, once the

First, the Governmenthas today authorisedthe attached list of controlled foreign company legislation is enacted a technical unit
excluded countries. This list, which incorporates a number of in the Inland Revenue'sHead Officewill be available to provide:
changes from the provisional version issued on 29 March 1984, i. advice on technical points in the interpretationof the legisla-will become definitive as soon as the Finance Bill receives Royal tion;
Assent.

ii. adviceon the applicationof the provisionsto groupstructures,
Second, the Government has decided that the Inland Revenue both existingand proposed (thoughnot purelyhypothetical);
should operate an informai clearanceprocedurein respectof the
controlled foreign company provisions. iii. guidance on the treatment of other group subsidiarieswhere

a UK company has been subject to a direction in respect of
one of its overseas subsidiaries; and

EXCLUDED COUNTRIESLIST iv. advance clearance where shares in a controlled foreign com-

pany are sold.
2. The purpose of the list of excluded countries is to give an

assurance that a charge will not arise under the controlled foreign
company legislation in respect of companies in countries named
on the list. Where a company is resident and carrying on business LIST OF EXCLUDED COUNTRIES: COVERINGNOTE
in a listed country, it will be regarded as meeting the conditions
for exclusion set out in the legislation itself. A provisionalversion 1. This list relates to the provisions on Controlled Foreign Com-
of this list was issued on 29 March 1984. This version has now been panies contained in Clauses 82-91 and Schedules 16-18 of the
amended in a numberof respects, following the EconomicSecret- Finance (No. 2) Bill 1983/84. Its purpose is to give an assurance

ary's announcement during the Committee Stage debate on the that, if a company is resident and carries on business in one of the
Finance Bill that it would be revised to make it more useful to UK countries on the list, it will be regarded as meeting the conditions
businessesoperating abroad. necessaryfor exclusion from the charge imposedby the legislation.
3. The most important of the revisions relates to the caveat 2. The list is split into twoparts. Any company which is resident
formerly contained in paragraph 2 of the covering note to the 29 and carrying on business (see paragraphs 3 and 4 below) in a
March list. This has now been dropped. The protection of the list country on Part I of the list will be excluded from the application

which effectively provides an automatic exclusion from the of the legislation. Where a company is resident and carryng on-

charge in respect of an estimated 90 per cent of all the overseas business in a country which appears on Part II it will be similarly
subsidiariesof British companies- can thus no longer be regarded excluded, provided that it does not benefit from any of the reliefs
as conditional. As a consequence of dropping the caveat, the specified in column 2.
final list now covers 76 countries in all (compared with 92 on the
provisional list). 3. For the purposesof this ist a companywill be treatedas resident

in a country if, under loca law, it is liable to tax there by reason
4. Additionally the covering note sets out (at paragraphs 7-9) the of domicile, residence or place of management. Where a country
procedure to be followed when amendments to this list are re- does not impose tax by reason of one of these criteria, incorpora-
quired. In most cases there will be a period of consultationbefore tion will be the test used. Thus, a company will be treated as
there is any change in a particular country's status under the list. resident in the country under whose laws it is incorporated, if
The remainingrevisionsare designed to provideclearerdefinitions otherwise it would not be resident anywhere for the purposes of
of the various terms used in the covering note. this list.
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4. A company will be regarded for the purpose of this list as statutory tests for exclusion in Clause 83.

carrying on business in a country if 90 per cent of its commercially
quantified income is local source income. For the purpose Changes to the list

a. commercially quantified income means the profits as 7. The list will be amended from time to time, as necessary, to
determined according to generally-acceptedcommercial ac- reflect tax changes made by the UK or by an overseas country or
counting standards, but disregarding any profits or losses of changes in the way in which the relevant laws are applied, or to
a capital nature; reflect indications that the laws are capable of exploitation.

and b. local source income means income which is treated
under a country'sown laws as accruing in, arising in, or being 8. Where an amendment arises from a change in tax rates or tax
derived from that countryand which is within its charge to tax law or practice, the Governmentwill give notice of the proposed

i.e. is actually chargeable there or covered by a s ecific amendment and invite If, in the light of consultations,
-

comments.
exemption from the general charge. Income derived from a the list is revised, the change to the list will apply for all accounting
branch or agency outside a country will not in any event be periods ending after -
regarded as local source income of that country.

5. The list will apply by reference to the overseas company's either (a) the date on which the change in tax rates, or law or

accountingperiod. No charge will arise if, throughoutan account- practice becomes effective;
ing period, the company is resident and carryingon businesseither

or (b) the date on which the Governmentgave notice of the
in a Part I country or in a Part II country but not entitled to any proposed amendment to the list,of the reliefs specified in column 2.

whichever is the later.
6. The fact that a company fails to gain exclusion from the charge
by virtue .of this list does not, of course, necessarily mean that it 9. Where the need to amend the list arises from indications that a

comes within the charge. A charge can arise only where all the country's existing law or practice is capable of exploitation, the
conditionsset out in Clause 82 are present; and where they are all revised list will apply for all accountingperiodsending after the
present the company may escape through satisfying one of the date on which the revised list is published.

Part I: Excluded Countries (1) Country (2) Qualitication
Australia Indonesia of 1977) apply in circumstances where a
Austria Italy dividend out of those profits to a UK resi-
Bangladesh Ivory Coast dentcompanywould not attract reliefunder
Belgium Japan Article 22(3) of the UK-EgyptDoubleTax
Bolivia Korea, Republic of Agreement (SI 1091 of 1980) on account of
Botswana Malawi the proviso to Article 22(3)(b)
Brazil Mauritius
Bulgaria Mexico Faroe Islands companies deriving interest from Faroese
Canada Morocco financial institutions from which tax is de-

China Netherlands ducted at source under Law 4 of 26 March
Columbia New Zealand 1953
Czechoslovakia Nigeria Greece: 1. companies which have profits exemptDenmark Norway from tax under Article 6(2)(c) of Law 384
DominicanRepublic Papua New Guinea of 1958 (profits from the operationof shipsFalkland Islands Poland under the Greek flag)Fiji Romania
Finland Sierra Leone 2. companieswhich have establishedthem-
France South Africa (excluding the selves in Greece under Law 814 of 1978

Homeland) (offshoreshippingand associatedactivities)
Gambia Soviet Union Ireland: companies obtaining relief or exemptionGerman DemocraticRepublic Swaziland from tax under Part V of the CorporationGermanFederal Republic Sweden Tax Act 1976 or Section 43 of the Finance
Ghana Thailand Act 1980 (profits from tradingwithin Shan-
Honduras Western Samoa
Hungary Yugoslavia

non Airport)
India Zambia Kenya: 1. companies having income granted

exemgton from tax under paragraph 11
Schec ule 1 of the Income Tax Act 1973

2. companies obtaining investment allow-Part Il: Excluded Countries, subject tg qualifications
ance under paragraph 24(1)(a) or (c) or

(1) Country (2) Qualication paragraph25 Schedule 2 of the Income Tax
Argentina: companies obtaining exemption from tax Act 1973

on income from transactions, activities or Lesotho: companiesobtaining initial, depreciationoperations carried on in, or from goods lo- or

investment allowances under Section 18 ofcated in, tax-free areas in accordance with
the Pioneer Industries EncouragementActLaw 19640
1969, as amended

Brunei: companies qualifying as pioner com-

panies under the Investment Incentives Luxembourg: companiesobtainingany special tax benefit
under the law of 31 July 1929, decree of 17Enactment 1975
December 1938 as amended or Grand

Egypt: 1. companies outside the scope of Article Ducal Regulation of 29 July 1977 (holding
III of Law 157 of 1981 because they do not companies)
operate in Egypt Malaysia: 1. companies exempt from tax in accord-
2. companies to which Articles 16 and 18 ance with Section 54A of the Income Tax
of Law 43 of 1974 (as amended by Law 32 Act 1967 (shipping)
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(1) Country (2) Quafication (1) Country (2) Qualification
2. companies subject to tax at 5% in ac- Singapore: 1. companies subject to the concessionarycordance with Section 60A of the Income rate of tax for insurance and reinsuranceof
Tax Act 1967 (inward reinsurance) risks outside Singapore by virtue of Section
3. companies deriving dividends from a

43C of the Income Tax Act as amplified by
company or companies deriving income the Income Tax (Concessionary Rate of

Tax for Incomefrom Insuring and Reinsur-from one or more of the activities men-

tioned above ing Offshore Risks) Regulations 1980

Malta: companies entitled to exemption or relief 2. companies subject to the concessionary
from tax under rate of tax for specified Asian Currency

Unit income by virtue of Section43A of the
a. Section8(2) of the IncomeTax Act 1948, IncomeTax Act as amplifiedby the Income
or Tax (ConcessionaryRate of Tax for Asian

b. Section 6B of the Aid to Industry Ordi- Currency Unit Income) Regulations 1979
nance 1959 3. companies obtaining exemption from

Pakistan: companies deriving royalties, commissions
tax on the income of a shipping enterprise
in accordance with Section 13A of the In-

or fees which are exempt from tax under
paragraph 139, Part I, second Schedule, In-

come Tax Act

come Tax Ordinance 1979 4. companies obtaining relief from tax in

Philippines: 1. companies authorised under Presiden- accordance with Sections 37A to K of the
Economic Expansion Incentives (Relieftial Decree 1034 or 1035, both of 30 Se - from Income Tax) Act, as amended (inter-tember 1976, to operate an Offshore Ban c-
national trade incentives)ing Unit or a Foreign Currency Deposit

Unit as defined in those decrees or the 5. companies obtaining relief from tax in
regulations thereto accordance with Sections 46J to S of the

Economic Expansion Incentives (Relief2. companies receiving intereston deposits from Income Tax). Act as amendedwith a Foreign Currency Deposit Unit, or
(warehousesand incentives)other interest subject to the reduced rates

servce

of tax under Section 24(cc) of the National 6. companies deriving dividnds from a
Internal Revenue Code company or companies deriving income

Portugal: 1. companies having income not charged
from one or more of the activities men-

tioned aboveto the industrial tax, but would have been
so charged had the company been within SolomonIslands: 1. companies having bank interest ex-
group A of that tax empted from tax by Schedule 1(20) of the
2. companies which are investment or Income Tax Act (Chapter 61)
holding companies having a capital in ex- 2. companies carrying on life insurance
cess of 100,000 Contos, and deriving divi- business exempted from tax by Schedule
dndsor interest from Portuguesesecurities 1(26) of the Income Tax Act
3. companiesobtaining the benefit of Arti-
cle 44 of the Industrial Tax Code (reinvest- Spain: companiesobtaining tax credit relief for in-
ment of reserves) vestments under the following or similar

laws -

4. companies obtaining a deduction from
taxable income under Decree-Law 408/80 a. Article 32 Law l of 1979
of 26 September 1980 (export incentives) b. Article 34 Law 42 of 1979
5. companiesobtainingany reductionin in- c. Article 40 Royal Decree 3061 of 1979
dustrial, capital or complementarytaxes by
virtue of the Integrated System of Invest- Sri Lanka: companies obtaining relief or exemption
ment Incentives contained in Decree-Law from income tax under any of the following
194/80 of 19 July 1980, other than by way of provisionsof the Inland Revenue Act (No.
accelerated depreciation 28 of 1979)

PuertoRico: 1. companies obtaining full or partial a. Section 8(c)(iv)-foreigncurrencybank-
exemption from income tax or surtax under ing units
the Industrial IncentiveAct 1978, in respect b. Sections 10(d) and 15(b) income de-of income from a service industry or Irom

-

property leased to and used by a business rived from approved bank accounts

obtaining such exemption c. Section 10(e) - interestof newly resident
2. companies obtaining tax holidays in re- companies
spect of income from exports, or in respect d. Section 15(cc) - services rendered out-
of the business of maritime transportation side Sri Lanka
of freight or the lease or rental of property
used in such transportation e. Section 15(p) - re-export of approved

products
Senegal: 1. companies receiving income from 'bons

de caisse' which is not liable to the tax on Tanzania: 1. companies relieved or exempted from
industrial and commercial profits income tax under Section 15(1) or (lA) of
2. companies obtaining a reduction in the the Income Tax Act 1973
tax on industrial and commercial profits by 2. companies obtaining investment allow-
reason of reinvestmentof the whole or part ances under Schedule II Part V of the In-
of those profits come Tax Act 1973
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(1) Country (2) Qualification (1) Country (2) Quafication

Trinidadand Tobago: 1. assurance companies carrying on long- 5. companies deriving dividends from a

term insurance businessand liable to corpo- company or companies deriving income
ration tax at 15% on all or part of their from one or more of the activities men-

profits in accordance with the proviso in tioned above
Schedule III of the Finance Act 1966

Tunisia: companiesobtainingexemption from or re-

2. investmentcompaniesas definedby Sec- ducton of tax under Law 76-63 of 12 July
tion 46(3) of the FinanceAct 1966 obtaining 1976 (financial and banking institutions.

exemption from corporation tax on profits dealing with non-residents)
in accordance with Section 46(1)(b) Turkey: 1. companies obtaining investment incen-
3. approved property development com- tive allowances under Article 8(9) of Law
panies entitled in accordance with Section 5422 of 3 June 1949 and Chapter VIII of
55A of the Finance Act 1966 to a deduction Law 202 of 19 February 1963
of 15% of capital expenditure incurred in
the constructionof a building used for com-

2. companies obtaining export incentives

mercial or industrial purposes by a lessee under Article 8(4), (6), (7), (8) or (10) of
Law 5422 of 3 June 1949

4. companies entitled to a deduction in
computing chargeable income, in accord- UnitedStates: Domestic International Sales Corporations
ance with Section 2 of the Income Tax (In as defined in Section 992(a) of the Internal

Aid of Industry) Ordinance 1950 (Chapter Revenue Code 1954

33 No. 2) on the capital expenditure on Zimbabwe: companies carrying on a growth point
construction of a building or structure business as defined in Schedule 14 of the
which has been or is to be an industrial Income Tax Act 1967 as amended.
building or structure occupied for the pur-
poses of a trade carried on by a lessee

DIVIDENDS: CANADA-U.K.TREATY

(a) (b) (C)
Tax credit refund Tax credit refund No tax

to portfolio investors to direct investors credit refund
Income Tax Income Tax Income Tax

Profit before £ £ £ £ £ £

taxof U.K. company 100.00 100.00 100.00

Corporationtax at 35% (35.00) 35.00 (35.00) 35.00 (35.00) 35.00

Dividend to foreign investor 65.00 65.00 65.00

Taxcredit/halftaxcredit 21.66 21.66 10.83 10.83 -- --

86 66 75 83

U.K. incometaxon dividendpluscredit/
half credit (15%) (12.99) 12.99 (10%) (7.58) 7.58

Net receipt by foreign shareholder 73.67 68 25 65.00

EffectiveU.K. tax rate dividend 26.33 31.75 35.00

This form of calculation of the refund is in accordancewith the Texas Union case decided last week to which I shall refer later.
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derived from commodity-basedtaxes, i.e. customsduties, sales tax
and excise duties. Direct taxes, such as income tax and property-

M. RogerMooreand NickC. Webb: based taxes, continuetoplaya small role in the Nepalesefiscal sys-

RESIDENCEIN THE UNITEDKINGDOMANDTHE tem. The authordescribesthe developmentof taxes in Nepal and is

SCOPEOFU.K.TAXATIONFOR INDIVIDUALS- of the opinion that direct taxes must be revamped if they are to

ACONSULTATIVEDOCUMENT .................... 119 achievefiscalpolicygoals.
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presence in a tax year may be sufficient to make an individual resi-

dentforthattaxyear.Theseproposaisarediscussedinthisarticle.

ERRATUM

WilliamT.Cunningham: On page 546 of Bulletin 12 (1988) the text of the review of
PORTUGUESETAXREFORM:ACLOSERLOOK Resolution on Subject I (1988) is reproduced. Unfortunately
ATCORPORATETAXATION ....................... 123 in sub-paragraph b, 16th line, the text has been truncated. It
Thecorporateaspectsof the recentPortuguesetax reformareeffec- should read:
tve as of 1 January1989. Among theprincipalnnovationsof the tax

reform are changes which will radicallyalter the timing and scale of . (i) of the State where participatorsentitled to a majority
oblgations for companies. Mr. Cunningham examines these of their profits have their residence or (ii), .. .

changesand outlinesthe persons liable to corporatetax, the taxable
base and the implications for non-residentswithand withouta per- Please add the corrections in your copy.
manentestablishmentin Portugal
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The Sixth Annual Summer Program
in United States Law
and Legal Institutions

17 July 1989 - 18 August 1989

The Sixth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutionsis intended to give lawyers
and advanced law students from other countries intensive exposure to the basic structure of the United

States legal system and to significantareas of U.S. law. The Program should give participantsboth a basic

understandingof the United States legal system and the U.S. legal professionand an in-depthexposure to

specific areas of U.S. law that affect a broad range of commercial, investment, and personalactivities. It is

designed to serve as a low-cost alternative to a full-year'sprogramin U.S. law or as a preface to advanced

formal training in the United States.

The lectures of the Sixth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutionswill be held

each morning, Monday-Friday, 17 July - 18 August 1989, on the campus of the internationally-renowned
Universityof Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. In addition to the regularmorning sessions, there will

be opportunities for the participants to learn about legal research and writing and the United States legal
system outside the formal lectures. The participantsalso will be able to meet with practicinglawyers and

mernbers of the United States judiciary. Another unique and important attraction of the Program is that

participantsare able to workand socializewithpracticinglawyersand legalscholars fromaroundthe world.

For more detailed information regarding the program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
University of Wisconsin

Law School
Room 208

Madison, Wisconsn 53706
U.S.A.
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UN TE3 S-ATES:

Current Issues Regarding -:I...

NewFinancial Products*
Peter J. Connors

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

The need for characterizationof non-traditional investmentproducts:
are transactionsproperly treated as loans, or options, or sales or

fnancing transactions

In May the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) announced the formationof Mr. Connors received a Juris Doctor

a special group to analyze the tax implicationsof new financial products. degree from the University of

Subsequently, the group became part of the Financial Institutions and Richmond and holds a Masterof Laws

Products Group of the Office of Chief Counsel as part of the reorganiza- in Taxation from New York University
School of Law. He is a Senior Managertion of that group by subject matter jurisdiction in October 1988. in the Capital Markets Group at Peat

This article reviews 3 issues that currently face the IRS: (1) interest rate Marwick Main & Co. in New York,

swaps; (2) foreign currency swaps; and (3) hedging transactions following where he specializes in matters relat-

Arkansas Best.1 ing to the financial services industry
and international taxation.

Mr. Connors has written widely in the
II. INTERESTRATE SWAPS field of taxationwith articlesappearing
A. Overview in the Journal of Taxation, Tax Man-

agement InternationalJournal,the In-
An interest rate swap is an agreement between 2 parties to exchange a ternational Tax Report, the Interna-

series of cash flows. Typically, one arty makes periodic paymentsbased tional Tax Journal, and the University
on a fixed interest rate while anotherparty, the counterparty,agrees to of RichmondLaw Review, on a variety
make paymentsbased on a floating interest rate (e.g. LIBOR,commercial of subjects.

paper rates or Treasurybill rates). Paymentsare based on notionalprinci- Mr. Connors is Vice Chairman of the

pal amounts and are usually made on a net basis at the end of an interval. American Bar Association's Tax Sec-

Swapsoften take advantageofborrowingefficienciesavailable to the swap tion's Committee on Financial Trans-

counterparty. actions.

An interest rate swap agreementcan provide interest rate protectionwith
respect to either liabilitiesor assets. While a borrowermight use it to lock
in interest.expensewith respect to foating rate debt, an insurance com-

pany seeking to hedge its bond portfoliocould also use a swap agreement.
Variations on the basic swaps involve a fixed rate recipient receiving a

lump-sum payment in lieu of fixed rate payments over the life of the
agreement (so-called zero coupon swaps).
Interest rate swaps are similar to forward rate agreements. In a forward
rate agreement, however, the interest rate is usually set in advance. In
addition, forward rate agreementsare generallyfor shortertime periods.

Example:
Company A, a BBB industrial with USS 75,000,000 of floating rate liability,
seeks to hedge its interest rate exposure. Company A's floating rate cost of
funds is LIBOR plus 1/2% Company B, an AAA financial institution, with fixed
rate investor liabilities, seeks to obtain floating rate funds. CompanyB's fixed
rate cost of funds is 11s/8%. CompanyA's fixed rate cost of funds absent this
transaction would be 14%, while Company B's floating rate cost of funds is
LIBOR plus 1/4%. The parties enter into a fixed to floating interest rate swap
whereby Company A receives LIBOR .from Company B, while Company B
receives 121/2% from Company A.
The berefits of this trarsactionare as follows: CompanyA has obtaired fixed * This paper was presented at the Interna-
rate funds at an all-in cost of 13%, whereas it could only otherwise have tional Tax Institute seminar held in New York in
borrowed these funds at 14%. Company B has obtained floating rate funds December 1988.
at an all-in cost of LIBOR minus 7/8, which is 11/8% lower than it could otherwise 1. Arkansas Best v. Commissioner,108
have obtained (LIBOR plUs 1/4) (see Exhibit 1 ) S.Ct. 971 (1988)
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B. Timing issues

Outline 1. Periodic payments

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM In the normal situation where interest is paid over the
life of the agreement, payments will be taxable to the

11. INTEREST RATE SWAPS payee as paid or accrued. Likewise, as to the payor,
A. Overview they will be deductiblewhen paid or accrued provided
B. Timing issues they qualify under Internal Revenue Code (IRC)

1. Periodic payments Sec. 1622 as ordinary and necessary expenses.
2. Lump-sum payments- payee
3. Lump-sum payments- payor 2. Lump-sumpayments-payee
4. Deductibilityof swap payments

C. Character The more difficult issue is how to treat lump-sumpay-
1. Periodic payments ments, i.e. should they be taxable in full, or should

2. Character of gain or loss on disposition of they be amortized The IRS could argue that lump-
swp rights sum paymentsare taxable when received even though

D. Withholding and source they may relate to a contract with a determinablelife.3
There is a fair amount of case law suggesting that, in

lII. CURRENCYSWAPS appropriate cases, deferral of the amount received is
A. Overview appropriate.4
B. Character and timing
C. Withholding 3. Lump-sumpayments-payor
D. Source With respect to the payor the IRS will argue that
E. Letter ruling 88-18010

1. Application of Sec. 1256 payments are to be amortized over the life of the
contract.5This timing asymmetrycreates problems for

2. Treatment under Sec. 988(c)
3. Transitional rule status swap dealers who typically offset one position against
4. Treatment of swap reversals another.

F. Advance Notice 87-11
4. Deductibilityof swap payments

IV. OTHER INTERNATIONALISSUES The deductibility of swap payments must be consi-
A. Foreign tax credit issues dered in light of the straddle rules, which are discussed
B. Treatment under interest allocation Regulations in detail below. At present there is a strong likelihood
C. Treatment under Subpart F that swap transactions will not be considered actively

1. Interest rate swaps traded personal property within the meaning of Sec.
2. Swaps involving foreign currency 1092(d)(1). If it is determined that swaps are actively

traded, consideration must also be given to whether
V. ARKANSASBESTISSUES the swap can be classified as a hedge under Sec.

A. Overview of straddle rules 1256(e). In general, there will be distinctionsbetween
B. Capitalizing straddle carrying costs swaps used to hedge interest rate risk, and those used
C. The problem: fitting within the Sec. 1256(e) ex- to change the nature of an instrument.

ception
1. Primary purpose test
2. Ordinary income test C. Character
3. Identification requirement
4. Hedging investmentsin foreign subsidiaries 1. Periodic payments

D. Interplay between Sec. 1256(e) and (f)
E. The ordinary income requirementand Arkansas Swap payments do not involve a sale or exchange.

Best Although akin in many respects to interest, they are

1. Background
not to be treated as interest. They do not involve a

2. SubSequent cases debt of the taxpayer nor do they reflect compensation
3. Whipsaw effect for the use of money.

F. Hedging a foreign currency debt
1. Sec. 1092
2. Sec. 1256

G.. Sec.988(c)(1)(D)(iii)
2. All references are t0 the IRC unless otherwise indicated.

3. See Schlude v. Commissioner, 372 U.S. 128 (1963); American Au-
1. Advance Notice 88-124 tomobile Association v. United States, 367 U.S. 687 (1961); Automobile
2. Form of the election Clubof Michigan v. Commissioner,353U.S. 180 (1957).
3. Effect of the election 4. See Boise CascadeCorp. v. UnitedStates, 530F.2d1367 (Ct. Cl. 1976)
4. Effect of late election (deferral of revenuepertainingto future engineeringservices); Automated

5. Revoking an election Marketing Systems, Inc. v. United States, 74-2 U.S.T.C. 911 (N.D. 111.

6. Considerations in making the election 1974) (deferral of income relating to marketing services).
7. Impact on hedging election 5. See Lovejoy v. Commissioner, 18 B.T.A. 1179 (1930) (commissions,

service fees and printingcosts to secur bank financingare to be amortized

over life of financing).
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While economically similar to futures contracts, it is issue on swap paymentsmade by a U.S. party under a

unlikely that interest rate swap contracts should be cross-border interest rate swap, without regard to
classified as a Sec. 1256 contract.6 If swap contracts whether the non-U.S, counterparty is eligible for U.S.
were treated as Sec. 1256 contracts, they would be tax treaty benefits.
subject to 60/40 treatment (i.e. 60% for long-termand
40% for short-termcapitalgain or loss), unlessexemo-

The Notice adopts a sourcing rule consistent with the
ted under the'hedging rules or under Sec. 1256(f)(2). recent approaches in residence-basedsourcing.11 For

purposes of allocation of swap expense incurred by a

U.S. party in connection with an interest rate swap
2. Character of gain or loss on disposition of swap transaction, swap expense will be considered to have

rights the same source as swap income receivable in connec-
tion with the transaction. U.S. persons receivingswapThe treatment of the dispsition of swap rights is un- ncome will have both U.S.-source income and U.S.-clear. As a general rule, the sale of a contract right

produces capital gain. A contrary argument would
source expense, with the result that net income or loss
will be consideredU.S.-source.A similar rule appliestak the view that the,underlying transactiondoes not to swap incomeattributableto a U.S. trade or business

appear to be the type of property which gives rise to of a non-U.S, This income will be
capital gain or loss.7 counterparty. tax-

able in the United States and not subject to U.S.
Ordinary income treatment would also arise if the withholding tax.
transaction qualified for hedging treatmentunder the Notice 87-4 applies to swap income received or ac-Corn Products doctrine.8The Corn Productsdoctrine crued on or after 24 December 1986, and to swapwas substantiallynarrowed in Arkansas Best.9

expense, regardless of when accrued. Taxpayers are
-ermitted to elect to apply these sourcing rules to all,
ut not part, of their swap income for taxable years

D. Withholdingand source beginning before 24 December 1986, thereby permit-
ting taxpayers to avoid any risk that U.S. withholding

The withholding issue turns on whether swap income tax will be imposed in respect of interest rate swap
is fixed or determinable, annual or periodical payments made to non-U.S, counterparties. The

' (FDAP) income and whether it is U.S.-source. In Notice, as amended, makes clear that the election is
the pure interest rate swap situation, the IRS has indi- to be made by U.S. parties, not foreigncounterparties
cated that it wouldsorce swap income with reference (even though it relates to the swap income reci-

to the residence of the recipient. pients).
AdvanceNotice 87-410sets out rules for the determina- Notice 87-4 specificallydoes not take a position on the
tion of source of income and expense attributable to

classification of swap income as FDAP under Secs.
cross-bordercontracts. The provisions of Notice 87-4 1441 or 1442 and reserves the right to characterize
will be.incorporated in Regulations to be issued with swap income as FDAP. The provision is apparently
a similar,effective date. The Notice only applies to

intended to alert U.S. taxpayers that a failure to make

interest rate swaps and only applies if the transactions the election for periods before the effective date may
involve a party which uses the U.S. dollar as its func- result in the IRS applying U.S. withholding tax for

tional currency and has its residence in the United nterest swap payments made by a U.S. party to non-

States. The Notice does not address treatmentof swap
U.S. counterparties that are not protected by a U.S.

premium or discount, characterization of income or
tax treaty.

expenseor characterizationof incomefrom the dispos-
ition of swap contracts.

The residence restrictionprecludes the Notice's appli-
cation to U.S. branches of foreign corporations that 6. See Sec. 1256(g)(1)
are otherwise subject to U.S. taxation. Query the ef- 7. Compare Miller v. Cmmissioner, 37 T.C. 649 (1968) acq. 1968-1

fect of the residence rule on qualifiedbusiness units of C.B. 2 (assignmentof lease entitled to capitalgain treatment)with Crocker

U.S. taxpayers.Are they still consideredU.S.-source
v. Commissioner,31 T.C. 605 (1962) (sale of rights to insurance contract
treated as ordinary income where proceeds represented largely accrued

Compare the distinction between transactions in the income).
foreign branch of a U.S. company and a foreign sub- 8. Corn ProductsRefiningCo. v. Commissioner,350U.S. 46 (1955); see

sidiary. text at V.B.
9. See also Sec. 1234A with respect to possible application to termina-

The source of swap income is determinedby reference tion payments.
to the residence of the recipient of the income. Thus, 10. 9987-1 C.B. 411. See also Revenue Ruling 87-5, 1987-1 C.B. 180

interest rate swap payments will not be considered (bank which is swap income recipient is exempt from withholding under
industrialor commercialprofits provisionsofUnited States-Netherlands

U.S.-source if received by a non-U.S. counterpart Income Tax Convention).
unless attributable to a U.S. branch or office of the 11. See IRC Sec. 865 (income from sale of personal property generally
non-U.S, counterpart. Since income earned by a non- sourced at taxpayer's residence) and Sec. 988(a)(3) (income and loss from

U.S. company is subject to U.S. withholding tax only foreign currency gain sourced at taxpayer's residence). Note also the reg-

if it is considered to be derived from U.S. sources, the ulatory authority with respect to Regulationscarrying out the purposes of
Sec. 865 in the case of income from trading in futures contracts, forward

effect of this sourcing is to eliminate the withholding contracts, options contracts and other instruments.
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III. CURRENCYSWAPS B. Characterand timing
Sec. 988 provides the treatment for foreign currency

A. Overview transactions after 1986. A Sec. 988 transaction n-

cludes futurescontracts,forwardcontracts,optionand
Currency swaps also take advantage of borrowing ef- similar financial instruments.The legislativehistory
ficiencies available to the swap counterparty. For in- specificallyspeaks of swap contracts as being covered
stance, a Germancompanycan often borrowdeutsche by Sec. 988. Under Sec. 988, the foreign exchange
marks more cheaply than a U.S. company. Likewise, element in a Sec. 988 transaction is given ordinary
a U.S. companyshould be able to borrowdollarsmore income treatment. If the currencyswap were marked-

cheaply than a German company. A currency swap to-market under Sec. 1256, it would be subject to

permits the German company to turn its deutsche 60/40 treatment (60% long-term and 40% short-term
mark liability into a simulated dollar liability and the capital gain or loss), unless the position qualified for
U.S. company to change its dollar liability into a simu- ordinary income treatment under the hedge rules or

lated deutsche mark liability. under Sec. 1256(f)(2).
Currencyswaps take several forms: (1) cross-currency As with straight interest rate swaps, deductibilitymust

fixed-to-floating rate swaps; (2) cross-currency fixed- be considered in light of the straddle rules, which are

to-fixed rate swaps; and (3) cross-currencyfloating-to- discussed in detail below. At present, there is a strong
floating rate swaps. likelihood that swap transactions will not be consi-

In a currency swap the parties exchange 2 currencies dered actively traded personal property within the

with an agreement to re-exchange the currency at a meaning of Sec. 1092(d)(1). This is more of a factor

predetermined future date. An alternative structure
with respect to currencyswaps. If it is determined that

would call for the parties to not exchange principal at swaps are actively traded, considerationmust also be

the end of the swap term; instead they agree to ex- given to whether the swap can be classified as a hedge
change a paymentequal to the gain or loss with respect

under Sec. 1256(e).
to the principal amounts involved in the swap. This Sec. 988(d) also provides for the treatment of 988
form of swap in some ways resembles a forward con- hedging transactions. Where applicable, all transac-
tract. tions which are part of the hedging transactionwill be

At intervals, there will generally be an exchange of treated consistently. In such cases, the interim and

interest payments (although sometimes currency
final payments will be deductible over the life of the

swaps will be structured without periodic payments). agreement as interest.

Unlike a loan, a currency swap is an off balance-sheet Where such treatment is not available, it is probably
item. necessary to segregate both the interest and currency

In swaps where there is an exchangeof currency at the rate elements in a swap. The foreigncurrencyelement

beginning and end of the transaction, the effect is to would qualify under Sec. 988. It is probable that the
interest element would also be deductible as an ordi-

convert assets or liabilities in one currency to an asset
item. Ordinary treatmentwould also be available

or borrowing in another currency. nary
if characterizedas parallel loans. An alternativeview,
in cases where there is a re-exchange of currency,

Example: would defer recognitionuntil the final exchangeon the

Cornpany A, a Swiss cornpany, borrows 100 rnillion Swfrs for theory that the interim cash payments, based on the
5 years at 6% payable annually. As a floating rate borrower of underlying borrowings, do not reflect any exchange
U.S. dollars, it would pay LIBOR plus 1 %. Company B, a U.S. rate relationship to one another.
company, borrows the dollar equivalent of 100 million Swfrs., Sec. 988(d) applieswhetheror not the hedgingtransac-
say USS 50 million, for 5 years at LIBOR, plus a margin of 1/2%.

tion is Sec. 988 transaction. Hence, Sec. 988
As a fixed rate borrowerof Swiss francs, t would normally pay

a can

8% Assume $1 -- 2 00 Swfrs Companies A and B exchange apply even if the hedging transaction would be
the proceeds Thereafter, each party makes payments to the marked-to-marketunder Sec. 1256. As a result, Sec.
other equal to the other party's underlying debt Assume, how- 1256(e) is largely supersededwith respect to non-func-
ever, that CompanyA does not pay the 1/2% margin to Company tional currency transactions. Importantly, the Sec. 988
B (i.e. Company B has a negative spread) hedge exception is only operative to the extent Regu-
At maturity, each party agrees to reverse the initial exchange: lations are issued. With the exception of Advance
Cornpany A exchanges$ 50 nillion to Corrpany B in return for Notice 87-11, discussedbelow, only limited regulatory
Company B exchanging 100 million Swfrs. to Company A. guidance is available at this time.
There will be exchangegain or loss dependingon the valuation
of the Swiss franc relative to the dollar at maturity Prior to the 1988 amendments to Sec. 988, there was
The benefits of this transactonare as follows: CompanyA has a greater likelihood that a hedge transaction would
obtained a U.S. dollar borrowing at LIBOR, a saving of 1 % (it qualify for ordinary income or loss treatmentif it were
could only otherwisehave borrowed these funds at LIBOR plus a swap rather than anotherhedgingvehicle. This made
1%). Company B has obtained a Swiss franc borrowing at 6

the better financialinstrumentwhere there
I/2% (a rate 11/2% lower than it otherwise would have been able swap a was

to borrow) (see Exhibits 2.1 and 2.3) a risk that the transaction did not qualify as a hedging
transaction (and thus result in capitalgain or loss treat-

ment).
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C. Withholding day the transactions were entered into. The notional
interest payments reflected the foreign currency and

The withholding issue turns on whether swap income the dollarborrowingrates for certain debt instruments
is FDAP, and whether it is U.S.-source. As discussed with 5-year maturities in effect on the day the agree-
above, in the pure interest rate swap situation, the IRS ments were entered into.
has indicated that it would source swap income with As a result of the weakeningof the dollar, the taxpayerreference to the residenceof the recipient. This means incurred a substantial economic loss on its position n
that where the counterparty is a non-U.S. person, the currency swap agreements. The taxpayerplannedthere will be no withholding. In currency or cross to limit its exposureby entering into offsetting reverse
interest/currency situations, the source issue is still with the 2 corporations. The
open. Absent guidance, it is necessary to analogize to swap agreements same

other categories of incomefor possible classification taxpayer was to pay dollars and receive foreign cur-

as FDAP and/or to structureswap agreementsthrough rency on specified payment dates in 1988, 1989 and
1990. The futureeffectsof the reverseswaps (assumingtreaties which have favorable withholding rules.12 no changed circumstances) would be that, on each

At one point the IRS indicated that it was considering notional interest payment, the taxpayer will have a

treatng currency swaps that nvolve an exchange of certain net unhedged exposure and will incur a loss on

principal as parallel loans. If this interpretationwere the hedged amount. The taxpayer would incur a loss

adopted, withholdingmight again be at issue. with respect to the notional principal. .

There is a legislative mandate in Conference Report The IRS considered 4 issues in this ruling:
to the Secretary for clarification of withholding tax
rules for swap contracts.13 1. Applicationof Sec. 1256

First, the IRS ruled that the currencyswap agreements
D. Source were notSec. 1256 contracts. Lookingat the legislative

history of Sec. 1256, the IRS concluded that Congress
Advance Notice 87-4, discussed above, specifies that intended to include bank forward contractswithin the
the treatment of pure interestrate swaps is deter- definition of foreign currency contracts. The IRS de-
mined by the country of residence of the swap income terminedthat currencyswap contractsare significantly
recipient. While this ruling does not apply to currency different to bank forward contracts in the way interest'

swaps, it can be anticipatedthat similar ruleswill apply. rate differentials in the currencies that are the subject
(unless the IRS characterizes these transactions as of the contracts are accounted for. Accordingly, the

parallel loans). Moreover, where foreign currency IRS found that the term foreign currencycontracts,
gain or loss results, Sec. 988 provides that such gain or as used n Sec. 1256did not includethecurrenyswaps
loss is sourced according to the residence of the party under consideration.

realizing such gain r loss. If the U.S. party is a net

payor under a swap agreement, allocation to U.S. 2. Treatment under Sec. 988(c)
source might produce a m.oe favorable result than The IRS nxt ruled that thecurrencyswaps in issue
allocation of interest would. were similar financial instrumentswithin the mean-

The source rules fore interest rate swaps must be con- ing of Sec. 988(c)(1)(B)(iii).
sidered in light of the requirement under Sec. 865(i)

.

that Treasury adopt rules with respect .to the sourcing 3. Transitional rule status

for futures contracts, forward contracts, options and The IRS then ruled that Sec. 988 applied to paymentssimilar financial instruments. made pursuanttotheswapagreementsin taxableyears
beginning after 31 December 1986, even though the

E. Letter ruling 88-18010 agreements had been entered into prior to 1986.

In Private Letter Ruling 88-18010 the IRS' issued itsl 4. Treatment.ofswap reversals

first ruling involving currency swaps.An accrual basis Fourth, the IRS heldthat entering into the reverse
U.S. corporation owned stock of a foreign corpora-
tion. In order to hedge against losses in value of the swap position was not an event that falls within the

meaning of the 'payment date as defined n Sec.
stock resulting from exchange rate movements be- 988(c)(3)(B). Thus, although the IRS agreed with the
tween the foreigncurrencyand the dollar, the taxpayer taxpayer on the application of Sec. 988 to these cur-
entered into 3 currency swap agreementswith 2 other and agreements, the IRS said
U.S. corporations in 1985. Under each agreement, a

rency swap reverseswap
that the enactmentofSec. 988 didnotgenerallychange

series of 6 currency swaps were to be made with the the timing of exchange -gain or loss on a Sec. 988
taxpayer receiving dollars and paying in foreign cur-

rency.
There was no exchange of a principal amount at the 12. See United States-UnitedKingdom IncomeTax Convention,Art. 22

inception of the currency swap agreements in 1985. (no tax on items not specified unless effectivelyconnected with a trade or

business in the othercountry);see also Revenue Ruling87-5, footnote 10.
The rate of exchange used to compute the various 13. Conference Committee Staff, The Tax Reform Act of 1986: Confer-
payments under the agreementswas a spot rate on the ence Report to Accompany H.R. 3838at 11-668 (Comm. Print 1986)
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transaction as determined under prior law. This above, Company B's U.S. dollarborrowingwould be

analysis may indicate that the IRS views the transac- treated as a Swiss franc borrowingwith Swiss franc (in
tion as a property transaction. As a property transac- U.S. dollar equivalents) interest payments. Gain or

tion, there should be no FDAP. loss would not be recognized separately with respect
T

to the currency swap.

F. AdvanceNotice 87-11

In advance of the issuanceof Regulations, Advance IV..QTHERINTERNATIONALISSUES

Notice 87-1114 provides for the integrated treatmentof

fully hedgedcurrency transactons(qualifiedhedging A. Foreign tax credit issues

transactions) that are integrated economic pack-
ages and are entered into after 31 December 1986 in Source is to be determined as above. In connection
taxable years beginning after 31 December 1986 and with the determination of the foreign tax credit bas-

that meet the following conditions (among others): kets, swap income s treated as financial services in-

(1) The hedged transaction (a qualifying transac- come for a financial servicesentity under IRC Regula-
tion) is a borrowing under, or a purchase of, a debt tion (Reg.) 1.904-6(e)(2)(i)(L). .For taxpayers not

instrument which is entirely denominated (principal engaged in a banking, financing or similar business, it

and interest) in a single currency.
will be necessary to determine whether the swap in-
come would otherwise be Subpart F icome. There

(2) The g (a Sec. 988 g is a currencyswap be distinction between interest rate
(or forward contract or spot contract) which fixes the may a pure swaps

cost or return with respect to the qualifyingtransaction
and swaps involving foreign currency gain.

in terms of a currencyother than the currency in which
the transaction is denominated such that such cost or B. Treatment under interest allocation

return is not affected by exchange rate movements Regulations
after the trade date.

(3) The interest rate on the qualifying transactionand Although the Regulations address instanes in which

all exchange rates on the hedge are fixed on the same expenses will be viewed as interest equivalents, the

calendardate (the trade date). Regulationsdo not specificallytreat swap paymentsas

interest or interest equivalents.15 Additionally, swap
(4) All transactions that comprise the qualified hedg- transactions do not appear to fit within the limited
ing transactionare entered into on or before the calen- of integrated financial transactions.16
dar day (the settlementdate) on which the borrowed category

proceeds under a hedged borrowing, or the debt in-
strument under a hedged purchase, are made availa- C. Treatmentunder Subpart F

ble.

(5) The qualifying transaction matures on the same Subpart F treatment will vary depending on whether

trade date the hedge expires. the swaps are pure interest rate swaps, currencyswaps
or cross currency/interestrate swaps.

(6) None of the parties to the qualifying transaction
or the hedge are related. 1. Interest rate swaps
(7) The hedge assures that appropriate currency
amounts are payable on the same calendar day that There are 3 provisions in Sec. 954(c)(1) under which

amounts (e.g. initial proceeds, interest and principal) the IRS might assert that pure interest rate swaps

are payable under the qualifying transaction. constitute Subpart F income. These are: (i) Sec.

954(c)(1)(A), which includes interest; (ii) Sec.
(8) The hedge and the related qualifying transation 954(c)(1)(C), relating to transactions in commodities;
are identifiedbefore the close ofthe trade date on the and (iii) Sec. 954(c)(1)(E), relating to interest equiva-
taxpayer's records as being part of the qualified hedg- lent transactions.
ing transaction.

(9) The Notice does not affect the obligation of any (a) Possible treatmentas interest

person to withhold under Secs. 1441 and 1442.
Swap income should not be treated as interest, which,

Where the transactionconstitutesa qualifyinghedging for Federal income tax purposes, is compensation for

transaction,, then the qualified transaction and the the use or forbearanceof use of money.17Althoughnot

hedge are integrated and treated as a single transac- specifically characterizingswap income as compensa-
tion. If it were a qualifyinghedging transaction, in the tion for the use of money, the TemporaryRegulations
transaction described in the Example in Part III.A. do specifically provide that swap income is not in-

cluded in the category incomeequivalentto interest.18

14. 1987-1 C.B. 423.
15. Temp. Reg. l.861-9T(b). (b) Possible treatment as commodity transaction

16. Temp. Reg 1.861-1OT(c) Swap income should not be treated as similar to a
17. See Deputy v Dupont,,308 U.S. 488, 498 (1940); Rev. Rul. 87-5,
1987-1 C.B. 180, discussed above. commodity transaction as there is no indication under

18. Temp. Reg. 1.954-2T(i) prior or present law that swap transactions are to be
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treated as similar to futures and forward transactions tions, which are specifically included in this provi-
in commodities. That is, while futures, forward and sion.23
similar transactions in commodities are taxed under
Subpart F, there is no indication in the contextof Sec. As noted above, currency swaps would lso appear to

954(c) as to the scopeof the phrase similarposition. meet the definition of commodities transactions; the
ordering ruls of the Temporary Regulations indicate

The Temporary Regulations define a commodity as that if a transaction falls within both the foreign cur-

being tangible personal property of a kind which is rency and commodity category, the foreign currency
actively traded or with respect to which contractual category will govern.24 Exceptions are available for
interests are actively traded, and non-functional qualfiedbusinessand qualifiedhedgingtransactions.25
foreign currencies.19 A commodity transaction is de- Foreign currenc gain or loss, for these purposes, is
fined essentially as any purchase or sale of a commod- computedwith reference to the functionalcurrencyof
ity.2o Thus, a foreign currency swap would appear to the u'nit.
be covered by the commodity transaction rules.

V. ARKANSASBESTISSUES
(c) Treatmentas equivalent to interest

Legislative history regarding Sec. 954(c)(1)(E) ad- A. Background
dresses a concern.that: [I]nventivetaxpayersare con-

tinuing to devlop and use new economic substitutes The hedge election under Sec. 1256(e) must be read
for loans in an attempt to manipulate the Subpart F in light of Sec. 1092, which requires that loss in connec-

rules'and the foreign tax credit. Income equivalent to tion with certain straddles be deferred.
interest is nothingmore, and.nothingless, than income Sec. 1092(c)(1)definesa straddle to nean an offset-
fromsuch new and developingtypesof financingtrans- ting position with respect to personal property. The
actions which attempt to disguise in some other form loss deferral rules prevent the recognition of loss
income that is attributableto the timevalueofmoney. realized on one or more positions of a straddle to
(emphasis added)21 the extent of gains in other positions of the straddle
The Temporary Regulations now provide that swap are not yet realized by the end of the taxable year.26
income does not constitute income equivalent to in- Offsettingpositions are present if holdinga position
terest unless the income is derived as part of an inte- in personal property substantially diminishes a tax-

grated transaction that gives rise to income equivalent payer's risk in holding the positions in personal prop-
to interest.22 The Regulation goes on to say that if a erty.27 .

swap dealer is acting in its capacity as a regulardealer Certainpresumptionsapply as to what will and will not
in such contracts it is presumed not to have entered be treated as an offsetting..position.28 The Secretaryinto an integrated transaction. has indicatedby TemporaryRegulationsthat positions

are offsetting if a reasonable person would expct
2. Swaps involving foreign currency

them to be on the basis of all the facts and cir-
cumstances.29

To the extent a swap transaction involves foreign cur-

reny gain, Sec. 954(c)(1)(D) is relevant. This treats A position is any interest in personal property.3.0
as Subpart F income the excess of foreign currency

Positions held by one's spouse, by an affiliatedcorpo-

gains over foreign currency losses attributable to any
ration in a consolidatedreturn, or by a flow-through

sections 988 transactions. The foreign exchange ele- entity (such as a partnership or trust) whosegain or

ment of a swap tranaction is subject to this provision loss is at least partly accountedfor by the taxpayer, are

as swap transactionsare treated as Sec. 988 transac- treated as held by the taxpayer.31 Personal property is
any personal property of a type which is actively
traded32 and includes positions which are actively
traded,even if the underlyingpersonalproperty is not

19. Temp. Reg 1.954-2T(f)(2)(i). actively traded.
20. Temp. Reg. 1.954-2T(f)(2)(ii). taxpayer's'debt21. 128 Cong. Rec. H 8359 (25 September1986); see also 134 Cong. Rec. A should not constitutepersonalprop-
E 3389 (2 October 1986), where the time value of money concept is erty, whereas an interest in a debt obligation of
emphasized. another should qualify. A taxpayer'sobligationwhich
22. Temp. Reg. 1.954-2T(h)(i) iS denominatedin foreign currency should be consi-
23. Temp. Reg. 1.954-2T(g)(1) dered personal property.33

'

24. Temp. Reg. l.954-2T(a)(2). .

25. Temp. Reg. 1.954-2T(g)(3)and (4) Any loss which is not allowed is carried over and
26. Sec. 1092(a)(1)(A). treated as incurred in the following year unless again27. Sec. 1092(a)(2)(A).
28. Sec. 1092(c)(3). disallowed under the general loss deferral rule. The
29. Temp. Reg. 1.1092(b)-4T(b)(4),Example. loss which is disallowed is a loss otherwise allowable
30. Sec. 1092(d)(2). under Sec. 165(a).34To the extent payments that are
31. Secs. 1092(d)(4) and 7701(f).
32.

'

Sec. 1092(d)(1).
made are deductibleunder Sec. 162, Sec. 1092 should

33. Sec. 1092(d)(7), as added by the 1986 Tax Act. not apply. Sec. 1092 does not apply to certain hedging
34. Temp. Reg. l.1092(b)-5T(d). transactions.
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B. Capitalizing straddle carrying costs 2. Ordinary income test

Interest and carrying charges on personal property
Gain or loss on the transaction must be ordinary. The

thatis part of a straddle are not allowed as a current question that arises in whether gain from the hedging
transactionor the underlyingtransactionmust be ordi-

deduction but must be capitalizedand deducted when
the subject property is disposed of.35 The disallowed nary, and whetherall gain or the predominantportion

of income associated with the position must be ordi-
amount s the excess of such charges over interest
earned (including OID), any amount treated as ordi- nary.

nary income under Secs. 1271(a)(3)(A), 1278 and
(a) Languageof Sec. 1256(e)1281(a) and the excess of any dividends includible in

gross income.36 Sec. 1256(e) provides in part thata transaction will

The charges in question include intereston debt incur- qualify as a hedging transaction if the gain or loss on

red or continued to purchase or carry the personal
such transactions is treated as ordinary income or

property.37They also includecharges to crry the loss. The term such transactions as used in that
prop-

IrroOmVision seems literally to refer to the gain or loss
erty in a short sale, for storage, insurance, transporta-
tion and the like.38Charges incurredin a hedging trans-

om the hedge, such as the gain or loss incurred on

action, however, as defined under Sec. 1256(e), are
the disposition of a foreign currency contract, rather

exempt from the capitalization rule.39 than to the gain or loss that would be derived from the
disposition of the underlying hedged property.
The IRS has, however, also interpreted this require-

C. The problem: fitting within the Sec. 1256(e)
ment to mean that both transactionsmust receiveordi-

exception nary income treatment, that is, the hedge and the
underlying property.41 Under this reading, asset

treatment
Under Sec. 1256(e)(2) a transaction will qualify as a hedges will qualify for Sec. 1256 in only
hedging transaction if it meets all of the following

limited rnstances.

requirements: (1) the purpose of the transactionmust
(b) Applicationproblemsbe to reduce the risk of () price changes or currency

fluctuationwith respect to propertywhich is held or to Application of this test is unclear in instances where
be held by the taxpayer, or (ii) interest rate or prce the propertybeinghedgednormallyproducesordinary
changes or currency fluctuations with respect to bor- income or loss, but could produce capital gain on a

rowing made or to be made or obligations incurredor sale. Should the dominant method of fulfilling the
to be incurred, by th taxpayer; (2) gain or loss on the obligation govern .

transactions must be treated as ordinary income or

loss; and (3) before the close of the day on which such 3. Identification requirement
transaction was entered into (or such earlier time as Before the close of the day on which the hedge was
the Secretary may prescribe by Regulations), the tax- entered into (or such earlier time as the Secretarymay
9ayer must clearly identify such transactionas being a

prescribe by Regulations), the taxpayer must clearlyaedging transaction. identify such transaction as being a hedging transac-
tion. Designating the transaction on the taxpayer's1. Primary purpose test books and records should qualify, in the absence of a

The purpose of the transaction must be primarily to more specific regulatory requirement.42
reduce the risk of (i) price chance or currencyfluctua- Once identified as a hedge, pursuant to Sec.
tion with respect to propertywhich is held or to be held 1256(f)(1), gain can never be treted by the taxpayerby the taxpayer; or (ii)interest rate or price chances as capital gain.or currency fluctuations with respect to borrowing
made or to be made or obligations incurred or to be
incurred by the taxpayer.40

4. Hedging investments in foreign subsidiaries

In The Hoover Company43a U.S. parent corporationThe principal impact of this provision is that the trans- entered into a series of foreign currency contracts to
action may not be speculative. Prior to the 1986 Tax

hedge the value of its investmentin its U.K. subsidiaryAct, this provision did not apply to banks, thereby
enabling them to engage in transactionswhich did not
include risk reduction. The application of this provi-
sion is unclear where the transactionserves to change 35. Sec. 263(g)(1)
the nature of an asset or liability (from a floating rate 36. Sec. 263(g)(2)(B)

37. Sec. 263(g)(2)(A)(i).
or fixed rate). For instance, changing a floating rate 38. Sec. 263(2)(ii)
liability to fixed rate serves to lock in a taxpayer's 39. Sec. 263(g)(3)
interest cost, thereby protecting the taxpayer in the 40. Sec. 1256(e)(2)(A)
event interest ratesgo up. In contrast,changinga fixed 41. See General Explanation to the Tax Act of 1981 at 299.

rate liability to floating rate serves to give the taxpayer
42. Cf. Temp. Reg. 1.1092-3T(d) (in connection with the application of
the identified mixed straddle election, taxpayer's transaction must be sus-

the benefit of rate declines. The latter transaction ceptible by independent verification).
would appear not to qualify for hedge treatment. 43. 72 T.C. 206 (1979)
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for financiai reporting purposes. During the years in D. Interplaybetween Sec. 1256(e) and (f)
issue, the taxpayer incurred a loss upon the disposition
of the foreign currency contracts and the taxpayer As noted above, Sec. 1256(f)(1) provides that gain
treated the loss as an ordinary loss. The IRS argued from any personal property (as defined in Sec.
that the loss incurred upon the disposition of the for- 1092(d)(1)) shall in no event be considered as gain
ward exchange contractswas a capital loss because the from the sale or exchange of a capital asset if the
foreign currencycontracts were not acquired to hedge propertywas identified as a hedge under Sec. 1256(e).
an ordinary income item. The court agreed with the One way of interpreting this language is that if the
IRS. foreign currency contract is identified as part of a

If the court's reasoning in Hoover is used to interpret hedge, then the gain on the forward contract shall be

the hedging exception in Sec. 1256(e), which includes treated as ordinary even if the gain or loss recognized
the requirementthat the gain or loss on the transaction upon the dispositionof the underlyinghedged asset is

must be ordinary, the hedging exception will not be a capital gain or loss. This interpretation is consistent

available when a foreign currency contract is used to with the statement in the legislative history that [ijf
offset the fluctuation of the dollar value of an invest- property has been identified by the taxpayer as being
ment in a foreign subsidiary (see below, however, part of a hedging transaction, gain from the sale or

regarding the Moynihan/Dole colloquy) since the exchange of the property may never be treated as

character of the hedge will be determined by the un- capital gain, but must be reported as ordinary in-

derlying asset.
come :45 For example, the taxpayer could not claim
that following the disposition of the underlying trans-

(a) MoynihanlDole colloquy action, the hedge was held for investment purposes,
thereby qualifying for capital gain.

The difficulty in applyi,ng the hedging exception to
certain asset hedges is further highlighted by a key
colloquybetweenSenatorsMoynihanand Doleduring E. The ordinary income requirement and

the 1981 Senate floor debate on certain ultimately Arkansas Best

enacted technical amendments to the original bill lan-
guage of Sec. 1256(f)(1). Sec 1256(f)(1) denies capital 1 : Background
gain on property which was part of a hedge. The In Arkansas Best the U.S. Supreme Court adopted a
amendment to that section inserted the word per- very strict reading of Sec. 1221 and determined that
sonal before property and inserted the parenthetical the motive (business or investment) for acquiring
(as defined in Sec. 1092(d)(1)) after property, thus property is irrelevant in determiningwhether an asset
limiting applicationof the provision. According to the is a capital asset within the meaning of Sec. 1221.
Moynihan/Dolecolloquy, the purpose of the technical Thus, Arkansas Best severely cut back the Corn Prod-
amendments to the original version of Sec. 1256(f)(1) ucts doctrine which treated an asset as being ordinary
was to allow corporations to hedge the foreign ex- in nature if it was integrally related to the taxpayer's
change risk associated with owning Sec. 1248 stock trade or business (i.e. acquired with a business mo-
and Sec. 1231(b) assets, without changing the capital tive). Prior to Arkansas Best, if the hedge was entered
gains treatment of that stock or those assets in later into as an integral part of the taxpayer's trade or busi-
years. Thus, the colloquy was designed to cover the ness, it was felt that the ordinary income requirement
Hoover hedge situation. would be met. Because Sec. 1256(e) is viewed as the

(b) Legislativehistory statutory ratificationof the Corn Productsdoctrine, in
effect, Arkansas Best seems to overrule portions of

On the other hand, the ERTA Committee Reports Sec. 1256(e).
suggest that the determination of whether particular
gains or losses from foreign currencycontractsmay be 2. Subsequentcases

treated as ordinary for Sec. 1256 purposes ultimately In Barnes Group Inc. v. United States46 the taxpayerdepends upon whether the gains or losses from the sold a foreign currency future to protect itself from a
underlying property being hedged may be treated as loss caused by a potential devaluation of the Swedish
ordinary; in other words, the Committee reports ap- krona. The taxpayer considered the loss as ordinary,
pear to adopt the look-throughapproach of Hooverto since the transactionwas entered into to offsetpossibledeterminewhetherthe gain or loss on the hedgeshould losses that would have received ordinary loss
be treated as ordinary. 4 paper

treatment. However, in the absence of the taxpayer
arguing that its subjective intent was to utilize the

(c) Impacton Hoover hedges foreigncurrencyexchangeas a surrogatefor an asset

The literal language of Sec. 1256(f)(1) and the Moyni- exempt from capital treatment, it held that the incur-

han/Dolecolloquysuggest that the gain from a foreign red loss was capital in nature because it failed to meet

currency contract acquired to hedge the taxpayer's any of the listed statutory exemptions in Sec. 1221.

investment in a foreign subsidiary may be ordinary,
even though the gain upon the disposition of the un-

44 ERTA Senate Report 200.at

derlying property may be capital. Under this reading, 45. ERTA Senate Report at 160.
such a transactionmay qualify as a Sec. 1256(e)hedge. 46. 88-2 U.S.T.C. 9503 (D. Conn. 1988)
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The court indicated that Hoover must be reexamined that to be effective for 1988 the election must be nade
in light of Arkansas Best. by 31 December 1988. For 1989 and later years the

election is to be made by the first day in which either
3. Whipsaweffect a foreign currency future or option is held.

Arkansas Best potentially produces a whipsaw effect 2. Form of the election
on transactions which were identified as hedges.
Under Sec. 1256(f)(1), gain on property identified as The electionshouldcontain the followinginformation:
a hedge will always be ordinary; any. loss, however, (1) the taxpayer's name, address and identifying
would arguablybe capital (assumingit could no longer number; (2) the date the notice is maled or otherwise
receive ordinar income treatment under Corn Prod- delivered to the IRS Center; (3) a statement that the

ucts, as modified by Arkansas Best), even though the taxpayer and all members of its affiliated group elect
transactionwas improperly identified as a hedge. This to have Sec. 988(c)(1)(D)(i)not apply; (4) the date of
result is potentially applicable to all open tax years. the beginning of the tax year for which the election

applies; (5) if the election is filed after the first day of

F. Hedging a foreigncurrencydebt
the taxable year, then a statement as to whether the

taxpayer previously held a contract described in Sec.

1. Sec. 1092 988(c)(1)(D)(i),and the first day on which such con-

tract was held; and (6) the signatureof the party mak-
If a foreigncurrencycontract is used to hedge a foreign ing the election.48
currency borrowing, a straddle exists and Sec. 1092
applies. The forward exchange contract and the loan 3. Effect of the election

payable are offsetting positions in personal property The effect of the election is to treat gain or loss from
(the loan is, in essence, a short position in foreign all futures and o tions held in foreign currency that
currency). would otherwis ie subject to Sec. 1256, as subject to

Sec. 988 for source and character purposes. An elec-
2. Sec. 1256 tion will also be binding on any income or loss derived
Sec. 1256(a) will apply to a forward exchangecontract from all contractsdescribed in Sec. 988(c)(1)(D)(i),in
(provided it involves a currency in which positions are which the taxpayerholds a director indirectinterest.
traded through regulated futures contracts) acquired
to hedge a foreign currency loan. As discussed below, 4. Effectof late election

gain or loss on the forwardwill no longer be treated as Notice 88-124 contemplates that taxpayers may in
capital gain. Because of the ordinary income status of
the forwardcontract, the hedge will now qualify under

some instances make late election. If the election is

Sec. 1256(e).
made within 30 days of the time otherwise prescribed
for making the election, the election will be effective
as of the beinning of the taxable year. However,

G. Sec. 988(c)(1)(D)(ii) losses recognzed during the taxable year on positions
which were held on or before the date of the election

The 1988 Tax Act eliminated the disparity between will not be treated as Sec. 988 losses. The principal
foreign currencycontracts traded through futures con- effect, then, is that losses will most probablybe treated
tracts and those not so traded with the enactment of as 60% long-term and 40% short-term capital gain.49
Sec. 988(c)(1)(B)(iii). Positions entered into after 21
October 1988 are treated as being subject to ordinary 5. Revoking an election
income treatment for both source and character pur- Elections made under this provision may be only re-
poses. Contracts that would otherwise be markec-to- voked with the consent of the Commissioner. Notice
marketunderSec. 1256 continue to be subject to those
rules, although now as ordinary income. The 1988 Tax 88-124 states that in determining whether to grant a

Act did not change the treatment of futures contracts
revocation recapture of the tax benefit derived from

and options (Sec. 988(c)(1)(D)(i)contracts) in making the election in previous years will be consi-

foreign currency; instead, to be treated under Sec. dered. This would include, for example, the deduc-

988, an election must be made on the first day of the 47. Notice 88-124, 1988-51 I.R.B. 1.

taxable year in which those positions are held. The 48. The election is to be filed with the IRS Center in Kansas City,
carve-out for futures and options was a reaction to the Missouri.

not appears an may
concerns of traders, who had a preference for capital

49. Although entirely clear, it that election be made

gain treatment. An earlier version of the rule would
in years following the period in which the position is acquired and still be

effective, provided it is made within the timeframe specified. [A]n elec-

have made ordinary income treatment the standard, tion under section 988(c)(1)(D)(ii) for any taxable year shall be made on

with an available election for capital gain treatment. or before the first day of the taxable year or, if later, on or before the first

day during such year on which the taxpayer holds contract described n

1. Advance Notice 88-124
section 988(c)(1)(D)(i).Notice 88-124, Section 1. B. For example, if the
election is made on 29 December for the following year, it should still

On 2 December 1988 in Notice 88-12447 the IRS issued qualify, even thoughcontractswere held during the year or precedingyears
so long as the election is made by 1 January of such year. This would

guidelines concerning the manner in which such elec- make sense, so long as the position was marked-to-marketat the end of
tion is to be made. Importantly, the Notice indicates the year preceding the election.
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tion of ordinary losses that would have been non- losses are generally not avaiable for individuals).
deductible if the positions had been subject to capital
treatment. 7. Impact on hedging election

The other major consideration in making the Sec.6. Considerations in making the election
988(c)(1)(D)(ii) election is whether, by making the

The principal consideration involved in making the election, applicationof the Arkansas Best decisioncan
election will be whether the taxpayer receives an ad- be avoided. Since making the election permits tax-

vantage by obtainingordinary income treatment from payers to satisfy the requirement under Sec.
foreign currency futures and options. Under present 1256(e)(2)(B) that all aspects of both the underlying
law, there is no rate differential between capital in- transaction and the hedge receive ordinary income
come and ordinary income; however, for corporate treatment, taxpayers making the election who use

taxpayers, capital losses can generally only be de- these contracts to hedge foreign currency exposure
ducted to the extent of capital gains (although car- can now make the Sec. 1256(e) election and thus be
rybacks and carryovers are available). Thus, under certain to avoid application of both the marked-to-
present law there is no advantage in receiving capital market and the straddle rules. The election will not,
gains treatment,unlessthe taxpayerhas prioror antici- however, eliminate any exposure for positions which
pated capital losses. In considering the election, how- were acquired prior to 22 October 1988 and which are

ever, taxpayers other than corporations should be otherwise within the applicationof the Arkansas Best
aware of Sec. 1212(c), which permits the carrybackof decision.
losses from Sec. 1256 contracts (carrybacks of capital

Exhibit 1 Exhibit 2.2

Floating to fixed interest rate swap Currency swap
Periodic payments

BANK FIXED-RATE
LENDERS INVESTORS LENDERS LENDERS

A, a

iD

/%2 -0 (D -0X

8. 4= E. Swfrs. @ 6%+ Q. 2 o_. USS Libor + 1/2%

.iLbor.J 0) 0)

121/2% fixed v Swfrs. @ 6%
U.S. , FINANCIAL 4

CORPORATION Libor INSTITUTION COMPANYA COMPANY B
COMPANY A 9 COMPANY B

_t USS Libor

Company A: All-in cost: 13% (12V2 + i/2) .

Company A: All-in cost: Libor (6%-6%)
Company B: All-in cost: Libor- 71a% (Libor + 115/8- 121) Company B All-in cost: 6 + /2% (Libor-Libor, plus 1/2%)

Exhibit 2.1 Exhibit 2.3

Currency swap Currencyswap
Initial exchange Exchange at maturity

LENDERS LENDERS LENDERS LENDERS

100 million Swfrs. $ 50 million 100 million Swfrs. $ 50 million

Sale of issue proceeds
w

100 million Swfrs. w $ 50 million
, P

COMPANYA COMPANY B COMPANY A COMPANY B

$ 50 million 100 million Swfrs.
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The CaribbeanBasin Tax Information

ExchangeAgreementsProgram
of the United States:

Eat Softly and Carry a Big Stick
Bruce Zagaris

I. INTRODUCTION ; 7.1-=YI. ..

The title of this paper has an appetizingly historical connotation. The
Caribbean policy of the Teddy Roosevelt Administration was charac-
terized by the phrase: speak softly and carry a big stick.1 The Tax Bruce Zagaris:
Information Exchange Agreements(TIEA) program of the Caribbean Berliner& Maloney,Washington,O.C.;

chair, Committee on Caribbean Law,
Basin Initiative (CBI) can be characterizedas eat softly and carry a big Section of International Law & Prac-
stick. The latter characterizationappropriately indicates the problem of tice, American Bar Association, 1981-

too few incentives,often referred to as carrots, and hence, the eatsoftly, 86; chair, Committee on International
Tax Law, Sec. of Int'I Law, ABA,

while the big stick refers to the problem of too many ways to force.the 1987- ; chair, Committee on Criminal
Caribbean to behave or conform to what U.S. policymakerswant and the Law & Procedure, Inter-AmericanBar

enactment of legislation to punish them; hence, the term the big stick. Association, 1985- ;, representative,
Association Internationale de Droit
Pnal to the O.A.S., 1985 - ; agent,

This discussionconcerns the status of the tax informationexchangeagree- Government of Barbados; lecturer at

ment program of the United States.2 The discussion will build on my law, University of the West Indies,

earlier comments of the TIEA program in August 1985 and February
1977-78; consultant, U.S.A.l.D., Ad-
ministration of Justice for the Com-

1986.3 In particular, the evaluation today has not changedessentially.The monwealth Caribbean Project, 1986.

status of the program remains that, although 3 more countries and a total The remarks in this article are neither
made on behalf of nor approved by

of 5 countries out of 29 are eligible as signatories and for the incentives any of these organizations.
received by signatories, the bulk of the CBI beneficiaryGovernmentsdo
not want to sign. At a time when Congress has mandated that the U.S.
Government conclude additional exchange of information agreements
with countries with offshore financial centers and penalize those that do
not concludesuch agreements, a further assessmentof the TIEAprogram
is useful.4

Most importantly, President Reagan correctly believed that without real
incentives no substantial investment from the U.S. private sector would
occur in the Caribbean. President Reagan's proposal was for investment
tax credits. Instead, Congressprovided to TIEA signatorieseligibility for:
convention deductions; foreign sales corporations (FSCs); and Sec. 936 TheodorebaRcokogsroevuenldt,onthaCnagrliebyb,eaTnhepolicySFor of

see United

financing. The problem with the TIEAprogram remains that, since it is a Statesand theCaribbeanin theTwentiethCentury
unilateral program, it offers too little and asks too much. (Ch. 1, Theodore Roosevelt and the Big Stick)

(1982) at 17-43; Martin, U.S. Policy in the Carib-
bean (1978) at 17-20; Bemis, The Latin-American
Policy of the United States (1943) at 142-67.
2. The provisions for tax information ex-

II. KEEPING ITS WORD change agreements as part of the Caribbean
Basin Economic Recovery Act are contained in
new Internal Revenue Code, Subsec. 274(h)(6).

Before I address the need to improve the incentives, a paramountconsid- 3. Zagaris, B., The Caribbean Basin Initia-

eration is that, once the United States makes a deal, it must keep it. Too
tive Tax Notes (26 August 1985) at 1021;
Zagas and Papavizas, Statement, Review of

often, the problem with the CBI is that, while the law excludes most the Impact and Effectiveness of the Caribbean

products, the rhetoric has been that many opportunitiesawait the Carib- Initiative (Hearings Before the Subcommittee
on Oversight, Committee on Ways and Means,

bean businesses. The few times businesses and governments take advan- House of Representatives(25-27 February 1986)

tage of a potential opportunity to export something to the United States, at 476-97.
4 For a discussion of the requirement that

they run into a new obstacle - whether it be ethanol, orange juice, Treasury conclude information exchange agree-

parakeets, and most recently captive insurance companies. The latter ments relating to money laundering, see Sec.
1363 of the Anti-DrugAbuseAct of 1986 and

example of insurance companies is especially important. Sec. 4702 of the Anti-Drug Abuse Act 0f'1988.
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In May 1983, the United State precipitouslycancelled States pushes too hard on its nforcementprogram, it
the tax treatywith Barbados.5Barbadsspentsubstan- may backfire. ,

tial resources in a short period of time and, after 4 or Thefirst order f business is that incentive must be
5 negotiations, reached an agreement in 1984, signing Strengthened. One approach of most industrialized
simultaneouslyboth the tax treaty and the first TIEA Governments, including Canada in its own Caribbeannder the CBI.6 It was the only government to sign a ntatve program known as CARIBCAN, s to
TIEA for the first coupleofyears. The U.S.-Barbados negotiate full-fledged tax treaties.12Experienceshows
income tax treaty contained an exemption for pre- that foreign investment is attracted by confidentialitymium insurance excise tax. The exemption allowed of investments a goal inimical to the TIEAs. Tax-

Barbados to attract approximately 140 U.S. com- treaties will help U.S. investors to avoid double taxa-
panies to establish offshore insurance companies in tion and obtain reduced withholding rates on divi-
Barbados.7 dends, interest and royalties. Many potential incen-.

Within 3 months of ratificationin 1986, after the U.S. tives can be offered to intrest CBI beneficiaries into

insurance.industryand later a competitorofBarbados, concluding TIEAs. In my testimony in Congress in

Bermuda, complained, members of Congress began 1986, I outlined a few:

calling for the termination of the Barbados treaty or - The U.S. should provide technicalassistancein tax

legislation to override the insurance excise tax .provi- administrationto CBI countries requestingit. This
sions.8

When the United States communicated to Barbados
its desire to discuss the exemption, Barbados agreed 5. For a backgroundon the prior U.S. Barbados treaty and its termina-

even though the treaty did not allow th United States tion, see Rhoades and Langer, 4 Income Taxation of Foreign Related

to give notice that it wanted to terminate some or all Transactions, Chapter 78X.
o.
. For a discussionofthe linkag between the income tax treaty and the

of the treaty until June 1989. Even then, the termina- TIEA, see Zagaris, The Caribbean Basin Initiative, supra note 3, at

tion notice could not take effect until January 1990. 1024.
7. For discussion of the operation of the and the BarbadosHowever, notwithstanding the treaty, on 12 October .

a tax treaty

1988, SenatorMetzenbaumintroducedan amendment offshore insurance legislation, see Karp, Barbados is in Vogue as a

Domicile for Captive Insurers, 13 Tax Planning International Review
to the new tax act that was.adoptedandpassed,,with- (Juy 1986) at 7.
out objection from the Reagan Administration,on 22 8. For a discussion of the U.S.-Bermuda TIEA provisions and the

October.9This amendmenttaxes those premiumspaid background of its signing,see Zagaris, U.S.-Bermuda Sign Mini-Tax

in 1989 that are for 1990 coverage- a clear breach of Treaty Including Mutual Assistance, 2 International Enforcement Law

the treaty. The breach followsother overridesby Con- Reporter (July 1986) at 191. The mjor U.S. Government impetus for the
U:S.-Bermuda income tax treaty containing an exemption on insurance

gress.of its tax treaties, one example mOSt recently premiumexcise tax was to avoid paying rent for the U.S. nuclearsubmarine

being the branch profits tax.lo The lesson from the base in Bermuda. However,a reason for the Bermuda treaty and the excise

Metzenbaum amendment is that, even if you have an tax.provision was that Bermuda could hot compete in the offshore insur-

agreement with the United States it may last only as
ance industry without the provision. However, statistics show otherwise.
Of the estimated 700 captive insurance companies that have been formed

long as Congress deems it useful..Unless.Congress
'

in Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, Vermontand Barbados in the years 1985

changes its behavior, the question will become, to mid-March 1988, 41% were domiciled in Bermudaas against 25% in the

whether any agreement is worth our discussion or Cayman Islands, 16% in Vermont and 17% in Barbados. Of new captives
more importantlyworth any capital investment. formed in the years 1985, 1986, 1987 nd 1988 to date Bermuda's share

was 47%, 50.2%, 31% and 27%, respectively. By comparison Barbados'
share of new formationsfor the same period was 5%, 13%, 26% and 19%,
respectiveiy. The statistics demonstrate that Bermuda grew faster than all

III. ENHANCINGINCENTIVES other domicilesin this bemisphere.during the period. See addressdelivered
by E.H.C. Griffith, GeneralManager,Central BankofBarbadostoBreak-

What is needed is not convention deductions, nor
fast Briefing of U.S. International Tax Planners at the Vista Hotel,
Washington, D.C. on 19 April 1988, at 8-9.

FSCs nor Sec. 936. Even taken together, they still do 9. Technical and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988, Sec. 6139.
not amount to an interest of most Caribbean Govern- 10. For a discussion of the protests against ihe branch tax as breaching
ments. Although the U.S. Government, Puerto Rico U.S. tax treaties,see letterfromthe Governmentsof 13 major U.S. trading
and the CBI beneficiary Governments should try to partners to ClaibomePeli, Chairman, Sen. Foreign RelationsCommittee,

dated 20 April 1988, reprnted in Major .S. Trading Partners War
improve the Sec. 936 program, they should not do so AgainstTreaty Overrides, 39 Tax Notes (25 April 1988) at 523; Tax
with the misperception that it will lead, for example, Council, accompanyinga letter dated 2 October 1987, to Assistant Secret-
the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands, or Belize to con- ary Chapoton from Edward A. Sprague; Report of the Tax Section of the

New York State Bar Association on the Override of U.S. Tax Treatyclude TIEAs.
Provisions by Amendments the Internal Revenue Code, 16 Octoberto

Just a importantly, the perception in the Caribbean 1987; Forry & Karlin, Overrides, Conflicts and Interactions with U.S.

that the United States wants these recently indepen- Income Tax Treaties, 35 Tax Notes (25 May 1987) at 793.

dent Governments to compromise their sovereignty
11. For a discussion of the difficulties other CBI Governmentshave had

see -

by overriding their laws makes TIEAs politically un-
politically with the TIEAs, Zagaris, International Enforcement
Money Movement and Related Matters (unpublished paper given to

palatable.'1Nomatterhow much money is to be gained InternationalFiscal Association,SoutheasternBranch, Miami, 21 October

or how severe U.S. threats to punish what it believes 1988 at 23).
are recalcitrant Governments and leaders, a Carib- 12. For a discussion of the CARIBCAN tax provisions, see Zagaris,

Canada's CARIBCAN: Another Incentive for Investment in the Carib-
bean leader or country that cannot maintain its integ- bean, 2 InternationalBusiness and Trade Law Reporter (July/Aug. 1986)
rity and sovereignty is not independent. If the United at 23-24.
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assistance would help solve problems of revenue Cultural exchange programs should be.strengthened.
enhancementand tax equity in the Caribbean.The These bring U.S. and Caribban peoples
assistance can be through a regional organization a more positive way.together

programs
in

such as the Center for Inter-American Tax Ad-
ministrators (CIAT) or it can be direct. The U.S. Government should take steps to improve

-TheU.S. should provide resources for the services the CBI Government Procurement Program, an-

sector, including tourism and cultural develop-
nouncedwith much fanfare by Vice-PresidentBush in
November 1985.

ment.

The key to Caribbean economic developmentand di-
versificationand to realizationof soveregntyis educa- IV. PRACTICALIMPLEMENTATION

tion and trainingas part ofan integratedservicessector

progran.13Sirnilarly, for Americansto view the Carb- A first step in this directionisfor the CaribbeanBasin

bean as a whole and thereby participate in congres- Policy group headedby the U.S. Trade Representative
sional and policy discussions about the region rather U.S.T.R.) to convene a meeting and obtain views

than as a.place to get sun, surf and sand, they must on the strengtheningofthe servicessetorin the Carib-

understand its history, and its current socio-political bean. In particular, enhanced roles can be played by
setting. the Peace Corps and the Executive Corps. If the U.S.

Governmentand Congress declared that assistance to
Assistance should be given to Caribbean universities the Caribbean service sector was important, then the
and foundations, such as the Caribbean Agriculture Executive working with state governments could en-

and Research Development Institute (CARDI), the courage more state programs like the FloridaAssocia-
Universityof the West Indies, the CaribbeanAssocia- tion of Voluntary Agencies for Caribbean Action
tion of Industry and Commerce (CAIC) and national (FAVA/CA) and integrate into such programs a ser-
chambers of commerce, their Associations of Manu- vices component.
facturers and their export promotion boards.

Legislatively, inclusion of a provision that 'services,
Assistanceshould be provided to the Caribbean in the such as tourism and cultural developmentand, in par-
critical information industries. Transfer of technol- ticular, visual and performing arts, are part of the
ogy in computerand telecommunicationsis especially CBERA is required to overcone arguments b some

required. In the past U.S. computerfirms have started myopic Congressional staffers that the law does not

pilot projects in Jamaica that have been quite success- allow the U.S. Government to assist those sectors.
ful. The linkage between the United States and the Such a declaration can also motivate persons in the
Caribbean in data processing can be strengthened bY U.S. Government,state governmentsand private sc-
training programs. tor to support the services sector.

Export of Caribbean culture should be encouraged. In the end, tangible economic incentives must be pro-
Jamaica is the model.14Jamaica'smarket is sufficiently vided to motivate investment. This can be done either
large and its infrastructureand organizationsuch, that by allowing U.S. entities a tax credit for providing
it has been able to export music to the United States assistance to CBI non-profit organizations or by in-
and to a lesser extent films. volvementof U.S. agencies in these projects.
By assistingCaribbeansocieties to increasetheir visual
and performingarts, both for indigenousand commer- V. ENSURING PROPER DIALOGUE WITH CBI
cial reasons, they will accomplish several objectives: BENEFICIARIES
(a) they will become more knowledgeableabout their

own culture and less dependenton foreign culture In the end, the problem of the TIEA program is that
a process central to true independence; it is designed by the U.S. Congress the needs- to meet

(b) they will expand the quality of their tourism prod- of the United States. Therefore, it emphasizesobtain-
uct and foreign exchange without having to in- ing tax information from the Caribbean to meet U.S.
crease the number of tourists; enforcementgoals of international tax, narcotics, and

(c) the export of visual and performingarts will gener- money laundering and provides for insufficient incen-
ate positive macroeconomiceffects. The export of tives.
culture will benefit artists, stimulate prospective
artists and serve to promote travel and investment Only when the CBI Governments have an effective

in the country of export. opportunity to express their needs and implement
them through a framework in which they have a real

13. Fora discussionof an integratedservicessector approach to economic voice will the TIEA programwork. Such a mechanism
development and diversification, see Zagafis, Economic Development exists in the Lom Convention, which provides bilat-
and Diversification in the Caribbean, 7 HarlemThirdWorld Trade Insti-

rute Trade Winds (Sept. 1988) at 27-31. eral negotiation between the European Community
14. For background on the success of Jamaica in cultural development, and the African Caribbean and Pacific Governments
see Nettleford, CaribbeanCultural Identity (1979) every 5 years, and previously in the Inter-American
15. For a discussionof CIAP and other mechanismsfor the coordination Committee on the Alliance for Progress (CIAP).
of foreign assistance among donor Governments as well as among donor CIAP acted as a consulting and coordinating agency
and donee Governments, see Zagaris, The Rising Utility of the Public

International Corporation, 6 Denver Journal of International Law and and acted on the recommendations of a Committee
Policy (1976) at 43. composed of both the U.S. and donee countries.5
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VI. SHORT-TERMSOLUTIONS The U.S. Government should avoid unilateral and
extraterritorial solutions, or risk deterioration of its

In the short-term,theCBI Governmentscan only ob- overall internationalenforcementgoals in the region.
tain more incentives in the TIEA program by effec- A mature, unilateral policy, although it will take
tively persuading the U.S. Governmentthat, until the longer to implement, will produce more effective div-
United States provides the CBI Governments more idends, both for U.S. enforcementgoals and for over-

incentives, they will not conclude TIEAs. all diplomaticgoals in the region.
The CBI Governmentswill not be able to obtainTIEA
benefits by only concluding Mutual Legal Assistance VII. SUMMARYAND CONCLUSION
Treaties (MLAT)16,especiallyones limited to drugs
and crimes relating to drugs.17 The reason is that the Through an income tax treaty program that includes
Treasury Department, independent of Justice, the
Drug Enforcement Administration, Customs, wants

tax information exchange and technical assistance in
tax administrationand by increasing incentives in the

and needs TIEAs. In 1989 and the foreseeable future services sector, the United States will enhance the
the U.S. deficit will put pressure on tax compliance motivation for the CBI beneficiary Governments to
and revenue raising. Recently, the United States has conclude TIEAs. The United States must also be able
realized that with the internationalizationof business, to fulfill whatever agreements it makes and compen-the IRS will need to allocate more audit resources on sate Governments that suffer its breaches of treatyinternational transactions. obligations. From a negotiating perspective, unity
On both short and long-termstrategies, the CBI coun- amongCBI beneficiariesis importantas is constructive
tries must act as a group. The United States will put dialogue between CBI countries and the United
more demands and penalties on Caribbean Govern- States. In the long run only an institutionaland unilat-
ments as a result of Sec. 4702 of the Anti-DrugAbuse eral framework can best insure the continuity of the
Act of 1988. It requires the conclusion of agreements dialogue.
to pro'tide access to bank records in countries where

-money launderingmay occur. If Governmentsdo not
conclude agreementsin 2 years, their financial institu-
tinswill be precludedfrom the U.S. wire transferand
clearing system,and prevented from having accounts

16. For discussion of U.S. MLAT policy, Ellis and Pisani,a recent seewith banks chrtered by the U.S. and state govern- The United States Treaties on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters,
ments. Bassiouni (ed.), InternationalCriminalLaw (1986) at 151-81; Nadelmann,

The Caribbean Governments must be united to
Criminal Assistance Treaties, American Journal of Comparative Law
(1985) at 467-504.

achieve incentives under U.S. trade laws, such as the 17. For a discussion of the U.S.--CaymanConventionSupplementingthe

CBERA, and to cooperate in enforcementmatters in Single Convention on Narcotics, also known as the mini-MLAT, see

a way that both solve drug trafficking and does not Zagaris, Exchangeof InformationOutsideof Tax Agreements,Gordon
& Zagaris (cds., International Exchange of Tax Information Recentsurrender their own sovereignty or reduce business

-

Developments (PLI 1985) at 94-98; for a discussion of the U.S.-Cayman
opportunities,especially in countries in which there is MLAT, see Zagaris, U.S. and Cayman Islands Conclude Mutual Assist-
an offshore financial sector. anceTreaty,2 InternationalEnforcementLawReporter(July 1986) at 200.

ERRATUM

The article appearingin the February issue, entitled The
UnitedKingdomApproachto Anti-taxAvoidanceProvi-
sions was prepared in advance of the seminar by Mr.
Eric Tomsett on behalfof Mr. Stephen Edge.
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Residence in the United Kingdom and the

Scope of U.K. Taxation for Individuals-

A ConsultativeDocument

M. Roger Moore, FCA and Nick C. Webb*

INTRODUCTION range their affairs by compartmentalizingtheir ,funds
in separatecapital and incomeaccountsand imprtingOn 28 July 1988 the Inland Revenue issued a Consul- only funds from capital accounts which do not attract

tative Document outlining its proposals for a change U.K. tax.
in the rules which determine the tax residence status
of an individualand the way in which this affects liabil- 2. Not ordinarily resident status
ity to U.K. taxation.' One of the more radical options
put forward in the Documentwould abolish the remit- Though resident, an individual may sometimes suc-

tance basis of taxation currently available to individu. cessfully claim to be not ordinarily resident if he nor-

als who are not domiciled in the United Kingdom. mally lives outside the United Kingdom. This status

Another proposal would put an end to the rule that places the individual in the same advantageousposi-
having accommodationavailable in the United King- tion as an individualwho is not domiciledin the United
dom in conjunction with one day's presence in a tax Kingdom with regard to foreign-sourceinvestmentin-

year may be sufficient to make an individual resident come. A further advantage is that earnings from
for that tax year. employmentsperformedwholly abroad are taxed only

when remitted to the United Kingdom.
THE PRESENT SYSTEM2

3. The method of determining tax residence
There are currently 3 factors which determine the status

scope of an individual's liability to U.K. taxation -

domicile, residence and ordinary residence. Domicile Underthe currentsystem presencein the United King-
is a common law concet and can be defined as mean- dom for 183 days or more in one year always makes

ing the country in whica a person has his home and in an individual resident for tax purposes. When an indi-
which he intends to live permanently. Residence has vidual is present for less than 183 days in a year a

no technical meaning for U.K. tax purposes3 and the number of factors are generally weighed in determin-
Courts have stressed that the word s to be construed ing whether or not he is a resident. Tax residence

according to its everyday usage. The considerations status is thus sometimes avoided by limiting visits to

typically taken into account in deciding whether an the United Kingdom to less than 6 months in a year
individual is a U.K. resident are referred to below. and ensuring that other pointers to resident status are

Ordinary residence, similarly, has no technical mean- absent. The availabilityof accommodationin the Unit-

ing and the words have to be interpreted in their ordi- ed Kingdom, the possession of a permanent home

nary sense. Case law indicates that ordinary residence abroad, and the average time present in the United

signifies the place where a person habitually lives. Kingdom in any one year where visits are habitual are

among the relevant considerations.
Behind the document lies the Inland Revenue's con-

cern that the complexity of these residence rules and
Mr. Moore and Mr. Webb are staff members of the IBFD.

the ways in which these affect an individual's liability
afford a number of opportunities for escaping U.K. 1. The Inland Revenue also invited responses to these proposals.
taxation. These opportunities principally involve the 2. See R.J. Tootle, Inward Expatriates, 28 European Taxation 1

following4 aspects of the current system:
(1988) at 43 for a discussion of some of the relevant aspects of the present
system.
3. The Taxes Act does, however, contain a number of sections which

1. The remittance basis for non-domiciled deem an individual to be residentor not resident in specificcircumstances.

individuals 4. The phrase used in the Taxes Act is received in the United King-
dom. The definition attached to this phrase in relation to employment

Non-domiciledresidents are subject to tax on foreign- income means that income is regarded as remitted to the United Kingdom
source income and capital gains only when these are

when the employee has the use of it. See Taxes Act 1988, Sec. 132(5). No
definition is given to the phrase in relation to investment income but it is

remitted4 to the United Kingdom. Furthermore,such amplified in such a way as to make it clear that what is envisaged is any
non-domiciledresidentsare not taxed on the importa- commercially recognized method by which money may be transferred to

tion of funds from foreign capital accounts except the United Kingdom. The Courts, however, have shied away from in-

where these are funded by the -groceeds of capital terpretationswhich involve the concept of constructive remittance,em-

must an moneyor

gains and thereforecaught under t ae remittancebasis. phasizing that there be actual transferof money'sworth.
See Gresham Life Assurance Society vs. Bishop, 4 Tax Cases (T.C.) 464

It is thus possible for non-domiciled residents to ar- and Thomson vs. Moyse, 39 T.C. 291.
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4. The possibilityof fiscal emigrtion most of the U.K.'s tax treaties in relation to movablf
,

those Africa
'

Individualswho are notresidentare not subject to tax property gains only with South and Zam-
.

' bia still have the exclusivity provision for immoyable
on capitalgains arisingfrom:thedisposalofU.K assets property gains.7 Apart frorn .these 2 caes, therefre,,
and short-term absences re sometimes arranged in the U.K.'s treaty network would present no obstacle

.

order to secure this result. Similarly certain income to the proposed assessmentof individualsreturning to
received by individuals carrying on a trade or profes- the country on capital gains arising from immovable
sion may escape U.K. taxationentirelywhere the indi-

property.vidual is able to arrange matters so that he is outside
the country for a full year. The interactionof the proposalswith the provisionsof

a tax treaty is illustrated in the following example.
Hector's investment portfolio shows accrued taxable

THE 'PROPOSALS gains of £ 1/2 million. In November 1992 Hector takes
1. Residence up residence in Switzerland where he has full-time

employmentand his circumstancesare such that under
It is proposed that the possession of accmmodation Art. 4 of the United Kingdom-Switzerlandtax treatyavailable for use in the United Kingdom should no (elimination of dual residence) he is resident only in
longer play a part in decidingwhether an individual is Switzerland for purposes of the treaty. In Februaryresident. The sole criterionto be admittedin determin- 1993 Hector realizes his £ 1h.million gain. There is no

ing residencestatuswould be the numberofdays phys- federal capi.tal gains tax in Switzerland, and Hector
ically spent in the United Kingdom. The residence test has taken care to reside in a canton which likewise
suggested in the Document may be summarized as not to tax capitalfollows:

' does assess individuals on gains, In
May 1994 Hector returns to the United Kingdom.The

(a) less than 30 days' presence in the UnitedKingdom: U.K. Inland Revenue should not be able to assess this
not resident; gain to capital gains tax, either in the year in which it

(b) 183 days' presence or more in the United King-
dom: resident;

was made if they find Hector to be U.K. resident for
that year under domestic law, or under the new pro-(c) between 30 and 183 days' presence in the United posals in the year of Hector's return to the United

Kingdom: residentwhere the total of the days pre- Kngdom. UnderArt. 13 of thetax treaty, Switzerland
sent n the tax year and a fraction of the days has the exclusive right to tax the gain, andthe situation
present in the previous year and the year before iS not affected by the fact that neither Switzerlandnor
that exceeds 183. The fractionsproposedare 1/3 for the canton in whichHectorresidedexercises the right.the previous year and 116 for the year before that.5

Now suppose that Hector's £ 1/2 million gain does not
2. Short absences abroad- capital gains arise from his investmentportfolio, but from immova-

Measures are propsed to courter exploitation of the ble property situated in the United Kingdm: the In-.

capital gains tax exemption for non-residentsby indi- land Revenue will be able to assess asSwitzerland

viduals who absent themselvesfor short periodswhilst does not have exclusivity of taxin y rights in respect of

substantalcapitalgans are realized. Incomeand gains U.K. immovable property gains.tIn a recent cse,. R

arising during period of short-term non-residence v Inland Revenue, ex parte Fulford-Dobson9,the tax-

(say up to 3 years)wouldbe assessable upon the indi- payer was assessed to capital gains tax.in repect ofa

vidual's return to the United Kingdom. It is doubtful substantial immovable property gain relized after his

whether the introductionof such a chargewould scoop departure from the United Kingdom for emploment
up much tax in respect of investment portfolio gains.
Many of the U.K.'s 80 tax treaties give exclusivity of 5. Changing the existing rule, a part of a day will ount as a full day.
taxing rights to the country of residence of the Currently, an individual is deemed to have been a full day in the United

alienatorof most movableproperty (with the standard Kingdom only if he has been present immediatelybefore midnight; in other ,

exceptions of the business property of permanent es-
words, if he leaves the United Kingdom 5 minutes-before midnight, the

day does not count as a day for tax residence purposes.
tablishments, etc.). It would seem, therefore, that the 6. The relevantpart of Art. 13 of the Netherlands-UnitedKingdom tax

new measure would not catch the portfolio gains of treaty reads:

short-term emigrantswho take up residence in one of (4) Gains from the alienationof any property other, than that referred
to in paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of this.Article, shall be taxable only in

these treaty countriesunless- and it is sincerelyhoped the State of which the alienator is a resident.
that this will not be the case - the proposed legislation (5) The provisions of paragraph (4) shall affect the right of eithernot

seeks to override existing international agreements. of the States to levy accordihg to it own law a tax'o.h gains from the
alienation of any property derived by an individual who is a resident of

For the moment it seems that as far as investment the other State and has been a resident of the first-mentionedState at

portfolio gains are concerned,sanctuaryfrom the new any time during the five years immediatelypreceding the alienationof

proposal may be found by taking up residence in a the property.

country which has a tax treaty with the United King- 7. See M. Roger Moore, Darkness over the Antilles and Aruba, 28

dom, which incorporates the substance of Art. 13 of EuropeanTaxation9 (1988) at 311. The outgoingNetherlandsAntilles and
Aruba treaty does contain this limitation provision but it neither appears

the OECDModel;forexample, Switzerland,Belgium in the outgoing Belgian treaty nor in.the new (not yet ratified) Belgian
or Luxembourg- but not the Netherlands,because of treat
Art. 13, para. 5 of the treaty.6 8. The sme exception applies to immovable property situated outside

the United Kingdom as applies to investment portfolio gains.
Although the Art. 13 exclusivity provision is found in 9. 1987 Simon's Tax Cases344:
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in Germany. As in the case of the current tax treaty The first alternative would bring into charge to U.K.
with Switzerland, there is no exclusivityof taxing rights tax all benefits enjoyed in the United Kingdom out of
provision in respect of immovable property gains in overseas assets with the result that the current advan-:
the United Kingdom-Germanytax treaty.

'

tages in remittingonly fromcapital fundswouldevapo-

As a possible alternative to making short-term absen- rate. The Document highlights the proceeds of

tees liable to capital gains tax on their return to the jewelry, antiques, etc. brought intothe United King-
United Kingdom, the idea of a deemed disposal of dom and sold whilst the owner is''i'esident and the

assets on emigration is raised. Australia and Canada value of benefits from interest-freeloans and rent-free

both treat emigration of individualsas a deemed capi- use of property provided out of overseas assets as

tal gains tax disposal, and the system appears to oper-
items which would fall into this expanded remittance

ate quite satisfactorily. However, although an emigra- net. The amount brought into charge would of course

tion charge has the advantage that its provisionswould be subject to a limit equal to the amountof world-wide

not run the risk of conflictingwith an international tax
income and gains and there would be a credit for any

treatyto, the Documentappears to dismiss the possibil- tax otherwise payable. Because of the complexities
ity of such a charge on the grounds that it would be involved, this proposalapparentlydoes not find favour

difficult to ensure compliance.
with the Inland Revenue.

The second form of intermediate taxation would re-

3. Short absences abroad quire the calculationof world-wide income and gains.
Only a proportion of the tax liability on world-wide

The ConsultativeDocumentalso proposesthat certain income and gains would be taken into account. This

types of income receipts (for example, sales of proportion would be variable and would be linked to

copyright for lump sums) received during a period of the number of years of residence in the period before

short-term non-residence which would otherwise full U.K. tax liability was established. The inter-
elude the U.K. tax net will be subject to a certain mediate resident would, however, be taxed on the

amount of U.K. income tax in the years immediately full amount of income and gains arising in the United

preceding and following the period of non-residence. Kingdom where this produced a higher liability.
As with capital gains, the Inland Revenue will have to
considerany exclusive taxing rights in a tax treaty with Whchever method of intermediate taxation was

the taxpayer's country of residence before attempting adopted - be it a strengthened remittance basis or a

to assess such income. world-wide income approach - it is worth reiterating
that inward expatriates would pay full U.K. tax on

world-wide income and gains after a limited period
4. Inward expatriates (probably 7 years) of residence.

The Document comments that the favourable tax

treatment currently available to non-domiciled resi- CONCLUSION
dents is inappropriatewhen such individualshave lived
in the United Kingdom for many years and possibly It is expected that, if adopted, the proposals will be
their whole lives. It concedes, on the other hand, that incorporated in the Finance Bill 1989, with the inten-
there are grounds for extending such a favourable tion that they would come into effect in the tax year
intermediatebasis of taxation to inward expatriates 1990-91. Doubtless there will be powerful op,osition
for a temporary period only. to these proposals from interestec parties, anc it must

Two alternative solutions to the problems presented not be forgotten that an attempt by the Government

by the treatment now afforded to non-domiciled resi- in 1974 to strip the non-domiciliaryof his remittance

dents are outlined. The first, which is apparently basis of taxation after 5 years' ordinary residence'1

favoured, envisages retaining the concept of domicile foundered, albeit on the then weaknessof sterlingand
and making the intermediate basis of taxation availa- the U.K. economy, and the strength of overseas pres-
ble to non-domiciled residents until they are suffi- sures.

ciently fiscallyconnected'tothe United Kingdom to
be subject to full taxation. Sufficient fiscal connection 10 To be'fully effective, it would have to apply on an individualbecoming
would be established when the individual has been dual resident in a treaty country, as well as becomingnon-resident. Provi-

resident for a certain number of years - 7 out of the sions along the lines of Finance Act 1986, Sec: 58 (dual resident trusts)

previous 14 years is suggested. The second approach might be necessary.

advocatesabandoningthe conceptof domicileentirely
11. Clause 18 of the 1974 Finance Bill reads as follows:

Ordinary residence for substantialperiods
and extending the intermediate basis of taxation to (l) Where an individual -

any resident individual who has not been resident for (a) is ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom in a year of assess-

7 out of the previous 14 years.
ment to which this section applies, and

(b) was ordinarily resident in the United Kingdom in the preceding
The Documentalso puts forward2 alternativepropos- 6 years of assessment or in 5 of them; the same consequences

als for the form which the intermediate tax treatment shall follow for the purposes of ncome tax and capital gains tax

as if in the first-mentionedyear of assessment he were domiciled
of inward expatriates should take: (1) a widened and in the United Kingdom.
strengthened version of the present remittance basis; (2) This section applies to the year 1976-77 and subsequent years of

or (2) a world-wide income approach. assessment.
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[] The International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
m AmsterdamIIII

BrIII| seeks to appoint a Successor (M/F) to the retiring EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentationis an Requirements
independent, non-profit research foundation specialis-
ing in the field of international and comparative taxa- The successful candidate will have:
tion. - an academic (or equivalent) education;

-

The IBFD disseminates informationon fiscal matters to
a thorough knowledgeof international tax law as evi-
denced by publications;advisors, businessenterprisesand governmentsthrough- fluency in English (both written and oral); working-

out the world. The information is provided on an indi- a

vidual basis as well as through various journals and knowledgeof Dutch, French or German would be an

loose-leafpublications. The first data base was released asset;
-

in mid-1988(Tax TreatyData Base on CD-ROM)and proven leadership ability;
-

a second dta base will be released by the end of 1989 interpersonal/communicationskills necessary to work

(European Taxation on CD-ROM). Most publica-
with an international staff and liaise with academic
circles and clients.tions are in English, although some are in Dutch,

French, German and Spanish. The appointeewill work temporarilyunder the guidance
The IBFD organizes congresses and seminars on tax of the current ExecutiveDirector, Drs..D.A. van Waar-

developments,e.g. the East-West Tax Conferences. denburg. He/shewill assume full responsibilityas Execu-
tive Director as of 1 September 1991.

The IBFD's professionalstaff consists of 25 multilingual
lawyers and economists from 12 countries. This is an excellent opportunity for indiyiduals seeking

a long-term career move to a dynamic,internationally-
Function oriented position. The remuneration for this position is

The ExecutiveDirectorhas final responsibilityfor the negotiable.-

research work of the IBFD and he/she supervises the To apply for this post, please send a curriculum vitae
professional staff. with details ofprofessionalexperience, level of responsi-
He/she promotes the IBFD through guest lecturing bility and references, before 15 May 1989 to Mr. H.-

and activeparticipationin fiscal congressesand profes- Hamaekers, Chief Executive, International Bureau of
sional committees. Fiscal Documentation, P.O. Box 20237, 1000 HE
As a member of the IBFD management, he/she, n Amsterdam, the Netherlands..Applications will be-

conjunction with the Chief Executive, is responsible treated with the strictest confidence.
for general policy decisions of the IBFD.

Availablenow- the world's most up-to-date and comprehensivecollectionof double taxation treaties:

IBFD TAX TREATIESDATA BASE- (ON CD-ROM)
This new IBFD electronic service contains the full text in Enghsh of virtually every tax treaty throughout the world

(about 900!) with protocols. Treaties already signed and publishedbut not yet in force are also ncluded, as are many
tax treaties which are no longer in force but retain some importance. This extensive data base also ncludes the full
texts of the 1963 OECDDraft Conventionand the 1977 OECD ModelDoubleTaxationConventionon Incomeand Capital,
as well as the U.N. Model Double Taxation ConventionbetweenDevelopedand DevelopingCountries.

Operating on the world-standardHigh Sierra system, this CD-ROM is supphedwith a sophisticatedbut user-friendly
search programme facilitating not only the immediate retrieval of the full text of any treaty (with protocol) but also
verification of whether it is actually in force, and whether it contains provisions concerning e.g. offshore companies,
joint ventures, computersoftware, etc.

6000 Dutch florins (including the first update)
N.B. For residents of The Netherlands: price is exclusive of BTW (VAT).

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION(IBFD)
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PortugueseTax Reform:

A Closer Look at Corporate Taxation

William T. Cunningham

. b,
Mr. Cunningham is a partner of Arthur Andersen & Co. He has been in charge of-j
the firm's PortugueseTax Practice since 1983. Previously, he spent 9 years in the
Dublin office of Arthur Andersen & Co., working on Irish, U.S. and internationaltax
matters. He is a member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland, the
Institute of Taxation in Ireland, the PortugueseFiscal Associationand the Interna-
tional Fiscal Association. He holds a degree in Commerce from the National

Universityof Ireland. He has lectured extensivelyon taxation matters for both Irish
Institutesand has co-authored several Arthur Andersen & Co. tax publications.

INTRODUCTION Revenuesof various types defined for purposesof
the tax on individuals, received by non-resident

In the February 1988 Bulletin I outlined the overall entities not liable to the tax on individuals.
frameworkof Portuguesetax reform. This articledeals
in greater depth with the corporate aspect of the tax Profit is defined in balance sheet terms, as represent-
reform, which is effective as from 1 January 1989. The ing the .differencebetween the net equity at the begin-
relevant tax codes were approved by the Cabinet on ning and end of the accounting period, adjusted in
20 October and signed into law (Decree-Law442-B88 accordancewith the Code. This clearly embracescap-
of 30 November) by the President on 30 November ital gains, but, to eliminate doubt, the Code develops
1988. The new tax is more commonly referred to in the further the concept of taxable gains, to include tae

abbreviated form of its Portuguese title: Imposto world-wide revenues of resident companies and a de-

sobre o Rendinento das pessoas Colectivas (IRC) tailed list of gains of non-resident entities. For non-

(hereafter corporate tax). Persons liable to the tax Portuguesereaders, these are ofparticularrelevance.
are defined as:

(a) Commercial or civil companies in commercial Non-residentswith a permanent establishment

form, cooperatives, nationalized corporations and in Portugal
other collective persons under public or private law

havin their head office or place of effective manage- In addition to the income and.capitai gains directly
ment in Portuguese territory. earned by a Portuguese permanent establishment,

non-resident companies are also liable to tax on in-
(b) Entitieswithout juridicalpersonality,having their come or gains of whatevercharacterobtained through
head office or place of effective management in Por- the intervention of the permanent establishrnent, or

tuguese territory, receiving income not liable to the through the conduct in Portugalof identicalor sirnilar
tax on individuals or to corporate tax directly as indi- activities to that of the permanentestablishment.
viduals or companies. It is worth noting in passing tht the definition of a

(c) Entities with or without juridical personality, not permanentestablishnent,which previouslywas virtu-
having their head office or effective alace of manage- ally a word-for-word transcription of the C)ECD
ment in Portuguese territory, whic a obtain income Model definition, has now been re-drafted to contain
from there not liable to tax on individuals. fewer exceptions and qualifications. A permanent es-

tablishment is now defined in Art. 4(5) as
6
....any

Taxable base fixed installationor permanentrepresentationthrough
which an activity of commercial, industrial or agricul-

The Code definesthe taxablebase under4 categories: tural character is carried on.
The profit of taxable entities which carry on activ- A permanent establishment is also deemed to exist-

ity of a commercial, industrial or agricultural where a non-resident entity carries on its activity in
character. Portugal through employees or other personnel con-
The global revenues of resident entities not carry- tracted for that purpose for a period of 120 days,-

not
ing on activity of a commercial, industrial or ag-
ricultural character.
The profit attributable to the Portuguese perma--

1 See: Portuguese Tax Reform, 42 Bulletin for International Fiscal
nent establishmentof non-residententities. Documentation2 (1988) at 78.
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necessarilyconsecutive, in any 12-monthperiod. With rat of 36.5%, increased by a municipal surcharge to

Portugal's tiny network of tax treaties2, this leaves 40.15% in most municipalities.This contrastswith the
many non-resident companies exposed to corporate previous regime under which capital gains of com-

tax. panies were taxed only if realized on the disposal of
fixed assets, and the rate was 12% (doubled to 24%
for gains on the disposal of land for construction).

Non-residentswithout a permanent The introductionof rollover relief for reinvestment
establishment in Portugal of sales proceeds will ease the burden on active or

expandingcompanies.
These are liable to corporate tax on:

(a) Income from immovablepropertysituated in Por-
tugal, includingcapitalgains arisingon theirdisposal. Consolidatedtax reporting
(b) Gains arising from the sale of shares or other titles
of ownership or securities issued by entities with their The new tax adopts the concepts introduced into law
head office or place of effective management in Por- in December 1987 (Decree-Law 414/87 of 31 De-
tuguese territory. cember), permitting resident groups of companies to

(c) Gains arising from the sale of the assets referred file a single tax return.
to in preceding paragraphs, even where their issuer is
a non-resident, wherever the dividends or interest on The ownership requirement, at 90%, is an onerous

the shares or securities arose from a permanentestab- one which during 1988 is believed to have resulted in

lishment in Portugal. only 7 applications for consolidated reporting being
(d) The following types of income paid by a Por- submitted. (Senior tax officials advocate the use of a

tuguese resident debtor (or by a Portuguese perma_
100% requirement!) In addition to permittingpooling

nent establishmentof a non-residentdebtor) to a non- of profits and losses of member companies, t_ae con-

resident: solidated reporting option permits payment of divi-

(i) income from intellectualor industrialpropertyand dends, interest and royalties between group members

from the provision of information derived from without deductionof withholding tax. Intra-groupdis-

experience acquired in the industrial, commercial posal.9f fixed assets is not liable to capital gains tax.

or scientific sectors; Applications for consolidated reporting must be sub-
ii) other income from the applicatinof capital; mitted before 30 April in the year for which the appli-
iii)income from the use or granting of use of agricul- cation is intended to be effective. If granted, consoli-

tural, industrial, commercial or scientific equip- dated reporting is obligatory for 3 consecutive years,
ment; after which it is renewed automatically unless the

(iv)income arising from the holding of an office as a groupparentsubmitsa requestfor its discontinuance.
member of statutory boards of collective persons;

(v) winningsfrom gambling, lotteriesor sweepstakes.
The rate of tax applicable to non-residentswithout a Intra-groupdividends

permanent establishment is 25%. However, for the
following categories of income special reduced rates The changes in this area result in a higher tax burden

appl: for companies receiving dividends from other Por-
Income describedin (i) and (iii) above, tuguese resident companes. Undothe old sstem-

as well as technical assistance fees 15% Art. 42 pf the Industrial Tax Code permitted such
Income dscribed in (ii) and(iv) above, companies to exclude from taxable incmedividends-

except for dividends and interest on received from other resident companies. A minimum
bearer or nominative securities 20% holding percentage of 25% and holding period of 2
Income described in (iv) above 25% years applied for many years, but the first of those was-

abolished in 1986. Thisencouragedwidespreadminor-
The tax s to be deducted at source. ity holdings by companies in others.

Z holdng period is re-With tax reform, the minimum

PRINCIPAL INNOVATIONSIN THE 1989 TAX tained, and the 25% holding requirement rein-
troduced. The old 100% exclusion is replaced by a

REFORM 95% one. Companies not meeting these 2 require-
The new Code introduces ome changes which will ments are taxed on the full dividend received, with a

radically alter the timing and scale of the compliance credit for 20% of the underlying corporate tax as well

and payment burden for companies. as for the withholding tax on the dividend. This results
in the following situation:

Taxationof capital gains
2. Portugal has tax treaties with Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Denmark,

The widening of the tax base, described above, re- Finland, France, Germany (Federal Repblic), Italy, Norway, Spain,
sulted in capital gains being liable at the corporate tax Switzerland and the United Kingdom.
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Company A receves dividends from Company B n 3 different or marketvalue. The previous 10% inventoryobsoles-
ownership situations, all held for longer than 2 years. cence provision will not be automatic.

I II III Both the above tax deductionsare taken by setting up
25% 25% 100% provisions, rather than by direct credit against the

[consoli- current assets involved.
dation]

Profitsof CompanyB 10,000 10,000 10,000
B's corporatetax 4,015 4,015 4,015 Valuationof work in progress
Distributableprofits 5,985 5,985 5,985

Distributed to CompanyA 1,000 1,000 1,000 Under the present tax legislation, there is no specific
Withholdingtaxon dividends 250 reference to the manner of recognizingprofit on long-
Receivedby CompanyA 750 1,000 1,000 term contractsspanning2 or more accountingperiods.
Taxable in CompanyA As a result, a highly conservative practice has devel-
1. The sum of: oped of recognizingprofits only on completionof long-

Dividends received 750 term contracts. In the case of constructioncompanies,-

Withholding tax 250 the latest date that could be taken as indicating com--

20% of underlying pletion was the date of executionof the public deed or-

corporatetax 121.97 = 1122 escriturapblica conveying the completed property
to the new owner or in the case of works carried out

2. 5% of dividend 5O person's property. Needless to this hason a own say,
been seized on enthusiasticallyby buildingcontractors

3. If consolidated reporting elected O
and others in the past to maximize tax deferral.

Tax payable by CompanyA
Corporatetax 36 5% 410 18 0 The new Code requires the use of the percentage of

Municipalsurcharge3.65% 41 2 0 completionmethod for constructionworks carried out

Credits250+ 121 97 -372
on a contract basis. Other long-term production pro-

79 cesses may still use other valuation criteria, which
eases the significant tax burden that would otherwise

Netafter-taxdividendreceived result for wine and port wine producers holding large
byCompanyA 671 980 1000 stocks.
Notes: I. If the 25% holding were not held by A for the required 2-year

period, the after-tax dividend would be reduced from 979.925
to 671.45.

2 If A did not elect consolidatedreporting in relation to its holding Fiscal transparency
in B, the after-tax dividend would be reduced from 1000 to
979.925. This is the term used in the legislation to the provisions

which look through professional service companies
Separate legislation relating to the taxation of holding and family holding companies and attribute their in-

companies is currently being drafted and, when pass-
come pro rata to their shareholders. Companies of

ed, may provide for more uniform treatment of divi- lawyers and statutory auditors are the entities subject
dends at various ownership levels where the relation- to the look-throughprovisions.
ship meets the requirementfor qualifyingthe recipient
as a holding company under Portuguese law. This
definition, not yet known, will bea crucial part of the Farming and forestry activities

holding company legislation. To ease these into the tax system, transitionalarrange-
ments provide for a reduced basis of taxation as fol-
lows:

Computationof taxable profits tax rate
Profits of 1989 12.5%

The present system, involving maximum percentages Profits of 1990 16 %
for provisions for bad and doubtful receivables and Profits of 1991 20 %
inventoryobsolescence is to be refined. The definition Profits of 1992 25 %
of a bad debt has been extended beyond the present Profits of 1993 31%
one which required a court judgement before a write-
off could be tax-deductible, to embrace debts over 6
months overdue. Debts of that age and older may be

Payment dates
provided for on a stepped basis:
25% for debts 6 to 12 months overdue
50% for debts between 12 and 18 months overdue Previously corporate tax was paid either when filing

the tax return, with a discount, or later on demand.
75% for debts between 18 and 24 months overdue From 1989 onwards, 3 payments on account are re-
100% for debts more than 24 months overdue quired in June, Septemberand December. Each pay-
Inventories may be written down to the lower of cost ment is to be 25% of the previous year's liability.
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CONCLUSION higher after tax reform than under the previous sys-
tem, where the corresponding rate for 1987 was

The above is necessarily an overview of only some of 48.08%.3 The result of tax reform, therefore, will be
the more interesting changes introduced by Por- to increase the tax burden on companies distributing
tuguese tax reform. The purity of the original single profits and to reduce it for those retaining them.
tax concept as developed by the Commission on Tax
Reform has been diluted by the introductionof special
rates for various categoriesof corporate and personal
income. 3. A combinationof industrial tax of 35%, extraordinarytax on corpo-

rate profits of 2.5%, a municipal surcharge of 3.5% and a dividend with-
Despite this flexibility, no unilateral measures have holding tax of 12% from income net of these 3 taxes.
been introduced to overcome Portugal's comparative The rate of tax applicable to non-residentswithout a permanentestablish-
tax disadvantagein attracting investorsfrom non-trea- ment is 25%. However, for the following categories of income, special
ty countries (the United States, Japan, the Nether- reduced rates apply:

Income described in (i) and (iii) above, as well as-

lands, etc.). The impositionof a higher dividendwith- technical assistance fees 15%
holding tax than the 10% to 15% treaty maximumand - Income described in (ii) and (iv) above except for
the previous 12% is a negative step which will ad- dividends and interest on bearer or nominative se-

versely affect existing investors from these countries. curities (dividends paid by Sociedades por Quotas
are regardedas not related to sharesor securitiesandThe combined rate of corporate tax, municipal sur- therefore qualify for the 20% rate) 20%

charge and dividend withholding tax of 52.12% is The tax is to be deducted at source.
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Z V BABWE: Prior to 1988/1989the ratesof tax comprised2 separate
elements. Each dollar of the taxable income of a com-

Budget 1988/89 oany was charged to a basic rate of tax of 45% and the
asic tax was then increasedby a surcharge. The 1987/.
88 rate of surcharge for a company was 17.5% which

D.G. Murphy gave an, effective rate of 52.875% as compared with
54% for the immediatelyprecedingyear. Before 1988/
89 taxpayers other than companies had 2 separate

Mr. Murphy is Lecturer n taxation at the University of Zim- scales, each containing different progressive rates of
babwe and tax consultant to Peat Marwick, Mitchell & Co., tax. A married couple was charged on its combined
Harare, Zimbabwe. taxable income with the excess over Z$ 17,000 being

charged at the rate of 45%. The first Z$ 16,000 was

charged in bands of Z$1,000each at 10% for the first
GENERAL Z$ 1,000 with a rise of 2% in the rate of charge for

each band. The seventeenth thousand was charged at
Two importantpieces of tax legislationwere published the rate of 42.5o. The other scale charged taxable
in 1988: the Finance Act, 1988 (Act No. 4 of 1988), income in excess of Z$ 15,000 at the rate of 45%. The
promulgated on 23 September 1988, and the Finance first Z$ 14,000was charged in bandsof Z$ 1,000 each,
(No. 2) Act, 1988, promulgatedon 25 November1988. at 14% for the first Z$1,000 with a rise of 2% in the
The dates of the formal promulgationof these 2 enact- rate of charge for each band. The fifteenth thousand
ments are of little practical nterest since nearly all of was charged at the rate of 42.5%. The tax calculated
the amendments contained therein are expressly under either of these 2 scales was then reduced by the
stated to come into effect at the beginningof the 1988/ tax equivalent of the taxpayer's personal abatements
1989 tax year which is 1 April 1988 or, for the purposes (see below under Income Tax - The Tax Credits)
of quantifyingtaxable incomeor capital gains, the first with marriedtaxpayersenjoyinga further reductionof
day of the substituted accounting year that has been up to a naximum of Z$ 810 which was related to the
approved by the Commissionerof Taxes. female spouse's earned income and wa designed to

Without doubt the single most mportant change in alleviate, although not eliminate, the hardship caused

taxation that has been brought about for 1988/89s the by the levy of tax on the combined taxable income of

introduction of separate taxation of spouses who the 2 spouses. The residual balance of tax chargeable',
hitherto were charged as one taxpayer on their com- after making these reductions, was then increased by
bined taxable income, in the name of the husband. As the levy of a surcharge the rates of which were 15% on

a direct consequenceof thischange, it was possible to the first Z$ 4,000 of tax, increasingby one percentage
also introduce, as was done, a single scale of progres- point for every additional Z$ 1,000 of tax up to a total

sive rates of income tax for all individuals whether of Z$ 7,000, by a further 2 percentagepoints for each

married or single. Z$ 1,000 up to Z$ 12,000. Tax in excess of Z$12,000
was subject to a surcharge of 33.33%. Thus the

The new concept of separate taxation for all spouses maximum effective rate of income tax (459o) and sur-

required transitional legislative provisions which dis- charge (33.33%) was 60% and it could become levi-
entangle the conjoint rights and obligations of a mar- able on a married couple for every dollar of their
ried couple as they existed on the last day of the 1987/ taxble income that exceeded Z$ 34,634, and on an

88 tax year. Suffice it tosay here that these transitional unmarried person for every dollar over Z$ 32,918.
provisions operate to allow the separate rights and

obligations of the female spouse, as they actually A notable change for 1988/89 is that the rate of tax

existed on this last day, to pass separatelyt her on leviable on a trust is the same as that leviable on a

the first day of the 1988/89 tax without creating comaany whereas, previously, the trust was assessed
year

any further additional rights or obligations. on t ae same basis as an unmarried individual. How-
ever, a trust remains assessable only on income to
which no beneficiary is entitled.

RATES OF INCMETAX The top rate of income tax for 1988/89 for a company
Companiesandtrusts:' 50% of each dollaroftaxable is 50% but it is 60% for an individual, a deceased

income estate, an insolventestateor the estate ofan individual
who is under a legal disability. However, dividends

Othertaxpayers:
rateof tax for each dollar paid by local companies are subject to a withholding

Level of taxable income (Z$) of taxable income (%) tax of 20% unless paid to other local companies. With

Up to 1,800 Zero 20% being levied on the distributedafter-taxprofits of
1,801 to 4,500 20 companies, the maximum rate of tax on the company
4,501 to 9,000 30 and the individual is, at least in theory, the same.
9,001 to13,500 40

13,501 l023,000 50 The rates ofother taxes remainunchangedfor 1988/89.
23,001 to33,000 55
33,001 and more 60

NB: Foreign dividendsare still taxed gross at the previouslyexisting
rate of 20% 1. A trust in this context does not include a deceasedestate, an insolvent

estate or the estate of an individual under a legal disability.
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These are 8.4% for branch profits tax chargeable on V. ELDERLYPERSON
the taxable income of foreign companies, 30% for - only iftaxable income is underZ$5,000 100

capital gains tax, 10% for withholding tax interest married-taxableincome less thanZ$ 4,000 Actualon
-

and 20% for withholdingtax on dividends, fees, royal-
- single-taxablencomelessthanZ$3,000 Actual

.

ties and remittances from Zimbabwe of allocable ex- VI. INCAPACITATEDINDIVIDUALS , .

penditure. Blind taxpayer, statutory 500+- 2,000
Disabled,not blind, taxpayer, statutory 500+

expensesuptomaximumofZ$2,000 Actual
In his Budget Speech on 28 July 1988 the Minister of Disabledchild, each, statutory 500+

Finance, Economic Planning and Development, Dr. expensesup to maximumofZ$2,000 Actual

Chidzero, announcedhis intention to impose a spcial Maximumof credits in Il above
-

tax on the windfall profits.earnedby financial institu-
familytaxpayer 770 3,600
singletaxpayer 410 -2,000-

tions on blocked funds deposited with them by non-

residents who could not, because of Gvernmentreg-
* Any amount unused by a male spouse is transferable to the female

ulations, be paid interest at a rate higher than 5%. At spouse.
+ Any amount unused by the disabled taxpayer is transferable to his

the present time no furtherdetailshavebeen published or her spouse.
concerning this special tax.

The loss of the Z$ 1,800 abatementallowed to a single
person before the 1988/89 tax year is compensatedfor

INCOME TAX - THE TAX CREDITS by the Z$ 1,800 band of taxable.incomewhich is now

chargeable at .the zero rate of tax. In a double-earner
Prior to 1988/89 personal allowances were granted in family, the taxable income of each spouse is charged
the form of abatements. This system was somewht separately to income,taxand thus each gets the benefit
laborious in that having determined the total amount of the zero and lower rates of tax. The single-earner
of the allowable abatementsthis figure then had to be family does not have this advantage since the benefit
converted into its tax equivalentby applying the basic of the zero and lower rates can only be enjoyed once
rates of tax, i.e. the surcharge was ignored. The con- on the sole provider's taxable income. The allowance
verted figure was then applied to reduce the tax on the of the Z$ 360 tax credit to the single-earner family is
taxable income and the surcharge was levied on the apparently a gesture in mitigation of this discrimina-
balanceafter allowingany further reductionthatmight tion.
have been due in respect of the earned income of a

married woman. Taken in relation to the previous figures for abate-
ments and their conversion to tax credits appears to,

For 1988/89 and subsequent tax years, the personal have been made, generally speaking, on a fair and
allowances take the form of tax credits and the. total of reasonable basis. Most of the tax credits represent
the amount of the allowable tax credits is deducted 20% or more of the earlier abatementsbut in previous
directly from the tax chargeable on an individual's years it was only when abatements totalled Z$ 11,000
taxable income at the new rates of tax set out above. for a married couple or Z$ 7,000 for a single person
Abatements were, and tax credits are, denied to the that their tax equivalent averaged out at 20%; very
company. The trust which is chargeable at the com. few taxpayers would have had abatements totalling
pany rate of tax previouslyenjoyed the primary abate. Z$ 11,000 or Z$ 7,00.0.
ment allowable to a single person but from 1988/89 is
not entitled to any tax credit. The allowable tax credits
and the comparable figure of the earlier abatements COMPARISONOF TAX PAYABLE

are as follows:
Companiesenjoy a reduction in the rate of income tax

Taxcredit Abatement chargeable. The previous rate of 52.875% is reducedZ$ Z$
.

I. PRIMARY to 50%. Companies never were entitled to any abate-
Familytaxpayer-withouta spouse ments and they are not entitled to any tax credits. A

who has taxable income 360 3,000 that is chargeable the of hastrust at company rate tax
Familytaxpayer-witha spouse ,, lost the benefit of the lower rates of tax chargeablefor

who has taxale income nil 3,000 1988/89 taxable income to Z$ 33,000; previouslySingletaxpayer , nil 1,800 on up
II. CHiI'DRENANDDEPENDANTS

the trust was charged at the rates of tax applicable to

Unmarried lawful minor child 120* 600 a single person and even enjoyed the primary abate-
child, afull-timestudentunder26 120* 400 ment of Z$ 1,800. No tax credits are allowable to a-

Unmarriedwhollymaintainedminor 120* 600 trust. However, distributions by a trust of its taxed
Unmarriedwhollymaintained income are not subject to any withholdingtax whereas

full-timestudentundr26 120* 400
Stattorystadard dependentcredit 50

'

N/A distributionsby a company to its shareholdersare sub-
.

to tax.
Ill. INSURANCE& BENEFIT FUND CONTRIBUTIONS ject the 20% withholding

20% of payments, maximum 400- m

payments,maximum 6OO AppendixA is a selectionof comparisonsshowing the-

income tax chargeable for 1987/88 and 1988/89 on tax-IV. MEDICALEXPENSES
20% of paymentsoverZ$ 250 Actual payers or trusts at- other than companies chargeable
payments less Z$ 72 Actual . the 50% flat rate of tax.-
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OTHER INCOME TAX AMENDMENTS 9. The pension paid to a retired President of Zim-
babwe and value of any service or facility provided

1. No deduction is allowed for alimony in determin- toa retiredPresidentare exempt from ncome tax.

ing the taxable income of the payer and alimony 10. Other amendments to the IncomeTax Act (Chap-
received is exempt from income tax. The only ter 181): increase substantially the fines levied by
source of relief for alimony payments is now to be the Courts for offences; provide for separate pay-
found in the system of tax credits. ment of tax by spouses; allow tax officials to enter

2. Customarymarriagescontractedby the indigenous business premises to examine or seize business re-

people of Zimbabwe are now recognized for in- cords without a warrant provided they have

come tax purposes but in the case of a polygamous reasonable grounds for doing so; and provide for

marriage only a taxpayer's first wife can be recog- stiff fines, with or without imprisonment, for hin-

nized as a married woman or spouse in relation to dering tax officials from carrying out their duties.
the taxpayer. The maximum penalty tax chargeable for fraud,

3. The purchase cost of an annuity which has not omissions, etc. was reduced from 200% of the tax

been allowed as deduction to the payer at the time chargeable to 100% for the 1987/88 and sub-
of his or her death is allwable as a deduction sequent tax years.
against the annuity received by the spouse of the
deceased. AMENDMENTSTO THE CAPITAL GAINS TAX

4. The deductible limits for amounts paid in a tax ACT

year as contributions to approved pension funds
Spouses also separate taxpayers for the

have all been increased by 25%. Another benefit are purposes
of capital gains tax. Other amendmentsare:

of the separate taxation of the spouses is that the
deductible limits now apply to each of the spouses 1. A capital gain made by a taxpayeron the disposal
separately, as do all other limited deductions, of his principal private residence after 31 March
whereas previously the limits applied to the com- 1988 and reinvestedby the end of the following tax

bined payments of the 2 spouses. year by acquiring another principal private resi-
5. A school, hospital, nursing home or clinic on a dence is not subject to tax if the taxpayer elects to

farm, the construction of which was commenced roll over the capital gain by applying it in reducing
on or after 1 April 1988 will enjoy the same capital the cost, for capital gains tax purposes, of the new

allowancesfor income tax purposes that are avail- acquisition. However, the total cost of the latter,
able for other farm improvements. However, the not its reduced cost, earns the deduction of the
tax-deductiblecost of any one complex cannot ex- statutory allowance, calculated as 5% of cost for
ceed Z$ 100,000. The tax deductible cost of any each year or part of a year, in event of a further
one staff house for the complex cannot exceed sale. If the whole of the capital gain is not so

Z$15,000. Similar provisions have also been reinvested, a proportionate part, based on the
enacted in relation to a complexused in connection ratio of sale proceeds reinvested to total sale pro-
with mining operations. ceeds, can be rolled over with tax becomingpaya-

6. Where capital assets are transferred between ble on the balance. Provisions exist which allow

spouses, they may elect that for income tax pur- the rll-over treatment to be applied where the

poses the assets are transferredat their income tax principal private residence is situated on a large
values even if consideration is payable and even if area of land all of which is not required for the
it is higher or lower than the income tax values. reasonable enjoyment of the dwelling as a princi-
The elections allow the spouses to avoid creating pal private residence (e.g. where the taxpayer's
a taxable recoupment of capital allowances home is ituated on his farm); an apportionment
granted to the transferor. In the event of a further can be made of the selling price of the property to

disposal to a non-spouse, the capital allowances determine the part that can be subject to the roll-

granted to both spouses which are recovered or over procedure. Provisionsalso exist to allow tax-

recouped are included in the seller's taxable in- payers who own their homes indirectly through
come. shares in a company, which carry the right of occu-

7. The limit to the qualifyingcost in respect of hous- pation, to participate in the roll-overprocedure.
in , for employees has been increased from 2. Provisions identical to those described at 6
Zf 10,000 to Z$ 15,000 in respect of new construc- above (i.e. the other income tax amendments)
tions commenced on or after 1 April 1988. exist for capital gains tax purposes in the 1988/89

8. Where otherwise taxable interest accrues to a tax- and subsequent tax years and allow chargeable
payer on any loan or deposit, the first Z$ 500 of assets to be transferred free of tax between
the interest is not brought into the taxpayer's tax- spouses. A more limited provision also exists
able income. This exemption does not apply to a which allows the taxpayer to similrly make a tax-

company or a trust. The exemption does not dis- free transfer of his or her principal private resi-
criminate between foreign and local interest and dence to a former spouse if the transfer is made
where double taxation relief is allowable to the under an order of court which allocates their assets

recipient, the local tax authoritieshave agreed that on or after the dissolution of their marriage.
the most burdensome interest can be excluded 3. The levy of capital gains tax was first introduced
first. on 1 August 1981. Chargeableassets that had been
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acquired otherwise than by way of purchase or APPENDIXA
inheritance (e.g. by donation)before this dte did Single Marriedpersons persons
not have any cost for capital gains tax purposes Tax payable(including Taxableprofit/Remunerationunless, exceptionally, the donor had been subject surcharges1987188)
to income tax on the value of the donation when Taxable

such valuewas deemed to be the cost of acquisition profit/Re- Totalorone
muneration 1988/89 1987/88 Husband Wife wageearner

by the donee. Should the donee dispose of a do-
z$ zs z$ z$ z$ z$nated asset in the 1988/89 or a later tax year, he

will be treated as having acquired this asset for a
1,800 NIL NIL 1,800 1,800 3,600
3,150 220 278 3,150 3,150 6,300 ,

cost equal to its fairmarketvalue at the time before 3,600 310 382 4,500 4,500 9.000
1 August 1981 that he acquired it. No change has 4,500 490 600 6,750 6,750 13,500

been made to the legislation in respect of assets
6,750 1,165 1,227 9,000 9,000 18,000
9,000 1.840 1,969 11,250 11,250 22,500

similarly acquired on or after 1 August 1981. The 11.250 2,740 2,811 13,500 13,500 27,000

cost to be donee is the value, if any, attributed to 13,500 3,640 3,809 33,000 1,000 34.000
18,250 6,015

'

6,227 34,000 1,800 35,800the donation for income tax and capital gains tax 23,000 8,390 8,754 18,250 18,250 36,500
purposes in the hands of the donor. The cost of 28,000 11,140 11,506 35,000 3,150 38,150

,

assets acquired by inheritance has always been 33.000 13,090 14,389 36,000 4,500 40,500
34,000 14,490 14,989 37,000 6,750 43,750

taken as equal to their value for estate duty pur- 40,000 18,090 18,589 23,000 23,000 46,000

poses in the deceased estate of the testator. 50.000 24,090 24,589 38,000 9,000 47,000

4. Other amendments to the capital Gains Tax Act 60,000 34,890 35,389 39.000 11,250 50,250
80,000 42,090 42,589 40,000 13,500 53,500

(No. 54 of 1981): make transactions involving the 90.000 48,090 48,589 28,000 28,000 56,000

acquisition and disposal of rights in deeds of sale 100.000 54,090 54,589 40,000 18,250 58,250

for chargeableassets subject to tax; allow
120,000 66,090 78,589 40,000 23,000 63.000

compen- 140,000 78,090 78,589 33,000 33,000 66,000
sation received for the damage or destructionof a The tax shown in theschedulesshould be 34.000 34,000 68,000

chargeableasset to be ignored for capital gains tax reducedas followsin respectof minor 40,000 28,000 68,000
children.The reductionfor 1987188has 40,000 40,000 80,000

purposes to the extent that it is expendedwithin 2 beencalculatedexcludingall statements 50,000 33,000 83.000

year from the date of the damage or destruction except the family taxpayer'sabatement 57,000 33,000 90,000
and allowingmaximumrelief forthe 67,000 33.000 100,000

on the replacement, by )urchase or construction, surcharge. 87.000 33,000 120,000
or repairofthe asset; ane conferrightsofobjection 100,000 40,000 140,000
and appeal against assessments made under the No.or
new provisions of the legislation. children 1988189 1987188

1 120 128
2 240 261

MISCELLANEOUS 3 360 405
4 480 560

The Estate Duty Act (Chapter 178) was amended to 5 600 720

from duty the deceased of
6 720 896

exempt estate estate a per- Morthan6 720 896
son who dies after Zimbabwebecame an independent
state in 1980 and who is designated a national hero of Tax payable (including surcharges 1987/88)
Zimbabwe in terms of the National Heroes Act, 1984 Two-earner family 1988189

(Act No. 13 of 1984). One-earner Oneor two
Husband Wife Total family 1988/89 family

The Sales Tax ct (Chapter 184) was amended: on 1 z$ z$ z$ z$ z$

April 1988 to increase the minimum figure of annual NI NI NI NI 110

sales, at which a trade becomes obliged to register for 220 220 440 670 690
490 490 980 1,480 1,449

sales tax purposes, from Z$ 50,000 to Z$ 100,000; on 1,165 1,165 2,330 3,280 3,082
1 August 1988 to exempt fresh fruit from sales tax; and 1,840 1,840 3,680 5,530 5,197

2,740 2,740 5,480 7,780 7,567on 25 November'1988 to allow refunds of sales tax on 3,640 3,640 7,280 10,230 9,995
goods of a capitai nature acquired for new projects 13,090 Nil 13,890 14,130 13,970

approvedby Government(and any duty on the impor- 14.490 NiI 14,490 15,210 15,040

tation of such goods is also refundable).
6,015 6,015 12,030 15,630 15,460

15.090 220 15,310 16,620 16,450
15,690 490 16,180 10,030 17,860Governmenthas announced that in order to provide a 16.290 1,165 17,455 19.980 19,810

cushion against exchange rate fluctuations it will ex- 8,390 8,390 , 16,780 21,330 21,160

tend its exchange risk cover from 6 months to a period
16,890 1,840 . 18.750 21,930 21.760
17,490 2,740 20,230 23,880 23,710

of 5 years at a premium of 5% per annum. 18,090 3,640 21,730 25,850 25,660

On 2 September 1988, new double taxation agree- 1181,'019400 161,,014105 24,105
22,280

28,680
27,330

28,510
27,160

ments were published, one with the German Demo- 18,090 8.390 26.480 31,530 31,360
13,890 13,890 27,780 33,330 33,160cratic Republicand the other with the Federal Repub- 14.490 14,490 28,980 34.530 34,360,

lic of Germany. 18,090 11,140 29,230 34,530 34,360
18,090 18,090 36,180 41,730 41,560

As can be seen from the above, the 1988/89 tax year is 24,090 13,890 37,980 43,530 43,360
28,290 13,890 42.180 47,730 47,560a year of change for Zimbabwe and all of the changes 34,,290 13,890 48,,180 53,730 53,560

have been welcomed, generally to a greater than to a 46,290 13.890 60,180 65,730 65,560
lesser degree, by all of the taxpayingpublic. 54,090 18,090 72,180 77,730 77,560
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SINGAORE:
.-

New Tax Incentives
Lee Fook Hong

-2.:
1

f
Mr. Lee is a practicing Chartered Secretary. He is the principal consultantof Lee
Fook Hong & Co., Chartered Secretaries & Management Consultants and an

Adjunct Senior Lecturer, School of Accountancy, Nanyang Technological Insti-
tute.

INTRODUCTION bank, under special licence, for Asian dollar transac-
tions. Under the Income Tax (ConcessionaryRate of

Various tax incentiveshave'been introducedfrom time Tax for Asian Currency Unit Income) Regulations
to time by the SingaporeGovernmentto stimulate the 1988', tax is payable at the rate of 10% on the ncome

growth of the banking and financil Services sector. of the ACU of a financial institution derived from the

The normal rate of tax is 33%. However, a tax incen- following activities:

tive in the form of a concessionaryrate of tax of 10% (a) loans in foreign currencies, other than bonds and
debentures specified in para.(e); made to persons

on income derived from offshore loans was intro- outside Singapore to be used outside Singaporeduced for Asian Currency Units (ACUs) in the late where the interest on such loans is not borne, di-
1970s. This incentive has since been extended to in-
come derivedby ACUsfrom otherqualifyingactivities rectly or indirectly, by a person resident in Singa-
and to specified income of approved Fund Manager pore or by a permanentestablishmentin Singapore
and Securities Companies. In addition, another tax except in respectof any businesscarried on outside

incentive scheme exempts Income from Funds Man- Singpore by a person resident in Singapore
aged for Foreign Investors from tax. through a permanentestablishmentoutside Singa-

pore;,
The incentive scheme is governed by Regulations is- (b) opening, advising or confirmingof letters of credit
sued by the Minister for Finance in exercise of the relating to offshore trade transactions;
powersconferredupon him by Sec.43Aof the Income (c) financingor re-financingof offshore trade transac-

Tax Act (Cap. 134) (the Act). The purpose of the tions with or without letters of credit;
scheme is to encourage the further growth of the in- (d) transactions with banks or branch offices outside
vestment management industry and.the Asian Dollar Singapore or with other ACUs in Singapore with
Market in Singapore. regard to any of the following:
The net qualifying income derived by the respective (i)

(ii)
loans;
-91acement of funds;

institutions less the 10% concessionary tax may be (iii)3ankers' acceptances on bilis relating to
distributed to shareholders of the institutions in the offshore trade transactions;
form of exempt dividends. Where the shareholder is a

.

to
holding company owning not less than 50% of the (iv)bills relating offshore trade transactions;

and
beneficialinterest in the issued capital of the institu- (v) negotiable certificates of deposit:tion at the time such dividendsare received, the hold- provided that the transactions are in foreign
ing company may in turn distribute the exempt divi- currencies;
dends to its shareholders. (e) managing, underwritingor selling (as a memberof

Recently, the Singapore Governmentalso announced a selling group) the following types of securities
a concessionaryrate of taxf 10% instead of the usual denominated in any foreign currency:
rate of 3300

.

for approved Oil .Traders and Future (i) Asian dollar bonds approved by the Minister
Contracts for Oil and Other Commodities. under Sec. 13(1)(v) of the Act;

% (ii) Asian dollar bonds and other bonds and de-
bentures where the interest on such bonds and

I. THE INCOME TAX (CONCESSIONARYRATE debentures is not borne, directly or indirectly,
OF TAX FOR ACU INCOME) REGULATIONS by a person resident in Singapore or by a per-
1988

1. The full text was published in the Singapore Government Gazette,
An ACU is a separate bookkeeping unit set up by a SubsidiaryLegislationSupplementNo. 44 on Friday, 14 September1988.
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manent establishment in Singapore except in (ii) a person who is neither a resident of nor. a

respect of any business carried on outside Sin- permanent establishmentin Singapore; or

gapore through a permanent establishment (iii)a branchoffice outsideSingaporeofacmpany
outside Singapore; resident in Singapore; :.

(iii)fixedor floatingrate notes and fixed or floating (m)th ale of stocks, shares, bonds and other s-
rate negotiablecertificatesof deposit issued by curities (other than those specified in para.(e))
banks; denominated in foreign currencies, issued by a

(f) transacting, broking and investing in securities company which is not incorporated in Singapore
specified in para.(e); or Malaysia and which is not resident in Singapore

(g) providing advisory services relating to financial to -

matters to persons outside Singapore; (i) a person who is neither a resident of nor a

(h) foreign exchange transactions in currencies, other permanentestablishment in Singapore;
than Singapore dollars, with banks or branch of- (ii) another ACU of a financial institution;
fices or other persons outside Singapore or with (iii)an approved securities company; '
other ACUs in Singapore; and

(i) transactions in gold bullion, gold futures or finan- (n) managing the funds of a foreign investor for the
cial futures, in foreign currencies with -

purpose of any designated investment.
(i) an ACU of another financial institution;
(ii) a member of the Singapore International This incentive scheme shall apply to the fees and com-

Monetary Exchange (SIMEX); missionsderivedby an ACU speciallyapprovedby the
Minister such he appoint for that(iii)a person who is neither a resident of nor a

or person as may

permanentestablishmentin Singapore; or purpose and it shall not apply where a foreign investor

(iv)a branchofficeoutsideSingaporeofa company
whose funds are managed by an ACU -

resident in Singapore; (a) has' a permanentestablishmentin Singapore(other
(j) providing guarantees, performance bonds, than an approved ACU);

standby letters of credit and services relating to (b) carries on a business in Singapore; or

owns moreremittance where - (c) beneficially than 20% of the issued

(i) n the case of a guarantee, performancebond capital of any company incorporatedin Singapore,
or standby letter of credit, the party on whose unless approval is granted by the Ministeror such

behalf as well as the party in whose favour the person as he may appoint.
facility is issued is an ACU of a financial in- Offshore trade transactions means trade transac-
stitution, or a person who is neither a resident tions where -

of nor a permanent establishment in Singa- (a) neither the buyer nor the seller is a resident of
pore, or a permanent establishment outside Singapore or a permanentestablishmentin Singa-
Singapore of a person resident in Singapore in pore;
respect of any business carried on outside Sin- (b) the goods are not exported from or imported into
gapore through that permanentestablishment; Singapore except for transhipment;and

(ii) in the case of services relating to remittances, (c) the transactions are in foreign currencies.
the person for whom as well as the person to
whom the remittances are made is an ACU of
a financial institution or is a person who is II. THE INCOME TAX (CONCESSIONARYRATE
neithera residentofnor a permanentestablish- OF TAX FOR APPROVED FUND
ment in Singapore; MANAGERS) REGULATIONS 1988

(k) services (ncluding services as a broker, as a

nominee or as a custodian) on behalf of a person
Under the Income Tax (Concessionary Rate of Tax

who is neithera residentof nor a permanentestab- for ApprovedFund Managers) Regulations 19882, tax

lishment in Singapore in connection with transac_ is payable at the rate of 10% by an approved Fund

tions relating to - Manager on its fees and commissions derived on or

(i) stock, shares, bonds and other securities, de_ after 7 March 1986 from managing the' funds of a

norninated in any foreign currency, issued by foreign investor for the purpose of any designated
a company which is not incorporatedin Singa- investments.

pore or Malaysia and which is not resident in Designated investmentsmeans-

Singapore; (a) stocks and shares denominatedin any'foreigncur-

(ii) negotiable certificatesof deposit denominated rency of companies not incorporatedand not resi-
in any foreign currency; dent in Singapore; .

(iii)Asian dollar bonds; (b) securities, other than stocks and shares., denomi-
(1) services relating totransactions involving.interest nated in any foreign currency (including bonds,

rate or currency swaps, in currencies other than notes, certificatesof deposit, treasury bills) issued
Singapore dollars, or with -

by foreigngovernments,foreignbanksoutsideSin-
(i)' n ACU of another financial institution; gapore and companies not incorporated and not

resident in Singapore;
2. The full text was published in the Singapore Government Gazette, (c) futures contracts denominated in any foreign cur-

Subsidiary Legislation Supplement No. 42 on Friday, 2 September 1988. rency heldinany futures exchange;
1989 International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation
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(d) any immovable property.situated outside Singa- ii) an ACU of a financial institution;
pore; iii)another approved securities company.

(e) certificates of deposit, notes and bonds issued by Approved securities company
'

means a companyACUs in Singapore; which is approved by the Minister or such person as

(f) Asian dollar bonds approved under Sec. 13(1)(v) he may appoint under Sec. 43A(1)(c) of the Act.
of the Act;

(g) deposits in Singapore with banks apprved under
Sc. 13(6) of the Act; IV. THE INCOME TAX (INCOME FROM FUNDS

(h) foreign currency deposits with financial institu- MANAGED FOR FOREIGN INVESTORS)
tions outside Singapore; REGULATIONS 1988

(i) stocks, shares, bonds and other securities listed on

the Stock Exchange of Singapore or'on the Kuala The tax exemption scheme for offshore fund manage-
Lumpur tock Exchange and other stocks, shares,
bonds and securities issued by companies incorpo-

ment was extended by the 1986 Budget to include
certain investments in Singapore's domestic markets

rated and resident in Singapore; and the participation of non-ACU approved fund
(j) Singapore Government securities.

managers.
This incentive does not apply where a foreign investor The Income Tax (Income from Funds Managed for

(a) has a permanentestablishmentin Singapore(other Foreign Investors) Regulations 19884 provides that
a re-

than an approved Fund Manager); specified income derived by foreign investor in

(b) carries on business in Singapore; or spect of designated investments from funds managed
an or manager exempt(c) beneficially owns more than 20% of the issued by ACU other approvd fund is

from income tax. The Regulationshave legal effect as

capiralofany companyincorporatedin Singapore a result of a non-residenthaving his funds managed in
unless approval is granted by the Minister or such Singapore.
person as he may appoint..
An approved Fund Manager is required to keep and Designated investments means:

, .

maintain such records of particulars of foreign inves- (a) stocks and shares denominated in any foreign cur-

tors a may be required by the Minister. rency of companies not incorporatedand not resi-
dent in Singapore, excluding stocks and shares of
companies incorporated in Malaysia which are

listed on the Stock Exchange of Singapore or on
III. THE INCOME TAX (CONCESSIONARY the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange;RATE OF.TAX FOR APPROVED (b) securitis (other than stocks and shares) denomi-

.

SECURITIES COMPANIES) REGULATIONS nated in any foreign currency including bonds,
1988 notes, certificates of deposit, treasury bills issued

Under the Incme Tax (Concessionary Rte of Tax by foreigngovernments,foreignbanksoutsideSin-

for Approved Securities Companies)Regulations gapore and companies not incorporated and not
resident in Singapore;19883, tax is payable at the rate of 10% on the income (c) futures contracts denominated in any foreign cur-

derived by an approved securities company from the held in futures exchange;following activities: (d)
rency

immovable
any

situated outside Singa-(a) ervices (including services as a broker, as a any property
nominee or as a custodian) on behalf of a person (e)

pore;
of deposit, and bonds issued bycertificates notes

who is neither a resident of nora permanentestab- ACUs in Singapore;lishment in Singapore in connection with transac- (f) Asian dollar bonds approved under Sec. 13(1)(v)tions relating to -

of the Act;
(i) stocks, shares, bonds and other secuirities, de- (g) deposits in Singapore with banks approved under

nominated in any foreign currency, issued by Sec. 13(6) of the Act;
a company which is not incorporated in Singa- (h) foreign currency deposits with financial institu-
pore or Malaysia and which s not resident in tions outside Singapore;Singapore; (i) stocks, shares, bonds and other securities listed on

(ii) negotiable certificatesof deposit denominated the Stock Exchange of Singapore or on the Kuala
Rn any foreign currency; .. Lumpur Stock Exchange and other stocks, shares,

(iii)Asian dollar bonds; bonds and securities issued by companies incorpo-the 10% concessionary rate does not apply rated and resident in Singapore;where the payments for the services are borne, (j) Singapore Governmentsecurities.
directly or indirectly, by a person resident in
Singapore or by a permanent establishment in
Singapore of a non-resident person; 3. These Regulations,effective from 16 September1988, were published

(b) the sale of stocks, shares, bonds and other se- in the SingaporeGovernmentGazette, SubsidiaryLegislationSupplement
No. 44 Friday, 16 September 1988.curities referred to in para.(a) above to -

on

4. These Regulations were published in the Singapore Government
(i) a person who is neither a resident of nor a Gazette, Subsidiary Legislation Supplement No. 42 on Friday, 2 Sep-

permanent establishment in Singapore; tember 1988.
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(c) employ at least 3 experienced oil trading profes-
33rd Congressof the sionals;
IntemationalUnion of Lawyers (d) have an annual turnover in Singapore of at least
27-31 August 1989 USS 100 million.in Interlaken/Switzerland

Other factors which will be taken into.account are
The 33rd Congress of the Union Internationaledes Avocats whether the company:
(UIA) will take place 27-31 August 1989 in Interlaken, a (a) has substantialcapital funds; .,
beautiful resort area in the Bernese Oberland in Switzerland. (b) will contribute to the success of, the oil futures
This event will gather a great numberof distinguishedlawyers market, e.g. by being a member of SIMEX or byfrom all over the world. Here are some of the highlightsof the

committing to trade actively in SIMEX;programme: (c) has made a commitment to use Singapore as a
New Trends in .Torts (including Product Liability and centre of arbitrationin of disputes in its inter--

case
Pollution Claims) national trade; .,

Chairman: Ian Hunter, Q.C., London/U.K. a to use
Recent Developments in TransnationalBankingandSe-

ing and other ancillary services.
- (d) has made commitment Singapore'sbank-

curities Laws (including Banking Secrecy, International
Legal Co-operation, Insider Trading etc) Qualifying income of approved oil traders in respect
Chairman: Georg Friedli, Berne/Switzerland of transactions with non-residentsor other approvedLegal Protectionof the Right to be Different (the Euro- oil traders will be taxed a concessionary of 10%

-

at rate
pean Court and the Protection Against Discrimination, under this incentive scheme. Qualifying income in-Freedom of Expression etc.) cludes incomederivedfrom variousaspectsofoil trad-Chairman: Albert-Louis Dupont.-Willemin, Geneva/,

asSwitzerland . .
ing,
broking

such
activities

trading
in physicals

in physicals,
and profits

commissions
from trading

from

Beides the main topics, other issues will be dealt with by in oil futures.
various,workshops and commissions, such as: Regulation on

Take-Over-Bids, Sports Law, Reproductive Medicine and The qualifying types of oil in connection with this
Genetic Engineering, EEC and Intellectual Property Rights, incentive scheme are crude oil and its refinedproducts
Secrecy Laws and Blocking Statutes vs. International Legal such as gasoline, kerosene, naptha, gas oil, heating
Co-operati0n. oil, diesel, fuel oil and .low sulphur waxy residue.
Details are available at request from Dr. Franz Kellerhals,'P.0. Box
1761, CH-3001 Beme/Switzerland(Telefax +41 31 211 393).

VI. TAX INCENTIVESFOR OIL FUTURES

This incentive scheme does not apply where a: foreign CONTRACTS ,, ,

investor-

(a) ha a permanentestablishmentin Singapore(other A 10% concessionaryrate'of tax on profits from oil

than an approved fund manager); futures contracts trading will apply to a new fuel oil

(b) carries on a business in Singapore; or futurescontract. To launch oil futurescontracts (prob-
(c) beneficially owns more than 20% of the issued ably in mid-January 1989), SIMEX will introduce 2

capitalofany companyincorporatedn Singapore new categories of membership to attract participants
unless approval is granted by the Minister or such from .the oil industry. The new categories proposed
person as he may appoint. are:

(a) Commercial Associate Members for companies
V. TAX INCENTIVESFOR APPROVED OIL wishing only to participate in the oil futures on

SIMEX.
TRADERS ..

(b) Trading permitholders for individuals wishing to
The 10% concessionary.rate of tax incentive scheme be floor traders on SIMEX in oil futures.
will be extended to approved oil traders with effect
from 1 January 1989. This incentive scheme will be
administeredby the Trade-DevelopmentBoard and is VII. TAX INCENTIVESFOR OTHER
intended to encourage international oil trading,com- COMMODITIES
panies to have their regional operations in Singapore.
To qualify as an approvedoil trader., a companymust: The Sngapore Governmenthas announced that it in-

(a) be an established international oil trading com- tends to extend the new incentives granted to the oil
pany with world-wide network and good track re- industry to trading in other commodities. According
cord; . informationavailable date, coffee trading beto to may

(b) have direct total business spending in Singaporeof the next to enjoy tax concessions as there are more

at least SS 500,000 a year; than 40 coffee traders in Singapore. ..
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I\EPAL:

A Survey of the Tax System
Rup Batadur Khadka

1

':---

t
TAX SYSTEM DURING THE RANA REGIME1

Very little is known about the tax system that existed in Nepal before the
1950s. The country was under the autocratic Rana rule for a period of

r'

slightly more than a century (1846-1951). During that period, practicall
speaking, there was no difference btween Government revenue and the

prvate money of the ruling Prime Minister. Revenue was generated Rup Bahadur Khadka, born in Ach-

mainly through land revenue, exciseand customs duties. Excise duties ham, Nepal, received a Master's De-

were imposed on liquor, leather, pig hair, mining, herbs, hashish and gree in Econornics with Merit frorn

opium2whilecustoms revenuewas collectednot only on goods that crossed Tribhuran University, Nepal and

national boundariesbut also on goods that crossed some sort of adminis- earned a Master's of Philosophy from

trative boundaries.3 Gokhle Institute of Politics and
Economics, Poona University, India.

The above taxes were governed by various sanadsawals(taxlavs) pre- Mr. Khadka is the' author of sveral

pared fr a particulr area. Consequently, different systms of levyl'ng, books and articles. He was a member

assessingand collectingtaxes applied in differentparts of the country. The of th Task Force on Local Taxation

taxes were collected by middlemen. Land revenue was collected through appointed by His Majesty's Govern-

Mukhiya and Zimwal in the hilly area and Zamindar and Patwari in t.ae
ment of Nepal. Mr. Khadka, a Re-

Terai.4 The middlemen maintained records of all cultivators residing in
search and Curriculum Development
Officr in the Revenue Administration

their respectiveareas, collected land tax every year and deposited it in the Training Centre, Ministry of Finance,
Governmenttreasury. The collectionof land revenue by these middlemen Nepal, s currently a Fellow at the
became well-establishedover the years. Customsduties and excises, how- IBFD

ever, were collected by contractors. A licence for collection of customs
and excise duties in a particular area was generally granted by auction to
the highest bidder for a'specified period of time. .

The reasons underlying introduction of the middleman system of tax
collection perhaps lay in. the fact that the Rana rulers did not want to be
involved in.revenue administration but wanted to collect the maximum
revenue with the niinimum effort. MoreoverS because of the lack of

adequate revenue personnel, it was impossible to have an effective tax
administrationand to collect tax revenue directly..
The middlemansystem did offer some advantages: the Governmentknew
in advance the approximate amount of revenue that would be received
during a given period of time; the Government was not involved in tax

collection so few persons were needed for tax administration resulting in
smaller administrative costs; and because the middlemen were granted
positions of power and prestige (such as Mukhiya, Zamindar, Laptan,
Dittha),5 they acted efficiently to maintain their positions. As revenue

agents, they assumed leadership responsibilitiesand involved themselves'
in the social and developmentactivities of their respective areas. 1. The Rana family held power and estab-

The system of ollecting tax,revnue through the middlemen, however, lished a hereditary Prtme Minister for 104 years
beginning in 1846. This era is known as the Rana

suffered from a number of drawbacks. The possibility loomed large that regime.
the middlemen collected more tax revenue than legally required so a 2 An Introduction to Excises, HMG, Ministry

portion of money paid by taxpayerswent in the pockets of the middlemen
of Finance, Excise Department, Kathmandu,
1976 at 2.

rather than to the public exchequer. Authority to collect tax was granted 3. R.B. Khadka, Development of Customs

to many middlemen so methods of collection differed. The collection of Duties in Nepal, Upahar, Vols. 2-3, 1985 at 7.
4. A Mukhiya is a chief of an area; a Zimwal

land revenue through middlemen became a source of exploitation as is onewho is responsiblefor a village; a Zamindar

landowners were forced to pay not only the land revenue but they also is a landlord;and a Patwariis an honoraryvillage
had to offer gifts in the form of walak, salami or Beth-begar,6to their registrar and accountant.

5. A Laptan is an honorary lieutenant and a

respective Mukhiya, Zamindar, Zimwalor Patwari. Dittha is an honorary clerk.
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DEVELOPMENTF THE TAX SYSTEM SINCE trance fees charged for admissioninto a place ofenter-
THE 1950S . ,.'. ,. :

)i!..
' tainment. Air flight tax and hotel tax were includedin' -

.

,:: the Nepalese tax family in fiscal year 1961/62. The

Nepal took a new direction when the Rana regme former tax, collected from each passenger, was ini-
ended in 1951. The new Government intnded to un- tiaily 'levied onpassengersof international flights. In
dertake various developnint activities. A national fiscal year 1974/75, it was ex,tended to include passen-

,

of domestic flights. Hotel Which .is levidbudget was prepared and legislated for the first time gers tax, on

in 1951. An attempt was made to abolish the contract the invoices of the hotel, was abolished in fiscal year
systemofcollectingtax revenuebecauseof its inherent 1964/65 in order to promote the tourist industry and
limitations. It was felt necessary to introduce new increase foreign exchange earnings but it was rein-

taxes, including income tax, and to rationalize the troduced,in fiscal year 1967/68. The rates of this tax

then-existing taxes. Commencement of the planned have been graduated according to the standard of the

developmentprocess further necessitatedbroadening hotel since fiscal year 1980/81.
the tax base to generate more revenue in order to Stamp duties were levied on certain types of docu-
finance development activities. Because of political ments dealing with the transfer of immovable prop-instability, however, no significant progress could be erty, business transactions, etc. in fiscal ear 1962/63
made until 1958. The practices prevailing under the but they were abolished in fiscl year 1974/75probablyRana regime continued to influence the tax system due to low revenue productivity. Stamp duties were
even after the regime terminated. For example, the reinstated in fiscal year 1985/86 but repealedafter one
different methods of assessing and collecting taxes in not
different parts of the country remained as.they were year as they could be implementedsuccessfully.
before the 1950s. Such a system, however,was neither Like stamp duties, the history of house rent tax is also
rational nor logical. tumultuous. This tax was introduced as an indepen-

dent tax on houserentin fiscalyear 1965/66. However,
To establish uniformity in the tax system throughout house rent was included in the income tax base and
the country, the Excise Act 1958 and the CustomsAct house rent tax was abolished in fiscal year 1969/70.
1962 were enacted and all other existing rules and House rent was again split off from income and house
regulations (sanad sawal) concerning excise and cus- rent tax was levied as an ihdependenttax in fiscal yeartms duties were abolished. Excise. duties were ini- 1974/75. Since thre was little reasoning (if any) in
tially imposed on industrial production such as sugar levying house rent tax separately, the rent was ncor-
and matches and have since been extended to various porated in income for income tax purposes; this tax
other commodities.7

was revoked in fiscal year 1978/79.
The introductionof income tax in fiscal year 1959/60 A contract tax was adopted in fiscal year 1965/66. This
was a breakthrough in the Nepalese tax system. The tax is withheld at the time of each payment of the
tax was levied on business income and salaries8by the contract amount.
Finance Act 1959 and later implemented under the
Business Profits and Salaries Act 1960. The base of The introduction of a (basically) retail level sales tax

income tax was broadenedin the IncomeTax Act 1962 in 1965 brought many retailers into the tax net. How-
which replaced the Business Profits and Salaries Act ever, most retailers were small, unorganized, tempor-
1960. Under the 1962 law, income tax waslevied on ary, seasonal, without a permanent place of doing
income derived from business, vocation, investment, business, illiteate and so on. Some retailers were not

rent, employment, professionand income from any registered, some registered taxpayers did not submit
other source. The 1962 Act was later replaced b the sales tax returns to the tax office, some did not issue
Income Tax Act 1974. This Act, as amended in 1977, bills to the customers and some urder-billed custom-

1979, 1980, 1984, 1985 and 1986, contains the current .ers. It was difficult for the weak tax administration to

statutory framework for imposition and collection of keep track of retailers for tax puroses so the tax was

income tax. shifted from retail level to wholesale level in 1968.

Foreign investment and urban house and land taxe Theoretically,the wholesale level is a convenientlevy-
were adopted in fiscal year 1959/60.'Theforeigninvest- ing point because there are fewer wholesalersand they
ment tax, which was levied on investments made by are more organized, which simplifies tax administra-

Nepaleseresidentsabroad,was intendedto discourage
the flight of capital from Nepal. However,because the
tax was extremelydifficult to administerand not reve-

6. Walak is kind ofgift;salamiisapresent to a superior;and Beth-begar
is a comulsory service rendered without remuneration.

nue-productive, the tax was merged into the income 7. See R.B. Khadka, Development of Excise Taxation in Nepal,
tax in fiscal ear 1969/70. The urban houseand land Nepal Bank Patrika, No. 171, 1985 at 14-17.

tax, imposed on houses and land in urban areas as 8. A certain percentage was deducted from the salaries of Government

specified by His Majesty's Government (hereinafter employees as salami during the Rana regime. The Nepalese peoples' un-

referred to as HMG), was levied initially only in large familiarity with this type of tax and the lack of adequate effective tax

administrationmay account for the choice of such.a narrow base of income
cities. It was later extended to other urban areas as tax: Prima facie, impositionof income tax on business income and salaries
well. is relatively easier than other sources of income.

9. This tax was enacted for the first time in 1949/50 and was collected by
Entertainment tax was codified in 19619 bythe Enter- customs administrationuntil 1960/61. See S.K. Singh, The Fiscal Systemof
tainment Tax Act 1961. This tax is levied on all en Npal, Ratna Pustak Bhandar, Kathmandu, 1977 at 259.
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tion procedures. In Nepal, however, no clear-cut dis- tax failed to yield the expected revenue and it was felt
tinction can be made between wholesalers and retail- that town panchayats (municipalities)were the appro-
ers because the wholesalers are also small and unor- priate authorities to levy such a tax, so it was abolished

ganized and, like retailers, they do not maintain ac- in fiscal year 1985/86. The last addition in the Nepalese
counts. Despite this, no attempt was made to tax structurewere the countervailingduties and televi-

strengthen administration. The problems associated sion tax introduced in fiscal year 1987/88.The former
with the failure to issue bills, under-billing practices taxes imported goods in a similar manner to their
and listing imports in the name of bogus firms became domestically-producedcounterpartswhile the latter is
more acute. The wholesale level tax was, therefore, leviedon both black and white and colour televisions.
shifted to the import-manufacturing level in 1974. There is no capital gains tax, gift tax, inheritance tax
Since 1974 the tax has been levied and collected at the

or net wealth tax in Nepal.
customs points on imports;on domestic products, it is
levied on the sales of manufacturers.10

Many other taxes were included in the Nepalese tax THE EXISTINGTAX STRUCTURE

family over the years. For example, roadcess and
vehicle tax were introduced in fiscal years 1971/72 and The above discussion of the development of the

1972/73, respectively.Taxeson interest and loanswere Nepalese tax system shows that many taxes have been

adopted in fiscal year 1977/78. Road cess was initially introduced since the mid-1950s. The base of some of
levied on vehicles on the basis of per kilometreof road these taxes has broadened while others have been
but this system was complicatedso in fiscal year 1972/ abolished. The current structure of the Nepalese tax

73, a lump-sum tax was imposed based on the length system is as follows:
of various roads. Because the road cess was collected
at several points, it hindered traffic; the tax was Table I

abolished in fiscal year 1979/80. Taxes Revenuecollectionin 1986/87

Loan tax was imposed on bank loans and levied on Amount
both lenders and borrowers. Lenders paid 0.25% and (Rs. inmillion) Percentage
borrowerspaid 0.50% of the total amount of the loan.
The tax was deducted by the bank at the time the loan Customsduties 1506 34.45

Sales tax 1144 26.17
was made and deposited in the Government revenue Excise duties 679 15.53
account. However, loans directed to the prioritysector Income tax 437 10.00
(e.g. agriculture, a cottage industry, etc.) and loans House and land

having gold and silver as security were exempt from registrationfees 212 4.85
the tax. The stated rationale underlying introduction Contracttax 126 2.88

of this tax was to controlcredit, consideringthe unwar. Land revenue 72 1.65

ranted rise in the money supply. Collectionof the loan Hotel tax 66 1.51

tax increased the administrativeburden of the banks, Aiirfliighttax 45 1.03

so in fiscal year 1978/79 a 7.5% tax on the total amount Entertainmenttax 27 0.62

of interest earned by the bank from the loan was im- Vehcle tax 23 0.53
Urban houseand land tax 13 0.30

posed. This tax, however, was incompatible with the Road bridgemaintenance
growing Nepalese economy where it was necessary to tax 11 0.25

expand banking activities and investment. The 7.5% Taxon interest 10 0.23

levy was abolished in fiscal year 1980/81. Total 4371 100.00

Panchayat development and land tax, essentially a

local tax, was introduced on a trial basis in fiscal year
Source: Budget Speech 1988/89

1977/78. This tax was levied on the land and was tied
to the yield of the main crop. The tax was collected Customs duties
from both landowners and land tenants and was in-
tended primarily to mobilize resources for the local Customs duties, comprised of import and export
authorities in order to finance local development ac- duties, are the major source of Government revenue

tivities. However, 35% of the collected revenue had in Nepal. As shown in Table I, these duties provided
to be allocated to the HMG. Due to poor administra- 34.45% of total tax revenue collected in fiscal yar
tion and unscientificassessment and collection proce- 1986/87.
dures, the tax was unpopular among the local people
and eventually suspended in fiscal year 1979/80. Import duties, which provide about 95% of total cus-

toms revenue, are levied mainly on the import of con-

Other taxes which were introduced in Nepal include sumer goods. Raw materials and capital goods are

the local development tax and the video tax (1980/81), either exempt or taxed lightly. Indian excise refund is
Bhumi (land)tax on urban areas (1981/82) and the
road bridge maintenance tax (1982/83). These taxes
remain in effect today. A house construction tax, 10. See R.B. Khadka, Developmentof Sales Taxation in Nepal, Nepal
which was levied on the construction of houses in Bank Patrika, No. 164, 1985 at 15-19.

urban areas, was adopted in 1983/84. However, the 11. The video tax of 1980/81 and the television tax are now combined.
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included in the mport duties.12 Export duties, levied cases, both specific and ad valorem rates are levied.
mainly on agricultural products, metallic ores, raw The rates vary considerably from commodity to com-
hides and skin, leather, timber, etc., are not revenue modity.
earners of any significance.
The base of the import duties is the c.i.f, price of Income tax

imports. This value is, as far as possible, determined
and reviewed every 6 months by a central valuation Income tax fofms about 10% of the total tax revenue.
committee for goods imported from countries other Both residents and non-residentsof Nepal are subject
than India and every 3 months by the regional valua- to income tax.16 Income tax is levied on ncome of
tion committeesof the customs officers for goods im- residents arising in or derivd fromNepal and on in-
ported from India. come earned or acquird abroad which is remitted to

The rates of customs duties are fixed annually by the Nepal. With respect to non-residents, income tax is

Finance Act. Customs rates are expressed largely on
levied on income earned or acquired in Nepal.17 The

an ad valorem basis, with a few exceptions. There are
sources of income are enumerated as: .

9 basic customs rates, ranging from 5% to 100%.13 (a) agriculture;18
Some items like liquor and cigarettes are subject to a b) industry, business, profession or vocation;
rate higher than 10%. Additional customs rates are jc)

l
remuneration;

also levied.14 However, additional customs rates are (d)1 building and land rent; and

not levied on goods roduced in China and India and (e) other sources of income.

imported into Nepa if the basic customs rate is less Income tax is levied on a precedingyear basis. The tax
than 50%. base is the net income from each source, calculated

after deductingallowableexpensesincurredin earning
the income.Sales tax

Income tax rates fr ndividuais, couples or families
Sales tax is the second largest source of Government and partnerships,private limited companies,corpora-
revenue. This tax accounted for 26.17% of the total tions and temporaryresidentsare progressive,ranging
tax revenue in fiscal year 1986/87. The tax is levied on from 10% t 50%. The maximum rate for salaries,
a wide range of domestic and imported goods.. The however, is 40%. Public companies listed with the
only services subject to sales tax are telecommunica- Security Exchange Centre and Government com-
tions. panies are subject to a 40% flt rate corporateincome

The tax is imposed at the point of import-manufactur- tax.

ing. The Customs Administrationcollects the tax on

taxable importedgoods; the sales tax is collectedat the House and land registrationfees
time of sale by the manufacturerin the case of domes-
tic products. The base of sales tax for imports is the Currently house and land registration tax is in fifth
sum of the import value determined for purposes of position regarding its revenue contribution. This tax
customs duties, import duties and the countervailing provided about 5% of the total tax revenue in fiscal
duties. The base for domestic products is the total of year 1986.87. Registrationfees are imposed in connec-

ex-factory price and excise duties. tion with the transfer, mortgage, leasing,gifts, endow-

Four rates of sales tax ranging from 5% to 20% are ments, etc. of immovable property. The base of the
fees is the value of the property concerned. Registra-levied.15

Excise duties 12. Indian central excise duty, levied on Indian products which are im-
ported into Nepal under the duty-refundableprocedure, is refundedby the

Excise duties contribute about 16% to total tax rev- Indian Government to HMG, Nepal according to the customs agreement
enue. It is levied on manufactureddomestic products

of 1953 between India and Nepal (as modified from time to time). Such

and collectedfrom manufacturers.Althoughthere are
imports, directly imported from Indian factories under Application For
Removal of Gods Form No. 1 (commonlyknown as AR1 Form), are not

approximately50 taxable items, the bulkof excise taX subject to any tax except central excise duty in India. Indian central excise

revenue comes from a limited numberof items'such as duty levied on such items is refunded by the Indian Government to HMG

tobacco products, alcoholic beverages, nylon and Nepal upon proofof importation into Nepal.

syntheticcloth, cement, sugar, timber and soft drinks.
13. The rates are 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 50, 70 and 100%. '

14. The rate is 25% for items subject to 5 and 10% basic customsduties;
Cigarettesalone provide about half of the excise reve- 35% for items subject to 15 and 20%; 45% for tems subject to 25 and 30%;
nue. and 55% on items subject to basic customs duties of 50% or above.

The base of excise duties is the volume of production Synthetic textiles and ready-madegarmentsare subject to 100% additional
customs rates.

or ex-factory price which includes the cost of produc- 15. The rates are 5, 10, 15 and 20%.
tion and profit of the manufacturers,dependingupon 16. A non-resident individual is one whohasstayed in Nepal for 80 days
the excise rates. Rates are generally fixed on a specific or less in any fiscal.year. A non-residentcompany.is a foreign firm whose

or on an ad valorem basis although for certain items managementor control is exercised abroad.
17. Income Tax Act 1974, Art. 6.

the rates are fixed on both a specificand an ad valorem 18. In practice, however, agricultural income has remained outside the
basis and the higher rate is the effective rate. In other purview of income tax.
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tion fees for gifts and endowmentsare lower than the buted 0.62%, 0.53%, 0.30%, 0.25% and 0.23%, re-

fees for other transfers. spectively, to the total tax revenue in 1986/87.

Entertainment tax s levied on the per ticket basis for
Contract tax. admission to any place of entertainment (cinemas,

dance halls, opera, theatres, circuses, etc.) Tax rates
Contract tax constituted2.88% of the total tax revenue are graduated according to the class of ticket.
in fiscal year 1986/87. This tax is levied at the rate of
5% on the value of contracts exceeding 10,000 Rs. Vehicle tax is levied on all types of vehicles such as

which are negotiated with the Government or other cars, jeeps, vans, buses, trucks, minibuses, three-

parties for undertakingwork in Nepal for a profit. The wheelers, motor cycles, etc. and is collected from the
tax is withheld at the time of each payment by the vehicle owner. Tax rates are levied on the basis of per
party awarding the contract. vehicle which are further linked to the capacity of

vehiclesother than trucks, buses, minibusesand three-
wheelers.

Land revenue .

Urban house and land tax is levied on houses and

Land revenue, the oldest tax in Nepal, provides less adjacent compounds n urban areas. The area is pre-
than 2% of the total tax revenue at present. This tax scribed by Government Gazette notification, How-

is levied on land and the rates are fixed on the basis of ever, .undeveloped blocks of land located in urban

specific units of area. The unit is Bigha (1 Bigha = 1.6 areasare not brought into the tax net. The base of the

acre) in the Terai region and Ropani (1 Ropani = 0.12 tax is the aggregate value of the urban house and land

acre) in other regins. The land is divided into 4 property. The value of the house for purposes of this
is linkd the of the building, zonalcategories for purposes of the land revenue: Abal, tax to average cost

Doyam, Seem and Chahar.19
.' mportance,road importance,rate ofdeprecatonand

rate tax
In fiscal year 1981/82, a separate land tax was intro- the.yerof construction.The of this is 100 Rs.

for the first taxablevalue of 500,000 Rs. and thereafter
duced on land situated in urban areas. The new tax is 4 progrssive rates (i.e. 0.15%, 0.50%, 1% and 2%)
known as Bhumi Kar and it replaced the traditional are levied on the higher values.
land revenue. The land in urban areas (town Pan-
chayats) is divided into 6 groupsand differentrates are Interest tax is leved on interest income exceeding
fixed for each group. The rates of Bhumi Kar vary for 5,000 Rs. of a depositor earned from a fixed deposit
the land of KathmanduValley, the Hilly region and the with a commercial bank. The tax is withheld bv the

Terai region. bank at the time the interest is paid at a rate of 5% and
it is deposited in the account of the concerned tax

In addition to the above-mentioned taxes based on office. This tax is credited against the income tax pay-
land, a local development tax is levied at the rate of able on the total income, including interest from fixed
10% of the total amountof the land tax or BhumiKar. deposits.

Road bridge maintenance tax is collected at the cus-
Hotel tax point importsof.high-speeddiesel and petroltoms on

to be used for vehiclesat the ratof20paisaper lit'e.20
Hotel tax provded 1.51% of the total tax revenue in
fiscal year 1986/87. This tax is levied on the total bill Television and video tax and countervailingduties are

payable by the customer to the hotel. Tax rates are 2 comparatively new members of the Nepalese tax

family. The former is levied the annual oflinked to the class of hotel, i.e. 10% for ordinary tax at rate

hotels, 12% for one and 2 star hotels, and 13, 14 and 100 and 300 Rs. on black and white televisions and
15% for 3, 4 and 5 star hotels, respetively. colour televisions, respectively, and 600 Rs. on video

recorders. Countervailing duties are levied on im-

ported goods in a similar way as their domestic coun-
Air flight tax terparts subject to excise duties.

Air flight tax forms about 1% of the total tax revenue.

This tax is levied on passengers who embark on a CONCLUSION
domestic or international flight from an airport in
Nepal. Existing rates of tax are 200 Rs. on passengers. Land revenue, customs duties and excises were used
of internationalflights and 10, 20 and 30 Rs. on passen- intensively during the Rana regime for revenue pur-
gers of domestic fights, depending upon the point of poses and were collected by middlemen. When the
embarkation.' Rana regime ended in 1951, an attempt was made to

rationalize the then-existing taxes and to introduce
Other taxes new taxes. However, no significantprogress could be

made until the late 1950s, primarily as a result of
The remaining taxes do not earn significant amounts
of revenue. These taxes include entertainment tax,
vehicle tax, urban house and land tax, road bridge

19. The categorizationis made primarily on the basis of the nature of the
soil and its fertility

maintenance tax and tax on interest, which contri- 20. 100paisa = 1 Rp.
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political instability. The introductionof moderndirect as contract tax, hotel tax, air flight tax, entertainment
taxes Such as income tax, foreign investmentand urban tax, etc. constitute about 8% of the total tax revenue.

house and land tax in fiscal year 1959/60 was a bench- A large portion of revenue comes from a few taxes
mark in the evolution of the Nepalese tax system. while other taxes are not only insignificant from the

Since the 1960s, several taxes have been introduced to
revenue point of view, but they also fail to effectively

generat the revenue required for financingincreasing
serve any socio-economicobjective.

Government expenditure. Overall results, however, Tax revenue is largely based on commodity taxes
have not been encouraging. As some of the taxes gen- meaning that the tax system is regressivebecausecom-

erated little revenue, they were abolished, only to be modity taxes cannot be linked effectively to taxable
reinstated and later repealed again for the same capacityvis--vis taxes based on income and property.
reason. Nepal lacks a long-term tax planningstrategy. A large part of the revenue is collected at source, i.e.
Many tax measureshave been introducedon an ad hoc at the import-manufacturinglevel. The farther the tax
basis without a careful considerationof revenue yield, is from the retail level the less productive,efficientand
operational aspects and probable economic effects. inequitable it becomes.

From the existing taxes, revenue is largely generated The bulk of the revenue comes from imports. How-
from a few commodity-based taxes, .e. customs ever, since imports depend, inter alia, on external
duties, the import-manufacturinglevel sales tax and factors such as international relations, etc., it is not
excise duties. These 3 taxes providemore than 75% of desirable to rely heavily on import-based revenue for
the total tax revenue. Customs tax alone provides a long period of time. Income tax and property-based
more than one third of the total tax revenue. Income taxes, traditionally known as direct taxes, have not
tax provides about 10% while property-based taxes, been playing any significant role in the Nepalese fiscal
such as land revenue,house and land registrationfees, system. Since these taxes are effective measures to
urban house and land tax provide less than 7% of the achieve the goals of fiscal policy, including distribu-
total tax revenue. Other taxes based on services, such tion, they need to be revamped significantly.

IFA REGIONAL CONGRESS- HONG KONG

NEWS IFA RegionalCongress in the Hong Kong Convention
The Hong Kong Branch of IFA will host the second

Centre on 22,23 and 24 November 1989. The 3 main
topics for this congress will be:
1. The basic law of Hong Kong and its impact on

BRITISH BRANCH Hong Kong's tax policies beyond 1997.
2. An examinationof the tax policies of Hong Kong,

The subject of the 14 February 1989 meeting was Korea, Singapore, Taiwan . and Thailand and how
Controlled Foreign Companies - How the Law is these policies have contributed to their economic suc-

Operating. cess.

3. The transfer pricing policies of Japan and the
The upcoming March meeting (to be held 21 March People's Republic of China.
1989) will consider the substantial amendments to the
Japanese tax system. ProfessorYuichiroHiraishi from Further details of the Hong Kong Congress can be
Kokushi-Kan University in Tokyo will address the obtained from:
British Branch on this subject. I.W. Harris

Secretary
International Fiscal Association .

JOINT SEMINAR OF THE U.S. AND BRITISH Hong Kong Branch
BRANCHES PRIOR TO THE RIO CONGRESS c/o Group Tax Department

Hong Kong Bank Group
A joint seminar between the U.S. and British GPO Box 64
Branches of IFA will be held on 7 and 8 September Hong Kong
1989 at the Biltmore Hotel in Miami, Florida. Full
details of the programme, the cost and bookingdetails
will be sent to IFA members.
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THE VAT EXPERIENCE IN ASIA. explorationand exploitationof the resourcesof

Edited by Angel Q. Yoingcoand MilwidaM. BIRD, Richard M. the North Sea continentalshelf. The national
Taxationin Papua New Guinea. Backwardsto toGuevara. legislationand regulationsrelating Norway
the future

Singapore,Asian-PacificTax and Investment are included. Textofthe lawoftheseaand
ResearchCentre, 1988, pp. 206. Canberra,NationalCentre for Development internationaltreaties relating to the protection
The VATexperiencein Korea, Indonesia, Studies,G.P.O. Box 4, CanberraACT2601, and preservationsofthe North Sea marine

Taiwan and the Philippinesare described 1987. Islands/AustraliaWorkingPaper No. environmentas well asdirectivesofthe

followedby summaryof the proceedingsofthe 87/15, pp. 60. EuropeanCommunitiesare appended. National
forum duringAPTIRCSeminaron Value Added Studyon the evolution,current problemsand regulationsonBelgium, Denmark,West
Taxation in Asia, held in Manila, February possible futuredevelopmentsofthe tax system of Germanyandthe Netherlandsarein

23-24,1988.The lawson VATin these countries Papua NewGuinea. preparation.
are appended. (B.57.193) (B. 108.840)
(B. 57.229)

Singapore
GUIDELINESFOR FOREIGN Austria
investment. TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE
Seoul, MinistryofFinance, 1988, pp. 52. Singapore. INVESTMENTIN AUSTRIA.
English text of MinistryofFinance Notifications. London,Touche Ross International, 1988, pp. Amsterdam,KPMG-KlynveldPeat Marwick
(B. 57.213) 5(). Goerdeler, 1985, pp. 64.
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This bookletpresentsan overviewof mattersto RechtsfhigkeitauslndischerUnternehmen. Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund
be consideredby those contemplatinginvestment Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund InternationalesFinanz-und Steuenvesen,1988.
in Austria. Subjectsinclude: company law IntemationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1988. Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 46,
requirements,dividends,corporateincome tax, Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 45, pp. 25.
value added tax, individualincome tax, customs pp. 30. Germannationalreport for the lFA congresson

dutiesandotherrelatedtaxes. Germannational report for the 1988 IFA the treatmentof computersoftware.
(B. 108.742) congresson the recognitionof foreign (B. 108.476)

enterprises.
GRHS, Bemhard. (B. 108.477) BOSS, Alfred.
Die Gewinnbesteuerungder Incentivesund Wirtschaftswachstum-Zur
Personengesellschaftenim internationalen STUHRMANN,Gerd; Steuerpolitikin der frhenNachkriegszeit.
Steuerrechtsterreichs. CHRISTOFFEL,Hans-Gnther. Kiel, InstitutfrWeltwirtschaft,
Vienna, WirtschaftsverlagAnton Orac, 1986. Die Neu-Besteuerungdes Hausbesitzes.2nd DsternbrookerWeg 120, 2300Kiel, 1987.
Schriftenzum sterreichischenAbgabenrecht, Edition. KielerArbeitspapierNo.295, pp. 48.
Band 23, pp 128. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1987, pp. 84.29 DM. Brochureanalyzingthee ffectsofinvestment

Studyon the taxationof partnershipsn Austrian Practicalguide analyzing the new provisionsin incentiveson economicgrowthand the role of
international tax law. the GermanIndividual IncomeTax Law on the tax policy in the first years after WorldWar Il in

(B. 108.341) taxationof owner-occupieddwellinghouses. Germany.
(B. 108.161) (B. 108.320)

Belgium
BALS, B.

VERBANCK, P. Steuer-RatgeberzurEinkommen-und
Ireland

Inkoopvan eigen aandelen. Lohnsteuer1988. Stand: 1. September 1987.

Antwerp, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1988. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1988, pp. 168.
COONEY, Terry; McLAUGHL1N,Jim;Fiscale Praktijkstudies,No. 9, pp. 121. Practicalguide explainingthe most important

Monographon the purchaseofown sharesby effectsofthe 1988 German individual income tax TAGGART,Paschal.

both partnershipsand companieswith emphasis reform. Taxationsummary Republicoflreland 1988/89.

on tax aspects. (B. 108.160) Dublin,The InstituteofTaxationin Ireland, 15
FitzwilliamSquare, Dublin2,1988, pp. 258.

(B. 108.725)
BOSS, Alfred; ENTE, Werner. Summarydescribingthemajor taxes levied n

Die Einkommensteuertarife1965, 1986und Irelandwith reference to case law (income tax,
Bulgaria 1990: wo liegen die Unterschiede corporationtax, capital acquisitionstax, capital

Kiel, InstitutfrWeltwirtschaft,1988. gainstax, residentialproperty tax, stamp duties,
INTRODUCINGRESEARCH RESULTS Kieler ArbeitspapierNo. 311, pp. 20. value added tax).
intopractice. Analysisof the differencesofthe individual (B. 108.729)
Proceedingsofbilateral Bulgarianand American income tax rates in the Federal Republicof
semnaronthe introducingresearchresults into Germany in 1965, 1986and 1990. TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:

practice. (B. 108.321) Ireland.

Sofia, 6 lo 17 October 1986. London,Touche Ross International,1987, pp
Sofia, PublishingHouseof the Bulgarian FRITZSCHE, Michael; NGELE, Gnther. 49.

AcademyofSciences, 1987, pp. 220. Steuerabzugdurch den Arbeitgeberab 1. Januar Informationbookleton investmentand taxation

(B. 108.643) 1988. 5. Auflage 1988. in Ireland including: investmentfactors,

Stuttgart, FachverlagfrWirtschaftund Steuern exchangecontrol, establishingabusiness,

France SchfferGmbH & Co., 1988, pp 166. corporateand individualincome taxes.

Practcalguide discussingthe most mportant (B. 108.795)
aspectsfortheemployerofthe German

MEMENTOPRATIQUE FRANCIS withholdingtax on wages, up-to-dateas per 1
Lefebvre: Immobilier,urbanisme,construction, January 1988.
geston, juridique-fiscal-financier 1989. A jour (B. 108.788)

Isle of Man
au leroctobre 1988.
Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,1988, pp. 1100. BENNETT, Robert J.; KREBS, Gnter. TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
New monographon real estate business Local business taxes in Britain and Germany. IsleofMan.

consideringlegal,financial regulationsand Baden-Baden,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft.1988 London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp.
taxationaspects. SchriftenzurffentlichenVerwaltungund 37.
(B. 108.775) ffentlichenWirtschaft,Band 113, pp. 344. 87 Informationon investmentin the IsleofMan.

DM. Subjectsinclude: investment factors, establishing
a business,exchangecontrol,corporateand

Germany (Fed. Rep.)
Studyexaminingthe role and impactof local

and other
taxesonbusinessin Britain and Germany. indvidualtaxes, offshore business

(B. 108.813) relatedsubjects.
DEBATIN, Helmut. (B. 108.761)
German tax reform. Proposed legislation. FELIX, Gnther; CARLE, Dieter.
New York, InternationalTax Institute, Inc., FundheftfrSteuerrecht.Leitstzeder
1988, pp. 18. Entscheidungen-Literaturbersicht,Nachweis Italy
(B. 108.732) der Verwaltungsvorschriften.Band 34: 1986;

Band 35: 1987. ASCANI, Ottorino;
TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988, pp. 590.260 RIZZARDI,Raffaele.
Germany. DM. Guida rapidavalutaria. Il primo testocapire la

London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp Annualsource book fortax law referingtocourt deregulation.
53. decisions,administrativerules, theses, books, Rome, Buffetti Editore, Via Africa29,00144
Informationon investmentin Germany, articles,etc. dealingwith nearly all aspectsof Rome, 1988, pp. 322.

including corporatencome tax, investment taxation in the Federal RepublicofGermanyas Guide on foreignexchange legislation.
factors,exchangecontrol, individualincome tax well as certain other countries. Legislationupto February 1988 isincluded.
and other relatedsubjects. (B. 108.758/759) Rules for foreign investmentin Italy, Italian

(B. 108.754) investmentabroad, import, export, export credit
PANKOV, Max. insurance, foreignbank accounts, foreign

EBLING, Klaus. SteuerlicheBehandlungvon Computer- currencyfortravellingabroad, etc.

Die Anerkennungdersteuerlichen Software. (B. 108.791)
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Liechtenstein LAW OF MARCH 30, 1988 RELATING Monographdescribingthe principlesof tax

to undertakingsfor collective investment;Loi du collection.

GGI, Bruno B. 30 mars 1988 sur les organismesde placement (B. 108.724)
Formsofcompaniesand taxation in the collectif.

principalityof Liechtenstein. Summarydrawnup by BanqueGnraledu DE CONTROLEMIDDELENVAN

Vaduz, GeneralTrust Company,Kontorhaus, Luxembourg. de fiscus (2).
Aeulenstrasse5, FL-9490Vaduz, Frstentum' Luxembourg,BanqueGnraledu Besprekingvan het rapportvan de Commissie

Liechtenstein,1986, pp. 61. Luxembourg,1988, pp. 10 ter bestuderingvan de fiscalecontrolemiddelen.

Bookletdealingwithindividuals,corporate SummaryoftheLawof30March 1988 Deventer,Kluwer,1988.

bodies,companieswithout legal personality, concerninginvestmentfunds. Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

public register(commercialregister), trade (B. 108.636/636A) Belastingwetenschap,No. 176, pp. 37.

namesand commercialaccountingprocedures, Reportpreparedby the Committee to study the

while a finalpartcontainsthe introductoryand LEGAL FORMS OF INVESTMENT meansofcontrolby the tax authorities.

transitionalprovisionsto which a specialsection funds; Categoriesd'organismesde placement (B. 108.752)
has been added on securities. collectifreconnuespar la loi.

(B. 108.747) Luxembourg,BanqueGnraledu

Luxembourg,1988, pp. 20. United Kingdom
MEIER, Guido. Surveyof the various formsof investmentfunds

The trust in the LiechtensteinLaw on Persons under the Law of 30 March 1988, alsodisplaying DARLINGTON,Gavin L.B.;
and Companies. fiscal advantageswith respect to the French tax SANDISON,FrancisG.
Vaduz, MercotrustLtd., 1987, pp. 37. system. Businessoperationsin the UnitedKingdom-
(B. 108.744) (B. 108.635/635A) Taxation.

Washington,Tax ManagementInc., 1988.
GGI, Bruno B. WERNER, Jean; NEU, Franois. Foreign Income Portfolios,pp. 120.
The family foundationunderLiechtensteinLaw. L'imputationdes imptstrangersau This portfolioconsidersin detail applicationof

Vaduz, GeneralTrust Company, Kontorhaus, Luxembourg. thedirecttaxes, i.e. income tax, corporationtax,
Aeulenstrasse5, FL-9490Vaduz, Frstentum Luxembourg,BanqueGnraledu capitalgains tax and inheritancetax; ofstamp
Liechtenstein,1986, pp. 29. Luxembourg,1986, pp. 44. duty and stampduty reserve tax; and of the main
Informationbooklet intended to outline the Descriptionof the way in which the credit for indirect tax, value added tax. The workingpapers
family foundationin particularand the foreign taxesagainstLuxembourgtaxis containsomeofthemoreimportantforms
foundationin general from the practicalangle computed,relevantregulationsare appended. connectedwith administrationof the corporation
(B. 108.745) (B. 108.638) tax, value added tax and stampduty regimes.

(B. 108.749)
GGI, Bruno B.

NetherlandsThe establishmentas a private-lawformof DOING BUSINESS IN THE

enterpriseunder Liechtensteinlaw. United Kingdom.
Vaduz, GeneralTrust Company, 1986, pp. 25. STEVENS, L.G.M. Amsterdam,Ernst & Whinney,1987, pp. 72.

(B. 108.746) Grundliniender niederlndischendirekten Short guideprovidinga broad overviewof
Steuern. variousmatterswhich shouldbe borne in mind
Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund by organizationsconsideringsettingup or buying
InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1988.

a businessin the United Kingdom. Subjects
Luxembourg Hefte zur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 47, include: investmentincentives,company

pp. 33. taxation,formsofbusinessorganizations,
HOLDING COMPANIES IN LUXEMBOURG. Lectureon the principlesofNetherlandsdirect personal taxation, U.K. tax system, bankingand
Luxembourg,Ernst& Whinney,25 B, taxes (corporateincome tax and individual financialservices.
BoulevardRoyal, P.O.Box780, L-2017 income tax) given at a seminaron international (B. 108763)
Luxembourg,1988, pp. 2.7. taxationfrom 30 May to 16 June 1988convened
Bookletprovidinga general introductionto the by the Universityof Hamburg. FINANCE ACT 1988.
formationand operationof holdingcompaniesin (B 108.478) (1988 Chapter39). De Voil.
Luxembourg. Value AddedTax. The provisionsrelating to

(B. 108.770) TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE: Value AddedTax with annotationsby C.A.
Netherlands. Barcroft.

HOLDINGCOMPANIES IN THE GRAND London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp. London,Butterworths,1988, pp. 22.
DuchyofLuxembourg;Les socitsholdingau 54. (B. 108.590)
Grand-Duchde Luxembourg;Die Holding- Informationprofileon investmentand taxation
Gesellschaftenim Grossherzogtum in the Netherlandsincluding: investment factors, BENNETT, Robert J.; KREBS, Gnter.
Luxembourg. establishingabusiness,corporateand individual Local business taxes in Britainand Germany.
Luxembourg,BanqueGnraledu taxes, exchangecontrol and other related Baden-Baden,NomosVerlagsgesellschaft,1988.
Luxembourg,1988, pp. 104. subjects. SchriftenzurffentlichenVerwaltungund
Brochure in French, Englishand German, (B. 108.522) ffentlichenWirtschaft,Band 113, pp. 344. 87
containingthecivil and fiscal regulationson DM.
holdingcompanies,describingtheregimeunder TAXATIONOF FOREIGN NATIONALS Study examining the role and impactof local
these regulationsandcontainingexamplesofthe workinginthe Netherlands. taxes on business in Britain and Germany.
articlesof associationand the balance-sheet. Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1988, pp. 35. (B. 108.813)
(B. 108.639) Bookletdesigningto assist both the foreign

employeeand employer in rulingthe tax and

LAW OF MARCH 30, 1988 RELATING social security issues related to transfers to the

to undertakingsfor collective investment;Loi du Netherlands. Italso outlinestheDutch tax INTERNATIONAL
30 mars 1988 relative aux organismesde system both for residentsand non-residentsand

placementcollectif;Gesetzvom 30. Mrz 1988 dealingwith the special facilitiesmadeavailable

betreffenddie Organismenfrgemeinsame to expatriates.
Anlagen. (B. 108.605) Developingcountries

Luxembourg,BanqueGnraledu

Luxembourg,1988, pp. 74. VETTER, J.J.; WATTEL, P.J. FINANCE FOR DEVELOPINGCOUNTRIES.

Englishand German translationof the Law of 30 Hoofdzakeninvordering. New York, GroupofThirty, 277 Park Avenue,
March 1988 concerninginvestment funds. Deventer, FED, 1988. New York, N.Y. 10172, 1987, pp. 43.

(B. 108.637/637A) FED FiscaleBrochures,pp. 204. Studygroupon alternativesourcesoffinance for
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developingcountres:a summary report by Report containinga reviewof recent socio-
EAST

Richard A. Debs. Debt swaps: a technique in economicdevelopmentsin the least developed MIDDLE

developingcountryfinanceby David L. Roberts countriesandprogress in the implementationof
and EliM. Remolona. the support measures.

(B.57.142) (B. 108.809) Iraq

International OECD TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
Iraq

HORWATH& HORWATHINTERNATIONAL. THE TAX/BENEFITPOSITION OF London,Touche Ross International,1987, pp.
36.

Internationaloffshore financialcentres. productionworkers/Lasituationdesouvriersau
General information investmentand taxationon

North Ryde, CCH InternationalMarketing, regardde l'impt et des transfertssociaux 1984-
in Iraq. Subjects include: nvestment factors,

P.O.Box230, North Ryde 2113, Australia, 1988. 1987.
exchangecontrol, establishingabusiness,

Loose-leafpublication in two volumeswith the Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation corporateandindividual income taxes.

aim to outline the tax saving techniqueswhich and Development,1988, pp. 252.
(B.57.228)

can be used when incorporatingan IOFC into an Report examininghow individual income tax

international tax planningstrategy.
and social contributionsin the OECD Member

Part I setsout the basicprinciplesofthe use of countriesare calculatedtoprovidequantitative
internationaloffshore financialcentres. Part II is comparisonsofthe tax/benefitpositionsof

NORTH AMERICA
a country-by-countrysurveyof the tax and productionworkers.

business laws. The first installmentcontains 15 (B. 108.750)
countries. More countriesarescheduledin

forthcomingsupplements. Canada

(B. 108.841) LATIN AMERICA INCOMETAX ACT. ANNOTATED.

TAIT, Alan A. 18th Edition, September 1988. Consolidated

Value added tax. Internationalpractice and with amendmentsto September13,1988with

problems. Chile related tax legislationand the income tax

Washington,IMF- InternationalMonetary regulations. Edited by H. HewardStikeman.

Fund, 1988, pp. 450. USS 29.50. ZONA PREFERENCIALCREADA POR Don Mills, RicharddeBoo Publishers, 1988, pp.

Theauthorexaminesthestructureofthe VAT in Ley No. 18.392 (LeydeNavarino).2nd Edition. 1465.

a numberof countries,discusses the economic Punta Arenas,SecretariaRegional Planificacion (B. 108.207)
implicationsofthe VAT, and makes technical y Coordinacion,1986, pp. 29.
recommendationsonhow to implement the Benefitsgranted to promote the Navarino MATERIALSON CANADIAN INCOMETAX.

VAT. Anexampleofa VAT return form is zone (farsouthof Chile)
7th Edition.

appended. (B.18.488)
Editors: Brian J. Arnold, D. Keith McNairand

(B. 108.776) Claire F.L. Young.
Don Mills, Richard De Boo Publishers, 1987,

PUBLIC FINANCE,TRADE AND Colombia PP. 890.

development. Seventheditionof textbookon Canadian income

InternationalInstituteof Public Finance- tax law as ofJune 1, 1987. References to case law
DOING BUSINESS IN COLOMBIA.

I.I.P.F.,44thCongress, Istanbul,Turkey, NewYork, Ernst& Whinney International,
are included. Selectedbibliographyfor further

August22-25,1988. reading is also appended.
Istanbul, International InstituteofPublic 1987,pp.74. (B. 108.771)

Quick referencebooklet providinganoverview
Finance, 1988, pp. 72. of the investmentclimate, taxation, forms of
Paperspresentedat the congressinclude: Value

businessorganizationand businessand
DOING BUSINESS IN CANADA.

added tax and internationaltrade by Laux- New York, Ernst & Whinney Internatonal,
Meiselbach,W.; Public financesandtrade: the accountingpractices. 1987, pp. 120.

EuropeanCommunityby Andel,N.; (B. 108.766) This bookletgives the busy executivea quick
Reflectionson uniform taxationby Harberger, overviewof the investmentclimate, taxation,

A.C. formsofbusinessorganisation,and businessand
Mexico

(B. 108.688) accountingpracticesin Canada.

(B.108.768)
TANZI, Vito. LIEMT, Gijsbert van.

Internationalcoordinationof fiscal policies: a Bridgingthe gap: four newly ndustrialising THE CANADIANPERSONALTAX

reviewofsome major issues. countriesandthe changinginternationaldivision planningguide1988-89. Preparedby Thorne

Washington, IMF-InternationalMonetary of labour. Ernst & Whinney.
Fund, 1988. Geneva, InternationalLabourOrganisation, Editor: S. Brian Fisher.

IMFWorkingPaper No. WP/88/70,pp. 33. 1988. Employment,adjustmentand Don Mills, Richard De Boo Publishers,1988,

(B. 108.560) lndustrialisation,No. 7,pp. 123. pp. 198.
Studyanalyzingthefour NICsand focusingon Revisedannual editionof a detaileddiscussionof

OSTRY, Sylvia. national variables, in particular theinfluenceand themorecommon tax planningprocedures
Interdependence;vulnerabilityand opportunity role ofgovernmentandgovernmentpolicies. avalable to ndividuals. The law is statedas of 31

The 1987 Per JacobssonLecture. (B. 108.663) August 1988.

Washington,The George Washington (B. 108.772)
University, 1987, pp. 24.
Printed text of speech,questionsand answerson Venezuela
the drift toward more and more protectionismin U.S.A.
internationaltrade. TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:

(B. 108.107) Venezuela. KLINGSTEDT, John P.; BROCK, Horace R.;
London,ToucheRoss International, 1988, pp MARK, Richard S.

THE LEAST DEVELOPEDCOUNTRIES. 55. Oil & gas taxation 1988.
1986 Report. General informationon nvestmentand taxation Denton, ProfessionalDevelopment Institute,
Preparedby the UNCTADsecretariat. United in Venezuela. Subjects include: investment North Taxes State University, Denton,Texas
NationsConferenceon Trade and Development, factors, establishinga business,exchange 76203,1988,pp. 588.
Geneva. New York, United Nations, 1987, pp. control, corporateand individual taxes. Third revisededition designingtoprovide
420. (B. 18.496) preparersof tax returnsan easy-to-usesourceof
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basicinformationabout oil and gastaxation. AMERICANFEDERALTAX REPORTS. TAXES AND CAPITALFORMATION.
(B. 108.755) Secondseries. Volume61. Editedby Martin Feidstein.

EnglewoodCliffs, PrenticeHall, Inc., 1988, pp London,The UniversityofChicagoPress, 126.
1135. BuckinghamRoad, London SW lW 9S, 1987,TAX & INVESTMENTPROFILE:
This volumecontainsunabridgedfederal and pp. 118.UnitedStates.

London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp.
statecourtdecisionsarisingunderthefederal tax Briefsummariesofpapersaspartofa research
laws and previouslyreported in PrenticeHall projectbytheNationalBureauof Economic68.
Federal taxes. Researchon the effectsof taxationon capitalInformationprofileon investmentand taxation

in the U'.S.A. including: investmentfactors, (B. 108.821) accumulation.Technicalversionof the papers

exchangecontrol, corporateand individual are publishedseparatelyin Theeffectsof

taxes, establishingabusinessandotherrelated LEVEY, Marc. taxationon capital accumulation. ,

Section482 and the Super RoyaltyProvisions. (B. 108.668)subjects.
(B. 108.753) Intercompanypricing-Section482, September

23,1988.
New York, Ernst& Whinney,787 Seventh

DOING BUSINESS IN THE Avenue,NewYork,N.Y. 10019, 1988, pp. 63.
UnitedStates. (B. 108.707) INTRODUCINGRESEARCHRESULTS
New York, Ernst & Whinney International, into practice.
1988, pp. 95. SCHINDLER,Guenter. Proceedingsof bilateralBulgarianand American
Bookletgiving the busyexecutivea quick Intercorporatetransferpricing. Tax reform seminaron the introducingresearchresults into
overviewof the investmentclimate,taxation, posesnew challengesfor multinationals. practice. Sofia, October6to 17,1986.
formsofbusinessorganisation,and businessand In: The Tax Adviser,May 1988, pp. 378-384, Sofia, PublishingHouseof the Bulgarian
accountingpracticesin the U.S.A. 1988, pp. 7. AcademyofSciences, 1987, pp. 220.
(B. 108.762) (B. 108.733) (B. 108.643)
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ment stable et une simplification de la structure du taux de l'impt und die Vereinfachung der Struktur von Einkommensteuerstzen.

sur le revenu des personnesphysiques. Cet article rsume plusieurs Dieser Artikel bietet eine kurze Beschreibung der verschiedenen

de ces modifications. Anderungen.
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comparable celui de proportionn au revenu. L'Administration tern, d.h. der Schwerpunkt wurde vom Begriff des comparable
Fiscale et le Ministre des Finances ont conjontement publi le 18 uncontrolled prce zum Begriff des commensurate wth ncome
octobre 1988 le White Paper en rponse aux modificationsquant verlagert. Die amerikanische Steuerverwaltung (Internal Revenue
aux prix de transfert. M. Rothschild et Mme Rae mettent en lumire Service) und das Finanzministerium (Treasury Department) verff-
les points les plus importants de ce White Paper, introduisant les entlichten am 18. Oktober 1988 einen gemeinsamen Bericht (White
mthodes utilises pour valuer les biens incorporeis (comparaison Paper) hinsichtlich der Anderungen, die vom Steuerreformgesetz
exacte ou par assimilation, base du taux de remboursementsuivant 1986 mit Bezug auf VerrechnungspreisemultinationalerGesellschaf-
le principe d'assimilation une entreprise ndpendante: Basic ten eingefhrt wurden. Herr Rothschild und Frau Rae beschreiben
Arm's Length Rate of Return = BALRM et BALRM avec partage du im kurzen die wichtigstenMerkmaledes Berichts, einschliesslichder

bnfice), Ia documentationet les dispositionsportant sur l'applica- Bewertungsmethodenfr immaterielleWirtschaftsgter(exactcom-

tion par es contribuablesdes leurs obligations, les autoritscomp- parable, inexact comparable, basic arm's length rate of return

tentes, la double imposition ainsi que le manque de dispositions (BALRM) und BALRM with profit split), Dokumentierungs- und
prvoyantdes facilites fiscales. Durchfhrungsbestimmungen, zustndige Behrden, Doppelbe-

steuerung und die Abwesenheit von Bestimmungen, welche den
SteuerpflichtigenSicherheit bieten (safe harbour provisions).
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Kolumbien: Neue Steuermassnahmen ...................... 181
Colombie: Nouvellesdspositionsfiscales ................... 181 Eine Anzahl von neuen Steuermassnahmenwurde krzlich von der
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The Sixth Annual Summer Program
in United States Law
and Legal Institutions

17 July 1989 - 18 August 1989

The Sixth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutions is intended to give lawyers
and advanced law students from other countries intensive exposure to the basic structure of the United

States legal system and to significant areas of U.S. law. The Program should give participantsboth a basic

understandingof the United States legal system and the U.S. legal profession and an in-depth exposure to

specific areas of U.S. law that affect a broad range of commercial, investment, and personal activities. It is

designed to serve as a low-cost alternative to a full-year's program in U.S. law or as a preface to advanced

formal training in the United States.

The lectures of the Sixth Annual Summer Program in United States Law and Legal Institutionswill be held

each mornng, Monday-Frday, 17 July - 18 August 1989, on the campus of the internationally-renowned
University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, U.S.A. In additon to the regularmorning sessions, there will

be opportunities for the participants to learn about legal research and writing and the United States legal
system outside the formal lectures. The participants also will be able to meet with practicing lawyers and

members of the United States judiciary Another unique and important attraction of the Program is that

participantsare able to workand socializewith practicinglawyersand legalscholars fromaround the world.

For more detailed information regarding the program, write to:

Ms. Theresa Dougherty
University of Wisconsin

Law School

Room 208

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

U.S.A.
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Anti-Avoidanceand Tax TreatyPolicies and Practice
in the Asian-PacificRegion

on

9 - 12 June 1989
at

the Plaza InternationalHotel
Wellington,New Zealand

The Conference,Anti-AvoidanceandTax Policiesnd A systematic rather than national approach has been
Practice in the Asian-Pacific Region, has been jointly adopted for the Conference. Discussion at technical

organised by the Asian-Pacific Tax and Investment sessions (see below) will be conducted on a panel
Research Centre and the Institute of Policy Studies, rather than a lecture basis. Each session will be ntro-
with the assistance of the Australian Tax Research duced with two individual presentations, the remain-
Foundation. It will be held over 31h days to examine der of the session will be coordinated by the panel
specific anti-avoidancetaxationpolicies of 10 countries chairperson. The technical programmecovers domes-
in Asia and the Pacific, including Canada and the tic responses to specific tax avoidance issues and de-
USA. velopments in bi-lateral tax treaty measuresand policy

in respect of anti-avoidance issues.

Dates and Accommodation

The Conferencewill commence at 9.30 am on Friday,
9 June and will finish on Monday, 12 June 1989.

TECHNICALPROGRAMME
Accommodationcan be reserved at the Plaza Interna-
tional Hotel, Wellington. The daily room rate is 1. Legislative and judicial anti-avoidance
NZ$170 + GST. rules

Conference fee is NZ$ 1,650 and covers onference 2. Tax treaties and residence rules for indi-

facilities, documentation,lunch and refreshmentseach viduals and companies
day. 3. Taxationof financial transactions
A cheque payable to the Institute of Policy Studies 4. Controlled foreign company legislation
should be mailed together with the registration details

5. Transfer pricing legislation and enforce-
to:

ment
Conference Manager
Anti-AvoidanceTax Policies in Asia and the Pacific 6. Exchangeof informationand dispute
Institute of Policy Studies resolution
Victoria Universityof Wellington 7. Model tax treaty for the region
P.O. Box 600

Wellington
NEW ZEALAND

CONFERENCEREGISTRATION

Please registerthefollowingdelegatesforAnti-Avoidanceand Tax Treaty PoliciesandPractice in theAsian-PacificRegion.

NAME(S): POSITION:

.........................................................................................................

COMPANY: - ....................

ADRESS: ...................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................

TELEPHONE: ........................................ TELEFAX: ............................................
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Residence Requirements '-

D.J Hasseldne 1

Mr. Hasseldne s a full-tme lecturer n Accountancy at the

University of Canterbury and s the author of numerous art-, rcles.

I. INTRODUCTION II. INDIVIDUALRESIDENCE

Taxation law in New Zealand has in the last year or so

been subject to a numberof very major reformswhich A. Positionprior to amendment
i

have been wide in their scope. Consequently, it is
The rules for individual residence amended with

appropriateto examine the rules affecting residence in were

New Zealand, especially as these too have just been 2 separate commencementdates. Individuals resident

subjected to a major amendment. n New Zealand under the old rules on 6 December
1988 became subject to the new rules on 7 December

The new imputationand internationaltax regimesnow 1988. In all other cases, the new law applies from the
operating acted as a catalyst to these residence start ofthe 1990 incomeyear- typically l April 1989.
changes. For example, the Branch Equivalent regime ,

applies to residents in respect of interests in foreign Under the.old rules the primary basis of determining
companies that are controlled by New Zealand resi- residence was a personal presence test with a second-

dents. Other parts of the international tax regime also ary permanent place of abode test that applied in cer-

tain instances.have residence definitions as a key element in their
operation. Similarly, only resident companies and in-

i

dividuals can respectively allocate and utilize imputa- Personal presence test

tion credits. The ConsultativeCommitteeconsidering An individual was deemed to be resident in New Zea-
these reforms isolated the deficiencies in the previous land if personally present in New Zealand for a con-

rules and recommended strengthening them to facili- tinuous period of at least 365 days, with the proviso
tate New Zealand residence and to make non-resi- that where a taxpaer requested the Commissionerto
dence status much more difficult to achieve. The New determine that his permanentplace of abode was out-
Zealand Government has acted on these recommen- side New Zealandhe wouldbe classed as non-resident.
dations. '

The opposite also held true if personally absent from
Residence is also.an important topic in that it often New Zealand for a continuous period of at least 365
determines tax liability either through the domestic days: non-residence status could be obtained, al-
legislation or through the operation of a bilateral dou- though again, it was possible to request the Commis-
ble taxation agreement. Sec. 242 of the New Zealand sioner to determinewhether the taxpayerhad a perma-
Income Tax Act 19762 states that,all (i.e. world-wide) nent place of abode in New Zealand. If the Commis-
income derived by a New Zealand resident shall be sioner judged this to be the case, the taxpayer would
assessable for income tax and secondly, all income be regarded as resident in New Zealand.
derived from New Zealand (via the source rules in
Sec. 243) is also assessable. As may be expected, there The definition of continuous period altered the

is a mechanism which allows a credit in respect of meaningof the above rules which at first glance appear

foreign tax paid by residents in respect of income de- straightforward..A continuous period was an unbro-
ken period of days which was deemed unbroken if anyrived out of New Zealand.
one break'was no greater than 28 days and the total

This article is structured in 2 major sections respec- number of break days no greater than 56 days. This
tively dealing with individual and company residence.
To appropriate the transition, the new requirements
are examined in the context of the previous rules, case

law and the practiceof the New Zealand Inland Reve-
I. Th amending legislation was the Income Tax Amendment Act (No.
5) 1988. which received Royal Assent on 16 Decmber 1988.

nue Department. 2. All section references in this article are to the IncomeTax Act 1976.
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)
0,

allowed for some flexibility in travel movements dur- The Judge hearing the case distinguished Applegate,
ing the year without causing a change of residence. stating that the question in issue was similar but the
The operation of these rules is shown below: facts were different. He stated:
Assume a New Zealander:

departed from New Zealand 1 November 1987
In the context of this, part of the Act the place of

-

abode I think means a place where one usually lives.
arrived in New Zealand 10 December 1987 means or

-

A place of abode the lasting endur-
departed from New Zealand 31 December 1987

permanent
ing, as opposed the place where one

-

to temporary,
returns to New Zealand 1 November 1988 usually lives. In determining that issue the taxing year

-

in question is a relevant period to consider; however,As the intervening number of days in December was under the New Zealand legislation the relevant time to
less than 28 days, the full 12 months constitute a con- determine whether the income is derived from New
tinuous period for the 365-day test. Zealand, or a person is a resident of New Zealand, is

when the income is actually derived.

Permanent place of abode Taking all of the facts into account (along the lines that
the Commissioner of Inland Revenue considers), it

Under the old rules, ambiguity could arise - e.g. an

individual might be neitherpersonallypresent nor ab- was held that the lecturer'spermanentplace of abode

sent for a full 365-day period. For example, a continu- was in fact New Zealand.

ous absence of 29 days would have been sufficient to A second case concerned a marine engineer who left
break the personal presence test yet insufficient to New Zealand to work on a ship and between voyages
qualify for non-residentstatus. he stayed in England.6 In order to obtain a refund of

In this case the permanent place of abode test (con- U.K. tax he tendered a form to the New Zealand

tained in Sec. 241(1A)) operated. The actual phrase
revenue who completed a section certifying New Zea-

was not, however, defined in the Act. Due to a dearth land residenceand then despatchedit to England. The

of New Zealand cases on this topic, Alston3 looked to taxpayer, having returned to New Zealand, then

an Australian case for help.4 In this case, the taxpayer claimed, as he was absent for over 365 days, no New

was posted to the New Hebrides, but was forced to
Zealand tax was payable. The Judge stated:

return to Australia early due to ill health. It was held I find that in requesting the respondent to certify, on

that an intention to return to Australia would not be the form supplied by the Inspector of Taxes, Cardiff,
sufficient of itself to give the taxpayer a permanent that the objector was resident in New Zealand at mate-

place of abode in Australia. Alston took the view that rial times, the objector was also requesting the respon-

this interpretation would have been valid in a New dent to determine that he had a permanent place of
abode in New Zealand at all times during his period of

Zealand context. absence in terms of the proviso to section 241(1C) (the
The Commissioner of Inland Revenue takes into ac- 365 day test for absence).
count the following factors in determining a perma- It follows from these 2 cases that obtaining the deter-
nent place of abode: mination of a permanent place of abode overseas is

time in New Zealand fixed period or contract; easily achieved, with the possibility of being resi-- -

not
accommodation renting in New Zealand, over- dent for in all,- -

tax purposes no country at even more
seas home sold; remote.
employmenthistory length of residence in coun-- -

try of claimed permanentplace of abode; Special provision was made for public servants over-

financial ties overseas bank accounts, invest- seas on Governmentservice (e.g. diplomatswho con-
- -

ments, etc.; tinued to be treated as residents).
family- location of immediate relatives;-

sporting, professional and trade associations;- B. Position after amendinglegislation
receipt of social welfare benefits;-

annual leave does taxpayer return to home The has been altered so that residence is obtained- -

test
country if:

Since Alston's 1982 article, there have been 2 New (1) A person has a permanentplace of abode in New

Zealand cases dealing with the interpretationof per- Zealand whether or not he also has a permanentplace
rnanent place of abode. In Taxation Review Author- of abode in another country (Sec. 241(1));
ity (TRA) Case No. 83/1255, a New Zealand university or

lecturerwent on study leave, leasinghis own homeout (2) A person is personallypresent in New Zealand for

and renting a home in Cambridge,England. As he was more than 183 days over any 12-month period. Resi-

not out of the country for 365 days, he could not rely
on the personal absence test, so he claimed that he had
no permanent place of abode in New Zealand even 3. See Alston, A., The Concept of Residence, New ZealandCurrent

though his university salary continued to be paid to Taxation, Vol. 27, No. 2 (December 19821.
him. The taxpayer suggested that the intention of the 4 FederalCommissionerofTaxationvs. Applegate,( I 979) 27 Australian

legislation was that absences close to 365 days should Law Reports 114.
5. Reported as Case FI38 (19841 6 New Zealand Tax Cases

be a relevant factor in determining the permanent (N.Z.T.C.)at 611,237.
place of abode. 6. Case J41 (19871 9 N.Z.T.C. at l,243.
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dence commences from the first day of personal pres- B. Position after amending legislation
ence (Sec. 241(2)).

The residence test of companies has been altered with
Non-residence is obtained where: effect from the commencement of the 1989/1990 in-
A person is personally absent from New Zealand for come year so that a company is resident f it:
more than 325 days in aggregate over any 12-month - is incorporated in New Zealand;
period. Non-residencecommences on the first day of or

personal absence (Sec. 241(3)). - has its head office in New Zealand;
or

From the above it is clear that in order to be non-res- has its centre of management in New Zealand;-

ident not only must one be absent for the required or
period, but also there must be no permanentplace of the directors, acting in their capacity as directors,-

abode in New Zealand. exercise control of the company in New Zealand
Individuals present in New Zealand for part of a day (whether or not decision-makingby directors is con-

are deemed to be personally present for the whole of fined to New Zealand).
that day. The effect of this amendment is to retain the place of
The special provision for public servants has been re- incorporation test and a strengthened place of man-

tained with individualsabsent on Governmentservice agement test, with the addition of a control test as

continuing to be deemed New Zealand resident. well. Management and control tests have much more

economic substance than place of incorporation tests
and the change will bring New Zealand corporate res-

III. CORPORATERESIDENCE idence rules more in line with overseas practice.
It should be noted that in cases where dual residence

A. Positionprior to amendment applies it is necessary to refer to the tie-breaking pro-
visions of any double taxation agreement in force. In

Previously a company was deemed resident if: the case of New Zealand, the tie-breaking rules are

(a) it was incorporated in New Zealand; or largely the place of effective management and the

(b) its centre of administrative management was in centre of administrativeor practical management.The
New Zealand. specific terms for each of New Zealand'sdouble taxa-

tion agreements are set out in the Appendix, with
There are no New Zealand cases on company resi- also stating that regard should be
dence so reference is normally made to a leading case many agreements

had to the place of incorporation and that the issue
such as the De Beers7 case where residence was held should, if possible, be settled by mutual agreement
to be where the directors' meetings were held and the between the competent authorities. The actual in-
real business of the company was carried on. terpretation of these terms will of course depend on

As Dodds noted, the Commissionerhas typically inter- Revenue practices and legal precedents in the country
preted the centre of administrative management as concerned.
being practical day to day management (although it
may be amended by a double taxation agreement). Companies affected by the foreign investment fund
This has meant that even where shareholders and di- provisions
rectors had overriding control from New Zealand. it It is important to note that a different commencement
was very easy for non-residence to be obtained if the date applies to those companiesaffected by the foreign
companywas incorporatedoverseaswith at least some nvestment fund provisions (Sec. 245Q). In those
local management.This is illustrated by the following the commencement date of the residence
extract from the Commissioner'sown Technical Rul- cases, new

rules is the income year commencing 1 April 1988 or

ings:8 for non 31 March balance dates, the first day of the
We should not strive too hard to apply section 241 in 1988/1989 income year.
the case of an overseas subsidiary of a New Zealand
company if: Grouping provisions

The income of the subsidiary is self-generated in-

the overseas country and does not arise in that Sec. 191 of the New Zealand Income Tax Act is the

country from goods or other transactions sold or relevant section dealing with groups of companiesand
made by the parent company the offsetting of losses, and where the shareholding is
There is a fair degree of management in the over- not 100% the treatment of subvention- common, pay-
seas country, particularly if New Zealand directors ments. It should be noted that dual residentcompanies
tend to go there to hold board meetings rather than cannot be part of a New Zealand group for tax pur-hold them in New Zealand.

poses, i.e. under Sec. 191(7E) there are no provisions
This dichotomy in interpretationbetween Inland Rev-
enue practice and the interpretationsuggested by case

law (i.e. the place where the highest level of decision- 7. De Beers ConsolidatedMines vs. Howe. (1906) AppealCases 455. See
a\so Malayan ShippingCo. vs. Federal CollectorofTaxes, (1946)8 Austra-

making takes place (De Beers)), was a strong factor lian Tax Decisions 75.

leading to the change of the corporate residence test. 8. Chapter 10, Part I at 16.
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available for the intragroup offset of losses against Zealand should by now be studying the likely impact
profits when dual residence applies. Similarly, as a of the new legislation.
consequenceof the new subsec. 191(7F),which applies
retrospectivelyfrom the income year 1 April 1988, no

grouping provisions are now available to companies REFERENCES
which are incorporatedoutside New Zealand but not
dual resident. This latter case does not apply to com- Income Tax Legislation (Auckland, CCH) 1988 edi-
panies engaged in business in New Zealand through a tion.
fixed establishment if any profits which would have Dodds, J.W., The Taxation of Non-residentsin New
otherwise arisen through the transaction would have Zealand, Asia-PacificTax and Investment Bulle-
been taxable. tin, Vol. 4, No. 9 (September 1986).

New Zealand Inland RevenueDepartment,Technical
IV. CONCLUSIONS Rulings - Official Information Copy, Chapter 10,

Part 1.
It is clear that the recent legislative changes represent Report of the Consultative Committee on Interna-
a major strengthening of New Zealand's residence tional Tax Reform, Part 2, July 1988, Government
rules. Temporary changes of residence by companies Printer, Wellington.controlled by residents did not pose an enormous

problem to the Revenue authorities as amendments
have been made to the grouping provisions in recent APPENDIX
times and they would now fall under the new interna-
tional tax regime in any case. Tie-breaking Rules for Corporate Residence under New

Zealand's Double Taxation Agreements
The changes to individual residence are, however, sig-
nificant in effect. First, the previous continuous Australia - centre of administrative or practical manage-
period concept, which had little impact has been re- ment
moved. The new rules make it much more difficult to Belgium - place of effective management
achieve non-residentstatus by requiringboth personal Canada - place of effective management
absence for 325 days and no permanentplace of abode China - where head office is situated

in New Zealand. Denmark- place of effective management
Fiji - centre of effective management

This will have a significant effect on the tax planning Finland - place of effective management
undertakenby those individualsarrivingand departing France - place of effective management
New Zealand and to companies employing New Germany (Federal Republic) - place of effective manage-
Zealandersoverseas. There will be an increased focus ment

on structuring taxation affairs around the permanent India - place of effective management
place of abode concept, with close attention being Italy - place of effective management

paid to the specific factors considered significant by Japan - managed and controlled head or main office

the Inland RevenueDepartmentas outlinedin Part II. Malaysia - centre of administrative or practical manage-
ment

The strengthened residence rules are intended to Netherlands- place of effective management
widen the scope of New Zealand residence. It will Norway- place of effective management
inevitably result in more companies being resident in Philippines day to day management-

more than one tax jurisdiction. The consequence is Republic of Korea - place of effective management
-

likely to be an increasingnumberof tie-breakingcases Singapore centre of administrative or practical manage-
ment

under the various double taxation agreements which Sweden-centreofadministrativeor practical management
will need to be settled by mutual cooperation and Switzerland- place of effective management
agreement between the Revenue authorities con- United Kingdom - place of effective management
cerned. Companies exposed to these changes in New United States of America- by mutual agreement
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AUS-RALIA:

TAXATION RULING IT 2507: FOREIGN TAX CREDIT

SYSTEM: FOREIGN TAXES ELIGIBLE FOR CREDIT

AGAINST AUSTRALIANINCOME TAX

Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 ss 6AB(2), 6AB(6), 160AF

Date of issue: 10 November 1988 processing of returns if taxpayers were to BURMA
Date of effect: Immediate supply relevant details to NationalOffice as Income tax

soon as a liability to pay such a foreign tax
Note: CANADAbecomes

Income Tax Rulings do not have the Federai: Income taxes imposedby the Gov--
apparent.

force of law RULING ernment of Canada
Each decision made by the Australian Provinciah-

Taxation Office is made on the merits 5 Subject to the provisions of Division 18 ALBERTA
of each individual case, having regard of Part III of the Income Tax Assessment Provincial income tax
to any relevant ruling Act 1936, a taxpayer will bc entitled to a BRITISH COLUMBIA

credit against Australian tax payable on Provincial income tax

foreign income for any of the foreign taxes Mining tax
PREAMBLE listed below paid n respect of that income Mineral resource tax

Logging tax
1. Taxation Ruling IT 2437 sets out the rel- (changes and additions to the taxes listed in

MANITOBAIT 2437 are marked with an asterisk):
evant legislative provisions and general Provincial income tax

criteriawhich apply in determiningwhether ARGENTINA NEW BRUNSWICK
a foreign tax is a creditable tax under the Income tax (Impuesto a las ganancias) Provincial income tax

general foreign tax credit system (FTCS). Tax on casual gains (Impuesto sobre los Mining tax
beneficios eventuales) NEWFOUNDLAND2. That Ruling contains a non-exhaustive Provincial income tax

list of foreign taxes which are recognised as AUSTRIA
Mining tax

creditable taxes. Paragraph 7 of the Ruling Income tax (Einkommensteuer)
foreshadows periodical updates of that list Corporation tax (Krperschaftsteuer) NOVA SCOTIA

in the form of future Rulings incorporat- Tax on interest yields (Zinsertragsteuer)
Provincial income tax

-

ing an updated consolidated list of credita- Directors' tax (Aufsichtsratsabgabe) Mining tax
ONTARIO

ble taxes - as a consequence of changes in Tax on commercial and industrial enter-
Provincial corporationother countries' taxes and as other foreign prises (Gewerbesteuer), only where tax on companypro-

taxes are admitted as creditable taxes. This levied on a basis other than capital or the fits
Provincial income tax on individuals

Ruling representsthe first ofsuch updates. sum of wages. Mining tax

3. While the issue of this Ruling in that BANGLADESH PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
form will obviate the need for reference Income tax Provincial tax

back to the list of creditable taxes contained QUEBEC
BELGIUM

in IT 2437, the comments in the Preamble Individual income tax (impt des personnes
Provincial corporationtax on companypro-

to that Ruling concerning the relevant physiques/personenbelasting)
fits

statutoryprovisionsand guidelines forcred- Corporate income tax (impt des socits/
Provincial income tax on individuals

itable tax determinations remain pertinent vennootschapsbelasting Mining tax

[see box at the followingpage]. In particu- Income tax legal entities (impt des Logging tax

lar, it is emphasised that taxpayerswhoseek
on per- SASKATCHEWAN

credit for foreign taxes not identified in this
sonnesmorales/rechtspersonenbelasting) Provincial income tax

Income tax on non-residents (impt des
Ruling (or in the subsequent Rulings) rsidents/belastingder nietverblijf- Mining royalty tax
should supply the followingdetails of those

non-

taxes in the relevant income tax returns: houders) including the prepayments, the CHILE

the precise title of the tax;
on taxes prepay- tax a

- surcharge these and Income (Impuesto la renta)
the title of the law under which the tax

ments, and the communal supplement to Additional tax (Impuesto adicional)
-

individual income Additional (Tasa adicional)is imposed;
the tax. tax

whether the tax is levied by a national, BRAZIL-

state or local authority and the name lncome tax (Imposto de renda)
CHINA

taxof that authority; and Withholding tax on pure income, e.g. in- Individual income

a description of the nature of the tax terest or dividends lncome tax concerningjoint ventures with
-

and the basis for ts implementation. Suplementarytax (Impostosuplementar),
Chinese and foreign nvestment

Income tax concerning foreign enterprises
4. Decisions as to whether particular

waere charged on dividends or branch Local income tax

foreign taxes not included in this Ruling (or profits arising in Brazil)
in subsequent Rulings) are creditable taxes Payments to the development funds PIN COOK ISLANDSand PlS (Programa de intergracao na-under the FTCS will continue to be taken *Income tax (including withholding tax)
in National Office. Branch Offices should cional/social) and MOBRAL (Fundacao
therefore referenquiriesreceived,orclaims moviments brasileiro de alfabetizacao) CYPRUS
in returns, in relation to such taxes to Na- BRUNEI Income tax
tional Office for consideration and advice. Income tax Special contributionsunder Law 55 of 1974
It would also continue to assist with the Petroleum income tax and subsequent annual extensions
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royalties (pajak atas bunga, dividen dan
The relevantpartsof IT2437are as follows: party and having the force of law under royalty)
1. New Division 18 of the Income Tax As- the Income Tax (International Agree-
sessment Act (inserted by the Taxation ments) Act 1953. IRELAND
Laws Amendment (Foreign Tax Credits) Income tax
Act 1986 and first applicable to assessments 3. However, the subsection specifically Corporation tax
for the year of income commencing 1 July excludes from its ambit a foreign tax that is

tax
1987) provides for the granting of credits in a unitary tax, as defined in s 6AB(6). (A Capital gains
respect of foreign tax. Section 160AF(1) further Ruling concerning unitary taxes is ISRAEL
provides that a resident taxpayer, whose as- proposed.) Income tax (including capital gains tax)
sessable income includes foreign income on 4. The law does not identify specific taxes Company tax
which the taxpayer has paid foreign tax, is ofparticularcountriesas beingeithercredit- Tax on gains from the sale of land under the
entitled to a credit aganst the Australian able or not creditable; that has been left to Land AppreciationTax Law
tax payable of the amount of that foreign be determined by the application of the
tax, up to the amount of Australian tax pay- above criteria on a case-by-case basis. ITALY
able on the foreign income. Individual income tax (Imposta sul reddito

5. Essentially, foreign tax must be imposed
2. Section 6AB(2) specifies in general on a basis substantiallyequivalent to that on

delle persone fisiche)
terns the nature of the foreign taxes for which the Income Tax Assessment Act op- Corporate income tax (Imposta sul reddito
which credit is allowable. First, the tax must erates. That is, it must be imposed on the del e persone giuridiche) even if they are
be imposed by the law of a foreign country, basis of a taxpayer's net income or gains, collected by withholding taxes at source
whether it be at national, state, local or whether of an income or capital nature, or Loca tax on income (Imposta locale sui
other government level (s 6AB(6)). Sec- be a withholding tax on outgong payments redditi)ondly, it must be either: (imposed as a final tax and not be latercred- Communal tax capital appreciation of

a tax imposed upon income or upon itable against the ultimate foreign tax liabil-
on

-

profits or gains, whether of an income ity of the taxpayer) similar to the Australian real property (Imposta comunale sull in-
or capital nature; withholding tax on the gross amount of out- cremento di valore degli imm (INVIM)),
a tax deemed, under s 160AFC, to going dividendsand interest payments. This where charged on a capital gain also-

have been paid in respect of a dividend has been the basis which has been used in chargeable in Australia
(i.e., underlying foreign company tax the past to measure whether a foreign tax
on profits out of which a dividend is qualifies as a tax that would render an Aus- JAPAN

paid by a related foreign company to tralian resident recipientof the income upon Income tax
an Australian resident company); or which it is imposed eligible for the exemp- Corporation tax
a tax subject to a comprehensive taxa- tion from Australian tax provided by 23(q) Enterprise tax, so far as payable on profits-

s
tion agreement to which Australia is a of the Assessment Act. or income

Local (prefectural or municipal) inhabitant
taxes, so far as payableon profits, income

CZECHOSLOVAKIA GERMANY (FEDERAL REPUBLIC) or chargeablegains from sources in Japan
Tax on profits (Dan ze zisku) Income tax (Einkommensteuer) including JERSEY
Artists' tax (Dan z prijmu literarni a the surcharge (Ergnzungsabgabe)there- *Income tax

umelecke cinnosti) on
KENYA

DENMARK Corporation tax (Kperschaftsteuer) in-
Income tax

Income taxes to the State and to the munic- cluding the surcharge (Ergnzungsab-
ipalities (indkomstskatternetil staten og gabe) thereon REPUBLIC OF KIRIBATI

til kommunerne) GHANA *Income tax

*Income tax REPUBLIC OF KOREAFINLAND
State income tax GREECE Income tax

Communal tax Income tax, including schedularor analyti- Corporation tax

Church tax cal tax Inhabitant tax

Tax withheld at source from non-residents' Defence tax, where charged by reference to

income HONG KONG income tax or corporation tax
Tax on earnings, profits and interest, com- LIBERIA

FRANCE prising: *Income tax
Income tax and corporation tax including - salaries tax

any withholding tax, prepayment (pr- - profits tax LUXEMBOURG

compte)or advancepaymentwith respect - interest tax Income tax on individuals (Impt sur le re-

to the aforesaid taxes venu des personnes physiques)HUNGARY
FRENCH POLYNESIA (TAHITI) Income taxes (a jovedelemadok)

Tax on fees of directors of companies
sur

Corporation tax (Impt sur les bnfices Profit taxes (a nyeresegadok) (Impt les tantimes)
des socits) Enterprises special tax (a vallalati kulo- Corporation tax (Impt sur le revenu des

Territorial solidarity tax (Prlvement ter- nado) collectivits)
ritorial de solidarit) Contribution to communaldevelopment (a

Tax on the total amount of wages and

Extraordinary solidarity (Prlvement kozsegfejlesztesihozzajarulas)
salaries (Impt commercial communal y

tax
sur

exceptionnel de solidarit) Levy on dividends and profit distributions compris l'impt le total des salaires),
ot commercial companies (a keres- except in so far as it is computed on a

FIJI basis other than profitskedelmi tarsasagok osztalek es nyeresegIncome tax (includingbasic tax and normal kifizetesei utani illetek) MACAU
tax) Complementary tax on income (impostoNon-residentdividend withholding tax INDIA complementarde rendimentos)Interest withholding tax Income tax, including any surcharge there-

Royalty withholding tax on MALAYSIA
Dividend tax Income tax and super tax levied by states Income tax and excess profit tax

Land sales tax on agricultural income Supplementaryincome taxes (i.e. tin profits
Surtax imposed on chargeable profits of tax, development tax and timber profitsGERMAN DEMOCRATICREPUBLIC

Corporation tax (Krperschaftsteuer) companies tax)
Petroleum income tax

Trade tax (Gewerbesteuer) to the extent INDONESIA Real property gains tax
that it is computedby reference to trading Income tax (pajak pendapatan)
profits Company tax (pajak perseroan) MALTA

Wages tax (Lohnsteuer) Withholding tax on interest, dividends and Income tax, including prepayments of tax,
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whether made by deduction at source or POIAND THAILAND
otherwise Income tax (podatek dochodowy) Income tax

Tax on wages and salaries (podatek ad Petroleum income tax
MEXICO wynagrodzen)Income tax

Surcharge on the income tax or on the tax TURKEY
Federal District tax on ncome from capital Income tax, includingwithholdingor stop-

(Impuesto sobre productos de capitales)
on wa es or salaries (podatek wyrow- page where charged profitstax on net

Federal District surcharge, in so far as
nawczy) Corporationtax, where chargedon net pro-

charged on the tax above PORTUGAL fits
Agricultural tax (Imposto sobre a industria

MONACO agricola) TUVALU .

Tax on profits (Impt sur les benefices) Industrial tax (Contribuio industrial) Income tax

Tax on income from capital (Imposto de UNITED KINGDOM
NETHERLANDS capitais) - Income tax (including surtax)
Income tax (Inkomstenbelasting) Professional tax (Imposto profissional) Corporation tax
Wages tax (Loonbelasting) Complementary tax (Imposto complemen- Capital gains tax
Corporation tax (Vennootschapsbelasting) tar)
Dividend tax (Dividend belasting) Tax on capital gains (Imposto de mais-val- UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NEW ZEALAND ias) Federal: Federal income taxes imposed by
Income tax Any surchargeson the preceding taxes the Internal Revenue Code, but exclud-
Excess retention tax ROMANIA ing the accumulatedearnings tax and the
*Non-residentwithholding tax Tax on incomes derived by individuals and Dersonal holding company tax

NIGERIA corporate bodies (Impozitulpe veniturile *Contributions under the Federal Insur-
realizate de persoane fizice si juridice) ance ContributionsAct (FICA)*Personal income tax State other: As detailed below, but noteTax on the profitsof joint companiesconsti- or

NIUE tuted with the participation of some that any state or other tax which may be
*Income t3x Romanian economic organizations and construed as a unitary tax (as defined by

some foreign partners (Impozitul pe be- s 6AB(6) of the Australian Income Tax
NORWAY AssessmentAct) is creditableneficiile societatilor mixte, constituite cu not
National tax on income (Inntektsskatt til

staten) participare romana si straina) ALABAMA
Tax on ncome realised from agricultural Income tax on individuals

County municipal tax on income (Inn- activities (Impozitul pe veniturile reali- General income tax
tektsskatt til fylkeskommunen)

Municipal tax on income (Inntektsskatt til zate din activitati agricole) ALASKA
General income tax

kommunen) SINGAPORE ARIZONA
National contributionsto the Tax Equaliza- Income tax General income tax

tion Fund (Fellesskatt til Skattefor- ARKANSAS
delingsfondet) SOLOMON ISLANDS

Income tax
National tax relating to income from the Income tax

CALIFORNIA
exploration for and the exploitation of SOUTH AFRICA Bank and corporation income tax
submarine petroleum resources and ac- Normal tax (the general ncome tax) *Bank and corporation franchise tax
tivities and work relating thereto, includ- Non-residentshareholders' tax Excise (income) tax, except where it repre-
ing pipeline transport of petroleum pro- Undistributedprofits tax sents a minimum levyduced (Skatt til staten vedrorendeinntekt Non-residents' tax on interest Personal income tax
og formue i forbindelse med under- *Non-residents' tax on royalties Insurance companies tax on marine insur-
sokelse etter og utnyttelse av under- ance companiessjoiske petroleumsofrekomsterog dertil SPAIN

COLORADO
knyttet virksomhet og arbeid, herunder Individual income tax (Impuesto sobre la

General income tax
rorledningstransport av utvunnet petro- renta de laspersonas fisicas) Excise (income)leum) Company tax (Impuesto sobre sociedades) tax

CONNECTICUT
National dues on remuneration to non-res- Local taxes on income

Corporation business where it istax
ident artistes (avgift til staten av hono- *Chamber of Commerce surcharge based

charged incomeon
rarer som tilfaller kunstnere bosatt i ut- on admissible taxes

DELAWARE
landet) SRI LANKA Corporation income tax

Seamen's tax (Sjomannsskatt) Income tax Personal income tax

PAKISTAN SWEDEN DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Income tax State income tax including sailors tax and Individual and corporate income tax

Super tax coupon tax
FLORIDA

tax
PAPUA NEW GUINEA Tax on undistributed profits of companies Corporation income

GEORGIA
The income tax imposed under the law of and the tax on distribution in connection

General income tax
Papua New Guinea, including: with reduction of share capital or the

HAWAII
salary or wages tax; winding-up of a company General income-

tax
additional profits tax upon taxable ad- Tax on publc entertainers

IDAHO-

ditional profits from mining opera- Communal income tax
General income tax

tions; ILLINOIS
additional profits tax upon taxable ad- SWITZERLAND

Income-

tax
ditional profits from petroleum opera-

The Federal, cantonal and communal taxes
Corporate replacement income (per-tax

tions; on ncome (total income, earned income,
sonal replacement tax)property

specific gains tax upon taxable specific income from capital, industrial and com-
IOWA

-

gains; and mercial profits and other items of in-
General income tax

dividend withholding tax upon taxable KANSAS- come)
dividend income TAIWAN Income tax

Business income tax KENTUCKY
PHILIPPINES Personal income tax General income tax
lncomc tax imposed by the Governmentof Withholding tax on interest LOUISIANA

the Republic of the Philippines Withholding tax on dividends General income tax
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MAINE NEW YORK STATE UTAH
Corporate income tax Personal income tax Corporation franchise tax when charged on
Personal income tax Unincorporatedbusiness tax net income
MARYLAND *Corporatefranchisetax whereit is charged VERMONT
Income tax on the basis of net income. Where Corporate income tax
MASSACHUSETTS chargedon a basis other than net income, Personal income tax

Corporate excise (income) tax, where credit is allowable up to the amount of VIRGINIA
charged on net income tax that equates with the amount of tax Direct corporate income tax

Personal income tax that would have been payable if the net Personal income tax
MICHIGAN income basis had applied. WISCONSIN
Income tax NORTH CAROLINA Corporate franchise tax
Single business tax General income tax Income tax
MINNESOTA Financial institutions excise tax, except
Income tax where it represents a minimum levy U.S.S.R.

MISSOURI NORTH DAKOTA Income tax on foreign legal persons
Income tax General income tax

Income tax on the population
MONTANA OHIO WESTERN SAMOA
Corpprate income tax (licence) Corporation franchise tax when charged on Income tax
Personal income tax net income
NEBRASKA Income tax (Canton, Cincinnati, Cleve- YUGOSLAVIA
Personal income tax land, Columbus and Toledo) Tax on income of a basic organization of
NEW HAMPSHIRE Net profits tax (Cleveland) associated labour
Business profits tax OKLAHOMA Tax on a worker's personal income
NEW JERSEY General income tax Tax on personal income derived from inde-

Corporation franchise tax except where it OREGON pendent exercise of agricultural activity
represents a minimum levy or is charged Corporate (excise) income tax Tax on personal income derived from inde-
on amounts other than net income Personal income tax pendent exercise of economic activity

Insurance companies tax on marine insur- PENNSYLVANIA Tax on personal income derived from inde-
ance companies Corporatenet income tax except where it is pendent exercise of professional activity

Personal income tax charged on amounts other than net in- Tax on personal income derived from
NEW MEXICO come copyrights, patents and technical innova-
Income tax Personal income tax tions
NEW YORK CITY Philadelphia net profits and wages tax Tax on revenue derived from capital and

Earnings tax on non-residents where it is Philadelphia city tax capital rights
charged on salaries RHODE ISLAND Tax on total revenue of citizens

Financial corporation tax where it is Business corporate tax where charged on Tax on income of a foreign person engaged
charged on income net income in economic and professional activities

General corporate (income) tax, where SOUTH CAROLINA Tax on compensationobtained by a foreign
charged on net income Income tax person from investments in a domestic

Personal income tax on residents where it TENNESSEE organizationof associated labour
is charged on salaries Corporate excise (income) tax Tax on income of a foreign person carrying

out investment projects
Tax on revenue of a foreignperson carrying

on passenger and cargo transport

Available now - the world's most up-to-date and comprehensivecollectionof double taxation treaties:

IBFD TAX TREATIESDATA BASE - (ON CD-ROM)
This new IBFD electronic service contains the full text in English of virtually every tax treaty throughout the world

(about 900!) with protocols. Treaties already signed and published but not yet in force are also included, as are many
tax treaties which are no longer in force but retain some importance. This extensive data base also includes the full

texts of the 1963 OECD Draft Conventionand the 1977 OECD ModelDoubleTaxationConventionon Incomeand Capital,
as well as the U.N. Model Double Taxation ConventionbetweenDeveloped and Developing Countries.

Operating on the world-standardHigh Sierra system, this CD-ROM is supplied with a sophisticatedbut user-friendly
search programme facilitating not only the immediate retrieval of the full text of any treaty (with protocol) but also

verfcation of whether it is actually in force, and whether it contains provisions concerning e g offshore companies,
joint ventures, computer software, etc.

6000 Dutch florins (including the first update)
N.B. For residents of The Netherlands: price is exclusive of BTW (VAT).

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION(IBFD)
P.O. Box 20237 - 1000 HE AMSTERDAM- The Netherlands
Tel. (0)20-26 77 26 - Fax (0)20- 22 86 58 -Telex 13217 intax ni
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OREA: under the Foreign Capital InducementLaw (FCIL)
on or after 1 January 1989 as well as for those expat-

Tax Reform
riate employees working in Korea under the terms of
a licensingor technicalassistanceagreementnot consi-
dered to involve high technology.The exemptioncon-

Seihwa Accounting Corporation*
tinues to be available to foreigners working under
licensing and technical assistance agreementsdeemed
to involve high technology.
The 20% tax reduction previously available to foreign

On 26 December 1988 the Korean Government residents who declared and paid monthly tax on non-

enacted revisions to Korean tax laws. The revisions won salaries (Class B earned income) paid by a non-

generally became effective 1 January 1989. The 8 tax resident corporation will no longer be available in
laws and related presidential decrees which have un- cases where the Class B income is treated as a tax-de-
dergone reform are as follows: ductible expense in the Korean corporation tax return

CorporationTax Law of the entity to which the expatriate assigned.- s

Individual Tax Law-

Specal Excise Tax Law II. CORPORATIONTAX LAW (CTL)
-

InheritanceTax Law'-

Value Added Tax Law2 A. Extensionof the loss carry-forwardperiod-

Liquor Tax Law3-

Telephone Tax Law4 The CTL provisionsextend the loss carry-forward- new

This article briefly summarizes several of the amend- period from the present 3 years to 5 years for net
ments. operating losses incurred in years for which a corpo-

rate tax return is filed after 1 January 1989. Thus a

1988 fiscal year NOL can be carried forward up to 5
I. OVERVIEW years in cases where the final return for fiscal year 1988

is filed after 1 January 1989 (Arts. 8 and 53 CTL).
A. CorporationTax Law

The net operating loss (NOL) carry-forwardhas been B. Restriction on tax-deductible limit of

extended from 3 years to 5 years. The corporation tax contributions/donations

rates remain unchanged. However, income to be taxed
at the lowest marginal rate of 20% has been increased Under previous CTL provisions, the following con-

from the first 50 million won of taxable income to the tributions/donationswere totally deductible:

first 80 million won of taxable income.
- value of money and goodsdonated to Government

agencies and local autonomous bodies without
A transfer pricing system has been introduced. The compensation;
Korean tax authorities can require the concerned tax- - contributions for national defence and war relief;
payer to submit documentssupporting transferprices, - value of money and goods donated for the reliefof
etc. if deemed necessary. disaster victims.

The concept ofwhat constitutesa permanentestablish- Under the new CTL provisions, these public contribu-
ment (PE) in general has been modified to enlarge tions are regarded as tax-deductible expenses within
the scope of activities deemed to constitute a PE in the limit of the amount of income earned in a taxable
Korea of a foreign corporation. year after deductingavailable loss carry-overs(Art. 18

Income allocation rules for a foreign corporation en- CTL).
gaging in business activities taking place partially in Under the previous CTL provisions, where a corpora-
Korea and partially outside Korea have been intro- tion disbursed certain designated donations as de-
duced. fined, the donations were considered tax-deductible

to the extent of an amount equivalent to 10% of the

B. Individual Income Tax Law taxable income (60% thereof in the case of non-profit
corporations) increased by an amount equivalent to

The income tax rate structure has been simplified by 2% of the paid-in capital (with a limit of 5 billion won

reducing the number of tax brackets from 16 to 8. Top maximum if the 2% of the paid-in capital exceeded 5

marginal tax rates have been reduced from 55% to billion won).
50%. Thus the total top marginal tax rate (including
surtaxes) has been reduced from 70.13% to 63.75%. * Associated with Price Waterhouse; C.P.O. Box 5940/4986, Seoul,

Personal deductionshave been increased. Korea. Telephone: (2) 745-8500, 745-5671/3; Telefax: (2) 738-0447.
I. Since this law relates primarily to Korean taxpayers it is not discussed

Income tax exemption opportunities for foreigners in this article.

have been significantly reduced. Such opportunities
2. No significantchanges have been made to this law so it is not discussed
in this article.

have now been eliminated for those expatriate 3 Id

employees of foreign-investedcorporationsapproved 4. Id.
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For taxable years beginning after 1 January 1989, the F. Expansion of the scope of permanent
tax-deductiblelimit of the above-designateddonations establishment (PE)
will be restricted to an amount equivalent to 10% of
the taxable income (60% thereof in the case of non- Previous CTL provisions enumerated the scope of
profit corporations) after deducting the total amount business activities that would be deemed to constitute
of public contributions as well as available loss carry- a PE in Korea of a foreign corporation. The tax auth-
overs, and an amount equal to 2% of the paid-in cap- orities believed this definition placed-unreasonable
ital (with the maximum limit of 5 billion won). limitations on their ability to tax the business income

of a foreign corporation operating in Korea. The new

provisions redefine the concept of what constitutes a

C. Corporate income tax rate general PE of a foreign corporation in Korea (i.e. a

fixed place of business through which the business of
Korean corporate income tax rates are currently as an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on), to that
follows: which is internationally well-known and used in tax
First 50 million won of taxable income: 20% treaties. These new provisions expand the scope of
Balance: 30% or 33% activities deemed to constitute a PE.
Under the new CTL provisions, the taxable income
base subject to the 20% income tax rate is increased
to 80 million won for fiscal years beginning after 31 G. Introductionof income allocation rules for a

December 1988 (Art. 22 CTL). foreign corporation's business profits

If a foreign corporation engages in business both

D. Increase in the special capital gains surtax within Korea and outside Korea, the business income

on disposition of unregistered real property earned by the foreign corporation may be considered
as arising from sources within Korea and within the

Currently, the special capital gains surtax rate in the foreign country. Under the old CTL provisions, how-

case of disposition of unregistered real property is ever, there was no prescribed method to allocate the

35% of the tax base. Under the new provsons, the foreign corporation'sbusinessprofits between domes-

surtax rate is increased to 40%. tic-source income and foreign-sourceincome and con-

sequently the Korean tax authorities tried to tax in
Korea all of the income of the foreign corporation

E. Introductionof transferpricing system including the income corresponding to the business
activities conducted in foreign countries.

Under current CTL provisions, in the case where an The new CTL provisions introduce industry-specific
act of a corporation or its calculation of corporate income allocation rules for foreign corporations en-
income is considered to unreasonably reduce the tax gaging in business in and outside Korea for the follow-
burden because of transactions with other corpora- ing industry groups:
tions with whom the corporationhas a special relation- manufacturing;-

ship, the tax authorities may recalculate the taxable trading;-

income of said corporation irrespective of such act or construction;-

calculation of taxable income. However, no specific insurance;-

provisions regulate unfair transfer pricing on interna- publication and broadcasting;-

tional transactions of a multinational company. The internationalshipping;-

new CTL provisions introduce a transfer pricing sys- international air transport.-

tem to provide methods for determining whether a

particular transfer price for goods and services traded The new CTL provides guidelines for income alloca-

between related parties conforms to the arm's length tion from a theoretical perspective but does not regu-

principle as follows: late the detailed methods for such allocation. How-

comparable uncontrolledprice method; ever, the introduction of an income allocation rule
-

resale price method; would limit the tax authorities' income allocation op--

cost plus method, etc. tions and as a result the tax burdens of foreign corpo--

rations subject to these provisions should be reduced
In this regard, Korean tax authoritiescan require sub- considerably.
mission of data or supporting documents related to

internationaltransactionsin order to assess the reason- H. Elimination of capital gains tax exemption
ableness of the transfer pricing. The enactment of the associatedwith incorporationof a foreign-
transfer pricing system to regulate intercompany invested corporation
prces s thought to signal that the Korean tax auth-
orities will henceforth put more emphasis on interna- Previously, an exemption from capital gains tax (ex-
tional transactionsof multinationalcompanies.There- cept for defence surtax) was available to the Korean
fore it is recommended that the company carefully joint venture partner in the case where the Korean
establish its intercompany prices associated with its partner contributed land and buildings to a newly
business in Korea in order to minimize the potential formed foreign-invested joint venture corporation.
tax exposure. This exempton is eliminated from 1 January 1989.
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III. INDIVIDUALINCOME TAX LAW (ITL) rate brackets ranging from 6% to 55%. Under the new

provisions, the global income tax rate structure to be
applied from 1 January 1989 consists of 8 tax rate

A. Simplificationof global income tax rate brackets ranging from 5% to 50% (Art. 70, para. 1
structure ITL). Table A summarizes the basic global income tax

rates exclusive of defence and resident surtaxes
The old global tax rate structure consisted of 16 tax

-

(amounts in thousands of Korean won):are

Table A

Previouslaw Newlaw
Annualtaxable income Annualtaxableincome

Income Income
taxon Percentage taxon Percentage

Over Notover Columnl onexcess Over Notover Column 1 onexcess

(Column 1) (Column 1)
1,800 6 2,500 5-- -- -- --

1,800 2,500 108 8 2,500 5,000 125 10

2,500 3,500 164 10 5,000 8,000 375 15

3,500 4,800 264 12 8,000 12,000 825 20

4,800 6,300 420 15 12,000 17,000 1,625 25

6,300 8,000 645 18 17,000 23,000 2,875 30

8,000 10,000 951 21 23,000 50,000 4,675 40
10,000 12,500 1,371 24 50,000 -- 15,475 50

12,500 15,500 1,971 27
15,500 19,000 2,781 31
19,000 23,000 3,866 35
23,000 29,000 5,266 39
29,000 37,000 7,606 43
37,000 47,000 11,046 47

47,000 60,000 15,746 51
60,000 -- 22,376 55

B. Increasing personal exemptions and cence agreement (TLA) prescribed under the
standard deductions from individual income Foreign Capital InducementLaw (FCIL),were elig-

ible for a tax exemption. Under the new ITL, effective
The new ITL increases certain basic exemptions and 1 January 1989, the earned income tax exemption for
deductions (see Table B). foreignersengaged by a foreign-investedcompany ap-

proved under the FCIL is abolished. However, foreig-
Table B ners who work at a foreign-invested company for

(amounts are n thousands of Korean won) which the foreign investment was approved by the
Korean Governmentbefore 1 January 1989 will still be

Previous law New law
Basic exemption 300 480 eligible for the income tax exemption pursuant to the

Exemptionforspouse 420 540 old provisions.
Exempton forother Effectve 1 January 1989, the new regulatons elimi-
dependents,per person nate individual tax exemption opportunities for
(maximum2 children in

general) 240 480 foreigners working in Korea under a TLA in all cases

Exemptionforhandicapped except TLAs involving high technologies for which

persons, perperson 300 480 TLA fees and royalties have also been approved for
Exemptionforold persons, withholding tax exemption. The exemption will con-

per person -- 360 tinue to be available for foreigners working under
Earned incomededuction 940-1,700 1,400-2,300 TLAs approved by the Government prior to 31 De-
Deductionforeducation cember 1988.
expensesofdependents,
per person 120(max.240) Fullydeductible

(upto2 children) D. Scope of Class B income

C. Income tax exemption for foreigners The current ITL provisions identify earned income as

Previously wages and various allowances received by
either Class A or Class B depending on the income

a foreignerengaged by a foreign-investedcompany,or
source.

f

a foreigner furnishing services under a technical li- Class A earned income is employment income re-
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ceived or accrued from a domestic (Korean) employer partners of such international financing institu-
for services renderedin Korea. Such income is subject tion) have invested.
to payroll withholding taxes by the employeror payor - Exemption from income tax for dividends or dis-
on a monthly basis. tributionof retained earnings receivedby an inter-

national financing institution from a foreign-in-Class B earned income is employmentincome received vested company.or accrued in a non-Korean won currency from a Exemption from income tax on interest and com-
foreign employer outside Korea for services rendered

-

mission income associated with foreign currencyin Korea. The employer is not required to withhold loans provided by an international financing in-
Korean taxes on Class B income at the time of pay- stitution or a domestic branch of a foreign bank.
ment. Instead, the individual is required to declare Exemption from income tax for rentals paid in
this income annuallyand pay income taxes thereon on

-

a voluntary basis. Alternatively, the individual may
foreign currency in cases where a domestic leasing

elect to pay Class B income taxes voluntarily through company leased facilities from abroad.
tax on a-

a licensed taxpayers' association which collects and Exemption from special excise domesti-

remits such taxes on a monthly basis. cally-produced passenger vehicle purchased by a

foreign-invested company approved under the

Taxpayers who join such a taxpayers' association and FCIL for use by foreigners working for that com-

meet the monthly payment obligations receive a 20% pany.
reduction in the amount of income tax payable. - Exemptionfrom corporate income tax on dividend

income receivedby a holdingcompanyestablished
The new ITL provisions, however, provide that if for the purpose of investing in foreign-investedClass B income is deducted from the taxable income
of the Korean PE of the foreign corporation which companies under FCIL.

-

pays the Class B income (e.g. taxable branch office), Exemption of withholding tax on interest income
won

this earned income will be classified as Class A earned arising from non-Korean currency-denomi-
nated deposits which are repayable in non-won

income from 1 January 1989 regardlessof whether the if such deposit is made by non-resident.
earned income is paid by the foreign corporationor its currency a

Korean operation. Therefore, the 20% tax reduction To encourage the internationalizationof the domestic
on such earned income accrued from 1 January 1989 banking business, a new tax exemption opportunity
is abolished and the Korean operations of the foreign relative to interest paid and received in connection

corporation are required to withhold individual in- with offshore financing transactions of domestic
come tax on the earned income. foreign exchange banks is available. Previously, the

interest income received from a foreigner was subjectThe new tax laws do not specifically prescribe a par- to Korean corporate income tax.
ticular methodology for the withholdingor the timing
of the withholding. Absent specific guidelines, it ap-
pears employers should initiate withholding effective
with the January 1989 payrolls; otherwise penalties B. Tax incentives for newly-organizedsmall and

may apply. Please note, however, that individuals medium enterprises
whose employers do not claim the salary/wages as a

deductibleexpense in the Korean corporate tax return Under the old provisions of the TERCL, in the case

can still enjoy the 20% tax reduction as before. where a foreign-investedcompany was categorized as

Employeeswho work at non-taxablebranches, liaison a Newly-Organized Small-Medium Enterprise
offices or purchasingoffices continue to qualify for the (NOSME)as definedby the TERCL, such an enter-
20% tax reduction. prise was granted tax incentives under the TERCL in

addition to incentivesavailableunder the FCIL. How-
ever, in the case of NOSMEs incorporated after 1

January 1989, the company must opt for one set of tax
incentives and is no longer eligible for both.

IV. TAX EXEMPTIONAND REDUCTION
CONTROL LAW (TERCL)

A. Eliminationof tax exemption opportunities C. Increase in overseas investment loss

for certain foreign capital reserves

Previously, the TERCL provided tax incentives for UnderTERCL, a domesticperson, includinga domes-
certain foreign capital. However, new TERCL provi- tic corporation who has invested in an overseas joint
sions eliminate the following tax exemption oppor- venture with a permit under the Foreign Exchange
tunities for foreign capital introduced from 1 January Control Regulations related to overseas investment,
1989: may establish a tax-deductible overseas investment

Exemptionfrom corporation income tax, property loss reserve account. From 1 January 1989 the-

tax, acquisition tax and special excise tax for a maximum limit of such a reserve for a fiscal year is

company in which an international financing in- increased to 20% (previously15%) ofthe total amount

stitution or certain foreign investors (who are of the investment as of the end of the fiscal year.
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D. Classificationof wholesale and retail rates for goods which have become popular as indi-
businesses as small and medium-sized vidual incomes have increased are significantly re-

businesses (SMS) eligible for tax duced from 1 January 1989 as follows:5
incentives

Under current TERCL provisions, a company engag-
Previous New

ng n any of the following 5 industrial categories can
Taxable item law(%) law (%)

be classified as an SMS (such companies receive cer- Jewelry 100 30

tain tax benefits) as long as the company also meets Preciousmetal products 30 10

certain criteria related to the number of employees Furorskin 100 60

and size of assets as described in the TERCL and Slot machine, speculation
Fundamental Law ConcerningSmall and Medium In- equipmentforentertainment

dustry (FLSMI):
and othergoods for recreation 100 30

manufacturing;
Golfequipment,huntinggun

- and rifle
mining;

100 25
Furniture- 15 10

construction; Specialcosmetics 20 10-

transportation; Air-conditionersand related-

fisheries. products 40 25-

Refrigeratorandfreezer
New TERCL provisions stipulate that a company en- -Large 40 20

gaging in wholesale and retail business can also be Small 28 15
classified as an SMS for tax purposes if the company Electricwashing machine 40 20

fulfils certain criteria. Thereforea wholesaleand retail Colourtelevisionset

company can enjoy various tax incentives related to Large 40 20

the SMS classification beginning l January 1989. Small 28 15

Recordersandsimilarequipment 25 15

Electricity,electricheat and
E. Reduction of tax incentives for export gas appliances 28 15

businesses Automobiles 10-40 10-25
Motorboator yacht products 40,60 30

Export-orientedbusinesses may be eligible for special piano

depreciation deductions equal to 30% of the normal Grand type 30 20

depreciation of assets devoted to the manufacture of Others 20 10

export products. Effective 1 January 1989, however, High-gradewatch 30 20

the special depreciation is avalable only for small and Television image, sound recorder

medium-sizedcompanies engaging in the export busi- and related products 40 25

ness. The previous TERCL provisions also permitted Film projector,moviecamera,

a domesticcorporationengaged in the export business high-gradecameraand
related products 40 25

to establish tax-deductible price fluctuation reserves Televisionscreen projector
relative to inventory held for export. Under the new and screen 40 30

provisions, these reserves are no longer permitted. Crystalglassware,bottles, etc. 20 10
Coffee and cocoaand cacaopaste
Coffeeand cocoa 40 20

V. SPECIAL EXCISE TAX LAW (SETL) Cacaopaste 20 10

Sugar 30 10

Under the new SETL provisions, the special excise tax Soft beverage 20 10
Taste beverage 25 10
Nutritionpreparationsand

5. In addition, special excise taxes on billiard tables and equipment, stimulants 20 10

black and white television sets, small recorders, frozen sweets, fermented Carpet
milk and beverages similar thereto, natural fruit juices and woollen yarn Woollen 40 20

or wool products will be completely eliminated from 1 January 1989. Others 20 10
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I\ D A:

Applicationof the Law to

the Computer Industry i-u

Har Govnd *z.-Ui

INTRODUCTION

The coordination of computer and communication technologies assists
mankind through a variety of applications. Today, no field of human Mr. Har Govind holds master'sdegree ina

endeavour, be it industry, commerce, defence, education, energy, enter- science and a bachelorsdgree in law. He

tainment, medicine or space, fails to derive strength and sustenance from is retired from the Indiar Revenue Service

these vital branches of technology. Assimilation of data, its analysis and where he held the post of Chief Commis-
sioner of Income Tax. Currently, Mr. Gov-

decision support systems all contribute to making the right decision at the ind practices as an advocate at the Su-

right time. The far-reachinguse of computershas facilitatedimprovements preme Court of India,, New Delhi. He was

in productivity, efficiency, safety and the quality of life. U.N. Consultanton taxation to the Govern-
ment of Iraq. He is on the Panel of Consul-
tants of both the U.N. and the World Bank.

A developingcountry like India offers vast opportunitiesfor development His other assignments include Director of

of the various associated sub-systems of the computer industry (e.g. Investigation, Monopolies Commission.
Mr. Govindcontributesarticlesto the Bulle-

peripheral devices, software and computer-based systems in which the tin and other international tax journals on a

computer is a major sub-system). One of the primary objectivesof India's regular basis and he has written a book on

Seventh 5-Year Plan (1985-1990) is to promote the growth of computer
anti-trust legislation in India.

software both for domestic application and export.2 This article examines
some tax and non-tax incentives available in India in relation to the

computer industry.

POLICY MEASURES

A series of tax concessions and incentives has been announced by the

Indian Government over the past few years.3 The main features of the

computer policy announced in November 1984 include the following:

Any Indian company4 may manufacture computer systems (with the 1. A device connected to and controlled by-

exception of 32 and higher bytes super-mini/main frame architecture the computer.
2. Annual Report for 1987-88 of the Depart-

but including micro-processorsof 32 and higher bytes or equivalent ment of Electronics (DOE) of the Goverment

CPUs5, memoryand peripheraldevice controllerscompletely incorpo- of India.
3. These measures have been provided mainly

rated in Large Scale and Very Large Scale Integrated (LSI/VLSI) through the following statements: computerpol-

chips. icy of 19 November 1984, integrated policy mea-

sures on electronicsof 21 March 1985, the Union

All applications are processed by one Government authority, the Budgets 1985 through 1988 and the policy on
-

Inter-MinisterialStanding Committee (IMSC).6 computer software, export, software develop-
ment and training of 19 December 1986.

No capacity restrictions(ncludingsystemsbelow3,000,000Rs. ex-fac- 4. Companies with foreign equity up to 40%-

tory value). Existing units may attain higher capacitieson the basis of are also included (see footnote 8).
5. A CPU is the chip which categorizes

the investment and availability of infrastructure. keyboard and disk drive signalsand teachesother

The import of technology by suppliers of CPUs, peripheral devices componentswhat to do with the signals.
- 6. The Committee has Secretariat.a separate

and sub-systems for original equipment manufacture (OEM basis) is If nccessary the Secretariat consults the Minis-

liberalized.
tries of Industry, Commerce, Finance, etc. The
applicants not reguired tosubmitseparate appli-

- Imports of designs and drawings, systems/utilitysoftware are permit- cations to each Ministry.
ted at the time the original manufacturingunit is set up.

7. Source code refers to the basic code from
which various application codes can be devel-

Software import in the form of source code is encouraged.7 oped.-
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In the wake of the 1984 computerpolicy, growth of the Year Numbers Value

industry was faced with numerous obstacles with re- (Mini/Microsystems) (Rs. million)
gard to the import and manufacture of software and
the use of this policy to promote software export. As

1985 7,500 1550

a result a new lberal software policy was formulated 1986 30,000 2800

which was conducive to long-term growth in software 1987 46,000 3750

development and export. The main features of the
December 1986 policy on computer software are as These figures clearly evidence a marked increase both
follows: in terms of numbers and value. Certain sectors of the

hardwareand/or softwareof computers/computer- computer manufacturingindustry previously reserved-

based systems for undertaking software export to the public sector have now been opened to the
projects may be imported at a concessional cus- private sector. There is a shift from the manufacture
toms duty of 60%; of general computers to specialized systems. More
software export may be carried out via satellite enterprises are embarkingon the manufactureof- sys-
data link; tems applicable to areas like computer-aided design
a new scheme has been launched by India's Ex- (CAD) or computer-aidedmanufacture(CAM)t,- on-

port-Import Bank to provide foreign exchange to line transactionprocessing,data loggingor acquisition
software exporters for import purposes; and control. Remarkable progress has also been
computersoftware can be importedon Open Gen- achieved with respect to peripheral devices. Most de--

eral Licence (OGL) by the actual user, by the mand for these items (e.g. floppy disc drives, Dot
computer manufacturer or by the software com- matrix printers, line printers, keyboards and motors)
pany for stock and sales at 60% customs duty per is met by indigenous production.
copy;
incentives are granted to software exporters to-

boost exports; NON-TAX INCENTIVES12
only non-FERA companies with a maximum-

foreign equity of 40% may develop software for Various non-tax incentivesare available to the compu-
the domestic market; companies with a foreign ter industry.
equity exceeding 40% will only be permitted for
100% export projects;8
a foreign exchange allocation of up to 30% of the Technologyparks-

net foreign exchange earnings in the previous year
will be granted to software exporters in order to To enhance the export of computer software, the

market their products abroad; Union Government devised an innovative scheme to

the DOE and the Department of Education (in establish technology parks for software develop--

conjunction with the University Grants Commis- ment.13 Satellite links will be used to export the

sion) will set up an Indian Institute of Informatics software. In the first phase of the project, 3 technology
Technology (IIIT) in 4 regons of the country for
the training of computer professionals;
the Software Development Agency (SDA) has

8. Participation in an Indian industry by a company with foreign equity
- n of 40% is regulated by the Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973excess

been established by the DOE for implementation (FERA). Such a company is called a FERA company Stated briefly,
of the new software policy;9 software may be developed for the domestic market by Indian companies
a number of incentives will be granted to private up to

-
having foreign equity participation 40%. Companies with foreign

sector educational institutions for the training of equity exceeding 40% will only be allowed for 100% export projects. In

addition to the FERA constraints, foreign corporationsare also disadvan-

individuals. taged under the Income Tax Act (ITA). The income tax rate for foreign
rate to

These policies reflect the Prime Minister'sconcern for corporations is 65%, i.e. 15% higher than the applicable domestic

conpanies. Sorne fiscal and tax incentives are only available to dornestic

developmentof the electronics industry n general (in- companies (see text).
cluding computers and associated sub-systems). Dur- 9. The SDA processes applications for importing hardware, allocates

ing the inaugurationceremonyof a seminaron Invest- foreign exchange for initial marketing expenses, processes proposals for

ment Opportunities in Electronics organized by the setting up computer manufacturing units (including joint ventures) under

All India Manufacturers Organisation (AIMO), Mr.
foreign collaboration agreements and develops procedures to obtain cash

support and declaration of software export through satellite links. A data

Gandhi expressed the view that electronics, which re- bank on computer software export performance (as well as the indigenous

quires low power consumption and minimal pollution development of software) has been established and data from more than

risk, iscritical for India'sgrowth.He said, Electronics 70 organizationshave been compiled.
10. EconomicTimes, Delhi edition of 22 February 1985.

is really like the nervous system of a nation; and as 11. CAD programmesare developed for specialistssuch as architects and

nations evolve, that nervous system must also engineers; the design itself s shown on the screen. The CAM programme
evolve. ''10 is a specializedcomputersystemused in collectingdata and preparingplans

and specifications for the manufacture of certain items (e g. engineering
The Indian computer industry is expanding both in items) .

terms of physical output and the range of products 12. These ncentives are not exclusively available to the computer indus-

introducedon the market. The following figures illus- try

trate the production of mini and micro systems in
13. Under this scheme, the Government proposes to spend an initial 50
millior Rs for setting up the techrology parks This includes the cost of

calendar years 1985, 1986 and 1987: the earth station. The Overseas Communication Department has been
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parks are to be established at Bhubaneshwar, Pune an applicationmust be submitted to the ReserveBank
and Bangalore;14in the second phase, one park will be of India. The existing application was considered un-

established at Chandigarth. suitable for software export, so the Reserve Bank de-
a new purpose; newThe softwareexport technologypark is a 100% export- veloped form for this the form is

know as the softex form.
oriented project. An entrepreneurmay establish such
a park as a resource centr to develop software solely (5) To encourage entrepreneurs seeking to establish
for export. The technologypark facilities may also be software export facilities (in particular those involving
used by subsidiaries of the establishing unit for the developmentof applicationprogrammes8),assistance
purpose of exportingsoftware. The park may be 100% under the Venture Capital Fund (VCF) scheme of the
foreign-ownedor it may be owned jointly by an Indian Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI) has
firm and a foreign firm. No import licence is required been made available. Assistance will be granted to
for importing equipment into the technologypark.15 finance the cost of fixed assets and operatingexpenses

for developmentof softwarepackages. Projects under
this scheme may involve investments ranging from 5

Software export million Rs. to 25 million Rs. The promoter'smnmum

contribution is 10% for a venture of 5 million Rs. or
Cash assistance for imports, foreign exchange expen- less and 15% for ventures of more than 5 million Rs.
ditures or cash refunds is provided to software expor- An unsecured loan will be granted at a concessional
ters. Some of the most important incentives include interest rate of 6% annually during the developmentthe following:16

period. Once the product is commercializedand mar-

(1) The exportermay use 30% of the earningsderived keted, the interest rate will be increased to 17%.
from software export (in excess of the export obliga-
tion) to import new computer systems, software and Other concessions
hardware, in order to augment existing installations.
Excess export benefit provisions may be accumulated Other concessions available to the computer industryfor a period of 3 years. include:
(2) Cash assistance in an amount equal to 10% of net (1) Capacity restrictions on the organized computer
foreign exchange earnings is granted. manufacturing sector have been completely re-

(3) To enable the exporter to meet foreign promotion
moved.19

(2) The manufacture of micro or mini-computersys-expenditures (including foreign tours, setting up tems (except 32 byte super mini or main frame
foreign offices, receivingorders from abroad, etc.), an architecture) is open to any Indian company in-
enterprise is permitted a foreign exchange allocation cluding companies having a foreign equity not ex-
up to 30% of its net exchange earnings in the previous ceeding 40%.
year.

17

(3) Software development and manufacture is clas-
(4) In order to exportcertaincommoditiesfrom India, sified as an industryand this industry is not subject

to zoning policy because it is a hi-tech area.

given responsibilityfor operating, maintainingand controlling the satellite (4) The importpolicy for originalequipmentmanufac-
earth station which will have on-line recording equipment to record the turers (OEMS) supplying CPUs, peripheral de-
messages transmittedor received by the station. The Departmentwill levy vices and other sub-systems is liberalized.
normal charges for the use of satellite services. (5) The broad banding of licences2o for electronics
14. A technology park has already been set up by a private group at items has been extended to peripheral and semi-
Bangalore for 100% export to the United States via satellite links. This

conductor devices.park is fully operational and the firm has already started exporting
software. (6) The manufacture of certain specified components
15. Equipment may consist of computer hardware, software, satellite and consumergoodsde-licencedunder the liberali-
communicationequipment, test instruments, etc. zation measures for non-MRTP21 and non-FERA
16. For a complete list of the incentives, see the compendium issued on companies (announcedon 3 June 1988) is permit-1 July 1988 by the Electronics and Software DevelopmentCouncil, under
the Union Ministry of Commerce. ted.
17. All such allocationswill be in the nature of blanket permission issued
by the Reserve Bank of India. Commissions may also be paid out of this Liberal payrnent for imported technology
blanket payment.
18. These programmesare developed in order to execute specific tasks.
19. Capacity restrictionsare generally in the form of quantity (numberor The tax for imported royalties is normally limited to

weight) and/or value restrictions. 5% for a period of 5 years. If both lump-sum and
20. Under the Government's licensing policy, a separate licence is re- recurring royalty payments are involved, the
quired to manufacturea machine, system or device within certain specified maximum payment is limited to 8% of the net ex-fac-
limits. This inhibits diversification of the product range. Broad-banding value of production calculated for period of 10allows licensing for the manufactureof more than one type of product on tory a

the basis of similarityof plant, design process and production facilities. As years. The Ministryof Industry, Departmentof Indus-
a result, the manufacturercan choose his productswithin the overall terms trial Development, recently decided that while the
of the licence. existingpolicy for royalty and lump-sumpaymentswill
21. See footnote 23. remain in effect, the policy can be relaxed so that the22. Manufacturerscan make use of this provision by making an appropri-
ate representation to the Government.See the Annual Report for 1987-88 ceilingon these paymentsdoesnot obstructacquisition
of the Departmentof Industry at 16. of sophisticated and closely-held technologies,22
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Freedom from expansioncurbs componentsfor purposesof export processingmay
be imported duty-free;

Under Secs. 21 and 22 of the Monopoliesand Restric- - exemption from excise duties and other levies on

tive Trade Practices Act 196923 large industrial under- products manufacturedin the zones;
takings are subject to expansion constraints. Substan- - special reduction of local levies, includingoctroi27,
tial expansion of existing undertakings or establish- sales tax and property tax;
ment of new undertakings requires prior approval of - raw materials and components supplied to these
the Central Government. This process entails many free trade zones from the rest of the country are

formalities and overcoming objections from business treated as exports and are eligible for all export
rivals. However, the Government has utilized its benefits;
power under Sec. 22A to grant an exemption from - proposals for 100% foreign ownership units or

such approval for industries which are considered to joint ventures involving majority foreign equity
be of high national priority. Consequently,almost all are also considered for establishment n these
electronics undertakings (except for consumer elec- zones;
tronic goods) are exempt from the approval require- - capital invested by foreign investors can be freely
ments under Secs. 21 and 22. The exemption specifi- repatriated;
cally covers the following items:24 - remittance of profits and dividends earned by

peripheral devices; foreign investors in these zones is freely allowed-

software; after payment of taxes.-

magnetic tapes; A 5-year tax holiday28 is available to all taxpayers in
-

hard discs, floppy discs and diskettes; and the free trade zones including foreign companies and
-

computers.-

non-residentnon-corporatetaxpayers.The profits and
This exemption is an important concession and par- gains of newly-established industrial undertakings in

ticularly helpful to software export undertakings. It free trade zones are not taxable for the first 5 years of
allows expansion of a large industrial undertaking in manufacture or production. To enable taxpayers in
order to undertake a new computerproject or expand the free trade zones to utilize this benefit for a longer
its existing business. This concession s available until period of time, an amendment has been made to the
20 February 1991. effect that within 8 years of the commencement of

manufactureor productionan assessee will be entitled
to avail himself of this benefit for any 5 consecutive

TAX INCENTIVES25 years at his option within a period of 8 years, beginning
with the assessment year in which manufacturing or

As a follow-up to the 1984 computer policy and the production is commenced.29

new computer software export policy of 1986, a new To broaden the coverage of this provision, another
classification for computer and computer-based sys- amendment clarifies the term manufacture for pur-
tems was introduced in the Income Tax Act 1961 to poses of the tax holiday. Manufacture includes ac-

grant tax concessions and incentives for the manufac- tivities of processing, assembling and recording pro-
ture of computersand developmentof software.26The grammes on any disc, tape, perforated media or other

major amendmentsare discussed below. information storage device.3o This new incentive is

geared to earn foreign exchange through undertakings
in free trade zones engaged in developing software.31
This amendmenthas retroactiveeffect from the assess-

Softwarepromotion through free trade zones ment year 1981-82.

Six free trade zones are now operatingat Kandla (Guj-
rate), Santa-cruz (Bombay), Cochin (Kerala), Noida 23. This Act regulates the establishmentofnewandexpansionofexisting
(Near Delhi), Falta (Near Calcutta) and Madras. A large industrial houses. A large industrial house, also known as a MRTP

new zone is being set up at Visakhapatnam. Of these unt, is defined n Sec. 20(d) of the Act, i.e. it s a unit whose aggregate

zones, the 2 at Santa-cruz and Noida are exclusively assets, including the assets of its inter-connected undertakings, are l ,00O

export-oriented, i.e. they must export their entire out-
million Rs. or more.

24. Notification No. S.0. 65(E) of 21 February 1986, issued under Sec.

put. The Government has recently allowed sales of 22A of the MRTP Act by the Union Ministry of Industry.
their production to the domestic market, against a 25. The tax incentivesdiscussedare not exclusivelygranted tothecompu-
valid import licence, release order or open general ter inTduhsetraym.endments
licence without any upper limit.

26. were made by incorporatingthe changesn the ITA

through the Finance Acts of 1985-88.

The export units established in these zones are granted 27. Octroi is an entry tax imposed on goods brought into a town or city

the following:
It is generally levied by a municipalityor similar local authority.
28. ITA Sec. 1OA.

all clearances,such as industrial licencesor foreign 29. ITA Sec. 10A, amended by Taxation Law (Amendmentand Mis-- as

collaboration approval, are granted by one gov- cellaneous Provisions) Act, 1986 with effect from 1 April 1987, i.e. assess-

ernmental authority; ment year 1987-88 and subsequent assessment years.

no import licence is required for importingcapital 30. ITA Sec. 1OA, amended retroactively with effect from 1 April 1988
-

goods or other production materials;
by Finance Act 1987.
3 I. See para. 24 of Memorandumexplainingtheprovisionsofthe Finance

capital goods and equipment, raw materials and Bill 1987.-
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Software development through export-oriented The new funding scheme applies to the electronics
undertakings (EOUs) industry in general. The scheme does not apply to

office appliancesbut it does apply to computerswhich
To furtherpromote the export ofmanufacturedgoods, have been specificallyexcluded from the classification
on 31 December 1980 the Government announced a of office appliances both in the main text of the ITA37
scheme under which 100% export-oriented units can and the Eleventh Schedule to the ITA. Consequently,
be established in India. Initially, these units were re- the benefit of this new scheme is also available with
quired to export their entire production except for an respect to computers purchased for office use or man-

allowable level of rejects. The EOUs were granted ufactured for sale as office appliances.
basically the same concessions as those available to
units in the free trade zones.32 The 100% exporting
units are now granted the following incentives: Investment allowance: provisions amended to

include computers
Permission to sell production in the domesticmar--

ket against valid import licences, release orders or A proposal has been made to reintroduce the invest-
open general licence, without any upper limit. ment allowance scheme for selected high priority in-
The Ministryof Commercehas grantedpermission dustries which was discontinued as from l April 1987.-

to sub-contractthe manufactureof a portion of the The revised scheme will be available in place of the

goods to a sub-contractorlocatedoutside the 100% funding scheme. The investment allowance will be

export-orientedunit. 20% of the cost of new plants and machinery. Other
The export control order prohibits the export of provisions of the revised legislation will be similar to-

goods which are needed in India due to shortages the previous law.38 Once a taxpayer exercises the op-
or conservationmeasures. The order is lifted with tion to accept the benefitsunder the investmentallow-

respect to 100% export-oriented units using im- ance, he may not avail himself of the benefits of the

ported raw materials. funding scheme for the next 5 assessment years. The

Generally, a 100% export unit must execute a per- necessary legislation with a list of eligible industries is-

formancebond or legal undertakingwith the Chief expected to be enacted in the near future.39
Controller of Imports and Exports of the Central
Government in order to avail itself of the special

The old investmentallowancescheme was unavailable

facilities. The unit must also pay some bonding
to manufacturers of certain non-priority articles as

charges. These charges are levied at concessional listed in the Eleventh Schedule. One group of items in
Item 22 of the Eleventh Schedule was office machines

rates where a group of export units are located in
and apparatus, which included computers. To providethe same area.
tax relieffor industrialenterprisesengaged in the man-

A tax holiday for 5 years during the first 8 years of the ufacture of computers, the list has been amended so

unit's operation is also granted as in the case of units that enterprisesmanufacturingcomputersor data pro-

located in the free trade zones.33 The benefit of the cessing machines as well as other machinesused in the

export-oriented units is also available to all resident transmission and receipt of messages will be eligible
for the deduction under the investment allowance

and non-resident taxpayers. scheme. This amendmentwill assist computerunits in

New funding scheme for computer industry taking advantage of the investment allowancescheme
when it is introduced.

Under prior law, an investment allowance of 25%
(35% for certain items) of the cost of new plants and

machinery was granted to certain specified business
undertakings. A new section to the ITA contains a

32. Only the income tax exemption was not available to EOUs.

funding scheme to replace the investmentallowance.34
33. A new section has been added to the Income Tax Act to provide for
the tax holiday, i.e. Sec. 10B, incorporated in the ITA through Finance

The main features of the new scheme are as follows: Act 1988 with effect from 1 April 1989. This new section will also help units

All business and professional undertakings, in- in the developmentof software even though such units may not be located
-

cluding those owned by non-residentsand foreign in a free trade zone.

companies, are eligible for funding.35
34. ITA Sec. 32AB inserted by Finance Act 1986, with effect from I April
1987.

A deduction of up to 20% of the profits of an 35. Large scale industrial enterprises, however, ineligible, i.e. those- are

eligible enterprise will be granted if the profits are enterprisescarryingon the businessof manufacturingorproductionof any

deposited in the Industrial Development Bank of low priority goods or articles specified in the Eleventh'Scheduleto the Act

India in an interest-bearingaccountor if the profits (e.g. items such as alcohol, tobacco, cosmetics, cameras, office machines,

are utilized to purchasenew machineryor a plant.36 etc.).
36. The purchase of second-hand machinery will also qualify if certain

This funding scheme opens up new doors for tax plan-
conditionsarc satisfied. Officeappliances(otherthancomputers),machin-

installed in offices and guest houses, road transport vehicles and plants
ners. An efficient profit-makingenterprise can create

ery
and machinery which have been 10(1o depreciated in the first year are not

additional assets annually of up to 20% of its profits. eligible for the benefits under this scheme.

It can deduct 200% of the cost of machnery from the 37. See ITA Sec. 32AB(4). Theterm computer is defined for purposes

profit, i.e. 100% under the fundingscheme in one year
of Sec. 32AB (4) in an explanation to the section and it includes all

devices machine devices.
and another 100% as depreciation during the useful computer except calculating

38. ITA Sec. 32A.
life of the asset. 39. Speech of Union Finance Minister of 27 April 1988.
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Partial tax holiday Foreign technicians

A partial tax holiday40 is granted to taxpayersestab- Foreign technicians employed by an Indian computer
lishing certain new businesses which commence pro- firm are entitled to substantial tax benefits. Under
duction or operationwithin 9 years following31 March previous legslation46the remunerationof an approved
1981, i.e. before 1 April 1990. The tax holiday is foreign technician was exempt up to 4,000 Rs. per
granted in the form of an exemption of 25% of the annum for a maximum period of 24 months. Remune-
profits of corporate taxpayers and 20% of the profits ration exceeding 4,000 Rs. per annum was taxable. If
of other taxpayers. To qualify, the new establishment the employer paid tax on the excess remuneration
must not have been formed by splitting up or reor- pertaining to the initial 24-month period and on the
ganizing an existing business or by transferring whole of the remuneration after the initial 24-month
machinery or equipment previously used for any pur- period, the perquisite representedby the tax paid was

pose.4 1 exempt from further taxation in the hands of the

Eligibility for this incentive is not limited to newly foreign technician, i.e. he was not required to pay tax

formed entities. It is also available to existing enter-
on tax. The latterexemptionwas availablefor a further

prises that set up a new facility unless the new facility 24-month period so the total tax-free remuneration

merely expands an existing facility. As stated above, could be availed of for 48 months.

the manufacture of computers for use as office The 24-month exemption scheme has now been
machines was previously considered a non-priority abolishedand replacedby a standardexemption for 48
item. This situation has changed with the amendment months on the tax paid by the employer on remunera-

of the Eleventh Schedule and the partial tax holiday is tion paid to a foreign technician.47The amendedprovi-
now available.42 sion applies to foreign technicians employed on or

after 1 April 1988. There is no tax on tax on the
tax-free salary of a foreign technician employed by anFull tax exemption for export income
Indian under agreement approved by theconcern an

Under the earlier provisions of the ITA43 an Indian Government.

company (includinga subsidiaryof a foreigncompany)
or a resident taxpayer who exported any goods or R&D expenditures
merchandise44was allowed a deduction not exceeding
50% of the net export profits. This provision was The ITA previously contained liberal provisions for
further amended to grant a deduction based on profits tax relief in res )ect of expendituresincurred for scien-
as well as the foreign exchange realization. It was tific research.43 Expenditures for scientific research
equal to the aggregate of 4% of the net foreign ex- are now granted under 2 other sections of the ITA49
change realization and 50% of the remaining profits which treat the deduction more or less on par with
subject to the condition that the aggregate did not other expenses and donations. This is a retrograde
exceed the export profits.
Sec. 80HHC has been overhauled to provide that all 40. ITA Sec. 801.
of the income derived from such exported goods or 41. Reconditioned machinery or equpment imported from abroad s

merchandise is tax-exempt. Both Indian companies considered as new for this purpose if it satisfies certain conditions.
42. The partial tax holiday is not available for calculating machines and

and resident taxpayers are eligible for the exemption. devices
Under the previous legislation, supporting manufac- 43. ITA Sec. 80HHC before t was amended by Finance Act 1988.
turers who did not export goods directly but rather 44 The export of mineral oil, minerals and ore was excluded from cover-

exported through export or trading houses which held age.

valid certificates issued by the Chief Controllerof Im- 45. The Finance Minister also announced the amendment of ITA Sec.
115J.

ports and Exports were not eligible for the deduction. 46. ITA Sec. 10(6)(viia).
The export-linked deduction has now been extended 47. ITA Sec. 10(6)(viia), as amended by Finance Act 1988.

to supportingmanufacturersso long as a propercertifi- 48. For example: Revenue expenditures incurred by a taxpayer forscien-

cate has been issued by the export or trading house. tific research relating to his business were deductible in computation of

The amount of the deduction available to the house
taxable profits. Revenue expenditures incurred for payment of the salary
of research personnel or for material inputs for the 3 years immediatelywill be reduced proportionately preceding commencement of the business were regarded as having been

On 27 April 1988 the Finance Minister stated that the
incurred in the year preceding commencementof the business and hence

qualified for a deduction against taxable profits in that year.

provisions of the ITA, which impose a minimum tax All capital expenditures (excluding the cost of land) for scientific research

on 30% of book profits of zero-tax companies, will be related to the taxpayer's business were allowed as a deduction n the year

amended in the near future so that the benefit of this in which theexpenditureswere incurred. Capital expenditures incurred for
scientific research relating to the taxpayer's business for the 3-year period

export incentive is not denied to such companies.45 immediatelyprecedingcommencementof the business were considered as

Since the concession of full exemption of export in- having been incurred n the year precedingcommencementofthe business
come is only available to resident taxpayers, non-resi- and accordingly were allowed as a deduction n computing taxable profits
dents and foreign companies can take advantage of of that year.

this very liberal incentive by entering the export trade Payments made to approved scientific research associations, universities,
or were

through an Indian subsidiary and not directly via a
colleges other institutions for scientific research deductible in

computing taxable ncome

branch office. 49. ITA Secs. 38 and 80G.
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Customs and excise duty

Taxesand Investment The Government'spolicy with respect to customs and

in Asia and the Pacific excise duties applicable to electronic goods generally
aims to reduce the input cost as much as possible and
to infuse a controlled amount of competition into the

(9 binders) industry so that the benefits are passed on to the ulti-
mate consumerand the price of the equipment for the
end user is reducedconsiderably. Keeping this general

an in-depthsurveyandpracticalguide policy perspectivein view, the Governmenthas devel-
to the tax and foreigninvestment oped a new package of reduced customs and excise

duties.51
legislationofpracticallyall countries
in the region Currently, computers, computer systems and

peripheral devices attract varying rates of customs
duty ranging from zero to 147.5%. The FinanceMinis-

relevantdouble taxationtreaties ter recently stated that, as a rationalizationmeasure,
a uniform rate ofduty of80% ad valoremplus counter-

updated6 timesperyear vailing duty will be imposed in respect of all comput-
ers, computer systems, peripheral devices and spare
parts. Software will continue to attract the existing
rate of customs duty at 60% ad valorem. As an export
incentive, accompanyingcomputersoftwareand start-

furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom up spares imported under the policy on computer
software export, software development and training

[] InternationalBureauof will be allowed at the rate applicable to hardware.
FiscalDocumentation Computerized numerically-controlled systems and

I-||
-= P.O. Box20237-1000HE Amsterdam their parts currently attract 80% customs duty. This

theNetherlands rate will be reduced to 55% ad valorem. Excise duty
on computerized numerically-controlledsystems will

Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnl be reduced to 5% ad valorem.52
Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58 Currently, excise duty of 10% is levied on the man-

ufacture of computers (includingCPUs and peripheral
devices). The Finance Minister has announced a pro-

step, particularly in the sophisticated and rapidly Posal to exempt computer software from excise duty.
changing arena of computers. The old provision
should be restored with appropriate safeguards.

CONCLUSION
Advanced countries like the United States, Japan and
the Soviet Union are far ahead of India in the field of The existing tax and non-tax concessions available to
computers. They are manufacturing respectively, the the computer industry are quite attractive. They
Cray-XMP, the SX-2 and the ELBROS systems of should be made use of by timelycompliancewith statu-
super computers.5oIndia can catch up with these coun- tory and procedural formalities. The introduction of
tries only by engaging in well-organized scientific re- computers in the agricultural, educational, industrial
search backed by incentives. According to some esti- and railroad sectors, as well as the modernizationpro-
mates, the annualworld trade in computersis expected gramme, all herald a promising future for the compu-
to be USS 100 billion in 1990 and about USS 300 bil- ter industry in India.
lion by the year 2000. More than half of this trade is
and will be in software. These global trends are en-

couraging and offer India a good opportunity to de-

velop computers and computer software with the as- 50 HindustanTimes, Delhi edition of 17 October 1988.
sistance otscientific research and foreign collabora- 51. NEP Appendix I at 41.

tion. 52. Para. 161 of the 1988 Budget Speech.
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U\ -ED S-ATES:

Investment in the United States:
A Summary of the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act

of 1988 and the Sec. 482 White Paper
Arthur Fsher* and KPMG, International Tax Centre, Amsterdam

The Technicaland MiscellaneousRevenueAct of 1988 rules of interpreting the interaction of statutes and

(the Act) was signed into law on 10 November 1988. treaties must be applied.
The Act amends and clarifies certain provisions relat- The Act lists the provisions of the '86 Act that, in
ing to the Tax Reform Act of 1986. Many of the provi- certain instances, do not apply, to the extent their
sions have retroactive effective dates, generally effec- applicationwould be contrary to any income tax treaty
tive for taxableyears beginningafter 1986. A summary obligation in effect on the date of enactmentof the '86
of certain of the key international tax provisions is Act (22 October 1986), including the following:
presented in the following paragraphs. effectively-connected treatment of certain gains-

from the sale of U.S. businessassets aftercessation
of the trade or business;

WITHHOLDINGTAX ON FOREIGN PARTNERS sourcing of excess interest under the branch-

level interest tax;
The Act repeals the requirementto withholdon actual applicationof new operatingprovisions relating to-

distributions to foreign partners. Instead, withholding the second level withholding tax; and
is imposed on partnership distributions in an amount sourcing of gain on sale of personal property by-

equal to U.S. tax on foreign partners' distributive residents.
shares of effectively-connectedincome. This provision treaty country

is effective for taxable years beginning after 31 De- The Act expressly provides that the following provi-
cember 1987. In addition, the Act specifically states sions of the '86 Act override any preexisting treaty
that no withholdngof tax is required for years begin- provisions:
ning prior to that date. - foreign tax credit limitations; and

limitation of the alternative minimum tax foreign-

The mechanics of this provision are to be dealt with
through regulations,although the withholdingtax rate

tax credit generally to 90% of the pre-credit alter-
native minimum tax.

required to be used is the highest rate to which each

foreign partner is subject. It is unlikely that the regula- The Act provides that if a taxpayer takes a position
tion will allow losses of one partnership to offset that a U.S. treaty overrides or otherwise modifies an

income of another when determining the amount of Internal Revenue law, that position must be disclosed

withholding. It is anticipated that the regulationsmay in the taxpayer's tax return. Failure to disclose could
contain provisionssimilar to the effectively-connected result in a penalty of up to USS 1,000 (USS 10,000 in

income (ECI) election detailed in Revenue Procedure the case of a C corporation) for each failure. The IRS

(Rev. Proc.) 88-21, I.R.B. 1988-15. That election re- can waive the disclosure requirementor the penalty in

quired the partnership to make estimated tax pay- appropriate cases. This provision applies for taxable

ments on behalfof the foreign partner, based upon the years with returns due (without extensions) after 31

partner's share of the partnership's U.S. effectively- December 1988.
connected income. The payments were required to be
made quarterly, no later than the estimated tax pay-
ment date for the foreign partner. However, since the BRANCH PROFITS TAX AND BRANCH LEVEL

provisions are in the statute as a withholding tax as INTEREST TAX

compared to an estimated tax payment, the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) may adopt a different ap- The Act clarifies the definitionof dividend equivalent
proach. amount (DEA) by limiting it to post-1986accumulated

effectively-connectedearnings and profits not previ-
ously remitted to the branch's home office. Also, the

INTERACTIONOF TREATIES AND STATUTES DEA does not take into accounteffectively-connected
earnings and profits attributable to the ncrease in

The Act clarifies that neither a treaty nor a statute has earnings and profits of certain property and casualty
preferential status per se. The Act provides no opera-
tive rule of interpretation. When the relationshipof a

treaty and a statute must be determined, the ordinary * Peat Marwick Maine & Co., Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
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insurancecompaniesunder the discountingfresh-start bound or totally domestic) the effective date will still
method. Earnings and profits arising from an un- be for taxable years beginning after 31 December
earned premium reserves adjustment are excluded 1986, but only with respect to transfers or grants after
from the DEA. 16 August 1986, instead of 16 November 1985. Con-

The Act provides that interest paid by a U.S. trade or gress thought that this change was necessary because
the House version of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 was

business of a foreign corporation is treated as U.S.- not clear as to whether the super royalty rules would
source for all income tax purposes. Regulatoryauthor- be applicable to inbound transfers. Their applicationty is granted the Treasury to limit the withholdingon

interest paid by the U.S. branch to the amount of
to inbound transfers was clarified in the Final Confer-'

interest reasonablyexpected to be deductedin arriving
ence Committee Decisions released on 16 August
1986.

at the branch's effectively-connectedincome.
Amended 1987 tax returns may have to be filed for

The Act provides that where a foreign corporation is excess royalty paymentsmade by U.S. taxpayerson
treaty shopping, the branch profits tax is imposed re- technology transferred between 17 November 1985
gardless of whether a treaty with the country of resi- and 16 August 1986.
dence of the foreign corporation allows the United
States to impose its withholding tax on dividends, The
treaty shopping prohibition on foreign corporations
applies to deny benefitsunder the treaty of the country

BANK ACCOUNT INTEREST

in which the payor foreign corporation is a resident The Act restores the exemption from estate tax for
with respect to interest paid or deducted by its U.S. bank and certain other deposits where the interest on
trade or business. The recipient of the interest, how- the deposits is not effectively-connected to a U.S.
ever, is entitled to claim treaty benefits with respect to trade or business. This is effective for taxable yearsthe treaty of the country in which the recipient is a beginning after 31 December 1986.
resident,unless the recipient is treatyshoppingas well.
A corporation is considered to be treaty shopping if
non-residents of a treaty country who are not U.S. ESTATES OF NON-DOMICILEDALIENS
persons own 50% or more (as compared with more

than 50% under prior law) of the value of the stock. Effective for deaths on or after 11 November1988, the
The publicly traded exception is modified to treat a U.S. federal estate tax rates now applicable to the
foreign corporation wholly owned by a U.S. corpora- estatesof U.S. citizensare extended to the U.S. estates
tion whose stock is primarily and regularly traded on of foreign individuals who are not domiciled in the
an established securities market in the United States United States. Thus, the top statutory estate tax rate
as a qualified resident of its country of residence. applicable to the estates of non-domiciled aliens is
The Act provides that the second level withholdingtax increased to 55% on cumulative taxable transfers in
on dividends does not apply with respect to dividends excess of USS 3,000,000. Under prior law the top es-

paid out of earnings and profits attributable to a year tate tax rate was 30% on taxable estates over

in which the branch profits tax was imposed. Essen- USS 2,000,000. As under prior law, taxable gifts by
tially, the second level withholding tax now applies non-domiciled aliens are subject to the same unified

only to dividends attributable to pre-1987 earnings tax rates (up to 55%) that are applicable to taxable
and profits and post-1987 earnings and profits when gifts of U.S. citizens.
the branch profits tax is prohibited by treaty. The Act also modifies the unified credit, which

exempts the first USS 600,000of a taxable estate from
estate taxation. If the United States is required bySUPER ROYALTIES
treaty to grant the unified credit to non-domiciled
aliens, the allowable credit is based on the portion of

The Tax Reform Act of 1986 enacted new provisions
regarding the transfer of technologyand certain other

an estate that is situated in the United States. In other

intangible property between related parties. Gener- cases, the estate of a non-domiciledalien is allowed a

credit which exempts the first USS 60,000 of the U.S.
ally, the provisions require that when such intangible estate taxation, the same exemption as under prior
property is transferredbetween related parties, a roy- law.
alty must be paid commensuratewith the income gen-
erated from the intangible (a super royalty). The Tax Effective for deaths on or after 11 November 1988,
Reform Act of 1986 stated that the provisions were property that passes from any estate to a surviving
effective for taxable years beginning after 31 De- spouse who is not a U.S. citizen is not eligible for the
cember 1986, but only with respect to transfers or estate tax marital deduction. However, the Act pro-
licenses granted after 16 November 1985. The Techni- vides that property passing to a surviving spouse
cal and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988 (the Act) through a qualified domestic trust is eligible for the
modified this effectivedate for inbound transfersof marital deduction. Under prior law, all property that

intangibles. passed to a surviving spouse qualified for the marital
deduction.

The Act states that in the case of transfersand licenses
of intangibles which are not to foreign persons (in- A trust must meet certain requirements to be a qual-
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ified domestic trust, including the following: There are 5 key recommendationsoutlined in the IRS
the trust instrument must require that all trustees study:-

be U.S. citizens or domestic corporations; and
the surviving spouse must be entitled to all of the 1. At the time a tax return is filed, the taxpayer-

trust income, payable at least annually. should have contemporaneousdocumentationon

how the intercompany transfer prices were deter-
Estate tax is imposed on distributionsof corpus from mined.
a qualified trust and on the value of the property 2. The IRS should aggressively assert penalties for
remaining in the trust on the date of death of the failure to have this contemporaneousdocumenta-
surviving spouse. tion or for any significant mispricing.

3. The IRS should more aggressively pursue pricing
information through use of administrative sum-

MISCELLANEOUS monses, Sec. 982 formal document requests, and
through the early involvement of IRS economists

clarifies that certan U.S. corporationsupon liqui- and counsel in approprate- cases.

dation into their foreign parent can recognze 4. A revised methodologyshould be adopted for de-
losses as well as gains on the distribution of prop- termining the appropriate transfer price in goods
erty, and that if gain is' recognizedon a distribution transactions that involve intangibles. Such
of property in liquidation, the foreign parent re- methodology would also provide for appropriate
ceives an increase in basis, effective forliquida- pricing readjustmentsover time.
tions and distributions after 31 July 1986, subject 5. The rules for acceptable cost-sharing agreements
to the '86 Act transition rules; should be made more specific and provide for a

provides that a tax-free organization transfer of required arm's-lengthbuy-in charge where there-

property to a foreign corporation is treated the is preexisting unshared research.
same way as a liquidating transfer to an 80%
foreign corporate distributee (unless the foreign Perhaps the most importantaspect of the White Paper
corporatetransferee is 80% controlledby a domes- is

.

its
.

IRS issuance. This signals a substantial renewed

tic corporation or by members of the same af- nterest in international transferpricing, which is likely
filiated group), effective for exchanges after 20 to be translated into much greater IRS examination

June 1988; activity of the area. In public comments, the IRS has

exempts from net-basisU.S. income tax the branch stated that it anticipates releasing regulations reflect-
-

profits tax, the branch level interest tax, and ng the concepts in the White Paper shortly after the

portfolio interest from U.S. Government obliga- 15 February 1989 deadline for wrtten comments. This

tions received by banks organized and doing busi- signals both the firmness of the present IRS view as

ness in any U.S. possession, effective for taxable embodied in the White Paper and the importance of

years beginning after 31 December 1988; prompt taxpayer reaction to the White Paper propos-

exemptscertain gamblingwinningsofnon-resident als if they are unacceptable.-

aliens from the 30% withholding tax, effective for Even though the White Paper was prepared in re-

winnings after 10 November 1988; sponse to a congressional recommendation made in
provides that amounts received as a scholarshipor conjunction with the enactment of the so-called- super
fellowship for study, training or research at a U.S. royalty provisions on the transfer of intangibles and
educational institution by a non-resident alien are was supposed to focus on intangibles pricing, it actu-

subject to tax on a net basis and are also subject to ally covers the transfer pricing of both tangibles and
a 14 % withholding tax for non-degree as well as intangibles under its methodology. An abbreviated
degree candidates, which is creditable against the summary and some observations follow.
ultimate net-basis tax, effective for taxable years
beginning after 31 December 1986, in the case of
scholarships and fellowships granted after 16 Au- PRICING OF INTANGIBLES

gust 1986.
The IRS generally addresses 3 methods: (1) the exact

comparable method; (2) the inexact comparable
THE SEC. 482 WHITE PAPER method; and (3) the basic arm's-length return

method (the ballroom method).
On 18 October 1988, the IRS issued its findings and Use of the exact comparable method would typically
recommendationsregarding its study of intercompany require the taxpayer to show a transaction it entered
pricing- the so-called Sec. 482 White Paper. nto with an unrelated party in which, based on a

functional and market analysis, the functions per-
formed and the marketplace for the unrelated partyOVERVIEW
were basically identical to those of the related party.

While a full analysis of the meaning and ultimate im- The inexact comparable method would permit use of

pact of the concepts contained in the White Paper will third-party information upon a showing of very close
be years in coming, a number of initial observations comparabilityto the related-partysituation. As a prac-
have begun to crystallize. tical matter, it appears that the use of comparables
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would be so restrictedunder the IRS view in the White one in which we debate the proper sharing of costs.

Paper as to make them unavailable in most cases. The following points regardingcost sharing should be
noted:

The basic arm's-length return method estimates the
-

amount of intangible income as a residual. That is, a generally, costs within a 3-digit SIC code must be

functional analysis is performed to determine those shared;
costs must be borne in relation to anticipatedben-

economic functions that are measurable (e.g. tangible
-

efits accruing to each party;assets). A rate of return is determined for those
-

measurable functions and the income attributable to
costs to be shared must be specifically identified;

-

those functions is thus directlyestimated. Any remain- parties to the cost-sharingagreementmust receive
exclusive geographic rights;ing income is treated as income due to intangible as- parties must have reasonable basis for predicting-

sets. This residual income is then allocated to the
owner of the intangible asset. anticipatedbenefits;

an arm's-lengthbuy in is requiredfor new parties-

The direct estimate of the income from tangible assets or preexisting research; and
iS derived by assuming that the tangible assets of the - a contemporaneous binding election with

company earn the average rate of return earned by documentationin the return will be required.
comparable companies. It is the use of this average
rate of return that generally makes the White Paper's
approach inadequate for computing reasonable royal-
ties or allocating income to intangibles.The approach,

OTHER PROVISIONS

however, may be a useful screeningdevice, along with The White Paper requires the taxpayer to keep con-
other factors, for determiningwhen more detailed and
specific examination is needed. temporaneous documentation regarding the pricing

methodology used, and that documentation must be

Finally, the White Paper implicitly recognizes that provided to the IRS if requested in an examination. In
when both of the related firms own intangible assets, addition, the IRS plans to revise Forms 5471 and 5472
the basic arm's-length return approach is largely un- to require a description of the pricing methodology
workable. In fact, this multiple intangible situation is used and an attestationthat the pricingdocumentation

likely to be far more prevalent, particularly in large is available at the time the tax return is filed. At pre-
cases, than the White Paper appears to realize. sent, it is unclear what this contemporaneous
In these cases, the White Paper provides little gui-

documentationshould contain.

dance. It states that when both firms own significant Finally, the IRS plans to assess the substantialunder-

intangibles, division of the intangible profit between statementof tax liability penalty where there is overly
the related firms will largely be a matter of judg- aggressive mispricing or a lack of contemporaneous
ment. As demonstratedby the above statement, the documentation. Indeed, the IRS has indicated that
White Paper does not give taxpayers a lot of concrete documentation alone may not be sufficient to refute

guidance to solidify intercompanypricing. application of the penalty.

PRICING OF TANGIBLE GOODS
CONCLUSIONS

The White Paper also recommends a revision of the
priority regarding which pricing methodology should The positions and recommendations in the White
be used to determine the intercompany price for the Paper:
sale of goods. The revised priority would treat the use - fail to recognize that corporate tax departments
of a comparable uncontrolled price as the preferred are usually NOT significant players in pricing de-

methodology. If inapplicable, then use of either the terminations (that will have to change);
resale price, cost plus, or the ballroom method - fail to recognize that an arm's-lengthprice is not a

would be applied without any priority. The determin- single specific number, but rather is a price that

ing criteria would merely be which method has the falls within some realistic range (the proposednew

best data availableand requires the least adjustments. rules represent the attempt by the IRS to further
systematize a methodology leading to one specific
price);

COST SHARING - will require early involvement of tax economists/
Sec. 482 specialists by taxpayers in their pricing

The White Paper does address cost sharing, but also decisions;
hints that cost sharing, in and of itself, will not elimi- - will create a more confrontationalatmospherebe-
nate the need for an intercompany price determina- tween the IRS, taxpayers and foreign fiscal auth-
tion. Indeed, use of a cst-sharingapproach to intangi- orities; and
ble pricing may merely shift the pricing debate from - ultimately may lead to little difference in the final
one ver what the appropriate royalty should be to outcome of intercompanypricing.disptes.
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U\ -ED S-A-ES:

Highlightsof the Sec. 482
White Paper 'f
Leonard W Rothschd, Jr. and Patti L Rae ] -:

4'

e

INTRODUCTION .

.-

On 18 October 1988 the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the Treasury
DepartmentJointly issued a discussion draft, widely known as the White

Paper , on intercompanypricing. It is expected that this White Paper will
serve as the basis for the issuance of draft regulationsunder Sec. 482 after Mr. Rothschld is aa Certfed Public Accountant
the public comment period has ended. and Attorney, having graduated from the Univer-

The White Paper was issued in response to changes made by the Tax sity o San Francisco (B.S. 1969, J.D. 1975).
Mr. Rothschild is Bulletincorrespondent for the

Reform Act of 1986 (TRA '86) with respect to the transfer of intangible United States and has publishedseveral articles

property between related parties. Specifically, the TRA '86 requires that in the Bulletin, as well as in The Tax Advisorand

paymentsmade for the transferor license of technologyshall be commen- the Journa of State Taxation. He also lectures

surate with the income attributable to the intangible (the so-called frequently on internalional tax subjects.

super-royaltyprovision).
Mr. Rothschild is a memberof the United States
Branch of the International Fiscal Association,

The White Paper discusses at length the commensurate with income the Calfornia Council of nternatonaTrade, the

(CWI) concept and the need for periodic prospective adjustments to the
San Francisco International Tax Group and co-

founder of the San Francisco Foreign Tax Club.
transfer price to reflect significant changes n income generated by the He is also a memberof the American Instituteof

intangible. It examines methods for valuing intangibles through the use of Certified Public Accountants, the California So-

comparable transactionsand proposes a new functional analysis approach ciety of Certified Public Accountants and the

to pricing. This approach largely abandons the historical arm's length
State Bar of California.
Mr. Rothschild is a partner in the San Francisco

pricingstandardand promotesa rate of return methodologythat in essence office of Deloitte Haskins & Sells, and s the

treats the transferee of the intangibles as a contract manufacturer. Regional InternationalTax Partner for the Pacific
Northwest Region.

The study also proposes the imposition of significant restrictions on cost

sharing arrangements. As a result, such arrangementswould be limited to ,*t.vz,,:z,c,-j'.N
manufactuing intangibles associated with att etie product lite. ,j;j1'.'.'J'kf:'Y
Moreover, royalty paymentscomputed under the CWI standardwould be

required for all pre-existing developed ntangibles. The White Paper's F
'

...,Z--=- ./...t. .':
-...,

impact on cost sharing arrangements and on Internal Revenue Code (.,1'j**1!.
(IRC) Set- 936 t'(,pt,ral,r. (IT S l,,.,,r,it, L'CII[)IJlHI.i,lilN) will nol be f*vr.--,--r.i- -,Ni '5%

*discussed in detail. However, companies having these arrangements ..---..'.-'.t Rt I
should carefully review Chapters 12 and 13 of the White Paper. ':.- '.' *

.

Further, the study proposes stringent information reporting and contem-
.'

'.. .

pnraneoudocumentation requirements. These compliancerequirements .i.

i,4,
,-b

would impose significant administrative burdens on taxpayers. In addi-
-

' :p*
r. 77tion, it would provide the IRS with a valuable resource for planningaudits

: . F-r. 1

,

and proposing adjustmcnts Morcovcr, ncw penalty provisions may he

proposed to ensure compliancewth the ne,v reportinganddocumentation

requrements.

COMMENSURATEWITHINCOME STANDARD
Ms. Rae is the Senior Tax Manager at Deloitte

With the enactment of the TRA '86, Congress decided to shift the focus Haskins & Sells in San Jose, California. She has
extensive experience as an international tax

from the comparable uncontrolled price concept to a CWI concept for specialist in particular in assisting multinational

payments associated with intangible transfers. The CWI concept requires companies with a variety of domestic and inter-

a taxpayer to evaluate: (1) the income generated by the intangible; (2) the national tax matters

economic contribution of the parties; and (3) the relative risks of the Ms. Rae s a frequent speaker at international
tax planning seminars. She is a member of the

parties when establishing a royalty rate. It further requires the taxpayer Foreign Tax Club of San Francisco and the
to evaluate these factors on a periodic basis, generally annually, and to Santa Clara High Technology International Tax

adjust the payments for significant changes. Group
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PERIODICADJUSTMENTS alty income until such time as the intangible has no

value. There are no provisions to allow the transferor
The White Paper requires that transfer payments be to reduce the amount of income recognized on the
modified to reflect substantial changes in the income intangible if the lump-sum payment is determined to
stream attributed to an intangible and for changes in be excessive.
the economic activitiesperformedor risks assumed by The White Paper disclaimsany intention to convert all
the transferor or transferee. Adjustments are not re- sales into royalties, but offers no safe harbor rule that
quired to be made more frequently than once a year. would preclude the IRS from applying the CWI stan-
The circumstancesunder which periodic adjustments dard to a contract of sale.
would not be required are quite narrow. For example,
a taxpayer can only avoid the periodic adjustment
requirements on long-term license agreements if the METHODS FOR VALUING INTANGIBLES
taxpayer has a comparable nonnegotiable contract
with a third party and the agreement covers normal The White Paper continues to support the use of com-
profit intangibles. High profit intangibles must be prable uncontrolledtransactionsas a guide for settingadjustedperiodicallyunless they have an exact com- arm's length royalties between related parties. It
parable. High profit intangiblesare not defined by the
White Paper, but examples such as an AIDS vaccine notes, however, that taxpayers in the past have abused

this method by using transactions that are not trulyor cure for the common cold are noted as appropriate comparable. The White Paper therefore attempts to
examples. narrowly define the concept of comparability. It then
Alternatively,if the taxpayercan demonstratethat the offers alternativemethodsfor computinga proper roy-
increased income stream generated by the intangible alty stream using a functionalanalysis approachwhich
was caused by: (1) events that occurred subsequent to is based upon the relative economic contributionsof
the license; and (2) the license containedno provision the related parties. The White Paper notes that these
to adjust for such increased profitability nor would new methods are required to comply with the CWI
unrelated parties have included such a clause; and (3) standard mandated by Congress in 1986.
the profitability was unanticipated (i.e. a competing To implement the requirementsof the CWI standard,pharmaceutical manufacturer loses market share due the White Paper recommends the following 4
to its product's unanticipated side effects), periodic methods: exact comparable; inexact comparable;adjustments can be avoided. A periodic adjustment basic arm's length rate of return (BALRM); and
may also be avoided if the taxpayer can demonstrate BALRM with a profit split.that the increased profitability is primarily due to ac-

tivities performed, and economic costs and risks born
by the other party. The burden of proving that any of Exact comparable
these exceptions apply rests with the taxpayer. It is
apparent from the examples noted in the White Paper This method requires that the same intangible be
that the above exceptions will be very narrowly ap- transferred to an unrelated party under substantially
plied. similar circumstances. Comparability must be tested

for both external and internal standards.The White Paper notes that any changes made to a

royalty arrangement may only be applied prospec- The external standards require that the transactions
tively by a taxpayer. The IRS, however,s not required take place in similar economic environments. Factors
to use multi-yearset-offs. As such, the IRS can poten- that are considered in determining whether the
tially adjust royalties upward for high income years economic environments are similar include: the size
without adjusting them downward for low income and level of economic development of the markets,
years. No relief provisions are provided for either a the level of other transactionsbetween the parties and
substantial overstatement of royalty payments by a the level of economic risks being assumed and the
taxpayer due to subsequent events nor for the above functions performed by the respective parties.
potentially inequitable IRS assessment position. The internal standards require comparability of the
Therefore, it is essential that all royalty agreementsbe contractual aspects of the license agreement. Thesereviewed annually to ascertain whether or not an ad- include such items as the terms of the transaction, the
justment in the royalty rate is warranted. level of services to be provided collateralobligationsor

Agreementsproviding for lump-sum paymentswill be to be performed by the parties.
recast as open transactions. The full amount paid, The White Paper notes that it is expected that thishowever, will be recognized as income by the trans- method will most likely apply to the transfer offeror upon receipt. The lump-sum payment will be

a

treated as a prepaymentfor future royalties. A royalty relatively commonproduct that includes intangibles
stream will be imputed annually under the CWI stan-

that are widely available (such as the technologyincor-
ordard. The prepayment will be increased by a time porated in microwaves digital watches).

value return on investments and then decreased for The comparable standard required for intangibles is
the imputed royalty. Once the prepayment is fully substantially more stringent than the comparable un-

absorbed, the transferor will recognize imputed roy- controlledprice standardused for transfersof tangible
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property. For instance, there are no provisions to ad- costs is suggested if asset data is not availableor signif-
just for differences that have no impact on price, or icant); and (5) the allocation of any residual profit to

that can be reasonably measured. the owner of the intangible.
Exact comparables will not require periodic adjust- Functional analysis will therefore attempt to first as-

ments unless they are required under the terms of the sign income to tangible activities performed by the

agreement. Exact comparables can, however, lose parties (i.e. manufacturing, distribution and market-
their comparability over time. As such, these agree- ing) based upon an arm's length rate of return applied
ments will also require periodic reviews. to a supposedlymeasurable factor, and then will attri-

If an exact comparable is found to exist, this method bute the remaining income to the intangible.
must be used to determine the related party arm's This approachwill focus controversyon such issues as:

length price. If there are no exact comparables,one of (1) the valuation of assets used in performing a func-
the other 3 methods must be utilized. There is no tion, i.e. use of fair marketvalue versus net book value

ranking or order of preferability among the other and, (2) the amount of the arm's length rate of return

methods nor are there any safe harbors. Facts and that is appropriate, i.e. industry average, industry me-

circumstancesdictate which one of the other methods dian. In addition, there is the overall issue as to

is appropriate. whether this is just a disguised contract manufacturing
analysis, a methodology that has been repeatedly dis-
allowed by the courts.

Inexact comparable It is expected that the controversy surrounding the

The White Paper defines an inexact comparable as a valuation of intangibles will continue under this

transaction for which a comparable transaction exists, method as IRS agents seek to obtain greater residual

but such comparable does not meet the standards re- values (assuming outbound transfers) and taxpayers

quired for an exact comparable. seek to allocate income to tangible assets.

An inexact comparablemay only be used as a guide in Basis arm's length rate of return with profit
setting royalties if the differencesbetween the transac-

tions can be reflected in (1) a reasonable number of split

adjustments, and (2) the adjustments have a definite The White Paper notes that the BALRM will not
and ascertainable impact on the terms. An example of resolve transfer pricing issues when either the intangi-
a quantifiableadjustmentmight be the requirementto no comparable)or both parties
provide 100 hours of training or product orientation. ble is unique (i.e. it has

contribute substantial intangibles to the transaction.
The White Paper notes that the use of inexact compar- Under this scenario the White Paper recommendsthat
ables will not provideconclusive results. As such it will BALRMstill be applied to those functionswhich have
generally be inappropriateto base transferprices sole- measurable factors. The residual income, however,
ly through the use of inexact comparables. would be split between the parties based on the rela-

Based upon the strict limitations placed on the use of tive value of their respective intangibles. The profit
comparables, it appears that this standard for valuing split would necessarily be applied using judgmental
ntangibleswill generally be replaced by the BALRM factors. The White Paper suggests the use of inexact

or the BALRM with a profit split, as hereinafter de- comparables, assuming they exst, as a guide.
scribed.

DOCUMENTATIONAND COMPLIANCE
Basic arm's length rate of return (BALRM)

The White Paper proposes that taxpayers be required
This method (sometimesreferred to as the Ballroom to document the methodology used in estabhshing
method) requires that a functional analysis be made. their transfer prices for intangiblesprior to filing their

This analysisattempts to apportion the incomederived tax returns. In addition, a summaryof their methodol-
from a transaction to the functions performed by the ogy and an attestation that the documentationis avail-

parties, and then allocate the residual income to the able would need to be reported on IRS Forms 5471

intangible. Ths residual income is then assigned to the and 5472. Ths documentation would also need to be

party providing the intangible. provided to IRS examiners upon audit. The White

The steps that will be needed to perform a functional Paper contemplates that the required documentation
would include references to any comparable transac-

analysis will generally include: (1)a breakdownof the tions, rates of return, profit splits and any other infor-
business into its component functions or activities; (2) mation or analyses used by the taxpayer to arrive at its
a measurement of the tangible assets or other transfer price. Ths contemporaneousdocumentation
economic factors used in performing these functions; requirement will greatly increase the administrative
(3) identificationof the rate of return that an unrelated burden imposed upon companies. It may even require
party would earn on those assets or factors; (4) appli- larger companies to employ economists to make pric-cation of the rate of return to the assets or factors to ing decisions and gather up-front documentation.
determine the profit appropriate to the functionsbeing
performed (the use of the ratio of income to operating The White Paper proposes that a review of existing
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penalty provisions be made to ensure they are ameliorate the problem as foreign earnings are repat-
adequate to cover the proposed reporting and riated. This, of course, assumes repatriation (which
documentation requirements. The White Paper may not be in the financial interest of the taxpayer),
further suggests that considerationbe given to impos- ignores the time value of money during the period of
ing either a substantial understatementof tax penalty double taxation and assumes the taxpayer will not be
or a transaction-basedpenalty for any taxpayer that in an excess credit positionin the United States.
fails to have a reasonable basis for its transfer price.

Intangibles incorporated in tangible property

OTHER ISSUES The White Paper notes that intangibles, such as

Competentauthority trademarks,are often incorporatedinto tangibleprop-
erty. These intangibles in the past have not generally.

The proposed methods for valuing intangible royalties been separately valued.
which do not have exact comparables has not been

approved or accepted by foreign taxing authorities. If Future transfers of tangible property may require tax-

these authoritiesdo not accept the BALRMmethodol- payers to bifurcate the transaction and separately
ogy they may disallow in full, or in part, royaltydeduc- value the tangible and intangibleelements. The White

tions taken in their jurisdictions. For those countries Paper also notes that services provided to a related

that have income tax treaties with the United States, party may constitute a transfer of an intangible.
a taxpayer can apply to the competent authority to
resolve the issue. Prior to applyingfor competentauth- Lack of safe harbors

ority relief, however, the IRS requires that the tax-

payer exhaust all of its administrative remedies in the The White Paper rejects all proposedsafe harbor pro-
foreign jurisdiction. This procedure could be very ex- visions related to transfer prices. This lack of safe

pensive. In addition, if the foreign jurisdictiondecides harbors increases the taxpayers'audit risk and subjects
not to accept the BALRM method, and the adjust- them to enormous uncertainty.
ment is substantial, the case may not be resolved.
Moreover,even if it is resolved, many countriesdo not

pay interest on tax refunds. Therefore, the taxpayer CONCLUSION
will have lost the time value of money on that assess-

ment. Finally, the competent authority approach has The White Paper attempts to deal with some of the
been slow and cumbersome in the past. Additional issues raised by the commensuratewith income stan-
cases will only serve to increase this delay. dard. It also focuses on some of the audit problems

faced by the IRS and attempts to deal with those

Double taxation problems by suggesting additional documentation re-

quirements and possible penalties. The study also al-

As noted above, if a foreign jurisdiction does not ac-
ludes to other areas of concern including services and

cept a taxpayer's method of valuing its royaltes, a
the impact of currency fluctuations on the transfer

deduction for that royalty may be partially or totally price. The IRS has effectively placed taxpayers on

notice that they intend to concentrate on potentiallost. This could result in economic double taxation.
transfer pricing issues in future audits. As such, now

The present attitude of the Treasury and the IRS is may be an appropriate time to review and document
that the foreign tax credit mechanism will eventually all transfer pricing policies.

ERRATUM

In the article The Tax Structure of Botswana by John F.
Due, published in the January 1989 issue of the Bulletin,
printing errors appear.
Page 9, last line of second paragraph: the year 1985 should
be replaced by 1958.

Page 9,6th line of third paragraph: the rural population
should read 70%, not 20%.

Page 14, 3rd paragraph from bottom of right hand column,
last sentence: The Zimbabwe retail sales tax.

The inconvenience is regretted.
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ductible percntagewill be simlar to thatf1988 iithe
Born in Bogot, Colombia, -1963; admitted to practce, 1986, i proportion between the rate of monetary correction
Colombia. and the rate of term deposits remains constant.
Education: School of Law, Los Andes University, Bogot
(Doctor iin Law), United States Information Agency, Non-deductible financal expenses in foreigWashington, D.C., Multi-regional Program on the American
Legal System (1986); The Southwestern Legal Foundation, currency
Dallas, Texas, Academy of American and International Law For taxable year 1988, 18.89% of the value of adJust-(1987),, Schooll of Law,, Los Andes Unversty,, Bogot

ments for differences in exchange rates of fnancial(Specialized in Taxation- 1988).
Teaching Assistant, Tax Law and Lbor Law,'1985-1986and expenses arising from debts in foreign currency shall

Professor, 1986-1987; Los Andes University. not be deductible. For taxable year 1989, the non-de-
Member: Colombian Institute of Tax Law, International Bar ductible percentage will be similar provided the pro-
Association (Member, Section on Business Law - Tax Com- portion between the rate of monetary correction and
mittee) the rate of external debt remains constant.
Currently, associate in the law firm of Cavelier Abogados,
Bogot. Non-deductiblefinancialexpensesin 1.990, et seq.

The Government has modified the non-deductible
At the end of 1988, the Congress and the National percentages provided for in Law 75 of 1986. For tax-
Governmentof Colombiaadopted a series of tax mea- able years 1989, 1990 and 1991 the non-deductible
sures. 1 This article summarzes the most important portion of financial expenses will not be increased.
changes made. The gradual increase in the non-deductibleproportion

corresponding to the inflationary component will
Net wealth tax bgiri again in taxable year 1992. As from the taxable
The Congress granted the President of the Republic year 1998, 100% of the inflationary component of

extraordinary powers (facultades extraordinarias) nterest and other financial costs and expenses, includ-
for a period of 6 months to reduce the rate of the net ing adjustments for differences.in the exchange rate,
wealth tax or eliminate it entirely.2 will not be deductible.

Presumptionof income3 Exempt financial yields4
The presumption of income on net receipts was re-

For the taxable 1988, 20% of the financial yields
duced to 1% for the taxableyear 1989. As from taxable year

received by legal entities, including adjustments for
year 1990, the presumptionof income on net receipts differences in exchange rates, will not constitute in-
will be eliminated and the rate of presumptive income

come or occasional gains. The percentage for the tax-
on net worth will be reduced from 8% to 7%. able year 1989 will be similar provided the proportion
Bank informationobligations between the rate of monetary correction and the rate

Beginning taxable year 1988, banks and other financial of term deposits remains constant.

institutions must submit to the tax administration an-

nual reports on individuals or entites having deposits
or movements in their accounts which exceed 1. Decree-Laws2498,2633,2670,2686and 2687 of 1988

COL$120 million (USS 342,850 at the current ex- 2. The net wealth tax is currently assessed at progressive rates from

change rate) per year.
0.047% to 1.8%.
3. Colombian legislation has establisheda presumptionof income based
on the taxpayer'snet worth or on the taxpayer'snet receipts. The presump-Non-deductibledomestic financial expenses tion only applies when the regular reported net income is less than the

For the taxable year 1988, 14.84% of. interest and presumptve amount set by law. See Taxation n Latin America, Interna-
tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentation, Vol. I, Chapter Colombia, 2.03.

financial expenses will not be deductible for income 4 Financial yields are the earnings received from investment in current

tax purposes. For the taxable year 1989, the non-de- or savings accounts, stocks, bonds, etc., i.e. financiai income
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Depreciation taxable year 1988 has been reduced. The rates are as
follows:

As from fiscal year 1989 and with respect to assets Taxable year Rate
acquired after 1 January, taxpayers may request a

depreciation allowance on the value of any goods ad- 1989 25%

justed for inflation. The respective accumulated de- 1990 20%

preciation must be adjusted. Inflation adjustments 1991 10%

must be made taking into account the certified increase
1992 15%
1993 5%

in the consumer price index for employees during the 1994 et seq 0%
period between 1 October of the year preceding the
taxable year and 1 October of the year before that, as

certified by the National AdministrativeDepartment Leasing of machinery for internationalpublic
of Statistics (DepartamentoAdministrativoNacional bids
de Estadistica (DANE)). Adjustments and the
amount of fiscal depreciationrnust be registered in the The income and remittance tax rates for payments
taxpayer's financial statements. abroad on account of leasing of machinery for con-

struction, maintenance or reparation of public works
made by Colombian contractors when performingActuarial computations and deductions for agreements based on an internationalpublic bid have

retirement pensions been reduced to 2%.

The technical bases for the elaboration of actuarial
computations were modified and, consequently, the LIFO (Last in first out) accounting
deductible value corresponding to future paymentsof
retirement pensions varies considerably. As from 1999, LIFO accounting may not be used by

taxpayers.
Bad debts of financial institutions

Sale of shares without taxes

As from taxable year 1989, the deductible percentage Taxpayers having a net worth of less than COL$ 20
on account of individual provisions for bad debts of million (USS 57,142 at current exchange rates) mayfinancial institutionswill be 100% of the value of each sell shares of open stock corporations in a stock ex-
debt. For taxable year 1988, a 50% deductionmay be change without tax implications.requested for debts due for less than one year.

Fiscal value of immovableproperty
Leasing companies

For purposes of income, capital gains and net wealth
As from taxable year 1989, leasing companies will be the fiscal value of immovable shall be
subject to the general regulations on partial non-de- taxes, property

to
ductibility of financial expenses and exemption of equivalent 100% of the cadastral value.

taxes correspondingto financial yields received by the Integrated inflation adjustments
company. Law 75 of 1986 had excluded leasing com-

panies from such tax treatment. Customers of leasing According to Decree 2687 of 26 December 1988, as
companies, however, will not be affected by this mea- from the taxable year 1992, those taxpayers who are
sure.

obliged to keep accounting records (with some excep-
tions) must adopt an integrated system of inflation

Profits of domestic corporations exceding non- adjustments for purposes of income and complemen-
taxable profits tary taxes. Inflation adjustments must be reflected in

the financial statementsand shall be used to determine
Profits of domestic corporations which exceed non- commercial profits and taxable bases for income and
taxable profits (according to Arts. 21 and 22 of Law 75 complementarytaxes.
of 1986) may also be exempt if they are distributed in
shares or taken directly to the capital account, pro- Import tax
vided the profits arise from inflation adjustments of
assets or from the non-taxableinflationarycomponent The Congress extended (up to 31 December 1990) the
of financial yields received by the corporation. extraordinary powers granted to the President in

order to reduce the import tax set forth by Art. 95 of
Dividends and participations5paid to or credited Law 75 of 1986. The tax is currently assessed at a rate

on account of branches of foreign corporations of 18% on the C.I.F. value of imports.

The tax rate on dividends and participationspaid to or
5. Participations the profits received by partners from limited liabil-are

credited on account of branches of foreign corpora- ity companies as distinguished from dividends received by shareholders
tions and which arise from profits derived as from from corporations.
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3 RAZ L:

The Tax System pursuant to the
New Federal Constitutionof 1988
Luiz Fernando Teixeira Pinto

IPI is non-cumulative and will be assessed according
Mr. Teixeira Pinto is a partner in the firm Pinheiro Neto Ad- to the nature of the products. IPI is offset against the
vocados, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. He is alsothecorrespondent amount owed for each transaction with the amount
for Tax News Serviceand Taxation in Latin America.

charged for previous transactions. IPI is not levied on

exports.
The tax on rural land will be assessed at rates intended

I. INTRODUCTION to discourage the maintenance of non-productive
properties. This tax will not apply to small rural hold-

The new Brazilian Federal Constitution, promulgated ings (as defined by law) which are worked by the
on 5 October 1988, is divided into 9 specific headings owner's family.
and contains 315 articles, including the Interim Provi-
sions. Chapter VI is devoted to taxation and budget The Federal Government may create other taxes by
issues and is divided into 2 parts. Part I, composed of means of supplementary laws provided that such taxes

6 subdivisionsand 15 articles, deals with the Brazilian are not cumulative and provided that neither the tax-

tax system and s the topic of this article. able events which give rise to them nor the basis on
which they are calculatedare identical to those already

The Brazilian tax system is based on the allocation of listed in the Constitution. Likewise, in case of a threat
jurisdiction over tax matters to various governmental or actual occurrence of a foreign war, the Federal
entities, i.e. the Federal Government, the States, the Governmentmay create extraordinarytaxes. Extraor-
Federal District2and the municipalities.As a corollary dinary taxes will be phasedout when the causes thereof
to this divisionof tax authority, the Constitutionestab- have ceased.
lished, in some detail, the specific jurisdiction of each

political division of the Federal Republic of Brazil. B. States and Federal District

With regard to taxes under the jurisdiction of the
II. JURISDICTIONOVER TAX MATTERS States and the Federal District, the Constitution pro-

vides for the following:
A. Federal Government (a) tax on inheritancesand gifts;

(b) tax on transactions involving the supply of goods
The Constitutionprovides for exclusive Federal Gov- and rendering of interstate and intermunicipal
ernment jurisdiction with regard to establishing taxes transportation and communications servces
on the following: (ICMS)6 even if the transactions and services

) import of foreign products; are initiated abroad;7 and

b) export of Brazilian products; (c) tax on ownership of automotive vehicles.
) income and earnings; The new Constitution allows the States and the Fed-

d) manufacturedgoods (IPI;3,. eral District to institute a surcharge of to 5% of
e) financial transactions, i.e. credit, foreign ex- paid the Federal Government

up
by of

change, insurance and securities transactions;
amounts to way

(f) rural land;4 and
tax on incomefrom profits, earningsand capitalgains.

(g) large fortunes, pursuant to supplementary law.

The tax rates on imports, exports, manufacturedprod- 1. The purpose of the specific allocation of jurisdiction is to avoid the

ucts and financial transactionsmay be changed by the same taxes being imposed by different governmental entities.

Executive Branch,5 with due regard to the conditions
2. The Federal District is the capital of the Union.
3. Imposto sobre Productos Industrializados. The IPI is the federal

and limits established by law. value added tax which is levied on manufacturedproducts at the time the
are

As a general rule, individuals residing in Brazil are
products transferred between producers.
4. Irnposto sobre a Propriedade Territorial Rural (1TR). This tax is

subject to tax on income of any kind regardless of administered by the Ministry of Agriculture.
where earned. Income tax will not be levied on income 5. Modificationsof the rates will vary n accordance with governmental
from retirement or pension payments from public se- policy

curity coffers which are received by individuals over
6. Editor's note: The ICMS is essentially a value added tax.

7. This tax (with the exception of operations related to the supply of
65 years of age if this income is derived solely from goods and services ('ICMS)) previously came under the jurisdiction of

past employment. the Federal Government.
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The tax on inheritances transfers and gifts involving which do not fall within the tax jurisdiction of the
real property is the prerogative of the State in which municipalities,the tax will be levied on the total value
the asset is located. In the case of personal property, of the transaction. This tax will not be assessed on

securities and credit, the State where the probate pro- transactions involving the transfer of manufactured

ceedings or inventory are processed (or where the productsabroad (with the exceptionofsemi-processed
donor is domiciled) will benefit from the tax. Jurisdic- productsas definedby supplementarylaw) or on trans-

tion for creation of this tax must be established by actions in which petroleum (including lubricants,
supplementary law in cases where the donor is liquid and gas fuels and derivatives)and electricpower
domiciledor residing abroad, where the deceased was are sent to other States, or on gold (in cases wheregold
resident or domiciled abroad or where the probate is defined as a financialasset or exchangeinstrument).
proceedings are conducted abroad. The maximum The taxable base of the ICMS will not include IPI
rates will be establishedby the FederalSenate. when the transaction between taxpayers and with re-

The tax on transactions related to the supply of goods gard to the product for manufacturing or marketing
and interstate and intermunicipal transportation and gives rise to a taxable event.

communications services must be non-cumulative.
The amountcharged for each transactionwill be offset C. Municipalities
against the amount paid for subsequent transactions
by the same or another State. Exemptions or non-as- Municipalitiesmay institute taxes on the following:
sessment of such taxes (except for a legislative deter- (a) buildings and urban property;
mination to the contrary) will not result in a credit to (b) nter vivos transfersof real propertyfor considera-
offset the amount due n subsequent transactions or ton and in rem rights to real property (except
services nor will it cancel the credit granted for earlier guarantees)9 as well as assignmentof rights to ac-

transactions. Moreover, this tax can be selective as to quisition thereof;
the nature of the merchandiseor services. (c) retail sales of liquid and gas fuels (except diesel

oil); and
Supplementary law will define the taxable person for (d) serviceslo which are not under the taxing jurisdic-
purposesof the ICMS, govern the system for offsetting tion of other levels of government.
the tax and establish, for purposes of collection, the
site of the transactions with regard to the supply of The transfer tax was previously an all-inclusive State

goods and services. Supplementarylaw may also pro-
tax. It will now be divided up among the States with

vide an exemptionwith credit for export-relatedtrans- respect to inheritancesand divided up among the mu-

actions, set forth the interstate credit mechanism and nicipalities for inter vivos transfers of real property.
regulate the manner according to which (upon State The inter vivos transfer tax, which falls under the

resolution) benefits, exemptions and tax incentives jurisdiction of the municipalitywhere the asset is 10-

will be granted and revoked. cated, will not be levied on the transfer of assets or

rights to the assets of a legal entity paying up capital
The rates applicable to transactions and interstate ex- nor will it be imposedon the transferof assets or rights
port payments will be established by resolution of the resulting from the consolidation, merger, spin-off or

Federal Senate and initiated by the PresidentofBrazil extinction of a legal entity unless the primary activity
or one third of the Senators, and must be approvedby of the purchaser is the purchaseand sale of such assets
an absolute majority of the Senate. The Federal Sen- or rights, the leasing of real property or leases in gen-
ate may establish minimum rates for internal (i.e. in- eral .tl
trastate) operations as well as fix maximum rates for
internal operations aiming to resolve specific conflicts The Constitution provides that the tax on buildings
of interestof the States.8The internal rates for transac- and urban property may be levied in accordancewith

tions related to the supply of goods and services may
a sliding scale, pursuant to specific municipal law.

not, as a general rule, be less than those set forth for Supplementary law will establish the maximum rates
interstate transactions. for the retail sales tax on liquid and gas fuels (created
The interstate rate will be adopted for transactions by the 1988 Constitution) and the ISS. Services ex-

covering goods and services intended for out-of-State Ported abroad may be exemptedfrom ISS tax pursuant
consumers if the recipient pays the taxes. In such a to supplementary law.

case, the State where the recipient is located will ben-
efit from the difference between the internal and in-
terstate rates. If the recipient does not pay the taxes, 8. The Federal Senate usually establishes minimum rates for the ICMS.
the internal rate will be used. Notwithstanding, the Federal Senate may also establish a ceiling for the

The 1988 Constitutonalso provides that ICMS will be
rates should a conflict of interest arise between the States.
9. The guarantees in rem which are recognized by Brazilian law are the

assessed upon entry of imported goods (even goods pledge, antichresis, mortgage and fiduciary alienation.

intended for consumption or goods constituting fixed 10. Imposto sobre Servios de Qualquer Natureza.

assets of the establishment)and upon the renderingof 11. As a general rule, the capital of a company may be increased by an

services abroad. The tax will be owed to the State issue of shares or by the capitalization of profits or reserves. In the first
instance, shares may be paid up in cash or assets capable of being valued

where the establishment which receives the goods or in cash (e g. real property), in which case the inter vivos transfer tax will

services is located. If goods or services are furnshed not be imposed.
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III. DISTRIBUTIONOF TAX PROCEEDS land which is located in the municipality;
(2) 50% of the proceeds from the State tax on owner-

Under the structure established by the new Constitu- ship of automotive vehicles licensed in their ter-

tion, the Brazilian tax system should achieve a more ritories; and
equitable distribution of tax proceeds. In accordance (3) 25% of the proceeds from the ICMS. At least
with the earlier 1967 Constitution, as amended by three quarters of the 25% will be credited to the
ConstitutionalAmendmentNo. 1 of 1969, the Federal municipalities in proportion to the transactions in-
Government was required to distribute 12% of the volvingdistributionof goodsand services rendered

proceeds from income tax and the IPI as follows: in their territorieswith paymentof up to one fourth

(1) 5% to a participation fund for the States and the of the remainderbeing subject to the provisionsof

Federal Distrct;
State law. 22.5% of the proceeds from the income

(2) 5% to a participation fund for the municipalities;
and IPI taxes will be passed on to a Municipal

and Participation Fund. In addition, 25% of the 10%

(3) 2% to a special fund regulated by law. of the proceeds of the IPI tax that will be distri-
buted to the States will be passed on to the munic-

However, the payment of the funds to the States and ipalities with due regard for the same proportional
municipalitiesdepended on several factors: basis used for the ICMS.

(1) approval of the investment programs prepared by 3% of the proceeds from the federal income and IPI

each level of governmenton the basis of guidelines taxes will also be allocated to investments in financing
and prioritiesestablishedby the Federal Executive the production sector in the North, North-East and

Branch; Central West regions of Brazil through their regional
(2) the conditioning of the funds to carry out such financial programs and in accordance with regional

programs; development plans. The drought-strickenNorth-East

(3) the actual transfer of executive functions of the area will be assured of half the funds intended for this

Federal Government; and region, pursuant to the provisionsof law. In this man-

(4) payment of the federal taxes collected as well as ner, 47% of the total federal income and IPI proceeds
liquidation of State and municipal debts (or of will be distributed.

their indirect managementbodies) includingdebts According to the Constitution, the Federal Govern-
arising from guarantees provided to the Federal ment is forbidden to retain, or in any way restrict, the
Government. distribution and use of funds intended for the States,

the Federal District or municipalities. However, the
The Federal Governmentexercised strict control over Federal Government is not prevented from condition-
the funds to be distributed to the States and municipal- of such funds of its credits.
ities. Nevertheless, the Federal Government was re-

ng payment to payment

quired to distribute to the States, the Federal District Supplementary law will establish additional amounts

and the municipalities: (i) 40% of the proceeds from as well as guidelines for payment and apportionment
taxes on lubricants and liquid or gas fuels; (ii) 60% of of funds so as to maintain a socio/economic equilib-
the proceeds from the tax on electric power; and (iii) rium between the States and municipalities.
90% of the proceeds from the tax on minerals in Bra- Supplementarylaw will also provide rules allowing the

zil.12 States, the Federal District and the municipalities to

check the calculations of their quotas and the release
The new Constitutionsubstantiallychanged the alloca- of their respective participations.
tion of income tax proceeds among the Federal Gov-
ernment, the States, the Federal District and the mu- Finally, it should be mentioned that the Federal Gov-

nicipalities. The States and Federal District are ernment has jurisdictionover the institution(by means

guaranteed proceeds from collection of the federal of supplementary law) of compulsory loans to meet

ncome tax withheld at source, as well as 20% of the extraordinary expenses resulting from any public
proceeds from collection of any tax instituted by the calamity, an actual or imminent foreignwar and in the
Federal Government under its jurisdiction. 21.5% of event of a national or local emergency.
the proceeds from the income tax and the IPI tax will Likewise, the Federal Government shall be solely
be set aside for a State ParticipatonFund. 10% of the establish social contributionswhich will
proceeds from the IPI tax must be passed on to the competent to

be utilized for the benefit of specific professional or
States in proportion to the value of the export of man- economic classes. In addition, the States, the Federal
ufactured products. In any case, no federal unit may District and the municipalities may make contribu-
receive a portion exceeding 20% of this amount and tions, defrayed by their employees, to provide funds
any excess must be distributedamong the otherpartici- for social security and social assistance programs be-
pants. nefiting the employees.
The new Constitution ensures the municipalities (in
addition to proceeds from the federal income tax with-
held on income at source in each respective municipal- 12. Distribution of these funds was regulated by federal law and subject

ity) receipt of the following amounts: to certain criteria regarding the proportion to surface, population,produc-
tion and consumption in the case of the tax on electric power, and to

(1) 50% of the proceeds from the federal tax on rural production in the case of the tax on minerals.
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Another fundamental principle of tax law - non-re-

Taxationin troactivity- is also set forth in the 1988 Constitution.
This principle prohibits collection of tax relating to

LatinAmerica events which took place before the law creating or

increasing the tax was passed. The prohibitionon the
collection of tax in the same fiscal year as the law

(3 binders) creating or increasing the tax has a more narrowappli-
cation. It does not apply to the taxes on imports,

a detailed,practicalguide to the tax and exports, manufactured products, transactions involv-

foreigninvestmentlegislationof the ing credit, foreign exchange and insurance, and ex-

PortugueseandSpanishspeakingcountriesof traordinary taxes instituted in the event of actual or

imminent foreign war.
CentralandSouthAmerica.

The principle of equality guarantees non-discrimina-
relevantdouble taxationtreatiesAndean tion between taxpayers in equivalent situations. Fi-

GroupDecisions,andextensivebibliography nally, a principlenot found in the old Constitutionbut
which formalizes the principle of taxpayers' capacity:
whenever feasible, taxes will be personal and assessed

recentlycompletelyrevisedandexpandedto in accordance with the economic capacity of the indi-
includealso personalincometaxes vidual taxpayer.

updated4 tirnesper year
V. FINAL COMMENTS

furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom The new system is effective as from 1 March 1989.14
m With the promulgation of the new Constitution, and

InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation

IOllllllll
P.O. Box 20237-1000HE Amsterdam as a result of the new Brazilian tax system, great em-

iran lutai the Netherlands phasis will be placed on the activities of the National
Congress, which has considerable legislative work

Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217 intaxnl ahead of it to implement the various constitutional
Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

provisions. In keeping with the constitutional legisla-
tive system, and specifically referring to the Brazilian
tax system, supplementary laws will need to cover

IV. LIMITATIONS ON THE POWERS OF conflicts of jurisdiction in tax matters between the
TAXATION Federal Government, the States, the Federal District

and the municipalities,regulate the constitutionallimi-
The new Constitution established a series of limita- tations on the powers of taxation and establishgeneral
tions on the powers of taxation, thereby ensuring tax- guidelinesfor tax legislation.Likewise,supplementary
payers of specific rights and guarantees. laws will need to define the taxes, the factors which

The legality principle prohibits all levels of govern- give rise to a taxable event and the bases for calcula-

ment from creating or increasing taxes except by law. tion. Finally, supplementary law must provide for tax

Although this concept existed in the previous Con- obligations, entries, credits, statute of limitations and

stitution, the principlehas been bolstered by abolition loss of procedural rights.
of the system of presidential decree-laws. Previously,
the Federal Governmentcould collect taxes pursuant
to decree-law until the National Congress formally
rejected that decree-law.13 However, the new Con-
stitution allows the President, in case of exigent cir-
cumstances, to adopt interim provisions having the 13. The decree-lawswere effective as soon as issued by the President.

force of law. These provisions will lose force of law if 14. Certain provisions, however, were'effectve immediately after the
new Constitution was promulgated, i.e. the provisions dealing with the

not actually converted into legislation, i.e. a formal Federal Government'sestablishmentof compulsory loans and social con-

confirmation by the legislature must be btained tributions, and the municipalities' establishment of a retail sales tax on

within 30 days of issuance. liquid and gas fuels.
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Individual Income
- Asia, Oceanic and other countries - 30 June.

Persons domiciled in France are not subject to with-

holding except on bond interest income.

Tax in France Payments of tax in respect of the preceding year are

due by 15 February and 15 May. Each of these pay-
Arthur Young International ments is equal to one-third of the taxes paid in the

preceding year (i.e. the taxes on income of the next

preceding year). The balance must be paid between
September and December based on the taxpayer's

The extent to which individuais are subject to tax in declaration filed in February. The taxpayer may elect
France depends upon their resdency status. Individu- to pay the taxes by monthly installments.
als who have their habitual residence or domicile in
France are subject to tax on their worldwide income. Example:
Under French internal rules, individuals are deemed Assume that the taxes paid during 1988 (based on 1987
to be domiciled in France if they have in France at least income) were 130,000 Ffrs. as follows:
one of the following:

their family home, 15 February 1988 35,000 Ffrs.
-

their principal place of abode, 15 May 1988 35,000 Ffrs.
-

a professional activity, unless it is of an ancillary 15 September 1988 60,000 Ffrs.
-

character, or Total 130,000 Ffrs.

the center of their economic interests. as
- In 1989, paymentswill be required follows:
The above definition of domicile applies to each indi- 15 February 1989 43,333 Ffrs. (1/3 of 130,000 Ffrs.)
vidual, regardlessof citizenship. It is important to note 15 May 1989 43,333 Ffrs. (t/3 of 130,000 Ffrs.)
that the tax treaty definition of resident overrides 15 September 1989 balance of tax on 1988 income
the above French internal rules.

Individuais who do not meet any of the above crteria In the case of non-domiciledpersons, the taxes due are

are not considered as domiciled in France and are paid either through withholding or assessments, sub-

therefore treated as non-residentsfor French personal ject to treaty provisions. The domestic rules impose
income tax purposes. Non-residentsare liable for tax withholding taxes at the rate of 15% and 25% on

on French-source income only (subject to the provi- salaries. Non-trading profits, services rendered or

sions of any applicable tax treaties). The amount of utlized in France and captal gains on real estate are

French-source income of non-residents is determined subject to withholding tax at the rate of 33.33%. Div-

according to the same rules that apply to residents. idends bear a withholding tax at the rate of 25% and

Non-residents who have a place in which to live n nterest at a rate from 25% to 51%. Real property
France at ther disposal (ether rented or purchased) dealers are subject to withholding at rates rangng

from 15% to 50%.
are taxed on either 3 tmes the rental value of the

propertyor on the total of theirFrench-sourceincome, Some of these withholdingsare considered as final (on
whichever is greater. French-source income is gener- real estate capital gains, nterest, dividends and on

ally taxed according to normal rules (progressive rates 1987 salaries below 142,950 Ffrs.), and the related
and family quotient system) but at a minmum rate of income does not have to be shown on the tax return.

25%, except for income subject to a specificwithhold- Other withholdings (on non-trading income and on

ing rate such as interest, dividends and, in some cases. 1987 salaries over 142,950 Ffrs.) are only considered
salaries. to be an advance payment and may be credited on the

Tax treaties concluded by France with other countries final tax due.

typically deny France the right to assess non-residents
on the rental value of their French property. PENALTIESAND INTEREST

Various penalties and interest may be assessed by the
TAX RETURN AND TAX PAYMENT DUE

authorities. In case of an understatement of the
DATES amounts reported, interest is due at the rate of 0.75%

The French tax year is the calendar year. For French- per month. No interest is due if the understatement is

domiciled taxpayers, tax returns are due by 28 Feb- less than 10% of the actual amount to be declared. If

ruary of the following year. There are various due the. understatement is a result of bad faith or fraud,
dates for taxpayers domiciled outside of France: penalties up to 40%-80% of the tax due on the under-

Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, European countries, statement be payable in addition to the 0.75%
-

may
interest.

and the Mediterranean/BlackSea countries - 30
April. Failure to file a tax return or material understatements
Africa (except above-mentioned countries) and may result in an arbitrary assessmentof tax by the tax-

North America- 15 May. authorities based on various criteria, such as expenses
Central and South America 31 May. incurred during the year or on an estimate of revenues- -
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based on assets owned (external signs of wealth). The COMPENSATION

taxpayer is then obliged to prove that the amount is
too high if he wants to obtain a reduction. In addition, Elementsof compensationpaid by foreign and/or local
interest is due at the rate of 0.75% per month with an employers are taxable in France if they are in remune-

addition at a rate of 10%. After a first formal notice ration of services performed in France (even if paid
to file from the tax authorities, without answer, this outside France). The following items are taxable with
interest is raised to 40% and to 80% after a second exceptions noted below:
formal notice without answer. Base pay
Taxes due are increased by 10% in case of late pay- Internationalservice premium
ment. Cost of living allowance

Contribution to profit sharing plan'
No penalty or interest is imposed when a taxpayer in Bonuses: Relocation bonus
good faith discloses in an attachment to his return the Performancebonus
position he has taken in preparing the return. Employee tax reimbursements

Employee insurance premium reimbursement
Per diem allowancepaid on arrival or departure

CHANGE OF RESIDENCE Relocation allowance2
Home leave/vacationallowance/reimbursement

When a person is newly-arrived, he does not have to Educationfor family dependentallowance/reimburse-
pay any tax during the year of arrival nor any provi- ment
sional installmentsduring the followingyear. Between Language lessons for spouse
September and December of the year following the Housing allowance/reimbursement
year of arrival, he must pay the total tax relating to the Furniture allowance/reimbursement
year of arrival. Storage allowance/reimbursement
When a taxpayer leaves France definitively, he has to House protection allowance/reimbursement
file a provisional tax return for the year showing the Personal automobile provided
income at his disposal, plus income acquired up to the Car protection allowance/reimbursement
date of departure even though not realized in cash. Car expenses allowance/reimbursement
The income, determined on a provisional basis, is Sundry fees allowance/reimbursement
taxed at the rates in force during the year of taxation. Payments in kind
There is a subsequentadjustmentwhen the actual tax
rates applicable for that year are later determined.

DEDUCTIONS
A provisionaldeclarationshould be filed within the 10

days preceding the request for a passport. In practical The French tax system allows certain deductions in
terms, a few days before the date of departure, the computing taxable income:
expatriate, who already has a passport, goes to the tax

inspector'soffice which immediatelycomputes the in- 1. Deduction from compensation:
come tax due. The taxpayer then goes to the tax collec-
tor's office, pays all taxes due for the year and if - Social taxes (i.e. social security, unemployment,
necessaryfor the year before, and receives a clearance retirement taxes).
certfcate (quitus fiscal). - A fixed deduction of 10% of wages is allowed for

professional expenditures.This is the standard de-
When necessary, a final amended tax return should be duction for employment income with a minimum
filed at the normal date. deductionof 1,800 Ffrs. and a maximumdeduction
Failure to file a provisional tax return is subject to the of 61,190 Ffrs.
same penalties as for year-end tax returns. - A deduction of 20% on the portion of net income

(after the above fixed deduction of 10%) not ex-

ceeding 554,000 Ffrs. after the deduction for pro-
GROSS INCOME fessionalexpenditure, is also granted if this income

consists of wages or pensions.
The principal categories of individual income are:

Compensation-

Industrial and commercial profits-

Non-commercial income (i.e., income from pro--

fessional activities, royalties, fees, etc.) I. For U.S. employees, contributionsby the employer to profit sharing

Agricultural profits plans qualified under the United States Internal Revenue Code (IRC)
-

taxable the employees when, and to the extent that, the paymentsare to

Rental income- are considered taxable income under the IRC.

Management income (amounts received by mana- 2. Reimbursementof movingexpenses,such as paymentof the removal-

gers of certain types of companies who are also of furniture and travel expenses for hotel upon arrival and departure, are

majority shareholders)
not taxable if the expenses are incurred for the needs of the job and not

Investment income (interest and dividends)
forpersonal reasons. Paymentofa fixed amount tocoverso-calledmoving

-

expenses of personal nature (e.g. month's salary to get accustomeda one

Capital gains to location) taxable.- a new are
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2. Other deductions: are allowed to deduct from their tax liability, under

Alimony, child support.
certain conditions, a tax credit corresponding to the

-

interest paid for loans acquire the house
Stock options plan (under certain conditions).

to property,
-

resurfacing heat-saving and major
Charities (with certain limits).-

expenses, expenses

Private pension plans: contributions to a private-

repairs of principal residence.

pension plan (PER, Plan d'Epargne Retraite) are These tax credits are only granted if the house is used

limited to a maximum of 16,000 Ffrs. per year for as a principal residence at the time the contract is

married individuals or 8,000 Ffrs. for single indi- signed (loans) or the expenses are paid. They can,

viduals, plus 4,000 Ffrs. additional for taxpayers however, also be granted if the taxpayerundertakes to

with at least 3 dependent children. Any contribu- use the house as a princpal residencebefore 1 January
tions made within these limits are fully deductible. of the third year following the signature of the loan

Investment income from these PERs is exempt contract or the payment of the expenses.
from income tax. The maximum amount of these deductions for

COMPUTATIONOF TAX: FAMILY QUOTIENT mortgage interest and house resurfacing expenses is
limited annually to 25% of 15,000Ffrs. plus 2,000 Ffrs.

SYSTEM per dependent, including children over 18 electing to

Taxable income is divided into units or shares re- be dependents.The deduction of interest on purchase
flecting the family status of the taxpayer and the of new buildings is limited to 25% of 30,000 Ffrs. plus
number of dependents. Each unit is then separately 2,000 Ffrs. per dependent (2,500 Ffrs. for the second

taxed at the appropriate rate for the income bracket child and 3,000 Ffrs. for the third one). For heat-sav-

in which it falls. The total tax is calculated by multply- ing, the maximum amount is 25% of 15,000Ffrs. plus
ing the tax per each unit by the numberof units. Thus, 2,000 Ffrs. per dependent.
a taxpayer having many units benefits from the lower The tax credit granted equals 25% of major repairs
rates of the tax bracket into which each share falls. with maximum of 16,000 Ffrs. plus 2,000expenses a

Ffrs. per dependent (2,500 Ffrs. for the second child,
Family status of taxpayer Number of units 3,000 Ffrs. for the third child and 2,000 Ffrs. for the
Married or widowed fourth one).
Widowed with no dependents 1

Married with no dependents 2 2. Whole life insurance premiums
With one dependent 2.5 These allowed tax credit of 25% of the

2 dependents 3
are as a pre-

miums with a maximum credit of 4,000 Ffrs. plus 1,000
3 dependents 4 Ffrs. per dependent.
4 dependents 5
5 dependents 6 3. Income taxes paid/foreign tax credit
6 dependents 1

Credits are available for the avoir fiscal, attached to
Bacheloror divorced French dividends, for withholding tax bond in-or on

With no dependents 1 terest. Credits are also available for foreign taxes paid
With one dependent 2 on foreign-source income taxable in France when pro-

2 dependents 2.5 vided by tax treaties such as in the case of interest and
3 dependents 35 dividends.
4 dependents 4.5
5 dependents 5.5 4. Investment in new buildings to be rented for a

6 dependents 6.5 period of9 years (the deduction is limited to 40,000
Ffrs. per year for amarried couple and 20,000 Ffrs.

The amount of tax decrease resulting from the applica- for a single person).
tion of the family quotient system is limited to 11,130
Ffrs. per half unit. 5. Investment in French stock through a stock savings

account (CEA).
TAX CREDITS 6. Investment n certain recognized show business

Certain credits may be claimed against the gross in- companies (SOFICA).
come tax. Among the more commonare the following: 7. Effective for the taxable year 1988, investments in

1. Principal residence newly created French companies gives rise to a

maximum tax credit of 25% of 10,000 Ffrs. (mar-
Taxpayers owning their principal residence in France ried individuais)or 5,000Ffrs. (single individual).

[Example of computation on next page]
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Example of French tax computation 1987 Income tax rates*

Assume the following Taxable income per unit (in Ffrs.
(1) Married couple with 2 children (3 parts)
(2) Full year residents of France

From To

(3) Compensation totals Ffrs. 700,000
0 16,560 NiI

16,560 17,320 Nil plus 5% on excessoverlowerlimt
17,320 20,530 38 plus 9.6% on excessover lower limit

Computations 20,530 32,460 346 plus 14.4% on excessoverlower limit
32,460 41,730 2,064 plus 19.2%on excessover lower limit

Salary 700,000 41,730 52,410 3,844 plus 24% on excessover lower limit

Less: 52,410 63,420 6,407pis 28.8%on excessover lower limit

(Al Social security 63,420 73,170 9,578 plus 33.6% on excessover lower limit

700,000 x 6.4% (max. amt. 7,476) 7,476 73,170 121,910 12,854 plus38.4%onexcessoverlowerlimit

700,000 x 5.6% 39,200 121,910 167,670 31,570 plus 43.2% on excessoverlower limit

700,000 x 2.3% (max. amt. 10,794) 10,794
167,670 198,330 51,338 plus 49% on excessover lower limit
198,330 225,610 66,361 plus 53.9%onexcessoverlowerlimit

(Bl Pension 225,610 and above 81,064 56.8%

700,000 x 1.88% (max. amt. 2,196) 2,196
700,000 x 2.2% (max. amt. 7,710) 7,710

Subsequent to calculating the income tax liability in accordancewith the
a as

AdJusted gross ncome 632,624
above table, tax reduction will be allowable follows

Less: Employee deduction for professional Ifamountoftaxdues: Reductionntax is:

expenditures 23,280 Ffrs. or less Decreaseby11% of liability

632,624 x 10% (max. amt. 61,190) 61,190 Between 23,281 Ffrs. and 29,090 Ffrs. Decreaseby 1 1% to 6% of liabilityat a

progressiverate
Standard deduction for wages Between29,091 Ffrs. and 34,910 Ffrs. Decreaseby 6% of liability
(632,624-61,190) x 20% (max. 110,800) 110,800 Between34,911 Ffrs. and 41,060 Ffrs. Decreaseby6% to3% of liability
Taxable income 460,634 at a progressiverate

Over41,060 Decreaseby 3% of total liability to the

1987: Income tax for 3 parts 135,709 extent that taxable income does not

1987: Income tax for 2 parts 164,479 exceed 304,740 Ffrs. per unit. For
taxable income in excess of 304,740
Ffrs. per unit, no tax reduction is
available.

Limitation resulting from the income

splitting system 11,130 x2= 22,260 * Editors note: The figures used in this example are for computation
1987: Income Tax 167,479- 22,260 = 145,218 purposes only. The tax rates have changed since 1987.

monthlyjournal Guides to EuropeanTaxation-Vol.IV

EuropeanTaxation ValueAdded
in-deptharticles,case notes, rulings, Taxationin Europe
decisions; indexed

(3 binders)
one-yearbinder(optional)

analysisand surveyofVAT in 14 West
back-volumesincl. indexes Europeancountries (includingPortugaland
availablein binders Spain)

microficheeditionsalso available updated4 timesperyear

_ furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom J furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

i
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Amsterdam.KPMG-KlynveldPeat Marwick (B. 108.825)SAHA, A N Goerdeler, 1987,pp.85.Criminalreferences.4th Edition.
Booklet describinginbroad termsthe ANNUAIRE FISCAL 1988. PARTIE B

Calcutta, Eastern Law House. 1988, pp. 1560. requirementsoflocal laws and providinggeneral
-

Condens fiscal 1988.
Compendiumgiving ln outline ofcriminal information legislationand business
jurisprudenceneatlycompartmentalisedunder

on tax Brussels,CED-Samsom, 1988, pp. 221.
conditionsinMalaysiawhich affect the Quickannualtaxreference manual Part B

topical headingswthreference to case law. establishmentof business. The contentsofthis summarizingrelevant information fromtax as
All decisionsof the SupremeCourt and of State third edition reflects the laws in force 30 May 1975 Relevant addresses,
High Courtshavebeen incorporated.

on assessment year.
1987. namesand telephonesoftax administration

(B.57.246) (B.57.181) offices are appended.
GOYLE, L.C. (B. 108.793)
The Law of Easements& Licences. Philippines
Calcutta, Eastern Law House. 1988.pp.260. KPMG 1988 CLIENT CONFERENCE,
Monographon easementsand licences with THE NATIONAL INTERNAL REVENUE 10 November 1988, Brussels.
reference tocase law. The Indian EasementsAct Code of the Philippines. Re-numberedand Brussels, KPMG-KlynveldPeat Marwick
1882 isgiven in the appcndix. re-arrangedby ExecutiveOrder No. 273.1988 Goerdeler, AvenuedesArts, 19H,B-1040
(B. 57.249) Revised edition. Brussels, 1988, pp. 100.
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Documentationfilecontainingparticipationlist Third revisededitionof monographon tax fraud THE GMBH: LEGAL, TAXATIONAND
and paperscontributedon recent tax and similartransactions. social securityaspectsof a company incorporated
development1987-1988in Belgium,and (B. 108.728) in the form of a Gesellschaftmit beschrnkter
implicationof EuropeanCommunitycompany Haftung(GmbH)in the Federal Republicof
law for mergersand acquisitions;Tax aspects HISTOIREDU DROIT DES FINANCES Germany.
affectingmanagementbuy-outs in Belgium.The publiques. Vol. II. Lesgrandestapesde Amsterdam,Coopers&Lybrand, 1987, pp. 32.
resultsof the KPMG Belgian report on the l'volutionde la fiscalitd'tat.Textes l'appui. tB. 108.799)
executiveview of 1992 prospectsare appended. Etudescoordonnespar Henri Isaaet Jacques
(B. 108.812) Spindler. HANDBUCHZUR LOHNSTEUER1988.

Paris, EditionsEconomica,49, rue Hricart, Stand: 1. April 1988.
SCHILTZ, Hugo; LEYSEN, Riet. 75015 Paris, 1987. Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988.
Inleidingtot de financilewetgeving.3rd CollectionFinancesPubliques. Pp. 690.185 Ffrs. Schriftendes DeutschenWissenschaftlichen
Edition. Volume II of majorwork entitledHistoryofthe Steuerinstitutsder Steuerberaterund
Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1988, PublicFinance Law dealingwith the emergeand Steuerbevollmchtigtene.V. Pp. 794.

PP. 190. developmentof the national tax system. Manual on wage taxescontainingthetextsofthe
Third revisededitionof monographdescribing tB. 108.894) German Individual IncomeTax Law 1987, the
the financial legislationon investmenttrust, WageTax Law and ts implementingOrdinance,
mortgage loans, insuranceand savingbanks. Rulings and the textsofmany related laws.
(B. 108.824) Up-to-dateas per I April 1988.

Germany (Fed. Rep.) tB. 108.462)
Europe STEUERSYSTEMUND WIRTSCHAFTLICHE THE GERMAN BANKINGSYSTEM.

Entwicklung. 3rd Edition.EAST-WESTJOINT VENTURES. Berlin,Duncker&HumblotGmbH., 1987. Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1987, 23.
Economic,business, financialand legal aspects. Beihefteder Konjunkturpolitik,Heft 33.

pp.

NewYork, UN-UnitedNations, Economic Pp. 252. 128 DM.
(B. 108.800)

Commissionfor Europe, 1988, pp. 190. This publicationdeals with the influenceoftax STEUERBERATER-JAHRBUCH1987/88.
Study on the formationand operationofjoint systemsand economicdevelopment. von
ventures in marketeconomies(West), in the Theoreticallyconcerningthe introductionof

Herausgegeben R. Curtius-Hartung,
membercountriesof the Council forMutual Norbert Herzigund Ursula Niemann.

alternativesfor replacing the individual income Cologne, VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt KG., 1988,EconomicAssistance(East) and East-Westjoint tax, empericallyby an internationalcomparison 415. 92 DM.
ventures, jointventuresregulationsof CMEA of corporatetax systemsand increasingvalue

pp.

countriesare appended. added tax rates endingwith proposalsfor tax
Reportonthe 39th Congressof GermanTax
Advisersfrom 23-25 November1987. TopicstB. 108.876) reform in the USA and a discussionof tax reform include: taxproblemsofmedium-sized

in Germany. enterprises,tax reform, inheritancedebtsin
tB. 108.166) relationwith taxon profitsetc.Finland

tB. 108.461)
BURKHARDT,Dietrich.

AN INVESTOR'SGUIDETO FINNISH GrundstzeordnungsmssigerBilanzierungfr
reportingrequirementsand taxation. 2nd Fremdwhrungsgeschfte. ItalyEdition. Dsseldorf, IDW VerlagGmbH., 1988, pp. 251.
Helsinki,Salmi, Virkkunen& Helenius Ky/ 68 DM.
Coopers& Lybrand, Keskuskatu3,00100 Study to developprinciplesof accounting

L'ECCELLENZANELLA GESTIONE

Helsinki 10,1987,pp.61. standardsrelated to businessin foreign
delle risorse umane. Convegnointernazionale

Taxationof Finnish companiesand Finnish currencies.
svoltosi iI 10-11 aprile 1987 presso la sede CIS di

accountingpracticedescribed. (B. 108.408)
Valmadrera-Lecco.A curadi Fabio Corno.

tB. 108.611) Padova,CEDAM,1988, pp. 213.
The use of human resourcesin enterprises,UNTERNEHMENSBESTEUERUNGUND

Rechtsform. Handbuchund EDV-gesttzter communication,trade union, etc. Compilation
France Belastungsvergleichder Besteuerungvon

of articles.

UnternehmenunterschiedlicherRechtsform. tB. 108.790)

DAVID, C.; FOUGUET, O.; Bearbeitetvon Otto H. JAcobs,Wolfram
ENTREPRENEURSAND ENTERPRISES.

LATOURNERIE,M-A.;PLAGNET,B. Schefflerund JrgenStaiger.
Lesgrandsarrts de Ia jurisprudencefiscale. Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988, pp. 559.138 Study hypotheses for an ail-roundgrowth.

Valmadrera,CES Centro Studi d'Impresa,
Paris, EditionsSirey, 1988. Collection Droit DM.

22049 ResidenzaLa Rocca, Valmadrera Lecco-

Public. pp. 655.200Ffrs. Extensivestudyon the influenceof current legal (CO),1987, 118.
Compilationofcaselawin taxation in particular, formsofmedium-sizedenterprisesonincome, pp.

Research report on the concept business
corporateincome tax and individual income tax propertyand transfer taxes.

and basic tax principles,divided pertopic. tB.108.412) enterprisesand entrepreneurs.
tB. 108.822)

tB. 108.893)
KLEIN, Klaus-Gnter.

LIGER, Armel. Die steuerlicheVerrechnungspreisgestaltung Liechtenstein
LagestiondesP.M.I.: un mythe. Le lien fiscalit internationalttigerUnternehmungen.

financement. Problemedernationalenund internationalen-

Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droitetde Anwendungdes dealing-at-arm's-length- WALSER, Olaf.

Jurisprudence,1988. BibliothquedeScience Prinzips. Compulsorybookkecpingandtaxationof

Financire,Tome XXVll. Pp. 300. Bergisch Gladbach,VerlagJosef Eul, domiciliaryenterprisesandholdingcompaniesin

The medium-and small sized industrial Hungenberg 1, 5060 BergischGladbach l, 1988. Liechtenstein.

enterprisesextensivelyconsideredand analized Steuer, Wirtschaft und Recht, Band 41. Pp.. 531. Vaduz, GeneralTrust Company, 1987,pp.31.

from taxationpointofview. 74 DM. tB. 108.748)
tB. 108.792) Examinationof the possibilityof developingan

internationaluniform tax judgementontransfer-

MARGAIRAZ,Andr. pricingofthe individualmembersofa Luxembourg
La fraude fiscaleet ses succdans. multinationallyoperatingenterprise.The

Commentonchappel'impt. administrativedemandsconcerningtransfer- INVESTING IN LUXEMBOURG.

Blonay, Andr Margairaz,Case postale 135, pricingand the efficiencyof relateddecrees. Amsterdam,Ernst& Whinney, 1987, pp. 124.

1807 Blonay (Switzerland), 1987, pp. 20(I. tB. 108.901) Descriptionof the economicandsocial
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I

conditionsinLuxembourginreltion toinvesting well as valueaddedtax)offinancinginstruments DOETS, G.; FEENSTRA, S.;
therein. Businessregulationsand taxation are (equity, loan, etc.) HEERMAdeVOS, G.E.A.
covered. (B.108.818) Alternatievesamenlevingsvormenin desociale
(B. 108.783) zekerheid.

DEMMINK, M. Deventer, Kluwer, 1988. PublikatiesSCOSZ,
Lijfrente recht ex art. 80c Wet IB '64. No. 6. Pp. 104.39.25 Dfl.

Netherlands Deventer,Fed., 1988. Fed Fiscale Brochures. Study on the variousformsofliving togetherand
Pp. 54.22.50Dfl. itstreatmentunder the law of socialsecurityin

BELASTINGADVISEUREN Monographexplainingthe deductionconditions the Netherlandswith summaries to the situation

vereenvoudigingvan de uitvoering. Pre-advies of premiumspaid fora life insurance pension in Belgium, German Federal Republic, Sweden
en debat voor de vierendertigstejaarvergadering undertheindividualincome tax withemphasis andthe United Kingdom.
van de NederlandseOrde van Belastingadvseurs on the discussionand amendmentin Parliament. (B. 108.867)
gehoudenopvrijdag6mei 1988 inhet (B.108.807)
Congresgebouwthe's Gravenhage. Pre-adviseur SOCIAAL MEMO'2. JULI 1988.
Prof. Dr. J.C.K.W. Bartel. Deventer, Kluwer, BAKEN, P.H.F.; STULEMEIJER,E. Deventer, Kluwer, 1988, pp. 136. 19.75 Dfl.
1988. NOB-NederlandseOrde van Praktische toelichtingopde 35%-regelingvoor ComplementtoSocial Memo 1 containing
Belastingadviseurs,Pre-adviezen,No.7. Pp. 71. naar Nederland uitgezondenbuitenlandse summaryofrelevantsocial insurance regulations
Annual meetingof Dutch OrderofTax Advisers werknemers. and relatedsubjectseffectiveasof 1 July 1988.
dedicated to the subject simplificationof Deventer,Fed.,1988. Fed's Actualiteiten,No. 8. (B. 108.554)
individual income tax returns, textofpre- Pp. 102.

recommendationand followeddiscussionare Monographexplainingfor practical purposes the

printed. so-called35% regulationsforemployed Poland

(B. 108.726) expatriatessenttothe Netherlands.Textofthe

regulationis appended. GLUCHOWSKt,Jan.

FISCALE ARRESTEN. ONDER REDACTIE (B. 108.722) Miedzynarodoweprawo finansowe.

van H.M.N. SchonisenM.R. Reuvers. Warsaw, PanstwoweWydawnictwoNaukowe,

Deventer, Fed., 1988, pp 326. KLUWER BELASTINGGIDS1989. 1988, pp. 170.

Compilationof fulltextofrelevantcaselaw for Deventer,Kluwer, 1988, pp. 430. 21.50 Dfl. Book analyzing the most important aspectsof

study purposesprinted (corporate income tax, Annual edition of tax guide for filing 1988 internationalfinancial law, including
individualincome tax, wage tax, net wealth tax). individual income tax return and 1989 net wealth international tax law in Poland.

(B. 108.723) tax return as well asrelated relevantinformation (B.108.773)
on social contributions.

VAN DIJCK BUNDEL. OPSTELLEN (B. 108.880) Switzerland
aangebodenaan Prof.Dr.J.E.A.M. van Dijck
tergelegenheidvan zijn afscheidals hoogleraar BELASTINGHEFFINGIN LAND- EN

STEUERBELASTUNGIN DER SCHWEIZ/
aan de KatholiekeUniversiteitBrabant. tuinbouw.

en

Deventer,FED.,1988,pp. 440. 135 Dfl. Chief-editor:G.H.J. Tuinte. Charge fiscale Suisse 1987.

Compilationofarticlesonvarioustopicsof Deventer, Kluwer, 1988. Bern, Eidg. Steuerverwaltung,1988, pp 100.
tax

Netherlandstax laws contributedby various Loose-leafservice providing informationon Statisticalsurveyofthe burden in Switzerland

authoritative tax expertsofferedin honourof taxationofagriculturebusinessesandrelated for individualsand corporations.

ProfessorVan Djck at the occasionof leaving matters likeadministrativeobligations.Some (B. 108.810)
the office as Professorof Tax Law at the topicsare in preparationand will besuppliedby
UniversityofBrabant. Containedsubjectssuch forthcomingsupplements. HELBLtNG,Carl.

Steuerschuldenund Steuerrckstellungen.
as: tax reform, internationaltax aspectsof (B. 108.756) Bilanzierungsgrundstzemit besonderer
multinationalsinthe Netherlands,the foreign BercksichtigungderSteuerabgrenzungbei der
limited partnership, fraus legis in international RENSEMA,J.

concern relationsandthe fiscal treatmentof Schadevergoedingenafkoopsom. Vergangenheitsbemessung,der latenten

dividendsprovisions. Deventer, Kluwer, 1988. Fiscale Monografien, Steuern beiderAufrechnungvon stillen

(B. 108.868) No. 13. Pp. 135.47.50Df]. Reserven und der Steuerrckstellungenim

Monographon the taxationof compensationand Konzernabschluss.3. Auflage.

INVESTMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS. redemptonmoney. Legal aspect and connected Bern, Paul Haupt Verlag, 1988. Schriftenreihe

Aguide preparedby NetherlandsForeign administrativelegislationare also reckonedwith. Finanzwirtschaftund Finanzrecht,No. 52.

InvestmentAgency. (B. 108.866) Pp. 103.38Sfr.
Third revisededition of monographconsidering

The Hague, MnistryofEconomicAffars, 1987. MOLTMAKER,J.K. exclusivelythe concept specialdeduction
Investmentguide fortheNetherlandscomprising Belastingenvan rechtsverkeer.4th Edition. allowancesandreserve forincome tax purposes
8 bookletsdealingwith the followingsubject: Deventer, Kluwer, 1988. Fiscale Monografien, in determiningtheannual taxable profitsola
Investment in the Netherlands;Trading in the No. 25. Pp. 200. business.
Netherlands;The Netherlands:The distribution Revisededition of monographon the taxes on (B. 108.441)
CentreofEurope; Banking, finance and the transferofimmovableproperty, on shares,
governmentincentivesinthe Netherlands; bondsandother securitiesas well as on value
Taxation,accountingandauditing in the addedtax. INTERNATIONAL
Netherlands;Businessentitiesandcompanylaw (B 108.620)
in the Netherlands, Labourrelationsinthe
Netherlands;How Dutch taxlawaffectsthe BELASTING EN SCHENKING, 1988.
United Kingdom investor. The Hague, MinistryofFinance/Belasting

EFFECTIVETAX STRATEGIESFOR

(B. 108.778) Dienst. 1988, pp. 32.
internationalcorporateacquisitions.

Informationbooklet explainingthe gift tax.
Amsterdam,Ernst& Whnney, 1988,pp. 110.

FISCALE ASPECTEN VAN DE (B. 108.774)
Briefoverviewof certain taxationconsiderations

ondernemingsfinanciering.Uitgegeven ter and other aspects related to international

gelegenheidvan het vijfendertigjarigbestaan LANGEREIS, Ch. J. corporateacquisitions for39countries.The

van Wisselink & Co. Belastingadviseurs. Fiscale werkelijkheid. informationis extracted from a soon to be

Deventer, Kluwer, 1988, pp. 263. Deventer, Kluwer, 1988. pp. 28 releasedbook entitledEffective tax strategies
Jubilce publicationon thc occasionof35years Printed speechentitled 'Fiscal reality spoken at forcorporateacquisitions
existenceofthe office tax advisersWisselink& the acceptanceof the office of Dutch tax law (B. 108.780)
Co. entitled 'Tax aspectsofenterprise financing professorat the UniversityofLeydenon 16

designed toexplain arrangedpersubject the October 1987. THE USE OF TRUSTS FOR EUROPEANS.
taxation (individualand corporate income tax as (B. 108.721) International tax planningconferenceforthe
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protectionofwealth. Wednesday19th and PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESThursday20th October1988, Noga HiltonHotel, PUBLIQUES
Geneva.
Northants,EuropeanStudy ConferencesLtd.,
DouglasHouse, Queen'sSquare, Corby,

International Quarterly Journal founded by J.A. Monod de Froideville

NorthantsNN17 1PL, UnitedKingdom, 1988, Revue Trimestrielle Internationale Fonde par J.A. Monod de Froideville

pp 110. Publisher / Editeur
Conferencepapercontainingcontributionsby
variousspeakersontheoperationof trusts in

FoundationJournal for Public Finance

variouscountriesfor Europeans. Fondation Revue de Finances Publiques

(B. 108.741) (StichtingTijdschrift voor Openbare Financien)

KUIPER, Willem G.
Editorial Board / Comit de rdaction

(East-West)Joint Ventures:aspecial M. Frank, A.J. Middelhoek, A.T. Peacock

phenomenonin internationaltax law Managing Editor / Editeur Grant: D. Biehl

Amsterdam, InternationalBureauof Fiscal

Documentation,1988, pp. 261.
Thesison the legal and taxationaspectsof joint Volume XXXXII/XXXXIIimeAnne

venturesand other forms of cooperationbetween No. 3/1987
enterprisesin socialist countries.
The conceptof internationaltax law in socialist
countriesis also dealtwith. Articles

(B. 108.781) AIi Bayar and Max Frank, The Erosion of the Different Tax Bases . 341

REPORT ON THE NINTHTECHNICAL
Jonathan C. Baldry, Income Tax Evasion and the Tax Schedule: Some

Conferenceheld in Blantyre-Malawi,1-6 Experimental Results ......................................... 357

September1988. Robert E. Kohn, The Technology of Pollution Avoidance by Firms . 384

London,The CommonwealthAssociationof Franois Vaillancourt, The Compliance Costs of Taxes on Businesses

Tax Administrators,c/o The Commonwealth and Individuals: A Review of the Evidence ...................... 395

Secretariat,MarlboroughHouse, Pall Mall, Mounir Baccouche, L'existencedu phnomnefiscal dans les rgimesde
London SW1Y5HX, 1988, pp. 130. type sovitique 415..............................................

Topicsofthis Reportare: improvingtax
collectionsand recoverymethods, the role of the Communications

tax administratorintax reform and tax policy.
(B. 108.811)

Nanak Kakwani, Measures of Tax Progressivity and Redistribution

Effect: A Comment .........
431

TAXATIONAND HUMAN RIGHTS. Pak-Wai Liu, Measuring Global Tax Progressivity as Weighted

Proceedingsof a Seminarheld in Brusselsin 1987 Deviations from Proportional Tax: A Comment . . 435

duringthe41st Congressof the IFA- John P. Formby, W. James Smith, and Paul D. Thistle, Difficulties in the

InternationalFiscal Association. Measurement of Tax Progressivity: Further Analysis ............. 438

Deventer,Kluwer, 1988, IFA CongressSeminar Wilhelm Pfhler, Redistributive Eficts of Tax Progressivity: A Reply 446

Series, Vol. 12. Pp. 83. Evert Van Imhoff, On the Independence of Financing Methods and
Collectionofcontributionsby various authorson Redistributive Aspects of Public Pensions: A Comment 448
thesubjectdealingiththe USA, Canadian,Latin

.......

Americanand Europeansituation. H.A.A. Verbon, On the Indepndence of Financing Methods and

(B. 108.673) Redistributive Aspects of Pension Schemes: A Reply ............. 454

New Publications/PublicationsNouvelles 457
EAST-WESTJOINT VENTURES.
Economic,business, financial and legal aspects.

Index / Table des matires ...................... 473

New York, UN-UnitedNations, Economic The articles published in English, French, German followed by summaries in the three languages.or are
Commissionfor Europe, 1988, pp. 190.

Study on the formationand operationofjoint Annual subscription rate (3 issues): DM 142,50.
ventures in marketeconomies(West),in the PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUESmembercountriesofthe Council for Mutual
EconomicAssistance(East) and East-Westjoint c/o Institut fr Offentliche Wirtschaft, Geld und Whrung
ventures, joint ventures regulationsofCMEA Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitt

countriesare appended. Postfach 111932
(B. 108.8761 D-6000 Frankfurt am Main I 1

MARGAIRAZ,Andr.
Federal Republic of Germany

La fraude fiscaleet ses succdans.

Commentonchappel'impt. Documentation,1988, pp. 389.85 Dfl. contradictionsas well asdilemmasfacingsuch
Blonay, AndrMargairaz,Case postale 135, Thisthesisexamines,amongothers,the countriesin using their fiscal instrumentsfor
1807 Blonay(Switzerland),1987,pp. 200. definitionand conceptof technology, the promotingthe transferoftechnologyfor
Third revisededition of monographon tax fraud principal formsofinternationaltransferof development.
and similartransactions. technologyas well as the current fiscal aspects (B. 57.204)
(B. 108.728) (taxationof royalties,etc..) of international ECONOMICAND SOCIAL EFFECTS

transferoftechnology issues to many developing of multinationalenterprisesin export processing
countriesinLatin America, AfricaandAsia. It zones. A joint publicationby the UnitedNations

Developingcountries also analyzestheimpactof bilateral tax treaties CentreonTransnationalCorporationsandthe
forthe avoidanceof double taxationwith respect InternationalLabourOrganisation.

FISSEHA-TSIONMENGHISTU. to taxationof technologytransferondomestic Geneva, International LabourOffice, 1988, pp
Internationaltransferoftechnologyto taxation.The thesis also examinesthe role and 17(1.

developingcountries.A studyon thesignificance effectivenessoftax incentives in facilitatingthe Study on the economicandsocial role played by
of fiscal policy fortechnologytransferfor flowof foreign privatecapital investmentand multinationalcorporationsin export processing
development. technologyto developingcountries.Finally, the zonesofdevelopingcountries.
Amsterdam, InternationalBureauofFiscal thesisexaminesthecurrenttechnologyand fiscal (B. 1()8.629)
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O.E.C.D. corporationsandshareholders.5th Edition,
MIDDLE EAST 1988. CumulativesupplementNo. 2.

OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOK NO. 44, Boston, Warren, Gorham & Lamont, 1988,
December1988. pp. 250.

Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation Qatar Supplementbringing the main work up-to-date.
and Development,1988, pp. 194.

The supplementpresentsall relevantjudicial,
Book appearingtwice a year and providinga BUSINESS PROFILE SERIES: legislative,and administrativedevelopments
periodicassessmentof economictrandesand Qatar. 6th Edition. since April 1987.

prospectsinOECD membercountries, Hong Kong, The Hong Kong and Shanghai (B. 108.889)

developmentwhich largelydetermine the course BankingCorporation, 1988, pp. 52.
of the world economy. Informationguide on Qatarwith respect to KNIGHT, W. Donald;

(B. 108.481) business regulations,labour,taxation, tax DOERNBERG,RichardL.

incentives, foreign investment,company Structuringforeigninvestmentin U.S. real

registration,etc.
estate. 2nd Edition.

(B. 57.237) Deventer, Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers,
1988.

LATIN AMERICA Loose-leafpublicationexplainingthe tax aspects
of U.S. real estate under the Internal Revenue
Codeandaseffectedbytaxtreaties. Relevant

NORTH AMERICA text fromthe Internal RevenueCodeis
ECONOMICAND SOCIAL PROGRESS IN appended.
Latin America. (B. 108.878)
1988 Report. Special section: Science and Canada
Technology. 1988 U.S. EXCISE TAX GUIDE. BY
Washington, Inter-AmericanDevelopment TAX FACTS 1988-1989. PREPARED CCH Tax Law Editors.
Bank, 1300 New York Ave., N.W.,Washington, by Thorne Ernst & Whinney. Chicago,CCH -CommerceClearingHouse,
D.C. 20577,1988,pp.604. Don Mills, RicharddeBoo Publishers, 1988, Inc.,1988, pp. 255.
Annual report providinggeneraleconomic 100. Monographreflecting fully the federal excise tax

developingtrendsand countriessummaries. PP.
Quick reference tax guide on corporate and provisionsofthe1986 Internal RevenueCode.

(B. 18.499) individual income tax rates both federal and (B. 108.872)
provincialand related informationon tax matters

Colombia
as of 30 September1988. 1987-88 GREENBOOK.NEW YORK'S

(B. 108.834) Surrugate'sCourt ProcedureAct and Estate,
Powersand Trusts Law. As amended by the 1987

McLURE, Charles E.; MUTTI, J.; RegularLegislativeSession through August 1 I,
THURONYI,V ;ZODROW,G.R. U.S.A. 1987.
The taxationof income from businessandcapital Warren'sHeaton pamphletedition.
in Colombia. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES New York, MatthewBender& Company, 11

Bogota, MinisteriodeHacienda y Credito Tax Court,July 1, 1987 to December31,1987. Penn Plaza, New York, NY 10001,1987,pp. 580.
Publico, 1988, pp. 387. Volume89. (B. 108.789)
Study on the taxationof incomefrom business Reportedby MaryT. Pittman.
and capital after the 1986 tax reform in Washington,U.S. GovernmentPrintingOffice, THE TAX DIRECTORY. SPRING 1988.
Colombian income tax forinflationadjustment 1988, pp. 1350. Arlington,Tax Analysts, 1988, pp 482.
with reference to alternative tax proposals. BoundvolumecontainingU.S. Tax Court Source book containingnames, addresses,and

(B. 18.501) decisions. telephonesofmembersandstaffpersonal in the

(B. 108.874) tax administration(Congress, Internal Revenue
Service,Courts, tax-relatedorganizations,State

NetherlandsAntilles 1989 FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK 1989. tax officials,etc.).
EnglewoodCliffs, PrenticeHall Inc., 1989, (B. 108.736)

ANTILLES INFO. LEGAL/FISCAL pp 800.19.50 $.

pocket guidebook. Referencehandbookdesigned to helptaxpayers 1988 SOCIAL SECURITY EXPLAINED.

Amsterdam,Moret Gudde Brinkman, 1988, (companiesand individuals) to filetheirfederal CCH Editorial Staffpublication.
pp. 72. income tax returns forthe 1988taxyear. Chicago, CCH-CommerceClearingHouse,
Glossaryon legal and tax terms arranged in (B. 108.873) Inc.,1988, pp 254.

alphabeticorderwith respect todoingbusinessin Monographexplainingthefederal old-age
the NetherlandsAntilles. EUSTICE, Jams S. survivorsand disability insuranceprogram.

(B. 18.498) BittkerandEustice's federalincometaxationof (B. 108.871)
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D.J. Hasseldine: D.J. Hasseldine:

Imputationdes dividendes:Systme Dividendenanrechnungsverfahren-
appliquen NouvelleZlande . 203 das neuseelndischeModell 203

. ....

Le systme dmputation des dividendes rcemment introdut en Nouvelle Oas vor kurzem in NeuseelandeingefhrteDividendenanrechnungsver'ahren
Zlande est la dernire mesure d'une srie de rformes couvrant l'imposition ist die letzte Massnahme in einer Reihe von Reformen bezglich der Besteue-
des dividendes reus par les personnes physiques. M. Hasseldine tente d'ex- rung von durch natrliche Personen bezogenenOividenden. Herr Hasseldine
pliquer de faon claire ce nouveau systme d'imputation totale tel qu'il est zeigt in diesemArtikel den Weg durch das Labyrinth der gesetzTichenBestim-
expos dans les Documents Consultatifs, les Rapports et dans la lgislation mungen. Er beschreibt das Volanrechnungsverfahren,wie es in den konsul-
s'y rapportant. Il commente oalement les dispositions portant sur la retenue tativen Dokumentenund Berichten beschrebenund gesetzlichgeregeltwur-

la source des dividendesetlnteractionde celles-ci et de I'imputation totale de. Er beschreibt den Quellenabzug von Dividenden und die Wechselbezie-
suvant la branch-equivalentmethod du nouveau rgime fiscal international. hung zwischen diesem Abzug und dem Vollanrechnungsverfahren,sowie die
Il analyse par ailleurs les diffrents problmes fiscaux dcoulant de ces rfor- ,branch-equivalent Methode der neuen internationalen Bestimmungen. Er
mes ainsi que les consquencesdues Introductiondu systmedmputation. analysiert auch verschiedene hinzukommende Steuerprobleme, die von der

Steuerreform verursacht wurden, und die Auswirkungen der Einfhrung des
Anrechnungsverfahrens.
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RosemarieSandersonSchad: RosemarieSandersonSchad:
Etats-Unis:Conventionfiscaledpassepar la Technical USA: VorrangnationalerGesetzgebunggegenber
and MiscellaneousRevenueAct de 1988 .............................214 Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenunddas Technical
La loi TAMRA consacre le principe de la primaut de la loi nouvelle sur la loi and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988 ........................... 214
ancienne. Les conventionsfiscaleset les lois fiscalesnationalesayant la mme Die TAMRA-Gesetzgebungkodifiziert das spter in der Zeit-Prinzip, wel-
valeur aux Etats-Unis, il n'est past ncessaire de dmontrer une intention ches bestimmt,dass die amerikanischenDoppelbesteuerungsabkommenund
particulire du Congrs pour droger aux dispositions d'une convention en die nationalenSteuergesetzegleichrangigsind. Im Falle eines Konflikteszwis-
cas de conflit entre les dispositionsd'une convention et celles d'une loi; c'est chen den Bestimmungeneines DBAs und eines Gesetzeswird das Abkommen
la loi ou la convention entre en vigueur la dernire qui prvaut. La TAMRA oder das Gesetz, das als letztes verabschiedet wurde, den Vorrang haben,
numre galement les dispositions de la Rforme Fiscale de 1986 qui dro- ohne dass man zu beweisen braucht, dass das Parlament beabsichtigte, die
gent aux dispositionscontenuesdans la convention ainsi que les dispositions Gesetzesbestimmungengegenberden DBAs Vorrang zu geben. Die TAM-
contenues dans la convention drogeant la loi de 1986. La TAMRA modifie RA-Gesetzgebungzhlt auch die Bestimmungendes ,Tax Reform Act 1986
finalement plusieurs dispositions du Code Fiscal s'appliquant aux contribua- auf, welche den Vorrang haben gegenber widersprchlichen DBA-Bestim-
bles qui tirent parti des avantages des conventions fiscales et les oblige mungen, wie auch die bestehenden DBA-Bestimmungen, welche Vorrang
fournir des informations plus dtailles. Cet article commente les motifs ayant geniessen gegenber dem Gesetz von 1986. Zum Schluss ndert die TAM-
conduit la promulgationde la TAMRA et en analyse les modifications. RA-Gesetzgebung eine Anzahl von Bestimmungen des Internal Revenue

Code, die r Steuerpflichtige, welche die DBA-Bestimmungen benutzen,
zutreffend sind, und fhrt neue Erklrungsverplichtungenfr sie ein. Dieser
Artikel beschreibtdie Hintergrnde,die zu der VerabschiedungderTAMRA-
Gesetzgebung gefhrt haben und analysiert die Anderungen, die von ihr
eingefhrt wurden.

ArthurYoung International: ArthurYoung International:

Impts sur le revenudespersonnesphysiquesau Canada . 218 Die Einkommensteuerin Kanada ...................................218
Cette article mentionne les lments importantssur l'impositiondes expatris DieserArtikel beschreibtdie relevanten Einzelheitender Einkommensbesteue-
au Canada, en prenant les Etats-Unis comme base de comparaison. rung von auslndischenArbeitnehmern in Kanada, besonders fr amerikani-

sche Staatsangehrige.
CarnetdesCongrs ..................... 222 Veranstaltungskalender ..........................................222
WilliamCunningham: WilliamCunningham:
Portugal:Les retenues la source .................................223 Portugal:Die Quelensteuern 223... .............. ........ .....

La rformede 1989 fait beaucoupplus confiance Ia retenue la source dans Mit dem Ziel, die Steuervermeidungund die Abwlzung der administrativen
sa lutte pour combattre la fraude fiscale et dplace le poids de l'administration Brde auf die Steuerpflichtigenzu bekmpfen, konzentriertsich das portugie-
de l'Etat vers le contribuable. Cet article prsente les formes de paiement sische Steuersystemnach der Steuerreform 1989 viel mehr als vorher auf die
valables pour les retenues la source au Portugal et numre un certain Steuererhebungdurch Quellenabzug. Dieser Artikel beschreibtdie Einkunfts-
nombredefacteursapplicableaux rglesconcernantces retenues la source. arten, welche der portugiesischen Quellensteuer unterliegen, und gibt eine

Aufzhlung der Umstnde, die fr die Abzugsbestimmungenvon Bedeutung
sind.

LuisGuillermoMorales: LuisGuillermoMorales:
Colombie: L'impositiondes revenusprofessionnelset de ceux tirs Kolumbien:Die Besteuerungvon Einknftenaus
du capital:aperudes objectifset despossibilits ..................... 225 GewerbebetriebundKapitalvermgen:Ein berblick
Une commission compose d'experts fiscaux internationaux a prpar un der ZielsetzungenundderalternativenLsungen 225
rapport intitul Imposition des revenus professionnels et de ceux tirs du Ein internationalenSteuersachverstndigenbestehender

.....................

Ausschussaus ver-
capital en Colombie afin d'aider le Gouvernementcolombien dterminers'il fasste einen Bericht mit dem Titel Die Besteuerungvon Einknftenaus Gewer-
tait ncessaireel commenl il fallaitmodifier les dispositionsd'ajustementpour bebetrieb und Kapitalvermgen in Kolumbien. Der Zweck dieses Berichtes
inflation telles qu'elles se prsentent dans la rforme lgislative fiscale de ist, die kolumbianischeRegierung bei ihrem Versuch, zu entscheiden,ob und
1986. Le Rapportoffre 2 possibilits:un impt sur le revenu ajust sur l'inflation wie sie die inflationskorrigierendenBestimmungender Steuerreformgesetzge-
et l'introductiond'un systme d'imposition directe fond sur la consommation bung 1986 ndern soll, zu beraten. Der Bericht beschreibt zwei alternative
plutt que sur le revenu (impt de remplacementsimplifi). Cet article rsume Lsungen: die Beibehaltung einer Einkommensteuer,welche die Inflation be-
l'introductiondu Rapport, dcrit les objectifs d'un systme fiscal et analyse les rcksichtigtoder die Einfhrungeines Systemsvon direkten Steuern, die mehr
mrites des deux possibilitsprsentesdans le Rapport. den Verbrauch als das Einkommenals Bemessungsgrun.dlagehaben (verein-

fachte alternative Steuer). Dieser Artikel bietet einen Uberblick des ersten
Kapitelsdes Berichtes, beschreibtdie politischenZielsetzungeneines Steuer-
systems und evaluiert die Vorteile der beiden Alternativen, die im Bericht
prsentiert wurden.

Sri Lanka: Modificationsapportesau systmed'imputation ............. 232 Sri Lanka: nderungdesAnrechnungsverfahrens . ... 232
Le systme de l'imputation rcemment introduit au Sri Lanka a un dfaut dans Das vor kurzem in Sri Lanka eingefhrte Anrechnungsverfahrenzeigt einen
le cas des personnes physiques bnficiant de distributions effectues par Mangel bezglich bestimmter kwalifizierter Dividendenausschttungen,die
des socits rsidentes:en effet la Igislation ne s'appliquequ'aux dividendes von unbeschrnkt steuerpflichtigen Krperschaften an natrliche Personen
rsultant de pures distributionset ne traite pas le cas de dividendesprovenant geleistet werden. Dies bedeutet, dass das Gesetz nur Dividenden in Betracht
de dividendesreus d'autressocits.Le Directeurgnralde l'Administration nimmt, welche als kwalifizierte Ausschttungenbetrachtet werden, und ber
Fiscale a indiquque les modificationsncessairesvont tre introduites et que Dividenden, die eine Krperschaft von einer anderen empfngt und weiter
la situation sera en attendanl rectifie administrativement. ausschttet, schweigt. Der Steuerdirektormachte krzlich bekannt, dass man

die notwendigenAnderungen im Gesetz vornehmen werde und dass nzwis-
chen administrativeMassnahmengetroffenwerden,um die Situationzu berich-
tigen.
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Intemational:Applicationdes exigencesde la InternationahWie man in Entwicklungslnderndie Steuerzahler
loi dans les pays en voie de dveloppement ...... 234 Ihren VerpfichtungennachkommenIsst .

Entwicklunsnder
... 234

Il n'est pas possible d'appliquer tous les pays en voie de dveloppement, Die Gestaltung der Steuersysteme der ist sehr ver-

en raison de leurs diversits, les mmes systmes d'imposition. Cet article schieden. Dieser Artikel untersuchtverschiedeneAspekte eines Systems von

analyse les diffrents aspects d'un systme d'impt sur le revenu quant aux Einkommensbesteuerung, welche die Art, in der Steuerzahler ihren Ver-
exigences de la loi auxquelles sont soumis les contribuables et qui peuvent, pflichtungen nachkommen werden, beeinflussen und ber welche die
dans une certaine mesure, tre contrlesaussi bien par les Igislateursque Gesetzgeber und Steuerbehrden bis zu einem gewissen Grade Kontrolle
par les fonctionnairesde l'administration fiscale. ausben knnen.
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I. INTRODUCTION
'.

V*VL35#.-:,* ::4-7
The dividend imputation system recently introduced in New Zealand is *.,, ., .the latest measure in a series of reforms enacted this century covering the *:..::

*t .. .. 4
-

.f.
taxation of dividends received by individuals. Briefly these changes were * -4

..'
.

as follows:

Between 1892 (when income tax was first charged in New Zealand) and /
1930 dividends paid by companies were largely exempt from taxation. rFrom 1931 dividendswere included in non-assessableincome, a concept
then used for rate determination purposes. In 1958 dividends became
normal assessable income for individuals (but not for companies), taxed Mr. Hasseldine s the Bulletin corre-

up to a maximum rate of 35%. This ensured that corporate and personal spondent for New Zealand. He is a

tax in total could not exceed the then maximum personal rate of 68%. full-tme lecturer n Accountancyat the
University of Canterbury and is the

Between 1958 and 1985 companies were able to distribute non-taxable author of numerous articles.
capital profits, which were then non-taxable in the recipient's hands,
although the precise rules varied. Latterly the most common source of
capital distributions were from realized capital profits and from revalua-
tion reserves. Bonus issue tax was imposed from 1967 to 1982 on the
company declaring the issue, from specified sources, at the flat rate of
17.5%. On its abolition, bonus issues were only taxed if there was a return
of capital within 10 years of the bonus issue. Since 1979, the first $ 200 of Contents
combined interest and dividends received by individualshas been exempt I INTRODUCTION
from taxation.

II. FULL IMPUTATION

Dividend reinvestment schemes were first introduced in 1983 to New A. Overview of system
B. The imputation credit account

Zealand and continued to proliferate after 1985 legislation removed pos- C. Compliance rules
sibilities for tax-free cash distributions. In these schemesshareholderscan D. Allocation rules for imputation credits

elect toparticipate in a plan where thy receive fully paid bonus shares in (Sec. 394-G)
E. Bonus issues

lieu of dividends. Theseare issued at a small discount, from the strike F. Unutilized credits and tax losses

price, usually 5 or. 10%, which is typicallyan averageof marketpricesover G. Anti-avoidanceprovisions
a few days prior to the ex-dividend date. These shares were not taxable III FOREIGN DIVIDEND WITHHOLDING

PAYMENT REGIMEuntil 1 October 1988, and this was a major reason for their popularity. IV. INTEGRATIONWITH NEW

The New Zealand Government first'announced its intention to introduce INTERNATIONALTAX MEASURES

a dividend imputation system on 20 August 1985 in a Statementn Taxa- V. OTHER ANCILLARY MATTERS
A. Partnershipstion and Benefit Reform. The proposal was confirmed on 17 December B. Residence and changes thereof

1987 by the release of a ConsultativeDocumenton Full Imputationwhich C. Capital gains tax and further reform

outlined the proposed system and called for public submissions to a Con- D. Excess retention tax
E. Dividend withholding tax

sultative Committeecomprised of leading tax specialists. Two Reports on

imputation have been released by the committee together with draft
VI. THE IMPLICATIONSOF IMPUTATION

A. Dividend policy
legislation. Virtually all of their recommendationswere accepted by the B. Dividend reinvestment scheme

Governmentand these have now been passed into law under the Income C. Accounting disclosure
D. Areas o further academic research

Tax Amendment Act (No. 5) 1988. This Act inserted the imputation Vil CONCLUDING REMARKS
provisions into a new Part XIIA of the IncomeTax Act 19761 immediately REFERENCES
after Part XII dealing with the provisional tax system. APPENDIX: The operationof the ICA, WPA and

BETA accountsThis article is'split into 7 sections. The full imputation system as outlined
in the Consultative Documents, Reorts and subsequent legislation is
described in section 2. Sections 3 anc 4 respectively dscuss the dividend
withholdingpayment provisions and the interactionof this and full impu-
tation with the branch-equivalent method of the new international tax ,

regime. In section 5, a number of ancillary taxation matters arising from
these reforms are outlined. In section 6, the implications resulting from
the introduction of imputation to New Zealand are considered. Some 1. All section references in this article are to

concluding remarks are then made in section 7. the New Zealand Income Tax Act 1976.
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II. FULL IMPUTATION - The ultimate beneficiaries of the imputation sys-
tem are individual shareholders. Dividends re-

Imputation was designed by the Government to ceived by companiesremain exempt, althoughany
achieve 2 objectives: imputationcredits attached pass through its impu-

tation credit account. Companies will of course
1. - to ensure that, as far as possible, income
earned through a company is taxed at the marginal bear a substantial administrative impact from the

scheme.
tax rates of the shareholders of the company in
accordance with the economic objective of taxing These features are illustrated in Table 1 with more

capital income [i.e. the return on capital] at the tax specific features being discussed in later subsections.
rates of the owners of the capital; and
2.- to minimize the additional administrative and TABLE 1

compliance costs of the new provisions. How imputation operates in New Zealand

Apart from an imputation system a number of other Company A B

optionswere available to reduce the ills of the classical Companyprofit $1,000 $1,000
method of taxing companies and their shareholders. NewZealandcompanytax paid 280 0

These were the full integration, dividend deduction, Profitsdistributed 720 1,000

split-rate and dividend exemption systems. Although
full integration might have been the preferred option Shareholderlevel

in theory, the Government'sdecision in February1988 Cash dividendreceived 720 1,000
not to move to a flat personal income tax rate made Imputationcredit 280

this option more difficult.2The Committeeconcluded Taxabledividend 1,000 1,000

that a full imputationsystem would also be preferable Incometax (24%) 240 240

to a dividend exemption system given the possible Imputationcredit 280

adoption of some form of capital gains taxation in the Tax payable (40) 240

near future. 1. Company A paid tax at the normal company rate but Company B
declared profits comprised of non-taxable capital and revaluation

An imputation system achieves the first objective gains. The example assumes all profits were distributed.

listed above by requiring resident shareholders to 2. IIn the case that a sharehollder was on the top margiinall tax rate of

gross up the distribution of company income by the 33%, the excess imputation credit of $ 40 from Company A would

change to a net tax liability of $ 50 (i.e. $ 330 $ 280)
company tax allocated, thereby being assessable on 3. The credit of $ 40 is not refundable but

-

be convertedexcess can

the grossed up amount but also receiving an imputed into a carry-forward tax loss.

tax credit for the amount of company tax allocated.

Any unused portion of the credit is available to offset
shareholders'other tax liabilities. B. The imputationcredit account

A. Overviewof system Resident companies are required to maintain a

memorandumrecord, the ImputationCredit Account

The main features of the imputation system are: (ICA), to ensure that accurate records are kept of the
credits a company can build up and allocate. The ICA

Imputationcredits are only given for the New Zea- to system are
- iS central the imputation and there strict

land company tax paid in respect of 1989 and sub- rules as to its operation. As it is a memorandum ac-

sequent income years. Credits are not given for count only, it will not fall within the formal double
foreign tax paid by the company, even if there is a

entry accountingsystem, though it may ultimatelybe-
double tax agreementwith the country.3
The method for recording and limiting the credits

come part of the financial reporting system.
-

to be allocated is by an account-based approach Companies non-resident in New Zealand, or those

(the Imputation Credit Account) rather than a exempt from tax or engaged solely in the business of

compensatory tax approach such as the United life insurance or reinsurance, are among those com-

Kingdom system. panies that cannot establish and operate an ICA.

Dividendspaid out of income which does not bear- Credits the ICA arise from the following
New Zealandcompanytax (e.g. capital and revalu-

to can sources

ation gains) will remain assessable to the share- (Sec. 394-D):
holder recipients, thus ensuring that tax prefer-
ences will not be passed on (i.e. no imputation
credits can be allocated in this situation). Even if, 2. The Governmentin December1987 had proposed to introduce a flat

in principle, preferences should flow through, the rate personal tax.

Committeebelieved that this would result in addi-
3. This was a change from the Consultative Document which proposed
that dividend withholding taxes levied by countries with which New Zea-

tional pressure on the corporate tax base, arising land has a double tax agreement on dividends received by a resident

from the exemptionof certain dividends, thus put- company should be credited to the ICA of the recipient company. This

ting pressure to convert company income into the change was institutedby the Ministerof Finance since the internationaltax

preferred form. regime adoptedwas somewhatless comprehensivethan first proposed,and

because of the possibility of this leading to a significant tax influence on

Imputationcredits can only be set off against a tax or- the decision by firms about whether to hold foreign-sourceddebt equity
liability by New Zealand residents. instruments.
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Payments of New Zealand company income tax be carried forward providing a 75% continuity of-

(being provisional and terminal taxes) for 1989 shareholder interests test is met by companies. The
and all subsequentyears. The amountof the credit test refers to Sec. 191 which deals with the prescribed
will exactly equal the amount of the tax paid. proportionsheld by individual shareholders in group
The receipt by a company of an imputation credit companies. For the purposes of imputation, this is-

in respect of a dividend (or bonus share) from simplified to the rightsof any person to receiveprofits
another resident company. that may be distributed, i.e. there are no references

Credits can also arise in respect of withholding pay-
to the proportion of paid up capital, allotted shares or

ments made and branch equivalent tax paid (these are voting power.
both examined in sections 3 and 4). Credits are not There are no grouping provisions for debit and credit
permitted in respect of fringe benefit tax, land tax, ICA balances existing within a company group to be
goods and services tax (GST) or any penalty taxes. automatically offset against each other although this

Debits to the ICA can arise as follows (Sec. 394-E):4 can of course be effectively achieved, to a greater or

lesser degree, by the careful planning of intra-group
Any refund of New Zealand company tax for 1989 dividends.-

and all subsequentyears. Table 2 sample ICA.The allocation of imputation credits to sharehold- a
- presents

ers with dividend payments. The credit is attached
TABLE 2to the dividend under Sec. 394-F.

A sample imputation credit account
The dates on which credits and debts can be made are Debits Credits
respectively the dates on which tax payments are

posted by the company or on which dividends are 22/8/88 Allocation $ 2,800 7/11/88Provisionaltax

received, the dates on which dividends are paid (not (Netdividend paid $1,500

declared) or the date of receipt of an income tax re-
$7,200-ratio 31/1/89Creditallocated
iS 28/72) on dividend

fund. received from

Refunds of tax to a New Zeland resident company are ABC Limited 1,000
limited to the credit balance, if any, in the ICA at the 31/3/89Debit balance

preceding 31 March, with any excess not refunded by carried down 300

the Inland Revenue Department being offset against $ 2,800 $ 2,800
a future income tax liability. If this were not the case, 1/4/89 Debit balance 31/5/89Additionaltax
then a tax refund would cause an immediate debit brought down 300 payment 3O0
balance in the ICA which would then have to be . The 10% penalty of $30 must also be paid by 31 May 1989 but
cleared either during the year or at the annual account cannot be credited to the ICA.
balance (Sec. 394-M). 2. If a tax refund was due in respect of the 1989 tax year, the debit

balance will preclude it from being refunded and it would be offset
against a future provisional tax instalment.

Annual account balance

In the Consultative Document it was proposed that C. Compliance rules
the balance in the ICA be prohibited to fall below zero
at any time, but this was considered unworkable.5 Returns
More importantly, on an annual basis, credits allo- In order to monitor the imputation system, an annualcated should not exceed credits available. The ICA
can therefore go into debit during the course of the tax imputation return must be filed with the Inland Reve-

nue Department by 31 May each year (Sec. 394-J).year as long as t is cleared by 31 March. The balance Details required include:date for the ICA (and any other memorandum ac- opening and closing balances of the ICA for the-

counts- see sectons3 and 4) will be 31 March irrespec-
tive of the company's accounting year end. year,

amount and source of all credits and debits,-

Where the ICA is in debit at 31 March, a further - further tax payable due to a debit balance,
income tax payment must be made by 31 May to clear - any imputation penalty tax payable,
the debit balance (Sec. 394-L). In addition, a 10% - any further information required by the Commis-
imputation penalty tax is also payable on the debit by sioner.
31 May with further penalties applying for late pay- A company also has an obligation to disclose in its
ment of either income tax or penalty tax (Sec. 394-N).
These penaltiescannot be credited to the ICA. Finally

return where either of the following ratios have in-

the Commissionerof the Inland RevenueDepartment
has recourse to the shareholdersfor any over-allocated 4. Debits may also arise in certain other situations. These are listed in

credits not made good by a company. It was noted that Section 394-E and include ceasing to become a New Zealand resident (or
to operate an con-

these measures could be strengthened if it became company permitted ICA), failing the 75% shareholder

tinuity test, receiving a refund ofexcess retention tax, infringingeither the
apparent that companies were either deliberately or 31 March debit balance provisionor the allocation rules, and a specificcase
carelessly over-allocatingtax credits. in relation to the international tax regime.

5. This would have ensured that the timingof dividendpaymentswould
In the case of credit balances at 31 March, these may be strictly influenced by the due date of the various tax instalments.
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creased or decreasedby more than 20% over the prior D. Allocation rules for imputation credits

imputation year: (Sec. 394-G)

Ratio 1 There is no statutory obligation on a company to allo-

imputation +withholding payment credits attached
cate any credit to a dividend, but if it does make an

allocation, then various rules apply. Under imputa-
total amount of all dividends paid in year tion, all of a firm's shareholders have in effect been

Ratio 1 is therefore a distribution ratio. deemed to have borne the company tax allocated. As
a general principle (from the point of protecting the

Ratio 2 Revenue), credits should be distributed to sharehold-
ers on a pro rata basis. Consequentlyprovisions have

total debits to ICA during year been designed to prevent companies from directingor
total credits to ICA during year streaming tax credits to those who can most effec-

tively use them while possibly providing some other
Ratio 2 is an account movement ratio reflecting the benefit to shareholderswho cannot.
change in status of the account. As debits should not

exceed credits, the ratio should generally be less than The consultativeDocumentproposed2 anti-streaming
or equal to 1.0, unlessa credit balancebroughtforward provisions:
from a prior year is reduced during the year. (1) that for all classes of shares, the ratio of the aggre-
If either ratio has varied by 20% or more, an explana- gate credit per share to the aggregatetaxablevalue

tion of the change must be furnished. of distributions per share must be the same in a

particular income year, and
In the case of a company ceasing to be an ICA com- (2) that for any class of share, the credit per share
pany (for exampleon the relinquishmentof New Zea- must be the same for all shares of that class on the
land resident status), its return must be furnished day credits are allocated.
within 2 months of it ceasing to be an ICA company
(Sec. 394-K). However, this was thought to involve some difficulty

in satisfactorily defining a class of share. Instead the
committee suggested alternative rules:

Statements

In addition, companies are required to make a com- 1. The maximum imputation ratio (the ratio of the

pany dividend statement (Sec. 394-H) and to issue a imputation credit to the net dividend) would be:

shareholder dividend statement (Sec. 394-I) to share- company tax rate
holders at the time of any credit allocation. The com- 1 company tax rate-

pany dividendstatement is in essence a formalitysimi-
lar to a directors' resolution to pay a dividend, proba- From the 1989 tax year with corporate tax at a flat rate

bly also being recorded in the minute book since it of 28%, the ratio is 28 divided by 72 = 0.388. If a

must be made at the time of the declaration of a divi- company exceeds this ratio, then as a penalty measure

dend. This statement must be furnished to the Com- the excess credit is not allowed to shareholders or

missioner by 31 May following each imputation year. included in the definitionof a dividend (i.e. the excess

is wasted).The company dividend statement includes:

the number of shares to which the allocation re- 2. The imputation ratio for all dividends paid in any-

lates, income year is the same as that applying to the first

dates of directors' resolution and dividend pay- dividend, i.e. a benchmark will be set. A company is
-

ment, permitted to alter its benchmark imputation ratio

total dividend paid or amount capitalized (for provided a ratio change declaration is furnished to the
-

bonus issues), Inland Revenue Departmentby the company prior to

total imputation credits attached and the credits/-
the dividend being paid; the main element of this de-

dividends paid ratio. claration being that the change did not convey an

imputationcredit benefit to one group of shareholders

The shareholderdividend statement includes: vis--vis another.

company name and payment date, 3. If the imputation ratios of subsequent
-

distributions
name and address of shareholder,-

benchmark and declaration
net dividend paid (excluding credit),

do not conform to the no
-

deemed have
amount of imputationcredit,

is filed, then all dividends will be to an
-

highest applied byto one

gross dividend, the companyduring that year. The differencebetween
-

imputation ratio equal the

,r any non-residentwithholding tax deducted. the actual allocation of debits and the deemed alloca-

bareholder dividend statements are particularly im- tion is debited to the ICA as an allocation debit (Sec.
portant for individual shareholders as they (or other 394-G(4)). This represents tax paid for which credits
Sffeient evidence) must be supplied to the Commis- are effectively lost and/or additonal tax liability for the
,sioner before a credit of tax is allowed in their indi- company. Then if the account is in debit at 31 March,
vidU,ax assessments. the penalty rules previously outlined will apply.
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It is important to note that the allocation rules apply that are not even recognized for taxation purposes
across all dividendspaid in any year. Thereforecredits This is possible as full details of the dividends and
allocated to differingclasses of shares, e.g. preference bonus issues made must be furnished to the Inland
shares, must comply with any benchmark, unless the Revenue Department as described earlier. The di-
necessary ratio change declaration is furnished. vergence between the equity balances in the 2 balance

sheets may grow quite large.Any distributiona shareholderreceives by virtueof an

interest in a company is deemed for the purposes of The possibility of a future tax liability as a result of
the allocation rules to be a dividend paid by that com- tax-freebonus issues made may lead to pricing implica-
pany. tions in the equity market although this does not seem

The effect of the allocation rules just outlined could to be widely recognized as yet. As the legislation is
be avoided by the accumulation of credits in com- new, there have been no documented instances yet of

panies which were then sold and the credits then companiesmaking tax-freebonus issues underimputa-
utilized by new shareholders. It was for this reason

tion.

that the 75% continuityof shareholdingtest was intro-
duced. The compliance costs of this test would be F. Unutilizedcredits and tax losses
greatest for publicly listed companies due to normal
trading and interposed holdings, so an exception to As a matter of policy the Governmentdecided that an
the rule applies to companies listed on the New Zea- individual shareholder'sunutilized imputation credits
land stock exchangeand their fully ownedsubsidiaries. would not be refundable so that the status quo for

non-resident and tax-exempt shareholders would be

E. Bonus issues preserved. A system for carrying forward unutilized
credits would have been desirable but that was unable

To recognize the similarity between share splits and to be immediately implemented into the Inland Reve-
bonus issues as well as to permit companies to allocate nue Department'sexisting EDP system.
imputationcredits to shareholderswithout the need to The solution adopted is for all resident taxpayers
pay dividends, the committee recommended that an (apart from companies) to be able to convert any im-
option be available. From 1 October 1988 companies putation credits in excess of their tax liability, in any
can, under Sec. 4(5), elect to declare bonus issues year, into a tax loss to be carried forward, with the
which are either: amount equal to the unutilized tax credits divided by
(a) taxable to shareholders to which imputation cre- the company tax rate - 28%. Similarly any non-com-

dits may be allocated; or pany taxpayer already in tax loss will just increase the
(b) non-taxable to shareholders. loss in the same manner (Sec. 394-ZE).
Any bonus shares offered in lieu of dividends will be
treated as taxable, i.e. (a) will apply and imputation G. Anti-avoidanceprovisions
creditscan be attached. This provisionapplies to issues
where the shareholderelects to receive shares under a The imputation legislation has its own specific anti-
dividend reinvestmentscheme. As an associated mea- avoidance provisions (Secs. 394-ZF and 394-ZG).
sure, non-resident withholding tax is payable in re- These are intended to counteract any .artificial at-
spect of taxable bonus shares issued to non-residents tempts to circumvent the imputation rules to obtain a
after 1 October 1988 (Sec. 313). taxation advantage .

If the company fails to make an election on whether They apply both to companies and individuals and if
the bonus issue is taxable or not, it will be deemed to the Commissioner determines that an arrangement
be a non-taxablebonus issue- to which no credits may to obtain a taxation advantage exists, various recon-
be attached. structionpowerscan be used, e.g. not allowinga credit

Taxable bonus issues are subject to the same allocation to an individual shareholder.

rules as cash dividendsand will result in an increase of Sec. 99 - the main avoidance provision of the Income
paid-up capital for tax purposes. Non-taxable issues Tax Act - will still apply even though the imputation
are not capitalized for tax purposes but retain their rules contain specific anti-avoidance provisions. This
pre-capitalization status, i.e. revenue or capital re- principle has applied since the 1986 Privy Council
serves. Obviously for company law and reportingpur- judgement in Commissioner of Inland Revenue vs.

poses they will be capital, This has an impact in the Challenge CorporationLtd.6
following areas:

In the case of technical errors leading to incorrect
1. First, in a reduction of capital and on winding up entries in the memorandumaccounts,eitherin amount
there will be different taxation implications between or timing, then the Commissionermay determine the
equity for tax purposesand for company law purposes. correct entries to be made and give notice of determi-
For example, taxable bonus issues will be tax-free on

windingup whereasnon-taxablebonus issues will not.

2. The issue arises Can imputation credits be given
6. (1986) 8 New ZealandTax Cases at 5219. This case has led to a new

direction in the interpretationof anti-avoidance legislation, e.g. the Privy
on dividendssubsequentlypaid on those bonus shares Councilexpresslyrejected the concept known as the doctrineof choice.
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nation to the taxpayer. The Commissioner'sdetermi- this case the equivalent of the imputation ratio is the
nation may be objectedto in accordancewith the usual dividend withholding payment ratio, with the same

objection procedures, i.e. in writing, within time and maximum, currently of 28 divided by 72 (Sec. 394-
stating the grounds for objection. ZY). If both imputationand withholdingpaymentcre-

dits are allocated to a distribution,the aggregatecredit
III. FOREIGN DIVIDEND WITHHOLDING ratio cannot exceed the tax rate dividedby the comple-

PAYMENT REGIME ment of that rate (Sec. 394-ZZ).
4. On the allocation of withholdingpayment credits,

A withholding payment system, contained in Part
XIIB of the IncomeTax Act, has been introducedthat

a companydividendstatementmust be completedand
shareholderdividend statements must be given to the

applies to all foreign-sourceddividends received after shareholders with additional details including the
1 April 1988 by New Zealand resident companies. amount of withholding payment credits attached to
These dividends are those received from non-resident the dividend. Shareholders will then gross up their
companies and companies resident in New Zealand dividends and then receive a credit of tax in their tax
but treated as non-resident pursuant to a double tax assessmentsin exactly the same manner as for imputa-
agreement (Sec. 394-ZL). tion credits.
It involves a withholdingpayment (set at the company A company in tax loss with a withholding payment
tax rate of 28%) to be paid to the Inland Revenue liability has the option of electing to offset its liability
Departmentby the 14th of the month after each quar- by reducing its tax loss, as far as the loss extends, by
ter. The net payment to be made takes into account the liability divided by the company tax rate (Sec.
any foreignwithholdingtax imposedon the dividend. 394-ZN). This option is in lieu of making payment of

Companies are still exempt from income tax on these the withholding tax and no WPA credit will arise in

dividends but the rationale is that the payment will this situation. The election may be disallowedif in fact

approximate the income tax that would be payable in there is no loss established to the Revenue's satisfac-

a dividend from a non-residentcompany directly to a tion. In this case, liability will be restored together
New Zealand individual shareholder. The net pay_ with penalty.
ment can be allocated to dividends or bonus issues
made in a similar way to imputation credits. Com- Refunds of dividend withholding payments
panies at their option may account for these payments (Sec. 394-ZQ)
and allocations through the ICA, in which case no Where the eventual recipient shareholder would not
differentiationof the type of credit is made. Alterna- ncur a tax liabilityon the distribution,the withholding
tively, in the case of companies with more significant payment is to be refunded. Refunds to non-residents,
interests in non-resident companies, a Withholding tax-exempt shareholders and shareholders for whom
Payment Account (WPA) can be established (Sec. the amount withheld exceeds their tax liability (Sec.
394-ZT). 394-ZP) are made on an annual basis by the Inland

The WPA, also being a memorandumaccount, oper- Revenue Department. Refund applications must be

ates in a similar fashion to the ICA, but with some made after 31 May following the end of the year in

differences: which the withholdingpayment was received and sup-
portedby the shareholderdividendstatementsupplied

1. Credits arise from withholding payments made to by the payer company.
the Revenue and credits received from other com-

panies (Sec. 394-ZV), with debits arising from alloca- In the case of non-resident individuals, the withhold-
tions to shareholders (Sec. 394-ZW). ing payment can be viewed as an advance payment of

non-resident withholding tax. Thus any withholding
2. The WPA will be balanced at 31 March and an credit allocated on a dividend to this class of taxpayer
annual dividendwithholdingpayment account return, will be credited to the non-resident withholding tax.
showing details similar to the ICA return, must be Any shortfallmust be deductedby the payeecompany,
furnished by 31 May (Sec. 394-ZZC). Debit balances while any excess will be refunded on application.
again must be cleared, with penalty, by 31 May with
shareholders not receiving credit for any deemed de- Since non-resident and tax-exempt shareholders can

bits on balance date. Compoundingpenalties apply in only receive refundsin respectofwithholdingpayment
the case of late payment. Credit balances can also be credits and an option is available to the paying com-

carried forward subject to the 75% common pany, it is conceivable that these types of taxpayers
shareholding test being met. A credit balance in the may well request the establishmentof a WPA account,
WPA is available for transfer to balance the ICA, but if none exists already. There would be no point in

not vice versa. This follows because withholdingpay- receiving non-refundableimputation credits when re-

ment credits are refundable,whereas unutilizedimpu- fundablewithholdingcreditscould be obtainedmerely
tation credits are not. Curiously enough, an election by the operation of a WPA.

to transfer is made by the completion of the journal Figure 1 summarizes the relationships existing within
entry (Sec. 394-ZZE). the withholding paynent regime. It is assumed that

3. Similar allocation rules apply (e.g. the benchmark the New Zealand resident company is not subject to

and ratio change declarations provisions), except in the international tax regime discussed in Section A.
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Figure 1: sources of all credits and debits, must be disclosed in
the annual imputation return. The BETA is only a

The withholding payment regime record-keeping account used in determining the bal-
ance of income tax paid on branch-equivalentincome.

Foreign
dividend
received Branch-equivalenttax account entries

Withholding payment: x Creditsv 28% dividend,
NZ less foreign withholding tax

RESIDENT COMPANY , Cheque to IRD BE tax paid is credited to this memorandumaccount
\ a toEnter in WPA with correspondingdebit the ICA (as the BETA

credit representsa proportionof the taxpayer'sincome
WPA [Memo a/c] tax which has also been credited to the ICA (Sec.Dividend to

own share- WP credits WP to IRD x x 394-ZZP)).
holders attached to The BETA credit is calculated in accordancewith the

outward following formula:WP credits dividends XX
attached Enter in WPA [(A + B) x C/D] - B

where for that year:
A = total New Zealand income tax paid by the com-

Dividend payment and attached-

-, NZ resident credits = gross income, full tax pany,
individual credit/refund given for WP cre- B = total foreign tax credit allowed to the company

dits under the BE regime,-, NZ resident D total New Zealand taxable income of the= com-companies - WP credits placed to credit of re-

cipient company's own WPA pany,
=-, Overseas Overseas shareholder recovers

C lesser of BE income and D.
-

shareholders from IRD the WP attaching to the The above variables relate to whole anda year candividend (after allowance for any only be determinedat the end of the The BETAnon-resident withholding tax). year.
credit thus arises on the date of filing an annual return
which should establish the values for these variables.

Debits to BETA can arise as follows:

(1) A resident company'swithholdingpayment liabil-
IV. INTEGRATIONWITH NEW ity on a BE dividend (i.e. paid by a non-residentcom-

INTERNATIONALTAX MEASURES for whose profits the resident ispany company assess-
able under the BE regime) can be offset to the extent

A Consultative Document on International Tax Re- of any credits in the company's BETA which repre-form was issued simultaneouslywith the documenton sents tax already paid on the same income. The offset
full imputation, with submissions invited to the same will give rise to a debit to BETA and a credit to the
Committee. This article does not examinein detail the ICA to be enteredon the date at which the withholdingprovisions of the new international tax regime7, but payment would otherwise be due. If a BETA was not
there are a numberof issues that have necessarilybeen established, any BE dividends would be subject to the
integrated across dividend imputation, the withhold- Withholding Payment Regime in the same way as for
ing paymentregimeand the internationaltax reforms. non-BE dividends and double taxation would result.
With the exception of those taxpayers falling into the New Zealand companies in this situation will ideally
foreign investnent fund provisions (i.e. typicallv want control over the tirning of dividends from the
where passive income is earned from foreign entities) foreign source or at least exert some influence over

the branch-equivalent method (BE) applies to tax- them.

payers who hold more than a 10% income interest (2) BETA credits can also be allocated by a companyin a controlled foreign company.8 This method re- to its shareholders,but these must first be transferred
quires the income of the controlled foreign company through the ICA (i.e. debit BETA, credit ICA) and
to be restated using New Zealand tax rules9, with the will be limited to the credit in the BETA. This is to
income attributed to New Zealand taxpayers liable
under the regime.
The interaction of this method and the imputation

7. The provisions of the regime are quite complex and as a first step it
is suggested that interested readers consult Turner, International Tax

system is containedin Part XIIC of the Act. It provides Reform, New ZealandAccountants'Journal, Vol. 67 No. 5 (June 1988)
that branch-equivalent tax paid may be accounted at 22.

through the ICA and allocated as a tax credit, but the 8. The teSt of control is satisfied if 50% of the captal, voting rights,
recommended practice is to electto establish a sepa-

rights to dividend income or distributions on winding up are held by 5 or

fewer New Zealand residents (Sec. 245-C).rate sub-accountof the ICA known as the branch-equi- 9. For the first year branch-equivalentaccounts are prepared, openingvalent tax account (BETA) (Sec. 394-ZZN). balance sheet values, e.g. fixed assets, trading stock and financial arrange-
ments will need to be determined. Income and withholding tax paid by aIn the case of a BETA company, the opening and controlled foreign company is creditable under the branch-equivalentre-

closing balances, together with the amounts and gime.
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avoid the complication of having 3 types of credit their income includes New Zealand-sourced income
(ICA, WPA and BETA) all subject to the same alloca- on which tax has been paid. This may seem harsh from
tion rules and recognizes that the BETA is only a the point of view of imputation, but the Consultative
sub-account of the ICA. A transfer in the reverse Committee felt that international tax issues made this
direction is not permissible as it is not consistent with necessary,

lO

the purposeofBETA (to allow a withholdingpayment When becomes resident, it is required toliability to be offset to avoid double taxation). Thus a company a

establish an ICA (with the option also of a WPA and
once BETA credits are transferred to the ICA, they
can no longer be used to offset a withholdingpayment BETA), with all accounts having an openingzero bal-

liability. ance. So that the WithholdingPayment Regime is not
avoided by becoming resident, the amount of taxable

(3) If BE tax has been overpaid and BETA credits reservesmust be quantifiedand all future distributions
have been offset against a withholdingpayment liabil- treated as coming from these reserves until they are

ity, this results in a withholding payment shortfall. exhausted. Corporate recipients of any such distribu-
Rather than permit amended accountingentries to be tions must treat them as WithholdingPayments. Com-
made, the Committeeopted for BE tax refunds to be panies in this situation are effectively dual resident,
made by the Inland Revenue Department, being li- i.e. in respect of future income earned they will be
mited to the credit balance in the BETA. Any amount classed as a New Zealand resident, while being given
in excess of this is not refunded or carried forward as non-resident status in respect of their pre-residence
this represents the withholding payment previously reserves.

underpaid. In the case of a companyceasing to be resident, credit
Individualswho are subject to the BE regime may set balances in the ICA and WPA are extinguished (via a

up an individual BETA with a similar calculationpro- debit entry) and debit balances must be paid to the
cess applying except that the credits will offset not Inland Revenue Department.
withholdingpayment liability but income tax liability.
Such taxpayers will have to file details of their BETA

C. Capital gains tax and further reformwith their annual tax return.

The Appendix is an annex extracted for the Consulta- Under current New Zealand law, companies are pre-
tive Committee'sReport (Part 1) which illustrates the vented from buying their own shares.11If this restric-
interactionof the ICA, BETA and WPA. tion were removed, as has been proposed, companies

could distribute retained earnings by share repur-
chase. For this reason (although there are many

V. OTHER ANCILLARYMATTERS others), the Committee endorsed the Government's
decision to give priority to the investigationof a system
of taxing capital gains. To date, no firm proposals or

A. Partnerships consultative documents have been published by Gov-

In New Zealand partnerships have no separate tax ernment, although the topic is of course being discus-
sed in the New Zealand literature.

status from that of the individual partners. Accord-
ingly dividends, bonus shares and imputation credits As part of its report the Committee also urged the
are allocated to partners in proportion to their income introduction of inter-jurisdictional allocation rules
interests in partnership income (Sec. 394-ZD(4)). that would cover expenses allocation, transfer pricing

and thin capitalization.
B. Residence and changes thereof

D. Excess retention tax
Pursuant to the Income Tax Act 1976, company resi-
dence was determined by either incorporation or a This is a tax couched in the Income Tax Act 1976
head office within New Zealand. Head office was whose function is to encourageclosely held companies
defined as the centre of administrative manage- to distribute their profits. It does this by imposing a

ment. Due to interpretationproblems and to maket tax, to be decreased to 33% from the year of assess-

easier to become a resident and more difficult to ment commencing 1 April 1991, on the undistributed
achieve non-residentstatus, an amendmentwas pass- income of privately controlled investmentcompanies,
ed strengthening both individual and company resi- which are proprietarycompanies12engagedexclusively
dence tests with general effect from 1 April 1989. or principally in investment activities.
Company residence nw also includes a test on the
centre of director control. This means residence will 10. There have been media reports, especially of Trans-Tasman com-

no longer be avoided by the holding of one or more panies, who are disgruntled that they cannot pass on imputation credits to

directors' meetings outside the country. significant numbers of shareholders in either New Zealand or Australia.
For example, the Chairman of the ANZ Banking Group indicated that

The imputation scheme applies only to companies lobbying is continuing in an effort to change this situation. Reported in The

which are resident in New Zealand. Hence, non-resi- Christchurch Press, 2 February 1989.
11. Sec. 62 of the Companies Act 1955.

dent companies are unable to establish an ICA to 12. A proprietarycompany is one which at the end of its accountingyear
distributecredits to New Zealand shareholderseven if is under the control of 4 or fewer persons.
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Part 1 of the ConsultativeCommittee's report recom- tively manage all memorandum account balances
mended that this tax be abolished, but in Part 2 (pub- within a company group. Poor management
lished subsequently), a change of heart led to the re- techniques in this area will no doubt lead to the pay-
tention and strengtheningof this tax. Excess retention ment of increased taxes - which could otherwise be
tax must still be taken seriouslyby privatelycontrolled avoided, or the sub-optimal timing of tax payments.
investment companies.

B. Dividend reinvestmentschemes
E. Dividendwithholdingtax

As stated, the shares issued under these schemes will
New Zealand is currently in the process of introducing now be taxable to participants. In New Zealand the
a dividendwithholdingtax (DWT) in an effort to com- main stimulus for their rapid growth lay in the fact that
bat tax evasion, although the details have not yet been they were not taxed whereas cash dividends were. It
finalized. Key aspects at this stage are: seems likely that other things being equal there will be

DWT at 28% will be charged on dividends which a
- drop in participation rates, but it is important to

have no imputationcredits attached. The situation remember that companies may use the discount from
where imputation credits are less than the market price as an inducing effect to encourage and

maintain participation.maximum rate is at present unclear.
DWT will be an interim tax available for credit in-

shareholders'assessment. C. Accountingdisclosure
Taxable bonus issues will be subject to DWT.-

Dividends to companiesand non-residentswill not Accountantshave traditionally focused on accounting-

be liable. for tax, i.e. income tax allocationand while the impor-
DWT will apply to dividends to shareholder tance of this work is not in any way disputed, it is-

employees. submitted that investors' primary focus will be on the

This was scheduled to apply from 1 April 1989 but tax reconciliation statement in the financial accounts.

seems likely to be delayed. This measure is similar to Analysts will become more interested in the likely
the intended domestic interest withholding tax regime provisional tax payable (i.e. the extent to which credits
canvassed in New Zealand in another attempt to com- may be allocated). Any disparity between the tax and

bat tax evasion. This was originallyscheduled to oper-
external balance sheets caused by tax-freebonus issues

ate from mid-1989, but has now been postponed. The together with the associated pricing implications will

implicationsof DWT are naturally still uncertain, but lead to even greater pressure for accounting disclo-
sure.14 It is apparent that analystswill find it somewhatthe definitionof dividend, the criteria for filing a tax

return and the existing $ 200 interest and dividend difficult to predict the statusof the various tax accounts

exemption are all areas likely to be amended. a company must now maintain.

Other reforms to the provisional tax regime, which
impose substantial penalties for poor forecasting of

VI. THE IMPLICATIONSOF IMPUTATION actual tax results (when compared to the provisional
tax paid), will lead to more effective internal planning
procedures being necessary in respect of the various

A. Dividendpolicy tax accounts.

Generally it is expected that investors will welcome
imputationj3as may companieswith the ability to allo- D. Areas of further academic research

cate imputation credits. The DWT provisions should
make these firms even more attractive to investors. 1. Share price adjustmentstudies

Conceivably, some impounding effect on share prices A large body of U.S. evidence indicates that share
may have already taken place. Investors may prefer to prices often do not fully adjust for cash dividends on
receive their dividends just prior to the due dates for the ex-dividend date. Barclay, in his study of share
payment of provisional tax, although there has been price adjustmentson ex-dividendsdays before the fed-
no public pressure exerted to date for this to occur. eral income tax was introduced, gives credence to the
Planning for imputation is very important and divi- hypothesis that this is caused by tax reasons. Other
dend policy is a key tool which can be used not only authors have also documented ex-day effects but in
for payouts to the public shareholdingbut also to ac- respect of share splts and bonus issues.15 Imputation

should give an ideal situation to empirically test for
share price adjustments,with cash dividendsand some

13. A possible exception is the case of national superannuitantssubject bonus issues being taxed in the same manner. The
to a surcharge where an increase in gross dividends will bring increased effect of the level of imputation credit (i.e. nil up to
surcharge in its wake. the maximum ratio) could also be incorporated.14. The New Zealand Society of Accountantsis currentlyconsidering the Further, a comparisonof the adjustmentsconsequentissue although no public pronouncementshave yet been made.
15. See for example Grinblatt,et al., Thevaluationeffectsofstock splits on taxable and non-taxable bonus issues could be
and stock dividends,JournalofFinanciaiEconomics,Vol. 13, at 461-490. tested.
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2. Tax clienteles Further at the shareholder level there are major
Associated with the comments on accounting disclo- portfolio selection implicationsarising from the effect

sure is the opportunity to test whether clienteles will that credits have on taxable income. The system could
well see more individual investors participating in the

form for companieswith ability to pass on imputation sharemarket although the memories of October 1987
credits, i.e. that pay tax and would theoreticallyattract stillloom large in New Zealand.
individuals paying tax, and companieswho cannot, in
which case tax-exempt investors may be attracted. The Government has now substantially removed the

bias favouring debt over equity. It clearly hopesCompanies with substantial tax losses to carry for- tax
that the economiceffects will be favourableespeciallyward, of which there are a number in New Zealand, in increasing the mobility of risk capital. Reductions

will have to extinguish their losses before they are in in artificial incentives for takeovers and the influence
a tax-payingposition and are hence able to pass on the of the tax system other business decisionsare other
benefits of imputation to their shareholders.This will

on

lead to major portfolio selection and equity pricing objectives.
considerations respectively being faced by individual New Zealand taxpayersare having to cope with several
shareholdersand the stockmarketas a whole. Afterall major changes n their tax system. Accountants, tax

ICA credit balances can really be looked upon as a advisers and investment analysts are likely to have

contingentasset- albeit unrecordedin the formal dou- increasing workloads over the next year or 2 as the
ble entry accountingsystem. nation adjusts to these changes.

3. Economic effects
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APPENDIX:THE OPERATION OF THE ICA, WPA AND BETA ACCOUNTS

This annex illustrates how the ICA, WPA and BETA trans- D MEMORANDUMACCOUNTS
actions of a company would be shown under the imputation
regime. The assumptionsused are outlinedbelow. The com-

BETA

putation of the withholdingpayments and imputations cre- 1989 ICA (WPoffset) 500 1989 B.E. taxes 5OO
dits is shown in parts B and C. The subsequentpages record
these transactions in the relevant accounts. 1990 ICA (WPoffset) 975 1990 B.E. taxes 1,000

Balancec/d 25
A: ASSUMPTIONS

1,000 1,000
Income tax year 1991 ICA (WP offset) 725 1991 Balanceb/d 25

NZtaxpaid 1989 1990 1991 B.E. taxes 7OO

On NZ income 2,500 -- 3,500 725 725
On BE income 500 1,000 700

WPAGross dividends receivedfrom non-residents
BEdividend 7,000 7,500 8,000 1989 Balancec/d 650 1989 W.P. paid 65O
Non-BE dividends 3,000 4,000 5,000
Dividendspaid 8,000 8,500 9,000 1990 Allocation 645 1990 Balanceb/d 650

Balancec/d 325 W.P. paid 320

B: WITHHOLDING PAYMENT CALCULATION 970 970
1991 Ballancec/d 1,040 1991 Balanceb/d 32528% of BE dividend 1,960 2,100 2,240

Less foreign NRWT (say 15%) 1,050 1,125 1,200 W.P. paid 715

1,040 1,040
910 975 1,040 1992 Balanceb/d 1,040BETAoffsel 500 975 725

410 NIL 315 ICA
28% of non-BEdividends 840 1,120 1,400 1989 Allocation 2,240 1989 Taxes paid 2,500

1,250 1,120 1,715 Balancec/d 760 BETA 5OO
Less foreign NRWT (say20%) 600 800 1,000 3,000 3,000

Withholdingpayment payable 650 320 715 1990 Allocation 1,735 1990 Balanceb/d 760
BETA 975

Balancec/d 1,735 1,735C: IMPUTATION CALCULATION
1991 Allocation 2,520 1991 Taxes paid 3,500

Creditsa 28% x dividend paid 2,240 2,380 2,520 Balancec/d 1,705 BETA 725
from ICA 2,240 1,735 2,520-

4,225 4,225
from WPA 645 1992 Balanceb/d 1,705

- -- --

Editor's Note

Since this article was received the rate ofcompany
tax has been increased from 28% to 33% with
effect from the income year commencing 1 April
1989. The maximum imputation ratio will con-

sequently change from 28/72 to 33/67.
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U kl --D S-A-ES:

Tax Treaty Overrides in the Technical and

MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988
Rosemarie Sanderson Schad

INTRODUCTION
Rosemarie Sanderson Schad is cur-

The Tax Reform Act of 19861 (the 86 Act) made far-reachingchanges
rently the resident partner in Amster-
dam for Shutts & Bowen, an American

to the United States Internal RevenueCode (the Code), many of which law firm based in Miami, Florida. She

will have a significant impact on international transactions. Several of received her J.D. and LL.M. (taxation)
these changes conflict with existing U.S. income tax treaties. Although from the Universityof Miami School of

questions as to the appropriateinteractionbetweenU.S. internal tax laws Law, and has served on its faculty
Mrs. Schad counsels foreign and

and U.S. income tax treaties have arisen in the past, the numerouspoten- American clients on internationalcom-

tial treaty conflicts and inconsistencies raised by the 86 Act focused in- mercial transactions, estate planning
creased attention on this issue. and internationaltaxation. She has lec-

tured and authored articles on various

As a result, the Technical and Miscellaneous Revenue Act of 19882 international tax matters.

(TAMRA)addressed the problem by identifyingand clarifyingspecific Mrs. Schad would/like to thank Raul
J. Salas of Shutts &#owen, Miami, for

conflicts between the Code and treaties, and also by codifying a rule of hisassistancein preparing this article.
law to govern the future relationship between domestic internal revenue

law and tax treaty provisions. TAMRA also amends several Code provi-
sions applying to taxpayers who utilize the benefits of tax treaties and

imposes new reporting requirementson them.

This article discussesthe backgroundleading to enactmentof the TAMRA

provisions and analyzes the TAMRA changes.

BACKGROUND

Under the supremacyclause of the Constitutionof the United States, the
Constitution and the laws of the United States which shall be made in

pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land.3
Thus, treaties which are entered into by the Presidentwith the advice and
consent of the Senate, and federal legislation (including tax legislation)
which is enacted by Congress, constitute the supreme law of the land and

generally enjoy equal dignity.

In the event of conflict between a treaty and federal legislation, it is

generally accepted that the one most recently adopted will control.4How-

ever, treaties obviously involve additional dimensions than domestic law: 1 Pub. L. No. 99-514 (1986).
Pub. L. No. 100-647 (1988).

treaties are international bilateral agreements entered into between 3. U.S. Const., Art. VI, cl. 2.

sovereign foreign nations, thus implying a measure of good faith and 4 Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 (1956).
commitmentby each participatingnation which is not present in domestic 5. See the Vienna Convention on the Law of

legislation.5 Consequently, under U.S. law prior to enactment of
Treaties, Arts. 26 and 27, requiring contracting
states to observe treaty terms in good faith, meet

TAMRA, it was generally accepted that a treaty provision would not be treaty obligations as far as possible and refrain

overridden by subsequent domestic legislation unless Congress expressly from using domestic law as grounds for non-com-

indicated its intent to override the treaty.6
pliance.
6. Cook v. U.S., 288 U.S. 102 (1933)
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The 86 Act included several provisions in which Con- provision of a treaty and any law of the United States
gress clearly indicated that existing tax treaties should affecting revenue, neither the treaty nor the law shall
be overridden. For example, Code Sec. 884(e) pro- have preferential status by reason of its being a treaty
vides specific guidance for the interaction of tax or law. The Congressional Conference Committee
treaties with the branch profits tax and the branch report explains this rule to mean that wheYe -the re-

level interest tax. Congress, however, gave no indica- lationshipof a treaty and a statutemust be determined,
tion as to the interaction of tax treaties with many the treaty should be accorded the regard due to it
other changes made in the 86 Act. As a result, some- .

nder ordinary rules of interpreting laws of equal dig-
taxpayers began claiming exemptions from certain nity.Jo Based upon prior case law, then, treaty provi-
provisionsof the 86 Act based on treaties in force prior sons and domestic law provisions are to be construed
to 1986. Congressional tax writers felt strongly that the harmoniously if possible; if that is not possible, then
policies underlying the 86 Act changes should not be the law adopted later in time will prevail.11
undermined by existing treaty obligations,and this led For example, if application of a treaty term results in
to the introduction of tax treaty override legislation. certain tax treatment with respect to a particular itemAs originally proposed, the treaty override legislation of income (i.e. an exemption or reduction of U.S. tax
was quite broad and roundly criticized by tax lawyers,
lobbyists and several European Governments.7 That

on that item), which differs from the treatment result-
a

criticism, coupled with State Department pressure,
ing under Code provision, then the treaty will prevail

resulted in the compromiseembodied in the TAMRA provided that the contrary Code provision was not
enacted after the treaty becameeffective. On the otherprovisions that are discussed below. hand, if the contrary Code results fom a provision
enacted after 1954 and after the treaty effective date,

TAMRA CHANGES- CODE SEC. 7852 then the Code treatmentprevailsand no consideration
iS given to the treaty. Presumably in this circumstance,

When Congress enacted the Internal Revenue Code a taxpayermay argue that the treaty neverthelesspre-
of 1954, it included Code Sec. 7852(d) stating that no vails (despite the later-enacted Code provision) if the

provision of the 1954 Code was to apply in any case taxpayer can demonstrate a Congressional intent not

where its application would be contrary to any treaty to override the treaty when enacting the Code provi-
obligations of the United States in effect on the date sions. Such a negative intention is, we submit, almost
of enactment (16 August 1954). The intent of Sec. impossible to prove.
7852(d) was to ensure that the substitutionof the 1954 In summary, the TAMRAchanges to Sec. 7852 freeze
Code for the then-existing 1939 Code did not operate the effectivenessof pre-1954 treaties as of 16 Augustto override terms of existing tax treaties. 1954. All domestic law changes after that date take
In 1986, as part of its major reform of U.S. incorne tax precedenceover treaties in effect on that date. At this

laws, Congress substituted the Code of 1986 for the writing, only 9 U.S. tax treaties currently in force fall
1954 Code. During this substitution proposed amend- into this pre-1954 category,12
ment to Code Sec. 7852(d), providing that pre-1954 Treaties entering into force after 16 August 1954 but
treatieswere overriddenby domesticlaw changes from before the 86 Act are effective only to the extent that
1954 through 1986, was nadvertently dropped from their provisions do not conflict with domestic internal
the 86 Act.8 Thus, under the 86 Act and prior to law enacted after each treaty's respective effective
passage of TAMRA, Sec. 7852(d) literally meant that date. Most existing U.S. treaties fall into this 1954-
no provision of the 1986 Code would apply in any case 1986 category. There are 33 active treaties which
where application was contrary to any treaty obliga- entered into force between 1954 and 1986 (prior to the
tion of the United States in effect on the date of enact-
ment (22 October 1986). The TAMRA legislation9
turned this rule around 180 degrees.
TAMRA enacts 2 rules governing the relationshipbe-
tween tax treaties and the Code. First, under Code 7. See Section of Taxation, American Bar Association, Issues Paper on

Sec. 7852(d)(2) now entitled Savings Clause for 1954 Technical Corrections to the Tax Reform Act of 1986 Relating to Tax
as

Treaties, no provision of the original 1954 Code will Treaties, reprinted in Tax Management InternationalJournal, Vol. 17
(August 1988) at 343-355; Rhoades& Langer, IncomeTaxation of Foreign

apply in any case where applicationwould be contrary Related Transactions,9.02, et seq (1988); Chapoton, HearingonS. 1350,
to any treatv in effect on its date of enactment (16 The TechnicalCorrectionsAct of 1987, on 22 July 1987 before the Subcom-

August 1954). This essentiallyreturns the law to where mttee on Taxation and Debt Management,Committeeon Finance Senate

it was before the 86 Act. Thus, treaty provisionswhich
at 6.
8. Joint Committee on Taxation, Description of the Technical Correc-

were in effect in 1954 and which conflicted with the tions Act of 1987 (H.R. 2636 and S. 1350)), 15 June 1987.
Code of 1954 (as originally enacted) will prevail over 9 Sec 7852(d) added by Sec. 1012(aa)(A),TAMRA.

the original provisions of the 1954 Code, but not over 10 Conference Agreement, Para. 4130.

lateramendments,suchasthosemadebythe 86 Act. 11. Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1 (1956)
12. The pre-1954 treaties are: Austria, Denmark, Federal Republic of

Second, Code Sec. 7852(d)(1) codifies a general rule Germany, Greece, Ireland, Netherlands, Pakistan, Sweden and Switzer-

of law that the treaty or statute enacted later in time land. A new treaty with Denmark has been pending since 1980, until
certain internal Danish issues are resolved. It is also reported that newwill prevail. Specifically, the section states that for treaties with Germany and Sweden will be submitted to Congress during

purposes of determining the relationship between a 1989.
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86 Act).13 All of these 1954-1986 treaties are super- (1) Sec. 1201 of the 86 Act which amended the foreign
seded by the extensivechanges enacted by the 86 Act, tax credit limitation in Code Sec. 904 and which
unless otherwise stated by TAMRA.14 Only the Ber- limits a taxpayer's ability to utilize foreign taxes
muda treaty became effective after the 86 Act and paid as a credit against U.S. tax liability; and
prior to TAMRA. TAMRA itself supersedes all (2) Sec. 701 of the 86 Act regarding the alternative
treaties existing on 15 November 1988, unless sub- minimum tax in Code Sec. 55 and the limitation

sequent protocolsvary that result.15The TreasuryDe- for using the foreign tax credit against a taxpayer's
partment reports that it is engaged in active negotia- alternative minimum tax liability.
tions with at least 6 countries 6 for new treaties which

Both of these provisions limit a taxpayer's ability towill then take precedenceover the Code provisions in
fully utilize its foreign tax credits against its U.S. taxes.

effect on the respective dates of enactment, unless This treatmentconflictswith many existing tax treaties
otherwise expressly stated in the Code. that provide for full and unrestricted use of foreign
Of course, Congress can always vary operations of taxes as a credit against U.S. income tax.

TAMRA's mechanical later in time rule by de- Under TAMRA, the following 86 Act provisions are
monstrating a specific, express and clear intent to re- overridden by tax treaties in effect on 22 October
tain existing treaty benefits despite internal law 1986:20
changes. We suggest, however, that Congresshas even

less incentive to discover or provide for such conflicts (1) Sec. 123 of the 86 Act which subjects certain
under the later in time rule than it previously had scholarship and fellowship grants to U.S. income
when the rule requiringspecific abrogation of a treaty tax;
was in effect. Rather, Congress has shifted the burden (2) Subsecs. (b) and (c) of Sec. 1212 of the 86 Act
for identifyingconflicts to the foreign persons benefit- which, respectively, impose a 4% gross withhold-

ing by the treaty. This is in contrast to other nations ing tax on certain transportationincomeearned by
which prefer postponing execution of new treaties foreign persons and amend the rules that allow a

until their domestic law is settled.17 reciprocalexemptionfrom tax for certain transpor-
tation income earned by foreign persons;

(3) Sec. 1247 of the 86 Act relating to changes in the
CHANGES TO SEC. 894 exemption from U.S. tax for foreign governments

in certain circumstances;and
Code Sec. 894 serves as a cross reference between (4) Sec. 1242 of the 86 Act which treats gain from the
treaties and the special Code provisions specifically sale of assets used in a U.S. trade or business as

applied to foreign taxpayers. Prior to TAMRA, this effectivelyconnected income after the cessationof

Section stated that a taxpayer could exclude items the taxpayer's U.S. trade or business in certain
from gross income and, thus, be exempt from U.S. tax cases.

on those items, where such treatmentwas required by In addition, TAMRA provides that in the event of
a treaty. conflict with a treaty, the source of income rules of
In connectionwith amendmentof Code Sec. 7852(d), Sec. 1212(a) of the 86 Act (governing the source of
TAMRA amended Code Sec. 894 to provide that the transportaton income) and Sec. 1214 of the 86 Act

Code will be applied to any taxpayerwith due regard (governing the source of payments from so-called 80/
to any treaty obligation of the United States which is 20 companies) will not apply, except for purposes of

applicable to such taxpayer, cross referencing to Sec. computing of the foreign tax credit limitation.

7852(d). The Congressional Committee Conference
Report explains that the Code Sec. 894 amendment is
not an additional operative rule for determining the

relationshipbetween the Code and a treaty, but rather 13. The 1954-1986 treaties are: Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Bel-

is merely a statement of the constitutional principle gium, Canada, Cyprus, Egypt, Finland, France, Hungary, Iceland, Israel,

that such considerations are relevant in determining Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Korea, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Morocco,
New Zealand, Norway, Pakistan, People'sRepublicof China, Philippines,

tax liabilities:8 As it presntly reads, Code Sec. 894 Poland, Romania, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Trinidad/Tobago, Tunisia, the

appears to be an unnecessary and meaningless state- U.S.S.R. and the United Kingdom.
ment which will, at most, confuse taxpayers as to its 14. See further discussion in text for TAMRA exceptions to treaty over-

intended application.
ride by 86 Act. The treaty with China may be an exception to this rule. It

was ratified by the Senate on 22 October 1986 which is also the date the

President signed the 86 Act. By the treaty's terms, it officially entered into
force 30 days following ratification (21 November 1986). It is unclear how

SPECIFIC CODE-TREATYOVERRIDES the later in time rule applies in these circumstances.
15. To date, the only ratified post-TAMRAprotocol has been one to the

In addition to codifying the later in time rule,
U.S.-French treaty which was passed by the Senate on 29 December1988.
It is understood that a protocol to the U.S.-Belgium treaty is imminent.

TAMRAalso addresses the interaction between some 16. Negotiationsare reported with: India, Indonesia, Spain, the Nether-

specific provisions of the 86 Act and tax treaties.19 lands, Portugal and Switzerland.

Under TAMRA, the following 86 Act provisionswill 17. A new U.S.-Denmark treaty has been pending since 1980 until a

take precedenceover conlicting treaties, even though protocol is agreed to reflect changes in Danish internal tax law.

in the 86 Act Congress did not expressly indicate its
18. Conference Agreement, Para. 4130.
19. TAMRA, Sec. 1012(aa)(2) and (3)

intent to do so: 20. These treaties are listed in notes 12 and 13, supra.
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Certain other treaty conflicts are addressed under As a counterpart to the reportingobligation,TAMRA
TAMRA. For example: also enacted Code Sec. 6712 which imposes a penalty
(1) The provision of Sec. 1241 of the 86 Act relating

for failure to comply with the disclosure requirements
to Code Sec. 884(f)(1)(A)or the so-called branch of Code Sec. 6114. A penalty of $ 1,000 ($ 10,000 in

the case of a C corporation) is imposedon each suchlevel interest tax, to the extent that it treats in-
terest paid in excess of interest deducted as U.S.- failure. The disclosure requirements are effective for

source income, will not apply if in conflict with a
tax returns due after 31 December 1988.

treaty; and Code Sec. 861(a)(2)(B)which reduces
the fraction of U.S. income needed to trigger U.S.
withholding tax on dividendpaymentsby a foreign CONCLUSION

corporation will not apply in the event of a treaty The TAMRA legislation codifies the later in timeconflict.
(2) The source of income rules of Sec. 1211 of the 86 principle that U.S. tax treaties and internal tax laws

Act, adding Code Sec. 865 and defining the source
have equal weight and that, in the event of conflict,

of income from certain sales of personal property,
the treaty or law enacted latest in time prevailswithout

will not apply to individuals treated as residents of the necessity to demonstrate a specific intent of Con-

a conflicting treaty country. Also, to the extent gress to override existing treaty provisions. TAMRA

that the source rules of Code Sec. 865(e)(2) con-
also enumerates those provisions of the 86 Act which

flict with a treaty, the treaty will prevail. A conflict override cohtrary treaty provisions and those existing
may arise in this situation because, under the 86 treaty provisions which override the 86 Act. Finally,
Act, income derived bya foreign person from the TAMRA enacts new reporting requirements and re-

sale of inventory property that is attributable to a
lated penalties to monitor compliance with U.S. tax

U.S. office is deemed to be U.S.-source income, laws by taxpayers utilizing the benefits of income tax

even though the sale may occur outside the United treaties.

States and a foreign country may tax that sale. In These enactments raise some basic and troubling is-
contrast, for a U.S. resident similarlyselling inven- sues for other countries who are or hope to be treaty
tory propertyoutside the United States the income partners with the United States. Existing treaty
is deemed to be foreign-source income. Thus, the partners may seek assistance through the mutual
non-residentmay incur more burdensometaxation agreement procedure available in their treaties to re-
than a similarly situated U.S. resident. In this situ- solve or modify the detrimentaleffects caused by strict
ation, the non-resident may rely on the non-dis- application of TAMRA's later in time rule. How-
crimination protection of an applicable treaty for ever, it is readily acknowledgedthat the mutual agree-
treatment of this income as foreign-source, and ment procedure is a slow, cumbersome process not
thus avoid U.S. tax on that income.21 easily undertaken. Other than this, there does not

appear to be an effective legal means of forcing the
United States to comply with its treaty obligations.23

REPORTINGREQUIREMENT Therefore, treaty partners may prefer to take their
own unilateral actions to counter the result of the

To monitor the extent of treaty conflicts, TAMRA TAMRA rule, which then only leads to lame duck
adds new reporting and penalty provisions relating to treaties coupled with continuous, endless treaty revi-
conflicts between treaties and the Code. Code Sec. sions to reflect each partner's unilateral actions.
6114 requires taxpayers which take a position that a

For nations seeking to be sought U.S. treatytreaty of the United States modifes or overrules or as

domestic tax law must disclosethis position on their partners, the issue may turn on whether agreement to
U.S. income tax returns. If no tax return is filed (based exchange of information and mutual assistance provi-
on a treaty exemption from taxation, for example, sions are too high a price to pay for substantive treaty

benefits which may disappear with the next sessionthen the taxpayer must file with the IRS information
regarding its position in such manner as may be re-

of Congress.
quired under regulations. The relevant regulations Overall, the TAMRAenactmentssimply create great-
have not yet been promulgated. This reportingobliga- er uncertaintyand traps for the unwary foreign inves-
tion applies regardlessof whether the internal law was tor who seeks to do business or invest in the United
enacted before or after the treaty was enacted and States, at a time when the United States can seemingly
appears to extend to any situation in which the tax- least afford it.
payer harmoniously interprets potentially conflicting
treaty and Code positions,22
Code Sec. 6114 also gives the Treasury authority to

21. Conference Agreement, Para. 4130.

waive the disclosure requirement by regulation with
22. Ibid.
23 Becker and Wrm, Double Taxation Agreements and the Conflict

respect to classes of cases for which the waiver will not between International Agreements and Subsequent Domestic Laws, ln-

impede the collection of taxes. tertax (1988/8-9) at 262.
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Individual Income consideration. Except in limited circumstances, resi-
dent is not defined in the Canadian Income Tax Act

Taxes in Canada
but is based on common law principles. An individual
is resident in Canada for tax purposes if Canada is the
place where he regularly, normally or customarily

Arthur Young International lives. Factors taken into consideration in determining
an individual's residence status generally include the
permanenceand purpose of the stay in Canada, nature
of the ties in Canada and elsewhere, and the regularityA United States citizen living in Canada must comply and length of visits to Canada. Notwithstandingthese

with the tax laws of both countries. This article ad- factors, individuals who are present in Canada for a
dresses a number of tax questionscommonlyasked by total of 183 days or more in any calendar year are
United States citizens living in or contemplatingmov- considered to be resident in Canada for the entire year
ing into Canada. and are subject to tax on their world-wide income
The tax laws of Canadaare similar to the United States throughout the year even if they did not intend to

tax laws in many respects. Residentsof both countries establish residence in Canada.
are taxed in similarways and many of the same income Because the Canadian tax system is based on a resi-
elements are subject to tax. However, whereas the dence concept, special rules apply to persons resident
United States taxes all of its citizens, no matter where for only part of a year. The most significant of these
they live, as well as aliens resident in the UnitedStates, rules relates to capital gains taxation, as discussed
Canada taxes the world-wideincome of Canadian res- below.
idents only. Non-residents of Canada, like non-resi-
dent aliens of the United States, are generally only
subject to withholding tax on income derived from TAXATIONWHILE RESIDENT IN CANADA

Canada. TOTAL INCOME

The Canadian income tax system distinguishesdiffer-
ent types of income: employment,property, business, Generally, Canada taxes the same income items as are

capital gains and other miscellaneoustypes of income. taxed under U.S. law. Total income includes income
earned from an office or employment,property, busi-From the total of net income from all such sources, capital gains and other income, such alimonycertain specific items may be deducted to arrive at
ness as

and pensions. The paragraphs that follow briefly de-taxable income. Taxable income is computedin a man-

ner generally similar to the way it is computed under scribe the more common of these types of income.

U.S. law.
Income from office or employment

A major differencebetweenCanada's income tax laws
Income from office employmentgenerally includesand those of the United States is that Canada does not

or

provide for joint filing by husband and wife. Under salary, wages (including gratuities) and bonuses. It
also includes,with a limited numberof exceptions, theU.S. law, there are separate tax rate tables for married
value of employmentbenefits, suchindividuals. These tables, in effect, divide the family any as a company-

income equally between the 2 spouses, thus subjecting provided automobile, employment-relatedlow or in-
terest-free loans and, generally, the exercise ofit to tax at lower rates than would be the case if it were

taxed separately. In Canada, there is only one tax for employee stock options. However, employer con-

all taxpayersregardlessof marital status and each indi- tributions to most pension plans, private health care

vidual is required to file an income tax return for any plans or deferredprofit-sharingplans, and group term

year in which tax is payable. With careful planning it life insurance coverage of less than CS 25,000, do not

may be possible to achieve tax savings in Canada by give rise to taxable benefits. Deductions for expenses
incomesplittingifonespouse haslittleornoincome. incurred to earn employmentincome are more limited

than is the case in the United States.
The tax year for individuals in Canada is the calendar
year. Tax returns are due on or before 30 April im- Deferred compensation
mediately following the year-end; no extensions are

allowed. Canadian tax, like that in the United States, A salary deferral arrangement (SDA) includes most

is based on a self-assessment system. The taxpayer arrangementswhere an employee has the right to re-

computes the tax liability and pays any balance due ceive an amount after the end of the year in lieu of

with the return. Late-filed returns are subject to a
salaries or wages for that year or a pror year and

penalty of 5% of the tax balance outstandingplus 1% where one of the main purposes of the arrangement is

per month of the tax balance outstanding, as well as
to postpone the payment of Canadian tax. Certain

interest calculated at a prescribed rate in effect at that foreign deferred compensation plans, such as the In-

time. Recently, this interesthas been between9% and ternal Revenue Code Sec. 401(k) plans utilized in the
United States, may be caught by these rules. If the11%. SDA rules apply, the amount of salary deferred in the

As Canadian income tax is levied on individuals resi- year and any interest earned on amounts previously
dent in Canada at any time during the year, the deter- deferred will be subject to Canadian tax on a current
mination of an individual's residence is an important basis. There is an exception for certain amounts that
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were deferred under a plan established primarily for A capital gains exemption is available to individuals
the benefit of non-residents. Amounts deferred prior who are resident in Canada throughout a taxation
to becoming resident in Canada, or deferred in the year. An individual is deemed to be resident in Canada
first 36 months of Canadian residence, will not be throughout a taxation year for the purposes of the
caught provided the employee was part of the plan exemption if he is a resident of Canada at any time in
prior to becoming a resident of Canada. the year and throughout the immediatelyprecedingor

Consequently, an amount deferred after becoming following taxation year. The lifetime capital gain
resident in Canada may be taxed on a current basis, exemption is CS 100,000, except for qualified farm

while any interest or other amount accruing on the property and for sharesof small businesscorporations,
both of which qualify for an incremental lifetime

amounts deferred prior to moving to Canada wll not
exemption of CS 400,000 (i.e. CS 500,000 inbe taxable until received. Amounts not taxed on a
gate).

aggre-
current basis will be taxed when received. Payments
received will generally qualify for transfer to the Special rules apply to the calculation of capital gains
employees' registered retirement savings plan (see upon coming to or leaving Canada (see below).
below), enabling the employee to further defer Cana-
dian tax on these amounts. Other sources of income

Other amounts that must be included in income areIncome from property and business
receipts from superannuation or pension plans and

Income from property includes interest, dividendsand amounts paid from registered retirement savings
rental income from real property. Dividends from Ca- plans. Also included are amounts received as a result
nadian corporations are efiectively taxed at a lower of loss of office or recognitionof long service at retire-
rate as a result of a dividend tax credit. Although ment and alimony and maintenance payments (de-
dividends are included in income when received, indi- ductible to the payor).
viduals may recognize interest on a cash, receivableor

(if an election is made in writing ) accrual basis. How-
ever, if an individual elects the cash or receivable DEDUCTIONSFROM INCOME
basis, the recognitionof the interest income cannot be
extended beyond 3 years. Individuals may deduct certain items in arriving at

taxable income. Some of the more common deduc-The Canadian rules for the determination of rental
income differ significantly from those in the United tions are described briefly below.

States. Generally, expenses relating directly to the
earning of rental income, such as interest, property

Contributionsto pension plans
taxes and insurance,are deductiblefrom rental income Contributionsto pension plans which are registered in
without restriction. In Canada, depreciation (known Canada qualify for deduction in Canada, subject to
as capital cost allowance (CCA)) is generally calcu- the limits described below. The 2 basic forms of regis-
lated on a declining balance basis, without reference tered pension plans are defined benefit plans and de-
to useful life or salvage value, by applying a specified fined contributionplans. The latter are also known as
maximum rate to the balance in the asset class at the money purchase plans. A defined benefit plan, as the
end of the year. Although CCA claims are, within this name suggests, is one in which the retirement benefit
limitation, completely discretionary, in general, no is defined by the plan. Employeecontributionsto such
CCA can be claimed to createor increase a rentalloss. plans are fully deductible for tax purposes. The limit

Income from a business is generally calculated on an
on deductible contributions to money purchase plans

accrual basis. Even though individuals must have a
is C$ 3,500 in 1988.

calendar taxation year, business income may be deter- On the other hand, contributions to foreign pensionmined on a fiscal year basis so that the fiscal year's plans are generally not deductible in Canada, as these
income is taxed in the calendar year in which the year plans are not registered in Canada. Furthermore,
end of the business falls. United States and foreign pension plans will bemany

considered Retirement Compensation ArrangementsCapitai gains (RCAs) for Canadian tax purposes. If the pension
As in the United States, capital gains are calculated as plan is an RCA, the pension plan may be subject to a

the difference between proceeds and the cost for tax 50% refundable tax on contributionsmade to the plan
purposes. The portion of capital gains to be included on behalfof Canadian residents. In addition, earnings
n a taxpayer's income is two thirds in 1988 and 1989, in the plan may also be subject to the 50% refundable
and three quarters in 1990 and thereafter; there is no tax, unless exempted by an income tax convention.
concept of long-term or short-term capital gains. If The tax on both contributionsand earnings is refund-
there is an excess of allowable capital losses (same able to the pension plan at the time that the pension
percentagesas above) over taxable capital gains (same amounts are paid to the employee. An exemption
percentages as above) in a year, the excess may be from tax is available for the first 5 years an employee
carried back to the 3 prior years or carried forward is resident in Canada, provided he was a member of

indefnitely to future years. Capital gains on an indi- the plan prior to moving to Canada. While this tax is
vidual's principal residence are not subject to tax. imposed on the foreign pension plan, a proposed
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changewill affect employeeswho are membersof such excess of 3%, to prevent inflationary increases in in-

plans. A further exemption from this tax is proposed come from attracting higher rates of tax. The 1988
where the employer provides certain information to federal and provincial income tax rates for individuals
Revenue Canada. The provision of this information are presented in Chart A, and Quebec income tax

will result in a reduction or elimination of the rates in Chart C.

employee's ability to make a contribution to a regis-
tered retirement savings plan. Foreign tax credits

From the basic federal tax calculated, an individual
Contributions to registered retirement savings plans may deduct the amount of the foreign taxes paid,
A registeredretirementsavingsplan, commonlyrefer- within certain limits. Different rules apply in the treat-

red to as an RRSP, is the equivalentof a self-contribut- ment of foreign taxes paid on business income and

ory pension plan for an individual as opposed to a non-business income, and credits are determinedon a

group plan for employees. per-country basis.

If the individualis not coveredby an employerpension Foreign taxes on business income are generallycredit-

plan or deferred profit sharing plan, contributions able against federal taxes payable, subject to limita-

made by an individual to an RRSP are deductible up tions imposed by a prescribed formula. Excess credits

to 20% of earned income, with a ceiling of CS 7,500. can be carried back for 3 years and are available for a

Where an individual is a member of a registered pen- 7-year carry-forward.
sion plan or a deferred profit sharing plan, he may Foreign tax credits on non-business income are de-
deduct RRSP contributions equal to the lesser of ductible against federal and provincial taxes, based on
C$ 3,500 and 20% of earned income, minus any con-

a formula similar to that for foreign business income.
tributions to a registered pension plan. There is a restrictionon foreign tax credits allowed on

Contributionsto an RRSP are not deductiblefor Unit- certain property income, such as interest and divi-

ed States tax purposes and the earnings thereon are dends. The maximum foreign tax credit is 15% of the

also subject to tax under U.S. domestic law. The Can- gross foreign property income. Excess foreign non-

ada-UntedStates 1980 Tax Conventionprovides that business income taxes are not eligible for carry-over
a taxpayer may elect that earnings from an RRSP, but all or a portion of the excess is deductible in com-

relating to contributionsmade while the taxpayerwas. puting income.
a resident of Canada, are not subject to tax until re- The provision of foreign tax credits in both Canada
ceived. Therefore, earnings may accumulate in an and the United States and the earned incomeexclusion
RRSP tax-free even after an individual ceases to be for U.S. tax purposes will generally protect U.S. citi-
resdent in Canada. zens living in Canada from double taxation.

Interest expense Provincial tax credits

The ability to deduct interest expense is somewhat Several provinces provide provincial tax credits
more restricted in Canada than it is in the United against taxes otherwise payable for certain groups of
States, where interest is generallydeductible. Interest taxpayers. The credits are generally available to tax-

may be deducted for Canadian tax purposes on a paid payers with lower incomes and are often calculatedby
or payable basis (the method chosen must be followed reference to rental or other occupancy costs.
consistently) only if the funds borrowed have been
used for the purposeof earningincomefrom a business

Alternative minimum tax
or property. Interest paid on loans used to purchase
propertyof a personal nature, including residences, is Taxpayers must pay the greater of their ordinary tax
not deductible. However, tax planningsteps can often liability and their alternative minimum tax (AMT).
be taken to convert non-deductible interest into de- AMT is a lat 17% of taxable income as re-calculated
ductible interest. for AMT purposes, minus certain tax credits plus ap-

propriate provincial tax. The tax will have effect on

very few taxpayers. AMT in excess of ordinary tax
CALCULATIONOF INDIVIDUALTAX may be carried forward 7 years and deducted from the
LIABILITY ordinary tax liability provided it does not reduce the

ordinary tax below the AMT liability.
Federal taxes are calculated at graduated rates. Fol-

lowing the calculation of federal tax, deductions are

made for personal and other tax credits (see Chart B). TAX CONSEQUENCESOF COMING TO OR
The net amount s referred to as the basic federal tax, LEAVING CANADA
on which a 3% federal surtax and provincial taxes are

levied. Except for individuals living in Quebec (which There are a number of special tax rules which apply to
collects its own taxes), provincial taxes are calculated individuals coming to or leaving Canada, some of the
as a percentage of basic federal tax and are collected more common of which are discussed below. These
by the federal Government.The federal tax rate table and other tax provisions can be extremely complex,
is indexed to increases in the ConsumerPrice Index in with special provisions applying in particular cir-
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cumstances. United States citizens contemplating tak- exemption to offset all or a portion of the capital gain
ing up residence in or leaving Canada should consult on the deemed disposition. As the exemption is not
with their tax advisors. available to non-residents, the ability to use it would

otherwise be lost on leaving Canada.
Capital gains Taxable Canadian property includes real property
In calculating a capital gain or loss on disposition, the situated in Canada, shares of a private corporation
cost is generally the actual cost of the property includ- resident n Canada and shares ola Canadian public
ing costs of acquisition. However, for taxpayers who corporation in limited circumstances. Gains on such
owned capital property (other than taxable Canadian properties are generally taxable in Canada upon dis-
property, a defined term) at the time of becoming a position, regardless of residency status. The Canada-
residentof Canada, the property is consideredby Can- United States 1980 Tax Conventiongenerallyexempts
ada to have been acquired at a cost equal to the fair a non-Canadian resident from Canadian taxation on

market value at the date of becoming a resident. gains realized on taxable Canadian property, except
for real property (or shares in a corporation the mainAn individual who ceases to be a resident of Canada

is generally considered to have disposed of all capital asset of which is real property). An exception to this

assets (excluding taxable Canadian property) at their rule allows Canada to tax such gains where the indi-

fair market value at the date on which residency in vidual who disposes of the property was resident in

Canada ceases. Any capital gain arising on that dispo- Canada for 10 of the 20 years immediatelyprior to the

sition must be included in income in the year of depar- disposition and at any time in the 10 years immediately
ture from Canada. The capital gains exemption, how- preceding the disposition. Canada may also impose
ever, may be utilized to offset all or a portion of any

tax where the non-resident vendor has a permanent
such capital gain. In addition, an individual may elect establishmentin Canada.

to be deemed to have disposed of taxable Canadian
property at the time he ceases to be resident in Cana- Bonuses

da. The individual may then use the capital gains Bonuses received while a taxpayer is resident in Cana-
da are taxable in Canada even if they are based on

CHART A employmentprior to the taxpayer'sbecomingresident
in Canada. Bonuses based on Canadian employment

Federal income tax rates for individuais (1988) are also taxable in Canada even if they are received
after the taxpayer has ceased to be a Canadian resi-

Taxable income Tax dent.

CS27,500orless 17%
CS 27,500 to 55,000 CS 4,675 + 26% on excess over CS 27,500 CHART B
CS 55,000and over CS 11,825 + 29% on remainder

Federal tax credits may be deducted from the federal tax calcu- 1988 federal personal tax credits
lated as above (see Appendix B). Also, the 3% federal surtax
applicable to individuals is not reflected in the foregoing table. Maximumamount

To the resulting amountof federal tax, thetaxpayermustthenadd Basic CS 1,020
the appropriate provincial tax with respect to income earned in Marriedwhen spouseearns income
any province.The provincial tax (except for Quebec) iscomputed belowaspecific limit CS 850
by applying the appropriate provincial rate to the basic federal Dependantsunder 18 who earn CS 65 First 2 children
tax. The standard provincial and territorial rates for 1988 are as incomebelowa specific limit CS 130 Additional
follows:

Dependantsage 18 and overwho
Alberta 46.5%2

are infirmand earn income belowa
British Columbia 51.5 specific limit CS 250
Manitoba 54.02.3
New Brunswick 60.0 Age 65 and over in the tax year CS 550

Newfoundland 60.0 Disabled C$ 550
NovaScotia 56.5 Pension 17% ofeligible
Ontario 51.03 pensonncome

Prince Edward Island 56.01 max. CS 170)
Saskatchewan 50 02.3 Tuition 17%of tuition
NorthwestTerritories 43.0 Education CS 10 permonthYukonTerritory 45.0

Charitabledonations 17% of first CS 250
of donationsplus

1. Prince Edward Island's rate increased from 55% to 57% effective 2 29% of excess

July 1988. A 10% surtax on provincial income tax in excess of $ 12,500 donations
is also effective 1 July 1988. Medical expenses 17%ofexpensesin
2. Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan impose a flat tax of 0.5%, 2% excessof 3% of net
and 2% of net income, respectively. The table assumes net income income (or CS 1,500
equals taxable income. if lower)3. Manitoba, Ontario and Saskatchewan impose surtaxes on upper
income taxpayers. CanadaPensionPlan/Unemployment 17% of contributions
(These rates are subject to change.) InsurancePremiums
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Part-year residents 1988 Quebec tax credits

Taxpayerscoming to or departingfrom Canadaduring Basic personal C$1,056

a taxation year will be taxed on their world-wide in- Other credits:

come for the portion of the year that they are resident - person living alone CS 180

in Canada. They are generally entitled to the same
- married person and spouse who earns no income CS 1,056

deductions and tax credits as full-time residents, with
- for persons 65 years of age and over CS 440

for persons suffering from a physical or
the exception of personal credits which are pro-rated

-

mental handicap CS 440
for the number of days during the year that the tax- for children and other dependants, 18 and over-

payer was resident in Canada. when studying full-time, who have no income:

general-

first child CS 446
second and subsequentchildren CS 379

CHART C
- post secondary studies CS 305

per term
for children and other dependantsage 18 and-

1988 Quebec provincial income tax rates over when they have no income CS 379
for children and othdr dependantsage 18 and-

Taxable income Tax over and disabled

CS 6,999or less 16.0% (credit of CS 379 cannot also be claimed) CS 1,056
CS 7,000to13,999 CS 1,120 +19.5% on excess over C$ 7,000 Quebec residentsare entitled to a reductionof 16.5%of the basic
CS 14,000to22,999 CS 2,485 + 21.5% on excess over CS 14,000 federal tax. Quebec taxes are calculatedon a separate tax return
CS 23,000to49,999 CS 4,420 + 24.5% on excess over CS 23,000 and are remitted to the province directly. The filing deadline and
CS 50,000and over CS 11,035 + 26,0% on remainder penalties for late filing are similar to those for federal income tax

(These rates are subject to change) purposes.
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.Il WithholdingTaxes
*hA.,R

i- William T. Cunnngham
J - . ' - -I.:.

'V.''*

mv:-A. Mr. Cunnnghams a partner of Arthur Andersen & Co He has been n charge of
the firm's PortugueseTax Practice snce 1983 Prevously, he spent 9 years n the

... Dubln office of Arthur Andersen & Co workng on Irsh, U S and nternatonal tax
matters He s a member of the Insttute of Chartered Accountants n Ireland, the
Insttute of Taxaton n Ireland, the PortugueseFscal Assocatonand the Interna-

-:.:...'-
tonal Fscal Assocaton He holds a degree n Commerce from the Natonal
Unverstyof Ireland He has lectured extensivelyon taxation matters for both Irish

. nsttutes and has co-authored several Arthur Andersen & Co tax publcatons'.

With the 1989 reform, the Portuguese tax system return and claiming a tax credit for any withholdings.
places greater than ever reliance on collection of tax An exception iS the tax withheld from payments to
at source. This has the combined effect of combating resident individuals of bank interest, income from
tax evasion and of shifting a substantialadministrative nominative or bearer securities and gambling or lot-
burden from the State to the taxpayer. The accom- tery winnings which constitutes full settlement of the
panying table sets out the types of payment that attract related tax liability, although the taxpayer may opt to

Portuguese withholding and the applicable rates. In report it (except with respect to winnings mentioned
consulting the table, the following should be borne in above which are mandatorily taxed under a final with-
mind: holding) and use the tax credit mechanism. Another

(1) Tax treaties may reduce the withholding rates on
instance of full settlement is the tax withheld from

dividends, interest and royalties. However, not all ncome paid to non-residentswho do not have a per-
rranent establishment in Portugal to which that in-Portugal's tax treaties operate to limit local tax at

source, and it is common or U.K. residents to wait up
come is attributable, with the exception of rental re-

to 5 years for a refund of excess Portuguesewithhold- ceived by a non-resident company from Portuguese
ing. In addition, compliance with the related for- property. Thus foreign corporate owners of Por-

malities is a necessary precondition of withholding tuguese rented propertycannot avoid the obligation to
file a corporate tax return and the attendantpossibilityreduction. The following are the maximum rates of
of having the property considered as a permanent es-Portuguese tax under its current 12 tax treaties.
tablishment liable at the 36.5% corporate rate instead
of the non-resident25% rate.TAX TREATIES1

Dividends Interest Royalties (4) Tax reform has not abolished the nuisance factor
of the substitute gift and inheritance tax withheld at a

Austria 15% 10% 10 or 5% rate of 5% from dividendsand interest paid on bearer
Belgium . 15% 15% 5% shares and bonds. During 1988, the withholdingobli-
Brazil 15% 15% 15 or 10% gation was extended to these shares and bonds even
Denmark 15 or 10% 15% 10% where they had been registered or deposited. The
Finland 15 or 10% 15% 10% draft legislation on tax incentives contains authoriza-
France 15% 12% 5% tion for the Government to extend further this with-
Germany 15% 15or 10% 10% holding to dividends and interest paid on registeredor

Italy 15% 15% 12% deposited as well as nominative shares (but not

Norway 15 or 10% 15% 10% bonds).
Spain 15 or 10% 15% 5%

(5) For employerspaying non-variablewages, 2 alter-Switzerland 15 or 10% 10% 5% native withholdingsystems are available:United

Kingdom 15 or 10% 10% 5% (a) Tax tables, graduated in extremelysmall steps, for
monthly earnings up to 250,000 Esc. (excluding

(2) The reduced withholding rates for interest on directors' fees); the effective rates range from zero
bonds issued in 1989, on Governmentand related debt to 27%, and the system is not cumulative until
and for dividends paid by quoted and privatized com- December, when an annual table is substituted
panies are as yet only legislative authorizations and and any necessary year-end adjustments to the
require a specific Decree-Law, the long-awaited Sta- withholdingare made.
tute on Tax Incentives, to be effective.This is expected
in the second half of April 1989.

(3) Withholdingis usually a payment on account, with 1 NegotiationsonatreatywiththeUnited States re-openinWashington
the recipient declaring the gross amount in his tax on 3 April 1989.
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(b) A formula-based system, compulsory in relation terest, etc., it results in excess withholding re-

to monthly earnings over 250,000 Esc. (and to funded only after filing a tax return in Februaryof
directors' fees regardlessof the amount), optional the following year.
below this level; this attempts an estimate of the (6) For employers paying variable (e.g.tax liability for the year, and divides it in 14 equal wages com-

missions, payments to piece workers, part-timeor sea-
withholding instalments, in line with the number sonal workers), a separate table with rates of between
of monthly salaries receivable by Portuguese zero and 38% applies. This is cumulative and takes
employees (an extra month's pay is given at holi- account of prior payments to each employee duringday and Christmas time). Since this calculation the year.ignores such tax-deductible items as health ex-

penses, alimony commitments, home loan in-

WITHHOLDINGTAXES - STATUS 23 MARCH 1989

Tentative-Incorporatingrate reductionsas yet Individual

only proposed in draft legislationon tax
incentivesin relationto interest&dividends

Residentor Non-resident Resident . Non-resident Additional5% Legislastion
non-residenl substitutegift/ alreadyenacted

Incometype with perm. est. withoutperm.est. inherit, tax

Employment(incl. pensions)
Fixed up to 250,000Esc./mth./2,250,000Esc./year N/A NIA Taxtables 25% No . Yes

0 to 27%

Fixed, 250,000Esc./mth.or morel
2,250,000Esc./yearor more NIA NIA Formula-based 25% No Yes

0 to 40%

Variablemonthly NIA N/A Tax tables 25% No Yes
Oto 38%

Self-employedprofessionalfees N/A N/A 16% 16% No Yes

Fees of membersof corporatebonds 20% 25% Tax tables
0 to 27%

Fees of shareholder-membersof
corporatebonds 20% 25% Formula-based 25% No Yes

0 to 40%

Incomefrom intellectualor industrial

property, fromtheprovisionof industrial,
commercialor scientific know-how 16% 15% 16% 15% No Yes

Rentalsof agricultural,commercial
orscientificequipment 0% 15% 16% 15% No Yes

Gambling&1otterywinnings 25% 25% 25% 25% No Yes

Property rentals (where tenant has

organizedaccounts) 16% 25% 16% 16% No Yes

Technicalassistancepayments& royalties 16% 15% 16% 15% No Yes

Intereston:

Bankdeposits 20% 20% 20% 20% No Yes

Corporatebonds-General 25% 25% 25% 25% Beareronly Yes

Corporatebonds issued in 1989-
Convertible 25% 25% 25% 25% No

Corporatebonds issued in 1989-
Non-Convertible 20% 20% 20% 20% Yes

Corporatebonds issued in 1988-
Convertible 0% 0% 0% 0% No Yes

Corporatebonds issued in 1988
Non-convertible 6% 6% 6% 6% Yes Yes

Corporatebondsissued in 1987
with term less than 8 years 10% 10% 10% 10% Yes Yes

Corporatebonds issued in 1987
with term 8 yearsor more 0% 0% 0% P% No Yes

Corporatebonds issued n 1987
after 15 March-Convertible 0% 0% 0% 0% No Yes

Government& relateddebt:
Issued in 1986, 1987&1988 0% 0% 0% 0% No Yes

Issued in 1989-1 (before tax incentives law) 25% 25% 25% 25% No No

Issued in 1989-2 (after tax incentives law) 20% 20% , 20% 20% No No

Issued jn 1989-3 (after tax incentives law) 0% 0% 0% 0% No No

All othernominativeor bearersecurities 25% 25% 25% 25% Yes No

Anyotherapplicationsof capital 16% 20% 16% 20% No Yes

Dividendsfrom SociedadesAnnimas:
Quoted 20% 20% 20% 20% Yes No

Unquoted 25% 25% 25% 25% Beareronly Yes

Privatized 15% 15% 15% 15% Yes No

Dividendsfrom SociedadesporQuotas 16% 20% 16% 20% No Yes
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COLOIV 3lA:

dlThe Taxation of Income
from Business and Capital

,
An Overview of Objectives and

Alternatives
Luis Guillermo Morales

FOREWORD Luis Guillermo Morales: Born in Bogot,
Colombia, 1963; admitted to practice,

This article summarizes and analyzes the introductory chapter of the 1986, Colombia.Education:School of Law,
report entitled The Taxation of Income from Business and Capital in Los Andes University, Bogot (Doctor n

Colombia(the Report)which was preparedby a commissionof interna- Law); United States Information Agency,
tional tax experts, headed by Professor Charles E. McClure, Jr. The Washington, D.C., Multi-regional Program

on the American Legal System (1986); The
Report is intended to assist the Colombian Government in its current Southwestern Legal Foundation, Dallas,
deliberations on whether and how to modify the provisions for inflation Texas, Academyof American and Interna-

adjustment contained in the 1986 legislation reforming the Colombian tional Law (1987); School of Law, Los

income tax.' Andes University, Bogot (Specialized in
Taxation - 1988) Teaching Assistant, Tax
Law and Labor Law, 1985 - 1986 and Pro-

I. INTRODUCTION fessor, 1986 - 1987, Los Andes University
Member: Colombian Institute of Tax Law,
International Bar Association (Member,Law 75 of December 1986 fundamentallychanged the Colombian income Section on Business Law - Tax Commit-

tax system. Tax thresholds were raised, withholdingwas made a final tax tee) Currently, associate in the law firm of
for many taxpayers and the top bracket rate paid by individuais was Cavellier Abogados, Bogot..
reduced from 49% to 30%.

The changes made to the treatment of income from business and capital 1. See James Leavy, Tax Reform Adopted
were particularly important. The taxation of corporations (sociedades ByCongress,41 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal

Documentation3 (1987) at 142 and Taxation in

annimas) and limited liability companies (sociedadeslimitadas)has been Latin America, Ch. Colombia602(b) and (c) and

unified by subjecting the taxable income of both entities to the 30% rate 2
10.03(e)

See Art. 90 of Law 75. Although ofmost

and excluding dividends paid by corporations and partners' shares in the the extraordinary powers were eftective for

earnings of limited liability companies from the tax base of individuals.
somewhat longer than one year (until 31 De-
cember 1987), the powers relating to the elimina-

Interest income and expense are to be indexed for inflation; except in the tion of inflationaryeffects from the calculationof
taxable income remained in effect until the end

case of interest income received by individuals from financial institutions of 1988. By virtue of the extraordinary iowers,
and other payors subject to Government regulation (which immediately the Governmentadopted Decree 2687 o 26 De-

qualifies for indexation), this inflation adjustment is to be phased in over
cember 1988 which provides systematc adjust-
ment for crucial items of income and expense,

a 10-year period beginning in 1986. Inflation adjustment has not been includinginterest,capitalgains, depreciationand

extended to depreciable assets or to inventory accounting, which already
similar allowances, and cost of goods sold from
inventories. Decree 2687 follows an integrated

benefit from accelerated depreciation and the use of last-in first-out approach to inflation adjustment of the type

(LIFO) accounting. employed in Chile. The result of this approach is
expected to be an inflation-adjustec income

Law 75 provides the ColombianGovernmentwith extraordinarypowers
tax in which only real income would be taxed.
Inflation adjustments must be reflected in the

(facultadesextraordinarias)to, inter alia, introduce furtherchanges in the taxpayers' financial statements and shall be used
to determine commercial profits and taxable

law so as to eliminate the effects of inflation from the measurement of bases for ncome and complementarytaxes. This

taxable income.2 The purpose of the Report is to guide the Government system of inflation adjustment is optional until

in fulfilling that mandate.
1991. As from taxable year 1992, all taxpayers
who are under the obligation to keep accounting
records (110,000 businessesand 40,000 individu-

The Report goes far beyond advocating a reform of the existing income als) must adopt the system For a discussion of

and net wealth taxes. It considers a more drastic reform, i.e. a system of this Decree, see Morales, New Tax Measures,
43 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documenta-

direct taxation based on consumption rather than income. The proposed tion 4 (1989)at 181.

reform in many ways presents an attractive concept but it is a concept
3. Editor's note: A system of direct taxation
based on expenditureor consumption does exist

which has not been implemented in any country.3 (albeit in an imperfectform) in Boliviaand Chile.
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II. ALTERNATIVESOLUTIONS bursed). Under one variant of a consumption-based
tax, businesses are allowed immediate deductions for

Before the December 1986 reforms, little systematic all purchases, including those of depreciable assets
allowance was made for inflation in the measurement and inventories. Interest income of businesses is
of income under the Colombian income tax. As a exempt; dividends paid and interest expenses are not
result, taxable income could be either understated or deductible. At the individual level, interest income
overstated, resource allocation was distorted by taxa- and dividends are exempt and interest payments are
tion as it interactedwith inflation, and equitysuffered. not deductible.7
The higher the rate of inflation the more important
these deficiencies.4 A consumption-based tax is also advantageous be-

cause realization is tied to cash flow. The timing of
There are 2 ways to deal with this situation. One is to cash flow is a relatively easily identifiable event. By
provide systematic inflation adjustments for crucial comparison, under an income tax it is much less obvi-
tems of income and expense, including interest, capi- ous when income and expense should be recognized
tal gains, depreciation and similar allowances, and for tax purposes. For example, if taxable incorne is to
cost of goods sold from inventories.5 reflect economic income, depreciation allowances for

The result of such an approachwould be an inflation- tax purposes must reflect economic depreciation (the
adjusted incorne tax in which only real incomewould decline in the value of a depreciableasset as measured
be taxed.6 The 1986 reforms embraced this method by its ability to generate a future flow of income). It is

although the reforms stopped short of the complete difficult, however, to know the appropriatepattern of

adjustments required to make the measurement of depreciationallowances to use for tax purposes. Many
real income accurate and independentof the inflation other difficult timing issues (sometimescalled time

rate. Consistent application of this approach would value of money issues) must also be addressed in

also produce a net wealth tax (and a measure of pre- designing an income tax.8 None of these issues arise

sumptive income) based on current values of assets under a consumption-basedtax.

and liabilities. The 1986 reforms made little progress Compared to the largely unindexed pre-1986 incorne
in this area. tax, the policy reforms needed to establish an indexed

Alternatively, a system of direct taxation based on income tax (including those of Law 75) can be per-

consumptionrather than on incomecould be adopted. ceived as either a final destination or as an inter-

The consumption-basedtax could be imposed at both mediate step toward a variant of the direct consump-
the company level and the partner or shareholder tion-based tax outlined in the Report. A consideration

level, or it could only be irnposedat the cornpanylevel of the tax treatmentof several key items of income and

depending upon the approach selected for individual expense under the income and consumption-basedre-

taxation, i.e. the Individual Cash Flow (ICF) ap- gimes is illustrative.The disallowanceof the inflation

proach or the IndividualTax Prepayment(ITP) ap- premium in interest payments is necessary under an

proach discussed in Chapters 8 and 9 of the Report. inflation-adjusted income tax. However, this partial
Under the ICF, deductions are allowed for savings in disallowance of interest income and expense can also

any legitimate investrnent accounts, which are gener- be seen as a step towards the full disallowanceneces-

ally referred to as qualifiedaccounts. All withdraw- sary under the consumption-basedtax.9 Similarly, the
als from such accounts, including both interest and exemptionof dividendsunder the 1986 reformscan be

principal, are fully included in the tax base. Thus, perceived as an ad hoc and inexactmethodof integrat-
nterest, dividends, capital gains, rents and the initial ing corporate and individual income taxes (although
amount of the investment (for which a deduction was

allowed) are taxed only when withdrawn from a qual-
ified account. 4. It may be worthwhile to note that the inflation adjustmentof taxable

income (and of monetary values specified in the tax law) need not imply
An alternative method of implementing a consump- the ndexation of wages, income, etc., of the type that has been practiced
tion-based tax at the individual level would be to in several Latin American countries (e g. Brazil)
exclude the yield on capital income from the tax base. 5. One can either follow a piecemealor ad hoc approach to inflation

Consequently, in contrast to the ICF approach, both adjustment or one can adopt an integrated approach of the type

the saving and the receipt of capital income at the employed in Brazil and Chile.
6. See footnote 2, supra.

individual level would be ignored for tax purposes. 7. The description in the text refers to the ITP approach as set forth in

Interest income, dividendsand capital gains would not the Report, where taxes,are imposed only at the company level. The

be included in the individual tax base and interest distinction between ITP and the alternative ICF (where taxes are also

payments would not be deductible. As a result, the imposed at the level of partners and shareholders under certain cir-

cumstances) is not important for purposes of this article.
individual tax base would consist only of labour in- 8. How timing issues are resolved is important to both taxpayersand the

come, i.e. wages, salaries, etc. Government because of the time value of money. Simply stated, if the
relevant discount rate is 25%, a one year postponementof a tax payment

A consumption-based tax enjoys a considerable ad- of 100 pesos reduces the present value of the payment to 80 pesos.

vantage in that inflation adjustment is generally un- 9. This characterizationis more accurate for the piecemealor ad hoc

necessary because all quantities relevant for calcula- approach to nflation adjustment of interest income and expense that

tion of tax liabilities are measuredon a cash flow basis underliesLaw 75 than for the integratedapproach used in Brazil and Chile.
The use of accelerateddepreciationmay actually be closer to consumption

in current-yearpesos (i.e. taxes are paid when cash is tax treatment than is the conceptuallymore appropriatesystem of inflation
received and deductions are allowed when cash is dis- adjusted allowances for economic depreciation.
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an appropriate method for Colombia) or as a compo- jectives a tax system should achieve and applies the
nent of a consumption-basedtax. criteria used in the Report to provide an assessmentof

The consumption-basedalternative is clearly simpler the 2 basic alternatives. This discussionshould be use-

than an inflation-adjusted income tax; for this reason
ful to those responsible for choosing between the sys-

it is called the simplified alternativetax (SAT) in the tems.

Report. However, other factors must be taken into
account in choosing between these 2 alternatives. III. OBJECTIVES

First, the SAT essentially exempts all business income
and capital from tax.l0 Thus it raises equity concerns, The tax system of a country ideally should satisfy cer-

particularly n Colombia, which has a tradition of at- tain basicobjectives. These includesimplicity, fairness

tempting to achieve progressive taxation and in which or equity, economic neutrality (or more generally
the ownership of capital is highly concentrated. Sec- economic efficiency) and consistency with economic

ond, if Colombia is to retain its net wealth tax (im- development. In addition (or as aspects of these prim-
puesto de patrimonio), as recommended by the Re- ary objectives); the tax system must yield adequate
port, the simplicity advantages of the SAT are less revenue, it must not needlessly discourage investment

than if no net wealth tax was imposed. This is true in the country and it must not result in unnecessary
because many (but not all) of the complexitiesof the sacrificesof tax revenues in favour of foreign Govern-

income tax that would be avoided under the SATmust ments.

be addressed in calculation of net wealth. Third, the
calculationof presumptive income, an important anti- A. Simplicity
evasion backstop under the present income tax re-

gime (which is based primarily on net wealth), is sim- Simplicity is an important tax policy objective in all

ply inconsistentwith adoptionof a consumption-based countries. After all, little is ganed from enacting an

tax. Finally, there is at least some uncertaintywhether elegant system that theoretically meets the goals of
the SAT would be eligible for the foreign tax credit equity and neutrality (as well as the other goals de-
allowed by some capital-exportingcountries, in par- scribed below), but in fact does not achieve either

ticular the United States. because it cannot be implementedeffectively. Simplic-
The Report fully describes these 2 basic alternatives, ity is particularly important in developing countries

where the expertise required for an effective tax ad-
examines the pros and cons of each and provides de- ministration is scarce. In many instances it may be
tailed proposals for the implementation of each ap-
proach, including transition measures. The choice be- necessary to sacrifice conceptually desirable refine-

ments in the definition of the tax base in order to
tween these 2 tax systems is a difficult one and it is not maintain the system, economize on scarce talents and
simplified by the fact that no country has practical achieve rough justice.experience with a tax such as the SATI1 nor are the
Colombian data needed for a complete evaluation B. Fairness
readily available. The decision to adopt the SAT must

therefore be based largely on conceptual reasoning Fairness or tax equity has 2 dimensions, the horizontal
rather than empirical analysis. Partly for these and the vertical. Horizontal equity requires that tax-
reasons, the Report makes no firm recommendation with the real income who in similar
as to which of the 2 alternatives should be adopted. payers same are

circumstances in other relevant respects pay roughly
The remainder of this article describes briefly the ob- the same amount of tax. Knowledge that other tax-

payers of equal income are paying vastly different
10. As stated in the text, the SAT exempts all ncome, including interest amounts of tax can undermine taxpayer morale and
income, from tax. For marginal nvestments, tax revenues are equalin compliance incentives.
present value to the tax reduction that resulted from prior expensing of

investments, less the tax cost of deductions for current investments. The Horizontalequity may also be significant from a polt-
SAT, however, may actually yield revenues related to business and capital ical perspective. Horizontal equity is violated in sev-
in a given year since the Governmentshares in the original investment via eral ways: when certain items of income are exemptor
expensing (in essence the Government is a silent partner in all private taxed at preferential rates, when extraordinarilyhighsector investments under the SAT). This is explained in detail in Chapter
8 of the Report. rates are applied to certain items of income, when only
11. See footnote 3. some expenses of earning income are allowed as de-
12. Of course, the fact that equal treatment of equals is not achieved ductions or if deductions or credits are allowed for
does not necessarily mean that a tax system is viewed as horizontally expenditures that do not represent costs of earning
inequitableby taxpayers; that dependson taxpayer perceptionsof whether

income.12 Horizontal equity is achieved if
particular instancesofdifferential treatmentare justified. The qualification not some

that taxpayers should be in similar circumstances in other relevant re- sources of income more easily escape tax than other
spects allows wide latitude for the inclusion of commonly-employedfea- sources.
tures of individual income taxes such as personal exemptions and deduc-
tions for medical expenses. The absence of precise inflationadjustmentscan cause

13 The failure to adjust magnitudes that are fixed in monetary (peso) severe horizontal inequities even in a system that
values, such as personal exemptions, can also compromise both vertical would be judged to be fair from the perspective of
and horizontal equity by allowing inlation to erode these nominal

horizontal equty (in the absence of inflation) because
amounts. Most mportant nominal values in the Columbian income tax

have been fully indexed for inflation since 1979 (and partally indexed since income from business and capital is measured incor-

1975). rectly.13 For example, in a time of rapid inflation,
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interest income and capital gains are overstated in an In Colombia there is an additional element in the
unindexed but otherwise ideal income tax. By com- debate over tax equity that is commonly not present
parison, interest deductions are overstatedbut depre- in other countries. The Colombiannet wealth tax pro-
ciation allowances are understated. One purpose of vides an opportunityto augment the progressivitypro-
inflation adjustment is to prevent these horizontal in- duced by graduated rates under the income tax. It
equities by producinga more accurate measureof real might be thought that the existence of a net wealth tax
income. Similarly, timing issues must be handled is logically inconsistent with the consumption-based
adequately if income iS to be measured accurately. SAT which exempts income from business and capital.
Vertical equity involves the pattern of differentiation Yet the Report proposes that if the SAT is adopted,
of tax burdens experiencedat different income levels, the net wealth tax should be retained in order to pre-
i.e. the progressivityof the tax system (tax as a percen-

vent an unacceptable reduction in the progressivityof

tage of income at various income levels). the Colombian tax system. This simply reemphasizes
that the primary advantage of the SAT is its adminis-

There is no scientific basis for judging the proper de- trative simplicity. As noted above, this simplicity ad-
gree of progressivity in the tax system of a country or vantage of the SAT is less important in Colombiathan
n any componentof a tax system (such as the income it might be in other countries, precisely because ad-
tax). This is essentially a socio-political decision. It is ministrationof the net wealth tax requires many of the
generallyagreed, however, that aggregate tax burdens complexitiesof a tax on real economicincome that the
should not fall as a percentage of income as income SAT avoids.16
rises (i.e. regressivity is inappropriate). Some obser-
vers believe that proportionaltaxaton (taxationequal
to a given percentage of income at all income levels) C. Economicneutrality
iS appropriate,but the majorityof observersprobably
agree that some degree of progressivity(an increase in A tax system that is not neutral can do substantial

the percentageof income taken by tax as income rises) damage to an economy by distorting choices about

is appropriate. what to consume,what to produceand how to organize
and financeproduction. Consequentlyeconomicneut-

Annual income has traditionallybeen accepted as the rality and low tax rates are commonly high on the list
most satisfactory measure of ability to pay. Others, of objectives for tax reform. For present purposes,
however, have argued that annual consumption is a neutrality is interpretedas calling for uniform taxation
better measureof taxpayingability; the Report rejects at relatively low rates of all real economic income
that view. More recently, it has been argued that in- passing through the marketplace (or of all income
come received over a lifetime is a better measure than used for consumption,gifts, bequestsand inheritances
either of these measures. Under certain circum- under a consumption-based tax), regardless of its
stances, a tax based on consumption that includes the source of use.17
value of gifts, bequestsand inheritancesin the tax base
of the donor (as well as in that of the donee) approxi- Of course, in any given country, market imperfections
mates in present value terms a tax based on lifetime raise questions about the case for economicneutrality
income.14 While these exact conditions are unlikely to and uniform taxation. Where such imperfectionsexist,
prevail in actuality, it may be that a consumption- some offsettingnon-neutralityin the tax system might,
based tax, with gratuitous transfers being included in in principle, be desirable. An obvious example would
the tax base of both donor and donee, approxirnatesa be relatively heavy taxation of activities which gener-
tax on lifetime incomeclosely enough to be preferable ate negative results such as pollution. Indeed, the
to a tax on annual income,15This has important impli- theoretical case for differentiation n taxation goes
cations for both horizontal and vertical equity. beyond even that. The theory of optimal taxation

Perhaps the most important implication involves the 14. Ensuring the inclusion of gifts and bequests in the tax base of the
interpretation of the exemption of income from busi- recipient is very difficult from an administrative standpoint. Evasion is
ness and capital under the SAT (see text above). always an issue because it is extremely difficult for tax administrators to

Judged from the viewpoint that acceptsannual income discover unreported transfers, especially between fanily members. How-

as the proper measureof bility to pay, this exemption ever, once gifts and bequests received have been identified they should be
included in the tax base of the recipient at fair market value. Accurate

appears to constitute a fundamentalviolation of both valuations are frequently difficult to obtain, in particular for interests in
horizontal and vertical equity. By omparison, under closely-held businesses and for items which are traded infrequently (e.g.
the viewpoint that accepts lifetime income as the art). For SAT to be a fair tax, serious efforts must be directed to administer

proper measure of taxpaying ability, the SAT, with and enforce this treatment of gifts and bequests as effectively as possible.
inclusion of gifts, bequests and inheritancesin the tax

15. It is worth mentioning that all member nations of the Organization
for EconomicCo-operationand Development(OECD) that have recentlybase of both the donor and donee, is consistent with considered the lifetime income alternative have rejected it. This fact need

both aspects of equity. not be dispositive in Colombia where administrative issues must be given
are

Another importantequity issue involves taxpayerper-
greater weight than in developed countries which members of the
OECD.

ceptions. If taxpayers regard annual income as the 16. This issue can also be seen from a somewhat different perspective;
proper measure of ability to pay, the SAT is likely to some would find the distributional effects of the SAT acceptable only
be perceived as unfair, despite sophisticated argu-

because of the existence of the net wealth tax.

ments indicating that it is consistent with a lifetime 17. In a developing country it is often difficult to tax all market transac-

tions. It is thus desirable to have Iow tax rates in order to minimize
income view of equity. distortions.
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suggests that economic welfare is maximized if the country as well as the treatment of income from
heavest taxes are imposed on goods and services for domestically-ownedforeign assets. An important ob-
which either supply or demand is relatively insensitive jective of tax reform is to improve the climate for
to price or price-inelastic. Practical considerations investment for both Colombiansand foreigners. How-

suggest, however, that the wisest policy is generally to ever, we must not be over-zealous in the pursuit of this

attempt uniform taxation of all income or of all con- objective, as has often been the case in Colombiaand

sumption,j8 other countries. Fairness and simplicity (not to men-

tion revenues) must not be sacrificed for the sake of

D. Revenue neutrality increased investment. Perhaps more important, it
should be recognized that it is not always true in the

Analysis of the amount of tax revenue that should be investment field that more is better,23
collected by the Colombian Government goes far The Report indicates that marginal effective tax rates

beyond the scope of the Report. Accordingly, it is on much of the debt-financedinvestment in Colombia
assumed (again without making any recommenda- . are negative, meaning that because of preferential tax

tions) that any tax reform should be revenue neut- treatment an attractive private return can be earned
ral, i.e. that the reformedsystemshouldyield roughly on investments which have a relatively low or even

the same amount of revenue as the existing one. As negative rate of return to the nation- clearly an unde-
with distributional neutrality, this objective can easily sirable state f affairs.24 Inflation adjustments of in-
be modified, within limits, by changing tax rates. terest income and expense such as those enacted in

1986 can help remedy this situation.

E. Economic development
F. Interactionwith foreign taxes

To some extent, encouragingeconomic development
can be seen as merelyan aspect of economicneutrality, The interactionbetween the income taxesofColombia
albeit an important one. Seen in that light, a neutral and those of other countries must be carefully consi-
tax system will be conducive to economicdevelopnent dered. Many capital-exportingcountries (in particu-
and one that is not neutral will inhibit development.19 lar, the United States, the most irnportant source of
Particularly important in this regard is the neutrality foreign investment in Colombia) allow foreign tax cre-

of the SAT toward the choice between current con-

sumption and saving for future consumption.Whereas
the traditional income tax penalizessavingand encour-

18. It may be worthwhile to emphasize that the case for uniform taxation
of all income or consumption does not imply that a single rate should be

ages currentconsumption,a tax based on consumption imposed without regard to the economic position of the taxpayer, as

is neutral in this regard.20 indicated by his taxable income or consumption. A single rate does have

important administrative advantages but t is generally agreed that these

Depending on how it is structured, an income tax are outweighed by the vertical equty advantages of graduated rates.

system can be more or less conducive to economic 19. Of course, this proposition is not necessarily true. Even though pro-

development. High tax rates are likely to cause sub- duction efficiency is generally desirable, it is easy to imagine taxes that are

stantial disincentives for saving, investment and work not neutral which would nevertheless encourage saving, investment and
work effort and lead to fasterdevelopment.However,see note 23 below.

effort.21 Perhaps more important, especially for sav- 20. It should be noted that t is the consumption-basedtax that s neutral.

ings and investment, are other structural features of Whereas the ncome tax discouragessaving, the consumption tax does not

the tax system. Rapid depreciation allowances and encourage saving; t s merely neutral.

generous investment incentives encourage invest- 21. This propositionneed not be true. If, for example, investment incen-

ment, but failure to allow for inflation in calculating
tives structuredas deductions(rather than as credits) are sufficientlygener-

depreciation allowances discourages investment.
ous, high tax rates may reduce the cost of capital rather than increase it
and may therefore provide greater incentives to investment. This is espe-

true
Domestic private saving may also be encouraged or

cially for debt-financed investmentwhere full deduction is allowed for
nominal interest expense.

discouraged by structural tax policy. Particularly im- 22. The aggregatedomestic saving of an economy is comprisedof private

portant in this regard is the fact that inflation erodes saving and public saving Public saving is the excess of receipts over expen-

the principal amount of debt. Failure to take this into ditures, i.e. the Budget surplus. Under a conceptually accurate capital
over current

account encourages borrowing and discourages sav- Budget, the relevant surplus is that of receipts Government

expenditures, with public investment spending being added to private
ing. Of course it is almost certainly more effective to investment. Funds available for investmentconsist of total domesticsaving
use a reduction in the Budget deficit as a means of plus capital inflow from abroad.

increasing aggregate saving than to rely on changes in 23. This statement may seem almost heretic n a country that desperately

the structure of taxation to boost private saving,22 needs economicdevelopment.However, to recognize its validityone need

Moreover, it should be remembered that policies that only contemplate the debt crisis faced by the countries which ignored it.
24 For example, assume that the before-tax real rate of return on a

increase domestic investment do not necessarily in- particular margnal investment is 10% and the after-tax return is 6%. The

crease domestic saving, or vice versa. An increase in marginal effective tax rate s 40%. If the effective tax rate on another

investment not matched by an increase in saving must marginal investment with the same before-tax real rate of return is only

be financed by the influx of foreign capital. 20%, resourceswill be allocated away from the former investmentand into
the latter. An even worse result occurs if the marginal effective tax rate is

In a relatively small, open, capital-exportingcountry negative. Assume, for example, that tax incentives are so generous that

like Colombia, the tax treatmentof income from inter-
the after-tax real rate of return s 12%, even though the before-tax return

is only 10%. In such a case, the margnal effective tax rate would be minus

national investment is significant. This involves the 20%. The incentive for misallocatingincome in this case would be particu-
treatmentof income earned by foreign investors in the larly strong
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dits for income taxes paid to source countries. It might to choose among competing objectives in designing a
be a major mistake to introduce a change in Colom- system for the taxation of income from business and
bian tax law such as the SAT if such a change would capital.
jeopardize the foreign tax credit allowed by various Horizontal equity and economic neutrality are gener-home countries of foreign investors in Colombia.25 If

ally quite compatible since both require uniform andU.S. investors did not have access to this credit, they consistent taxation of all income (or all consumption).would be liable for both Colombian and U.S. income In a world without inflation both are generallyconsis-taxes on income earned in Colombia;such an outcome
could make investmentin Colombiaunattractive.26BY

tent with simplification because non-uniform and in-
consistent tax treatment of different types of incomecomparison, investment in Colombia by residents of and expense is the source of much complexity, includ-countries which exempt income from foreign sources ing complexity resulting from tax planning aimed to(under so-called territorial systems) might be ad- avoid taxes. In such a world the primary source ofversely affected by an increase in the levelof business complexityunderthe income tax involves timing issuestaxation in Colombia, but be unaffected by a change that must be resolved if income is to be measuredin tax structure that collected the same amount of

revenue from such investors. One importantobjective accurately. Inflation adjustment, while necessary in

of the Report is to examine the importance of this
an inflationary environment for a fair and neutral in-
come tax, also introducesconsiderablecomplexity.Byissue, its possible resolution and ways to structure a
comparison, the SAT reduces complexity because itconsumption-basedtax or augment it with withholding only eliminates the need for inflation adjustmenttaxes in order to ensure continued collection of taxes
not

on foreigners that would be creditable in their home
but most timing issues as well. However, calculation
of the base for the net wealth tax (which the Reportcountries.
recommendsshould be retained regardlessof whether
income or consumption-basedtaxation is chosen) en-

G. Transition tails much of the complexity that would be eliminated
by adoption of the SAT.

Any changes in tax policy involve windfall gains and
losses. For example, total or partial disallowance of A consumption-basedtax is simpler and more condu-
deductions for interest expense such as those con- cive to saving, investment and economic growth than
tained in Law 75 of 1986 would cause substantial is an income-basedtax but it may not be acceptableon

windfall losses if applied to outstandingdebt, and ex- vertical equity grounds. Whether it would be eligible
clusion of interest income on existing obligations for foreign tax credits in capital-exportingcountries is
creates windfall gains. Similarly, changing the tax debatable but this may not be an important issue.
treatment of depreciable assets and inventoriescould Thesepointsare explainedfurtherin the next section.
also generategains or losses. Such windfallsare gener-
ally unfair and they may cause undesirable economic
disruptions,especially if they create financiaihardship IV. PRELIMINARYAPPRAISAL OF
and the threat of widespread bankruptcy. Moreover, ALTERNATIVES

large windfall losses generate political opposition to i

tax reform that may be overwhelmingeven if matched During the recent debate on tax reform in the United
by windfallgains realizedby others. For these reasons, States, the following was often used as a shorthand
introduction of tax reforrn is frequently delayed or description of the proximate objective of income tax

phased-in. For example, the inflation adjustmentsfor reform: uniform and consistent taxation of all real
interest income and expense introduced in the 1986 economic income at low rates, without regard to the
law (except for that on interest income of individuals) source or use of such income. Analysisof key compo-
are to be phased in over a 10-year period. Even this nents of this definition of a good income tax system,
has not stilled the complaints from taxpayers. in light of the basic objectives set out in the previous

section, is a useful starting point for the discussion of
The difficulties of designing a satisfactory scheme for the reform of the taxation of business and capital in-
transition may be greater for some alternatives than corne in Colombia. An analogous shorthand descrip-for others. Thus transition to a consumption-basedtax tion of good tax policy could be applied to a consump-
may be somewhat more difficult than transition to an tion-based tax. Some, but not all, of the implications
inflation-adjusted income tax since the fundamental of attempting to implement this descriptionof an ideal
changes are greater. But, as indicatedearlier, to some tax system suggest that a consurnption-basedtax mayextent the difference is one of degree, rather in kind. be preferable.The Reportpresentsand evaluatesproposals for a fair
and orderly transition from the present tax system to 25. The basic issues under U.S. laware whethera tax system that allowed
both the inflation-adjusted income tax and the con- no deduction for interest expense would meet the test of being levied on

sumption-basedSAT. net income, whether immediate expending of capital goods would pro-
vide adequate compensation for the failure to allow interest deductions,
and whethercredit would be allowed for withholding tax on foreign remit-

H. Consistencyand conflicts tances if credit for the SAT were denied.
26. This may overstate the situation somewhat, since countries that

Some of the objectives just described are consistent
employ the residence principle generally do not tax the income of foreign
subsidiaries until repatriated. After-tax income earned abroad is thus al-

but some are not. In the latter case it may be necessary lowed to accumulate free of home-country taxes until repatriation.
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A. Taxing all income (or all consumption) volves depreciableassets; depreciationallowances for
tax purposes should track economic depreciation as

If horizontal equity is to be achieved, it is necessary- closely as possible. There are, however, many other
by definition - to tax all income (or all consum issues of the timing of recognition of income and ex-

tion, if that is the chosen measure of ability to pay). pense. Among the timing issues that must be address-
Similarly, economic neutrality requires uniform taxa- ed to achieve a conceptuallyaccurate measure of tax-
tion of all income (or all consumption).Any deviations able income are depletion, amortization,depreciation
from uniform taxation will produce either horizontal allowance, treatment of long-term contracts, instal-
inequities, economic distortions, or both.27 ment sales, original-issuediscountbonds, pre-produc-
Whether the income tax or the SAT is preferable tion expenses and methodsof accounting(e.g. cash vs.

under this criterion depends in large part on whether accrual). Some of these issues may be so unimportant
annual or lifetime income is thought to be the better in a particularcountry that they could be ignoredwith-

measureof taxpayingability since the latter effectively out significant loss of revenue, equity or economic

exenpts income from business and capital. A further neutrality. This is true to some extent even in Colom-

consideration is whether there are sectors of the bia where a significant problem is failure to comply
economy that are political sacred cows that cannot with the tax laws (in particular by under-reportingof

be fully taxed. If so, it may not be possible to achieve receipts) because of loopholes in the legislation re-

neutralityand horizontal equity under the income tax. garding timing of recognition of income and expense.
It may, however, be possible to attain these objectives However, in certain sectors, such issues are important
by adopting the SAT, which would lower the taxes on and should be addressed. In Colombia, for example,
the other sectors to the level of taxes paid on real it would be desirable to consider tax treatment of

economic income in the favoured sectors. pre-production expenses in agricultural industries
(particularly the important cattle and coffee sectors),
as well as provisions to improve the measurement of
income in the advanced non-agriculturalsectors. The

B. Taxing real income
administrativedifficulties of handling these and other

In a world of significant inflation it is necessary to timing issues and the political problem of gaining ac-

allow for the effects of inflation in the measurementof ceptance of fair and neutral taxation of agricultureare

taxable income. Otherwise, taxation will be neither important reasons to consider substitution of a con-

fair nor neutral. Unfortunately, inflation adjustment sumption-based tax for income-based taxation.

introduces an undesirable increase in complexity into
an income tax system. The situation, however, is not

D. Low tax rates
as bad as it might seem. An unindexed system gener-
ally provides numerous opportunities for tax-avoid-
ance schemes that would not exist in an nflation-proof Avoiding high tax rates has several advantages. High
system. As a result of attempts to take advantages of ncome tax rates distort economic decision-making,
these opportunities,economic relations, tax planning, discourage saving, investment and work effort, and

compliance with the tax laws and tax administration encourage tax evasion.

are all the more complicated than in a system with no Hgh tax rates under a consumption-basedtax do not

such opportunities. On balance, considering distor- discourage saving and investment. However, depend-
tions of economicdecision-making,as well as difficul- ing on the relative size of the 2 bases, it may be that
ties of understanding the law and complying with it, tax rates can be slightly lower under the income-based
economic life under an inflation-proof system, once tax than under the consumption-basedtax. The differ-
established, may not be much more complicated than ence in these potential tax bases may not be as great
under one that is not indexed and it may even be as sometimesassumed, however, since under the SAT

simpler. interest income is in effect taxed at the company level

One objective of the Report is to specify a system of through disallowance of interest deductions, rather
than at the individual level, as under the income tax,inflation adjustment that reconciles (to the extent pos- where evasion is widespread.28sible) the attractions of conceptual accuracy with

simplicity of compliance and administration. Of
course, no inflation adjustment is necessaryunder the
SAT. However, if the net wealth tax is retained, many 27. If economic behaviour were totally unresponsive to economic incen-
of the complexitiesof inflation adjustment that plague tives, as reflected n prices and taxes, differences in tax treatment would

the income tax cannot be eliminated. only cause horizontal inequities. In fact distortions occur as behaviour
adjusts to differences in taxation. Even so, adjustments often do not

eliminate all inequities.
28. The problem of evasion of tax on nterest income can be addressed

C. Taxing economic income by requiring withholding on interest payments, as under current law in
Colombia. Since withholding rates generally cannot be closely related to

As indicated earlier, taxation of economic income re- the personal crcumstancesof the taxpayer, as reflected n his marginal tax

quires that rules for the realization of income and the rate, either under or over withholding is almost inevitable. If the withhold-
rate is set below the top marginal tax rate applied to individual income,

tmng of deductionsmatch economicreality as closely
ng
evasion is likely to occur. If tax is withheld at the top marginal rate the

as possible. Perhaps the most visible timing issue in- result is likely to be nearly the same as under the SAT.
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E. Pros and cons of the SAT tively included in the donor's tax base and that the net
wealth tax may, in fact, not be sufficientlyprogressive.

As the above discussion indicates, taxation based on As a result, the consumption-based system may in
consumptionhas substantialsimplificationbenefits re- practice be less progressive than the income-based
lative to income-basedtaxation. Because it is based on system.
cash flow, the business component of a consumption-
based tax raises no issues of inflation adjustment or Although compliance and administrationwould gen-the timingof realization.The tax treatmentof interest, erally be easier under the SAT, this approach is not
i.e. no deduction and no taxation, is far simpler to without difficulties.The possibilitiesof fraud in capitaladminister than the treatment under a conventional assets transactions and the problems of policing busi-
income tax (deduction and taxation). Moreover, be- ness deductions for expenditures which have a non-
cause it does not penalize saving, the consumption- business componentwould be somewhat greater than
based tax is more nearly neutral (at least with regard under the income tax.
to the saving-consumptionchoice) and more condu-
cive to saving and economicgrowth than is the income A furtherrisk is that the UnitedStates or other capital-tax.

exportingcountriesmight not allow a foreign tax credit
Several other factors must be considered in conjunc- for a consumption-basedtax such as the SAT. If not,
tion with these advantages. The primary objections to there is some chance that credit might also not be
a shift to consumption-based tax involve concerns available for the withholding tax on foreign remit-
about vertical equity. A consumption-based tax is tances. The Reportsuggests that both the SATand the
roughlyequivalentto an income tax with an exemption remittance tax accompanying it should be creditable.
for income from capital, i.e. to a tax only on labour How the creditability issue would actually be settled
income. Thus for a given set of tax rates a comprehen- in capital-exportingcountriescannotbe predictedwith
sive consumption-basedsystem is less progressivethan confidence. It should be recognized, however, that
an equally comprehensive income-based system. It many U.S. corporationsare expectedto be in an excess

may be possible to achieve the same distributionof tax foreign tax credit position; they will have paid more
burden across income classes under either system by taxes to foreign Governments than can be taken as

utilizing a more progressive rate structure under a credits (in part because of recent changes in U.S. tax
consumption-based system than under an income- law which reduce tax rates and restrict the availability
based system. An alternative would be to use some- of such credits). For a U.S. firm in such a position
what higher net wealth tax rates to augment the pro- there is little practical difference between creditable
gressivity of the SAT. Either of these has costs in taxes and non-creditabletaxes; in practice neither can
terms of disincentives,distortionsand rewards for eva- be credited. As a result, whether a particular Colom-
sion. Moreover, in light of concernsof political accep- bian tax is creditablemay have substantially less prac-
tability and administration,there is a risk that, in prac- tical importancefor the choicebetween the income tax
tice, gifts, bequests and inheritancesmay not be effec- and the SAT than is commnly assumed.

SR LANKA: ceive a refund of any excess over that income tax.
Corporate shareholdersdo not include qualifyingdis-
tributions in their income and receive no credit for the

Amendmentto ACT.

It was the intention of the legislature that the ACT

ImputationSystem paid in respect of a qualifying distributionwould fol-
low the distribution through a chain of resident com-

panies; a resident individual shareholderat the end of
The imputation system introduced recently by Sri the chain would include in his statutory income, and

a company atLanka is described in an article by R.G.L. de Silva in receive credit for, the ACT paid by the
the beginningof the chain. Close scrutiny of the legis-the December 1988 issue of the Bulletin. The system lation reveals, however, that this is not therequires a company resident in Sri Lanka to pay ad- case.

vance company tax (ACT) at the same time as it makes Sec. 33A(1) of the Inland Revenue Act imposes the
a qualifying distribution. Qualifying distributions are obligation on resident companies to pay ACT. It
basically dividends paid out of profits subject to com- states:
pany income tax other than dividends received. A

Every company resident in Sri Lanka shall be liable toresident individual shareholder receiving a qualifying for of assessment commencingdistribution is required to include in his statutory n-
pay every year

(hereinafter
on or

after April 1, 1988, a tax referred to as the
come both the distributionreceivedand the ACTpaid advancecompany tax) on an amount ec ual to the.....

in respect of it. He may credit the ACT against the amount of every qualifying distribution mac e by that
income tax payable on his assessable income and re- company during that year of assessment.
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Sec. 33B deals with individuals who receive qualifying and that both companies are taxable in respect of
distributionsand states: profits at the rate of 50%.

(1) Where a resident person, other than a company, Company 1
receives in any year of assessment,a dividend in relation Profit 2OO
to which advance company tax under subsection (1) of
section 33A has been paid by any residentcompany, the Pays dividend to Company 2 100
statutory income of such person from such. dividend for

Withholding 20
that year of assessment shall be deemed to be a sum

equal to the aggregate of the gross dividend and the Net dividend 80

advance company tax which is attributable to such part
of that dividendas consistsof a qualifyingdistribution. Company tax 100

Advance company tax 5O
(2) Every resident person, other than a company, Still to pay -
whose total statutory incomefor any yearofassessment
includes a dividend in relation to which advance com-

pany tax under subsection (1) of section 33A has been Company 2

paid by any resident company, shall be entitled to de- Profit Dividend Total
duct from the tax payable by such person for that year received
of assessment, a sum equal to the advance company tax

paid on such part of that dividend as consists of a qual- Profit 300 300

ifying distribution.Where the amount to be sodeducted Receiveddividend from Company 1 80 80

exceeds the tax payable by him for that year of assess- Total income 380

ment, the excess shall, subject to the provisions of

Chapter XXIII, be refunded to such person. Pays dividend to

The problem is that Sec. 33B deals only with dividends individual 100 40 140

which are qualifying distributions and is silent with Withholding 20 NIL 20

respect to dividends paid out of dividends received Net dividend 80 40 120

from other companies. The result is that an indvidual
Companytax 150 NIL 150

shareholder who receives dividends which have been
,

Advancecompanytax 50 NIL 50
channelled through one or more intermediate com- Stillll to pay 100 NIL 100
panies since they were first distributed has no right to
a credit for the ACTpaid in respectof the first distribu-
tion, nor is he obliged to include the ACT in his statu- Individual

tory income. No other provision of the law deals with
this situation, so that there is a gap in the legislation. Paid out Paid out of

of profit dividend Total
Having discovered the problem with the legislation, Net divdendreceivedfrom
the International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation Company2 80 40 120
consulted Mr. de Silva, who is the Sri Lanka corres-

pondent for the Bulletin. Mr. de Silva, agreeing with Withholding 20 NIL 20

the IBFD's interpretation, referred the matter to the Grossingup NIL 10 10

Commisionerof Inland Revenue (Corporate Taxes).
Advancecompany tax 50 25 75

Total income 150 75 225
The Commissionerhas said that the necessary amend-
ments to the law will be made and that in the meantime Withholdingcredit 20 NIL 20
the position will be rectified administratively. Grossingup credit NIL 10 10

The following example sets out the way in which the Credit for advance

imputation system is intended to work. Assume that companytax 50 25 75

all persons in this example are resident in Sri Lanka Total credit 70 '35 105
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\-ER\A-O\AL:

Achieving Compliance in

DevelopingCountries
lan Wallschutzsky

II. GENERALPRINCIPLES
Mr. lan Wallschutzsky is Associate Professor in Taxation,
University of Newcastle, Australia; Visiting Scholar, Interna-
tional Tax Program, Harvard Law School. Developing countries differ markedly in terms of the

type of tax systems that can be implemented.At least
the followingimpingeson the type of systemwhichcan

be adopted; the political system and ideology, the role
I. INTRODUCTION expected of Government in implementing social and

economic policies, the extent to which Government
It is difficultfor tax administrationsin developedcoun- intervention is tolerated, the type of tax system which
tries to achieve acceptable levels of compliance with the country has had, the extent of the agriculturalincome tax laws so tax administrations in developing base, the level of literacy, the proportionof the popu-countriesshould not feel badly if they are not achieving lation at or below subsistence level, the degree of
high levels of compliance with their tax laws. Tax concentrationof populationand of industry, the extent
administrations in developed countries such as the of endowment of natural resources, the balance of
United States have access to all the modern technol-
ogy, yet only obtain voluntarycompliance levels in the payments position, the level of national debt, the rate

of inflation, the rate of economicgrowth, etc. So manyorder of 80%.1 This does not mean that tax administra- things affect the tax structure that it is not possible to
tions in developing countries should think that it is prescribe any one system for all countries.
impossible for them to achievehigh levels of voluntary
compliance. By learning from experiences in devel- Tax systems are, to an extent, fashioned by the cir-

oped countries and by knowing more about their own cumstances into which they will be put and the tax

taxpayers they can improve their voluntary com- scenarios which have gone before. What is possible
pliance rates. and what is not possible change as circumstances

The quantity and quality of resources required by tax change. For instance, self-assessmentis inconceivable
if literacy is low but as literacy levels rise so does the

administrations are to a large extent determined by prospect of self-assessment being successful. Tax re-
the type of tax system which is introduced. Legisla- form is likely to be a continuallyevolvingprocess. Anytures can help by recognizingthis and then giving their changes made should not be presumed to be the last
tax administrators a manageable tax system and the changes required. On the other hand, when a legisla-resources needed to administer it. Compliance is both ture approachesthe processof tax reformit should not
an administrative and legislative matter. Tax goals think that it must achieve all the desired changes at
such as equity are not achieved by designing a tax

one time. In fact, the fewer the changes and the less
system which is fair. Any fair system which is not significant they are the more likely they will succeed.
administered as planned becomes inequitable. Non- Tax reform in smaller doses is both more politicallycompliance also produces inequities. In some situa- possible and more administrativelyfeasible.
tions it might be better to design a slightly less sophis-
ticated tax system. On its face it might appear less Legislators should not expect too much of their tax

equitable than another system but because it is ad- systems nor should they try to use their tax systems to

ministrativelysimpler it may result in greater equity. accomplish too much. Tax systems in developedcoun-

The purpose of this article is to review those aspects
of a tax system which affect compliance, over which
legislators or administrators have some control. This

1. Tax Administration: IRS' Tax Gap Studies, GAO/GGD-88-66-BR

(March 1988) Washington at 23.
article concentrates on income tax which means that 2. C.Y. Mansfield, Tax Administration in Developing Countries: An

caveats such as those given by Mansfieldare pertinent. Economic Perspective, International Monetary Fund Working Paper, 87/

He noted that, in developing countries, income tax 42, Washington (1987)
was generally less important than other taxes and 3. It is arguable that non-reporting of income from illegal activities is

tax tax

levies, including taxes on foreign trade, excises on
independent of policy and administration. For further discussion
on this topic, see S. Rochupan, Determinantsof Income Tax Evasion:

beverages, tobacco, or fuel, and sales taxes.2 The arti- Role of Tax Rates, Scope of Tax Schedules, and Other Factors, in Supply-
cle does not address all issues and specificallyexcludes Side Tax Policy: Its Relevance To Developing Countries, V.P. Gandhi,
from considerationmatters dealing with income from InternationalMonetaryFund, Washington(1987) in particularat158-159.

illegal activities3, internationaltransactions4,exchange
4. For this topic readers could consult C.R. Irish, Transfer Pricing
Abuses and Less DevelopedCountries,Asian PacificTax and Investment

of information provisions and anti-avoidance provi- ResearchCentre Bulletin, Part I (June 1987) at 227-236; Part II (July 1987)
sions. at 298-313.
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tries have been very efficient in raising revenue (e.g. very concentrated. Banking is an example.9 It is usu-
in the United States it costs less than half a cent to ally concentrated in major cities, profitable and effi-
collect each dollar of tax).5 Consequently, those sys- ciently organized and therefore is a prime target for
tems have been asked to do many things other than taxation. It has a narrow base and does not require a
raise revenue. This makes tax laws very complex and great deal of a revenue authority's resources to collect
it can lead to problems. For instance, use of the Inter- or administer. Unless care is taken taxpayers can be
nal Revenue Code (IRC) in the United States to en- treated inequitablyby the tax system and the economy
courage certain types of investment resulted in abuse of the developingcountry may suffer. For instance, as
of tax shelter provisions. This problem was addressed taxes on banking transactions rise, banking firms have
in 1986 with substantial withdrawal of these provi- an incentive to either switch part of their investment
sions. Legislatures should, therefore, not always as- to non-banking activities or to move some or all of
sume that the only way to implementpolicy is through their banking activities offshore. There would also be
the tax system. It is possible that direct grants may be an incentive to evade or avoid tax. The end result s
a better methodof subsidy than are tax rebates/credits/ that efforts are not put into activities which are most
deductions. Direct grants are also more likely to limit productive. The tax system should therefore aim to
the total cost of implementing the policy. If policies make the tax base as wide as possible, to ensure that
are introducedvia the tax system it is useful to consider all to whom the tax is directed are taxed and to keep
doing so in conjuncton with a sunset clause.6 This tax rates as low as possible,io
requires specific Government action to allow those
policies to continue. What follows is a list of specific guidelines which em-

phasize complianceactivities. It is not essential that all
Too much reliance should not be placed on any one these guidelines be followed. In some cases pursuit of
type of tax. Government spending always seems to other goals might mean that they be disregarded. The
increase over time. It does not seem to be flexible point of the guidelines is that where there is no other
downwards. If there is too much reliance on one type specificgoal whichhas to be followed, there is a prefer-
of tax, tax rates rise. The extent of the rise dependson red way ofdoing things ifcompliance is to be achieved.
several factors but is exacerbated if the tax base is
narrow. One of the consequences of higher tax rates
is the effect they have on compliance. Higher tax rates III. SPECIFIC ISSUES
generallymean reducedcomplianceor at least reduced
incentive to comply.7 A. Identificationof the taxpayer
Particular problems can be encountered where Gov-
ernments, too heavily, rely on product-based taxes. Perhaps one of the most important initial administra-
For instance, if a Governmentdepended on an excise tive tasks is that of identifyingall potential taxpayers.
on oil it would encounter severe problems if oil pro- Similar tasks of identification exist where there are
duction fell sharplyor if demand for oil suddenlydrop- withholding agents or where there are information
ped. In some instances these problems might be tem- reporting agents. None of these tasks is easy. How-
porary but in others they might be more permanent. ever, each taxpayer, each withholdingagent and each

information reporting agent must be uniquely iden-
On the other hand, Governments should not rely on tified. When used with taxpayers' names, identifica-
too many different types of taxes. Each tax requires a tion numbers (ID nurnbers) can be used as a cross-
set of aws as well as a structure to administer and check to minimize errors in all aspects of administra-
collect it. A greater numberof taxes therefore implies tion of taxpayers' tax returns, especially:
more laws and greater administrative structure. Law- - identifyingwhether taxpayershave lodged returns;
making facilities and administrative resources are al- - deterrniningwhether taxpayers are entitled to cre-
ways at a premium and are more likely to be at a

greater premium in developingcountries.
5. See Table 22 of Department of Treasury, Internal Revenue Service

Tanzi argues that where tax systems are concentrated Highlights of 1986, Publication No. 1265 (Rev 7-87).
6. A sunset clause is one which terminates the operation of the provi-around a few taxes it is easier to access the impact of sion at a particular date. The investment allowance provisions introduced

policy changes and explain the effects of such changes in Australia applied n respect of plants installed between 1 January 1976
to policy makers, legislators and the public.8 Further, and 1 January 1988. See Sec. 82AA-AQ of the Australian Income Tax

where there is a greatervariety of taxes it is likely that Assessment Act 1936, as amended..

some taxes will produce little revenue in relation to the 7. Compliancecouldimproveifthereis reduced opportunityorifspecial
circumstancesexisted. However, in the absence of these factors and based

resources required to collect them. Governments in on the author's own research in Australia (see footnote 29), tax rates may
developing countries might therefore be advised t0 be one of the key elements influencing the level of evasion.
use resources to collect fewer types of taxes which 8. V. Tanzi, Tax System and Policy Objectives in Developing Coun-

have well-defined but wide bases. As administrative tries: General Principles and Diagnostic Tests, 3 Tax Administration
Review (January 1987) at 23, 24.

resources grow or as they become more sophisticated, 9. Other examples include importers, oil producers and mining opera-
attempts can be made to collect a greater variety of tions.
taxes. 10. However, note Richupan'scomment that further studies are needed

before making a definitive conclusion regarding the effect of the tax rate
Often in developingcountries the tax base and some- on tax evasion. In S. Richupan, Determinantsof Tax Evasion, op. cit.
times the taxpaying community for a particular tax is footnote 3 at 162
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dits for tax instalmentswhichhave been deducted; - checking subsequent returns lodged by the tax-

checking claims relating to dependants; and payer or by third parties.12-

using information contained in information re- Care must also be taken to ensure that any one tax-
-

ports. is not issued than number. Evenpayer more one

In relation to taxpayers there are 2 basic approaches. sophisticated tax systems issue multiple ID numbers
The first is to try to allocate numbers to everyone. A for some taxpayers.13Sometimesthis is caused by com-

second approach is to allocate numbers only to those puterization.The United States Internal RevenueSer-
who are likely to be liable for tax. Pavesi and Wen- vce (IRS) has issued a second employer identification
celblat report that Argentina tried the former ap- number where the employer'sname has been express-
proach and that it resulted in a massive number of ed as one word, for instance as JohnDoe,when the
taxpayers and information which the tax administra- same name on the master file was correctly shown as

tion was not able to handle. Therefore it might be 2 words, i.e. as John Doe.14The goal for developing
better to allocate ID numbers to those who are likely countries remains the same even though no developed
to be liable for tax. This places less stress on tax admin- country has perfected a system of ID numbers. Early
istrations. It also saves a numberof classes of persons, failures and imperfections in the quest for a com-

such as the elderly, from having to correspondwith the prehensive ID system must be expected and tolerated.
tax administration. One difficulty with this approach What cannot be tolerated is the attitude that because
is that of identifyingthose to whomID numbersshould there will be problemswith the ID system it shouldnot
be allocated. In developed countries this is primarily be implemented.
achieved through voluntary compliance. This means While the process of perfecting a file number systemthat checks are required to determinewhetherall who will be an ongoingone, there are some measureswhichshould have ID numbers do in fact have them. A

can be undertaken to encourage taxpayers to obtainnumber of types of checks can be developed, most of ID numbers (or at least discourage them from notwhich involve checking information reports or data
having one). The back-up withholding tax system,bases held by other agencies. Examples include elec-
adopted in the United States in 1982 for interest in-toral rolls, social security registers, health department is example.15 Under this system where tax-

registers, customer listings of electricity,gas and water come, an

authorities, real estate registers, records of agencies payers cannot quote a tax file number to the institution

that issue licences, applicationsto import certain types holding their money, tax must be withheld. Similarly,
of goods (e.g. luxury goods), membership lists of pro-

in Australia a higher rate of withholding applies in
a payee can-fessional bodies, lists of employer groups, etc. These respect of prescribedpayments''16 where

not supply the payor with a tax file number.lists will contain the names of personsnot liable for tax
as well as those liable for tax. Some lists (e.g. electoral Australia has also amended its legislation to penalize
rolls) will be less useful than others (e.g. lists of mem- taxpayers who do not have tax file numbers. Individu-
bers of professional associations). The best sources als who cannot quote a tax file number are subject to
are those which reflect income or wealth of individu- higher pay-as-you-earn tax instalments on any wages,
als. Experience will enable refinements to be made. unemployment benefits or sickness benefits they re-

To this end it will be helpful if details of each enquiry ceive. After 1 July 1991, tax file numbers will also be
are recorded. Subsequent analysis will then permit required by most taxpayers to open a bank account or

selection criteria to be improved. If background an account with a building society or credit union, to
characteristicsof non-filers are also recorded, profiles make certain investments in Government or semi-
can be developedwhich can be incorporated into pre- Government securities, to invest through solicitors
dictive models. trust funds, to purchase shares in public companies

and to make investments in cash management trusts
Apart from Japan, which has yet to implement a tax
file number, developed countries have file number

or in property trusts.

systems and there is no reason to expect that develop-
ing countries have serious problems in this regard
should they seek to introduce tax file numbers.

11. P.F. Pavesi and H.B. Wencelblat, The Future of Important Func-
tions in Tax Administration: Collection, The Challengeof Tax Adminis-

Whichever approach to issuing tax file numbers is tration Until the End of the 20th Century: Technical Papersand Reports of
adopted, the key to success is to continually update the 15th General Assembly of the Inter-AmericanCenterof Tax Adminis-

and monitor the system which is used. trators, InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam(1984)
at 10.
12. General AccountingOffice, Who's Not Filing Income Tax Returns

Often a significant problem is ensuring that current IRS Needs Better Ways To Find Them and CollectTheirTaxes,GGD-79-
addresses are available for taxpayers. Where tax- 69, General AccountingOffice (Washington 1979) at 34.

payers do not volunteernew addresses the tax admin- 13. See the report of the General Accounting Office GAO/GGD-88-77
Tax Administration: IRS CouldReduce the Number of Unproductive Busi-istration will have to make some effort to establish

those addresses. Experience in the United States
ness Non-Filer Investigations, U.S. General Accounting Office,
Washington (May 1988)

suggest that current addresses can be obtained by: 14. Ibid. at 15.

visiting the taxpayer's last known address and 15. Introduced by the Interest and Dividend Tax Compliance Act of-

checkingwith the currentresidentsor neighbours; 1983, and subsequent Regulations.

checkingwith the taxpayer's last knownemployer;
16. Prescribed payments are, in essence, intra-industry payments for

-

services supplied in the building industry, the vehicle repair industry,motor

checking telephone directories; and the road industry and the cleaning industry.
-

transport
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Sometimes taxpayers are reluctant to come forward tion Act (1901). This provision allows judicial bodies
and sign up for an income tax ID numberbecause they in interpreting Commonwealth legislation to take ac-

have tax returns outstanding. If this s a particular count of certain extrinsic material produced at the

problem in developingcountries the legislature might time the legislation was enacted. This would include
consider the merits of having a brief tax amnesty prior parliamentary speeches outlining the purpose of the
to fully implementinga tax file number system. Under legislationand explanatorymaterialaccompanyingthe
a tax amnesty, taxpayers would be required to lodge legislation.
delinquent tax returns but they could be exempt from Simple definitions are, however, likely to be easier to
penalties for late lodgement. Australia offered tax- administer. For instance, consider how the term res-
payers a 5-month amnesty in 1988. Taxpayers had to ident ought to be defined. It be defined in terms
pay any taxes owed but were only required to lodge up

can

of physical presence (e.g. an individual is a resident if
to 5 years' returns. If their returns were correct they that is in the for than 183 dayswere not liable for non-lodgement or late payment person country more

penalties. This amnesty was a great success in terms of during the year of income). On the other hand, it can

be defined in terms of domicile or habitual place of
the number of new tax filers it produced. Prior to the abode. If it is defined in these latter there is
amnesty it was estimated that there were over 360,000 ways,

non-filers.17 During the amnesty period some 275,000 greater scope for taxpayers to manoeuvre as these

or 75% of these non-filers lodged returns. Almost options are not objectively determined.

71,000 had never lodged a return or had not done so Policymakers in developing countries can help by
for many years.t8 The Australian amnesty was offered keeping the base as simple as possible. However, ex-

as a once in a lifetime opportunity. Amnestieswill not perience in developed countries shows that over time
always be successful, especially those which are of- and particularly as the nature of business transactions
fered, or are expected to be offered, more than once.19 becomes more complex so do the tax laws.22 There are

other policy matters which the legislature can keep in
mind which may help to control the length of the tax

B. Tax legislationand the tax base
statute. For instance, when considering matters such

The tax base should be clearly defined. In this regard.
as depreciation provisions one might consider basing

Surrey's 1964 suggestion that beforea countryconsid- depreciation on the effective life of the plant or by
ers how best to administerits tax system it must possess

having a standardizedlife. The latter may be less equit-
a clear picture of the scope of its tax system''20 remains

able and may not reflect economic reality but it will
result in simpler tax laws and probably less abuse.

relevant. Care should be taken not to lift words and
phrases from countries' legislation. Those words and Similarly, provisions relating to valuation of stock,

phrases might have one meaning in the country from
deductions for repairs and deductions for bad debts

which they came but another in the country in which
can be defined to aid compliance. For example, if

they are to be applied. There is no substitute for using taxpayers, in valuing trading stock can use cost it
would be useful to define this to include all those costs

skilled local draftsmen. If possible they should have
experience in drafting income tax laws. In this respect

which have been reasonablynecessary to get the stock

there is one feature of Australian taxation administra- to its existing location and to its existing condition.

tion which might be of interest to lawmakers in de-
Failure to do this will provide taxpayers with the op-

veloping countries. The Australian Taxation Office portunity to use something less than full cost, the result

now has a law improvement unit which develops op-
being that taxable income will be understated. Where

tions for simplifying new and existing legislation. It
there is doubt whether any particular provisions can

also reviews existing legislation to identify redundant
achieve its intended purpose, anti-avoidance clauses

provisions. Establishmentof such a unit within the tax
can be added.23

administration of developing countries could prove
worthwhile. It would lead to a concentrationof techni- 17. Commissionerof Taxation, Annual Report 1987-88, Australian Gov-
cal staff with this type of talent and woulcl recognize ernrnent Publishing Service, Canberra (November 1988) at 12-13
the importance of keeping tax laws simple. 18. CCH (Australia) Ltd., Tax Week, No. 729,24 (October 1988) at 5.

19. See the report of the Spanish experience of the early 1980s cited in

When defining words and phrases it should be recog- M.C. Amoros, Improvement and Simplificationof the Legal System n

nized that there are always at least 2 approaches. Sim- Measuresfor Improving the Levelof Voluntary Compliancewith Tax Obli-

ple definitionscan be used or complex definitionscan gations, InternationalBureauof Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam (1985)
at 54.

be used. Both approaches can provide opportunities 20. S.S. Surrey, Tax Administration in DevelopingCountries in Read-

for circumvention or avoidance. Simple definitions ings on Taxation in Developing Countries, R. Bird and O. Oldman, Third

cannot always provide for complex businesssituations. Edition, The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore (1975) at 482.

On the other hand, complex definitionsmay, in defin- 21. Local history may be important in this regard. In some countries,

ing the circumstances in which something is taxable,
administrative history may suggest that such discretion might work well.

However, in other countriessuch discretion might be abused and might be

implicitlyor explicitly also define the circumstances in a source of corruption. If the latter is the case, administrative discretion

which it is not taxable. Tax administrations will be should probably be avoided. Care should also be taken to avoid the issue

aided if they, like the IRS in the United States, are of too many regulations as this can make the tax system too complicated.

given authority to make binding regulations.21 Alter- 22. In Australia, in 1988. the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936, as

amended, exceeded one million words in length.
natively, it might be helpful if there is a provision 23. Often anti-avoidanceprovisions rnay take the form of an adrninistra-
similar to Sec. 15 AB of the AustralianActs Interpreta- tive discretion such as ...but in any event the amount of the deduction
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The number of tax exemptions should be kept to a of the tax unit to include members of the taxpayer's
minimum as should the number of tax credits, rebates immediate family or to include all household mem-

and deductions. Policymakersin developingcountries bers. Where the tax unit remained the individual,
should question whether it is essential to provide tax other legislative responses to incomesplittinghave led
relief for such things as expenditure on education, to complexityof the tax laws. Perhaps the only way to
medical care, housing and charity. As the number of preserve the rights of individuals to be taxed and to
these items grows not only do tax laws become more prevent tax laws from becoming unnecessarily com-

complexbut they also provideavoidanceopportunities plex is to make sure that there are few incentives for
to some taxpayers. Legislation remedying the defects taxpayers to split income. One way this can be
can be overly complex and can give scope for further achieved is by keeping tax rates lower and flatter. To
avoidance opportunities. A never-ending cycle can an extent this may impingeupon equity considerations
begin so simply. This cycle may be avoided by not but that may have to be the nature of the choice that
offering the exemption, rebate, credit or deduction in has to be made.25
the first place. This does not mean that those activities
not be supported. It simply means that they not be
supported through the tax system.

D. Tax rates

Anotherway that care in designing the tax system can According to Oldman and Bird, the prevalent form
keep tax laws simple is to ensure that differentbusiness of income tax in much of Latin America, as in Fran-
structures are treated equally, i.e. that the tax system cophone Africa, is probably still the mixed system
is neutral towards sole traders, partnerships, trusts (schedular taxes capped by a complementary global
and companies. To the extent there are differences in tax)....26 While there may be some justification for a

the amount of tax paid by differentbusinessstructures schedularapproach, the goal should be to work toward
there will be incentives for taxpayers to alter their a global tax with all income subject to the same rate
structures. Often when revenue authorities see tax- scale. Failure to do this is inequitable. It discriminates
payers altering their business structures to pay a lesser against the more heavily taxed income and provides
amount of tax they react in one of 2 ways. Either they incentives to recharacterize that income into a form
assess the taxpayer as though the taxpayer had not which suffers less tax.
made the change or they persuade the legislature to
amend the tax laws to limit the tax advantagessought. Previously, it was argued that steeply progressive tax

This either means that there will be more disputes rates encouraged taxpayers to split incomewith others
and that one way of avoiding this was to have lowerbetween taxpayers and revenue authoritiesor that the

tax laws become more complex. The real cause, i.e. and flatter tax rates. Experience in developed coun-

lack of neutrality, is often forgotten. Neutrality is a
tries in recent years has shown a move towards lower
flatter taxes. For instance, the Tax ReformAct 1986 in

matter to be taken into account when both tax base
and tax rates are being considered. the United States reduced the maximummarginal rate

of tax for individualsfrom 50% to 28%. It also reduced
Where possible the tax base should be able to be the maximum corporate rate from 46% to 34%. De-
objectively determined. Unfortunately, developed veloping countries might also be wise to concentrate
countries do not provideenlightenedexamplesof this. on broadening their tax base and imposing taxes at
For instance, revenue odes in the United States and lower, flatter rates. This may, as in the case of the
Australia both set out to tax24 yet neither provide an United States, result in larger rather than smaller in-
exhaustive definition of the term income. This may come tax collection.27
have been intentional but in the case of Australia
where, until 19 September1985, capital gains were not

There are other aspects of tax rates which must be

part of assessable income, taxpayers were given an
considered. First, the rates of tax applicable to ordi-

incentive to look for ways to characterize amounts as nary income and the effective rates applicable to cap-
non-taxablecapital gains. What seems preferable is to

ital gains must be considered. Where these rates differ

tax both income and capital gains and to include a they generallyfavourcapitalgains. This will encourage

comprehensive definition (though not necessarily an taxpayers to characterize receipts as capital gains,
exhaustive definition) of both income and capital
gains. Again it may assist if regulations can be made. shall not exceed the amount, which in the circumstancesthe Commissioner

These can explain terms such as income in particular considers to be reasonable. However, see the discussion in footnote 21

situations which previously have not been resolved. about administrativediscretion.
24. See Sec. 61 of the IRC and Sec. 25 of the Australian Act.

Such regulations also have the advantages of more 25. If equity is essential there are other ways, apart from the income tax

immediate promulgation. rate scale, that can be used to try to achieve the desiredresult. For instance,
a flat rate income tax might be coupled with a wealth tax or with a tax on

luxury goods. Alternatively, subsidies could be used to restore equity to

C. The tax unit those groups which are considered to be adversely affected by a flat rate

income tax.

Generally, tax systems start out by taxing individuals 26. O. Oldman and R. Bird, The Transition to a Global Income Tax: A

per se and by taxing entities. In some countrieswhere ComparativeAnalysis, 31 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation

there has been a progressive rate scale this has moti- 10 (1977) at 439.
27. See Tax Notes (12 December 1988) at 1150, which reported an in-

vated taxpayers to split incomewith other familymem- crease in the average effective rate of tax, for the top 1,000 U.S. corpora-
bers. In response, legislation broadened the definition tions, from 14.9% in 1986 to 24.7% in 1987.
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which are taxed at a lower effective rate. The response and watch television. One Australian study indicates
to this problem in the United States was to tax capital that increased knowledge of penalties can reduce tax-

gains as ordinary income but to reduce, sharply, the payers' desire to evade tax.29
rate of tax on ordinary income. One mechanism for imposing penalties which should
Another problem and one which is likely to be impor- be avoided is that of expressing penalty provisions in
tant in developingcountries is that of freeing from tax terms of fixed amountsof currency. Even where those
what is regarded as subsistence income. This can be penalties are initially effective they lose their real sig-
achieved in several ways. First, the rate scale can be- nificance over time because of inflation. It seems pre-
come operative only after taxable income exceeds a ferable to express penalties as percentages of the tax
certain level. Second, taxpayers can be permitted to sought to be evaded.
take deductions for personal allowances. Alterna-

tively, some combinationof exemptions and personal
There should also be an additional penalty for late

allowances might be used. All of these reduce the payment and this penalty should not be allowed to fall

amount of taxable income and thus final tax payable.
below the rate of inflation. One way of doing this is to

This issue is more significant in developing countries express the late payment penalty in terms of a market

because a greater proportion of the population will rate of interest, e.g. x% above the short-termbond (or
earn only subsistence income. some equivalent) rate.

However, the higher the exemption level, the fewer
the number of taxpayers. While this provides the op-

F. Collection

portunity for the tax system to be more efficient it can
Experience in developed countries suggests that there

also provide opportunity for avoidance through in-
come splitting. In addition, as the numberof taxpayers

are at least 2 general principles in relation to collection
of tax. First, the bulk of the tax that will become

falls, the rate of tax which must be imposed to collect
a given amount of revenue rises. The higher the rates payable should be paid during the year in which the

of tax the greater the incentive to evade or avoid taxes.
ncome is derived. Second, where possible tax should
be collected at source. There are, as Yudkin suggests,If income taxes are to be kept low, greater emphasis several advantages to this. It assists compliance,must be placed on indirect taxes but these are regres- avoids the prolSlem of taxpayer's inability tosive in nature. The choice of the tax-free threshold,

a pay,

and/or the choice of the size of the personal allowance reduces the number of tax payments to be processed,
is therefore critical. puts the revenue into the treasury faster, identifies

taxpayers, and makes taxes psychologically easier to
bear.30

E. Penalties
In the United State, the effect of collection at source

According to Smith and Kinsey, for sanctions to be on compliance has been significant, as the following
an effective threat and deterrent against non-

data shows.

compliance, taxpayers must (1) know about them, (2)
believe that the sanctionsapply to them and (3) accept Table 1

that they are legitimate.28Just taking the first of these Compliance rates for different classes of
factors, tax administrations in developing countries income for the United States 1981
could ask themselves what steps are being taken to
ensure that taxpayersare aware of the penalties for tax Wages and salaries 94%

evasion. For instance, how are the penalties pub- Interest 86%

licized At what point of the tax year are penalties Capital gains 58%

brought to taxpayers' attention One simple and Informal supplier income 20%

timely way of making taxpayers aware of penalties is Source: IncomeTax ComplianceResearch:Estimatesfor 1973-
to have some sort of statement on the tax forms they 81, Internal RevenueService, U.S. GovernmentPublish-
have to complete each year. Taxpayers could be re- ing Service, Washington (July 1983) Table Ill.

mindedof the maximumpenalties that can be mposed
for various offences. It might also help if some details Table 1 shows that compliance is highest for wages and
of previous enforcementactivities were also included. salaries. This class of income is subject to tax instal-
All communicationsshould be in plain language. ments at source. The next highest compliance is for

interest. This class of income is generally not subject
Penalty systems often develop over time. This may to deductionat source although it is subject to informa-
mean they lack coherency and communality of pur-
pose. To be effective against non-compliance, penal-
ties must form a coherent set and must act as a deter- 28. K.W. Smith and K.A Kinsey, Cooperationand Control: Strategies
rent. Penalties do not act as deterrents if they are and Tactics for Tax Examination2 Tax Administration Review at 26-7.

imposed at low rates or if taxpayers are unaware of 29. See I.G. Wallschutzsky, The Effects of Tax Reform on Tax Evasion,
them. This presents particular problems for develop- Australian Tax Research Foundation, Research Study No. 8, Sydney

ing countries which often have low literacy rates. The (1988) at 35.
30. L. Yudkin, A Legal Structure for Effective Income Tax Adninistra-

power of the mass media should not be overlooked. tion, International Tax Program, Harvard Law School, Cambridge (1971)
Even illiterate and semi-literatepeople listen to radio at 32.
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tion reports by third parties. While some capital gains the IRC permits the penalty to be imposed against the
are also subject to information reports, these reports responsibleperson who failed to remit the tax. Some
are at presentnot always matchedwith informationon developed countries (e.g. Australia) prescribe prison
taxpayers' returns. Compliance therefore is more sentences, as well as pecuniary penalties, for these
likely to be affected by deductionat source or matched types of offences,32 Such penalties are rarely used but
information reporting. can be justified because non-payment of taxes with-

held is tantamount to embezzlementor fraud.Tax collection practices in developed countries show
that, with varying degrees of efficiency, tax can be Penalties will only be effective if offences are detected
collected at source in respect of a wide variety of types and if penalties are imposed. One of the biggest prob-
of income including: lems with withholding systems for wages and salaries

wages and salaries; is the misclassificatior'of workers as subcontractors-

pensions and annuities; when they should be classified as employees.33 What-

lump-sum retirement payments; is helpful is a definitive statement of what constitutes-

interest income; salary or wages. In Australia, Sec. 221 (lA) goes to-

dividend income; some length to define the term salary or wages and-

professional fees; this is supportedby various rulings which either relate-

prizes (where these are taxable); to particularproblem areas such as company directors-

payments to entertainers, athletes and actors; (see IT 2128) or authors (see IT 2009) or they relate-

film royalties; to matters of principle (see IT 2129).34-

rent on real property;-

royalties; and re-
- Prompt payment of taxes withheld must also be

insurance commissions. as
- quired. Otherwise employers get into financial dif-

ficulties they will be tempted to use the funds to solve
In time, tax administrations in developing countries their liquidityproblems. Where inflation is a problem,
also should be able to collect tax at source for most of unless funds are regularly remitted, the Government
these types of income. If they have not already done will be losingsome commandover real resources.Two
so they could start with wages and salaries and with types of penalties can be imposed in Australia, i.e. a

those types of income which have few paying agents. culpability penalty for failing to do what was required
Interest income, public company dividendsand royal- and a late penalty for failing to do what was required
ties are likely possibilities. in a timely way. The first penalty is 20% of the unpaid
Australiahas had success in collectingtax from various

tax and the second is 20% per annum of the unpaid
hard to tax groups though the prescribed payments

amount plus the amount of the first penalty. The per

system. This system applies in respectof intra-industry
annum penalty is calculated from the time tax should
have been paid up to the time it is paid.payments in the building industry, the cleaning indus-

try, the road transport industry and the motor vehicle
repair industry. The system collects tax at a standard G. Returns and assessments
rate of 15% (20% from 1 July 1989) of the gross pay-
ments made. A higher rate applies where taxpayersdo 1. Returns by taxpayers
not quote a tax file number. Often in developing countries large proportion ofa

Tax collection is simplerwhere standard rates are used the population lives outside the money economy.
and where rates are applied to gross income. Tax col- Where this occurs it is not feasible to try to tax them.
lection will be more accurate where there is a small For those who are required to file, return forms should
difference between gross income and taxable income. be easy to obtain and easy to complete. The language
On the other hand, filing of annual returns is aided if should not be overly technical and explanatoryguides
collection practices over-withhold. Taxpayers look should be readily available. Filing requirements are

forward to their assessments as those assessments perhaps best couched in terms of gross income.
mean refunds of tax. It might also help if taxpayers can be assured of com-

Developing countries can face problems when they plete confidentialitywith information they disclose in
introduce a Pay-As-You-Earnsystem where previ- their tax returns. This is particularlyimportantin those

ously they had a payment in arrears system. The main
problem is the possibility of taxpayers having to pay 2

years tax liability in the transition year. Developed 31. See L. Yudkin, A Legal Structurefor Effective Income Tax Adminis-

countries have faced these problems and a number of tration, op. cit., at 40-1.
32. The relevant sections of the Australian legislation are Secs. 221 F(14)

options for overcoming the problems are given by and G(5). The maximum penalty for failure to remit taxes withheld is

Yudkin.31 AS 5,000 or 12 months' imprisonment, or both.
33. See IRS Fact Sheet, U.S. Department of the Treasury, FS-88-3 at 3.

Developingcountriesmight also have to guard against 34. The primary test in IT 2129 is the control test. Under this test, a

non-payment by the withholding agent, of tax de- decision is made on whether a person is an employee by looking at how

ducted at source. This can be done by institutingstrict the work is to be done, where the work is to be done, when the work iS to

administrative controls and/or by harsh penalties.
be done and who is to do it. IT 2129 lists some 23 questions which are

indicia of employment. A simpler approach might be to ask what percen-
These penalties are usually levied against the tage of a payment is for labour. If it is greater than a set percentage (e.g.
employer. However, in the United States Sec. 6672 of 50%), the payment is treated as being for wages or salary.
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economieswhich are highly regulated. Taxpayersmay system should be introduced selectively, preferably
have broken regulations, relating to such things as concentratingon areas in which there is thought to be

pricing, production or exchange control, and may be significant revenue potential and for which reasonable
reluctant to declare resultant income if their transgres- quantitative(not qualitative)nformationon indicators
sons are reported to others by the tax authorities. (of income) are available....40 Estimated taxes are

Strictly enforced secrecy provisions are required so simply a means of getting some contribution from the
that taxpayers are not discouraged from lodging re- hard to tax group.
turns.

Taxpayers should be required to sign some sort of H. Objection and appeal process
declaration concerning the correctness and complete-
ness of the information contained in the return. All Unless a fair and efficient mechanism is introduced to

returns should have to be lodged within a clearly de- deal with objectionsand appeals, the process can soon

fined period of time (2-4 months is common in devel- become clogged up. There are also other benefits of

oped countries) and should contain sufficient informa- early resolution, including lower compliance costs for
tion to identify the taxpayers (e.g. ID numbers, date taxpayers and greater satisfactionwith the assessment

of birth, address, occupation, name of spouse, etc.). process. In the first instance the tax adminstration is
probably best placed to review objections. It is debat-

Penniman argues that putting as many items as possi- able whether this internal review is best conducted by
ble in question form will press on taxpayers' memorY the person responsible for the initial decision. How-
and conscience. Administrators report that although ever, if after internal review, a taxpayer is still dissatis-
many taxpayers may find it easy not to tell the whole fied there should be an independent review body to
truth when the return does not demand it, few are which the taxpayercan turn. It is not always necessary
willing to put a clear falsehood in writing in answer to for this to be a court of law. In fact, except for disputes
a specific question.35 Australia now uses a simplified involving large amounts of money, it may be prefera-
question and answer type format for wage and salary ble for it to be a quasi-judicial body, similar to the
earners (Form S). This did, however, result in a AdministrativeAppealsTribunal (AAT) in Australia.
lengthier tax form having to be completed. The extent Quasi-judicial bodies have the advantage that they
to which return forms can be simplified in this waY allows for less stringent rules of evidence to be fol-
depends to a large extent on the simplicityor complex- lowed. They also abide by less formal procedures for
ity of the tax laws. the conduct of hearings.4t These should allow for mat-

Some developed countries even have videos available ters to be resolved more quickly. In order that the

to help taxpayers understand tax laws and filing re- system which is set up is not subject to abuse, thought
quirements.36 While this might be beyond the im- might be given to using the pricing mechanism to limit

mediate realm of possibility for developing countries the number of disputes coming forward. If a reason-

it ought to be kept in mind as an example of the ways ably priced fee is charged42 for taxpayers wanting to

taxpayers can be made aware of their responsibilities. pursue a matter then, generally,only serious cases will

The underlyingobjectiveshould be to have taxpayers, be brought forward. This fee ought to be refundable

or their agents, do as much as possible. This will facili- where taxpayers successfully challenge their assess-

tate the transition to self-assessment,which should be ment.

a long-term goal.37
35. C. Penniman, State Income Tax, Johns Hopkins University Press,

2. Assessments Baltimore (1980) at 139.
36. Forinstance, the IRS has 19 short videosavailable. The topics include

Generally in developed countries assessments are tax tips for farmers, tax tps for fishermen, tax tips forchildren and tax tips
based on information contained in taxpayers' returns. fortheelderly.The videosareavailablein English, SpanishandChinese.

However, this may not always be possible n develop- 37. The benefit of havingthisasa long-termgoal is that t allows adminis-

ing countries either because the returns do not reflect trative resources to be used more effectivelyon audit activities rather than
on returns.

the information contained in the taxpayers' books or
unproductively assessing
38. For full details, see Income Taxation of the Hard-to-Tax Groups,

because the taxpayers' books were non-existent or Chapter 17 of R. Musgrave, Fiscal Reforni in Bolivia: Final Report of the

unreliable. Where information in taxpayers' returns Bolivian Mission on Tax Reform, International Tax Program, Harvard

cannot be used some basis of estimation must be used. Law School, Cambridge (1981). But notethatthereareproblemswithboth

Musgrave suggested that for Bolivia consideration types of taxes. For instance, they are arbitrary and could lead to a greater
number of disputes, and not only in circumstances when they undertax

should be given to a presumptive tax for taxpayers taxpayers; this is unfair to taxpayers who willingly comply
with less than 3 employees or an estimated tax for 39. R.M. Bird Income Tax Administration n Developing Countries:

larger taxpayers. The presumptive tax would have im- The Administrative Dimension. 37 Bulletin for International Fiscal

puted income to taxpayers based on some assumed Documentation 1 (1983) at 3.
40. ibid. at 11-12.

predictive factor. The estirnated tax calculates tax by 41. In Australia, the AAT implemented a call-over process. This al-

grossing up income figures reportedby taxpayers.38AS lowed it to determine if both parties still wanted to proceed, if they could

Bird notes, systematic use of standard assessment agree upon the facts, how long the case might take, if both parties were

techniques probably offers the best way to cope with ready to proceed, etc. In many instances, this process resulted in the

the overwhelming problems facing the characteristi-
resolution or withdrawal of matters.

42. In the United States, filing fees for tax court appearances are either

cally understaffed and undertrained tax administra- USS 10 or USS 60 dependingon the natureofthematter. In Australia, the

tions....39 Bird warned though that any estimated tax fee for referral to an AdministrativeAppeals Tribunal is ASS 240
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I. General aspects of administration tend to develop codes of ethical conduct which can

positively influence compliance.1. Record-keeping
Record-keepingrequirementsfor wage and salaryear-

It perhaps goes without saying that good record-keep- ners who elect to itemize (i.e. list) their claims on their
ing should be encouraged and poor record-keeping tax returnscan be kept simple. In Australia,documen-
should be discouraged. Penalties are perhaps the best tary evidence in the form of a receipt or invoice is
way of discouraging poor record-keeping. However, sufficient.44The receiptor invoiceshould show at least
there are other ways. One other way might be to signal the date the expenditure was incurred, a descriptionthat poor records mean a higher probabilityof audit. of the goods or services acquired, the amount incurred
Another way is to indicate that poor records might and the name of the person who supplied the goods or
result in application of arbitrary assessments. If re- services. This evidence does not have to be submitted
cords are particularlybad, taxpayers' rights of appeal with taxpayers' returns but must be produced, if re-
(or their rights on appeal) could be restricted, their quired, within 28 days.entitlement to full deductions for expenses might be
limited or their right to refunds for overpaid tax might 2. Access to information
lapse. Taxpayers should be made aware of the advan-
tages of good record-keeping practices. In some in- Revenue officials need authority to enter buildings
stances it might be worth consideringwhether tax ad- and places; to inspect books and records; to make
ministrations should conduct training programmes in copies of documents; to require taxpayers to attend

record-keeping or at least seminars on the record- and give evidence; and to require taxpayers to provide
keeping requirements. information. Whether they ought to have authority to

seize documents is debatable. Developed countres
It might also be helpful to consider separately the provide examples where tax codes give revenue auth-
record-keeping requirements of business taxpayers orities the right to seizure (United States) and where
and of non-business taxpayers. Because of the diverse they do not (Australia).nature of many businesses it might not be advisable to

precribe, too rigidly, business record-keeping re- 3. Salaries
quirements. What might be suitable for one class of
business might not be suitable for another. Where Salaries of tax administrationstaff should be sufficient

record-keepingrequirementsare kept flexible revenue to attract and retain quality staff. Generous leave pro-
authoritiesought to be able to ascertainwhat records, visions should apply to encourage staff to undertake
if any, have been kept and what procedureshave been relevant training or further education in law, account-

followed (e.g. has stock been counted or estimated, ing or computing. The gap between salaries offered in
have debtors and creditors been taken into account, the public and private sectors is a problem for all tax

has income been recognized on a cash or an accruals administrations. Where the gap becomes too large, in

basis). favour of the private sector, it means that the public
sector will not be able to attract or retain suitablestaff.

Bookkeeping requirements can start out simple and In developing countries, low public sector salaries
be expanded once it is clear taxpayers become more might also induce officials to accept bribes as a means
competent. It has been said that as a general principle of subsidizing their incomes.
record-keepingwill be the more accurate if it is useful
to the recorder for other purposes than just tax filing Where branch activities are conducted, co-ordination
and administration. Records having no utility for the of the separate activities is required to avoid problems
recorder and requiringseparate roceduresand forms with the issue of tax file numbers, the recording of
are less likely to be accurate.43 This is particularly lodgement of tax returns and the sharing of details
relevant for developingcountries. It suggests that they reported on information returns.

should concentrate on developing record-keeping re- A special unit should be set up, preferablyoutside the
quirements which are useful to taxpayers for general tax administration framework, to investigate allegedaccounting or financial reasons. Where record-keep- corruption or alleged abuse of power by tax adminis-
ing requirements are either not in force or not en- tration officials. If resources are available, some
forced, efforts to improve the record-keepingrequire- should be used to measure non-compliance. This al-
ments could start with selected groups. Groups such lows the administration to identify where non-com-
as professional taxpayers might be productive as these pliance is worst, where resourcesought to be directed,
taxpayers should have the educational background whether compliance is improving or whether it is de-
necessary to keep the records required. Once these teriorating, etc.
groups become compliant other groups can be
targeted. In those countries in which professional as- 4. Tax audits
sociations have become reasonably well-organized,
revenue authorities might try to encourage those or- With or without self-assessment, tax systems need

ganizations to develop and enforce record-keepingre-

quirementsamong members. One simple enforcement 43. K.W. Smith and K.A. Kinsey Cooperation and Control: Strategies
mechanism might be to sanction members if they are

and Tactics for Tax Examination, Tax AdministrationReview (December
at

discoveredby revenue authorities to have kept grossly 1985) 13, 18.
Act'1936,44. See Sec. 82KU(1) of the Income Tax Assessment as

inadequate records. Professional organizations also amended.
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some form of audits. Under self-assessment,the main spread tax administrationsmay well grind to a halt in

purpose of audits is probably to maintain a deterrent tryng to administer them.
effect in the taxpaying community. Under other sys-
tems audits play a different primary role. This could A recent example in the United States of an initiative
be to raise revenue or to ensure accuracy of returns. which will help taxpayers perceive that the tax system
Revenueauthoritiesmust first definethe goal(s) audits seeks to be fair is the enactment of the Taxpayer Bill
are to achieve before working out details about the of Rights.49 While the IRS would argue that it was

nature of the audits and how returns are to be selected already doing many of the things that the legislation
for audit. It is particularly important to ensure that mandates, the Bill does ensure taxpayers of these
staff sent out on audits have the skill to conduct the rights. Amongst other things the Taxpayer Bill of
assigned task. Otherwise the audit will be ineffective Rights:
and will be perceived to be ineffective. In either case, - requires the IRS when it contacts a taxpayer con-
there will be deleterious effects on compliance. cerning the determination or collection of tax to

notify the taxpayer in writing of the taxpayer's
J. Techniques directed at long-term-compliance rights and the obligations of the IRS;

requires the IRS, prior to an audit interview, to-

Legislatures and tax administrators must recognize explain the audit process to taxpayers and to ex-

that tax systems will be effective in the long term only plain to taxpayers their rights under this process;
if they have the cooperation of the vast bulk of tax-

- permits taxpayers to be represented at interviews

payers. There are a number of things which a legisla- with the IRS;
ture can do. For instance, t can start by keeping de- - allows a taxpayer Ombudsman to issue assistance
mands on taxpayer funds to a minimum. Perceptions orders where taxpayers would otherwise suffer
that tax rates are too high can have a significant effect hardship because of the way in which the IRS was

on compliance.45Related to this is the taxpayers' per- administering the tax laws.

ceptions of how wisely a Governmentspends taxpayer
money. Cornpliance will be significantly better if tax- There are also some things which a tax administration

payers perceive that the Government is spending tax- can do. For instance they can:

payer money wisely. However, where taxpayers per-
- develop a strategic plan to determine where the

ceive that the Government is wasting taxpayer money administration is at, where it is headed, and what

compliance is likely to decline. Governmentsmust not its priorities are;

only aim to eliminate waste, they must also convince - reassess its administrative structure to determine

taxpayers that taxpayer money is being spent wisely. whether it is appropriatefor the priorities it has set

itself;
Eventually, Governments of developing countries - provideassistanceto taxpayerswho have questions
could embark upon public educationcampaigns, even with any aspects of the tax laws. In the United
school programmes, to inform people about such States, a toll-free telephone service is provided.
things as the need for Government intervention, the Use of information booths in public places, such
need for specific programmes and the way in which as shopping centres, can also help. They have the

public funds are spent. Some developing countries advantage of giving the appearance of helping as

already have revenue officials train some secondary well as showing that the tax administration is ap-
teachers about the country's tax system so that those proachable;
teachers can pass on the information to high school - explore ways of using the mass media to publicize
students in social studies classes.46 such things as new tax laws, taxpayers' annual re-

turn obligations, the penalties for evasion, the en-

In the short term, if compliance is particularly prob- forcement activities which are conducted, the
lematical, it can make use of tax compliance certifi- types of people who are caught trying to avoid
cates which must be produced by taxpayers in a variety their taxpaying responsibilities,etc.;
of situations, for example if taxpayerswant a passport, - organize outreach programmes;
if they want to tender for Government contracts, if - encourage the establishment of self-help and vol-
they want foreign exchange, if they want to execute untary help groups. In the United States, for in-
certain legal documents or if they want to operate on

a bank account. In Nigeria, tax clearance certificates
were also required as a prerequisite for applications 45. See I.G. Wallschutzsky, 'Possible Causes of Tax Evasion, 5 Journal
for Government loans, registration of motor vehicles, of Economic Psychology (December 1984) at 371-384.

lodgement of building applications, granting of trade 46. J. Pounder, VoluntaryCompliance: Myth or Reality in The Chal-

licences, granting of business names and appointment lenge of Tax Administration Until the End of the 20th Century, op. cit..

to certain Governmentpostions.47 It is reported that,
footnote 11.
47. Cited in J.M. Elegido, The Nigerian Experiencewith Tax Clearance

for self-employed taxpayers, tax collections trebled Certificates,42 Bulletin of International Fiscal Documentation6 (1988) at

when this system was introduced.48To facilitateadmin- 263. This article also focuses on some of the problems which can arse in

istration, the law should be drafted, to the extent pos- implementinga Tax Clearance Certificate system.

sible, to limit the requirements for tax clearance cer-
48. Ibid. at 263.
49. Enacted as part of the Technical Correctionsand MiscellaneousRev-

tificates to those who are likely to have large tax obli- enue Act of 1988. The Taxpayer's Bill of Rights is reprinted in 43 Bulletn

gations. Where the need for certificatesbecomeswide- for International Fiscal Documentation 1 (1989) at 35.
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stance, a voluntary assistanceprogramme has op- - Am for a global tax with few exemptions,credits,
erated successfully since 1969; o rebates, or deductions;

- provide material for inclusion in school cur- - Do not try to use the tax system to achieve too
riculums. Again, in the United States the IRS has, many social and economicgoals;
since 1953, provided such material;51 - Try to keep tax rates as low as possible;
encourage senior officers to become members of Try to keep tax rates as flat as possible;- -

community groups; this not only allows them to - Seek measures which enhance long-termcoopera-
become more familiar with taxpayers' affairs but tion of taxpayers;
can be used to promotegreater liaison with the tax - Continually monitor the tax system;
administration which is needed for long-term - Seek advice from interested groups;
cooperation of taxpayers; - Concentrateon basic tasks such as collectionof tax
develop liaison with professional accounting and at source and an ID number system;-

law groups t identify administrative and other - Do not collect more information than can be pro-
problems within the tax system. This liaison could cessed;
also be used to assist with the drafting of legisla- - Do not discriminate between different business
tion. structures;

Do not let taxpayers gain an advantage by late-

payment of tax;
IV. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS - Actively encourage good record-keeping;and

Aim, as a long-termgoal, for self-assessment.This-

As a preface to the conclusionsand recommendations allows scarce administrative resources to be used
on compliancegoals for developingcountries it is help- for audit activities which are likely to be more
ful to recall the following warning by Bird: revenue productive. However, it does require a

Most fancy schemes to improve tax administration,for certain degree of literacy and fiscal cognizance of
or their agents.example, collapse of their own weight - by creating taxpayers

information overload (elaborate cross checking
schemes), by overcentralising (rigid master tax roll
schemes), or by postulatingmiracles (the instantaneous
creation of a well paid, well trained group of incorrup- 50. Reported in S. Goldberg, Taxpayer Assistance, Information and

tible officials).52 Education in Measures for Improving the LevelofVoluntary Compliance
with Tax Obligations, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,

Bird also reminds that in developing countries one Amsterdam (1985) at 146.

should introduce change with caution, incrementally 51. Ibid. at 148 for fuller details.

and experimentally53.Withoutbeing in any particular
52. R.M. Bird, IncomeTax Reform in DevelopingCountries: The Ad-
ministrativeDimension37 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscalDocumentation

order, the conclusionscan be briefly stated as: 1 (1983) at 13, 14.

Keep the tax laws as simple as possible; 53. Ibid. at 14.-
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Steuer-IndexberRechtsmittelentscheidungen, SAUNDERS, Roy; NEOCLEOUS,Andreas.

KARALASINGHAM,P. Erlsseund Schrifttumdes Jahres 1986. Internationaltax planning. 1st Edition.

A guide to income tax, wealth tax, gifts tax, Vienna,WirtschaftsverlagAnton Orac, 1987, London,LongmanGroupUKLimited,21-27

estate duty and stampduty.2nd Edition. pp. 295.950.- AS. Lamb'sConduitStreet, LondonWC1N 3NJ,

Colombo,NationalTaxpayers'Societyof Sri List ofcase law, regulations,books, double 1987, pp. 83.
are as

Lanka, 15 Janaki Lane, Colombo4,1987,pp taxation treatiesand essayson Austrian tax Cyprusdoubletaxationtreaties discussed,

143. matterspublishedin 1986. well as offshorecompanies,offshorebanking
Guidedescribingthe income tax, wealth tax, gift (B. 108.342) units, captiveinsurancecompanies,trust and

tax, estateduty and stamp duty.
foreign investmentincentives.

(B. 57.201) WESTERMAYER,H. (B. 108.757)
ABCderBuchhaltung.3. Auflage.
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde GmbH., CYPRUS AS A BUSINESS CENTRE.

1988, pp 187.245.- AS. The resultsofa survey.

EUROPE Practicalguideexplainingvaous aspectsof Nicosia,Coopers& Lybrand, 1988, pp. 28.

bookkeepingand accountingin Austria. Executivesummaryof a studyundertakenwith

(B.108.464) the objectiveto assessCyprusas an international
businesscentre in comparisonto otheroffshore

Austria WAGENHOFER,Alfred. centres. Recommendationsare appended.
Bilanzierungund Bilanzanalyse.Theoretische (B. 108.801)

NOLZ, Wolfgang; Grundlagenund praktischeAnwendung.2.
QUANTSCHNIGG,Peter. Auflage.
sterreichsSteuerreform. Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeterLinde, 1988, pp. Eastern EuropeVienna,VerlagOracGmbH., 1988, pp. 112. 190. 275.- AS.
78.- AS. Book discussingthe theoreticaland practical
Practicalguideexplainingthe most important aspectsof drawingup balancesheetsunder 102 CHECKLISTSFOR BETTER

changesin Austrian tax law as a resultof the 1988 Austrian law. businesswith the SovietUnion and Eastern

AustrianTax ReformLaw. (B. 108.690) Europe.
(B. 108.952) Geneva,Business International,1988, pp. 183.

PERTHOLD,Johann. Practicalguidecontaining102 checklistswith

LAHODNY-KARNER,Andrea. Die Bewertungvon Rckstellungenin der questionswhich are importantfor doingbusiness

Konzernverrechnungspreseim natonalenund Steuerblanz. in EasternEurope.
internationalenSteuerrechtunter besonderer Vienna,WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, (B. 108.885)
Bercksichtigungder Kostenaufschlagmethode. 1987. Schriftenzum sterreichischen
Vienna,WirtschaftsverlagDr. Anton Orac, Abgabenrecht,Band24, pp. 165.
1988. Schriftenzum sterreichischen Monographdiscussingthevarious implications EEC
Abgabenrecht,Band 26, pp. 166. concerningthe valuationof reservesand liability
Monographdiscussingthe variousaspectsof provisionsin the fiscal balancesheet. BOUUAERT, Ignace Claeys.
transferpricingwithin a multinationalgroupof (B. 108.436) Le rgime fiscal des fondationsculturelleset du

companiesunderAustriannational tax law and mcnatdans la CommunautEuropenne.
international tax law, with special emphasison LEHNER, Gerhard. Gand, I. ClaeysBouuaert, 1988, pp. 233.
the cost-plusmethod. Steuerpolitikin sterreich. Revisededitionof studyon the taxationof

(B. 108.955) Vienna,ManzscheVerlag, 1987, pp. 104. cultural foundationsand institutionsin the

135.- AS. MemberStatesof the EuropeanCommunities.
KOFLER, Herbert. Bookprovidingan analysisof the tax policy in The material is updatedas of 1988.
Handbuchder BetriebsAufgabe. Austriain connectionwith budget financingand (B. 108.950)
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde GmbH., non-taxaspectsof tax policy, as well as the effects
1988, pp. 224. 365.- AS. thereofin practice. TAX HARMONISATIONAND 1992 IN
Source-bookdiscussingall relevant legal and tax (B. 108,714) the EuropeanCommunities.Preparedby
aspectsin connectionwith the terminationof a Coopers& Lybrand.
business. London,FinancialTimes Business Information
(B. 108.651) Belgium Ltd.,1988,pp. 72.

The CommissionWhite Paperon completingthe
WEILER, Franz. CUYPERS, Rudi. internal marketby 1992with emphasis to tax

Das Einkommensteuergesetz1988. Gesetzestext Fusie van vennootschappenin de praktijk. harmonizationmeasuresboth direct and indirect
inderab 1.1.1989geltendenFassung. Fiscalegevolgenen boekhoudkundige taxes so far introducedor proposed.
Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde GmbH., verwerking/Fusionde socitsen pratique. (B. 108.569)
1988. Schriftenreiheder Steuer-und Consquencesfiscaleset traitementcomptable.
WirtschaftskarteiNo. 51, pp. 233. Brussels,CED Samsom, 1988, pp. 88. SCRIBA, Michael O.E.
Book containingan annotatedtext of the Monographconsideringthe tax aspectsand the Die Europischewirtschaftliche
AustrianIndividual IncomeTax Law as per 1 assessmentmeasures in case of mergerof Interessenvereinigung.
January1989. companies. Heidelberg,VerlagRecht und Wirtschaft

(B. 108.953) (B. 108.797) GmbH., 1988. Abhandlungenzum Recht der
InternationalenWirtschaft,Band 8, pp. 223.

GAIER, Richard. SALIEN, V. 95.- DM.
Gebhrengesetzmitdem gesamtenderzeit Aftrekbarelasten van het globaal belastbaar Monographdealingwith the legal and tax aspects
geltendenGesetzestext.Stand: 1. August 1988. inkomenin de personenbelasting/Charges of the EuropeanEconomicInterestGrouping.
3. Aufage dductiblesdu revenu imposableglobalement (B. 108.662)
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FISCALITEET MARCHE UNIQUE Communities/Directorate-Generalfor BRNNER, Herbert; BAREIS, Peter;
europen. EconomicandFinancialAffairs, 1988. RUX, H.J.

Rapportd'tape au ministred'Etat, ministrede EuropeanEconomy,No. 35, March 1988, pp. Die Besteuerungder Gesellschaftendes

l'Economie,des Financeset de la Privatisation. 222. Gesellschafterwechselsund der Umwandlungen.
Commissionprsidepar Marcel Boiteux. Study by MichaelEmersoncontaininga detailed 16. Auflage
Paris, La DocumentationFranaise, 1988, pp. economicanalysisevaluatingthe potential Stuttgart, FachverlagfrWirtschaft und Steuern
92. economicimpactof completingtheinternal Schffer& Co., 1988, pp. 1284. 228.- DM.
EntitledTaxationand the Single European marketby 1992. It s a complementary Revised and extendededitionof the

Market, this report describesthe value added publication to the above book by Paolo Cecchini authoritativemonographdealingwith the tax

tax aspects in the single Europeanmarket and addressedto a general readership. aspectsofpartnerships,corporationsand other
the effect on the taxationof dividends, interest (B. 108.911) entities includingmergerand take-overaspects,
and other income from savings. with reference tocase law.

(B. 108.743) COMPLETINGTHE INTERNALMARKET. (B. 108.720/108.863)
White Paper from the Commissionto the

BOUUAERT, Ignace Claeys. EuropeanCouncil. SCHEIDEL,Herbert.
Problmesfiscauxdes maisonshistoriquesdans Brussels,Commissionof the European Steuerreform1990.
la CommunautEuropenne. Communities,1985. Kissing, WEKA FachverlageGmbH., Postfach
Gand, IgnaceClaeys Bouuaert, 1988, pp. 127. EEC Document,June 1985, pp 90. 1180, Rmerstrasse4, D-8901 Kissing, 1988, pp
Revisededitionof study on the tax aspectsof (B. 108.835) 375.79.-DM.
ancient houses, in general,and in the Member Source-bookcontaininganextensivediscussion
Statesofthe EuropeanCommunities.The HET WITBOEKVERTAALD. NMB BANK - of the most importantaspects and changesset
material is updatedasof 1988. Gidsvoorhetbedrijfslevenonderwegnaar1992. forth by the 1990 GermanTax Reform Law and

(B. 108.949) Amsterdam,WeerstraManagementConsultants the consequencesthereofin practice, illustrated
B.V.,1988,pp. 56. with numerouspracticalexamples.

ADVIES FISCALE ASPECTEN INTERNE The CommissionWhite Paperoncompletingthe (B. 108.862)
markt EG. internal marketby 1992 focussedwith emphasis
Uitgebrachtdoorde CommissieInternationale to the consequencesfor businessactivities. KLAAS, Helmut.
Sociaal-EconomischeAangelegenheden. (B. 108.779) Ausscheidenaus freiberuflichenSozietten
The Hague, SER-Sociaal-EconomischeRaad, unter steuerlichenAspekten.
Bezudenhoutseweg60,2509LK's-Gravenhage, Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1988, pp 340.
1987. France Book discussingthevarious tax aspectsofthe
PublikatieNo. 23, November1987, pp. 87. withdrawalof partners from an associationof
Adviceof the Social EconomicCouncil of the FRANCE IN PROFILE. personsengagedin one of the free professions.
Netherlands,dealingwith the value added tax Paris, Castel/Ernst& Whinney,Square Beaujon, (B. 108.717)
and excise taxes by crossing the borderwithin the 150 boulevardHaussmann,75008 Paris, 1987,
EEC. The Beneluxas example, the fiscal part of pp. 92. GLANEGGER,Peter; GROFF, Georg.
the White Paper, the proposalsof the EC Informationbookletcontainingforeign Gewerbesteuergesetz.Kommentar.

Commission,etc. investment in France, businessorganization Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988, pp. 677.

(B. 108.777) forms, majortaxes,accountingprinciplesand 98.- DM.

auditingdescribed. Extensivecommentaryby section to the Business

REFUNDS OF VAT IN THE EUROPEAN (B. 108.823)
Tax Law.

Communityand other countries. (B. 108.925)
Liverpool,HM Customsand Excise, VAT TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE:
Control Division,St. John'sHouse, Merton France.

PAULICK, Heinz; BLAUROCK, Uwe.
HandbuchderstillenGesellschaft.

Road, LiverpoolL203NN, 1988. London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp. SystematischeDarstellungin
Value AddedTax, Notice723, pp 40. 62. gesellschaftsrechtlicherund steuerrechtlicher
(B. 108.924) General informationon investmentand taxation Sicht. 4. Auflage

in France including: investmentfactors, Cologne,VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt, 1988, pp.PARSCHE, R.; SEIDEL, B.; establishinga business,corporate taxationand 622.
TEICHMANN,D. exchangecontrol. Revised and updatededitionof handbook
Die Beseitigungvon Steuergrenzenin der (B. 108.916)

a

EuropischenGemeinschaft.Vorteileund dealingwith the civil law and tax law aspectsof
Problemeeiner Harmonisierungvon

the conceptsilentpartnership.Recent

Mehrwertsteuerund Verbrauchsteuernim legislativeaction is also considered.

europischenBinnenmarkt. Germany (Fed. Rep.) (B. 108.856)
Berlin, Duncker&Humblot, 1988, pp. 468. SCRIBA, Michael O.E.
Comprehensivestudy analyzingthe BERICHTBER DIE STEUERFACHTAGUN(Die Europischewirtschaftliche

consequencesofthe removalof fiscal frontiers 1988 des Institutsder Wirtschaftsprferin lnteressenvereinigung.
andtheadvantagesandproblemsofa Deutschlande.V. 9. Juni 1988 in Dsseldorf. Heidelberg,VerlagRecht und Wirtschaft
harmonizationof VATand excise taxes in the Generalthema:Unternehmensbesteuerungund GmbH., 1988. Abhandlungenzum Recht der
internal market as it will be in the EC after 1992. Steuerreform. InternationalenWirtschaft,Band 8, pp. 223.
(B. 108.965) Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1988, pp. 133. 95.- DM

Book containingthetexts of lecturesofa seminar Monographdealingwith the legal and tax aspects
CECCHINI, Paolo. sponsoredby the German Instituteof Chartered of the EuropeanEconomicInterest Grouping.
Europa'92. Der Vorteil des Binnenmarktes. Accountantsonthe subject: Taxationof (B. 108.662)
Baden-Baden,Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, enterprisesand tax reform

1988, pp. 150.14.80DM. (B. 108.674) SCHWARZ, Stefan.

German version by MichaelStabenowof the Die GmbH als Konzerntochtergesellschaft.
Cecchini report on the benefitsof a single BTTCHER,Conrad; ZARTMANN,Hugo; Recht, Steuer, Betriebswirtschaft.

EuropeanMarket in 1992 in pocket edition. KANDLER,Gtz. Munich, Erich SchmidtVerlag, 1988.

(B. 108.627) Wechsel der Unternehmensform.Umwandlung Moderne Rechtsformender Wirtschaft,Band

Verschmelzung-Einbringung.4. Auflage. 10, pp. 287.-

THE ECONOMICSOF 1992. Stuttgart, Forkel Verlag, 1982, pp. 458.89.- DM. Study analyzingthevarious legal, tax and

An assessmentof the potential economiceffects Study analyzing the civillawand tax law economicaspectsof limited liabilitycompanies
ofcontemplatingthe internal market ofthe consequencesofchangesofthe legal formof which are part of a group of enterprises(concern)
EuropeanCommunity enterprises,e.g. reorganizations,mergers,etc. under German law.

Brussels,Commissionof the European (B. 108.860) (B. 108.859)
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FROTSCHER,Gerrit. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1988, pp. 2250. Cologne,VerlagDr.Otto SchmidtKG., 1988,
Steuerreform1990. Kommentarzum 215.- DM. pp. 1183. 320.- DM.
Einkommensteuergesetz. Source-bookcontainingthe textsof laws and Source-bookcontainingan extensive
Freiburg,RudolfHaufe Verlag, 1988, pp. 326. related regulations(and discussionsthereof)of commentaryon variousaspectsof private law
Book summarizingthe most importantaspectsof those fieldsof law which are importantto tax (with the emphasison internationalcontract law)
the 1990GermanTax ReformLaw forthe tax advisorsin their dailypractice(includingcivil and the impact thereofon GermanCivil Law.
practitioner. law, tax law, company law, accounting (B. 108.902)
(B. 108.713) regulations,insurance law, etc.)

(B. 108.653)
CHRISTOFFEL,Hans Gnter.
Die grosseSteuerreform.Was bleibt frmich PANTHEN, Thomas. Guernsey
persnlichTips, Anleitungenund Der Sitz-BegriffimInternationalen
Berechnungsbeispielezur Steuerersparnis. Gesellschaftsrecht. DOING BUSINESS IN GUERNSEY.

Freiburg, RudolfHaufeVerlag, 1988, pp. 357. Bern, VerlagPeter Lang, 1988. St. Peter Port, Ernst& Whinney,14 New Street,
Practicalguideexplainingthe detailsof the EuropscheHochschulschriften,Reihe II, St. PeterPort, 1987,pp. 30.
German individual income tax as from 1 January Rechtswissenschaft,Vol. 659. Pp. 327.70Sfr. Short guide to doingbusiness in Guernsey.
1990with numerouspracticalhints and Study analyzingthe termdomicileas it is Taxationaspectsare also included.

examples. knownin internationalcompany law, the (B. 108.738)
(B. 108.716) historicaldevelopmentand the impact thereof.

(B. 108.463)
LANG, Joachim.
Die Bemessungsgrundlageder ACCOUNTINGAND AUDITING Isle of Man
Einkommensteuer. in Germany.
RechtssystematischeGrundlagensteuerlicher Frankfurt,Treuhand-VereinigungAG, A GUIDE FOR BUSINESSMENAND
Leistungsfhigkeitim deutschen Whlerstrasse6-10,6000Frankfurt, 1987, pp. investors.
Einkommensteuerrecht. 111. Douglas,Coopers& Lybrand, 12 Finch Road,
Cologne,VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, 1988. Summaryofgenerallyacceptedaccounting Douglas, Isle ofMan, 1987, pp. 32.
KlnerHabilitationsschrift1981, pp. 732. principlesin Germanywith referencesto Guidedescribingthe opportunitiesfor
115.- DM. significantreportingrequirementsand auditing internationalbusinesscarriedon in the Isle of
Comprehensivestudy analyzingthe theoretical procedures,particularlywhere these are Man anditstaxationaspects.
principleswith respect to the concept taxable differentfrom those applied in the U.S.A. (B. 108.804)
base in German Individual IncomeTax Law (B. 108.785)
and the need for drasticchangesarising
therefrom. STEUERBERATER-KALENDER1989.
(B. 108.819) Munich,VerlagC.H. Beck, 1989, pp. 250. 54.- Netherlands

DM.
PARSCHE, R.; SEIDEL, B.; Agendawith practical informationfor tax MEERING, A.; JONKER, E.N.;
TEICHMANN,D. advisors in Germany. BUIS,W.;LOON,P.M.F.van.
Die Beseitigungvon Steuergrenzenin der (B. 108.689) ElseviersBelasting-Almanak1989. 34ste Editie.
EuropischenGemeinschaft.Vorteileund Amsterdam,Annoventura,1989, pp. 384. 22.50
Problemeeiner Harmonisierungvon RECHNUNGSLEGUNGIM KONZERNNACH Dfl.
Mehrwertsteuerund Verbrauchsteuernim dem Bilanzrichtlinien-Gesetz. Annual revisededitionofguide for filing 1988
europischenBinnenmarkt. Frankfurt,TreuhandVereinigungAG., 1987, individualincome tax return and 1989 net wealth
Berlin,Duncker&Humblot,1988, pp. 468. pp. 370. tax return. Other relevant informationthereto
Comprehensivestudyanalyzingthe Monographexplainingthe German regulations are appended.
consequencescf the removalof fiscal frontiers concerningaccountingformultinationalgroup (B. 108.910)
and the advantagesand problemsof a of companiesafter the entry into forceof the law
harmonizationofVATand excise taxes in the on the BalanceSheetDirectives. KAMERLING,R.N.J.
internal marketas it will be in the EC after 1992. (B. 108.786) Handboekvoorde belastingcontrle.
(B. 108.965) Spelregels& praktijksituaties.3rd Edition.

SWART, Christoph. Arnhem,GoudaQuintBV. 1989, pp. 454.115.-
PILTZ, Detlev Jrgen. Systemprfungin verteilten Dfl.
Whrungsschwankungenund die Methodenzur Abrechnungssystemenunter besonderer Third revisededitionof handbookdescribingthe
Vermeidungder Internationalen Bercksichtigungmikrocomputergesttzter rules and practicalmethodsused forpurposesof
Doppelbesteuerung. Funktionen. tax administrativecontrol.
Bonn, InstitutFinanzenund Steuern, 1988. Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH.,1988, pp. 226. (B. 108.907)
SchriftenreiheInstitutund Steuern,Heft 125, 68.- DM.
pp. 69. Book on the controlpossibilitiesand strategies MOHR, A.L.
Studyon the effectsof the variousmethodsfor for accountingsystems that operateon more Van maatschap,vennootschaponder firma en
theavoidanceofdouble taxation in thecaseof than one machine. (DistributedData commanditairevennootschap.3rd Edition.
currencyfluctuations. Processing) Arnhem,GoudaQuintBV, 1988, pp. 248.
(B. 108.806) (B. 108.407) Third revisededitionof monographanalyzing

the legal aspectsof partnershipsand other
WP-VERZEICHNIS1988. FIGGE, Gustav. associationof persons under the Netherlands
Wirtschaftsprferund Sozialversicherungs-Handbuchfrdie Civil Law.

Wirtschaftsprfungsgesellschaftensowie betrieblichePraxis. (B. 108.647)
vereidigteBuchprferund Cologne,VerlagDr. OttoSchmidtKG., 1989.
Buchprfungsgesellschaften.Stand: Juni 1988. Loose-leafservice (up-to-dateas perJanuary WISSELINK,M.A.
Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1988, pp. 1989) giving an extensivecommentaryon the Beroepsgeheim,ambtsgeheimen
1558. 88 DM. GermanSocial SecurityLaw with reference to verschoningsrecht.
List of name and addressesofchartered case law. Zwolle,W.E.J. TjeenkWillink, 1988, pp. 146.
accountantsand auditorspractisingin Germany (B. 101.801A) 54.-Dfl.
as per 30 June 1988. Monographon the secrecy to be held by
(B. 108.712) MARTINY, Dieter; REITHMANN,Christoph. professionsand governmentservantsas well as

InternationalesVertragsrecht.Das the right to refuse to give evidencewith reference
STEUERBERATERRECHTSHANDBUCH internationalePrivatrechtder Schuldvertrge.4. to case law described.
1989. Aufage (B. 108.935)
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Norway comprehensivedetailedguide to capitalgains tax PANTHEN, Thomas.

including the legislationand relevantcaselaw to Der Sitz-BegriffimInternationalen

TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE: 1 August 1988. Gesellschaftsrecht.

Norway. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Bern, VerlagPeter Lang, 1988.

London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp 1988, pp 375. £ 15.95. EuropscheHochschulschriften,Reihe II,
33. 11th Editionofannual publicationcontainingthe Rechtswissenschaft,Vol. 659. Pp. 327.70Sfr.

Informationguideon investmentand taxationin latest legislation, relevantcase law and other Study analyzingtheterm domicileas it is

Norway includinginvestment factors, importantinformationrelating to capitalgains known in internationalcompanylaw, the

establishinga business,corporatetaxes and tax.Alsoincludedare the provisionsof the historicaldevelopmentand the impact thereof.

exchangecontrol. Finance Act 1988 and other relevant information (B. 108.463)
(B. 108.917) to 1 August 1988.

(B. 108.920)
OECD

Poland HARVEY, Erich L.; SAUNDERS, Glyn.
Tolley'sincometax 1988-89.73rdEdition. A A COMPARATIVESTUDY OF PERSONAL

GAJL, Natalia. comprehensivedetailedguide to income tax income tax models.

Reformsof legal and financial systemof public includingthelegislationand relevantcase law to Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
enterprisesin Poland and othersocialist 1 August 1988. and Development,1988.

countries. Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd., OECD Studies in Taxation. Pp. 45.

Warsaw,Ars Polona, KrakowskiePrzedmiescie 1988, pp. 625. £ 17.95. The main featuresof the individual income tax

No. 7,00-950Warszawa, 1988, pp. 286. Publication includingthencometax provisions modelsused in OECDcountriesexamined.
of the FinanceAct 1988, relevantcase law, (B. 108.737)The authordescribes the new management

systemofstateenterprises in Poland, in statementsby the Revenueand otherofficial

particularwith referencetoothersocialist bodies, and furtherimportantinformation

countriesn Europe in general includingother concerningincometax, up to 1 August1988. A

aspects like taxation reckonedwith. summaryofthe contentsofthe 1988 FinanceAct LATIN AMERICA
(B. 108.864) is included.

(B. 108.922)

Switzerland WAREHAM,Robert; BOWEN, Nicholas. Cayman Islands
Tolley'svalue added tax 1988-89. A

comprehensivedetailedguide to value added tax TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE:
STRENG, Kitty von. including the legislationand relevantcase law to Cayman Islands.
Verlustverrechnungim 1 August 1988. London,Touche Ross International,1988, pp. 9
Unternehmungssteuerrechtunterbesonderer Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Generalinformationon investmentand taxation
Bercksichtigungdes zrcherischen 1988, pp. 515.£ 15.95. in the Cayman Islands includingestablishinga
Steuergesetzesund der direktenBundessteuer. (B. 108.923) businessand exchangecontrol.
Zrich,SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, (B.57.251)
1988.
ZrcherStudien zum ffentlichenRecht,
No. 75. Pp. 149. 32.- Sfr. Mexico
Monographdescribingcompensationof

enterprise lossesunder the individual income tax

and corporatencome tax law in Switzerlandwith INTERNATIONAL TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE:
Mexico.

emphasis to the law in the cantonofZurich.

(B. 108.940) London,Touche Ros International, 1988, pp. 63
General informationon investmentand taxation

SPECIALSEMINARON ISSUES IN in Mexico includingestablishingabusiness,TAX AND INVESTMENTPROFILE: internationaltransferpricing. October 17, 1986. exchangecontrol and
Switzerland. Textsofseminarpapers.

corporatetaxes.

London,Touche Ross International,1988, Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1987, pp.
(B. 18.504)

pp. 58. 80.
Informationguide on nvestmentand taxation in (B. 108.816)
Switzerlandincludingestablishinga business,
corporate taxes and exchangecontrol. INTERNATIONALTAX TREATMENTOF NORTH AMERICA

(B. 108.918) Common LawTrusts. Proceedingsof a seminar
held in New York in 1986during the 40th
congressofthe InternationalFiscal Association, U.S.A.

United Kingdom Vol. llB.

Deventer,Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, FORRY, John I.; JOELSON, Mark R.

SAUNDERS, Glyn; BOULDING,John. 1988, pp. 69. Joint venturesin the United States.

Tolley'scorporationtax 1988-89. A (B. 108.644) London,Butterworth& Co., 1988, pp. 259.

comprehensivedetailedguide to corporationtax In-depthanalysisofvarious legal aspectsof joint
includngthe legislationand relevantcaselawto PHILLIPS,John S. venturesin the United States, including
1 August 1988. Tax treaty networks 1988-89. A referenceand corporatelaw,antitrust law, tax law, leasing,
Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd., guide to the provisionsoftax treaties. investmentin real estate,etc.

1988, pp 345. £ 14.95 Chur, Worldwide InformatonInc., Poststrasse (B. 108.954)
In this 24th editionare containedall the current 22,7000Chur, Switzerland,1988, pp. 712.

provisionsrelevant tocorporationtax, including Percountryreferenceguideto the provisionsof EUSTICE, James S.
those of the Finance Act 1988, Revenue 50 tax treaties betweeneleven major trading Bittkerand Eustice's federal incometaxationof
Statementsof Practice and Extra-Statutory countries. The treaties referred to in this book corporationsand shareholders.5th Edition.

Concessions,other Revenuestatements,case were up to date at 31 March 1988. Introduction 1988 CumulativesupplementNo. 3.
law and further important informationto 1 to the historyofdouble taxationand articleby Boston, Warren,Gorham & Lamont, 1988, pp.
August 1988 article reproductionof the text of the OECD 250.

(B. 108.919) Modelof 1977 are included. This publicationwill Supplementbringing the main work up-to-date
be updatedas treateschangeor new treaties on all significantstatutory, regulatory,and

NOAKES, Patrick; BOULDING, John. signed. judicialdevelopments.
Tolley'scapitalgainstax 1988-89. A (B. 108.913) (B. 108.909)
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LAWRENCEIII, Robert C. THE TAX DIRECTORY.SPRING 1988. 1988 SOCIAL SECURITYEXPLAINED.
Internationaltax and estate planning. A practical Arlington,Tax Analysts, 1988, pp. 482. CCH EditorialStaffpublication.
guide for multinationalinvestors. 2nd Edition. Source-bookcontainingnames, addresses,and Chicago, CCH-CommerceClearingHouse,
NewYork, PractisingLaw Institute,810 Seventh telephonesof membersand staffpersonal in the Inc.,1988,pp. 254.
Avenue,NewYorkNY 10019, 1989, pp. 850. tax administration(Congress, InternalRevenue Monographexplainingthe federalold-age
Federalestate and gift taxationof non-resident Service,Courts, tax-relatedorganizations,State survivorsand disabilityinsuranceprogramme.
aliens, of U.S. citizenslivingoutside the U.S.A. taxofficials,etc.) (B. 108.871)
and residentaliens explained.The concept trust, (B. 108.736)
bank secrecy,wills, administrationand conflict
of law are also dealt with.
(B. 108.941)

Loose-LeafServices
Receivedbetween1 and31 March1989

Africa PUBLIC FINANCE/FINANCESPUBLIQUES
FISCALITEAFRICAINE

releasesl,3,4 InternationalQuarterlyJournal founded by J.A. Monod de Froideville

EditionsFiduciaireFranceAfrique,Paris. Revue Trimestrielle Internationale Fonde par J.A. Monod de Froideville

Publisher / Editeur

Foundation Journal for Public Finance
Australia Fondation Revue de Finances Publiques

(StichtingTijdschrift voor Openbare Financien)AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX-LAWAND
PRACTICE Editorial Board / Cornit de rdaction
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Ken MessereandJohn Nrregard: creased excises, prices and inflation will harm the poorest of the

INTERNATIONAL:CONSUMPTIONTAXES IN OECD poor.

COUNTRIESOVERTHELASTTWODECADES........ 255 TheSingaporeBudgetcanbepercevedaseitherpro-business 283
In December1988, the OECDpublisheda reportwhichsurveyscon- or pro-famiyas a resultof thechangesmadeto companytaxation

sumption taxation in its Membercountries between 1967 and 1988 and thechild and procreation incentives.The tax changesaffecting
with an analysis of the policychoices facing Governmentsn taxing business include a reduction in the corporate tax rate, extensionof

goodsand services. The report also surveysthe practical problems the one-year accelerated depreciation allowance to automation

in implementing and introducing value added taxation. After sum- equipmentandan exemptionfrom withholdingtax forswap transac-

marizing the main findingsof the OECDreport, the authorsconclude tions which are carried out between ACUs and non-residentsand
thata numberof importantandoftenconflictingpolicyobjectivesare whichdonot involvethe Singaporedollar.Thechildreliefshavebeen

involved. increasedandaspecial rebate is now availablefor thebirthsof third
andfourthchildren.

CONFERENCEDIARY ............................2r9 notEmphasizingthat theSouthAfricanBudgetwas ............ 286
an election Budget, the Finance Ministerannouncedan increase in

1989 BUDGETS: .................................270 thepnmaryrebate, ln respectofmning taxation, anewtax formulais
It's Budget time again!This issue featuresseveral articles highlight- tobeintroduced.
ing the 1989 Budgetsof HongKong, India, Singapore, SouthAfrica,
Sri Lanka and Swaziland. The most discernible link between the ThemostremarkablefeatureoftheSriLankaBudget ........... 289

Budgets is the well-chosen adjectives used to describe several of is the impositionof a 15% surcharge on all income and wealth tax

them. (the surcharge is payable for the 1989/90 and 1990/91 years of as-

sessment)andanadditionalturnovertaxtobecollectedandremitted

TheHongKongBudgethasbeen labelledpredictableandboring 270 by manufacturersand importerson behalfof their dealers/custom-

andsupply-side.The HongKongGovemmentfacesamajor 274 ers.

politicalchange in lessthan10yearsandcombinedwiththeincreas- In Swaziland,thetopmarginarateoftaxfor 291..................

ing demands for substantial capital expenditure from a narrow tax individualsis reducedfrom 45% to40%and the distinctionbetween
baset is notsurprisingthat the Budget is indeeda circumspectone. the rates of tax for married, unmarriedand wives' employmentn-

Theproposalsregarding indirecttaxesmainlyseektomaintainexist- come is abolishedand replaced by a uniform rate for afl taxpayers.
ing leveis broadly in line with inflation.The standard ratesof tax will The withholdingtax rate on non-residentcontractorsand othernon-

be reduced to 16.5% for corporationsand 15% for others. The in- residentcompanieshasbeen increasedfrom5%to 10%.
terest withholding tax will be abolished. The basic personal allow-
ance will be increased as has been the chld allowance. A new John Rodway:
HK$ 20,000allowanceforsingleparentswithdependentchildrenwill TRINIDADANDTOBAGO:TAX REFORMPROPOSALS 292
alsobe introduced.

..

Major tax reformproposalswere announcedwhen the 1989 Budget
TheIndianBudgethasbeendubbedlacklustre,asugar-coated 277 waspresentedto Parliament.Someof theseproposaishavealready
pillanda tightropewalking.ThisBudgetinvitesacontest 280 been enacted into law. This note outlines the detailsof some of the
between fiscal pragmatismand electoral aspirations. The defence reforrnproposals.
expenditure and Budget deficit were pegged down to last year's
levelsand a coupleofpoverty alleviationand rural employmentpro- BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................294
grammesserved the electoralambitionsof the rulingparty. The four Books 294.
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doubledexpendituretax, higherair fares and moreexpensiveluxury
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International:Taxessur la consommationdans les pays de l'OCDE International. Verbrauchsteuemn OECD-Lndemwhrend
au cours des deuxdemiresdcades ...................... 255 der letzten zwanzig Jahre ................................ 255
L'OCDE a publi en dcembre 1988 un rapport donnant une vue Die OECD verffentlichte im Dezember 1988 einen Bericht ber die
d'ensemble de l'imposition sur la consommation dans ses pays von 1967 bis 1988 in ihren Mitgliedstaaten erhobenen Verbrauch-
membres entre 1967 et 1988, ce rapport analyse les diffrentes steuern und gab in diesem Bericht eine Analyseder Wahlmglichkei-
possibilitsoffertes aux gouvernementspour l'imposition des biens ten fr die Regierungen, um Waren und Dienstleistungen zu be-
et services. Le rapport rsume galement les problmes pratiques steuern. Der Bericht gibt ausserdemeine Ubersichtberdie Proble-
poss par la mise en uvre et l'introduction de la taxe sur la valeur me, die in der Praxis bei der Einfhrung und Erhebung der

ajoute. Les auteurs, aprs avoir rsum les principalesconclusions Mehrwertsteuerentstehen knnen. Die Autoren fassen die wichtig-
du rapport de l'OCDE, considrent qu'y sont impliqus un certain sten Schlussfolgerungendes OECD-Berichteszusammen und fol-
nombre d'objectifs importants et souvent incompatibles. gern, dass es eine Anzahl von wichtigen, jedoch oft gegenstzlichen

politischen Zielsetzungengibt.
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Budgets 1989 .........................................270 Die Haushaltplnefr 1989 ............................... 270
Voici revenu le temps des budgets. Ce numro est consacr aux Die Haushaltplnefr 1989 sind wieder da! Dieses Heft enthlt eine
points les plus importants des budgets d'Afrique du Sud, de Hong Anzahl von Artikeln, die im kurzen die Haushaltplne von Hong
Kong, d'Inde, de Singapour, de Sri Lanka et de Swaziland; ce sont Kong, Indien, Singapur, Sdafrika, Sri Lanka und Swaziland be-
les qualificatifs adquats utiliss pour dfinir chacun d'eux qui en schreiben. Die am meisten ins Augen fallendeGemeinsamkeitdieser
constituent le point commun. Plne sind die gut gewhlten Adjektive; welche zu ihrer Beschrei-

bung gebrauchtwurden.

Le budget de Hong Kong at dfini comme tant Der Haushalt Hong Kongs wurde vorhersehbarund langweilig 270
prvisible et ennuyeux 270 und .,supply-side bezeichnet. Die Regierung Hong Kongs 274
ainsi que supply side. 274 erwartet in wenigerals 10 Jahren eine fundamentalepolitischende-
Le gouvernement de Hong Kong va tre confront dans moins de rung und in Kombination mit den zunehmendenAnforderungenfr
10 ans un changementpolitiqueconsidrableet ceci en combinai- hohe Kapitalinvestierungen, die nur von einer schmalen Steuer-
son avec des demandes croissantes de dpenses en capital subs- grundlage finanziert werden knnen, kann man sich nicht wundern,
tantielles avec une assiette troite d'impt; il n'est donc pas surpre- dass der Haushaltsehr vorsichtigerstelltworden ist. Die Vorschlge,
nant que ce budget soit circonspect. Les propositions, quant aux welchedie indirektenSteuern anbetreffen,versuchenhauptschlich,
impts indirects, cherchent essentiellement maintenir les niveaux die Steuerbelastung im ungefhrenGleichschrittmit der Inflation zu

existants en harmonie avec l'inflation. Les taux normaux de l'impt halten. Die normalen Stzefr Krperschaftenwerden bis auf 16,5%
seront rduits 16,5% pour les socits et 15% pour les autres. und fr andere Steuerpflichtigebis auf 15% herabgesenkt.Die Quel-
La retenue la source sur les intrts sera supprime. Les alloca- lensteuer auf Zinsen wird abgeschafft. Der allgemeine Freibetrag
tions.personnelles de base ont t augmentes ainsi que celles und die Kinderfreibetrge fr natrliche Personen werden erhht
accordes pour les enfants charge. Une nouvelle allocation de und die Einfhrung eines neuen Freibetrages von HK$ 20.000 fr
20 000 HK$ at introduite en faveur des parentsclibatairesayant unverheiratete Eltern mit jungen Kindern wird vorgeschlagen.
des enfants charge. Den indischen Haushalt hat man mit trb, eine verssste Pille 277
Le budget indien at qualifi de terme de pilule adoucissante 277 und Seiltanz bestempelt. In diesem Haushalt streiten 280
et de dmarche de funambule. 280 der Pragmatismusauf dem Steuergebietund die politischen Bestre-
Ce budget peut entraner des conflits entre le pragmatismefiscal et bungen um den Vorrang. Die Verteidigungsausgabensowie das
les aspirations lectorales.Les dpensespour la dfenseet le dficit Haushaltsdefizit wurden auf demselben Stand,gehalten wie im

budgtaireonttmaintenusau niveau de l'an pass tandis que des letzten Jahr und eine Anzahl von Programmenfr-die Armutbestrei-
mesures d'allgement de la misre et des programmes d'emplois tung und fr die Verschaffung von Arbeitspltzen in der Landwirt-
ruraux servent les ambitions rurales du parti au pouvoir. Les quatre schaft dienten dem politischen Ehrgeiz der regierenden Partei. Die
as de l'imposition, savoir: une surchargede l'impt sur le revenu, vier meist beliebten Methoden, um die besser gestellten Kreise zu

la taxe htelire spciale, une augmentation des prix des voyages besteuern, d.h. die zustzliche Einkommensteuer, die verdoppelte
arienset des produitsde luxe onttmis en avantmais les barrires Ausgabensteuersowie hhere Preisefr Flugscheineund fr Luxus-

plus lourdes sous la forme d'augmentationdes droits d'accise, des gter, wurden mit Nachdruck erwhnt, hhere Lasten in Form von

prix et de l'inflation vont nuire aux plus pauvres parmi les pauvres. hheren Akzisen, Preisen und Inflation wird jedoch die Allerrmsten
am hrtesten treffen.

Le budgetde Singapourpeut tre dfinicommetantsoitpro-entre- 283 Den Haushalt Singapurs kann man als p.ro-Geschftoder 283
prises soit pro-familial, en raison des modifications apportes pro-Familie betrachten wegen der Anderungen der Krper-
d'une part l'imposition des socits et d'autre part aux avantages schaftsbesteuerung und wegen der Steuervergnstigungen, die
familiaux. Les modifications fiscales applicables aux entreprises man fr Kinder und fr Familienzuwachs vorgesehen hat. Die
comprennent une rduction du taux de l'impt sur les socits, Krperschaftsteuernderungenbetreffen u.a. die Senkung des Kr-
l'extension de l'apolication du systme de l'amortissementacclr perschaftsteuersatzes,die Ausdehnung der einjhrigen Sonderab-

l'quipement in'ormatique et une exemption de la retenue la schreibung auf Automatisierungsausrstungund die Befreiung von

source pour les transactions portant sur les crdits croiss effec- der Quellensteuer fr Tauschgeschfte zwischen ACUs und be-
tues entre les ACUs et des non-rsidents, lorsque le dollar Singa- schrnkt Steuerpflichtigen, vorausgesetzt, dass diese Geschfte
pour n'est pas impliqu. Les allocations en faveur des enfants ont nicht den Singapur-dollar betreffen. Die Steuervergnstigungenfr
t augmentes et une rduction spciale est maintenant prvue Kinder sind erhht worden und ein besonderer Abzug wird fr die
pour les troisime et quatrime enfants. Geburt eines dritten und vierten Kindes gewhrt.
Le ministre des Fiances d'Afrique du Sud, en insistant sur le fait 286 Der sdafrikanischeFinanzministerbetonte, dass sein Haushalt 286
que son budget n'tait pas un budget lectoral, a annonc une nicht auf die Wahlen gerichtet war und gab nur bekannt, dass der

augmentationde l'abattement la base. Une nouvelleformule fiscale allgemeine Steuerabzug (primary rate) erhht wird. Mit Bezug auf
va tre introduite en matire d'imposition minire. die Besteuerung von Bergwerkgesellschaften hat er eine neue

Steuerformel in Aussicht gestellt.
Le point le plus importantdubudgetdu Sri Lankaestlasurchargede 289 Die meist auffallende Charakteristikdes Haushaltes in Sri Lanka ist 289
15% introduite sur tous les impts sur les revenus et sur la fortune die Einfhrung eines 15%igen Zuschlages auf die Steuern vom Ein-
(la surcharge est due pour les annes d'imposition 1989/90 et 1990/ kommen und Vermgen (der Zuschlag ist fr die Veranlagungszeit-
91) ainsi qu'une taxe sur le chiffre d'affaires additionnelle qui doit rume 1989/90 und 1990/91 verschuldet) sowie eine zustzliche
tre perue et paye par les entrepreneurset importateurs au nom Umsatzsteuer, die von Herstellern und Importeuren zu Lasten ihrer
de leurs fournisseurs/clients. Hndler und Kunden einbehalten und bezahlt wird.

Le taux maximumde l'imptsur le revenu des personnesphysiques 291 In Swaziland hat man den Hchstmarginalsatzfr natrliche 291
est rduit au Swaziland de 45% 40% et les diffrents taux appli- Personenvon 45% auf 40% gesenkt und den Unterschied zwischen
cables selon qu'iI s'agit de personnesmaries, de clibatairesou de sowohl den Steuerstzenfr verheirateteund ledige Steuerpflichtige
femmes maries sont supprims et remplacs par un taux uniforme als auch frverheirateteFrauen abgeschafftund durch einen einheit-
pour tous les contribuables.La retenue la source pour les contrac- lichen Satz fr alle Steuerpflichtigeersetzt. Daneben hat man auch
tants et socits non-rsidentsat porte de 5% 10%. den Satz fr die Quellensteuer auf auslndische Bau-Unternehmer

und sonstigeauslndischeKrperschaftenvon 5% auf 10% erhht.

John Rodway: John Rodway:
Trinidadet Tobago: Propositionsde rforme fiscale ........... 292 TrinidadundTobago:Vorschlgezur Steuerreform ............ 292
Les propositions de rforme fiscale les plus importantes ont t Als die Regierung den Haushalt 1989 im Parlament einreichte, gab
annonces au moment de la prsentation du budget de 1989 au sie weitgehende Steuerreformvorschlge bekannt. Eine Anzahl
Parlement. Certaines de ces propositionsont djt promulgues dieser Vorschlge sind bereits verabschiedet worden und in Kraft
sous forme de loi. Cette note rsume les dtails de quelques-unes getreten. Diese Notiz fasst die Einzelheiten einiger dieser Re-
de ces propositionsde rforme. formvorschlgekurz zusammen.
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ConsumptionTaxes

in OECD Countries

over the Last Two Decades
Ken Messere and John Nrregard

Table of contents

The authors are members of the Fiscal Affairs Division of the Directorate for
Financial, Fiscal and EnterpriseAffairs of the Organisationfor EconomicCo-oper- I INTRODUCTION

ation and Development.The views expresseddo not commit in any waytheOECD II. THE MOVE TOWARDS VALUE ADDED

or its Member Governments to agreement with them. TAXATION
A. Main reasons or the move

B VAT and other consumption taxes
1, A taxonomy of taxes
2. Single-stage taxes
3. Multi-stage laxes

I. INTRODUCTION 4. Kinds of VAT
5. VAT in operation
6. VAT vs.. RST

OECD has published (December 1988) a report which provides a survey
of consumption taxation in its Member countries between 1967 and 1988

III. THE CONTRIBUTION OF VAT AND
OTHER CONSUMPTIONTAXES TO

with an analysis of the policy choices that Governmentshave had to make GOVERNMENTREVENUES

in taxing goods and services as well as a comprehensivesurvey of practical A. Introduction

problems in mplementingand introducing value added taxation (hence-
B. Where do tax revenues come from
C. Is VAT a money-makingmachine

forth VAT). This article2 summarizes the main findings of the OECD Iv POLICY OPTIONSAND ISSUES

publication and also gives some personal views of the authors with regard A. Criteria for a good consumption tax

to policy choices for countries with or without VAT. B. Multi-rate vs. single-rateVAT
C. Rationale for excises

It is generally accepted that the most strikingdevelopment in the tax world D. Some empirical findings on distribu-

over the last 2 decades has been the spread of VAT. In the mid-sixties
tional effects

E. The inflationary impact of introducing
VAT did not exist in OECD countries, except in a not fully developed or increasing VAT

form in Finland and France. By the end of 1988 VAT has been adopted F. VAT in a federal context

in 18 out of 24 OECD countries and legislation has been passed to bring
G. Conclusions

it into operation in Iceland and Japan in 1989. The Canadian:Government
TABLES AND CHARTS

Table 1 Classification ol consumption
also has announcedits intentionof adoptingVAT, so that the only OECD taxes and their revenue importance in 1965

countries uncommitted to VAT are Australia, Switzerlandand the United and 1986

States. This article accordingly reflects the report in concentratingmainly
Table 2 General consumptiontax systems
in 1967 and 1989

on VAT, although referencesare also made to other general and selective Table 3: A summary o possible types of

consumption taxes. VAT systems
Table 4: General and total consumption
lax receipts as percentage of GDP and

changes between 1975 and 1985

II. THE MOVE TOWARDSVALUE ADDED TAXATION Table 5: VAT rates in OECD Membercoun-

tries as of January 1988
Table 6: Distribution of consumption taxes

A. Main reasons for the move
in selected countries: all households
Chart 1: Developments in the share of

major revenue sources

Among the interconnected reasons for this move are: Chart 2: Distribution of tax burdens for the

to make consumption taxes more neutral with respect to consumer-

major excises

choices, producers' decisions and international trade;
to bring the tax nearer to that on final consumption of households-

rather than on business inputs; 1. The report is entitled Taxing Consump-
to raise greater amounts of revenues from consumption taxation; tion.

-

2. This article is a much-expanded version of
-. to join the European Cmmunities where the adoption of VAT.is a a short article by the same authors published in

mandatory condition of membership. The OECD Observer.end January 1989.
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B. VAT and other consumptiontaxes Table 1
Classification of consumptiontaxes and

1. A taxonomy of taxes their revenue importance

What constitutes consumption taxes is itself a de- Unweighted OECD

bated question in public finance literature. The term average as percentage
of total consumption

iS intended to refer to taxes on expenditure on goods tax receipts
and services purchasedby final consumers (i.e. mostly (1986) (1965)
households) in the country imposing the tax,3 but am- 5000 Taxes on goods and services 100 100

biguity arises because other kinds of taxes, while ini- 5100 Taxeson products, sale, transfer,
tially imposed on income, profits, payroll, property leasing and deliveryofgoods and

values, etc., may result in an increase in the price of renderingof services 94.3 93.9

consumer goods and services, and converselyvendors 5110 Generaltaxes 51.0 32.3

may not be able to pass on to the consumerthe totality (e.g. VATand salestaxes)

of an increase in tax on goods and services in which
5120 Taxes on specificgoodsand

services 43.0 61.6
case such a tax will result in lower profits or lower 5121 Excises 32.4 40.0

salaries and wages. This so-called shifting or inci- 5122 Fiscal monopolies 0.8 2.6

dence problem cannot be resolved and taxes on con- 5123Customsand importsduties 5.2 15. 1

sumption are generally taken tobe the taxes on goods
5124 Taxes on exports 0.1 0.1

and services of heading 5000 in the annual OECD
5125Taxeson investmentgoods 0.3 0
5126Taxes on specificservices 3.4 3.2

Publication Revenue Statistics of OECD Member 5127-8Othertaxes(including
Countries. The main subsectionsof heading5000 are those unallocable 0.8 0.6

reproduced in Table 1 with an indication of their rela- 5200 Taxes on use of goods, oron permission
tive importance in revenue terms in 1986 and how this to use goodsor performactivities 5.71 6. 12

has changed since 1965.
1. Of which 3.4% representsrevenues from motorvehicle licencetaxes.

A general consumptiontax is one levied on a relatively 2. Of which3.6% representsrevenues from motorvehicle licencetaxes.

wide range of goods and perhaps services and is con-

trasted with selective taxes on consumption,of which
by far the most importantare those on the activitiesof
drinking, smokingand motoring. Amonggeneralcon-

and transport that may be excluded by others.

sumption taxes, a distinction first has to be made be-
- Profits at the wholesale and retail stages typically

tween single-stage taxes where tax is charged at only
differ betweenproducts: valuable items like jewel-

one point in the production/distribution chain (i.e. lery normally have higher mark-ups than mass-

whether on sales from manufacturers to wholesalers produced items like office furniture. An MST at a

(MST) or on wholesalers to retailers (WST) or on single rate will accordingly have a lower effective

retailers to consumers (RST)), and multi-stage taxes,
rate (i.e. tax expressedas a percentageof the retail

where tax is charged each time a productor its compo- price) on products like jewellery than on office
to rates creates

nents is sold in the chain from manufacturer- assem- furniture, and vary other distor-
tions.bler - wholesaler- retailer. Under multi-stage taxes, Manufacturerswill refrain from undertakingsuch

a further distinction has to be made between cumula-
-

activitiesas packaging, transportation,storage, in-
tive or cascade taxes under which traders receive no

credit for tax paid on their purchasesand non-cumula- surance and market research, which in the absence

tive or VAT where tax on purchases is generally re-
of an MST they might be expected to perform.

funded to traders who subsequently resell.4 Table 2
- If a tax is levied at the manufacturer level, its

shows the system in force in OECD countries in coverage has to be relatively narrow, so it may

January 1967 and in January 1989. prove an inadequate tool to meet the revenue re-

quirements of Governments. Alternatively, to

raise appropriate revenues, rates may have to be
relatively high, which enhances the distortive ef-

2. Single-stage taxes fects referred to above.
MST and WST are generally regarded as bad taxes. In - To compensate for the narrowness of the base,
OECD they now exist only in Australia (WST) whose MST may need to includecertain producers'goods
Government tried unsuccessfully in 1985 to move to so that the tax becomes partially a tax on business
RST and in Canada (MST-federal level only) whose inputs rather than on household consumption.
government is currently trying to replace it with VAT.

Among the disadvantages of MST (which apply in
somewhat mitigated form to WST) are the following: 3. A completely different way of taxing consumption, much discussed,

The amount of tax included in the price of similar
but nowhere in operation, is the so-called direct expenditure tax under
which goods and services actually purchased ignored, and the is- are tax

goods selling at similar retail prices may vary levied on aggregate consumption expenditures (i.e. income minus saving

greatly because of variations in manufacturers' plus spendingout of capital) However, such a tax is generally regarded as

prices to different trade levels (wholesalers, retail- an alternative to a personal income tax rather than to an indirect consump-
tion tax.

ers, consumers) or the inclusion in the prices of 4. For a discussion of how VAT operates in practice, see Sections 11 B

some manufacturers of costs such as advertising and II C.
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Table 2 average charged on importers of similar goods. Such
General consumption tax systems in 1967 and 1989 averaging thus entails a distortion of international

1 January 1 January YearVAT competitionand renders the cascade system especially
1967 1989 introduced inappropriate in a Common Market. For these reasons

Australia W W No VAT cascade systems have been replaced by VAT in all the
Austria C VAT 1973 7 countries which had them (see Table 2).
Belgium C VAT 1971
Canada M + R2 M ' + R 2 NOVAT 4. Kinds of VAT
Denmark W VAT 1967
Finland VAT3 VAT 1964 Table 3 provides a classification of the main possible
France VAT4 VAT 1954 kinds of VAT. Of countries actually operating VAT,Germany C VAT 1968 all countries Finland and Turkey use aGreece M VAT 1987 except net-

Iceland R R 1989 (July) value consumption-type tax employing the indirect
Ireland W+R VAT 1972 subtraction method (i.e. 3C in the Table), but Japan
Italy C VAT 1973 has chosen to adopt a direct subtractionmethod (type
Japan None None 1989 (April) 3A) and this is one of the optons contemplated byLuxembourg C VAT 1970
Netherlands C VAT 1969 Canada under the title businesstransfer tax. Finland
NewZealand W VAT 1986 is a mixture of lB and 1C as regards coverage and
Norway R VAT 1970 follows 3B as regards method: Turkey follows route
Portugal W VAT 1986 lB in that normally VAT on depreciablecapital goodsSpain C VAT 1986 is credited equally over a 3-year period.Sweden R VAT 1969
Switzerland R S R5 No VAT Value added be calculated in 2 It be builtcan ways. can
Turkey None VAT 1985 from its (which, broadly, theUnited Kingdom W VAT 1973 up component parts are

United States Rs R6 No VAT paymentsmade by the firm to the factorsofproduction
it employs - wages, profits, rents and interest) - the

Numberofcountries' Numberofcountriese so-called additionmethodo 2A; or it can be derived
Single-Stage from the difference between the value of the firm'sM Manufacture 2 1
W Wholesale 6 1 output (the price at which it sells its goodsand services)
R Retail 7 4 and that of its inputs (the price it pays for the goods

and services it buys from its suppliers)-the subtractionMulti-Stage
C Cascade 7 0 method of 2B. The addition methods seeks to iden-
VAT Value Added Tax 2 18 tify and tax the componentsof value added (wages and
NoGeneralconsumption 2 1 profits), while a subtraction method VAT taxes the

26 25 differencebetween inputs and outputs. The direct sub-
traction method takes the aggregatevalue of sales and

1 . Al federal level. the aggregate value of purchases over a period and
2. At provincial level. taxes the difference between them. The indirect sub-
3. Partial only. Full VAT in 1976.
4. Partial only. Full VAT in 1968. traction method requires businesses to collect tax on
5. W in certain cases. their individual sales (outputs) and pay tax on their
6. At state and local level only. individual purchases (inputs) and hand over to the7. Canada and Ireland counted twice
8. Canada counted twice. revenue authorities the difference between the tax

collected and the tax paid for each tax period.
With the addition method there may be problems in

3. Multi-stage taxes defining taxable profits or of making exact border
adjustments. Also, it is difficult to operate on any

Cascade taxes have most of the disadvantagesof MST, basis but a single rate and to relieve specified goods
especially in being largely a tax on business inputs and services by exemption. However, there may be
instead of on household consumption.They also have more opportunity for its use in respect of economic
2 other important disadvantages. First, they produce activitieswhere nputsand outputsare difficult to mea-
economic distortions by inducing firms to undertake sure, as in bankingand finance. But in practice it is not
manufacturing, assembling, wholesaling and retailing used in any OECD countries. The direct subtraction
operations simply to avoid the tax which would be method is in principle the simplest6 but this method is
payable on sales between independent firms carrying also difficult to operate where rnore than one tax rate
out such activities separately. Second, because similar is levied and where it is desired to exempt particular
goods bear different rates of tax according to the goods and services.
numberof times they and their componentshave been
bought and solcl, compensatinglevies at the border for 5 IJnder the international rules of the garne, consurnption taxes are

imports and exports have to be an average,5 which charged n the country where the goods are consumed. This entails that

even f roughly correct wll give an export subsidy to consumption taxes of the exporting country be removed and those of the

integrated firms and insufficient compensation to un- importing country be imposed on internationally traded products. This

integrated firms for tax already paid on their exports. topic, discussed in Chapter 7 of the report, is not covered in this article.
6. This is perhaps why Japan has adopted it, since it envisages adopting

Likewise, integrated firms will be paying less cascade VAT within 4 months, whereas a preparatoryperiod of a year or 2 at least
tax and unintegrated firms more cascade tax than the has been found necessary in large countries n the past.
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Table 3
A summary of possible types of VAT systems

1. Possiblecoverageof VATsystems

A B C

A tax on all sales with no deduction at all for Deductions for capital goods limited to their Deductions for business inputs immediately
business inputs depreciationvalue deductible

GROSS PRODUCT TYPE VAT NET INCOME TYPE VAT NET CONSUMPTIONTYPE VAT

2. Possiblemethodsof operating net consumptiontype VAT

A B

Identification of value-added by the summation of all the elements of Identification of value-added by the difference between inputs and
value-added (wages, profits, rent and interest) outputs
ADDITION METHOD SUBTRACTIONMETHOD

3. Typesof subtractionmethods under net consumption type VAT systems

A B C

Deducting the aggregate tax-exclusivevalue Deducting the aggregate tax-inclusivevalue Deducting tax on inputs from tax on sales for
of purchases from the aggregate tax ex- of purchases from the aggregate tax inclu- each tax period (nearly all OECD countries)
clusive value of sales and taxing the differ- sive value of sales and taxing the difference
ence between them (Japan) between them (Finland)
DIRECT SUBTRACTION METHOD INTERMEDIATESUBTRACTION METHOD INDIRECT SUBTRACTION METHOD

The main advantages of the indirect subtraction 5. VAT in operation
method over the addition or direct subtraction In principle, VAT could be a relatively simple tax to
methods are its greater flexibility and its greaterpossi- operate. A trader includes the tax in all pricesof goodsbility of detecting tax evasion which is why it has been and services sold, and periodicallymakes payments to
adopted in OECD countries.7 Future references to the tax authorities of that tax reduced by the amount
VAT in this article assume the existence of a net con- of VAT he has paid on his purchases from other trad-
sumption tax with the indirect subtraction method.

ers.

OECD countrieshave opted for net consumption-type The operationof the VAT can alternativelybe viewed
tax systems because only under such a system can from the perspectiveof a typical chain of transactions:
cumulative taxation of investment goods be avoided.

goods produced by a manufacturer are sold to a
The European Communities harmonization policy wholesaler who sells to a retailer, who sells to a con-
also influenced this decision, since, as already noted, sumer. As the wholesaler gets a refund from the tax
subjecting capital goods to a quasi-consumptiontype authorities for the VAT included in the price he is
tax could create internationalcompetitivedistortions. charged by the manufacturer,the net cost of the goodsNevertheless, for a variety of reasons there has to be

to the wholesaler remains unaffected by the tax and
some departurefrom the ideal VAT on final consump- the Government collects no revenue (in net terms)tion only, of which the most important are: from this transaction.The same situationapplieswhen

To preventevasion, countriesmay disallowdeduc- the goods are sold by the wholesaler to the retailer.-

tions for tax on certain business inputs, which in- However, as the consumeris not entitled to any refund
troduceselementsof a gross product type tax (lA) in respect of the VAT included in the price paid to the
or a net income type tax (lB). Purchase of com- retailer, it is at this point that the tax can be said to

pany cars is a typical example, where deductionof form part of the net cost of the goods to the purchaser
VAT may be disallowed for these reasons. and that revenue from the tax accrues to the Govern-
To raise revenue, Governmentsmay introduce or ment.-

continue separate taxes outside the VAT systems, In order to completea tax return and correctlyaccount
which have similar effects to a VAT of type 1A or for the tax, most traders would need to do little
lB. Important examples here are the Swedish tax

more

than issue invoices for sales to other traders, retain
on energy and the Norwegian tax on investment

nvoces received in respect of purchases from other
goods. traders, and maintain a daily record of the value of
To move from 1A type cascade taxes to 3C type sales and purchases. From such records, the trader is

-

VAT, most countries retained a transitional and

declining tax on capital goods which was sub- 7. For fuller details of the reasons why, see para. 5.24 pages 82-3 of the
sequently abolished. report.
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able to determine periodically the tax payable (by heavily on professional accountants and other ad-
calculating the fraction of sales and purchases that visors. This would place such traders at a disadvantage
constitute VAT) and the tax authorities are able to relative to those for whom the costs are not as great.
verify the deduction of VAT paid on purchases made
from other traders (through the issue and retention of Consequently, VAT systems generally feature special
invoices by both parties). provisions to relieve certain tradersof the requirement

to account for tax (through not having to register) or
VAT's theoretical simplicity is reduced in practice by by simplifying the calculationof tax for those who are

political or administrative needs of Governments to registered (e.g. by allowing accounting to be done on
have a multi-rate system and on limited base, to have the basis of cash received and paid). Such concessions
separate regimes for certain traders and in some cases have, in practice, generally been restricted to small-
to provide transitional measures when VAT has re- scale traders (i.e. those with turnover of tax liability
placed cascade taxes. These 3 aspects are commented below certain levels), farmers and retailers.
on in turn.

While no doubt simplifying the administration of the
a. Multi-ratesand exemptions VAT for those traders covered, such provisions may

themselvesmake the tax as a whole more complex andIn practice, for the distributionalobjectives8discussed
in Section IVB, nearly all OECD countries have used

even present new problems for some traders. For
tax

zero rating, exemptions9 and multiple rates in their example, special schemes that simplify the calcula-
tion often do so at the expense of accuracy so thatVAT systems. Such features complicate the VAT for using a special scheme may increase a trader's liabilitymost traders. For example, a trader supplying both for tax at the same time as decreasing costs of com-

goods taxed at the standard rate and some other rate pliance. The main example is the option of small-scale
must record his sales separately in order to account for traders not to register, which though relieving them ofVAT to the tax authorities. A trader selling both tax- compliance costs, entails that they can obtain no re-able and exemptgoods must not only separatelyrecord fund of VAT on their purchases and for many tradersthe 2 types of sales, but also his business purchases-

t not be clear whether or not it would be to their
distinguishing between those related to taxable sales may

advantage to register for the tax.
(the VAT being deductible) and those related to

exempt sales (no credit given for VAT). The problems c. Transitionalproblemsof apportioningpurchases that are not directly related
in their entirety to either type of supply (e.g. advertis- The replacement of a previous general consumption
ing, overheads, plants and machinery) provide further tax by VAT poses some problemswhich often necessi-
complications.m tate the provision of special transitional measures,

especially if the previous tax was a cascade tax.
Such provisionsalso complicate the tax for consumers
who may not be certain that particular goods or ser- Where a trader has purchased capital equipment or

vices are subject to the tax and, if so, at what rate. trading stock prior to the introduction of the VAT,
Also, it is impossible in most cases for a consumer to previous tax may have been paid on the equipmentor

determine what iS the hidden VAT component in stock. A similar purchase made after the VAT comes

exempt goods and services (i.e. the VAT paid by the into effect will have a lower net cost to the trader as

supplier on purchases). the VAT included in the purchase price of the equip-
ment or stock is refundable. Clearly, any trader hold-

b. Special regimes ing trading stock at the time a VAT comes into effect
is disadvantagedrelative to the trader whose stock wasEven under a VAT in its simplest form, traders would purchased after that time. To remedy this and to avoidbe required to maintain records of sales and purchases

and to regularly complete returns using those records. any potential distortions in buying patterns (e.g. by
traders delaying stock and capital purchasesuntil afterFor traders already maintainingan accountingsystem the VAT is introduced), 2 solutions exist. Either trad-for managementpurposesor to meet the requirements ers can be reimbursed for the tax element on stock orof other taxes (e.g. corporate or personal income assets on hand at the time the VAT comes into effecttaxes), a simple VAT is likely to impose the extra
or previous tax can continue to be leviedand be phasedburden of the periodic completion of returns. In most out gradually.OECD countries, this would probably be the case for

the bulk of traders. However, for some, even a rela-
tively basic form of accounting may be too difficult. 8. There are certain major transactions for which the standard VAT

mechanism is not suited. These include the supply of financial services
Where the accounting requirementsof a VAT exceed (particularly borrowing and lending money, nsurance and residential ac-

what a trader is otherwise undertaking, the trader will commodation).
or are not to taxhave some extra costs. These may arise from the extra

9. Under zero-rating,goods services subject when sold
and the supplier is able to claim a refund for any VAT paid on purchases.time involved in recording transactions to the required In this way, zero-rated goods and services include no VAT at all. In

detail, from the need to seek professional advice or contrast, while exempt goods and services are also not subject to tax on

assistance (e.g. fron an accountant or lawyer), and sales, the supplier is denied credit for any VAT paid on purchases.
from changes to manual or computerized systems al- 1O. While tax authorities generally provide simplified methods of cal-

are to

ready in place. Such costs generally bear more heavily culating the apportionment, these often available only small-scale
traders, are usually not very accurate, and sometimes do not fully relieve

on small-scale traders and on those who already rely the trader of the necessity to classify purchases separately
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The first solution has been adopted in most OECD cient method, again because of the lesser need to look
countries for trading stock and the second for capital at end use.

equipment.Each, however,complicatesthe operation
of the tax.

III. THE CONTRIBUTIONOF VAT AND OTHER
CONSUMPTIONTAXES TO GOVERNMENT

6. VAT vs. RST REVENUES

Although there is general agreement that RST is the
best form of single stage tax and VAT the best form A Introduction
of multi-stage tax, there is less unaninity on the rela-
tive merits of RST and VAT, even if countrypractices Governments may wish to increase consumption tax
and theory lean heavily in favour of VAT. As noted yields to change the tax mix (less reliance on the other
in Section C, under VAT all registered traders paY major taxes) or to increase the tax level (total tax
taxes on their sales and receive credits for tax paid on receipts to GDP). In the first case it is appropriate to
their purchases. Under RST, payment of tax occurs look at consumption tax receipts as a percentage of
only on sales from registered traders to unregistered total tax receipts, in the second as a percentage of
traders or to consumers and no refund of tax is in- GDP. Chart 1 uses the first ratio and Table 3 the
volved. There has been much confusionbetweenwhat second.
is necessary, what is possible and what actually hap-
pens in practice under RST and VAT, but commen-

tatorsgenerallyagree that RSTand VAT are economi- B. Where do tax revenues come from

cally equivalent since both are intended to be and

mostly are taxes on final consumption. Nevertheless, Perhaps because it can be so painful to pay certain

importantdifferencesdo follow fron the differentcol- taxes (e.g. on property, net wealth, bequests, corpo-
lection methodsof the 2 kinds of tax of which the most rate profits), it is not generally appreciated that in

important are summarizedbelow. nearly all OECD countries around 85% of tax reve-

nues derive from only 3 kinds of taxes: consumption
AlthoughVAT systems require accounts to be kept of taxes, personal income taxes and social security con-
both purchasesand sales of registered traders whereas tributions (see Chart 1).
RST systems are concerned only with their sales, it is
difficult to provide valid comparative figures of these A major reason for the choice of VAT was the belief
relative administrative costs for Governments and that alone among consumptiontaxes it had the poten-
compliance costs for traders and they will doubtless tial to halt the drastic move in most OECD countries

vary according inter alia to what records traders are between the early sixties and mid-seventiesaway from

accustomed to keep (for their own accounting, income consumption taxes towards income and payroll taxes.

taxes, etc.) and how rigorously under either RST or VAT duly fulfilled this function, since, as the top half

VAT systems tax authoritiespursue anti-evasionrnea- of Chart 1 shows, there has been general stability in

sures. In addition, any additional costs of VAT may overall relative relianceon the 3 major revenue raisers

be offset for Governmentsby increased revenues and since the mid-seventies, and the bottom half of Chart
for traders by the advantagesof having more efficient 1 shows that this has been due to the increase in general
accountingsystems. rather than selective consumption taxes.12 However,

other reasons are required to explain why this almost
The need for traders under VAT to reclaim input tax universal shift away from consumption taxes occurred
provides VAT with a number of control weapons un- and why it was subsequentlyhalted.
available under RST even if VAT is certainly not eva-

sion-proof and there may be a number of practical Duringmost of the sixties and early seventies the com-

constraints on the use of these control weapons. The bination of high growth and inflationpushed taxpayers
view has, however, been expressed that RST is too into higher rate tax brackets and at the same time
vulnerable to evasion to sustain high rates of tax and eroded the value of their tax reliefs. This so-called

apart from Iceland and some Canadian provinces, fiscal drag phenomenonenabled income tax revenues

RST rates are always lower than VAT rates. In addi- to increase without any change in legislation. In addi-

tion, in a number of VAT countries, there is an inte- tion, with rising standards of living, taxpayers did not

gration of control of personal and corporate tax and of protest against, or perhaps did not even notice, the

VAT, which is more difficult to achieve under RST.

Many services are much more easily taxed underVAT 11. Some Governmentsprefer to regard social security contributions as

other than taxes and it is true that certain contributions may have an

than RST, because there is no need to check on the element of an insurance premium and in some countries may be perceived
end use of the service under VAT whereas there is in a different way from other taxes. They are, however,clearly taxes, being
such need under RST. It is largely for this reason that compulsory,payable to Government and unilateral (i.e. rewards obtained

services are rarely taxed under RST (and when they bear no predetermined relation to contributions paid). Moreover, social
to

are, at low rates) whereas they are extensively taxed security benefits have be paid for somehow and whether this is done

mostly or entirely by earmarked social security contributions or unear-

under VAT. marked other levies is a matter of political choice which varies greatly
between countries.

There are methods of doing this under both RST and 12. See also Table 1 in Section II.B., which indicates the great decline in
VAT but VAT is generally considered the more effi- revenues from excises and imports over the last 2 decades.
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Chart 1 increase in their income tax bills; nor did they object
Developments in the share of the major revenue to increases in social security contributions to support

sources as percentageof total tax receipts their welfare states, especially as these contributions

(Unweighted OECD average) were often perceived as a quasi-insurance payment.
Consumption taxes, however, require an increase in
rates to bring in more revenue (and in the case of most
Selective consumption taxes even to raise the same

4O 40
amount of revenue in real terms),3 and in those heady
days most Governments felt no need to take such

unpopularmeasures.

35 _ Consumplion taxes _ 35 After the first oil shock with stagflationand falls in real

disposable incomes taxpayerswere no longerprepared
Personal income tax to pay increasing amounts of income tax and rather
---
--

---

---/-- demanded reductions or negotiated wage increases in
30 _

30 net of tax terms; nor, with increasing levels of un-
/

employment, could payroll taxes remain buoyant/ a
/

I source of revenue. Governments were accordingly
/ forced to return back to consumption taxation. Rates

25 L Social security cont. _-.
25 of both general and selective consumption taxes were

- - _

/ raised and the general consumption tax base was fre-

quently broadened,generallyby bringingservces into/

the tax net.
20 f 20

-- /

Finally (apart from New Zealand and the South Euro-

pean countries recently introducingVAT), t is worth

emphasizing that this trend away from consumption
15 - 15 taxes has only been halted, not reversed. A numberof

Governments have expressed a desire to change the
tax mix towards consumption taxes but few have done
so in recent years: opposition to perceived distribu-

10 _
- 10 tional consequencesand inflationaryeffects are prob-Corporation income ax

ably responsible.

5
Properly tax C. Is VAT a money-makingmachine

Olhe This is how the question has been posed and Govern-
--

ments wanting to introduce VATwould prefer- -
- -. ----- --- -- -- -- a nega--

o IllI!1111111111111111 o tive answer to avoid frighteningtheirvoting taxpayers.
65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 Wthout the compensatonof heavy cuts in ncome or

payroll without the need adopt it join theYEARS taxes or to to

European Communities, Governments have not al-

ways been successful in the pursuit of VAT. TVA -

taxe va augmenter - was a slogan which helped its

rejection in the Swiss referenda. The Japanese Gov-
ernmenthas failed on more than one occasion to intro-
duce VAT even if it has now succeeded in introducing
VAT at the unparalleled low rate of 3%. Concern has
been expressed frequently in the United States at al-

30 3O
lowing the Federal Governmentaccess to such a large

28 __ __ 28 potential source of revenue.

26 - __ 26
top of Table 4 general consumptionThe half compares

24 _ . 24 tax receipts of first generation VAT countries (i.e.
\

22 \ 22 those countries having introduced VAT before 1974)
_

\ in 1975 and 1985 with such receipts from other coun-
20 _

\ 20
tries and their relative growth these It\ Generall consumptiionlaxes over years.--

18 _ -. _ 18 wereshows that VAT receipts n 1975 nvariably
16 16'-,..1--_

14 Selecl,ve consumption taxes 14 13. This is because the majority of revenues from selective excises are
__ ,,',-

on

12_/ __ 12
based the strength of alcohol, weight of tobacco and volume of mineral

oils, which decline in real terms under inflationary conditions. Negative
10 l'lIl![1111111111111 10 fiscal drag of excises, together with the growth of VAT, accounts for the

growth of general consumption tax receipts relative to selective consump-
65 67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 83 85 Yea,s tion tax receipts as illustrated at the bottom of the chart.
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higher as a percentage of GDP than those from other and have grown more rapidly, but there are many
generalconsumptiontaxes (Greeceexcepted)and that exceptions (e.g. compare Germanyand Italy with pre-
in all countries (except France) they grew more as a VAT Greece and Portugal as regards amounts and
percentage of GDP than receipts from general con- compareAustria, Belgiumand Germanywith Greece,
sumption taxes in those countries with VAT. The un- Portugal and Spain as regards growth in total con-

weighted average of general consumption tax to GDP sumption tax ratios).
of first generationVATcuntriesin 1975 and 1985 was

It that take comfort from thearound twice that of other countriesand between 1975 seems everyone can

and 1985 it grew by nearly twice as much. figures in the table regarding the light they shed on the
question Is VAT a money-making machine The
answer is it can be but does not have to be and that

It may, however, be argued that consumption taxes sometimes it is and sometimes it is not. However, it is
should be looked at as a whole since non-VAT coun- fair to add that in most countries it does increase
tries may be expected to rely more on selective con- revenues with the consequence that OECD Govern-
sumption taxes to meet their consumptiontax revenue ments have become increasingly in agreement that
needs and the bottom half of Table 2 does that. The they are handicappedin the absenceofVAT to finance
picture is then somewhat modified. First generation increasing expenditures, to reduce income or payroll
VAT countries' total consumption tax to GDP ratios taxes, to cut back Budget deficits, or to achieve some

mostly remain higher than those of other countries mixture of these goals.

Table 4
General and total consumption tax receipts as percentage of GDP

(in 1975 and changes between 1975 and 1985)
(Figures representpercentagepoints)

GENERAL CONSUMPTIONTAX REVENUES

First generationVAT countries Othercountries

1975 75-85 1985 1975 75-85 1985

Austria 7.7 1.3 8.9 Australia 1.8 0.6 2.4
Belgium 6.5 0.9 7.4 Canada 4.0 0.4 4.4
Denmark 7.0 2.9 9.9 Greece 4.7 1.3 6.0
Finland 6.3 1.6 7.9 NewZealand 2.8 0.8 3.5
France 8.6 0.0 8.6 Portugal 2.8 1.1 3.9

Germany 5.3 0.7 6.0 Spain 3.0 1.1 4.1
Ireland 4.6 3.4 8.0 Switzerland 2.3 0.7 3.0
Italy 3.6 8.4 5.0 United States 1.9 0.3 2.2
Luxembourg 4.7 0.8 5.5
Netherlands 6.3 1.0 7.3

Norway 9.2 -0.5 8.7
Sweden 5.3 1.7 7.0
U.K. 3. 1 2.9 6.0

Unweightedaverage: 6.0 1.4 7.4 Unweightedaverage: 2.9 0.8 3.7

TOTAL CONSUMPTIONTAX REVENUES
First generationVAT countries Other countries

1975 75-85 1985 1975 75-85 1985

Austria 13.3 0.5 13.8 Australia 8.1 1.7 9.8

Belgium 10.8 0.6 11.4 Canada 10.4 0.0 10.4
Denmark 13.9 2.9 16.8 Greece 11.9 3.3 15.2
Finland 12.1 1.6 13.7 Japan 3.6 0.3 3.9
France 12.3 1.1 13.4 NewZealand 7.6 0.4 8.0
Germany 9.7 0.0 9.7 Portugal 10.1 3.1 13.2
Ireland 14.7 3.7 18.4 Spain 4.7 2.9 7.6

Italy 7.4 1.4 8.8 Switzerland 5.9 0.2 6.1
Luxembourg 8.2 2.0 10.2 Turkey 8.6 -1.5 7. 1

Netherlands 10.6 1.0 11.6 U.S. 5.4 -0.2 5.2
Norway 16.8 1.1 17.9
Sweden 10.7 2.6 13.3
U.K. 9.0 3.0 12.0

Unweightedaverage: 11.5 1.6 13.'1 Unweightedaverage: 7.6 1.0 8.6

1. Excluding Japan which lacks a general consumption tax and Turkey that lacked one before 1985, when it amounted to around 5% of GDP.
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IV. POLICY OPTIONS AND ISSUES Table 5
VAT rates in OECD member countries1

(As at January 1988)
A. Criteria for a good consumption tax

Country Lower ratesI Standard rate2 Higher rates

To assess the relative advantagesand disadvantagesof Austria 10 20 (59) 32
a consumption tax, benchmarks are needed. Depend- Belgium 1,6,17 19 (35) 25,33
ing on the specific situation in question (most of) the Denrnark - 22 (100) -

following basic criteria are normally chosen: Finland - 19.05 (100) -

France 2. 1,4,5.5,7,
1. Neutrality: The tax should interfere as little as pos- 13 18.6 (86) 331/3
sible with the choices made by producersand consum- Germany 1 14 (90) -

ers, i.e. the economicdistortionsresulting from chang- Greece 3,6 18 n.a. 36

ing relative prices compared to the pre-tax situation Ireland 0,2.4,10 25 (57) -

must be minimized. Italy 2,9 18 (74) 38
Luxembourg 3,6 12 (55) -

2. Fairness: The tax must have politically acceptable Netherlands 6 20 (90) -

distributional consequences, i.e. taxpayers with the NewZealand - 10 (100) -

highest tax capacity should bear the highest burden, Norway - 20 (100) -

or, alternatively, the tax should be accompanied by Portugal 0,8 16 (70) 30

appropriatechanges in other taxes or in social transfer Spain 6 12 (66) 33

systems to alleviate or neutralize negative distribu- Sweden - 23.5 (96) -

tional consequences.
Turkey 1,3,8 12 n.a. 15,50,60,100
United Kingdom 0 15 (100) -

3. Price stability:The tax should not lead to sustained - Non-existent
inflationarypressureseitherat the time of introduction n.a. Not available

or in the longer run.
Minor departures (e.g Sweden) omitted.

1 Excluding some minor zero rating, also exemptions which in some
4. Revenue aspects. The tax should supply the Gov- countries account or a substantial part of total consumption.
ernmentwith the amount of tax revenues requiredand 2. Figures in parentheses show latest information available on percen-

of yield deriving from standard rate (and do, therefore, not necessarilyreduce as far as possible the possibility of tax evasion tage
the rates shown)correspond to

and avoidance (which could also be seen as a condition
relating to fairness).
5. Administrative and compliance costs: The tax In addition to the basicargumentabout lack of neutral-
should aim at minimizing the Government'sadminis- ity, a multi-rate consumption tax system suffers from
trative costs and trader's compliance costs. a number of other more practical problems. First, the

rate category toThese criteria may conflict. For example, fairness may
goods and services in each have be

- -

conflict with neutrality and administrative simplicity clearly defined which being difficult may lead to

as discussed in the next subsection. ambiguities and thereby distortions, tax evasion and
higher administrative and compliance costs. Second,
lower rates, zero-rating or exemptions extend the tax

B. Multi-ratevs. sngle-rateVAT relief to individuals and families with higher incomes.
Due to this problem of precise targeting, the reve-

The term neutralitywould refer ideally to a situation nue cost of providing the relief may be relatively high
where the tax has no influence whatsoever on the leading to a higher tax rate on taxable goods and
behaviour of producers and consumers, i.e. they con- services to provide a certain revenue, thereby accen-
tinue to behave as if the tax were not imposed, and the tuating the distortive effects of a multi-rate system (in
tax thereforewould have no negative effect on produc- countries with VAT higher than standard rates are of
tion and welfare. In reality, this situation is very rare any revenue significanceonly in Belgium and Italy).
in the sense that almost all taxes have distortiveeffects.
A more realistic aim, therefore, is to minimize tax-in- Multi-rateversus single rate VATalso raises issues other
duced distortions. than those relating to neutralityor distrbutionaleffects.

There seems to be a fairly general agreement that Whatever the theoretical and practical advantages of a

neutrality requires that the tax in question has the single rate VAT, moving from a multi-rate general con-

broadest possible base and only one rate, which in fact sumption tax to a single rate poses difficult problems.
rarely happens in the VATsystems in force in Member One is that such a change will provoke a shift in relative
countries (see Table 5). prices which may hurt certain sectors in the economy

and possibly cause employment problems in these
The main argument in favour of such multi-rate sys- specific sectors. To the extent that prices generally are
tems in spite of their distortive effects and thereby more upward than downward flexible, the shift in rela-
economic costs is that, by exemption or zero-rating tive prices may furthermore increase the general level of
basic necessities like foodstuffs and medicine con- inflation. Another reason is that countries with multi-
sumed in relatively large proportions by low income rate systems face various objections to moving to what
earners, the tax burden on these families may be al- would probably be a more regressive system. It is
leviated. perhaps for these kinds of reasons that except for New
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Zealand there is no OECD country which has moved - The goods in question can be preciselydefined, typi-
from a multi-rate general consumption tax to a single- cally cover large transactions and there are no close
rate one. substitutes that cannot be included in the coverage.

The demand is relatively inelastic, thereby leaving-

Apart from imposing lower and higher rates, some coun-
consumer expenditure almost unchanged when the

tries do not impose VAT on certain goods and services
either by zero-rating them (where credit is given for tax

tax is imposedorchangedand minimizingdistortions
in consumer behaviour.

paid on inputs) or by exempting them (where credit is Governments may in some cases want to override-

not given). In Portugal,and more importantlyin Ireland the neutrality criteron in order to discourage over-
and the United Kingdom, a relativelyhigh proportionof consumptionof certain goods (alcohol and tobacco)total consumption is zero-rated. The zero rate issue may or services (gambling) which may inflict damage not
be considered as a special case of the multi-rate versus only on the consumerhimselfbut also on others; or
single rate debate, since from the pointofview ofdistort- Governments may for other reasons want to
ing economic choices or increasing administrative or economizewith the demand for the product in ques-
compliancecosts there would seem to be little difference tion (e.g. energy).between having 5% or zero rate as a lower rate to Excise may in some cases be seen as paymentscover--

accompany a standard rate to say 14% to 20%. How- ing public or social costs incurred by the consump-
ever, other argumentsare advancedboth for and against tion activity, such as the use of roads in connection
zero rates. In favour of zero-rating, pressure groups in with motoring activity and health costs associated
Ireland and the United Kingdom argue first that there is with the activities of drinking, smoking and motor-
an inherent case for not taxing certain essential goods ing, i.e. an element of private market mechanism is
(e.g. basic foods) or merit goods (e.g. books) and sec- introduced in order to reveal preferencesand deter-
ond, and more pragmatically, that even if a small VAT mine the optimal supply of the goods and services in
rate of 3% or 4% would have little social or economic

question. Following the same line of thought, in
effects once such goods were in the VAT net, rates
would be likely to be increased later. Against zero-rat-

cases of negative externalities associated with

ing, the EC has always taken the view that the maximum
economic activities such as, for example, pollution,

practicable coverage of goods and services should be
some Governmentswant to implementthe polluter

aimed at and evidently if zero-rating remained, the EC must pay principle by way of excising the polluting
goal of getting approximation of rates within the Com- activity.
munity would be hampered. Another obstacle to a

single, rate VAT is, therefore, that the Commission of D. Some empirical findings on distributional

the European Communities has advocated a 2-rate sys- effects
tem of between 14% and 20% for most goods and be-
tween 4% and 9% for certain definedessentials. Moving Though consumption taxes are not in practice seen as

from a one-rate or a more than 2 rate system to a 2-rate a tool of redistributive policies, their distributional

system will evidently raise problems for many of its effects have, nevertheless, played - and still play - an

Membercountries, as will complyingwith the designated important role in the discussion of these taxes. The

range of rates. general position on part of Governments seem to be
that consumptiontaxes are necessaryfor other reasons

and if they entail unwanted distributional effects,
C. Rationale for excises other measures should be found to alleviate these ef-

fects. Two questions are, therefore, of relevance in
It seems appropriate in the context of this discussion on this context: what are the distributionaleffects of con-
multi-rate general consumption tax systems to sum- sumption taxes, and, if unwanted, what can Govern-
marize briefly the arguments for and against the exist- ments do to mitigate these effects
ence of excises since Governmentsin some countriesare

confronted with a choice of using either higher rates of Unfortunately, the empirical evidence provided by
general consumptiontax or excises, though this is gener- Member countries for the report is insufficient for

ally not the case with what is called the major excises, confidentgeneralizationsand additionallysuffers from
i.e. those levied on the activities of drinking, smoking a numberof statisticaland conceptualdeficiences.The
and motoring, which account for the bulk of revenue main results are summarized in Table 6 for the few
from selective consumption taxes. The main question countrieswhich were able to provide extensivestatisti-
could be formulated as follows: given the dictum that a cal information.The Table shows the consumption tax

non-distortive consumption tax must have as broad a actually paid in households classified in decile groups
base as possible and apply only one rate, what is the (i.e. in tenths of the total population starting with the
raison d'tre for excises, which apparently depart from 10% - first decade - with the lowest incomes or con-

this ideal Apart from the very mportant facts that sumption) measured as a percentage of their income

excises are among the oldest forms of taxation existing or consumption expenditure.
in OECD countries and that they provide easily collecti-
ble sums of revenue at low cost, which Governmentsn International comparability is limited for a number of

general cannot afford to forego, there are a number of reasons, including:
other reasons why the existence of excises may be de- - calculation of effective tax rates of this kind as-

fended: sumes full forward shifting of the taxes (i.e. con-
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Table 6
Distribution of consumptiontaxes in selected countries: all households

Country/Denominator Tax as percentageof consumption/incomein decile groups
12 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 102 Average

DENMARK(1981)

Consumption
VAT 14.6 14.1 13.7 13.4 13.3 13.3 13.4' 13.5 13.5 12.9 13.4

Excises 6.4 7.1 7.4 7.3 6.6 6.5
'

' 7.0 7.0 6.6 5.6 6.6

TOTAL 21.0 21.2 21.1 20.7 20.3 19.9 20.4 20.4 20.1 18.5 20.0

Gross income3
VAT 17.1 14.1 11.4 9.3 8.6 8.0 7.5 6.9 6.5 5.4 7.6

Excises 7.1 6.9 5.4 4.8 4.3 4.0 3.8 3.4 3.0 2.3 3.6

TOTAL 24.1 21.0 16.8 14.1 12.9 12.0 11.3 10.4 9.6 7.7 11.2

Disposableincome

VAT 45.7 17.6 16.1 14.9 14.2 13.1 12.9 12.3 11.8 9.7 13.1

Excises 19.6 9.0 8.2 7.7 7.6 6.6 6.3 6.0 5.8 4.5 6.5

TOTAL 65.3 26.6 24.4 22.6 21.8 19.7 19.2 18.3 17.5 14.3 19.6

NETHERLANDS(1983)

Consumption
VAT 7.4 7.2 7.8 7.6 8.1 8. 1 8.2 8.3 8.5 8.5 8. 1

Excises 1.8 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.4 2.2 2.2; 2.3

TOTAL 9.1 9.5 10.1 10.0 10.3 10.4 10.6 10:7 10.7 10.7 10.4

Disposablencome
VAT 8.6 7.2 8.2 7.7 8.3 8. 1 7.7 7.6 7.4 6.6 7.6

Excises 2.1 2.2 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 1.9 1.7 2.1

TOTAL 10.7 9.5 10.6 10.0 10.6 10.4 10.0' 9.9 9.4 8.4 9.6

SWEDEN(1985)

Consumption
VAT 11.1 11.0 11.0 10.9 10.9 10.5 10.6 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.7

Excises 4.9 5.2 5. 1 4.9 5.0 5.1 5.0 4.9 4.8 4.5 4.9

TOTAL 16.0 16.2 16.0 15.7 15.9 15.6 15.6 15.3 15.3 15.2 15.6

Gross income
VAT 19.6 12.1 10.2 8.9 8.5 8.2 7.8 7.5 7.4 6.5 8.6

o

Excises 7.6 5.0 4.6 4. 1 4.0 3.8 3.7 3.6 3.7 2.8 3.9

TOTAL 27.3 17. 1 14.8 13.0 12.5 12.1 11.5 11.2 11.1 9.3 12.5

Disposableincome
VAT 15.7 12.6 11.8 11.2 11.2 11.2 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.4 10.4

Excises 6.7 5.0 5.2 5.0 5.2 5.1 5.1 5.2 5.4 4.6 5.2

TOTAL 22.3 17.5 16.9 16.3 16.4 16.3 15.9 15.8 16.1 15.0 16.5

UNITED KINGDOM(1985)

Consumption
VAT 6.3 .6.0 6.5 7.1 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.8 9.3 9.5 7.8

Excises 8.8 9.5 9.8 10.0 10.3 10.4 9.6 9.5 9.5 7.6 9.5

TOTAL 15.1 15.5 16.3 17.1 18.1 18.5 17.8 18.3 18.8 17.0 17.3

Gross income
VAT 6.9 6.9 7.5 7.6 7.2 7.0 6.6 7.0 6.4 5.9 6.9

Excises 8.9 9.0 10.0 9.4 8.6 8.2 7.4 7.2 6.4 5.4 8.1
.

TOTAL 15.9 15.9 17.4 17.0 15.8 15.2 14.0 14.2 12.9 11.3 15.0

..

1. - Indirect effects included for Sweden (only the housing sector) and United Kingdom, but excluded for other countries (see paragraph 8.25).
2. The 1 st decile group contains the lowest 10% of incomes/consumptionwhile the 10th decile group containsthe highest 10% of incomes/consump-
tion.

'

cncept3. ln all cases the ncome used refers to current income.
Sources:See Appendix 2 to this Chapter.

!
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sumers bear the full burden of the taxes) which Alcohol

may be the case to varying degreesincountriesand 2 _

over time; /r--
-

ithe time period differs among countries; 1.8
UNITED

-,.. 1
- Ix.\

/ \

indirect consumption tax effects (such a VAT on i.6 \ KINGDOM \-

constructionand on intermediategoods) have only -k / -..,

been included to a limited-andvarying-degree. 1.4 -
k/

Some very broad observations are, however, 1.2

suggestedby the data. Firstand foremost, they support , 1
the intuitively plausible view that measured on the 6 DENMARK

basis of expenditures, consumption taxes are broadly Oz
0.8 -=----......_proportionalwhile measured against income they tend --

LL 0.6 .....
-

to be regressive (i.e. they fall as a proportionof income o
- NETHERLANDS ---_

as income increases). Because of the progressive na- 0.4 -

ture of income taxes, the regressivenessf consump-
tion taxes is clearer when grossincome is applied in- 0.2 _

stead of disposable income 0.e. gross income minus O t 1 I 1 1 I ! I
income tax and social security contributions), e.g.
Sweden and Denmark. Especially for the Netherlands 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

and the United Kingdom, the overall impression of DECILE GROUPS
the distributional impact of these taxes is, however,
strongly influenced by what happens at the extreme Mineral oils

ends of the distribution which is not the case in the 2 2 _

--

--..- -.v-.-

Scandinavian countries. 1.8
- UNITED

I KINGDOM \
_

/
There are 3 ways of alleviating any negative distribu- ,

1.6 -
-,/ \

tional effects of general consumption taxes:
1.4

(1) within the consumption . tax system itself, i.e.
_

through multi-rates, zero-rating and exemptions; 1.2 - DENMARK

(2) within the rest of the tax system, e.g. by rendering 1....
the income and payroll taxes more progressive,or,

LU
f /as proposed in Canada, by granting non-wastable 8 0.8 _

.

tax credits to low income taxpayers in respect of Z r----. NETHERLANDS-:-

VAT deemed to have been paid on essential pur-
LL 0.6 -

o '

chases of food, etc.; 3 0.4 ,-/

0.2 _

O I 1 I I 1 1 I I - t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Chart 2
DECILE GROUPS

Tobacco

4 _

.t-, (3) outside the tax system, i.e. transfer payments to
3.5 1 low income families..1

/./ %.

UNITED Examples can be found of all 3 solutions.3 _

\ KINGDOM
Turning the major excises, the limited empiri-now to

LU 2.5 / \ --
cal data the distributionof excise burdens

OCEMNI
on concern-

O
DENMARK

\ ing tobacco, alcohol and mineral oil excises providedO 2 \
\ for the report issummarized in Chart 2 (in which only

OF 1.5 _
income is used as denominator). As is from theseen

. Chart, tobacco excises are almost invariably regres-
1 ' sive, and thus represent a example of a case inNETHERLANDS typical-

.

-4_ which one policy objective (.e. health)conflictswith-

-- - ...........0.5 -

......--

another (i.e. vertical equity). Mineral oils excises, on

the other hand, tend to be mildly progressive,whereas
0 1 1 1 I i i ' i alcohol excises exihibit no general distributionalpat-

tern except that they are mildly regressive in Denmark
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

and the Netherlands.Doubtlessbeer, wines and spirits
would exhibit different distributionalpatterns if it had

DECILE GROUPS been possible to make this breakdown.
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E. The inflationary impact of introducing or solution is adopted and inunitary as well as federal
increasing VAT countries).

This has been a vital issue in the countries that have G. Conclusions
already introduced VAT systems and is so also in
countries in which the introduction of a VAT is still This brief summary of a large portion of the OECD
under discussion (i.e. in Canada and the United States report on consumption taxation has shown that a

as well as non-OECD countries such as Yugoslavia). number of important and often conflicting policy ob-
The very limited empirical evidence seems to indicate jectives are involved. If the priority is for a simple and
that in most, though not all, countries the introduction efficient consumption tax system, undesired distribu-
of a VAT has had little or no effect on retail prices. tonal results may follow and even though there are

The reasons why this is so tend to differ: for example, means of remedying them through the tax/transfer
the varying monetary policy stance adopted by diffe- payment systems, it may not in practice be possible to
rent countries, the existence of different price control do so. If, on the other hand, a more equitable system
systems. Experience also shows that countries have is preferred, this may consequentlyentail heavydistor-
applied different policy measures in order to coun- tions and higher administrative costs. The variety of
teract perceived inflationary pressures following from consumption tax systems at present in force in OECD
the introduction of a VAT, e.g. by temporary price countries illustrate that Governments have attached
freezes or by timing the introduction to an approprate very different weights to these considerations in the

point in the business cycle. past and that it is not easy to accommodatechanging
preferences.

F. VAT n a federal context
The authors of this article appreciate the political and

It is probably no accident that the 4 countries still economic constraints on Governments having multi-
without VAT (Australia, Canada, Switzerland, Unit- rates and a limited base from following the income tax
ed States)'4 are all federal states. Apart from the pos- trend of rate flattening and base broadening, espe-
sibly greater resistance among states, provinces, can- cially if they are membersof the European Communi-
tons, etc. to giving the Federal Government a greater ty, whose Commission's proposals impose additional
tax handle, complications arise when, as in Canada difficulties in adoptingsuch a system. But for countries
and the United States, there are already retail sales without these constraints possibly considering the
taxes in existenceatsubordinatelevelsof government. adoptionof VAT (e.g. Canada and the United States),
From the purely administrativeefficiencypoint of view our recommendationwould be that cost/benefit trade-

there is little doubt that the best solution would be a
off firmly points to the route normally followed by the

revenue sharing formula on the Austria-Germany Scandinaviancountresand by New Zealandofa single
lines, where the retail sales tax at the subordinate level rate and the widest practicable base, any undesirable

would be abolished and this is the preferred solution redistributional consequences being offset by in-

of the Canadian Government. However, this solution creased social transfers or non-wastable credits
does limit local accountabilityand the Canadian Gov- through the income tax system, while we recognize
ernment recognizes that it may not be possible to sell that this is usually much more easily achievable in

it to the provinces. If a federal VAT were to be smallercountries,where decisionson taxes and spend-
adopted in the United States, one imagines that the ing can be more easily integrated. We would also re-

difficulties of persuading the states to forego their commend that the administrationof VAT be integrat-
automony to fix the rates and base of a general con- ed with that of personal and corporate income taxes as

sumption tax would be even greater. Theoretically, it is done, for example, in France, Germany and New

may be argued that consumption taxes are not an ideal Zealand, since this reduces the administrativecosts of
vehicle for local Governmentautonomy (because sub- Governments and the compliance costs of the private
stantial differences in rates and base will encourage sector, as well as improving control of tax evasion.

distortive cross-bordershopping), but if, as in Canada In conclusion,and on a more general level, the authors
and the United States, such taxes exist and cannot be have little sympathy with advocates of a direct expen-
abolished, the search becomesone for second or third- diture tax who claim that income from savings is over-
best solutions. Probably, again from the point of view taxed or doubly taxed. If additional income is gener-
of administrative efficiency, the second best solution ated from savings it would seem as appropriate to tax
would be to persuade the subordinate levels of Gov- such income as it is to tax consumption. A direct ex-
ernment to replace their RST by VAT and have assess- penditure tax (supplementedby a cash flow corpora-
ment and collections administered by one set of offi- tion tax and a tax on bequests) neatly tries to encour-
cials - the Canadian Government's second choice. A age savings while preserving redistributional objec-
third-bestsolution, which takes into account a scenario tives but would pose all kinds of practical problems
in which may well occur in the United States, if the such as transitional complications,defining the scope
Bushadministrationintroducesa federal VAT and the of the savings to be deducted, control of aged emig-
states prefer not to change their RST, is to co-ordinate rants who would escape the bequest tax and renegoti-
the assessment/collection process of the federal in-
come taxes and the federal VAT, presumably by the 14. Ofthe other OECD Federal countries, the VAT receipts in Austria
Internal Revenue Service (coordinationof income tax and Germanyareshared between the federal Governmentand subordinate
and VATadministrationis evidently rationalwhatever levels of Government.
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ation of double tax treaties with countries without politicallypossible to a comprehensiveincome tax and
such a tax. More importantly,such a tax seems superf- to a VAT which covers all goods and services at a

luous and like optimal taxation, but unlike VAT, uniform rate. Evidently,how nearly this is possible, as

seems an academic blind alley for practitioners. It well as the level chosen and the relative mix between
seems to us rational to diversify revenue sources by these 2 taxes would vary from country to country ac-

taxing both the income and expendituresof taxpayers, cording to their traditions and their current prefer-
and ideally by getting as near as is practicable and ences.
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Taxation of Foreign Investment in the to investment n the Special Economlc Zones and Coastal

People's Republic of China, Areas. A final chapter considers the effects of China's tax '
by A.J. Easson and LI Jlnyan.

treaties.

Throughout, the book makes reference to the various
An introductory chapter describes the various forms of Notlces and Rulings issued by the Minlstry of Flnance and
dolng buslness and Investing In Chlna and the manner n to other Chinese material. An Appendix reproduces the full
which they are regulated. The second chapter provides an texts of the most Imponant laws, regulations and
overview of the entlre Chlnese tax system, including the treaties.
taxes paid by domestc enterprises which compete with, or 1form joint ventures with foreign underakings Chapter Three It will be an invaluable source of information for anyone

deals with individual income tax, parlicularly as It affects contemplating business in China and for their legal and tax

foreigners working in Chlna. Subsequent chapters advisors.

describe in detail the Joint Venture Income Tax, the Foreign Hardbound, 225 pages
Enterprise Income Tax and other taxes which affect toreign ISBN 90 6544 3835
business, and examine the speclal tax Incentlves according Dit. 174,- USS 99,- UK£ 56.25 ZE]
Sales Taxation,
-li

the case of value added the superiority of the VAT to other forms of sales taxation I
tax, edlted by Ben Terra
offers a concise treatment of the theory of sales taxation, This book is not merely meant to be a text book for students

VAT in particular. It explains the consequencesof the legal who are interested n more than their national sales taxation.

character of a general sales tax, the concept of neutrality, It is also written for those (tax-lawyers, accountants, clvll

systems of levying a sales tax. Flscal, psychologicaland servants and other practltioners)who deal with sales

Ieconomic advantages of the VAT are discussed as well as taxes in their day-to-day practce and who want to obtain a

the disadvantages. It covers the introduction of the VAT in better insight in the similarities between various sales tax

Europe, the replacement of other systems of sales taxation, legislations.
the creation of a customs union. It deals with the allocation
of sales taxes between members of a common market and Hardbound, 160 pages
the present problems regarding the completion of the ISBN 9065443819

0Internal market In Europe in 1992. Convincingly it shows Dit. 110,- USS 63.- UK£ 36.-

LS
-

Tax Treatment of Cost-Contribution All relevant questions are answered, including those

Arrangements,by Guglielmo Malsto concerning the deductiblllty0f, and the determination0f I
arrn's length values in relation to contributions; the

contains descriptions and analyses by lawyers from 19 application of withholding taxes (domestic and treaty

Idifferent countries of the local tax treatment of cost
regime); VAT and any other relevant indirect taxes and

exchange control.
contribution arrangements, together with a general report by
the editor summarising and commenting upon the Finally, the authors share with you the fruits of their own
conclusions reached. practical experience with advlce concernlng the draftlng of

Fiirst the authors provide definitlons of cost-contributlon
cost contrlbutlon arrangements,and the formal

compliance requlred by local tax authorities.
arrangementsand explain the differences between

'cost-sharing' and 'cost-fundlng'. The civil law status of
these agreements is also explored.

Tax Treatmentof Cost-contrlbutionArrangements is a

'must' for Multinationals' tax planning departments, lawyers,

:
Then they describe the tax treatment of these

accountants, tax and managementconsultants.

arrangements in both the country where a hypothetical Hardbound, 326 pages
contributing company is located, and in that of the recipient ISBN 9065443525
of these contributons, the 'group service centre'. Dfl. 150,- USS 80.- UK£ 48.-

JJI
Structuring Foreign Investment in U.S. STRUCTURING FOREIGN INVESMENT IN U.S. REAL

Real Estate, by W. Donald Knlght ESTATE will be the reference tool on the desk of every

and Richard L. Doernberg attorney, tax advisor, and real estate consultant involved n

informing foreign clients on how best to plan for investment
This publication comprehensivelyexplores the considerations in U.S. real property.
that are of unique concern to foreign individuals and foreign
organizations to make U.S. real property investments The This publication is in loose-leaf format. Periodic supplements
authors cover n detail the U..S. income, estate, and giift tax will provide updates of Regulations well commentary
aspects of foreign investment in U.S. real estate and the

as as

on new developments.
varous structural techniques that may be employed to

reduce or eliiminate U..S. tax,, explaiiniing the Foreiign Loose leaf publlcatlon
Investment in Real Property Tax Act of 1980 and the '

ISBN 9065449752
numerous tax acts that have been amended to it This book Dit. 350,- USS 195.- UKE 112.-

0also discusses the political emergency failsafe structures
which foreign investors may adopt to protect their U.S.
nvestments.

Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers

Ip.o. box 23,7400 GA DEVENTER, The Netherlands

Sales in the Netherlands are subject to VAT. These books are also available from your bookseller
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Budget 1989/1990:
Predictableand Boring
lan Harris

Mr. Harris is Group Tax Adviserof the Hongkongand Shang-
hai Banking Corporation.

Predictable and boring was how one leading commen- to control the money supply through the interest rate
tator described the Budget presentedby the Financial mechanism and to this extent the recent trend in U.S.
Secretary, the Hon. Piers Jacobs, to the Hong Kong dollar rates which Hong Kong have traditionally fol-
Legislative Council on Wednesday, 1 March 1989. lowed in recent years particularly since the local unit
However, although that might appear at first sight to has been pegged against the U.S. dollar have helped
be unkind, this probably was in fact the message that in the battle against inflation. The Financial Secretary
the Financial Secretary was attempting to convey in was of the view that little could be done on the fiscal
his 11/2 hour speech on the current state of the finances side as he thought it was important to ensure that the
of Hong Kong. In his opening remarkshe stressed that Government'spolicies on this side do not exacerbate
there was an ever-increasingneed from the community inflation.
for higher quality services but this had to be seen

against an inflationarybackgroundwhich had reached
7.5% in the current financialyear and was expected to
increase further to 8.5% in 1989/1990. The Financial BUDGET SURPLUSES

Secretary said, therefore, that there were 3 factors
that he had to take into account in preparinghis 1989/ While there was a forecastsurplus for the year 1988/89

90 Budget: of HK$ 5.5 billion, the final out-turn for the year is

/!}1) inflation, expected to exceed HK$14 billion and if recent years

2) accumulationofsubstantialBudgetsurpluses;and are any guide, even this is likely to be exceeded. The

3) the need to embark upon a major programme of main reason for the better than forecast surplus has

infrastructuralworks to enable Hong Kong to de- been the exceptionally buoyant revenue from direct

velop into the 1990s and beyond. taxes.

INFLATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Althoughtraditionallythe main cause of Hong Kong's The largest work to be undertakenin the future by the
inflation has been importedbecause the bulk of Hong Government is a replacement for the existing airport
Kong's needs are in fact imported, this year the main at Kai Tak. Air travel has continuedto increaserapidly
cause has been Hong Kong's own success as demand and despite substantial improvements to the terminal
for resources,particularlylabour, has outstrippedsup- building, the single runway is restricting the number

ply. This has been translated into higher wages and of flights that the airportcan physicallyhandle in a day
higher costs of production. even though more and more flights are undertakenby

wide-bodied aircraft. It is predicted that saturation
The Financial Secretary referred in particular to

point will soon be reached and it is very clear that the
China's rate of inflationwhich is runningconsiderably airport will be required within the next 10
ahead of Hong Kong's rate because a major propor-

new years
which will involve a substantial amount of Govern-

tion of Hong Kong's food and consumer goods are
ment expenditure.now imported from China. However, it is estimated

the import prices of goods from China have increased With the generalexpectationsof the community, there
only by about 1.5% during 1988 and it is felt that is also to be continuedsubstantialexpenditureon hos-
China's inflation rate does not materially impact on pitals and other social services and despite continued
Hong Kong's rate at the present time. In attempting restriction on the use of motor vehicles, additional
to cure inflation, Mr. Jacobs said that it was important expenditure on road is envisaged.
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THE ECONOMY the disciplinedservices in the Government.The Finan-
cial Secretarydid, however,expressconcern regarding

After double digit growth in recent years the economy the growth in the public sector, and said that this
slowed down to 7.5% in real terms in 1988. Contrary would be closely monitored in the future although he
to predictions the economyescaped largely the impact accepted that further increases in the disciplined ser-

of the stock market crash in 1987 and business confi- vices will need to be made in connection with the
dence returned at the beginning of 1988. The major gradual takeover from the British Forces Garrison by
constraint on the growth during the year was in the the police. He also expected increases in staffing
labour market where the unemploymentrate fell to a brought about by further major hospitals at present
record low of 1.3% in the latter part of 1988 and under constructioncoming onstream.

pressure was growing for the importation of labour
particularly for the construction industry. There was
an increase in exports of 11% and re-exports of 50% FUNDS

while imports increased by 31% giving a visible trade
deficit of HK$ 8 billion. A comparativelyrecent innovation in Governmentac-

counting has been the establishmentof various funds
as a way of earmarking reserves now for capital pro-

ECONOMICPROSPECTSFOR 1989 jects particularly of a long-term nature. Thus, in the
forecast of expenditure for 1989/90 provision is made

The momentum of 1988 is expected to carry through for transfers to funds totallingHK$17.7billion (nearly
at least into the first half of 1989 and although there 3 times the amount transferred in 1988/89) of which

are likely to be changes in the pattern of exports with HK$10.7 billion will be transferred to existing funds

those to the United States perhaps increasing while and to maintaintheirvalue in real termswhile a further

those to the Federal Republic of Germany are ex-
HK$ 7 billion will be transferred to the Development

pected to remain sluggish. Trade with the People's
Loan Fund for new major infrastructuralprojects.

Republic of China is also expected to increase to give
an overall growth in 1989 of 7% in domestic exports
and 22% in re-exports. The out-turnof this is expected

REVENUE

to be an overall trade deficit for 1989 of HK$12.6
billion. However, this is a reflection of the growth in Although the revenue for 1989/90 considerably ex-

the economy. The GDP in current price terms is ex-
ceeded forecast, there are indications that attempts

pected to rise to USS 11,000 during the year, an in- have been made to defer certain items of Government

creaseof 14.3% inmoneytermsor4.8%inreal terms.
revenue in the current year. This trend is not expected
to continueat the same buoyant rate as in 1988/89. The
Financial Secretary did, however, return to a topic

MONETARYISSUES that he has raised on a numberof occasions in the past
few years and that is the questionof a more stable basis

The Financial Secretary once again reiterated the ad- of taxation, in particular a form of sales tax at the
vantages of a stable exchange rate which has been wholesale level. He pointed out that the ratio of direct
achieved,mainly by pegging the Hong Kong dollar to and indirect tax was expected to increase from 62% in
the U.S. dollar, and through new accounting arrange- the current year to 65% in the next financial year and
ments introduced last year the Governmenthave been in his view this was undesirable. To this end, he an-

able to intervene in the market to influence it when nounced that the Governmentwas preparinga consul-
the peg has been under pressure. However, as a tative document which he expected to issue for re-

further development the Financial Secretary an- stricted discussion towards the middle of this year. A
nounced the development of a programme for the wider consultative document will be issued once the
issue of short-termexchange fund bills. These bills will technical aspects of the first document have been con-

constitutedirect unsecured,unconditionaland general sidered. He reiterated the criteria which this new tax

obligations of the Government for the account of the should achieve:
exchange fund. Given that these bills will be used for

(a) it should produce a stable and worthwhileyield at
monetary purposes, and for the account of the ex-

change fund, they will not be used for general revenue
a low rate of tax;

as often is the case with such instrumentselsewhere in (b) it should cause minimum distortion to the econ-

the world. Thus these bills will not be used for the omy; and

purposes of financing deficits or for general expendi- (c) it should be simple and cheap to administer.

ture, and will not, therefore, exacerbate the current

problem of inflation but will enable the Government
to further regulate the monetary market. GOVERNMENTRESERVES

These now stand at some HK$ 50 billion and are ex-
EXPENDITUREESTIMATES pected to rise to some HK$ 71 billion by the end of

1989/90. However, in terms of Governmentexpendi-
Although expenditure in 1988/89 exceededforecast by ture, the reserves are expected to drop from 91% to
some 2%, this was mainly attributable to pay rises for 87% in the period to 1992/93 although in real terms
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the level will be maintained. The Financial Secretary - The duty on beer will, in the future, be calculated
declined to give guidelineson what level of reserves is solely on the volume of beer released from a local
considered appropriate. He did, however, stress that brewery or imported. The duty rate will be
a considerable requirement for capital works is ex- HK$ 2.20 per litre.
-gected in the future and therefore his 'pot of gold' as - The specific duty element on cider and perry,
ne called it cannot be regarded in this context as avail- champagne and sparkling wines, still wines, non-

able to be spent regardless. European type wines and Chinese-typespirits will
be increased by 8%.
The basic rates for imported ethyl alcohol and-

ESTIMATESOF EXPENDITURE methyl alcohol will be increased by HK$ 0.35 per
litre from HK$ 4.55 to HK$ 4.90 per litre.

Expenditureis forecast to rise to HK$ 70 billionwhich - The specific duty rate on liqueurs, whisky, gin,
is a 19% increaseover the revisedestimatefor 1988/89. rum, vodka and all other spirituous liquors except
This figure includes transfers to funds expenditure brandy will be increased by HK$ 4 per litre from
from which is expected to total HK$ 16.8 million. In- HK$ 48 to HK$ 52.
cluded in the estimated expenditure is a total of - The specific duty rate on brandy will be reduced
HK$ 4.3 billion for additional unforeseen items. by HK$ 3 per litre from HK$ 55 to HK$ 52 per

litre so as to eliminate the differential between
brandy and other spirituous liquors.

ESTIMATESOF REVENUE -

Tobacco(c)
Revenue was estimated to be HK$ 73.4 billion before The duty rates on tobacco are to be increased as fol-
the fiscal measures which are detailed below, an in- lows:
crease of 13% over 1988/89. Direct taxation is again New rate Old rate Increase Increase

expected to be particularly buoyant with a forecast (HK$) (HK$) (HK$) (%)
18% increase in yield over 1988/89 and this will repre- Smokngtobacco 2300/kg 212.00/kg 18.00/kg 8.49
sent 65% of the total direct and indirect taxes com- Chineseprepared
pared with 62% and 60% for the previous2 years. The tobacco 50/kg 45.50/kg 4.50/kg 9.89

Financial Secretary drew attention to this fact in rela- Cigars 250/kg 233.00/kg 17.00/kg 7.30

tion to his sales tax proposals. Mr. Jacobs proposed Cigarettes 190/1000 175/1000 15/1000 8.57

therefore increased taxes to the extent of HK$ 550 (d) Fees and charges
million mainly to keep in line with inflation and tax
concessionstotallingHK$1.1 billion thus reducinghis The business registration fee will be increased by
estimated Budget surplus for 1988/90 from HK$ 3.4 HK$ 80 from HK$ 550 to HK$ 630. The HK$100
billion to HK$ 2.8 billion. levy for the Protection of Wages on Insolvency Fund

remains unchanged.

REVENUE MEASURES Vehicle and driving licence fees will be increased by
approximately8%.

The Revenuemeasuresproposedby the FinancialSec- Deposit taking company licence and registration fees
retary can be classed under 3 headings: together with related fees will be increased by 15%.
Indirect taxes
Direct taxes

Later this year, a new vessel traffic management sys-

Legislativeproposals tem for the port will be commissioned. To partly de-
fray the cost of installing and operating the new sys-

1. Indirect taxes tem, the passenger embarkation fee for passengers
departing from the Macau and China Ferry Terminals

The proposalsunder this headingwere mainly to keeP will be increased by HK$ 2 from HK$15 to HK$17.
existing yields broadly in line with inflation: Port and light dues will also be increased at the same

(a) Importedhydrocarbons time.

An increase of approximately8% in the duty rate on During 1989, a numberof other fees are scheduled for

imported hydrocarbonoil is proposed as follows: their normal review including those relating to water

charges.
New rate Old rate Increase
Per litre Per litre Per litre 2. Direct taxes

Motorspirit HK$ 2.75 HK$ 2.55 HK$ 0.20 The Financial Secretary reduced the standard rates byDiesel oil HK$1.37 HK$ 1.27 HK$ 0.10 0.5% as follows:
There will be no change to the HK$ 0.65 per litre New rate Old rate
refund on diesel oil to franchised bus companies.

Corporations 16.5% 17%
(b) Intoxicating liquor and importedalcohol Others includingpropertytax 15% 15.5%

Five changes are to be made to the duty rates on The following adjustmentswere proposed in respect of personal
intoxicatingliquor and imported alcohol as follows: allowances as follows:
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New rate Old rate rowing of share script used as a means of settlingstock
(HK$) (HK$) exchange transactions.

Personalallowance
Basic 32,000 29,000 (d) Taxation ofmarried women

Additional 7,000 7,000 Work is continuingon drafting this legislationwhich is
Married allowance expected to be introduced in Bill form later in the

Basic 66,000 60,000 current year with an intended commencement date
Additional 14,000 14,000 from l April 1990. -

Working wife 15,000 15,000 (e) Unit trust and mutuai funds
First child allowance 13,000 12,000 Calls have been made for an amendmentto the liability
Secondchild allowance 9,000 8,500 to profits tax on unit trusts and mutual funds. Consul-

Dependentparent (each parent) tation is taking place with interested parties.
residingwith taxpayer 14,000 13,000 (f) Shippingnot residingwith taxpayer 11,000 10,000

In view of the provisions of the United States Tax
Single parentchild

allowance 20,000 --
Reform Act 1986 regarding foreign shipowners, the
Governmentsof Hong Kong and the United Statesare

Single parent child allowance is a new allowance de- in consultation regarding a reciprocal tax exemption
signed for single parent families maintaining children concerning income derived from international opera-
and is an addition to the personal allowance. tion of ships. A further announcement is expected

shortly.
3. Legislative changes

(g) Venturecapital
(a) Interest tax

In view of the interest in the use of venture capital and
The Financial Secretary proposes to abolish interest the uncertainty as to the treatment for profits tax pur-
tax as from 1 April 1989; it should be noted, however, poses, the Government is looking into the question to
that this abolition will not affect entities carrying on ascertainwhether a concessionwould be desirableand
business in Hong Kong where liability to tax on n- practical.
terest falls within profits tax. At present liability to
interest tax only falls to interest paid by non-financial
institutions in Hong Kong.
(b) Initial allowance CONCLUSION

The Financial Secretary proposes to increase initial With the Government facing a major political'change
allowance on qualifying plant and machinery from in under 10 years and at the same time facing demads
55% to 60%. for considerablecapital expenditurefrom a narrow tax

(c) Stamp duty base, it is probably not surprising the Financial Sec-
retary chose to introduce a cautious Budget. The wis-

The Financial Secretary proposes to introduce legisla- dom of this course of action will not be apparent until
tion to eliminate stamp duty on the lending and bor- this time next year.

TaxAnalysts,6830NorthFairfaxDrive, Arlington,Virginia22213
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-ONG KO\G:

A Supply-sideBudget
Y.C. Jao

Lf- 4 f

Y.C. Jao s Reader n Economics, Universty of Hong Kong

Hong Kong's Budget for the fiscal year 1989/90, pre- for 50 years after 1997. While political uncertainty
sented by the FinancialSecretary, Mr. Piers Jacobs, is over the future of Hong Kong has by no means van-

notable for its huge surplus and various,tax conces- ished because so much depends on the PRC's goodwill
sions. This article outlines the Budget proposals and and performance, the panic that gripped Hong Kong
appraises their sgnificance. in 1982/84 has gradually subsided as the agreement

commits both powers to the maintenance of Hong
I. ECONOMICAND FISCAL BACKGROUND Kong's stability and prosperity. Moreover, the agree-

ment has also been endorsed by other major powers

Before 1982, Hong Kong was noted for its general such as the United States, Japan and the European
trend of annual fiscal surpluses, with only rare excep- Community.
tions. In 1982., however, Hong Kong was simultane- Economicrecoveryin the United States and elsewhere

ously hit by economic downturn and the announce- since 1982 (while often erratic and uneven), has also
ment by the People's Republic of China (PRC) that it helped an export-oriented economy such as Hong
intended to resume sovereignty over the entire Hong Kong's. The growth rate of Hong Kong's Gross
Kong area in 1997, when the United Kingdom's lease DomesticProduct (GDP) acceleratedfrom 3% in 1982
on the New Territories expires. The protracted and to 9.5% in 1984. Although this growth-rateplummeted
sometimesacrimoniousnegotiationsbetwen the PRC to 0.1% in 1985 due to temporary loss of competitive-
and the,United Kingdom during 1982/84 over the fu- ness and sluggish export market conditions, it soared
ture of HongKongtriggeredoff a profoundconfidence to 11.9% in 1986 and 13.8% in 1987. In 1988 it again
crisis which manifested itself in an unprecedented slowed down to 7.4%. However, over the period 1982/
combinationofcurrencycrisis, bankingcrisisand fiscal 88, the annual growth rate in real terms still averaged
crisis. As far as the fiscal crisis .was concerned, the a respectable7.4%, only slightly lower than the long-
sharp fall in prices on the asset markets (the land term trend growth rate of 8%.
auction marketi Teal prperty market and tock mar-

ket) caused a correspondingsharp decline in Govern- Against the.background of economc upturn, Hong
ment revenue, especially land sales. As a result, there Kong's asset markets, particularly the property mar-

were 3 consecutive years of fiscal deficit in 1982/85, ket, have also recovered. Property prices have gener-

which forced the Government to run down its fiscal ally trebled since 1984. The Hang Seng index of stock

reserves, and raise the standard tax rate from 15% to prices rose from about 1,000 just before the initialling
17%, and corporation profits tax from 16.5% to

of the Sino-British agreement in September 1984 to

18.5%, in 1984. At the same time, the Government nearly 4,000 just before the global crash of October

also issued5-yearbonds totallingHK$1,000million.2 1987, when it fell to around 2,000 at one point. Since
then, it has gradually risen to about 3,050 as of mid-

Two events saved Hong Kong from total collapse in March 1989.
those critical years. One was the establshmentof the

The of the and the asset markets
linked exchange rate system in October 1983, under recovery economy

which Hong Kong's legal tender notes were to be has in turn caused buoyancy in Government revenue,

backed 100% by U.S. dollars, and the exchange rate not only in respect of prsonal and company taxation,
was fixed at US$1 = HK$ 7.8. This system quickly
stabilized the exchange rate against the U.S. dollar
and restored confidence in the monetary system. 1. See Y.C. Jao, The 1997 Issue and Hong Kong's Financial Crisis,

Journalof Chinese Studies, Vol. 2 No. 1 (April 1985) at 113-54.

The other event was th signing of the Sino-British 2. For previous reviews of Hong Kong's Budgets, see Y.C. Jao, Hong
Joint Declaration in December 1984, under which the Kong 1983-84 Budget: Tax Proposals, 37 Bulletin for InternationalFiscal

United Kingdon agreed to transfer sovereignty over Documentation 6 (1983) at 265; Y.C. Jao, Hong Kong's New Revenue

the entire Hong Kong area to the PRC on 1 July 1997, Proposais and Their Implications, 38 Bulletin for International Fiscal
Documentation1 (1984) at 298; Y.C. Jao, Hong Kong: Return to Ba-

and the PRC undertook to preserve the existing lanced Budget,40 Bulletinfor InternationalFiscal Documentation7(1986)
economic and social system of Hong Kong unchanged at 326. - -
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but also in respect of other non-tax revenues such as HK$ 80,000 for marriedcouples. In addition, the child
land sales and stamp duty. Consequently,after 3 years allowance is increased for the first child, from
of deficit, Hong Kong has re-entered an arena of HK$ 12,000 to HK$13,000, and for the second child,
chronc surplus since the fiscal year 1985/86. from HK$ 8,500 to HK$ 9,000. The allowance for a

For 1989, the growth rate of the real GDP is expected dependent parent is increased from HK$ 10,000 to
HK$ 11,000, while the total allowance in respect of a

to slow down to 6%. However, inflation, as measured

by the consumer price index, accelerated over the dependent parent who resides with a taxpayer will

years from 2.8% in 1986 to 7.5% in 1988 and is ex-
now be HK$ 14,000. Finally, a new allowance of

pected to rise further to 8.5% in 1989. The unemploy- HK$ 20,000 is provided for widows or single parents
ment rate, on the other hand, fell steadly from 4.5% who are solely or predominantly responsible for the

in 1983 to only 1.4% in 1988. Indeed, during the past
care of dependent children.

2 years, Hong Kong has been facing an acute labour The initial allowance for expenditure on qualifying
shortage. Clearly, the economy has been in a state of machinery and equipment is increased from 55% to

overheating for some time. 60% to encourage capital formation in the industrial
sector. Finally, to facilitate settlement of transactions
on the stock exchange, stamp duty is exempted for the

II. BUDGET PROPOSALS lending and borrowing of share scripts.

It is against this economic and fiscal background that
the budget for 1989/90 was presented. The Govern- C. Adjustmentsof duties and fees

ment's budgetary strategy was constrained by 2 con-
The dutes certain commoditiesand other fees and

flicting considerations. On the one hand, the inlatio- on

nary pressurescalled for tghter fiscal policy or a larger charges have been adjusted from time to tme in ac-

planned fiscal surplus. On the other hand, the larger cordance with 2 principles: to maintain revenue in real

than expected realized surpluses during the past 2 terms and to recover the costs of public services. The

years have strengthened popular demand for more Budget for 1989/90 proposes to increase duties on hy-
drocarbon oil, liquor and tobacco, business registra-

generous tax concessions.At the same time, economic
ton fees, vehcle and drivng lcence fees, depost-tak-and population growth by themselves generate in-

creasing demand for the expansion and improvement ing licence and registration fees, and port-related fees,
of infrastructure and public services, all of which by 8%-15%.4

necessitate higher Government expenditure. Inevita-

bly, the Budget represented a pragmatic compromise D. Other fiscal and monetary measures

between conflicting objectives.
It is dsclosed in the Budget that a sales tax at the
wholesale level is being contemplatedby the Govern-

A. Planned expenditure and revenue
ment in order to achieve wider and stablea more tax

The draft estimates of expenditure and revenue, after base. A consultative paper on this subject will be re-

leased later in the year. Other fiscal matter under
taking into account transfers to various earmarked
funds, are HK$ 69 billion and HK$ 82.2 billion, re-

consideration are the separate taxation of married

spectively,which are 19.5% and 12.8% higher, respec- women, exemption of unit trusts and mutual funds
from profits tax, and a tax concession for venture

tively, in nominal terms than the revised estimates of
the previous fscal year.3 After adjusting for tax con- capital. Negotiationsare also being held with the U.S.

cessions (described below), the fiscal surplus is esti- Government for reciprocal exemption of tax on in-

mated at about HK$ 11.5 billion.
come derivedfrom internationalshippingoperations.
In respect of monetary matters, the Government is

B. Tax concessions considering the issuance of Exchange Fund Bills to

The standard rate of tax (which under Hong Kong's 3. The Hong Kong Government's accounts can be qute confusing and

schedular system applies to such taxes as unincorpo- misleading to the uninitiated, not only because of the way they are pre-

rated busness profits tax, salares tax, property tax,
sented, but also becauseof the discretionarymannerin which the Financial

Secretarycan shift funds from one account toanother. Briefly, the General

interest tax and personal assessment)and the corpora- Revenue Account covers both current and capital expenditure and reve-

tion profits tax are both reduced by 0.5% to 15% and nue. Then there are various earmarked funds, i.e. Capital Works Reserve

16.5%, respectively. The interest withholding tax is Fund, Development Loan Fund, Mass Transit Fund and Student Loan

completely abolished.
Fund. The Home OwnershipFund was transferred to the HousingAuthor-

ity on 1 April 1988. The accounts presented in the Budget are usually the

The basic personal allowance is increased from
General Revenue Accounts plus the funds. Finally, the Consolidated Ac-

count comprises the General Revenue Account, the earmarked funds, as

HK$ 29,000 to HK$ 32,000 for a single person and well as expenditureand revenueofother public bodies such as the Housing
from HK$ 60,000 to HK$ 66,000 for a married couple. Authority, The Urban Council and the Regional Council For a more

Taken together, the new basic allowanceplus the exist- detailed analysis, see H.C.Y. Ho, Public Finance, in H.C.Y. Ho and

ing additional personal allowance (HK$ 7,000 for
L.C. Chau (eds.), The Economic System of Hong Kong (Hong Kong
Asian Research Service, 1988), Chapter 3.

single persons and HK$ 14,000 for married couples) 4 Fordetails,see The 1989-90 Budget:Speechby the FinancialSecretary,
will total HK$ 39,000 for sngle persons and (Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1 March 1989), Appendix F.
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serve as a monetary policy instrument (but not as a been widely criticized for being too complacent. For
fiscal policy instrument as is the case with Treasury example, it chooses to use ConsumerPrice Index A to
Bills elsewhere).5 This is the sequel to a package of measure inflation, estimated to be 8.5% in 1989.8This
monetary measures, known as New Accounting Ar- seriously underestimates the true level of inflation.
rangements, introduced in July 1988, under which the The Government's own Gross Domestic Product de-
territory's largest commercialbank and de facto quasi- flator reveals that the inflation rate for 1989 will be
Central Bank, the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking 9%. However, neither the CPI nor the GDP deflator
Corporation, is required to maintain a clearing ac- is an ideal price index, because both omit asset prices.9
count with the Government-ownedExchange Fund. If asset prices, especially those of real property, were

As a result, the monetary authoritiescan now exercise included, Hong Kong's true inflation rate would defi-
more effective control of inter-bank liquidity.6 The nitely be in the double-digit range. The Government
proposed Exchange Fund bills will add one more in- also pins its hope on the cyclical downturn as a means

strument for influencingmoney market conditions. of tackling the inflation problem. It ignores the fact
that the linked exchange rate system, which pegs the

Hong Kong dollar to the U.S. dollar at 7.8, may have
III. EVALUATION been the root cause of the current acceleration of

inflation since it now seriously undervalues the Hong
Hong Kong's fiscal policy in recent years has been Kong dollar. However, the Government insists that
notable for several achievements. First, the standard the peg cannot be altered. In regard to the acute labour
tax rate and the corporation profits tax have been shortage, the Government refuses to consider even

successivelycut 3 times (0.5% in 1987/88, 1% in 1988/ selective importation of foreign labour for critically
89 and 0.5% in 1989/90). As a result, the direct income affected sectors such as construction and manufactur-
tax rates have now fallen to the pre-1984 level. Indeed, ing.
had there been no inflationary threat, the tax cut in
the 1989/90 fiscal year wouldprobablyhave been more

There are also some disturbing trends in the public
generous. By these actions, the Governmenthas sent sector. First, the growth rate of publicexpenditurefor

out a clear message about its determination to main- 1989/90, at 9% in real terms, exceeds the trend growth
tain Hong Kong's reputation as a low-tax territory. rate in real terms of the economy at 6%. This violates

Second, these tax cuts have been accompanied,not by the Government'sown guideline that the real growth
growing fiscal deficits, but by sizeable fiscal surpluses. rate of expenditure should be held below that of the

These surpluses have enabled Hong Kong to rebuild economy. Second, the growth rate of the civil service,
its fiscal reserve, depleted during the fiscal crisis of at 3.9%, also exceeds the Government'starget rate of

1982/84, to HK$ 60 billion at the end of the 1988/89 2.5%. Third, current revenue is overly dependent on

fiscal year; this is expected to rise further to about direct taxeswhich are highlysensitive to cyclicalfluctu-

HK$ 71 billion at the end of the 1989/90 fiscal year. At ations. The rectification of this weakness through the

the same time, however, Governmentexpenditurehas introduction of a broadly based sales tax will be the

grown at a sufficientlyhigh rate to finance the continu- subject of a forthcoming Government consultative

ing expansion and improvement of infrastructureand paper.

public services, especially health education and social
welfare. Third, despite the high growth rate of Gov-
ernment expenditure, the size of the public sector, as 5. Readers might wonder why monetary matters are also included in the

measuredby the ratio of expenditureon Consolidted Budget. This is because, in Hong Kong's governmental hierarchy, the

Account to Gross DomesticProduct, is no more than Financial Secretary is an extremely powerful official who combines the

16.4% in 1989/90, which is actually lower than that in powers and functions of the Ministry of Finance/TreasurySecretary and

the late seventies and early eighties. Thus the risks of
the Head of the Central Bank.
6. For a detailed discussion of the new system, see J.G. Greenwood,

crowdingout and allocational inefficiency are rela- Intervention Replaces Arbitrage - The July Package of Monetary Mea-

tively low in Hong Kong. Fourth, the total abolition sures, Asian MonetaryMonitor(November-December1988) at 1-6; Y.K.

of interest withholding tax and the exemption of the Ho, The New Clearing System - A Monumental Change in the Manage-
ment of the Hong Kong Financial System, The Securities Bulletin, No. 28

lendingand borrowingof share scrips (a standardprac- (August 1988) at 24-30.
tice in international stock exchanges) will encourage 7. In 1986, the Chinese Banks' Association of Hong Kong formed a

the developmentof the capital market in Hong Kong. Study Group and invited the present writer to serve as its convenor. Its

Togetherwith the tax cuts, these measures strengthen report, released in May 1988, recommends, inter alia, tax cuts to the

Hong Kong's position as an international financial pre-1984 levels and other tax incentives for money market instruments in
order to foster Hong Kong's status as a financiai centre. See Y.C. Jao

centre, particularly in the Asian-Pacific region, in the (Ed.), Hong Kong's Banking System in Transition: Problems, Prospects
face of growing competition from Tokyo and Singa- and Prospects (Hong Kong: Chinese Banks' Association, 1988), Chapters
pore.7Fifth, the increasedcapitalallowancewill stimu- Vil and IX.

late capital formation and will facilitate Hong Kong's 8. There are 3 consumerprice indexes in Hong Kong. CPI (A) is based

transition to a more capital-incentivegrowth path. In
on the spending behaviour of households whose monthly expenditures
ranges between HK$ 2,000 and HK$ 6,499. CPI (B) is based on that of

short, Hong Kong has been pursuing, without any households whose monthly expenditure ranges between HK$ 6,500 and

fanfare, a supply-sidepolicywith remarkablesuccess. HK$ 9,999. Finally, the Hang Seng CPI is based on those households
whosemonthlyexpenditurerangesbetweenHK$ 10,000andHK$ 24,999.
9. For a fundamental critique, see A.A. Alcian and B. Klein, On a

This is not to suggest that the 1989/90 Budget is flaw- Correct Measureof Inflation,Journalof Money Creditand Banking,Vol.
less. The Government'sattitude toward inflation has 5 (1973) at 173-91.
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I \ DIA:

Budget 1989/90:

=VA-
Fiscal Juggling
Kailash C. Khanna

Yet, anotherFinance Minister, the fourth in Mr. Rajiv 11% hike in railway freight charges was announced a

Gandhi's first 5-year term of office, presented the In- few days earlier. Thus an aggregate burden of 12.760
dian Union Budget for the fiscal year 1989/90 on 28 million Rs. was imposed shortly before the introduc-

February 1989. Apparently, the new incumbent, Mr. tion of the Budget. The extra tax effort in the Budget
S.B. Chavan, was given a difficult mandate; this being has been estimated at 12,870 mllon Rs. If the total
the last year of the present Government and an elec- impost of 25,630 Rs. is taken into account, the gross
tion year, his Budget proposals had to be framed in a estimated deficit will increase substantiallv. Having
manner which could be seen to make a visible dent in regard to the fact that the revised estimatefr the year
the problems of unemployment and poverty, would 1988/89 shows an increaseof about 12% in the revenue

mitigate the tax burden on middle income groups and deficit, it is very likely that the final deficit for 1989/90
would keep the budgetary deficit within professed will end up with a figure much higher than the esti-
limits. In short, the Budget should try to please all. mated sum of 73,370 million Rs. Mr. S.B. Chavan's

Unfortunately, in attempting to fulfil this mandate, claim of containing the deficit may prove hollow.
Mr. Chavan has presented a Budget, which, to borrow
the words of an eminent economist and a former fi- Let us now turn to the objective of promoting pro-
nance Minister of West Bengal, does not try for any- ductive employment. For this purpose, it is intended
thing at all. Unlike earlier years, the 1989/90 Budget to introduce a new intensive rural employment pro-
has not evoked any pertinent comments; it has been gramme. In order to mobilize resources for this pro-
generally described as populist, political sym- gramme, the Finance Minister proposes to levy a sur-

bolism and so on. Judged from a fiscal and economic charge at the rate of 8% on resident taxpayers with
angle, the Budget is a lacklustre exercise. income above 50,000 Rs. from assessment year 1990/

In Part B of his Budget Speech, the Finance Minister 91. It is interesting to note the justification for this

enumerates the objectives to which his Budgetpropos- impost in the Finance Minister's own words: I am

als are directed. These are (i) promoting productive sure that those who are privileged to have employment
employment; (ii) protecting the consumption stand- in a society, where there are so many who are de-

ards ofthepoor; (iii) discouragingnon-essentialluxury prived, will not mind this sacrifice in the interest of

consumption; (iv) providing some relief to middle in- creating employment for those not so fortunate.

come taxpayers; (v)maintainingthe tempo of industri-
al growth; and (vi) containing the Budget deficit for Apart frm the fact that the justification seems to

1989/90. be in the nature of robbing Peter to pay Paul, there

Taking the last objective first, the aggregate of capital
are other basic objections to the levy of the surcharge.
In December 1985, the Government announcedwith

and revenue receipts during the fiscal year 1980/90 is much fanfare long-term fiscal policy. Paragraph 5.5
estimated at 748,240 million Rs. Total expenditure,

a

of the policy statement reads: Under certain compel-both on capital and revenue accounts, is estimated at
ling circumstances, such external t

821,610 million Rs., resulting in an overall deficit of as an emergency,

73,370 million Rs. This, no doubt, compares favour- may be necessary to mobilise additional revenues

ably with the last year's Budget deficit of 74,840 mil- through taxation. In such an extraordinary situation,
the Government will take recourse to levying a sur-

lion Rs. and the revised estimate of 79,400 million Rs.
and the revised estimate of 79,400 million Rs. How- charge on income-tax .... Any such surcharge will be

ever, there is a catch to these calculations.The revenue
a temporary measure.

deficit of 70,120 million Rs. has been arrived at by While a surcharge to meet the exigenciesof a drought
transferring a sum of 23,000 million Rs. (being de- could perhaps be justified on grounds of compelling
posits with the Oil Coordination Committee) from circumstancescreated by an act of God, there can be

capital account to revenue account. If this was not no logical, ethical or credible reason for the imposition
done, the revenue deficit would be 93,120 million Rs. of an income tax surcharge foran intendedprogramme
and there would be a surplus of 19,750 million Rs. in to reduce unemployment, despite the Finance Minis-
the captal account. Further, there were pre-Budget ter's fervent appeal - to those who are privileged to

increases in the controlled prices of coal and steel; an have employment- for sacrifice.
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To say this is not to belittle the magnitude of the correct approach and not the pursuit of pet schemes of
unemploymentproblem but to point out certain inhe- publicity-oriented,politically motivated, programmes
rent fallacies in Mr. S.B. Chavan's assumptions. First, of rural employment which may, for many an un-

the existence of a vast number of unemployed is not employed, constitute a dream unfulfilled.
due to any external emergency or any exploitation Finally, to encourage business and industry to create
by those who are privileged to have employment. It
is a direct consequence of the mismanagementof the more jobs, taxes must be reduced, not increased.

country's economy as a result of which agricultural Nothing could be further from the truth than the
claim that we have a choice between cutting tax and

industrial and economicgrowth has not kept pace with
cutting unemployment.The two go hand in hand. It is

the increasing number of job-seekers. Secondly, n

light of the experencegained from earlieranti-poverty
no accident that the two most successfuleconomies in
the world, both overall and specifically in terms of job

programmes in rural areas, it is strongly apprehended creation, the U.S.A. and Japan, have the lowest level
that even a large allocationof funds for a rural employ- of tax as a proportion of GDP., observed the Rt.
ment programme may not guarantee full employment Hon. Nigel Lawson.
to at least one member of each family living below
the poverty line, as contemplated. It has now been Regrettably, Mr. S.B. Chavan proposes to do quite
officially admitted that the number of those below the the reverse by hiking the tax burden both on individu-

poverty line is still 37.5% of the total population, i.e. als and companies, barring those with incomes below
around 300 million in absolute numbers. It is very 50,000 Rs. It is somewhat intriguing that the levy of an

likely that the part of the funds which will ultimately 8% surchargeon corporate income has not been refer-
reach the target groups will be disbursed for token or red to anywhere except in the Finance Bill; unfortu-

inadequate services. In any case, such funds will not nately para. 80 of Part B of the Budget Speech has
suffice; even earmarking 5,000 million Rs. for 70 mil- been somewhat ambiguouslyworded in this respect.
lion unemployed is too meagre a sum to ensure jobs
that will last. The so-called wages may turn out to be In reality, companies that providegainful employment
more in the nature of a dole than remuneration for are hit the hardest and will contribute a very substan-

work actually done thereby defeating the very objec- tial part of the budgeted receipts of 5,000 million Rs.

tive of creating productive employment. from the proposedsurcharge.The tax rate on domestic
companies will go up to 54,59.40 and 64.80% of tax-

Thirdly, as stated by the Rt. Hon. Nigel Lawson, the able profits, depending on the type of the company,
British Chancellor of the Exchequer, in his 1985 from the existing rates of 50,55 and 60%, exclusiveof

Budget Speech, It cannot be repeated too often that the drought surcharge. In the case of drought, the rain
it is business and not governments that create jobs. gods came to our rescue, but unemployment is likely
The government'sresponsibility is to foster conditions to be a perennial problem and the proposed surcharge
which will encouragebusiness to grow and create more will probably stay forever. The company tax rate will

jobs. Dealing specifically with the problem of un- again reach a new high and, if the tax on dividends is

employment in hs subsequent year's Budget Speech, also taken into account, as it must be, the net return
the Chancellor reiterated: I turn now to the continu- to shareholders will fall considerably. This will dis-

ing problem of high unemployment. It is a problem courage equity investment, retard corporate growth
that can.be solved and there is no secret how ..... The and distort expansionplans, therebydefeating the very
first is a sustained improvement in the performanceof objective of the unemployment surcharge as job op-
business and industry, and thus of the economy as a portunities will decline. Viewed from any angle, the
whole ..... In the long run what really matters is the proposed surcharge is ill-conceived and inequitable.
creaton of a climate in which business and industry The growth, if any, through Governmentprogrammes
flourish. For it is companies not governments which of rural employmentwill be offset by a fall in industrial
create jobs. employment. The Finance Minister should reconsider

Admittedly, conditions in India differ from those in the suggested impost, which, in any event, is 60%

the United Kingdom; unlike the latter country, the hgher than the drought surcharge which it seeks to

former has almost 70% of its populationdependenton replace.
agriculture and about 70 million unemployed in rural The Budget Speech concedes that house construction
areas. Nevertheless, the basic principles remain the is an activity that is capable of generating a very
same; whether agriculture or industry, congenial con- substantialvolume of employment.However, the Fi-
ditions must be created for both to flourish. The im- nance Ministerhas confinedhis suggestionfor granting
perative need in India is the provision of necessary priority to the activity within the framework of the
infrastructure in rural areas, together with the requi- NationalHousingPolicyexecutedmainly throughgov-
site raw materials and equipment, to enable the village ernmental agencies. House construction can be given
artisan, craftsman, trader, etc. to engage himself in a substantial boost if t is classfied as an industry and

gainful employmenteither by himselfor in the service granted fiscal incentives. House construction com-

of another. Agro-based industries and the establish- panies and cooperatives can be set up for building
ment of small-scale units in backward and rural areas small tenements in rural and backwardareas; weighted
should receive specific encouragementand assistance wages and development costs should be tax-deduct-
so that the rural population can freely carry on its ible. Likewise, loans to employeesgranted specifically
business, trade, profession or vocation. This is the for house construction should be deducted from the
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employer's taxable income, subject to prescribedcon- of the poor is also unlikely to be fulfilled. Apparently
ditions; loan recoveries will, of course, form part of there are a few tax exemptions on some poor man's

the employer's income. The aim should be to increase goods but to be really meaningful the public distribu-

employment through an acknowledged labour-inten- ton system should be substantially extended so as to

sive activity. make cheap foodgrains and other essentials readily
While there is no suggestion to increase the existing available. The intended increaseof5% ofcurrent rates

of specific excise duty on a wide variety of goods will
tax rate of 65% on foreign companies, a new section
of the IncomeTax Act, Sec. 44BBB (the number itself not leave the poor untouched. The Budget deficit,

is an indication of the mess the Act is in), is proposed increased coal and steel prices and higher railway

whereby 10% of the amountpaid to foreigncompanies freight will lead to inflationary distortion of real in-

for specified approved turnkeypower projectsshall be come distribution and will have an adverse effect on

treated as taxable income. The suggestion violates es-
the poor.

tablished canons of income taxation in international The consumption of non-essential luxury items is pro-
law and should be dropped forthwith. posed to be discouraged through increases in excise

Linked to the foregoing is Mr. S.B. Chavan'sobjective
duties on items like automobiles, colour televisions,

of maintaining the tempo of industrial modernisation etc. However, with an affluent section equal in abso-

and growth. It is now universally admitted that the lute numbers to the populationof several highly devel-

corporate form of business is the ideal vehicle for oped countries (even if it constitutes a very small per-

ndustrial and commercialgrowth. However, the pro- centage of India's population) and in possession of

posed increase in corporate tax rates, coupled with the vast sums of unaccounted income and wealth, a mere

pre-Budget increase n the prices of essential inputs ncrease in prces through higher taxes cannot curb

like steel and coal, as well as the hike in railway consumption. Only restricted output of such items can

freights, are bound to have deleterious effect on de- attain the desired results. The expenditure tax for stay-

velopment as production costs will increase leading to ing in luxury hotels is to be increased from the existing
a cost-push economy. There are no cogent suggestions 10% to 20%. Basic fares on domestic air travel are

for increased industrial activity nor any bold measures proposed to be raised by 10% and the foreign travel

towards higher production.
tax will also be increased. The burden will fall mainly
on expense account travellers - company executives

Although a reference has been made to the operations and senior Governmentofficials; it will have little im-

of the capital markets in Part A of the Budget Speech, pact. The suggestions seem to have been prompted
no pertinent suggestions have been offered for better more by the desire to portray a soak the rich image
and healthier growth of the markets. The limit for than on any valid economic ground.
non-deductionof tax at source is proposed to be raised
to 2,500 Rs. in respect of interest on bonds and deben- In sum, the 1989/90 Budget is unlikely to improve
tures. In order to stimulate investment in equities, it industrial production, accelerate economic growth,
is ntended to introduce an equty-lnked savings substantiallyreduce unemploymentand sustain prices.
scheme whose details will be announced later. These However, the text of the Budget Speech and the man-

have been dubbed cosmetic changes of little rele- ner of presentation of the budgetary figures and tax

vance and the Budget for 1989/90 has, in fact, left the proposals have shown the Finance Minister to be a

capital markets high and dry! competent fiscal juggler. The 4 aces of taxation on

The minor tinkering with personal tax rates on the the affluent, namely, surcharge on income tax, dou-
bled expenditure tax, higher air travel fares and

lowest taxable slab of income will not achieve Mr.
Chavan's objective of providingsome relief to middle costlier luxury goods have been significantlyhighlight-
income taxpayers. It is proposed to reduce the tax rate

ed but heavier imposts in the form of increased excise

from 25% to 20% in the slab of 18,000 Rs. to 25,000
and prices and inflation, which will hit the poorest of
the poor, have been discreetly tucked up his sleeve!

Rs. The relief is too small and will be more than offset

by the inflationary trends inherent n the varous Whether these tactics will secure the ruling party the

budgetary suggestions. It is a populist but futile at-
vast numberof rural votes, withoutconferringtangible
economicbenefits, will be an interestingexperience to

tempt to placate an articulatesection of the electorate. watch in the elections to be held within the year in the
The objectiveofprotecting the consumptionstandards world's largest democracy.

\
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INDIA:

1989/90 Budget: A TightropeWalking
M.M. Sury

The resurgence of agricultural growth and hydroelec-
M.M. Sury is Senior Lecturer, Facultyof Economics,A.R.S.D. trc power generation augur well for the industrial
College, University of New Delhi.

sector as well. In addition, the recent policy of liberali-
zation in terms of imports, industrial licensing, price
and distribution controls, seems to have paid rich

Come February, a number of Governmentdocuments dividends. In furtherance of this policy, the Finance
relating to the Indian economy are presented to the Minister announced in his Budget Speech the com-
Parliament. This year the process of unfoldingofficial plete decontrol of the pricing and distribution of ce-

economic information got underwav with the presen- ment and aluminium with effect from 1 March 1989.
tation ofthe RailwayBudgeton 23 February. The next It is noteworthy that both these industrieshave made
day the EconomicSurvey for 1988/89 was tabled in the rapid strides in recent years. The production of ce-
House. Finally, the Union Budget was presented on ment, which stood at 21 million tonnes in 1981/82, is
28 Februaryby the FinanceMinisterMr. S.B. Chavan. expected to increase to 43 million tonnes in 1988/89

and to 49 million tonnes in 1989/90. The phenomenal
The various presentations and announcements have growth has not only led to stoppage of imports but
wide repercussionsfor agriculture, industry, trade and opened the possibility of exports. The long-term
services. These documents review the performanceof strategy is to increase the production to 65 million
various sectors of the economy, the current economic tonnes by the end of the Eighth Plan (1994/95) and to
thinking of the Government, and its priorities and 87 million tonnes by the end of the Ninth Plan (1999/
programmes for the coming year. As the elections to 2000). Similarly, aluminium production has rapidly
the Indian Parliament are due in December 1989, the increased after the commissioning of the National
Budget assumed added significance. Aluminium Company. The record production of

278,000 tonnes in 1987/88 is projected to increase by
Let us first have a quick look at the present state of 30% to about360,000 tonnes in 1988/89 and by another
the Indian economy. It may be recalled that 1987/88 20% to reach a level of 435,000 tonnes in 1989190.
was a nightmarish year when the country suffered the
severest drought of the century. As many as 21 out of However, there are at least a few grey areas, causing

serious concern for the polcy makers. Growing trade
35 rainfall sub-divisions received deficient or scanty
rainfall. The foodgrain production declined from 150 deficits and dwindling foreign exchange reserves pose
million tonnes to 138 million tonnes. Despite the sev-

formidable challenges to the Government. Imports
erity of drought, the Government succeeded in limit- during 1987/88 totalled 223.9 billion Rs. while exports

ing the inflation rate to 10%, thanks mainly to the aggregated only 157.4 billion Rs. during the same

buffer stocks of foodgrains. According to the period. The expansion of imports is directly linked to

Economic Survey, industrial production remained the import liberalization policy aimed at boosting in-

buoyant and grew 7.5%. This remarkable perform- vestment and modernization of the economy. The

ance under adverse conditionsis attributed to efficient surge in the import bill is also due to the imports of

competition, excellent supporting performance of the foodgrains and edible oils necessitated by last year's
power sector (mainly thermal generation)and the gen- unprecedented drought. Another contributing factor

eral decline in the sensitivityof the industrial sector to is the sharp increase in the internationalprices of met-

fluctuations in agricultural production. The overall als, chemicals and edible oils. The debt repayment

performance of the economy turned out to be an in- liabilitiesare also high. The external debt of the Indian

crease of 3.6% in real GNP during the drought year.
Governmentis expected to total 252.4 billion Rs. as of

The economy is said to have assumed a kind of resili- 31 March 1989.

ence rarely seen in a poor developingcountry. The mounting internal debt and the enhanced interest
rates paid thereon have multiplied debt servicing

As if the rain gods were pleasedwith the acid test, they liabilities of the Government. The provision for in-
blessed the countrywith the best rainfall in living mem- terest payments in the 1989/90 Budget is 170 billion
ory this year. Excess or normal rainfall was received Rs., almost one third of the total revenue receipts (526
almost all over the country. Of the 35 meteorological billion Rs.) of the Government. It is 40 bllon Rs.
subdivisions,32 received excess to normal rains during more than the allocation for defence (130 billion Rs.).
the south-west monsoon season (June to September The internal debt of the Government is anticipated to

1988). As a consequence,foodgrainproduction,which reach 1,144 billion Rs. as of 31 March 1989. Experts
declined to about 138 million tonnes last year, is lkely have warned of an internal debt trap, a situation in
to exceed the target of 166 million tonnes set for 1988/ whch borrowings are necessary in order to keep up
89, and may even exceed the 170 million tonnesmark. with the servicing of the debt.
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Caught between the crossfires of election year and taxpayers will not get a tax concession under Sec. 54E
fiscal realism, the budgetary exercise was a tightrope on capital gains if the sale proceeds are invested in

walking for the Finance Minister. By pegging down bonds and debentures issued by the NHB.
the defence expenditure and Budget deficit to last

year's levels he did show fiscal pragmatism, and by
To stimulate the flow of personal savings into equity,

announcing a couple of poverty alleviation and rural the Minister announced the introductionof an equity-
lnked saving scheme (details to be announced

employmentprogrammesalso served the electoral as- shortly). Investmentsunder this schemewill be eligible
pirations of the ruling party. His Budget proposals, in for tax deductions the basis of net annual additions
his own words, were oriented to the following ends:

on

promoting productive employment; protecting the
to such savings. It is hoped that the scheme will boost
the capital market as large numbers of middle class

consumptionstandards of the poor; discouragingnon-

essential luxury consumption particularly when it is
nvestors who have hitherto depended on fixed se-

import-intensive; providing some relief to middle in-
curities will be encouraged to opt for equity shares to

avail themselves of tax concessions.
come taxpayers; maintaining the tempo of industrial
modernizationand growth; containng the Budget de-
ficit for 1989/90. INDIRECT TAXES

DIRECT TAXES The thrust of indirect tax proposals was to raise addi-
tional resources from relatively affluent sectors of the

How are these objectives to be achieved Let us first population. Accordingly, items like iron and steel,
turn to his direct tax proposals. It will be recalled that electroncs, motor vehcles and cgarettes were spe-
a surcharge at the rate of 5% on incomes above 50,000 cially picked up for additionalexcises. First, the Minis-

Rs. was levied last year to mobilize resources for meet- ter increased the existing specific duty rates of a large
ing drought requirements in 1987 and its after-effects number of commodities by 5% of current rates with

in 1988. The Finance Ministerwithdrewthis surcharge suitable rounding off. To avoid increasing the burden

but in the same breath imposed another surcharge at on the vast majority of the population, items of mass

the rate of 8% on resident taxpayers with incomes consumption were kept outside the purview of this

above 50,000 Rs. The new surcharge is meant to upward adjustment. These items include sugar, tea,

mobilize resources for a new employment scheme coffee, petroleum products (e.g. kerosene, diesel and

named after Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minis- motor spirits), vegetable oils, cotton yarn and fabrics,
ter and architect of modern India, whose birth cente- electric bulbs and fluorescent tubes. Experts fear that

nary celebrations are underway. However, the 10% the 5% across-the-board hike in excise duty will ad-

surcharge on the wealth tax imposed for drought pur- versely affect the price situation particularlywhen it is

poses has been withdrawn. considered in relation to the 11% hike in freight rates

announced in the railway budget.
After maintainingstability in the direct tax rates dur-

ing the last 4 years, the Finance Minister announced a The Ministerpicked up a few commoditiesfor a higher
cut in the rate of income tax for individuals in the entry rate of adjustmentthanthegeneral5% increase.Thus,
slab of 18,000-25,000 Rs. from the present 25% to the duty on pig iron was increased from 80 Rs. to 200

2000.1 Although the Ministercorceded that a 25% tax Rs. per tonne; on certain steel items from 365 Rs. per
at the entry pont discouraged many in coming to the tonne to 500 Rs. per tonne; on certain hot rolled flat

tax net voluntarily, observers see the gesture as bait productssuch as sheets, strips, etc. from 500 Rs. to 700

for the middle class electorate. As a measure to curb Rs. per tonne; and on certain cold rolled flat products
luxury consumption, the Ministerncreased the rate of such as sheets and strips from 715 Rs. to 900 Rs. per

expenditure tax2 for certain hotels from 10% to 20%. tonne.

In view of the employment potential of poultry farm- Frequent upward revision of excise duty on cigarettes
ing and to encourage investment in this activity, the
Minister announced that 331/3% of income derived
from poultry farming will be exempt from tax. Simi-

1. The Finance Ministry officials clarified that the 8% employment
larly, payment of tax on professions has been allowed surcharge would affect only 10% of the total of 7 million taxpayers At the

as a deduction n computng income under the head same time, 90% ofthe taxpayers would be paying less tax as a result ofthe

salaries.3 reduction of the tax rate at the entry point.
2. The Expenditure Tax Act, 1987 provides for the levy of a tax on

Tax deduction at source is always a disincentive. Pre- expenditure incurred in hotels where the room charges for any unit of

sently, there is no tax deductionat source for dividend residential accommodationare 400 Rs. ormore perday per individual. The

payments up to 2,500 Rs. This provision has been tax is levied on the expenditure incurred in connection with provision of

extended to interest payments on bonds and deben- any accommodation, food, drinks and certain other categories of services.
It does not apply to expenditure incurred in foreign exchange or in the case

tures. As a measure of relief and also to help the of persons enjoying diplomatic privileges.
newly-establishedNatonalHousingBank (NHB), the 3. The taxon professions s levied by the State Governmentsunder Art

deposits made in the Home Loan Account Scheme of 276 of the Constitution which also imposes a monetary limit of 250 Rs. per

the NHB as well as the repayment of housing loans annum on this tax. However, under the Constitution Amendment Act,

received from the bank have become deductibleunder
1988, the ceilingof tax on professionshas been raised from 250 Rs. to 2,500
Rs. per annum with the objective of enabling the States to raise additional

Sec. 80C of the Income Tax Act. Furthermore, the resources.
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is a notable feature of exise tariff in India. No surprise
that the commodity has earned such nicknames as BUDGET 1989-90 AT A GLANCE
annual hardy, old faithful, etc. The philosophyunder-
lying hikes in duty on cigarettes has been to collect (Rs. billion)

additional revenuesat minimum resistence. Successive 1987-88 1988-89 1988-89 1989-90

Finance Ministers have often sermonized in their Actuals Budget Revised Budget
estimates estimates estimatesBudget Speeches while enhancing the duty on cigaret-

tes. In the present Budget the Minister observed: Revenue receipts 372.3 428.0 431.4 526.3
Capital receipts 220.3 232.8 247.1 221.9Smokers who do not pay any heed to the statutory Totalreceipts 592.5 660.8 678.4 748.2warning to their health should, I feel, at least contri-

bute more to the health of the national economy. Revenueexpenditure 463.6 526.4 541.7 596.4

Thus, he raised the duty rates on cigarettes in general
Capitalexpenditure 187. 1 209.2 216.2 225.2

Totalexpenditure 650.7 735.6 757.8 821.6but the extent of increase would be more in the case
of filter cigarettes of length above 70 mm. Non-filter Overalldeficits 58.2 74.8 79.4 73.4

cigarettes of length up to 60 mm will carry a rate of Source: Government of India, Budget Papers, 1989-90
excise duty of 1 Re. per packet of 10. Lest the drnkers
should feel let down, the excise duty on molasses, the upgradation scheme for the capital goods industry to
principal raw material for the manufacture of liquor, 4 more sectors, i.e. cutting tools, commercial tool
was increased from 60 Rs. per tonne to 120 Rs. per rooms, textile machinery and paper machinery. He
tonne. also announced a cut in import duty on general pro-

toIn a signifcant move, the Minister withdrew the con- jects and machinery from 90% 80% ad valorem.
The import duty on paraxylene was reduced fromcessional rate of excise duty on fuel efficient auto- 120% to 90%.mobiles. Hitherto the rate of duty on fuel efficient

automobles of engine capacity not exceeding 1000 The net additional revenue from direct taxes would be
c.c. was 25%, and in respect of such automobiles of 5,300 million Rs. The indirect tax proposals would
engine capacity exceeding 1000 c.c. it was 30% against yield a net additional revenue of 7,570 million Rs. Out
the rate of 35% for other automobiles. Now a uniform of the total net additional revenue of 12,870 million
rate of 35% will apply to all motor cars, vans and Rs., the States' share is 3,840 million Rs., the Centre
jeeps. The structure of the excise duty on colour tele- being left with 9,030 million Rs. Thus, the anticipated
vson sets has also been rationalized. The new rates deficitof 82,400 million Rs.in the UnionBudgetstands
of duty are: 2,250 Rs.per colour television set without reduced to 73,370 million Rs. The current financial
remote control, 2,500 Rs. per set with remote control, year 1988/89 closes with an overall deficit of 79,400
and 4,000 Rs. per set having the facility of picture in million Rs.
picture. Industrial circles reacted adversely to the Budget pro-
The rate of foreign travel tax has increased from 50 posals. Dalal Street in Bombay, the largest stock ex-
Rs. per ticket for travel to neighbouring countries to change in the country, reported a fall in its sensitive
150 Rs.and in respect of travel to other countries from index relating to nearly30 scrips from 663 to 636 soon
100 Rs. per ticket to 300 Rs. More importantly, the after the Budget. Thiswas the result ofdisappointment
Minister announced the levy of a new tax called inland among investors who had expected abolition or at
air travel tax at the rate of 10% of the basc fare. least some reduction in the tax on dividends received
However, passengers paying air fare in foreign cur- by shareholders from the company's taxed profits.
rency are exempt from the new levy. However, the fall in share prices was arrested and
In view of the importanceof the capital goods industry partially reversed when public sector financial institu-

tions provded the buying-support.for achieving self-reliance and modernization of the
economy, the Finance Ministerannouncedsubstantial While the Government has termed the Budget anti-
concessons in respect of customs duties on imports of poverty and employment-oriented, the opposition
capital goods. The Ministerextended the duty conces- parties have called it an exercise in political symbolism
sion for the importof machineryunder the technology and election rhetoric by means of a sugar-coatedpill.
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SINGAPORE:

1989 Budget: Pro-Business
or Pro-Family
Lee Fook Hong, MBA, FCIS, FAIA

I. INTRODUCTION able to offer their clients swap arrangement facilities
at more competitiverates. The withholdingtax exemp-

On 3 March 1989, the Minister for Finance, Dr. tion is part of the Government's effort to further de-
Richard Hu, presented Singapore's Budget for fiscal velop Singapore as an international capital market.
year 1989/90 to Parliament. As usual, the Minister
presented his Budget Statement in 3 sections. 3. Extension of one year accelerated depreciation to

In the review of economy in Sec. 1, the Minister dealt other automation equipment
with the 1988 economicperformance. The issues cov- Since 1985, the one year acelerated depreciation al-
ered include long-term Provident Fund Rate Adjust- lowance has been granted for the purchase of robots
ment, Skills Development Fund, Foreign Workers' and other types of automatedequipment.Thus far this
Levy and the outlook for 1989. The estimated growth allowance has only been extended to robots, compu-
for 1989 is between 6% and 7%. ter-aided design systems (CAD) and computer-aided
In Sec. 2, the Minister outlined 3 basic objectives on manufacturingsystems (CAM). With effect from year

of assessment 1990, the accelerated depreciation al-the basis of which the 1989 Budget was formulated:
lowance of 100% in will be extended in-one year to

(1) the need to maintain an overall balanced Budget clude automated machine equipment, automated
over the long term; guided vehicles, automatic testing/inspection equip-

(2) to continue investing for the future; and ment, and automatic retrieval and insertion devices.
(3) to foster growth of the private sector.

In Sec. 3, the Minister projected the tax revenue for 4. Tax deduction for computer equipment donations to

the fiscal year 1989 and announcedvarious changes to approved educational and research institutions

taxation. A tax deduction will be allowed for donationsof com-

puter equipment by companies to approved educa-
tional and research institutions. This scheme will be

II. TAX CHANGES administered by the Ministry of Finance and it will be
effective from year of assessment 1990. The objective
of the scheme is to help upgrade and maintain the

A. Company taxation
quality of training in InformationTechnology.

1. Corporate income tax
5. Tax incentive for building modifications for the

The corporate tax rate will be reduced from 33% to disabled
32% from year of assessment 1990. This is a modest

Employers who modify their working environmentreduction but it does indicate the direction in which to
accommodatedisabledworkerswill be granted a once-

corporate taxation will move if economic conditions
off deduction against income for expenditure incurred

permit. Singapore's corporate tax structure remains
one of the most competitive in the world.

2. Withholding tax exemption on swap transactions 1. Below is a comparison of corporate tax rates:

Singapore 32%

To enable banks n Singapore to be competitive in Australia 39%

providing financial packages to their intrnationalcus- Kong 16.5%
42%

tomers, an exemption from withholding tax will be Japan
Malaysia 35%

granted for swap transactions.The exemptionwill take South Korea 30%

effect from 1 April 1989. The exemption from with- Taiwan 25%

holding tax will apply only to transactions between Thailand 35%

Asian CurrencyUnits (ACUs) and non-residents,and United Kingdom 35%

transactions which do not involve the Singapore dol-
U.S.A. 34%
As a corollary to the reduction, dividends paid on or after 1 January 1989

lar. With the exemption, banks in Singapore will be would carry a credit of 32%
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in effectng modifications. The maximum amount of a fourth child born on or after 1 January 1988. There-
the deduction allowable is SS 100,000 and this incen- fore, a tax-free period of up to 5 years can be claimed
tive is effective in respect of modificationsundertaken by either the husband or wife, subject to a maximum
from 1 January 1989. rebate of S$ 20,000 against their total tax liabilities

over the period. This rebate will be available from

B. Personal taxation year of assessment 1989.

An additional tax rebate equivalent to 15% of the
1. Individual income tax wife's earned income, to be offset against the wife's
Income tax rates for individuals will remain un- tax liabilities only, will also be granted for the birth of

changed. the fourth child in lieu of maternity leave.

The above special tax rebates are given only once and
2. Increase in personal reliefs must be absorbed within a period of 5 years. Normal

(a) Handicappeddependantrelief child relief of SS 1,500 will also be granted to the
From year of assessment 1990, relief for handicapped fourth child born on or after 1 January 1988. Enhanced

dependants will be raised from SS 750 to SS 2,500. child relief and special tax rebates for the third child
The relief is availablefor each handicappeddependant are granted only in respect of a legitimate child or

who is either a sibling of the taxpayer or his spouse stepchild but not to an adopted child.

living in the same household, or an unmarried child;
and who is unable to maintain himself by reason of 4. Tax deduction for contributions to Central Provident
physical or mental infirmity. The reliefwill be allowed Fund (CPF) and other approved pension and
so long as the handicapped dependant does not have provident funds
an incomeof more than SS 1,500 in the year (currently
$ 750). Currently, all compulsorycontributionsby individuals

(b) Aged dependant relief
to the CPF and other approved penson and provident
funds are fully tax deductible. To prevent the use of

Aged parent relief will be increased from SS 1,000 to these funds as tax shelters, the following changes will
SS 2,500 with effect from year of assessment 1990. be introduced with effect from year of assessment
This relief is available to an individual resident in 1990:
Singapore who maintains in the same household his
own or his spouse's parents, grandparents or great- (a) The tax deduction for an individual'scontribution

grandparents, who are 55 years or over or otherwise to approved funds, including the CPF, will be limited

incapacitated. The dependant's annual income must to the statutorycontributionsunder the CPF Act. The
not exceed S$1,500 and relief for the same dependant statutorycontributionis currently24% of the ordinary
must not have been claimed by any other person. A wages subject to a ceiling of S$ 1,440 per month.

taxpayercan claim relieffor up to 2 such dependants. (b) For additional wages such as commissions and

(c) Wife relief bonuses the statutorycontributionis currently24% of
The relief for wife will be increased from SS 1,000 to the additional wages with no fixed ceiling. The
SS 1,500 with effect from year of assessment 1990. maximumlimit for contributionsin respectof ordinary

(d) Normalchild relief wages can be circumvented by converting ordinary
Normal child relief for the first, second and third child wages into bonuses.

will be increased from SS 750 to SS 1,500 each with From year of assessment 1990, the tax deduction in
effect from year of assessment 1990. respect of contributions relating to additional wages

will be restricted to the statutory CPF contribution
(e) Enhancedchild relief from additional wages not exceeding 40% of the an-
With effect from year of assessment 1990, Enhanced nual ordinary wages.Child Relief for the second, third and fourth child
below 12 years of age will be increased from the pre- (c) From year of assessment 1990, an employee will

sent 10, 15 and 15% of the mother's earned income to be liable to tax on the excess:

15, 20 and 25%, respectively. The maximumclaim for - where an employer'scontributionsto the approved
the Enhanced Chld Relief for the second, third and funds and CPF are in excess of the statutory re-

fourth child below 12 years old shall also be increased quirements under the CPF Act; or

from SS 10,000 to SS 15,000. - where an employer's contributions are based on

additional wages in excess of 40% of the
The aim of the above increased reliefs is to alleviate
the financial burden of families with children, aged or employee's annual ordinary wages.

handicappeddependants.
C. Property tax

3. Procreation incentives: special tax rebate
The following 3 major property tax concessions were

A Special Tax Rebate of SS 20,000 for a third child also announced:
born on or after 1 January 1987 was announced in the
1987 Budget. To further encouragenew births, a simi- (1) exemption from property tax for lands under pri-
lar SpecialTax Rebateof SS 20,000will be granted for vate development;
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(2) the property tax assessment on hotels at 15% of The 10% tax on water charges in excess of SS 20 per
gross receipts for rooms and 5% for food and be- month, however, continued.
verage outlets; and

(3) the payment scheme of property tax by monthly To replace these 2 taxes, a 5% tax will be imposed on

instalments through GIRO. the combined PUB (Public Utilities Board) charges
for water, gas and electricity consumed by domestic

The 50% rebate on property tax which is due to expire users in excess of SS 40 per month. The 5% tax will b
on 30 June 1989 will be extended foranotheryearuntil effective from 1 April 1989
30 June 1990.

(b) Telephonecharges
From 1 July 1990, the property tax rate of 23% will be The suspension of the current 20% tax on domestic
reduced to 16% of annual value. The Governmentwill telephone services and trunk call services to West
continue to closely monitor the property tax system to Malaysia expired on 31 March 1989. From 1 April
ensure that it remains competitive. 1989, a 5% tax on these servcesis imposed for residen-

Also from 1 July 1990, property tax on all non-Housing tial subscribers. However, the suspension remains in

DevelopmentBoard (HDB) owner-occupiedresiden- effect for business subscribers.

tial propertieswill be standardizedat a flat rate of 4%
of annual value. Presently, the property tax of owner- III. CONCLUSION

occupied residential properties is assessed on a con-

cessionary basis at the discretion of the Property Tax In conclusion, the Ministeremphasized that the Singa-
Department. pore Government would contnue with its policy of

collecting adequate revenue to cover expenditure.
A new system of assessing HDB residentialproperties
will also be implemented. Details of the implementa- While most businessmen in Hong Kong regard the

tion of the new system will be announced in due recent Budget as a pro-business Budget, most Sin-

course. gaporeans view Singapore's 1989/90 Budget as a pro-
family Budget.

D. Other tax changes

1. Stamp duty for property transactions

Currently all property transactions except stock and
marketable securities are chargeable to stamp dutx at Taxesand Investment
the following rates:
2% for the first SS 30,000 in Asia and the Pacific
2.5% for the next SS 20,000
3% for the amounts exceeding SS 50,000

(8 binders)
To reduce the cost of buying and selling HDB proper-
ties and to facilitate upgrading and relocation, the

stamp duty on property transactionsexcept stocks and
marketable securities will be reduced to: an in-depthsurveyandpracticalguide
1% for all properties up to SS 90,000
2% for the next S$ 60,000 to the tax and foreign investment

3% for all incremental values above SS 150,0000 legislationofpracticallyall countries

The revised structure will be effective from 1 April in the region
1989.

2. Duty on tobacco and cigarettes relevantdoubletaxationtreaties
As part of the continuingnational effort to discourage
smoking in Singapore, import and excise duties on 4

cigarettes and tobacco will be increased with effect
from 3 March 1989. This is the third consecutive year updated6 timesperyear
in which such duties have been increased. The in-
creases are as follows:
Importduty on cigarettes From SS 75 to SS 85 per kg .k furtherdetailsandsamplesfrom

Import duty on tobacco From SS 36 to SS 42 per kg []

Excise duty on cigarettes From SS 36 to SS 40 per kg InternationalBureauofFiscalDocumentation
_-,-1= P.O. Box20237 1000 HE Amsterdam

t|||||||
-

3. Taxes on public utilities and telephone services
the Netherlands

(a) PUB charges Cable: FORINTAX Telex: 13217intaxnl

The 10% tax on utilities and gas consumption was Telephone: (020) 26 77 26 Telefax: (020) 22 86 58

suspended from 1 November 1985 to 31 March 1989.
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SOUT- AFR CA:

The 1989 Budget Policy
Dr. Erwin Spiro

The 1989 Budget was presented by Mr. Barend du For non-gold mines, the surcharge of 15% above and
Plessis, the Minister of Finance, on 15 March. He beyond the normal tax will be reduced to 12%.
emphasized that the Budget was not an election
budget. On the contrary, the tax burdenwas to rise for As regards diamond mines, the statutory rate will be

the personal sector in consequence of the increase n
increased to the standard company rate of 50%, but
the surcharge will be reduced from 25% to 12%,sales tax and the fact that no concessions were made

for fiscal drag. What the Budget seeks to ensure, in amounting to a small reduction in the effective tax

difficult circumstances, is that the South African rate.

economymoves forwardon all frontson a sound basis.
Long-term insurers

I. INCOME TAX From 1 April 1989, long-term insurers will be taxed
accordingt a formula proposed by the Margo Com-
mission calculating the tax by multiplying the tax ratePrimary rebates
by the expression (I or insurers' income, as defined,

The primary rebate is to be increased from R 1,100 to less E or his expenses, as defined). For the 1989/90
R 1,250 for married taxpayers and from R 750 to R 850 financial year, the tax rate will be equal to 45% (i.e.
for other taxpayers. To provide taxpayersover 65 with the maximum marginal rate for ndividuals). Long-
further assistance, their present additional rebate is to

term insurers will, at this stage, be allowed to deduct
from their income only 55% of their expenses forbe increased - in addition to the above mentioned

of calculating their taxable income.general rebate - from R 500 to R 1,450. purposes

It follows tht the tax thresholdwill rise for an unmar-

ried person from R. 5,357 to R 6,071; for a married II. RATES OF NORMALTAX

person with 3 children frm R 10,t300 tor 11,071; and
for a married person older than 65 from R 11,428 to R Persons other than companies
17,304.

Taxable income derived from sources within or

deemed to be within the Republic (excluding taxable
Provisional tax income derived by any person from the carrying on of

a long-term insurance business) for the year of assess-
Individuals over 65 are not required to submit provi- ment ending on 28 February 1990 or 30 June 1990,sional tax returns if their taxable incom consists only whichever is applicable, is subject to (normal) income
of salary, pension and investmentincomeand does not tax calculated in accordance with Tables I and II
exceed R 20,000. This exemption limit is to be in- hereunder. In the case of the carryingon ofa long-termcreased to R 25,000. insurance business, whether by a company or by a

person other than a company, the tax is 45 cents on

Standard income tax on employees (SITE) each rand of such taxable income.

Under the standard income tax on employees, the tax Companiesliability in respect of remunerationup to R 12,000 per
year for a man or unmarried woman, or R 20,000 in Taxable income derived from sources within or
the case of a married woman, is finally determined at deemed to be within the Republic for every year of
the end of a tax period and no income tax returnsneed assessment ending during the period of 12 months
to be submitted.1 In order to provide furtherreliefand ending on 31 March 1990 is subject to the following.to tax working wives separately, SITE is now to be rates of (normal) income tax;applied to all marriedwomen receivingremuneration. (1) on each randof the taxableincomeofany company

(excluding taxable income derived from mining
Mining taxation ., -. operations and taxable income derived from cer-

tain excess recoupments and taxable income de-
A new comprehensive tax formula is to be introduced
in which the existing formula tax and .the surchargeof
25% are first consolidatedand then slightly reduced. 1. .See 42 BulletinforInternationalFiscalDocumentation6 (1989) at 259.
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rived by any person from the carrying on of long- Rates of other taxes contained in the Income
term insurance), 50 cents; Tax Act

(2) the taxable income derived from mining opera-
tions - see above (there still being a distinction The non-resident shareholders tax is 15% of the
between a post-1966gold mine and any mine other amount of dividends or interim dividends. The undis-
than a post-1966 gold mine); tributedprofits tax is 331/3 cents on every rand by which

(3) in the case of the excess recoupments mentioned the distributed income as defined exceeds the amount
in (1) above, the tax is the average as determined of dividendsdistributedduring the specifiedperiod, as

in accordance with the Act or 35 cents per rand, defined. Donations tax is payable at a flat rate of 15%
whichever is higher. on the value of the donations subject to the tax.

Table I

Taxable income Rates of tax in respect of married persons

Where the taxable income-
does not exceed R 12,000 ................................... 14% of each R 1 of the taxable income,

exceeds R 12,000 but does not exceed R 13,000 . R 1,680 plus 15% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 12,000;

exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 14,000 R 1,830 plus 17% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 13,000;

exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 15,000 R 2,000 plus 19% of the amunt by which the taxable
income exceeds R 14,000,

exceeds R .15,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R 2,190 plus 21% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 15,000,

exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,400 plus 23% of theamount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 16,000;

exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 20,000 R 2,860 plus 25% of the amount bywhich the taxable
income exceeds R 18,000;

exceeds R 20,000 but does not exceed R 22,000 R 3,360 pls 27% of the amountbywhich the taxable
income exceeds R 20,000;

exceeds R 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 3,900 plus 29% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 22,000,

exceeds R 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 4,480 plus 31% of the amount by which the taxable
.

R 24,000;income exceeds

exceeds R 26,000 but does not exceed R 28,000 R 5,100 plus 33% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 26,000,

exceeds R 28,000 but does not exceed R 30,000 R 5,760 plus 35% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 28,000;

exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 35,000 R 6,460 plus 37% o the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 30,000,

exceeds R 35,000 but does not exceed R 40,000 R 8,310 plus 39% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 35,000,

exceeds R 40,000 but does not exceed R 50,000 R 10,260 plus 41% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 40,000;,.

..

exceeds R 50,000 but does not exceed R 60,000 R 14,360 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 50,000,

exceeds R 60,000 but does not exceed R 70,000 R 18,560 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 60,000,

exceeds R 70,000 but does not exceed R 80,000 R 22,860 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 70,000;

exceeds R 80,000 .............................................. R 27,260 plus 45% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 80,000.
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Table Il

Taxable income Rates of tax in respect of persons who are not married persons

Where the taxable income-
does not exceed R 10,000 ................................... 14% of each R 1 of the taxable income;

exceeds R 10,000 but does not exceed R 11,000 R 1,400 plus 15% of the amount b which the taxable
income exceeds R 10,000;

exceeds R 11,000 but does not exceed R 12,000 . R 1,550 plus 17% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 11,000,

exceeds R 12,000 but does not exceed R 13,000 R 1,720 plus 19% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 12,000,

exceeds R 13,000 but does not exceed R 14,000 R 1,910 plus 21% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 13,000;

exceeds R 14,000 but does not exceed R 15,000 R 2,120 plus 23% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 14,000;

exceeds R 15,000 but does not exceed R 16,000 R 2,350 plus 25% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 15,000;

exceeds R 16,000 but does not exceed R 18,000 R 2,600 plus 27% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 16,000;

exceeds R 18,000 but does not exceed R 20,000 R 3,140 plus 29% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 18,000;

exceeds R 20,000 but does not exceed R 22,000 R 3,720 plus 31% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 20,000;

exceeds R 22,000 but does not exceed R 24,000 R 4,340plus 33% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 22,000;

exceeds R 24,000 but does not exceed R 26,000 R 5,000 plus 35% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 24,000,

exceeds R 26,000 but does not exceed R 28,000 R 5,700 plus 37% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 26,000,

exceeds R 28,000 but does not exceed R 30,000 R 6,440 plus 39% of the amount by which the taxable
Income exceeds R 28,000,

exceeds R 30,000 but does not exceed R 36,000 R 7,220 plus 41% of the amount by which the taxable
income exceeds R 30,000,

exceeds R 36,000 but does not exceed R 42,000 R 9,680 plus 42% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 36,000,

exceeds R 42,000 but does not exceed R 48,000 R 12,200 plus 43% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 42,000;

exceeds R 48,000 but does not exceed R 54,000 R 14,780 plus 44% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 48,000;

exceeds R 54,000 .............................................. R 17,420 plus 45% of the amount by which the taxable
ncome exceeds R 54,000.

ERRATUM Page 11, the last word on the page should read 15%, not

In the article The Tax Structure of Botswanaby John 18%.
F. Due, published in the January 1989 issue of the Bulle- Table 5, the rate on Traditional beer is 3, not 1.6.
tin, the following corrections should be noted: Any inconvenience is regretted.
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S ::{ _ANKA:

Budget Proposais: 1989
Ernst & Whinney, Colombo, Sri Lanka

The 1989 Budget Speech was presented on 16 March Treasury bills and Governmentsecurities

by the Ministerof Finance, Mr. D.B. Wijetunge. This
article highlights the salient features of the proposals At present, interest on Government securities is not

the surcharge on income and wealth tax, the new subject to the 20% withholdng tax which applies to
-

stamp duty on certificates of deposit, the withdrawal interest payable on deposits with banks and financial

of the 12,000 Rs. exemption for dividend income, institutions. It has been proposed to extend the with-

100% tax deducton for contributions to the holding tax to interest payable on Government se-

Janasaviya Programme, withholding tax on Govern- curities.
ment securities and Treasury bills and an additional No withholding tax is currently levied on interest de-
turnover tax to be collected and remitted by manufac- rived from Treasury bills. It is proposed to impose a

turers and importerson behalfof their dealers/custom- non-refundable9% withholding tax on the face value
ers. of Treasury bills held by the Central Bank and a 21/2%

per annum withholding tax on the face value of Treas-

ury bills held outside the Central Bank. This too is
PERSONALTAXATION payable at maturity in the case of existing bills and at

the time of deposit n the case of new bills.
No changes were made to the tax-free allowance of
27,000 Rs. for resident individuals. The personal in-
come tax rates too remain unchanged as do the wealth Donations- JanasaviyaProgramme
and capital gains tax.

The thrust of the country's development programme
A 15% surcharge on all income tax and wealth tax

however, will be payable for the 1989/90 and 1990/91
over the next 2 years is to alleviate poverty and create

village-based self-reliant organizationsand small pro-
years of assessment. The payments will be made in 2 duction units. These facilities would help to improve
equal instalments in August and November of each the productivity of the poor through the creation of
year. new employment opportunities, bring additional in-

come to the inhabitants of the villages and provide a

Dividend exemption sound indigenous base to industry. In an effort to

promote this programme, all donations to the

It is proposed to withdraw the 12,000 Rs. exemption Janasaviya Fund' are to be tax-deductible without

for dividend income, effective from the year of assess- limit.
ment 1989/90. New industrial and agricultural undertakings which

create employment under the Janasaviya Programme
Certificates of deposit (CDs) for at least 10 persons in specified areas of high un-

employment (or those covered by food stamps/
Currently, interest earned on CDs is not exempt from Janasaviya Programme) will be entitled to a double

income tax under the provisionsof the Inland Revenue deductionof EmployeeProvidentFund and Employee
Act. Due to the anonymity of the deposit holder, Trust Fund contributions made by the employer for

however, such income can be taxed only if declared or tax purposes.
detected by the authorities. No withholding tax can be

imposed on interest from CDs for the same reason. It Amnesty
has been proposed to levy a stamp duty of 3% on the
face value of all CDs issued by Commercal Banks An amnesty has been offered to taxpayers who have
Finance Houses or the Treasury. For example, a CD undeclared earnings provided that such mones are
of 100,000 Rs., carrying interest of 15% per annum, invested in the National Savings Bank between 1 April
would be liable to a stamp duty of 3,000 Rs., i.e. 20% 1989 and 30 June 1989. A tax of 20% will be levied on
of the interest earned. The stamp duty is effective such deposits. The balance monies should be invested
immediately with respect to all CDs (even those al-
ready ssued) and is payable at maturity for existing
deposits and at the time of deposit in the case of new I. The Fund will accept donations to be used in a particular village or

deposits. hamlet.
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within 2 years in an agriculturalor industrialundertak- have been made for the total removal ot the 20% tax
ing with employmentopportunitiesfor at least 10per- on the incomeof providentfunds. The reductionin the
sons under the Janasaviya Programme. rate will therefore afford some measure of relief to

employees contributing to approved provident funds.
It is likely that the reduced rate will also apply to

COMPANYTAXATION pension funds although these funds were not specifi-
cally alluded to in the Budget Speech.

No changes to the company tax rates, capital gains tax
or capital allowance are proposed. As with the per- Income from Government securities andsonal income tax, however, a 15% surcharge has been
imposed on income tax which will be payable for the Treasury bills

years of assessment 1989/90 and 1990/91. The sur-

charge is not likely to be imposed on the dividend tax
Interest from Government securities and Treasury
bills is exempt from income tax in the hands of the

or tax on overseas remittances by non-resident com-
providentand pension funds. This exemptionhas beenpanies. withdrawn in respectof providentfunds, and it is likely
that it will also be withdrawn in respect of pension
funds although no statement was made to this effect.TURNOVERTAX
The withdrawal is effective from the 1989/90 year of

Manufacturers and importers currently pay the turn-
assessment.

over tax at the rates applicable to them and retailers
pay turnover tax generally at the rate of 1%. Because Taxation of employee's provident fund and
a large number of retailers either do not pay the turn- employee's trust fund
over tax or the correct turnover tax, it is proposed to
recover from all manufacturersand importersa further The exemption for income from these funds has been
1% turnover tax on all their sales. This taxwould be withdrawn, effective 1989/90 year of assessment. As a

payable in addition to the tax currently imposed. result, all provident funds will be treated equally for

Any dealer who purchasesgoods from a manufacturer tax purposes, i.e. the rate applicable for both funds is
10%.

or importer will be entitled to take credit for this tax

against the turnover tax payable on the sales. For this
purpose, the purchases should be supported by sales
documents issued by a registered manufactureror im- MISCELLANEOUS

porter.2 This proposal will require an amendment to
the Turnover Tax Act and is therefore likely to take Non-nationalshareholdings
effect when the new legislation is passed.
The existing20% turnover tax on the following luxury

It is proposed to abolish the 100% transfer tax applica-
goods will be increased to 40%, effective,at midnight

ble to the transfer of shares to non-nationals. The
100% transfer tax applicable to the transfer of land to16 March 1989: cosmetics, hair and toilet articles non-nationalswould remain in effect.(other than soap, tooth powder and toothpaste), per-

fume, eau-de-cologne, chandeliers, woollen carpets
and rugs.

PROVIDENTFUNDS AND EMPLOYEE TRUST
FUNDS 2. On the basis of this proposal, if a sale is made by a manufactureror

importer to a wholesaler, the wholesaler will be entitled to take a credit
for the extra 1 % turnover tax recovered on the turnover tax. The

Currently, the income tax rates applicable to the in- wholesaler is not required, in turn, to recover an extra 1% when a sale is
vestment income of provident funds, pension funds made to a retailer. Where the manufactureror importer sells directly to

and charitable institutions is 20%. The rate of tax. on
the consumer, the extra 1% will probably have to be recovered unless a

a case.

provident funds has been reduced to 10%, effective specific exception is provided for in such It is likely that the

amending legislationwill require the manufactureror importer to state the
1989/90 year of assessment. Various representations additional 1% separately in the sales documents.
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SWAZ _A\D: (ii) the average rate of tax will .be reduced at every
level of income, with the top marginal rate of tax

Extracts from being reduced from 45% to 40%;
(iii)the distinction between the rates of tax for mar-

ried, unmarried and wives employment income is

Budget Speech 1989 to be abolished, and replaced by a uniform rate of
taxation for all taxpayers;

(iv)in compensation the primary rebate for single tax-
presented by the honourable B. Sibusiso

payers will be abolished.
Dlamini M.P. Minister for Finance to the
Parliament of the Kingdom of Swaziland on 27. The impact of these changes will be significant,

from the point of view of both the taxpayer and the
20 February 1989 Government. As result of the amendments all tax-a

payers will now face a lower real burden of tax. The
reduction will be greatest for people currently on the
single and married women's scales, although it will

TAX REFORM also be significant for married taxpayers.
24. Mr. Speaker, one of the key policy instruments 28. From the point of view of the Department of
available to Governmentis the tax structure. As I have Taxes, the revisions will greatly simplify the personal
indicated, appropriate policy involves the use of the tax structure and it is hoped this will improve the
tax structure to promote structurally sound develop- efficiencyof collection. From a purely economicpoint
ment within the economy, and I therefore wish to of view, the amendments help to eliminate one of the
maintain the momentum of the previous two years by main areas of unjustified discriminationin the tax sys-
proposing a number of further amendments to the tax tem. In very many cases the cost burden of families is
structure. Before adding the detail I would like to shared across all members, and in this respect it seems

briefly restate Government's position with regard to inappropriate to tax according to a false theory of cost
fiscal incentives, by noting that the primary role of tax sharing in families which involves unequal tax treat-
incentives is that of easing the cost of relocation to, ment of husbands and wives. This new single rate
and set-up in, Swaziland.Unlikesomecompetingloca- taxation system redresses this discrimination through
tions, the economicenvironment in the country is gen- the creation of horizontalequity in tax before rebates,
erally attractive, and it is therefore regarded as un- with the rebates themselves offsetting any cost in-
necessary to provide subsidies to ongoing activities. equalities that arise from differentfamilycomposition.
Much of the fiscal incentive structure - especially the I may also finally add that this move is consstentwith
Tax Holiday scheme- has been constructedupon this the aims of tax legislators around theworld, and in
premise. In addition however the tax system can be particular amongst a number of African countries.
used to address some of the perceived weaknesses in 29. In addition I propose to revise Secton 59 of thethe economy-such as for example training,and export Order to improve collection of withholding tax
promotion in the small scale sector.

on

non-residentcontractors and other non-residentcom-

25. In respect of the latter, I therefore propose that, panies, and in addition propose to raise the rate of tax
in view of the costs incurred by the small scale handi- on such companies from 5% to 10%.
craft and cottage industry sector in achieving export 30. There two further of taxationwhich I feelmarket penetration, approved export promotion ex-

are areas

penditure will be granted an enhanced set-off against
warrant examination, the first being that of tax relief
on mortgage interest payments, and the second the

tax. It is hoped that this incentivewill encouragegreat- possibilityof direct charges for public services. In
er export development in this sector and thereby act

user

as a stimulus to income and employment. I must stress
terms of the former, I believe that at present the hous-

though that this schemewill be tightly controlled, and ng market is distorted by the access some house-

that the tax reliefwill only be obtainablewhen genuine buyers have to concessional loan finance. Those

export growth has been achieved. A number of iso- people who do not have access to such schemes face

lated cases in Swaziland has shown that this sector can significant difficulties in raising loan finance, and I
therefore have instructed the Commissionerof Taxes,survive in the export sector, and I believe that the and the Tax Advisory Committee to undertake a full

stimulusoffered here will be of benefit to the economy evaluationof the introductionof tax relief mortgageand to revenue.
on

interest payments for this section of the market. On
26. Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to report that the tax the latter issue I believe that we must begin to examine
cuts I announcedin the 1988 Budget were successfully the need for the users of some publicservices to contri-
implemented.This year I wish to contnuein the same bute directly to the cost of the service. Although this
direction by making a number of structural adjust- is not appropriate for all public services, it is appropri-
ments to the personal tax structure, adjustmentwhich ate for those services such as the road system which
will significantlychange the tax code in the country. I are consumed as private goods, and are used exten-
therefore propose the following amendments: sively by non-taxpayers. The Road Levy Bill which
(i) the ceilings for allowable deductions against tax- comes under the portfolioof my colleague, the Minis-

able income are to be inflation adjusted; ter for Natural Resources and Energy, is an example
\
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of one such direct user charge. The Road Levy Fund, Governmentdepartmentswill be removed;
which has received strong support from the African (ii) The refund procedure for approved diplomatswill
Development Bank, will be a dedicated fund to be be replaced by an exemption scheme;
used solely for road maintenance. I believe that this (iii)Limits will be placed on the value of items im-
development needs to be supported, and that the ported tax-free under the personal import provi-
wider application of similar such schemes be consi- sion;
dered. (iv)Advertisingservices, other than those providedby
31. Mr. Speaker, whilst on the subject of taxation I the SwazilandTelevisionand BroadcastingCorpo-
wish to submit for the approval of this House, in ac-

ration (STBC)and Swaziland Broadcasting Ser-

cordance with Section 9 of the Sales Tax Act 1983, the vice (SBS) will be taxable;
following amendments to the Schedules to the Act. (v) Small manufacturingcompanieswill now be liable

The purpose of these amendments, which will come
to tax on their turnover, rather than on their

into force by Legal Notice in the GovernmentGazette number of employees;
published today, is to improve the efficiency of the (vi)Tax exemptions will be removed from unmarked

Act, to close some loopholes in the Schedule, and to packagingmaterials,structuralsteelworkand most

maintain consistency with the Customs Schedules roofingmaterials,and extended to plain steel bars,
which are amended from time to time in accordance audiometricand ophthalmicequipment;
with the SACUAgreement. I thereforepropose that: (vi)The threshold for tax exemption on services will

(i) The exemption from Sales Tax currently covering be abolished.

TRI \ DAD AI\ D -OBAGO:
The old scale had 11 rate brackets ranging from 5% to

50%. There was also a 5% surcharge (surtax) on

higher income; this is abolished.

Tax Reform Proposais New system of personal reliefs

John Rodway Personal reliefs, drastically reduced in number to 3,
will be given by way of non-refundable tax credits,
TIS 600 for the taxpayer, TIS 600 for a spouse with

Mr. RodwaysactngTNS correspondentforthe Caribbean. income not exceeding TI$ 3,000, and TIS 100 for
each child for whom an allowance could be deducted
from income under the old system. All other personal
reliefs including those for life insurancepremiumsand

Major tax reform proposals effective from 1989 were the health surcharge go.
announced when the January 1989 Budget was pre- Tax rebates for small incomes disappear.sented to Parliament. According to the Trinidad High
Commission in London, several of the proposalshave Under the new system of rates and tax credits a mar-

already been enacted into law. ried man with 2 dependent children will have no in-
exceds

The stated object of the reform is to develop a tax
come tax liability unless total income
TI'$ 16,000 (example).regime that is fair, efficient and relatively simple to

administer. The opportunity has also been taken to

reduce personal income taxesby drasticallycutting the
Reliefs for personal expenditures

number of deductions allowed, and to simplify and The deductions for net increases in investments in
reduce corporate tax rates. co-operative society and credit union shareholdings

.

and in units in the Unit Trust Corporation are

SOME DETAILS OF THE REFORM abolished, but replaced by less favourable tax credits
of 20% of the net increases Up to a maximum of

Personal income tax TI'$ 1,500. The maximum credit for each is therefore
TIS 300.

New rate scale:
The deductionsfor nvestmentsin Tax-freeBonds and

Chargeable income (TT$) Rate (%) Housing Bonds abolished.are ..

Slice 1 - 12,000 5
The deduction for payments undr non-charitableSlice 12,001 - 20,000 2o

ce 20,001 - 40,000 40 deeds of coenant made before 24 January 1987 is
over 40,000 45 abolished.
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As regards charitable deeds of covenant payments, tional recovery impost and business levy, which do not

deduction is continued, but only up to a reduced limit necessarily have the same basis of assessment. Their
of 15% of total income in any year of income. combined rate is 49.5% at its maximum. From 1989 a

single tax of 45%, corporation tax, will be charged on

Owner-occupiedresidential property all companies except petroleum companies which are

The annual rateable value (ARV) of owner-occupied
and will remain subject to a special tax regime.

residental property will no longer be included in in-
come charged to tax. As a corollary,expenses incurred Dividend income allowance
in respectofsuch property (e.g. fire insurance, repairs, As a corollaryof the corporate income tax rate reform,
maintenance, rates and property taxes) will no longer the dividend income allowance for individuals resi-
be deductible in calculating a taxpayer's chargeable dent or ordinary resident in Trinidad is changed, so
income. However, interest on moneys borrowed to that from the income year 1989, they will in principlepurchase, construct or improve an owner-occupied include 185% of Trinidad dividends received in tax-
property, up to a maximum of TFS 24,000 a year, ln able income, and receive a credit for the 85% gross up.
respect of not more than 2 properties, will still be This is almost a full imputation system in effect.
deductible.

Under the tax reform, companies will no longer be

Employmentexpenses entitled to an investment allowance for certain capital
From 1989, no deductionwill be given for employment expenditures, or the employment allowance which

expenses except for unreimbursed travellingexpenses
gave a deduction of 150% of remuneration of new

incurred in the productionof the employmentincome. employees. The latter allowance is also abolished for
non-companyentrepreneurs.

Interest income

Tax at 15%, instead of 10%, will be withheld by banks OTHER TAXES AND CHARGES
and other financial institutions from interest on all
classes of savings or other accounts payable to resi- Sales taxes
dents. However, individuals will have the option to The Government already committed to introduc-
include such interest in their tax returns and if their

was

tax
marginal rate is 5%, claim repayment of excess tax ing a value added in 1990, but has nevertheless

taken the opportunity to make some changes in taxes
withheld.

on goods and services, including excise duties and

Severancepayments, retirement severance benefits import duties. For example, the import duties on edi-
ble ol, margarine and imitation lards, and edible

At present these payments are exempted up to fats have been increased from 10% or 30%, to 45% ;
TIS 80,000, the remainder being separately charged edible oil also suffers an increase in excise duty from
to tax at the recipient's average rate of the preceding 3 cents per litre to 15 cents per litre, at least if it is

year. From 1989 on, severance payments and retire- deodorized.
ment severancebenefitswill still be separatelycharged
for the year of receipt, but the tax on them will be Other charges
computed by dividing the paymentsby 1/3 applying the The (petroleum) exploration and production lease/li-
recipient's marginal rate to the result, then re-multi-
plying the tax on that result by 3. No part of the cence fee is increased from TT$ 2,000 to TT$ 4,000,

whilst the annual renewal fee for those leases and
payments will be exempted from tax. licences is increased from TF$ 300 to TIS 500.

Employee savings plan withdrawals

Withdrawalswill be aggregatedwith other income for ADMINISTRATION
taxation, and no longer taxed separately at the tax-

payer's (top) marginal rate. The Government is to introduce a statutory registerof
persons preparing income tax returns or transacting
any other income tax business to be maintainedby the

CORPORATE INCOME TAXES Board of Inland Revenue. Individualswill have to pay
an initial registration fee ofT'FS 500, and partnerships

Up to 1988, companiesare liable to 4 taxes on income, or companies TTS 1,000. An annual renewal fee of
namely the corporation tax, unemployment levy, na- TT$100will also be payable.
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1150Brussels. l162LongjumeauCedex, France, on the German Regulationon fees which may be
1988, pp. 155. ITALIE. LE SYSTEMEFISCAL charged by tax advisersin variouscases.

The authorsset out the why and how the italien. Laconventionfiscale franco-italienne. (B. 108.784)
EuropeanWhitebookaims toaccomplishthe Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, 1986.
Single EuropeanMarket with references to DossiersinternationauxFrancis Lefebvre,
examples. 166. 190.- Ffrs.

DAS STEUERREFORMGESETZ1990.

(B. 108.967)
pp. Unter Bercksichtigungdes
Secondedition of monographon Italian tax

Haushaltsbegleitgesetzes1989 und
system followedby discussionof the French andererZSCHOCKE, Christian Oscar. applicationof the income tax treaty between nderungsgesetze.

Die neue EuropischeWirtschaftliche Italy and France. bersichtabelle.
Gesetzestexte/Begrndungen/Zeitliche

Interessenvereinigung(EWIV). (B. 109.050)
2. Auflage. Bearbeitetvon

Cologne,Bundesstellefr Jrgen Wagner.
Aussenhandelsinformation,1988. LE SECOND MARCHE. ASPECIS Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag GmbH., 1989, pp. 463.

44.86 DM.AuslndischesWirtschafts-und Steuerrecht, financiers,sociaux,juridiqueset fiscaux.
Reihe A: Gesetzestexteund Erluterungen, Paris, Editions Francis Lefebvre, 1989.

Book containingthe text of the 1990 German
Tax Reform Law approved by GermanNo. A-3/88, pp. 36. DossiersComptableset FinanciersFrancis

as

Parliament in July 1988, includingofficialMonographexplainingthe new businessform Lefebvre, pp 242.272.- Ffrs.
entitled:EuropeanEconomic Interest Monographdescribingthefinancial,social, legal

substantiationsandtax tables.

Associationintroducedunder the European and tax aspectsarisingfromoperatonsonthe (B. 108.976)
CommunitiesLaw as asupra-nationallaw second market occuringoutside the official stock
(B. 108.354) exchangemarkets in France. STEUERTABELLEN.TEXTSAMMLUNG.

(B. 108.990) Stand: 1. September1988.
Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988.

BIED-CHARRETON,Franois; Loose-leafpublication (supplemented2or 3
Finland

RAFFEGEAU,Jean. timesayear), containingcompilationof various

Guide pratiquedu financementdes entreprises. tax tables includingdepreciationtables and other
ANDERSSON,Edward. 6th Edition. practical information.
Myyntivoittoverotus.2nd Edition. Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre, 1989, pp. 700. (B. 109.021)
Helsinki,SuomenLakimiesliitonKustannus, 275.- Ffrs.
1989, pp. 97. Sixth editionof practicalguide concerning
Commentaryonthe law concerningtaxationof financingbusinessenterprises. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
capitalgains. (B. 108.991) Einkommensteuerfr1988. 40. Auflage.
(B. 109.076) Bearbeitetvon Raimund Wiechen,Georg

HARRIS, Andr; GUILLOUX, Allain. SchmitzundKarl-HeinzBoveleth.
VEROLAIT 1989. C'est la lutte fiscale.... Une nouvelle lutte des Dsseldorf,IDWVerlagGmbH., 1989,
Helsinki,SuomenLakimiesliitonKustannus, classes. pp. 1656.43.93 DM.
1989, pp. 415. Paris, Fayard,ArthmeS.A 75 Rue de Saint Annualguide forpurposesof filing individual

Compilationof tax lawsofFinlandup to and
.,

income tax returns for the 1988 assessmentyear.Pres, F-7500Paris Cedex06, 1988, pp. 250.
includingNo. 75/1989of the Finnish Official 89 Ffrs. Relevant text of statutesare appended.
Gazette. The authorsset out the battle betweenthe (B. 108.975)
(B. 109.075) taxpayerand the tax authoritiesas arisingnew

class struggle. COMING TO GERMANY. A TAX AND

ANDERSSON,Edvard. (B. 108.962) social securtysummaryfor individuals.
Kommentartill beskattningslagen.Tredje Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1988, pp. 38.
utvidgadeupplagan. Informationon German individualncome tax

Helsinfors,FrlagsbolagetJudex, Vinkelegatan Germany (Fed. Rep.) and social security for foreign employeeswho are

5B, 00170Helsinfors, 1988, pp. 204. temporarilyworkinginWest Germany
Commentaryonthe Tax AssessmentAct. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR (includingWest Berlin)
(B. 108.912) Gewerbesteuerfr 1988. (B. 108.617)
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Italy Eindhoven,Euroforum,1989, Fiscaal Up To VALUE ADED TAX IN THE
Date, Special, February 1989, pp. 18. Netherlands.

IL REDDITODI IMPRESA NEL NUOVO Summaryof the simplificationof the individual Amsterdam,MoretGuddeBrinkmanTax

testo unico. I venerdidi Dirittoe Pratica income tax and the wage tax as approvedby Advisers, 1986, pp. 76.

Tributaria. Parliament. Monographdescribing, in general, the value
Coordinatida VictorUckmar,CorradoMagnani (B. 108.997) added tax system in the Netherlands.

e Gianni Marongiu. (B. 108.616)
Padova, CEDAM-CasaEditriceDott. Antonio BUSINESSTAX GUIDE 1989.

Milani, 1988. Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1989, pp. 27. BEELEN, S.T.M.; SANDERS, J.T.

Il DirittoTributario,Serie I, VolumeLXXIII, Tax informationaffectingcorporateentitiesand Heffingvan omzetbelastingbij
pp. 925.79,807 Lrs. individualsfor the fiscal year 1989. publiekrechtelijkelichamen.
The taxationof business incomeunderthenew (B. 109.037) Deventer,UitgeverijFED, 1988.

IncomeTax Code. Articleby various tax experts FiscaleBrochuresFED, pp. 145.

classifiedaccordingto subject. FINANCIEELMEMO 1989. Monographdescribingthe value added tax on

(B. 108.987) Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 127. 22.50 Df. publicbodies.
Pocketbookprovidingrelevant informationon (B. 108.933)

ITALIE. LE SYSTEME FISCAL financialand economicmatters. Postal rates,
italien. Laconventionfiscale franco-italienne. taxation,public notary fees, bookers fees, BTW EN CULTUURCONGRESVERSLAG.

Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1986. minimumwages, etc. Leiden, Fiskaal, Postbus9521, 2300RALeiden,
Dossiers internationauxFrancisLefebvre, (B. 109.036) 1988,pp. 68.

pp. 166. 190.- Ffrs. Special issue of journalFiskaalcontainingtext

Second editionof monographon Italian tax BELASTINGEN IN NEDERLAND. of lecturesof congresson the topic: Value

system followedby discussionof the French The Hague, Ministryof Finance, 1989, pp. 32. added tax on Artand Culture: heldon2

applicationof the income tax treaty between Informationguide on taxes in the Netherlands, November1988at Leidschendam.

Italy and France. in effect as of 1 January 1989. (B.108.957)
(B. 109.050) (B. 108.998)

DE ELFDE PLAAG. EEN VERRASSENDE

CARATOZZOLO,M.; CARPINELLI,M.; SCHUIT, S.R.; BEEK, J.M.v.d.; verzamelingfiscalegedachten.
NAPOLITANO,R. and others. ZEVENBOOM,G.H.;SCHIFMAN,B.E. SamengestelddoorTheo Somsen.
Comentarioal testo unico delle impostesui Dutch BusinessLaw. Legal, accountingand tax Deventer,Kluwer, 1987, pp. 88. 22.50 Dfl.

redditi. Vol. 1-IRPEF. aspectsof doingbusinessin the Netherlands. Collectionof thoughtson taxationaspects,
Rome, BuffettiEditore, Via Sud Africa29, Deventer,Kluwer, 1988,265.- Dfl. divided into 20 subjects like taxes, tax

00144 Roma, 1988, pp 1232. 120,000 Lrs. Loose-leafpublicationon Dutch business law administration,taxpayeretc.

AcommentarytotheIncomeTax Code, preparedby 3 independentfirms. The legal (B. 108.154)
applicableto individuals.The explanatory aspectswere contributedby membersofLoeff&

commentaryis per article. van der Ploeg.Taxationwas preparedby Zeven MIUOENENNOTA1989.

(B. 108.986) & Timmers,Ernst& Whinneyand KPMG Rijksbegrotingvoor het jaar 1989.
KlynveldKraayenhofcontributedaccounting, The Hague, GovernmentPrinter, 1989.

MAZZOCCA,Giacinto; financial reportingand exchangecontrolsection. KamerstukNo. 20/800,1988-1989,pp. 384.

MONTONE,Guglielmo. (B. 108.981) Reporton the 1989 Budgeton financialand

l'IVA negli scambicon l'estero. 6th Edition. economicpolicy for 1989 financial year.

Rome, BuffettiEditore,Via Sud Africa29, OVERNAMEVAN EN VORMEN VAN (B. 108.956)
00144 Rome, 1988, pp. 470. 43.000 Lrs. samenwerkingmetondernemingenin Belgi.
VATconsequencesof import,exportand The Hague,Fenedex, 1988, pp. 187. SUBSIDIEMEMO1989.
internationalservices. Iaws, ministerialrulings, Seminarconvenedbythe NederlandseKamer Editors: A.C.M. van Keep, P.A.J.M. Snelsand
EECDirectivesand certain custom regulations van KoophandelvoorBelgien Luxemburgand E.M.A.M.de Haas.

are included. Fenedexheld on 13 April 1988 in Antwerpon Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 99.22.50 Dfl.

(B. 108.988) acquisitionand formsofcooperationwith PocketeditionentitledSubsidymemo
enterprisesin Belgium. containingin briefinformationon the Dutch

CONVENZIONIPER EVITARE LE (B. 108.279) Governmentsubsidiesand financialaids granted
doppie imposizionisui redditi. to businessoperations in the Netherlands.

Conventionsfor the avoidanceof double taxation KRABBE, W.H. (B. 109.034)
with respect to taxeson income. Thincapitalisation.
Milan, BancaCommercialeItaliana, 1988, Amsterdam,Drs. W.H. Krabbe,Pieter de FISCAALJURIDISCHMEMO 1989.

pp 1906. Hoochstraat16, 1071 EE Amsterdam,1988, Deventer,Kluwer,1989, pp. 133.22.50 Dil.

Compilationof comprehensivetax treaties pp. 86. Annualeditionprovidingrelevantfiscal and

concludedby Italy. Dissertationdescribingthe concept thin juridicalsummaries.

(B. 108.989) capitalisationwith reference to the tax,treatment (B. 109.035)
in the Netherlands,GermanFederal Republic,
United Kingdom and the U.S.A. SCHEMATISCHOVERZICHTVAN DE

Luxembourg (B. 108.626) socialeverzekeringswetten.Samengestelddoor
L. Opheikensen H.C. de Groot. 58th Edition.

BELASTINGSPAARGIDS1988/1989. Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 20.
IMPOTSUR LE REVENU DES

personnesphysiquesetdescollectivits.Etat de Deventer,Kluwer/TheHague, Surveyofsocial securitypremiumsand payments
la lgislationau ler mai 1988. Consumentenbond,1988, pp. 119. 15.- Df. for 1989.

Guide forfiling1988 individualincome tax (B. 109.033)Luxembourg,Administrationdes Contributions
Directeset des Accices, 1988, pp. 114. return.

Consolidatedtext of the individualincome tax (B. 108.936)
and corporateincome tax of Luxembourg, Sweden
updatedas of 1 May 1988. DIETVORST,G.J.B.; LANGE, P.M.C. de;

(B. 108.895) SMITTENAAR,G.V.
Pensioenmemo1988. HANDBOKFR SKATTEFRVALTNINGEN.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1988, pp. 133. 19.75 Dfl. Beskattningavperson och frmgenhetsamt
Guide describingtax and social securitaspects beskattningsfrfarandet.Skattearet1987.

Netherlands ofcreatingan old age pensioneither by Helsingfors,GovernmentPrinter, 1988.
OORTWETGEVING.VEREENVOUDIGING businessmen,employeesor private individuals. SkattestyrelsensPublikation408, pp. 517.

van de inkomstenbelastingenloonbelasting (B. 108.269) Handbookon incomeand capital taxationof
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individuaisand on the tax assessmentprocedure NOAKES, Patrick; NEWTH, John.
forthe income year 1987. Tolly's inheritancetax 1988-89. A LATIN AMERICA

(B. 108.915) comprehensivedetailedguide to inheritance tax

including the legislationand relevantcase law to

THE SWEDISH BUDGET 1989/90. 1 August 1988. Argentina
Stockholm,Ministryof Finance, Rdbodgatan Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLtd.,
6, S-10333Stockholm,1989,pp 170. 1988, pp. 245. £ 13.95. DOING BUISNESS IN ARGENTINA.
English translationof the Swedish Draft Budget Third editionof Tolley's InheritanceTax Amsterdam,KPMG-KlynveldPeat Marwick
for fiscal year 1989/90. referringtothe relevantprovisionsof the Goerdeler, 1988, pp. 25

(B. 108.960) inheritancetax legislationwhich applies to Informationbooklet describingbusiness
transferofvalue made, and other events regulationsandtaxation in Argentina.

BESKA'II-N1NGSORDLISTA. occurrngafter17 March 1986. Otherimportant (B. 18.469)
Svensk-Engelskngelsk-Svensk. informationincludesrelevantcase law,
Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen,1988, pp. 66. statementsby the Inland Revenueand other

Swedish-Englishtax vocabulary official bodies, and general information Peru
(B. 108.914) concerninginheritance tax up to 1 August 1988.

(B. 108.921) TRIBUTOS MUNICIPALES.
AN INTRODUCTIONTO SWEDISH LAW.

Lima, Editorial Economiay Finanzas, Av. 2 de
Editedby Stig Strmholm.
Stockholm,NorstedtsFrlag, 1988, pp. 532. Mayo810, San Isidro (Lima),1988.

Loose-leafpublication(updated to December
364.- Skr. 1988), which replaces the book Manualde
Introductionto Swedish law in Englishprepared INTERNATIONAL ImpuestosInternos
by variousauthorson a specific legal topic (B. 18.507)
includingtax law by Nils Mattsson (20 pages)
Bibliographicalnoticesare appended.The law is
stated as of 1 January 1987. VIEWPOINT.THE BRAVE NEW WORLD

(B. 108.982) of joint ventures. Uruguay
Driebergen,Dechesne,Ernst & Whinney,
Hoofdstraat23,3971 KA Driebergen,The NORMASTRIBUTARIAS.ACTUALIZADAS
Netherlands, 1988, pp. 48 y coordinadascon Texto Ordonado 1987.
The legal and tax implicationsof international Montevideo,DireccionGeneral Impositiva,

Switzerland joint ventures told by senior international 1988, pp. 239.

executivesfrom theirexperiences. Compilationof income tax laws updatedand

NEUHAUS, Markus R. (B.108.947) coordinatedwith revised text 1987.

Die BesteuerungdesAktienertrages. (B. 18.508)
Zrich,SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag,

TAX TREATMENTOF RESEARCH&

1988. developmentexpenses.

ZrcherStudienzum ffentlichenRecht, Band Amsterdam,IBDB- InternationalBureauof
Fiscal Documentation,1988, pp. 156.75.- Dfl. MIDDLE EAST81,pp. 342.52.- Sfr.

Monographexploringthe ncome tax liability Thissurveyof18countriesinEurope,North

betweenprivateand businessoperationsunder Americaand Asia emphasizesthe mportanceof
the tax treatmentof research and developmentSwiss tax law with reference to case law. Saudi Arabia

(B. 108.985)
activitiesand technologytransfers from a

standpointof global competitiveness,especially FAUZI F. SABA.
WIDMER, Lukas. to high technologycompanies. Tax information Saudi Arabia.
Das Legalittsprinzipim Abgaberecht. (B. 109.012) summary:

Riyad, Coopers&Lybrand, 1988, pp. 25.
Zrich,SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, Summaryof tax law as of 1 January 1988.
1988. (B.57.099)
ZrcherStudienzum ffentlichenRecht, Band OECD
80, pp. 181. 42.- Sfr.

Study exploringtheconcept legalityarising from TAXING CONSUMPTION.
Governmentstatutes. Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation
(B. 108.984) and Development,1988, pp. 333.170.- Ffrs.

NORTH AMERICA
Report preparedby the OECD Secretariatwith
the assistanceofS. Cnossenof Erasmus
University-Rotterdam,C. Sandfordof the

Universityof Bath and R. Bird ofToronto Canada
Universitymodified by discussionsof Working

United Kingdom Part No. 2 on Tax Analysisand Tax Statisticsof STAGE ONE OF TAX REFORM IN
the Committeeon Fiscal Affairs. This report Canada. An analysisof the government's

SIMON'STAX CASES. CUMULATIVE providesa comprehensive,surveyof OECD decisions.
tables and index 1973-1988. countrypracticesonvalue added tax overthe last Toronto,ClarksonGordon WoodsGordon,
London, Butterworths,1989, pp. 225. two decadesas well as an analysisof the policy P.0. Box251, Toronto,Ont. M5K IJ7,1987,
(B. 108.996) and practicalchoices thatgovernmentshave had pp. 16.

to make in taxinggoods and services. HighlightsofchangedWhite Paper proposals
SIMON'STAX CASES 1988. (B. 108.854) considered.
Editor: Rengan Krishnan. (B. 108.613)
London, Butterworths,1989, pp. 895. STATISTIQUESDES RECETTES
(B. 108.996) publiquesdes pays membresdel'OCDE; CANADA. GUIDE FISCAL DES

Revenuestatisticsof OECD membercountries entreprseset personnestrangres.
CRETTON, Colin. 1965-1987. Paris, EditonsFrancis Lefebvre, 1984.
Taxation of investment in sharesand securities. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation Dossiers internationauxFrancisLefebvre, .

London, Butterworths,1989, pp. 274 £ 40.-. and Development,1987, pp. 293. pp. 190. 148.- Ffrs.
Guidedescribingthe taxationof individuals Bilingualannualpublication to provide Monographdescribingthe Canadian tax system
investingn sharesandsecuritieswith examples. informationon tax levelsandstructuresin and the French applicationof the income tax

The law is stated as at 3 October 1988. OECDMembercountries. treaty betweenCanada and France.
(B. 109.052) (B.108.523) (B. 109.045)
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INCOMETAX ENFORCEMENT, U.S.A. DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-FISCAL
compliance,and administration. releases338,339
Toronto,CanadianTax Foundation,1988, U.S. MASTERTAX GUIDE 1989. EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris.
pp. 310. 72nd Edition.
Reportsofthe1988 CorporateManagementTax Chicago,CCH-CommerceClearingHouse, FISCALITEPRATIQUE-IMPOTS
Conferenceon income tax enforcement, Inc., 1988, pp. 648. DIRECTS
complianceand administration. Annualguide providinginformationon all
(B.109.023) income tax law changes that effect 1988 tax release61

returns. EditionsFrancisLefebvre,Paris.

(B. 108.961) JURISCLASSEUR-CHIFFRED'AFFAIRES
Il

COMMENTAIRES--

-

release6140
EditionsTechniques,Paris.

Loose-LeafServices Germany(Fed. Rep.)
ABC FHRERSOZIALVERSICHERUNG

Receivedbetween1 and 30 April1989 release37

VerlagSchffer&Co., GmbH.,Stuttgart.

DEUTSCHESTEUERPRAXIS-
Africa GUIDEPRATIQUEDE FISCALITE NACHSCHLAGWERKPRAKTISCHER

II, release69 STEUERFALLE
FIDAFRICA CED-Samsom,Brussels. release126
release4 VerlagDr. Otto SchmidtKG, Cologne.
Fidafrica, Paris. L'INDICATEURFISCAL

release60 NEUESSTEUERRECHTVON A bis Z
FISCALITEAFRICAINE CED-Samsom,Brussels. releases1-6
releases5,6 Erich SchmidtVerlag, Bielefeld.
EditionsFiduciaireFranceAfrique,Paris.

Canada
STEUERRICHTLINIEN

Australia release64
CANADATAXSERVICE VerlagC.H. Beck, Munich.

AUSTRALIANINCOMETAX-LAWAND releases737-739
PRACTICE Richardde Boo Ltd., Don Mills. International

Legislation-

release58 CANADA'STAXTREATIES INTERFISCTAXTREATYSERVICE
Rulingsand guidelines releases31 and 32-

release55 Richard de Boo Ltd., Don Mills.
release30

North Ryde, Butterworths. ProfessionalPublishingLtd., London.

CANADIANCURRENTTAX

Belgium release27 Netherlands
ButterworthsPty., Ltd., Scarborough

COMMENTAAROPHETWETBOEKVAN BELASTINGWETGEVING

DE INKOMSTENBELASTING FOREIGNINVESTMENTIN CANADA-

AIgemenewetinzake rijksbelastingen-

REPORTBULLETIN
releases98, 99, 100

release60

Ministryof Finance, Brussels. release45 - Inkomstenbelasting1964
PrenticeHall of CanadaLtd. ,Scarborough release184

COMMENTAIREDU CODE DES IMPOTS
- Loonbelasting

INCOMETAXATIONIN CANADA release 121
SUR LES REVENUS

-

REPORTBULLETIN - Successiewet
releases98,99,100 release48
MinistryofFinance, Brussels. releases624-627

OmzetbelastingPrentice-Hallof CanadaLtd., Scarborough.
-

release54
DOORLOPENDEDOCUMENTATIE NoorduijnB.V.,Arnhem.
INZAKEB.T.W./LEDOSSIER
PERMANENTDELAT.V.A. EEC

BELASTINGWETI'EN
release205 HANDBOEKVOORDEEUROPESE release 135
EditionsService, Brussels. GEMEENSCHAPPEN GoudaQuint/D.Brouwer,Arnhem.

FISCALEDOCUMENTATIE
- Verdragstekstenen aanverwantestkken

VANDEWINCKELE release281 CURSUSBELASTINGRECHT

Deventer,Kluwer. Mobach
Tome I, release95 release 153
Tome III, release69 GoudaQuint/D.Brouwer,Arnhem.
Tome IX, releases212,213 France
CED-Samsom,Brussels.

.

EDITIEVAKSTUDIE
DICTIONNAIREPERMANENT-DROIT BELSTINGWETGEVING

GUIDEFISCALPERMANENT DES AFFAIRES Gemeentelijkebelastingen. e.a.-

releases547 bis, 548,549 release252 releases 124,125 .-.

.

EditionsService,Brussels. EditionsLgislativeset Administratives,Paris. Kluwer, Deventer.
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FISCAALFUNDAMENT VAKSTUDIE-FISCALE -. SIMON'STAXCASES
release3 ENCYCLOPEDIE
Kluwer, Deventer.

releases9-16
Inkomstenbelasting1964 Butterworth& Co., London.-

FISCALEWETTEN
releases639-642

release 166
- Investeringsregelingen SIMON'STAXES

FED, Deventer. releases 108,109 release 138
Loonbelasting Butterworth& Co., London.

-

HANDBOEKVOORDEIN-EN releases414-416

UITVOER - Omzetbelasting SIMON'STAXINTELLIGENCE
releases 138-142

Tariefvoor invoerrechten releases 13-16
-

I, releases25,26
- Vennootschapsbelasting1969

Belastingheffingbijinvoer
releases204,205 Butterworth& Co., London.

-

release391 Kluwer,Deventer.
TAXHAVENSENCYCLOPEDIA

Kluwer,Deventer.

Norway Spitz
KLUWERSFISCAALZAKBOEK release27

'

SKATTE-NY'IT Butterworth& Co., London.releases295-297
Kluwer, Deventer. A, rlease3

B,releases10,11
KLUWERSSUBSIDIEBOEK Norsk Skattebetalerforening,Oslo.
release97
Kluwer, Deventer.

Sweden
U.S.A.

LEIDRAADBIJDEBELASTINGSTUDIE
SKATTPAARV OCH SKATTPA GAVA

Van Soest - Meering FEDERALTAXES-REPORT
release97 Bratt - Fogelklou- Norrdell -- Waller BULLETIN
Gouda Quint/D. Brouwer, Arnhem. release7

NorstedtsFrlag, Stockholm. releases 12-15

MODELLENVOORDE RECHTSPRAKTIJK Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.

release 109 Switzerland
Kluwer, Deventer. FEDERALTAXTREATIES-REPORT

BULLETIN
RECHTSBUCHDERSCHWEIZER

RECHTSPERSONEN BUNDESSTEUERN release3
releases83,84 Prentice-Hall Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Kluwer,Deventer. release 81

VerlagfrRecht und GesellschaftAG, Basel. TAXIDEAS-REPORTBULLETIN
DESOCIALEVERZEKERINGSWETTEN

releases7,8AWBZ,release36-

UnitedKingdom Prentice-Hall, Inc., EnglewoodCliffs.
Kluwer, Deventer.

BRITISHTAX ENCYCLOPEDIA U.S. TAXATIONOFINTERNATIONAL
STAATS-EN ADMINISTRATIEF- OPERATIONS
RECHTELIJKEWETTEN Wheatcroft
release246 release 112 releases24, 1-7

Kluwer, Deventer. Sweet & Maxwell Ltd., Andover. Prentice-Hallinc., EnglewoodCliffs

THETAXATIONOF COMPANIESINEUROPE
Volume2 in theseries, GuidestoEuropeanTaxation

looseleafin 5 binders updated6 timesperyearby air

A detailed,practicalsurvey of taxes affectingcompanies in the majorWestEuropeancountries, including-

the MemberStatesof the EuropeanCommunities

Eachcountrychapterincludesfeaturessuchas:-

settingup ofcorporatebusinessentities;.
directand indirecttax implicationsof running,and liquidatingcompanies;
tax treatyimplications;.... tax administrationandauditingrequrements.

NEW-now includesPORTUGAL.

furtherdetailsandfreesamplesheets from-

INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL DOCUMENTATION

3- P.O. Box 20237- Sarphatistraat 124 - 1000 HE AMSTERDAM-The Netherlands

||||FJ|
Tel.: 020-26 77 26 Telex: 13217 intax nl
Telefax: 020-22 86 58 (G2/3) Cables: FORINTAX
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CUMULATIVEINDEX 1989 Nos. 1-5-

I. ARTICLES Singapore:
Lee Fook Hong:

Botswana: New Tax Incentives 131
John F. Due: Sri Lanka:
The Tax Structure of Botswana 9 Amendment to Imputation System 232
Brazil: Sudan:
Luiz Fernando Teixeira Pinto: Abdin Ahmed Salama:
The Tax System pursuant to the new Federal Direct Taxation in the Sudan 17
Constitutionof 1988 183 United Kingdom:
Canada: Stephen Edge:
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Avoidance Provisions 82
the Early Aftermath 77
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M. Roger Moore and Nick C. Webb:

Investment in Canada 55 Residence in the United Kingdom and the Scope of
U.K. Taxation for Individuals A Consultative Document 119

David A. Ward:
-

The Canadian Approach to Anti-AvoidanceProvisions- N.J. Prentice:

Background to the New Anti-AvoidanceRule 73 United.Kingdom:Secs. 765-767 and Controlled Foreign
J. Scott Wilkie: Companies Legislation 84
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Big Stick 115 Investment in the United States: A summary of the

Colombia: Technical and MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988 and ,

Luis Guillermo Morales: the Sec. 482 White Paper 173

New Tax Measures 181 Leonard W. Rothschild, Jr. and Patti L. Rae-

The Taxation of Income from Business and Capital: Highlightsof the Sec. 482 White Paper 177-
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These three papers were presented at the annual meeting of the U.S. IFA Branch,
held in San Francisco, California, on 13-14 February 1989.

Ul',, -ED S-ATES:

Working with Passive

Foreign InvestmentCompanies:
How to Minimize the Hurt

Alan Winston Granwell is a partner n
Alan W. Granwell and Nancy H. Kaufman the law firm of Cadwalader, Wicker-

sham & Taft, which has offices in

Washington, D.C., New York City and
Palm Beach, Florida. Mr. Granwell is
based in Washington, D.C.

I. INTRODUCTION Prior to joining Cadwalader in Feb-
ruary of 1984, Mr. Granwell was the
InternationalTax Counseland Director

A. Overview of the Office of InternationalTax Affairs
of the United States Departmentof the

The passive foreign investmentcompany (PFIC)provisionswere added Treasury from August 1981 through
by the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (the 1986 Act).t The Technical and February1984. Prior thereto, Mr. Gran-

MiscellaneousRevenue Act of 1988 (TAMRA)2made substantial tech-
well was a partner in the New York
office of Cadwalader.

nical and substantive amendments to the PFIC rules. Outlined below in
Section II are the basic definitional rules for determining PFIC status.3 A graduateof MiddleburyCollege, the

Boston UniversitySchool of Law (J.D.,
Section III outlines the tax treatment of the direct and indirect U.S. 1968, LL.M. in taxation, 1969) and the
shareholdersof a PFIC. Section IV includessome ideas for avoidingPFIC New York University School of Law
status and, where necessary, living with PFIC status. (LL.M., 1976), Mr. Granwell also

served as an adjunct assistantprofes-
sor of law at the New York University

B. Background Schoolof LawGraduateTax Program.
Ms. Kaufmann is an associate in the

1. Legislative history Washington, D.C. office of Cad-
walader, Wickersham & Taft, where

The PFIC provisions contained in Secs. 1291 through 1296 of the Code4, she speciialliizes in internatiionall tax
were intended to remove the economic benefit of tax deferral and the matters.

ability to convert ordinary income to capital gain which could be obtained
under prior law by U.S. investors in foreign investment funds who were

able to weave their way through the pentapus, that is, the accumulated
earnings tax (AET) (Secs. 531-537); the personal holding company

1. Pub. L. 99-514, 100 Stat. 2085, 99th Cong.,
2nd Sess. (22 October 1986)

(PHC) provisions (Secs. 541-547); the controlled foreign corporation 2. Pub. L. 100-647,102 Stat. 3342, 100th

(CFC)provisions (Secs. 951-964 and 1248); the foreign personalholding Cong., 2nd Sess. (10 November 1988).
.

j For a thorough discussion of the PFIC pro-
company (FPHC) provisions (Secs. 551-558); and the foreign invest- visions prior to amendment by TAMRA, see

ment company (FIC) provisions (Secs. 1246-1247). Klein and Kaufman, Passive Foreign Invest-
ment Companies, 16 Tax Management Int'l J.
(1987) at 223. See also Rubenfeld and Rubin,

2. American Law Institute proposals
Passive Foreign Investment Companies: The

Pentapus Becomes the Sextapus, or Does It,

Many of the concepts which emerged in the PFIC provisions originated
36 Tax Notes (1987) at 199; Dale and Kaufman,
Passive Foreign Investment Companies, 18th

with proposals of the American Law Institute (ALI) for the current Ann. Inst. Tax'n at 377 (1987); Klein, Granwell
and Kaufman, Passive Foreign Investmenttaxation of foreign investment company income to U.S. shareholders, Companies Revisited, 17 Tax Managementlnt'l

subject to a shareholder's election to defer tax with an interest charge. J. (1988) at 175; Dunn, PFICRules-TaxPolicy
Gone Awry, 39 Tax Notes (2 May 1988) at 625.

However, only corporationswhich were engaged, or held themselvesout 4 Unless otherwisespecified, all section refer-
as being engaged, in trading stock, securities or commoditieswould have ences are to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986

(Code), as amended, or the regulations there-been covered. under.
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II. DEFINITION OF A PASSIVE FOREIGN circumstances in which income derived by a bank
INVESTMENT COMPANY licensed to do business as a bank in the United

States is not automatically excluded from passive
income.9

A. General defnton

InsurancecompaniesA foreign corporation is a PFIC if, for any taxable (b)
Passive income does not include any income de-

year, either: rived in the activeconductof an insurancebusiness
75% or more of its gross income consists of pas- a

-

by corporationwhich is predominantlyengaged
sive income (the IncomeTest), or in the insurancebusiness and which would be sub-
at least 50% of the average value of its assets to tax were a

-

ject under subchapterL if it domestic
produce, or are held to produce, passive income corporation (Sec. 1296(b)(2)(B)). The 1986
(the Asset Test) (Sec. 1296(a)). Bluebook states that the income of a bona fide

PFIC status is determinedwithout regard to how much insurance company is treated as non-passive in-

stock is owned (separatelyor in the aggregate)by U.S. come only to the extent the income would be sub-

persons. Importantly, regulations can treat separate ject to tax under subchapter L if derived by a

classes of stock or other interests in a foreign corpora- domestic insurancecompany.10An insurancecom-

tion as interests in separate corporations (Sec. pany may derive passive incomewhereits financial

1297(b)(4)). For example, if a foreign corporation is- reserves are in excess of the reasonable needs of

sues a separate class of stock and uses the proceeds to its insurance business, The 1986 Bluebook also

invest in a PFICor in other passive assets, the separate states that a captive insurance company may be a

issue of stock might be treated as a separate corpora- PFIC if there is no risk-shiftingto the foreignentity
tion under regulations.5The exact scope of such reg- such that the company is not an insurance com-

ulatory authority is not entirely clear. pany.12
Note, however, that House Report (H.R.) 515 cur- (c) Underwriters
rently pending in the U.S. House of Representatives The 1986 Bluebook states that bona fide under-
would make the Asset Test inapplicable to a foreign writers of securities should be excluded from clas-
corporation for any taxable year in which (i) the sification as PFICs both under the Asset Test (be-
foreign corporation is a CFC; and (ii) for the entire

cause the majority of their assets, particularly se-
taxableyear such CFCengages in substantialmanufac- curities held for sale to the public, are assets that
turing or production activities in a foreign country do not give rise to passive income by virtue of the
which had a deficit in its balanceof trade with the U.S. dealer exception in Sec. 954(c)) and under the
in the calendar year preceding the calendar year in IncomeTest (because a substantialamountof their
which the taxable year begins.6 Such amendment income is commissionincome, which is not passive
would apply only for purposes of applying the PFIC income).13provisions to taxpayers that are 10% U.S. sharehold-
ers of the foreign corporation and would not apply to

any Panamanian corporation for any period in which 3. Related-person look-through rule

Notice 88-47 is in effect.7 Passive income does not include interest, dividends,
rents, or royalties received or accrued from a related

B. Definitionof passive income person (within the meaning of Sec. 954(d)(3)) to the
extent such amount is properly allocable under as yet

1. In general unissued regulations to income of the payor which is
not passive income (Sec. 1296(b)(2)(C)).The charac-

Subject to certainexceptions, passive incomegener- terization of assets which produce related-person in-
ally includes: most dividends; interest (including in- come should follow the characterization of the in-
terest on tax-exemptobligations) and its equivalents; come.14

passive royalties and rents; annuities; net gains from
assets which produce such income and from non-in-
come producingproperty;net gains from certain com-

modty transactions; and certain foreign currencygain
(Secs. 1296(b)(1), 954(c). 5. See S. Rep. No. 313, 99th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1986).

6. H.R. 515, 101 Cong., 1st Sess. (1989).

2. Exceptions for banks and insurance companies
7. 1988 - 16 I.R.B. 27.
8. Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, General Explanation of

(a) Bonafide banks the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Comm. Print 4 May 1987) (hereinafter1986

Passive incomedoes not includeincomederived in Bluebook).
9. 1986 Bluebook at 1025.

the active conduct of a banking business by an 10. 1986 Bluebook at 1025.

institution licensed to do business as a bank in the 11, See H.R. Rep. No. 795, 100th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1988) at 273

UnitedStates, or, to the extentprovidedin regula- (hereinafter TAMRA House Report); see also S. Rep. No. 445, 100th

tions, by any other corporation (Sec. Cong., 2d Sess. (1988) at 281-285.
12. 1986 Bluebook at 1025-1026.

1296(b)(2)(A)).The Bluebookon the Tax Reform 13. 1986 Bluebook at 1025, see Sec. 1294(b)(2).
Act of 19868 states that regulations may provide 14. TAMRA House Report at 272.
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4. Breadth of definition E. 25%-ownedU.S. corporations
The typical foreign-incorporated fund investing in Stock of a regular domestic C corporation, which is
stocks, securities or commodities would be a PFIC. not a regulated investment company or a real estate

However, many corporations with active businesses investment trust, owned by a 25%-owned domestic
and substantial accumulated cash (whether CFCs or corporation would not be treated as an asset which
not) also could be classified as PFICs, even where the produces passive income or is held for the production
corporation is subject to high rates of foreign tax. of passive income, and incomederivedfromsuch stock

would not be treated as passive income, provided the
foreign corporation is subject to the AET (Sec.

C. Assets 1297(b)(8)). If, under a treaty, the foreigncorporation
is not subject to the AET, the foreign corporation

1. Notice 88-2215 must agree to waive such benefit. This rule is designed
Under Notice 88-22, an asset generally will be charac- to mitigate the potentially disparate treatment be-

terized as passive if it has generated,or may be reason-
tween U.S. individualswho hold U.S. stock through a

ably expected to generate (in the reasonably foresee- U.S. holding company and those who hold U.S. stock

able future), passive income. Assets which generate through a foreign holding company.23 In the former

both passive and non-passive income in a taxable year
nstance, the U.S. individual is not subject to an in-

generally should be treated as in part passive and in terest charge on distributions or dispositions of the

part non-passive in proportion to the relative amounts
U.S. holding company's stock.

of income generated by those assets. 16 Notice 88-22
also provides guidance with respect to the characteri- F. Exceptions for active businesses
zation of certain specific types of assets.

1. Start-up companies
2. Time and manner of valuation

A foreign corporationwill not be treated as a PFIC for
The average value of assets is generally the average the first taxable year during which it has gross income
fair market value of assets (without regard to any if (i) no predecessorcorporation (an undefined term)
liabilities)determinedquarterly.17It is anticipatedthat was a PFIC, (ii) the corporation can establish that it
the regulations, when issued, will not, in general, re- will not be a PFIC for eitherof the 2 succeedingtaxable
quire fair market value to be determined by indepen- years, and (iii) the corporation is not in fact a PFIC for
dent appraisal.18 However, a foreign corporation may either of such 2 succeeding taxable years (Sec.
make an election to utilize the adjusted bases of its 1297(b)(2)).
assets; once made, the election may only be revoked
with consent of the Internal Revenue Service (Ser- 2. Corporationschanging businesses
vice) (Sec. 1296(a)). A foreignorporationwill not be treated as a PFIC for

3. Intangibles any taxable year if (i) neither the corporation (nor any

predecessor) was a PFIC in any prior taxable year, (ii)
For purposes of determining PFIC status, a corpora- the corporationestablishes that (a) substantiallyall of
tion's assets include intangible property, although its passive income for the taxable year is attributable
prospectivelyapplied regulationsmight provideother- to proceeds from the dispositionof one or more active
wise. 19 trades or businesses, and (b) the corporation will not

be a PFIC for either of the first 2 years following the
taxable year, and (iii) the corporaton s not in fact a

D. The 25% look-throughrule PFIC during either of such 2 succeeding taxable years
(Sec. 1297(b)(3)). Note, however, that a corporation

A foreign corporation is treated as holding directly its may not benefit from this rule if it (or any predecessor)
proportionate share of the assets of, and receiving has ever been a PFIC.
directly its proportionateshare of the income of, any
corporation in which it owns directly or indirectly at
least 25% (by value) of the stock (Sec. 1296 (c)). The

G. Ownershipof PFIC stock

TAMRA House Report clarifies that interest and div- 1. Attribution rules
idends received from 25%-owned corporations are

(a) In generaleliminated from the shareholder's income in applying In determiningstock ownership, U.S. isthe Income Test, and the stock or debt investment is a person
eliminatedin applying the AssetTest.2oThe25% look-
through rule applies with respect to indirectly held 15. 1988-11 I.R.B. 19.

16. Id.
stock only if the upper-tier foreign corporation owns 17 Id.

indirectly 25% of the lower-tier corporation's stock,21 18. Id.

Under Revenue Ruling 87-9022, the Sec. 1296(c) look- 19. Id.

through rule can apply to cause a CFC engaged n
20. TAMRA House Report at 268.
21. Notice 88-22, supra.manufacturing and which owns a PFIC subsidiary to 22. 1987-2 C.B 216.

be a PFIC. 23. TAMRA House Report at 273.
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1

considered to own such person's proportionate holder obtains a stepped-p basis and, for PFIC
share of the stock of a PFIC owned by any foreign purposes, a new holding period (Sec.
corporation of which the U.S. person owns 50% 1291(b)(2)(C),Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.1291- 10T(e)).
or more (by value) of the stock, or owned by any
partnership, trust, or estate of which the U.S. (b) QEFelectionwith CFC election
person is a partner or beneficiary (Sec. If a QEF election is effective after the first taxable
1297(a)(2)(A)(3)). If the U.S. person owns any year in the shareholder's holding period during
stock of a PFIC, the person is considered to own a which the foreign corporation is a PFIC, and the
proportionate share of any PFIC stock owned by PFIC is a CFC, the shareholder may purge the
the upper-tier PFIC (Sec. 1297(a)(2)(b)). These PFIC taint by electing to include in gross income
rules apply successively, although, except to the as a dividend the CFC's post-1986earnings for the
extent to be provided in regulations, they do not period(s) the stock was held by the shareholder
apply to treat stock owned by a U.S. person as and the CFC was a PFIC (Sec. 1291(d)(2)(B)).
owned by any other person, U.S. or foreign (Sec. Such amount is treated as an excess distribution,
1297(a)(1),(4)). but is allocated only to days in the shareholder's

holding period when the stock was held by the
(b) U.S. partnerships shareholder and the CFC was a PFIC (Sec.

The 1986 Bluebookprovides that it may be neces- 1291(d)(2)(B)). The shareholder's stock basis is
sary in the case of a U.S. partnership for regula- increased by the amount included in income and
tions to treat stock considered to be owned by the the shareholderobtainsa new holdingperiod (Sec.
partnership as actually owned by the partnership 1291(d)(2)(c)).28 This CFC election is preferable
so as to attribute the stock to the partnership's to the mark-to-market election because gain at-

partners.24 tributable to pre-PFIC years is not required to be

recognized.
(c) Grantor trusts

The 1986 Bluebook clarifies that, in the case of a (c) PFIC ceasing to meet PFIC test

grantor trust, the ownerof the trustunderthe rules If a PFIC ceases to meet the Income Test and
of subchapterJ should be treated s the owner of Asset Test for PFIC status, the shareholder may
PFIC stock held by the grantor trust, rather than make a mark-to-marketelection to recognizegain
th'e beneficiaries.25 as if such stock were sold at fair market Value on

the last day of the last taxable year for which such
(d) Options corporation is a PFIC (Secs. 1297(b)(1) and

To the extent provided in as yet unissued regula- 1291(d)(2)(A)).The shareholdergets a step-up in
tions, any person with an option to acquire stock basis and a new holding period for PFIC purposes
is treated as the owner of such stock (Sec. (Sec. 1291(d)(2)(C)).29
1297(a)(4)).For this purpose, an option to acquire
an opton, and each one of a series ofoptions, may
be considered as an option to acquire stock. It is III. TREATMENT OF U.S. SHAREHOLDERSOF
expected that regulationswill apply this treatment, PASSIVE FOREIGN INVESTMENT
for example. where necessaryinterest.2pto revent avoid- COMPANIES
ance of the imposition of

A. Overview
H. ContinuingPFIC taint

1. Policy considerations
1. General rule

The PFIC provisions make a major break with tradi-
Stock in a corporation is treated as stock in a PFIC if, tional U.S. tax policy by seeking to impose current
at any time during the taxpayer's holding period for tax, or a very rough equivalent thereof, on the U.S.
such stock, such corporation (or any predecessor)was shareholders of a foreign corporation without regard
a PFIC which was not a qualified electing fund to whether U.S. persons control the company. There
(QEF) (described below) (Sec. 1297(b)(1)). are basically 2 ways of doing so. First, by reference to

the ALI proposals, deferral may be retained, but an

interest charge attributable to the value of deferral
2. Purging PFIC taint be imposed the tax incurred on distributionsmay on

(a) Qualifiedelectingfund election with mark-to-mar- and dispositions.Second, by reference to the CFC and
ket election
If a QEF election is effective after the first taxable 24. 1986 Bluebook at 1031-32.

year in the shareholder's holding period during 25. 1986 Bluebook at 1032.

which the foreigncorporation is a PFIC, the share- 26. TAMRA House Report at 279.

holder may purge the stock of its PFIC taint by 27. See also Temp. Reg. Sec. 1.1291-1OT (issued prior to enactment of

electing to recognize gain, subject to the interest- TAMRA).
28. See also TAMRA House Report at 278-279.

charge rules, as if such stock were sold at fair 29. See also Temp. Reg. 1297-3T (issued prior to the enactment of
market value (Sec. 1291(b)(2)(A)).27The share- TAMRA.
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FPHC provisions, the foreign corporation's earning ning on the due date for the return for such taxable
may be includedin the shareholder'sincomecurrently. year and endingon the due date of the taxableyear
The Code chose to continue deferral, subject to an with or within which the distributionor disposition
interest charge, with an election out of such regime in occurs) (Sec. 1291(c)).
favor of current inclusion.

(b) The interest-charge
The aggregateamountof interestshouldbe treated2. In general
as interest, not as a tax (Sec. 1291(c)(1)).3o Such

Separate rules are established for 2 types of PFICs: interest should be deductible to the extent pro-
(a) Non-qualifiedfunds vided under general Code rules.

U.S. person shareholders who do not make a

timely QEF election pay tax on amounts realized 3. Excess distributions
with respect to PFIC stock and an interest charge
based on the value of deferral. (a) In general

An excessdistribution is any distributionin respect
(b) Qualifiedelectingfunds (QEFs) of PFIC stock to the extent such distributiondoes

The electing U.S. shareholders are required cur- not exceed its ratable portion of the total excess

rently to include in gross income their pro rata distribution for such taxable year (Sec.
share of the PFIC's earnings, with an election to 1291(b)(1)). A tomlexcessdistributiongenerally
defer the payment of tax, subject to an interest is the aggregate amount of distributions received

charge, on undistributedearnings. during the taxable year in excess of 125% of the
average distributions received by the shareholder
with respect to the stock during the 3 preceding
taxable years (Sec. 1291(b)(2)(A)).The 3-yearav-

B. Non-qualifiedfunds
erage, however, does not include any amount pre-
viously treated as deferred earnings (i.e. that was

1. The interest charge rules not included in income as allocable to pre-PFIC
If a U.S. person shareholderof a PFIC which is not a years or the year of the distribution) (Sec.
QEF receives an excess distribution from, or dis- 1291(b)(2)). The total excess distribution for the
poses of stock of, a PFIC, the amount of such excess taxable year in which the shareholder's holding
distribution or gain recognized on such disposition is period begins is zero (Sec. 1291(b)(2)(B)).
ratablyallocated to each day of the shareholder'shold-
ing period for the stock (Sec. 1291(a)(1)(A),(2)).The (b) Observations
portion of an excess distribution or gain allocated to Application of the interest charge to excess dis-
the period beginning with the first post-1986 taxable tributions, as well as dispositions, prevents a

year for which the foreign corporation is a PFIC foreign corporation from diffusing the interest
through the year preceding the year of the distribution charge on dispositions by making distributions,
or disposition (PFIC years) is excluded from gross while acknowledging that regular distributions of
income, and the U.S. person's tax for the year is in- current earnings should not be subject to an in-
creased by the deferred tax amount (Sec. terest charge (Sec. 1291(b)(2)(B)). However, the

1291(a)(1)(B),(C)). The portion allocated to pre- determinationof whether there has been an excess

PFIC years and the year of the distribution or dispo- distribution apparently is made without regard to
sition is included in income as ordinary income (and earningsand profits. A returnofcapitalcan consti-
may be offset by other deductions) (Sec. tute an excess distribution.

1291(a)(1)(B)).Though the PFIC provisionsgenerally
apply to taxable years of foreign corporations begin- 4. Exarnple
ning after 13 December1986, the throw-backrules can A foreign corporation (F) maintains its books and
taint distributions and gain attributable to pre-1987 records on the basis of a calendaryear. An individual
earnings and result in an interest charge thereon. (S) who is a U.S. person,purchasesstock of F on 1

January 1986. S sels the PFIC stock on 31 December
1990 and recognizes gain of USS 100.

2. Deferred tax and interest charge
(a) Throw-back:S's gain on the sale of his PFIC stock s ratably(a) Deferred mx aniount allocated to each day in her holding period for the stock.

The deferred tax amount is the sum of (1) the Thus, the gain is allocated as follows:
aggregate increases in taxes (i.e. the sum of the
amounts determinedby multiplyingthe amount of

1986 $ 20
1987 $ 20the excess distribution or gain allocated to any 1988 $ 20

PFIC year by the highest rate of tax in effect for 1989 $ 20
such taxable year (without regard to other income 1990 $ 20
or expenses the investor may have)), and (2) the Total r
aggregate amount of interest of such increases
in taxes (i.e. the sum of the amounts determined
for each such increase in tax for the period begin- 30. See TAMRA House Report at 268.
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(b) Interest-charge:S's tax and the interest charge are calcu- 959(b) (relating to previously taxed CFC income
lated as follows (based on certain assumed tax and interest distributed through a chain of ownership) to the
rates): amount subject to tax under the indirect distribu-

1987: tion and dispositionrule (Sec. 1297(b)(5)(B)).For

Deferred tax: $ 20 x .345 = $ 6.90 example, the TAMRA House Report states that
Interest on $ 6.90 at 10% amounts deemed distributed to a U.S. person are

from 15 April 1988 not to be included in the gross income (or, in the
to 15 April 1991: $ 2.42 case of a QEF, earnings) of the interveningentity

Total $ 9.32 for purposes of causing the U.S. person to include
such amounts in income again.35

1988:
Deferred tax: $ 20 x .28 = $ 5.60 (c) Avoidanceof impositionof interest
Interest on $ 5.60 at 10% The TAMRA Conference Report indicates that

from 15 April 1989 this provisionalso is intendedto preventavoidance
to 15 April 1991: $1.24

Total $ 6.84 of the imposition of interest.36Thus, for example,
if a U.S. person owns stock in an upper-tierPFIC

1989: and a lower-tier PFIC distributes its earnings to

Deferred tax: $ 20 x .28 = $ 5.60 the upper-tier PFIC annually, the TAMRA Con-
Interest on $ 5.60 at 10% ference Report indicates that the indirect distribu-

from 15 April 1990 tion rule should not apply, unless the distribution
to 15 April 1991: $ 0.59 is made available to the U.S. person.37 However,

Total $6.19 if the lower-tierPFIC is not a QEF and the upper-
tier PFIC is, then the TAMRA indicates that a

(c) Amount treatedas ordinary income: disposition of the stock of the upper-tier PFIC
Pre-PFIC years $ 20

should be treated disposition of stock in the
Year of Disposition $ 20 as a

Total $ 40 lower-tierPFICwhere, for example, the lower-tier
PFIC has not distributedits earnings to the upper-
tier PFIC annually.38

5. Anti-avoidancerule - non-recognitionoverride 7. Anti-avoidancerule carry-overbasis transactions-

Regulations can be promulgated requiring gain to be Except to the extent inconsistent with regulations
recognized on an otherwise non-recognition transfer under the non-recognitionoverride provision, regula-
of stock in a non-qualified fund (Sec. 1291(f)). The tions may provide that stock in a foreign corporaton,
ConferenceReporton TAMRA31states that this regu- the basis of which is determinedby reference to stock

latory authority is intended to apply where necessary of a PFIC, will be treated as PFIC stock held by the
to prevent avoidance of the imposition of interest. 2 shareholder throughout such person's holding period
Thus, regulations may treat a gift of PFIC stock in a (Secs. 1291(e), 1246(c)). The same principle would

non-qualifiedfund to a foreign person as a disposition apply to other transfers(e.g. tax-freereorganizations).
on which gain is recognized.33 However, regulations
might not override non-recognition in the case of a 8. Anti-avoidancerule - trusts and domestic

reorganization of a PFIC where a U.S. person ex- corporations
changes PFIC stock for stock of another PFIC and Except to the extent inconsistent with regulations
there is no step-up in basis.34 under the non-recognitionoverrideprovisions,regula-

tions may provide that trust certificates of a grantor
6. Anti-avoidance rule - indirect distributions and domestic corporation will betrust and stock of a

dispositions treated as stock of a PFIC to the extent that such trust

(a) In general or corporation has an investment in PFIC stock (Sec.
To the extent provided in as yet unissued regula- 1291(e), 1246(d)).
tions, where a U.S. person is treated as indirectly
or constructvelyholdingstock in a PFIC underthe 9. Anti-avoidancerule - pledge of PFIC stock

previously discussed attribution rules, any dis- Except as provided in regulations, a disposition in-
tribution in respectof the PFIC stock to the person cludes the use of PFIC stock as security for a loan
holding such stock, and any disposition which re- (pledgerule) (Sec. 1297(b)(6)).This rule potentially
sults in the U.S. person being no longer treated as

owning PFIC stock, could be treated as a distribu-
tion to, or a disposition by, the U.S. shareholder 31. H.R. Rep. No. 1104,100thCong., 2nd Sess., Vol. 2 (1988) (hereinaf-

terTAMRAConference Report).
(Sec. 1297(b)(5)). This provision potentially ap- 32. TAMRA Conference Report at 1()-11.

plies to stock of a QEF, as well as stock of a 33. Id.

non-qualified fund. 34. Id.
35. TAMRA House Report at 279.

(b) Amounts treatedas previously taxed
36. See TAMRA Conference Report at 11.

37. Id.

Regulations are also to apply rules similar to Sec. 38. Id.
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applies to stock of a QEF, as well as stock ofa non- source income which is effectively connectedwith
qualified fund (see III.C.4. below). The potential ap- a U.S. trade or business and is not exempt from
plication of the pledge rule should be examined any tax (or subject to a reduced rate of tax) pursuant
tme stock of a foreign corporation is pledged. to a U.S. treaty obligation (Sec. 1293(g)).
10. Stock acquired from a decedent (b) Earningsand profits

The 1986 Bluebook indicates that, for purposesofThe basis of PFIC stock acquired from a decedent
calculating QEF inclusions, the characterizationdetermined under Sec. 1014 (generally fair market of income and the determination of earnings andvalue) is reduced by the excess of the basis determined
profits generallyare to be made pursuant to gener-under Sec. 1014 over the adjusted basis of the stock al Code rules. However, Sec. 1293(e)(3) allowsimmediately before the decedent's death, unless the

decedent was a non-resident alien (Secs. 1291(e), earnings and profits to be computed for income

1246(e)).
inclusionpurposesby using the installmentmethod
of accounting(and the completedcontractmethod
and the LIFO inventory method, if applicable), if11. Foreign tax credit
the PFIC such method to compute tsuses ncome.

Direct and indirect foreign tax credits are allowedwith UnderSec. 312(n)(4)-(6),the use of these methods
respect to PFIC distributions and gain treated as a for general earnings and profits purposes is qual-
dividend on a sale or exchange of CFC/PFIC stock ified and, in the case of the installment met lod,
under complex rules. In general, foreign taxes appor- prohibited. Sec. 1293(e)(3) further provides that
tioned on a pro rata basis to the portion of a distribu- to the extent that the use of such method in com-
tion which is not an excess distributionand the foreign puting earnings and profits would increase earn-

taxes apportioned to an excess distribution, to the ings and profitsby an amountwhichwas previously
extent allocable to pre-PFICyears and the year of the distributed,the exceptionto the applicationof Sec.
distribution, are subject to the general foreign tax 312(n)(4)-(6)will not apply. This latter restriction
credit rules and, presumably, would be eligible for prevents a current inclusion in income of an

foreign tax credit look-through treatment. Foreign amountpreviouslydistributed and treated as a div-
taxes apportioned to an excess distribution and allo- idend at that time. For example, if there were an
cated to each PFIC year may reduce (but not below installment sale, earnings and profits for all pur-
zero) the deferred tax for such year and thereby the poses except QEF inclusions would be increased
interest charge, subject to the separate foreign tax by the total amount of the gain. A distribution
credit baskets and, presumably, the foreign tax credit made from such earnings and profits before the
look-through rules (where applicable). However, no gain is recognized under the installmentsale rules
carryover is allowed for such foreign taxes (Sec. would constitute a taxable dividend. Without the
1291(g)) 39 restriction prohibiting use of the installment

method to calculate earnings and profits for in-

C. Qualifiedelecting funds come inclusion purposes to the extent such use

would result in an increase by an amount previ-
1. Current inclusion ously distributed, such amount also would be cur-

rently included under the QEF rules in the year
A U.S. person who owns, directly or indirectly, stock recognized under the installment method.4
in a QEF is required currently to include in gross
income the shareholder'spro rata share of the QEF's (c) Pro rata share
current earnings and profits as long-term capital gain, Under Sec. 1293(b), pro rata share is the amount
to the extent of the shareholder'spro rata share of the that would have been distributed in respect of the
QEF's net capital gain (but not in excess of current shareholder's stock if, on each day during the
earnings and profits), with the balance (referred to as QEF's taxable year, the QEF had distributed to

ordinaryearnings) treated as ordinary income (Sec. the shareholderthe shareholder'spro rata share of
1293(a),(e)). Generally, other characteristics of the the QEF's ordinary earnings and net capital gain
PFIC's income (e.g. source) do not pass through to the for such year. However, under regulations, pro
shareholder (but see Sec. 904(g)). Under the QEF rata shares may be determinedover a period other
rules, a year-end loss does not pass through to affect than a year (e.g. a month).42
the shareholder's income.

(d) Distributions
(a) Exception If it is established that any amount distributed by

The ordinary earnings and net capital gain of a a PFIC was paid out of earnings and profits which
QEF do not include any item of income received were previously included in incomeunder the QEF
by the PFIC if the PFIC is a CFC and the share- provisions, the amount distributed is not treated
holder is a 10% or more shareholderof the PFIC/
CFC, and the shareholderestablishes that (i) such
income was subject to an effective rate of foreign 39. See also TAMRA House Report at 273-75.

income tax greater than 90% of the maximum rate
40. 1986 Bluebook at 1029.
41 See TAMRA House Report at 276

of U.S. corporate tax, or (ii) such income is U.S.- 42. See TAMRA House Report at 275-76.
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as a dividend (Sec. 1293(c)). However, such a 10-50% owned corporation, the separate basket for
amounts would reduce earnings and profits. The non-controlled Sec. 902 corporations. However, the
need for this latter provision arises from the dif- foreign tax credit look-through rules apply in deter-
ferentiationbetweenincomeand earningsandpro- mining the appropriate foreign tax credit limitation
fits resulting from the current inclusion rule. Dis- basket for amounts included under the QEF rules in
tributionsby a QEF may be subject to the interest the income of a 10% CFC shareholder (Sec.
charge unless the PFIC was a QEF for each of its 904(d)(3)(I)).QEF inclusionsmay be resourcedunder
PFIC years during the taxpayer's holding period Sec. 904(g) (Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(ii)and (g)).
(see II.H. above for methods of purging PFIC
stock of its PFIC taint). Distributionsof amounts 3. Making the QEF election

previously taxed under a QEF election would be The QEF election generally is made by the direct or
excluded from excess distributions (Sec.
1291(b)(3)(F)).

indirect U.S. shareholder for any taxable year at any
time on or before the due date (including extensions)

(e) Basis
for filing such person's income tax return (Sec.

The basis of PFIC stock held by a U.S. person is 1295(b)(2)). However, a QEF election made on or

increased by any amount which is included in the
before the due date, as extended, for filing the share-

shareholder's income under the QEF provisions
holder's income tax return for its taxable year begin-

and is decreasedby any amount distributedwhich ning in 1988 will be effective retroactive to PFIC tax-

iS not includible in income by reason of having
able years beginning after 31 December 1986, if the
shareholder specifies that the election is being made

been previously taxed under the QEF rules (Sec.
1293(d)). Similar rules apply to adjust the basis of

for a prior taxable year and complieswith the rules of
Notice 88-125.43 Notice 88-125 also sets forth the gen-

property on account of which a U.S. person is eral procedures for making the QEF election. Once
treated under the attribution rules as indirectly
owningshares of a QEF. These rules are similar to made, the election applies with respect to all sub-

the rules in subpart F and result from the sequent taxableyears for which the company is a PFIC

hopscotch approach to QEF inclusions.
unless revoked with consent of the Secretary (Sec.
1295(b)(1)). Transferees of QEF stock presumably

(f) Dispositions
are required to make their own QEF election.

If a PFIC makes a QEF election in its first PFIC
year and maintains such election throughout the

4. Election to defer tax

shareholder'sholding period, any gain recognized A U.S. person owning shares in a QEF may elect to

by the shareholder on the disposition of the stock extend the time for payment of tax on undistributed
will not be subject to the nterest charge rules earnngs of a QEF (1294 electon) (Sec.
(Secs. 1291(d)(1)(B), 1297(b)(1)). If the QEF 1294(a)(1)).44 The election may not be made for a

election were made in a year subsequent to the taxableyear if any amount is includiblein gross income
first PFIC year in the shareholder'sholdingperiod, of the shareholderwith respectto the QEFstockunder

gain recognizedon a dispositionof stock would be the FPHC or CFC provisions for such year (Sec.
subject to the interest charge rules, unless the 1294(a)(2)).Tax deferredunder the election is subject
shareholder made an election for the year of a to an interest charge under Sec. 6601. The extenson
QEF election to purge the PFIC taint (see II.H. granted under the Sec. 1294 election terminateson the

above). due date of the return for the taxable year in which an

actual distribution is made of previously taxed earn-

(g) Preventingdouble inclusions ings with respect to which the election was made (Sec.
Sec. 1293(g)(2)provides that regulationsshallpre- 1294(c)(1)(A)). For this purpose a loan made directly
scribe such adjustment to the provisions of Sec. or indirectly by the QEF to the shareholder is treated
1293 as may be necessary to -grevent the same item as a distribution (Sec. 1294(f)).45 When QEF stock is
of income of a QEF from eing included in the transferred or a PFIC ceases to be a QEF, all exten-

gross income of a U.S. person more than once. sions of time to pay tax attributable to the stock trans-
ferred (or in the case of a cessation,attributableto any
stock of the corporation ceasing to be a QEF) which

2. Foreign tax credit have not expired before the date of such transfer (or
For purposes of the indirect foreign tax credit provi- cessation) generally expire on the due date for filing
sions of Sec. 960, any amount includedin gross income the income tax return for the taxable year in which the
under the QEF rules will be treated as if it were an transfer of cessation occurs (Sec. 1294(c)(2)). How-

inclusion under Sec. 951(a) (relating to current inclu-
sions in income of U.S. shareholders of CFCs), and 43. 1988-52 I.R.B. 4.

any amountexcluded from gross incomeon accountof 44. See also Temp. Reg. 1.1294-1T (issued prior to the enactment of

being previously taxed under the QEF rules will be TAMRA.

treated in the same manner as amountsexcluded frorn 45. TAMRA House Report at 278. The TAMRA House Report also

gross incomeunderSec. 959 (Sec. 1293(f)). QEF inclu- states that a loan by a QEF to a shareholderhould reduce the sharehold-

er's basis in such shareholder'sstock, although such amount when actually
sions generally are included in the foreign tax credit distributed would not be included in income (see Sec. 1294(f); TAMRA

limitation basket for passive income, or in the case of House Report at 278). The purpose of this rule is not entirely clear.
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ever, regulations may provide that previous elections resulting from an inclusion in income under a QEF
will not expire on account of non-recognitiontransac- election (or under the CFC provisions),provided that
tions in which the transfereesucceeds to the treatment the earningsand profitssubject to taxationwouldqual-
of the transferror, e.g. transfer of stock to a U.S. ify as qualified possession source investment income
person on terminationof a trust.46 Note that certain of (as defined in Sec. 936(d)(2)) if actually distributedas
the anti-avoidance rules discussed previously could an actual dividend.
potentially trigger termination of a Sec. 1294 election
(see III.B.5., 8. above).

IV. TAX PLANNINGUNDER THE PFIC
D. Interactionwith other provisions PROVISIONS

1. Controlled foreign corporations and foreign personal A. Avoiding PFIC status - active operating
holding companies companies not yet PFICs

(a) Terminationof deferralfor operating income

Although directed to U.S. persons investing in The key to avoiding the PFIC provisions is to fail both

foreign mutual funds, the PFIC provisions can the Income and Asset Tests for PFIC status. The fol-

apply to operating CFCs which accurnulate earn- lowing suggestions for active operatingcompaniesand

ings. The result in such instances is a termination multinational groups might prove useful in avoiding
of deferral of U.S. tax on the operating income of PFIC status.

such corporations, which under prior law was not 1. Income subject to CFC or FPHC provisionssubject to current U.S. tax. Current taxation is
effected either by impositionof the interestcharge Consider repatriating income subject to current tax

on certain distributions and on dispositions or by under the CFC or FPHC provisions. This would be

current inclusion of the earnings and profits of the especially advantageous in the case of a CFC where
the U.S. corporate shareholderhas excess tax creditsPFIC under the QEF election.
in the right basket.

(b) CFC/FPHC/QEFcoordination
(i) Non-qualifiedfunds 2. Tax-deferred income

Under Sec. 1291(b)(3)(F), proper adjustment Tax deferred income under the CFC provisions may
will be made to the determinationof an excess be reinvestedin non-passiveassets producingnon-pas-
distribution so as not to include any amount sive income either directly or indirectly through 25%-
that is treated as previously taxed income owned foreign corporations or related persons with
under the CFC, FHPC or QEF provisions. high levels of non-passive income and assets. Care
However, the interest charge would apply to must be exercised in investingsuch income in domestic
all of the gain on a disposition of the stock of corporations so as not to give rise to an increase in
the CFC or FHPC. earnngs invested in U.S. property under 956.

(ii) Qualifiedelecting funds
Under Sec. 951(f), if an amount is included in B. Livng with PFICs

gross income of a U.S. shareholderunderboth 1. Temporary PFICS
Secs. 1293 and 951(a)(1)(A)(),then CFC (not
QEF) rules apply (Sec. 951(f)). The amountof A shareholder of an active operating company which

gain treated as a dividend under Sec. 1248 on
meets the Income Test or Asset Test only temporarily

the sale or exchange of stock of a QEF that is might consider the QEF election. If the QEF election
is
.

ln
.

effect for each of the foreign corporation's PFICalso a CFC does not include any amountprevi- the will to be QEF in theously included under the QEF rules (Sec. years, company cease a year

1248(d)(7)). However, there is no coordina- t ceases to be a PFIC without the stock carrying the

tion rule for other CFC inclusions (e.g. invest- PFIC taint. If such election is timely made or is made

ments in U.S. property). under the special CFC election (see II.H. above), de-
ferral for pre-PFICearnings can be preservedwithout

2. FICs incurring an interest charge.
Sec. 1246 does not apply to post-1986 earnings of a

PFIC which is also a FIC (Sec. 1297(b)). The 1986 2. Organizationalstructure
Bluebook states that if a fund is subject to the interest To prevent the Sec. 1296(c) look-through rule from
charge rules on a disposition, as well as the FIC rules, operating to treat an active operating company as a
the interest charge rules apply to treat all earnings as PFIC, considerationshould be given to placingentities
ordinary income and earnings from PFIC years with likely to be PFICs as first-tier foreign subsidiaries of
an interest charge. U.S. corporations, rather than lower-tier foreign sub-
3. AET and PHC sidiaries.
Neither the AET nor the PHC provisions apply to a

PFIC (Secs. 532(b) and 542(c)). 3. Look for PFICs
In any corporate transaction, acquisition, sale, reor-4. Sec. 936 ganization, or liquidation, determine whether any ofPrivate Letter Ruling 8844021 (5 August 1988) pro- the subject corporationsare PFICs.vides that the Sec. 936 (possessions corporation) tax

credit is treated as applying to an incorne tax liability 46 TAMRA House Report at 278.
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UNI-ED STA-ES: Robert Henrey is the senior partner in
the InternationalTax ConsultingGroup

InternationalTax Aspects
of Coopers & Lybrand's New York of-
fice. His specific areas of concentra-
tion include tax and accounting mat-

of Foreign Currency
ters related to international finance.
This encompasses consulting on a

broad range of issues from the struc-

Transactions turing of multinational corporate
groups to the use of swap and option
related products. He has had exten-

Robert Henrey
sive experience in assisting corpora-
tions develop foreign exchange man-

agement poicies. He has also been a

lead participant in the design of com-

puter software used in tax planning.
Mr. Henrey is sought after as a

I. OVERVIEW speaker and writer in his areas of ex-

pertise. His writings have appeared in

The 1986 Tax Reform Act (TRA86) specificallyaddressed the taxation of The Tax Executive, Euromoney, and
the New York UniversityTax Institute.

foreign exchange transactionsin a new subpart (SubpartJ) of the Internal
RevenueCode (Code). This subpart, togetherwith amendmentsincluded He earned a Master's Degree at Ox-

in the Technical Amendments and Miscellaneous Revenue Act ford University and is fluent in both
French and Spanish. His tax and ac-

(TAMRA) and related guidance from the Internal Revenue Service counting experience at Coopers &

(IRS), has established new guidelines for the treatment of foreign ex- Lybrand includes severalyears in the

change gains and losses. These are: London and Washington, D.C. offices.
He is a chartered accountant and a

Measurementof exchangegains and losses. All gains and losses are to formermemberofthe AICPA's Interna--

be measured by reference to the functional currency of the entity tional Tax Subcommittee.

carrying the transaction. This has required new definitions covering
-what constitutes an entity (the Qualified Business Unit (QBU) con- Contents

cept), and which currency is to be the functional currency of that
I. OVERVIEW

entity. Il. THE 1986 TAX REFORM ACT AND

Timingof recognition.The general principle has been reaffirmed that TAMRA-

in the case of foreigncurrencydenominatedassets and liabilities,gains A. Determinations Made Under

and losses are recognized for tax purposes at the time of sale, ex- Subpart J

change, repayment or redemption. However, the Code already in- 1. Application of Functional

cluded rules requiring that certain foreign exchange contracts be Currency and Qualified
Business Unit Concepts

marked to market as of the last day of the taxpayer's year. Rules, the 2. Conversion of Foreign
applicationof which can still be extremelycomplex, are now provided Corporation Earnings and

in an attempt to reconcile these 2 concepts. Profits and Foreign Taxes
into U.S. Dollars .

Character of gain or loss. The general rule is now that all foreign 3. Conversion of Foreign-

exchangegains and losseswill be ordinary.Taxpayerswho have invest- Branch Income into U.S.

ment motives will still be able to obtain capital treatment on certain Dollars
4. Application of Secs. 988

contracts, but corporate taxpayers now have the opportunity to elect and 1256 to Certain

unequivocallyout of capital treatment. Foreign Currency
Transactions

Source. Source is an issue of primary concern to taxpayers who wish B. Treatment of Certain Foreign-

to claim a credit against U.S. tax liability for foreign taxes. The source Currency Gains as Subpart F

of gain, or the source of income to which loss is allocable, is now in Income

effect in all cases determinedby reference to the location of residence IIl. SPECIAL ISSUES

of the entity carrying the foreign exchange transacton. A. The Impact of Arkansas Best
on Foreign Currency Hedging
Transactions

The law now gives the IRS broad regulatorypowers to address important B. Hedging of a Net Investment in

implementation issues. These include to what extent exchange gains and a Foreign Subsidiary
losses should be treated as interest and the complex question of how to C. IntercompanyTransactions

link up transactions which are economically related to each other. The Denominated in Foreign
increased sophistication of the products spawned by participants in the Currency

D. Deductibility of Foreign
financial markets has put pressure on the IRS and the Treasury to make Exchange Losses
use of these powers to clear up potentially troublesomequestions. E. Withholding Tax Issues

F. Impact of FAS No. 96 on

A difficult issue, which is an outgrowth of the complication in the foreign Foreign Currency Transactions

tax credit limitation and the tightening up of the Subpart F rules brought IV. CONCLUSIONSAND

about by TRA86 is that foreign exchange gains and losses are now gener-
RECOMMENDATIONS

ally characterizedas Foreign Personal Holding Company Income. Coopers & Lybrand
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II. THE 1986 TAX REFORM ACT AND TAMRA tion is facts and circumstancesbased in a mannersimi-
lar to that used above to determine a non-U.S, dollar
functional currency.A. Determinationsmade under Subpart J
The concept that a corporation has a corporate

1. Application of functional currency and qualified QBU is relevant in 2 instances. First, a U.S. corpora-
business unit concepts tion always has a corporate QBU with a dollar func-

tional currency. Thus, if the U.S. corporation carries
For U.S. income tax purposes, exchange gains and

on business through a foreign QBU with the local
losses are to be computedin terms of the taxpayer's functional the functional
functional currency. For a U.S. company, this is the currency as currency, cur-

dollar. However, certain foreign operations of a rency earnings will, when distributed, be deemed to

branch or foreign subsidiaryof a U.S. corporationare go through the dollar functional currency corporate

likely to have a functional currency other than the QBU. The corporate QBU in effect acts as a gateway
which requires that an exchange gain or loss be com-

U.S. dollar if such operations are sufficient to make it
puted the remittance is deemed to out of the

a QBU. In some cases, a taxpayer may have a choice. as pass
trade or businessQBUwitha local functionalcurrencyExchange gains and loss computed in terms of the

QBU's functional currency will be the equivalent of nto the dollar functional currency QBU. This is be-

transactiongains and losses as described in account-
cause the functional currency earnings of the trade or

ing literature.
business branch will have been subject to U.S. tax at
a time when the exchange rate differs from that appli-

The existence of a QBU and the determinationof an cable when the earnings are remitted. Second, a

appropriate functional currency issue are covered in foreign corporationwith more than one trade or busi-
Temporary Regulations 1.989(a)-lT and 1.985-1T. A ness QBU which uses different functional currencies
QBU is defined as any separate and clearly identified must also account for exchange gains and losses
unit of a trade or business (an independenteconomic through a single corporate QBU. In this case the cor-

enterprisecarried on for profit) which maintainssepa- porate QBU acting as gateway will have as functional
rate books and records. In addition, a corporation is currency whicheverdominates the corporation'scom-

itself a separate QBU. An individual, however, is not bined activities; this will not necessarilybe the dollar.
a QBU and will always use the dollar as functional The reason is similar in that earnings and profits will

currency. initially have been computed in the functional cur-

of each trade business QBU. An exchangeThis definition clarifies 2 issues. First, a corporation rency or

with no trade or business activities will still be consi- gain or loss will be determined as these earnings are

deemed to flow through the corporateQBU. Needless
dered a QBU. to say the application of these concepts to cash flows
Second, a corporation with one or more trade or between branches will create significant compliance
business QBUs will in addition have its own corpo- problems.
rate QBU. This distinction becomes relevant where A QBU required to use a currency other than the
QBUs within the same corporation have different dollar its functional be eligibleto elect
functional currencies.

as currencymay
the dollar as its functional currency if it operates in a

The dollar is the required functionalcurrency (regard- hyperinflationaryenvironment. The use of the dollar
less of the currency used in keeping the books and in such cases parallels the accounting rules embodied

records) where: (1) the QBU conducts its activities in Financial Accounting Standard Board (FASB) 52

primarily in dollars; (2) the QBU's residence is the which contemplate use of the dollar as the functional
United States; (3) the QBU elects to use the dollar currency where there is high local inflation. This rule
under the hyperinflationaryelection; or where (4) the is important in that it recognizesthe fact that long-term
QBU does not keep books and records in the currency historic assets and their related depreciation charges
in which a significant part of its activities are con- disappearinto financial insignificanceif convertedinto
ducted. dollars at current, as opposed to historic, exchange
The functionalcurrencyof a QBU for which the dollar rates.

is not required is the currencyof the economicenviron- The hyperinflationaryeligibility standard is similar to

ment in which a significantpart of the QBU'sactivities that of FASB 52 : 100% inflationover a 3-year period
are conducted. This is primarily a facts and cir- including the current year. In the case of a branch, the
cumstancesdeterminationwhich looks to factorssuch election is made with the U.S. return. Where the elec-
as the currency of the country of residence, the de- tion involves a Controlled Foreign Company (CFC),
nomination of the QBU's cash flows, the currency in the controlling U.S. shareholder, or the CFC itself,
which the QBU conducts lending or borrowing ac- files a statement within 180 days of the close of the
tivities, generates revenues and incurs expenses. taxable year.

Where a QBU has more than one currency in which a The hyperinflationaryelection includes a conformity
significantpart of ts activtiesare conducted, then one requirement making the election effective for all
such currency must be chosen and used consistently. QBUs that are related and meet the hyperinflationary
For a non-U.S. resident QBU, the GAAP functional eligibility requirements. The election is treated as an

currency will ordinarily be accepted if the determina- accountingmethod and, therefore,once made, cannot
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be changedwithout consent. However,no adjustment fits, if expressed in a non-dollar functional currency,
for the changes in method of accounting due to the are required to be convertedinto dollarsat the appro-
dollar election will generally be required under Sec. priate (generally current) exchange rate on the date
481. the amount is included in income as a result of a

The methodologyfor restatingthe financialstatements
dividend or a Subpart F inclusion. This is a single-step

of the QBU from the hyperinflationarycurrency into conversionwhich in no way involves the translationof

dollars is detailed in Regulations. It is referred to as
the QBU's financials.

the Dollar Approximate Transaction Method In the case of a foreign corporation, the earnings and

(DATSM). In general, the conversion is determined profitsof each year are added to apooldenominated
by using the following aproach. First, a profit and in the functional currency of the foreign subsidiary.
loss statement is preparec in the QBU's hyperinflatio- This pool may have to be subdivided into separate
nary currency. Adjustmentsare then made to conform foreign tax credit limitation categoriesor baskets. An
the statement to GAAP principles. Next, the actual dividend out of a functional currency pool is

hyperinflationarycurrency amounts reflected on the converted into dollars- again in a single-step transac-

adjusted financial statements (both income statement tion - at the rate prevailingat the distributiondate. A
and balance sheet) are converted at the average ex- similar rule apples to a gain treated as a deemed

change rate for the period to which they relate. Thus, dividend under Sec. 1248. Provided that the foreign
accounts receivable would be converted into dollars corporation's QBUs all use the same functional cur-

by reference to the average exchange rate applicable rency, use of the current exchange rate in these cases

to the period over which the accounts receivable turn results in no recognition of exchange gain or loss.
over. It would not, as under GAAP, be acceptable to
use the period end rate. Finally, the resulting dollar A deemed distribution included in a U.S. sharehold-

profit and loss is adjusted to reflect any currency gain er's taxable income (i.e. as a result of Subpart F In-
or loss resulting from the DATSM conversion. come) is also determined by converting the relevant

functional currency amount in a single step, but using
It is unfortunate that the mre practical approach of the weighted average exchange for the foreign corpo-
using statements prepared for GAAP purposes was ration's taxable year. This results in exchange gain or
not followed. This complicationarises in deference to loss being recognized on exchange rate fluctuations
the principle that exchange differencesbe determined between the time of a deemed distribution and the
on a transaction-by-transactionbasis (the realization actual distribution date of such Previously Taxed In-
concept). In contrast, under GAAP, all monetary (PTI).items appearing in the balance sheet will be translated

come

at the year end rate. There appears to be no sound Moreover, under TAMRA, amounts includible in a

reason why the drafters of the legislation departed U.S. shareholder's taxable income as a result of an

from GAAP. The Regulations, however, make a investment in U.S. property are converted into U.S.
reasonable attempt to minimizing through the use of dollars at the spot rate on the last day of the taxable

average rates based on asset and liability turnover year. Again, this will give rise to an exchange gain or

ratios the adjustments involved. The DATSM rules loss on the distributionof PTI.
are in some areas reminiscent of the net worth ap- Uniform rules are provided for converting iqcome
proach of the old Sec. 1.964-1 Regulations. taxes paid in a foreign currencyinto dollars. The guid-
The Regulations incorporate a major defect with re. ing principle is that the tax is converted by using the

spect to the disposition of the exchange gain or loss exchange rate as of the date of the actual payment of

resulting from DATSM (the DATSM adjustment). each installment. If a foreign tax is refunded, the re-

The adjustment is required to be allocated to the var- duction in the amount of credible tax is computed
ious categories of income generated by the QBU using the rate in effect when the payment was origi-
(whether a CFC or a branch) in accordancewith gross nally made. Any other adjustments to a foreign tax

income ratios. In the case of a QBU with interest (e.g. an increase in the amount) is converted at the
income the result can be disastrous. Nominal interest exchange rate in effect at the adjustment date. Com-
rates are extremely high in hyperinflationary plex rules have been set out in Regulations issued
economies and if the interest income of a CFC subject under Sec. 905 where foreign income taxes are ad-
to inclusion under Subpart F is to be stated in accord- justed upward and downward by reason of the dis-
ance with economic reality it is essential to associate tribution of earnings. Procedures are also set out for
with it the substantialexchange loss attributableto the accountingfor adjustments, including those which are

interest yielding investments.The rule adopted by the exchange rate related, in foreign taxes where they
Regulation invariably reaches an absurd result. occur before the filing of the U.S. return.

This use of historical dollar exchange rates for foreign2. Conversion of foreign corporation earnings and income tax payments of foreign corporations usingprofits and foreign taxes into U.S. dollars
a

non-dollar functional currency is a significant depar-
For purposes of determiningthe U.S. tax liability of a ture from prior practce (the Bon Ami rule) whch
shareholderof a foreign corporation, the earningsand required that taxes deemed paid be converted using
profits of the corporationare determined in the corpo- the rate on the date of the actual dividenddistribution.
ration's functional currency. These earnings and pro- It also introducesan unwarrantedhybrid methodology
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into the deemed paid credit computation, since earn- (bank borrowings, notes issued, accounts payable).
ings and profits pools as well as dividends are con- Almost all contracts are now within Sec. 988 (for-
verted at the rate which is current on the dividend wards, swaps, and non-listedoptions) and those which
payment date, while the foreign ncome taxes and the are not (futures and listed options) can, through an

correspondinggross-up under Sec. 78 are frozen at election, be brought within it.
historic rates. Much of the remaining complexity relates to the fact
The impact on U.S. taxpayersof this hybrid approach that certain contracts can be both within Sec. 988 and
iS quite arbitrary in that it is generallydisadvantageous Sec. 1256. The latter section provides a general rule
where currencies are appreciating against the dollar, that contracts falling within it must be marked to mar-

but absurdly advantageous in the case of subsidiaries ket by the taxpayer as of the last day of the taxable
operating in a hyperinflationaryenvironment. year. A contract falling within Sec. 988 only would not

be marked to market. Sec. 1256 was enacted in 1981
Since earnings and profits and related foreign taxes

as part of a move to prevent investors from deferringare pooled by basket for post-1986years, the deemed gains from one tax year to the next. Because of its
paid credit for a particulardividendwill eventuallybe broad application, Sec. 1256 has vastly complicatedmade up of a large numberof proratedlayersof histor- the rules applicable to foreign exchange contracts.
ically converted tax payments.

Unfortunately, the drafters of the legislationwere un- (a) Interplay of Secs. 988 and 1256

willing to recognize that historic rates are not appropri- To understand the way in which Secs. 988 and 1256
ate when taxes are associatedwith earningsnot subJect overlap, some background on Sec. 1256 is useful. A
to current U.S. tax. foreign currency transaction that meets the definition

of a Section 1256 contract is generally subject to

3. Conversion of foreign branch income into U.S. mark to market. The definition of a Section 1256
dollars contract includes contracts of the following types (as

defined in Sec. 1256(g)): (i) a regulated futures, (ii) a
If a foreign branchof a U.S. corporation is a QBU and listed non-equityoption, (iii) a contract such as a for-
is eligible to use a non-dollar functional currency, it ward which Is both traded in the interbank market
will be required to convert income or loss from the and its subject matter is one of the currencies in which
branch QBU into U.S. dollars for purposes of deter- positions are also traded through regulated futures
mining the amount subject to U.S. tax. This conver-

sion of branch income is required to be made using
contracts.There is a furtherconditionthat the contract
be entered into at a price determined by reference to

what used to be described as the profit and loss the interbank markets.
method. Income or loss must be computed separately
for each QBU in the QBU's functional currency. The The definitions in (iii) are difficult to deal with in

resulting income or loss is then converted into U.S. practice since the IRS has not attempted to clarify
dollars at the weighted average exchange rate for the them in a comprehensiveway.
taxable year. This converted amount is then included It appears that the following currencies are currentlyin the taxpayer's income. the subject matter of regulated futures contracts: yen,
Temporary Regulations provide transitional rules for Canadian dollar, Swiss franc, sterling, deutsche mark,
branch QBUs that used the net worth method of ac. French franc and the Australian dollar. Other curren-

counting prior to 1987 and now use a functional cur- cies are listed as regulated futures contractsby Boards

rency other than the dollar. The need for such a rule of Trade but transactions are so infrequent as to cast

iS prompted by the result under new Sec. 987(3) that serious doubt as to whether they are included. Some
an exchange gain or loss be recognized each time a trading in European Currency Unit (ECU) regulated
QBU remits earnings to the home office or to another futures contractsdoes occur and since the ECU is now

QBU having a different functionalcurrency. This gain generally regarded to be a currency, ECU denomi-
or loss arises to the extent that the value of the cur. nated contracts appear to be within Sec. 1256.
rency at the time of remittance differs from the value Even more troublesome is the definition traded in
when earned. the interbank market. Strictly speaking, currency

contracts such as forwards and swaps cannot be trans-
4. Application of Secs. 988 and 1256 to certain foreign ferred or assigned without the consent of the counter-

currency transactions party to the agreement.This would appear to limit the

All foreign exchange transactions falling within Sec. extent to which they could be inventoried by dealers

988 of the new Subpart J benefit from the principles
and also casts doubt on whether they are traded n

which clarify that gain or loss on such transactions is the interbank market. However, it appears that there

to be measured by reference to functional currency,
was Congressional intent to include, at the very least,

that it is ordinary, and that the residence rules apply
forward contractswithin Sec. 1256(g). The Committee

in the determinationof source. Report to the amendmentwhich extended the applica-
tion of Sec. 1256 to foreign currencycontracts includes

Sec. 988 transactions unequivocally include foreign its own somewhat arbitrary and not very logical defi-
currency denominated assets (loans, bonds, bank de- nition: if the contract is entered into by the taxpayer
posits, accounts receivable, currency) and liabilities with a financial institution it is within Sec. 1256(g).
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However, if entered into between 2 non-interbank contract as a hedgeunderSec. 1256(e) removesit from
market participants it is not (House Committee Re- the mark to market rule. The amendment is thus a

port: P.L. 97-448, Sec. 105(c)). highly favorable development in the foreign currency

Until recently, it was generally beleved that currency
area. It was apparentlyintroducedto reducethe uncer-

swaps with standardized features as well as forwards tainty created by Arkansas Best.

were within the Sec. 1256(g) definition, particularly TAMRA does, however, introduce complexity since
since the ConferenceAgreement to the 1986 Tax Re- it provides a rule which would be favorable to indi-
form Act points out that contracts with longer vidual investorsin the event of there being a lower rate

maturities than those which generally apply to regu- for capital gains than for ordinary income, it excludes
lated futures are within the scope of Sec. 1256. How- regulated futures contracts and listed options from
ever, in Private Ruling 88-18010, the IRS ruled that Sec. 988. However, TAMRA provides an out to cor-

swaps should properly be excluded from Sec. 1256. porate taxpayers: a new subsection,Sec. 988(c)(1)(D)
The ruling adopts the view that currency swaps are provides for an election to obtain ordinary treatment

significantly different from bank forward contracts and sourcing allocation based on residence for ex-

in that the formeraccountfor interest rate differentials change gains and losses on these contracts. This elec-

throughperiodicexchangeswhereas the latter account tion, once made, is: (1) applicable to all of the tax-

for the foreign exchange premium or discount at payer'scurrencyregulatedfuturesandcurrencyoption
maturity. The logic rests on the premise that the Con- position; and (2) irrevocable without the consent of

gress only intended to include within Sec. 1256 con- the Commissioner.The election will be worth making
tracts which were used interchangeablywith regu- to eliminate once and for all the risk of capital loss to
lated futures contracts. The somewhat surprising as- a corporate taxpayer.
sumption underlying the ruling is that the swaps, un-

Thus, taxpayer that makes the election
like forwards, therefore fail the test of being traded a can use any
in the interbankmarket. Since it is invariablyadvan- type of forward contract, futures contract, option or

tageous to taxpayers to have a contract covered only similar instrument to hedge currency exposures on

by Sec. 988 and escape the Sec. 1256 definition, it transactions giving rise to foreign exchange gain or

would be ungracious to criticize a ruling designed to loss and be assured that the exchange gain or loss on

relieve taxpayersof the need to strugglewith the latter the hedging instrument is sourced, allocated and
characterized consistently with the exchange gain or

section.
loss on the hedged transactions.

Transactions outside the scope of Sec. 1256 include
currency futures traded on exchanges outside of the (b) Sec. 988(d) issues
United States, and contracts (forwards, currency fu-

988(d) Committee Reports of TRA86
tures and currency options) that are not within Sec. Sec. and the

1256 because their subject matter is a currency other address hedging transactions (Section 988 hedging
than one of those mentioned above. transactions) in some detail. Sec. 988(d) applies to

transactions that are identifiedand are entered into to

As suggested above, it is possible for a forward con- reduce risk of fluctuation with respect to either prop-
tract, a currency futures, or a currency option to be erty held or to be held orborrowingsand obligations.
simultaneouslysubject to Sec. 988 and Sec. 1256.

It should be noted that the operationof this important
As originallydrafted in TRA86, Sec. 988(c)(1)(B)(iii) rule is only to apply to the extent provided in Regula-
states that a Section988 transactionincludes enter- tions. The Senate and ConferenceCommitteeReports
ing into or acquiring any forward contract, futures define 2 classes of identified hedges:
contract, option or similar financialinstrument,if such
instrument is not marked to market at the close of the (1) Fully-integrated
taxable year under Section 1256. TAMRAruled out A narrow class where several transactions are part of
the last clause of the sentence, i.e.:... if such instru- an integrated economicpackage. The economicequi-
ment is not marked to market at the close of the valent of the integratedpackage could be a liability or

taxable year under Section 1256. As a result, a for- an asset denominatedin the taxpayer'sfunctionalcur-

ward contract involving one of the Section 1256 cur- rency, i.e. a currencyborrowingswapped into dollars,
rencies described above will not only qualify as a or a currency note hedged into a dollar equivalent
Sec. 1256 contract but also as a Section 988 trans- security. Under the ConferenceAgreement,the trans-

action. Thus, the TAMRA amendment to Sec. actions can be integratedboth into the functionalcur-

988(c)(1)(B)(iii) results in ordinary character and rency and out of it, i.e. a dollar functional currency
sourcng allocation based on residence for exchange unit can use the rule to create a foreign currency de-

gains and losses on forward contracts that are subject nominated liability. Full integration will apply within
to Sec. 1256. This amendmentdoes not automatically the frameworkof the Original Issue Discount rules so

remove the requirement to mark to market these for- that interest expense or interest income will be com-

ward contracts. The amendment does, however, ap- puted on a yield to maturity basis and in terms of the

pear to minimize the impact of the Arkansas Best currency denominationequivalentof the package. At
decision (described in III.A below) on forward con- present the only regulatory pronouncement allowing
tracts that the taxpayerintends to identifyas a hedging taxpayers to use the concepts of Sec. 988(d) is Notice
transactionunder Sec. 1256(e). The identificationof a 87-11.
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Notice 87-11 is a lengthydocumentwhich sets out very 1256(a) nor to capital treatment (see also Sec. III-D
specific and detailed conditions regarding what types for the limited applicabilityof capital treatment).
of transactioncan be integrated. A nonfunctionalcur-

rency borrowingor investmentcan, through a contract
B. Treatment of certain foreign currency gainsor swap, be synthesized into a functional currency Subpart F income

borrowing or investment. The Notice permits tax-
as

payers to synthesize a functional currency borrowing TRA86furthercomplicatedthe foreign tax credit limi-
or investment into a nonfunctional currency transac- tation by requiring that the calculation be performedtion. It is also possible to synthesize from a nonfunc-

separately for the various categories (baskets) oftional currency denomination into another nonfunc-
foreign-sourceincome. One such category is passivetional currency transaction, i.e. a swap could be used
income. This category includes foreign personal hold-

by a dollar functionalcurrency taxpayer to redominate income (FPHCI) earned by CFC.
a yen borrowing into a sterling borrowing. The condi- ng company a

The Code has redefined FPHCI in Sec. 954(c) to in-
tions are rigid and there are extensive requirements clude the excess of foreign currency gains over losses
regarding documentation and identification. For attributableto Sec. 988 transactions,unlessthe foreignexample, contract and maturity dates on the separate transactions directly related to the busi-
transactions must be identical, cash flows must be currency are

exactly matched and remain matched throughout the
ness needs of the CFC. Foreign currency losses ex-

life of the transactions being synthesized, all transac- ceeding gains, however, are not FPHCI and may not
reduce such income.tions must be entered into by the same corporate en-

tity, and a relatedperson may not be one of the parties. Additionally, income that is equivalent to interest in-
The Notice does not contemplate the use of optionsor come will be treated as FPHCI under the expanded
of other numerous techniques which could be used to Subpart F definition. The Regulations (Reg. Sec.
achieve integration. 1.954(2)(T)(h)) are quite detailed as to what includes

income equivalent to interest.
(2) Partially-integrated Under this revised definition, it is quite possible thatWith respect to transactions which are designed to

foreign gain by CFC could result inlimit exposurebut which do not achieveperfect match-
a net currency a

FPHCI which could, in turn, trigger inclusion of tax-
ing, the conferenceagreementdirects that Regulations able income to the U.S. shareholderunder the Subpartwill provide consistent treatment with respect to F rules. If such an inclusion were to occur, part or all
character, source and timing even iffull integration is of it could be characterized as passive for the pur-not mandated, i.e. intereston a foreigncurrencyliabil- of determining the appropriatecategory bas-
ity may be fully deductible even if it has been hedged poses or

ket under the foreign tax credit limitation rule.into dollars and the effective interest rate on the com-

bined transactions is economically different. How- Temporary Regulations (Sec. 1.954-2T(g)) provide a

ever, concern is expressed in the Committee Reports tracing rule to exclude foreign exchange gains and
regarding possible abuses resulting from high interest losses from the definition of FPHCI under certain
rate foreign currency transactions which have been circumstances.These rules are unfortunatelycomplex
hedged. For this reason the IRS has authority to iden- and because they involve an election, require careful
tify a hedge after the fact if the taxpayer has failed to review by taxpayers. The rules are the Treasury's re-
do so and force at least a measureof integration, if this sponse to the business needs exception included in the
is necessary, to prevent a mismatchsuch as an acceler- Code. It should be noted at the outset that the tracing
ation of interest deductions. It should be noted that concept does not apply where the hyperinflationary
while Notice 87-11 makes no attempt to cover partial election is in effect. As previously discussed, this can

integration, it states that the IRS solicits taxpayercom- result in highly distorted and inequitable Subpart F
ments with respect to transactions where perfect inclusions in the case of operations in countries such
matching (for example, with respect to maturity dates as Argentina, Brazil and Mexico.
and amounts) has not been achieved. There appears
to be considerable discussion within the Associate The general rule under the tracing regulations is that

Chief Counsel's office as to how broadly the partial an exchange gain or loss that can be associated with a

integration concept could be applied through the is- Qualified Business Transaction (QBT) or which con-

suance of Regulations. (See discussion below regard- stitutes a Qualified Hedging Transaction is excluded

ing hedging of exposures located within foreign sub- from the computationof FPHCI.

sidiaries as well as the potential confusion resulting The definitionof a QBT is extremelynarrowand there
from the Arkansas Best discussion.) is no corresponding tracing rule allowing an exchange

gain or loss to be associatedwith a transactiongenerat-
The loss deferral rules of Sec. 1092 (and its companion ing passive income. This is burdensome since in such
Sec. 263(g), under which certain expenses may have cases a loss can never be used to offset a passive Sub-
to be capitalized)do not apply to transactionscovered part F inclusion such as interest income even though a

by the full and partial integration rules. Likewise, if clear economic link exists between the exchange loss
transactionsfallingwithin the full or partial integration and the interest income. It goes without saying that
rules include Sec. 1256 contracts, such contracts will establishing what gains and losses are traceable to
not be subject to the mark to market rules of Sec. QBTs may impose a substantial compliance burden.
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Perhaps because of this the Regulations provide an Does this rationalelimit the connectionargument to
election under which the taxpayer may give up on inventoryor to perhaps the other statutoryexceptions
tracing completely and agree to characterize all ex- within Sec. 1221, for example accounts receivable
change gains and losses as FPHCI. This so called net- What about a contract hedging the exchange of in-

ting rule may be attractive from a compliance point terest rate risk on a promissorynote or on a liability
ofview except that by makingthe election the taxpayer The gains or the losses on the transactions being
iS giving up the business needs exception. Addition- hedged are ordinary (eitherunder Sec. 988 or because

ally, the conditionsfor the election are unduly severe: interest income and expense is involved) and yet they
t applies to all related CFCs and it is binding for cannot easily be fittedwithin the exceptions to the Sec.

subsequentyears. 1221 definition. Such a conclusion would reject the
commonsense propositionthat if a transactionis effec-
tive as a hedge of another transaction then the 2 trans-

1TI. SPECIAL ISSUES actions should offset each other in terms of their im-
pact on the taxpayer's tax liability. It is submitted that

A. The impact of ArkansasBest on foreign such a principleexists independentlyofthe CornProd-
currency hedging transactions ucts doctrine.

To demonstratethe absurdityofsuch an interpretationThe facts in Arkansas Best v. Comm'r did not involve it is useful to consider the hedgeexceptionprovidedforeign exchange. The taxpayerhad incurred a loss on
n Sec. 1256(e). One of the requirementsfor the excep-the holding of stock in a bank and based its argument tion to apply is that: ... gain or loss on the transactions

for ordinary loss treatmenton the so-calledCornProd-
ucts doctrine. It is well known that the facts in Corn

s treated as ordinary income or loss, ... (Section
Products also did not involve foreign exchange. How- 1256(e)(2)(B)).
ever, the Corn Products doctrine had come to be re- The term transactions clearly includes the contract

garded as a useful label to designateany transactionas itself. If the effect of Arkansas Best is to restrict the

ordinary provided that it lacked investment motive exception from the capital asset definition to inven-
and was connected with a taxpayer's business opera- tory-purchasesystem contracts then the language in
tions. In line with this approach, the Tax Court's deci- Sec. 1256(e)which refers to risk reductionwith respect
sion in Arkansas Best (reversed on appeal) was based to property which is held or to be held should now

on the lack of investment purpose on the part of the be read as being limited to inventory property and

taxpayer. According to the Corn Products doctrine, a the language referring to borrowings and obligations
foreign exchange transaction hedging the carrying of should be considered as inoperative.
any asset or liability with an ordinary income flavor
would, through connection with the asset or liability As discussed in III.4.a. above, TAMRAhas helped to

being hedged, be regarded as being itself an ordinary reduce the uncertainty in the foreign currency area

asset. created by Arkansas Best. Thanks to TAMRA it will
now be easier to fit a foreign exchangecontractwhich

The Supreme Court appears to have now cast some corneswithin the definitionof Sec. 1256 into the hedge
doubt on the validity of making such a connection; or exception as defined by Sec. 1256(e). The 1256(e)
at least on the practice of justifying the connection bY exception would prevent the application of the mark
labeling it as an applicationof the Corn Productsdoc- to market rule. Nevertheless,situationsmay still arise
trine. Having departed from the Tax Court's reliance where Arkansas Best has an impact on foreign cur-
on motive and instead placing emphasis on the broad rency transactions, particularly for transactions de-
definition of the term capital asset found in Sec. 1221, signed to hedge operating or balance sheet expo-
the Arkansas Best opinion states: sures. In other words, a contract hedging such expo-

A businessconnection,although irrelevantto the initial sures may still be coveredby the mark to marketrule.
determination of whether an item is a capital asset, is
relevant in determining the applicability of certain of
the statutoryexceptions, including the inventoryexcep-

B. Hedging of a net investment in a foreign
tion. subsidiary

The enunciationof this principleplaces the CornProd- This type of hedge will generally be a transaction (al-
ucts doctrine in a potentially much more limited con- most always a foreign currencyshort position) booked
text, such context being whether the transaction itself by a U.S. taxpayer and which is designated as, and
could be fitted within one of the specific statutory effective as, an economichedge of a net investmentin
exceptions from the general rule that all assets are a foreign entity (see FASB 52, para. 20).
capital. In deciding whether stock held in a bank was

covered by one of the exceptions the Court concluded The tax treatment differs depending on what type of
that: transaction is entered into by the U.S. taxpayer to

hedge the economicexposure which is within the sub-
... Corn Products is properly interpretedas standingfor

sidiary. The question whether the transactionthe narrow proposition that hedging transactions that turns on

are an integral part of a business inventory-purchase falls within both Sec. 988 and Sec. 1256 or only within

system fall within the inventory exclusion of Section Sec. 988 (see discussion in II.4.a. above). If the hedge
1221. is a contract which falls within Sec. 1256 there is a risk
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that the mark to market rule will apply. It is of course tions, part of a foreign exchange gain or loss could be
possible,but far from clear, that the hedgingexception treated as interest incomeor expense. This could influ-
of Sec. 1256(e) would be available to take the Sec. ence source as well as the computation of how much
1256 contract out of mark to market treatment. This interest expense is apportioned to foreign-source in-
uncertainty can probably not be avoided through the come. The IRS has already used its reulatoryauthor-
mixed straddle election under Sec. 1256(d) since an ity in Announcement87-57 to treat a oregn currency
investmentin a subsidiary is unlikely to be a position loss incurred by a holder of a tax-exempt bond as a
under .the straddle rules. reduction of the interest income earned by the holder.

The Announcementis a clear sign that the IRS intends

C. Intercompany transactions denominated in to exercise its authority to prevent the use of foreign
foreign currency currency transactions to create aggressively advan-

tageous tax results.
The possible application of the loss deferral rules of A loss on a currency position of any type, including a
Sec. 267 to transactions between a U.S. taxpayer and

contract or a liability, which is part of a straddle (i.e.foreign subsidiaries raises a number of troublesome there is an offsetting position outstanding in the same
issues. Sec. 267(a)(1), because it applies to sales or currency) is subject to deferral (Sec. 1092) and possi-exchanges of property, would appear to cover only bly to the expensecapitalizationrule of Sec. 263(g). A
foreign currency denominated loans from subsidiaries loss realized on a position is deferred to the extent of
as opposed to amounts owed by the U.S. taxpayer. unrealized gain in offsetting position. In order
However, the old argument that the repayment of a

any an

to be within the scope of Sec. 1092, the propertywhich
liability can be viewed as a property transactioncould

s the subject matter of the straddle must be activelystill come home to haunt a taxpayer with a related traded. The Conference Agreement stresses that this
party transaction. Temporary Regulations (under au- includes any currency for which there is an interbank
thority provided by Sec. 267(f)(2)(C)) were issued market and is not limited to currencies which can be
prior to the 1986 Tax Reform Act removing from the the subject matter of a Sec. 1256 contract.
scope of Sec. 267 inter-company foreign currency de-
nominated loans. However, the legislative history of It is unclear to what extent the IRS might, through the
the Act includes a direction to the drafters of the issuance of a Regulation,extend the wash sale rules to

Regulations to review the applicationof Sec. 267. The foreign currency transactions (Sec. 1092(b)). Tempo-
General Explanation to the 1986 Tax Reform Act rary Regulations appear to limit its application to
states: Any Section 267 exceptions that survive this losses on securities.
review should be narrowlydrawn. The desire to limit These rules have the greatest impact on transactions
any exceptions to Sec. 267 may be attributable to the entered into within the United States. They are, how-
fact that related entities often use different functional also taken into account in computing the taxable
currencies with the result that a loss recognized by a

ever,
income of a foreign branch. There is an indirect effect

U.S. lender on a loan denominated in the functional
on the amount of the credit available in the United

currencyof the borrowerwould not result in an offset- States with respect to foreign taxes paid by foreignting increase in the earnings and profits of the bor- subsidiares since the rules influence the
rower. While havingsome basis in logic such a position corporate

determinationof the earnings and profits out of which
does not make practical sense. It would in effect out- dividends are paid.law foreign currency denominated inter-company
transactions. It goes without saying that a gain to the
U.S. related entity would always be fully taxable. E. Withholdingtax issues

Out of concern that a loan made to a foreignsubsidiary A long outstandingissue has been the possible liability
might be denominated in a high interest-yielding to U.S. withholding tax in cases where payments are

foreign currency so as to generate additional foreign- made under a swap to a non-U.S. counterparty.There
source income, a special statutory recharacterization is little doubt that periodic payments made under
rule is provided where the rate of interest on such a swaps do not constitute interest notwithstanding the
loan exceeds the U.S. AFR rate by 10 percentage fact that they are computed by reference to interest
points (Sec. 988(a)(3)(C)). rates. Withholdinghas never been an issue in the case

Even outside the scope of specificstatutory rules, reg-
of the single exchange required under a conventional

ulatory authority is given to considerspecial treatment
forward contract.

for inter-company transactions (Sec. 989(c)(5)). The uncertainty has arisen from the fact that swaps
require that amounts computed by reference to in-

D. Deductibilityof foreign exchange losses terest rates be exchanged periodically and separately
from amounts attributable to the stated principal of

The Code contains a numberof provisionsdesigned to
the transaction. These payments are in lieu of incor-

prevent the use of financial instruments to create or porating a premiumor discount into the exchange rate

accelerate tax losses. The IRS also has considerable at which the principal amounts will be swapped at

leeway to prevent such manipulation. maturity. Were such periodic amounts to be viewed as

being both from U.S. sources and within the Sec. 881
The Code, for example, states that, under Regula- definition of fixed or determinable, withholding
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could apply in the absence of treaty protection. Few since such transactions can be expected to generate
treaties provide unambiguousprotection. temporary differences.

Unfortunately, the drafters of the Tax Reform Act Assume that an enterprise recognizes a loss in its 1988

declined to address the issue head on. The Conference financiaistatementswth respect to a foreign currency

Agreement, however, included language effectively denominated liability and that under the rules of Sec.

encouraging the Treasury to look into the matter. So 988 this same loss will not be taken into account for

far timid half steps have been taken in the right direc- tax purposes until repayment which is scheduled for

tion. 1990. The loss creates a temporary difference. Tax

effectingof the loss in the 1988 financialsis only possi-
The IRS has taken the position (Notice 87-4) that ble if:
payments made under dollar denominated interest (i) the loss offsets the net taxable income which is
rate swaos will generally be sourced by reference to scheduledto be generatedin 1990 by other transac-
the resience of the recipient. Thus payments by a tions which have already been recognized in the
U.S. corporation to a foreign-based counterparty financial statements;
would be treated as having a foreign source and would (ii) the loss can be carried back (within the
not be taxed. The Notice does not address what framework of Sec. 172(b) rules) from 1990 and
character such payments might have for tax purposes offsets either:
and it does not cover swaps involvingforeigncurrency. (a) any net taxable income scheduled to be gener-
It also does not cover whether a U.S. branch of a ated in 1989 by transactionswhichhave already
foreign corporation (such as a foreign bank) is subject been recognizedin the financialstatements,or

to the Notice. Finally, the IRS states in the Notice that (b) actual taxable income of 1988 or 1987; or

it has taken no position with respect to whether swap (iii) the loss can be carried forward from 1990 and
income is either fixed or determinable annual or offsets any net taxable income scheduled to be
periodical (FDAP) income. Thus, while the Notice is generated in carry-forward years by transactions
a step forward clarifying the issue of withholding on which hve already been recognized in the finan-
interest rate swappayments,it leavesseveralquestions cial statements.
unansweredand providesno assistancewith respect to
withholdingon currency swap payments. The above principlesare to be applied in coordination

with tax-planning strategies. A strategy might con-

The IRS has also ruled (Revenue Ruling 87-5) that template the earlier recognitionof a foreign exchange
payments by a U.S. taxpayer to a Dutch bank will be gain or loss so as to minimize a deferred tax liability
treaty protected since they are part of the industrial or maximize a deferred tax asset.

and commercial profits of the recipient. While this The computationoftemporarydifferencesis further
rationale should apply to foreign currency swaps gen- complicated where a business operation is subject to
erally, the IRS appears to have deliberatelynarrowed tax in a foreigncountrybased on taxable incomedeter-
its opinion to interest rate swaps and to a transaction mined in foreign currency and where that operation
involving a bank counter-party. uses the dollar as its functional currency for financial

reporting purposes.
F. Impact of FAS No. 96 on foreign currency FASB 96 preserves, at least for the time being, the

transactions long standing rule embodied in APB Opinion 23 that
incremental taxes need not be provided on the even-

The Financial Accounting Standard Board issued in tual remittanceof the undistributedearningsof foreign
December 1987 its long awaited pronouncement on subsidiaries where there are plans to reinvest those
deferred taxes: Statement of Financial Accounting earnings indefinitely.
StandardsNo. 96 (FASB 96). The new rules require
that deferred taxes be computed under the liability IV. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
method. The tax consequences of earning income or

incurring losses in future years cannot be anticipated The development of a set of comprehensive tax rules

for the purpose of setting up a deferred tax asset or for dealing with foreign exchange gains and lossesis

computingthe amountof a deferred tax liability. How_ the one positive aspect of the international provision
ever, the deferred tax computation requires that net enacted as part of the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The

tax liabilitiesbe projectedfor futureyears to the extent new law achieves significant and welcome improve-
that they result from transactionswhich have already ment over the prior state of'confusion. A number of

been recognized in financial statements. Transactions difficulties nonetheless remain. Some of these are at-

which have already been recognized for financial pur- tributable to the statutoryrules adoptedby the drafters

poses but which are deferred for tax purposes are said of the legislation. Many could, however, be cured

to generate temporarydifferences.Typical tempor- through exercise of the very broad regulatory powers

ary differences will result from differences between granted to the Treasury.
book and tax depreciation, installmentsales and non- It is suggested that the drafters of the Regulations to
tax deductible reserves. be issuedunderSubpartJ give considerationto remov-

These complex rules will have a significant impact on ing a number of the pitfalls which remain. The curing
the tax effecting of foreign exchange gans and losses [continuedon page 326]
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U\ -ED S-A-ES: benefit from the lower U.S. rates. Dependingon how
they are applied in practice, the new U.S. super roy-

Mutual Assistance alty rules in section 482 of the Code culd exacerbate
this problem.

Issues: If one believes, as we do, that the principal mission of

Letter to the
the U.S. CompetentAuthority is to protect U.S. tax-

payers from internationaldouble taxaton while main-

taining a fair share of international tax revenues for

IRS Commissioner the U.S. fisc, then the expansionof foreign investment
in the U.S., the increasing number of international
transactionsbetween related parties, and the lowering

A groupof internationaltaxpractitionershave express- of U.S. tax rates have clearand importantimplications
ed their concern about various operationalaspects of for the Competent Authority program.
the U.S. Competent Authority program in a Letter to First, the volumeof CompetentAuthoritydouble tax-
the Honorable Lawrence B. Gibbs, Commissionerof ation cases is going to increasedramaticallyin the next
the IRS. This letter, reprinted below, outlines the decade, as more foreign-initiated adjustments are
reasons underlying the concern and recommendscer- made by our treaty partners.tain changes.

Second, the revenue at stake is also going to increase
I. INTRODUCTION dramatically. Insteadof trying to preservea substantial

part of section 482 deficiencies proposed by IRS
The mutual assistance provisions in the tax treaties agents, the U.S. Competent Authority is increasinglybetween the United States and most of its major trad- going to be in the position of considering (and, where
ing partners reflect a long-standingrecognition of the appropriate, resisting) adjustments proposed byneed for a mechanism to resolve internationaldouble foreign tax authorities that would reduce the taxable
taxation disputes and exchange tax information at the ncome reported by U.S. taxpayers on their returns.
international level. We believe, however, that the use The emphasis is going to shift from seeking revenue
which has been made of these mutual assistanceprovi- gains to stemming revenue losses. Increasingly, the
sions in the past has been relatively modest compared U.S. Competent Authority and U.S. taxpayers are
to the use that will almost certainly be made of them going to have the same financial interest, rather than
in the next decade. antagonistic interests as they often had in the past.
International trade and investment are growing, with

While believe that the U.S. CompetentAuthorityforeign exports to, and investment in, the United we

States outpacing U.S. exports and investmentabroad. program has, in general, done a good job in the past,
It is entirely conceivable (many would say inevitable)

we frankly do not think that the Service is prepared to
deal as effectively as it could or should with the nextthat, within a few years, the investmentsmade in U.S. decade of CompetentAuthority proceedings. We be-distribution and operating facilities by Japanese, lieve that increased going to have to beBritish, German and other foreign-based companies

resources are

allocated to the program and that more bilateralcoop-will exceed the comparable investmentsmade by U.S.
companies abroad. Regardless of the nationality or

eration will be necessary.
location of the ultimate owner, it is becoming increas-

ingly common for large multinational businesses to
II. RECOMMENDEDSTRATEGIC OBJECTIVESutilize raw materials, parts, subassemblies, and

technology acquired from related parties in different AND SUGGESTEDACTION STEPS FOR THE

locations around the world in order to make products
U.S. COMPETENTAUTHORITYPROGRAM

that will be sold to relatd parties throughout the
In light of the increased future needs for Competentworld. Thus, flows of international business income

among relatedentitiesare becomingfar more multilat- Authority assistance, we have identified four strategic
eral than they were in the first 25 to 30 years following objectiveswhich we believe the Service shou'.d pursue

in taking actions to meet those needs. Based on theseWorld War II when the United States was the domi-
nant force in the free-world economy. strategic objectiveswe have identified several specific

actions which we also recommend.
Equally significant is the decline in U.S. tax rates First, the Service should establish clear operatingwhich has occurred in recent years. As U.S. effective a

rates are now lower than the effective rates in most of philosophy for the CompetentAuthoritydouble taxa-
tion case resolution process which emphasizes the ob-the other highly industrialized countries, we believe

that the tax administrations of those countries are jective of avoidingdouble taxation whereverpossible,
going to approach many multinationaltax issues in the while recognizingthat it is appropriatefor the U.S. fisc

next 5 to 10 years with the suspicion (or even the to maintaina fairshare of internationaltax revenues.

conviction) that related enterprises are siphoning Second, the Service should provide the U.S. Compe-
funds out of their countries into the U.S. through tent Authority program with the staffing and other
royalty payments, administrative fees, pricing prac- resources that will be needed to deal with the changing
tices and other comparable techniques, in order to international tax environment.
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Third, the Service should work to improve the effi- tent Authority program should be that, to the extent

ciency of the Competent Authority process in the possible, double taxation is to be avoided through
United States. correlativeadjustments.Only in rare situationsshould

avoidance of double taxation through the foreign tax
Finally, the Service, in conjunctionwith the Treasury credit mechanism be pursued, and than only as the
Office of Tax Policy, should develop a plan for, and final course of action.
commit U.S. resources to, eliciting greater coopera-
tion from foreign taxing jurisdictions with regard to Moreover, the CompetentAuthoritiesshould be pre-
the CompetentAuthority process. pared to use correlativeadjustmentsto avoid any dou-

ble taxation that exists in fact, even if that double
taxation arises as a result of inconsistent internal laws

m. ESTABLISHINGA CLEAR OPERATING (or differing theoretical approaches) in the U.S. and

PHILOSOPHYFOR THE U.S. COMPETENT foreign jurisdictions. For the reasons discussed in

AUTHORITY more detail in Annex A(1) to this letter, willingnessto

compromise conceptual differences as well as factual
The U.S. Competent Authority, the Assistant Com. disputes is essential if the CompetentAuthorities are

missioner (International)has, in effect, two objectives to succeed in their mission to avoid double taxation.
to consider when handling double taxation cases. His
first objective, arising from his status as the official
designatedunder the provisionsof a tax treaty to deal
with treaty cases of double taxation, is to avoid double IV. RESOURCES SHOULD BE COMMITTED TO
taxation through mutual agreement with the other THE COMPETENTAUTHORITYPROGRAM

treaty partner in a reasonable period of time. His SUFFICIENT IN QUALITY AND QUANTITY
second objective, arising from his status as an official TO MEET THE NEEDS OF A CHANGING
of the Internal RevenueService, is to protect the U.S. INTERNATIONALTAX ENVIRONMENT
revenue. These two objectives may often conflict in
the resolution of double taxation cases. What we be- We believe that the demandson the CompetentAuth-
lieve is critical in establishingan operatingphilosophy ority program in the future will require not just more

for the U.S. Competent Authority is that revenue personnel, but more experiencedpersonnelwith more

protection should not be given greater weight than diverse backgrounds. It will be important to establish

avoiding double taxation; a balanced and reasonable meaningful career paths within the CompetentAuth-

approach should be preserved. ority program in order to attract and retain experi-
enced and highlyskilled professionals.Effectiveappli-

In this context, we have noted a growing tendency for cation of the increasinglycomplex laws, both U.S. and
the U.S. Competent Authority to dispose of double foreign, which bear on the resolution of Competent
taxation cases by utilizing the foreign tax credit Authority cases also will require personnel with di-

mechanism, rather than obtaining correlative adjust- verse backgrounds including examination skills, legal
ments by the treaty partners. In such cases, the princi- skills and economicskills.

ples ofRev. Ruis. 76-508 and 80-231, and the noncom-

pulsory payment rules of Reg. Sec. 1.901-2(e)(5) are In particular, we recommend that a number of GS-15

applied to treat the foreign taxes attributable to the posts be created in the CompetentAuthorityprogram
section 482 allocation as creditable taxes. Relief from to be filled by five or six country or regional team
double taxation, however, depends upon the tax- leaders comparable to the team leaders who were

payer's ability to utilize these foreign taxes under the created in AppealsOffices several years ago. The goal
foreign tax credit limitation rules of sections 902-904. here would be to attract seasoned Appeals Officers
If the section 482 adjustment involves a taxable year and internationalexaminationchiefs, who would bring
in which the related foreign entity paid no dividends to the job substantial prior experience in negotiating
to its U.S. parent, no credit at all will be allowable for settlementsor otherwiseresolving a varietyof interna-
the foreign taxes in question. Moreover, as a result of tional tax issues. Additionally, we believe the staff

changes in the foregn tax credt limitation made by should includeseveral PhD economistswho could pro-
the 1986 Tax Reform Act, it will be much harder for vide analytical assistance to all Competent Authority
taxpayers to utilize credits for deemed-paid foreign line personnel. We would hope that an upgraded em-

. taxes. Therefore, in the future, Rev. Rul. 76-508 phasis on the CompetentAuthorityprogram, the pros-
relief' will provide even less relief from double taxa- pects for reasonableamountsof foreign travel, and the
tion than it has in the past. msson itselfcould be used to attract and retain highly

qualified line personnel.
We recognize that the CompetentAuthorityprogram
must be reciprocal in nature, with the two govern- Most of the analysts currently handling Competent
ments involved being willing to compromise to avoid Authority double tax cases are experienced revenue

double taxation. We do not recommend that the U.S. agents. Because they have examinationbackgrounds,
CompetentAuthoritygive away the store and grant however, they may adopt an examination outlook
relief from double taxaton in all unresolved cases. in resolving double taxation cases. This kind of out-

However, the general philosophyof the U.S. Compe- look makes it more difficult to achieve the balanced
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approach to relieving double taxation set out above as Under this approach, one supervisorwould be re-

the appropriate operating philosophy. sponsible for all cases with a number of countries.

Rather, the CompetentAuthoritystaff should include
Each analyst would also be assigned to a fixed

a mixture of attorneys, accountants and economists. group of countries. Often the ability to effectively
resolve CompetentAuthority cases depends uponWhile it is still important to bring in experiencedfield historical knowledge of the CompetentAuthorityagents, attorneys from the Chief Counsel'soffice with

international tax experience are also desirable addi- program and the relationship with a particular
tions to the staff. These lawyers could be attracted treaty partner. Use of a team approach, where all

through a two-to-three-yearrotation program with cases involving a specific foreign jurisdiction are

handledby the same group, facilitatesthe develop-the guarantee that after that time they would return to
the Office of the Associate Chief Counsel (Interna-

ment and maintenance of that relationship and

tional). historic perspective. AU cases should be handled
by Competent Authority analysts in Washington,

It would also be desirable for the analysts and lawyers not by the Revenue Service Representatives 1o-
to have ready access to economists experienced in cated abroad.
section 482-type adjustments that are commonly the
basis for a Cornpetent Authority case. These (c) Use of a country team approach also will facilitate
economists should be assigned full time, possibly on a a broader use of face-to-facecase resolutionmeet-

rotational basis, to the Competent Authority, rather ings between the case analysts from the U.S. and
than being temporarilydetailedon a case-by-casebasis the treaty partner. Such meetings should be
to the Competent Authority by key districts. This scheduled as frequentlyas the caseloadwith a par-
would give the economists greater independence of ticular treaty partner justifies, but in no case less
district supervisorsand relieve them of posssible pres- often than once a year. For example, if all cases

sures to support district adjustments. with Germany are given to several analysts,
specific quarterlymeetingsbetween those analysts

Finally, it goes without saying that additional funding and the German Competent Authority and his
will be needed to meet the costs of more personneland staff could be arranged. During these meetings,
increasing travel. In view of the vast amounts of reve- cases would be divided into fact-gathering cases

nue involved, we believe that additional funding is and cases ripe for resolutionat the currentor forth-
clearly warranted. If our predictions regarding the fu- coming meeting. This recommendation would
ture course of Competent Authority proceedings are probably generate more travel costs than the cur-

correct, the Service is going to need an expandable, rent system. However, we believe that experience
solidly-based and diverse organization to deal with has demonstrated the effectiveness and import-
challengesof an entirelynew dimension.We think this ance of having the analyst handling the case in-
is a case where forward planning could literally mean volved in face-to-face negotiationswith the treaty
the difference between success and failure. partner.

(d) Procedural guidelines for the processing of Com-
V. UNILATERAL STEPS SHOULD BE TAKEN petent Authoritycases should be developedby the

TO IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF THE Service on a bilateral basis with our treaty
COMPETENTAUTHORITYPROCESS partners. This suggestion is discussed more fully

below.
As the number, magnitudeand complexityof Compe-
tent Authority cases increase, it becomes even more (e) The stated goal of the U.S. Competent Authority
important than it is today to take all reasonable steps program should be to resolve cases within two

to expedite the processing of these cases. As statistics years. Any cases not resolved within two years
released by the Service show, the average Competent should be automatically submitted to a Senior

Authoritycase takes somewherebetween two to three CompetentAuthorityReview Panel for review to

years to resolve, and it is not unusual, we understand, determine whether all that can be done has been
done to resolve the case. The panel would consistfor a more difficult case to take five years or more.
of the Commissioner, the Assistant Secretary forClearly, it is desirable to assure that these processing

times do not lengthen as the caseload increases;better, Tax Policy, and the IRS ChiefCounsel. Ideally, as

still, would be a reduction in those times. discussed in VI, below, the panel should be bilat-
eral, but it should be established in aU cases, even

We believe that a number of steps can be taken to where bilateral cooperation is not achieved.
enhance the efficiencyof the processingof Competent
Authority cases: (f) The Service should issue annual statistical news

(a) The previously recommended staffing changes releases showing the number of cases filed during
should help by providinga greaternumberof more

the year, the number in inventoryat year end, the

experiencedpersonnel to process the caseload. number completed during the year, the average
life span of cases in the latter two categories, and

(b) As noted above, we recommend the adoption of a the number of completed cases where there was

country team approach to handling Competent full relief, partial relef, or no relief, all on a coun-

Authority cases. try-by-countrybasis.
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VI. THE SERVICE, IN CONJUNCTIONWITH action is to either (1) accept whatever relief the
THE TREASURYOFFICE OF TAX POLICY, U.S. Competent Authority may have provided,
SHOULD DEVELOP A PLAN FOR, AND (2) withdraw from Competent Authority and go
COMMIT RESOURCESTO, ELICITING on to Appeals, or (3) go to court. Revenue Proce-
GREATER COMPETENTAUTHORITY dures 77-16 and 82-29 provide for a Commis-
COOPERATIONFROM FOREIGN sioner's review panel where the U.S. Competent
JURISDICTIONS Authority has not accepteda case for Competent

Authority consideration. However, the panel re-

All of the foregoing discussion has focused on mea- view is not applicable where the case has been
sures which the U.S. might unilaterally take to en- accepted, but no relief or only partial relief from
hance the Competent Authority process. Ultimately, double taxation is granted, or where there is no

however, true effectivenessand efficiency for the pro- progress on a case.

cess cannot be achieved singlehandedly- there must To maximize the chances of resolving unagreedbe cooperation from our treaty partners. Experience
has shown a wide variancein the degreeofcooperation cases, our recommendationis to establish a senior

on a
and enthusiasm for the CompetentAuthorityprocess

Competent Authority panel bilateral basis
made up of the U.S. Commissioner for Internal

on the part of our treaty partners. We believe that the Revenue, the U.S. Assistant Secretary for Tax
U.S. should initiate and pursue a number of ap- Policy and two officials of similar stature from the
proaches, both bilateral and multilateral, to elicit This approach would ensure that
greater cooperation from foreign jurisdictions on

treaty partner.
unagreed Competent Authorty cases are consi-

CompetentAuthority matters. dered at the highest levels by officials ultimately
responsiblefor tax administrationand tax policy in

(a) The Service should seek to establish clear pro- each country. The potential availability of such a

cedural'guidelinesfor handling CompetentAuth- panel to which unagreed Competent Authority
ority cases with each of our treaty partners. These cases will be referred should, in itself, encourage
guidelines, in particular,should establish time-line the CompetentAuthoritiesof both jurisdictionsto
targets for case processing, and establish a senior resolve cases expeditiously at the lowest possible
review panel to handle unagreed or delinquently level.
processed cases. A fixed time period for resolving
Competent Authority double taxation cases (for Unlike recommendationsfor arbitrationpanels
example, two years) should be set and agreedupon made up of mutuallyagreedupon internationaltax

with our various treatypartners. Exceptionsto this experts or third-country tax officials, which we do
fixed period would have to be specifically ap- not endorse, the use of the suggestedsenior Com-

proved by each of the Competent Authorities. petent Authority panel would not relinquish a

Also, a fixed period should be set for supplying country's right to ultimately determine its own

information to support and adjustment. taxes.

For example, six monthsmight be set for the coun- (b) The U.S. shouldcontinuallyseek and expandupon
try that has made the adjustment to gather all the a dialoque with each of our treaty partners con-

facts relating to the adjustmentand forwarda writ- cerningspecificbilateral issues, of both a technical
ten position paper to the treaty partner. Within a and procedural nature, which affect the Compe-
reasonable period thereafter, the respective tent Authority process. Some of the technical is-

analysts handling the case for each country would sues which have broad applicability to all of our

be required 'by the guidelines to meet in order to treaty relationshipsare set out in Annex A.

discuss the information supplied and determine
whether any additional facts are needed. If addi- (c) The U.S. should strive to reach agreementwith its

tional facts are needed, the analysts would set a treaty partners regarding the procedures to be fol-

specific target date for gathering and transmitting lowed by related taxpayers in contestingproposed
the needed information to the treaty partner. adjustments within their own countries in cases

Within a specified period thereafter, the analysts
that may later be submitted to the Competent

would meet again, accompaniedby the Directoror
Authorities. The objectives of such an agreement

team leader, to negotiate the case with a view to
should be: (1) to ensure that neither country uses

resolving it at that time. If, within a two-year proposed or potential adjustmentson other issues

period, the CompetentAuthorities have not been as a club to deter taxpayers from seeking Compe-
able to resolve the double taxation in a given case,

tent Authority relief on double taxation issues;
it should, with certain exceptions approved by the and (2) to ensure that taxpayers can not use the

taxpayer, be referred automatically to the senior Competent Authority process as a means of

Competent Authority panel discussed below for reopeningformalor informalsettlementsthat have

resolution. been made in either country. The Competent
Authorities should not consider any issues not

Currently, where a double-tax case has been ac- raised by the auditing agents of either country and
cepted for Competent Authority consideration should not agree to any adjustmentsfallingoutside
and the double taxation is not completely relieved the range of the adjustments proposed by those
through negotiation, a taxpayer's only course of auditing agents.
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(d) The OECD Committeeon Fiscal Affairs (probably U.S. income tax basis in the hands of the importer that

Working Party No. 1) should be encouraged to is greater than the value placed on the property for
undertake the development of specific and de- U.S. customs purposes. Supose that an American
tailed guidelinesfor its members to adopt concern- parent buys tractors manufacturedby its subsidiary in

ing the procedural, policy and technical issues as- Germany, and pays U.S. customs duties based on the
sociatedwith the treaty CompetentAuthoritypro- intercompanyselling price of $ 5,000 per tractor. The
cess. The development of a harmonized set of German income tax authorities later determine that

guidelines for the processingof CompetentAuth- the arm's length intercompany selling price for the

ority cases, and the treatment of such matters as tractorswas $ 6,000 per tractor. Undertraditionalpro-
the waiver of the statute of limitations, the pay- cedures, internationaldouble taxationwouldbe avoid-
ment of interest and the authority to override ed in such a case by having the U:S. and German
domestic law, will not only advancethe Competent Competent Authority representatives meet, discuss

Authority process, but will be of considerable the facts, and hammerout a mutuallyacceptablenter-
value in an economicenvironmentwhere business company transfer price somewhere in the range be-
is simultaneously conducted in multiple jurisdic- tween $ 5,000 and $ 6,000 per tractor.

tions and many treaty pairings and hence Compe- If, however, the U.S. CompetentAuthority interpretstent Authoritypairings can apply to the same mul-
section 1059(A) precluding increase in the U.S.

tinational enterprise.
as any

parent'scost of goods sold above the reportedcustoms

We hope the foregoing comments and recommenda- value of $ 5,000 per tractor, the CompetentAuthority
tions may prove useful. If you or your representatives negotiations will be doomed before they begin. Ger-
would like to discuss any aspect of our proposals, many is obviously not going to surrender an adjust-
please contactMr. Beatty, who is our coordinator.His ment which it regards as justifiablesimply because the

telephone number is (202) 457-7628. U.S. CompetentAuthority is relying on a provisionof
U.S. internal law that has no counterpartn GermanyMr. Cole, one of the Committee members listed

below, s preparing a supplemental submission. His and is not part of the arm's length test that both the
U.S. and Germany have used for years. Unless the

memorandum will be delivered to you in the near

futureoverthesignaturesoftheconcurringmembers. treaty obligation to strive for the avoidance of double
taxation overrides inconsistent internal laws of the

We are simultaneouslysending copies of this letter to contracting parties, the Competent Authority pro-
the Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy) and the Assistant gram cannot survive. Section 894(a) of the Code, as

Commissioner(International). amended by the Technical and Miscellaneous Reve-
nue Act of 1988, permits the Service to give priority to

the treaty obligation in such cases, and should be inter-

ANNEX A preted accordingly. See H. Conf. Rep. No. 100-1104,
100th Cong. 2d Sess. p. 12.

Some General Technical Issues Affecting (2) Interest Issues: In cases where a CompetentAuth-
the CompetentAuthority Process ority double taxation case is resolved in a manner that

produces a deficiency in the U.S. and a refund abroad,
In the course of our consideration of the Competent the taxpayer will not be made whole if the foreign
Authority process we also identified several generic governmentallows no interest on the refund, or allows

policy issues which impact on that process. They are t at a rate below the U.S. deficiency interest rate.

discussed below from a U.S. tax perspective. Conversely, the taxpayerwill receive a windfall if the

(1) Authority to Override Domestic InternalLaw: The
case produces a refund in the U.S. and a deficiency in

treaty provisions for avoidingdouble taxation through
a country that charges deficiency interest at an after-
tax rate below the U.S. after-tax refund interest rate.

CompetentAuthorityproceedingsnecessarilypresup-
pose that each Competent Authority will be able to We understand that the Chief Counsel's office has
override the internal laws of its own country where issued an opinion confirmingthat the U.S. Competent
necessary to reach a reasonable compromisebetween Authority has authority to waive statutory interest on

two competent and inconsistent internal determina- deficiencies. We urge the U.S. Competent Authority
tions of tax liability. We understand that in recent to use this authority to negotiate informal working
years the CompetentAuthoritynegotiatorsfor several agreementson interest with foreign CompetentAuth-

foreign countries have shown an increasing reluctance orities on a country-by-countrybasis.
to override their statutesof limitationsand other inter- From the taxpayer's standpoint, we believe that the
nal laws. We believe that the U.S. should make a fairest approachwouldbe to agree that neithercountry
determined, high-level effort to put an end to this will charge deficiency interest or allow refund interest
practice, which threatens the efficacy of the entire on any CompetentAuthorityadjustments.An alterna-
Competent Authority process. tive, which might be more palatable from a revenue

The implicationsof this issue can be brought into sharp standpoint,would be to charge and allow interestonly
focus by referring to section 1059A of the Code which for a limited numberof years following the close of the

provides that property imported into the U.S. in a taxable year at issue, or only until such time as the case

transaction between related persons may not have a is properly referred to the CompetentAuthority. This
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would limit a taxpayer's exposure (or windfall poten- adjustment in one country may be worth considerably
tial) in cases that take an unusually long time to re- more or less than the correlative adjustment in the
solve. other country if the exchange rates in effect at the time

of the transactions are used to calculate both adjust-
(3) ExchangeRate Issues: Where exchange rates have ments. We believe that the U.S. CompetentAuthority
fluctuated markedly between the time of the transac- should consider the impact of exchange rates and at-
tions involved in a CompetentAuthoritydouble taxa- tempt to work out appropriate relief or safeguardson

tion case and the resolution of the case, the primary a case-by-casebasis.

[continued from page 320] approach taken by Private Ruling 88-18010should
be expanded into a regulationsproject.

(6) When the taxable income or the earningsand pro-
of these potentially troublesomequestionswould pro- fits of QBU such as a foreign branch or a foreign
vide business taxpayerswith greater certainty and im- corporation are computed in terms of its foreign
prove the workability of the statute. The following currency a literal interpretationof the realization
recommendationsare offered: requirements implies that transactions gains and

(1) While the criteria set out in Notice 87-11 for estab- losses be computed as, and only to the extent that,
lishing the existence of an integrated hedge under non-functional currency assets and liabilities are

Sec. 988(d) are helpful, it is recommended that realized into the unit's functional currency. This,
broad guidelinesbe set out to deal with the practi- in many cases, results in an unrealisticand burden-
cal realities of offsetting positions which are not some information gathering requirement. It is re-

precisely matchedin terms of amounts and matur- commended that contrary to the position taken in

ity dates. Temporary Regulations, taxpayers be permitted
(2) Where full integrationof related transactionscan- to use the accrual principles which are followed

not be achievedwithin the criteria set out in Regu- under GenerallyAcceptedAccountingPrinciples.
lations and where interest rate or foreignexchange A similar approach is also recommended for the

swaps are involved, it should be clarified that the restatement of hyperinflationary currency finan-

periodic paymentsand receipts which occur under cial statements into dollars. The TemporaryRegu-
such swaps are items which are currently deducti- lations require that adjustmentsbe made to GAAP
ble and includable in the taxpayer's ordinary in- numbers. These appear to serve no useful purpose
come. and will have no impact on tax revenues.

(3) Where taxpayers enter into foreign exchange (7) It is submitted that the rules of Sec. 987 (and of the

swaps and where there are counterpartieswho are Temporary Regulations) which require the recog-
not U.S. persons it should be clarified that the nition of gains and losses on remittances from
source rules operate generally so as to eliminate branchesare impracticaland burdensomeand that

any withholding tax liability on payments made to basis adjustmentapproach should be taken. An
a non-U.S. counterparty. undue complianceburden is imposed for the sake

(4) Contracts which fall within Sec. 1256 and which of a theoretical approach which serves no useful

hedge a net investment in a subsidiary or affiliate tax policy.
should be brought within the hedge exception of (8) The Sec. 954(c) definitionof FPHCI has been ex-

Sec. 1256(e) so long as a business motive can be panded to include net foreign exchange gains rec-

established. Without clarification the rules could ognized by a CFC. This has created considerable
result in the marking to market of the contract. uncertaintyin that it arbitrarilyraises the potential
TheArkansasBestdecisionmakesthis clarification of Subpart F inclusion and passive income re-

all the more urgent. characterization.It is recommendedthat the busi-

(5) The definition of a Sec. 1256 contract depends in ness needs exceptionbe interpretedmore broadly
many cases on the interpretation of the phrase than in the proposed Regulations which permit
traded in the interbank market. This term tracing. Furthermore it is urgent that the tracing
should be defined so as to restrict the reach of Sec. principlebe extended to the foreign exchangegain
1256 and minimize the number of situations in loss which is computedunder the hyperinflatio-or

which the mark to market rule might apply. The nary rules.
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I. BACKGROUNDTO THE NEW REGIME

In May 1988 the Australian Governmentannounced a package of signifi-
cant tax reforms including proposals for dramatic changes to Australia's Contents

international tax system. The proposals were to take effect 14 months I. BACKGROUNDTO THE NEW REGIME
later, followinga consultationperiod with the tax professionand business
community.

II. THE CONTROLLED FOREIGN
COMPANY ATTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The proposed changes were sweeping in their scope. They established a A. Substantial Australian shareholders

blueprint for what would have been one of the most rigourous and com- B. Comparable tax countries
C. The control rule

prehensive international tax systems in the world - a system that many D. Active income exemption
observers speculated would become a model for reform n other jurisdic-
tions.

IlI. THE FOREIGN PASSIVE INVESTMENT
FUND ATTRIBUTION SYSTEM

The key to the new internationaltax regimewas a broadattributionsystem IV. THE DIVIDEND EXEMPTION AND

applicable to resident shareholders with interests in foreign companies FOREIGN TAX CREDIT SYSTEM

resident in low tax jurisdictions.Wherean Australianresidentshareholder V THE GRANTOR'S FOREIGN TRUST

held a 10% or greater interest in such a company, an appropriateshare of ATTRIBUTION SYSTEM

the company's income was to be attributed to the residentshareholderfor VI HOW EFFECTIVE WILL THE NEW

tax purposes.2 Complementarychanges were to be made to the treatment REGIME BE

of foreign-source dividends to integrate the operation of the attribution
regime and the ordinary income tax system.

Opposition to the proposals was slow to get off the ground, probably
because their release coincidedwith announcementson major income tax

changes which were scheduled to come into effect long before the attribu-
tion system. Before the consultationprocess finished, however, Treasury
had received a large number of written submissions objecting to various 1. The proposais were set out in Australian

aspects of the proposals and Treasury officials had listened to vigorous Treasury, Taxation of Foreign Source Income:A

criticism of their blueprint at an important seminar attended by leading Consultative Document (Canberra: A.G.P.S.,

tax advisers, academics and tax officials,3 1988)
2. A detailed descriptionof the proposalsmay

Few commentatorsattacked the theoretical framework of the proposals,
be found in R. Vincent, Australia: Taxation of

Foreign-SourceIncome, 42 Bulletinfor Interna-

namely the idea of an attributionsystem. They did argue that their cover- tional Fiscal Documentation11 (1988) at 493.

age was much too broad, however. In particular, critics called upon the 3 The seminarwas organizedby the Taxation
Business and Investment Centre of the Faculty

Government to provide 2 exceptions to the attribution rules: a first one of Law at the University of New South Wales.

for investments n companies that were not controlled by Australian Selected papers from the seminar appear in 5

residents and a second one for investments in companies which derived
Australian Tax Forum No. 4 (1988) and 6Austra-
lian Tax ForumNo. 1 (1989)

predominantlyactive trading income from legitimate business operations 4. Treasury, Taxation of Foreign Source ln-

in low tax jurisdictions. come - An Information Paper (Canberra:
A.G.P.S., 1989).

The criticisms of the original proposals prompted a wide-rangingdebate 5. For a comprehensive descrption of these

amongst tax practitioners and academic lawyers and economists. No de- systems (apart from New Zealand's, which was

adopted subsequently),see B. Arnold, The Tax-

finitiveanswersemerged from the debatesand the issues were not resolved ationofControlledForeign Corporations:An In-

by reference to objective tax policy conclusions. Rather, they were re-
ternationalComparson(Toronto: Canadian Tax

solved by the interplayof domesticpolitical pragmatismand international
Foundation, 1986). See also International Fiscal
Association,Taxation of DomesticShareholders

constraints. The new, and final, blueprint was unveiled by the Treasurer on Undistributed Income of Foreign Corporate

in April 1989.4 l'he revised proposals revealed shifts by the Government
Affiliates: Objectives, Techniques and Lonse-

1987). For details

in respect of the 2 principal issues that concerned critics of its original
quences
of the New

(Deventer:
Zealand

Kluwer,
New Zealand,system, see

proposals. The Governmenthad adopted both a control rule and an active Consultative Committee on Full Imputation and
InternationalTax Reform, InternatonalTax Re-

business exemption.The result is an interestingamalgamof features from form, Part I: Reportofthe ConsultativeCommit-

the world's existing 7 foreign income attribution systems, in the United tee (Wellington, March 1988) and Intemational

tates, Canada, the United Kingdom, France, the Federal Republic of Tax Reform and Full Imputation,Part 2: Report
of the ConsultativeCommittee (Wellington,July

Germany, Japan and New Zealand.5 1988).
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The final package consists of 4 separate, but closely tax rate (the tax base, too, was taken into account, of
integrated elements. These are: (1)the adoption of a course). The thresholdseparatingcomparable tax and
controlled foreign company attribution system; (2) a low tax jurisdictionswas a 25% company tax rate. This
foreign passive investment fund attribution system; test has been retainedin the shift from designatinglow
(3) a new dividend exemption and foreign tax credit tax jurisdictions to designating comparable tax juris-
system; and (4) a new grantor trust attributionsystem, dictions.
applicable to foreign trusts only. The 25% rate is apparently in the context ofgenerous

an Australian company tax rate of 39%. It was al-

II. THE CONTROLLEDFOREIGN COMPANY legedly chosen originally to ensure that New Zealand,
which then imposeda company tax rate of28%, would

ATTRIBUTIONSYSTEM
not appear on the list of designated low tax jurisdic-

The foreign income attribution system consists of 4
tions. New Zealand has since raised its company tax

basic elements. The basic attribution rule is simple: a
rate to 33%, but the criterion has not changed.

proportional share of income derived by companies The change to a list of designated comparable tax
resident in low tax jurisdictions is attributed to sub- jurisdictions rather than a list of low tax jurisdictionsstantial Australian shareholdersfor domestic tax pur- s explicableon a number of grounds. The administra-
poses. Complementary changes to the taxation of tive burdenofmaintainingan accuratelow tax jurisdic-
foreign-source dividends ensure these profits will be tion list was a principal reason for the change. To
free of furtherAustraliantax when repatriatedto Aus-

ensure the integrityof the controlled foreigncompanytralia. The attribution rules are subject to an exemp- regime, tax officialswouldhave to monitorcontinuallytion for income derived by a non-resident company the large number of countries that did not appear on
that is not a controlled foreign company and for a the low tax jurisdiction list to see whether their tax
non-residentcompany that derives predominantlyac- systems contained preferences or exemptions that
tive business income. Australian residents could exploit while avoiding the

attribution rules. The enormity of such a task was

A. SubstantialAustralianshareholders beyond the limited resources of the Australian Taxa-
tion Office. In many cases, Australia has limited ties

Only residents with substantial interests in foreign with countries that were not on the designated low tax

companies are potentially subject to the controlled jurisdiction list and little information on their tax sys-
foreign comgany attribution system. Substantial .in- tems is readily available to tax officials. Concern was

terests are cefined as 10% or greater interests in a also expressed over language difficulties in many in-

foreign company, measured in terms of the greatestof stances.

shareholdings, voting rights, rights to dividends or Finally, Treasury officials concluded that omissions
rights to distributions upon winding up. The right or from a comparable tax jurisdiction list would be less
ability to acquire any of these listed rights or powers likely to cause harm than omissions from a list of low
(for example, by ownership of options or convertible tax jurisdictions. Where qualifying countries have
instruments)will be treated as ownershipof the under- been inadvertentlyleft off the comparabletax jurisdic-
lying rights or powers. tion list or where non-qualifyingcountries alter their
The 10% threshold was chosen as the point where a tax systems in such a manner that would qualify them
shareholdershould have sufficient influence in a com- for inclusion on the list, it can be expected that tax-

pany to obtain the financial information needed to payers with interests in those countrieswill bring these

recompute the foreign company's income for Austra- facts to the attention of Treasury officials and help
lian attributionpurposes. Constructiveownershippro- assemble the facts necessary to support their case. On
visions will group the holdings of related parties for the other hand, Treasury officials are confident of
the purpose of identifyingsubstantial shareholders. their ability to keep track of the tax systems of coun-

tries on the list, given that many are treaty partners
(all treaty partners appearon the list) and many of the

B. Comparabletax countries rest maintain close ties with Australia.

The Government'soriginal attributionproposalswere

to apply to income derived by companies resident in C. The control rule

designated low tax jurisdictions. It was anticipated
that about 50 jurisdictions would be identified in this The Government'soriginal foreign income attribution

fashion, leaving approximately 160 countries on the proposalsadopted a very strict formula for designating
potentially exempt list. This strategy was reversed in taxpayers to whom the attribution rules applied- any
the final proposalsand the new system will operate by taxpayer with a substantial interest (that is, a 10% or

reference to a list of designated comparable tax coun- greater interest) in a company resident in a low tax

tries (about 60). jurisdictionwas subject to attribution.

The originalproposalscharacterizedcountries as com- The approach adopted by the Governmentwas in line

parable tax jurisdictionsor low tax jurisdictionsin the with that proposed in December 1987 by New Zealand
first instance by reference to their nominal company for its foreign income attribution system. (The New
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Zealand proposalswere substantiallymodifiedshortly ity shareholder can determine or influence company
before the release of the Australian proposals.) It de- policy as would be the case, for example, where a

viated from international norms since most countres minority shareholder has the power to veto decisions
applyingattribution rules do so only where the foreign of the majority shareholders or the minority share-

company is controlledby residents (Francebeing an holder can determine the compositionof the board of

exception, applying its attribution rules where French directors. A minority shareholdermight also exercise
residents have a substantial interest - at least 25% de facto economic control where the remaining
ownership- in the foreign company). shareholdingsare widely held or held by shareholders

Critics argued that a control rule was necessary to who do not wish to influence directly company policy
ensure resident taxpayerscould act in concert to com-

as could be the case, for example, if the other share-

pel a foreign company to provide them with the finan- holders were life insurance companies or pension
cial information they required to comply with the at- funds.

tribution rules. The criticism provoked some debate. The measurementof control is subject to an important
Supporters of the original proposals pointed out that restriction in that control is defined in terms of the
the 10% thresholdwas used for other internationaltax interestsof 5 or fewer shareholders.Only Canada and

purposes- for example, for access to credits for under- New Zealand adopt a similar approach. The United
lying taxes under the foreign tax credit system. As was States also adopts a 5 or fewer rule for its foreign
the case with foreign tax credits, they argued, tax- personal holding company provisions, but the general
payers unable to obtain the necessary information attributionsystem (known as the Subpart F rules) con-

were free to switch investments. siders all shareholders with interests at or above a

Supporters also argued that a control rule invited specified threshold, namely 10%. Australian auth-

avoidanceof the attributionsystem by the simpleexpe- orities concluded that a rule which measured control

dient of lowering Australian interests in the foreign only in terms of the shareholdingsof persons above a

company to less than 50%. They pointed out that specified threshold would be easy to avoid by the sim-

technically single shareholderwith 49% interest in ple expediency of reducing individual shareholdingsa a

a foreign companycould avoid the rules so long as the below that threshold. The Australian5 or fewer share-

remainingshareholderswere non-residents. holders rule was seen as a reasonable compromise
between a system lookingat the interestsof all resident

Critics of the proposals countered that access to shareholders(as is the case in Japan, for example) and
foreign tax credits was far different from access to one which only took into account the interests of sub-
informationneeded to complete a tax return. To begin stantial shareholders.
with, they explained, the information rec uired for

foreign tax credit purposes was much less taan infor-
mation needed to recompute a foreign company's in- D. Active income exemption
come according to Australian tax rules for the purpose
of attribution. Also, they noted, the consequencesof The feature of the original attributionproposalswhich

failure to obtain the informationwas very different. In generated the most criticism and the most intensive

the absence of adequate information, the worst risk lobbying by parties who would be subject to the pro-

run by a person seeking foreign tax credits was a loss Posed rules was its universal application to all income

of the potential credits if and when profits were repat- derived by companies resident in low tax jurisdictions.
riated to Australia. By way ofcontrast, a taxpayerwho With the exceptionof New Zealand, no other country
failed to complete a return as required by the attribu- has adopted such a comprehensive regime; all other

tion rules would be subject to severe penalties. attribution systems contan an exemption for active
business income derived by companies engaging in

The critics were persuasive and in the final proposals legitimate trading or business operations.
the Government retreated from its strict 10%
threshold to a 10% thresholdcombinedwith a control Critics of the original proposals argued that, in the
rule. The control rule differs from those used in most absence of international norms imposing attribution
other jurisdictions that have adopted foreign incorne systerns on all sorts of income derived by subsidiaries
attribution systems by treating a 50% or greater own- in low tax jurisdictions, Australia should not proceed
ership interest as a controllinginterest. The definition alone with such an initiative. (The New Zealand ex-

is similar to that eventually adopted by New Zealand, ception was not considered sufficient to undermine
when it retreated from its original attribution propos- the basic thrust of the argument.) If it did, critics
ais. All othercountrieswith foreign incomeattribution clairned, legitimate Australian business ventures in
systems, except France, define control as greater than countries other than the limited list of comparable tax
50%. The Australian rule is intended to catch joint jurisdictions would be rendered uncompetitive. The
ventures that would otherwise fall outside the attribu- argument presumed that other investors in low tax
tion system. jurisdictions, seeking a given after-tax rate of return,
Control may be established by applying either of 2 had priced their products and services to take account

alternative tests. The first is a strict legal test which of the low or non-existent taxes. Australian investors,
makes reference to voting rights and rights to distribu- on the other hand, would be subject to domestic taxa-

tions. The second test is a de facto economic control tion on income derived by their low tax subsidiaries
test and takes into account situations in which a minor- and would require higher pre-tax rates of return.
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Supportersof the original proposals rejected the com- centages of different classes of income. The U.S.
petitive justificationfor an active businessexemption, model proved to be the most appropriate for Austra-
arguing that the position of Australianowned firms in lian needs and the final approac_a adopted is based to
low tax jurisdictionsrelative to other companies in the a large extent on the U.S. definition. The U.S. provi-
same jurisdictions was not the relevant comparison. sion provides a negative definition of active business
Instead, they argued, the proper comparisonwas be- income - it is income that is not tainted income.
tween Australianownedcompaniesresident in low tax Tainted income, in turn, is described in detail. The
jurisdictions arid Australian owned companies resi- definition is designed to catch all types of income
dent in Australia. The effect of not subjecting share- which are likely to be derived in a low tax jurisdiction
holders of the former to attribution taxation, it was for tax reasons rather than for legitimate business
suggested, was to subsidizetheir operationscompared reasons.

to their Australian resident counterparts. Tainted income includes most types of passive invest-
The Government found the arguments mounted by ment income (interest, dividends, royalties, licensing
the critics of the originalproposals to be persuasive. It fees, etc.) and incomewhich is likely to be the product
concluded that Australian business investments in of a transferpricing arrangement,that is, incomefrom

many jurisdictions would be hurt by the attribution transactions with parties related to Australian resi-

system and that a reasonable portion of that invest- dents.
ment was neither tax drivennor aimed primarilyat the
avoidanceof Australiantaxes. The solution, it agreed,
was the adoption of an active business income exemp- III. THE FOREIGN PASSIVE INVESTMENT
tion to the attribution rules. FUND ATTRIBUTIONSYSTEM

Treasury officials charged with designing the active The original Australian attribution proposals con-
incomeexemptionconsidered2 modelsfor the exemp- tainedonly one importantthreshold, the 10% or great-tion: a transactionalsystem in which designatedactive
business derived by all controlled foreign companies

er substantial interest threshold. Any thresholdestab-
lishes a limit to the effectivenessof a provision, how-

resident in low tax jurisdictionwould be exempt from and it reasonable to that astute
attribution, and an entity system in which all income ever, was presume

of companies deriving predominantlyactive business taxpayerswould ensure their shareholdingsfell below
the trigger figure to avoid the attribution rules. Over-

income would be exempt from attribution and all in- seas experience showed this to be inevitable all 7-

come of companiesderiving an insufficientproportion countriesutilizingsome sort of foreign income attribu-
of active business income would be subject to attribu- ton system had encountered the problem and all but
tion. They opted for the latter approachafter conclud- Japan and France had devised special regimes to con-
ing it presented far less compliancedifficultiesfor tax- tain the problem.
payers.

If the need for a supplementaryanti-avoidancesystemHaving chosen to make the active businessexemption was pressing in the context of the original proposais,available on an entity-by-entity basis, Treasury offi- t was acute in the context of a controlled foreigncials then had to decide how to identify companies attribution in which
deriving sufficient active business income to qualify company system taxpayers were

outside the system completelyso long as the companyfor an exemption. Two other countriesprovideentity-
by-entity exemptions from their attribution rules,

was not controlled by Australian residents. As
explained earlier, a taxpayer with a 49% interest in a

Japan and the United Kingdom. In both cases, tax could the long the
authorities are given a fairly broad discretionin allow- company escape system so as re-

were
ing the exemption, after taking into account a wide maining 51% controlled by non-residents.

range of factors. Australianauthoritiesconcluded this The proposedsolution to this problem is the establish-

approach was inappropriate in Australia's case and ment of a passive investmentfund system underwhich

sought to devise a more objective test, based on the an appropriate share of income derived by foreign
presence of a permanentestablishmntin the country passive investmentfunds will be attributed to Austra-
of residence and an acceptable percentage of a com- lian investorswith interests in the funds, regardlessof

pany's income being of an active business nature. the percentage ownership interest held by the inves-
Given the fact that the adoptionof an entity-by.entity tors or the jurisdiction of controlling shareholders.

exemption meant that some investment income de- At this point no details of the proposedpassive invest-
rived by exempt companies would escape the attribu- ment fund regime have been released. The proposedtion rules, Treasury officials chose a high qualifying title for the system and the brief description found in
threshold and limited the exmption to companies the close of the documentationsetting out the control-
whose incomes were at least 9570 actve business in- led foreign company system suggest that the system
come. will apply to both companies and analogous entities

Treasuryofficials charged with the task of preparing a including unit trusts. At the same time, it seems likely
comprehensive definition of active business income that not all investments in foreign entities will be
turned to the German,Canadianand U.S. precedents, caught under the new rules. It is probable that the new

all of which were devised for exemption systems that system will apply only to interests in entities deriving
operated by reference to income type rather than per- a relativelynarrowclassofpassiveinvestmentincome.
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IV. THE DIVIDEND EXEMPTIONAND tions to comparable tax countriesprior to that date for
FOREIGN TAX CREDIT SYSTEM later repatriation to Australiaafter the exemptionsys-

tem s in place.
It was only in 1987 that Australia adopted a com-

prehensive foreign tax credit system. Compared to The exemption will be available to company share-
many overseasmodels, the Australiansystem was rela- holders with non-portfolio interests in companies res-

tively simple. All taxpayers could seek foreign tax ident in comparable tax countries. A non-portfolio
credits for taxes imposed directly on dividends, that is interest is detined as a 10% or greater voting interest
withholding taxes. In addition, company shareholders in a company. Comparable tax jurisdictionsare deter-
with a 10% or greater interest in a foreign company mined by reference to the list developed for the con-

were entitled to credits for foreign,underlying taxes trolled foreign company attribution system. If a sub-
imposed on the company making a dividend distribu- sidiary is exempt from the controlled foreign company
tion. regime by virtue of its residency in a comparable tax

jurisdiction,dividends it pays to Australiansharehold-
Foreign tax credits could only be used to offset taxes ers will be exempt from Australian taxation. Indi-
on foreign-sourceincome and could not be applied to vidual shareholders and company shareholders with
offset taxes on domestic-sourceincome. For the pur- portfolio interests (less than 10% voting interests) in
pose of matching foreign tax credits and taxable companiesresident in comparabletax jurisdictionswill
foreign-source income, foreign-source income was al- not qualify for the exemption. Instead, dividends they
located into 2 baskets - foreign-source income other receive will be assessable and eligible for credit for
than interest and foreign-sourceinterest income. Cre- withholdingtaxes (but not underlyingtaxes) under the
dits from taxes imposedon income in one basketcould ordinary foreign tax credit system.
not be used to offset Australian taxes on incomein the
other basket. The division was made to discourage The comparable tax jurisdiction list was determined
taxpayers from investing in interest bearing instru- by reference to a 25% company tax rate threshold. In
ments via tax haven subsidiariesonly to absorb excess theory, this means a tax saving can be realized by
foreign tax credits they may have accumulatedin other companies with subsidiaries in jurisdictions levyingjurisdictions. company taxes from 25% to 39%, which would offset

in part the overtaxation (from an Australian perspec-In May 1988 the Government announced a reduction tive) of profits from countries with tax rates above
in the company tax rate from 49% to 39%. On its face, 39%.
the new rate was not out of line with new company tax
rates imposedby many of Australia'stradingpartners. In addition the exemption for dividends from listedtoThe Australian tax was a final rate, however- unlike
many other jurisdictions, Australia imposed no sepa- comparable tax country companies, there are a

rate state, provincialor municipalincome taxes and no number of supplementary exemptions available to

other profit based taxes such as social security levies, non-portfolio shareholders in companies resident in

pension levies, unemployment insurance rates, etc. unlisted countries. The most importantof these is the

The effect of the rate reduction was to ensure that exemption for dividends paid from income that was

creditable foreign taxes in many jurisdictions would previously attributed to the shareholder for tax pur-
exceedAustralian taxes imposedon profits repatriated poses under the controlled foreign company regime.
from those jurisdictions. As a result, considerable This exemption is available for incomederiveddirectly
pressure was put on Australia's foreign tax credit bas- by the company paying the dividend and for income

kets, as taxpayers sought to redirect sufficient profits derived by a lower tier subsidiary and received by the

to Iow tax jurisdictionsin order to absorb excess credits higher tier company as a dividend. A further exemp-
from taxes n higher tax jurisdictions. tion applies to dividends from companies in non-listed

countries to the extent they are comprised of income

Two possible responseswereopen to the Government. derived from branches in listed countries or of divi-

One was to replace the world-wide foreign credit and dends received from companies in listed countries

income basket system with a country-by-countrysys- (whether received directly by the company paying the

tem. The second alternative was simply to exempt dividend or flowing through other companes ln un-

from Australian taxation dividends from comparable listed jurisdictions first).
tax countries. Overseas experience showed the first
choice was fraughtwith enormousadministrativecom- In theory, after all exemptionsare taken into account,
plications and Treasury officials opted for the second the only non-exemptdividends receivedby a company
choice. The effect of this system is cause taxpayers to shareholderwith a non-portfoliointerest in the paying
lose the value ofall foreign taxes in excessofAustra- company will be those paid from incorne derived in an
lian taxes that would have otherwise been levied on unlisted country and not previously attributed to the
dividends. shareholder for tax purposes. Income could escape

attribution either because the paying company qual-
The new exemption system will come into effect on 1 ified for the active business income exemption or be-
July 1990. Anti-avoidanceprovisionswill prevent tax- cause the payingcompanywas not a controlled foreign
payers from diverting income from low tax jurisdic- company.
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V. THE GRANTOR'SFOREIGN TRUST The new rules will apply to all transfers made after
ATTRIBUTIONSYSTEM April 1989, the date of release of the information

paper setting out the new attribution rules. Previously
Australian taxation authorities believe a significant existing trusts to which no further contributions are

amount of foreign investment by residents is con- made will also be subject to those rules if it can be
ducted through non-resident trusts, although the con- shown that a resident transferor retains some con-
clusion is based on anecdotal evidence and no figures trol over the trust. Control is broadly defined to in-
are available. Since trusts can substitutefor companies clude any case where a trustee is under any formal or

in most instances, proposals for a controlled foreign informal obligations to heed the wishes or interests of

company attributionsystem can only be contemplated the transferorwhen determining trust distributions.
if correspondingmeasures are adopted for trusts.

Although it is not spelled out in the documentsoutlin- Taxpayers establishing non-resident discretionary
trusts after April 1989 will do so knowing of their

ing the new system, it appears the passive investment personal tax liabilities and will be able to structure the
fund attribution system described in part III, above, transfer in a manner that ensures they will have access
will extend to investments in non-resident unit trusts adequate funds satisfy their obligations. The
and similar fixed interest foreign investment trusts.

to to tax
Government recognized that the application of the

The passive investment fund attribution system can-

not, however, apply to discretionarytrusts, since there
new rules to existing trusts could cause some hardship
in cases where transferors exerted some control over

is no beneficiaryto whom accumulatingincomecan be the trusts, as broadly defined, but were not in a posi-attributed in the case of a discretionary trust. Under
current legislation, potential beneficiaries of discre-

ton to command access to the trusts' income or cor-

tionary trusts are taxed when and if they become enti- pus. Accordingly, it has provided a concessional rule
to enable such persons to wind up previously estab-

tled to distributionsfrom the trust. There are no provi- lished trusts prior to the date at which the new systemsions to recapture the considerable deferral advan-
comes into effect. Income from previously existingtages that are enjoyed while income accumulatesfree discretionary trusts distributed to beneficiaries priorof Australian taxes in a foreign jurisdiction. to the commencementof the transferor's 1990-91 tax

The proposedsolution to this problem is an attribution year will qualify fora special tax rate of 10%.
system directed at a transferor to a non-resident
discretionary trust. The new term transferor has
been employed in preference to traditional trust law VI. HOW EFFECTIVE WILL THE NEW REGIME

terminologysuch as settlor to ensure residents cannot BE
avoid attribution by contributing to a foreign fund
established by another person. Transferorwill be de- Policy constraintshave shaped a less than comprehen-
fined to include persons who directly or indirectly sive new international tax regime for Australia. Con-
transfer value to a non-resident trust. Indirect trans- cessions for shareholdings below the 10% level, for
fers include provision of goods or services on a non- investments in foreign companies not controlled by
arm's length basis (i.e. for less than market value). residents, and for investments in foreign companies
Two difficulties are encountered in the case of discre- deriving predominantly active business income have

defined the boundariesof the new attributionsystem.tionary trust attribution provisions which do not arise Tax minimizationwill be curtailed,but not eliminated.
in the context of the controlled foreign company re- It will also become more complex and more costly as
gime. The first is the possibility that resident trans- tax adviserswork to test the limits of the new system.ferors may not be able to obtain financial information
from foreign trustees, given the theoretical lack of a

relationship between the transferors and the trust. In It will be some time before the final effect of the new

rules can be determined. Much will turn on the struc-these circumstances, tax officials will attribute to the
transferor an income flow calculated by reference to

ture of the yet to be designed foreign passive income

an imputed rate of return equal to 5 percentagepoints
fund system. But to be fully effective, the passive

above the long-term bond rate.
ncome fund rules will have to duplicate the controlled
foreign company attribution system apart from the

A second difficultywith the discretionarytrust attribu- minimal holding threshold and control rule. If they
tion system is the fact that attribution cannot apply if were to do so, of course, the controlled foreign com-

the transferor no longer exists. This could occur, for pany system would be completely redundant- for this
example, when a transferordies (or makes a testamen- reason alone it is safe to conclude that the passive
tary transfer) or, in the case of a company transferor, investment fund system will be aimed only at a small
when the transferorwinds up. In these cases there will percentage of those taxpayers who slip through the
be no attribution to Australian residents of income controlled foreign company net.

accumulating in foreign trusts. However, if and when
resident beneficiariesreceive distributionsfrom those Most importantly,passive investmentincome to which
trusts, they will be subject to an additional tax in- the investment fund system is likely to apply will be
tended to act as an interest charge for the benefits of defined in a far narrower manner than is tainted in-
tax deferral enjoyed while the income accumulated come, which underliesthe controlled foreigncompany
free of Australian taxes. system. It is inevitable that taxpayers will seek to
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exploit the difference between the 2 definitions by tax system will not herald the end of international tax

derivingthroughentities that fall outside the definition avoidance. Rather, it will signal a shift of the interna-
of a controlled foreign company income types which tional tax planning game into a new phase, one which
are not encompassed in the concept of passive invest- will involve a processofcontinual taxpayerexperimen-
ment income subject to the passive investment fund tation, tax assessor challenge and consequent adjust-
regime. Meanwhile, investors who retain substantial ment of taxpayerpracticeor tax legislation,as the case

interests in controlled foreign companieswill concen- may be. The lack of certainty is the price to be paid
trate their efforts on restructuringtransactions to con- for the unavoidableconcessionsaroundwhich the new

vert tainted income into active business income. system was designed. In this respect Australia will
follow in the footsteps of earlier pioneers who today

The result of all this is likely to be the start of a long are still adjusting the details of their attribution rules

process of action and reaction. The new international developed years ago.
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The Jersey althoughno specific legislativeprovisiondebarredJer-
sey residents from owning Corporation Tax Com-

*Ii. panies, in practice this would normally have given rise
rRS

- .], Exempt to a claim from the Comptrollerof income tax that the
= beneficial owner exercised control from Jersey. In a

similar way, companies incorporatedoutside ofJersey

Company were liable to Jersey income tax if managed and con-

trolled from Jersey.
The beneficial ownership of a CorporationTax Com-
pany was required to be disclosed to the Commercial
RelationsOfficer in Jerseyupon incorporation.Where

Keith A. Jenkins the company was to be owned by a settlement, then
details of the trustees and of the settlor were also
required to be disclosed. In theory, there was a re-

Keith Jenkins is a Managing Partner of the Jersey Office of quirement that details of beneficiaries should be dis-
Peat Marwick, Channel Islands, a member firm of KPMG. closed, but in practice this was seldom requested.

A CorporationTax Companycould readily change its
status to that of an income tax company simply by

WHY A JERSEY COMPANY moving its place of management and control to the
Island. It was, however, very difficult indeed to effect

Companiesare incorporated in Jersey for a wide vari- a change in the other direction. Moreover, if a Jersey
ety of reasons. Some are, of course, formed by resi- resident liquidatorwas appointedupon liquidationof
dents of the Island, as trading vehicles, where the a Corporation Tax Company, then he was liable to

protection of limited liability is thought desirable. Jersey income tax on world income as it arose. To
Others are formed as investment holding companies, avoid a charge to income tax, it was therefore neces-

by residents and non-residentsalike, to hold property sary to ensure the appointment of a non-resident
or other assets situated in the United Kingdom or liquidator, or the disposal of income-producingassets

elsewhere, where, for example, the beneficial owner prior to the date of liquidation.
iS not domiciled in the United Kingdom and wishes to

protect such assets from U.K. inheritance tax. Where
laws permit, some are formed as tradingcompanies to PRESENT LEGISLATION- THE EXEMPT
shelter profits derived from a foreign trade, from op- COMPANY

pressive taxation or restrictive legislation in the coun-

try of residence of the beneficial owner. Some com- On 6 December1988, afterconsiderablelocalpressure
panes are owned by individuals, some by other com- from the finance sector in Jersey and after consulta-

panies, and many by trusts establishedfor that purpose tions between interested parties, the Assembly of the
in the Channel Islands. States of Jersey passed legislation under which the

CorporationTax Companywas abolishedand the con-

cept of an exempt company introduced. This legisla-
BACKGROUND- THE CORPORATIONTAX tion, contained in an amendment to Art. 123 of the
COMPANY Income Tax (Jersey) Law 1961, becameeffective from

1 January 1989; after that date all companies incorpo-
Prior to 31 December 1988, all such companies, if rated in Jersey are resident in Jersey for income tax

rgarded as being resident in Jersey, were liable to purposes and are liable to Jersey income tax at 20%
Jersey income tax at 20% on theirworld-wideincome, on worldprofits, unless they elect for exemptcompany
or, if not so resident, to a flat rate corporation tax status. An exempt company is defined as one which:

charge of £ 500 per annum. Such companies were (a) has made the required election and has paid the
known as Corporation Tax Companies. The location annual fixed tax charge of £ 500 within the requi-
of board meetingsand the residencestatus of directors site time period; and
were critical factors in determining management and (b) is either:
control for residence purposes. It was therefore com- (i) a collective investment fund; or

mon practicefor companiesincorporatedand adminis- (ii) in the beneficial ownership of non-Jersey resi-
tered in Jersey to have a board consisting of 2 non- dents throughoutthe year ending 31 December
resident directors and one resident director, the latter and has confirmed that the required disclo-
for administration purposes, whose board meetings sures have been made to the CommercialRela-
took place in Sark which has no local taxation. tions Officer.

In practice, it was generally accepted by the Jersey The place of management and control of companies
income tax authorities that these Corporation Tax incorporated in Jersey therefore ceases to be of rele-

Companieswere indeed managedand controlledfrom vance. It will, however, continue to be of importance
Sark. That view, however, was not always so readily to companies incorporatedoutsideof Jersey, although
accepted by the U.K. Inland Revenue. In general, these companies may also take advantage of the
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exempt company procedure if they,so wish. The same withdraw exempt status if it has already been granted.
election, payment and disclosure requirements apply In the case of a company which was previously a Cor-
to a company incorporatedoutside of Jersey as to one poration Tax Company, then the full disclosure re-

incorporated in Jersey if it wishes to be treated as quirements as detailed above will not be required for
exempt. 1989 and 1990 as a transitionalprovision. It should be

noted that exempt company elections will be refused
The election for exempt company status and the pay- for companieswhich in with their
ment of the tax charge of £ 500 are required on an

are arrears corpora-
tion tax or income tax affairs, and that the exemptannual basis and will normallyneed to be made to the

Comptrollerof income tax by 31 March in each year company fee is payable in full in the year of incorpora-
tion as well as in the year of liquidation.of assessment.

Newly-incorporated companies and foreign com- The level of disclosureof information required is seen

panies becoming resident in Jersey are required to by the authorities in Jersey as being an important tool

submit elections for exempt company status within 3 in discouraging certain types of non-resident owner-

months of incorporation, or of becoming resident, as ship of Jersey companies, and has helped Jersey to

the case may be. The Comptroller of income tax, in avoid the type of unfortunate publicity endured by
his explanatorybooklet, Guide to the Exempt Com- other offshore centres in recent years. It is thought
pany, issued in December 1988, has, however, ad- that the stringent updating requirementson beneficial

vised that in order to ease the introduction of the ownershipwill furtherstrengthen this position. As the

legislation, transitional provisionswith regard to time place of managementwill no longer be of importance
limits will be available for 1989 and 1990. Claims will in deciding central managementand control, then ob-

be accepted, without further ado, up to 30 June 1989 viously the location of board meetings and the resi-

and 1990, and sympatheticconsiderationwill be given dence of executive directors will equally be of no im-

in 1989 only, to late applications up to 30 September portance. It is hoped that this will encourage the ap-

1989, where the companies concerned were Corpora- Pointment of Jersey-based directors to the boards of

tion Tax Companies for 1988. exempt companies, and that this will further reinforce
the good managementof these companies.

The term beneficial ownership is very broadly de-
fined, and is designed primarily to prevent Jersey res-

idents using exempt companiesby indirectownership. COLLECTIVEINVESTMENTFUNDS
The disclosure requirements therefore include details
of ownership, whether through trusts or indirect own- Collective investmentfunds, as defined in Jersey legis-
ership through other companies, and in the case of lation, will now be able to apply for exempt company
companiesowned by trusts, details of the residenceof status. This is allowed regardless of the residence
beneficiaries must also be disclosed. The only excep- status of individual shareholders and such companies
tion is where ownership is through a publicly listed will now be able to markettheirproductson the Island.

company. In addition, the company is rec uired to However, conditions attached to the granting of
make an annual statement to the Comptrol er of in- exempt status to such offshore funds will include the
come tax that no changes have taken place in its bene- requirement to deduct Jersey income tax from divi-
ficial ownership since this was last disclosed to the dends paid to Jersey residents, and to make known to

Commercial Relations Department, which depart- the Comptroller of income tax, when required to do
ment is responsible, inter alia, for Jersey company so, the names and addresses of Jersey resident share-

regulatory matters. The company is also required to holders. In addition, roll-up type funds are required to

advise the Commercial Relations Department of any give due prominence in their prospectuses to a state-

changes in its beneficialownershipas they occur. If the ment remindingprospectiveJersey investors that they
company is owned by a trust, then that departmenthas might face liabilityunderJerseyanti-avoidancelegisla-
confrmed that it will normally be adequate to advise tion.
them of any changes of trustees, or if there should be
any additional settlor of the trust.

TAXATIONOF EXEMPT COMPANIES
It should be noted that disclosure of beneficialowner-

ship is made to the CommercialRelationsDepartment Unless an election is made for exemptcompanystatus,
and not, in fact, to the Comptrollerof income tax. In a company incorporated in Jersey will be deemed to

this way, it has been suggested that informationnot in be resident here and liable to income tax on its world-
the hands of the Comptrollerof income tax will not be wide profits. An exempt company may change its
capableof being disclosed to the U.K. Inland Revenue status by becoming an income tax company at any
under the terms of the United Kingdom-JerseyDou- time. However, an existing income tax company, if it
ble Taxation Agreement. has already been an exempt company, may not be-

There are provisionswhereby if the CommercialRela-
come an exempt company again unless it has changed
its beneficial ownership or if, for example, the benefi-

tions Department is not satisfied that full disclosureof cial ownerpreviouslyresidentin Jerseyemigratesfrom
beneficial ownership has been made, then it has auth- the Island.
ority to notify the Comptroller accordingly, who can

either refuse to grant exempt status for that year or to By definition, the exempt company will not be liable
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to Jersey tax on foreign income, nor, by concession, liquidators of companies which are in the beneficial
on bank interest arising in Jersey. It will, however, ownership of non-Jerseyresidentswill nt be liable to
have an income tax liability in addition to the annual Jersey income tax other than on Jersey-sourceincome,
charge of £ 500 on any other Jersey-source income, with the exception, by concession, of Jersey bank in-

including trading income. It is, as usual, difficult to terest. Any U.K. registered non-resident companies
define trading. However, it should be noted that which need to be liquidated following the change in

exempt companies will not be liable to tax on trading U.K. legislation could therefore be liquidated in Jer-

profits unless the trade is carried on in Jersey through sey.
an established place of business. The conduct of
administrative functions, the execution of contracts
and the holding of board meetings within Jersey will CONCLUSION

not of themselves be sufficient to establish a place of In conclusion, it is felt that the new legislation intro-_
business in Jersey. duced to bring the Jersey exempt company into exist-
It is possible in Jersey to obtain advance rulings from ence is important in that it is a radical change in the
the Comptrollerofincometax's departmentin connec- system operated hitherto. Until recently, Jersey did
tion with income tax aspects of proposedactivitesand not regard itself as being a tax haven, but insisted on

the author has always found the staff of the Comptrol- its position as a low tax area and offshore finance
ler's departmenthelpful and courteous in this respect. centre. The introductionof the exemptcompany legis-
It should, however, be emphasized that the concepts lation might be seen as being the first step in establish-
of trading and established place of business are ing Jersey as an internationaltax haven. It also has the
difficult to define and have inherentproblemsand it is desirableeffect of eliminatingthe need for much ofthe
therefore recommended that professional assistance time consumingand administrativelyinconvenientre-

should be obtained in every case. quirements of the former regime, in that it will no

A newly-insertedarticle,Art. 123A of the IncomeTax longer be necessary for documents to be sent off the

Law, specifically provides that a Jersey exempt com-
Island for signature,nor will it be necessaryfor foreign
directors to find their way to Sark or other non-Jersey

pany will not be regarded as being resident in Jersey locations for board meetings.
'

for the purposes of the United Kingdom-JerseyDou-
ble Taxation Agreement. Dividends and interest paid The exempt company replaces the Corporation Tax

by an exempt companywill not thereforebe regarded Company and continues to be useful for many of the
as Jersey-sourceincome. Remunerationpaid by a Jer- purposes for which the Corporation Tax Company
sey exempt company to non-resident directors will was used. One of the most common uses was, as has
also not be regarded as Jersey-sourceincome and will already been indicated, for the sheltering of assets
not be liable for income tax in Jersey. Where such situated in the United Kingdom and elsewhere from

companies are owned by U.K. resident companies, potential tax liabilities in those countries. A typical
then the U.K. Inland Revenue's legislation relative to structure in this respect might be a Jersey exempt
controlled foreign companieswill be applicable. company owning property in the United Kingdom,

which is itself owned by a Jersey discretionary trust
Whether or not it will be easier to convince the U.K. where the settlor'was not domiciled in the United
Inland Revenue that companiesare indeed controlled
by a board of directors based in Jersey where board Kingdom at the date on which the settlement was

meetings are actually held in Jersey, rather than by
established.

having a numberof Sark directorsand board meetings The reader will be aware that the questions of resi-
held in Sark, remains to be seen. I am sure it is not dence and domicile in the United Kingdomhave been

necessary to emphasize further at this point that receiving attention for some time now, and indeed it
whenever offshore companies are used in any U.K. was thought that some changes would be effected in
tax planning exercise, it must always be self-evident the United Kingdom 1989 Budget, but this does not
that control is exercised outside of the United King- appear to have actuallyhappened. It may be, however,
dom and that this can be so demonstrated. that such changeswill not be muchfurtherdelayed and

The reader will of course be aware that legislation any action necessary to shelter such individualsshould

enacted in the United Kingdom will now enable the be taken sooner rather than later. It is suggested that
the Jersey exemptcompanymight play a useful part in

U.K. Inland Revenue to tax as resident in the United
Kingdom any company incorporated there regardless any such planning.
of its place of managementand control. It might there- Broadly speaking, the Corporation Tax Company
fore be worthwhile considering whether such com- along very similar lines to those which had applied in

panies should be liquidated and re-formed as Jersey Jersey continues in the neighbour Channel Island of

exempt companies. It should be noted in this respect Guernsey until at least 1989. It is understood that
that in the past a Jersey resident liquidatorof a Corpo- legislation similar to that introduced in Jersey is pend-
ration Tax Company has had a liability to Jersey in- ing in Guernsey,which is expected to becomeeffective
come tax on all sourcesof income. In future, however, from 1 January 1990.
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BU_GAR A: nates the State monopoly of foreign trade, checks

monopoliesand promotescompetition.On the whole,

FavourableClimate Decree 56 offers ample opportunity for economic in-
itiative and enterpriseand creates conditionsfor coop-

for Foreign
eration with foreign partners. Anothersignificant fea-
ture of the Decree is that it sets in motion the process

Investment
of brnging Bulgaran legislation into line with the
economic and trade legislation of its major partners.
This article deals with the points concerning foreign

Sophia Press Agency investment in Bulgaria and the businessconditions for

foreign persons and companies.

Bulgaria's participation in international economic af-
fairs is of vital importance for the development of its COMPANYFORMATION

national economy. This is evident from the total value
of its exportswhich are a little over 50% of the national A distinctive feature of Decree 56 is the introduction

income. In 1988, the foreign trade commodity ex- of company formation. Companies are established as

change amounted to U.S.$ 33,800 million, a consider. the basic units of the national economy, i.e. indepen-
able amount for a country of 9 million. dent self-managing firms which have economic

capacitiesand legal guaranteesfor initiativesand prog-
Consequently, the problems concerning Bulgarian
foreign trade and promotionof the nationalproducers'

ress. Under the Decree, companies can be State
cooperative companies of public organizations,

participation in the international division of labour partnerships or individual firms. The choice of
occupy a prominentplace in the State economicpolicy whether to establish a State cooperative,shareholding
and the reform which has been carried out snce 1987.
The aim of this reform is to stimulate economic initia-

or other company depends solely on the economic
interestsoftheparticipants.All companiesare guaran-

tives, combine market mechanisms with the State teed equal conditions for economic activity.
strategy in politics, the economy and the social sphere
through self-managementof enterprises, financialand All companies, except for individual and collective
foreign currency self-support. Inplementationof the companies, are legal persons which are registered at
reform involves opening the national economy to the the district court. Companiesdraw up their own plans
foreignmarket as weil as expansionand diversification and obtain funding in levs and n foreign currency. In
of economic, industrial and technologicalcooperation general, a company must carry out the purpose for
with foreign partners. which it was establishedbut it may also engage in any

Bulgaria was among the first of the socialist countries other business activity not prohibited by law. A com-

to adopt special regulations on joint ventures with pany may issue bonds and employeeshares. The com-

foreign investment participation.The State Council's pany's independence is evident in its management
Decree 535 of 1980 concerningeconomiccooperation which includes a board of management, board of

between Bulgarian legal persons and foreign legal or comptrollersand a manager. State and municipalcom-

physical persons was universally acknowledged as a panies also have a general meeting of the employees
flexible and democraticsystem of setting up joint ven- while shareholding companies with limited liability
tures and one which gives broad freedom to the parti- have a meeting of the shareholders (the partners).
cipants and does not limit the share of foreign partici- Under the conditions, the State will the
pation. However,Bulgariadid not engage in extensive

new govern

business relations with western countries. In 1988, economy via a system of economic regulations, with-

there were only 20 companies with western partners
out directly interfering in the company's activity, i.e.

and only about220 contracts for industrialcooperation through a system of taxation, prce formation, cur-

were signed as a result of the Bulgarian economy, rency regulations, interest rates, depreciation and

bureaucraticprocedures in decision making and insuf- Governmentcontracts.

ficient economic interest of Bulgarian organizations.
This state of affairs is confirmedby the fact that nearly
half of the joint ventureswere set up in 1988 when the BROAD ACCESS TO FOREIGN MARKETS

economic reform grew apace and enterprises were The rules for formation reflect radical
granted more freedom.

new company
changes in the conditions for foreign business ac-

In the beginning of 1989, the reform entered a new tivities. Decree 56 eliminates the foreign trade

phase. With the State Council'sDecree 56 of 9 January monopoly. A company which is a legal person is free
and the rules for its applicationsubsequentlyadopted to conduct business abroad, including the foundation

by the Council of Ministers, radical changes were of and participation in joint companies and other in-
made in the economic structure, the conditions for vestments; no permission from a State entity is re-

economic activity and investment cooperation with quired. The companycan engage in these activitieson

foreign companies. The Decree removes the bureau- its own, through a company with which it is a partner
cratic adminstrativestructures in the economy,elimi- or through a third company.The Council of Ministers,
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however, has authority to set import and exportcondi- subsidiary must have a minimum statutory fund of 10
tions and quotas and introduce a permit regime for million levs.
certain foreign transactions.The companymust regis- With the permission of the competent State body,ter each transaction with the Ministry of Foreign a

Economic Relations within 7 days. Participation in foreign person can open a trade representationwhich

companies outside Bulgaria as well as other invest- is not a legal person. An importantprerequisite,how-

ments abroad are also subject to registration. An indi- ever, is that at least one half of the representation
vidual firm may not export goods manufactured by employees are Bulgarian nationals.

other companies, import goods other than for its own A foreign person is entitled to found or acquireshares
purposes, make investments abroad or enter into in limited liabilitycompanies as well as purchasenom-

partnerships with foreign persons in Bulgaria or inal shares and set up shareholding companies. No
abroad. permission from the State body is required if the

foreign participation in a limited liability company is
A companyshallobtain foreigncurrencyfromexports, less than 49% (and less than 20% in a shareholding
credits from Bulgarian or foreign banks and the pur- company).
chase of foreign currency from the State or at foreign With view to stimulatinglong-termand larger invest-
currencyauctions. From the currencyfund, a company

a

can purchase raw and primary materials, machinery ments in partne\shipsand subsidiaries,Chapter5, Sec.
and technologiesor use the funds for supportrepresen-

II of Decree 56 (and the rules for its application)
tations abroad, advertisingand transportfees. Foreign provides special, conditions for the actvities of

currency expenditures not related to the company's shareholding and limited liability companies where

economic activity are disallowed. the foreignparticipationis more than 49% and exceeds
5 millionlevs in foreigncurrencyor 50 million transfer-
able roubles. The ame conditions apply to a partner-

FAVOURABLE CONDITIONSFOR FOREIGN ship with a smaller foreign participation which has
been allowed by a competent State entity to operateINVESTMENTS
under the provisions of Sec. II. In all cases, the De-

Giving Bulgarian companies ample access to foreign cree's general company rules apply.
markets, Decree 56 offers better opportunitiesfor the Decree 56 introduces substantial changes in the taxa-
investment of foreign capital in Bulgaria, the setting tion of the business activity of foreign persons. Sub-
up of joint ventures and application of all modern sidiaries, legal persons, shareholding and limited lia-
forms of joint cooperation. Compared with the pre- bility companies operating under Chapter 5, Sec. II
ceding Decree 535, which was repealed in the begin- are taxed at 30% of their profit. If a foreign company
ning of 1989, the new rules offer much better condi- carries out independentactivities without setting up a
tions for the businessactivityof foreignpersons,which legal entity in Bulgaria, the profit tax is 40%. In both
can be summarizedas follows: cases, the profit tax is lower than for Bulgarian com-

better matching of the interests of the foreign panies. All other shareholding and limited liability-

partners and Bulgarian companies; companies with foreign participation are treated as

property guarantees for foreign investors; Bulgarian companies.-

favourable profit transfer, taxation, employment-

and foreign trade; Decree 56 introduces a new tax for foreign persons,
priority for investmentsin high technologysectors

i.e. a 15% tax on the revenues from dividends, in-
-

as well as investmentswhich support the domestic terest, royalties, licenses, technical service fees and

market by exporting of some of the products; rents. Partnerships with foreign participation under

simplifiedproceduresfor setting up and operating Chapter5, Sec. II which receivedividencs from shares-

joint ventures. and profits from share capital are taxed at 10% of the
gross amount of the dividends.

The State protects the business activity and invest_ The new tax system for foreign persons provides a

ments of foreignpersons and providesequal economic number of reliefs:
and legal conditions to all participants. In principle, - profits of shareholding and limited liability com-

foreign investments are not subject to administration panies with foreign participation over 49% and
or seizurebut if importantState or publicneeds (which exceeding 5 million levs in foreign currency or 50
cannot be fulfilled in any other way) necessitate ex- million transferable roubles are exempt from tax

propriationof foreign investmentsor immovableprop- for a period of 5 years after registration if their
erty, these are paid by agreement. activity is in high technology sectors specified by

the Council of Ministers;
A foreign person can do business in Bulgaria indepen- - these shareholdingand limited liabilitycompanies
dently or through a partnership. For an independent can deduct losses from their profit over the sub-
agreement, the foreignermust obtainpermissionfrom sequent 5 years;
the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations. Similar
permission is required when a foreign company de-
cides to set up a subsidiary,t Only the activities 1. The foreign company must be a legal person registered with the
specified in the permit may be carried out. A bank district court.
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tax exemption for licence revenuesfor transferring economicactivities. The price of the immovableprop--

industrial properties in priority sectors specified erty or property rights will be agreed upon by the
on the list of the Council of Ministers; parties.
tax exemption for, inter alia, dividends if used for-

purchasingshares and bonds in Bulgaria. Since 1988, Bulgaria has granted an opportunity to

foreign companies and persons to carry out business

The new rules for economic activity in Bulgaria by activities in duty-free zones. The first zones were at

foreignpersons also regulate the acquisitionof immov- the Danube ports of Vidin and Rousse. These zones

able property and property rights. In principle, provide favourable conditions for a wide range of ac-

partnerships with foreign participation and foreign tivities. Profits derived from activities in duty-free
persons' subsidiaries cannot become owners of land, zones are tax-free for the first 5 years and then are

mineral resources, forests or waters. With permission taxed at 20%.

of the Council of Ministers,however, they can acquire It is too early to assess the results of Decree 56; how-
construction rights and leases on immovablepropertY ever, 2 joint ventures have already been concluded
for a specifiedperiod of time in order to carry out their with French and Scottish partners.
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JOINT SEMINAR OF THE U.S. AND BRITISH
BRANCHES-7&8 SEPTEMBER 1989

NEWS Immediately prior to the 1989 Congress in Rio de
Janeiro the U.S. and British Branches will be holding
a joint seminar on current topics of interest in U.S.
and U.K. taxation on 7&8 Se-gtember 1989 at the
Biltmore Hotel in Miami, Florica, U.S.A. Arrange-
ments for the seminarare currentlybeing finalizedand
it is hoped that full details together with application
forms will be circulated shortly.BRITISHBRANCH

REPORT BY THE CHAIRMAN TO
THE MEMBERS FOR THE YEAR TOCHANGES OF OFFICERS 31 MARCH 1989

Mr. David Davidson, our Chairman, and Mr. John
Phillips, our HonoraryTreasurer, have both indicated Membership
that they intend to retire as officers of the British The current number of members is 551 being 386 indi-
Branch at the 1989 Annual General Meeting. At a vidual members, 155 corporatemembers and 10 over-

CommitteeMeetingon 20 March 1989 the Committee seas members. This compareswith a totalmembership
elected Mr. John Avery Jones, Partner in Speechly of 531 at the time of the 1988 AGM, i.e. an overall
Bircham, to be the new Chairman and Mr. John Fair- increase of 20.
ley, Partner in Ernst and Whinney, to be the new

Honorary Treasurer effective from the 1989 AGM. Meetings
Mr. Noel Davison of Ernst and Whinney was elected Ten technical meetings were held during the year
as Honorary AssistantTreasurer. which were generally well attended. One meeting
It was proposed that Ms. YuriTabuchiofToucheRoss dealt with a particular overseas country (Japan) and
will replace Ms. Claire Beziau of Touche Ross as the another was on European Tax Harmonization. The

HonoraryAssistant Secretary. other eight meetings were on international aspects of
U.K. taxation and general internationaltaxation. One
of our meetings was followed by an informal supper.COMMITTEE There was also a wine tasting, but very sadly this was

Following discussionswith the Inland Revenue about the last wine tasting presented by Mr. Anthony
greaterparticipationby the Inland Revenuein Branch Goldthorpe as he died suddenly a few weeks after the

activities, at its meetingon 20 March 1989 the Commit- meeting.
tee co-opted as a memberof the CommitteeMr. B.T.
Houghton, Commissionerof Inland Revenue and Di- Manchestersub-branch

rector of the International Policy Division at the In- During the year a programmeof six meetingswas held
land Revenue. Mr. John Fairley was also co-opted as by the Manchestersub-branch.
a member of the Committee to serve until the 1989
Annual General Meeting. AnnualDinner

Messrs. D.F.A. Davidson, J.S. Phillips, G.D. Swaine The 1988 Annual Dinner was held on Friday 20 May
and D.G. Tapper retired from the Committee at the 1988 at the Inner Temple. The Guest of Honour was
1989 Annual GeneralMeetingby rotation and offered The Right HonourableLord Goff of ChieveleyPC, a

themselves for re-election. Mr. D.A. Clarke and Mr. Lord of Appeal in Ordinary. The 1989 AnnualDinner
H.L. Duncanalso retired from the Committeeby rota- is to be held on Friday 9 June 1989 at the Middle
tion and were not offering themselvesfor re-election. Temple. The Guest of Honour is to be Mr. J.B.

Nominations have been received for the election to Unwin, Chairman of Customs and Excise.

the Committeeof:
Joint seminar with the Canadian Branch

David F.A. Davidson- Arthur Andersen & Co. A joint seminarwas held with the CanadianBranch inJohn Fairley- Messrs. Ernst & Whinney London 9 and 10 September1988 and attendedon wasJohn S. Phillips- Price Waterhouse
by 110 members of the branches.twoG. DavidSwaine-Shell InternationalPetroleumLtd.

Denis G. Tapper- Chiltern Financial Services Ltd. Officers

As I hand over the Chairmanshipto John AveryJones,BRANCHACTIVITIES
I would like to express my thanks to our Honorary

Any ideas/suggestions/criticismson topics for discus- Secretary,HonoraryTreasurer, their assistantsand all
sion, volunteers as speakers, recommendations/intro- Committee Members for the work they have put in
ductions to suitable speakers or on the running of the and for making my tenure as Chairman most enJoy-
branchand its programmewill be gratefullyreceived. able.
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Bonafoux. Swedenand West Germany. It representsa

Bulgaria Paris, LamyS.A., 1989, pp. 1570. collaborationof the NationalBureauof
Annualpublicationin 2 boundvolumes EconomicResearchwith the IndustrialInstitute

BULGARIAECONOMICDEVELOPMENT containinga very extensiveexplanationof the for Economicand Social Research (Sweden)and
1988. corporateand individualincome taxation,value the Institutefor EconomicResearch(W.
Sofia, BulgarianChamberofCommerceand added tax, registrationand stampduties, Germany).The studycompares the effectivetax

Industry, 1988, pp. 50. successionand gift duties, fiscal administration rates leviedon capitalincomein the corporate
(B. 108.943) and fiscal control, and a comparativesurveyof and non-financialcorporatepersonalsector

the variousconceptsof the double taxation derived from differentkindsof savingsand
CONTEMPORARYORGANIZATIONAND treatiesconcludedby France. The informationis investment.

managementof the Bulgarianeconomy. keptup-to-dateby sendingto the subscribera (B. 108.734)
Sofia, BulgarianChamberofCommerceand numberofbulletinswith informationof recent

Industry, 1988, pp. 43. developments.
(B. 108.942) (B. 109.097) Ireland

ESPAGNE. GUIDE FISCAL DES BUDGET 1989. PRESENTEDTO
Denmark entrepriseset personnestrangres. DilEiremannby AlbertReynolds,T.D.,

Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1986. MinisterforFinance,25 January 1989.
SKATIEAFGORELSER1984-1988. Dossiers InternationauxFrancisLefebvre,pp. Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1980, pp. 211.
Realregister. 294. (B. 109.059)
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Italy Apart from being a guide for filingvalue added Sadanade lyderden 1 januari 1989.
tax returns it also containsa generaldescription Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen,1989, pp. 656.

CARA'II'ERI DISTINTIVIDELLA of the value added tax systemand relevantspecial 315.-Skr.
eccellenzaimprenditorale.Convegno topics (real estate, sub-contractors,etc.) Swedish textsof laws (direct taxation)as of 1

internazionalesvoltosi il 13-14mano 1987 presso (B. 109.080) January 1989.
la sedeCIS di Valmadrera-Lecco. A curadi (B. 109.062)
Fabio Corno. 1992 GETTING READY. EXECUTIVE

Padova,Cedam, 1988. summary. Nationalreport: The Netherlands. GROSSKOPF,Gran; EDVARDSSON,Leif;
Collana Percorsi imprenditorialiCIS, No. 1, Amsterdam,KPMG-KlynveldBosboom SVENSSON,Bo.

pp 162. Hegener, 1988, pp. 17. Inkomst-och frmgenhetsbeskattning.
Various authorson the strategiesofenterpriseto Viewsexpressedby Dutch top executivesin Volumes I and II.
be successful. serviceand industrialsectorson the Stockholm, NorstedtsFrlag, 1988, pp. 660.

(B. 109.063) completionof the 1992 internal single market. Seventheditionofan introductorytextbookon

(B. 108.900) incomeand net wealth taxation.

L'AVANZATADELL'ORIENTE. (B. 109.116)
Une lezionedi eccellenza.Convegne
internazionalesvoltosi il 18-19marzo 1988 presso Norway Switzerlandla sede CIS di Valmadrera-Lecco.A cura di
FabioCorno. SKATTLEGGINGAV SJOMENNETI'ER
Padova, Cedam, 1988. opphevelsenav sjomannsskatteloven. SUISSE. GUIDEJURIDIQUE,FISCAL,
CollanaPercorsiimprenditorialiCIS, No. 7, pp. Oslo, Norsk Skattebetalerforening,1989. social et comptable.
185. Norsk SkattebetalerforeningsSkriftserieNo. 20, Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1989.

Chapterswritten by variousauthors,on the pp. 62. DossiersinternationauxFrancis Lefebvre, pp.
economicdevelopmentofAsia and the Pacific Practicalgude on taxationofseamenafter 477.384.-Ffr.
and the economicrelationwith Italy. .. abolitionof theseamen'stax. Monographdescribingcompany law, accounting
(B. 109.066) (B. 109.061) law, labour law and taxationin Switzerland

includingdiscussionon the comprehensive
income tax treaty betweenFranceand

Luxembourg Spain Switzerland.
(B. 109.117)

LUXEMBOURG.LE SYSTEME FISCAL ESPAGNE. GUIDE FISCAL DES
luxembourgeois.Laconventonfiscale franco- entrepriseset personnestrangres. United Kingdom
luxembourgeoise.2nd Edition. Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre, 1986.
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1988. Dossiers InternationauxFrancis Lefebvre,pp. BRAMWELL,R.; BRANNAN,G.;Dossiers InternationauxFrancis Lefebvre,pp. 294. LONSDALE,M.; HARDWICK,M.
175. Tax system in Spaindescrbedwithemphasis to Taxationof companiesandcompanySecondeditionof work describingthe tax system companiesand individualswith reference to reconstructions.
in Luxembourgand the comprehensiveincome French investmentsin Spain. The comprehensive London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 577. £ 75.-
tax treatybetweenLuxembourgand France. income tax treaty betweenSpain and Franceis Fourth revisededitionof monographdescribing(B. 109.046) alsodealtwith. with illustrationsand referenceto case law the

(B. 109.048) taxationof companiesin general,groupsand
consortiaaswell ascompanyreconstruction

Netherlands (B. 109.071)
Sweden

KAMERLING,Robert. UK TAXATION IN THE HIGH
Belastingcontrole.2nd Edition. Deventer, THE TAXATIONOF INCOMEFROM technologyindustry.
Kluwer, 1989. capital. A comparativestudy of the United London,KPMG-Peat MarwickMcLintock,
KluwerBelastingwijzers,No.17, pp. 191. States, the UnitedKngdom,Sweden and West 1987, pp. 23.
24.90 Dfl. Germany. Introductionto the taxationof a high technology
Second revisededitionof monograph Editedby Mervyn A. Kingand Don Fullerton. business,coveringboth establishedbusinesses
consideringall the aspectsaround the ability of Chicago,The UniversityofChicagoPress, 5801 and start-upsituations.
the tax administrationto control taxpayers. South Ellis Avenue,Chicago, IlI. 60637, USA, (B. 108.805)
(B. 109.082) 1984, pp 344.

A comparativestudy of the taxationof income HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS, Rita;
BELASTINGWETI'EN1989. MET EEN from capitalin the U.S.A., the UnitedKingdom, GRAVESTOCK,Peter.
inleidingvan Prof. Mr. Ch.P.A. Geppaart.20th Swedenand West Germany. It representsa Taxation WorkbookNo. 1, 1988/89. Incometax,
Edition. collaborationof the NationalBureauof corporationtax, capitalgains tax.
Deventr,Kluwer, 1989. EconomicResearchwith the Industrial Institute Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
KluwersWetboekenen Wetten,No. 3, pp. 715. for Economicand Social Research (Sweden)and 1988, pp. 750. £ 15.50.
20th Editionofpocketeditionof tax laws ofThe the Institute for EconomicResearch (W. Complationoftaxationquestonswth
Netherlandsupdatedfor the tax year 1989. Germany).The studycompares the effective tax annotatedsolutions taken from examination
Implementingregulationsare included. rates levied on capital incomein the corporate papersofprofessionalaccountancybodiesand
(B. 109.114) and non-financialcorporatepersonalsector the InstituteofTaxation,all reviewedfor 1988/

derived from differentkindsofsavingsand 89. The examplesare precededby a summaryof
KLUWER LOONBELASTINGGIDS1989. investment. the main provisionsof the income tax,
EditorG.W.B.vanWesten. (B. 108.734) corporationtax and capitalgains tax.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 426.37.50Dil. (B. 109.089)
Annualguideonwage taxeffectiveasofJanuary HANDLEDNINGFR TAXERING 1989.
1,1989with reference to case law. Stockholm,Skattefrvaltningen,1989, pp. 501. THE TAXATION OF INCOMEFROM
(B. 109.079) 325.-Skr. capital. A comparativestudyof the United

Handbookpertainingto assessmentof income States, the United Kingdom,Sweden and West
BIJL, D.B.; NORDEN, G.D. van. tax. Gerrnany.
Kluwer BTW-gids1989. Handleidingvoorde (B. 109.098) Editedby MervynA. King and Don Fullerton.
aangifteomzetbelasting. Chicago,The UniversityofChicagoPress, 5801
Deventer, Kluwer. 1989, pp. 319. 37.50 Dil. SKATTE- OCH TAXERINGS- South Ellis Avenue,Chicago, Ill. 60637, USA,
Revisedannualguide 1989on value added tax. frfattningama. 1984, pp. 344.
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A comparativestudyof the taxationof income variousothersubjets. Includedare descriptions aim not becomingtoo big and, therefore,
fromcapital in the U.S.A., the UnitedKingdom, of tax planningin Gibraltar,Jersey, Guernsey inaccessibleto a numberof readers.
Swedenand West Germany. It representsa and the Isle ofMan. (B. 109.057)
collaborationof the NationalBureauof (B.109.085)
EconomicResearchwith the IndustrialInstitute LINKLATERS& PAINES
forEconomicand Social Research (Sweden)and EASTAWAY,Nigel; EDWARDS,John; Tolley'sestateplanning.A practicalguide to
the Institutefor EconomicResearch (W. O'HANLON,Emelda. estateplanning, includingthelegislationand

Germany).The studycomparesthe effective tax Tolley's taxationofLloyd's underwriters.2nd relevantcase law to 1 November1988.
rates levied on capital incomein the corporate Edition. Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
and non-financialcorporatepersonalsector Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., 1988, pp. 386.
derived fromdifferentkindsofsavingsand 1988,pp.266.£ 29.95. (B.109.083)
investmen. Monographdescribingthe taxationofLloyd's
(B. 108.734) underwriters.Thelaw is stated as at 1 August

1988.
YEAR-ENDTAX PLANNINGFOR (B. 109.088) INTERNATIONAL
companiesand individuals1988/89.
London,ArthurAndersen& Co., 1988,pp. 62. WHITEMAN,Peter G.; GAMMIE,Malcolm;
Bookletdesignedto highlightvarious tax HERBERT,Mark. BIRD, Richard M.; TINBERGEN,J.
planningopportunitiesfor bothcompaniesand Whitemanon capitalgains tax. 4th Edition. Shapinga new internationaltax order.
individuals.The law is stated as of31 October London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 834. Hamburg,InstitutfrAuslndischesund
1988. £ 130.-. InternationalesFinanz-und Steuerwesen,1988.
(B. 109.030) Fourtheditionof monographdescribinga Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 44,

comprehensiveanalysisof the capitalgains tax 37.
BUDGETCOMMENTARY1989. law as it standsin 1988with reference to case law pp

TextoflectureconsideringthepossibilitiestoLondon,BDOBinder, 1989, pp. 64. and illustratedwith examples. reshapethe InternationalTax Order.
ThisU.K. Budgetcommentary1989has been (B. 109.072) (B. 108.683)prepared from the Chancellor'sBudgetspeech
and from supportingdocumentationand Inland WHITEMAN,Peter G.; GOY, David; INTERNATIONALINCOMETAXATION
Revenuepressreleases. SANDISON,Francis;SHERRY,Michael. and developingcountries.
(B. 109.056) Whitemanon income tax. 3rd Edition. NewYork, UN-UnitedNations, 1988, pp. 108.

London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 1434. $13.50.
MAAS, Robert W. £ 150.-. Studyon the income tax structureapplicableto
Tolley'sproperty taxes. 2nd Edition.A Completelyrevisededitionof monographon multinationalcompaniesoperatingin developingcomprehensiveguide to the taxationprovisions individualincome tax comprisinga division in countrieswith referenceto double taxation
relating to land transactions. treatmenton businessincome,employment treatiesand transferpricingproblems.Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo Ltd., 1988, pp. income,investmentincomeand foreignincome. (B. 57.264)290.£ 19.95. The final chaptersof the book are devoted to the
The law referred to in this book is thepositionat administrationof income tax. CORPORATELAW IN PRACTICE.
30 June 1988. (B. 109.058) A vademecumfor fiscalpractitioners,managers,(B. 109.087) shareholders.

HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS, Rita; Editedby Gr. van derBurghtand H.Th.M.
HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS, Rita. GRAVESTOCK,Peter. Burgers.Tolley'stax guide 1988/89.6th Edition. TaxationworkbookNo. 1,1988/89. Inheritance Deventer,KluwerLaw and TaxationPublishers,Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., tax, value added tax, taxationof trusts, tax 1988, pp. 171.
1988, pp. 417.£ 15.95. planning& tax management. Questionsansweredwith regard to the corporateAnnualguide to provideclearand concise Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., law of: Jersey,Liechtenstein,Luxembourg,The
descriptionon all aspectsof taxation(individual 1988, pp. 600. £ 12.25. Netherlands,the NetherlandsAntilles,Panama
income tax, corporateincometax, capital gains Compilationof taxationquestionswith and Switzerland.
tax, inheritancetax, value added tax and stamp annotatedsolutions taken from examination (B. 109.081)duties). papersof professionalaccountancybodies, the
(B. 109.086) InstituteofTaxationand the Law Society,all Developingcountries

reviewed in the lightof the legislationcurrent for
GRANDE-BRETAGNE.GUIDE 1988/89 includingFinanceAct 1988. The
juridique,fiscal,socialet comptable.2nd examples(questionsand solutions)are preceded

LICENCEAGREEMENTSIN

Edition. by a summaryof the relevantprovisionsof the developingcountries.
Paris, EditionsFrancisLefebvre,1988. inheritancetax, value added tax.

NewYork, UN -UnitedNations, 1987, pp. 108.

DossiersinternationauxFrancisLefebvre,pp. (B. 109.090) $13.50.
433.345.-Ffrs. Studyon the increasingimportanceof licensing
Secondeditionofworkdescribingthe common TOLLEY'SVAT PLANNING 1989. to developingcountrieswith emphasison the

law and companylaw, social and accounting A practicalguide to value added tax planning,
internationalcooperativeefforts to create an

regulationin England.The tax system and the includingthelegislationand relevantcase law to equitableenvironmentforinternationallicensing
comprehensiveincome tax treatybetween 1 October1988. Editedby PatrickNoakes. agreements.
Franceand the UnitedKingdom is also dealt Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo Ltd., 1989, pp. (B.57.265)
with. 420. £ 18.95.
(B. 109.047) (B. 109.084) OECD

TOLLEY'STAX PLANNING 1989. McCUTCHEON,Barry D.; ECONOMIESIN TRANSITION.
Volumes 1 and 2. A practicalguide to tax WHITEHOUSE,Chris. Structuraladjustmentin OECDcountries.

planning,includingthe legislationand relevant McCutcheonon inheritancetax. 3rd Edition. Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
case law to 1 October1988. Editedby Glyn London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 815. and Development,1989, pp. 217. 160.- Ffrs.
Saunders. £ 110.-. This volumesynthesisesthe annualcountry
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., Third revisededitionof monographdescribing surveyson structuraladjustmentsfrom 1984-
1989, pp. 1120. the inheritancetax effectiveas of 1 August 1988. 1988preparedby the Economicand
This book dealswith subjectssuch as: buyinga The work has been pruned and the chapteron DevelopmentReviewCommitteeof the OECD
company,capitalgains tax basicplanning, planning, the materialon interactionof representinga contributionto the comparative
companymigration,computersand tax planning, inheritancetax with other taxes as well as textsof analysisofstructuralchangeand adjustment.
employeebenefits, foreign tax planningand double tax treatieshavebeen leftoutwith the (B. 109.054)
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NORTH AMERICA
the main disparitiesbetweenthe federal Income collaborationof the NationalBureauof

Tax Act and the QuebecTaxationAct are EconomicResearchwith the Industrial Institute

containedin an appendix.Referenceis madein for Economicand Social Research(Sweden)and

the text to the appropriateInterpretation the Institutefor EconomicResearch (W.
Canada Bulletins, InformationCircularsand Advance Germany).The study comparesthe effectivetax

IncomeTax Rulingspublishedby Revenue rates levied on capital incomein the corporate

CANADATAX CASES. JUDGMENTSOF Canadaand RevenueQuebec. and non-financialcorporatepersonalsector

the SupremeCourt ofCanada,Federal Court of (B. 109.073) derived fromdifferentkindsof savingsand
t

Canada,Tax Court ofCanadaand provincial
investment.

courtson taxationmattersreportedby Canada CANADIANMASTERTAX GUIDE. (B. 108.734)
Tax Cases from July to December1988 inclusive, A guide to Canadian income tax. 44th Edition.

1988. Don Mills,CCH CanadianLimited, 1989, pp. REPORTS OF THE UNITED STATES

Volume 2. EditorH. HewardStikeman. 841. Tax Court.

Don Mills, Richardde Boo Publishers, 1989,pp. Annual publicationto assist taxpayersin the January 1, 1988 to June 30,1988. Volume90.

3827. preparatonof 1988ncome tax returnsand to Reportedby MaryT. Pittman.

(B. 109.093) serve as a referencesourceon federal taxation. Washington,GovernmentPrinter, 1988, pp.

(B. 109.077) 1383.

DOMINIONTAX CASES. VOLUME 42. BoundvolumecontainingU.S. Tax Court

Full textofall reportedjudgmentsonfederal tax
decisions includingamendmentsto rules of

questions. practice and procedure.
Don Mills, CCH CanadianLimited, 1988, pp. U.S.A. (B. 109.099)
1300.
(B. 109.092) THE TAXATIONOF INCOME FROM PREVENZIONEET TERAPIA DELLA

captal. A comparativestudyof the United crsi d'impresa.
HUOT, Ren. States, the United Kingdom,Swedenand West Convegnointernazionalesvoltosi il 16-17 maggio
Understandingincome tax. 1988-89Edition. Germany. 1988 presso la sede CIS di Valmadrera-Lecco.A

DonMills, Richardde Boo Publishers,1988, Editedby MervynA. Kingand Don Fullerton. cura di Fabio Corno.

$ 95.-. Chicago,The UniversityofChicagoPress, 5801 Padova,Cedam, 1988.
Loose-leafpublicationof textbooksettingout South Ellis Avenue,Chicago, Ill. 60637, USA, Collana PercorsiimprenditorialiCIS, No. 3, pp.
the federal income tax in general. 1984, pp. 344. 161.

Consequently,specializedcorporationssuch as A comparativestudy of the taxationof income How to preventand remedyeconomiccrises in

financialinstitutions,insurancecompaniesand from capital in the U.S.A., the United Kingdom, enterprises,by variousauthors.
resourcecompaniesare not covered. In addition, Swedenand West Germany. It representsa (B. 109.065)
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Waterhouse World Firm International Tax Services Panel. He is a graduate of
Princeton University and the Harvard Graduate School of Business. He is a

member of the American and New York Institutesof CPA's. Currently, he serves

as President of the International Fiscal Association and Vice Chairman of the
Fiscal Committee'ofthe Businessand IndustryAdvisoryCommittee to OECD. Mr.
Hammer is a frequent lecturer and has authored many articles on the subject of

f
taxation.

k

The selection of Rio de Janeiro for the 1989 IFA Con- to squeeze in a view of Rio from the air.

gress indicates more than a taste for famous beaches, The Yacht Club venue will be a reminderof the wonder-

breathtakingbeauty, lively entertainmentand fine food ful reception and Dutch Dinner that the IBFD hosted a

although these factors were important. year ago at the Maritime Museum in the harbor at
-

The selection of Rio also reflects the globalization of Amsterdam. If you were there, you will recall that we

IFA. Never before hs the Congress been in South were transportedby canal boats that picked us up at our

America twice in 6 years or in the Americas 3 times in hotels - they didn'tdo that even in Venice.

the same span. I refer of course to the 1984 Congress in This is my last IFA Congress as your president. I am

Buenos Aires and the 1986 Congress in New York. The proud that the technicalprogram is so strong. Both Sub-

membership is spreading around the world and, as a ject I and Subject II are important and timely.
result, more branches are achieving the critical mass that Subject I, The disregard of a legal entity for tax pur-
makes outstanding local technical sessions possible. poses, is fundamental in several areas of cross-border
But perhaps the most significant global development is taxation. These include (1) tax haven legislation (e.g.
RegionalConferences. I was fortunate to attend the first, SubpartF), (2) anti-treatyshoppingrules that the United
held in New Delhi, in February 1988. More than 350 States and others have invoked (the United States has

participantsattendedthis meeting. The second Regional done it unilaterallyin sme instances),and (3) the unitary
Conference will be held in, Hong Kong in November method of taxing MNCs, which is associated primarily
1989. with California, but which has been considered by Na-

The annual Congress is our crown jewel and our main tional Governmentsas a way to overcometransferpricing
event, but unfortunately not everyone is able to attend manipulation.The United States, in fact, is startingdown

every Congress. True globalization means that more of this path with its super royalty approach to adjusting
our memberscan gain significantbenefit every year from the transfer price of intangibles.
belonging to IFA - and not just when the annual Con- Subject II, Administrativeand compliancecostsof tax-

gress is nearby. ation, also is fundamental. Something is wrong when a

In the 5 years since Buenos Aires, IFA membership has medium-sized U.S.-based MNC cannot do its tax return

increased a solid 20%. Membership in Brazil is up 56%, without very sophisticatedcomputer software.

in India it is up 66%, and in Hong Kong 49%. Western In a nutshell, the United States' tax policy is that no

Europe, with well over half the membership,still is ahead complexityand no expense is unjustified if it prevents tax

in total numbers, but South America, the Pacific Rim avoidance (as defined by our Revenue Service). The

and India are becoming major players. latest escalation of this concept is our PFIC rules, which

Before leaving the statistics area, I should note that, tax U.S. shareholders on the unremitted earnings of

while Western Europe's increase during this period was portfolio investments in certain foreign corporations.
only 21% because of the high numbers they started with, The complianceburden on the corporations is such that

they accountedfor 59o (712 out of 1,208) of the member. some foreign corporations are eliminating U.S. share-

ship increase. holders.. There can, in fact, be substantial compliance
The social side of the Rio Congress should be delightful,

costs in merely determiningif the rules apply to you. The

includingsome imaginative tours and the Gala Dinner at concept, unfortunately, also was proposed recently in

the Yacht Club ofRo de Janeiro. I mentionedbreathtak- Australia.

ing beauty. Surely no major city can be viewed to such I hope that the Subject II ResolutionsCommitteemakes
advantage from a natural setting as Rio from the Sugar the most of its opportunity to speak out against this
Loaf or from the magnificent mountain top site of the trend, as they speak from a forum that will attract some

statue of Christ the Redeemer. Sugar Loaf is on the attention.
accompanying person agenda for Monday, and I hope
that as many of the participantsas possible also are able Welcome to Rio!
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Subjects and Seminars of the 1989 IFA Congress

Subject I Theme I Thema I Tema I
The disregard of a legal La non-reconnaissance Die Nichtanerkennung El no reconocimiento
entity for tax purposes des personnes juridiques von Juristischen Personen fiscal de entidades legales
General Reporter: en matire fiscale im Steuerrecht Conferencista:
Dr. Condorcet Rezende (Brazil) RapporteurGnral: Generalberichterstatter: Dr. Condorcet Rezende
Discussion Leader: M. Condorcet Rezende Dr. Condorcet Rezende (Brasil)
Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino (Italy) (Brsil) (Brasilien) Monitor de Debates
Chairman Resolutions Modrateur: Diskussionsleiter. Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino
Committee: Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino Prof. Avv. P. Adonnino (Italia)
Prof. S.O. Lodin (Sweden) (Italie) (Italien) Presidente del Comit

Prsident du Comit de Vorsitzenderdes de Resoluciones:
Rsolutions: Resolutionskomitees: Prof. S.O. Lodin (Suecia)
Prof. S.0 Lodin (Sude) Prof. S.O. Lodin

(Schweden)
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Subject Il Theme 11 Thema Il Tema Il

Administrativeand Le cot de la perception Die Kosten der Steuererhebung Los costos del contribuyente
compliancecosts of de l'impt la charge de fr Verwaltung und y del fisco en la tributacin
taxation l'administrationet des Steuerpflichtige Conferencista:
General Reporter: contribuables Generalberichterstatter: Prof. C. Sandford
Prof. C. Sandford (U.K.) RapporteurGnral: Prof. C. Sandford (Reino Unido)
Discussion Leader: Prof. C. Sandford (Vereinigtes Knigreich) Monitor de Debates:
G. Delorme (France) (Royaume-Uni) Diskussionsleiter: G. Delorme (Francia)
Chairman Resolutions Modrateur: G. Delorme (Frankreich) Presidente del Comit

Committee: G. Delorme (France) Vorsitzenderdes de Resoluciones:
N. Boidman (Canada) Prsident du Comit de Resolutionskomittees: N. Boidman (Canad)

Rsolutions: N. Boidman (Kanada)
N. Boidman'(Canada)

SeminarA SminaireA Seminar A SeminarioA

International taxation Rgime fiscal international Internationale Besteuerung Tributacinde servicios
of services des services der Dienstleistungen transnacionales
Chairman: Prsident: Vorsitzender: Presidente:
Prof. R. Valds Costa Prof. R. Valds Costa Prof. R. Valds Costa Prof. R. Valds Costa

(Uruguay) (Uruguay) (Uruguay) (Uruguay)

Seminar B Sminaire B Seminar B Seminario B

Tax treaties and Conventions fiscales et Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen Tratados tributarios y Ia

domestic legislation lgislation interne und nationales Steuerrecht legislacin nacional
Chairman: Prsident: Vorsitzender: Presidente:
Mr. Justice J.F. Rezek M. le Juge J.F. Rezek J.F. Rezek (Richter)- Juez Sr. J.F. Rezek

(Brazil) (Brsil) (Brasilien) (Brasil)

Seminar C Sminaire C Seminar C Seminario C

Taxaton aspects of Aspects fiscaux des SteuerlicheAspekte bem Tributacin de activdades

turnkey projects contrats cls en mains Anlagenbau de servicios en operaciones
Chairman: Prsident: Vorsitzender: llave en mano

Mr. H. Birk (Canada) M. H. Birk (Canada) H. Birk (Kanada) Presidente:
Sr. H. Birk (Canad)

Seminar D Sminaire D Seminar D Seminaro D

Taxation for a Latin Fiscalit et march Besteuerung in einem Tributacin en un mercado

American Common Market commun latino-americain zuknftigen gemeinsamen comn latinoamericano
Chairman: Prsident: lateinamerikanischenMarkt Presidente:
Dr. Ordelio A. Sette (Brazil) M. Ordelio A. Sette (Brsil) Vorsitzender: Dr. Ordelio A. Sette (Brasil)

Dr. Ordelio A. Sette
(Brasilien)

Seminar E Sminaire E Seminar E Seminario E

The Brazilian tax system Le systme fiscal Brsilien Das brasilianische EI sistema tributario Brasileo
Chairmen: Prsidents: Steuersystem Presidentes:
Mr. F. Mssnich M. F. Mssnich Vorsitzende: Sr. F. Mssnich

(English Group) (Groupe anglais) Herr F. Mssnich (Grupo ingls)
Mr. L.R. do Nascimento e Silva M. L.R. do Nascimento e Silva (Englische Gruppe) Sr. LR. do Nascimento e Silva

(French Group) (Groupe franais) Herr L.R. do Nascimentoe Silva (Grupo francs)
Mr. G. Rothman M. G. Rothman (FranzsischeGruppe) Sr. G. Rothman

(German Group) (Groupe allemand) Herr G. Rothman (Grupo alemn)
Mr. Dejalma de Campos M. Dejalma de Campos (Deutsche Gruppe) Sr. Dejalma de Campos
(Spanish Group) (Groupe espagnol) Herr Dejalma de Campos (Grupo espaol)

(Spanische Gruppe)
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3 RAZI _:

Guide to Taxation, Trade and Investment

Arthur Andersen

the requirement that crimes involving terrorism
This articlewas preparedbytheTax Division of ArthurAnder- and torture amongst others are not eligible for any
sen in Brazil. In view of the constant changes in Brazil's form of amnesty or bail.
economy in the last few months, it is suggested that no Improvementsin employeecompensationand bet--

business decisions based on the article should be taken
protection of pensions paid by the Nationalter

beforecontactingone of ArthurAndersen'soffices in Brazil.
Social Security Institute from the effects of nfla-
tion.
Decentralization of Government spending-

THE COUNTRY through redistributionof a part of Federal tax rev-

enues to the state and municipalgovernments.
The Federal Republic of Brazil has a population in - Limit on interest rates of 12% per annum over and
excess of 140 million people. It has a land area of 8 above inflation. This provisionwill require regulat-
million square kilometers, which is about the same ory definitions.
size as the United States, and borders all the South - Definition of what constitutes a Brazilian enter-

American countries except for Chile and Ecuador. prise with national capital.
All mineral resources are the property of the-

The major Brazilian cities are the following: Union (the country). Exploration of mineral re-

Nameof city State Population(1988) sources may only be performed by Brazilian citi-

SoPaulo So Paulo 10.8million
zens or Braziliancompanieswith nationalcapital.
Protection of national companiesthrough the con-RiodeJaneiro RiodeJaneiro 6.0 mi ion

-

Belo Horizonte MinasGerais 2.2 mi ion cession of benefits and with the possibility of im-
Salvador Bahia 1.9 mi ion plementationof market reserve systems. ,

Braslia FederalDistrict 1.7 million
Fortaleza Cear 1.7 million
Curtiba Paran 1.4 mi ion ECONOMY
Recife Pernambuco 1.4 million
Poto Alegre Rio GrandedoSul 1.3 million The Brazilian economy expanded rapidly during the.

Belm Par 1.2 mi ion period 1968 to 1980 and the Gross National Product
(GNP) increased an average of 7% per annum. In the
last 7 years the GNP has fluctuated considerably asGOVERNMENTAND 1988 CONSTITUTION
summarized below:
1981 to 1983 Average decline per annum -1.3%Brazil has a central Federal Government which has

-

been located in Braslia, the country's capital, since 1984 to 1986 - Average increase per annum +6.8%
1987 Incrase +2.9%

1960. The Governmentis divided into 3 branches, the
-

e'xecutive, legislative and judicial, which are intended On 28 February 1986, a programwas introducedto put
to achieve an appropriatebalanceof power. The coun- a stop to inflation through a balanced Federal Budget
try comprises23 States which have a governorin addi- and a price freeze that also affectedsalariesand wages.
tion to separate legislative and judicial branches. The cruzado (Cz$) became the new monetary unit

The states and municipalities already have their own equivalent to one thousand cruzeiros. The program
tax revenues and as a result of recent changes in the was well received by the Brazilianpeople, at alllevels,

and brought back a degree of optimism to a nation of
Constitution will also receive a part of Federal tax
revenues. This decentralization should ultimately im- people that are traditionallyoptimistic.
prove the efficiency of public spendng. After a few months of price stability, demand for all

A new Constitution came into effect in October 1988 consumer goods increased rapidly, shortages devel-

and some of the principalchanges introducedare sum- oped and prices resumed a continuous upward trend
that resulted in 62% inlation in 1986,366% in 1987

marized below:
Several improvements in the area of civil rights and 300% in the first 8 months of 1988.

-

such as severe restrictions on any form of censor- It is now clear to the Brazilian population in general
ship, strengthening of property rights, practically that the high levels of inflation are mostly caused by
no restrictions on workers' strikes, improvement deficit spending principally by the Federal Govern-
in measures to ensure ecologicalpreservation,and ment and this understandingof the causes of inflation
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may be an importantstep towards eventually mitigat- BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE
ing the problem.
Indexation (referred to as monetarycorrection in Bra- Through a vast system of Government controlled in-

zil) was discontinuedon 28 February 1986, as part of dustries, in the past 25 years the countryhas developed
the price stabilizationprogram,butwas again resumed substantial hydroelectric capacity, a good postal ser-

in November 1986 due to the resurgence of inflation vice, an efficient telecommunications network, in-

after the short period of price stability. With inflation creasedsanitation,watersupplyand increasedproduc-
at the level of 20% per month in the third quarter of tion of crude oil. However, there is considerablecon-

1988 there is a widespread fear of hyperinflationn the cern as to whetherthere will be sufficientcapital avail-

near future that could virtually destroy the country's able in the public sector to ensure the expansion
monetary system based on the cruzado and result in needed to cope with the demands of future economic

the informal adoption of some other value reference growth. On the other hand, this could be the incentive

unit for internal pricing. needed to speed up the privatization of some of the
economic activities conducted by the public sector.

In spite of present uncertainties, Brazil has a well
balancedeconomy in terms of a virtual self-sufficiency
in agriculture and industrial production, diversified MINING
markets and inexpensive labor.

Brazil has vast mineral resources, principallybauxite,
In the last 8 yearssubstantialsuccesshas been obtained iron ore, nickel, manganese, tin, copper, silver and
in the promotion of exports and the development of gold. The production of aluminum in Brazil is a par-
an energy program that has reduced the dependency ticularly attractiveprospectbecause of the availability
on mports: of bauxite and ample water supply for hydroelectric

As the result of a concerted effort to promote Power projects. Carajs, the country'smost impor--

At

exports, the trade surplus in the 5 years to 1987 tant mining area, a gigantic infrastructure is being
averaged 10.3 billion dollars per annum and is installed for the economic development of iron ore

expected to exceed 17 billion dollars in 1988. and other natural resources; this area is expected to

The country's energy program has been successful-

become one of the largest and most importantmining
through the development of alternate sources of developments in the world. However, the severe re-

energy, increase in hydroelectric production and strictions included in the 1988 Constitution regarding
increase in the domestic production of oil to over mining activitiesby multinationalcompaniescould re-

50% of present consumpton. sult in a significant shortage of the capital resources

needed to proceedwith a dynamicprogramof research
The program to produce alcohol from sugar cane has and development in the mining sector.

been so successful that over 90% of all automobiles
produced in 1987, for domesticuse, were powered by
alcohol, but this has turned out to be a mixed blessing. AGRICULTURE

With the substantial decline in worldwide petroleum
prices the Federal program to promote the production Agriculture is an area with great potential. In addition
of alcohol (Prolcool)will have to be reexaminedand to having large areas of undevelopedland, agricultural
redirected to take into account that in terms of cost of productivity in Brazil is relatively'low and will un-

production alcohol is not competitive with gasoline. doubtedly improve dramaticallyover the next several
The solution to this problem is not simple if one consid- years. The successful development, over a very short

ers the very large number of people employed in the period of time, of a massive agriculturaland industrial
alcohol program. program to produce alcohol as a substitutefor gasoline

s testimony to the country'sability to respond quickly
The installed capacity of heavy and basic industries to economic challenges.
(heavy industrial machinery and equipment, ship- Brazil is leading producer of coffee, cocoa, soybean,
building, road building equpment, railway equip- cotton
ment, equipment for hydroelectric plants, offshore orange juice, sugar, alcohol, and tobacco;Bra-

zil's exports of these products are substantial and
drilling equipment, steel, cement, aluminium, pulp, growing. In addition, the country produces beans,
paper, etc.) is significant and provides the infrastruc- rice, maniocand a large variety of vegetablesand fruit
ture to manufacture the capital goods necessary to for domestic use. Brazil is also a major cattle raising
increase the country's productive capacity or to earn nation.
additional foreign exchange from exports.

Capital investments have been waning in the last 2 INDUSTRY

years in the light of a general climate of uncertainty
caused by increasing inflation as well as other internal Since the late 1950s, the Governmenthas placed great
factors. Although the perception of what might hap- emphasis on industrial development, basic manufac-

pen is probablyworse than whatwill happen, a climate turing and heavy industry by stimulating investments
of reasonable optimism is necessary for a resumption therein in order to expand industrial capacity.
of economic growth and prosperity. Through exports, Brazilian industries are providing
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Brazil with much-needed foreign exchange, while at BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
the same time upgrading the quality of production for
domestic use. Foreign debt increased from about 100 billion dollars
A significant part of Brazil's export revenues are de- n 1983 to 120 billion in 1988. AlthoughBrazildeclared
rived from manufacturedproductssuch as motorvehi- a moratorium in 1986, by mid-1988 it had got back to

cles and spare parts, airplanes, steel, aluminum, tex-
a more conventional relationship with its creditors in

tiles, footwear, pulp and paper, etc. Manufactured the internationalfinancialcommunity.The majorpart
productstoday represent70% ofBrazil's total exports.

of foreign trade surpluses has been absorbed by in-
terest payments on the country's foreign debt.

Brazil's consumergoods needs such as foodstuff, cars,
textiles, clothing, tobacco, civil construction, wood,
paper, rubber, glass, home appliances, office equip- CURRENCYANDFOREIGN.EXCHANGE
ment, chemicals and pharmaceuticals are almost en- CONTROLS
tirely supplied by domestic production.

Brazil has a rigid exchange control system and except
for a 9-month period in 1986 (when the exchange rateENERGY
was frozen) the exchange rate has been devalued at

toBrazil producesover 50% of its petroleumneeds com- frequent intervals. In relation the United States
dollar the Brazilian cruzado suffered mini-devalua-pared with less than 20% eight years ago. Hydroelec- tions totaling 380% in the year 1987 and 308% in thetric production has continued to increase considerably first 8 months of 1988. These increases reflect the

over recent years, in addition to the development of problems of chronic inflation that prevail in thealternative sources of energy such as coai, charcoal
and alcohol and the more efficient use of energy in economy.

general. The decline in world prices for petroleum is
favorable to Brazil but even so exploration in the last FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
decade has increased reserves significantly and also
resulted in the location of offshore areas of great po- A number of formalities must be followed in connec-
tential. tion with foreign investments, and it is essential that
In the near future additional capital resources will be investments either in capital or loans be registered
required to build power plants to support future with the Central Bank of Brazil. Foreign currency in
economic growth both in industry and agriculture. Brazil is bought and sold at the official exchange rate,
This couldpresenta problembecausethe power indus- there being no free exchange. Foreign currency,
try is controlled by the Federal Government that ai- however, is negotiatedon the parallel (illegal) market.

ready suffers from an insufficiency of financial re- Some restrictions exist in Brazil for foreign invest-
sources which is evidencedby the Federal deficits and ments in certain sectors of the economy (e.g. com-

resulting inflation. munications, electronic data processing, informatics,
explorationof mineral resources,public utilities, own-

TRANSPORTATION ership of agricultural property, banking and financial
activities and transportation). For some of thesesec-

Two thirds of Brazil's transportation is by road. Con- tors, foreign capital may participatewith the approval
sidering the long distances to be covered, both the of the Brazilian Governmentor with a majorityBrazi-

railway network and transportation by inland water- lian partner. Restrictionsalso exist for obtaining local

ways are inadequate and require development as a government financingwhen the local borrowers con-

means of increasing transportationefficiency and cost trolled from abroad.

reduction.

FOREIGN EQUITY (CAPITAL) INVESTMENTS
IN BRAZILHIGH TECHNOLOGYINDUSTRIES

The productionoftelecommunicationsand electronic Present exchange regulations allow the remittance of

equipment is subject to a market reserve system that earnings in the form of dividendsor profits to residents
does not allow the importationof micro and minicom- outside of Brazil, provided they result from foreign
puters and spare parts nor does it allow subsidiariesof capital investments and reinvestments registered at

foreign companies to produce such equipment in Bra- the Central Bank.

zil. Registrationof foreign capital investmentsat the Cen-

Many Brazilian executives and professionals believe tral Bank depends on the following general require-
that this protectionist legislation is delaying the coun-

ments being met:

try's internal technologicaldevelopment;n fact many (a) The foreign investor must be a non-resident of
believe that the technological gap is widening as a Brazil.
result of this policy and that Brazil is losing ground in (b) The foreign investor must either have purchased a
this field. capital participation in an existing local company
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or have remitted to Brazil foreign currencyor cap- portion over 25% of the registered base. The
ital assets as a contribution to the equity of a local supplementary tax is borne by the recipient and is
company. normally offset against the distribution following the

(c) The Central Bank of Brazil will only recognize payment of such tax.

foreign currency remittances to Brazil that are
This is summarized in the following example of

made through normal banking channels and are
a

exchanged into cruzados in accordancewith exist- foreign investmentof$ 1,000 that consistentlyreceives

ing regulations, through an authorized broker. an annual gross dividendof$ 400 (40%) that is partly
(d) The importationof capital assets as an equity con-

used to cover the supplementarytax on the preceding
tributionmust have the priorapprovalofexchange year's dividend:

authorities. Dividend of 40% of registered foreign investment

(e) The foreign investor, through his capital contribu- of $ 1,000 . $ 400

tion, becomes and remains a shareholder or a 25% withholding tax (100)

quotaholderin a local company.
300

Deduct supplementarytax on preceding
The portionof earningsin a local company that relates year dividend (58)
to the foreign investmentand that is capitalized in the Net dividend remittable 242

same company can be registered at the Central Bank Supplementarytax computation
as a foreign currency investment. These stock divi- Basis ' Tax
dends are not subject to the 25% withholding tax or Upto 12% exempt 12O -

supplementary tax due on cash dividends. Earnings 40% on portion between 12% and 15% 30 12 .

arising from interest income less interest expense do 50% on portionbetween 15% and 25% 92 46

not qualify foi registrationas foreigncapital, except in 242

the case of financial institutions. The taxpayer has the right to carry forward distribu-
tion rights of one given year for the 2 subsequent
years. In otherwords, if no distributionis made during

PROFIT DISTRIBUTIONAND DIVIDENDS ON the first and secondyear, in the thirdyearthe company
FOREIGN EQUITY INVESTMENTS has the right to distribute and remit net profits of up

to 36% of registered foreign capital without incurring
Profits and dividends remittances abroad are permit- the supplementary tax.
ted with no restrictions provided they result from

foreign capital investments and reinvestments regis- The supplementaryincome tax doesnot applyifprofits
tered with the Central Bank of Brazil. Incone tax is or dividends distributed are reinvested in the same

withheld at source at the rate of 25% each time a company or in any other company established in Bra-

distribution of profits or dividends to a foreign lega zil, instead of being remitted abroad.

entity or individual occurs. Lower rates apply when
profits are distributed to countries with which double
taxation treaties exist. FOREIGNLOANS

However, whenever the average of distributionsafter Foreign loans may be contracted by Brazilian com-

deducting the 25% withholding tax, within a period of panies. The followingare the main aspects to be consi-
3 consecutiveyears, exceeds the percentageof 12% of dered concerningsuch loans:
registeredforeign capital and reinvestments,a supple-
mental tax on the excess is due. This supplementaltax (a) The minimum term is 7 years;withmaturitiesover

iS computedbased on a graduated table and is discuss- 5 years.
ed in the next paragraph. (b) All interest remitted or credited to a foreign be-

neficiary is subject to a 25% withholding tax, un-

less some other rate is stated in a tax treaty with
SUPPLEMENTARYINCOME TAX1 Brazil (usually 15%).

(c) All foreign loans must be registeredat the Central
In accordance with Brazilian income tax legislation, Bank.
profits distributed to personsor companies residentor

located in a foreign country are subject to a Borrowers of foreign loans are authorized to deposit
supplementaryincome tax. This tax is triggeredby the equivlent amounts with the Central Bank in order to

declarationof dividendspayable to foreign sharehold- avoid the related interest and exchange losses.

ers.

The supplementaryincome tax on the distribution of DEBT EQUITY CONVERSIONS
profits will apply when the average of distributed net

profits after deducting the 25% withholding tax for 3 In view of Brazil's significant level of foreign currency
consecutive years exceeds 12% of registered foreign debt, in February 1988 the Brazilian Central Bank

capital. This supplementarytax is computedbased on

a graduated table, at a rate of 40% on the portion
between 12% and 15% of registered capital, 50% on 1. For a discussionof supplementaryincome tax, see in this issue, Pinto,
the portion between 15% and 25% and 60% on the 'Brazilian Tax Treatmentof Foreign Investments, at 376.
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established certain rules for the conversion of debt Payments for foreign technology by Brazilian com-

into equity. panes are very limited. Because of the current struc-

About one fifth of Brazil's foreigndebt has been depo-
ture of the INPI, registration of contracts is difficult
and time consuming unless the contract relates to a

sited with the Brazilian Central Bank which means

that it is debt that has been paid for and for which the project considered by the Brazilian Government of
interest and priority for the economicdevelopmentof

Central Bank is now the debtor. the country.
The rules for conversion of debt into equity enable a

foreign equity investor to acquire foreign currency
debt from a creditor outside Brazil, at a discount, and INFLATIONAND INDEXATION

receive the cruzado equivalent of such debt from the
Central Bank, also at a discount. The effect of this Since 1964 an extensive nationwidesystem of indexa-

procedure is summarized in the following example: tion was developed in order to enable business enter-

Foreign equity investor acquires $100 of debt from prises and individuals to cope with the effects of infla-
-

tion that in evolved follows:recent
a creditor outside Brazil at a discount of say 48% - years as

Cost of transaction $ 52 Percent
Foreign equity investor receives from Central-

Bank equivalent of $ 100 less a discount of say 19% 1980 110
Received by foreign investor in cruzados $ 81 1981 95
Foreign capital registration $ 81 1982 99-

The debt must be converted into an equity investment 1983 211

and will receive appropriate foreign capital registra-
1984 223

tion in foreign currency. The equity investments aris- 1985 224

ing from debt conversions may not be repatriated for 1986 62

a period of 12 years. Remittancesof profits are subject 1987 366
1988 (up to August) 301

to the same rules and levels of taxation as those that

apply to regular equity investments. On 28 February 1986 an Economic Stabilization Pro-

Private debt that is not on deposit with the Central Bram was enacted with the objective of eliminating
Bank may be convertedinto equity for the full amount

inflation. One of the principal aspects of the Program
in cruzadosbut at a discountwith regard to the foreign

was to virtually abolish the indexation system that

currency capital registration.
evolved in Brazil from 1964 to February 1986. The
stabilization program was unsuccessful; many believe

The debt conversion procedures are quite complex that the reason for this failure was that Federal Gov-
and therefore require expert advice and direction. It ernmentdeficit spendingwas not eliminated. Indexa-
is suggested that as a frst step in this regard it is tion was readopted in 1987.
prudent to consult an international banker, attorney
or public accountant.

INFLATION- PRINCIPAL ASPECTS OF THE
INDEXATIONSYSTEM

FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY (MONETARY CORRECTION)

All contracts for transferof foreign technology to Bra- The principalaspectsof the indexationsystem in effect
zil must be registered with the National Institute of are the following:
Indusirial Property (Instituto Nacional de Proprie-
dade Industrial - INPI). After registration with the (a) On the first day of each month the value of the

National Treasury Bond (OTN) is adjusted for the
INPI, contracts must also be registered with the Cen- effects of inflation in the preceding month based
tral Bank in order to make remittancesabroad and the on

the consumer price index.
expense deductible for tax purposes.
The contracts to be registeredmust describe, in detail, (b) Most indexation procedures (referred to as

the type of technologybeing transferred,programsfor monetary correction in Brazil) are based on the

training of Brazilian nationals and the manner of sub- changes in value of the National Treasury Bond

stantiating payments in the future. Contracts to be (OTN).
registered will only be approved for a 5-year period, (c) At times the value of the NationalTreasury Bond
with a maximum paymentof 5% computedon sales or (OTN) has not kept pace with the official rate of ex-

production. change for the U.S. dollar. This is evidenced by the
fact that the dollar equivalent of one OTN declined

Payments for the use of patents or trademark rights from USS 15.68 of 1 September 1978 to USS 8.30
will not be permitted to a foreign parent controlling

as

more than 50% of the Brazilian subsidiary's voting
as of 1 September 1988.

stock. Payments for technical or administrativeassist- (d) Corporate entities are required to adjust their fi-
ance to a controlling parent company may be permit- nancial statements for the effects of infiation based on

ted but do not qualify as a deductible expense for rules established by the Internal Revenue Service and
income tax purposes. by the Brazilian SEC (CVM). The Brazilian method
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of accounting for the effects of inflation for tax pur- in.12 monthly installments,4 prior to the 31 December
poses follows conventional price level or constant balance sheet date and 8 after this date. The tax liabil-
value accountingprocedures in a simplified form with ity is calculated as of 31 December and all 12 install-
the objective of restating fixed assets, investments, ments are adjusted (indexed) for the effects of infla-
shareholders' equity and net income to reflect the ef- tion.
fects of changs in price levels.

(e) All past-due taxes and fines are subject to monet- RULES FOR COMPUTATIONOF TAXABLE

ary restatement. INCOME

(f) Tax loss carryforwards may be monetarily re- Accounting for the effects of inflation
stated.

Inflation accounting The Brazilian method of ac-

(g) In addition to interest, most loans contracted in counting for the effects of inflation, both for tax and
Brazil are subject to a monetary correction clause to financial reporting purposes, follows conventional
protect the lender from inflation. price level or constantvalue accountingprocedures in

(h) Investmentsin savingsaccounts,bank certificates, a simplified form with the objective of restating fixed

securities, etc., besides the usual interest rate, also assets, nvestments, shareholders' equity and net in-

earn monetary correction. come for the effects of changes in price levels.

(i) Salary increases are granted monthly for the effect Index used The index used for measuring changes in
of inflation. price levels is the National Treasury Bond Index

which in turn is based on changes in the Consumer
(j) Tax brackets, exemptions for dependents, and Price Index.
other items provided for in the tax legislation are ad-
justed quarterly for withholding taxes on payments to Assets Fixed assets and accrued depreciation, invest-

individuals and once a year. for annual income tax ments, deferred charges, foreign currency receivables
returns. and local currency receivables subject to indexation

are written up for the effects of inflation or exchange
(k) Rentals are generallysubject to periodicalnonet- devaluation.
ary restatements.

Liabilities and shareholders' equity Capital, .capital
(1) Prices are mostly subject to frequent adjustments surplus, retained earnings, foreign currency liabilities
in order to cover increasing replacement costs. It is and local currency liabilities are written up for the
quite common for service contracts to contain an in- effects of inflation or exchange devaluation.
dexationclausebasedonchangesin value of the OTN.

Depreciation and amortization The charges of these
costs to taxable income are adjusted.for the' effects of

CORPORATETAXES inflation on the same basis as the related asset ac-

counts.

INCOME TAX Exchange lossesandgains Unrealizedexchange losses
on foreign currency liabilities are deductible charges

Brazil generally adopts the concept of territoriality to income- unrealizedexchangegains on foreign cur-

and taxes all income earned within its borders. How- rency receivable are taxable credits to income.
ever, certain specific situations exist in which pay- Exposureto inflation The loss on exposure to inflation
ments for services rendered abroad are subject to is a.deductiblecharge to income. The gain on negativeBrazilian withholding tax.

exposure to inflation is a taxable credit to income but
Brazil has signed double taxation tax treaties with may be deferred, at the taxpayer's option, in which

Austria, Argentina, 'Belgium, Canada, Denmark, case the gain becomes taxable in proportion to the
Ecuador, Finland, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.), future realization of fixed assets through depreciation
Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain or disposal.
and Sweden. Inventory profits To the extent these are caused by
The basic corporate income tax rate is 35%. Taxable infiation, they are, in effect, eliminated from taxable

profits that exceed the cruzado equivalent of 20,000 income.
OTNs (National Treasury Bonds), in most cases, are

Depreciation Depreciation deductions are generallysubject to an additional 5% tax on the portion of limited to the following annual rates based the
profits up to 40,000 OTNs (in September 1988 the

on

value of 40,000 OTNs was equivalent to about straight-line method and computed on a cost plus
USS 300,000). monetary restatementsbasis: vehicles and computers,

20%; machinery, equipment, furniture and fixtures,
All corporate tax returns are required to be filed as of 10%; and buildings, 4%. Accelerated depreciation
31 December. The legal entity's official year end no rtes may be obtained for extra use such as 2 or 3-shift

longer has any effect on the date on which corporate operationsor as a result of tax incentives.
tax returns must be filed. Losscarryforwards Companies' tax losses may be car-

.

Most legal entitiesare required to pay their income tax ried forward and used in the 4 subsequentyears. Car-
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rybacks are not allowed. These losses are subject to subject to corporate tax. Intercompanyprofit distribu-
monetary correction. tions within Brazil are taxed at source at the rate of

25%, which can be offset when the recipientcompany,Inventory pricing Inventories of raw materials and to
work-in-processmust be pricedat cost. Finishedgoods

n turn, pays dividends subject withholding. This
taxation at source does not apply if the recipientof the

must be valued at the lower of cost or market. Accept- dividend is a publicly-heldor a tax-exemptcompany.able cost methods include average cost, first-in first-
out, and standard cost (if proved to be reliable). The
last-in first-outmethod is not acceptedby the tax auth- TYPES OF BUSINESSENTITIES
orities. Cost applicable to work-in-process and
finished goods must result from a cost accountingsys- The most common types of business entities in Brazil
tem integrated with the general accounting records; are the Sociedade por Quotas de Responsabilidade
otherwise, the tax authoritiesmay apply arbitrarypric- Limitada (limited liability company) and the
ing rules which will generally increase the amount of Sociedade Annima (corporation):
inventory for income tax purposes. (a) The Sociedade Limitada differs from the
Bad debts Abaddebt reserve ofup to 3% of accounts SociedadeAnnima in that it requires less formalities
receivablesis allowed. Request for use of a higher rate concerningits establishrnentand less public disclosure
must be justified by actual experience. attached to its formation and operation. The capital
Directors' compensation A limit is imposed on the structure of the Limitada is more rigid than the
annual compensation of officers, directors and indi- Sociedade Annima. The Limitada has only one type
vidual partners for purposes of considering such pay- of equity interest (i.e. registered quotas), and their
ments as deductible expenses. transfer may be difficult under certan crcumstances.

Pension plans Contributions to pension plans which (b) The Sociedade Annima requires more for-
are properlyorganizedand registeredby the company malities in its operations than does the Limitada. The
with the authorities and which apply to all employees following must be published: notices of shareholders'

may qualify as deductible expenses. meeting, annual financial statements, directors' an-

nual report, and the Articles of Incorporation (to-
Equity accounting Companies that have relevant in- getherwith the minutesof the first shareholders'meet-
vestments in -other companies are required to carrY ing). If the Sociedade Annima is publicly held, addi-
such investments for tax purposes on the equity tional publicationand disclosure requirernentsare im-
method of accounting. The equity in profits or losses posed by legislation.is not taxable or deductible.

(c) Other less common forms of business entities are
Installmentsales Installment reporting for income tax partnerships, unlimited liability companies and
purposes is allowed if the payment dates extend branches of foreign companies.
beyond the year following the year of sale. This rule
applies solely to sales of a company's real properties.

SOCIEDADE ANONIMA VERSUS SOCIEDADE
LIMITADA

TAX ON EXCESS RESERVES
If a Brazilian company is to be 100% owned by a

There is a 25% tax on the amount by which the re- foreign investor, it is preferable to form a Sociedade
tained earnings of a Sociedade Annima exceed the Limitada (mainly because of reduced publication re-

corporation's capital. This tax can be avoided by quirements and simplified structure and operation).
capitalizingor distributinga sufficientamount to elimi- However, if a Brazilian partner is contemplated, a
nate the excess. Sociedade Annima could prove to be better because

of:

AGENTS AND REPRESENTATIVES (a) Greater flexibility in the form of the equity interest
(common voting of preferred non voting shares;

Sales contracted in Brazil by a foreign seller through nominative or bearer shares). Preferred shares are

an agent or representativeare normally not subject to quite differentfrom the United States because in addi-

Brazilian income tax. The agent is required to report
tion to being assured minimum dividends they gener-

the foreign principal's profit in his income. If he des ally, but not always, participate on equal terms with

not, the profit is arbitrarily set at 20% of the sales the common shares when the minimum dividend is

price. This tax rule applies only if the agent or rep-
exceeded.

resentativehas the legal right to bind the foreign seller (b) Better planning possibilitiesconcerningcash divi-
contractually. dends, shareholders' rights and interests.

(c) The opportunitiesto go public by selling its shares

DIVIDENDSRECEIVED on the open market.

From a taxation standpoint, certain minor differences
Dividends received by a Brazilian company are not exist between the 2 types of business entities.
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LABOR, SOCIAL SECURITYAND OTHER
SOCIAL TAXES SALES, EXCISE AND SERVICE TAXES

Employment and labor practices in Brazil are gener- FEDERAL TAX ON INDUSTRIALIZED
ally governed by the Consolidated Labor Laws. The PRODUCTS (IPI)
normal work week in Brazil is 44 hours over a 6-day
period. Fringe benefits for employees increase a com- This excise tax is paid by manufacturerson behalf of
pany's payroll costs by about 70%. Some of the bene- their customers at the time of sale, either to another
fits and social charges are: manufacturerwho will further the manufacturingpro-

(a) Employersmust depositmonthlyan amountequal cess or to the retailer or ultimate customer. The tax

to 8% of each employee's gross salary in a blocked paid is stated separately on the sales invoice and is in

bank account for payment of employee severance the nature of a value added tax. The IPI tax rate varies

rights. Employees dismissed are allowed to withdraw according to the nature of the goods involved. Certain

the balance on their blocked bank account and also exemptions are given to goods considered to be of

receive a termination indemnity from the employer, basic necessity to the economy.

equivalent to 40% of the balance on the blocked bank As mentioned above, when manufactured products
account. are sold between producers, the IPI is imposed. How-

(b) Employeesget one nonth as a paid vacationafter ever, a subsequent manufacturer is allowed a credit

working a full year. At the time of taking vacation against its IPI liability, equal to the IPI it paid to its

employees are also entitled to a bonus of 33% of one suppliers. The tax on industrializedproducts is clearly
month's salary. in the nature of a value added tax.

(c) A thirteenthmonthbonus, ofone salary, is man-

datory. STATE TAX ON CIRCULATIONOF

(d) Employers contribute 10% of gross payroll per
MERCHANDISE (ICM)

month to the social security program, and employees
from 8.5% to 10% up to a. limit of 20 times the This sales tax is also a value added tax and is collected

minimum monthly salary. by most states at the rate of 17% with special rates for
interstate and export sales. A credit against taxes pay-

(e) Female employees are entitled to 120 days mater- able by the seller is allowed for taxes paid on materials
nity leave upon birth of a child. purchased.The state tax is chargedon the value added

(f) Employers must provide for sick pay for the first to the goods in each transaction.

15 days of sick leave.

The minimumwage is equivalent to about USS 54 per MUNICIPALTAX ON RENDERING OF
month and the cruzado amount is increased monthly SERVICES (ISS)
for the effects of inflation.

Social Integration Program (PIS) gives employees a
This service tax is collected by most of the large mu-

chance to benefitdirectly from the country'seconomic nicipalities at a usual rate of 5% of the charge for

growth, participating in business profits, through a
servicesrenderedwhich are listedby FederalStatute.

mandatory national saving program financed by
monthly deposits computed as a percentage of sales
(0.65%). FOREIGN TRADE AND EXPORT INCENTIVES

Social Investment Fund (FINSOCIAL) is a plan for Due to its large external debt, Brazil has made a great
special social programs to be funded based on a tax as effort in recent years to generate and increase its
a percentage of sales (0.5%) or. annually at 5% of foreign trade surplus. The country recorded trade
income tax in the case of service companies. surpluses that averaged USS 10.3 billion in the 5-year
Employment and labor practices are governed by the period from 1983 to 1987 and is expected to exceed a

Constitutionand the ConsolidatedLaborLaws, which USS 17.0 billion surplus in 1988.

control, among other things, working conditions and The significant trade surplus is necessaryfor the coun-

collective bargaining. In recent years Brazilian trade try to generate sufficient foreign exchange to pay for
unions have assumed an important role in the collec- the significant interest charges on foreign currency
tive bargainingprocess. The trade unions have grown debt. Exports are encouraged by various kinds of ex-

in competence and in stature and are taken seriously port incentives.
by managementand the new Constitutionhas virtually
eliminatedall restrictionson workersgoingon strike. Brazilian legislation provides for a substantialnumber

of tax incentives for certain types of exports (mostly
for productsmanufacturedin Brazil). The main incen-
tives are:

(a) Exportedmanufacturedproductsare exempt from
excise (IPI) and sales (ICM) taxes. Income generated
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from exports is taxed at a special rate of 3% in 1988 country regarding Brazilian taxes. However, in prac-
and 6% in subsequentyears. tice, it has been difficult to obtain approval for the

(b) Remittances abroad for advertising, exhibits at
credit. When permanentlyleaving Brazil, special pro-

trade fairs, expositions,etc. ofBrazilianmanufactured cedure's should be followed in order to avoid any sub-

products are exempt from the 25% withholding tax. sequent tax liability.

(c) Remittances abroad for payment of commissions Most income is taxable except for gains on publicly
on exportations are also exempt from the 25% with- traded stocks and bonds anc certain personal prop-

holding tax. erty. As part of their annual income tax return, indi-
viduals are required to report all assets and liabilities

(d) Remittances abroad for payment of commissions in and outside of Brazil.
and interest on loans destined to finance exports, A foreigner is considered to be resident for tax
under certain conditions, are exempt from the 25%

a pur-

withholding tax. poses if he has a permanentvisa to stay in Brazil. An
individualwho has a temporaryvisa will also be consi-

(e) Imported equipmentor raw materials for produc- dered a resident if he stays in Brazil for a period of
tion of goods to be exported (drawback) can, under more than 12 consecutive months.
certain conditions, benefit from exemption or reduc- Individual tax rules generally change annually. Rates
tion or excise tax and customs duties. applicable to 1987 ranged up to 50% on income in

excess of Cz$ 2,136,600.00 (equivalent to USS 54,000
at the average rate of exchange for the year 1987).INVESTMENTINCENTIVES
The individual tax returns are filed on a calendaryear

There are basically 2 types of fiscal incentivesgranted basis and except for medicaland hospitalexpensesand
by the Brazilian Government. donations to Brazilian charities all other allowable

deductions are not significant in relation to higherThe first type includes the exemptions and privileges salary levels.
which are given to companies that are either doing
business in underdevelopedareas in Brazil or are en- Tax returns must be filed by the end of April of the
gaged in economic activities which are considered es- following year and the balance of tax due then either
sential to the country's economic growth. These be paid when the return is filed or in up to 8 install-
exemptionsand privileges fall into the areas of income ments, at the option of the taxpayer, on a monthly
tax, IPI and ICM taxes, import duties, exports and basis beginning in April but subJect to monetary cor-

price controls. rection for the effects of inflation.

The second type of incentivesare tax credits for invest- Monthly compensation received from Brazilian
ments in certain business activities. Specific economic sources is subject to a withholding income tax based
areas which may qualify for tax incentives: on a progressive scale that goes up to 45%. The with-

/! Fishing holding tax deductions at several levels of income in

Agriculturaland animal husbandry the month of August 1988 were the following (conver-
c) Forestation and reforestation,etc. sion to dollars at Cz$ 292.00 per USS 1.00).

Monthly salary
INDIVIDUALINCOME TAXES

Cruzados Dollar Withholding Percentage
Individuals residing in Brazil are subject to tax on all equivalent income tax oftax

income regardlessof where earned. Income generated 292,000 $ 1,000 $ 140 14.0%

from assets abroad will not be taxed in Brazil during 584,000 $ 2,000 $ 410 20.5%

the first 5 years of permanent residence by foreign 1,168,000 $ 4,000 $ 1,171 29.3%

individuals if all assets are declared to the fiscal auth- 1,752,000 $ 6,000 $ 2,071 34.5%

orities when arriving in Brazil or when filing the first 2,336,000 $ 8,000 $ 2,970 37.1%

income tax return. In theory, a foreign tax credit is 2,920,000 $10,000 $ 3,871 38.7%

allowed to individuals for taxes paid to other countries Allowable deductions from monthly salaries, for pur-
on income earned outside Brazil which is also taxable poses of the above computations,are not significantat
in Brazil, providing reciprocity exists in the other the higher income levels.
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Tax Policy in Brazil

Mailson F. da Nbrega,
Minister of Finance, Brazil

Developing tax policy is a function of the executive 1934, the financial composition of Brazil in terms of
and legislative branches of government in that it con- tax revenues favoured the autonomy of the member
cerns the ultimate form of the tax burden. Tax policy States, since at that time the Municipalitieswere not

defines the origins of funding through tax revenues, autonomous. It was a highly flexible tax system that

independentlyofwhether the resourcesare to be chan- even permitted double taxation in the legal sense, i.e.
nelled to the Treasuryor utilizedas an economicpolicy it allowed the cumulativecharging.of the same type of
instrument. Although the process is normally initiated tax by the Federal and State governments. The tax

at the level of the executive branch, in democratic system introduced as of 1934 survivd the 1946 Con-
countries the final word on fiscal policy is the province stitution and lasted until the reform which was ntro-
of the NationalCongress. It is the task of the represen- duced in 1965 and implemented in 1967. This period
tatives of the people to definehow publicexpenditures was marked by more rigid limitations on the financial
are to be financed as well as to indicate the tax burden autonomy of the States and the definitionof a specific
of each social sector. taxing authority for the Municipalities. It prohibited

double taxation and eliminated the residual authority
The decision of who should pay taxes is an extremelY that allowed for the institution of taxes at the discre-
difficult one and it is only through Parliamentthat one tion of the Federal and State governments. Albeit in
can obtain the agreement of taxpayers to surrender rather embryonic form, it implemented a system of
part of their resources for the benefit of the state as a distribution of tax revenues from the Federal to the
whole. It is through tax policy, for example, that one State and Municipalgovernments.The 1946 Constitu-
determineswhetherprofits, earningsand capital gains tion introduced few mdifications into the 1934 sys-
should be subject to a greater tax burden than the tem. One item of inportance was the institution of
earnings derved from labour. Parliament resolves excse taxes charged by the Federal government on

these issues. lubricants, fuels, minerals and electrical energy. Sixty
State intervention in the economy is primarily exer- percent of the total revenue from these taxes was dis-

tributed to the States and Municipalities.At the same
cised through taxation. Taxes are nothing more than 10% of income revenue was transferred
the transfer of resources from the private sector to the tme, tax to

the Municipalities.publicsector. Whatshouldbe the levelof this interven-
tion How are revenues to be obtained for the State The defects and incongruitiesof the 1934/46 tax system
Should they be obtained through heavier taxation of can be outlined as follows:

companies and individuals (direct taxes) or by impos- - absence of a truly national characteristic capable
ing the tax burden on merchandise,products and ser- of integrating and harmonizingthe levels of Fed-
vices (indirect taxes) Is it worth utilizing the tax sys- eral, State and Municipal taxation. Consequently,
tem as a means of stimulatingthe regional and sectoral there were constantconflictsamong the States that

economy, or would it be better to abolish the entire were transformed into a vertable fiscal war ,

complex of exemptions and fiscal incentives in such a - no compatibilitybetween the taxing authority and

way so as to stamp a characterof greater transparency the institutionalobjectives of the 3 taxing entities.
on the Budget, thus making it possible for the public Although the Federal government was clearly re-

to know who is receiving the funding handed over to sponsible for the formulationofnationaleconomic
the government and how it is being invested These policy, several important taxes which could have

questions as well are resolved through tax policy. fostered this policy were part of the taxing author-
ity of the States;
the definitionof the factors giving rise to tax liabil--

THE NATIONAL TAX SYSTEM IN THE 1967 ity was tied more to juridical aspects than to

CONSTITUTION economic aspects. This represented a serious lack
of rationality since, by the very principle of taxa-

Until the advent of the 1988 Constitution,the develop- tion, the taxes should be levied on the basis of facts
ment of the tax system in Brazil could be separated that reveal contributory capacity for the payment
into 3 distinct historical stages. Between 1891 and of taxes;
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non-utilization of taxes as an instrument of - Tax on Communications(ICD)-

economic and social policy in adverse economic - Tax on Services of Any Nature (ISS)
situations. The now common concern with foster- SpecialTaxes (Excise Taxes)
ing regional and sectoral development and redis- - Tax on Electrical Energy (IUEE)
tribution of national income through taxation sim- - Tax on Fuels and Lubricants (IULCLG)
ply did not exist. - Tax on National Minerals (IUM)

ExtraordinaryWartime Taxes-

It was in light of this situation as well as the new

economic reality emerging in Brazil that the 1965 tax In addition to the modificationsin the authority to levy
reform was adopted. The reform culminated in the taxes (coupledwith the elimination of some taxes and

1967 Constitution. The reform represented a reaction the reformulationand institutionof others), the 1965/

to the classical tax system of the 1946 Constitution, 67 reform established the residual authority of the

which concerned itself exclusively with the fiscal as-
Federal government to create new taxes, provided

pects of sharingauthority to impose taxes, while ignor- that the factor giving rise to the taxes was not identical

ing the social and political aspects of tax. to that of the State and Municipal taxes.

The reform was characterizedby the concentrationof
The objectives of the 1965 reform can be summarized taxing power in the hands of the Federal government
as follows: as a consequenceof the number of taxes attributed to

creation of a tax system that, by precisely defining the Federal government and the inflexibility of the-

the taxing authority of each administrative entity State and Municipal taxing authorities. In more

(Federal, State and Municipal) at the constitu- specified terms, only 2 taxes were left to the States,
tional level, could effectively harmonize and inte- i.e. the tax on transactons involving the circulationof

grate taxation in national terms so that the Federal merchandise (ICM) and the tax on the transfer of real

government, the States and Municipalities could estate and rights to real estate (ITBI); 2 other taxes

adequatelyperform their tasks; were left to the Municipalities, i.e. the tax on urban
consolidation of taxes to avoid overlapping and buildings and land (IPTU) and the tax on services-

ambiguities and reduce the inherent unfairness in (ISS). State and Municipal authoritieswere restricted
the distribution of the tax burden; even in the case of these 4 taxes because the Federal
reformulation of instruments and mechanisms to governmentwas empoweredto grant exemptionsfrom-

enable utilizationof taxes for extrafiscalpurposes, these taxes through supplementary legislation. Addi-
i.e. to influence the economic developmentof re- tionally, the maximum rates of the ICM and ITBI

gions and sectors and foster improved distribution were set by Federal Senate Resolution based on a

of income; proposal sent by the President of the Republic. The
in light of the Federal government'snatural voca- maximum rate of the ISS was determined by-

tion as the locomotiveof nationaleconomicpolicy, supplementary legislation.
establish a more rational system of tax collection This centralizationof taxingauthorityhad clear objec-and automatic redistribution of resources to the tives. While the Federal government retained the
other 2 levels of government; largest share of taxing power, a constitutional
make the national tax system more progressve-

mechanism structure,d channel significantthrough fair imposition of income tax, i.e. those
was to a

share of the collected to the other politicalwith more ability to pay income tax should do so
revenues

entities. The principal componentsof this system were
and the less favoured economic groups should be

granted relief.
as follows:

(a) the State and Municipal Revenue Sharing Fund,
In keeping with these objectives, taxes were allocated composed of part of the revenues collected
into 4 groups that were representativeof the economic through the tax on earnings and income (IR) and

system: the tax on manufacturedproducts (IPI);
Taxes on Foreign Trade (b) State and Municipalparticipation in the collection

Import Tax (II) of excise taxes on electrical energy, lubricants and-

Export Tax (IE) fuels and national minerals;-

Taxes on Assets and Income (c) distribution of all revenues collected through the
Tax on Ownership of Urban Buildings and Land tax on transportation(ITR) to the Municipalities;-

(IPTU) (d) investments in regionaldevelopmentprojects,par-
Tax on Ownershipof Rural Land (IPTR) ticularly in the north and northeastof the country,-

Tax on the Transfer of Real Estate and Rights to and in projects aimed at the development of-

Real Estate (ITBI) specific sectors of the economy (e.g. tourism,
Tax on Income and Earnings of Any Nature (IR) fishery and forestation and reforestation pro--

Tax on Productionand Circulation grams) take the form of fiscal incentives originat-
Tax on Transactions Involving the Circulation of ng in the income tax.-

Merchandise (ICM)
Tax on ManufacturedProducts (IPI)-

Tax on Financial Transactions (IOF)-

Tax on Transportation(ITR) 1. Constitutional Amendment No. 18.-
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DISTORTIONS IN THE OBJECTIVES OF THE The ICM, which was designed to be the major source
1965/67 REFORM of revenue for the States that would enable them to

achieve their coveted goal of financial autonomy, was

Some of the basc objectivesof the national tax system seriously undermined because of the numerous
were never achieved and the system as a whole was exemptions granted by agreement for various prod-
never fully implemented in its original form. The re- ucts. Additionally, the ICM rates on domestic opera-
form was understoodmore as an ideal to be gradually tions were reduced from 18% to 15% in the north/
attained through a processof constantand progressive northest in 1968 and from 17% to 14% in the central/
improvementof tax legislation,always with due atten- south region.
tion to the overall requirements of the Brazilian
economy. As explainedbelow, the fundamentalideas Mention should also be made of the adverse impact of

of the 1965/67 reform underwent a process that re-
the deteriorationof the distributionof Federalgovern-

sulted in significant distortions. ment tax revenue through the RevenueSharingFunds.

Originally, it was determined that 20% of the IPI and

A case in point is the income tax, which had been IR income would be transferred. However, this rate

conceived of as a dual purpose instrurnent, i.e. to was gradually reduced until reaching a level of 10o in

collect revenue and to foster economic and social de- 1969, or just halfof the originallyprogrammedpercen-

velopment. The major distortion occurred with re- tage. The transfer system of the Revenue Sharing
spect to the first of these objectivesbecause an exces- Funds became subject to vast bureaucratic tangles,
sive number of regional and sectoral incentives were particularlywhen it was determinedthat the resources

created which provoked a decline in the revenue from would only be released to specific projects being car-

ried out by the States and Municipalities.income tax and - even more serious - reduced the
progressivenature of the tax in such a way as to benefit Since the power of the States and Municipalities to
those in higher income brackets. This was precisely broaden the range of their taxes was highly inflexible,the opposite of the originally desired goal. Other de- the participation of the Federal government in total
viations also occurred, such as:

revenues collected increased sharply.(a) institutionof a tax system that was highly favoura-
ble to income earned by personal holdings and It should also be observed that the percentage of the
beneficiaries of capital earnings and gains which, tax on fuelsand lubricants(IULCLG)to be distributed
inevitably, resulted in a system that heavily taxed to the States and Municipalities(originallyset at 60%)
the fruits of labour; was later reduced to 40%; the States and Municipali-

(b) ignoring the aspects of cost minimization, taxes ties were permitted to charge the ICM on these prod-
were uniformly and indiscriminately levied on ucts. The latter possibility, however, was soon with-
snall, medium and large companies. Because of drawn although the 60% level of distributionwas not
economiesof scale, the large companieswere able restored.
to achieve comparativeadvantagesand were more

efficient in administrativeand operational terms; Parallel to this, one of the fundamental objectives of

(c) taxation of illusory earnings of businesses because the 65/67 reform- that of reducing the numberof taxes

adequate mechanisms to neutralize the effects of
- was also underminedwhen the Federal government

inflation on business earnings did not exist; was granted the power to institute the so-called

(d) differentiatedtreatmentas regardswithholdingtax parafiscal contributions (or social contributions) for

on specific types ofearningsfrom labour and some purposes of intervention in the economic domain or

capital gains because the earningsof liberal profes- the interests of specific professionalcategories and to

sionals and the incomefrom property rentals were meet the requirements of the current expendituresof

not subject to withholding tax at source;
the social security system for which the Federal gov-

(e) as a result of the system adopted to define the ernment is liable. This powergave rise to the Fund for

moment at which an event giving rise to income the Guarantee of EmploymentTime (FGTS), Social

tax occurs, there was a large gap between the mo- Integration Program/Social Integration and Assist-

ment of calculationof the taxablebase of individu- ance Program for Government Employees (PIS/
als and legal entities and the effective payment of PASEP), the Education Salary and FINSOCIAL,
the tax. This effect was caused by the inflationary some of which are true contributions, while others

process and provoked losses both for the taxpayer have been recognized by the judiciary branch as true

(when he was entitled to a tax refund) and the taxes with all of the negative aspects as regards double

taxing authorities (in the case of taxes due). taxation and the reappearance of the so-called cas-
cade system of taxation.

The vast field of goods upon which the IPI was levied On the basis of what has been stated above, it can be
caused major distortions. The IPI was instituted as a concluded that, as a result of circumstances,the ideals
selective tax to be charged on the basis of whether a of the reform were seriously distorted. The States and
product was of essential importance to the consumer. Municipalities (who were in dire need of financial re-

However the general manner in which it was imposed souces) demandedamendmentsto the system. Society
neutralized the objectives of the IPI and made it an . as a whole also demandedthat the tax burden be more

unfair tax because t was indiscriminately levied on equitablydistributed. Obviously,one cannotdeny that
non-essentialgoods and products of basic necessity. the 1967 tax reform brought about crucial changes to
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the previoussystem and these changeshad much to do comes from the taxation of the few products consi-
with Brazil's economic development process. The dered to be non-essential (perfumes, cigarettes, etc.)
utilization of taxes as a means to further regional and or items which reflect the purchasing power of the
sectoral development was, without a doubt, the base consumer(automobiles,home appliances,toys, etc.).
upon which the expansionof Brazilian industrialactiv-

Severality and the penetrationof importantinternationalmar- measures were also adopted to ease the

kets were founded. hardships faced by the States and Municipalities as a

result of the reduction of their taxes:
ICM rates were increased to 17%, while the scope

-

CORRECTIONOF SOME DISTORTIONS of items subject to the tax was broadened to in-
clude capital goods and importedmaterials.At the.

As problemsbegan to manifest themselves, the distor- same time, the value of the IPI on cigarettes was

tions of the system became evident and urgent correc- included in the calculation base of the ICM.
tive measureswere taken. Many of these measurescan - The percentages of the income tax and IPI chan-
be considered as mini-reforms that were aimed at nelled into the formation of the Revenue Sharing
achieving greater equilibrium in the system so that it Funds of the States and Municipalities and the
would once more recover its original objectives. Special Fund, which had been reduced to 10% in

the 69/75 period, were restored to 20% in 79/80,The modifications included the following: before being increased to 28% in 1984 and 32% in
Almost all of the exemptions that benefittedcapi- 1985.

-

tal earnings were revoked. The fiscal incentives The percentage of the tax on fuels and lubricants-

available to individuals and that favoured tax- channelled to the States and Municipalities was
payers in the higher income brackets were drasti- gradually increased from 40% to 60%.
cally reduced.
To offset the drop in the tax revenue provoked by The measures were of particular importance to the-

these measures, the level of taxation on capital different units of the federation when one considers

earnings and gains was increased as were the taxes that, in most Brazilian States, tax revenue transfers
on the results of financial applications and profits (including income tax fiscal incentives) represent the
on the transfer of real estate and business partici- largest share of revenue. By way of example, in the 14

pation. States and territories of the north, northeast and cen-

A system of tax exemptions applicable to micro- tral west regions, the resources of these transfers are-

businesses was implemented, while the simplified more than the volume of revenues collected locally by
system of taxationon small and mediumbusinesses the Federal government. In many of these States,
was expanded. As a corollary to this measure, the transfers of Federal government tax revenues are, in
taxation of large companieswas increased, princi- value terms, more than the tax volumecollectedby the

pally in the case of those companieswhich are part States themselves.
of financial institutions. One should also observe that legislation has stream-
Liberal professionals and lessors were obliged to lined the of revenue transfers to the States and

-

system
anticipate payment of income tax on their earn- Municipalitiesso that the resources now flow to these
ings, thus extending the tax treatment applied to units n a simpler and more automaticmanner.
salaried workers to the gains received on these
types of activities.
The mechanismsaimed at avoiding the taxation of 1988 TAX REFORM

-

profitsof legal entities that result from the inflatio-
nary process were perfected. Of all of the subjects discussed by the National Con-

As a result of these measures, the profile of the dis- stituent Assembly, the chapter related to the Tax Sys-
tribution of the tax burden on the earnings of labour tem was perhaps the most hotly debated. Involvingthe
and capital was significantlyaltered. This is evidenced most varied possible interests, tax reform suggestions
by the fact that, in the 1988 fiscal year, the taxation of ranged from those based on exhaustive research to

earnings of labour accounted for only 30.9% of the others that were much less well-founded. The States
total income tax revenue, while capital earnings ac_ and Municipalitiesdesired greaterautonomybasedon

counted for 68.7%. The alterationof this profile takes either greater volumes of resourcesor enhanced taxa-

on even greater significance when one notes that the tion authority. The Federal government insisted on

income tax accounted for 41% of Federal government the need for reviewing its responsibilitiesso that more

revenuesin 1988, as comparedto a 1973 total of29%. resourcescould be transferred. Workersdefended the
idea that salaries are not income and therefore these

The deviations that occurred in the case of the IPI as earnings should not be subject to income tax.2 The
a result of the broadening of its field of application productive sectors of the .economy understood that
were corrected through changes in the legislation in
1979. As a result of these amendments, more than
4,000 products were exempted from the IPI, thus be. 2 The workers' argument against taxing salaries cannot be included in

nefitting thousands of small and medium-sized any classical discussionon the nature of income. In Brazil it has been used

businesses responsible for the prociuction of these
time and again by workers' unions as a slogan when trying to put together
pressure groups to force Congress and other adninistrative bodies to

goods. At the present time, 70% of the IPI revenue approvetheirpoliciesduringthediscussionsofchangestotheincometax.
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significantlyhigher taxation on profits of legal entities stitution, has the purpose of channelling investments
would result in the transfer of even larger volumes of into these regions through government development
resources from the private sector to the public sctor, institutions. As is already known, the FPE and FPM
thus hampering investments required for a free enter- are distributed in such a way as to benefit the less

prise system. Farmers felt that their activities should developed regions, States and Municipalities.
be free of taxation in order to achieve maximum pro-
duction. The north and northeast regions defended Fiscal justice is expressed through the principle of a

the maintenanceof regional incentives, affirming that more progressive tax system that will take concrete

both regionswere attainingdevelopmentpreciselybe- form through supplementaryand ordinary legislation.
cause of the incentives. The States of the southernand The Constitution is not the proper forum to set rates

eastern regions complained that the volume of re- or to foster the broadeningof the scope of the income

sources in the region were being transferred to other tax, which .is necessary for the attenuation of the re-

regions. gressive social nature of the tax burden. Enhanced
taxpayer protection should be expressed in a transpa-

After almost 2 years of discussion, the new Constitu- rent way by restricting compulsory loans to cases of
tion was elaborated and a new tax system was created public calamity, by subjecting the social contributions
for Brazil. In his defense of the new tax order, the and interventionin the economicdomain to the princi-
Chairman of the Committee on the Tax System, ples of legality and prior debate, by prohibiting the
Budget and Finance stated: granting of fiscal privileges to specific professional
in the field of taxation, the draft of the Constitution categories, by protecting taxpayers from abrupt.

seeks to combine the fundamentalcriteria of: changes in the system and limiting the legal privileges
(a) decentralization and strengthening of the auto- of the Treasury to the detriment of the taxpayer. The

nomy of the States and Municipalities; potentially progressive nature of the new system is
b) attenuationof regional imbalances; furtherstrengthenedby the possibilityof greaterselec-
) enhanced fiscal justice and taxpayer protection; tivity of the new ICMS and th introductio of an

) simplification and adaptation of taxation to the inheritance tax and a tax on gifts. Furthermore, it
needs of modernizati0nofthe productive system; should be noted that the sales tax for which the Mu-

(e) guaranteeof a minimumdegree of nationalunifor- nicipalities are responsiblewas limited to a maximum
mity in the basic principles of the system through of 2%, until such time as the subject is dealt with in
preservation of supplementary legislation in the supplementarylegislation.
area of taxation.

The simplification of the tax system is evident in the.

The effort to decentralize and strengthen the States merger of 7 excise taxes on merchandise and services
and Municipalities is evident principally in the into a single non-cumulative value added tax. The

broadeningof the base of the ICM and in the increased importance of this measure for industrial exports is

flexibilitygranted in the definitionof ICM rates, in the obvious since they will benefit from immunity from

broadeningof the residual authority of the States and the taxes that had previouslybeen built into their costs

in the creation of the sales tax for the Municipalities; (for instance, the excise taxes on services, fuels and
at the same time the Revenue Sharing Fund of the energy). At the same time, the creation of new

States and Federal District (FPE) and the Revenue cumulative taxes is prohibited,special fiscal treatment

Sharing Fund of the Municipalities(FPM) were signif- is to be granted to micro-businessesand fiscal incen-

icantly increased. Though less significant, the share of tives are subject to evaluation by the legislative
the IPI channelledto the States and Municipalitieswas branch.
also increased, while the States were permitted to This draft was approved with only slight modifications
charge an additional 5% of the income tax. The ear- and it was included in the constitutional text. As a

marking of transfers to predetermined investments result, the Federal government remained responsible
was prohibited while mechanisms were created by for the following taxes: the taxes on imports and ex-
which representativesof the States and Municipalities ports, the income tax, the tax on industrializedprod-
were permitted to monitor the calculations and re- ucts, the tax on financial transactions, the tax on rural
leases of the transferred resources and the process of

property and large fortunes. The States were granteddecentralizationof functions and activities. The right authority to institute the inheritancetax and the tax on
of the Federal government to grant exemptions from gifts, the tax on transactions involving the circulation
State and Municipal taxes was eliminated. A decen- of merchandise, the tax on interstate and intermunici-
tralization fund based principally on the resources of pal transportation and communications (ICMS) and
FINSOCIAL was created. It is hardly necessary to the tax on the ownershipof automobiles, as well as an
state that this process of decentralization is essential additional amount of 5% of the income taxes paid to
to the achievement of the basic financial equilibrium the Federal government by individuals and legal en-
that should exist among the 3 levels of governmentof tities on profits, capital gains and earnings. The Muni-
the federation. cipalities were granted taxing authority over the fol-

The effort to correct regional imbalances is evident lowing: urban buildings and land, transfer of real es-

tate between living persons, retail sales of liquid and
not only in the increase of the FPE and FPM, but also fuels and services of
in the preservationof the special Fund for the North- gaseous any nature.

Northeast which, according to the draft of the Con- The new tax system has introduced significant altera-
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tions that have had a strong impact on Federal govern- in the Constitution and the financial means required
ment revenues, i.e. many taxes were transferredfrom for the carrying out of such responsibilities.
Federal authority to the States and the sharing of tax
revenues was amended, resulting in a sharp growth in
the percentageof revenuechannelledto the Statesand RECENT AMENDMENTSAND THE TAX

Municipalities through the Revenue Sharing Funds. POLICY OUTLOOK IN BRAZIL
This participationwill gradually increase to 47% of the
revenue from income tax and the IPI, including the No matter what its characteristics, the tax system
3% set aside for investments in the productive sector which Brazil has adopted represents a new concept,
of the north, northeast and central west regions. Ten and society and governmentare going to have to adapt
percent of the IPI will be transferred to the States, accordingly. The country is currently experiencing a

Municipalities and Federal District, in proportion to serious economic crisis. Tax policy can and should be
their respective exports of industrialized goods. The a fundamental factor to overcome these difficulties.
Federal governmentwas granted residual authority to One cannot lose sight of the basic objectivesof any tax
institute other taxes through supplementary legisla- system: obtain the resources required for the State to

tion, provided that the taxes are not cumulative in provide societywith the requireo services, fostersocial
nature and not based on the same facts or calculation justice, and providea mechanismcapableoffurthering
bases as those listed in the Constitution. and inducing economic development, which is an es-

sential element for attainmentof the first 2 goals.
Under the new system, the Federal government loses

authority over 5 taxes which have now been incorpo- Parallelling the promulgationof the new Constitution
rated into the new ICMS and for which the States are and, in some cases, as a consequence of it, several

responsible, i.e. the tax on transportation, the tax on measures have been implemented or are being im-

communications, the excise tax on fuels and lubri- plemented through ordinary legislation.
cants, the excise tax on electricalenergy and the excise
tax on minerals. A case in point is the income tax legislation as applied

to individual taxpayers, which went into effect on 1
Only the following taxes will remain under the aus- January 1989. Prior to these changes, Brazilian tax
pices of the Federal governmentauthority: the tax on legislation had become so sophisticated and complex
manufactured products (IPI), the tax on income and that it required excessive taxpayer time and effort to
earnings (IR), the tax on imports and exports (II and fulfill tax obligations. The highly complex structure of
IE), the tax on financial transactions(IOF) and the tax the income tax affected all taxpayers. As proof of this
on large fortunes. Among these, only the IR and IPI declaration, it is only necessary to state that 60% of
are financially significant. The other 3 (II, IE and those presenting tax returns were responsible for only
IOF) taxes have an extrafiscal character and are not 3% of the revenue of taxes paid by individuals (ap-
primarily sources of revenue. proximately 5 million taxpayers). No less compelling

the issue of the unequal distribution of theAs it was conceived, the system could increase the tax
was tax

burden because of the overlappingof some taxes and burden. As a result of different mechanisms then in-
cluded in tax legislation, earnings from labour werenot as a result of Federal governmentefforts to recom-
taxed differently from the taxation of capital earningspose its sources of income. and gains. This situation led to increasing dissatisfac-

Under the previous system, the available revenues of tion on the part of salaried taxpayers in relation to the
the 3 levels of government were as follows: 39% for norms governing taxation and created a situation of
the Federal government, 41% for the States and 20% almost hostile relations between authorities and tax-

for the Municipalities. The new system should result payers.
in the following profile: 30% for the Federal govern- High tax rates encouraged taxpayers to seek means to
ment, 47% for the States and 23% for the Municipal- avoid payment. The existence of a complex body of
ities. legislation, characterized by a multiplicity of deduc-
At the constitutionallevel, the loss of Federal govern. tions and adjustments, favoured procedures that re-

ment revenue was not matched by a corresponding sulted in undue tax reductions which taxpayers often
transferof responsibilitiesto the States and Municipal- used unconsciouslysince they simply were not aware

ities. On the contrary, the responsibilitiesof the Fed- of the infinity of rates that governedeach specific item
eral government were increased by inclusion of the of their tax returns.

expenditures involved in the creation of new States, The legislation then in.effectwas derived from periodicthe expenditures of free public education, electoral adaptations (often adopted in light of very limited
campaign outlays, the expansion of the federal

group interests) which, with the passing of time, disfi-
judiciary system, retirement pensions, and so forth. gured the taxation of capital earnings and gains,The levels of revenue entitlementwere also increased: marked particularlyby deviations from the basic prin-2% of tax revenue to culture; 18% for education and ciples that should govern this form of obtaining3% for the Federal judiciary system. budgetary resources.

There is a need to establishbetterequilibriumbetween Taking these deviations into account, the basic objec-
the taxing authorities and the responsibilitiesdefined tives of the changes introducedinto income tax legisla-
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tion were as follows: (i) simplification of the rules study that proposes a further review of the levels of
governing the levying of this tax; (ii) reduction of the the import tax established by the 1988 Tariff Reform
tax burdenon the earningsfrom labour; and (iii) equal since the rates resultingfrom that reform are still quite
fiscal treatment of the earnings from labour and capi- high and characterizedby excessiveprotectionin many
tal. Despite having its own specific characteristics cases.

clearly adapted to the Brazilian reality, the new law
followed the global trend of reducing the number of The National Congress is also analyzing a bill pre-
tax brackets and broadening the taxable base through sented by the executive branch that seeks to amend

the elimination of adjustmentsand deductions. the system of taxation levied on agriculturalearnings.
About 20 years ago, a system of tax benefits was

Consequently, as of January 1989, taxes are due on a adopted with the aim of encouraging agricultural ac-

monthly basis as capital earnings and gains are r- tivities. This system was based on the utilization of
ceived. In periods of high inflation, the lag that exists investment multipliers applied to expenditures made
between the moment in which the taxpayer receives specifically in rural activities and had the objective of
the earnings and that in which the tax is paid results in reducing the calculationbase of the income tax on the
a situation in which the tax is reduced as the time lag result thus obtained.
increases. Consequently, salaried taxpayers, who pay With the evolution of Brazilian agriculture- as it be-
their taxes on a monthly basis, are subject to a tax came integrated into the national and international
burden that is significantlygreater than those who pay markets - the efficiency of the incentive system was
part of their taxes or even all of their taxes in the fiscal lost and no longer contributed to the resolutionof the
year subsequent to that in which the earnings were grave problems faced by the public authorities in this
received. The monthly calculation of taxes is, there- sector, particularly as regards the denand for financ-
fore, justified so that the value of the tax burden will ing different stages of farm activity. Furtherrnore,
not depend on the process of inflation and all types of since the systen favoured expenditureseffected it led
earningswill be taxed in an identicalmannerno matter not only to distortions in the allocation of resources
what the level of inflation. but became extremely difficult to control since it was

The tax is now levied on grossearnings,with no deduc- applied to each ndividual taxpayer and not to entire
tions except in special cases defined by legislation. segments of this activity, thus resulting in a significant
Most tax deductions were eliminated in order to degree of tax evasion and losses to the Treasury.
simplify the legislation. Any exceptions to this rule To restore the efficiencyof the fiscal system and adaptwould jeopardize the simplicity of the project since the taxationof the rural sectorto the individualincome
exceptions would necessitate creation of new control tax reform, a bill was presentedwhich basically refor-
systems, i.e. rules, paperworkand forms are precisely mulates the levying of the income tax on the results
what the new legislationsought to avoid. At the same obtained through rural productionactivities, replacingtime, as a consequence of the elimination of deduc- the system of incentives inherent in the previous mul-
tions, the tax rates were reduced significantly. tipliers with benefits that effectivelymeet the needs of

On 1 July 1988, the tariff reform defined by theCus- Brazilianfarmers. In this sense, the incentiveof reduc-

toms Policy Commissionwent into effect, altering the ing the tax calculation base was maintainedbut it was

rates of the import tax. The reform was preceded by a
made subject to the maintenanceof resources by far-

wide-ranging review of the so-called special import mers in savings accounts reserved for the financingof

systems (tax exemptionsor reductions on imports of rural sector activities.

specificgoods) and the eliminationofnon-tariff.levies. Following the example of the income tax reform ap-
The principal objectives pursued by the 1988 Tariff plied to individual taxpayers, profound modifications
Reform were the updatingof the tariff system, moder- in the tax system applied to legal entities are to be
nization of foreign trade policy, improvement of tax presented in the near future. The fundamental
policy and administrativemodernization. uidelines of these amendmentswill be as follows:

The system of customs protection in effect before 1 ) substantial reduction in the external accounting
controls of legal entities that the calculation ofJuly 1988 was marked by many distortions that had so

negative impacts on the efficiency of the domestic the accounting income will be as near as possible
economy and the competitiveness of external trade. to that of fiscal income. The reduction of these

The old tariff system had been created in 1957 and, controls will make it possible to eliminate a vast

despite numerous amendments introduced over the amount of paperworkand forms while simplifying
last 30 years, still reflectedmany of its original charac- those that remain;
teristics. Under the previoustariffsystem, the nominal (b) ncreasng the ceiling on the taxation of legal, en-

rates were excessively high and averaged approxi-
tities based on presumed income to make it possi-

mately 51% with a maximum rate of 105%. The re-
ble for more taxpayers to avoid the bureaucratic

form implemented by the Customs Policy Council tangles that they face when taxed on the basis of

(CPA) resultedin significantrate reductions,lowering
real income. This measure will benefit the vast

the maximum tariff level.to 85% and the average rate majority of small and medium-sized businesses
which are one of the economicagents now respon-to 41%. sible for th greatest level of absorption of man-

Recently, the President of the Republic approved a power;
[continued on page 382]
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TaxationAgreements
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DAD, Advogados, Campinas, SP, Former Vice-Presidentof the International Fis-
cal Association (IFA) and Vice-President of Associao Brasileira de Direito
Financeiro (ABDF)- Brazilian IFA Branch.

I. THE NEW BRAZILIANCONSTITUTION(1988) resulting in a dramatic change in the ratio of those
inhabiting rural areas to those inhabiting city areas -

On 5 October 1988 Brazil adopted a new Constitution from 20:80 in 1940 to 80:20 in the present day.
(BFC) which was the subject of much redrafting fol-
lowing copious discussions, considerable pressure

This rapid urbanization and the fact that railroads
from the media and intense lobbyingon behalfof most account for only a small part of the traffic between
sectors of Brazilian society. The new Constitution cities, giving rise to a tremendous oil bill - 1 million

comprises315 provisions, 18 of which are containedin barrels per day are imported - have contributed to

the Brazilian Tax System Chapter (BFC Arts. 145- Brazil'sposition as the nation with the highestexternal

162). In addition to the Tax System Chapter, one
debt (nearly USS.130billion).1 Othercontributoryfac-

additional article concerns special social securty con-
tors include the need for heavy investment in the

tributions and several others, directly or indirectly, energy, health, social and educational sectors.

have a bearing on taxation and the tax statutes to be
enacted by the 3 separate taxing powers, i.e. the B. Administrativedivision
States, the Municipalitiesand the Federal District.

Divided today into 26 States, plus 1 Federal District

II. BRAZILIANREALITY (Brasilia), Brazil had in 1985 4,442 Municipalities,of
which 386 comprised more than 50,000 inhabitants,
177 more than 100,000 inhabitants, 20 more thanThe Roman dictum ex facto jus oritur may be aptlY 500,000 and 10 more than 1 million inhabitants.used when discussing taxation law, since taxationpow-

ers and their distributionamong taxing entities as well As Brazil is a young country, with nearly 50% of its
as fiscal policy and objectives are conditioned by the population under 20 years old and a high (2.4%) an-

facts of Brazil's situation. nual population increase, the need to provideemploy-
ment and create a job market dictates a good part of

Knowledge of these facts, or, what one might call fiscal political decisions.
Brazilian reality, is of utmost relevance to the under-
standingof the constitutionalprinciplesunderlying the
Brazilian tax law. These principles are the subject of
a detailed study elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin C. A peculiar federation
and govern all double taxation agreements into which
Brazil has entered or will enter in the future. Brazil is a federative republic. It is, however, a very

peculiar federation, since its federated parties are the
States, the Municipalities and the Federal District

A. GeographicalBrazil (BFC Art. lO caput), each party enjoying full au--

tonomy under the terms of the Constitution (BFC -

Brazil ranks fourth among the countries of the world Art. 18 caput).in terms of land area (8,551,965 square km) and is
inhabited by nearly 145 million people. It is a rapidly
growing country as can be seen by comparing the 40
million inhabitantsaccounted for in the 1940 census to
the 120 million people in the 1980 census. (Censuses I. This is despite a successful shift to alcohol-powered cars 90% of-

are conducted every 10 years.) During 1940-1980 the Brazilian cars are alcohol-powered- and a significant increase in local oil

population moved from the rural areas to the cities, production.
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I[[. THE BRAZILIAN CONSTITUTIONAND IV. FUNDAMENTALINDIVIDUALAND

INTERNATIONALRELATIONSHIP COLLECTIVERIGHTS AND GUARANTEES
PRINCIPLES WITHIN THE CONSTITUTION

A. International relationshipprinciples within A. Fundamentalrights which may concern the

the Constitution provisions of double taxation agreements

According to Art. 4 of the new Constitution (BFC), Fundamental rights and guarantees are extensively
Brazil's internationalrelationshipsare to be governed listed in the 77 items of Art. 5 of the BFC, although
by the following principles: paragraph2 of this Article states that:

I - national independence; The rights and guarantees established in this Constitu-
II - the pre-eminenceof human rights; tion do not precludeothers arising out of the regimeand

III - the right to self-determination; the principles adopted by it, or out of international

IV - non-intervention; treaties to which the Federative Republicof Brazil is a

V - equality among the States; party.
VI - the defense of peace; Of these rights it is important to mention, because of
VII - peaceful solution of conflicts; their relevance to the provisions of double taxation
VIII - repudiationof terrorism and racism; agreements, the legality principle:
IX - cooperation among nations for the progress no one shall be obliged to do or not to do something

of mankind; except by virtue of a law. (BFC Art. 5, II);
X - granting of political asylum. the right to privacy:
The Federative Republic of Brazil is to work towards the secrecy of correspondence and of telegraphic,
the economic, politcal, social and cultural integration data and telephone communicationsis inviolable, ex-

of the peoples of Latin America, in order to form a cept, in the latter case, by court order, in the cir-

Latin American communityof nations. cumstances and n the manner established by the law
for the purposes of criminal investigation or criminal
procedural discovery. (BFC Art. 5, XII);

B. The making of an internationaltreaty intellectualproperty rights:
authorshave exclusive rights to use, publishor repro-

All international treaties must be signed by the Presi- duce their works, and such rights may be conveyed to
dent of the Republic.2 Once signed by the President, theirheirs for the periodwhich the law may establish.
internationaltreatiesmust be submittedto the Federal (BFC Art. 5, XXVII);
Congress,which is alone qualified: to resolveconclu- under the termsofthe law, the followingis ensured:

sively on international acts, agreements or treaties a) protection of individual participation in collective
which involve charges or commitmentsagainst the na- works and of reproduction of the human voice and
tional patrimony (BFC Art. 49, I). image, including with regard to sports activities;

b) the right of authors, performers and respective
C. Sovereigntyof the Union trade unions and associationsto monitor the economic

exploitationof the workswhich they createor in which

A preliminary remark needs to be made regarding they participate. (BFC Art. 5, XXVIII);
internationaltreaties, and double taxationagreements

the law shall assure the authors of industrial inven-

specifically.
tions of a temporary privilege for their use, as well as

protection of industrial creations, of ownership of
Since Brazil is a Federative Republic, the Federal trade marks, of company names and of other distinc-
Union (the Union) possessessoveregnty,whereas the tive symbols, with due regard for social interests and
States, the Municipalitiesand the FederalDistrictpos- for the technological and economic development of
sess only autonomy. Brazil. (BFC Art. 5, XXIX);
This means that only the Union may enter into any

the right to inherit:

kind of international agreement since international the right to inheritance is guaranteed. (BFC Art. 5,

agreements require sovereign States as parties. How- XXX);
ever, the Union has to conform, whenever entering succession to assets owned by foreignersand located

into an international agreement of any kind, to the in Brazil shall be governed by Brazilian law, in favor

provisions of the BFC concerningamong other things of the Brazilian spouse or children, whenever the per-

the autonomygranted to the States, the Municipalities sonal law of the deceased is not more favorable to

and the Federal District and the taxation powers attri- them. (BFC Art. 5, XXXI);
buted to each of them. the right to a judgment from the judiciary power, so

that every decision of the Administration is subject to
As this study progresseswe shall refer to the problems judiciary control:
which are likely to arise in this connection. the law shall not exclude from review by the Judiciary

any violation of or threat to a right. (BFC Art. 5,
2. To the President belongs the exclusive right to enter into interna- XXXV);
tional treaties, conventionsand acts, subject to the approval of Congress as well as the right expressed in item XXXVI:

(BFC Art. 84, Vill) the law shall not impair a vested right, a perfect
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juridicalact or res judicata.(BFCArt. 5, XXXVI); the States and a ParticipationFund of the Municipali-
and the right to due process of law: ties (BFC Art. 159, I).
no one shall be deprived of his or her freedom or

assetswithoutdue processof law. (BFCArt. 5, LIV).
It is also a well-known fact in Brazil that States and

Municipalitiesare increasinglychallenging the central

power - the Union - and are daily more zealously
B. Fundamentalguarantees protective of their sources of funds.

All these rights are the subjectof guaranteeswhich the
judiciary power is entitled to grant, namely: habeas VI. THE 180 DEGREE SHIFT INTHE POWER

corpus (BFC Art. 5, LXVIII), mandado de OF THE UNION TO GRANT EXEMPTIONS

segurana, a writ which is akin to a number of
Anglo-Saxonwrits and that of the Mexican juicio de Under the previous Constitution, the Union could

amparo (BFC Art. 5, LXIX and LXX), mandado grant exemption from State and Municipal taxes (Art.
de injuno a writ to be used whenever the lack of 19, para. 2) provided certain conditionswere met and
an appropriate statute renders a constitutional right a supplemental law was enacted.
ineffectual (BFC Art. 5, LXXI), habeas data, a Reflecting the rebellion against what has been called
writ to safeguard the citizen's right to know what- excessiveconcentrationof powers in the hands of the
ever information about him is registered in govern- central power (the Union), the new BFC completelymental records (BFC Art. 5, LXXII) as well as the changed the approach to this issue, so that the Union
right to petition and the right to obtain written certifi- is now forbidden: to institute exemptions from taxes
cates from the Public Authority (BFC Art. 5, XXXIV within the jurisdiction of the States, the Federal Dis-
a and b). trict or the Municipalities (BFC Art. 151, III).

V. THE DIFFERENTTAXES VII. THE INTERNATIONALCONSEQUENCES

As mentioned above there are 3 different taxing pow- Since the Union can no longer grant exemptions from
ers. The different taxes which each taxing power is State and Municipal taxes, many double taxation
entitled to levy may be the subjectof a double taxation

agreementswill undoubtedlybecome the focus of dis-
agreementand yet lie outside the powersof the Union. putes between States or Municipalitiesand the Union,Special reference has, therefore, to be madeto the with consequencesboth for the double taxation agree-taxes which it is incumbent on the States to levy, in ments already in force, and the position of the Union
accordancewith BFC Art. 155, these being in future tax treaty negotiations.taxes on:

a) transfer by death and donation of any property or

rights; A. Double taxation agreements on income and

b) transactionsrelating to circulationof goods, and the on capital
rendering of services of interstate and intermunicipal A prime target is likely to be the double taxation
transportation, and of communication services, even agreementsalready in force,whichdealwith the Brazi-
if the transactions and rendering begin abroad; lian federal income tax, usually included in Art. 2
c) ownership of automotivevehicles; under taxes covered, in accordancewith the OECD
additional tax of up to 5% of the tax paid to the and U.N. Models.
Republic by individuals or legal entities domiciled in
the respective territories, by way of the tax set forth in Indeed, as States are now entitled to institute an addi-
Art. 153, III, on capital profits, gains and income. tional tax of up to 5% of the tax paid to the Union on

(BFC Art. 155, I and II). capital profits, gains and income (BFC Art. 155, II),
any double taxation agreement which limits the taxa-

As far as the municipalities are concerned the most tion of dividends, interest or capital gains may be
important tax which may give rise to international claimed by any individual Brazilian State to be in con-

taxation problems is the tax referred to in BFC Art. travention of the BFC, on the grounds that such an

156, II on: transfer 'inter vivos', on any account and agreementwill reduce its financial resources. Arts. 10,
for consideration,of real property by natural or phys- 11 and 13 of the Brazil-Germanyagreementand Arts.
ical accession and of any in rem rights to real property, 10, 11 and 13 of the Brazil-Argentina agreement
except for collateral, as well as the assignmentof rights exemplify the problem.
to the purchase thereof; which according to para. 2, The Articles concerningshipping, transport inland
II, is attributable to the Municipalitywhere the prop-

on

erty is located. waterways and air transport (OECD and U.N. Model
Art: 8) may also be selected as a target by the States,

Besides these provisions, Sec. VI of the Taxation Sys- since they are empowered to collect the additional tax

tem Chapter sets forth an apportionmentof tributary on payments made by individuals or legal entities
domiciled in their respective territories.

revenues, where percentages of Union taxes on in-
come and earningsof any nature and on non-manufac- It goes without saying that even the fiscl domicile
tured products are allocated to a ParticipationFund of provisin might be endangered (OECD and U.N.
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Model Art. 4-- Resident) if a State were to challenge terpretation of BFC, this will prevent a large number
the power of the Union to accept in a double taxation of cases from coming to fruition.
agreement a definition that would deprive it of part of
its revenues.

Justice J.F. Rezek, memberof the Brazilian Supreme
Court (Supremo Tribunal Federal), provides the ans-

wer when he reports Alexander Hamilton's discus-
B. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade sions with Thomas Jefferson when the foundationsof

(GATT) federationwere being laid in the United States. Jeffer-
son deemed it possible to have a double degree of

The provisions of the GATT (mainly those in Part II, sovereignty within the federation, whereas Hamilton
Art. III - National Treatment of Internal Taxation defended the idea that FederatedStates are autonom-
and Regulation),such as the equal fiscal treatmentof ous membersof a sole sovereignty.The judge'sanswer

imported products (Art. III.2), the provision on is that Federated States, precisely because they are

treatmentno less favorable than that accorded to like Federated, have no public personality in international
productsof nationalorigin (Art. III.4) and the gener- law and thereforehave no legal qualificationto express
al most-favored-nation treatment (Part I Art. I.1.) their.will or to be actors on the internationalstage.3
may also be challenged by the Brazilian Federated
States, because they represent an invasion, by the This approach is the key to the solution of the prob-
Union which concluded the agreement, of their au-

lems which may arise. Only the sovereign State of

tonomy with respect to their taxing power.
Brazil has rights and duties before other nations -

none of its FederatedStates or Municipalitiesare able
to interfere or intervene in international relations.

C. Double taxation agreements on estates and
inheritance The new Constitution supports this conclusion in the

following ways:
It belongs to the Federated States and to the Federal (a) It is the Federative Republic of Brazil, formed,
District to institute taxes on: transfer by death and according to BFCArt. 1, by the indissolubleunion

donation of any property or right (BFC Art. 155, I, of States, Municipalitiesand FederalDistrict, that
.\ iS declared, in the same article, to be founded on
a ). sovereigntyand not the States, the Municipalities,

Furthermore the BFC contains rules concerningcases or the Federal District.
where the deceased property owner was resident or (b) International relationships, referred to in Art. 4,
domiciled abroad or had his or her probate processed are designated to the Federative Republicof Bra-
abroad (BFC Art. 155, para. 1, III, 66,b) and also zil, not to federated entities of any kind.
where the donor is domiciledor resident abroad (BFC (c) It is a duty of the President of the Republic:
Art. 155, para. 1, III, a). Given these facts, double to maintain relations with foreign States and to
taxation agreements on this subject may well present accredit their diplomatic representatives (BFC
a problem. Art. 84, VII),

as well as:
In this particular instance, the BFC provides for a to enter into international treaties, conventions
supplemental law, a statute which is complementary and acts, with the approval of Congress (BFC
to the BFC and is ranked above ordinary statutes, so Art. 84, VIII).
that Federated States must abide by it.

In representinga Republic, which is a Federative Re-

public, the President also represents all the States.

VIII. SOLUTIONOF THE CONFLICTS Finally, it must also be remembered that when an

internationaltreaty is entered into, the mattermust be
Unfortunately,the conflictswill not be betweenStates referred to Congress.
and the Union, but between States and taxpayers.

Unlike the United States, where only the approval of

Taxpayers may bring their cases to the courts, since the Senate is necessary, Congress, which means both

access to the judiciary is a fundamentalright which can Senate (Senado) and House of Representatives(C-
be invoked either by an individual or an entity (BFC mara dos Deputados), has to approve any treaty en-

Art. 5, XXXV) through one of the constitutional tered into by the President.
remedies (guarantees), principally the mandado de The dual chamber system, in Brazil, exists to ensure

segurana,which can be used in a preventiveway to the equal representation of the States at the Senate,
avoid a fiscal action, or througha normalactiondeclar- which s composed of members who represent the
ing an act of the Union, State or Municipalityuncon- States and the Federal District, elected by majority
stitutional. vote. Each State and the Federal District, regardless

of their population, are represented by 3 senators

(BFC Art. 46).
IX. AUTONOMYAND SOVEREIGNTY

The author believes that if a distinction is made by the 3. Direito InternacionalPblico, Ed Saraiva SP, 1.984 page 337, No.- -

courts between sovereignty and autonomy in their in- 143.
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The population, under the proportionalsystem, elects However, attempts to challenge the central power are

the members of the House of Representatives (BFC inevitable as individual States try to obtain a fatter
Art. 45). share of the total tax revenue.

Under this system it can, therefore, be said that the The BrazilianSupreme Court, whose role as protector
Federated States are represented at the Senate and of the Constitution was enhanced by the new BFC,
that the Municipalities are represented at the House will establish the exact limits of autonomy as far as

of Representatives. international tax law is concerned.
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Brazilian Tax Treatmentof

Foreign Investments
Luiz Fernando Teixeira Pinto

Mr. Teixeira Pinto is attorney and partner of Pinheiro Neto, Advogados. He has

participated in several congresses and seminars as speaker and debater, both
in Brazil and abroad, on the subjects of tax law, international business law and
arbitration law. He is the currentChairmanof the Legal Committeeof the American
Chamber of Commerce for Brazil. During the 1985 IFA Congress, he acted as

National Reporter for Brazil and panelist on Subject I, The Assessment and
Collection of Taxes of Non-residents. In the 1988 IFA Congress, he acted as

panelist on Seminar B, Tax Consequencesof Pension Provisions for the Interna-

tionally Transferred Employee.

I. INTRODUCTION All the investor is required to do is remit the money
A general picture of the Brazilian tax treatment'of to Brazil through a bank authorized to deal in foreign
foreign investments requires knowledge of how an exchange.The'Braziliancompanyreceivingthe invest-

investmentcan be made in Brazil. It is thereforeneces-
ment will then apply to the Centrl Bank of Brazil for

sary to draw a distinction between typical foreign in- registration of the investment in the currency actually
vestments, i.e. investments made by an individual or enteringBrazil.

company domiciled abroad and investmentsmade by Brazilian law also contemplates the possibility of
a foreign individual who is a permanent resident of foreign investment by the importation f goods,
Brazil but not a naturalizedBrazilian.The second type machineryor equipmentwithoutexchangecover. This
of investment is considered a domestic investment. kind of investment, however, mustbe submitted for
The former is the subject of specific regulations and prior aproval by the Central Bank of Brazil and
will be discussed in the following paragraphs. CACEX (Foreign Trade Department of Banco do

The basic legal framework for foreign investments in Brasil). The equipment to be imported must be de-

Brazil is contained in Lw 4131, enacted in 1962 and signed for the productionof goods or the renderingof

amended by Law 4390 of 1964, which guarantees that services and may not have a Brazilian counterpart. It

foreign capital invested in Brazil will be treated as if it must be used in projects of interest to the economic

were domestic capital. As a result of the economic developmentofBrazil.The importationofusedequip-
growth Brazil has experienced over the last 25 years,

ment may be permitted, although, in principle, this

the legislative framework has necessarily been practice is not well regarded by the Brazilian auth-

supplemented by a large number of administrative oritiesand they may createdifficulties.Afterobtaining
regulations issued by the competent Governmentde- the requisite authorization, the Brazilian company

partments.
must obtain the necessary import licenses and arrange
for shipment of the goods. Within 30 days after the

Foreign investments are subject to registration with goodshaveclearedCustoms, the correspondingvalues
the Central Bank of Brazil which issues a certificateof must be capitalized and application for registrationof
registration showing the amount of the foreign invest- the respective investment must be submitted to the
ment. 1 This certificate is the basis for remittance of Central Bank. The Central Bank will register the in-
dividends and reinvestmentof profits, or for repatria- vestment in the currencyof the investor'scountry. The
tion of capital, as well as for the assessment of recipient company is required to keep the equipment
supplementary.incometax. as part of its fixed assets for at least 5 years. The

The original registration of a foreign investment with importation of equipment is subject to import dutie

the Central Bank will be made in the currencyactually and other customs charges.
entering Brazil. Any remittance of profits thereafter Credit, such as foreign loansor fees for technicalassist-
will be made, or any reinvestmentofprofits registered, ance under an agreement registeredwith the National
in the currency of the country where the investor is Institute of Industrial Property (INPI) and the Central
resident or established. Bank of Brazil, can also be capitalized and converted

The prior approval of the Brazilian authorities is not into foreign investment. This conversion requires the

required for a foreign investment in currency. Such a prior authorization of the Central Bank as well as

transaction is generally accomplishedthrough the for_ compliance with a series of formalities. After Central

mation of a new company, in which case capital will Bank authorization has been granted, the Brazilian

be subscribed to and paid up with the proceeds of the 1. For the requirementsto be fulfilled in order to register foreign capital
investment or through the acquisition of all or part of investments with the Central Bank, see in this issue, Arthur Andersen,
the capital of an already existing Brazilian company. Guide to Taxation, Trade and Investment, at 355.
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companymust carry out a symbolicexchange transac- The Constitution also provides that the law may: (i)
tion - the closing of an exchange contract providing grant protection and benefits to Brazilian companies
for the sale and purchase of the foreign currency with domestic capital on a temporary basis for the
owned by the foreign creditor-investor.The Brazilian development of activties considered essential for the
company must capitalize the funds within 30 days of development of the country or strategic for national
authorization and subsequently apply for registration defence purposes; and (ii) establish conditions for ac-

of the investment with the Central Bank, which will tivities considered essential for the development of
register the investment in the currency of the con- domestic technology.
verted credits.

With regard to the purchaseof goods and services, the
The profits earned by the Brazilian company may ei- Governmentshall grant preferred treatment to Brazi-
ther be reinvested in the company itself by capitaliza- lian companies with domestic capital. The law shall
tion or distributed to the stockholdersas dividends. If establish rules based on the concept of preferred treat-
the stockholdersdecide that the profits are to be rein- ment which will be given to Brazilian companieswith
vested in the company, new quotas or shares will be domestic capital in such transactions. Before the new
issued to the foreign investor in proportion to the Constitution was enacted, companies which con-
number of quotas or shares already held. These new tracted with the Government to render technical as-

quotas or shares should be registeredwith the Central sistance or to execute engineering services had to be
Bank of Brazil in the name of the foreign investor as controlled by Brazilian citizens.
a foreign currency reinvestment, thereby increasing
the basis of calculation for future remittanceof profits III. STRUCTURE OF THE LEGAL SYSTEM OF
abroad for tax purposes. TAXATION OF FOREIGN INVESTMENTS

As a general rule, the Central Bank of Brazil only The Brazilian structure of taxation of non-residents is
registers as reinvestments profits that result from the based on the practice of collectingwithholding tax. It
Brazilian company's actual operations. It is thus im- originates the phenomenon of indirect or passive
portant to note that if profits from financial invest- tax liability (in its tax substitution aspect), since the
ments represent more than 50% of the company's actual paying source of the income or revenue earned
total income for 2 consecutivefinancialyears, they are by the non-resident is responsible for (a) determining
not eligible for registration as reinvestments. whetheror not the income or revenue is subject to tax;
The policy is also restrictive in the case of companies (b) calculating the tax; (c) withholdingthe tax; and (d)
capitalizing profits earned from the rendering of ser- paying the tax to the revenue authorities.

vices. In general, this policy requires the submission By the very nature of such responsibility,it is clear that
of evidence by the Brazilian company to the Central the paying source could be considered to be the actual
Bank of Brazil that the service agreement has been passve person who is liable to pay income tax assessed
registered with INPI when it refers to technical ser- on income or revenue earnedby a non-resident and
vices. If, however, the subject matterof the agreement derived from a foreign investment. In this context, the
does not require registrationwith INPI, the company paying source is regarded as a substitute taxpayer ac-

must prove this fact to the Central Bank of Brazil. counting for its own liability, i.e. liability for failure to

Profit capitalization is not subject to any tax unless the withhold and payment of the tax is not attributed to

company's capital has been reduced during the previ- the beneficiary of the income or revenue (i.e. the

ous 5 years or the company is liquidated during the 5 foreign investor). Income tax legislation in fact pro-

years following capitalization. vides that although the paying source is not the tax-

payer, the paying source s liable for payment of the
tax even if it has not withheld the tax.

II. RESTRICTIONSON FOREIGN INVESTMENTS
Withholding tax at source offers several advantagesas

Although foreign capital is generally afforded the far as the tax authorities are concerned:
same treatment given to Brazilian capital, there are (a) ease and convenience in collection and control,
restrictions as to the activities that foreign investors since in the event it is impossible to reach the
may engage in. resident abroad the entire tax burden falls on the

The new Brazilian Constitution established a clear paying source;
distinctionbetweenBraziliancompaniesand Brazilian (b) simplicity and greater efficiency in administering
companieswith domesticcapital. Brazilian companies collection, which are consequencesof focusingon

are considered to be those incorporated under Brazi- the passve taxpayer;
lian law with theirprincipalplace of businessand man- (c) preventionof non-payment, fraud and other forms

agement in Brazil. Braziliancompanieswith domestic of tax evasion because the paying source situated

capital are those companies whose actual control is in Brazil is responsible for the tax liability as re-

permanentlyheld, directlyor indirectly, by individuals gards calculation, withholding (by deduction) and

resident and domiciled in Brazil or by public domestic payment of the tax due by the non-resident;2
law entities. Actual control of a company is defined as (d) reducing the scaled earningof incomeand expedit-
the ownership of the majority of the voting capital or

de facto exerciseof the decision-makingpower to man- 2. This is the sole liability of the paying source and is not transferrable

age the activities of the company. to the beneficiary.
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ing receipts, in view of the fact that upon legal or Although the general rule of the 25% withholding tax
economic availability (payment, credit, delivery, rate established for dividends received by non-resi-
use or remittance) of funds to a non-resident,3 dents has not been changed in the last few years, the
withholding is compulsory. method for determininghow the profits of a Brazilian

company would be taxed has changed significantly. In
IV. SCOPE OF TAXATION OF FOREIGN the last few days of December 1988, the Brazilian

INVESTMENTS Congress enacted new income tax regulations (Law
As mentioned above, as regards income obtained by 7713) which considerablychanged the tax treatmentto

residentsabroad, Brazilian law has adopted the princi- which Brazilian companes were subject. As from

ple of a withholding tax on income for the purpose of January 1989, corporate income tax has been reduced

levying income tax. This provision has nevertheless to 30% (previously 35%). The rates on which the

been the subjectof judicialdiscussionwhen the source supplementary corporate income tax and its percen-
of the payment does not coincide with the production tage were calculated have also been altered. The new

source (Brazil) of the income. legislation also provided for the establishment of a

social contribution of 8% calculated on the results
It must be emphasized that there is no provision in of the corporate financial year, which is considered a
Brazil for a tax on capital, and that income tax law, as deductible expense for the Brazilian company.
regards non-residents, makes no distinction between
income and capital gains for purposes of assess- Law 7713 has also created a new taxable event, i.e. an

ment. Brazilian tax law provides that, in general, in- 8% income tax rate assessed on the net profit shown
come and capital gains obtained by non-residentsare after deduction of corporate income tax. This new

taxed at the rate of 25%, including income earned on assessment is made regardless of whetheror not there
short-term transactions and capital gains relating to is a dividend distribution, and the tax is due even in
foreign investments. the case of profit capitalization.
Dividends and profits relating to foreign investments If the Brazilian company decides to distribute divi-
distributecl to non-residents are also subject to dends in accordancewith Iaw 7713, no further tax will
supplementary income tax whenever the yearly aver- be due. This means that the quotaholders or share-
age distributed in one 3-year period exceeds 12% of holders of a Brazilian company which had its profits
the capital and reinvestmentsregisteredwith the Cen- taxed as above will be exempt from payment of any
tral Bank. The supplementary tax will not be levied, additional tax when the profits are distributed. This
however, if the profits and dividends are reinvestedin provision is not applicablewhen the profits are distri-
the same companies from which they proceeded or in buted, via dividends, to quotaholdersor shareholders
another sector of the domestic economy. resident abroad; in such case the 8% tax will be used
The following scale should be followed in calculating as tax creditwhen the 25% withholdingtax is assessed.
this supplementaryincome tax:

This situation, which normal and whenseems correct
Profit on capitaland reinvestment Rate focused from the general point of view of a non-resi-

'

between 12% and 15% 40% dent, could be interpreteddifferently if one considers-

between 15% and 25% 50%-

the existence of Brazil's double taxation treaties. The
over 25% 60%-

Brazilian treaties, which follow basically thetax

Profits distributed to non-residentswhich are derived OECD Model, contain the non-discrimination
from investments in activities considered of lesser in- clause, establishing that nationals of a Contracting
terest to the domestic economy will be subject to an State shall not be subjected in the other Contracting
increase in withholding tax equivalent to 20%. State to any taxation or any requirement connected

The general rate of 25% is reduced if a tax treaty
therewith, which is other or more burdensome than
the taxation and connected requirementsto which na-

exists. Brazil has signed and ratified double taxation tionals of that other state in the same circumstances
treaties with more than 15 countries. The treaties al-
ready ratified by Brazil deal exclusively with income

are or may be subjected. In other words, this clause
tax treatmentaccorded to individuals

tax, and the principal classes of income covered are
ensures that the
and companies resident in Brazil shall be the same as

profits or dividends, interest, royalties, capital gains, that given to individuals and companies resident in a

company profits, directors' compensation, rents from
country with which Brazil has signed a treaty to avoid

real property, remuneration of salaried or self- double taxation.
employed workers and certain professionals (e.g.
teachers, entertainers, artists, etc.). As a corollary of what has been stated above, the tax

Brazil's double taxation treaties establish that divi- exemption granted on profits distributed to Brazilian
residents should also be extended to those profits dis-

dends should be taxed in the country of the recipient tributed to individuals or companies resident in
but may also be taxed in Brazil. The maximum rates

coun-

tries with which Brazil has double taxation treaties, as
for Brazilian tax could be reducedby treaty depending imposed by the non-discriminationclause.
on the country, to 15%.4

It should be noted that the Brazilian Tax Code estab-
3. Art. 575, IV of the Income Tax Regulations. lishes that internationaltreaties and conventionsover-

4. The tax is reduced to 12.5% in the treaty with Japan. ride both current and future tax legislation.
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On 15 November 1889 Brazil was declared a Federa- Complemntary legislation aroused a great deal of
tive Republic. For 67 years, it had been an indepen- criticism. Sme authors.arguedthat the legislationde-
dentnat.ionof a u'nitarianstructure ruled by consttu- viated from the principle of federalism and the inde-
tional mperor. With the adoption of the federative pendence and autonomy of the sttes.and.municipali-
form of government a number of problems arose. In ties. However, bth court decisions and a majorityof

point of taxing powers, the unitarian governientws legal writers favored complementary laws which were

changed to a hybrid ystem under which the Union, limited to implementingpoints dealt with in the Con-
the stats and the municipalitieswere all grnted tax- stitution or'which establishedgeneral-principlesof tax

ing powers. Unlikeother federations,Brazilvests-local law binding on the Federal Union, thestates and the
authorities with cmpetence to institute taxes. Con- municipalities.
sequently, political etities of all 3 levels of govern-

.

ment derive their power.to institute and collect taxes The tax systm established in. 1965 comprised taxes,
from the same source, i.e. the Fdera Constitution. rates and betterment levies. Taxes (impostos) were

The fis't Republican Constitutionof Brazil was prom-
defined as public revenue in the nature of compulsory

ulgated on 24 .Februry 1891. It drew its maindirec- payments collected by the Government to provide
tives frm the U.S. Constitution, although it retained funds necessary for the discharge of general public

services. Rates (taxas) were defined as taxes collected
a number of aspects f a legal system derived from
Roman continental law, which Brazil had adopted

as the counterpart to specific and divisible -services

ince its independence. One such characteristicwas actually rendered to the taxpayers or made available

and still is that Brazil's legal stricture is based primar- to them, or as the instrumentof the exercise of police
ily.on ttute,and its rules take always st.rictly defined power. As to the betterment levy, it hardly shares the

subjective individual rights through laws rather than real nature of a tax for it is meant to cover the cost of

through broadlydefined lgal standards as is the case public works that -increase the valu of real estate and

in the United States and other equity or common law is limited to the benefit each of its payors derive from
the wrks.

jurisdictions. ..

-

The sharingoftaxingpoweramong the FedealUnion, Federal taxes included income tax, import and export
the states and municipalities has been th.'subject of duties, non-cumulative excise tax, tax on financial,
strict constitutional competence; as time passed and insurance and exchange operations and sales of se-

new Constitutionswere promulgted after the advent curities, a tax on oil and its by-products, electrical
of the Republic, the rigidness of the competencef energy and domestic minerals (a tax that was assessed
each of the 3 political entities became stricter.'.In 1965 only once on each product and which was known as

a major tax reform was introducedwhereby the. Brazi- single tax), and a tax on transportation and com-

lian tax system was reorganized and given a more munications..Statetaxes included a value added tax on

rational structure. Complementary laws,were intro- the circulationof goods (the states' main tax), a tax on

duced underwhichthe National.Congresscould imple- the ownership of motor vehicles and a tax .on the
m'ent the Constitution;the laws were.bindingupon the transferof realestate. The municipalitieswere allowed
Union, the.statesand the municipalities.The constitu- to collect a services tax (except on services subject to
tional provisions,could be effectuated by acts of the Federal or state taxing power)and:a tax on.urban real
National Congress to the.extent necessary to imple- estate. The Federal Union, the states and the munici-
ment, but not change or expand, the Constitution it- palities could levy rates, and betterment levies with
self. respect to their services and public works.
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Since Brazil is a very large country with social and countries, excise taxes in Brazil do not fall on the
economic imbalance between developed and very shipment of manufacturedgoods to foreign markets.

poor regions, the Constitutional tax reform of 1965
instituted a system of sharing in the FederalUnion and The states are entitled to collect a tax on the circulation

the states' tax revenue in favor of the states and the of goods and some services. This is also a non-cumula-

municipalities, respectively. Under this system, a tive tax and both the Constitutionand complementary
share of the federal taxes collected throughout the legislation have provided thereon in detail to ensure

country would be delivered to the states and munici- that each state will abide by a set of rigidly established

palities according to certain indexes. The indexes con_ norms so that the tax may be levied and collected in

sst of a percentage which increased as the per capita each state in accordancewith uniform principles. The

income decreased and the extension of the area and tax, in fact, has the nature of a natural tax, owing to

the population of the states and municipalities in- its non-cumulativenature. The amount of tax paid n

creased. The participation in Federal taxes by the previous shipments may be credited against the

states and municipalities was computed on the pro- amount of tax falling on each subsequent shipment,
ceeds from Federal income and excise taxes and on the including cases of inter-state trade.

Federal single tax on oil, energy and domestic miner- Like the Federalexcise tax, the state tax on circulation
als. The municipalitiesalso shared in the state income does not fall on shipmentsof manufacturedgoods sent
from the tax on circulationof goods and in the Federal abroad so the burden of domestic taxes is not transfer-
single taxes. red to non-resident buyers. Under the current Con-

Political changes resulting from Brazil's return to its stitution, the rates of tax on the circulation of goods
traditional democratic situation in 1984 with the elec- may vary with respect to the degree of essentiality of

tion of a civilian as President,caused a reaction against each product.
the strong Central Government and the bid for an Before the promulgationof the 1988 Constitution the
expanded State and more strength and power for the state tax on circulation was assessable only on goods.
municipalities.The Federal Constitutionpromulgated It is well known that the TVA or IVA (value added
on 5 October 1988 reorganized the tax system with the taxes) as they are known and levied in Europe encom-
main purpose of granting to the regional and local pass not only the value of goods but also the services,
organs a better share in taxing power. The new Con- energy, machinery and equipment used to manufac-
stitution weakened the Federal Union not only be- ture goods. The Constitutionnow in force allows trans-
cause some of its former taxes were abolished or portation serviceswhich are not strictly local and com-

turned over to the states and/or municipalities, but munications to be included in the tax on circulation.
also because the rates of the shares of Federal taxes to
be assigned to the states and municipalitieswere con- The expansion of the field of taxing power in favor of

siderably increased. the states was gained at the expense of the Federal
Union, for the tax on interstate or inter-municipal

Although decentralizationin itself is no evil, it is my transportation and communications belonged to the
view that the Constitution failed to reduce the burden Union under the previous Constitution. One could
and the incumbencies of the Union in proportion to presume that the switch of taxing power was intended
the reductionof Federal tax revenue, thus causing the to provide the states with competence to levy tax not
Union to have to increase the weight of its remaining only on the value of goods but also on the amount of
taxes, thereby heavily penalizing the taxpayers at servces and use of equipment and machinery
large. employed in the manufacture of goods. In fact, this

Since the 1965 tax reform, the power to tax foreign could hardly have been the reason for the transfer of

trade has been the provinceof the Union, as is normal the taxes on transportationand communicationsto the

in all countries. Prior to the reform, taxes on imports states, for such services are not, or at least not in all

were Federal, while taxes on exports belongedt the cases, related to the productionof goods (as would be

states. Thereafter export tax became Federal, so the the case, for example, with reference to transportation
Union could adopt a fiscal policy consistent with its of the shipped goods, which is normally a part of the

power to control international commercial relation- sellingprice). In fact, this would neverbe the case with

ships. transportationof persons or with communications.

Taxes on the production and circulation of goods and The municipalitiesare empoweredto levy taxes on the

services are allocated to the competenceof the 3 levels rendering of services of whatever kind which are not

of government. The Union is empowered to levy ex- under the competenceof the states or the Union. The

cise taxes (a kind of value added taxation), which scope of incidenceof the tax is very broad for it covers

unlike in other countries, has an ample field of inci- professional, commercial and industrial services. In
dence rather than being a tax on luxury goods. For a order to avoid having service tax assimilated to indi-

long time, excise taxes had been the main source of vidual income tax, the tax on services rendered by
Federal tax revenue, secondedby income tax, but now members of the professions whose activities are gov-
excise tax is in second place. It is levied only on man- erned by specific laws (lawyers, accountants, medical

ufactured goods and its taxable event is the shipment doctors, economists and others) individually or by
of manufactured goods from a factory or their clear- firms must not be assessed on the price charged for the
ance from customs when imported. As in most other service.
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The Union has the power to institute and collect a tax The Constitutionproclaims the principle that taxation
on credit, foreign exchange, insurance transactions of income must be progressive, a tenet of most finance
and transactions involving the disposal of securities. It and economicsspecialistsof the ModernEra, but now-

is a Federal tax consistent with the fact that only the adays undergoing heavy fire from some theoricians,
Union is competent to enact laws and exercise control mostly in Europe, on account of the planned 1992
over banking, nsurance and stock trading. unification. Being a question of fiscal policy, I would

consider that the Constitution itself should refrain
Income tax was reservedfor the Union until the prom- from expressly electing one principle, for it would be
ulgation of the current Constitution which allows the more convenient to adopt the more flexible principle
states to institute a tax on capital income and gains as of the adequatedistributionofpublicexpenseswithout
a percentage of the Federal tax paid thereon. indicating which one this should be.

The Federal tax on income falls on resident individu- This is only one of many instances in which the Con-
als, corporate entities having a presence in Brazil and vention decided to adopt rules and principlesinvolving
on income which non-residentindividualor corporate the acceptance of tenets that are not of an absolute
entities derive from Brazilian sources. The latter is value but that citizens could endorse. In many situa-
charged through withholding by the payor, who, al- tions the Constitution indulged in incorporatingrules
thoughnot the actual taxpayer, is stillliable to the tax. and principles that merely represent the thought of

The principle of residence or domicile governs when some ideological or political current as if the mass of
Brazilian people held the same opinion on the pointsincome is taxed to individuals or corporate entities
ruled. The merits of proportional taxation to beunder the base year system. Starting in 1989, individu- seem

als became liable to the tax on a pay-as-you-earn
out of the question but the same does not hold for

(PAYE) basis combined with a withholding at source progressive taxation.

advance payment. Legal entities that pay salaries, In fact, most tax policy experts-with special emphasis
fees, rentals or certain other types of income to indi- on the European Economic Community- have held
viduals must deduct from the income a rate which that progressive taxation impairs economic develop-
escalates thus: 0-15-25%. The residence or domicile ment because it drains too much of the private
principle applies to individualsso if an individual lives economy's availabilities to invest and improve com-
ln or is domiciled in Brazil he must report his mercial relations. Why then write in the Constitution
worldwide income irrespective of the kind of income a principle that is undergoingcriticism and discussion
or whether it was received in Brazil or abroad. Only at the same time the Constitution is being proven
non-residents' income or income paid to non-iden-
tified payees is subject to tax under the principleof the The Union has been given exclusivepowers to institute
source of income. The tax is payable if the income is a tax on great fortunes as defined in complementary
derived from Brazilian sources. legislation, which thus far has not been passed. There

is much uncertainty among tax specialists as to whichThe source principle in Brazil is understood in a way criterion should be used to define great fortunes.that does not coincide with the concept known in Brazil is a large territory with marked differences in
Europe and developedcountries. We defne the taxing development, education and capita income
competenceby having regard to the economy affected per so a

definition of great fortunes could not be applicableby the paymentof the income not by the economy that
to the entire country.made it possible to supply the goods, services or other

utilities. Thus, if a non-residentof Brazil renders ser- The municipalities have the exclusive power to insti-
vices to a Brazilian resident in the United States, under tute and collect taxes on urban real estate. Taxes on

the Brazilian concept of source Brazil would have the property in Brazil have a very discreet tradition. As a

power to tax the income paid for the supply of the general rule, movable assets are not taxed, with the
services insofar as the payment of the income would sole exception of motor vehicles, which are subject to
affect the Brazilianeconomy,for the paymentor credit taxation by the states.
of the income would require a disbursement in Brazil. The power to tax rural land lies exclusively with theThe fact that the rendering of the services was made Union, so it can be used for extra-fiscalpurposes as an
possible in th United States is of no relevance in
defining taxing power.

nstrument to foster and compel the disposition of
large tracts of unexplored land and ease the so-called

Income tax in Brazil falls on legal entities in general. agrarian reform . Since the policy and execution of
Only civil partnershipsformed by professionalsto ren- the reform is vested with the Union, the Constitu-
der services not of a commercial nature (law firms, tion allows the Union to institute and collect the tax,
medical doctors, auditors and other professional although it must pass the proceeds therefrom to the
firms) are no longer treated as income taxpayersunder municipalitiesin whose territoriesthe tax is collected.
the current legislation. Unlike individuals, whose in-
come tax under the laws in force is fairly mild (the The states have the power to collect taxes on inheri-
highest rate is now 25%), corporateentitiesare subject tances and gifts of any kind. The municipalities are

to high rates, which may in some cases be as high as competent to levy taxes on non-gratuitous transfers
50%. Losses can be carried forward under certain but only in connection with real estate and the rights
conditions. to real estate.
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As is well known, after World War I Europeancoun- dered a new specimen of taxes in general or should
tries were completely disorganized, families were de- they be given a special status If the answer were that
stroyed, most lost their men and sources of mainte- they belong to the category of taxes in general, all the
nance, not to mention the destruction of houses and rules of the Constitutionand the Nationalcomplemen-
even cities, so that what remained of many families tary laws (mostly the National Tax Code) applicable
could not survive on its own resources. This situation to taxes in general would govern them as well.
occurred again and in a more serious degree after In April 1977, an amendment was made to the 1967
World War II. Under those unhappy circumstancesa

Constitution, to separate from the generalcategoryof
new type of compulsory payment to the State was taxes the special parafiscal contributions destined
conceived under the name parafiscalcontributions.
Reportedly, the first official document in which the for the funding of social welfare in most of its forms,
word parafiscalit was used was the Inventaire so they were no longersubject to the generalprinciples
Schumann, submitted in 1948 by the French Minister on taxation, such as the 5-year statute of limitation to

of Economics, Mr. Robert Schumann, in which he assess and/or collect the contributions. Now all the
contributions are treated as taxes in general and sub-

stressed the need to provide for new taxes to face
ject to the principles that prevail with respect to same.

the costs of social services, including financial aid and
housing for the families that were the victimsofWorld There is one exception. While taxes in general can

War II. only be collected in any given year if the law that
instituted the law has been passed and published in the

In spite of its name parafiscalityand the legal regime Official Gazette the year before, a social contribu-
which governed said contributions, there has always tion can be collected 90 days after publication of the
been concurrence of opinions as to their nature as law that instituted it.
taxes in a broad sense of the word. The main
peculiarities of the parafiscal contributions were:

Since the simple Federal taxes on fuel, energy and

(a) they should be collected and the resources they
domestic minerals have been abolished, the produc-

generated should be administered in a very decen- ton, industrialization, sale, circulation and exporta-
tralized way, so they could serve their purpose more

tion of same are now subject to the various Federal,

expediently; (b) they should be administeredand their state and municipal taxes falling on each one of said

proceeds invested exclusively with the purposes of operations. It is foreseen that an increase in the prices
funding social programs instituted to cope with the of such products cannot be avoided.

problems created by the World War for families and The new tax system as a whole entered into full force
collective groups needing assistance. 1 March 1989. Some of its provisions,however,cannot

become effective until complementary legislation is
The 1988 BrazilianConstitutiontook a firm stand with
respect to special (parafiscal) contributions, the in- passed.
stitution of which was expressly assigned only to the This article is intended as an overviewof the Brazilian
Union (there is an exception for the institution by the tax system for informativepurposes only. It is still too
states and municipalitiesofcontributionsto fundsocial early to predict whether the new tax system instituted
assistance to their own public officials). The main by the Constitutionof 1988 will meet the needs of the

question raised many times before courts of law was: Union, the states and the municipalities and favor
should special parafiscal contributions be consi- Brazil's economic growth and development.

[continued from page 370]

(c) reduction and standardization of the tax rates Finally, it should be stated that much has alreadybeen
levied on companies to eliminate the additional done in terms of Brazilian tax policy, but much still
rates, thus diminishing the tax burden of legal en- remains to be accomplished. It is essential that we

tities; never lose sight of the fact that the State is the means

(d) elaboration of legislation that will transform tax and never the end of a free society. For this reason, in
inspection into an activity that is more preventive a context such as this one, any tax system that is
and didactic than repressive in those cases lacking adopted must have the ultimateobjectiveof economic
bad faith as manifested by wilful evasion, fraud, developmentand, principally, the social development
etc. Following this line, companies that have com- and well-being of the members of society.
mitted errors as a consequenceof ignoranceof the
applicable rules will be allowed to amend their
errors.
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3RAZ _:

The Relevanceof Double TaxationTreaties
for DevelopingCountries
Francisco Dornelles

THE PROBLEMSOF DOUBLE TAXATION
Mr. Domelles is the former General

International double taxation, which is generally defined as the imposi- Council for. the Ministry of Finance,
Federal Taxes Commissioner and

tion of comparable taxes in 2 (or more) States on the same taxpayer in Minister of Finance of Brazil. He has
respect of the same subject matter for identicalperiods'1, results from the participated in negotiationsof double
fact that each State has sovereignpower to impose taxes on gains, income, taxation treaties between Brazil and

capital and assets ofboth individualand legal entitiessubject to its jurisdic- other nations. He is a member of the

tion. Double taxation occurs when the taxation power is exercised by Rio de Janeiro Bar Association, the
International Fiscal Association, the

sovereignStates on the same economicfact which is subject to tax in more Brazilian Association of Finance Law
than one State.2 (ABDF), and the Brazilian Institute of

was a
If double taxation occurs between a State which uses the so-calledsource Lawyers. He memberof the As-

sociation elected to draft the 1988
or territorialsystemof taxation (i.e. tax is imposedon all sourcesoriginat- Brazilian Constitution and is still a

ing or produced in its territory) and a State which uses the so-called House Representative in the National

residence or domicile system (i.e. tax is imposed on the basis of resi- Congress of Brazil. Mr. Dornelles s

dence or domicile in the country), then internationaldouble taxation may
the author of numerous books and ar-

ticles and is currently a professor at
have effects other than of a mere fiscal nature becauseit will interferewith FundaasGetlio Vargas.
the free movement of capital, goods and persons.

Income tax is currentlyone of the most importanttaxes for most countries;
the problemof internationaldouble taxation is more glaring in the context

of income tax than in the context of other taxes because both the country
where the investments originate and the country where the investments
are made are willing to tax income derived from the investments.3Addi-

tionally, it is unanimouslyrecognized that the undesirableeffects of inter-
national double taxation are even more harmful when the movement of
capital, money and technology takes place from and to developed and

developingcountries.

Developing countries need vast sums of money to finance economic

growth and development, investors resident in exporting countries try to

invest their funds so as to obtain the maximum yield. Although tax moti-
vation is not the only factor interfering with business decisions to invest
in foreign countries, the tax burden plays an important role in investment
decisions and very often it is a key factor for potential investors seeking
higher profitability.
Problems arising from international double taxation on income and on

capital are well known both by governments and private investors. The
fact that the income derived by one person is subject to the same tax in 2
or more countries embarrasses investment flows, increases the cost of
funds and technology required for development and creates uncertainty I. Model Double Taxation Conventionon In-

for taxpayers. come and on Capital, Report of the OECDCom-
mittee on Fiscal Affairs, Paris (1977) at 7.

Moreover, from the point of view of capital-importingcountries, double 2 Francisco Neves Dornelles, A Dupla
Tributao Internacional da Renda, Ed. Fun-

taxation creates additional obstacles for the use of tax Systems as an daoGetulioVargas, RiodeJaneiro (1979)at 7.

instrument of economic policy because incentives and exemptions de- 3. Molteni, Carlos C. Martinez, Los Pases
Latinoamericanosv la Doble Tributacin Inter-

signed to attract new investments to certain sectors or geographical areas nacional, Informe apresentado_pasVI Jornadas

may be voided by the tax legislation of the country where the investor is Latino-Americanasde Direito ributario, Punta
del Este (December 1970)

resident or where the investmentoriginates.4 4. See footnote 2 at page 8.
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THE ELIMINATIONOF INTERNATIONAL Model Convention prepared by its experts took as

DOUBLE TAXATION ON INCOME point of departure the similar economic conditions
prevailing within the OECD Member States and did

The domestic legislation of most countries contains not attempt to deal with the disparities in economic
provisions designed to eliminate or reduce the effects levels which may exist between countries.
of international double taxation. As a general rule,
such laws provide unilaterally for a credit in the coun-

The OECD Model Convention gives ample room to
the residenceprinciple, provides for a numberof rele-

try of residence of the investor with respect to the
taxes paid or accrued in the country where the invest- vant items of income to be taxed exclusively in the

State of residence of the investor and does not take
ment was made and from which the income was de-

into considerationany methodfor avodanceofdouble
rived. taxation which permits developing, capital-importing
This unilateral method, however, is insufficient to re- countries to use their tax systems as an instrument to

move all the adverse effects of double taxation not attract foreign investment.

only because of its limited effect but also because it
does not take into account specific tax holidays and Although the OECD Model has been used a a basis

fiscal incentives the host country provides to promote
for negotiationsof tax treaties by several countries in

and stimulate foreign investment.
the Third World, in particularFar East countries and
on a shorter scale by some Latin American countries

Therefore, many countries,particularlyindustrialized includng Brazil, the OECD Model soon appeared to

countries, have been making efforts to eliminate dou- be inadequatefor these countries. In 1967 United Na-
ble taxation by way of international tax treaties, the tions organized a Group of Experts to draft a Model
first convention of such kind being dated as far back Conventionwhich could meet the needs ofdeveloping
as 1843. The efforts directed toward the conclusionof countries in the negotiation and conclusion of tax

multilateral conventions on double taxation quickly treaties with capital-exporting countries. The work

appeared to be difficult to implement because of the lasted for morethan10 years, concludingin 1980 when
diiferences in tax-legislationand economicconditions the Model Double Taxation Conventionbetween De-
of the countries involved. Experience demonstrated veloped and DevelopingCountrieswas approved and
that internationaldouble taxationcould be more easily published.7 Unfortunately, the, expectations of.de-
eliminated by the conclusion of bilateral conventions, veloping nations were to a great extent frustrated.
in the context of which 2 countries could remove the
differences in tax systems and adapt the systems to

The U.N. ModelConventionwas largely based on the

each other.5 OECD Model which was nevertheless recognized as

inadequatefor the purposesofstimulatinginvestments
In order to enhance the negotiation of such bilateral in developing countries. Inaddition, the U.N..Model
treaties, several international organizationshve en- gives rise to the transferf tax revenue from the de-
deavored since the beginning of this century to set up veloping countries to the capital- exporting countries
model conventions providing the main rules and where most investors are based pr have, their resi-
methods to deal with the problems arising from inter- dence. .

....

national double taxation. The first Model Convention
was concluded in 1928 by a Group of Governmental The U.N. Model did not include specific mechanisms

Experts sponsored by the League of Nations, which for the elimination of double taxation such as the

also promoted preparation of the revised model con- matching credit and the tax sparing credit which ena-

ventions published in 1943 in Mexico City and in 1946 bles capital-importingcountries to use their own in-

in London. Those 2 models reflected for the first time come tax legislation as an instrument of economic

at an international level the differences of views be- policy by way of tx exemptions and reductions. For

tween capital-importing and capital-exporting coun-
these rasons, the U.N. Model also appears inconsis-

tries, the Mexico Model emphasizing the prevalence
tent with the effective needs of developing countries
and does not aid - thir efforts to attract the foreignof taxation in the source country and the London
capital and technology for their economic

Model giving privilege to an exclusive taxation in the necessary

country of residence of the investor. growth.

More recently, after World War II, the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development DOUBLE TAXATION TREATIES AND THE

(OECD) prepared a Model DoubleTaxation Conven- NEEDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

tion on Income and on Capital which was published in
1963 and revised in 1977. This Model, designed to As mentioned above, tax treaties concluded by and

improve the Mexico and London Model Conventions, between developing and developed nations play an

was the bass for the negotationand conclusionof 179 important role in the foreign investmentpolicy of cap-
tax treaties from 1963 through 1977.6

The OECD Model Convention, however, was pre_
5. Id.
6. See footnote 1 at 8.

pared as a guideline for tax treaties between devel-

oped, capital-exportingcountries. Because the OECD
7. United Nations Model DoubleTaxation Convention Between Dcvel-

oped and Developing Countries, Department of International Economic

is an international forum of industralizednations, the and Social Affairs, New York (198(I) at 1/12.
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ital-importingcountries to the extent that the elimina- investors in developingcountries could be limited
tion or reduction of local income taxes may be a key to a maximum rate for a specified period of time.
factor in investmentprofitability and thus may stimu- These provisions are reflected in certain methods and
late potential foreign investors to place their capital mechanismsof tax treaties for the avoidanceor elimi-
and technology in the developingcountry. nation of double taxtion which are discussed below.

Apart from the specific purpose of eliminating or re-

ducing double taxation on income (and on capital, as

the case may be), developing countries should bear METHODS FOR THE ELIMINATIONOF
the followinggoals in mind when negotiatingand con- DOUBLE TAXATION

cluding tax treaties with capital-exportingcountries:
(a) to increase the inflowofcapital investments,either Basically, provisions inserted in tax treties with the

directly or by way of import financing or debt- purpose of eliminating (or reducing, as the case may
equity swaps; be) international double taxation on income may be

(b) to permit and preserve the use of their tax systems, summarized as follows:

particularly their income tax legislation oriented
towards the promotionof less developedareas and A. Exemptionmethods
sectors of the local economy, as an instrument of
economicpolicy, by preventing tax incentivesand 1 Full exemptionexemptions from being voided or absorbed by the

.

income tax legislationof foreign, capital-exporting According to the full exemption method, income is

countries; totally excluded from the tax basis of the taxpayer for

(c) to reduce the cost of foreign capital, funds and income tax purposes and it is not taken into consider-

technology which are required to finance and im- ation for the determinationof progressive rates which

plement their dvelopmentprojects;
' apply to the global income of thetaxpayerin its coun-

(d) to assure foreign investors that some tax ceilings try of residence.
will be imposed in a mannerso that incomederived The full exemption methd, when adopted by an in-
from foreign investments in thecountry shall not
be taxed beond certain limits at least fr reasofi-

dustrialized country, appears to be an advantageous
a method for capital-importing countries to attract

able period of tim. ' ....

foreign investments, insofar as it ensures that any tax

In order to attain such goals, developing countries benefit provided for by the laws of the developing
should try to insert some basic provisions in their tax country may not be cancelled out by the tax laws of

treaties concluded with developed countries, to the the country of residence of the investor.

effect that:
(a) income derived from investments.made in the de- 2. Exernption with progression

veloping country and which are subject to tax Under this rnethod, incorne is exempted frorn tax but
therein shall be exempted from tax in the country t is taken into'considerationin the computationof the
of residence of the investor or, if not exempted, overall tax liability of the taxpayer in his country of
the country of residence shall grant the investor a residence. In other words, incorne derived from one
tax credit for taxes paid on the income in the de- country by a person who is a resident in anothercoun-

veloping country; try is excluded from tax in that other country but it is
(b) coupled with the previousprovision,wheneverthe added to all other items of incorne of that person for

taxes on items of income such as corporateprofits, purposes of determining the progressive rate of tax
dividends, interest, royalties and payments for applicable to that person.
technical services and technical assistance when
derived by any resident of a foreign country are This method normally only applies to taxation of indi-
reduced or eliminated by virtue of dornestic laws viduals, which is generally based on progressive rates.

ofthe developingcountry, the countryof residence This method has been adoptedb both the OECDand

of th investor shall exempt such income from tax U.N. Model Conventionsfor the eliminationofdouble

or shall grant its resident a credit correspondingto taxation but the effects of the exemptionwith progres-
the tax which was reduced or eliminated in the sion method are clearly limited by its function and

developingcountry, just as though the tax was not scope.
reduced or eliminated;

(c) any reduction of or exemption from taxes agreed B. Imputationmethods

upon by the developing country in the context of
the double taxation treaty should constitute an 1. Ordinary imputation
actual benefit to the foreign investor and should While the exemption methods refer to income, impu-
not be passed on as a transferof tax revenue to the tation methods refer to the tax which is imposed on

Treasury of the country of residence of the inves- the income. Under the imputation methods, double
tor;

(d) withholding tax on corporate profits, dividends,
taxation iseliminated (or reduced) by way of a credit

interest, royalties and payments for technical as-
n the country where the income was derived.

sistance and technical services derived by foreign The credit may be subject to certain limits and if so,
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the method is called ordinary imputation. Such limits because they more effectivelypermitdevelopingcoun-

may bebasedon the worldwideincomeof the taxpayer tries to apply their own income tax laws to attract

(overalllimitation)or on income derived from each foreign investment.
foreign country (per country limitation). The limits The most relevantmechanismswhich be included
are designed to prevent foreign taxes from being cre- in double taxation treaties (1)

may
estab-

dited against domestic taxes imposed on income de- are: permanent
rived in the country of residence of the investor. lishment; (2) tax sparing; (3) matching credit; (4) in-

vestment credit; and (5) tax deferral.

Traditionally,this is the methodadopted in the OECD
Model Convention which is commonly used in tax A. Permanentestablishment
treaties concluded between capital-exporting coun-

tries where outflowsand inflows of funds are mutually Permanent establishment is one of the most relevant
comparable. concepts in double taxation treaties because it is the

basis for the taxation of business profits from foreign
2. Full imputation activitiesof a company. Under the OECD ModelCon-
Under the full imputation method, the credit to be vention, the foreign profits of a company are only
claimed by the investor in his country of residence is subject to tax in the country of source if such profits
not subject to any limitation and it fully takes into are derived through a permanentestablishmentof that
account the total amount of foreign taxes paid by the company and insofar as such profits are attributableto

investor. that permanent establishment. According to the
OECD Model, a permanent establishment requires:

Althoughimputationmethods, either ordinaryor full, (a) the existence of an installation; (b) with a certain
may reduce or eliminate double taxation they appear degree of permanence; (c) which performs any ac-
to be inadequatefor the purposesof capital-importing tivities for the companywhich are not of a preparatorycountries because, as in case of the unilateral credit, or ancillary nature.
they do not take into account tax incentivesprevailing
in those countries for the attraction of investment. Under the treaties, where double taxation is elimi-

nated by the exemptionmethod in the residencecoun-

C. Deductionmethod try, the concept of permanentestablishmentdoes not
have much relevancebecause the taxingpowerofbusi-

The deduction rnethod has a very limited scope and ness profits remains exclusively in the hands of the
effect for the reduction of the overall tax on income country where the activities are performed, i.e. the

derived from the source country by a resident of country of source.8 From the point ofview of develop-
another country because the tax paid in the source ing countries it is relevant to enlarge as far as possible
country is merely subtracted from the gross income during negotiations of double taxation treaties with

subject to tax in the residence country so that the tax developed partners the scope of permanentestablish-
in the residence country is assessed on the net foreign ment in order to increase their taxing power in the

income of the taxpayer. greatest number of circumstances.

D. Sharing method B. Tax sparing

The sharing method is also a limited method, consist- Tax sparing is used to preventany reductionor exemp-
ing of the division between 2 countries of their taxing tion from tax in the country of source from being
power on income derived from one country by a resi- transferred to the Treasury of the capital-exporting
dent of the other country. country. This method ensures that tax incentivesorig-

inally granted by the source country inure to the ben-
After determininga ceiling rate of tax, the 2 countries efit of the foreign investor and are not nullified by the
set up the portion of such rate which will apply in each increased tax paid in the country of residence. Some-
country. In some cases, this methodmay have an effect times tax sparng may apply when the tax is reduced
similar to the imputationmethodwith the sane limited or eliminated in the source country by virtue of the
scope as the latter. treaty itself and not by any tax incentive found in the

domestic legislation of the host country.9
MECHANISMSAND MEASURES FOUND IN
DOUBLE TAXATION TREATIES

8. This provision was, for instance, inserted in the Cartagena Model

More relevant than the reviewed methods against in- Conventionapproved and adopted by the Andean Pact countriesalthough
in practical terms taxation of profits derived from the performance of

ternational double taxation which may be adopted business activities within any of those countries implicitly requires the

either through unilateral measures or by way of existence of a fixed place of business in that country.

treaties, are a number of specific mechanisms in the 9. The OECD Model Convention does not provide for any tax sparing
context of treaties. These mechanisms have a crucial mechanism in its context but a reference to its adoption in tax treaties is

importance in the treaties between developing, capi-
made in the commentariesas follows:

The State of residencewill allow as a deduction the amount of tax which

tal-importing countries and industrialized countries the State of source could have imposed in accordance with its general
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Under the tax sparing provision, the country of resi- Brazil has adopted the matchingcredit with respect to

dence of the investorgrants a credit which corresponds dividends, interest and royalties in most of its double

to the tax which would be imposed in the country of taxation treaties concluded with developed countries

source of the income if such tax had not been reduced when such items of income are not exempted from tax

or eliminated under a tax incentive program or by in the country of residence of the investor. For exam-

virtue of the treaty itself. ple, in the treaties with Austria, West Germany, Swe-
den and Canada the fixed credit rate is either 20% or

The tax treaty concluded between Brazil and Japan 25% as the tax effectivelypaid in Brazil is either com-

adopts a tax sparing provision with respect to business puted at a rate not exceeding 15% or in some cases is

profits derived from Brazil by a company which is totally eliminated.Under the revised treatywith Japan
resident in Japan, in such a manner so that Japan shall (in force since 1978), a Japanese-residentinvestormay
allow as a deduction from its corporate tax on the enjoy a tax credit in Japan with respect to dividends,
profits of such company an amount corresponding to interest and royalties derived from Brazil which shall
the Brazilian corporate tax as computed at a 30% rate never be less than 20% of the income (and which shall

thereon, irrespective whether the tax effectively paid reach 25% in case of dividends and royalties) even if
in Brazil by virtue of prevailing tax incentives is lower Brazilian tax on such items of income is at any time
than that rate. However, if the Brazilian corporate tax reduced or abolished.
rate is reduced to 25%, for instance, this new rate shall
then prevail for tax sparing purposes in Japan. D. Investmentcredit

C. Matchingcredit The investment credit, which was primarily used
domestically by some developed countries, may also

The matching credit is by far the most relevant treaty be used to attract capital investments into developing
provision for developingcountries. It consists of a tax countries. It is determined as a percentage of the in-
credit in the country of residence which is computed vested amount which may be credited against the tax

on the basis of a pre-established rate which is higher to be paid by the investor in its countryof residence,11
than that prevailing in the country of source. The

matching credit has great significance for capital-im- In the context of double taxation treaties, nvestment

porting countries because it permits them to use their credit may be very helpful for capital-importingcoun-

own income tax as an instrument to attract foreign tries not only to provide for the amountsor percentage
investment into economicsectors which they desire to

of investments but also to select the most convenient

stimulate. By virtue of the matching credit, the tax
kind of investments which would be eligible for the

incentives resulting from any reduction in or exemp-
credit in the country of residence of the investor.

tion from tax given by the developing country shall
inure only to the benefit of the investor, who will be E. Tax deferral

granted in its country of residence a tax credit as com-

puted at the tax rate provided for in the treaty and not Under the tax deferralprovision, the capital-exporting
at the effective rate then prevailing in the source coun- country shall only impose its taxes on foreign-source
try, as would be the case if an imputationmethodwere income when such income is effectively receivedby its

adopted (as described above). resident. Therefore, the payment of taxes in the coun-

try of residence may be delayed until the correspond-
The matching credit has similar purposes and effects ing income is effectively earned by the investor.
to the tax sparing provision. However, under the

matching credit the rate at which the credit in the This provision is extremely important for capital-im-
residence country shall be computed is previously es- porting countries because it encourages the foreign
tablished in the treaty, while under tax sparing the investor to keep his profits reinvested in the country
credit rate is contingent on the prevailing rate in the of source insteadof repatriatingthe profits. Such effect

source country and therefore the amountof credit may may be increased if the country of the investor's resi-

decrease by virtue of reductions of tax rates in the dence provides for a tax credit only with respect to

source country.
on amount as even

In view of this difference, the matching credit appears
legislation such limited by the Convention ( ) if

the State of source, as a developing country, has waived all or part of

to be more convenient than tax sparing for capital-im- that tax under special provisions for the promotion of its economic

portingcountries in the managementof theirtaxpolicy development.
because through the use of the matching credit such 10. The OECD Model Convention also refers to the matching credit as

countriesmay reduce or waive their taxes under inter-
a possble mechanism in tax treaties but the fact remains that the Model

does not contemplate it in any of its provisions.These are the commentaries
nal laws for purposesof attracting foreign investments thereon:
without risking that the benefits of reduction or elimi- As a counterpart for the tax sacrifice which the developing country

nation of taxes may be transferred to the Treasury of makes by reducing in a general way its tax at the source, the State of

the country of residence of the investor and that they residence agrees to allow a deduction against its own tax of an amount

may be nullified by a corresponding reduction of the (in part fictitious) fixed at a higher rate. (op. cit. p. 160, item 73b)
11. Under the treaty concluded in 1967 between Brazil and the United

tax credit which shall be granted by the country of States, the nvestment credit was fixed at a 7% rate for U.S. investments

residence.10 made n Brazil, but the treaty has never entered nto force.
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taxes effectivelypaid in the sourcecountry, because in industrialized countries where that capital and
case of repatriation of profits the investor would not technology originate. As a result, tax revenues which
be eligible for any credit in its countryof residence for are lost by developingcountriesare merely transferred
taxes reduced or eliminatedunder a tax incentivepro- to the Government of capital-exporting nations and
gram in the countryof source;consequently,the inves- the incentivescreated to stimulate foreign investments
tor wouldbe discouragedfrom repatriatinghis profits. disappear.
As far as the investor is concerned, the deferral The most appropriate strategy for developing coun-

mechanism also permits him to enjoy certain tax ben- tries to deal with this problem is the bilateral negotia-
efits in the country of source when domestic laws of tion and conclusion with their industrializedpartners
that country provide unilaterally for any reduction of on a case-by-case basis of tax treaties providing not
tax in case of reinvestmentof profits. only that double taxation between the 2 countriesmay

be eliminated through the traditionalmethodsbut also
that tax incentivesprevailingin the developingcountry

CONCLUSION to attract investments may be preserved by specific
mechanismsmutu,allyagreed upon betweenthe 2 trea-

Internationaldouble taxation of income and capital is ty partners.
recognized as one of the major problems for the free Whendevelopedcountriesdo not accept exemptionmovementof capital and funds throughout the world. an

for income derived by their residents in developingThis problem affects developing countries more ad-
countries, the matching credit and tax sparing the

versely than industrializednationsbecause capital-im-
are

porting countries are short on technology, funds and most appropriate provisions in tax treaties to reach

productivecapital necessary to finance theireconomic satisfactory results for developing countries because
they protect the tax incentiveprograms of these coun-

growth. tries without interfering or damaging the economic
In order to attract foreign capital and technology, de- policy or tax revenuesofdevelopedcountries. In other
veloping countries tend to reduce or eliminate taxes words, those mechanismsput into practicean effective
on income derived from activities in their territory cooperation in the international tax field between
thus removingunilaterallythe excessive taxation. This countries with different levels of economic develop-
sacrifice, however, is often nullified by tax laws of ment.

(re-)elected as substitute members of the General

*NEWS
Council.

Dr. Th. Faist resigned and Dr. A. Knechtle was

elected as a new member of the Board of the Swiss
IFA Branch.

During the meeting, the 1988 activity report of the
Swiss Branch was approved. From this report, it ap-
pears that on 31 December 1988 the Swiss Branchhad
436 members (of which 80 members were corporate
members). During the year 1988 3 meetings of mem-

PAKISTANBRANCH bers were held:

On 23 May 1989, the Pakistan Branch of IFA held a (1) On 4 February 1988 a meeting was held in Basel
seminar entitled An Overview of Direct Taxes n during which the new Swiss marriage law and the tax
Pakistan. A 6-man delegation from Bangladeshpar- implications thereof (including the problem of inter-
ticipated in the seminar. Various papers were pre- cantonal double taxation) were discussed.
sented by highly-placeddignatoriesand senior profes-
sionals. (2) On 9 June 1988 a meeting was held in Zurich

during which future tax policy plans in Switzerland,
the proposals for a turnover tax reform, the proposals

SWISS BRANCH made by the working group Place financire suisse
with respect to stamp duties and the problemsrelating

The membersof the Swiss IFA Branch held a meeting to the introductionof an energy tax were discussed.
on 8 June 1989. The followingpersonswere re-elected
as members of the General Council of IFA: Dr. A, (3) During the meeting on 3 November 1988 in Bern
Burckhardt and Mr. P. Spori. Dr. K. Stocker, Dr. the Swiss national reports for the 1989 IFA Congress
H.K. Lscher, Dr. Desax and Mr. Pierre Gillioz were in Rio de Janeiro were discussed and approved.
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3 RAZ _: utilities is substantiallyhigher than average, while at-

tracting people in the reverse situation. In this sense,

Fiscal Issues and the
the costs and benefits from the provision of public
utilities should be allocationally neutral, i.e. paid for
and appropriated within each respective jurisdiction.

1988 Constitution Thus real property tax is, in essence, a local tax whose
costs and benefits reflect on prices.
Likewise, the value added tax properly equalized at

Prof. C.A. Longo customs (according to the oint-of-destinationprinci-
ple), or the sales tax may be confined to the jurisdic-
tion benefiting from such public spending. For similar

Professor of Economicsand Administrationat the University reasons, the government'sallocational and stabilizing
of So Paulo and on the Faculty of Econornic Sciences and roles should be centrally located.
Administrationof So Paulo. Professor Longo is the author of

books and articles. In short, under this model, personal taxes (income or

consumer) finance public utilities of national interest
at a central level; they also promote stabilization and

I. SLICING THE FISCAL PIE ''1 redistribution policies. Local governments would be
limited to tapping their own taxable bases (real prop-

The allocation of public spending among different erty, local taxes and rates) to finance essentially local

levels of governrnentshould be examined in conjunc- services. Intermediategovernmentjurisdictionswould

tion with tax revenues. Theoretically, the Federal finance public utilities (specifically limited as far as

Government could collect all taxes and allocate them benefits are concerned) through indirect taxes by try-
to States and Municipalities according to pre-estab- ing to minimize fiscal externalities and adopting the

lished policy criteria. However, this forrn of revenue principleof destinationon inter-jurisdictionaltransac-

allocationwould become a political issue. On the other tions.

hand, some measure of fiscal autonomy is desirable The issue of function allocation among government
both politically and economically. After all, factors levels is more complex than that of tax allocation.
such as local peculiaritiesand available natural or ac- Analysis of the benefit accruing to public utility users

quired resources, community preference for certain is clouded by the collective nature of their provision.
public services and the extent of government involve- Generally speaking, all government levels contribute
ment in the economy are not easily convertible to to the provision of such services especially when they
standard formulas of fiscal revenue allocation. are not strictly defined; e.g. health, where all govern-

Allocationof public expenditureand revenues among ment levels share responsibilities. However, if an at-

different levels of government depends not only on a tempt is made to break down costs, for example, be-

country's cultural background and historical oppor- tween preventive health versus curative health

tunities, but also on the adoption of either clearly care, the former should be assigned basically to the

centralized or decentralized fiscal policies. Con- central governmentand the latter to a local jurisdiction
sequently, it is practically impossible to have a hard while both types of health care would be provided at

and fast rule for the allocationof revenueand expendi- the State level.

ture. On the basis of economic theory assumptons, What would be the rationale then for an optimum
Musgrave2developed a model of fiscal federalism that allocation of functions The issue is not rnerely
can be used to advantage in discussinghow to slice the economicor regulatory, i.e. which servicesshould leg-
fiscal pie with respect to uses and sources of funds. ally be assigned to this or that level of governrnent
The model assumes an asymmetricmobilityof factors. This issue should be approached as a matter of practi-
The capital factor is fluid betweenjurisdictionsregard- cal judgement to be settled in line with political,
less of size, while the labor factor is increasingly less economic and administrativecriteria according to cus-

mobile as one moves from local to national jurisdic- tom and prevailing needs. In fact, the role of govern-
tions. The key government functions are to provide nent continues to grow and economiestoday are much
public utilities, reduce social inequalities, and stabilize more integrated than previously. As a result, the con-

prices and activity levels. In order to finance its ac- cept of separation of government functions can be
tivities, the government has taxes, charges and the replaced by one of cooperative federalism.
operating income of public corporations. Two sets of
collection criteria apply, i.e. the ability to pay and Too much financial centralization weakens the inde-

taxation for value. Personal taxes (income and prop- pendence of local government. One solution often

erty) fit into the first criteria, while local (property) employed to overcome the shortage of local resources

taxes, charges and rates fit into the second.

It follows from these assumptions that any public
spending which prirnarily benefits a local community I. Adapted from C.A. Longo. A distribuio dos Gastos e Receitas

should not be financed by personal taxes. Otherwise Pblicas entre niveis de Governo: um enfoque econmico, in Revista de

it might encourage the migration of (wealthy) people
Finanas Pblicas No. 369 (Jan./Mar. 1987)
2 R.A Musgrave &P.B Musgrave, Public Finance in Theory and

and resources whose cost-benefit ratio for public Practice, 3rd Edition, McGraw-Hill.New York (1973).
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in Brazil has been to transfer the actual work and (IVC) was replaced by a sales tax (ICM) which bore
functional management to higher government levels. little resemblance to the old arrangement. The ICM
The problem is more acute in the provision of urban was non-cumulativeand its rates and exemptionswere

services than in the so-called social roles of govern- not set at State level as they were for the former IVC.
ment (health care, education, etc.). The provision of This is a typical example of tax reform whereby the
water, sewage disposal and mass transportation, for collection pattern was substantially changed by the
instance, is less efficient when operated on a reduced new legislation. The tax packages periodically intro-
scale. This is one of the reasons for the virtual State duced in Brazil at the close of each year are usually
monopolyof these utilities in Brazil, imposedby fed- attempts to close fiscal gaps and shorten collection
eral law but often at odds with the interests of local periods; thus rather than a true reform are really cir-

autonomy. cumstantial adjustments.
Health care, medicalcare and universityeducationare Reform also does not mean toppling the entire tax
almost entirely left to the Brazilian Federal Govern- collection framework already n force. However, the
ment, particularly in the poorer States. Funds allo- difference between proposing an ideal tax and a

cated to health care are nearly all channelled to the 'tax reform must not be overlooked. For example, a

national social security system and come from con- type of income tax can be devised to cover the total
tributionspaid by employers and wage earners. In the income earned by all individuals in the work force. In

1970s, Law No. 5692 (August 1971) proposed the practice, this tax does not apply, particularly to a low

gradual transfer of elementary school expenditure to or medium income society or to one historically or

local governments.The failure to enforce this law was culturally disinclined to disclosing the actual amounts
due to the imbalance in fundingallocation. Since taxes involvedin individualbusinesses. In this sense, consid-
were centralized,most local governmentswere unable erations such as historical background, culture and
to assume immediate responsibility for supporting level of developmentmust be acknowledgedwhen an

elementary school costs despite the offsetting mea- innovative approach is proposed; otherwise it might
sures available (fiscal transfers and educational aid to be doomed to failure from the outset.

workers). The State monopolyover basic education The tax reform passed by the ConstitutionalAssem-
iS now considered as an alternative solution. In this bly is closer to a circumstantial adjustment than to a
scenario, State governmentswould take chargeofedu- true reshapingof the tax collection structure. In pointcation in cities and towns, while local governments of fact, a Constitutionis not the proper place to define
would provide education in rural communities. How-

a country's tax arrangementwhich must be the object
ever, States cannot take on social services, medical of regulatoryand statutory laws. Actually, the income
care and education without deriving the proper coun- tax legislation is totally separate from the Brazilian
terpart in tax revenues. As for urban utilities transfer- Magna Carta. The Constitution creates taxes, estab-
red to the States, funding is provided by rates charged lishes jurisdictionsand allocates tax revenuesbetween
by public utility companies. the 3 levels of government. On value added tax, it

The basic issue still unanswered in Brazil, therefore, even sets the taxation range on interstate trade and

is how much to transfer, not just in terms of sources exports. In essence, the new Constitutionhas wrought
but also in terms of use of fiscal revenues, to lower only minor changes in the current tax collection pat-
government levels. Revenue centralization and the tern but introduced major alterations in tax revenue

national interest suggest that the definition of basic allocation to the different government levels.

guidelines and the setting of general standards As compared to the 1988 version, the 1967 tax reform
should remain the province of the Federal Govern- might be termed elitist and centralizing. It was drafted
ment. Decisionson expansion, location and quality of by a special commissionand promptlyapprovedby the
services, however, may be delegated to subnational Executive. In line with the prevailing philosophy, the
units according to the physical scope of the benefits Union centralized jurisdictions, tax legislation and al-
provided. Lower level governments would carry out location. Therefore it is not surprisingthat the wording
the actual programs. However, care must be taken to of the tax section in the new Constitution adopts the
prevent direct interferenceof the central government reverse approach. This time little emphasis was given
in any decision-makingprocess by virtue of its control to the proposalsarising from the discussionsof special
of funding sources. This can be achieved by decen- commissions. Rather than study how best to collect
tralizing the current Brazilian tax structure and estab- and allocate taxes and revenues, the congressmen
lishing a mechanism for intergovernmentaltransfer of chose the easy way out, i.e. to increase the share of
revenues under a counterpart arrangement to vary their States and Municipalities in federal revenues.

according to per capita income.
The 1988 Constitution provides for a substantial in-
crease in the share of the main federal taxeschannelled

II. TAX REFORM IN THE CONSTITUTION3 to States and Municipalities. In the longer run, the
question is whether this is the best means of decen-

The changes introduced in the tax section of the new

Constitutionhave come to be called a tax reform. Care
must be taken not to overgeneralize the term re-

3. From C.A. Longo, Aspecto Econmico da Repartiodas Receitas
Tributrias, in Academia Brasileira de Direito Tributrio- Ist National

form. In 1967, the State sales and consignment tax Congress on Tax Studies (1988) at 161-174.
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tralizing taxes and revenue allocation throughout the in that direction would be a mergerof the urbanprop-
3 levels of government. Nearly half of the income tax erty tax (IPTU) with the rural property tax (ITR)
and excise tax will go to States and Municipalities. where both allocation and management would be
Such transfers have been increasing over the past few handled by the local government.
years: before 1980, subnational governments took in

barely 20% of those taxes. Since 1985 the Federal Government has been forced
to surrender to subnational units in tax sharing. In

Under the system set forth in the new Constitution, fact, until the mid-1970sStates and Municipalitiestook
the revenue available to the Federal Governmentwill in just 10% of the main federal tax revenue: income
decline from 46% to 35%, the States' share will rise tax and excise tax. Immediately before the new Con-
from 36% to 42%, and the Municipalitieswill increase stitution was passed this amounthad increased to 33%
from 18% to 23% by 1990. (See Table below.) To and may reach the 50% mark within the near future.
offset the revenue losses incurred by the Union, no In addition, States and Municipalities have had their
special counterpart transfer is provided for. In fact, taxable base on value added tax expanded (ICMS),
expenses may even increase considering the pledges they may now levy new taxes such as a tax on inheri-
and deposits needed to guarantee a bottom limit for tance and donations and a tax on retail fuel sales, and
certain essential services (culture, education, justice, further levy 5% on income They are

etc.).
may a surtax tax.
also entitled to appropriations from a fund to offset
export duty exemptons. At the Federal level, the

BRAZIL single-stage tax on fuels, electricity, communications
and minerals, previously pro-rated between the 3 gov-

Spending per government level ernment levels, has becomeextinct. The Union will be
entitled to levy a useless tax on large fortunes and will

In percentages retain residual jurisdiction over the levying of new

taxes.
1975 1980 1985 1990 The financial losses for the National Treasury caused

Federal 50.0 49.0 46.0 35.0 by these actions have been estimated at about 17% of

State 36.0 35.0 36.0 42.0 its 1987 revenues, to increase to approximately21%

Municipal 14.0 16.0 18.0 23.0 by 1993. Conversely, financial gains for the States
range from 14% to 16% of their available revenues

between 1989 and 1993. The more substantial in-
Source SRF, Ministry of Finance.

creases will be shared by the less developed States of
the North and Northeast that will benefit from major

The tax changes introducedby the Constitutionare an transfers from the Participation Funds (FPE and

example of what should not be done in terms of fiscal FPM), allocatedaccordingto geographicalarea, popu-
decentralization. They are merely an attempt to en- lation and inversely to per capita income.
hance the financial condition of States and local gov-
ernments at the expense of the Union with no concern For Southern and SoutheasternStates, the key deter-
whatsoever for generally accepted principles of fiscal minants for additional revenues will be extension of
federalism. In essence, the changes increase the share the sales tax, the income tax surcharge and the new

of federal taxes going to local governmentsand do not Export Fund. The financial gains in the North and
stimulate either local efforts at tax collection or effec- Northeastwill gradually increase over the next 5 years
tive independence. as their share in the Participation Fund expands ac-

Decentralizingthe tax power of jurisdictions is not the cordingly. In the South and Southeast, the financial
of changeswill be immediatelyfelt because

same as spreading the proceeds of tax collection. De- mpact tax
t correlates to the extinction of the single-stage taxes

centralizing means to grant autonomy both to collect and creation of both the income tax surchargeand the
and to spend, according to available resources and Export Fund.
local requirements. Income decentralization merely
transfers funds according to centrally defined policy The 1989 Federal Budget must compensate for losses
criteria regardless of local decisions or tax collection by providing relief on taxes that directly benefit local
efforts. administrations. In late 1988, the Executive began the

so-called dismantlingoperation to transfer to State
The new sales tax on goods and services (ICMS) is and local governmentsthe 1989 FederalBudgetalloca-
indeed an improvementon the former ICM. The tax tons for pre-school and elementary education, and
events now include goods and services covered until urban faclities (especially transportation, water and
recent times by federal single-stage taxes. States are

given some degree of liberty to decide on rates and sewage facilities) previously supplied by the Federal
Government, in particular to less developed States.

exemptions on an individual basis. Further advances Naturally there is a risk that such relief may not
might have been achieved, for example, by including materialize for political reasons and this might result
services in general under the ICMS but these are still

n a higher public deficit.
levied through the local services tax (ISS). Further
alternatives must also be sought for Municipalities to A better revenuedistribution through the reshapingof
more effectively explore their own tax bases. A step key federal taxes was achieved by the 1988 Constitu-
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tion. Extinctionof the single-stagetaxes and the corre- It should be emphasized that as far as budgeting
sponding expansion of the taxable ICM base were technique is concerned - submission of Budget bills,
surely a step forward: single-stage taxes no longer extension of extra appropriations, amendments by
performed the function for which they were created congressional committees, etc. - the new wording is
and the ICM moved toward universal application. not much different from that in the old Constitution.
However, the increase in the share of income tax and Some progress has been made, however, in a few
excise tax assigned to States and Municipalities is ill- major issues of concern. The new Constitutiontries to
advised. It discourages tax collection efforts and dis- curb the indirect financing of governmentspending
torts revenue applicationin all 3 leveis of government. which does not go through Congress but is authorized
Henceforth, the Union will have little incentive to by officialcredit agencies, the CentralBank in particu-
either change or even increase its traditional taxes lar. This gap was obvious in the preceding legislation
because the proceeds to a great extent must be handed where ComplementaryLaw No. 12 (November 1971)
over to other jurisdictions. So long as local govern- regulating Art. 69 of the Constitution (1969) gave the
ments can tap the substantial shared revenues, they Central Bank the responsibility for managing all fed-
will be unable to accurately assess and explore the eral debt liabilities not already covered by Budget
cost-benefit ratio of services provided because of the appropriations.
large gap between federal internal revenue affairs and

Presidential decrees issued before the Constitu-
the actual taxpayer. This stimulates what one might

new

call a fiscal free-rideby State and Municipalgovern-
ton, however, had alreadybegun to dry up those leaks
from the Federal Budget. In fact, as part of the mea-

ments, and the creationof new formsof taxation at the
Federal level. sures taken to merge the Federal Government ac-

counts, in 1987 the Executive Branch added to the
A redistribution of taxes and revenues between gov- budgeting procedure statements on source and appli-
ernment jurisdictionsshould involve not a decentrali- cation of resources from special funds and programs
zation of income but rather a decentralizationof tax (subsidized credit) and on the domestic and foreign
jurisdictions. The self-governmentof States is a direct debt service previouslyhandled by the Central Bank.
function of the degree of self-financing and freedom To judge by current practice, the new Constitution
to set rates and exemption criteria in their respective does not reduce the possibility of leaks to any major
taxable bases. Therefore, ideally these government extent. Furthermore, complementary laws will have
levels would be limited to the more universal taxes on to regulate the fiscal year for the Union, its length,
value added and property (land, both urban and deadlines, legislativeprocedures, preparationand de-

rural). The Union would handle the more comprehen- velopment of multi-annualplans and annual budgets.
sive individual income tax. If properly trimmed- with Finally, statutory laws will be required to regulate the
a relief to corporations by integrating corporate in- financial and capital management of the government
come to that of shareholders - this would replace a and its agencies, as well as to set the rules for appropri-
number of other current or future para-fiscal charges ation and operation of federal funds.
like turnover tax (Finsocial) and compulsory loans.
The State and local participation funds would be re-

The new Constitutioncontains some interesting addi-
tions. First, a budgetaryguidelineslaw was designedserved a less ambitious role: to pro-rate 25% of all
for the annual definition of goals and priorities of the

federal tax revenues in the inverse proportion to per Executive for the subsequent fiscal This docu-
capita income of each region instead of a higher per-

year.

centage of just a few selected taxes.
ment will serve both to guide the draft of a Budget
bill and to announce changes in tax legislation or in
the disbursementpolicyof federal fundingagencies.
The need of a special law to provide for what is usually

III. CRITIQUE ON THE PUBLIC FINANCE included in the appropriationbill is questionable.
CHAPTER The second new item is the limitation set on crdit

Budget operations. The deficit must not exceed an
The former Constitution (Amendment1 of 1967 to the amount equal to capital spending, phased in over the
January 1967 Constitution) dealt with the budgeting next 5 years. This is a preventve and therefore
procedure in the chapter on the Legislative Branch. praiseworthymeasure. However, it could be criticized
The new Constitutionhas an entirely separate section for the tight constraints it will impose for analysis,
for the Budget.4 The main criticism directed against discussion and approval of Budget appropriationsin a
the new wording is a matter of form: confusing and necessarily changing world of economicpolicies.
prolix. Good budgeting practice does not depend on

written rules. Enforcementand a faithfulcommitment According to the new Constitution, the Executive

to ground rules such as consistency, universality and must attach to the Budget appropriation bill sent to

tirneliness often result from jurisprudence and tradi- Congress a financialstate of accountsof its social secu-

tion. In some countries it has materializedin the form rity system, and another to cover tax expenditure.
of statutory laws, as Budget practices facilitate infor- The Budget for tax expenditureis a balanceof revenue

mation and provide guidance to users. Thus it would losses resulting from tax exemptionsand subsidies ex-

have been more useful simply to amend the old con-

stitutionaltext becauseit was conciseand its shortcom- 4. Title VI On Taxation and Budget, Chapter II on Public Finance,-

ings already familiar. Section II of the Budgets.
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tended by the Federal Government.The social securi- the issue of setting monetary policy rules. It starts by
ty Budgetcoversall related entitiesand agencieseither stating that the Union is responsible for issuing cur-

directly administered by the Federal Government or rency,5 On the other hand, the Central Bank is forbid-

through its agencies. Both provisionsare desirable for den to either directly or indirectly extend loans to the
the sake of transparency,evaluationand controlof the NationalTreasuryor any otheragencyor entity except
Ways and Means Law. However, they are already in for financial institutions. In addition, the CentralBank
force for the 1989 Budget. The new Constitutionturns is authorized to trade in the open market to control
the Joint Senate and House Committee from a pro the money supply and interest rates.6 The question is,
tempore body - meeting annually to discuss and issue then, with an independentCentralBank-whichseems

an opinionon the appropriationbill-into a permanent to be the intention here - should the Union decide on

one, while the Executive Is required to submit currency issuing Even if this assumption is accepta-
bimonthly progress reports on the Budget. ble, the constitutional provisions do not prevent the

Central Bank from extending loans to financial institu-
The confused and involved wording of the Constitu-
tion is even more apparent in Section I (general provi- tons (as it would not otherwisebe a Central Bank). If

sions) of the Chapter on Public Finance. A com-
t
.

s
.

so, the monetaryauthoritymay continueto finance

plementary law will regulate ublic finance, public the Budget deficit through Banco do Brasil, for in-

debt, guarantees, issue and recemption of securities, stance. Therefore,banning monetizationof the deficit

monitoring of financiai institutions, exchange opera-
and granting the Union a monopoly on the issue of

tions, and functional compatibility of government currency in the Constitution are measures both un-

lending institutions, etc. It is expected that a law will necessary and ineffective.

be enacted to regulate, as it does, all mattersof public
finance, but not necessarilya complementarylaw. For

example, the current legal framework of the financial
and monetary system (Law 4595 of December 1964), 5. TitlelV on Organisationof Government Branches, Chapter I on the

which was a real institutional reform at the time, had Legislative Branch, Section II on the Responsibilitiesof the Federal Con-

nothing to do with the Constitution. gress, Art. 48, item xiv.

6. Title I on Budget Taxation, Chapter II on Public Finance, Section I

The level of detail and inconsistencyreaches a peak on General Provisions, Art. 164.
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BRAZ _:

NationalTax System-The 1988 Constitution
N. Latorraca and J.G. Barbuto

The national tax system established by the 1988 Con-
stitution, and in effect as from 1 March 1989, guaran- Nilton Latorraca

tees that prior legislationshall apply in all areas which Born: Brazil, October6, 1932.
are not incompatiblewith currentconstitutionalprovi- Education: EscolaTcnicade ComrcioSanta Cruz, Rio de Janeiro

sions until such time as the supplementarylegislation Law Faculty of the University of Guanabara.

required by the Constitution is published.1 Among Professional qualifications: Brazilian Law Degree, Technician in Ac-

other matters, it is incumbent upon supplementary
counting and Technician in Business Administration.
Career with firm: Joined Rio de Janeiro office 1959; transferred to

legislation to establishgeneral tax legislationruleswith So Paulo 1962, to Salvaclor 1967, returned to S Paulo 1969, aclmit-

particular reference to the definition of taxes, taxable ted to partnership1970. Elected memberof the Policy Committee in

events, calculation bases, taxpayers, tax obligations, November1979. Appointedpartner-in-chargeofBrazil in July 1984.

tax entries, statutes of limitation and prescriptive
Professionalbodies: Memberof the Brazilian LawAssociation,Brazi-
lian Institute of Commercial Law and Association of Companies'

periods. Internal Lawyers of So Paulo.

Chapter 1 of Item VI of the Constitution is dedicated
Activities: Lecturer at the Escola de Administrao de Empresas
(Business School of the Getulio Vargas Foundation)

to the national tax system, and Art. 145 provides that Published works: In Portuguese: Monetary correction of balance

political entities (the Federal Government, the States, sheets 1968; Taxation of industrialized products 1968; Income

the Federal District (Braslia) and the Municipalities) tax implication on merger of companies 1969; Auditor's responsi-
are empowered to levy the following taxes: bility 1971; Monetarycorrectionof fixed assets and related foreign

iii)
taxes in general;

currency loans 1971; Tax legislation 1972, llth edition 1988;
Accounting principles 1972; Definition of cost and operational

) rates; and expenses and deduction of fines for income tax purposes 1972;

iii)levies on improvements, arising from public Income tax on realized income at the pre-operationalstage 1976;
works.2 Comments on Company Law 1977, 2nd edition 1978. Reinvest-

ment of Profits 1984.

Regardingtaxes in general, the Constitutionhas estab-
lished that wheneverpossible this type of tax shall Joo Guilherme Marzago Barbuto

be personal in character and imposed in accordance Born: Brazil, March 24, 1945.

with taxpayer'seconomiccapacity. In order to ensure
Education: Law Faculty of the University of So Paulo (USP).

that these objectives are fulfilled, the tax authorities
Professional qualification: lawyer.
previous employrnent: Career Officer of So Paulo's Military Police

have the constitutionalright to identify the taxpayer's 1964-1972. Professor of General Theory of Law at Law Faculty of

assets, earnings and economicactivities, provided the USP and at Law Faculty of Itapetininga 1971-1972.

rights of the individual are respected. Career with firm: Joined So Paulo office Tax Department 1972.
Admitted to partnership 1977. Transferred to Rio de Janeiro office

The Constitution also provides that rates may not be 1982. Returned to So Paulo office 1985. Appointed partner in

computed on the same calculation basis as taxes. charge of Planning and external courses (PWATE) for the Brazilian
firm 1986.
Professional bodies: Member of Brazilian Law Association (OAB).
Member of Brazilian Association of Tax Law (ABDF) Member of

TAXES- CONCEPTSAND TYPES International Fiscal Association (IFA).

Art. 3 of the National Tax Code (CTN) defines a tax
as follows: obligatorynature. A tax does not derive from a negoti-

ation between parties. It derives from the manifesta-
A tax is any compulsory pecuniary installment, in cur- tion of the sovereignty of the State, which empowers
rency, or whose value may be expressed in monetary t to demand an obligatory installment from all who
terms, which does not represent approval of an illicit

have contributory capacity, expressly defined byact, is instituted by law and collected by means of a
a as

specifically related administrative act. law.

The individual components of a tax can be briefly 3. In currency or whose value may be expressed in

analyzed as follows:3 monetary terms
The tax may be fixed in cash or a unit which can be

1. Pecuniary installment
Excluded is any installmentwhich cannot be monetar-

ily represented; accordingly, no tax charge can be 1. The complementarylegislation is requiredby Art. 146 ofthe Constitu-

made for payment in the form of personal services tion.
2. In addition to taxes in general, rates and improvement levies, the

rendered. Constitution refers to 2 other types of tax, i.e. compulsory loans and

2. Compulsory
contributions.
3. The tax concept covers taxes in general, rates and levies on improve-

This component represents the essence of a tax and its ments.
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translated into cash, such as the OTN (FederalTreas- of public works which increase property values. The
ury Bonds), sealed paper, revenue stamps, etc. total limit is the expenses incurred and the individual

limit is the increase in value to each benefiting prop-4. Which does not represent approval of an illicit act

Pecuniary installments representing the approval of erty resulting from such work (Art. 81).
illicit acts are legally excluded from the concept of a

tax.
AUTHORITYTO TAX

5. Instituted by law
Instituted by law is a constitutional principle. Under The political entities constitutionally empowered to
Art. 150 of the Constitution,the FederalGovernment, institute taxes are the FederalGovernment,the States,
the States, the Federal District (Braslia) and the Mu- the FederalDistrict (Braslia)and the Municipalities.
nicipalities are prohibited from creating or increasing
a tax which has not been established by law. Art. 6 of the CTN provides that the constitutional

attribution of the power to institute taxes comprises
6. Collected by means of a specifically related full legislative authority, subject to constitutional

administrativeact limits. Art. 24 of the Constitutionempowers the Fed-
This aspect requires that tax collection be carried out eral Government, the States and the Federal District
by a specific administrative entity and it may not be (Brslia) to legislate both tax and financial law. Art.
exercised by any other entity. Collectionmust be con- 30 authorizes the Municipalities to supplement Fed-
nected to an administrativeactivity and it cannot have eral and State legislation, where permitted, and to

any discretionary characteristics, i.e. the public ad- institute and levy taxes within their jurisdiction. The
ministrative entities must act strictly in accordance taxing authority of these political entities is described
with tax legislation and not at their own discretion. in Arts. 153-156 of the Constitution.

Art. 7 of the CTN provides that the power to tax
cannot be delegated. This, however, does not preventTAXES IN GENERAL
one public body from conferring the authority to col-

The CTN defines a tax as a levy the obligation for lect and monitor taxes, execute laws, services, ad-

which is generated by a situation independent of any
ministrativeacts or decisionson tax matters. Conferral

specific State activity relating to the taxpayer (Art. of authority, which is subject to revocation at any

16). The essential factor in the conceptof a tax, there- time, consists of the guarantees and processing
fore, is its general nature. A tax is a levy whose objec- privileges which the respective public legal entity is

tive is to cover general public needs, as distinct from empowered to confer. Transferringthe competence to

collect taxes to private legal entitiesdoesnot constitute
rates whose basic characteristic is their connection
with the rendering of public services. a delegation of powers.

LIMITATIONSON THE POWER TO TAX
RATES

The taxable event is the regular exercise of gov-
The power to tax is initially limited by the guarantees

ernmental authority or the effective or potential utili- to taxpayersprovided in Art. 150 of the Constitution.

zation of specificand divisiblepublicservicesrendered These individualguaranteesprohibit the FederalGov-

to taxpayers or placed at their disposal. This concept ernment, the States, the Federal District (Braslia)
and the Municipalitiesfrom:

is described in Art. 77 of the CTN and in Art. 145 of
the Constitution,which highlight the remunerativena- (1) demanding or increasing a tax not established by
ture of rates and their connection with the rendering...law;
of public services by the State. (2) instituting differential treatment of taxpayers

under equal situations; no distinction can be made
Governmentalauthority is considered to be the act of based on professionaloccupationor function exer-

public administrationwhich, by limitingor disciplining cised, regardless of the legal denominationof the

rights, interests or liberties, regulates the practice of, related earnings, titles or rights;
or abstentionfrom, an act in the public interest relating (3) collecting taxes:
to security, hygiene, public peace and order, the dis- (a) which relate to taxable events which occurred
cipliningof productionand of the market, the exercise before the law creating or increasing the tax

of economicactivitieswhich dependon the franchising entered into force;
or authorization by State authorities, the respect for (b) in the same fiscal year as the law which created
property, and individual and collective rights. or increased the tax was published, with the

following exceptions:
(i) laws which create or increase taxes on:

LEVIES ON IMPROVEMENT - imports
exports-

Finally, there are the contributions of which the im- - manufacturedproducts
provement levy is the most common and which is de- - credit, foreign exchange, insurance
fined by the CTN as being a tax levied to cover the cost and securities transactions
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(ii) complementary law creating compulsory 1 taxes on gifts and inheritances;
loans to meet extraordinaryexpenses aris- (2) taxes on operations relating to the supply of mer-

ing from public calamity, foreign war or chandise and the renderingof interstate and inter-
threat of foreign war; municipal transportation and communicationser-

(4) utilizing taxes for confiscationpurposes; vices;
(5) establishing restrictions on the transit of persons (3) taxes on the ownership of automobiles;

or property, by means of interstate or inter-mu- (4) an additional tax of up to 5% of taxes paid by
nicipal taxes, except for the collectionof road tolls individuals or corporate entities in the respective
on highways maintainedby the State; territories to the Federal Government as income

(6) instituting taxes on: tax on profits, earnings and capital gains.
(a) the assets, earnings or services of taxing auth- Several matters should be noted with respect to Stateorities;
b any place of religious worship;

taxes. Art. 155, cara. 2 of the Constitutionestablishes

(c) the assets, earnings or services of politicalpar-
regulations for eterminingState legislative limits for

ties and their foundations, workers' trade
the collectionofvalue added sales tax and services tax.

unions, non-profit educational and social wel-
A new item which requires careful examination is the

fare institutions, provided all legal require-
additional tax covered by Art. 155, item II. The
Constitution provides that it is incumbent upon the

ments are fulfilled; States and the Federal District to institute an addi-(d) books, newspapers, magazines and the paper tional tax of up to 5% of the tax paid to the Federal
on which they are printed. Government as the tax established in Art. 153, item

Item 6 lists cases of tax immunity. In the 6 paragraphs III. We highlight the wordpaidsince the condition for
ofArt. 150, the Constitutionrestricts the scope of such payment of the additional tax is the effective payment
immunityin accordancewith constitutionalobjectives, of the tax described in Art. 153, item III of the Con-
the aim of which is to only benefit the objectivesof the stitution.
State and the listed entities. Excluded from immunity Its calculationbasis is that of income tax although it is
are public servicesand economicactivitieswhichcome not income tax. Income tax is a federal tax with whichwithin the jurisdiction of the regulations for private the additional tax should not be confused.The income
entities, and the activities of other entities which are tax paid is the event selected by the tax legislator as
not connected with the essential objectives of the sufficient to determine the origin of the obligation toState.

pay the additional tax and, consequently, to establish
its calculation basis. Art. 153, item III, institutes in-

TAXES: ALLOCATIONOF JURISDICTIONS come tax on income and benefits of any nature. The
additional tax, however, is not due on all paymentsof

The Constitution allocates the levying of taxes be- ncome tax but only on the payment of income tax on
tween the 3 levels ofgovernment: the Federal Govern- profits, earnings and capital gains.
ment, the State Governments including the Federal
District (Braslia) and the Municipalities. For the incidence of the additional tax, neither the

interpreter nor the taxing authority can questionUnder Art. 155, the Federal Government has exclu- whether or not income tax is due, nor judge whether
sive jurisdiction to levy taxes on: or not the event supposedly leading to such tax being(1) import of foreign products; payable exists, nor can it question its calculationbasis.
(2) the export of locally manufacturedor nationalized State legislation cannot, establish or alter the conceptproducts; of income and benefits. The existence of a taxable
3) income and earnings; event for (Federal) income tax purposes does not de-
4) manufacturedproducts; termine the occurrenceof the State tax. This Stat tax,5) credit, foreign exchange, insurance and securities erroneously called additional income tax, is only due

transactions; when income tax is paid. Thus, the taxable event for
(6) rural property; the additional tax does not occur until income tax is
(7) large fortunes. paid.
The Federal Government may also (through sup- The individuals or corporate entities subject to the
plementary laws) create taxes not foreseen under its incidence of the additional income tax (Art. 155,
exclusive jurisdiction, provided the taxes are non- item II) are those who, in their condition as taxpayers
cumulativeand that the taxable events which gave rise or as responsible for payment, pay the income tax. It
to them or their calculation bases are not specified in should be noted that the source of payment is also
the Constitution. The Federal Government may also deemed responsible for the additional tax payments
create extraordinary taxes in the event of foreign war and it has its own fiscal domicile (not necessarily the
or threat of foreign war, regardless of whether such same as that of the company head office) as clarified
taxes are included in its jurisdictional powers. These in Art. 144, item II of the Income Tax Regulations.
taxes will be gradually eliminated once the reason for
their introductionhas ceased. According to the Constitution, the additional tax is

payable to the federal unit (State or Federal District)
The States and the Federal District are empowered to in which the entity responsible for paying the income
levy the following taxes: tax is domiciled.
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The laws which instituted the additional tax at each (excluding that part of withholding tax belonging to

State level did not take into considerationsome of the the States, Federal District or Municipalities)and ex-

basic principles of the tax system nor did they uphold cise taxes to the following Funds or Programs:
certain constitutional requirements to the extent re-

State and Federal District ParticipationFund 21.5%
quired. This has led to a jurisdictional conflict which
will probablyonly be resolvedby a supplementarylaw Municipal Participation Fund 22.5%

which normally would not be necessary or by sub- Financing programs for the productive sectors of the
-

-

mitting such conflicts to the judiciary.
northern, north-easternand central-western regions 3.0%

47.0%

In some cases, State law erroneouslypresupposesthat In addition the Federal Government must distribute
the entity responsible for payment is always the tax- 1000 of the proceeds from the collection of excise tax

payer, forgetting that the CTN establishes that the to the States and the Federal District. This portion is
responsible entity can be the taxpayer as well as the distributed in proportion to the value of the respective
source of payment. Other States have determinedthat exports of manufacturedproducts, but no federal unit
the additional income tax is based on income tax owed may receive more than 20% of the total amount. The
rather than income tax paid. These laws apply a much excess is distributedamong the renainingparticipants;
broader interpretationto the constitutionalrules. This the same proportional criterion is maintained. If one

iS unacceptable primarily because the payment is a federal unit significantly exceeds the 20% limit, the
method of extinguishing the tax liability regulated bY constitutional criterion for apportionment could lead
the CTNwhichdoesnot permita broad interpretation. to absurd distortions since, during the division of the

The Municipalitiesmay levy taxes on: excess amount, the units which had exceeded the 20%

/21/urban land and buildings; limit would no longer be included in the apportion-
inter vivos transfers of any nature, for consider- ment. The States would deliver to the respective Mu-

ation, of real property and real property rights, nicipalities 25% of the funds received on the appor-

except those offered in guarantee, as well as the tionment of excise tax.

assignment of acquisition rights;
(3) retail sales of liquid and gas fuels, with the excep-

tion of diesel oil; and COMPULSORYLOANS

(4) services of any nature which are not under State
jurisdiction. The compulsory loan is a type of tax. It includes all the

essential elements for qualifying for the CTN concept
Arts. 153-156 of the Constitutionwhich list tax juris- of a tax. The need for restitution does not undermine
dictions, also establish the basic rules regarding non- this concept since the destination of the proceeds of
cumulative, selective and tax rate criteria, as well as the collected tax does not add to its judicial essence.

the criterion for defining whether State or Municipal This is established by the CTN:
jurisdictionapplies to transactionsinvolving2 or more

States or Municipalities. Article 4 The specific judicial nature of a tax is deter--

mined by the taxable event of the respective obligation
and may not be qualified by the following:
I - the denomination and other formal characteristics

DISTRIBUTIONOF TAX REVENUE adopted by law;
II - the legal destination of the product of the tax col-

The following proceeds belong to the States, the Fed- lected.
eral District and Municipalities:the proceedsfrom the
collection of Federal income tax withheld at source on

Since compulsory loans are deemed to be taxes, they
income of any nature of the respectivepolitical entity. can take the form of any type of tax, such as taxes n

Additionally, the States and the Federal District are general, rates or improvement levies, and can be rec-

entitled to 20% of the proceeds from the collectionof ognized by application of Art. 4 of the CTN.

taxes instituted by the Federal Government, as pre- Art. 148 of the Constitution grants the Federal Gov-
scribed by Art. 154, item I, of the Constitution. ernment the exclusive jurisdiction to institute compul-

loans. However, this is subject to certan
The Municipalities are entitled to the following pro-

sory
conditions. Compulsory loans

power
only be institutedmay

ceeds: by complementary legislation to meet extraordinary
50% of the proceeds from the collectionof Federal war or

- from public calamity, foreign
taxes on rural property located in the respective

expenses arising
threat of foreign war or in the case of urgent public

Municipalities; investmentsof significant national interest.
50% of the proceedsof the State tax on the owner--

ship of automobiles licensed in the respective Mu-
nicipalities; and CONTRIBUTIONS
25% of the proceeds from the collection of value-

added sales tax on the supply of merchandiseand Art. 14 provides that the Federal Governmenthas the
services rendered. exclusive power to institute social contributionswhich

The Federal Government must distribute 47% of the will be used for professionalor economic classes. The

proceeds from the collection of Federal income taxes article's sole paragraphestablishes that the States, the
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FederalDistrictand the Municipalitiesmay also create The growing powers of interventionof the State have
social contributions, but these must specifically relate further encouraged the creation of contributions and
to coveringthe costs of their socialsecurityandwelfare organizations which evolve and act alongside State
systems for civil servants, and be collected from these functions (the so-called para-state functions).
employees. Contributions,a State instrumentfor action and inter-
Contributions are covered in the same chapter which vention, duly recognized as such by the Constitution
establishes the national tax system'sgeneralprinciples in Art. 149, have one peculiar characteristic: the col-
and are subject to the constitutionallimits imposedon lecting entity is not necessarily the entity which retains
taxes and the general rules in Art. 146, item III of the the respective tax jurisdiction. As we have already
Constitution. Contributions may not be levied in the seen, tax jurisdiction includes legislative jurisdiction
following circumstances: (CTN Art. 6) which is held only by political entities,

//when they are not established by specific law; i.e. the Federal Government, the States and the Mu-
prior to the entering into force of the law which nicipalities.
instituted or increased them; or

(c) in the same financial year in which the law which CTN, Art. 7 says that tax jurisdiction may not be
instituted or increased them was published. delegated. Art. 7, however, does not mean that public

bodies cannot pass on the following functions to other
The only exception to the last rule is social security publicbodies: collectingand monitoringtaxes, execut-

contributions, as providedby Art. 195 of the Constitu- ing laws and administrative acts. The passing on of

tion. These may be charged 90 days after the date of functions provided in Art. 7 of the CTN does not

publication of the law which instituted or increased authorize the entity to which such functionshave been
conferred to retain the proceeds of the tax collectedthem.
which, however, may occur within the ambit of Finan-

Contributionsmay have differentpurposes and differ- cial Law. When the entity receives the functions pro-
ing methods of calculation. They can have the charac- vided in Art. 6 CTN and, furthermore,has the availa-
teristics of a tax or a rate, or a combination of both bility to use the amountscollected for the executionof
categories or they can be contributions for given im- its own specific activities (as occurs, for example, in
provements. The taxable event of the respective obli- the case of INPS (Social Security) contributions, the
gation determines the specific nature of the contribu- highway toll charged by DERSA (the official highway
ton in each case (CTN, Art. 4). The Constitution board), the contributionscharged by the BrazilianBar
refers to specific contrbutions in several provisions: Association (OAB)), we have the phenomenon
social securitycontributions(Art. 195,201-204);social known as para-fiscal taxes. These para-fiscal taxes are
contributions for education (Art. 212, para. 5); con- subordinateto the legal/constitutionaltax jurisdiction.
tributions to the Social IntegrationProgram and to the The legal destination of the proceeds from tax collec-
Civil Servants' Patrimony Formation Program which tion is not relevantfor the specificjudicialqualification
finances unemploymentinsurance (Art. 239). of the tax, as established by Art. 4 of the CTN.
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Th income tak,from thtime it Was first introduced gree of income concentrationin Brazil is So severe (or
in Brazil, has always been based on models developed in other words, income in Brazil is so poorly distri-
abroad, primarily those systems used in developed buted) that out of a total of 45 million economically
countries. In '

recent years this trend has been em- active individuais only 3.2million earn sufficient in-
phasized by the strengtheningof the schedularsystem come to enable them to pay an income tax without
of taxation and increasing the number of brackets in undue personal sacrifice.
the tax rate schedule. Previousl, the schedules in-
clded up to 9.classes of net taxable income and the On the other hand; the theory of progressivity of in-

rates went ut to. 50%.
' come tax as articulatedby the concept that those who

: earn more should pay a larger share of tax (based on

There has been a significant increase in the numberof reasons commonly termed horizontal and vertical
items allowable to adjust gross income or allowable as equity) i beginning to be challenged worldwide. For
itemized deductions. The first group increased be- example, under..the 1986. U.S. income tax reform,
cause of various expenses incurred which are deemed which reducedthe numberof tax rates to 2, progressiv-
necessary for the receipt of income from the sources ity was transformed intoproportionality,beginningat

defind in the income tax 'legislation. The number of a certain level'of income. The overall taxable base,
itemized dductions increased because they are consi- however, Was increasedeitherby eliminatingor reduc-
dered necessary expenses forthe maintenance of the ing adjustments and deductions. ..

taxpayer.1 -- .

In Brazil, either because of the Small'numberof tx-
The demand'fortliadjustment of gross income and payrsor because the income tax maintaineda reason-

the'severl shedules together with the itemized de- able rate of progressivity, the income tax reform af-
ductions required more sophisticated,arrangements fecting individual income txpayers appears resona-
which necessitated increasirigl complex legislation ble and consistent.3 Considering the various problems

. each year.which in turn forced taxpayers to cmmit attending Brazil's individual income tax system, the
additionaltime and effort to fulfill fiscal obligations. 1988 tax reform aimed to achieve-the following basic

oals: -

For these reasons, Brazilian ncome tax legislation (a) simplificationof the les governing individual in-
became comparable, in terms of technical complexity,
to that of the United States, Canada,Japanand several

come taxation;
of the major European countries. Certain cr- (b) reduction in the tax burden for labour income and

cumstances, however, precluded the technical level of simultaneously increasing the fairness of the sys-

sophistication of the Brazilian tax legislation .from tem; and

maintaining pace with the understandingof the aver- (c) equal fiscal treatment of income from'labourand

age Brazilian taxpayer. In addition, statistical evi- capital.
dence on, individual income taxpayers showed that
61% .of all taxpayers accounted for only 3% of the
revenue collected. In other words, the cost of collect- 1. In recent years, however, certain tax incentives.were introduced for

ing the revenue increased disproportionately t.o the these types of deductions (e.g. paynents made to private social security
revenue return.2 groups and cash contributions made for the furtherance of cultural ac-

tivities)
Ideally,individualsengaging in any economic activity 2. To further illustrate this point, the same revenue figures shw that

should pay a share of the income tax because all indi- out of a global number of 8 million taxpayers, 40% or 3.2 million individu-
als paid 97% of total revenue collected through individual income tax.

viduals benfit from State services which are financed 3. The reform was introduced by Law 7,713 of 1988, in effect from 1
from funds raised through taxation. However, the de- January 1989.
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Although the Brazilian individual income tax reform require checking mechanismswhich necessarily com-

contains some unigue features, the reform in general pound the complexitiesof tax legislation. The tax re-

follows the trendoi similar reforms introducedin other form, from the first draft, intended to abolish most if
countries. It reduces the numberof rates in the overall not all of the complex administrative red tape for the
individual income tax rate schedule and increases the majorityof taxpayers.
aggregateamountof income subject to taxationby the To make the elimination of adjustments and deduc-elimination or reduction of adjustments and deduc-
tions. tons consistent with the goal of effectively reducing

the tax burden; limits for exemption from taxation
The 1988 tax reform duly considered the global tax were introduced: one limit for taxpayers with income
principles laid down in Brazil's new Constitution. In subject to the 10% rate and anotherfor taxpayerswith
fact the new Constitutionreinstatedthe generalprinci- income subject to the 25% rate. These limits were

ple that any tax levied in Brazil shall take into account originally given in OTNs (National Treasury Bonds).
the paying capacity of the taxpayer, i.e. in order for Subsequently, however, because of the introduction
an individual to pay tax he must have the economic of legislationabolishingthe indexationwidelyadopted
capacity to do so. The new Constitutionalso requires by most sectors of the economy, the values for the
that all taxes have universal application and be of a exemption limits were converted into new cruzados.

progressive nature. The tax reform complies with the The OTN value for 15 January 1989 was used for the
sonomy principle which prohibits unequal tax treat- conversion.
ment of individuals under the same conditions. Any In line with the prescription of the new Constitutiondistinction based on differences of professions or be- (i.e. universal application and progressivity as basic
cause of the legal denominationof any income is also requirements), the income tax reform was careful to
prohibited. increase the total amountof incomesubjectto taxation
As of January 1989, individual income tax is due on a (expansion of the overall tax base) and maintain a

monthly basis at the same pace as income is earned. certain rate of progressivitywithin the new system.
In this way, the pay-as-you-earn system (PAYE) is
fully introducedin Brazil. Previous attempts to imple. The generality criterion for the tax law necessitated
ment a PAYE system were unsuccessfu- because of repeal of many tax exemptions granted by the old
revenue erosions due to the effects of inflation. In system, in particularexemptionsfor certaincategories
periods of high inflation, the gap between the time of professions. The universal application criterion
income is earned and the time income tax is paid mandated that all income derived from any profitable
increasingly reduces the tax burden. The old system activity should be subject to income tax, and progres-
resulted in unequal tax treatment of salary and wage sivity was retained by the introduction of 2 tax rates
earners because they already were subject to a and the admission of the exemption limits.
monthly payment through withholding at source,
therefore carrying a tax burden heavier than that car- Nevertheless, some income continues to be exempt
ried by taxpayers paying tax on an annual basis. This from taxation. Although the universalityprinciple re-

was particularly true for taxpayers earning income commendstaxationof all income, this principleshould
from capital or incomederivedfromthe sale of immov- not prevent certain income from being treated differ-
able property. The introduction of the monthly pay- ently, because a strictly equal tax treatment of all
ment of the individual income tax for all taxpayers is ncome would jeopardize taking the taxpayer's indi-
fully justified because taxpayers in differentsituations vidual capacity to pay tax into consideration.The new

and earning the same monthly income may no longer system maintainspayments made by the taxpayer to a

use inflation to reduce their tax burden. former spouse and children as itemized deductions.
These payments are to be declared as taxable income

The central issue of the Brazilian tax reform was the by the recipients. Expenses for health care amountingreduction of the 8 tax rates to the present 2 rates of to more than 5% of gross income are also deductible,10% and 25%. To make the new system of lower but limited to 5 persons.4taxation consistent with the revenue requirements of
the public sector, all adjustments to gross income and The taxation of capital gains, a new source of revenue

almost all deductionshave been eliminated. for the national Treasury, will strengthen the income
tax, expanding it as an effective instrumentfor income

Henceforth, income tax will be calculated on gross redistribution. Capital gains taxation, already widelyincome without any adjustment (with the exclusion of used in most countries, previously only applied to a
special cases for certain deductionsprovided by law). small portion of capital gains; this disadvantagedThe adjustments were eliminated to simplify the tax labour incomewhich was fully taxed at source. Capitallegislation as a whole. Any exception to the prohibi- gains, when not undertaxed,were whollyexempt from
tion of adjustments to gross income would jeopardize taxation. For example, in determiningthe taxablebase
the reform's basic goal of simplification because ad- of gains derivedfrom immovableproperty, the monet-
justments to gross income and itemized deductions

ary correction of the cost of the property was taken
into account and the law allowed a 5 percentagepoint
reduction of taxable income so obtained for each full4. Individuals livingat the expenseof the taxpayer(such as a nonworking fiscal the held the In thisspouse, children and adopted children) are also covered. In addition, a year taxpayer property. way,

certain amount per person is also deductible. all immovable property held for 20 years or more was
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fully exempt from income taxation. In addition, when disguisedand generallyillegal forms (by way ofso-call-
a taxpayer made a taxable gain he had the option ed fringebenefits, etc.). All such practicesare difficult
either to have such income taxed at a flat rate of 25% to detect. The taxation of dividendsat the new present
or addit to his other income and have it subject to the low rate may make income tax a neutral factor in
normal progressive tax rate schedule. In practice, this relation to establishinga company'sdividenddistribu-
system always resulted in a lower than normal taxation tion policies.
to high income taxpayers earning capital gains, when

compared to the effective tax rate paid by taxpayers Finally, I must add that although the new law provided
with income mandatorily subject to the progressve for this importantchange in the taxation of dividends,
income tax rates. In addition to these advantages, the no change has been introduced in the final rate of

tax, when paid at all, was only due in the year after income tax applicable to dividendsattributable to res-

that in which the property was sold. This further re- idents abroad.
duced the effective tax rate to the taxpayerbecause of
the high inflation rate. In accordancewith the new tax Considering the goals envisaged by the income tax

law,.from 1989, all income and capital gains derived changes (for instance, the reduction of the overall tax

frm the sale of immovablepropertyand variousother burden to the shareholder receiving the dividend),
rights will be subject to the normal rates of income tax one question remains: will the rules in Brazil's double

applicable to all individuals. taxation agreements apply to dividends remitted
abroad This question arises because until 1988 in-

The above changes do not specificallyrelate to the tax come from proits or dividendsderivedby a partneror

treaties Brazil has signed with several countries or shareholderresident or domiciledabroadwere subject
with those treaties Brazil will sign in the future. Under to taxation only when remitted, credited or paid to

tax treaties, the tax treatment of dividends under the such partneror shareholder. In the absenceof a treaty,
tax reform must be comparedwith relevant provisions the applicable rate is 25% for payments to residents
of existing tax treaties. abroad; in the case of a treaty, the rate is set forth

therein. Finally, if there is a differencein the tax treat-

Arts. 36,37 and 38 of Law 7,713/88, in line with the ment of partners and shareholders residing outside
simplification of tax law aimed at by the reform, lay Brazil, is the different tax treatment consistent with
down the rules to measure the increase in assets held the nondiscriminationclause present in all Brazil's tax

by partners and shareholders when the outcome of a treaties
year s commercial activity is ascertained at the end of
a taxable year. The increase in the value of assets will Let me first try to answer the question related to the

be the base to levy the new tax. The new law provides tax treatmentof profits and dividendsof partners and/

for an income tax of 8% to be calculatedon net profits or shareholders resident abroad.

determined in accordance with commercial laws and

adjusted for non-deductibleallowances and due com- First of alllet us say that there is a diffrenceaffecting
pensation made for accounting losses incurred in past these taxpayers under the new income tax law when

taxable years. This income tax will be the sole income compared to their tax treatmentunder the old law, i.e.

tax due on such income when the'beneficialearner of now 8% income tax is calculated on profits or divi-

the income is an individual resident in Brazil. The tax dends once a net profit has been determined; under

may be credited against other income tax on profits the old law no such income tax was due at that time.

when the beneficial earner of the income is a non- This aspect of the tax treatmentof partners and share-

individual income taxpayer residing in Brazil. All tax- holders residing abroad applies equally to all partners
payers residing abroad will credit this tax against the and shareholders residing in Brazil.

income tax due when a dividend is distributed; an

immune or exempt partner or shareholder is not sub- Since all partners and shareholders are subject to the

ject to this tax. new income tax and there has been no change in the
rates applicable to income remitted to residents

The taxation of branches of foreign companies is not abroad, how will the new tax be treated so that the
affected by the new tax because the profits of these taxpayer continues to pay the same percentage of his
branches are already fully taxed under the old system income in the form of income tax as he paid before the
and because its owners are residents abroad. introduction of the new income tax law Some addi-

tional administrativecontrols may result but any reci-
This new form of taxing dividends aims to integrate pient of profits or dividends residing abroad will pay
the income tax of corporationsand the income tax of exactly the same percentageof his income in the form
non-individual income taxpayers with that of indi- of income tax as he paid before the introductionof the
vidual income taxpayers. In fact, the shareholderwill 1988 tax reform.

ultimately shoulder the entire income tax burden, in-

cluding the income tax paid at the corporate level.
Let us discuss a small example to clarify the issue.

Because of the size of the tax burden it appears that Old system

corporationsuse various means to bypass some of that Dividend (no treaty) 100 cruzados
burden, either using borrowed capital, interest of Withholding tax at
which is deductible as a cost while dividends are not, source (25%) 25 cruzados
or distribution of profits, in some instances through To be remitted abroad 75 cruzados
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New system payers would be subject to the new 8% income tax.

Dividend 100 cruzados This would also be the maximum tax burden for such
A credit already exists at the income for both taxpayers, resulting in an even lower

time a dividend is declared 8 cruzados rate than the rate provided for in the tax treaties.
92 cruzados Because the tax treatment in this first case is equal for

Gross income tax upon declaration both taxpayers, the new tax law is consistentwith the
of dividend 25 cruzados nondiscrimination clause as drafted in Brazil's tax

Net income tax 17 cruzados treaties.

To be remitted abroad to partner Now let us see the outcomeof the tax treatmentunder
or shareholder 75 cruzados the new law when appliedto the second case, i.e. when

Now let us turn to the second question. Thus far it has both taxpayers reside in the other country. In this

been admitted that partnersand shareholders residing case, both taxpayerswill be subject to the 8% income

in Brazil receive a different tax treatment under the tax due at the moment the profit is determined and,
new law than partnersor shareholders (even the same upon declaration of the dividend, the difference be-

partners or shareholders in a subsequent tax year) tween the rate provided for in the tax treaty (normally
residing outside Brazil. How can such different tax

15% for Brazil) and the tax of 8% already paid. The

treatment be reconciled with the nondiscrimination difference, assuming a 15% treaty tax rate, would be

rules applicable to nationals of Brazil and nationalsof 7%. In this second case, again, the new law treats both

a Contracting State, as provided in all of Brazil's tax taxpayers equally. The new law is consistent with the
nondiscrimination clause as provided in Brazil's taxtreaties
treaties.

The nondiscriminationprinciple as stated in Brazil's
tax treaties reads as follows: The nationals of a Con- Finally, the third case where both taxpayers reside in

tracting State shall not be subjected in the other Con- a non-treatypartnercountry: under the new law, both

tracting State to any taxation or any requirementcon- taxpayers will be subject to the initial 8% income tax
due at the moment the profit is made. The final taxnected therewith which is other or more burdensome

than the taxation and connected requirements to
burden for both taxpayers is the normal 25% rate,

which nationals of that other State in the same cir- applicable, in general, to all income remitted to tax-

cumstances are or may be subjected. payers residing outside Brazil. The new law does not
cause any different tax treatment for the national of

The nondiscriminationprinciple as stated above can the treaty partner country and therefore the new law,
only be extended to 3 situations affecting taxpayers in in this respect, is definitelyconsistentwith the nondis-
the Contracting States. In all 3 situations, both tax- crimination rules of Brazil's tax treaties.
payers are in the same circumstances. Brazil's new Before concluding, I would like to mention that in thetax law covers all possibilities under the nondiscrimi-
nation principle. As an example, we will consider the area of internationaltaxation and in some tax treaties

tax treatmentof a hypotheticalBrazilian taxpayerand there are clauses prohibiting the taxation of undistri-

a treaty partner's taxpayer where: (a) both taxpayers
buted profits. Brazil's tax treatiescontainno such pro-

reside in Brazil; (b) both taxpayers reside in the other vsons.
. .

The only reference to limitationof taxation is

Contracting State; and (c) both taxpayers reside in a
related to dividends and appears in the article dealing
with dividends. This provision refers only to the ex-third countrywhich is not a tax treatypartnerofBrazil. traterritorialaspectsof attributingprofits to particu-a

Some taxpayers have tried to interpret the nondis- lar establishment with which the generation of such
crimination article in such a way so as to extend its profits is wholly unrelated.

application to cases where the treaty partner's tax-

payer s not presentin Brazil. But how can this particu- CONCLUDINGCOMMENTS
lar interpretation be reconciled with the requirement
that both taxpayers should be in the same cir- Now that I have concluded the discussion of Brazil's
cumstanceswhen the text of the clause always refers 1988 income tax reform and its neutrality to existing
carefully to nationals and not to the type or source tax treaties, let me briefly consider whether the tax

of taxable income The circurnstances in this par- reform will have any impact on the investment envi-
ticular instance appear to be clearly addressed to the ronment in Brazil considered from the point of view

nationality of the taxpayer, therefore aiming to pre- of taxation.
vent different tax treatment for reasons of nationality Taxation naturally plays a significant role in compos-only. ing the global investmentenvironmentof any particu-
Returning to the situationsin which the applicationof lar country at any specific period in history. Further-
the nondiscriminationclause appears to be valid, con- more, tax po.licy designers,when intending to promote
sistent and unchallengeable, let us see how the tax- investment n the dornestic economy, naturally have

payers will be treated under the new law and whether to be aware of the policiesbeing imlementedin other
there is any difference in the treatment of a Brazilian economies in a worldwide competition to attract the

taxpayer and a taxpayer or a national of a treaty part- limited and elusive capital resources avilable for pro-
ner country. In the first case presented,both taxpayers ductive investment. Each country is free to design the
are residents of Brazil. Under the new law, both tax- [continued on page 407]
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Inflationand Taxation
Ives Gandra da Silva Martins

Mr. da Silva Martins is Department Head of Economic Law at Mackenzie Univer-
sity Law School, President of the International Academy of Law and Economics
and of the Higher Board of Legal Studies of the So Paulo State Federation of
Commerce.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most conspicuous traits of Brazil's developmentalprocess is 1. The International Academy of Law and
Economics and the So Paulo Commercial As-

the chronicinflationwhich has been unsuccessfullycombattedby repeated sociation dedicatedissue N. 333 of the Digesto
economic shocks. Strictly speaking, I believe that no meaningfulattempt

Econmicomagazine to publishingprognostca-
tive studies on the nation, entitled Project for

to grapple with the true causes of inflation has ever been made in Brazil. Brazil. The following individuals contributed:

As a result, the economicmeasures introducedover the years have always
Ives Gandra da Silva Martns, Carlos Alberto
Longo, Cassio Mesquita Barros, Gilberto de

failed, bearing out the expectations of those who understand the real Ulhoa Canto, Theophilode Azeredo Santos, Al-

phenomenon. It is generally agreed that the main obstacle to quick berto Zavier, Benedicto Ferri de Barros and
Diogo Leite de Campos

recovery is the inflationattributed to flawed ministerialsolutions.These 2. Arnold Wald, Monetary Correction in

solutionsare designed to combat inflationaryeffects (price controls) rather Brazilian Law, Ed. Saraiva (1983) at 23justifies
indexation of the economy in these words:

than inflationarycauses (growth in the money supply generated by public 62. But when there is inflation, monetary cor.

spending).
rection imposes itself to prevent the law from
swaying us to commit injustices in the name of a

principle we do not believe n, which is the illu-
Insofar as the national reality has become Brazil's resignation to living sion and the pretension of there existing any sta-

with rampant inflation, the economicstructureas a whole is directly linked bility in the purchasing power of currency,
nowhere mentioned in the Constitution or the

to the struggle of finding the correct index numbers which will permit the laws. Much to thecontrary, the FederalConstitu-

precarious relations between private and public law (including those of tion itself recognizes the existence of changes n
the purchasing power of currency.

tax policy) to be kept pat.2 63. Let not justice be sacrificed to myths, espe-
cially to outdated myths.

In this article I intend to reveal the real reason for Brazil's inflation, to 64. Law is not a blind mechanism that can be

propose the ideal formula to combat it and to analyze the legal mechanisms used to purely economic ends. To the contrary.
It is an instrument inspired on an ethical purpose

which allow inflation to be placed under legal regulation. In this fashion, and intended to fulfill it. Now, therefore, monet-

I hope to deal with both facets of the issue suggested by the organizersof ary correction, in all reality, corresponds to an

ethical irnperative based on the good faith of the

the Dgest:3 examining Brazilian inflation as well as the tax policy parties and on the respect of their true will.

adopted by our country to conform to the situation.
65. The monetary correction clause is not that
injection of morphine which some authors refer
to. It is a major remedy for major disorders, just
like penicillin and cortisone, whose negative as-

REASONS FOR INFLATION4 pects manifest in certain cases do not justify not

using it to save lives in most cases. It iS the case

Brazilian inflation is not spurred by demand, costs or imports; it is not of a remedy which jurists, administrators and

inert or the result of social well-being,although at times it may have taken businessmen must be well-acquainted with and
know how to use, and which requires systematic

on any one of these guises. Rather, Brazlian inflation is fundamentally treatment,snce itsatechnquebywhich the law

official. The State spends more than it should and its public debt necessar-
can adapt to reality and thus avoid the revolt of
the facts against the law

ily generates a swelling monetary base and money supply, brought on by 3. See footnote I.

unrestrainedissuingofmoney.5The outcome is that the country's thwarted 4 In 1983, Gilberto de Ulha Canto, J. van

Hoorn Jr. and Iprepareda book for the Interna-

tax and monetary policy becomes an ongoing fueling agent of the inflatio- tional Bureau of Fiscal Documentationn which

nary process.6
we analyzed the indexation mechanismsado ted
in Brazil to live with inflation. We studied both
the consequencesand the causes of inflation, de-

COMBATTINGINFLATION monstrating that Brazil had been more enterpris-
ing in fighting the consequences, by introducing
monetary correction, than the cause. Nonethe-

Two basic positions have been advanced as to how the public debt should less, we did not hide the fact that although it

be dealt with, i.e. eliminating it by reducing expenses or eliminating it by would be easier to battle the cause rather than
the consequences, this tack would require more

increasing revenues. than mere technical macroeconomics; it would
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Despite the fact that mosteconomistsin Brazilendorse foreign security, and creating systems of education,
the most appropriatesolution, i.e. reducingexpenses, health, social assistance and social security, rather
primarily in the area of costs7, all administrationshave than creating and providing mechanisms to fight abu-
adopted formulas which attempt to combat the public sive economicpower.
debt by increasing revenues, particularly taxes.

Forsakingthe role ofentrepreneur,in whichits perfor-
Those who defend the idea of increasing revenues to mance has always been poor, the State refrains from
cover the deficit (because this is easier than reducing spendingin areas in which it lacks expertiseand spends
expenses and slowing down the administrative where it has expertise. In resigning from its role as

machine) and argue that such an approach is not in- entrepreneur, the State becomes the privileged part-
flationary and does not hinder development, are ner of the business companies (through taxation)but
forgettingsomething. In their view, since money ends without the task of management.
by circulating and replenishing government coffers, Normally, in developed countries the Federation's
the State does not need to issue more money. They greatest political cost is offset by slight government
forget that inasmuch as an increase in revenues re- interferencein the economy; thereforepublicadminis-
quires a further levying of taxes, it necessarily and tration does not generate inflationary deficits. The
immediately brings about a general increase in the Brazilian Federation is atypical. The Brazilian Feder-
private cost of goods and servicesbcause these prices ation has 3 levels of autonomous governments (Fed-
are necessarily passed on to the consumer. The crcu- eral, State and Municipal); to this must be added the
lationofmoney, however,does not representdevelop- indebted Entrepreneur-State, the largest presence of
ment because the way the money is used can be more its kind in any Federation in the world. The Brazilian
or less productive depending on how well or poorly it Federation is, consequently, by necessity, inflati-
is invested.8 In other words, there are productive and nary. The entrepreneurial nature of the 3 levels of
non-productiveways of spendingmoney; an examina- government and the autonomous federative entities
tion of global economic policy demonstratesthat the irnposehigh costs on society. The heavyburdencaused
more the size and expenses of the State are reduced, by the governnent's barely tolerable performance is
the more space the private sector has to act creatively irnposed on the private citizen, thus discouragingpro-and efficiently, particularlywhen the private sector is duction, investment and savings because governnent
encouraged by non-punitive tax policies and stable operations are inefficient due to its size.
monetary policies.
Unfortunately, Brazil has chosen to fight the public The new configurationof the Federationas shaped by
debt by increasingrevenues, thus creating a climate of the Constitutionrecognizes the State as entrepreneur,
unrest and insecurity for investments. This, in turn, granting it larger monopolypowers, intervention,and
has created an unstablenonetarypolicy which cannot narket reserve areas.10To compensate for the expan-
ensure protection for mid and long-term financial in- sion of an already oversized State, it is necessary to

vestments. The federal governmentwill not reduce its create new forms of tax for the 3 levels of government,
expenses (although it publicly recognizes the immense the taxes to be borne by the same citizen and by the
waste in official expenditures),or reduce the size of its same society.
administrative machine and the number of its public
employees.9 Consequently, the more inflation is
tackled incorrectly by increasing revenues, the more require sacrificeand political willingness. The book was entitled Monetary
inflation increases, creating an unstable savings and lndexation in Brazil, International Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,

investments climate. This climate devastatesdevelop- Amsterdam (1983), No. 34. Contributing authors included: Roberto de
Oliveira Campos, Raphael Bernardo d'AlmeidaJr., Ives Gandra da Silva

ment and this is clearly the wrong formula to combat Martins, Henry Tilbery, Bernardo Ribeiro de Moraes, Geraldo de
inflation. Camargo Vidigal, Cassio Mesquita Barros Jr., Ada Pellegrini Grinover

and Mauro Brando Lopes.Added to the climate created by an inappropriate in- 5. It is widely recognizedby all economistsin Brazil that the actual cause

flation-checkingtechnique is the form of government of inflation is the public debt. Even the government recognizes the truth

adoptedby Brazil, i.e. the Federation.The Federation of this assertion.

is a more burdensome form of government for the 6. Interestinglyenough,Art. 164 of the Brazilian Constitutionprohibits
this: The competence for issuing money falls solely under the Central

citizen than the unitary State. In a unitary State, onlY Bank.
one political cost is borne by society, whereas in every Para. 1. The Central Bank is not authorized to grant loans directly or

Federation which has so far existed this cost is dou- indirectly to the National Treasury nor any other agency or entity which is

bled. The 2 orbits around which sovereign govern- not a financial institution.

ments revolve (central power and states, or provinces) Notwithstanding, the Federal Governmenthas not complied with the pro-
visions of the Magna Charter since its enactment.

impose a heavierburdenon the communitywhich theY 7. Expenses can also be reduced in the area of investmentswhen these

represent. are superfluousand poorly directed.
8. For a discussion see Da Silva Martins, The New Idle Class (ed

In most Federations,however, the greatestcost of the Forense, (1987)).
State is offset by its diminished presence in the 9. On the federal level alone, one million employeeshave been found -

economy. By renouncing entrepreneurial activities by technicians of the government itself- to be unnecessary.

(for which the State has no vocation), the State re-
10. The Federation is also larger because the Constitution has granted
tenure to civil servantswho have not taken or passed service examinations,ceives more revenue to perform its legitimate voca- it increased the number of judges, courts and congressmen, expanded

tion, i.e. administeringjustice, ensuring domesticand social benefits, etc.
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Under the new Constitution, the country must have a Once internal stability is achieved, the problem of the

high tax burden level - 25% to 30% of the GNP-until foreign debt will be solved by means of longer terms

the end of 1989. With regard to the make-up of the of payment, reductionof interest, and the transforma-

GNP, the Brazilian State rarely pays taxes and yet it tion of risk capital, thus offsetting the inflationary
accounts for more than 50% of GNP (statistics vary impact of conversionby a substantial reductionin gov-
between 50% and 66%). However, in reality the pri- ernmentspending,13This is the onlyway that the Brazi-
vate sector (businessmen, employees and profession- lian inflation phenomenon can be controlled effec-

als) bear a tax burden of approximately two-thirds of tively.
what they produce, paying the highest tax in the
civilized world and receiving in exchange the worst

public services because of the top-heavy Federation. LEGAL REGULATIONOF INFLATION

Therefore, the prvate sector's only protection is to

immediately pass on this excessive burden to its cus- Inflation, then, will continueso long as its actual cause

tomer. Doing so, however, contributes to the vicious is not combatted. Such a course of action does not

circle that is impossible to combat until its origin, the seem feasible in the short term. Faced by this reality,
public debt, is eliminated. the Brazilian economy has been indexed. The 2 at-

At the end of December 1988, the federal public debt tempts to remove indexation (the Cruzado Plan and

reached the frightening percentage of 38% of the the Summer Plan) were defeated by the facts. The

GDP, unmistakableevidence that it cannotbe control- OTN (National Treasury Bond) indicator, paralyzed
led by increasinggovernmentrevenue,but ratheronly from March 1986 to February 1987, leaped 71% when

by a process that has never been utilized in Brazil, the it was freed. From that time until January 1989, it

reduction of expenses.
climbed at a vcious rate showing an inflation rate of
365% for 1987 and 935% for 1988.

With this scenario, one can see that inflation is con-

stantly explosive. The government maintains a policy In tax matters, all fiscal debt was tied to the OTN,
of high interest rates to avoid the dollarization of the which until that date, absorbed the inflation of the

economy. However, it does not combat inflation; it month.

only generates it because consumption is already inhi- Payments to the 3 levels of government, i.e. the Fed-
bited by stagnatingproduction,instabilityofeconomic eral, the State and the Municipalities,were based on

rules, and constnt changes in exchange, monetarY the OTN. As requiredby statute, the Federal Govern-
and taxation policies. The policy of high interest rates ment introduced the fiscal OTN, a daily indicator, to

whose purpose is more to avoid the flight of capital encourage taxpayers from delaying while- payment
than to combat an inflation of non-existentdemandli they invested in the best opportunities th financial

instead generates an excess of liquidity and profit, con-- marketofferedwithin the month. This attempt to
increasing the pressure on the federal public debt. trol the course money was taking created the feed

For this reason, the successive economicshocks fail as back effect of indexation.
the Governmentuses artificial freezes to contain'price The Brazilian tax system today is composed of 15
explosions. However, the government does not hold taxes, duties, special contributions, contributions for
back salary, tax and tariff increases. Instead it gener- mprovements and compulsory loans. Brazil imposes
ates inflation, shortages, relative price distortion, and approximately50 different types of taxes which make
the parallel market. It must stop freezingprices so that every citizen (who pays 2/3 of his income to support the
future inflation will absorb the losses deriving from triplcate administrative machinery) more oI a pro-
past inflation.12 ducer of taxes than an actual producerof products. Of

I believe that if the government intends to combat the 15 taxes, 7 belong to the Republic: the tax on

inflation it will have to begin by cutting expenses. The industrializedproducts, import tax, export tax, tax on

cut will need to be drastic and will conflictwith various financial transactionsand (all) taxes on income, large
interests, particularly political interests. The govern- fortunes and rural properties. Of these, only the tax

ment will have to renounce the present system of in- on large fortunes still awaits legislative regulations.
dexation, maintain high interest rates, not spend more

than it takes in, and allow market rules to adapt the
country to a new phase, even though the new phase 11. The government thinks that Brazilian inflation is a demand inflation

may be a harsh depression. Such iS the price to be paid because the people buy excessively and consequentlythe level of prices are

for past errors.
high. This is not true. We do not have any demand explosion which s why
I use the term an inflation of non-existentdemand.

When the rules of the market are establshed and the 12. RobertL. Schuettinger, Forty CenturiesofWage and Price Controls:

Central Bank becomestruly autonomousand has strict
How Not to Fight lnflation (The HeritageFoundation(1979) demonstrated
that since the time of Hammurabi t has been known that inflation cannot

control over the currency, it will be possible to recom- be fought by means of its effects (price control), but by means of its cause

mence the process of development. Brazil is a nation (control of expenses))
that is well-equippedfor all types of investment, i.e. it 13. If we can change the external'liabilitiesof risk capital, the Brazilian

possesses all the natural resources needed by the Government will naturally be obliged to give cruzados to foreign inves-

economy, it is self-sufficient in agriculture and indus-
tors to nvest in Brazil and the effect will be inflationary. The only method
of reducing this effect is to reduce government spending in other areas.

trial production, and has technology which is quite The possible increase of monetary expansion by the conversion would be

developed. counter-balancedby this type of reduction in public spending.
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Until 15 January 1989 all of these taxes received full already included and would end by adding a projected
monetarycorrection. If the paymentwas made on the inflation which accelerated the inflationaryprocess.
specified date, the nominal value of the tax was paid.
In the case of delay or the legal right to deferpayment,

In the States that now have 4 taxes (taxes on gifts and

the index ratio, linked to the OTN (monthly indexa- inheritances, taxes on transactionsinvolving the circu-

tion) or to the fiscal OTN (daily indexation) was ap-
lation of merchandise, taxes on the ownership of au-

plied. tomobiles, and an additional tax of up to 5% of taxes

paid on profits, earnings and capital gains), the
Income tax, however, merited a special approach. dynamicsof the updatingof the fiscal debits followed,
When, in 1984, I participated in a panel discussionon until 15 January 1989, the variation of the OTNs, in
Fiscal adjustments in countries with high inflation, such a way that the compensationmechanismsagainst
during the IFA Congress in Buenos Aires, I em- inflation were also adopted, without, however, the
phasized the Brazilian legal regime for coexistence sophisticationof the daily OTNs.16
with inflation. At the time, the individual income tax

system was being placed on a current basis in an at- The Municipalities,of which there are almost 5,000 in

tempt to counter the prejudicialeffects of inflationon Brazil, collect taxes on services, taxes on real estate

individual tax collection. transactions, taxes on liquid and gaseous fuel and on

urban property. When their share of the revenueswas
This occurred effectively when Law 7450/85 was smaller, they adopted the monthly OTNs for the in-
adopted and finally, with Law 7713/87.14In fact, under dexation of their taxes paid without the allotted time
Law 7713/88, all types of income were taxed on the span.17
basis of the calculation of their base value in OTNs,
which meant that the tax would be collected by virtue This situation, however, was radically altered by the

of the indexingmechanism.The taxpayerwas allowed Medida Provisoria (Temporary Measure) No. 32, of

to pay the nominal value of the tax in the first days of 15 January 198918, when the Government cancelled

the fortnight following receipt of the income or an
the indexationof the entire national economy, intend-

amount of tax indexed by OTNs calculated on the ng to fight inflationby: (1) the removalof indexation;
annual income results on the date of the payment of (2) severe fiscal and monetary policies and a drastic

the difference between the tax retained by the cut in public expenseswith the reductionof the Minis-

employersand that owed by the taxpayer, determined tries, dismissalof employeesand privatization;and (3)
by the sum total of his earnings deriving from labor, high interest rates to inhibit consumption.19
capital or capital gains. In a failed effort to gain popularity, the Presidentof

Regarding corporate entitiesr5, Brazil had already the Republic introduced, once again; a price freeze

adopted systems which allowed the company to calcu- policy and controlled prices, upsetting, with that

late profit or loss with inflation, so that whenever the measure, the relative prices. In the Sequence estab-

permanent assets showed indexed values inferior to lished, he did not cut down needless expenses nor did

the stockholder's assets, the company's loss taking he make a head count of Governmentemployees.The

into account inflation would be deductible from the promised privatizations did not occur, and 2 weeks

profit calculated. Should the reverse situation occur,
later indexation was reintroduced, and the policy of

the company's profit taking into account inflation high interest rates maintained. The price freeze policy
would be added to the operational or eventual profit, was maintainedonly until mid-April, notwithstanding
it being possible, however, to defer payment charges the defreezingof salaries and the increase of public
of the income tax on profit until the moment of its prices, plus a high issue ofcurrency,contrary to prom-

ises.2o It immediatelybecameapparent that the oppor-realization/conversioninto money. This solution was

adopted in order to avoid the company'sdecapitaliza- tunity to fight inlationhad once again been lost. Ina-

tion. tion, in Brazil, has once more begun its corrosive up-
wards trend. .

Decree Law 2241/87 on inflationary profit, however,
reduced the deferment of the tax payment to only
95%, a 5% profit being automaticallyconsidered.

14. Law 7450/85 was the first attempt to adopt the current basis system
in the income tax. In times of inflation (in spite of indexation), the delay
in paying income tax on a preceding year basis creates serious problems.All taxes on corporate entities were already calcu- Consequently, Congress tried to introduce a system which reduces the

lated, at the time, in OTNs, in such a way that the delay between the acquisition of income and the payment of income tax.

payment in the months established by law according 15. This was the main subject of discussion at the IFA Congress.
to the type of corporationwould not result in a loss to 16. The Federal Governmentreceived this tax credit with a daily indexor

the Treasury.
and the States with a monthly indexor. This is the reason the States lose
more with inflation than the Federal Government.

Therefore, the federal legislation was adapted to the 17. This was the case even though the Municipalities have less taxation
i.e. they adopted the monthly rather than the daily indexation.

inflationary phenomenon, including that which con-
powers,
18. The Medida Provisoria (Temporary Measure) as transformed into

cerns indirect taxes, with the Revenue anticipating Law 7730/89.
their collection. Sometimes such anticipation took 19. This advice was offered to the Government by some of the most

place prior to the liquidation of the respective opera- respected Brazilian economists, amongst whom we can name Octavio

tion, which meant that the taxpayerwas obliged to pay
Gouveia de Bulhes and Mario Henrique Simonsen.
20. The reintroductionof indexation came about with Medida Provisoria

the tax before receiving the full price of the merchan- No. 38 and, at the time this article was written, there were already 44
dise from third parties, the anticipated taxation was temporary measures, published since 10 October 1988, when the new
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The Government, with the reindexation of the CONCLUSION
economyand taxes, has started to feed on the anticipa-
tion of inflation, generating more inflation by the an- As I initially stated, it is easier to fight the effects of
ticipation of the taxes. inflation22 than to fight inflation itself, as the effective

will to combat inflation is lacking and may,The IPC (Indice de Preos ao Consumidor- Index of political
ConsumerPrices), based on the value of the last OTN perhaps, only be present at the end of 1989, after the

which was adoptedby the Governmentas a new index, Presidential election. In spite of the challenges of in-

ran into the notoriouschallenge of unconstitutionality constitutionality, the indexation system is like insulin

relative to the income tax charged the previous year,
for diabetics, allowing them to live with the disease,

despite the fact that the rentroductonofthe monetary
but not curing the disease itself. I hope that one day

correction in the same fiscal year contravenesArt. 50, there will be the possibility of fighting the disease, as

clause III,b of the Constitution, which reproduces the patient is strong and as the medicine (does) exist.

Art. 153, para. 29 of the former Constitution. The One has only to want to use it.

Supreme Court had already given its decree on such

unconstitutionalityin the past, which leads me to be-
lieve that it will not be different this time. Companes
not agreeing with unconstitutionaldemands have re- Constitution was instituted. The legislative power delegated to the Presi-

sorted to legal measures to avoid paying the monetary
dent of the Republiccomes from Art. 62 of the Federal Constitutionwhich
states:

correction re-introducedin the same fiscal year by the In relevant and urgent cases, the President of the Republic may adopt
Medida Provisoria No. 38.21 provisional measures with the force of law and shall submit such measures

to Congress immediately. If Congress is in recess, an extraordinarysession
The BrazilianStates, however, did not feel sufficiently shall be called within 5 days.
protected by the new indexes and decided to adopt 21. Art 150, clause III of the new Federal Constitutionstates the follow-

different criteria, i.e. to measure inflation by the ing: without prejudice to any other guarantees ensured to the taxpayer,

former criteria (OTN) and not by the IPC. As a conse-
it is forbidden for the Republic, the States, the Federal District and the

to events

quence, at the time of writing this paper (April 1989),
Municipalities: III. collect tributes: a) for taxable that occurred
before the effectivenessof the law that instituted or increased thern; b) in

the taxpayer lives with several different inflation inde- the same fiscal year in which the law that instituted or increased them was

xes in term of tax laws, whch makes living wth infla- published;
tion extremelycomplex. In May, in view of the return and para. 29 of Art. 53 of the previous Constitution declares that:no

tributewill be demandedor increased without the law that so decreed, nor

of the inflationary process which has already started can any tributes be charged or increased, in each fiscal year, if the law that

with the same momentumand intensityas the previous instituted it is no longer effective before the start of the fiscal year, save

economic shocks, a uniformity of the index ratio is customs and transport tariffs, tax on industrialized products, and other

predicted. This new index ratio is the BTN (Bonus do taxes especially indicated by Supplemental laws, apart from the tax ntro-

duced on accountofwars and othereventsas foreseenn this Constitution.
Tesouro Nacional - Note on the Natonal Treasury)
and substitutes the OTN (Obrigao do Tesouro Na-

22. Recognizingthe defeat of wage control, ProvisionalDecreeNo. 68/69
of 10 June 1989 reintroduced global indexation in our taxation system

cional - Obligation on the National Treasury). following the model of former Law 7713/88.

[continued from page 402]

policies it considers best suited to the complex in- ering that in this same period the NlCs have had an

terplay of competing interests at any given period. As impressive performance in risk capital investment in
time passes, sound policies will always translate into their economes, one might wonder whether such dif-
increases of the wealth enjoyed by the population of ferent performances may be partly due to different
such lucky countries. prevailing income tax policies being implemented by

such countries.
Measured by the standard of actual success, one may
conclude that some countries in recentyears have been Considering that the NICs were able to maintain a
able to design and implement a consistent set of intel- sustained economicgrowth over several years, consis-
ligent domestic policies, including the tax aspects. tently in line with the availability of changingSuch countries are known as Newly Industrialized technologies measured by world competition stand-
Countries (NICs). The tax policies of NICs are very ards, the set of policies underlying the NICs' success
keen not to hinder capital inflows or outflows, either to be setting standard for country to
through direct prohibitionof expatriationof profits or appears a any

an induced prohibition of such expatriation by means successfully compete for foreign investment. There-
seems to assume some

of heavy progressive taxation. I am using the expres-
fore, it realistic that, time in the

sion expatriation instead of repatriation because
near future, Brazilian policy designers may initiate a

revision of the existing tax policies affecting foreignof present easy global capital investment oppor- nvestment in Brazil in order to launch a new periodtunities. of sustained growth in the domestic economy. During
Based on the recent experience of Brazil and other such policy re-examination,new rules related to taxa-

Latin American economies, where loan capital has tion, capital flows and free availability of updated
increased rapidly over the past 20 to 25 years, while technology will most certainly be the central issues to

risk capital has increasedvery slowly, and also consid- be discussed.
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BRAZIL:

Developing and ImplementingTax Treaty Policy:
The Tax Sparing Clause

Joseph C. Amico*

I. INTRODUCTION the practices of that country will give the developing
nation a concept of what positions a potential treaty

This article examines how a developing country may partner may take in negotiations.
formulate and implement its tax treaty policy, particu-
larly using a tax sparing clause. Initially, the relevant Recent tax treaties generally follow the pattern of the

concepts of tax treaties are discussed. Then, the de- 1977 OECD Model Double Taxation Convention on

velopingcountry'sformulationand implementationof Incomeand Capital (in the case of industrializedcoun-

ts tax treaty policy is examined on 3 leveis. First, tries) and the 1980 United Nations Model Double

determination of which concepts of tax treaty policy Taxation Convention Between Developed and De-

the developing country wishes to utilize is explored. veloping Countries. The Andean Pact nations have

Second, entering bilateral negotiationswith other po- promulgated2 modelconventionsforusebymembers:
tential treaty partners is examined. Third, administer- one for treaties between member states and one for

ing a tax treaty network is examined. treaties between a member state and a state outside
the subregion.The United Statesof America, as might
be expected, has its own Model Convention which it

H. DEVELOPINGA TAX TREATY POLICY uses as the basis for initiating its tax treaty negotia-
tions.

The purposeof tax treatiesshould be explainedbefore These documents constitute the starting point of
embarking on an analysis of developing tax treaty analyzingwhich current tax treaty policies are suitable
policies. A tax treaty is generally an agreement be- to propagatingthe policies of the developingcountry.
tween 2 sovereignnationswhich addresses the issue of The major policy concerns are usually the taxation of
how to avoid the double taxation of profits earned in dividends, interest and royalties, methods for the
international business and trade. The major purpose avoidanceof double taxation, the taxation of real (im-
of the tax treaty is to overridedomestic law and gener- movable) property and capital gains.
ally reduce the level of domestic taxation because the
recipient is being taxed twice (once by each of the 2
countries) on the same income. Several specific areas III. THE TAX SPARING CLAUSE
are generally covered in a tax treaty, namely different
types of taxation (income, capital, etc.), the taxation A tax sparing clause will generally be of interest to a

of income from different sources (dividends, immova- developing nation which wishes to encourage a par-
ble property,capital gains) and the taxation of income ticular type of activity by foreign investors within its
from different activities (personal services, business borders. A tax sparing clause usually provides that
enterprises, transportation and shipping, etc.). The regardless of whether a developing country actually
tax treaty is the result of negotiation between the 2 taxes the activity, the other party to the treaty will tax
nations and is ratified by each according to their re- such investors resident in it as if the tax had been paid.
spective laws. The following is a rather standard tax sparing clause

A developingnation which is formulating a tax treat (Art. 22(4) of the Canada-Singapore tax treaty of 6

policy must first educate itself to the current practices March 1976):
and policies in the international tax sphere. Existing For the purposes of paragraph 2 of this Article, tax

policies reflect the interests of different countries, i.e. payable in Singaporeshall be deemed to include Singa-
industrialized nations have different objectives than pore tax which would have been paid if the Singapore
developingnations, so the overall policies of-similarly tax had not been exempted in accordancewith the pro-
situated nations might be analyzed. Domestic tax laws visions of Part 6 of the Economic Expansion Incentives

must also be assessed for the important role they play (Relief from Income Tax) Act (1970 Edition) of Singa-
not

in formulatinga tax treaty policy. The treaty practices pore, so far as they were n force on, and have been
modifiedsince, the date of the signatureof this Conven-

of nationswith similar tax systems may be reviewed to tion, or have been modified only in minor respects so

develop insight into alternative means of tailoring the as not to affect their general character.
treaty policy to domestic law. The developing nation
must then choose which nations it wishes to enter into
tax treaties with and for what purposes. A review of * Staff member, InternationalBureau of Fiscal Documentation.
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This tax sparing clause gives Canadian taxpayerswho IV. NEGOTIATINGA TAX TREATY
receive taxable incomefrom Singaporea credit against
Canadian tax for the taxes which would have been A nation embarkingon a tax treaty program, as many
paid to Singapore. But as Singapore has adopted Eastern European nations have recently, or a nation
domestic legislation which exempts certain activities actively engaged in expanding its treaty network to
from income tax, no tax is actually paid to Singapore. foster its competitiveness in international commerce,
Thus, Canadians are encouraged to pursue the ac- as Malaysiaand Indonesiaare doing, will wish to assess

tivities promoted by Singapore because of the ability which nations are potential treaty partners. Historical
to earn incomesubject to substantiallyreducedincome ties or trade and investment relations are the initial
tax. starting point in making this determination. Once the

Reviewing tax sparing clauses and analyzing what potential partner has been identified, knowledge of

others have done will give the administration of a
that potentialpartner'scurrent treaty network and the

developing country valuable information about the provisions of those treaties will assist the nation in

likelihood of promotingsuch a policy. For instance, it determiningwhether it would be fruitful to commence

would learn the United States does not have a treaty negotiationswith that partner.
n force which contains a tax sparing clause, a reflec- For example, review of the Australia-Koreatreaty of
tion of its policy of not endorsing tax sparing clauses. 1982 shows that Korea was able to obtain a 5-year tax

However, the following industrialized nations are sparing provision from Australia with respect to cer-

willing to sign treaties containing tax sparing provi- tain interest and royalties. Australia, in turn, obtained
sions: the concession that its taxpayerswho avail themselves

Australia Canada of the tax sparing clause would have to gross up their

Denmark Federal Republic of Germany
income by the amount of tax forgone.

Greece Finland Review of other Korean treaties reveals interesting
France German Democratic Republic patterns. Korea obtained a 10-year tax sparing clause
Ireland Italy from the United Kingdom in their 1977 treaty. Thus,
Korea Japan the United Kingdom and Australia clauses expire at
Netherlands Norway the same time. Korea has also obtained unlimited (as
Luxembourg New Zealand to time) tax sparing clauses from Canada, Denmark,
Sweden Switzerland Finland, Japan, Luxembourg and New Zealand.
United Kingdom Korea has treaties with the following countries which

contain mutual tax sparing provisions: Bangladesh,
The followingdevelopingcountrieshave availed them- India, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Turkey.
selves of tax sparing provisions with one or more of Oddly, the Korea-Philippinestreaty gives the Philip-
the above industrializednations: pines tax sparing, but not Korea. The Koreans are

Argentina Bangladesh obviously as willing to give as they are to receive.

Barbados Belize
L

The Australians, by contrast, are not quite as willingBotswana Brazil
Cameroon Cyprus

to give a tax sparing clause. Of the 23 Australian
treaties examined, only 4 contain tax sparing clauses:

DominicanRepublic Egypt Korea, Malaysia, Malta and Singapore. Each of those
FalklandIslands Fiji tax sparing clauses is limited to 5 years effectiveness,Gambia Ghana unless the partiesotherwiseagree to extend its applica-India Indonesia tion. The generosity of the Australians obviously has
Israel Ivory Coast limits.
Jamaica Kenya
Kiribati Liberia The developing nation can draw obvious conclusions

Malaysia Malta from this simple research. The Koreans will be amen-

Morocco Mauritius able to inclusion of a tax sparing clause in a treaty to

Nigeria Pakistan assist the developingnation. By contrast, approaching
Philippines Singapore Australia with the notion the treaty must contain a tax

Sri Lanka Sudan sparing clause of unlimited duration would appear to

Tanzania Thailand be an exercise of futility. Thus, the developingnation
Trinidad& Tobago Tunisia can narrow the range of prospective partners based
Turkey Zambia upon the historic precedents gleaned from review of

the data base.
These research results must be interpreted in connec-

tion with certain historic factors. For instance, the A corollary of determining which countries are the
United Kingdom has over 20 treaties which contain best prospects for entering into negotiations with, is
tax sparing provisions, but almost all of them are with the negotiating position adopted for the prospective
former colonies. However, Canada, the Federal Re- partner. Again, review of the potential partnersexist-

public of Germany and Japan have been very liberal ng treaties will give valuable information to the de-
in allowingdevelopingcountries tax sparingprovisions veloping nation. In addition, analysis of nations in
in their tax treaties. similar circumstanceswill also provide guidance.
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As an example, take the tax treaties of Brazil. Four- China 10% dividends, 15% royalties
teen of the 16 Brazilian treaties examined have tax Ecuador 20% interest, 20% royalties, 0 dividends

sparingprovisions. Brazil has tax sparingprovisionsin ndia 1/2 Germantax on dividends, interest& royalties
ts treatieswith Austria,Belgium,Canada,Czechoslo- ndonesia 15% dividends,-10% interest, 10% royalties
vakia (not ratified), Denmark, Finland, France, the srael 25% dividends, 15% interest

Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxem- Jamaica 15% dividends, 12.5% interest, 10% royalties

bourg, Norway, Spain and Sweden. These tax sparing Kenya 15% dividends, 15% interest, 20% royalties

provisions have varying forms in each treaty.
Korea 20% dividends, interest & royalties
Malta 10% interest & royalties

The Brazil-Germany(Fed. Rep.) treaty contains a tax Malaysia 18% dividends, 15% interest, 10% royalties

sparing provision which might exemplify the extent to Mauritius dividends at local rate

which particular issues may have to be negotiated.
Morocco 15% dividends, 10% interest
Pakistan 20% interest

Art. 24, para. 3 of the treaty states: Philippines 20% dividends & royalties, 15% interest

For the purpose of the credit referred to in paragraph2 Portugal 15% dividends, interest & royalties
the Brazilian tax shall be deemed to be: Sngapore 10% nterest, 10% royalties
(a) in the case of dividends as defined in paragraph 5 Spain 10% interest (limited)
of Article 10, 25% of such dividends if they are paid to Sri Lanka 20% dividends & royalties, 15% interest

a resident of the Federal Republicof Germany holding Trinidad &Tobago 20% dividends, 15% interest, 10% royalties
at least 10% of the voting capital of the Brazilian com- Tunisia 15% dividends, 10% interest, 10% or 15% for

pany, and 20% in all other cases, royalties
(b) in the case of interest as defined in paragraph 4 of Turkey 10% dividends, interest & royalties
Article 11,20% of such interest, Uruguay(unrat.) 20% interest & royalties
(c) in the case of royalties as referred to in paragraph
2(b) of Article 12, 25% of such royalties if they are paid Two conclusions may be drawn from these results.
to a residentof the Federal Republicof Germanyhold- First the Germans are quite willing to entertain tax
ing directly or indirectly at least 50% of the voting sparing provisions in their treaties with developing
capital of a Brazilian company, provided that they are countries. Second, the Brazilians were able to
not deductible in the determination of the taxable in- negotiate very liberal tax sparing provisions with the
come of the company paying the royalties,and20% in Germans.
all other cases.

The credits which a German resident will receive An interestinganomaly of the Germany-Braziltreaty
under this provision for Brazilian taxes deemed to is the highersparingrate for a substantialshareholding
have been paid will vary depending upon the type of of a German resident in a Brazilian company. This is
income it is. Brazilian tax is deemed levied at 20%, as probably a result of the fact Germany did not imple-
a general rule, for dividends, interest and royalties, ment an indirect foreign tax credit for corporations
with a deemed 25% rate for dividends and interest until 1977. Note the treaty has not been amended to
where the German resident has a substantial accommodatethis change in domestic law.
shareholding in the Brazilian company. The German
position with respect to Brazil was fairly obvious - a After a negotiatingpositionhas been developedby the
20% tax sparing credit with exceptions for substantial developingcountry, the actual negotiationof the trea-

shareholdings. ty may commence. As the world's tax treaties are now

Contrast this with the other treaties Brazil has con- published in a compactdisc format, the data base may
cluded which contain tax sparing clauses. The treaties be transported to the negotiating table and accessed

between Brazil and Denmark (25% for royalties and directly on the spot through a portable personal com-

interest), Belgium (20o for dividends, interest and puter. The need to constantlyadjourn negotiatingses-

royalties), Canada (25 Yo for dividends, 20%go for royal_ sions so the parties may return to their respective
ties and interest), France (20% for dividends, interest countries and rummage through the library (for mate-

and royalties), Finland (25% for royalties and in- rials which are probably out of date) can be reduced

terest), Italy (25% for dividends, interest and royal- because the library is in the negotiatingchamber. The

ties), Japan (20% for royalties, 25% for dividendsand question might be answered on the spot by reference

royalties), Norway (25% for dividends, interest and to other blateral or model treaties. In addition, as

royalties), Spain (20% for interest, 25% for royalties) more international tax informationbecomesavailable

and Sweden (20% for interest, 25% for dividends and in the compact disc format the greater the universe of

royalties) all contain tax sparing clauses. questions which may be answered at the negotiating
table as they arise. This does not imply the negotiating

The tax sparing clause with Germany is one of Brazil's will be any easier, just it will be more focused and,
least beneficial tax sparing provisions. Yet, was Ger- hopefully, fruitful for both parties.
many less liberal with Brazil than with other nations
A review of Germany's other treaties containing tax The advantages of doing such research are readily
sparing provisions reveals the following: apparent. The process of slecting potential treaty

partners, developing a negotiating position for that
Country Tax sparing rates partner and negotiating the treaty requires adequate
Argentina 20% dividends & royalties, 15% interest knowledgeof the issues and resources to be conducted
Cyprus 15% dividends, 10% interest effectively.
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V. ADMINISTRATIONOF A TREATY dency in the other country. The treaty network of the

NETWORK other country may be examned to see if there exsts a

loophole in the tax net which allows the shareholders

Once the treaty has been negotiated and ratified, the to avoid taxation altogether, a situation which the

developing country must implement the provisions treaty was not intended to benefit.

domestically.This processmay be facilitatedby assess-

ing which provisions are most troublesome and then

consulting the regulations of other nations to deter-
mine what they have done. Although such regulations
are not translated into a common language and pub-

VI. CONCLUSION

lished, review of the treaties can start the process by The formulationof tax treaty policy by a developing
directing the regulationwriter to countreswhich have

a

implementedsimilarprovisions.Throughconsultation country may best be accomplishedby first referring to

with colleagues in these other nations, the regulation
the world's existing treaties and several important

writer may come to a better understandingof the op-
models to see what patterns, topics and issues are of

which domestic
tions availablewithouthaving to go through a trial and greatest concern. It must decide

error process.
policies it wishes to promote and determine how it

may accomplish those goals through tax treaties. The

After implementing regulations have been adopted, use of a tax sparing clause should be given considera-
the developing country must train inspectors to tion, in connection with domestic legislation, to pro-

analyze returns with tax treaty issues. Review of the mote foreign investment and economic development.
treaty and supportingdocumentationhelps the inspec- Potential treaty partners may then be pinpointed
tor develop sufficient background in tax treaties to based on their previous practices. Negotiations with

comprehend the issues. A trained inspector looking at potential partners may be facilitated by focusing on

a return claiming treaty benefitsmay also use informa- the more important issues and determiningwhat posi-
tion about the domestic tax laws of the treaty partner tions the potential treaty partner is likely to take.

to the advantageof the tax administration.Potentially Finally, administration of the treaty network may be

abusive situations may be identified. For example, a fomented by reference to the practices of other na-

corporation claims treaty benefits because of its resi- tions' administrationsystems.
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Zimbabwe towards 1992 by Michael Maskall.
steuerlicher,wirtschaftlichorganisatorischer(B. 109.165) und rechtlicherSicht.

THE PROMOTIONOF INVESTMENT: Vienna, VerlagAntonOrac.

policy and regulations. April 1989. Austria Supplemented:irregularly.
Harare,The Commissionerof Taxes and The Loose-leafpublicationdealingwith the tax,
DirectorofCustomsand Excise, Private Bag economicand legal aspectsofclubs andother

7715, Causeway, Harare, 1989,pp. 20. TWAROCK,Alfred; WITIMANN,Rudolf; similarassociationsofpersons.
This bookletsets out the Governmentpolicyon FRHWALD,Karl.

local and foreign investment in Zimbabwe. KommentarzumBewertungsgesetz. KRANICH,Alexander; SIEGL, Hanskarl;
It coversexchangecontrol and taxation. Vienna,VerlagAnton Orac. Waba, Josef.

(B. 13.393) Supplemented:annually. KommentarzurMehrwertsteuer.
Secondeditionof a loose-leafguide containing Vienna,VerlagAntonOrac.
the text and amendmentsto the ValuationLaw Supplemented:regularly (at least annually).
of 1955 and thecommentariesthereto. Included Loos-leafpublicationcontainingtextofand

ASIA & THE PACIFIC
in the commentaryare the most recent commentariesonthe valueaddedtax in Austria.
developmentsin the higherandlower courts Workedexamples, references to case law
aftertheAmendmentLaw of 1972 which has elucidatethe problems.
brought legal insecurityby abolishingsome

Papua New Guinea valuationprescriptionsintroduced in the CZURDA,Alois.
AmendmentLawof 1971. Kommentarzum Grunderwerbsteuergesetz.

TAX FACTS AND FIGURES 1989. Vienna, VerlagAnton Orac.
Port Moresby,Coopers& Lybrand, P.O. Box POLLAK-BRGEL,P.; ARMING, W. Supplemented:regularly.
484,7th FI., MogoruMoto Bldg., Champion ProgrammierteSteuerbersichtin Tabellenform Loose-leafpublicationon the Austriantransfer
Parade, Port Moresby, 1989, pp. 32.

Systematischgegliedert. tax on real property. Full text of the law and
Informationon significant featuresonincome Vienna, VerlagAnton Orac. implementingstatutesare printed. Case Law,
taxand other taxes in Papua New Guinea forthe Supplemented:as needed. workedexamples illustrate the explanationof
fiscal yearending31 December 1989 basedon A surveycontaininga tabulatedoverviewof Civil Law in connectionwith the subject is
thelaw asat31 December1988.
(B. 57.298) many aspectsof Austriantax law, e.g. procedural considered.Great attentionis paid to the tax

law, income taxes, transfer taxes, net worth incentivesfor constructionactivities. A

taxes, stampduties, etc. comprehensives appended.

STEUERRECHTLICHE FELLNER, K.W.
EUROPE Tabellensammlung Gebhrenund Verkehrsteuern,Stempel-und

Vienna, VerlagAnton Orac. Rechtsgebhren,Grunderwerbsteuer,
Supplemented:twoorthreetimesa year. Erbschafts-und Schenkungssteuergesetze,

EUROPEAN AFFAIRS. SPECIAL ISSUE Loose-leafpublicationcontaining450 tables KommentarmitEntscheidungen,Bewertung,
onthe Europeansymposium. Includingthe relatingto turnover taxes, social securities,etc. Bilanz-und Berechnungsbeispiele.
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Availablefromthe authorMr.K.W. Fellner, IMPORT-EXPORT. GUNSTREGELINGEN supplementNo.34,94.40DM.
Resselstrasse8,4470Enns. en proceduresinde B.T.W.-en Detailedcommentaryin six binderson the

Supplemented:as needed. Douanereglementering. various tax aspectof models to becomean owner

Loose-leafpublicationin threebinders Co-authors:J. Brassine,J. Koedijk,J. Marckx, of immovablepropertyinGermanyorto

containingthe text of and a commentaryon etc. participatein a fund investingmainly in

generalprinciplesand proceduresof the Antwerp,KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1988. immovableproperty. Includedare commentaries
followingtaxes: fees, transfer tax, stamp duties 1.950.- Bfrs. to courtdecisionsconcerningtaxand civillaw
leviedon variouskindsof legal or official Loose-leafpublicationwith respect to import aspects. In the 34th supplementare court
documentsand the inheritanceand gift tax, and exportofgoods as it affectsvalue added tax decisionsconcerningbusiness tax, income tax,
includingvaluationaspectsand computation and customsduties. EuropeanCommunity value added tax, and civillawdealtwith.

examples. Directivesin the lightof the creationof an

EuropeanSingleMarket. FROTSCHER,G.
LAGER, Anton. (B. 108.995) Kommentarzum

Das Recht der Doppelbesteuerungin sterreich. Einkommensteuergesetz.
Vienna,VerlagAnton Orac. BOS, P.V.F.; FIERSTRA, M.A. Freiburg,RudolfHaufeVerlag, Hindenburgstr.
Supplemented:onceper year. Europeesmededingingsrecht. 64, Postfach740,7800Freiburgim Breisgau.
Loose-leafpublicationin two binderson Deventer,Kluwer/TheHague, Fenedex, 1989. Supplemented:fourormoretimesperyear.
Austrianinternationaltax law, containing Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor Loose-leafpublication in fourvolumesproviding
generalexplanationsof termsused in internationaalzakendoen,No. 21, pp. 274. an extensivecommentaryon the German Income
internationaltax law such as domicile, Monographdescribingthe variousaspectsof Tax Law (on individuals),illuminatedby
permanentestablishment,etc., textsof and competitionlaw within the EuropeanSingle numerouspractice-orientedexamples
commentson double taxationtreatiesconcluded Market. concerningthe impactof the imputationsystem.
by Austria,case law and regulations.Full text (B. 108.969) The textsof the IncomeTax Law as well as of

andexplanationof the OECD Model treatieson related laws and ordinancesare appended. Since
direct taxes and on death duties are appended. 1992 GETTING READY. SUMMARY: theTax Reform Law of 25 June 1988, the Income

EC Report. Tax Law has been amendedsix times. The latest

Amsterdam,KPMG-Klynveld, 1988, pp. 17. five supplementsdeal with thosechangesand

Belgium Summaryof the viewsof all participatingtop commentariesthereto.

executivesin the EuropeanCommunity's
countrieson the completionof the 1992internal DIE VERANLAGUNG1989 LOHNSTEUER.

De THEUX de MEYLANDTet singlemarket. Einkommensteuergesetz,
MONTJARDIN,Jacques;BADOT,Alfred. (B. 108.899) Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,
Le leasingmobilieren Belgique. Aspects Anlagen,Rechtsprechung,Nebengesetze,
pratiques,comptableset fiscaux. Stichwortverzeichnis.5. Auflage
Brussels,EtablissementsEmileBruylantS.A., Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1989, pp. 1200. 56.-
1989,pp. 137. Finland

DM.
Monographdescribingthe legal aspects and Annualguidecontainingthe text of the Wage
financemethodsof leasingmovablesin Belgium GUIDE FOR ALIENS RESIDENT Tax Law, the regulatoryordinanceto the Wage
in the last 5 years. in Finland. Tax Law, case law, and otherrelevantmaterial
(B. 109.026) Helsinki,GovernmentPrintingCentre, 1988, for the 1988 tax assessmentyear.

pp 208. (B. 109.186)Guidecontainingconciseinformationonrights
and responsibilitiesofaliens residentin Finland, ENGELSCHALK,Michael.

EEC especiallyin respectof immigration,social Die Besteuerungvon Steuerauslndernauf
securityand taxationmatters. Bruttobasis.Bestandsaufnahme,rechtliche

MATTAUSCH,Hubert. (B. 109.167) Grenzen,Alternativen.

Betriebsstttenprinzipund EG-Binnenmarkt- LANDS LAGSAMLING1988. Heidelberg,C.F. Mller, Wirtschaft& Steuern
ein Gegensatz lands (Dr. PeterDeubner), 1988.
Hamburg, InstitutfrAuslndischesund Mariehamn, Landskapsstyrelse,1989, Steuerwissenschaft,Band28, pp. 170.
InternationalesFinanz- und Steuerwesen,1988. pp. 718. Taxatioriof non-residentson a gross base.land
Heftezur InternationalenBesteuerung,No. 49, Compilationof the lawsofthe Provinceof (B. 108.652)asof29December1988.
pp. 35.

(B. 109.166)Seminardealingwith the importanceof the POHLMANN,H.-R.
permanentestablishmentprincipleto the E.C. Reisekosten-TabellePrivateWirtschaft.
tax harmonizationwith respect to the European France Gltigab 1. Januar1989.
Internal Market. Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag, 1989, pp. 80.
(B. 109.032) Charton travellingexpensesas from 1 January

BRACHET, Bernard. 1989.
JUDGMENTOF THE COURT, Lesystme fiscal franais.2nd Edition. (B. 108.980)
23 November1988. Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droit et de

Commonsystem of value added tax-Taxable Jurisprudence,1988, pp. 215. 115.-Ffrs. DIE VERANLAGUNGZUR
amount-Suppliesofgoods and services. Introductionto the French tax system. Umsatzsteuerfr 1988.
Luxembourg,CourtofJusticeofthe European (B. 109.170) Umsatzsteuergesetz,
Communities,1988. Case J 230/87, pp. 11. Durchfhrungsverordnung,Richtlinien,
(B. 109.152) Anlagen, Rechtsprechung,Nebengesetze,

Germany (Fed. Rep.) Stichwortverzeichnis.31. Auflage.
GLEED, Richard; BAKER, Andrew; Dsseldorf, IDW Verlag, 1989, pp. 1200.56.-
BLACKNELL,Andrew. DORNFELD,R.; KELLERMANN,A.; DM.
Deloitte's1992 guide. KLUMPE,W.;QUAST,D.; Annual guidecontainingthetext of the VAT
London,ButterworthsLaw PublishersLtd., RICHTER,H.; SCHMIDER,K.; Law, the regulatoryOrdinanceto the VAT, case

1989, pp. 126. £ 15. SFFING,G. law and other relevantmaterial forthe 1988 tax

This book on 1992 has been prepared in close Handbuchder Bauinvestitionenund assessmentyear.
collaborationwith the EuropeanCommunities Immobilien-kapitalanlagen.Heidelberg,C.F. (B. 109.109)
Office in Brussels in order to give a succinct MllerJuristischerVerlag, Krimnalistik,
overviewof the major parts of the European Postfach 102640,6900Heidelberg NIELAND, Michael Theodor.
Community's1992 Programme. Loose-leaf,supplemented:fourormore times Doppelbesteuerungsabkommenals Problem
(B. 109.051) per year. Price Basic Volume348.- DM. Latest innerstaatlicherRechtsetzung.Dargestelltam
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Beispielder Verfahrensregelungenberdie SAUER, Rudolf. Cologne, VerlagDr. Otto Schmidt KG, 1989,
Entlastungvon deutschenAbzugsteuern. Vollstreckungim Steuerrecht.2. Aufage pp. 485.98.-DM.

Frankfurtam Main, Peter Lang Verlag. 1989. Munich, R. OldenbourgVerlagGmbH., Reporton the 40th Congressof GermanTax

EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, RosenheimerStrasse 145, D-8000Mnchen80, Advisers from 3-5 October 1988. Topics include:
Rechtswissenschaft,Band792, pp. 221. 1988, pp 225. tax reform, auditing, corporateincome tax,
Tax treatiesasa problemof internal Book dealingwithpracticalproblemsconcerning foreignexchange,tax problemsarisingfrom
administrativelegislation. Illustratedby executionof tax law. cooperationwith the GermanDemocratic

proceduralregulationon the reliefof German (B. 108.905) Republic,death dutiesetc.

withholdingtaxes. (B. 109.257)
(B. 108.972) BLANKART, Charles B.;

CANSIER,Dieter;
KRAEMER,Joachim. DICKERTMANN,Dietrich. KLAUSS, Herbert; Birle, Jrgen.
Vollstreckungsschutzim Steuerrecht. OffentlicheFinanzenund UmweltpolitikI. Die GmbH& Co. Gesellschaftsrecht.
Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1987, pp. 196. 79.- DM. Herausgegebenvon Kurt Schmidt. Steuerrecht.7. Auflage Ludwigshafen,
Legal protectionconcemingexecutionin tax Berlin, Duncker& HumblotGmbH., 1988. FriedrichKiehl VerlagGmbH., Postfach210747,
law. The authordiscovereda lack of information Schriftendes VereinsfrSocalpolitik,Band D-6700Ludwigshafen. 1988.296 pp., DM. 58.-

by both the tax authoritiesand mostof the 176/I, pp. 230. 82.- DM. Companylaw and tax law concerningthe limited

taxpayersand with this book demonstratesthe Public financingand ecologicalpolicy. commercialpartnershipin the formof the GmbH

proceduresaccordingto the provisionsof the (B. 108.938) & Co. The tax aspectsarefromMr. Richter,
Fiscal Code and the Code ofCivil Procedure. judge at the Tax Court and the most recentcourt

(B.108.958) BAYER, Hermann-Wilfried. decisionsconcerningtheGmbH & Co. law are

Grundbegriffedes Steuerrechts.Eine included.

MEYER, Harald. EinfhrungfrStudentender Rechts- und (B. 108.858)
Beweislastproblemeim Steuerrecht. Wirtschaftswissenschaften.2. Auflage
Augsburg,Karten Kock Verlag,Am Hinteren Frankfurtam Main, Alfred MetznerVerlag,
Perlachberg 1 c, 8900Augsburg, 1988, pp. 128. 1988, pp 220.29.-DM.
Burdenofproofin tax law. Fundamentalconceptsoftax law. An Netherlands
(B. 108.970) introductionfor students in jurisprudenceand

economics.
BAETGE, Jrg. (B. 108.939)

FISCAALMEMO 2.

Bilanzanalyseund Bilanzpolitik.Vortrgeund Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 132. 22.50 Dfl.

Diskussionenzum neuen Recht. DEUTSCHEGESETZE. SAMMLUNG DES Complementto Fiscaal Memo 1 containing

Dsseldorf,IDWVerlag, 1989, pp. 394.44.86 Zivil-, Straf- und Verfahrensrechts.Begrndet summaryof relevant tax informationand

DM. von Dr. HeinrichSchnfelder.70. Auflage
connectedsubjects.

Balancesheet analysisand balancesheet policy Stand: 15. Juli 1988. (B.109.150)
Lecturesand discussionson the new lawon Munich, VerlagC.H. Beck, 1988.
tenderingofaccountduringthe3rd Munster- Loose-leafpublicationcontainingcompilationof

ADVIES BELASTINGVEREENVOUDIGING.

discussionheldon24 June 1988. consolidatedtextsof German laws originally
Adviesvereenvoudigingbelastingheffingen

(B. 108.979) preparedby HeinrichSchnfelderpresentingthe premieheffingvolksverzekeringen.Uitgebracht
revised textsofthe Civil Code, Commercial

aan de ministerende staatssecretarisvan Sociale
Zakenen Werkgelegenheid,c.c. de ministeren

KROEKER,Ulrich; MULTRUS, Roland. Code, CompanyLaw, ProceduralLaw and de staatssecretarisvan Financin.Publikatie

SteuerpraxisimVerein. Der Sportvereinunddas relatedstatutes. Supplemented:one or two times No. 17, 16October1987.
Finanzamt.

a year. The Hague,SER Sociaal EconomischeRaad,
Wiesbaden,DeutscherFachschriftenVerlag/ (B. 108.906) 1987, pp. 290.
BraunGmbH.. & Co. KG.; ForkelVerlag Finalpublicationof the Advicepreparedby the

GmbH., 1980, pp. 141. 24.80 DM. STAIB, Otto. Social EconomicCouncil with respect to the

Tax law aspectsconcerningsports clubs. Betriebsaufspaltung-steuerrechtlichund
investigationand findingson the individual

(B. 108.855) haftungsrechtlich,insbesondere income tax simplificationprogrammeof
produkthaftungsrechtlich. CommitteeOortconsolidatingthe levy of
Frankfurtam Main, Peter LangVerlag, 1988. the individualncomeand the social security

HAHN, Walter. EuropischeHochschulschriften,Reihe II, contributionsinto one income tax levy and other
SteuerpolitischeWillensbildungsprozesseinder Rechtswissenschaft,Band757, pp. 365. relatedchanges.
EuropischenGemeinschaft.Das Beispiel der Splittingof businessrelated to tax law and (B. 109.141)
Umsatzsteuer-Harmonisierung. liability law, particularby liability forproducts.
Frankfurtam Main, Peter Lang Verlag, 1988. (B. 108.931)
FinanzwissenschaftlicheSchriften,Band 37,
pp. 330. EGGER, Anton; Norway
Processesin developmentof an informedopinion WINTERHELLER,Manfred.
in the EEC relating to tax policy. Harmonization KurzfristigeUnternehmensplanung. JAROY, Jacob.

ofvalue added tax. Note: HarmonizingLa Budgetierung.4. Auflage. Norskskattelovsamlingfor inntektsaret1988;
Bohmewith Gtterdmmerungwould be easier Vienna, IndustrieverlagPeter Linde GmbH., forskuddet1989.

thanharmonizingEECtaxes. 1989, pp. 305. 670.- AS. Skien, EgetforlagJacob Jaroy, 1989, pp. 872.

(B. 108.928) Budget planningasan integratedpart in short Annual boundvolumecomprisingcompilation
term businessplanning of relevantstatutesof Norwegian tax laws

(B. 109.107) concerningthefilingof1988 income tax returns

GRUNDSTZEORDNUNGSMSSIGER (individualand companies)and of 1989 advance

Buchfhrungbei computergesttztenVerfahren NEUFANG, Bernd; tax payments.
und deren Prfung;Generallyaccepted SCHAEBERLE,Jrgen; KARG,Helmut. (B. 109.181)
accountingprinciples in computer-assisted Der Verein und das Finanzamt.2. Auflage.
accountingsystemsand the audit ofsuch systems. FreiburgimBreisgau, RudolfHaufeVerlag, GJEMS-ONSTAD,Ole.

Dsseldorf,IDW Verlag, 1989, pp. 96. 28.- DM. 1988, pp. 292. 44.80 DM. Skatt, avgift ogalmennyttigeinstitusjoner.
Textn Germanand English languageofopinion Taxationofclubs and societies. Oslo, DyadeFagboker;Ole Gjems-Onstad,
presentedby the Committeeon Modern (B. 108.973) Olav Aukrustsvei 56 B, N-0390, Oslo 3,1989,
AccountingSystemssupersedesOpinions pp. 410.
FAMA 1/1972, 1/1974 and 1/1975 and STEUERBERATER-JAHRBUCH1988/89. Compilationof articlesdiscussingtaxationof
PronouncementFAMA 1/1978. Herausgegebenvon R. Curtius-Hartung, charitableorganizations.
(B. 109.112) Norbert Herzigund UrsulaNiemann. (B. 109.146)
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United Kingdom relatingto land transactions. treatmenton businessincome,employment
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo Ltd., 1988, income,investmentincomeand foreign income.

BRITISHTAX ENCYCLOPEDIA. pp. 290.£ 19.95. The finalchaptersof the book are devoted to the

Editors: G.S.A. Wheatcroftand Philip Lawton. Thelaw referred to in thisbookisthepositionat administrationof incometax.

London,Sweet & MaxwellLtd., 4, Bloomsbury 30 June 1988.. (B. 109.058)
Square,LondonWC1A2RL. (B. 109.087)
Supplemented:fourormoretimes peryear. HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS,Rita;
Loose-leafpublicationin sixvolumescomprising HOMER, Arnold; BURROWS, Rita. GRAVESTOCK,Peter.

annotatedtext of the incometax, corporationtax Tolley'stax guide 1988/89. 6th Edition. TaxationworkbookNo. 1, 1988/89. Inheritance

and capital gains tax laws. The commentaries Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., tax, value added tax, taxationof trusts, tax

and explanationstheretoare published in 1988,pp.417.£ 15.95. planning& tax management.
separatebound textbooksentitledWhiteman& Annualguide to provideclear and concise Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,
Wheatcrofton IncomeTax; Wheatcraftand descriptionon all aspectsof taxation (individual 1988, pp. 600.£ 12.25.

Whitemanon Capital GainsTax, and Richard income tax, corporateincome tax, capitalgains Compilationof taxationquestionswith

BramwellTaxationof Companies,which are tax, inheritancetax, value added tax and stamp annotatedsolutions taken from examination

suppliedautomaticallyto subscribersto the duties) papersof professionalaccountancybodies, the

BritishTax Encyclopedia,but which are also (B. 109.086) InstituteofTaxationand the Law Society,all

sold as separatepublications. reviewed in the light of the legislationcurrentfor

GRANDE-BRETAGNE.GUIDE 1988/89includingFinanceAct 1988. The

jurdique,fiscal, social etcomptable.2nd examples(questionsand solutions)are preceded
Edition. by a summaryof the relevantprovisionsof the

SIMON'STAXES. inheritancetax, value added tax.Paris, EditionsFrancis Lefebvre,1988.
EditorialBoard: Sir John Foster, K.S. DossiersinternationauxFrancisLefebvre, (B. 109.090)
Carmichaeland B.J. Sims.
Editorsfor Scottish Law: W.F. Bowes and D.W. pp. 433. 345.-Ffrs.

Secondeditionofwork describingthe common TOLLEY'SVAT PLANNING 1989.
Bond. A practical guide to value added tax planning,law and company law, social and accountingLondon,Butterworth& Co. includingthelegislationand relevantcase law toregulationin England.The tax system and the
Supplemented:at least six times per year. comprehensiveincome tax treatybetween 1 October1988. Editedby PatrickNoakes.
Loose-leafpublicationin nine volumescovering Franceand the United Kingdom is also dealt Croydon,TolleyPublishingCo Ltd., 1989,
income tax, corporationtax and capital gains tax. with. pp. 420.£ 18.95.
VolumesA, B and Cdeal with administration, (B. 109.084)(B. 109.047)procedureand computationof these taxes.
VolumeD deals with the taxationof companies TOLLEY'STAX PLANNING 1989. DE VOIL, Paul W.
and VolumeE with the taxationof indviduals DeVoil ValueAddedTax.Volumes 1 and 2. A practicalguide to tax on
and trusts. VolumeF is devoted to double London,Butterworth&Co.
taxationrelief. VolumesG and H contain Acts, planning, includingthe legislationand relevant

case law to 1 October1988. Editedby Glyn Supplemented:monthly.
statutoryinstrumentsand extra-statutory Saunders. Loose-leafpublicationin threebinders
concessions. Each of thesevolumeshas its own Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., containingan extensivedescriptionofthe value
index,while VolumeI comprisesa 1989, pp. 1120. added tax legislation followedby the
comprehensiveindex to the whole work, This book dealswith subjectssuch as: buyinga reproductionof all the relevantstatutesand
togetherwith Tablesofcases and Statutes. regulations,cross references,annotatedandcompany,capitalgains tax basicplanning,

companymigration,computersand tax planning, indexed.

employeebenefits,foreign tax planningand
SIMON'SWEEKLY TAX SERVICE. variousothersubjects. Includedare descriptions McCUTCHEON,Barry D.;
London,Butterworth& Co. of taxplanninginGibraltar,Jersey, Guernsey WHITEHOUSE,Chris.
Supplemented:weekly. and the Isle of Man. McCutcheonon inheritancetax. 3rd Edition.
Loose-leafpublicationentitled Simon'sWeekly (B. 109.085) London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 815.
Tax ServicecomprisingSimon'sTax Intelligence £ 110.-.
and Simon'sTax Caseseachwith itsown binders. EASTAWAY,Nigel; EDWARDS,John; Third revisededitionof monographdescribing_

(1) Simon'sTax Intelligence,records recent O'HANLON,Emelda. the inheritancetax effectiveas of 1 August 1988.
developmentson tax matters,providesdetailed Tolley's taxationofLloyd'sunderwriters.2nd The work has been prunedand the chapteron

summariesof all tax casesdecided during the Edition. planning, the materialon interactionof
week, all relevantstatutoryinstruments Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd., inheritance tax with other taxes as well as textsof
reproducedin full, all press releases issuedby the 1988, pp. 266. £ 29.95. double tax treatieshave been left outwith the
InlandRevenueand by the Customsand Excise Monographdescribingthe taxationof Lloyd's aim not becomingtoo big and, therefore,
regardingvalue added tax and announcementsas underwriters.The law is stated as at 1 August inaccessibleto a numberof readers.
to the publicationof CommandPapersand 1988. (B. 109.057)
explanatorybooklets,FinanceBill (B. 109.088)
Amendments,etc. (2) Simon'sTax Cases,
recordsUnited Kingdom tax cases, covering WHITEMAN,Peter G.; GAMMIE, Malcolm;

LINKLATERS& PAINES

incometax, corporationtax, capitalgains tax, HERBERT,Mark. Tolley'sestate planning. A practcalguide to

estate planning, includingthe legislationand
capital transfertax, stamp duty and value added Whitemanon capital gains tax. 4th Edition. relevant law to 1 November1988.casetax. London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 834.

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLtd.,£ 130.-.
1988,pp. 386.

Fourtheditionof monographdescribinga
(B. 109.083)BUDGETCOMMENTARY1989. comprehensiveanalysisof the capitalgains tax

London,BDOBinder, 1989, pp. 64. law as it stands in 1988with reference to case law
This U.K. Budgetcommentary1989has been and illustratedwithexamples. QUALITYOF JUSTICE.
preparedfrom the Chancellor'sBudgetspeech (B. 109.072) The Bar's response.
and from supportingdocumentationand Inland GeneralCouncilof the Bar.
Revenuepress releases. WHITEMAN,Peter G.; GOY, David; London,Butterworth& Co., 1989, pp. 275.

(B. 109.056) SANDISON,Francis;SHERRY,Michael. The GeneralCouncilof the BarofEnglandand
Whitemanon income tax. 3rd Edition. Wales publishes this book in response to the

London,Sweet & Maxwell, 1988, pp. 1434. Government'sthree Green Papersof 1989 on

MAAS, Robert W. £ 150.-. some aspectsof the systemof justicein England
Tolley'spropertytaxes. 2nd Edition. A Completelyrevisededitionof monographon and Wales.
comprehensiveguide to the taxationprovisions individualincome tax comprisingadivision in (B. 109.168)
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L'ECCELLENZANELLA GESTIONEDELLE U.S.A.
INTERNATIONAL risorse umane. Convegno internazioneale

svoltosi il 10-1 1 aprile 1987 presso la sede CIS di ATI U.S. FEDERALTAX HANDBOOK.
Valmadrera-Lecco.A cura di Fabio Corno. PrenticeHall 1989 FederalTax Handbook.

INTERNATIONALTAX SUMMARIES 1989. Padova,Cedam, 1988. Paramus,PrenticeHall InformationServices,
A guide forplanninganddecisions. Editedby CollanaPercorsi imprenditorialeCis, No. 2, 1989, pp. 804.
EdwinJ. Reavey. pp. 213. Handbookfor filingindividualand corporate
Amsterdam,Coopers&Lybrand Chapterswrittenby variousauthors on human income tax returns for 1988 tax year and in

Belastingadviseurs,P.O.Box53009, 1007 RA resources,as relevant tobusinessenterprisesand additionprovidingchartsshowingthereturn due

Amsterdam,1989, pp. 1200. economicdevelopment. datesand rates of federal taxes imposedunder
Annual editionofanoverviewof the tax systems (B. 109.064) the Intemal RevenueCode.
n 97 countrieswith emphasisonboth individual (B. 109.175)
and corporatencome taxes preparedby BERGSTEN, Fred C.; Sir Kit McMAHON;
membersassociatedwith Coopers& Lybrand PADOA-SCHIOPPA,Tommaso. TAX IDEAS - REPORT BULLETIN.

(International).The tax systems reflect the The intemationalmonetarysystem. The next EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall,Inc.
situationas of 31 July 1988 unlessotherwise twenty-fiveyears. Symposiumat Basle Supplemented:two times per month.
indicated. Universityto Commemoratetwenty-fiveyears Loose-leafpublication in three volumes

(B. 109.135) of PerJacobssonLectures,June 12,1988. comprisingtaxsavings ideascompiledby the

Washington,Per JacobssonFoundation/IMF- StaffofPrentice-Halland articlescontributedby
TAXING CONSUMPTION. Intemat,onalMonetaryFund, 1988, pp. 51. otherexpertsin the field of taxation.
Paris, Organisation for EconomicCo-operation (B. 109.039)
and Development,1988, pp. 333.170.- Ffrs. PRENTICE-HALLFEDERALTAXES

Reportpreparedby the OECD Secretariatwith EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall,Inc.

the assistanceofS. Cnossenof Erasmus Supplemented:Weekly.
University-Rotterdam,C. Sandfordof the This loose-leafpublication in elevenvolumes

UniversityofBath and R. BirdofToronto covers the FederalTax Law with editorial

UniversitymodifiedbydiscussionsofWorking explanationsamplified byexamples,supported
Part No. 2 on Tax Analysisand Tax Statisticsof bycasesand rulings, and supplementedwith full

the CommitteeonFiscal Affairs. This report text of law and regulationsand with extracts from

providesa comprehensivesurveyof OECD NORTH AMERICA CongressionalCommittee Reportsexplaining
countrypracticeson value added tax over the last newlyenactedlaws. Volume 1 is the Index
twodecadesas well as an analysisofthe policy Volume. Volumes2-11 describeand explain
and practicalchoices that governmentshave had sections 1 to 7401 of the Internal RevenueCode.
to make in taxinggoodsand services. Canada Volume 10 also includesthejudicial proceedings,
(B. 108.854) the tax court practiceand procedures;internal

COMPANY CARS AND AUTOMOBILE. revenueservice; taxpayersclassifieddefinitions;

THE INTERNATIONALTAX TREATIES 3rd Edition. informationon ncome tax treaties and proposed
Service. Toronto,Coopers& Lybrand, 145 KingStreet regulations.Volume 11 isthe current matter

Editedby Mr. Edwardes-Ker. Wet, Toronto, Ont. M5H 1V8, 1988, pp. 47. volume,which containsthecurrentinternal

Dublin, In-Depth PublishingLtd., Alton House, Federal income tax benefits/costof employee- revenuerulings, currentcases, tax cases and

HerbertStreet, Dublin2, Ireland, 1977. suppliedautomobilesor employer-supplied others; informationonnew legislation;report
Loose-leafpublication,2 volumes,updated

automobileas t stands for 1988. Provincial bulletin,which include the weeklysupplements

irregularly,latest update No. 10, February 1989. implicationsare also referred to. to keep the informationof the completeservice

PriceupdateNo. 10: USS 265. (B. 109.154) up to date. Apart from these 11 volumes, the

Publicationservice which analyzes the OECD services include the followingfour permanent
1977 ModelTax Conventionon an article by

THE CANADIANTAX HANDBOOK volumes: (a) Code Volume, Internal Revenue

articlebasis. In relation to each article, the text
1988-89. Preparedby Harold Chnara and Code as amended; (b) ExciseTaxes; c) Estate

of the article isquoted followedbythe
AndrewJames. and Gift Taxes (two binders); (d) American

Commentary,and then by Editorialcomments. Toronto,CarswellCo. Ltd., 1989, pp. 580 FederalTax Reports(secondseries).
Then each court decisionor rulingn any State C$ 29.95.

relatingtothat particulararticleis analyzed.The Sourcebook on currentspeciftc laws and U.S. TAXATIONOF INTERNATIONAL

latest updateanalyzes251 new decisionsand regulations,federal tax calendarand provincial operations.

rulings Thisservicenow covers 1716decisions tax calendars. The tablesoffederaltaxrates and EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall, Inc.

and rulings. provincial tax administrationaddressesare Supplemented:twice a month.
included. In addition,an overviewof the foreign Loose-leafpublicationcomprisingarticlesby
tax rules for Canada'smajortradingpartners, experts in the field of taxationof international

1988 CATA ESSAY CONTEST REPORT. preparedby the local officesof Price Waterhouse operationsfor all firms, individualsand theirtax
Publicationof the essays of the winnerand the inthosecountriesare appended. advisersengaged in foreignoperations,as well as

runnerupandsummariesofthe (B. 109.142) those consideringexpansionnto international
recommendationsof the contestantswhose transactions.

essayswerecommended. CAR EXPENSESAND BENEFITS.

London,CATA-TheCommonwealth Montreal,Price Waterhouse, 1100 Ren TAX TREATIES.
AssociationofTax Administrators,c/o LvesqueBlvd. Wet, Montreal H3B 2G4,1989, EnglewoodCliffs, Prentice-Hall,Inc.

CommonwealthSecr., MarlboroughHouse, Pall pp. 88. Supplemented:monthly.
Mall, LondonSWlY 5HX, 1989, pp 70. Bookletdesigned to providebasic facts about car Loose-leafpublication in three volumes

The winningessayby E.N. Osemene (Nigeria) is benefitsandexpenses forpurposeof the reproducingthe full official text of everytreaty,
entitled: Improvingtaxcompliancethrough individual income tax. The same is also available supplementarytreaty,orprotocolrelating to

bettertaxpayereducation-Nigeria in focus. in French. income taxes and estate and gift taxes. Official

(B. 109.139) (B. 109.155) documentsare appended.
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THE ASIAN-PACIFICTAX AND
INVESTMENTRESEARCH CENTRE

(APTIRC)
in associationwith

THE INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF
FISCAL DOCUMENTATION(IBFD)

announce the

6TH ASIAN-PACIFIC
TAX CONFERENCE

to,be held at the Hilton InternationalHotel, Singapore
27 and 28 November 1989

on

Europe 1992 - How will it affect
investmentand taxation in the

Asian-Pacificregion
'

The changes in Europewill affect the patternsof investmentand technologytransfer
between Europeanand Asian countries- in both directions.

The conferencewill discuss the changes in Europe-Asianinvestmentand the likely
impact of 1992 on investmentand technology transfer into and out of Asia by other
countries such as Australia, Japan and the U.S.A.

Loose-LeafServices
Netherlands

BELASTINGWETGEVING
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Contents
of the October1989issue BruceZagaris:

BARBADOS:DEVELOPMENTSIN THEOFFSHORE
FINANCIALSECTOR .............................463

ThomasH. Gibson: The budgetarystatementof April 1989 indicatesthat Barbadoshas

UNITEDSTATES:LIMITATIONSON THE FOREIGN experiencedsignificantgrowth insevingasacentrefor intemational
businessservicesandtheGovemmentintendstoimplementvariousTAXCREDIT ....................................423

The sweeping changes wrought by the 1986 Tax Reform Act in- steps to fosterthisenvironment.

cludedamendmentsto the foreigntaxcreditmechanism.Thisarticle
offersadetailedexaminationofthesechanges. PedroMassone:

MEXICO:NETWORTHTAX ........................ 465
Mexico recently introduceda net worth tax which will be payable

CONFERENCEDIARY ............................445 annuallyby enterprisesas from the taxableyear 1989. The tax is to
be paid with the income tax and is creditableagainst the liability to
incometax. This article sets outsomeof the featuresofthe newnet

AndrewS. Downes: worthtax.

BUDGETARYTHEORYAND POLICYIN A SMALL D.J. Hasseldine:
DEVELOPINGCOUNTRY:THECASEOF

NEWZEALAND:1989BUDGET:BARBADOS1960-1988 ...........................446
CALMAMIDSTANUPHEAVAL 467This articleanalyzesthe macro-economicaspectsofbudgetarypol-

'
.....................

cy in Barbados during the period 1960-1988. The structureof the NewZealand's1989Budget,announcedon27July, isnotablefor its

analysis is as follows:an outlineof the natureof Govemmentbudget- minimalchanges to the NewZealandIncome TaxAct 1976. Thisarti-

ing is presented,the budgetingframeworkwithinwhichGovernment clehighlightsthechangesthatwereannounced.
financialmanagementisundertakenis examined, the natureofbud-

getary policy in Barbados is discussedand finally an evaluationof IFA News:
Govemmentbudgetary theory and policy in the contextof a small SOMEHIGHLIGHTSFROMTHESECRETARY
developingeconomyisundertaken. GENERAL'S1988/89ANNUALREPORTPRESENTED

ATTHERIODEJANEIROCONGRESS1989 ........... 470
Mr. J. Frans Spierdijk'sannual report is bnefly summarized.Topics

DeLisleWorrell: include the 42nd IFA Congress held in Amsterdam in September
1988, activitiesofthe ExecutiveCommittee,thePermanentScientic

THETAXSYSTEMOF BARBADOS .................. 457 CommitteeandtheBlueprintCommittee,theMitchellB. Carrollprize
The4 mainsourcesoftaxrevenueinBarbadosaretaxesondomestic andthe RegionalIFACongresstobeheldin Hong Kong in November
goods and services, imports, income and national insurance con- 1989.
tributions. Thereare regimesforexemptionsfor investment,newen-

terprises,exportsandofshorebusiness.Mr.Worrelldiscussesthese BIBLIOGRAPHY .................................475
featuresas well as Barbados'tax treaty networkand the economic - Books 475.....................................

effectsof the taxsystem. - Loose-leafservices 479. . . . . . . . . . . .

SOMMAIRE INHALTSVERZEICHNIS

ThomasH. Gibson: Thomas H. Gibson:

Etats-Unis:Limitesau crdit fscal tranger .................. 423 U.S.A.: Die BegrenzungderAnrechnungvon auslndischen
Les amendementsapports au mcanismedu crdit fiscal tranger Steuem ................ ... 423
font partie des modifications importantes contenues dans la loi sur Die grundstzlichenAnderungen die vom Steuerreformgesetz1986
la rforme fiscale de 1986. Cet article analyse de faon dtailleces (Tax ReformAct 1986) eingefhrtwurden, betreffenu.a Anderungen
modifications. zu den Regelungenfr die AnrechnungauslndischerSteuern. Die-

ser Artikel gibt eine detaillierte Analyse dieser nderungen.
Camet des Congrs .................................... 445 Veranstaltungskalender 445............

AndrewS. Downes: AndrewS. Downes:
Thorieet politiquebudgtairedans un petit Die Theorieund Politikdes Haushaltsin einem
paysen voie de dveloppement:La Barbade 1960-1988 ...... 446 kleinen Entwicklungsland:Der Fall Barbados1960-1988 446........

Cet article analyse les aspects macro-conomiquesde la politique DieserArtikel analysiertdie makro-konomischenAspekteder Haus-
budgtaire la Barbade pendant la priode 1960-1988. L'article se haltspolitik in Barbadoswhrend der Periode 1960-1988. Die Analy-
dcompose en une prsentation de la nature du budget gouverne- se ist wie folgt strukturiert: die Prsentierungeiner Kurzfassung des
mental, un examen du cadre budgtaireportant sur la gestion finan- Wesens des Regierungshaushaltes, die Untersuchung des
cire du gouvernement,un commentairesur la naturede la politique Rahmens, in dem das finanzielle Regierungsmanagementstattfin-
budgtaire la Barbadeet, en terminant, une valuationde la thorie det, die Besprechungdes Wesens der Hausaltspolitikin Barbados
et de la politique budgtaire gouvernementale dans le contexte und schliesslichdie Evaluationder Theorie und Politik des Haushalts
d'une conomied'un petit pays en voie de dveloppement. im Rahmen eines kleinen Entwicklungslandes.
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DeUsleWorrell: DeUsleWorrell:
'

Le systme fiscal la Barbade ......

..l Earbade
457 Das Steuersystemn Barbados ...............

s.i.n.cl.
4'
.... 457

Les quatre sources principalesde revenus fiscaux sont Die 4 wichtigsten Einnahmequellenvon Barbados die Steuem
les suivantes: les impts sur les biens et services nationaux, sur le auf inlndischeWaren und Dienstleistungen,die Steuern auf impor-
revenu et les cotisations d'assurances nationales. Des rgimes tierte Waren, die Steuern auf Einkommenund die Sozialversicherun-
d'exemptions sont prvus en cas d'investissements,en faveur des gen. Es gibt beondere Regelungen fr die Steuerbefreiung von

nouvelles entreprises, pour les affaires d'exportation et celles effec- Investitionen, neuen Unternehmen, Exportwarenund Off-shore Ge-
tues en mer. M. Worrell commente ces ditfrents points ainsi que sellschaften. Herr Worrell beschreibtdese Merkmale des Steuersy-
l'ensemble des conventions fiscales signes par la Barbade et les stems in Barbados ebenso wie das Netz von Doppelbesteue-
effets conomiquesdu systme fiscal. rungsabkommenund den Einfluss der Steuern auf das Wirtschafts-

system von Barbados. -.

BruceZagaris: BruceZagaris:
Barbade:Dveloppementsdans le secteur financieroffshore .... 463 Barbados: Entwicklungenm offshorefinanziellenSektor 463
Le rapportbudgtaired'avril 1989 montreune importantecroissance Die Erluterungen Haushalt, die im April 1989 verffentlicht

.......

zum
la Barbadedepuis qu'elle est un ple d'attractionpour les services wurden, zeigen, dass Barbados als Zentrum internationaler ge-

commerciaux internationaux et le gouvernement a l'intention de schftlicherDienstverleihungeine bedeutendeZunahmeerlebt hat.
prendre des mesures pour encouragercette volution. Die Regierung hat sich zum Ziel gesetzt, Massregelnzur Frderung

dieser Entwicklung zu nehmen.

Pedro Massone: Pedro Massone: ,

Mexique: Imptsur la fortune .............

d..a.n.ruelle-
- . 465 Mexiko: Die Vermgensteuer ......................., 465.....

Le Mexique vient d'introduire un impt sur la fortune, Mexiko hat krzlicheine jhrlicheVermgensteuervon Unternehmen
ment par les entreprises partir de l'anne fiscale 1989. L'imptdoit eingefhrt, welche ab dem Steuerjahr 1989 verschuldet ist. Die Ver-
tre pay en mme temps que celui sur le revenu et vient en dduc- mgensteuer muss mit den Steuern vom Einkommen zusammen
tion de l'impt sur le revenu. Cet article fait ressortirquelques points bezahltwerden, darf jedochvon diesen Steuern abgezogenwerden.
importants de ce nouvel impt. Dieser Artikel beschreibt die wichtigsten Merkmale der neuen Ver-

mgensteuer.

D.J. Hasseldine: D.J. Hasseldine:

NouvelleZlande:Budget1989: Le calmeau milieu de latempte . 467 Neuseeland: Haushaltsplan1989: Ruhe inmitteneiner
Le Budget 1989 de la Nouvelle Zlande, annonc le 27 juillet, est Aufwlbung ...........................................467
remarquable par ses modifications minimes quant la loi de 1976 Der am 27. Juli angekndigte neuseelndische Haushalt ist be-
sur l'impt sur le revenu. Cet article met en relief les modifications merkenswertfr seine minimalenAnderungengegenberdem Neu-
qui avaientt annonces. seeland IncomeTax Act 1976. DieserArtikel beleuchtetdieangekn-

digten nderungen.d

Nouvellesde l'IFA: IFA Nachrichten:

Quelquespoints importantsdu rapportannuel 1988/89 Schwerpunkteaus dem Jahresbericht1988/89des
du secrtairegnralprsentau congrsde Generalsekretrs,vorgelegtbeim Rio Kongress1989 .......... 470
Rio de Janeiro 1989 ...........

.M...J...F.r.a.n.s.S.p.i.e.rd.i.jk...S.o.n.t.
470 Der Jahresberichtdes Herrn J. Frans Spierdijk ist hier kurz zusam-

Rsum rapide du rapport annuel de mengefasstworden. Zu den Themengehrenu.a. der 42. Kongress,
noter parmi les sujets traits: le 42me Congrs de l'IFA qui s'est abgehalten in Amsterdam im September 1988, Aktivitten des Vor-
tenu Amsterdamen septembre 1988, les activitsdu ComitDirec- standes, des StndigenWissenschaftlichenKomiteesund des Blau-
teur, du Comit ScientifiquePermanent et du Comit des Bleus, le jause Komitees, der Mitchell B. Carroll Preis und der Regionale IFA
prix Mitchell B. Carroll et le Congrs Rgionalde l'IFA qui se tiendra ,ongress, abzuhalten in Hong Kong im November 1989.

Hong Kong en novembre 1989.

Bibliographie ..........................................475 Bibliographie ..........................................475
Livres . 475 Bcher . 475- -

Priodiques sur feuilles mobiles ....... 479 Loseblattausgaben .......................... 479-
-
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U\IlTED S-ATES:

Limitationson the Foreign
L, P *

Tax Credit
3 '*' '

Thomas H. Gibson

Thomas Gibson is Partner, International Tax Services Special Practice Unit,
Price Waterhouse, Palo Alto, California. Outline prepared with the Assistance .-:..
of Kevin E. Dillon, Senior Manager, International Tax Services Special Practice
Unit, Price Waterhouse, Palo Alto, California.

gains and losse. 26 August i987
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III. FOREIGN SOURCE TAXABLE INCOME 1. General rule C. Overall foreign loss recapture rule
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B. Foreign source taxable income and C. Exceptions D. Transition rules

capital gains 1. De minimis exception E. Sec. 38(c)(3) limitation
(Sec. 904(d)(3)(E))V. SEPARATE LIMITATION RULES: 2. Not availed of exception XII. PLANNING AND COMPLIANCE

SEC. 904(d) A. Record keeping
A. Separate limitation rules before TRA 86 Vil. ALLOCATIONOF FOREIGN TAXES TO B. PlanningSEPARATE BASKET INCOME:1. Non-business, non-related party PROP. SEC. 1.904-8 XIII. 1988 ACT CHANGES TO FOREIGN TAX

interest
2. DISC dividends A. General rules CREDIT PROVISIONS

3. Taxable income attributable to 1. Taxes related to income A. Amendment to Sec. 901(j)
foreign trade income of an FSC 2. Taxes related to several categories B. Amendment to Sec. 904(b)(2)

4. FSC dividends of income and (3)(D)(E)
5. Foreignoil and gas extractionincome 3. Apportionmentof taxes for high tax C. Addition of Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(iv)
6. Allocation rules for foreign taxes kick-out D. Amendment to Sec. 904(d)(2)(B)(iii)

B. Separate limitation rules after TRA 86 4. Dividends from Sec. 902 non- E. Amendment to Sec. 904(d)(2)(C)
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2. High withholding tax interest B. Application to Secs. 902 and Sec. 960 G. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(3)(E)
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I. GENERALBACKGROUND dit mechanism aims at preventing the double taxation
of foreign source incomewhich is to be taxed up to the

The foreign tax credit (FIC) limitationwas introduced higher rate of the respective foreign country or the
in the Revenue Act of 1921 to avoid foreign tax credits United States. The Tax Reform Act 1986 (TRA 86)
generated by foreign tax on foreign source income significantlyimpairedcross creditingby expandingthe
being utilized against U.S. tax on U.S. source income. number of separate limitation baskets, amending the
The limitation was originally imposed as an overall sourcing rules and tightening the Regulation (Reg.)
limitation (foreign taxes paid to different foreign juris- Sec. 1.816-8 expense allocation and apportionment
dictions lumped together),was changed to a per coun- rules. The revenue estimate and regulatory priority
try limitation to prevent the averagingof hign and Iow given to foreign tax credit limitationissues indicate the
foreign tax rates (cross crediting) and reverted to the mportance to multinationalsof foreign tax credit limi-
present overall limitation in 1976. The foreign tax cre- tation planning to minimize global taxes after.1986.
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II. FOREIGN TAX CREDIT LIMITATION foreign source gross income and by reducing the ex-

FORMULA penses allocated and apportioned to that foreign
source gross income.

Sec. 904(a) contains the limitation calculation for-
mula. The formulaeffectivelyapplies the U.S. tax rate A. Foreign source gross income
to foreign source taxable income for a taxable year as

The sourcing rules contained in Internal Revenue
follows:

are

Code (IRC) Secs. 861-863 together with Sec. 865 and
Taxable income from accompanying Regulations. TRA 86 brought about
sourceswithouttheU.S. x U.S. tax before credjts significantchanges in the sourcingrulesby introducing
Total taxable income the residence of seller critera for the sale of certain

non-inventory property. The title passage criterion
was retained for inventoryproperty. The 50-50 appor-

[II. FOREIGN SOURCE TAXABLE INCOME tionment formula in Reg. Sec. 1.863-3 was retained
and has been clarified by Announcements89-10 and

Foreign source taxable income may be increased 89-11. The source rules before and after TRA 86 are

(TRA86 is likely to produceexcessFTC) by increasing as follows:

Nature Source rule Nature Source rule

of income Pre TRA86 PostTRA86 of income Pre TRA86 PostTRA86

Sale of Title passage Title passage Sale of other Title passage Residenceof seller

purchased personal
inventory property
property (tangible,

non-inventory)
Saleof Title passage Title passage including

manufactured Sec. 863(b) Sec. 863(b) passive
inventory allocation allocation investment

property 50% to sales 50% to sales property
50% to manufacture 50% to manufacture

Interest
Non contingent Title passage Residenceof seller Generally Residenceof payor Residenceof payor

saleof (foreignoffice

intangible participation U.S. 80/20 Foreignsource if If meets80% active

property exception) company lessthan20%GI foreignbusiness
U.S. sourceover requirementwholly

Royaltiesfrom, Placeof use Placeof use 3-yearperiod foreignto unrelated

contingent U.S. and foreign
sales of recipients.Pro rata

intangible foreign to related

property U.S. and foreign
recipients(look

Sale of personal through rule for 10%

property U.S. shareholdersif

(tangible, morethan50% U.S.

non-inventory controlled)
used in trade

orbusiness): Dividends
Generally Residenceof payor Residenceof payor

Recapture Title pssage Wheredeductions
ncome offset income U.S. 80/20 Foreignsource if U.S. source

(foreignoffice company llessthan20%GI
participation U.S. sourceover

exception) 3-yearperiod

Gain Title passage Title passage
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B. Allocationand apportionmentof expenses IV. SEC. 904(a) FORMULA AND OVERALL
LIMITATION

Reg. Sec. 1.861-8 details the methodology to apply in
specificallyallocatingcertain expenses and apportion- A. Generalapplication
ing remaining expenses among the defined statutory
groupings of gross income and a residual grouping of The overalllimitationcoristitutesthe residualbasket
gross income. Expenseswhich are subjectedto specific (Sec. 904(d)(1)(I)) for all items of income other than
rules of allocation and apportionmentto the statutory those to which the Sec. 904(a) limitationcalculation is
and residualgroupingsofgross income include, among separately applied. The foreign tax credit in respectof
others, interest and researchand development(R&D) non-separatey limited foreign source income cannot

expenses. TRA 86 has effected the following major effectively exceed the product of the foreign source

changes: taxable income in this category and the effective pre-
credit U.S. tax rate. Excess credit or limitation will1. All expenses are to be allocated and apportioned result when the average foreign rate of tax on income

on the basis of the U.S. affiliatedgroup (includingSec. in this category does not equal the U.S. pre-credit936 corporations) under the provisions of Sec. effective rate (determinedafter the allocation and ap-864(e)(1)and (5). portionmentof parent-levelexpenses).
2. Interest is to be allocated on a consolidatedgroup Foreign source income is determinedwith reference tobasis by utilizing a modified asset method. The op- U.S. tax principles. U.S. tax exempt income istional gross income method is eliminated.2 excluded from both numerator(foreign source taxable
3. The moratoriumon the allocation of research and income) and denominator(total taxable income) even

development (R&D) expense to U.S. income was ex- though subject to a foreign tax. Expensesare allocated
tended for a year. For taxable years beginning on or to the foreignsource gross income in the overallbasket
after 1 August 1986 and on or before 1 August 1987, under Reg. Sec. 1.861-8. Foreign taxes not specifically
R&D may be allocated on a separate company basis allocable to foreign source income separate limitation
with an automatic 50% allocation to U.S. source in- baskets (statutory groupings) under Reg. Sec. 1.861-
come, the balance being allocated under either a sales 8(e)(6) may be allocated under certain other pre-
or gross income method. Allocation to foreign source scribed formulae (Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(d)(2)(ii)with re-

income under the gross incomemethodneed not equal spect to non business interest and Reg. Sec. 1.904-
at least 50% ofsuch allocationunder the sales method. 5(b)(2)(ii) with respect to DISC dividends).
This transitional provision represented significant tax
benefit to appropriatelystructured companies. B. Foreign source taxable ncome and capital
4. See Sec. XIII for 1988 Act provisions. gains

Prior to the elimination of the capital gain rate differ-
C. Sec. 904(g) resourcing rules ential, adjustments were necessary with respect to

foreign source capital gains of corporations:The following items of income derived from U.S.
owned foreign corporations may be wholly or partly 1. The capital gain included in the numerator was

sourced as U.S. source income: limited to foreign source capital gain net income,
that is, the lesser of capital gain net income (total1. Subpart F income (Sec. 951(a)) and foreign per- capital gains in excess of total capital losses). This

sonal holdingcompanyncome (Sec. 551) or inclusons netting adjustment3 prevented foreign source capitalfrom passive foreign investment ompanies that have gains being included in the numerator though not
made QEF elections (Sec. 1293) might be resourced taxed in the United States being offset by U.S. capitalto the United States to the extent attributable to U.S. losses. The denominator is similarly adjusted in that
source income of U.S. owned foreign corporation; capital gains are includedonly to the extentofcapital
2. Interest might be resourced to the United States gain net income.4
to the extent properly allocable to income of the U.S. 2. The numeratorwas reduced by the rate differen-
owned foreign corporation from U.S. sources; tial portion of foreign source net capital gain while
3. Dividendsmight be resourcedUnited States to the the denominatorwas reduced by the rate differential
extent of the U.S. source ratio (ratio of U.S. source Portion of net capital gain.5 The rate differential

earnings& profits (E&P) to total E&P)of U.S. owned Portion constituted the following fraction:

foreign corporation;
4. Dividends from Sec. 936 corporations, Sec. 1248
dividendsand Sec. 1246 gains treatedas in3above. 1 Senate Comm. Rep. at 605 indicated that this was not intended to

apply to Sec. 936(h). Proposed Regulation 1.861-9(b)(2) confirms that
A 10% de minimis rule applies with respect to interest group basis interest allocation does not apply for computingCrI under the

and dividendswhich are not resourced if less than 10% profit split method.

of current year E&P is attributable to U.S. sources.
2. Sec. 864(e). See also PrposedRegulations1.861-8 through 1.861-10.
3. Sec. 904(b)(3)(A)U.S. owned foreign corporationsare owned 50% or 4. Sec. 904(b)(3)(A)(ii).

more in voting power or value by U.S. persons. 5. Sec. 904(b)(2)(A)(ii).
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Sec. 11 (b) highest rate of tax - Sec. 1201(a) alternative rate V. SEPARATELIMITATIONRULES: SEC. 904(d)
Sec. 11(b) highest rate

The rate differential adjustment aimed at preventing
Sec. 904(d) requres certain items of income to be

foreign source long-term capital gains taxed at the grouped separately into individualbasketscompris-
lower U.S. rate nonetheless being included in the ng separate statutorygroupingsand a residual group-
numerator of the limitation calculation and, con- ing (the overall basket referred to in IV.A. above).
versely, U.S. source long-term capital gains being in-

The limitation fraction rules relating to the computa-
cluded in the denominator. The rate differential por-

tion of taxable income and the carryover and car-

tion before TRA 86 was i8/46 (_4_6_-28). ryback of foreign tax credits apply separately to each
basket. The objective of the separate limitation rules

,o is, in general, to prevent, for example, low taxed
l'RA 86 reduced the Sec. 11(b) rate to 35% for tax

years beginning on or after 1 July 1987 and increased foreign source taxable income from being sheltered

the Sec. 1201(a) rate to 34% for tax years beginning from U.S. taxation by the cross crediting of foreign
after 31 December 1986. A Sec. 1201(a) transitional taxes from high taxed foreign source taxable income.

rule, however, applied to tax years beginningbefore 1 TRA 86 has severely restrictedongoingcross crediting
January 1987 and ending after tht date and provided opportunities.
that corporationswith net capitalgains derived in such
a year where the Sec. 11(b) and Sec. 1201(a) blended A. Separate limitation rules before TRA 86

rate of tax exceeded 34% could utilize 34% as the
alternative tax rate on the capital gains.

Pre-TRA 86 separate limitation baskets under Sec.

904(d) comprised the following:
3. Foreign source net capital loss, to the extent taken
into account in determining capital gain net income 1. Non-business,non-related party interest

(total capital gains in excess of total capital losses) to Interest, imputed interest and amounts treated as in-
be included in foreign source taxable income was re- terest under Sec. 904(d)(3)were, in general, subjected
duced by the following amount: to a separate limitation calculation to prevent excess

Rate differential portion x (U.S. sorce net capital gain - Net capital gains) credits from being absorbed by low taxed foreign
The numerator of the limitation fraction is thereby

source interest income. The following exceptions ap-
plied:increased. (a) Interest on transactions related to the.active con-

The purpose of this adjustment was to prevent the duct of trade or business in the source foreign
taxpayer's limitation calculation being detrimentally country;
affected by foreign source ordinary income being (b) Foreign source interest income from a banking,
wholly or partly offset by foreign source net*capital financing or similar business (servicesprovided to

losses. Existing case law requires high taxed foreign the public);
source ordinary income to be offset by foreign source (c) Interest received from a corporation 10% or more

capital losses in the numerator of the limitation frac- of the voting stock of which is owned directly or

tion (to the xtent the foreignsourcecapitallossoffsets indirectly by the taxpayer or by an includible cor-

U.S. source capital gain in the denominator) but not poration in the affiliated group with which the

in the denominator. The adjustment6 only applies to taxpayer files a consolidated return. However, in-

foreign source net capital losses that reduce U.S. terest paid or accrued by a foreign corporation
source net capital gains (long term) in the de- 50% or more of the votingpoweror value ofwhich

nominator. iS owned by U.S. persons (a designated payor
corporation), for example, may be treated as

4. Prior to TRA 86, IRC Sec. 904(b)(3)(C)resourced separate limitation interest up to the net separate
the gain from the sale of certain personal property to limitationinterestof the designatedpayorcorpora-
the United States unless the gain was subjected to tion. Interest received or accrued by the desig-
foreign taxes at a rate of 10% or more. The resourced nated payor corporation from another memberof
gain was treated as U.S. source income for purposes the same affiliated group (foreign corporation in-
of Sec. 904(b) only. The purposeof the resourcingrule cluded for these purposes) is not treated as sepa-
was to prevnt taxpayers from increasing the rate limitation interest except by look through to
numerator of their limitation fraction by utilizing the the othermember,8 A 10% de minimisrule applied
title passage rule applicable to the sale of personal to the separate limitation interest included in the
property to their benefit. TRA 86 changed the sourc- earningsand profitsof the designatedpayorcorpo-
ing rules for the sale of personal property for all pur- ration.
poses (in general, sourced to the residenceof the seller (d) Interest received on obligations arising out of the
for tangible, non-inventory, non-trade or business disposition of an actively conducted foreign trade
property) and accordingly deleted the above resourc- or business or out of the disposition of stock or

ing rule for Sec. 904(b) purposes. obligations of a corporation 10% or more of the

5. Both the numerator and the denominator of the votingstockofwhichwasownedbythetaxpayer.
foreign tax credit limitationfraction applicable to Sec.
936 corporations exclude taxable income taken into

6. Sec. 904(b)(2)(B)(iii).
7. Sec. 904(b)(4).

account for purposes of Sec. 936 possession credit.7 8. Sec. 904(d)(3)(J).
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Dividends paid or accrued by a designated payor cor- specificallyallocated to the taxpayer'sseparate limita-
poration were, in certain circumstances, treated as tion income.
separate limitation interest income under the desig-
nated payor rules and exceptions. B. Separate limtation rules after TRA 86

2. Domestic International Sales Corporations (DISC) TRA 86 creatednew separatebasketsfor the followingdividends categories of income (other categories of income fajl
Dividends from an interest charge DISC or from a within the residual or overall basket):
former DISC, to the extent treated as foreign source

income, were subjected to a separatelyapplied foreign 1. Passive income (an expansionor prior law separate
tax credit limitationfraction. Anydeemed foreignpaid basket for interestnow includes foreign personalhold-
tax credit associated with the DISC dividends was ng company (FPHC) type income under Sec. 954(c)
accordingly separately limited. The low taxed or un- together with inclusions in gross income under Secs.
taxed foreign source taxable income from DISC divi- 551 and 1293);12
dends could accordingly not be utilized to absorb ex- 2. High withholding tax interest (5% or higher with-
cess creditsfrom other foreignsource taxableincome. holding tax rate imposed by a foreign country or pos-

session);13
3. Financial services income (if derived in the active3. Taxable income attributable to foreign trade income conductof a banking, financingor similarbusinessand

of a Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC) certain income of insurance companies);14
In order to prevent FSCs with high taxed foreign 4. Shipping income (foreign base company shipping
source non-foreign trade income from being able to income as defined in Sec. 954(f));15
utilize untaxed (or low taxed) foreign source exempt 5. Dividendsfrom each non-controlledSec. 902 cor-

foreign trade income to increase the numerator in an Poration.16
overall foreign tax credit limitation fraction, the tax- and retains the following separate baskets:
able income attributable to foreign trade income of an 6. Taxable income attributable to foreign trade in-
FSC was subjectedto a separate limitationcalculation. come of FSCs;
The exempt foreign trade income portion will be 7. Interest charge DISC (or former DISC) dividends
foreign source ncome9 while the non-exemptportion to the extent treated as foreign source income;
is likely to be U.S. source income,10 8. Distributions from FSC (or former FSCs) out of

earnings and profits attributable to foreign trade in-
4. FSC dividends come;

9. Foreign oil and gas extraction income limitationDividend distributions from an FSC or former FSC amount.
out ofearningsand profits attributableto foreign trade
income are required to be subjected to a separate The new baskets are subject to the following defini-
limitation calculation by the recipient shareholder. tions, exceptions and special rules (numbered as

FSC dividendswill generallyconstitute foreign source above) applicable to foreign source income earned
taxable income subjected to little or no foreign tax. directly by a U.S. taxpayer:
Inclusion in the recipient shareholders overall limita-
tion basket would permit the utilization of otherwise 1. Passive incorne basket
excess foreign tax credits generated by other high Passive income comprises (1) income received or ac-taxed foreign source taxable income. In effect, the crued which would be Subpart F Sec. 954(c) foreignonly deemed paid foreign tax credit available to the personal holding company income (FPHCo income),recipient shareholderwith respect to the foreign trade (2) amounts included in gross income as undistributedincome of the FSC is the withholding tax imposed on foreign personal holding company income under Sec.the distribution of non-exempt foreign trade income 551, and (3) income currently taxed in the hands of
not determined by application of administrativepric- U.S. persons under Sec. 1293 as inclusions in grossing rules.11 income from Passive Foreign Investment Companies

(PFICs) that have made a Qualified Electing Fund5. Foreign oil and gas extraction income (QEF) election.
Sec. 907 provides a separate limitationamount for the
creditingof foreign taxes on foreignoil and gas extrac-
tion income. Taxes in excess of the limitation amount 9. Sec. 921(a)

10. Sec. 912(d).are reduced to the highest rate of U.S. corporate tax 11. Secs. 901(h), 923(a.)(2) and 927(d)(4).applied to the amount of foreign oil and gas extraction 12. Sec. 904(d)(1)(A); Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(b)
income for purposes of the overall foreign tax credit 13. Sec. 904(d)(1)(b); Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(d)
limitation calculation. 14. Sec. 904(d)(1)(C); Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(e) reserved pendingTechnical

Corrections.
15. Sec. 904(d)(1)(D); Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(f).6. Allocation rules for foreign taxes 16. Sec. 904(d)(l)(E); Reg. Sec. 1.90.4-4(g)

Regs. 1.904-4(d)(2)(ii)-5(b)(2)(ii)prescribe formulas
17. This basket has further been expnded to include distributionsout of

to
for allocating foreign taxes that cannot otherwise be

earnings and profits attributable qualified interest and carryingcharges
(as defined in Sec. 245(c))
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a. Definition of FPHCo income (b) Afiliatedgroup basis

FPHCoincome,definedin new Sec. 954(c) consistsof: The Conference Committee Report (page 566) had
indicated that forthcoming Regulations would likely

(1) Dividends, interest, rents, royalties and annuities, include a more objective test and might in certain

subject to certain exceptions. circumstances be applied on a consolidated group

(2) Net gains from sale of property giving rise to pas-
basis.

sve income of the type referred to in a above (or Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(b)(2)(ii) thus provides that the ac-

non-incomepropertysuch as land held for investment tive trade or business requirementmay be satisfied by
or precious metals). Stock in trade, inventoriable either the recipient U.S. corporation or by a CFC or

property and property held by a dealer for sale to other corporation to which the look through rules
customers (Sec. 1221(1)) in the ordinary course of apply that is a member of the affiliated group under
business is excluded from the category. Sec. 1504(a) without regard to Sec. 1504(b)(3) that

Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(b)(1)(A) makes it clear that any
includes the recipient.

amount of gain on the sale or exchange of stock in (c) Royaltiesearned by CFC
excess of the amount treated as a dividend under Sec. Rents and royalties earned by a CFC are, under the
1248 is to be treated as passive income. final Regulations, treatedin the same manner as those

(3) Net gains from commoditytransactions,otherthan
received by a domestic corporation.21The CFC need

net gains from:
not perform activities that are an essential economic

(a) reasonably necessary and customary bona fide element with respect to royalties received (as origi-

hedging transactions of producers or sellers of nally proposed). A CFC receiving rents or royalties
commodities; may satisfy the test with reference to the activities of

(b) active business gains by sellers of commodities,
its affiliates.

substantially all of whose business is as an active (d) Relatedperson
producer or seller of commodities; The definition of a related person was changed by

(c) Sec. 988 foreigncurrency transactionsin non-func- TRA 86 from a threshold test of more than 50% of
tional currencies (treated separately in 4 below). total voting power to 50% or more of total voting

(4) Net gains from certain (Sec. 988 transactions in- power or of value. The definition of a related person

cluding futures and forward contracts) non-functional was extended to include controlled partnerships and

foreign currency transactions, unless directly related other entities.22The Technicaland MiscellaneousRev-

to the businessneeds of the taxpayer. Sec. 988 transac-
enue Act of 1988 has confirmed the related person

tion net gains are essentially net gains realized by
definition to the general CFC rule (more than

'

exchange rate changes from booking to payment date 50%).23

on debt instruments, expenses or receipts and certain For purposesof the active rents or royaltiesexception,
forwards, futures or opton contracts that are denomi- this definition of related person is to be applied with-
nated n terms of a non-functionalcurrency. (A func- out regard to whether the relationship is between a

tional currency is the U.S. dollar or the currency in CFC and another person or between 2 non-CFCs.
which a qualified business unit's significant activities
are conducted and recorded.18) (2) Certain export financing interest

The final Regulations (issued 15 July 1988) contain an Export financinginterest that is derived in the conduct

example clarifying that the business needs exception of a banking business is excluded from FPHCo in-
extends to foreign currency gains made directly by a come.24
taxpayer (other than through a controlled foreigncor-

poration (CFC)). (3) Same country exceptionfor CFCs

(5) Income equivalent to interest (including com- Dividends and interest received by a CFC from a re-

mitment fees for loans made). lated person organized and operating in the same

country in whichthe CFC is organized,are not FPHCo
b. Exceptions,toFPHCo income income provided that the paying company has a sub-

(1) Active rents and royalties stantial part of its assets used in a trade or business in
such country. It is thus possible to have a holding

Rents and royalties derived in the active conduct of a company and an operating company in the same

trade or business from unrelated persons continue to foreign country and not generate FPHCo income on

fall outside the definition of FPHC income.19 intercompanydividends and interest.25

(a) Facts and circumstancestest
The determination of active vs. passive rents and 18. Sec. 985(b)(1).
royalties is primarily based on the facts and cir- 19. Sec. 954(c)(2)(A).
cumstances test of Reg. Sec. 1.954-2(d)(1)in relation 20. Sec. 904(d)(2)(H);Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(b)(2)(i).
to excluding rents and royalties as Subpart F income. 21. Reg. Sec. 1.954(2)(d)(1)
In applying this test, the term taxpayer is to be 22. Sec. 954(d)(3).

23. Id.
substituted for CFC if the recipient of the rents or 24. Sec. 954(c)(2)(b).
royalties is not a CFC.20 25. Sec. 954(c)(4).
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A banking or finance company may receive interest will be treated as passive income. The final Regula-
from a related banking or finance company that is tions have reservedon interest of this kind receivedby
FPHCo income provided the businessesof both com- a financial services entity.28
panies are predominantlywith unrelated persons. An exception applies for a foreign person that is not a

Rents and royalties received from an affiliated com- financial services entity and receives or accrues in-

pany for the use of property in the same country as terest or other income from a trade or service receiv-
that in which the CFC is organized are also excluded able acquiredfrom a relatedperson in the same foreign
from the FPHCo income category. country as the recipient. The interest will be consi-

dered export financing interest in the overall basket
c. Exceptions to passive income while the other income will also be consideredoverall

(1) Other Sec. 904(d)(1)separate limitation income limitation income.29

Passive income basket specifically excludes income New Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(iv) was added by TAMRA

subject to other separate limitation categories. Ac- 1988 which clarifies that in determining whether in-

cordingly, passive income is of a kind which to a U.S. come would be foreign personal holding company in-

shareholderof a CFC would be included in income as come, the related person factoring rules under Sec.

Subpart F FPHC income. However, not all Subpart F 864(d)(6) will only apply in the case of an actual CFC.

FPHC income is included in the passive income bas- Thus, income earned directly by a U.S. person may be

ket, e.g. dividends received from 10% to 50% U.S. eligible for the export financingexceptionsunder Sec.
owned foreign corporations are treated under the 904(d)(2).
look through rules discussed below as Sec. 902 cor-

poration dividends. (3) High-taxed income (new Sec. 904(d)(2)(F))

High withholding tax interest and financial services (a) Kick-outmechanism

income, togetherwith otherspecificallylisted separate A kick-out mechanismwas instituted to ensure that

limitation categories of income, are excludec from low taxed income in the passive income basket does

passive income. not benefit from the foreign tax credits associatedwith
high taxed passive income. High taxed income that

(2) Exportfinancing interest (Sec. 904(d)(2)(G)) would otherwise be passive income shall be treated as

general limitation income (the overall basket). Taxes
(a) Export financing interest is excluded from passive imposedon that income are consideredrelated to gen-
income and falls into the overall basket. eral limitation income.

(b) Export financing interest is defined as interest (b) Definition
derived from financing the sale for use or consumption High taxed income includes any income (otherwise
outside the United States of property manufactured, passive) if the effectiveforeign income tax rate exceeds
produced, grown or extracted in the United States bY the highest U.S. tax rate on the income (grossed up
the taxpayer or a related person (similar to FSC ex- under Sec. 78). Both direct foreign income taxes paid
port property definition in Sec. 927(a)). A related or accrued and deemed paid foreign income taxes
person is determined with reference to control (50% under Secs. 902 and 960 are included in the effective
voting power or value ownership) under Subpart F foreign income tax rate.
rules26 and includes a corporation controlled by the
same person that controls the recipient of the export (C) Expense allocations

financing interest. The effective rate test is done at the taxable income
level (i.e. after allocating expenses at the U.S. reci-

(c) Not more than 50% of the fair marketvalue ofthe pient level).3oThus the Reg. Sec. 1.861-8expenseallo-
qualifying property (the appraised value for customs cations to the passive income are done first to establish
purposes) may be attributable to imported items. the effective foreign income tax rate for high taxed

(d) Interest income mav arise that is export financing kick-out purposes.
interest under Sec. 904(d)(2)(G) and is required to be (d) Grouping
treated as if it were interest on a loan to an obligor The Conference Committee Report accompanying
under a trade or service receivable under Sec. TRA 86 indicated that the groupingof individualitems
864(d)(1). This might arise where a CFC derives in- might be permitted by the Secretary for purposes of
come from a loan to finance the purchase of Sec. applying the kick-out rule. Factors influencinggroup-
1221(1) property of a related person or the payment ing were to be administrative convenience weighed
for performanceof services by a related person.27 Al- aganst taxpayer averaging opportunities.
ternatively, a CFC or non-CFC that derives income
from the factoringof an export trade or service receiv- Grouping of all the passive income portion of a Sub-
able from a related person (within the meaningof Sec. part F income inclusion from a CFC was anticipated
267(b)) will be required to treat the income as interest
from the obligor under the receivable under Sec. 26 Sec. 954(d)(3)
861(d)(1). 27. Sec. 864(d)(6).

Interest that is both export financing interest under
28. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(h)(3)(ii).
29 Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(h)(3)(v)

Sec. 904(d)(2)(G)and Sec. 864(d)(1)deemed interest, 30. Conf. Rep. at 567.
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despite varying rates of tax on such income items.31 partnership) is treated as a single item of income.
However, it was indicated that grouping was unlikely A distributiveshare of partnershipincome treated
to be permittedwith respect to passive incomeSubpart as passive under the look through rules is grouped
F inclusions from different CFCs.32 as in (3) above;

Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(2) contains the following rules (iii)Currency gains or losses on distributions out of

for grouping items of income to determine whether
PTI (recognized under Sec. 986(c)) that are

are
passive income is high taxed income: categozedpassive, treated:

(a) as passive income subject to no withholding
(1) Expenseallocations tax if received directly by the U.S. sharehold-
Expensesare requiredto be allocatedand apportioned er;
to each of the groups of passive income described (b) as passive incomefrom sourceswithina QBU's
below under the rules of Reg. Sec. 1.861-8. Passive country of operation if received by a CFC or

interest expense may be allocated among the groups foreign QBU of the U.S. shareholder(applied
of passive ncome on a gross income basis even where separately for each foreign QBU of a U.S.
interest expense is, in general, allocated and appor- shareholderand of a CFC).
tioned under the asset method. (e) CFC level

(2) ItemsofincomereceiveddirectlybyaU.S. person
The high taxed kick-outapplies at the U.S. sharehold-

Passive incomereceiveddirectlyby a U.S. corporation er level only and not at the CFC level. Thus, for

from unrelated persons and from CFCs is grouped as example, a passive royalty paid by a high taxed CFC

follows: to another CFC of the same parent would remain

(i) passive incomesubject to a withholdingtax of 15% passive income to the second CFC.

or more is treated as one item of income; (f) Additionaltax in year of receiptof PTI
(ii) passive income subject to a withholdingtax of less The high taxed kick-out may apply to foreign with-

than 15% but greater than 0 is treated as one item holding taxes imposed on the distribution of passive
of income; income previouslytaxed underSubpartF to the extent

(iii)passive income not subject to withholding tax is that the withholding taxes render the total inclusion
treated as one item of income.33 high taxed income.35

(3) Subpart F inclusionsand foreignbranchearnings (1) General rule
Passive income included under Subpart F or earned The determination as to whether passive income in-

through a foreign QBU by a U.S. person is grouped cluded under Sec. 951(a) is high taxed income is to be
as follows: made in the year of inclusion without regard to addi-

(i) inclusions with respect to each CFC and earnings tional foreign taxes, e.g. withholding taxes, imposed
from each foreign QBU together with each QBU on the ultimate distribution out of the CFC's PTI.

of a CFC or other look through entity are to be (2) Exceptions
separately identified; The following exceptions apply to disregarding addi-

(ii) with respect to each of the separate entities in (i) tional foreign taxes payable on distributionof PTI:
above, passive incomeof the foreignQBU (foreign (i) additional foreign taxes arising from a Sec. 905(c)
branch or CFC) is to be divided into passive in- adjustment in the year of inclusionare to be consi-
come from sources within that QBU's country of dered;
operation and from sources without the QBU's (ii) distributionsout of PTI receivedby the sharehold-
country of operation. Passive incomefrom each of er within 90 or more days prior to the day that the
these separate sources is treated as one item of taxpayer files its return for the taxable year of the
income; Sec. 951(a) inclusion of the E&P to which the

(iii)passive income from sources without the QBU's distributionis attributable(the prefilingperiod).
country of operation is groupedon the basis of the The U.S. shareholder must then consider all
withholding tax imposedon that passive income as foreign taxes paid or accrued before the end of the
in (2) above. The passive income to the foreign prefilingperiod in applying the high taxed kick-out
QBU is sourcedunderthe laws of the foreigncoun- to the passive income Sec. 951(a) inclusion;.

try of the payor of the passive income.34 (iii)the U.S. shareholder may elect to consider addi-

(4) Specialrules tional foreign taxespaid or deemedpaid or accrued

The following special grouping rules apply: after the prefiling period but before filing the re-

(i) All items of rent or royalty income to which an turn.36

item of rent or royalty expense is directlyallocable Foreign withholding taxes imposed on distributionsof
(e.g. a CFC receivingroyaltiesand, in turn, paying previously taxed income made outside of the prefiling
royalties to its parent) are to be treated as a single
item of income and not grouped with other
amounts; 31. Conf. Rep. at 568.

(ii) A partner's distributive share of partnership in- 32. See example Conf. Rep. at 568.

come not subject to look through rules but 33. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(3)
34. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(4).

categorized passive (a limited partner or general 35. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(6)
partner owning less than 10% of the value in a 36. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(6)(ii)
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period and not subject to inclusion by election of the (ii) to foreign taxes associated with income that re-

taxpayerbefore filing the return are allocated to either mained passivebut met the high taxed exception
passve or overalllimitationincome as follows: for Subpart F;41 and
(1) If the passive income previously included under (iii)foreign taxes associated with other earnings and
Sec. 951(a) was high taxed income, the additional profits.
foreign withholding taxes on the distribution will be

Distributionsout of PTI considered to be madeallocated to the overall basket; are on

(2) If the passive income was previously included n
a LIFO basis first out ofearningsand profitspreviously

the passive basket, not being high taxed income (with- included as a Sec. 956 investment; secondly, out of
out regard to the additional foreign withholding earnings and profits previously included under Sub-

taxes), then the additional foreign taxes on the dis- part F; thirdly, out of earnings and profits remaining
tribution may be allocated initially to the passive bas- in the passive category but excluded from Subpart F
ket and thereafterto the overall basket in the following under the high taxed exception and, finally, out of

other earnings and profits.order:
(i) The taxes are allocatedpassiveto the extentof: the (4) Sec. 9554(b)(4)exception

highest Sec. 11 rate of tax times the Sec. 951(a) The high taxed income exception of Sec. 954(b)(4)
inclusion, divided by the foreign taxes deemed (exclusion from foreign base companyincome if taxed
paid/paid in year of inclusion; at greater than 90% of the U.S. Sec. 11 rate) is to be

(ii) Taxes in excess of this amount are allocated over- applied without regard to the possibilityof subsequent
all. Currency losses associated with the distribu- reductions of the foreign tax on distributions. If a
tion ofPTI are not consideredas increasingforeign taxpayer elects this exception, the income will remain
tax, being a decrease in the volume of the CFC's passve n character until distribution when the high
E&P, not income.37 taxed kick-out rules will be applied.

(g) Reduction in foreign tax rate on distribution
Certain integrated foreign tax systems, such as Ger- (5) Foreignoil and gas extraction income

many and Japan, effectively reduce the rate of tax Foreign oil and gas extractionincome is excludedfrom

applied to earnings once distributed. A similar result passive income.42
ensues on United Kingdom earnings distributed to a

U.S. parent company by way of ACT refund. 2. High withholding tax interest (Sec. 904(d)(2)(B))

(1) General rule This separate limitation was introduced to prevent
In these circumstances, the high tax kick-out rules are high withholding tax loans being utilized to produce
applied at the time of a Sec. 951(a) inclusion without low taxed foreignsource income to improvethe overall

regard to possible reductions in tax on distribution. If FTC limitation.43
the CFC subsequentlydistributes the PTI, and triggers
a reduction in the rate or refund of foreign tax, pro-

a. Definition

vided a redetermination of the U.S. tax liability is High withholding tax interest is defined as interest
required under Sec. 905(c), the taxpayer is required to that is subject to a withholdingtax (or othergross basis
redetermine whether the inclusion should be high tax) of a foreign country or U.S. possession at a rate
taxed income.38Presumablysimilar rules apply to Sec. of 5% or more. A withholdingtax is not considered to
1293 inclusions. be determinedon a gross basis unless it is the final tax
If the initial inclusion was allocated to overall income payable on the interest income and not merely a pre-
under the high taxed kick out but would not have been payment or credit on a net basis tax.44
so treated taking into account the reduction in foreign TAMRA 1988 amended Sec. 904(d)(2)(B)(iii) totax, the taxpayer must redetermine its FTC for the clarify that a tax collectedby a foreign taxingauthorityyears affected and treat the inclusion and taxes as using a withholding type mechanism does not neces-fallingwithin the passive basket. Sec. 905(c) principles sarily classify such tax as a gross-basis tax and thusapply to the redetermination.

subject to this rule.
(2) Exception
An excepton applies to distributions out of PTI at- b. Exception
tributable to E&P of CFCs subjected to foreign taxes Export financing interest is excluded from high with-under an integrated system that are received within holding tax interest notwithstanding a high rate ofthe prefiling period. The U.S. shareholder is to con- withholding and falls into the overall basket (unlesssider all foreign taxes paid or deemed paid after reduc-
tion for distribution to the end of the prefiling period
with respect to the Sec. 951(a) inclusion.39 37. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(6)(iii).

38. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(7)(3) Allocationof foreign tax reductions 39. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(c)(8)
Reductions in foreign tax are to be allocated among 40. Reg. Sec. 1.904-6
the separate categores in the same manner as taxes 41. Sec. 954(b)(4)
are allocated.4o The reductions are allocated to prior 42. Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(iii)(IV)
year's taxes on a LIFO basis in the following order:

43. The Senate Bill applied this separate limitation to banks, financial
institutions and insurance companies only.(i) to foreign taxes associated with PTI: 44. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(d).
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receivedor accruedby a financialservicesentity, when that are predominantlyengaged in the active conduct
it is financial services income). of a banking, insurance, financing or similar business

(active financingbusiness). The Regulationsdid, how-
c. Rules ever, contain a definitionof active financing income

an to
(1) Any excess withholding tax over 5% that is im-

that comprised exhaustive list largely similar the
definition of income from the active conduct of a

posed on interest received or accrued by a foreign banking, insurance, financingor similarbusinesscon-
corporation is not a deemed paid tax under Sec. 902 tained in the ProposedRegulations.The list expanded
on a dividend from a non-controlledSec. 902 corpora- certain categories and changed to include
tion (i.e. a 10% to 50% U.S. owned foreign corpora-

upon was

related person insurance income. A new categorywas

tion) to the extent that it is paid out ofhigh withholding added for a similar item of income disclosed in the
tax interest.45 Considerable practical difficulties may provided in the instructions to Forms 1118
arise in obtaining foreign withholding tax information

manner or

1116 (in recognition of new financiai products).47from non-controlledforeign corporations.
(2) Anti-avoidance regulations were to have been is- An important exclusion from qualifying financial ser-

sued to treat amounts not otherwise meeting the defi- vices income is income from merely serving as a fi-

nition of high withholding tax interest as such in- nance vehicle for a parent corporation or related per-
come.46 The Proposed Regulations issued under Sec. son (as defined underSec. 954(d)(3)). Group finance

904(d) on 26 August 1987 contained limited anti- companies were thus not likely to generate financial
avoidance language with respect to high withholding services income unless independently performing fi-

tax interest. nancialserviteactivitiesfor profit. If the group finance

(3) The rule applies to high withholding tax loans company qualifies as a financial services entity, the

made by CFCs under the look through rules (see VI. income from acting as a financingvehicle for a related

below). party is incidental income (see below).
(4) The high withholding tax interest category takes

precedenceover passive income and financialservices (3) Financialservices entity
ncome categories. Accordingly, high withholding tax A financial services entity means a person predomin-
interest is excluded from both passive and overall bas- antly engaged in the activeconductofa banking, insur-
kets and, where appropriate, from the financial ser-

vices income basket.
ance, financing or similar business. The predomin-
antly engaged requirementwill be met for a year in

(5) Significant transitional rules apply for interest on which 80% of the entity's gross income (including
loans to borrowersin 33 specified less developedcoun- excludible income) is qualifying financial services in-
tries (applies to loans held on 16 November 1985). come. This determination is to be done on an entity-

by-entity basis, but a domestic corporation that is not
3. Financial services income (Sec. 904(d)(2)(C)) a financial services entity may qualify as a financial

a. Definitions services entity if the affiliated group of which it is a

membermeets the 80% gross income test.48
(1) Financialservices income

Gain from the dispositionof stock in a relatedcorpora-
Financial services income is defined in Sec. tion (under Sec. 267(b)) is excluded from the 80% test

904(d)(2)(C) as any income which is received or ac- to prevent disqualificationfrom a large one-timegain.
crued by a personpredominantlyengaged in the active Income from a related person that is financial services
conduct of a banking, insurance, financing or similar income under the look through rules is similarly
business, and which is: excluded.
(a) derived in the active conduct of a banking, finan-

cial or similar business; As a result of the proposed definition of a financial

(b) derived from the investment of unearned pre-
services entity, only persons predominantly engaged

miums or reserves by an insurance company;
in the activeconductofa banking, insurance,financing

(c) insurance income (as defined in new Sec. 953(a)) or similarbusinesswould have been separated into the

without limitation to the insuring of risks in coun- financial services basket. This was in accordancewith

tries other than that in which taxpayer is created the provisions of Technical Corrections Bill of 1987

or organized). which did not pass. The Regulations, as proposed,
were therefore unauthorized in this respect and re-

(2) Activefinancing income served in the final Regulations.
An apparentlyexhaustive list of income that was to be (4) Partnership
included as incomefrom the active conductof a bank-
ing, insurance, financingor similar business was con- A partner's distributive share of a partnership that is

tained in Proposed Reg. Sec. 1.904-6(e)(2)(A) to (X) a financial services entity and is subject to the look

(including such other income as the Secretary may through rules (being a controlled partnership)will be

designate).
45. Sec. 904(d)(2)(E)(ii).

The Final Regulations reserve the definition of finan- 46. Sec. 904(d)(2)(B)(iii).
cial services income pending the Technical Correction 47. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(e)(ii).
that limited the financial services category to entities 48. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(e)(3)(i)
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treated as active banking, insurance, financingor simi- to Subpart F inclusions from CFCs, be satisfied at
lar business income for the 80% gross income test, either the U.S. recipient level or the CFC level. High
regardlessof whether the partner is a financialservices withholding tax interest paid by a CFC out of financial
entity (partnership income characterized under look services income would, under the look through rules,
through rules is excluded for this purpose). If the be financial services income. The 1987 Act modifies
partnership is not a financial services entity, the this look through rule so that the income remains high
character of the income to the partner will be that of withholding tax interest.49
the partnership income (look through income charac-
terized as active financing incomeor other incomewill 4. Shipping income (Sec. 904(d)(2)(D)) ,

be considered for this purpose). a. Definition

(5) Incidental income Shipping income is defined as any income of a kind
which, if received by a controlled foreign corporation,Incidental income is income that is integrally related would be foreignbase companyshippingincomeunder

to the active financing income of a financiai entity. Sec. 954(f). Such income does not include any divi-
Accordingly, the income from stocks acquired as an dends from a non-controlledSec. 902 corporationand
ordinary and necessary incident to conducting the does not include any financial services income.
banking business, for example, as seized collateral
pledged against.a loan, would le financial services
income for the length of time that the retention of the

b. Rules

stocks remains an ordinary and necessary incident to (1) Foreign base company shipping income that is
the conductof the bankingbusiness. If held for 5 years reinvested is no longer excluded from foreign base
or less, it is presumed to be incident to the financial company income.50
services business. If held for more than 5 years, it is (2) Foreign base company shipping income includesrebuttably presumed to not be incident (rebutted by from r activity (as defined inshowing it is not held as an investment). The income income a space ocean

Sec. 863(d)(2)).during the first 5 years remains financial services in-
come even if the presumption (after 5 years) cannot (3) Shipping income takes priority over the passive
be rebutted. ncomecategory, but if incomeis both shippingincome

and also financial services income, it is included inIncidental income includes income from acting as a financial services separate limitation basket.financing vehicle for borrowing funds for a related
person under Sec. 954(d)(3). (4) Shipping income does not include any dividends

received or accrued from a non-controlled Sec. 902De minimis non-financialactivity incomeof a financial corporation.51services entity is not financial services income.

5. Dividends from each non-controlled Sec. 902b. Exceptions corporation (new Sec. 904(d)(2)(E))
Excluded income categories that under the 1988 Act

a. Generalfall outside the, financial services income basket are:

(1) export financing interest income that is not also Dividends from non-controlledSec. 902 corporations
high withholding tax interest (falls within overall are not, in general, subject to a look through rule but
basket); are included in a separate basket with respect to each

(2) high withholding tax interest income that is not payor Sec. 902 corporation. The rationale behind this
also export financing interest (falls within its own approach is that while it is generally appropriate to

separate limitation basket); allow ross-crediting of taxes paid by one unit of a

(3) any dividend from a non-controlledSec. 902 cor- worldwide business against income earned by another
poration. unit of that business (and Subpart F inclusions out of

the different CFCs may therefore be in the same bas-
c. Rules ket if in the same income category on a look through
(1) If an entity is predominantlyengaged in the finan. basis), there is insufficient identity of interest among
cial services business, any otherwise passive income different non-majorityownerships of U.S. sharehold-
will be consideredfinancialservices income. Similarly, ers to permit cross-creditingwith respect to non-CFC
shipping income that is also financial services income dividends. A look through rule would be practically
will be treated as financial services income. This rule unworkable owing to inaccessibility of information
permits continued cross crediting with respect to dif- while the necessaryallocationof expensesamong Sec.
ferent types of financial service income (though not 902 dividends is less cumbersome. Furthermore, the
with respect to incomeunrelatedto financialservices). PFIC rules prevent, to a degree, cross crediting of

taxes on active and passive income of a non-CFC,(2) High withholding tax interest and export financing
interest are subject to their own categorization rules
even where the recipient satisfies the predominantly
engaged test. 49. Sec. 904(d)(3)(H).

50. Sec. 954(b)(2) and (g) repealed.
(3) The predominantlyengaged test may, with respect 51. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(t)
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without the need for a look through rule52 as passive 902(b) ownership requirements, the dividends from
income is, in any event, subject to a U.S. tax charge. the foreign corporation to the CFC are treated as

dividends from a non-controlledSec. 902 corporation
b. Definition in their entirety. The shareholdernot meeting the Sec.

to treat
A non-controlledSec. 902 corporation is defined as 902(b) ownership requirements is its income

any foreign corporation, other than a controlled
attributable to the Sec. 902 dividend received by a

foreign corporation, that meets the stock ownership
CFC as passive income.54

rec uirements of Sec. 902 (with respect to 1st, 2nd and (3) The same country exception55 to Subpart F in-
3ro tier foreign corporations, where appropriate) to come, i.e. dividendsor nterest to a CFC from certain

qualify for deemed paid credits on divdends, i.e. n related persons (50% or moreownedby CFC) in the

general at least 10% voting stock (additional require- same foreign country, does not prevent the separate
ments for 2nd and 3rd tier: e.g. the 1st tier must own company limitation rule applying to a dividend paid
10% of the voting stock of the 2nd tier and the percen- out of the CFC from E&P attributableto the intercom-
tage of the 1st tier ownedby the U.S. parentmultiplied pany dividend.
by the percentage that the 1st tier owns of the 2nd tier (4) The Subpart F de minimis rule56 applies to non-
must equal at least 5%). CFC dividends received by a CFC, i.e. no Subpart F

(1) The separate limitation essentially applies to divi- inclusion and application of separate limitation cur-

dends from foreign corporations owned from 10% to rently unless sufficient Subpart F incoe.

50%. (5) Dividends from non-CFCs, out of E&P attribut-
able to high withholding tax interest are subject to a

(2) It also applies to dividends from CFCs if paid out special rule that disallows as a Sec. 902 deemed paid
of earnings and profits accumulatedin non-CFCyears foreign tax credit withholding taxes imposed on the
when the corporation has a non-controlled Sec. 902 underlying interest to the extent exceedinga 5% rate.
corporation. (This rule has no impact on the determinationof the

(a) Distributionsfrom a CFC out of E&P attributable E&P of a non-controlledSec. 902 corporation.,\57

to a period when the CFC was neither a CFC nor (6) Look through rules are preserved for dividends
a non-controlled Sec. 902 corporation are to be from non-CFCs out of high withholding tax interest
treated as dividends from a non-controlled Sec. and foreign oil and gas extraction income to prevent
902 corporation(the ProposedRegulationstreated cross crediting of high taxes on these categores of
it as passive).53

incomeagainstU.S. low taxed income. Practicaltax on

(b) Earnings and profits of an acquired foreign sub- difficulties are likely in applying these rules.
sidiary earned while owned by a foreign parent
would seeminglybe non-CFCincome when distri- (7) Look through rules also apply to more than 25%
buted. not more than 50% owned insurancecompaniesunder

(c) A Sec. 1248 dividend triggered by a Sec. 338 elec- Sec. 957(b) (as amended) and to captive insurance
tion if purchased from a foreign seller would also companies under new Sec. 953(c), that are CFCs for

appear to fall into this basket (or series of baskets Subpart F purposes (to preserve conformity with the
if multiple foreign corporationsare purchased). Subpart F and look through rules).

(d) Dividendsdistributedby a non-controlledSec. 902

corporation out of E&P attributable to periods in 6. Foreign oil and gas extraction income

which the shareholderdid not meet the Sec. 902(a) The rules of Reg. Sec. 1.904-4 togetherwith the rules
or (b) ownership requirements is treated as a divi- of Sec. 907(c) are to be applied to foreign oil and gas
dend from a non-controlledSec. 902 corporation. extraction income.58 Thus dividends from 2 separate

(e) The final Regulationsreservedon the treatmentof non-controlled Sec. 902 corporations out of E&P at-
inclusions under Sec. 1293 (QEFs). tributable to foreign oil and gas extraction income

(FOGEI) will be separatelysubjected to the reduction
c. Rules in foreign taxes under Sec. 907(a) with respect to the

(1) The foreign withholding taxes and deemed paid dividends received from each non-controlledSec. 902

foreign taxes on the Sec. 902 dividendincome in excess corporation.
of the U.S. tax imposed on the dividends give rise to

a carryover and carryback of excess credits on a com- 7. Reg. Sec. 1.985-3(d)(2)currency gains and losses

pany-by-companybasis. Reg. Sec. 1.985(d)(2) currency gains and losses are to

(2) Dividends from 10% or more owned non-CFCs to be allocated among the categories based on foreign
a CFC will, under the look through rules, generallyfall
within the Sec. 902 dividendseparate limitationbasket
where there is a Subpart F inclusion or dividend dis- 52. Conf. Rep. at 582.

53. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(g)(3).
tribution (or interest, rent or royalty payment) to the 54. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(g)(2)(ii).
U.S. parent from the CFC. 55. Sec. 954(c)(3).

56. Sec. 954(b)(3).
Where only one of 2 U.S. shareholdersof a CFC that 57. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(g)(2)(iii)
owns stock n a foreign corporation meets the Sec. 58. Reg. Sec. 1.904-40)
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source income in each category before application of tending the rules to foreign source interest, rents or
the high tax kick out from passive income.59 royalties received by 10% U.S. shareholders from

U.S. companies that derive at least 80% of their gross
8. Priority rules income from sources outside the U.S. attributable to

Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(k) reservedon the priority rules that
the active conduct of a trade or business in a foreign

were contained in the Proposed Regulations which country.63This proposal was not contained in the final

provided that income that fell within more than one Regulations.
separate limitation basket was subject to the following The rules aim at harmonizing the operation of the
priority rules: SubpartF and separatelimitationlook throughrules.
(a) if in the passive and another basket, treated as in There will generally be conformitybetween thethe other basket; sepa-
(b) if in the financial services basket and also in either

rate limitation look through rules and SubpartF rules,
i.e. the,look through rules will apply to Subpart Fthe shipping or passive income basket, treated as inclusions from CFCs with respect to all Sec. 954(c)in the financial services basket; FPHC income, all foreign base shipping in-(c) if in the financial services basket and also in a company

basket other than the shipping or passive income come and some financial services income but not with

basket, treated as in the other basket; respect to other separate basket income. Thus not all

(d) if in the non-controlled Sec. 902 dividend basket Subpart F (passive)FPHCincome ends up in the pas-
sive basket,e.g. Sec. 902dividendsandnot all separateand also in any other basket, treated as in the basket look through income gives rise to Subpart Fnon-controlledSec. 902 dividend basket;

(e) if in the high withholding tax interest basket and inclusion, e.g. active financial services income to pre-
another basket, treated as in the high withholding dominantlyengaged CFC.
tax interest basket.60

B. Rules
VI. LOOK THROUGH RULES FOR INCOME

FROM CONTROLLEDFOREIGN 1. General rule

CORPORATIONS (NEW SEC. 904(d)(3)) The general rule provides that dividends, interest,
rents and royalties received by the taxpayer from a

A. General CFC in which the taxpayer is a U.S. shareholder (as
defined for Subpart F purposes) shall not be treated asThe intent of the look through rules is to treat, for income but as general limitation

purposes of the foreign tax credit limitation, income separate category
earned through foreign branches and foreign sub- income.

sidiaries more alike, as if earneddirectlyby the U.S. Thus for limitation purposes the income is not

parent.61 categorized based on the superficial category of the
income received by the U.S. shareholder but, to theThe look through rules, in general, apply only to Sec. specified, based on the underlying of957 CFCs (including certain U.S. owned and captive
extent category
CFC income out of which paid. Interest, rents andinsurance companies). United States shareholder, royalties on the one hand and dividends on the otherfor purposes of the look through rules, includes any have specified rules for categorizing the underlyingmemberof the controlledgroupof the U.S. sharehold- income. The objective64 is to treat income earneder.
through a CFC as ifearneddirectlyby the U.S. parent.

The final Regulations under Sec. 904(d) extend the Income shall be considered to fall within a separateapplication of the look through rules to provide that
interest, rents and royalties received by 10% U.S. category to the extent that it is properly allocable to

the CFC in such category. Separate category meansinterest holders in partnerships are characterized
under the look through rules (under the principles of

an category of income described in Sec. 904(2)(A)-
Reg. Sec. 1.861-8), provided the partnerowns 10% or (E), except that the determination of whether any
more of the value of the partnershipand look through

amount is high taxed income will be made after the
torules would have applied if it were a foreign corpora-

application of the look through rules the CFC.
tion. (The 10% value test is applied with respect to 2. Subpart F income inclusionscapital and profits interests.) A partner's distributive
share is characterizedwith reference to the underlying Inclusions under Sec. 951(a)(1)(A),plus any gross up
partnership income. Sec. 707 payments to a partner under Sec. 78 for deemed paid foreign taxes (treated
are to be characterized as if the partnership were a as increasingSubpart F inclusion), are treated as hav-
foreign corporation. The distributive share of income ing the same character as the underlying incomeof the
and deductions of partners owning less than a 10% CFC.
beneficial interest shall be passive income. An excep-
tion applies for a less than 10% interest held in the 59. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(j)
ordinary course of a partner's active trade or business 60 Proposed Reg. Sec. 1.904-6(j)
(a similar trade or business).62 61. Conf. Rep. at 573.

62. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(h).
63. Proposed Reg. Sec. 1.904-7(h)The proposed Regulationshad considered further ex- 64. Conf. Rep. at 578.
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The priority rules of Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(k) apply where The final Regulations, in contrast to the Proposed
income is received from a related person that also Regulations,provide that the allocationofrelatedper-
receives income from the recipient and to which the son interest expense of a CFC is allocated to separate
look through rules apply. categoriespriorto non-interestexpensesnot definitely

related andunrelatedperson interest expense not de-

ta) Example: Subpart F income consists of $100 of finitely related (to avoid the creation of passive losses
interest and $ 200 of foreign base company sales in- and to treat passive investments funded by a related
come. At the U.S. shareholder level, $100 of the person debt as direct investments of the related per-
Subpart F income included under Sec. 951ta)t1)tA) son). Furthermore, non-definitely related expenses
falls into the passive income basket (unless it is high ther than interest and non-definitely related third

withholding tax interest) and $ 200 falls into the over- person interest are allocated under one step (the Pro-
all limitation.65 posed Regulationscontained2 separatesteps for these

items). Finally, the final Regulationsprovide rules for

tb) If, in the preceding example, the CFC paid $100 allocating expenses to separate categories when the
of interest to its U.S. shareholder (or to a related CFC allocates interestexpenseunderthegross income

CFC) such nterest payment is first netted against the method (reflecting the anticipated adoption of this

CFC's gross Subpart F FPHC income that is passive, alternative under Reg. Sec. 1.861-8).
thus eliminating a Subpart F inclusion and causing Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(c)(2) provides the following rules
such interest to be passive income to the recipient (or for allocating related person interest and other ex-

high withholding tax interest, if appropriate).66 penses of a CFC:
The Conference Committee Report67 notes that the (a)()Gross income is determined in each category;
amendmentof the SubpartF chain deficit rule,68 mod- Definitely related expenses (including unrelated
ification to the accumulated deficit rule and. the re- person interest directly allocated to income from a

quired recapture of Subpart F income currently elimi- specific property) are allocated and apportioned
nated by non-SubpartF deficits are, in part, aimed at under Reg. Sec. 1.861-8 to each category;
preserving the integrityof the separate limitationbas- (c) Related person interest is allocated to passive
kets. FPHCo income to the extent thereof;

td) The excess of related person interest over passive
(c) Sec. 904(g)(2) resourcing rules apply to treat as FPHCo income is allocated under the formula:

U.S. source income that portion of the Subpart F (a - b) x where
inclusion attributable to income of the CFC from U.S.
sources in the separatecategory to which the inclusion a = Related person interest

is allocated. In order to determineU.S. source income b = Related person interest allocated to passive
in each separatecategory, the principlesin 5.g below FPHCo income

apply.69The application to non-CFCs is not addressed c = Value of assets in a separate category (non-
n these rules. passive)

d -- Value of all assets (non-passive)
(e) Unrelated person interest not directly allocated

3. Interest and other expenses not directly related are allo-
cated to each categoryunder the following respec-

Interest received or accrued from a CFC by a U.S. tive formulae:
shareholder is treated at the U.S. shareholder/reci-
pient level as having the characterof the incomeof the
CFC to which the CFC's deduction for such interest is (1) if the taxpayer uses the gross income method

allocable (under Regulationsprescribedby the Secret- of apportionment
ary). E x GSC - RPD where

TG - RPI

a. Interest netting rule E = Expense
GSC = Gross income in a separate category

(1) An interest netting rule applies for both Subpart F RPD = Related person debt allocated to category
and foreign tax credit limitation purposes. The pur- (if passive)
pose of the netting rule is to avoid creatingan incentive TG = Total gross income

for taxpayers to keep or move passive income or in- RPI = Related person interestallocated to passive income

vestments offshoreTin order to take advantage of
favorable allocation of the interest expense to effect a

cross crediting of foreign taxes.

Interest paid or accrued by a CFC to one or more of 65. Conf. Rep. at 576, example 1.

its U.S. shareholders or a related CFC is related 66. Conf. Rep. at 578.

person interest, and is allocable first to gross Subpart 67. Conf. Rep. at 577.

F foregn personal holding company income of the 68. Sec. 952(d)

CFC that is passive income thus relieving Subpart F 69. Reg. Sec. 1.9()4-5(m).
70. Conf. Rep. at 578.

income otherwise includible under Sec. 71. The interest netting rule was added to Sec. 954(b)(5) and

951ta)t1)tA).71 categorizedas Sec. 9()4(d)(2) passive income under the look through rules.
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(2) if the taxpayer uses the asset methodof appor- (b) If the asset method is useaT5
tionment Separatecategory interest Value of domestic assets

in that categoryVSC - RPD where (other than passive)Ex x
VT - RPA

Value of total in thatassetsE = Expense categoryVSC = Va ue of assets n a separate category
VT = Va ue of total assets
RPD = Re ated person debt allocated to category 4. Rents and royalties

(if passive)
RPA = Related person debt allocated to passive assets Rents and ro,yalties received from a CFC by a U.S.

shareholder are treated as separate category ncome
The value of assets and gross income in any category by the U.S. shareholder to the extent allocable to
is determinedunder Reg. Sec. 1.861-8 principles, and income of the CFC in that category under Reg. Sec.
is reducedby the principal amountofany indebtedness 1.861-8.76
to the extent that the interest on the indebtedness is
definitely related and allocated to ncome in that cate- 5. Dividends
gory. The reduction in the value of assets for allocated

Dividends paid of the E&P of CFC, includingindebtednessassociatedwith related person interest is out a

made before determiningaverage asset values. any gross up under Sec. 78, are treated as coming pro
rata, from the separate category earnings and profits

Related person debt is allocated to passive assets as of the CFC in the ratio of separate category E&P to

follows: total E&P of the CFC.
Related person interest
allocable to passive a. Investment in U.S. property
income under (c) & (d) above Included in the dividend look through category are

Total related persondebt x income inclusions under Sec. 951(a)(1)(B) for in-Total related person interest72
creases in earnings invested in U.S. property under

(2) The Secretary is empowered to extend the net- Sec. 956 (not treated as Subpart F look through inclu-
sion as drawn pro rata from earnings and profits liketing rule to paymentsand accrualsof interest to unre-
dividends).77lated persons by way of Regulations.73

(3) Sec. 904(d)(5) enables the Secretary to prescribe b. Categorizationof E&P
such Regulations as may be necessary or appropri- Absent specific earnings and profits cut-off rules (e.g.
ate for the application of the look through rule. Net- Sec. 1248(d) limited to post 1976 E&P; Subpart F
ting might be required for rents and royalties paid by limited to post 1962 E&P) classification of all post
CFCs when cross crediting advantages otherwise re- 1913 earnings and profits into separate categories is
sult. required. This is consistentwith the existing law rules

(4) The netting rule applies equally to the Sec. requiring unlimited E&P recognition for Sec. 956 in-

904(g)(3) U.S. source maintenance rule. Related per-
clusions.

son interest expense allocated to CFC FPHC income
that is therefore passive look through income will be c. Sale of foreign subsidiaries

Sec. 1248 deemed dividends are included in the divi-U.S. source income to the parent if the CFC interest dend look through category.netted is passive U.S. source income.74

If related person interest is less than passive income, d. Foreign investmentcompanies
it will be allocated to U.S. source in the ratio of U.S. Sec. 1246 ordinary income from the sale of shares in a
source passive income to total passive income. If more foreign investmentcompany is passive income and not
than passive income, th related person interest allo- subject to the dividend look through rule.
cated to a category other than passive income is U.S.
source to the extent below: e. Distributionsout of related person loans

The final Regulations introduced a special rule for
(a) the gross income method is used dividends from a CFC out of loan proceeds from a
Separatecategory interest Gross income from U.S. source

related look through entity. The dividend is to bein that category characterized with the E&P of the related(otherthanpassive) x respect to

Gross income from all sources in person lender.78
that category

f. Related CFCs
72. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(c)(2)(ii)and (iii) The TRA 86 ConferenceCommitteeReportprovided
73. Sec. 954(b)(5) that Regulations were to be prescribed applying the
74. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(m)(2) look through rules to income paid or loans made
75. Reg. Sec. 1.904-4(m)(2) through one or more entities or between 2 or more
76. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(c)(3) chains.ofentities. A colloquy between SenatorsBrad-77. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(c)(4)
78. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(c)(4)(ii) ley and Danforth79 confirmed that the look through
79. Cong. Rec. of 27 September 1986 at 5 13950. Regulations were to provide that dividends, Subpart
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F inclusions, interest, rents and royalties received by The 1988 Act provides new treatment for any amount
a CFC from another affiliated CFC shall be treated as derived from a U.S.-owned foreign corporation that
separatecategoryincomeunder the look throughrules the statute would treat as U.S. source income but the
only if directly or indirectly attributable to separate taxpayer, pursuant to a U.S. income tax treaty, treats

category income of any other member of the group. as foreignsource income. The taxpayer'sinclusionwill

The Final Regulationsthereforeprovide that the look be treated as foreign source income subject to a sea-

through rule is to be applied to the income of the rate foreign tax credit limitation. It is anticipated taat

related CFC and the income received allocated with the IRS may allow grouping2ofitems that are similarly
respect to the related CFC's income categorieswhere taxed by a foreign country. -

distributionsor loans are made by the related CFC to
the dividend paying CFC. . Order of application of Sec. 904(d), (g)

The above sections are to be applied in the following
Two CFCs are considered related if either one CFC order to determine the FrC limitation:
directly or indirectly owns more than 50% of the total (1) Sec. 904(d)(1) is applied to the CFC to determine
voting power or value of the other CFC or the same ts separate category E&P;
U.S. shareholdersown 50% or more ofthe totalvoting (2) U.S. source, separate category E&P is deter-
power or value of each CFC. Distributions or pay- mined;
ments from a related CFC to another are subjected to (3) Sec. 904(d)(3) look through rules and Sec. 904(g)
the look through rules to the distributing CFC's in- resourcing rules at the shareholder level with re-

come.80 Loans to a CFC from a related person for the spect to characterizing and sourcing the E&P of
purpose of altering the characterizationof a dividend the CFC.83
for Sec. 904(d)(3)(D)will result in the dividend being
characterized, to the extent of the -grincipal amount j. Ordering rules for income from a related person that
loaned, with respectt the E&P of tae related person receives income from the recipient
(see e above). The related CFC look through rules A person that receives income from a related person
of the Proposed Regulations have been expanded to where the payor also receives income from the reci-
include other look through entities in the final Reg- pient and the look through rules apply characterizes
ulations (e.g. certain partnerships). the income received in the following order:

g. Previously taxed income (PTI) 1) Rents and royalties;
Dividends out of CFCs from income previously taxed 2) Interest;
under Subpart F are treated as Sec. 959(d) previously 3) Subpart F inclusions and distributive shares of

taxed income (PTI). Thesedistributionsout ofPTI are partnership income;
thus excluded from both numeratorand denominator, (4) Dividend distributions.

i.e. separate limitationE&P to total E&P, in applying Income received is characterized before the income
the dividend look through rule to CFC dividends. paid.
h. Sec. 904(g) resourcing rules An interest netting rule applies to interestpaid to and

Sec. 904(g)(4) resourcing rules (a dividend paid by a received from a related person prior to the ordering
U.S. owned foreign corporation is treated as U.S. rule above.84

source income to the extent of the U.S. source ratio of
the U.S. source E&P to total E&P) apply to the sepa-

k. Modificationof look through rules

rate foreign tax credit limitationcategoriesin the ratio (1) Interest from a CFCthat is attributableto financial
ofU.S. source to total E&P of the CFCin each catego- services income under the look through rules but
ry. Separatecategory,U.S. source E&P is determined would be high withholding tax interest in the absence
as follows: of the look through rules, is treated as high withhold-

(1) Related person interest is allocated to U.S. source ing tax interest but limited to the interest of the payor
ncome as n 3.a(c) above; that would be financial services incomeunder the look

(2) Other expenses are allocatedby applying the rules through rules.
in 3.a above separately to U.S. source and (2) Income from a CFC attributableto non-controlled
foreign source income in each category.81 Sec. 902 corporation dividends is treated as non-con-

The deemed paid foreign tax credits associated with trolled Sec. 902 dividend income.

separate category U.S. source income, when treated (3) Distributions from an FSC are treated as fallingas a dividend under Sec. 78, are included as U.S. within their category (although partly foreignsource income.
own

trade income, partly passive under look through
The finaiRegulationsreserved on the coordinationof rules).85
the Sec. 904(g) rules with treaties. The ProposedReg-
ulations provided that U.S. source income under Sec. 80. Red. Sec. 1.904-5(i).

904(g) treated as foreign source income under treaty 81. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(m)(2).

provisions be subject to separate application of Secs. 82. Sec. 904(g)(10)

902,904,907and 960 with respect to each treaty under
83. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(h).
84. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(k).

which benefits are claimed. 85. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(f).
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I. Subpart F income in excess of 70% of a CFC's gross The not availed of exception therefore applies to
income passive, financial services and shipping income to har-

The treatmentof all gross income of a CFC as foreign monize Subpart F and the separate limitation look
base company income under Sec. 954(b)(3)(B) does through rules.
not affect its character for Sec. 904(d) purposes,86

VII. ALLOCATION OF FOREIGN TAXES TO
6. Passive Foreign Investment Company inclusions SEPARATE BASKET INCOME: PROP. SEC.
The application of look through rules to PFIC inclu- 1.904-8
sions has been reserved in the final Regulations.87

A. General rules

C. Exceptions An essential aspect of the FTC separate limitation
rules is the allocation of taxes to the separate1. De minimis exception (Sec. 904(d)(3)(E)) categories of foreign source income. Little considera-

The look through rules for dividends, interest, rents tion was given to this importantaspect in th'e legislative
and royalties will not applv if the CFC meets the de history of the changes made to Sec. 904(d) by TRA 86.
minimis rule of Sec. 954(b)(3)(A). To fall under the Reg. Sec. 1.904-6providescomprehensiveguidancein
rule, foreign base company and gross insurance in. this respect.
come must be smaller than the lesser of 5% of gross
income, or $1 million. The CFC is then treated as 1. Taxes related to income

having no includible foreign base company income. Generally, the amount of taxes paid or accrued with
Thus, in a taxable year of the CFC in which the de respect to a separate categoryof income includes onlyminimis test is met, none of its foreign base company those taxes that are related to the income in the sepa-income and none of its gross insuranceincome for such rate categories. Taxes are related to income if the
taxable year shall be treated as separate category in- ncome is included in the base upon which the tax is
come. imposed.
(a) The foreign loss allocation rules (IX below) do Recognition is given to using foreign tax rules to as-
not apply to the CFC's income for the year the de sociate foreign taxes with the foreign income, e.g. no
minimis exception applies. This rule presumably pre- taxes are considered to be related to foreign exemptserves such current year E&P from further separate ncome. Specific foreign law rates of tax are consi-
categorization in the event of a subsequent year divi- dered, such as a capital gains tax. A withholdingtax isdend. In effect, annual E&P determinations are still related to the income from which it is withheld.
required.
(b) Failureof the de minimis rule will result in applica- 2. Taxes related to several categoriesof income
tion of the look through rules, even though Subpart F Taxes imposed on a base including more than one
income is not reportable due to meeting the not av- separate category of income are considered related to
ailed of' test of Sec. 954(b)(4).88 all such categories. The following formula is then ap-
(c) Failure of the de minimis rule will generally taint plied on an annual basis to determine the amount of
all amounts of separate category income. Example: A tax paid or accrued with respect to each separatecate-

CFC has $1 million of foreign base company sales gory:
income and $1 of bank account interest. The de Net income subject to
minimis test does not apply and the $1 ofbank account Foreign taxes related that foreign tax
interest falls into the passive income basket at the CFC to more than x included n a separate category
level. one separatecategory Net income subject to that

tax
(d) The final Regulations reserved on application of foreign
the de minimis rule to Subpart F income. Separatecategorynet income and total net income are

determined as follows:

2. Not availed of exception (Sec. 904(d)(3)(E)) Step 1. Determine gross income under the law of the

Only for purposes of the dividend look through rule, foreigncountryor U.S. possessionto which the foreign
-gassive income of the CFC will be treated as overall ncome taxes have been paid or accrued.
:imitation income if: Step 2. Reduce gross income, as determined under
(a) subjected to an effective foreign tax rate greater foreign law, in the passive category by related person

than 90% of the U.S. maximum tax rate; and interest expense allocated under the netting rule
(b) excluded from Subpart F foreign base companv (3.aabove) to deriveadjustedgross passive income.

income and insurance incomeunderSec. 954(b)(4)
(by election).

This rule has no effect on amounts other than divi-
86. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(e)
87. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(j)dends paid by CFCs to the extent allocable to passive 88. Conf. Rep. at 577, example 3.

income of the CFC.89 89. Reg. Sec. 1.904-5(d)(2)
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Step 3. Deduct credits, expenses, losses and other de- VIII. FOREIGN TAX REDETERMINATIONFOR
ductionsspecificallyallocable to the separatecategory PURPOSES OF FOREIGN TAX CREDIT
gross income (including adjusted gross passive in-

come) under the laws of the foreigncountryor posses-' TemporaryRegulationsunderSec. 905 were issued on

sion. If the foreign law does not provide for such 22 June 1988 relating to notification and adjustment
specific allocation, expenses are apportioned under due to foreign tax redeterminations for purposes of
foreign law principles after adjusting passive income foreign tax credits for taxable.years beginningafter 31
by the interest netting rule. If foreign law does not December 1986.
provide for the apportionmentof expenses, the princi- A. The redeterminationapplies to
ples of Secs. 1.861-8 and 954(b)(5) shall apply. How-
ever, in applying Sec. 1.861-8, all expenses, even in- 1. tax that is paid or accrued by or on behalf of a

terest expense, may be allocated under the gross in- taxpayer; or

come method and expenses need not be apportioned
2. tax that is deemed paid or accrued by a taxpayer

on other than a separate company basis.9o under Sec. 902 or 960 with respect to E&P of a

foreign corporation.
3. Apportionrentof taxes for high tax kick-out B. The term foreign tax redetermination means a

Taxes allocated and apportionedin 1 and2 above change in the foreign tax liability that may affect a

are furtherapportionedto the groups of incomedeter- U.S. taxpayer's foreign tax credit, including
mined under the grouping rules for high tax kick-out 1. a refund of foreign taxes;

2 a difference between the dollar value of the ac-
purposes. Taxes are related to the groups under the

crued foreign tax and the dollarvalueof the foreignabove rules (e.g. foreign law principles). tax actually paid or attributable to differences in
the units of foreign currency paid and the units of

4. Dividendsfrom Sec. 902 non-controlledcorporations foreign currency accrued; or,
Taxes will be allocated to dividends from Sec. 902 3. a difference between the dollar value of the ac-

non-controlled corporations under the above princi- crued foreign tax and the dollarvalueof the foreign
ples. However, in the event of an express or implied tax actually paid attributable to fluctuations in the

agreement that such a dividend is paid out of a desig- value of the foreign currency relative to the dollar
nated pool of earnings, then only the foreign taxes between the date of accrual and the date of pay-
imposed on that pool of earnings will be considered ment.
related to the dividend. C. Redeterminationof U.S. tax liability is requiredto

account for a redeterminationof foreign taxes directly
B. Applicationto Secs. 902 and 960 paid by a U.S. person. The redeterminationrequires

a notification to the IRS pursuant to Reg. Sec. 1.905-
For purposes of computing the DPFTCof U.S. share- 4T(b) and is effective for the taxable year for which
holders of a CFC under Secs. 902 and 960, the portion credit was claimed for the foreign tax.
of taxes allocated to a particularseparatecategory that
shall be deemed paid by the U.S. shareholderis deter- D. A redetermination of U.S. tax liability is not re-

mined as follows: quired, however, if the foreign tax redeterminationis
caused solely by a foreign currency fluctuation, and

Sec. 902 the amount of tax redeterminationwith respect to the

Separatecategory Taxesallocated to Sec. 902 dividend foreign country is less than the lesser of $ 10,000 or

deemedpaid FTC
=

separatecategory
x Sec. 902 E&P 2% of the total dollar amount of the foreign tax ini-

tially accrued with respect to that foreign country for
Sec. 960 the taxable year.

Separatecategory Taxesallocatedto Sec. 951 nclusion E. A redetermination of U.S. tax liability is not re-

deemedpaid FTC
=

separatecategory
xx Sec. 964 E&P quired for the effect of redeterminationto account a

For purposes of the Sec. 78 gross up, deemed paid of foreign tax paid or accrued by a foreigncorporation
taxes under Secs. 902 and 960 shall be treated as a

on the foreign taxes deemed paid by a U.S. corpora-

dividend comprising income in the same separate cat-
tion under Sec. 902 or 960.

egory to which the taxes were allocated. The following exceptions apply:
The foreign taxes deemed paid are to be computed 1. A redeterminationof U.S. tax liability is required
from multi-year pools of E&P maintained for each if the foreign tax liability is in a hyper-inflationary
category of income in Sec. 904(d)(1).91 currency.92

2. A redetermination of U.S. tax liability may be
requiredif the amountof foreign tax accrued in the
foreigncurrencyexceeds the amountof foreign tax

paid by at least 2%.
90. These rules do not impact th calculation of the foreign tax credit 3. A redeterminationof U.S. tax liability is required
limitation and relate only to the allocation or the apportionmentof taxes if a foreign tax redeterminationoccurswith respect
among separate categories of income.

to taxes to91. Notice 88-71. foreign deemed paid with respect a

92. Reg. Sec. 1.905-3T(d)(4)(i). Subpart F inclusionor an actual distributionwhich
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has the effect of reducingbelow zero the distribut- a. Overallto overall
ing foreign corporation's pool of foreign taxes in

For example, pre-effective date foreign taxes
any separate category.

on

portfolio (non-CFC Sec. 902) dividend income that
F. In lieu of a redetermination, appropriate adjust- are carried to a post-effectivedate year can offset U.S.
ments are required to be made to the pool of foreign tax only on overalllimitationincome in that later year
taxes and the pool of earnings and profits of a foreign since such incomewas overalllimitationincome in the
corporation to reflect the effect of the foreign tax pre-effectivedate year.94
redetermination in calculating foreign taxes deemed
paid with respect to distributionsand inclusions. b. Exception
If an adjustment to the appropriate pool of foreign There is an exception to the rule that pre-effective
taxes and E&P is required, notice must be given to the date excess credits on overall limitation income are
IRS.93 generallycarried forward to post-effectivedate overall

G. If a foreign corporation is required to adjust its limitation income. Overall limitation credits can be
carried forward to post-effectivedate years to reduceE&P and foreign taxes, it must be done in accordance

with Reg. Sec. 1.904-3T(d)(3). U.S. tax on financial services income or on shipping
income, provided that the taxpayer can establish that

1. A foreign corporation shall reduce its pool of the taxes were paid on pre-effective date income in
foreign taxes in the appropriate separate category by thos categories.
the U.S. dollar amount of a foreign tax refund.

2. A foreign corporation shall increase its pool of c. Separate interest to passive
foreign taxes in the appropriate separate category by Credits on pre-effective date separate limitation in-
the U.S. dollar amount of the additional foreign taxes terest can offset U.S. tax on post-effectivedate passive
paid or accrued. income.95

3. If a lower tier foreigncorporationreceivesa refund
of foreign tax after making a distribution to an upper

d. Continuing limitation baskets

tier foreign corporationand the refundwouldhave the Credits in baskets existing both before and after the
effect of reducing below zero the lower tier corpora- effective date are carried forward in these baskets.
tion's pool of foreign taxes, then both the lower and
upper tier corporation shall adjust the appropriate 2. Carrybacks
pool of foreign taxes to reflect the refund.

Post-effectivedate credits be used in pre-ef-excess can

fective date years to reduce the U.S. tax on overallH. Currency translations rules of foreign tax redeter- limitation income only. Post-effectivedate credits thatmination under Reg. Se. 1.905-5T:
are excess credits solely because of the rate reduction
under the legislation cannot be carried back to higher1. Foreign taxes paid in foreign currency that are
rate years, i.e. the excess credit resultingfrom the rate

paid or deemed paid under Sec. 960 or 902 shall be reduction from 46% to 34%. Regulations are to betranslated into dollars at the rate of exchange for the
prescribed requiring adjustments to be made to thedate of the payment of the foreign tax. Refunds of rule limiting carrybacks to take account of changes insuch taxes shall be translated into dollars at the rate of the treatmentof capital gains. In order to preserve theexchange for the date of the refund. effect of the separate limitation for high withholding

2. Foreign taxes deemed paid under Sec. 902 with tax interest, post-effective date credits for high with-
taxes on cannot to

respect to an actual dividend and refundsof such taxes holding interest be carried back

shall be translated into dollars at the rate of exchange pre-effectivedate years.
for the date of the distributionof the earnings to which
the taxes relate. B. Advance Notice 87-6

On 24 December 1986 the IRS released Advance
IX. TRANSITIONRULES Notice 87-6 dealin with foreign tax credit transition

rules. The Notice (authoritative through not binding)
The following rules govern the carryforward and car- provisions include, among others, the following
ryback of foreign tax credits between pre and post-ef- guidelines:
fective dates: 1. The look through rules apply to distributions and

Sec. 951 inclusions from CFCs, out of E&P derived
A. Sec. 904(d)(2)(I) during the CFC's first taxable year after 31 December
1. Carryforwards 1986 regardless of the taxable year of the recipient

shareholder.
Generally,pre-effectivedate excess credits can be car-

ried forward to post-effectivedate years only to reduce
U.S. tax on income of the old-law limitation category

93. Reg. Sec. 1.904-3T(2)(iii)
94. Sec. 904(d)(2)(I)(ii)

they had been in. 95. Sec. 904(d)(2)(I)(i)
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2. Distributionsor Sec. 951 inclusionsout ofpre-1987 then recharacterizedunder the aforementioned tran-

E&P of CFCs in post-1986 taxable years of payor and sition rules.97
recipient are initially characterized at the CFC level
under the pre-TRA 86 rules, then recharacterizedat
the distributee level applying Sec. 904(d)(2)(I) transi- X. FOREIGNLOSS RULES
tion rules.

The following rules apply to separate limitation losses
The following transition rules apply to the computa- after TRA 86.
tion of Secs. 902 and 960 FTCs:
a. The 60-day rule s not applicable to dividendspaid A. Foreign loss allocation rules

during the first 60 days of the foreigncorporation's (Sec. 904(f)(5)(A))first taxable year beginning after 31 December
1986; For foreign tax credit limitationpurposes, losses in the

b. Pre-1987 E&P accumulatedby a foreign corpora- separate limitation and the overall basket only offset
tion togetherwith associateddeemed paid foreign U.S. source income to the extent aggregate losses ex-

taxes under Sec. 902 or 960 are to be determined ceed aggregate foreign income in other baskets.
and translatedinto dollarsunderpre-TRA86 rules 1 Where losses are incurredin more than one foreignregardless of the taxable year of inclusion by the income basket, each loss is to be allocatedpropor-foreign corporationshareholder; tionallyfirst to foreign incometo the extentthereof

c. Distributionsby second or third tier foreigncorpo- then to U.S. income.
rations with functional currencies other than the 2. Foreign loss allocation rules are applied on an af-
U.S. dollar are subject to the following rules: filiated group basis and apply to net operating loss
(1) If out of post-1986 E&P and included in the (NOL) carryovers.

gross income of a first or second tier corpora-
tion for any taxable year beginning before 1 3. The above foreign loss allocation rule applies be-

January 1987, the E&P and foreign taxes shall fore U.S. losses are allocated proportionately to

be translated into dollars under pre-TRA 86 the separate foreign baskets.
rules;

(2) If out of E&P accumulated in taxable years B. Separate limitation loss recharacterization
beginningbefore 1 January 1987 by the foreign rule (Sec. 904(f)(5)(C))
corporation and included in gross income by a

first or second tier corporation for its taxable Where loss is allocated from one separate limitation
year beginning after 31 December 1986, the basket or the overall basket (the loss basket) to
E&P shall be treated as post-1986 undistri- another basket, subsequent income in the loss,basket,buted E&P. The foreign taxes paid by the sec- to the extent of separate limitation losses not previ-ond or third tier corporationshall be translated ously recharacterized, will be recharacterized in pro-into U.S. dollars at the distribution spot rate portion to the previous loss allocation.The rule appliesand treated as post-1986 foreign income taxes

on an affiliated group basis and to NOL carryovers.by the first or secondtier foreigncorporations. Foreign taxes on recharacterized income are not re-

characterized and may only be credited against U.S.
C. ProposedRegulationsdated 26 August 1987 tax on income in the,originalbasket.

Reg. Sec. 1.904-7contains transitionrules with respect C. Overall foreign loss recapture rule
to Sec. 904(d)(2)(i) which largely reflect those con- (Sec. 904(f)(1))tained in Advance Notice 87-6 and ih Prop. Reg. Sec.
1.904-9. The resourcing of foreign source as U.S. source in-

come under the overall foreign loss recapture rule in
D. Final Regulatiorsdated 15 July 1988 a year following the overall foreign loss year applies

only to the extent that the foreign income s of the
Income derved by a foreign corporation in taxable same limitation type as the previous loss. Thus the
years beginning before 1 January 1987 is initially resourcing is limited to the amount of income in the
characterized under pre-TRA 86 rules. When distri- basket in which the overalllosswas generated.
buted or included under Sec. 951 by the U.S. share-
holder, the income is recharacterizedunder the trans- (Sec. 904(f)(5)(F))ition rules of Sec. 904(d)(2)(i).96

D. Dispositionof property

Where dividends are paid or Sec. 951 inclusionsoccur Under the 1988 Act, recognition rules similar to those
before the start of the CFC's first taxable year begin- applicable to overall foreign losses apply to the dispos-
ning on or after 1 January 1987 but on or after the start ition of property, the gain from which would fall in an

of the U.S. shareholder's first taxable year beginning
on or after 1 January 1987, the dividends or inclusions 96. Reg. Sec. 1.904-7(a)
are initiallycharacterizedunderpre-TRA86 rules and 97. Reg. Sec. 1.904-7(b)(4).
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income category with respect to which there was a D. Transition rules
separate limitation loss.

Pre-effective date regular FTC carryforwards are
treated as AMT FTC carryforwards. AMT FICs areXI. ALTERNATIVE CORPORATE MINIMUM reducedby regular tax FTCcarrybacksto pre-effectiveTAX FOREIGN TAX CREDIT (SEC. 59) date years.

TRA 86 replaced the add-on corporate minimum tax
with an alternative corporate minimum tax (AMT). E. Sec. 38(c)(3) limitation

The AMT FTC limitation may affect the regular taxA. AMT
liability even where no corporate AMT is payable
under Sec. 38(c)(3). The limitation should thus beSec. 55 providesa liability for AMT (with an exception maximized to the extent possible.for qualifying income of Sec. 936 corporations) to the

extent tentative minimum tax exceeds regular tax for
the taxable year. XII. PLANNINGAND COMPLIANCE
1. Tenmtiveminimummx (TMT) is 20% (forcorpora-
tions) of the excess of alternative minimum taxable TRA 86 changes to Sec. 904 substantially increase
income (AMTI) over the $ 40,000 exemption amount both record keeping requirementsand foreign tax cre-
reduced by the alternative minimum tax foreign tax dit limitationcomputationalcomplexityfor tax returns
credit (AMT FTC). and book provisions. The following representsome of

the added record keeping requirements and planning2. AMTI is taxable income adjusted in accordance considerations. Given the complexityof the new limi-with Secs. 56 (including the businessuntaxed reported tation rules together with the reduction in the U.S.profits or BURP adjustment) and 58 and increasedbY corporate rate to 34%, intuitive analysis of planningSec. 57 tax preferences. suggestions may be misleading unless confirmed by
detailed numerical calculations.

B. AMT FTC

A. Record keepingThe AMT FTC is the hyothetical foreign tax credit
that would be determinec (under Sec. 27) if: 1. CFC separateand overall basket limitationincome1. U.S. tax in the Sec. 904 limitation formulawas the needs to be traced and categorized (through tiersTMT before reduction by AMT FTC; of CFCs where appropriate).2. Sec. 904 overall and separate limitation rules were 2. Look through allocation rules need to be appliedapplied to AMTI; intercompany (CFC) of interest,3. Sec. 56(c)(1)(A)BURP adjustment(for 1987-1989

to payments
tax years) increase in AMTI is proportionally of rents, royalties and dividendsbased on underlying

character of income.the same source and character as pre-BURP ad- 3. Foreign subsidiaries accumulated E&P needs tojusted AMTI (and thus will not change the Sec. be tracked for purposesof categorization,applica-904 alternative minimum limitation percentage). tion of carryforward and carryback rules and newFor the tax years 1990 and later, the E&P adjust- Sec. 902 translation rules.ment increase in AMTIwill be sourcedand charac- 4. Regular and AMT FTC carryovers will have to beterized on an item by item basis for Sec. 904 alter- separately identified and tracked.native minimum limitation. 5. Non-CFC dividends from 1st, 2nd and 3rd tier
Excess AMT FTC may be carried forward and back corporationswill have to be separately identified.
under Sec. 904(c) principles. Regular FTC and AMT 6. Booking of undistributed foreign earnings not in-
FTC carryovers may be different and will have to be definitely reinvested under APB 23 requires sepa-
tracked separately by taxpayers. rate basket categorizationand, whereappropriate,

application of the look through rules.Election to treat foreign taxes as creditableapplies for
both regular FTC and AMT FTC purposes.

B. Planning
C. 90% Limitation (Sec. 59(a)(2)) 1. Establish an overall plan to minimizeexcess FI'Cs

for both regularand AMT purposesby identifyingandNo more than 90% of TMT before reductionby AMT monitoring the limitation baskets into which foreignFTC may be offset by AMT FTCs even if Sec. 904 source income will now fall and, if feasible, restructur-limitation calculation permits a greater offset. AMT
FICs disallowedare treated as Sec. 904(c) carryovers.

ng.
TMT is thus net of both the 90% and Sec. 904 limita- 2. Identify subsidiariesand debtors in high withhold-
tions on AMT FTC. Minimum tax NOLs are disre- ing tax countries (5% or higher withholding tax rate)
garded (together with AMT FICs) in applying the and attempt to avoid separate limitation actual or im-
90% limitation to TMT. puted interest from these sources.
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3. U.S. parent companies selling stock in a foreign person may be eligible for the export financingexcep-
subsidiary could formerly consider having the purch- tions under Sec. 904(d)(2).
aser make a Sec. 338 election to avoid the non-Sec.
1248 gain being passive income for Sec. 904(d) pur- D. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(2)(B)(i)
poses. TAMRA,however, introducedSec. 338(h)(16) This Section clarifies that a tax collected by a foreign
which appears to negate this planningopportunityfor taxing authority using a withholding type mechanism
qualified stock purchases made after 10 June 1987. does not necessarily classify such tax as a gross-basis
4. Monitor distributions out of PTI from CFCs in tax and thus make the interest ncome subject to the

tax
foreign countries that either impose a withholding tax high-withholding interest exception under Sec.

or reduce the underlying corporate rate of tax on un- 904(d)(2)(B).
distributedearnings. Considerdistributionsin the pre- E. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(2)(C)
filing period where appropriate.

This Section is clarified to provide that only income of

5. Plan to utilize excess FTC, by considering having persons predominantlyengaged in the active conduct
fewer Sec. 863(b) sales through FSC thereby increas- of a banking, insurance, or financing business is sepa-

ing foreign source income for limitation calculation. rated into the financial services income basket.
Benefitof increasedcredit utilizationneeds to be com-

pared with cost of FSC benefit foregone and the non- F. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(2)(D)
applicabilityof Announcement89-11 to those sales. Dividendsfrom a non-controlledSec. 902 corporation

that might otherwiseconstituteshippingincomeare to
6. Plan for AMT on future distributions of exempt be placed in that corporation'sdivicend basket. Sepa-
dividends by tracking FTC carryforwards for AMT rate basket treatmentof dividends is required for div-
purposes and by attempting to maximize use of idends paid by a CFC out of its shipping income when
minimum tax credit. the taxpayerhas establishedthat the incomewas taxed

by a foreign government at more than 90% of the
maximum U.S. rate. Thus taxpayers may cross credit

XIII. 1988 ACT CHANGES TO FOREIGN TAX taxes on any highly taxed shipping income against the
CREDIT PROVISIONS U.S. tax on other shipping income they may earn.

A. Amendment to Sec. 901(j) G. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(3)(E)
Effective 1 January 1987, income of any domesticcor- The effect of the provision that treats income meeting
poration receiving dividends or income inclusions the de minimis rule under Sec. 954(b)(3)(A) as non-

from a foreigncorporationis not grossedup by foreign separate income is limited by the Act. De minimis
taxes the latter pays that are not creditableunder Sec. treatment applies only to a CFC's foreign base com-

901, regardless of whether the domestic corporation sales income and insuranceincome for the
otherwisechooses the benefit of the foreign tax credit. pany gross

tax.
This will apply to dividends from South African sub-
sidiaries. H. Amendmentto Sec. 904(d)(3)(F)

The exception that passive income does not include
B. Amendmentto Sec. 904(b)(2) and (3)(D)(E)

any high-taxed income does not apply in determining
In conformity with the repeal of the alternative tax whether any incomeof a CFC is in a separatecategory.
rate on capital gains for corporations,this Sectionwas The determinationof whether any amount of income
amended to provide that taxable income from sources is treated as high taxed income will be made after the

outside the United States will include gain from the application of the look through rules of CFCs.
sale or exchange of capital assets only to the extent of
foreign source capital gain net income. If there is a I. Additionof Sec. 904(d)(3)(H)
capital gains rate differential, then foreign source in- The Act clarifies that income of a U.S. shareholder
come will equal the foreign source gain reducedby the allocable to separate category income of a CFC will
rate differentialportion of the foreign source net cap- retain the characterin the handsofthe U.S. sharehold-
ital gain. er, subject to the high tax kick-out. Thus, interest that
New definitions of capital gain rate differential and technically may qualify as export financing interest
rate differential portion have been added to this Sec- paid by a CFC to a U.S. shareholderout of the corpo-
tion. ration's passive basket will be in the shareholder's

passive basket rather than the overall basket.
C. Additionof Sec. 904(d)(2)(A)(iv)
This new provision clarifies that in determining

J. Addition of Sec. 904(d)(3)(I)

whether income would be foreign personal holding Any amount of income included in gross income of a

company income, the related person factoring rules U.S. shareholder under Sec. 1293 shall be treated as

under Sec. 864(d)(6) will only apply in the case of an income in a separate category to the extent it is at-

actual CFC. Thus, income earned directly by a U.S. tributable to such category.
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K. Addtion of Sec. 904(f)(5)(F) the branch meets the definition of a qualified insur-
This Section provides that recognition rules similar to

ance branch.

those applicable to overall foreign losses apply to any
dispositionof property, the gain from which would be

XIV. 19 JANUARY 1989 TEMPORARYln an income category whose separate loss was allo-
cated against separate limitation income. REGULATIONSREGARDINGFOGEI AND

FORI

L. Amendmentof Sec. 904(g)(10)(11) On 19 January 1989, Temporary Regulations were
This Section provides new treatment for any amount issued under Sec. 907 regarding the limitation on the
derived from a 50% U.S. owned foreign corporation foreign tax credit for foreign oil and gas taxes. The
that the statute would treat as U.S. source income, but Regulationsgive effect to certain Tax Equity and Fis-
that the taxpayer, pursuant to any U.S. treaty, treats cal ResponsibilityAct of 1982 (TEFRA) amendments
as foreign source income. To the extent attributableto regarding the aggregationof foreignoil and gas extrac-
an item of U.S. source income earned by the foreign tion income (FOGEI) and foreign oil extraction losses
corporation, the taxpayer's inclusion is treated as from all foreign countries prior to the computationof
foreignsource incomesubject to a separate foreign tax the limitationof Sec. 907(a) and (c)(4).
credit limitation. Non-dual capacity taxpayers and dual capacity tax-

M. Additionof Sec. 964(d) payers that use the facts and circumstancesmethod of
Reg. Sec. 1.901-2A(c)(2) to determine creditable

A new election is providedunderwhich an insurance taxes must apply the safe harbor formula of Reg. Sec.
branch of a CFC can be treated as a separate foreign 1.901-2A(e)(1) to foreign oil related income (FORI)
corporation, considered to be created under the laws tax payments to determine the amount of FORI tax
of the country in which it conducts its operations, if that is creditable under Sec. 907(b).
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BudgetaryTheory and ' olicy in a Small

DevelopingCountry:
The Case of Barbados 1960-1988
Andrew S. Downes

This paper was prepared for presentation at a Symposium
on: ISSUES, PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS IN PUB- Andrew S. Downes is Deputy Dean/Dean, Facultyof Social

LIC FISCALAND FINANCIALPROPOSALSIN BAR- Sciences, lecturer, Dept. of Economics, University of the

BADOS AND THE ORGANISATION OF EASTERN West Indies, Cave Hill Campus, Barbados.

CARIBBEANSTATES sponsored by the Friedrich Ebert

Stiftung Foundation and the Department of Government stages of the developmentof the Barbados economy.
and Sociology, UWI, Cave Hill Campus on Saturday, 5 Three phasesof Governmentbudgetingare examined:
November 1988. the pre-independence period, 1960-1966, the early

. post-independenceyears prior to the so-called'energy
Table of contents (oil) crisis' in 1973 and the post-1973period. The basic

rationale behind such a division derives from the
I. Introduction theory that budgetary policy reacts to and influences
Il. The Nature of Government budgeting political and economicphenomenain both the domes-
III. Budgetary framework in Barbados tic and international arenas. The pre-independence
IV. Budgetary policy in Barbados period was markedby'colonialbudgetaryprocedures'

derived from the policies of the U.K. Colonial Office
A. Pre-independenceperiod
B. Post-independenceperiod to provide the perceived'basicnecessities'of the coun-

C. Post-'oil crisis' period try within the context of a 'balanced Budget'. The

V. Conclusion granting of independence in 1966 saw an attempt by
the Government to break away from the rigidity of
'balanced budgeting' and to adopt a developmental

I. INTRODUCTION approach to budgeting in terms of deficit financing.
The escalation of petroleum and raw material prices

A study of the political economy of Government since 1972 has significantly influenced the nature and
budgeting necessitates an examination of the funda- of Governmentbudgeting. Stabilizationpolicies
mental principles governing the allocation of publc

scope
to lessen the impact of inflation and to avoid balance

resources among alternative ends at varous stages of of payments(BOP) and fiscal deficitshave becorne the
the historical development of the economy. The in- central focus of budgeting policy since 1973. At the
creasing demand for socio-economicdevelopment in same time the Government has sought to implement
small, developing countries has meant an increasing and provide fiscal assistance businesses
role for the public sector in the economic activity of programmes to

in order to increase domesticproduction and employ-
these countries. The Government through its many ment and to improve social welfare and the distribu-
instruments is required to regulate and control tion of income.
economic activity, provide public or social goods,
stabilize the course of business activity, redistribute The structure of the analysis is as follows: first, an

income and wealth and effect the economic transfor- outline of the nature of Governmentbudgeting is pre-
mation of the country. These tasks have become the sented. Second, the budgeting framework within

major objectives of the Governrnent'sbudgetary pol- which Government financial management is underta-

icy formulation. The economic, social and political ken is brieflyexamined.Third, the natureofbudgetary
constraints of an existing period, however, determine policy in Barbados over the 3 periods is discussed.

the extent to which the Government can adequately Finally, an evaluation of Government budgetary
carry out these responsibilities.Nevertheless,its social theory and policy in the context of a small, developing
responsibility is such that it seeks to achieve as many economy is undertaken.
of these objectives as possible in order to satisfy its
constituents. II. THE NATURE OF GOVERNMENT

The main purpose of this article is to analyze the BUDGETING

macro-economic aspects of budgetary policy in Bar- A Budget is a comprehensive financial plan of the

bados during the period 1960-1988. The analysis fo- Governmentwith regard to its expenditure and reve-

cuses on the social, developmental and stabilization nue raising actions. It is an attempt to use available

aspects of Government budgeting during various resources to implement various political decisions.
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The budgetary process involves the formulation or The basic features of a country usually dictate the
preparationofoutlaysand receiptsby the Government nature of public budgeting. In the case of a small,
(through departments and Ministries) for the fiscal developingcountry, it is expected that public budget-
year, the review and authorization of the plan by the ng would be developmental in nature with annual
legislature, the implementation of the plan (i.e. the budgeting integrated with medium-termdevelopment
process of disbursing funds and the institutionof fiscal planning. In some cases, the existing economic condi-
policies), and finally the evaluation and public report- tions may necessitatepolicies to stabilize the economy.
ng of the plan. But in the case of a small developing country, the
The purposes of Government budgeting are fourfold stabilizingexerciseshouldnot detractfrom the general
(see Goode, 1984, at 9). First, budgeting sets out the developmentalthrust of public budgeting.
framework for policy formationwherebydecisionsare A 'small, developing country' is characterized by a
taken about ways to attain certain objectives. For 'small' land area, 'small' population, relatively low
example, the Government may need to grant fiscal level of per capita income, a high incidence of foreignincentives to companies to promote private sector de- trade, a 'small' domesticmarket, a general inability to
velopment. The extent and nature of these incentives influence both export and import prices by varying the
depends on the current state of Government finances sup9ly of and demand for goods, a relatively Iow rate
and the long-termimpact of the incentiveson Govern- of c omestic savings occasioned by the Iow per capita
ment revenue. Second, budgeting provides a means income and by a skewed distribution of income and
for policy implementationwhich can act as a guide to endogeneityof the money stock. These featurescondi-
public sector management.Third, budgetingprovides tion the nature of public budgeting in so far as they
a means of legal control by the legislature to prevent dictate the sources of revenue and the targets of Gov-
overt abuse of power; the Government is,accountable ernmentexpenditure.For example, a 'small' land area
to the public for the use of public resources. Finally, is usually associated with a low level of diversity of
in producing a set of public documents (Estimates of natural or land-based resources. In some cases, a

Expenditure and Revenue and the Financial State- single major resource may exist which dominatesboth
ment and Budgetary Proposals), the Governmentcan Government revenue and expenditure. Furthermore,
indicate its past activities, current and future actions the high incidence of foreign trade and the relatively
with a view to fashioning the economic expectations low level of per capita income determine the distribu-
and behaviourof non-governmentalunits. tion of tax revenue and the elasticityof the tax system.

In anlyzing the nature of public budgeting with re-
Government budgeting affects general economic ac- spect to its stabilization, developmentaland social ef-
tivity in terms of the utilization of resources, that is, fects, both the characteristics of the country and the
the division between current consumptionand invest- existing economic conditions should be taken into ac-
ment (future consumption) in the promotion of count. In this case study ofBarbadosduring the periodeconomic growth and development, the maintenance 1960-1988, the basic featuresof the economyare taken
of macro-economic 'balance' or equilibrium in terms into account in analyzing the effects of Government
of price stability, lower unemployment,reduced BOP budgeting.
deficits, the social division of income and wealth (i.e.
the redistributional effects of Government expendi-
ture and tax measures) and the degree of state or IH. BUDGETARYFRAMEWORKIN BARBADOS
public economic activity vis--vis private sector activ-
ity. One of the main reasons for Governmentexpendi- The successful implementationand administrationof
ture is the provisionof 'publicgoods and services' such budgetary measures necessitates a system or
as defence, education, transport and legal services. framework which is efficient and responsive to struc-
These activities impact upon both current and capital tural change. A budgetary system can be concep-Government expenditure. tualized as a matrix of organizedprocedureswhich are

established by institutionsand individuals to facilitate
Financing Government expenditure is undertaken the ex-genditure and revenue-raising process. It con-
through 4 sources. Probably the main source of funds sists of units each having clearly demarcated lines ofs taxation. The extractionof resources from individu- duty. However, the close interaction of the units isals and firms is undertakenboth directly and indirectly for minimizing both administrative and in-
(e.g. income taxes, consumption taxes, import.duties, formational

necessary
The flow of information betweencosts.

etc.). A second source of revenue is the public sector these administrative units determines the extent to
provision of services such as postal, waterworks, etc. which the overall budgetary system is efficient and
Borrowingfrom both domesticand foreign institutions budgetary procedures are logically consistent.
provides a third source of funds. The Governmentcan
borrow domestically from commercial banks, insur- A budgetary system in terms of its administrativeand
ance companies and other financial intermediaries. legislative functions provides for proceduresrequiring
Foreign governments, the International Monetary the Governmentto obtain final approval for unc ertak-
Fund (IMF) and other international financial institu- ing expenditure and revenue-raisingpolicies, the for-
tions also provide sources of foreign funds. The final mulation of budgetary policy measures, the ability of
source of Government revenue is money creation or the system of budgeting accounts to convey informa-
borrowing from the Central Bank. tion relating to the effects of various policy measures
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and a system of budgetary control as it relates to performance budgeting, zero-base budgeting and

streamliningexpenditureand maximizingrevenuecol- planning- programming-budgeting systems (PPBS)
lection. (see United Nations, 1986).
The primary responsibilityforpublicbudgetingin Bar-
bados, like tht in other parliamentarydemocracies,
lies with the Executive.The membersof the Executive IV. BUDGETARYPOLICY IN BARBADOS

may either be elected or nominated to form the Odle (1978) has identified 3 stages through which
Cabinet. The administrativestructureof Government
consists of a number of departments or ministries budgetary policy in the Caribbean has evolved: tradi-

which are classified according to functionalheads: de- tional, transitional and transforming. The traditional

fence and security, agriculture, health, etc. Each de- phase represents the feudal relationshipsin Caribbean

partmentor ministrywho sits in the Cabinet is respon-
society up to the period of emancipation, 1938. This

sible for the budgetaryprocesswithinthat department. period was marked by agro-basedproduction (planta-
tion agriculture) with political power concentrated in

The Ministry of Finance and Planning (EconomicAf- the hands of landwners. The main revenue source

fairs) is regarded as the coordinatingagency with re- was import dutie, while public expenditure was di-

spect to the budgetary submissions of other depart- rected towards the efficient operation of the planta-
ments. The FinanceDivisionof this Ministrys respon- tions and the maintenanceof law and order.
sible for budgeting,accountingand auditing.After the

budgetaryproposalsare preparedby the FinanceDivi- Within the transitionalphase, Odle demarcates2 sub-

sion they are discussedby the Cabinet.The announced phases: a breakaway period extending from 1838 to

budgetaryproposalsof the Governmentare generally
the late 1920s and an adoption-of-modernityperiod

preceded by 2 documents which assist the Executive covering the early 1930s to the 1960s. During the tran-

and Legislature (Parliament) in the budgetarycontrol sitional phase indirect taxation systems were further

process. These documents are the 'Barbados Esti- developed and modern orms'ofdirect taxation intro-

mates', i.e. the annual (fiscal year) estimatesof expen-
duced. Tax concessions were granted to encourage

diture and revenue as required under the Appropria-
both domestic and foreign investment.

tions Bill and the 'Economic Report (Survey)' which The transformngstage s largely a post-independence
reviews the performance of the economy during the phase whereby the Government sought to transform

previous calendar year. The Financial Statement and the productivestructure of the economyby both taxa-

Budgetary Proposals of the Government, which will tion and expendituremeasures.

be .the focus of this study, consist of measures for
raising revenue and stimulatingeconomic activity.

The broad periodizationssuggested by Odle provides
a historical framework within which budgetarypolicy

The system of public financial administration is gov- can be examined in the Caribbean. The main budget-
erned by the FinancialAdministratinand Audit Act ary measures of each period indicate the central focus

of 1964. The Act stipulates that revenues such as of Governmentpolicy. In the case of Barbados, the 3

levies, taxes, rates, etc. be paid into the Consolidation periods identified in this study fall within the transi-

Fund', the public debt, including the interest on debt, tional and transformingphases, i.e. the pre-indepen-
sinking fund payrnent and redemption money wth dence period (pre-1966), the early post-independence
regards to debts and costs, charges and expenses inci- period (1967-1972) and the post-'oil crisis' period
dental to the management of the public affairs be (1973-1988).
charged to the ConsolidationFt/nd; and the disposal
of funds for meeting the costs of public services be A. Pre-independenceperiod: 1960-1966
undertaken in accordance with the stipulations in the
Appropriations Act. The Act also provides for the When internal self-government was granted in the

control, managementand audit of public finances, the early 1960s (1961), much of the responsibilityfor the

regulation of receipts and the control and issue of public affairs of Barbados rested with the domestic

public funds.
Government although the Colonial Office still over-

saw some of the public operations. One of the major
The framework within which budgeting operates in constraintson the nature of the Government'sbudget-
Barbados can be termed 'traditional' (see United Na- a.ry policy was the existing dependence on colonial
tions, 1986). Traditionalbudgetingserves the purpose monetary arrangements. Under this system, there
of legislative authorization and control. The major were severe limitations on the extent to which the
divisions are a series of 'votes' by which money is colonial Governmentcould run a current account de-

appropriated to ministries. The minor divisions of ficit. The Governmenthad no control over the money
traditional budgeting are objects of expenditure, i.e. supply or commercialbank credit. This lack of monet-

the items on which moneyis spent. Only the goods and ary control meant that the Government's power to

services needed by ministries and the revenues ex- pursue deficit financing was limited by the forei,_n

pected in a forthcomingyear are specified in the tra- reserves at its disposal (Howard, 1979). Both te
ditional Budget. Little or no information is provided monetaryand fiscal dependencelessened the extent to
on programmes and their purposes, cost and output. which the Governmentcould have structurally trans-

The 'traditional' Budget serves a narrow range of formed the economy. Nevertheless, the Government
users. This type of budgeting can be compared with still mantainedthat its responsibilitywas the provsion
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of the pre-conditions for economic development. a dual role: stimulating industrial productionand rais-
Given its limitedmanoeuvrability,the Governmentset ing revenue to meet the relatively high level of Gov-
about its task of nationaldevelopmentthrough a series ernment expenditure. Minor adjustmentswere made
of medium-termplans and annual public budgets. to the income (personal and corporate) tax structure

saw
Development 'plans' were formulated primarily to although the Government the need for major in-

satisfy the criteria of foreign financial institutions.
come tax reform to encourage local industry and in-
crease the pool of skilled workers. Import duties were

These 'plans' produced a series of social and economic increased on such items as paints, enamels, wooden
programmes guided by a strategy of gradualist de- and upholstered furniture and garments. The 'easy'velopment and these 'plans' were complemented by phase of import substitution industrialization(i.e. the
an annual public Budget which reflected much shorter domesticproductionof previously importedconsumer
policy objectives. Budgetary policy, however, had an goods) was enhanced by tax measures (abolition of
mpact on the achievementof long-term development import duties) which sought to reduce the costs of
obJectives. imported raw materials used in the garment factories
1. Developmentpolicy and small craft shops. The adjustments in the tariff

structure increased the degree of'effective'protectionOne of the central aims of budgetarypolicy during the of these 'early industries' and resulted in an estimated
pre-independencecolonial period (1960-1966)was the net loss in revenue of East Caribbean (EC) $ 163,000
provisionof the infrastructuralfacilities and other pre- in 1965. The Government,however, expected that the
conditions for a 'take-off' from a period of stagnation. output and employment effects of its commercial
This aim was reflected in the pattern of Government policies would outweigh the revenue loss incurred.
expenditurewhich indicatedan emphasison economic With the increase in employment, the Government
services,especiallroadandtransportsystems, in both would be able to increase its collection of income
the recurrent and capital Budget accounts. During the taxes.
period 1960-1966, economic services accounted for
25% of current expenditure and between 60-90% of While the domestic savings constraint in such a low
the capital expenditureBudget. incomeeconomyencouragedthe Governmentto insti-

tute a range of fiscal concessions to industry, the
Budgetary policy was also influencedby the nature of foreign exchange constraint was still a major concern
the Government's development policy. In the late to the Government. Income tax concessons were
1950s, the Governmentembarkedupon an industriali- granted to enclave enterpriseswhile the passingof the
zation programme through a series of fiscal incentives Export IndustriesAct in 1969 furtherprovided for the
(see Cox, 1982; Howard, 1986; Downes, 1985a). In- expansion of exports and employment. The invest-
dustrial developmentwas seen as the panacea for the ment allowances granted to both local and foreignproblem of unemployment. Official unemployment enterprises were increased by 20% so that they could
statistics indicated that in 1960 the rate was 7.8% and recover from taxable profit a further amount of the
in 1965 it was 13%. These data, however, underesti- cost of any plant and machinery.mate the level of un- and under-employment in the
economy. Emigration to the United Kingdom, the By 1965, modest success was achieved through the
United States and Canada was activelyencouragedby institutionof fiscal incentives. Out of the 8000 personsthe Government in an effort to relieve some of the employed in the manufacturingsector it was estimated
pressureon the domestic labourmarket. The rationali- that 2,156 persons (27%) were employedin 41 pioneerzation of production resulted in a release of labour enterprises.As Odle (1977) has pointedout althoughfrom the agriculturalsector; hence, reliance had to be the basic tax structure is a legacy of the exploitativeplaced on other sectors, namely, manufacturing and colonial period, the regimes since internal self-rule
tourism. and subsequent political independence have com-

In order to hasten thepaceof industrialdevelopment, Pounded the matter by introducing new fiscal mea-

the Government relied on foreign investment. Indus- sures which have led to the rise in a new manufacturing
trial estates and other social services (roads, water. class, dominated by foreign capital (or indirectly by
works, transport facilities- airport and harbour) were foreign technology) and repressive of labour and the
established.This outlay in Governmentcapital expen- working class; and that local capital is playing a com-

diture was seen as the 'cost' of achieving long-term Plementary role (p. 396).The budgetary system and
economic development.The Governmentalso sought measures only intensifie the degree of functional de-
to encourage tourism by adding to hotel accommoda- pendence in the economy of Barbados.
tions and improving and enlarging the airport
facilities. With the gradual decline of the agricultural 2. Stabilizationpolicy
sector as a major employmentgenerator, manufactur-

Budgetarypolicy, in addition to its developmentaling and tourism became the main areas of attentionfor should be designed and tailored to provide solu-
development planning and budgetary policy. Indeed, role,
the maJor theme of the 1965 Budgetary Proposals was

tions to short-run problems confronting the economy.
the encouragementof the manufacturingsector in an During the colonial period, Barbados could be clas-

effort to relieve the problem of high unemployment.
sified as a dependentor externallypropelledeconomy.
The basic features of such an economy are given by

The changes in the tax structure can be seen as having Thomas (1965):
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the degree to which the economy is resilient to changes means of balancing the Budget in the pre-indepen-
taking place in the rest of the world and this would dence period was taxation. In the early 1960s, con-

depend upon, among other factors, (a) the level and sumption taxes were imposed on a range of goods
rate at which domestic real per capita incomes are in- (aerated and mineral water, cigarettes, gasoline),cus-
creasing over a relevant period of time and (b) the
extent of unemploymentof existing resources

toms tariffs were increased and the rice subsidy paid
to Guyaneserice producerswas reduced. The increase

and: in Government expenditure, however, forced the

the degree to which the economy depends on the rest Governmentto adopt a deliberatepolicy of budgeting
of the world to maintain and increase internal levels of for a deficit by the mid-1960s. Public capital invest-

employment,output, demand and prices (p. 3). ment was financed by external loans. In a period of
high unemployment deficit, budgeting was expected

The conditions describing a dependent economy de- to stimulate the economy by increasing aggregate de-
termine the extent to which a Governmentcan under- mand, employment and income. There is a feedback
take various stabilization policies. Low and erratic to Governmentrevenuevia the direct and indirect tax
output growth, high rates of unemployment and a mechanism. In an open economy such as Barbados,
situation in which key variables in the economy are leakage from the incomestream in the form of imports
externally determined lessen the extent to which a reduces the multipliereffect of an increase in Govern-
colonialGovernmentcould haveundertakenstabiliza- nent expenditure.
tion policies as conventionally understood. In many
respects, accommodatingactions would more approp- The openness of th Barbados' economy means that

riately describe the behaviour of the Government's the balance of payments should be the target of budg-
short-term policy actions. Reliance on automatic or etary policy. The promotionof industrialdevelopment
built-in stabilizers would be more important in such and tourism brought a widening of the visible trade
circumstancessince the discretionarye_ement in budg- gap due to the increase in demand for intermediate,
etary policy tends to be limited in colonial financial capital and consumer goods. The Government ex-

systems. In addition to the institutionalconstraintson pressed a need to increase local production (import
discretionary budgetary policy, the Government substitution) and exports in order to increase the im-

needed to be mindfuloffiscal drag, in that the automa- port capacityof the country. However, increasingpro-
tic stabilizersact as a brake or reduce the effectiveness tectonsm in the international economy, fluctuations
of any discretionarypolicies. in the commodityterms of trade and inadequateincen-

tives to non-sugar agriculture imposed further con-
The export-ledgrowthstrategybased on mono-culture straints on the abilityof the Governmentto reduce the
agriculture meant that changes in sugar production visible trade gap. Althoughthere is some dispute as to
and exports affected the growth path of the overall whether or not a balance of payments problem can

economy. The high level of sugar production in 1963 exist in a dependent monetary system (see Thomas,
(194,000 tons) and the correspondinghigh sugar price 1963, at 97-103), a BOP problem shows itself in high
(Bds$ 242 per ton) resulted in an overall growth rate levels ofunemployment,increasingimportsand a slow
of 12.6% in 1963. The increasein sugar prices was due rate of output growth.
toandoor crops in the main sugar producing countries

the Cuban Crisis. The erratic nature of the Government budgeting should be an instrument for

growth path of output was clearly evident in 1964 combating unemployment, income inequality and

when both sugar output and prices declined to 165,000 slow economic growth. The dependent nature of the

tons and Bds$ 218 per ton, respectively (that is, a fall economy, however, limited the scope of conventional
in output by 2.6%). The fluctuating fortunes of the stabilization policy. The Government's reaction was

sugar industry was on of the main factors which led largely accommodating as it was concerned with the

the Government to stimulate activity in the manufac. increasing public debt incurred to finance develop-
turing and tourism sectors. mnt projects, the large adverse balance of trade posi-

tion and the high cost ofborrowingin the international
Inflation, although very modest, was attributed to in- capital market. Little enphasis was placed on func-
creases in import prices and interest rates. The recur- tional finance, that is, the realization of a deficit or
rent pressure on sterling led the Bank of England to surplus in order to achieveclearly specifiedobjectives.
adopt a restrictive monetary policy which increased The main concern was with the rigidity of balancing
the rates of interestwithin the sterlingarea. In addition the Budget.
to affecting the infation rate, high interest rates

abroad greatly affected Government borrowing for

capital expenditure. Governmentpolicy towardsinfla- 3. Social policy
tion was largely accommodating since the openness The social aspect of Government budgeting in the
and institutional dependence of the economy meant colonial period was grossly neglected. Although edu-
that the Governmentcould not have affected the rate

of inflation (see Downes, 1985b).
cation accounted for a significant proportion of the
public Budget, health, social security and welfare ser-

Due to the absence of a Central Bank, the budgetary vices were largely underdeveloped. Pensions were

management (of government)was constrainedby the very small, Bds$10 per month in 1963. In 1966, Gov-
view that current revenue should balance current ex- ernmentpensioners,numberingover 1,700, were paid
penditure (Howard, 1979, p. 51). The principal Bds$ 2.5 million in benefits. The lack of an adequate
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social security scheme was compensated by a widow- efits and their financing would be undertaken by cur-

orphan fund set up for public servants. The Govern- rent and futuregenerations.The need for Government
ment had promised the developmentof a comprehen- borrowingstemmedfrom a situationwhere the'ability
sive social security system for the country in the post- to accumulate capital is concentrated in the hands of
independence era. Funds obtained from the Colonial a few who do not necessarily nourish a propensity to

Development and Welfare Programme were used to invest their saving in the land of their birth'. While the
develophealth facilitiesby way of the QueenElizabeth expansion of the public debt can be justified in terms
Hospital. The school meals service which was started of the ability of the Government to provide employ-
in the early 1960s on a pilot basis was further extended ment for unskilled and semi-skilled labour, there are
in the mid-1960s. limits on the size of the public debt since the country's
The thrust of Government's budgetary policy in the ability to service and repay the debt depends on its

pre-independencecolonial period was towards estab- export capacity.
lishment of the pre-conditions for industrial develop- The Government continued its effort to stimulate in-
ment. The fluctuating fortunes of the sugar industry dustrial investment. The provision in the Income Tax
hastened the process in the mid-1960s. Import sub- Act which prohibiteda deductionofinterestunless the
stitution (light) manufacturing was the main founda- recipientwas exemptedfrom the tax (or that tax which
tion on which employment generation and output is chargeable on the interest) was removed. Allow-
growth were to take place. Although there was some ances were granted for Research and Development
relief in the labour market in terms of emigration, un- (R&D) expenditure in certain industrial operations.
and under-employmentstill remaineda pressingsocio- These allowancespermittedappropriateexpenditures
economic problem. The increasing level of Govern- on plant and equipment to be written off over a period
ment expenditure and the granting of fiscal incentives of 5 years. In addition, buildings used for scientific
meant that the Government had to resort to foreign researchqualified for an industrialbuildingallowance.
borrowing and deficit in the mid-1960s. The use of In order to afford local shirts, hats and toothpaste
conventional stabilization policies was limited by the producersgreater protection, the customs duties were

dependent nature of the financial System and accom- raised. The degree of protection afforded to beer pro-
modation was the main approachadoptedby the Gov- ducers was increased through the removalof the duties
ernment when faced with short-termmacro-economic on imported raw materials.
problems. Social aspects of budgetary policy were

neglected as scarce financial resources imposed a The Caribbean Free Trade Agreement (CARIFrA),
trade-off on the Government in terms of economic signed in 1968, was seen as another avenue through
versus social policy. The emphasis on economic de- which the Government could increase industrial ex-

velopment can be seen as a means by which resources ports. CARIFrA provided a wider regional market
wou_d emerge in the long run to provide for social for both agriculturaland industrialgoods thus allowing
development. plants to reap economies of scale. The removal of

import duties on a wide range of regionally produced
B. The post-independenceperiod 1967-1972 goods meant that some Governmentssuffered a sub-

stantial revenue loss (i.e. the CARIFTA effect). In
The granting of constitutional (political) indepen- order to counterbalance this revenue loss, consump-
dence in November 1966 was expected to be followed tion taxes were raised along with import duties on a

by policy actions to reduce the level of functional range of 'luxury' goods imported from extra-regional
economic dependence. The Government was not sources. In addition to meeting the shortfall in reve-

given full autonomy to manage its own financial af- nue, the imposition of these taxes was designed to
fairs. Budgetary policy was now expected to provide foster local production by means of import substitu-
the basis for the economic transformation and social tion. The immediate increase in consumption taxes

development of the country. The reduction of func- and import dutiessuggest that the production,income,
tional economicdependencewould mean that greater employment and revenue effects of free trade were

use had to be made of stabilizationpolicies in periods slow to emerge.
of stagnant economic activity and creative develop-
ment policies. In 1967, the British pound was devalued. This effec-

tively devalued the Eastern Caribbean dollar which
C. Developmentpolicy was freely convertible into the pound sterling under a

system of 100% reserve holding. This devaluation
The budgetarypolicy of the Governmentcontinued to aided the tourist industry in that it was cheaper for the
be focused on infrastructuraldevelopment. The Gov- British tourist to visit the Caribbean. It was estimated
ernment borrowed externally in order to undertake that 30% of the Government's current revenue was
such capital works projects as the harbour extension, derived from the multiplier effect of tourist expendi-
airport improvement and the construction of new ture. The tourist sector was, however, unable to forge
schools. Although these projects were not designed to strong linkagewith other sectors of the economy. The
be directly income-generating,their ability to facilitate increase in tourist arrivals and expenditureoccasioned
industrial and tourism activity provided Government by the devaluation increased the importation of
with an indirect source of revenue. These long-lasting foodstuffs rather than the expansion of non-sugar ag-
projects were seen as creating inter-generationalben- riculture. Armstrong et al. (1974) estimated that on
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the average, a dollar'sworthof touristspendinggener- lowed depends on the level of per capita income and
ated directly and indirectly one dollar and forty one the administrative capacity to collect taxes and other
cents of output over all industrial sectors taken to- fees. The growthof Governmentexpenditureis crucial
gether. Fifty per cent of the total supply of output in determiningthe economicgrowth performancein a

generated was provided by the 'hotels' industrial sec- situation in which private investment and exports are

tor while about one third of the total supply was pro- subject to a high degree of uncertainty. In a small,
vided by the other key industrialsectors .... (p. 517). open economy such as Barbados, excess aggregate
There,were little or no incentives in Government's demand affects the BOP more than the rate of infla-
budgetary policy to encourage greater inter-sectoral tion; hence the natureofdemandmanagementpolicies
linkages. differ from those in more developed economies (see
Over the period 1967 to 1972, there was a general Downes, 1982). In many respects, the Government's

decline in the output of sugar. Output declined from approach to inflation and BOP problems was accom-

204,000 tons in 1967 to 113,000 tons in 1972 (a decline modating rather than autonomous.

of 45%). There was, however, a general increase in The devaluation in November 1967 resulted in an in-
the export price of sugar. In 1967, the export-priceof crease in the rate of inflation. In 1966, the rate of
sugar was Bds$199 per ton, while in 1972 it had risen inflationwas 3.2% while in 1968 it was 9.3%. In addi-
to Bds$ 289 per ton. The sugar industrywas faced with ton, interest rates in international capital markets
serious technologicalproblems which needed a reor- began to increase, thus further fueling the domestic
ganization and diversificationprogramme. Budgetary rate of inflation. Given the externally induced nature
policy was aimed at initiating technical improvements of inflation, policies were adopted to adjust to the
n the industry. The thrust towards mechanizationwas inflationary situation. Price controls were instituted
encouraged through the increase in the investment on a range of consumer goods in an effort to dampenallowance for agricultural and sugar machinery from the effects of inflation on the standard of living. Tax
20% to 40%. designed cushion the adverse in-measures were to

Government's financing of the capital Budget was flationary effect of devaluation and to discourage the

mainly through loans, temporary borrowings (i.e. the import of luxury and locally substitutable consumer

issue of Treasury bills) and surpluses realized on the goods. The Government was, however, caught in a

current account. The constraint on the availability of dilemma. Import duties were increased on a number
financial resourceswas due to the inabilityof the Gov- of luxury items while consumption taxes were insti-
ernment to effectivelyoperate with the existing finan- tuted to recover the revenue loss effect of CARIFTA.
cial machinerywhichwas still basedon colonialmonet- These measures further increased the general level of

ary arrangements. Between 1960 and 1970, total capi- arices in the economy. Price controls on a number of
tal expenditure was Bds$ 95.5 million of which Gov- 3asic goods were continued beyond the scheduled
ernment surpluses accounted for Bds$ 29 million (i.e. period, that is, a case of suppressed inflation. In

31%). The financing of capital development was 1970, the Governmentproposed the establishmentof

supplementedby a deliberate policy to encourage the a Prices Commission designed to protect consumers

inflow of foreign capital to assist in the development against excessive price increases in the distribution
of the industrial and tourism sectors. sector. Given the average cost pricing practices of the

distributionsector, price controls would moderatethe
The Government's budgetary policy with respect to extent to which traders and importers could have in-
economicdevelopmentin the earlypost-independence creased profit nargins. The wide application of price
era was guidedby the principlesofmaximummobiliza- controls may have resulted in side-market activity
tion of local resources, an equitable distributionof the and commodity shortage which would affect the wel-
tax burden and the stimulation of investment in pro- fare of consumersas any'consumersurplus' was trans-
ductive areas of the economy. With a binding foreign ferred to traders and importers.
exchange constraint, the thrust was towards import
substitution and export promotion. The Government The main revenue source continued to be .indirect

tried to relieve the ncome tax burden by increasing taxation, i.e. customs duties and consumption taxes.

allowances and rescheduling the rates of taxation. These taxation measures were directed towards lux-

These budgetary measures were aimed primarily at ury items and commoditieswhich were largely price
increasingdisposableincome and/ordomesticsavings. inelastic -- cigarettes, some alcoholic beverages. In

Although the increase in disposable income resulted addition, high rates on extra-regional goods were in-

in an increase in imports, there was also an increase in tended to promote inter-regional trade. Indeed, the

the demand for locally producedgoods. The mobiliza- 1972 Budget was explicitlydesigned to set the region
tion of domestic resources was further enhanced by on the road towards a Caribbean Common Market

the issue of tax-free developmentbonds and Govern- with a common external tariff.

ment debentures.
An important feature of the early post-independence

1. Stabilization policy period was the use of the policy of deficit financing,
i.e. a situation where planned expenditurewas larger

The budgetarypolicy of a Governmentis informed by than planned tax revenue. This policy orientationwas

past, current and prospective trends in the economy. influenced by Keynesian macro-economic thinking
The degree to which specific tax policies can be fol- which suggested that increases in aggregate demand
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(through an increase in Government expenditure) Statement also noted that 1973 was the last year of
would stimulate the economy. As indicated earlier, the past and 1974 was the first year of the future
too rapid a growth in Government expenditure (i.e. (p. 35). The Central Bank, established in 1972, be-

aggregatedemand) has serious BOP effects in a small, came fully operational in 1973 with the issue of the

open economy. Indeed, the deficit balance on current Barbadian dollar to replace the East Caribbeandollar
account increased from Bds$ 30 million in 1967 to in the money market. The CaribbeanCommunityand
Bds$ 83 million in 1972 and Bds$102.4 million in CommonMarket (CARICOM)was establishedby the
1973. Treaty of Chaguaramasin August 1973. The members

The early post-independenceperiod (1966-1972) was
of the integration movement were committed to the

generallyone of high output growth. All the sectors of introduction of a common external tariff on extra-re-

the economy with the exception of agriculture re- gional imports. Britain fully entered the European
co'rded growth rates above 6% per annum. Such high

Economic Community in January 1973. In October

rates of output growth may be partly due to the princi- 1973, the international oil cartel, OPEC, announced

ple of deficit budgeting which was adopted to avoid price increases which significantlydisrupted the inter-

a deflationary situation and to encourage consumer
national economy (i.e. the co-called oil crisis). The

demand for local goods. Moreoyer, changes in the major industrializedor developedcountriesadopted a

structure on income taxes (New Income Tax Act of floating exchange rate regime. The events of 1973

1969) and increases in wages and salaries resulted in significantly altered the nature of budgetary policy in

an increase in the demand for locally and imported
Barbados. Although the Governmentwas faced with

goods.
a narrow tax base, the lack of a developed capital
market and the uncertainty of tax receipts from ex-

3. Social policy ports, it could now use money creation, i.e. borrowing
from the Central Bank, to finance its fiscal deficit. It

Explicit attentionwas paid to social policy in the early could not change import duties on extra-regional im-
post-independenceBudgets. A social security scheme ports unilaterally with the existence of a Common
was started in 1967. Sicknessand funeralbenefitswere ExternalTariffstructure. It also had to face the impli-
introduced along with maternity benefits in 1968, old cationsof a substantial increase in the price of imports,
age contributory and invalid survivor benefits in 1968 especially oil-based products.
and pensions in 1970. In 1971 social security pensions
received in Barbadoswere exempted from income tax 1. Developmentpolicy
along with pensionspayable under the National Insur-
ance Scheme. By March 1969, Bds$ 156,352were paid

Between 1973 and 1976 little explicit emphasis was

out in benefits under the Social Security Scheme. placed on developmentpolicy since the focus of budg-
etary policy was on a stabilization policy occasioned

Budgetarypolicy had social effects by way of changing by the oil price increase of 1973. The Government
the distributionon income. Holderand Prescod (1989) continued to finance its capital expenditure through
indicate that the progressive income tax system re- foreign project loans. Developmentpolicy continued
duced the overall level of inequality during the late to be focusedon importsubstitutionin agricultureand
1960s and early 1970s. In general, the middle income manufacturingby means of increases in imort duties

groups were favoured by the changes in the income in line with Common ExternalTariffas wel. as embar-
structure. goes, licensing and quantitative restrictions on im-

The early post-independence period was therefore ports. The intensification of intra-regional trade was

characterized by budgetary measures to enhance expected to increaseproductionand employment.The

economicdevelopment (diversificationof the produc-
fiscal incentives to industry were brought under one

tion structure), to deepen inter-regional trade and to regional scheme, i.e. the Harmonizationof Fiscal In-
centives Act 1974.

assist social welfare. The main problem facing the
Governmentduring the period was the relatively high A more comprehensiveapproach to public budgeting
rates of irflation occasionedby the devaluationof the was adopted after 1976 with more detailed budgetary
dollar. Probablya central feature of the period was the documents incorporatinga wide range of taxation and

emphasis on deficit budgeting, whereby the Govern- expenditure measures. The Government's capital
ment planned expenditure exceeded its planned col- works programme continued to be focused on the de-
lection of revenue. Such an approach to public budget- velopment of the social infrastructure. Projects in the

ing not only had employment effects, but also im- area of educationand training, agriculturaldiversifica-
pacted adversely on the BOP. tion and manufacturingdevelopmentwere also under-

taken. Although the Government sought to promote
C. The post-'oilcrisis' period: 1973-1988 import substitution, especially in agriculture through

a series of fiscal incentives (for example, land cultiva-

The year 1973 can be considered a turning point in tion rebates, grants for sprayingequipment, irrigation
fiscal management in Barbados (see also Howard,

facilities and the establishment of orchids and silos),
1982). In the 1973 Financial Statementand Budgetary greater attention was paid to export promotion.
Proposals, it was stated that all available indicators In a small developingeconomy, exporting is an essen-

point to the fact that (the) economy (was) undergoing tial aspect of macro-economic policy. The small
a process of transformation (p. 5). The April 1974 domestic market for a range of goods and services
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limits the extent to which import substitution can be chased in publiccompanies, a check-offsystem to per-
pursued. In the past, the Governmenthad used com- mit the purchase of developmentbonds by public ser-

mercial policy in terms of increasing import duties to vants on an instalment basis, the introduction of a

protect localindustry.With the impositionofthe Com- bonus share scheme and increased allowances for life
mon External Tariff within CARICOM, reliance was insurance premiums and registered retirement plans.
placed on such fiscal measures as increased consump- The transactioncost of transferringshareswas reduced
ton taxes and stamp duties in order to reduce the and national housing and development bonds were

demand for imports and encourage domestic produc- introduced in an effort to develop the local capital
tion. However, there was a need to encourageexports market. The establishment of a Securities Exchange
to generate the foreign exchange in order to purchase providedan avenue for investing in a numberofpublic
goods and services which could not be produced loc- companies. The Government therefore provided the
ally. appropriateincentivesnot only to encouragedomestic

savings but furthermore, to channel the available
In 1979, the Export PromotionAgencywas created to funds into the productive sectors (Budget 1984, at

provide businesses with informationon export oppor- 11).
tunities. The Income Tax Act allowed for a rebate on

a graduatedscale ofup to 59% of a domesticmanufac- Government's budgetary policy in the post-1976
turer's tax so long as his/her extra-regional sales ac- period was largely to stimulate employmentby creat-

counted for more than 61% of total sales. In 1977 t ing an environment conducive to stronger export-led
was reported that no local businesswas able to qualify growth, and one in which domestic savings can be

for such rebate. In 1985, the maximum rebate was expanded to finance renewed investment (Budget
increased from 50% to 80% in an effort to encourage 1984, at 9).
domesticproceduresto export extra-regionally.Other By providinga range of fiscal and monetaryincentives
measures introduced to promote extra-regional ex- to the private sector, the Government's approach to

porting were an allowance for market research and employmentcreationwas largelyindirector indica-
development of 150% of actual expenditure incurred tive. In 1977, the Governmentintroducedan employ-
and an initial allowanceof 40% on the purchaseof new ment levy whichwas designed to increase employment
capital equipment. An agricultural export revolving in the private sector. The levy involved the grantingof
fund was established with an initial sum of Bds$1 tax credits proportionateto an increase in the number
million to provide loans to those wishing to export of workers employed during the lower year and was

non-sugaragriculturalproducts. The market develop- related to wages paid in such a way that lower paid
ment allowance was also extended to the tourism sec- workers (would) reap the greatest benefits from the
tor. In addition to those budgetarymeasures, the Cen- implementation of an expansion policy by an

tral Bank established an Export Credit Insurance and employer (Budget 1977, at 11). Evidence provided
Guarantee Scheme to provide greater support for ex- by the Government indicated that the main areas of
porters. Whilst budgetarypolicy has sought to encour- employmentgrowth as a direct result of the levy were

age extra-regionalexport, many of the barriers to such construction,distribution,hotels and generalservices.
exports still remain, e.g. protectionism in more ad- The Employment Levy was replaced by a Training
vanced economies, the existence of non-tariffbarriers Levy in 1981. Funds obtainedby the impositionof this
and high quality standards. These barriers cannot be new levy were expected to enhance the human re-

removed by budgetary policy; political action on an source developmentof the country. The Employment
internationalscale would be required. Levy was reintroducedin 1987 in an effort to finance

specific programmes relating to new job oppor-
The Government also sought to develop offshore fi- tunities.
nancial services by providing a number of tax exemp- Attention also placed improving operationaltions to offshorebanksand other financialinstitutions. was on

These exemptions relate to required reserves and efficiency in both the public service and statutorycor-

specified asset and capital requirements, interest rate porations. The Barbados National Bank was formed

ceilings and lending restrictions. in an amalgamationof some of the Government's fi-
nancial institutions. Measures were also taken to re-

duce tax evasion and improve the general tax collec-
An importantdevelopmentalaspect of budgetarypol- tion process.
icy, especiallyafter 1976, was the emphasison mobiliz-
ing domesticsavings for investmentpurposes. In addi- The developmentalaspect of the Government'sbudg-
tion to changes in the personal income tax structure etary policy in the 1973-1988period thereforeconcen-

which increased nominal disposable incomes and trated on boosting domestic savings and investment,
hence savings, a numberof fiscal measureswere intro- encouraging export promotion and providing incen-
duced to encourage domestic savings. The Govern- tives to the private sector to generate employment.
ment declared 1979 as National Savings Year. There was a general shift of taxation away from direct
Schemes for boosting national savings included the to indirect taxation. This shift was partly designed to
issue of national savings certificates and tax certifi- increase disposable income and hence aggregate
cates, the introduction of a secondary market for domestic demand and savings. Output and employ-
mortgages, a tax allowance for saving with credit ment expansion were expected to emerge from such a

unions, ncome tax deductions for new shares pur- taxation policy.
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2. Stabilizationpolicy numberofgoods in the SupplementaryBudgetaryPro-

Issues of economic stabilizationactively occupied the posals of 1974. This tax was later abolished in 1976.

Government's attention during the post-1973 period. Greater emphasis was placed on consumption taxes

During the period, supplementarybudgetarypropos-
and stamp duties as revenue-raising measures al-

als were presented twice, 1974 and 1981, when the though these taxes were also designed to promote
economy was experiencing serious balance of pay- import substitution.The corporationincome tax struc-

ments and fiscal deficit problems.
ture was also adjusted. A number of special levies
were introduced - Employment, Health, Transport

The Governmentsought to lessen the pressure on the and Training- and the funds earmarked for employ-
BOP by a combination of fiscal and monetary mea- ment generation, training, the development of a na-

sures. In addition to import restrictions and licensing tional health system (e.g. a National Drug Service),
measures, consumption taxes and stamp duties were the purchaseof equipmentand buses and road repairs.
progressively increased on imports to reduce the de- Water rates and bus fareswere progressivelyincreased
mand for imports through the price effect. The base of to defray the costs of providing these services. The
the consumptontax computationwas changed in 1981 Sugar Levy was increased to provide funds for various
to include the import duty. The Government sought social programmes (e.g. housing).
to control its expenditureby streamliningboth current
and capital expenditure. Wage and salary increases On the expenditure side, the Government sought to

control the growth of both its capital and current ex-
were constrained in an effort to lesson the Govern-
ment expenditure effect on BOP. Credit restrictions penditure. Salary and wage increases were legislated
and stringent exchange controls were, however, the in 1976 and in 1980 in an effort to control current

main policy measures used to contain imports. As expenditure. The Governmentwas determined to fi-

indicated in the previoussection, efforts were made to
nance a reasonable proportion of capital expenditure

boost domestic exports to extra-regionalmarkets. through public savings by a deliberate policv of re-

stricting the growth in current expenditure (Budget
While a windfall gain in export sugar earningsenabled 1977, at 5).
Barbados to realize a BOP surplus in 1975, there was The financing of the fiscal deficit was undertaken
a complete reversal of the payments position in 1976 primarily through borrowing from the bankingsystem
as net capital inflowswere unable to offset the substan- (both commercial and the Central Bank, the National
tial deficit on current account. Tight credit, import InsuranceFund and project loans). With the establish-
and foreign exchange restrictionswere introducec. In

ment of the Central Bank, the Governmentwas able
January 1977, the Governmentwas forced to borrow to borrow funds on a short-term basis to finance its
under the CompensatoryFinancingFacilityof the IMF deficit. Project loans were used primarily to finance
because of the anticipated shortfall in receipts from capital works expenditure in the public sector.
the exportofsugar (Budget1977, at 19). The Govern-
ment was again forced to borrow from the IMF in The general thrust of fiscal policy in the post-1973
October 1982 when there was a significant deteriora- period was the shift of taxation from direct to indirect
tion in the BOP in 1981. Under the Standby Agree- measures. Between 1977 and 1985, a system of tax
ment, Barbadoswas required to satisfy certain perfor- credits was introduced for those receiving an income
mance criteria with respect to the extensionof domes- below a specified level. In 1986, a significant changetic credit, the level of foreign debt and Government n personal income taxation occurredwhen those with
borrowing from the banking system. a total assessable income below Bds$ 15,000 were not

The approach to inflation brought about by the in- required to pay income tax. During the period, allow-
creases in petroleum prices by OPEC was largely ac- ances were raised and tax rates and bands were

commodating. The Governmentannounced increases changed in order to increase personal disposable in-
in the retail price and tax on petroleum products (i.e. come. Some of these income tax changes were partly
gasoline and diesel fuel) in an effort to encourage a result of the effects of inflation which significantly
conservation. Selective price controls on essential reduced the purchasing power of individuals faced

goods were used to protect fixed- and low-income with a highly progressive income tax structure. The
individuals from the adverse effects of inflation. corporation tax structure was also changed to allow

companies to reinvest more of their profits. These
Controlling the fiscal deficit was a major concern of income tax changes were partly designed to increase
the Government during the post-1973 period. During investment, output and employmentby increasing the
the periods 1973-75, 1976-78, 1981-83 and 1984-85, the purchasingpower of individuals.
Government experienced significant fiscal deficits. The stabilization aspect of budgetary policy in theThese deficits were due to sluggish revenue growth
and significant increases in expenditure, especiallyon post-1973 period therefore centred on controlling the

the capital account. The periods, 1978-79 and 1982-83,
deficitson the publicsector account and the BOP. The

were characterizedby substantial reductions in capital approach to inflationwas largely accommodatingsince

works expenditure. the Government was unable to influence the external
factors accounting for the high rates of inflation. The

A wide range of tax measures were introduced to measures used to contain the fiscal deficit involved
increase Government revenue. Among the main tax increases in indirect taxes and fees and controlling the
measures was the introductionof a sales tax on a large growth of expenditure. Both monetary and fiscal
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policies were used to reduce the BOP deficit, with the The main features of budgetary theory and policy dur-
Central Bank playing an active role in the process. ing the period discussed are as follows:

3. Social policy (1) Expenditurepolicy was directed towards develop-
ing the social infrastructure, i.e. the road system, sea

One of the objectives of budgetary policy was the and airport, in order to facilitate the production pro-
promotionof greater social equity in the tax system by cess in the private sector.

ncreasing disposable income of low-income earners
(2) Incentives granted to industris to promotethrough the system of tax credits (Budget 1980, at 9).

were

Pensions were progressively increased during the mport substitution in the 1960s and early 1970s. How-

period as inflation had its greatest impact on fixed-in- ever, given the small size of the domestic market and

come earners. Funds from the various levies - health, trading problems in the regional market, budgetary
on

sugar, transport - were used to improve such social policy focused extra-regionalmarkets.

amenities as housing, public transport and health. A (3) There was a strong reliance on the private sector
number of programmeswere put in place to provide to provide employmentin the country. Several incen-
direct assistanceto personsover 65 - free bus transpor- tives were granted to businesses to employ more per-
tation, free duty service and assstance wth the pay- sons.

ment of water and electric rates, among others (4) Some emphasis placed mobilizingdomestic
(Budget 1984, at 15). An Unemployment Insurance

was on

Scheme was introducedin 1981 to provide benefits for savings for local investment purposes. Saving instru-

the unemployed while they are seeking new employ-
ments and tax credits were introduced to boost the

ment. School children were granted free school meals savings capacity of the country.
and subsidized text books. The Government also (5) Budgetary policy was geared towards containing
sought to provide housing accommodation for the both the fiscal and BOP deficits. Prior to the introduc-
population.Fundswere channelledto financialinstitu- tion of the Common External Tariff, import duties
tons to provide housing finance for low and middle and, to a limited extent, ncome taxation were used to
income-earners. Special income tax concessions were reduce both deficits by means of the price effect of

granted to house builders and the method of taxation import duties and the deflationaryeffect of increases

applied to owner-occupiedhousing was restructured. in income taxation. In the post-1973 period, greater
Mortgage interest payments were partly deductible reliance was placed on consumption taxes and stamp
from income taxation. duties, as revenue from import duties was reduced.

Credit policy was used extensively to reduce the im-
portation of goods. Greater control of government

V. CONCLUDINGEVALUATION expendituregrowth was adopted.

The primary objective of this paper is to review budg- (6) Social policy was geared towards increasing the

etary theory and policy over the period 1960-1988, to
incomeof the poor-increasedpensionsand tax credits

identify any trends with respect to developmental,
and the provision of such social amenities as health,

stabilization and social aspects of budgetary policy. education, housing and transport.
The review is based principallyon the Financial State- (7) Finally, whilst the general emphasis was a de-
ment and Budgetary Proposals of the Government velopment policy in the pre-1973 period, stabilization

during the period. In order to facilitate the discussion policy was a major concern in the post-1973 period as

3 periods are identified: the pre-independenceperiod, the Government grappled with the problems of slug-
1960-1966, the early post-independenceperiod, 1967- gish growth,BOP deficits, fiscal deficitsand inflation.
1972 and the post-1973 period.
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The Tax Systemof Barbados

DeLisle Worrell
DeLisle Worrell s Director of Research & Information at the
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the Woodrow Wilson School, Princeton University; the
Economic Growth Center, Yale University; the Federal Re-

INTRODUCTION serve Board; and the Institute of Social and Economic
Studies, University of the West Indies. He has written on

Barbados is the most easterly of the islands of the exchange rates, prce formation, economc modelling and

Caribbean chain, which stretches in an arc from the forecasting and industrial policy. He is the author of Small

Gulf of Mexico to the mouth of the Orinoco River in Island Economies:StructureandPerformancein the English-
northern South America. The island has an area of430 speaking CaribbeanSince 1970, Praeger Publishers, 1987.

square kilometres and a populationof 250,000. It is in
the middle ranks of developing countries, with a per financial and personal sei-vices and construction.

capita GDP in 1988 of about USS 5,500. The Govern- Tourists come to Barbados from North America and
ment is a parliamentary democracy, with elections the United Kingdom, for the most part. Manufactured
held at least every 5 years. There is a single Govern- goods are sold mainly to the country's neighbours in
ment authorityand it budgets on an April-Marchfiscal the Caribbean and sugar is sold mainly to the United
year. Some changes in the tax system are introduced Kingdom under the provisions of the Convention of
in each year's Budget, usually presented to Parliament Lom.
in April. The system described in this paper is as it The 1980s have been a period of extended adjustmentexisted in January 1989. for Barbados, following recession associated witha

Growth in the Barbadoseconomyis driven by 3 sectors the second oil crisis and the world recession of 1979-
which earn foreign exchange for the purchase of the 81. In 1980 and 1981 the economy contracted, levels

variety of producer and consumer items which Barba- of unemployment rose, prices rose rapidly and a con-

dians import. Tourism, exports of light manufacturing siderable deficit appeared in the balance of external
and sugar exports provide for about one third of value payments. Measures were taken to restrict expendi-
added in the economy; the remainder is contributed tures in 1982 and 1983, and borrowings were

by Government services, wholesale and retail trade, negotiated under a standby arrangementwith the In-
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ternational Monetary Fund (IMF). Private foreign Table I

borrowingwas undertaken after the IMF programme
ended. Output growth was restored from 1983 on- Tax revenues by source 1987/88

wards and inflation was arrested, but levels of un- $million % of revenue

employment remain high.
Taxeson incomeand profit 162 18

Personal incometax 53
AN OVERVIEWOF THE TAX SYSTEM Corporationtax 73

Othertaxesonfirms 10
Taxes on domestic goods and services (25% of tax Transportlevy 19
revenues in 1987/88 and on imports 24%) are the Training levy 7

largest sources of Government revenue, followed by Social securitytaxes 160 18
taxes on income and contributions to the National
Insurance Scheme (18% each). The most important

NIS 122
Health levy 28

taxes, and their contributions to total tax revenue, are Unemploymentlevy 10
shown in Table I. There is a general consumption tax

imposed on domestic goods and services and a sales Taxeson domesticcommodities 227 25

tax is imposed on hotel and restaurant sales. On im- Consumptiontax 152

ports there is a customs tariff and a stamp duty. There Hotel, restauranttax 16

are taxes on personal and corporate incomes, and ad- Other 59

ditional levies on individual incomesand on wage pay- Taxeson imports 216 24
ments by companies. Social security contributionsare

required for health services and unemploymentbene- Propertytaxes 36 4

fits. Provision is made for tax exemption of specific -rotal taxes 801

types of economic activity which the Government
wishes to promote, mainly investment and offshore Other revenue 112 12

business by companies from industrial countries. Total revenue 913 100

Overall, taxes were the equivalent of 27% of 1987
GDP at market prices.

Source: Central Bank of Barbados.

The relative importance of various taxes is similar to at the time of the transaction, and the returns sent
some other developingcountries, and rather different immediatelyto the Comptroller'soffice. The Commis-
from the patterns observed in industrial countries. sioner of Land Tax collects the property tax and the
Barbadosand other LDCs depend much more heavilY tax on residential subdivisions. Paynent of property
on taxes on trade than is typicalof industrialcountries. tax is requiredwithin one monthof the issue of assess-
The country's small size also contributes to the prom- ment notices at the end of each calendar year. The
inence of trade taxes; large LDCs like Brazil derive Office of the Registrarcollects property transfer taxes
only a smallproportionof revenue from trade taxes. and some stamp duties on services. Starnp duties on
BarbadosandotherLDCs gather a smallerproportion documents are collected by the Post Office and the
of revenue from social security schemes, which are Treasury. National insurance contributionsand levies
more highly developed in industrial countries. LDCs, are paid to the National Insurance Scheme (NIS),Barbados included, tend to collect a smaller propor- which operates as a separate Governmententity, with
tion in income taxes than do more developedcountries its own board of directors. The licensing authority(MDCs). In many countries this is a result of in- collects various fees and charges.adequatemachineryfor collectingincome taxes, which
require more sophisticated record keeping than do Companies which qualify for exemption from taxes,
taxes on trade. In Barbados'case the lowerproportion fees and charges must be certified by one or more of
is the result of deliberate policy, since the late 1970s, a variety of institutions, depending on the nature of
to arrest growth in the share of income taxes in na- their business.
tional income. Manufacturingconcerns apply to the BarbadosIndus-
Tax administration is in the hands of several Govern_ trial DevelopmentCorporation, farmers to the Minis-
ment offices. The IncomeTax Cornmissioneradminis. try of Agriculture, hotels to the Barbados Board of
ters the income taxes. Returnson income are required Tourism, financial institutions to the Central Bank of
from all individuals by the end of April each year; Barbados and insurance companies to the Office of
returns from companies are due by 15 March. the Supervisorof Insurance, a division of the Ministry
Employees make payments from each paycheck of Finance.
(under the PAYE system), while companies are re-

quired to make payments twice a year. Companies CHANGES IN THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE
may purchase interest-bearingtax reserve certificates OF TAXES
in advance, to mature at the time their tax liability
comes due. The Comptrollerof Customs administers Taxes on importswere more importantthan all income
the customs duty, the consumptiontax, the stampduty taxes (personal and corporate) in the 1960s, but they
on Imports and the excise tax. Payments are recorded were overtaken by income taxes in the 1970s. The
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growth of direct taxation (income taxes, NIS contribu- to encourage savings. Each taxpayer is allowed to de-
tions and levies) slowed in the 1980s, and the NIS duct at least $ 15,000 in this way and no income tax is
contributions rose in importance relative to taxes on due if the annual income is $ 15,000 or less. National
income. Taxes on domestic goods and services rose insurance contributions and contributions to pension
from a small contribution in the 1960s to become a schemes approved by the Commissioner are also de-

major source of revenue from the 1970s onward. ducted in the calculationof taxable income. Individu-
als may claim 15% of an ordinarydividendreceived as

The principal changes in import taxes were the intro- a tax credit (effectivelyan allowance). Companiesare
duction of a common tariff for Barbados and other required to pay a tax of 40o from the amount of any
members of the Caribbean Economic .Community preference dividend before distribution; this is re-

(Caricom) in 1973 and the introduction of general garded as a payment on the recipient'sbehalf, and he
stamp duties on imports in 1982. The Caricom Com- records it as such on his personal income tax return,
mon External Tariff (CET), imposedon imports from adjusting his remaining tax liability accordingly.
all non-membercountries, raised Barbados' tariffs on

a numberof items. All importsfrom membercountries The progression in the income tax system occurs in the

may be imported free of duty. middle of the earningsdistribution.The averagewage

The introductionof the National nsuranceScheme in
earner pays no income tax (although he must make a

NIS contribution).The $ 15,000 income, above which
1967 was the most important innovation in income

one becomes liable to income taxation (at a marginaltaxation. By 1988 the NIS had grown to be as impor- rate of20%), is just abovethe averagewage, estimated
tant as the income taxes. The level of income taxation

by Whitehall & Crookendale (1988) at $ 12,500 in
was reduced in a series of adjustmentsto the rates and 1987. We reach the highest marginal rate (50%) at a
to the deductible allowances between 1978 and 1986, that is 5 times the In sample of indus-
though the effect was attenuated by the simultaneous wage average. a

trial countries reported on by Hagemann, Jones &
introductionof levies. Montador (1987, at 188-190), the individual becomes
Prior to the introductionof general consumptiontaxes liable to tax at a wage which is only one half the
in the late 1970s there were only minorcharges, excises average in most cases, and the 50% marginal rate
and fees on domestic goods and services. The hotel (where it applies) cuts in at a lower multiple of the
and restaurant sales tax was introduced in 1974. average wage. The marginal rate rises above 50% in

all the countriesof the sample except the UnitedStates
The ratio of tax revenues to GDP rose from 15% in and Canada (and, since 1988, the United Kingdom).1963 to 26% in 1979; it leveled off in the 1980s. Provi- In a study which ends in 1981, Holder and Prescod
sionalmeasuresof individual tax rates have been made (1984, at 370) found that the income tax significantlyby the present author (Worrell, 1988 at 8-11) for the reduces the index of income inequality, a result which
period 1960 to 1986. The rate for the personal income

undoubtedlystill holds true.
tax, exclusive of levies, was 6% of GDP on average
for the period as a whole, starting at 3% in the early The National InsuranceScheme collects contributions
1960s and reaching 8% in the 1970s, ending at the and levies from incomeearnersand self-employedper-
average rate. Corporate taxation, again exclusive of sons at rates of 9.750o and 13.75%, respectively, of
levies, was about 3o of GDP on average, with only gross income. No contribution is made on any income
slight variation. Importduties, not including the stamp in excess of $ 31,200 per annum, so that the maximum
duty on imports, were calculated at a rate of 9% of contribution is $ 3,042 for employees, irrespective of
imports, though the results suggest this is somewhatof the level of income. In addition, employerspay levies
an over-estimate. The rate on domestic goods and and NIS contributions of 8.25% of salary for each
services averaged 7% of GDP, ending at 10.6% in worker, with the same limitation on the maximum
1986. No estimates were made for the NIS contribu- income as for the worker's contribution. Because of
tion. the high threshold for payment of income tax NIS

contributions are the main form of tax on income for
most of the population. It has a slightly regressive

TAXES ON PERSONALINCOME effect, according to Holder and Prescod, neutralizing
a little of the effect of the personal income tax.

Residents of Barbados are subject to taxation on in-
come from employment and property, including re- There are levies on gross income for funding an un-

turns on financial assets, but not including capital employmentbenefit scheme and a vocational training
gains. The rate is graduated u to a maximum of 50% scheme. There are also 'health' and 'transportation'
on each extra dollar for taxa,le income in excess of levies, but receipts are added to the pool which funds
Bds$ 55,000 (USS 27,500; the Barbados dollar, Bds$ general Government expenditure. Contributions are

or Bbd$, was worth 50 U.S. cents in January 1989. In made by employers as well as employees,with rates as

this article amounts are quoted in Bds$ unless other- shown in Table II. The maximum income used for
wise stated). Taxable income is gross income less per- calculating all levies is the same as that stipulated for
sonal allowances, allowancesfor dependents,selected NIS contributions. There was an additional income
expenses for the welfare of the household (health, surcharge of 5% - rising to 7% on marginal income
insurance premiums, education, owner-occupied above $ 50,000-legislatedfor fiscal year 1988/89only.
housing and related expenses), and special allowances The unemployment fund pays eligible workers (those
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Table Il ture. They may obtain exemption from corporation
tax for specific periods, so as to secure a sufficiently

National insurance contributionsand levies high rate of profit in the formative years. They may
% of gross income also qualify for relieffrom import taxes, allowingthem

Employee Employer to purchase inputs at world prices so as to maintain
international competitiveness. All companies are al-

National insurance lowed to carry forward a portionof losses to be set off
Health insurance 5.00 5.00 against profits up to 5 years in the future. Companies
Injury -- 0.25 are not required to withhold any taxes on dividends
Unemployment 0.50 0.50 paid on ordinaryshares; 40% of dividendpaymentson
Severance -- 0.25 preference shares is withheld, but earners may offset

Levies this against their total tax liability. A tax of 15% is
withheldon dividendspaid abroad, thoughmany com-

Health 1.50 1.00
Training 0.50 0.50 paniesobtainexemptionfrom this provisionwhen they
Transport 1.75 0.25 qualify for one of the special tax regimes mentioned

Employment 0.50 0.50 earlier.

Total 9.75 8.25

Source: National Insurance Scheme. TAX ON PROPERTY

Property owners must pay a tax at the rate of 0.4% of
Table Ill propertieswith buildingserected on them (referred to

as 'improved'land). Land on whichthere is no building
Rates of consumption tax is taxed at a rate of either 1.25% or 2%, dependingon

(Percentages, lowest to highest) value. Farmersmay obtainexemptionon land usedfor
agriculture. A land developmenttax is charged on the

Consumergoods appreciation in value of land which is subdivided for
Food 0-25 residential use. There is a tax for the transfer of owrl-
Durables 9-25 ership of property, equal to 5% of the value of the
Non-Durables 9-35 for all sales, deeds, gifts, In addition,lroperty, etc.

Motorcars 50-70 oreigners must pay a 10% tax on purchases of local

Raw materials 9-15 property.

Machinery 20
TAXES ON DOMESTIC GOODS AND SERVICES

Othercapital goods 15-35

Source: Excerpted from the ConsumptionTax Schedule. A consumption tax is imposed on the 'market price'
(defined in the law) of domestic goods and on the
combined import price and customs duty for imports.
The rates of taxation are graduated, with exemption

who have been in continuous employment over a for basic foods, low rates for raw materialsand capital
stated period) a proportion of their wages for a fixed goods, high rates for consumerdurablesand extremely
period if they are laid off. high rates for alcohol, cigarettes and motor cars. The

ranges are shown in Table III. Offshore companies
and companies benefiting from fiscal incentives are

TAXES ON CORPORATE INCOME exempt as are raw materiais used in the manufacture
of items subject to consumption tax (so as to avoid

Resident corporations pay tax at the rate of 35% of pyramiding). Also exempt are items for duty-freesale

profits. Insurance companes pay a tax on premium to visitors, ship's stores and bunkers, and re-exports.
income and the rates of taxation on the profits of Excise taxes are levied only on domestic sales of al-
mortgage companies and building societies are 12.5% coholic beverages, in the form of fixed charges per
and 20%, respectively. Banks doing business in Bar- litre.
bados also pay a small tax on their assets. Companies
pay an additional 8.25% of their employmentcosts in The hotel and restaurantsales tax is imposed at 5% of

the form of NIS subscriptionsand levies noted above. the value of hotel room charges and restaurant bills.

Deductions which are generally available to any firm There are a varietyofstampduties imposedon domes-
include investment incentives and rebates on market- tic services. They take the form of charges on legal
ing and research activities. There is a special tax re- documents and on financial instruments which evi-
gime (described below) for offshore companies, i.e. dence the transaction. The rates are less than 1% of
companies resident in Barbados which engage exclu- the value of the transaction or a fixed dollar amount.
sively in business outside the island. There are also

special regimes for new companies, and for firms en- Other taxes on goods and services include an airport
gaged in exports, tourism, manufacturingand agricul- service charge of Bds$16 per person, paid by each
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departingpassenger, a tax paid by companiesoffering Farmers may secure imported raw materials and capi-
servces to airlines, a 15% tax on the purchase of tal goods free of customs duty, stamp tax and con-

airline tickets, a tax on oil drilling operations, and sumption tax. Government provides financial and
miscellaneous licence fees and charges for services technical services to farmers, but there is no specific
provided by Governmentsuch as the issuance of offi- provision under which they may obtain exemption
cial documents. from the corporation tax for any period. Like any

other company they may carry forward losses against
TAXES ON TRADE future proiits for up to 5 years.

There is a customsduty on imports from non-Caricom
countries, with rates set in conformity with the com-

INCENTIVESFOR OFFSHOREBUSINESS

mon external tariff agreed among Caricom members. Barbados' legislation includes incentive regimes for
There is also a stamp duty on imports, at the rate of several types of offshore business, where firms locate
15% of the CIFvalue. Importsfrom Caricomcountries offices in Barbados to provide services exclusively to
are exempt only if the supplying country imposes no clients overseas.

stamp duty on its own imports from Barbados. The Exempt insurance companies do business only with
rates of customs duty vary on tie same principles as large corporate clients. Often they are subsidiariesof
for the consumption tax, with basic foods exempt and global corporations, established solely to provide in-
high rates on consumer durables and non-essentials.

nouse insurance, although there are an increasingExporters, new industrial firms, farmers and offshore number of independent companies providing, for
businesscompaniesare all eligible for exemptionfrom example, insurance against malpractice suits. Bar-
the customs tariff, and no stamp duty is to be paid on bados' Exempt Insurance Act 1983 allows companiesraw materials for the manufacturingsector. registered in Barbados and wholly-owned by non-

. Caricom citizens to provide insuranceservices outside
PROVISIONSFOR TAX RELIEF Caricom.withno tax on their profits (and no require-
There are laws providing for relief from a variety of ment to seek permission from the Central Bank of

taxes and charges for manufacturers, exporters, Barbados to effect foreigncurrency transactions).The

hoteliers and farmers. firms are required to pay a licence fee and an annual
registration fee, and at least one of theirdirectorsmust

Manufacturers may qualify for exemption from the be a resident citizen of Barbados.
corporation tax for a specific period under the Fiscal
IncentivesAct, 1974. Companieswhichexportoutside International business companies are firms incorpo-
the Caricom area are permitted 10 years of tax-free rated or managed in Barbados to provide trading or

operation. Other manufacturingconcerns may obtain investment services exclusively for non-residents of

tax exemption from 6 to 10 years, depending on the the Caricomarea. They are taxed at graduated rates

proportion of the value of the product that is added starting at 2.5% of profits and falling to 1% as profits
locally. These companies may mport raw materials increase. Their non-Barbadianstaff may earn 35% of

and capital goods free ofcustomsduty, stampduty and their salary tax-free, to be paid in foreign exchange.
consumptiontax. They may rent low cost factory space U.S. legislation provides incentives for firms regis-
from Government'sIndustrialDevelopmentCorpora- tered as Foreign Sales Corporations to provide ser-

tion, and Government financial assistance is available vices from offshore locations in the Western Hemi-

for training of personnel. sphere. Barbadoshas legislatiofffor the local registra-
tion of such firms. They pay an annual licence fee but

Exporters to non-Caricom countries may obtain a re- they are not taxed.
bate of up to 80% of corporation tax that would have
been paid on their export operations after the end of Offshore banks are registered in Barbados to do busi-

their tax holiday. At the current35% rate ofcorporate ness elsewhere. They pay taxes on the same 2.5% to

tax this would reduce the tax rate on export profits to 1% sliding scale a for international business com-

7%, at the lowest. panies, and their non-Barbadian staff are entitled to
the 35% tax-free concession. They must employ at

Dividends of those manufacturingor exporting com- least one resident Barbadian on their board of direc-
panies that qualify for incentives may be remitted tors.
abroad without incurring the 15% tax, provided they
will not be taxed in the country to which they are sent. There is also a Shipping IncentivesAct which provides
If they are subject to a foreign tax, the withholdingtax a 10-year tax exemption on profits for any ship regis-
is im9osed in Barbados at the lower of the Barbados tered in Barbados, or for any company engaged in

and .oreign rates. Art. 10 of the Double Taxation leasing, buildingor maintenanceof ships. Registration
Treaty with the United States provides for exemption fees are linked to ship tonnage. This iS the one area of

from the U.S. tax on accumulatedearnings. offshore business where there has been no activity.
The Hotel Aids Act allows hotels to write off their DOUBLE TAXATIONTREATIES
capital expenditure fully in one year or to carry for-
ward the expense against profit for up to 9 years, as Barbados has negotiated treaties to attract foreign in-
they prefer. There are also provisions for duty-free vestment by providing double tax indemnity with the
imports. United States, the United Kingdom, Canada and the
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member countries of Caricom. In most cases lower those which are prohibited, of which there are only
rates of withholding tax apply. A treaty originally 160 items in the tariff code of 2,400 items.
negotiated by the United Kingdom with Switzerland
when Barbados was still a British colony remains in The tax system as a whole seems to have a progressive
force and treaties with Norway and Finland were in- mpact on the distributionof income. Incomedistribu-

itialled early in 1989. tion in Barbados is remarkably even to begin with,
with coefficients of inequality comparable with those

The Caricom tax sparing treaty was signed at the time of North America and Europe (Holder and Prescod,
of the inauguration of the Caribbean Community in 1984 at 369). The inequality diminishes further as a

1973. It covers income and corporation taxes and rec- result of the structure of the personal income tax.

ognizes tax sparingprovisionsunderall incentive legis- Levies, NIS contributions and indirect taxes are only
lation in force in membercountries. Dividendspaid to mildly regressive, and do not neutralize the effects of
an individual in a second Caricom country do not the personal income tax.
attract tax if the activity from which they arose in the
first country is tax-exempt.Nationalsin any State must

SUMMARY
not be subject to a greater burden of taxation in a

second State than nationals of the second State. The 4 major sources of tax revenue in Barbados are

The treaty with Canada provides that businesses be taxes on domestic goods and services and imports,
taxed in the countrywhere there is a 'permanentestab- each contributingabout one quarter of revenues, and
lishment'. Where profits made and taxed in one State income taxes and national insurance contributions,
are reported in the second State an appropriateoffset each accounting for somewhat over one third. There
is to be made. Rates of taxation on remittancesare set are regimes for exemptionsfor investment,new enter-
at 15% for dividends and interest, 10% for royalties prises, exports and offshore business. The main
and 15% for management fees. changes in the last 2 decades have been the growth of

the NIS, the imposition of significant taxation on
The treaties with the United States and the United
Kingdom make similar provisions, but the prescribed

domestic goods and services and the introduction of

tax rates vary. For the United Kingdom, royalties on
the Common External Tariff among countries of the
Caribbean Community. The tax burden was on the

cinema and TV films are taxed at 5.25% and other

royalties and dividendsare usually exempt. The treaty
increase up to the late 1970s but since then it has

with the United States prescribes a rate of 12.5% for remainedunchanged.The NIS is the main tax on wage

interest and royalties, with the tax on dividends rang- earnings; the average wage earner is below the

ingfrom 5% to 15% dependng on the percentage of threshold for the personal income tax, which is pro-

shares in the company t aat are held by U.S. citizens. gressive in the middle range of incomes. Tax rates on

The treaties with Norway and Finland provide for a mports and domestic goods and services are

5% tax on dividends, interest, royalties and manage- graduated, with basic consumer items exempt, low

ment fees.
rates on producers' goods, high rates on consumer

items and penal rates on some 'luxuries'.

SOME ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE TAX
SYSTEM REFERENCES

The tax system is designed to providestrong incentives Hagemann, Robert, Brian Jones and Bruce Mon-

for investment, especially in exports and in import tador, Tax Reform in OECD Countries: Mo-

substitutes.Becauseof the import tariff there is poten- tives, Constraints and Practice, OECD

tially more tax incentive per dollar of investment in Economic Studies (Spring 1988).
import substitutes than for exports. This does nt Holder, Carlos and Ronald Prescod, Income Dis-
create much of a bias towards import substitutes be- tribution in Barbados, Central Bank of Bar-
cause of the small size of the Caricom market. The bados, mimeo (September 1984).
diseconomies of scale of production for the Caricom Ranis, Gustav et al., Protection and Export Incen-
market are so severe that firms of any size will find it tives in the Caricom Region, Caricom Sec-
more profitable to produce for export markets. Typi- retariat (1981).
cally, the scale of operations suitable for the Caricom Whitehall, Peter, Protection in the Manufacturing
market produce a rate of profit which is so much Sector of Barbados, 1960-80, Central Bank of
lower than the rate for a plant designed for export that Barbados EconomicReview (September 1984).
the import tariff is insufficient to close the gap. The Peter Whitehall and Elizabeth Crookendale,A New
Caricom market therefore remains the preserve of Wages Index for Barbados, Central Bank of
small business. There is a high level of protection for Barbados, mimeo (December 1988).
a limited number of import substitutes such as pro-
cessed foods, clothing and furniture. Ranis and As- Worrell, DeLisle, Tax Policies and Tax Rates in Bar-

sociates (1981) and Whitehall (1984) found moderate bados, Central Bank of Barbados,mimeo (De-
levels of protection for most items. The rates of tariff cember 1988).
and import stamp duty together do not afford high
levels of protection. The heavily protected items are
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3AR 3ADOS:

Developmentsin the Offshore

Financial Sector
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This material was prepared, edited, issued and circulated by Bruce Zagaris,
Berliner & Maloney, 110117th Street, N.W., Suite 1004, Washington, D.C. 20036, i

which is registered with the Departmentof Justice, Washington, D.C., under the
Foreign AgentsRegistrationAct as an agent of the Governmentof Barbados.This
material is filed with the Department of Justice where the required registration
statement is available for public insection. Registration does not indicate ap-
proval of the contents of the materials by the U.S. Government.

Two developments indicate the Barbados interna- centives, and on all other factors affecting Barbados'
tional financial sector's maturity: the Prime Minister's competitiveness.
Budget Speech and proposals to develop the sector A second step for Barbados, according to the Primeand the formation of a branch of the International
Fiscal Association (IFA). Minister, will be to continue to expand its network of

double taxation treaties. The Governmenthas already
initialed treaties with Sweden, Norway and Finland.
Negotiationsare scheduledwith the Federal Republic

BUDGETARYSTATEMENT of Germany for later in the year. According to the
Prime Minister, negotiations have begun with the
United States, which unilaterallyremoved the exemp-A. Growthof the offshore financial sector tion on U.S. insurance excise tax.

According to the 29 April 1989 budgetary statement A third step for Barbados, which the Prime Minister
of The Right Honorable L. Erskine Sandiford, Prime stated must be considered in very close consultation
Minister of Barbados, Barbados has experienced sig- with the offshore businesses, will be the revision of
nificant growth in serving as a center for international the legislation regulating various kinds of activities to
business services. At the end of 1988, there were 6 provide a range of options best suited to the tax plan-
licensed offshore banks with assets of Bds$ 2,240 mil- ning objectivesof any particularcompany. In particu-
lion and 41 new foreign sales corporations, bringing lar, he mentionedthat the Governmentwill undertake
the total of such companies to 263. At the end of 1988, a major review of the International Business Com-
156 exempt insurance companies were registered, an panies to address, inter alia, a licensing arrangement
increase of 46 from the previous year. Thirty-eight for international business companies, and the condi-
exempt insurance management companies operated, tions under which persons who may be resident in
as compared to 28 in 1987. The Prime Minister esti- Barbados for specific reasons could establishan inter-
mated that revenue accruing to the Governmentfrom national business company, without violating the in-
fees, licences and taxes on international companies tegrity of the domestic tax administration. The Prime
was Bds$10 million in 1988 while the total contribu- Minister stated that Barbados must have flexibility
tion of the sector to Barbados' foreign earnings was and respond quickly to changing tax laws in all major
approximatelyBds$ 40 million. countries. The budgetary proposal contaihs various

measures to stimulate international activities in Bar-
bados, both in the manufacturing and the servicesB. Governmentefforts to support the offshore sectors.

sector
The 1988 BarbadosEconomicReport 1988, which was

Prime Minister Sandiford stated that the Barbados presented by the Prime Minister to the legislature at
Government will continue to provide a supportive the time of his Budget Speech, also provides statistics
environment for active businesses to pursue legitimate on and developments in the jqternational financial
objectives. One immediate step is the creation of an services sector in 1988. For instance, it mentions that,
umbrella body known as the International Business as a step to support the sector, the Central Bank par-
Advisory Committee composed of professionals, rep- ticipated in the annualconferenceand exhibitionspon-
resentatives of diverse types of offshore business and sored by the Risk and Insurance ManagementSociety
Government to advise on existing legislation and in- (RIMS) which was held in Washington, D.C.
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FORMATION OF A BARBADOS BRANCH OF accountant at Peat Marwick; and Rick Cunningham
THE INTERNATIONALFISCAL ASSOCIATION (HonoraryAustrianConsul and presidentof a leading
(IFA) international business). IFA was formed in 1938 and

has more than 7,000 members. It is the most influen-
On 16 March 1989, Barbados held an inauguralmeet- tial, non-governmental international organization
ing of the International Fiscal Association which was dealingwith fiscal matters. Its membersare taxpayers,
attended by approximately40 professionalsand Dick their advisers, Goveinment officials and university
Hammer,Price Waterhouse& Co., New York and the professors. The chief goals of IFA are the study and
President of IFA. An interim executive committee advancement of international and comparative law,
was formed and consists of: Dr. Trevor Carmichael, especially fiscal law, and the understanding and
an attorney-at-law, chairman; Colin Brewer, char- economic impact of taxation. The Barbados branch
tered accountantat Price Waterhouse;MaryMahabir, will further these goals from the perspective of Bar-
attorney at law, secretary; and Ken Hewitt, chartered bados, its economy and laws.
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INTRODUCTION TAXABLE PROPERTY

A law of 30 December 1988, oublished in the Official The tax is levied on the taxpayer's average total net
Gazetteof 31 December 1988r, introduced a net worth worth regardless of its location. However, in the case

tax which will be pyable annually by enterprises as of non-residents with a permanent establishment in
from taxable year 1989 (assessment year 1990) to- Mexico and persons granting the use or temporary
gether with the income tax, and is creditable against enjoymentof goods, the tax is levied only on net worth
the liability to that tax. The declared purpose of the attributable to the permanentestablishmentor on such
net worth tax is to improveequity and efficiencyof the goods, respectively.
fiscal system and to obtain a minimum tax from those
enterpriseswhich file returns reporting no income tax

liability (estimated to be 71% ofenterprises in a report EXEMPTIONS
of a deputies' committee).

Exempt from the tax are financial institutions, invest-
ment companies, cooperatives, small taxpayers and

TAXABLE PERSONS taxpayers subject to a special basis of taxation.2 The
tax is not levied during the pre-operation period, the

The tax is levied on: period when activities are commenced, the period fol-
resident business companies; lowing and the liquidation period. This rule does not-

resident individuals performing business activities cover the periods following a merger, company trans--

(actividadesempresariales); formation or business transfer.
non-residents with a permanent establishment in-

Mexico (only in respect of assets attributable to
the permanent establishment);

TAXABLEAMOUNT

other personsgranting the use or temporaryenjoy--

ment of goods employed in business activities by
The taxable amount is the annual averageof assets less

taxpayers referred to above (only in respect of the annual average of eligible liabilities with resident

such goods); and enterprises. The average of assets iS the aggregate
civil associations or companies performing busi- obtained after each of the following computations:

-

ness activities. (1) the monthly averages of financial assets in every
month of the taxable period are added together and
the aggregate is divided by the number of months
included in the period. The monthly average of assets

I. Ley del Impuesto al Activo de las Empresas. is the aggregate of assets at the beginning and at the
2. The Finance Ministry is granted the authority to establish special end of the month as divided by 2. However, the
taxation bases which represent an estimation of the net profits derived in
1989 by small taxpayers engaged in specified activities (the provision has monthly average of assets corresponding to transac-

been renewed for several years). tions made with or through the financial system iS the
3. When the Income Tax Law provides for adjustment or updating of aggregate of daily balances of the month divided by
thc value of goods or transactionsdue to the lapse of time and changes in the number of days in the month.
prices in Mexico, the change iscomputedby usinga factorcalculatedunder
the following rules: - Ifthe period is one month, the factor forthe monthly (2) The balance of each fixed asset and deferred ex-

adjustme0t is equal to the national consumer price index of the relevant
pense and charge, whose deduction for income tax

month (CPIa) divided by the index of thc preceding month (CPIb) minus is pending the beginning of the period, is
I: CPla purposes at

1 adjusted in accordance with factor3 which alsoCPIb a con-

If the period exceeds one month, the adjustment factor is equal to the siders the length of time between the month in which-
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the asset was acquired and the last month of the first averages of liabilities corresponding to the taxable
half of the perid in which the asset was used within period as divided by the number of months of that
the taxable period. The adjusted balance is then re- period.
duced by the deductionof 50% of depreciationallow-
ances corresponding to the taxable period. The result
is divided by the number of months of the taxable TAX RATE AND TAX CREDIT
period and the new result is multiplied by the number
of months during which the asset was used in the The tax is calculated at a rate of 2%.
taxable period. The net worth tax actuallypaid be creditedagainstcan

(3) The original amount of investments in each plot the income tax (whether assessed on the basis of the
(terreno) at the beginningof the period as adjustedby income tax return or represented by advance pay-
a factor4 which also considers the length of time be- ments) due for business activities of the same taxable
tween the month in which the plot was acquired and period or the 3 following periods.
the last month of the first half of the period in which The creditbalancewhichcannotbe used in the taxablethe plot was used within the taxable period. The result period is adjustedby a factor7 which also considers theiS divided by the number of months included in the length of time between the last month of the taxabletaxable periokl and the new result is multiplied by the period in which the balance arises and the last monthnumber of months during which the plot was held in of the period in which it is used. The credit cannot bethe taxable period. refunded, transferred or used to pay withholding
(4) Finally, inventory of raw materials, semi-finished taxes.
or finished products used by the taxpayer in his busi-
ness activity, held at the beginning and at the end of
the taxable period, are valued under income tax rules, TAX ADMINISTRATION
added together and divided by 2.

For the purposes of 1, financial assets include: Taxpayers are required to make 10 advance payments
cash;

no later than the 17th of the 4th month of the taxable
-

credit documentsother than shares; the taxable period.
- period and the 17th of each of the ensuing months of

receivablesother than advance payments, tax bal--

ances favourable to the taxpayer and tax incen- The first advance payment is 3/2 of the tax of the
tives; and precedingtaxableperiod as adjustedby a factors which
interest accrued but not collected. also considers the length of time between the last-

month of the first half of the taxable period and theFinancial assets denominated in foreign currency are last month of such period. Other advance paymentsvalued according to the rate of exchange of the first
day of each month. When the controlled exchange

are 1/2 of the tax of the preceding period adjusted as
aforesaid.

rate is not applicable, the average exchange rate for
sales with which credit institutions of Mexico City During 1989, advance payments are calculatedon the
begin their transactions is taken. basis of the amount of tax that would have been paya-

ble had the tax been in force in 1988.For the purposes of 2, fixed assets on which an

investment allowance was taken instead of ordinary The net worth tax is declared and paid together with
depreciation allowances5 are computed only in the the income tax return within 3 months following the
period during which ordinarydepreciationallowances end of the taxable period.
would be permitted had the investmentallowancenot
been taken. In the case of the fixed referredassets to,
the non-deductible part of the asset is adjusted by a

national consumer price index of the last month of the period (CPIc)

factor6which also considers the length of time between
divided by the index of the first month of the period (CPId) minus 1:

CPIc
the month in which the asset was acquiredand the last CpId-

1

month of the first half of the period in which the asset The value of a good or a transaction at the end of the period is computed
was used within the taxable period. The result is di- by using a factor equal to the national consumer price index of the last

vided by the number of months of the taxable period
month of the period (CPIc) divided by the index of the first month of the

period (CPId): CPIc
and the new result is multiplied by the number of CPd
months during which the asset was used in the taxable 4. See footnote 3.

period. 5. Business enterprises that acquire new assets can choose, instead of

taking depreciationallowanceson such assets under ordinary rules, to take
in the taxable period in which the investmentis made or the period in which

LIABILITIES the assets are put into use, or in the following period, an investment
allowance representing a percentage of the original cost: The percentage
depends on the type of asset and the type of undertakingutilizing it.

In calculating the taxable net worth, the taxpayercan As from 1 January 1989, the allowancefor investmentsmade in the conur-

deduct the annual average of liabilities denominated ban zones (zonas conurbanas) of the Federal District, Guadalajara and

in Mexican currency with resident enterprises other Monterrey is reduced to 60% of its normal amount.

than those incurred with or through the financial sys-
6 See footnote 3.
7. See footnote 3.

tem. The annual average is the aggregate of monthly 8. See footnote 3.
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I. INTRODUCTIONAND POLITICAL confidence. There seems to have been a lifting of the
BACKGROUND sense of malaise which has been only too evident in

the last 2 years and the change is evidenced by a

New Zealand's 1989 Budget had been awaited with number of media articles seeking to analyze its causes

more than usual interest. It was the first to be pre- as well as a recovery in poll, ratings for the Govern-
sented by David Caygill; a lawyer by training, and a ment.
well respected Member of Parliament and former If a medical analogy is not out of place, New ZealandMinister of Health.

may be seen as having reached a crisis after its feverish
Caygiil had succeededRogerDouglas after the latter's place of change in economicdirectionand fiscal policy
long bout of infighting with the then Prime Minister, and to have pulled through the crisis with the fever
David Lange, and which culminated in Douglas' now abating. For, paradoxically, the Budget - set in
Cabinet departure late in 1988 - followed soon after the context of momentouspolitical changesover a few
by the dismissal of another high-ranking Minister of weeks - brings only relatively minor fiscal changes in
the Crown and ally of Douglas - Richard Prebble. its train, though it was the occasion for the announce-

The community at large and financial markets and ment of major social policy changes.
business people were keen to see whether the policies
of Douglas-Rogernomicsin New Zealandparlance

were to be maintainedunderCaygill'sBudget. In the
II. BUDGET COMMENTARY

-

event this proved to be the case.

But the Budget announcedon 27 July 1989 also proved
A. The year in retrospect

to be precursor to another major political upheaval. The Budgetspeech focused upon progressmade in theIn early August, Rger Douglas was reinstated to
last highlighting: o

Cabinet by the decision of the Labour caucus - arid it year
seems to the dislike of David Lange who resigned as

-. the fall in inflation - now at 4.4% to June 1989 -

the lowest annual rate for 20 years;Prime Minister and relinquishedany Cabinet role. He the fall in the current account deficit-now aroundhas been succeeded by his deputy Geoffrey Palmer -
-

2% of GDP comparedwith 9% when the Govern-also a lawyer and a former legal academic. He has
allocated several duties to Mr. Douglas but they do ment first took office in 1984;

the deficit between Government revenue and ex--

not include a role in finance portfolios. penditure now at 1.5% of GDP compared with-

This political turmoil has been seen by many as a 7% in 1984;
necessary settling down process. Both the political - the fall in the burden of public debt - acknow-
upheaval and the Budget itself must have the 1990 ledgedstill to be a problembut the officialoverseas

election in mind, but the former may be the more debt has fallen from 41% to 27% of GDP;
important of the two since, as will be shown, the - significant improvements in productivity - with
Budget does'not foreshadowany major fiscal changes, examples cited in the energy and telecommunica-
at least in the short term. tions areas. (Most commentatorswould agree that

New Zealand is experiencing the usual honeymoon privte sector productivity has also increased.)
period for a new Prime Minister, whilst the verdict of
the capital markets is likewise positive. Interest rates B. Economic targets and economicgrowth
are falling, the stock-markethas experienceda marked
recovery in early August, whilst a substantial improve- The Budget announcedspecific targets to be achieved
ment in the balance of paymentsand a steadying in the by 31 December 1992:
rate of unemployment have all contributed to rising - an annual inflation rate between 0% and 2%;
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the reductionof public debt to below 50% of GDP creases. In addition, eligibility will, but not until the-

by a combination of public assets sales, State- next century, be progressively adjusted until the age-

owned enterprise loan repayments and fiscal of entitlement rises to age 65. Demographic trends
surpluses; show that the proportion of the population aged over

a reduction in first mortgage interest rates to be- 60 will rise rapidly next century.-

tween 7% and 10% ;
the reductionin the numberofpeople unemployed-

to below 100,000 (currently about 170,000). III. FISCAL CHANGES

Whilst substantial economicgrowth remains the Gov-
ernment's prime objective, the Budget itself does not A. General
include expansionary measures. The Government is

relying on continuing control over expenditure, sec- Mr. Caygill's speech noted that the OECD had said
toral reform of the waterfront, electricity, local gov- recently that the New Zealand tax system is now

ernment and local transport areas together with past probably the least distorting in the OECD.
measuresand additionalefforts to expand the benefits
of internationaltrade as providingthe means to growth Major changes since 1984 have been:

via greater competitiveness of New Zealand enter-
- goods and services tax introduced (initially 10%

prises.
but 12.5% from July 1989);
fringe benefit tax introduced;-

a totally new set of accrual accounting rules for-

C. Social policy financialarrangementshas been introduced;
income tax rates and progressivity have been-

The Budget speech contained a substantial review of dramaticallyreduced;
the Government'ssocial policy and reaffirmed its ob- - the concessionary treatments of farm livestock,
jectives in the areas of health, education and welfare superannuationand export revenue and expendi-
spending - all within the context of fiscal restraint. ture have been removed;
These areas were singled out for attention. - withholding tax has been imposed on resident in-

terest and dividendincome (similarto PAYE);and

1. Accidentcompensation
- dividend imputation and a new international tax

regime have been introduced.
From April 1991, this scheme will cover disability,
whatever the cause. This is a major change since disa- The 1989 proposals can be seen as tidying up steps -

bility from sicknesswill be covered. The emphasiswill to remove remaininganomaliesand distortionsin the

be on assistance for those with serious long-term disa- system as the Budget speech states.

bilitv. Whilst the average employer levy will fall from
NZ$2.45 to $1.65 per $ 100 of leviableearnings,with B. Land tax
effect from the 1990/91 tax year, there is some concern

about the long run effects of the changes in employer Land tax is New Zealand's only annual wealth tax.
leves following the major extensions to the scheme. (Estate duties do exist but do not provide significant

revenue). It is thus a selective tax on a specific form of

2. Benefit reform wealth and is levied at 2% on the Governmentvalua-
tion of land - with some exceptions. There has been

A rationalizationof the numerous types of social wel- continuing comment on the perceived inequity of this
fare benefits and the varying criteria for eligibilitywill tax and in particular its impact on central business
be undertaken based on the concept of a generic ben- district properties in the rnain cities.
efit - to be known as the universal benefit.

The changes to land tax are:

The rate of tax in respect of land held at 31 March-

3. National superannuation 1989 has been reduced to 1.5%. From 1990 on, the

This scheme, a hot political issue since its inception in rate will be reduced further to 1%.

1975, providesGovernmentretirementbenefits at age
- The payment date will be shifted forward from

60. Some tax clawback effects operate when be- October to May during 1990.
neficiaries have income above threshold levels. The - Land used for farming, forestry, residential,
scheme is to be subject to some modificationsboth in charitable and recreationalpurposes will continue

the short and long term. Firstly, concessions are to be to be exempt, although a numberof minor exemp-
made from April 1990 to exclude 50% of certain other tions have been removed.

pensions and annuities from the surcharge (clawback) - The current exemption level for land tax will be

process - the rationale being that such pensions have reduced from NZ$ 175,000 to NZ$ 10,000.
an element of capital withdrawal of the taxpayer's These measures, which although reducing the rate of
original contributions. tax will significantly increase the tax base and the

Longer term changes include the slow dilution in re- number of returns to be lodged by non-agricultural
lativity between national super and the universal ben- businesses. The yield is expected to increase for 2
efit by means of a slowing down of cost of living in- years and then decrease thereafter.
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C. Timing of PAYE and withholdingpayment the taxation of charities and sports bodies favours the
remittances retentionof the existing regime, but with some amend-

ments to be made to counter both existing and poten-
The Government proposes to accelerate its own tial abusesoftax-exemptstatus. Secondly, the taxation
cashflows and to reduce the working capital benefits of petroleum mining activity continues to receive at-

to employersby reducing the averagecollectionperiod tention with legislationscheduledfor introductiondur-
from 5 to 2 weeks. This is to be achieved by making ing 1989.
employers remit PAYE and superannuationcontribu-
tion withholding tax payments twice monthly instead Finally, the major area of capital gains taxation re-

mains to be addressed and the Government has an-
of once a month as hitherto. nounced its intention to publish a discussiondocument
This will have 2 effects - an increase in gross com- on this topic later this year.
pliance costs and net compliancecosts, because of the
working effect noted above. This will not be popular,
especiallyfor firms with accountingsystemsstructured IV. CONCLUSION
around monthly reporting.

The New Zealand Governmenthas gone to considera-
ble lengths to publicise its Budget strategy and social

D. Excise duties
policy initiatives and it is claiming it to be a caring

The Government is rationalizing the taxation of al- Budget. To the extent that it has had a substantial

cohol products by relating it directly to alcohol con-
social policy content (evident from the separate Sum-

tent. The new rates applicable from Budget night are: mary of Social Policy Announcements), with only
for beer and wine, $15 per litre of alcohol and for minor fiscal changes, this claim has some validity. For

spirits, $ 30 per litre of alcohol. In order to provide once, a New Zeaand Budget has resulted in only
more certainty to industry, the Government has also minimal changes to the New Zealand IncomeTax Act

1976.announced that it will in future index the rate of excise
on beer and wine in accordancewith movements in the As the Budget edition of New Zealand Current Taxa-
consumer price index. There will be no automaticad- tion points out:

justment to the excise on spirits in recognition of its
already higher rate.

Mr. Caygili has presented a realistic budget which
should go some. way to satisfying both the welfare lob-

The Government also intends to adopt a similar ap- byists and the business community. It continues the

proach to excises on tobacco products. The initial rate tradition of fisal stringency and is further proof of the

will be levied at NZ$ 100 per kilogram of tobacco Government's commitment to achieving a balanced

content. This excisewill also be adjusted in accordance budget. At th,. same time, it contains very ambitious
but attainable targets. However, given the budgetary

with movements in the consumer price index. stance, the Governmentmust rely on a sustained lift in

In March, the Governmentannounced its intention to the economy to make any progress towards these

progressively reduce the specific tax on automatic targets, espeially that of reducing unemployment.
diesel. This is one of the few selective taxes still re-

mainingon inputs to production.This tax was reduced REFERENCES
by 5 cents per litre in the Budget and duties on petrol
and diesel will continue to be reviewed in the future. Caygill,D., Budget Speech, Summaryof SocialPolicy

Announcementsand EconomicStrategy, all sub-

E. Further tax reviews titled Securing Economic Recovery, 27 July
1989.

The Government is currently examiningpotential tax New Zealand Current Taxation, Budget Special, Vol.
reforms in 3 areas. A report from a working party on 33 No. 8, July 1989.
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Some Highlights from
the Secretary General's

1988/89 Annual Report
':'s t

. -,--#-%

Presented at the Rio de Janeiro Congress 1989 -.*
J. Frans Spierdijk -''-

AMSTERDAMCONGRESS Mr. Karl Beusch (Federal Republic of Germany)was

t unanimouslynominated as President-Electof the As-
sociationduring the GeneralAssembly to succeedMr.The 1988 IFA Congress was held in Amsterdam. This Richard M. Hammer (U.S.A.) at the close of the 1989

was the fifth time that the Dutch Branch hosted an Congress to be held in Rio de Janeiro.IFA Congress (1939, 1947, 1955 and 1969) and 1988
was accepted for the Netherlands because it was the The scientificside of the Congresswas well attended.
IFA's Jubilee Year, and the IFA's Invitations Sub- Subject I: RecognitionofForeignEnterprisesas Tax-
committee and Executive Committee felt it fitting to able Entities,provided some lively workingsessions.
commemorate the first 50 years by meeting again in The General Reporterof this Subjectwas Prof. Dr. K.
the Netherlands. The Congress was one of the largest van Raad (Netherlands).I had the honour to be Chair-
IFA Congressesso far, with 1,477 participantsand 731 man of the Working Session, and the Discussion
accompanyingpersonsfrom all over the world. Leader was Dr. K. Vogel (Federal Republic of Ger-

H.R.H. Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands assisted many). Mr. W. Mulder (Netherlands) was Secretary
at the Opening Ceremny fn the New Church in

of the Subject, and the Panelists were Mr. F. Bueno

Amsterdam, on behalf of his daughter, Her Majesty (Brazil), Prof. J.P. LeGall (France), Mr. J. Libin
and Dr. E. Lechner The Chair-Queen Beatrix, who could not be present owing to a (U.S.A.) (Austria).

State Function. The Secretary of State for Finance of
man of the ResolutionsCommitteewas Dr. W. Ryser

the Netherlands, Mr. H.E. Koning, addressed the (Switzerland) who was assisted by the members Mr.

Congress, as did IFA's President, Mr. Richard M.
H. Birk (Canada), Mr. P. Hobbs (U.K.), Dr. J.C.
Peirano Facio (Uruguay) and Prof. K.S. Tikka (Fin-Hammer, and the Chairmanof the Dutch Branch and land).Presidentof the 42nd Congress,Prof. A. Nooteboom.

At the 1988 Congress, IFA took leave of some of its Subject II: TaxTreatmentof Computer Software,
likewise provided a lively debate and exchange ofChief Officers. Prof. Dr. Jan H. Christiaanse, who views. The GeneralReporterswereMessrs. J.B. Joneshad served the Associationfor almost20years, retired and R.N. Mattson (U.S.A.) and Dr. K. van deras Secretary General. Prof. Christiaanse was made Heeden (Netherlands)was the Chairmanof the Work-Honorary Secretary General and an Honorary ing Session.Member at this Congress.
Mr. D.G.H. Bowman (Canada)acted as DiscussionDr. Raoul Lenzf Switzerland,who served as Chair- Leader and Mrs. J. Stavast (Netherlands) Secretaryman of IFA's Permanent Scientific Committee since as

of the Subject. The Panelistswere Mr. Se Won Chang1970 retired and was made an Honorary Member of (Republicof Korea), Mr. J. GonzalezBendiksen (Co-the Association. .

lombia), Prof. G. Grosskopf (Sweden) and Mr. M.O.
There were 4 other Honorary Membershipsawarded Penney (U.K.). The Chairman of the Resolutions
in recognition of the work and commitment towards Committee was Dr. H.A. Kogels (Netherlands),and
the Association, to the following persons: Prof. Nar- the members were Mr. J.L. de Gandt (France), Mr.
ciso Amoras Rica, of Spain; Prof. Dr. R. Halpern of R.A. Gelski (Australia),Mr. H. Lappen (FederalRe-
Austria, Prof. Sibille of Belgium; and Mr. P. den Boer public of Germany) and Mr. R. Ruiz Ramirez (Mexi-
of the Netherlands. CO).
The General Assembly of the Amsterdam Congress There were 4 Seminars held during the Amsterdam
officially approved, after recommendation by the Congress. Seminar A, on Data Processing in Taxa-
General Council, the nominationsof 2 Officers of the tion, was chaired by Dr. H. Sebiger (FederalRepub-
Association. As a successor to Dr. Raoul Lenz'as lic of Germany), and Co-Chairmanwas Mr. J.N. van

Chairman of the Permanent Scientific Committee, Lunteren (Netherlands).Dr. J. Dechant (FederalRe-
Prof. Avv. Augusto Fantozzi of Italy was appointed. public of Germany)acted as Secretaryof the Seminar.
As successor to Prof. Dr. Jan H. Christiaanse, the The Panelists nominated to the Seminar were Mr.
undersignedwas elected Secretary General. S.D. Desmond (U.S.A.), Mr. S. de Santiago Rosa
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(Brazil), Mr. G.C. Svensson (Sweden) and Prof. H. The Committee also discussed the final preparatory
Kaneko (Japan), who unfortunately was prevented work for the 1989 Rio de Janeiro Congress. There
from attending at the last minute. were 29 National Reports received on Subject I The

Seminar B, on Tax Consequencesof Pension Provi- Disregard of a Legal Entity, the General Reporter
sions for the InternationallyTransferred Employee, being Mr. CondorcetPereira de Rezende (Brazil) and

was chaired by Mr. P. den Boer (Netherlands)assisted 23 National Reports received on Subject II Adminis-

by Mr. W. Laurens (Netherlands) as Secretary. The trative and ComplianceCosts ofTaxation the Gener-

Panelists were Mr. J.P. Klein (U.S.A.), Mr. S. al Reporter being Prof. C. Sandford (U.K.).
Kobayashi (Japan), Dr. W.F. Rath (Federal Republic The Committee discussed the 1990 Stockholm Con-
of Germany), Mr. D. Swaine (U.K.) and Dr. L.F. gress preparations. Subject I will be Taxation of
Teixeira Pinto (Brazil). Cross Border Leasing with Prof. G. Lindencrona

(Sweden) and Mr. S. Tolstoy (Sweden) as GeneralSeminar C, on Recent Issues in Tax Conventions , Reporters, and Subject II International Mutual As-
was chaired by Mr. M.J. Ellis (Netherlands), whose
panel comprised Mr. R.J. Couzin (Canada), Mr. sistance through exchange of Informationwith Avv.

A.W. Granwell(U.S.A.),Mr. J.L. de Gandt (France) B. Gangemi (Italy) as General Reporter. There will

and Mr. D. Lthi (Switzerland). be 4 Seminars at the 1990 Congress.
Seminar D, on Draft EC Directives on Parent-Sub- Seminar A will treat the Nordic Multilateral Tax

sidiary Mergers and Arbitration,was chaired by Mr. Treaty and will be chairedby Prof. N. Mattsson(Swe-
R. Baconnier (France), and the panel comprised Mr. den); Seminar B will treat Double Tax Treaties be-

J.F. Chown (U.K.), Mr. R. Goergen (EEC), Mr. tween Industrialized and Developing Countries- the

A.W. der Kinderen (Netherlands),Dr. M. Pires (Por- OECD and U.N. Models - A Comparison and will

tugal) and Mr. A. Willemsen (Federal Republic of be chaired by Prof. L. Mutn (U.S.A.); Seminar C

Germany). will treat The Extension of Tax Sovereignty Espe-
cially in Connection with Emigration and will be
chaired by Prof. DDr. H.G. Ruppe (Austria); and

PERMANENT SCLENTIFIC COMMITTEE (PSC) Seminar D will treat Tax Reforms in Scandinavia
and will be chaired by Prof. E. Andersson (Finland).

The Permanent Scientific Committee held its Spring
meeting in February 1989 in Florence, upon the invita-
tion of the Italian Branch. Fantozzi chaired the meet-

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

ing which was his first in his new function as Chairman
of the PermanentScientific Committee. The Executive Committee met in Lisbon in May 1989

at the kind invitation of the Portuguese Branch, in
Sadly, the PSC was informed that one of its previous conjunctionwith the BrazilianBranchwho are hosting
members, Prof. J. Aguilar of Mexico, who served on the 1989 Rio Congress.
that Committee from 1974 to 1981, passed away in Statutory retirements of Prof. A. Nooteboom (Neth-January 1989. The Committee stood ln silence of his erlands), Mr. D.F.A. Davidson (U.K.), and Prof.
memory. Avv. P. Adonnino(Italy) as Membersof the Executive
In Florence 3 new full-fledged members of the Com- Committee took place during the 1988 Amsterdam
mittee were welcomed and recognized: Prof. J.M. Congress Executive Committee meeting. Mr. David-
Rivier (Switzerland),Mr. J.S. Hausman (Canada)and son remains a member of the Blueprint Committee.
Prof. S.O. Lodin (Sweden). Three new membersof the ExecutiveCommitteewere

The PermanentScientificCommitteetook stock of the present at the May 1989 meeting: Mr. J.F. Avery-
proceduralaspectsof the scientificwork of the Associ- Jones (U.K.), Dr. K. Stocker (Switzerland), and Mr.

ation, both as regards the Cahiers, and the preparatory A. Overbosch (Netherlands).
work for the subjects and seminars of Congresses. In Mr. G. Delorme (France),Mr. F. FernandezOrdonez
the Springmeetingfollowinga Congress,an important (Spain) and Mr. A. Buelinckx (Belgium) were nomi-
part of the discussion was devoted to reviewing the nated by the Executive Committee to be lst, 2nd and
proceedingsof that Congress. Whilst it is realized that 3rd Vice Presidents of the Association, to take effect
generally the scientificsessions are well organizedand at the close of the Congress in Rio de Janeiro.
structured, the PSC discusses areas of dissatisfaction
which may have been expressedby the IFA attendees. The IFA has Guidelines for the Organization of IFA

Congresses which are sent to each of the hosting
As a result, the PSC concluded that an even better branches. The Executive Committee, in recognizing
preparation could be ensured by assistance at briefing the improvementssuggestedfor the scientificstructure

meetings, preparatorymeetings,and seminars, of spe- by the Permanent Scientific Committee, the sugges-
cially designated Permanent Scientific Committee tions made by the Blueprint Committee, and its own

members, and this procedure will be implemented. discussions, has instructed the IFA General Sec-
The recently instituted procedure for Grantof Auth- retariat to re-issue these Guidelines in the form of a

orship by NationalReporters,will be maintainedand loose-leaf Policy Manual in the future to be called
enforced. Guidelines on How an IFA Congress should be Or-
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ganized. The IFA Administrationis extremelyfortu- in principle approved these proposals, they cannot be
nate that each annual Congress is prepared and or- implemented until the early Nineties. This is because

ganized in closecooperationwith the OrganizingCom- a congress of IFA's magnitude has to be organized
mittees of each HostingBranch, and feels that this will several years in advance, and bindingobligationshave
be greatly facilitated and enhanced to the benefit of already been entered into by some hosting branches
the IFA Membershipby an even better joint coopera- for future IFA Congresses.
tion, with the use and enforcement of these
Guidelines. In conjunction with the suggestion to study centraliz-

ing the organizationof the annual IFA Congress, and
The Executive Committeediscussed the report by the the revision of the Guidelines on the organization of
IFA Invitations Sub-committeeon future annual con- the IFA Congress by the IFA General Secretariat, the

gresses. The InvitationsSub-committeehas submitted Secretariat has instituted a Central Data Bank on in-
invitations to hold congresses from several IFA formation fed back from the annual congressesby the
Branches, and amongst these are invitations from HostingBranches. This will providevaluable informa-
Italy, India, France and Canada for the near future. tion to future congress organzers.

BLUEPRINT COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIPFEES

In last year'sAnnualReportof the SecretaryGeneral, The GeneralTreasurerhas had to propose an increase
Prof. Christiaanse informed the IFA members about in the Membershipfees for 1990. This proposalwill be
the installationof this Committee. Since that time, the submittedto the GeneralCounciland GeneralAssem-

Blueprint Committee has held 4 meetings, and at the bly at the 1989 Congress.
May 1989 Lisbon Executive Committee its Charter
was extendedand its Termsof Referencedefined. The The proposed fees for 1990 are:

compositionof the membershipof the BlueprintCom- 105 Dfl. for individual members of National IFA

mittee was reconfirmed by the Executive Committee Branches
115 Dfl. for direct individual members of IFA

with the addition of new members from future con-

gress organizingcommitteesand the Presdent-Elect. 250 Dfl. for corporate members, both direct and of
National IFA Branches.

The BlueprintCommitteewill continue to monitorthe This nembershipfee increase as proposedby the Gen-
results obtained from the Mini Questionnaire distri- eral Treasurer takes into account the Executive Com-
buted at the annual Congresses,with the specific pur- nittee's and GeneralCouncil's recommendationsthat
pose of passing on comments received from IFA Con- the IFA working capital balance should not fall below
gress participantsto the PermanentScientificCommit- 900,000 Dr. In view of the renoval of the headquar-
tee and the Executive Committee. ters and General Secretariat of the Association to

modern ofces in the World Trade Center in Rotter-
The Mini Questionnaire distributed at the 1988 dam, the Netherlands,followingthe retirementofPro-
Amsterdam Congress did not provide a conclusive fessor Christiaanse last year, and allowance for a
outcome of participants' opinions about a restructur- 75,000 Dfl. expense account for travelling which I
ing ofthe scientificprogramme,and thiswill be further expect to incur in the first year of my term as the new

pursued by the BlueprintCommittee, again by way of Secretary General, the General Treasurer was forced
the Mini Questionnaire.However, there was no doubt to propose this membership fee increase to bring the
that the IFA participants want more variety in the revenues and costs of the Association back into bal-
congress scientificprogramme,and preferablyby way ance.
of seminars,whichcould also be parallel. This demand
is being met by the Permanent Scientific Committee,
in cooperation with the Congress hosting branches, NATIONALBRANCHESAND MEMBERSHIP
and the 1989 Rio de Janeiro Congress will offer the

participant 5 Seminars in addition to the 2 main Sub- A new NationalBranchof the Associationin Bermuda
Jects, was recognized during the Amsterdam Congress. We

Also due regard to IFA participants' preferences re- welcome this new Branch and in particular one of

garding Congressdates, and informationpertaining to IFA's long-standingactive members, Mr. Ray Moore,
their professional background, will be asked in the who, after having been personally instrumental in the

1989 Mini Questionnaire, and more information re_ creation of the Hong Kong Branch, moved to Ber-

garding participants' observations on the scientific muda and galvanized a number of qualifying persons

Congress structure will be asked in the 1990 Mini on the Island into joining the Associationwithin a very
Questionnaire. short space of time. The BermudianBranch is the 37th

National IFA Branch.
The BlueprintCommittee is also discussing the impact
of shortening IFA Congresses, unbundlingsome of its We fear that the Caribbeanarea is no longersafe from

event, and optionalizing the excursions and moving the tentacles of IFA, since our current President, Mr.
them to the end of the week. In view of the ramifica- Richard M. Hammer,has alreadyaddressed the island
tions involved, although the ExecutiveCommitteehas of Barbados, and likewise, produced 40 people in-
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terested in forming a National Branch, and we under- MITCHELLB. CARROLLPRIZE 1988
stand that the Governorof Barbadoshas expressedhis
interest and support by attending one of its member- There were 4 entries for the Prize this year. After a

ship meetings. thoroughand difficultdeliberationbecauseof the stan-
dard of the entries submitted, the Jury, under the

The Nominations Committee hopes to recognize a Chairmanshipof Prof. DDr. H.G. Ruppe,came to the
Branch in Barbados at its 1989 Rio de Janeiro Con- unanimous decision that the Mitchell B. Carroll Prize
gress. It would then become the 38th NationalBranch. 1988 be awarded to Mr. Luc de Broe (Belgium) for his

work in English, entitled Tax and Accounting As-
The Chairman of the Nominations Committee, Mr.
A. Elvinger (Luxembourg) assisted by the Nomina- pects of Leasing under Belgian Law and the Belgium-

U.S. Tax Treaty.tions Committee members: Mr. J. Sainz Alarcon
(Mexico), Mr. S.H. Goldberg (U.S.A.) and Mr. T. The composition of the Jury was amended somewhat
Miyatake (Japan) have conscientiously performed following resignations. Prof. Ruppe remains as Chair-
their task of scrutiny of new applicants for member- and will continue to be assisted by Prof. I. Claeysship, and draft constitutionsof newly formedNational man,

Boaert (Belgium), Mr. H.M.A.L. Hamaekers (In-Branches. The Executive Committee and General ternational Bureau of Fiscal Documentation,Nether-
Council have accorded the Nominations Committee
and its members the status of Standing Committee lands), and in the future will be assisted by Prof. P.

Adonnino (Italy) and Prof. H.G. Ault (U.S.A.).during the Amsterdam Congress.

Trie Nominations Committee recommended that 2 The Executive Committee has approved a change in

matters of a policy nature be submitted to the Execu- the rules of the Mitchell B. Carroll Prize. The date of

tive Committee, which body ratified same. This con- entry for submission of works was advanced from 1

cerned firstly the position of Candidates for IFA May to 1 April; the amount of the prize was increased

Membership who applied to join the Association, from USS 1,000 to USS 1,500. The compositionof the

and whose applications are subject to the approval of Jury will no longer be restricted to members of the

their National Branches. A policy letter was sent out
Permanent Committee.

to the National Branch Secretariats clarifying that
applicantscould be treated as such by the Central IFA In an endeavour to attract more young fiscalists to

Administration, upon a written recommendation by enter for this prize, the ExecutiveCommittee is study-
the National Branch in the event that the National ng - in collaboration with the Jury members - the

Branch's admission could only take place during a possible addition of a fourth language, Spanish. If at

membership meeting, which may be later than the all possible, this will be implemented,but such a step
date of the candidate's application. is subject to finding qualified Jury members who are

fluent in all 4 IFA languages, since the Jury is against
A second policy letter went to the National Branch delegation of readership.
Secretariats reminding them of the IFA Statutes gov-
erning the forms of membership. The Statutes are INTERNATIONALBUREAU OF FISCAL
quite clear regarding individual membership of IFA DOCUMENTATION
Branches, and direct individual membership in coun-

tries where there is no National IFA Branch, and The Bureau's Chief Executive, Mr. H.M.A.L.
corporate membership. Hamaekers, and the undersigned are entering into

talks for a closer collaboration regarding the publica-
tions of IFA's scientific works.

REGIONALCONFERENCES
We have agreed that we will use our best efforts to

After the success of the First Regional IFA Confer- jointly promote the IFA and the IBFD activities and
ence held in New Delhi, in February 1988, on the publications. Following the retirementof Prof. Chris-
initiative of the Chairman of the Indian Branch, Mr. tiaanse as a member of the Bureau's Board of Trus-
O.P. Vaish, I have pleasure in informingyou that the tees, I was invited and gladly accepted the position
Second Regional IFA Conferencewill be held in Hong created by this vacancy. I attended the 29 May 1989
Kong from 22-24 November 1989, under the Chair- Annual General Meeting of the Board of Trustees.

manship of Mr. Ian W. Harris, Secretary of the Hong
Kong Branch.

THE 43RD CONGRESS OF IFA IN
This Regional Conference will treat 3 major issues, RIO DE JANEIRO
pertinent to the Region, from which the anticipated
attendance will derive. They are: Subject I, Basic The organizing Committee of the 43rd Congress has
Law of Hong Kong; Subject II, Five Dragons (tax been holding regular meetingsover the past few yearspoliciesof Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singaporeand
Thailand); and Subject III, Multinational Enter-

to ensure that all preparations for the Congress are

prises (a comparisonbetweenJapan and the People's proceedingsmoothly.
Republic of China). The Brazilian Branch submitted an invitation to hold
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a congress in Brazil many years ago, and 1989 was the discuss, to more seminars, and to a very enjoyable
first year whichcouldbe allotted to them. The organiz- Congressas a whole. We wish the Braziliansall success

ing Committeehas been working to hold a congressup and are confident that their hard work will be more
to standards of all our IFA Congresses, and we have than rewarded by happy IFA participants.
no doubt that they will meet their goal. The Brazilian
Branch's task has not been made easy by local cir-
cumstances in Rio but they have risen to the occasion CONTACTWITH INTERNATIONAL
splendidly and we can be sure that all who attend the ORGANIZATIONS
Rio Congresswill sample famous Brazilianhospitality
and warmth, and will leave Brazil with good I should like to express thanks on behalfof the Associ-
memories. ation to the Ambassadors,whose Reportsare repro-

duced in the IFA Yearbook.This continues to provideLet us take this opportunity to sample the unique
sights, sounds and flavours of this city. We are gong

a valuable survey of the work done by other nterna-

to participate in an exiting social programme, and tional organizationsin similar fields. They are: Mr. R.
Baconnier (France), Prof. J.H. Christiaanse (Nether-sample one of the things for which Rio is famous -

lands), Mr. J.H. Guttentag (U.S.A.), Mr. H.M.A.L.Samba!
Hamaekers (IBFD) and Mr. Richard M. Hammer

We look forward to interesting scientific subjects to (U.S.A.).

InternationalFiscal Association

MITCHELL B. CARROLL PRIZE

The InternationalFiscal Association (I.F.A.) offers a Monetary Award of USS 1,500.-
and a Medaland Certificate,to works devotedto internationalfiscallaw,comparativetax

law, or nationaltax law, having an importantrelationwith fiscallawin foreigncountries,
to young persons under 35 years of age; which either have not been publishedat all or

have not been publishedmore than 2 years previous to submission.

Papers must be writtennm either English, French or German.

Winners are invited to attend IFA's Annual Congress during which the Prize will be
awarded.

Furtherdetailsobtainablefrom:

General Secretariatof IFA
WorldTradeCenter Telephone: (010) 4052990
Beursplein37, Te ecopier: (010) 4055031
P.O. Box30215 Te ex: 23229 beurs nl, attn.ifa
3001 DE Rotterdam, Netherlands

i i i r
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CANADA:

The Section 482 White Paper t
1

A Canadian Perspective
Nathan Boidman, Esq. -l

,

This article is based on the text of a paper deliveredby the author to

a seminarsponsoredby the WorldTrade Institute TheWhitePaper
on Section 482, Boston, 6-7 February 1989. Another version of this
article appears in 41 The Tax Executive(Spring 1989) at 285.

Partner, Phillips & Vineberg, Montreal,
I. OVERVIEW Canada (Internationallyas Goodman, Phil-

lips & Vineberg)
For many observers, in Canada and other foreign countries as well as the
United States, the enactment in 1986 of the super royalty rule appeared
to revolutionizethe manner in which cross-borderintercompanytransfers
of manufacturingor marketingintangibleswould be required to be priced
for U.S. tax purposes.1
It seemed that the general (and often illusive) arm's length standardwould
no longer govern and U.S. licensors would generally be required to in-
crease charges to foreign subsidiary licensees.

The authorities in high tax countriessuch as Canadahave been particularly Contents
concerned that such increased charges would exceed those mandated by I. OVERVIEW
an arm's length standard. There were basically 3 reasons underlyingsuch

Il. A BASIC LIMITATION IN TRANSFERconcerns. First, although super royalty was intended by Congress as PRICING RULES
another step towards countering unacceptable shifting of profit by U.S.

II1. THE IRONY OF SUPER ROYALTYcompanies to subsidiaries based in Iow or no tax havens such as Puerto
Rico, the rule as enacted applies equally to transfers by U.S. companies

IV. ANALYSIS OF SUPER ROYALTY
A. Overviewto subsidiaries located in high tax countries such as Canada. Second, the

1986 reduction of U.S. corporate tax rates and restriction of foreign tax
B. Consistency with the arm's

length principle in Canada andcredits (by H.R. 3838) created an impetus for U.S. companiesto maximize elsewhere
intercompany charges to subsidiaries in high tax countries. Third is the 1. Overview
requirement,expressed in the legislativehistory to the enactmentof super 2. Comparables retained as

royalty, that where licenses of high value intangibles are involved, there priority standard

is required an annual or other periodic assessment of the actual income 3. Other methods where
comparables are not

earned by the group and a commensurate periodic adjustment of the available
payments actually being made (or if not made, to be reported for U.S. tax 4. The periodic adjustment
purposes) by the parties.2 rule

5. Summary
C. Effects on Revenue Canada's

1. Sec. 482 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the Code), as amended by Sec. 1231(d) of the approach to auditing Canada-
Tax Reform Act, P.L. 99-514 (H.R. 3838), added the following requirement: In the case of any U.S. issues
transfer (or license) of intangible property (within the meaningof section 936(h)-(3)(B)), the ncome D. Effects on Canadian
with respect to such transfer or license shall be commensurate with the income attributable to the subsidiaries of U.S. parentintangible. A consequentialand similar amendmentwas made to Sec. 367(2)(2)(A)of the Code. For

companesa full discussion, see Robert T. Cole, Working with the Section 482 White Paper, 41 The Tax
Executive, No. 2 (Winter 1989) at 137, as well as articles and papers referred to in note 6. E. Effects on Canadian parent
2. Report by the Conference Committee of the Senate and House of Representatives,H.R. Rep. companies with U.S.
No. 841, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. (1986) at II-637-638(The ConferenceCommittee Report), in respect subsidiaries
of the August 1986 agreement on H.R. 3838 and the Explanation of the initial version of H.R. 3838 F. Cost sharing arrangementsSubmitted by the House of Representatives, H.R. Rep. No. 426, 99th Cong., 1st Sess. (1985), at
420-427 (The House Report). See also, the United States, Joint Committee on Taxation, General V. SUMMARY
Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, 100th Cong., Ist Sess. (4 May 1987), at 1014ff.
(Collectively, the Staff Reports).
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The 1986 enactment left unclear how super royalty 4. A Study of IntercompanyPricing, Preparedby the TreasuryDepart-
would apply and there was anxiously awaited an in- ment's Officer of International Tax Counsel and Office of Tax Analysis,

depth study which the Treasury was mandated to pre-
and Internal RevenueService'sOfficeofAssistantCommissioner(Interna-

pare by the Conference Committeeof the Senate and
tional) and Office of Associate Chief Counsel (International),Discussion
Draft Released Oct. 18, 1988.

House of Representativeson H.R. 3838, concerning 5 Canadian law on intercompany transactions is governed by the re-

intercompany arrangements in general and the man- quirement that the price charged be reasonable in the circumstances.

ner in which super royalty would be applied in particu- These rules are basically found in the brieflyworded provisionof Sec. 69(2)
and (3) of the Income Tax Act, S.C. 1970-71-72, c.63, as amended (thelar.3 The study (the White Paper) was released on Act). The Canadian approach is based on recommendationsof the Or-

18 October 1988.4 ganisation for Economic Co-operationand Development [TransferPric-
on

The White Paper, which, inter alia, sets out detailed
ing and Multinational Enterprises, Report of the OECD Committee
Fiscal Affairs, 1979 (Paris: OECD, 1979) as well as, to some extent, the

proposals respecting the substantive aspects of super OECD'sTransferPricing and MultinationalEnterprises: Three Taxation

royalty as well as proposals for administrative com_ Issues, Report of the OECD Committee on Fiscal Affairs, 1984 (Pars:

pliance policies and practices, should go a long way
OECD, 1984)] and is summarizedin RevenueCanada's InformationCircu-
lar 87-2, InternationalTransferPricing and Other InternationalTransac-

towards alleviating the initial concerns. The White tions, 27 February 1987. For a detailed discussion of the Canadian rules

Paper indicates that super royalty will not depart from and InformationCircular87-2, see Nathan Boidman, Canada'sAdminis-

the arm's length standard as applied in other countries trative Guidelines for Multinational Transactions: Information Circular

such as Canada5 and that it will not depart in any
No. 87-2, 40 The Tax Executive, No. 1 (Fall 1987) at 35; Nathan Boidman,

material fashion from the pre-1986 law in the United
Transfer Pricing in Canada, 1987, Chapter in The Tax Treatment of
Transfer Pricing (loose-leaf servicepublished by the International Bureau

States. However, this view is not necessarilyshared by of Fiscal Documentation,Amsterdam,The Netherlands);William D. An-

all and, in particular, tax authorities in countries such derson, A Potpourri Of Elements In Computing Business Income: Part

as Canada continue to worry that super royalty will 2, Corporate Management Tax Conference, 1987 - Current Develop-

lead, inadvertentlyor otherwise, to excessive charges ments In Measuring Business Income For Tax Purposes, Canadian Tax

by U.S. companies to Canadian and other foreign Foundation, at 6:1.
6. See, for example, John A. Calderwood (Director, International

subsidiaries.6 Audit Division, Revenue Canada, Taxation), Pricing for Intangibles,
Goods and Services under Super Royalty, Georgetown University Law
Center Seminar, International Conference on Section 482 White Paper:

II. A BASIC LIMITATION IN TRANSFER Pricing for Intangibles, Goods and Services under Super Royalty,
Washington, D.C., 27-28 October 1988; Go Kawada (Director, Office of

PRICING RULES International Operations, National Tax Administrationof Japan), Com-
ments on Section 482 White Paper, Georgetown University Law Center

There seems to be a contradictionbetween the nature Seminar,supra, and John A. Calderwood,InternationalTransferPricing:
of the problem posed by intercompany transactions Impact of the IRS Section 482 White Paper- A Perspectivefrom Revenue

and the way it is being dealt with by tax administrators.
Canada, Taxation, Report of Proceedings of the Fortieth Tax Confer-

ence, CanadianTax Foundation,1988 (not yet published).These criticisms

Intercompanypricing questions are ones of factsand have not been restricted to foreign tax authorities. See generally papers
circumstancesand no single set of rules can provide a presented at the Georgetown University Law Center Seminar, supra, as

basis to measure and assess, in a technical or scientific well as James Fuller, The IRS Section 482 White Paper, Tax Notes, (7

and objective fashion, compliance with the objective
November 1988) at 655. For observers who view the White Paper more

see supra, note

of proper pricing between related parties.
favorably, Robert T. Cole, 1, and RobertT. Cole, Obser-
vations on the Treasury/IRSWhite Paper entitled 'A Study of Intercom-

All legislation, except in the case of Japan, recognizes pany Pricing' of October 18, 1988, Georgetown University Law Center

Seminar, supra; Ian Hunter (Inland Revenue,United Kingdom),Double
this basic limitation and provides a briefly worded Taxation: Dispute Resolutions Through Competent Authority,
general rule mandating an arm's length price, which GeorgetownUniversityLaw Center Semnar, supra; RobertJ. Patrick, A

comprises no more than 4 or 5 lines of law.7 U.S. Practitioner's Perspective on the U.S. Internal Revenue Service

TreasuryDepartmentStudyofPricingforIntangibles,Reportof Proceed-

On the other hand, the tax administrators charged ings of the Fortieth Tax Conference (1988), supra; and Nathan Boidman,

with enforcingcompliancewith the arm's length prin- The U.S. Super Royalty Rule - A Canadian Perspective, Report of

ciple seek to establish detailed rules.8 Tax adminis- Proceedingsof the FortiethTax conference(1988), supra. See also Stephen
E. Shay, Section 482 and the Super Royalty: The 1986 Tax Amendment,

trators devote substantial energy attempting to estab- Prior Law and the Treasury White Paper of October 18, 1988, World

lish a quasi-legal basis for the manner in which they Trade Institute Conference, The White Paper on Section 482, 6-7 Feb-

consider a fair and reasonableprice (which is the legal ruary Boston (and other papers presented at that conference).

principle) is to be determined in any particular case,
7. For example, in Canada, Subsecs. 69(2) and (3) of the Act mandate
a transfer price that is reasonable in the circumstances, while Sec. 482

and in this sense the White Paper could be seen as of the Code mandates reallocations in order to prevent evasion of taxes

nothing more than anothervariationon this theme. In or clearly to reflect the income of any of the parties to the transaction.

the absence of true comparables (transactions of a Furthermore,as noted above, super royalty is a simple one-sentenceaddi-

largely identical nature, undertaken with unrelated tion to the pre-existing one-sentence rule. The same pattern can be seen

parties) or arbitrary (apportionment formula)
in most other countries which base their systems on the 1979 OECD

note to go
methods of dividing up income between related par-

Report (supra 5). Only in Japan has the legislator attempted
beyond the statement of the simple principle. See Art. 66(6) of Japan's
Special Taxation Measures Law, effective for tax years beginning after

April 1986, which sets out the basic arm's length principleas well as details,
mainly tracking the 1979 OECD Report, as to its application.

3. The Conferees are also aware that many important and difficult 8. This is seen in countries such as Canada (Information Circular 87-2),
issues under section 482 are left unresolved by this legislation. The Con- the United States (Sec. 482 Regulations), Federal Republic of Germany
ferees believe that a comprehensivestudy of intercompanypricing rules by (1983 Administrative Guidelines), etc. See Nathan Boidman, Canada-
the Internal RevenueService should be conducted and that careful consid. U.S. Intercompany (and Other) Taxatio Issues, Report of Proceedings
eration should be given to whether the existing regulations could be mod- of the Thirty-Fifth Tax Conference, 1983, Canadian Tax Foundation, at

ified in any respect. The ConferenceCommittee Report, at II-638. 343 et seq.
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ties, there is no objective basis upon which taxpayers' Upon an outright assignment, Sec. 69 of the Act re-
transactionscan be tested. Taxpayersand tax adminis- quires that the rights to the product (i.e. the various
trators must subjectively evaluate the various factors intangibles, etc.) be valued, and are deemed sold at
which may be imputed as to how taxpayerswouldhave fair market value. The imprecise nature of valuations
acted with third parties, and if they fail to agree, the and the possibility that Revenue Canada will assign a

courts will impose their own (subjective) evaluation.9 much higher value than does the taxpayercomprisesa

Where comparables are not available, resort is then substantial deterrent to actually proceedingwith such

required to so-called secondary methods. In the case
an arrangement, even if the taxpayer is prepared,

of integrated manufacturing and marketing opera-
which he usually is not, to finance the upfront costs of

tions, there iS the retail sales method, where one com-
the future tax savings.,3

pany does the manufacturingand the other the mar- In the United States, however, before 1984 there was

keting. Where both are involved in the manufacturing, a substantial gap in the U.S. scheme of taxation rele-
there is the cost plus method. These secondary vant to the foregoingsituation where the developerof
methods are often subjective and where they fail to the new product was a U.S. corporation. As was seen

provide an adequate solution, reliance must be had on in the Searle14 and Eli LillyI5 cases, the Code contained
other or fourth methods. (The White Paper re-

jects the priority of the secondary methods over the
latter). Here there is a clear acknowledgmentof the 9. That the issues are not amnable to objective evaluation is substan-

out statistics developed by the Internal Revenue Service
basic problem and, from a legal analysis standpoint, a

tially borne by
(IRS) These data show that the factor to be given primacy n seeking to

reversion to the basic principle that, ultimately, the establish a reasonable prce, i.e. comparables, is more often than not

amount should be reasonable and it is a question of unavalable. All agree (the IRS and the U.S. Treasury through its Regula-
facts and circumstanceswhich, of course, vary in each tions under Sec. 482, Revenue Canada through the Information Circular,
case. The U.S. Regulations on fourth or other 87-2, the 1979 OECD Report, etc.) that, where available, transactionswith

third parties which are comparable (and ideally entered into by the tax-
methods are basically non-existent while Revenue payer under review itself) comprise the best standard against which an

Canada has sought to give a simple example of what intercompany transaction by such taxpayer is to be evaluated. Moreover,
might be a so-called fourth method,10 in determiningwhether transactionsare comparable, thus underminingthe

apparentlysimple objectivityof the comparableprice approach.The White

Legislators seem to accept that it is futile to try to Paper (at 21 and 22) summarizes the varous IRS studies as follows:

systematize the general principle, and that its applica- Percentageof Cases in Which Various

tion is best left to the courts. Unless Government is Report Sec. 482 Pricing Methods Were Used

prepared to change the nature of the rules and use CUP- Resale Cosi Plus Other

mechanical (and necessarilyarbitrary)apportionment 1973 Treas Report 20 11 27 40

formulae, finding a reasonablearm's length price in an Conf.Bd.Report 28 13 23 36

intercompany transaction (where valid comparables BurnsReport 24 14 30 32

are not available) is not amenable to a comprehensive
GeneralAccountingOffice 15 14 26 47

objective process,tt
1984 IRS Survey 41 7 7 45
1987 IRSSurvey(overall) 32 8 24 36
1987 IRSSurvey(tangibleIt was noted earlier12 that the IRS's own studies show property) 31 18 37 14

that the majority of cases cannot be resolved by valid
comparables which are the only truly objective stan-

In this lable CUP refers to comparableunconlrolled price

dard by which the arm's length principle can be ap- 10. See para. 20 of Information Circular 87-2.

plied. 11. This basic factor was acknowledgedby a senior representativeof the
U.K. Inland Revenue, Ian Hunter, at a recent conference, as follows: I

III. THE IRONY OF SUPER ROYALTY think another reason that the U.K. has never sought to introduce subordi-
nate legislation to support the legislation relating to transfer pricing is the

For Canadian observers the genesis of the super roy- very one which has caused difficulty in the United States for the 482

alty rule is ironic because of a fundamentaldifference regulations. The number of facts and circumstances to which transfer

between the tax systems of the 2 countries in relation pricing legislation applies are so varied that it is difficult to go beyond the
initial reference to an arm's length price to produce regulations which fit

to transfers of property to foreign affiliated corpora- in all cases to which they apply. (tan Hunter, Foreign Rules for Goods
tions. From the Canadian perspective, the scheme of and Intangibles- Urited Kingdom, presented at Georgetown University
taxation under the Code concerning transfersof prop-

Law Center Seminar, supra note 6 at 3).
erty to foreign corporations or possessionscorpora-

Furthermore, Mr. Hunter stated (at 4 of the same paper): In short, we

have no specific rules to deal with intangibles, but seek to deal with
tions had a built-in defect, allowing for a shift of transfers of intangible rights very much by reference to the overall
profits to a foreign jurisdiction in a manner not consis- economiceffect of that transfer We would agree wholeheartedlywith that

tent with a comprehensivetaxation system which gen- part of the White Paper which points out that this is a very difficult thing
erally seeks to tax all income, particularly in obvious to do.

circumstances.
12. See note 9.
13. Even the possibility that the tax arising under Sec. 69 would be

Under Canadian law a Canadian company which, deferred by claiming a reserve on the transfer of intangibles, to the extent

through its own research and development, creates a
governed by Sec. 14 of the Act under the decision n Timagami Financiai
Services Limited v. The Queen, 81 DTC 5064 (F.C.T.D.) and 82 DTC 6268

valuable product cannot assign the related rights to a (F.C.A.), was considered sufficiently offensive to Revenue Canada that

foreign subsidiary without being required to either Canada's 1987 tax reform, Bill C-139, has eliminated reserves on or in

recognize immediate taxable gain (upon an outright respect of proceeds for Sec. 14.
14. G.D. Searle and Co. v. Comm'r, 88 T.C. 252,376 (1987).assignment) or take into income, over time, a stream 15 Eli Lilly & Co. v. Comm'r, 84 T.C. 996 (1985), rev'd in part, affd in

of royalty type payments(upon a licenseof the rights). part and remanded, Nos. 86-9211 and 86-3116 (7th Cir. 31 August 1988)
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no broad-basedrule, comparableto Sec. 69 of the Act, reduce excess foreign (Canadian) tax credits. The Ca-
which would deem a disposition at fair market value nadian Government has long been concerned about

applicable to all transfers of property to a foreign this problem and as early as 1963 enacted legislation
affiliate. There ensued, therefore, the tax-free trans- specificallyaimed at U.S. based multinationals.21Rev-
fers to possessions corporations or controlled foreign enue Canada now fears that the enactment of super
corporationsoperating in tax haven environments.1 royalty can provide a rationale for U.S. companies to

The transferee corporation in such an arrangement
increase charges to Canadian affiliates in order to re-

was often seen as simply serving as a physical contract
duce excess foreign taxes.22 It would, indeed, be ironic

manufacturer, assuming little risk or making little in- if U.S. companies were to utilize the super royalty
vestment but yet emergingwith the lion's share of the rule, enacted to reduce profit shiftingof income out of

overall group profit from the manufactureand sale of the United States, to improperlyshift income into the

the product. This was particularlyvexatious to the IRS United States and out of Canada. However, in light of

where (as in Searle and Liy) the final product was
the pre-existing issue, it is not difficult to visualize the

sold through the U.S. parent company's distribution fears which RevenueCanada may have that the enact-

network. From an economicor business standpoint, it
ment of super royalty can provide a handy mechanism

s rather clear that the transferee corporations
(and rationale) to further plunder the Canadian fisc

emerged with a share of overall profit totally dispro- through increased charges to Canadian affiliates.23

portionate to their input in the overallintegratedoper-
ation.17

16. See Code Secs. 351, 367 and 936 and Rev. Proc. 63-10 and 68-23. Sec.
85 of the Act (the Canadiancounterpartof Code Sec. 351) had an absolute

Although the U.S. Governmentbegan reacting, legis- bar against non-recognitiontransfers to corporationsformed outside Can-
ada. Sec. 85.1 allows such transfer of shares of foreign subsidiaries and

latively, to this defect in 1982, with the special mea- other affiliates in some circumstances.
sures for possessionscorporations(Code Sec. 936(h)), 17. The views of Mr. Charles Triplett, prime author of the White Paper,
and in 1984 with a rule of general applicationrequiring as reported in U.S. Defends Super Royalty as No Violation of Arm's

recognitionof royalty type payments over time where Length, InternationalTax Report (September 1988) at 3, are of interest:

intangiblesare transferredunder Sec. 351 to a foreign
In Triplett's view, the IRS was asleep when it granted favorable rulings

corporation (Code Sec. 367(d)), nothing in the Code
for the tax-free transfers of the intangible property associatedwith 'crown

jewel' products of subsidiaries in Puerto Rico, Ireland and Singapore.
(even as amended by the super royalty rule) imposes 18. The White Paper (at pages 46-47) makes perfectly clear the reason

the burden, arising in such circumstances in Canada for the amendment: the primary difficulty addressed by the legislation

under Sec. 69 of the Act, of a complete and total was the selective transfer of high profit intangibles to tax havens. Because

taxable disposition. It is probable that had Code Sec.
these intangibles are so often unique and are typically not licensed to

unrelated parties, it is difficult, if not impossible, tofind comparablesfrom

351 not applied to the transfers made in the Lilly and which an arm's length transfer price can be derived.

Searle cases (by reason of provisionssuch as Sec. 69), 19. Had the transfers in Lilly and Searle taken place after the enactments

the threat of such substantial immediate taxation may
of Code Sec. 936(h) in 1982 and Sec. 367(d) in 1984, the U.S. transferors

have been a sufficientdeterrent to prevent such trans-
would have been required to recognize, as income for U.S. tax purposes,

fers in the firstplace and the ensuing series of legisla-
an annual amount as a deemed royalty (but there would not have been a

deemed realization in the year of transfer). In this context and in light of

tive responses (including super royalty).18 the latitudeprovided the courtsby preexistingSec. 482 and the Regulations
made thereunder to allocate income in accordance with the true contribu-

In summary of this point (apart from the fact that the tions of the partners, as reflected, as least in part, in E.L DuPont de

problem seems to have been cured more by the enact- Nemours & Co. v. United States, 608 F.2d 445 (Ct. Cl. 1979) and Hospital

ment in 1984 of Sec. 367(d) than by super royalty)19, it Corporationof America v. Comm'r, 81 T.C. 520 (1983), as well as Lilty

seems clear that issues confronting the U.S. Govern- and Searle, the add-on of the super royalty rule seems superfluous. (The
nature can course to

ment in this area would not have arisen, in the first
necessarily subjective of such allocation of lead dis-

agreement between the taxpayer and the IRS respecting the decisions of

place, had the non-recognitionprovisions of Sec. 351 the courts and, for example, the IRS (in the White Paper at page 30, et

not extended, in any fashion whatever, to transfers to seq.) is quite critical of the decision in Hospital Corporationof America

either foreign corporations or possessions corpora-
which allocated as much as 25% of the income to the offshore company.

tions. It is for this reason that Canadians, having re-
However, there does not seem to be any specific reason to believe that a

courtwouldnecessarilycometoadifferentfactualdeterminationin Hospi-
gard to the prohibitive effects of Sec. 69 of the Act, tal Corportionof America under super royalty).
can conclude that the same type of problem has not 20. A full analysis of the White Paper is beyond the scope of this article

and would not arise under Canadian law. (see note 1).
21. Sec. 212(1)(a) of the Act was added, requiringa 25% tax on manage-
ment and administration fees paid by a Canadian subsidiary to a foreign
related company in specified circumstances. Ironically, the 1980 Canada-

IV. ANALYSIS OF SUPER ROYALTY2o U.S. Income Tax Convention exempts U.S. companies from this tax.

22. Excess foreign (Canadian) tax credits may arise because of (1) tax

rate differentials; (2) the Code separate basket rules; or (3) the interest

A. Overview allocation rules. With respect to (1), after tax reform in the 2 countries,
the average overall Canadian rates (including withholdng taxes on divi-

As suggested at the outset, it is perhaps ironic that dends) may be in the area of 43% for manufacturingprofits and 48% for
other profits. The standard U.S. federal corporate rate of tax is now 34%,

super royalty, enacted as a response to perceived leading to a potential excess foreign tax credit positionof 9% in the former

abuses of the U.S. tax system by U.S. based multina- case and 14% in the latter case.

tionals, is viewed by some, including Revenue Cana- 23. Revenue Canada is also concerned that U.S. based multinationals

da, as an instrumentby whichU.S. based multination- might have incentive to increase charges to Canadian subsidiaries merely
... n an attempt to ensure that they have complied with your legislation

als may exacerbate a perceived preexisting predilec- to the detriment of the other taxing jurisdictions. (Calderwood,
tion to overcharge Canadian subsidiaries in order to Georgetown University Law Center Seminar, supra note 6, at 13).
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B. Consistencywith the arm's length principle This is not inconsistent with the general notion of an
in Canada and elsewhere arm's length standard, or the Canadian rules,27 and

this approach does not detract from the problem dis-
1. Overview cussed earlier that the majority of cases are not in fact

In principle, super royalty, as interpretedby the White governed by comparables nor the problem noted in

Paper, seems to be nothing more than a codification the U.S cases, discussed in Chapter 4 of the White

of pre-1986 jurisprudentialprinciples augmentedby a Paper, that the courts are inconsistent in their views as

more systematic approach to pricing methods where to comparability in varying fact patterns.28
the objective standard of the comparableuncontrol- The White Paper's position on comparables may be
led price is not available. To this extent super royalty summarized as follows:
raises an issue of form not substance in the interna- (1) Where a transaction with a related party can be
tional context and does not give rise to conflicts with tested against exact comparables, those would gov-
the tax law governing intercompany transactions in ern to the exclusion of any other pricing method and
Canada or other countries. there would be no periodic adjustments (as discussed
The White Paper states that super royalty is not to below).
depart from the arm's length standard (as understood (2) An exact comparablecan only involve a transac-

internationallyand presumably therefore in Canada): tion in the same intangible, licensed by one of the
the chapter concludes that the arm's length standard parties to an unrelated party.
is the accepted internationalnorm for making transfer (3) The standards for determiningwhether compara-
pricing adjustments. The study reaffirms that Con- bles are exact turn on external factors (i.e. with

gress intended the commensurate with income stan- respect to the business and economic environment in
dard to be consistent with the arm's length standard, which the comparable licenses take place) as well as

and that it will be so interpreted and applied by the
Internal Revenue Service and the Treasury Depart-
ment.24

24. See White Paper at 3. Although skeptics may dismiss this type of

There is, however, a disquieting aspect of the White language in the White Paper as mere rhetoric, at least one U.S. observer

Paper's view of super royalty in relation to competent
believes that this language will create a legally self-fulfillingprophecy. See

authority cases:25 Fuller, supra note 6, at 660: The White Paper states that Congress in-
tended no departure from the arm's length standard in that the Tax Reform

The Service and Treasury recognize that implementa- Act amendment is simply a clarificationof the prior law. Since the courts
tion of the commensuratewith income standard in all have categoricallyrejected contract manufacturingand the use of industry
its particulars, including periodic adjustments, treat- statistics, presumably they will continue to do so, since the standard under
ment of lump sum payments and access to information the White Paper s arm's length, i.e. the same standard under which the

to perform the necessary analysis, may lead to differ- courts operated in deciding in prior cases

ences with the competentauthoritiesofour treaty part-
25. See White Paper at 61-62.

ner and perhapsmore general issues of treaty policy and 26. As noted elsewhere herein, Canadian and Japanese Government

interpretation. Recognizing this, the United States
officials are quite critical. John Calderwood, in his paper to the Canadian
Tax Foundation, supra note 6, stated at 34: The Department sees the

competent authority and the Treasury Department super royalty as a significant departure from the historical arm's length
should be receptive to the concerns of foreign govern- approach taken by the U.S. government in such matters. In attempting to

ments, and endeavor to seek bilateral solutons insofar widen ts tax net the U.S. will be putting itself out of line and perhaps at

as those concerns can be accommodated in a manner odds with its largest trading partners.
consistentwith the Congressionalintent in enacting the Other observers are more generous. Robert T. Cole, a former Interna-

commensuratewith income standard. tional Tax Counsel (ITC) to the U.S. Treasury, at a conference held in
October (Georgetown University Law Center Seminar, supra note 6),

Is this to be interpreted as suggesting any restriction stated at 7: As a matter of principle, I do not think that any of the rules

on competent authority procedure to resolve transfer enunciated in the White Paper depart from arm's length standard and,

pricing disputes therefore, rather than reject the rules before the ink s dry because they
might conceivablywork to a country'sdisadvantage in the short run, I urge

In general, the reviews of the White Paper have been that they be given fair consideration and a fair trial.

mixed and clearly not all observers share the views
Robert Patrick, another former ITC, in a paper to the Canadian Tax
Foundation, supra note 6, noted the fears of critics that the study

expressed herein.26 foreshadows an arbitrary attempt to impose a new economic concept and
unrealisticcompliance requirements ..: based on the assumption that there
is a precision to establishing the 'right' price He was, however, of the

2. Comparables retained as priority standard view that the study will be accepted as a contribution to rationalizing the

Comparable uncontrolledprices remain, under super
fourth method under U.S. tax regulations .... and will require more sys-
tematic justification of pricing methods.

royalty, the primary standard, in preference to any See also Ian Hunter, a senior representativeof the U.K Inland Revenue,
other method of determining an arm's length price. supra notes 6 and 10, who indicated, at 1 and 2, some empathy with, but

The White Paper distinguishes between comparables more importantlysome understandingof, the approach oftheWhite Paper
which are exact and those which are inexact. In and its role in dealing wth international disputes under arm's length

the former case, there is no basis for periodic adjust- principles.
27. John Calderwood,CanadianTax Foundation,supra note 6, expresses

ment while in the latter case the requirement for agreement (at 19) with the White Paper's delineation between exact and

periodic adjustment seems to entail a rebuttable pre- inexact comparables, and the ambit thereof.

sumption that related parties would provide for mod- 28. For a discussion of Revenue Canada's views as to the standards for

ification of their arrangements,over time, as facts and comparability,see para. 14 of the Information Circular, supra note 5. See
the decision in lndalex, infra note 34, for an example of how Canadian

circumstanceschange. courts view comparability.
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6.internal stanards (i.e. the terms of the contractual return method and the profit split addition would

arrangementsbetween the parties). be as follows.33

(4) Not inconsistent with the problem noted (1) Prepare a functionalanalysis, i.e. break down each

elsewhere, that courts often cannot agree as to line of business into its component activities or

whether things are comparable or not, the White functions.

Paper goes on to state that: (2) Identifywhich of the functionsutilizes only factors
No amountof general discussionof these standards(i.e. of productionwhich can be measuredand assigned
the 'internal' and 'external' standards) is likely to turn market returns.
them into'objective tests. As in all matters concerning (3) Distinguishbetween those functions that make sig-
transfer pricing, facts and circumstances must deter- nificant use of pre-existing intangible assets (usu-
mine the outcome of specific cases.29 ally of or by transferor) and those that do not

(5) Inexact comparables are transactions involving (usually by transferee).
similar although not identical intangibles.3o In some (4) Start off by assigning values to the transferee's
circumstances other or fourth methods may be factors of productionbecause that is usuallyeasier
relevant where only inexact (not exact) comparables than assigning to the transfereevalue for the intan-
are available. gible.

(5) Assign income to each of the functions' measura-
The foregoingmay be compared to RevenueCanada's ble factors, i.e. the functions that employmeasur-
approach as set out in the Information Circular at able factors will probably be carried on by a wide
para. 14: Applicationof the comparable,uncontrol-

range of unrelated parties for which information
led price method tends to be restrictedby the difficulty will probably be available regarding market re-
in establishing that the product involved, the market, turns earned by them.
the credit terms, reliability of supply and other perti- (6) After identifyingreturns for the transferee's func-
nent circumstances are indeed comparable. The De- tions, the residual income is then allocated to the
partment believes that if the comparableuncontrolled transferee which obviouslywill receive the lion's-

price method is to be used, variations in the respective share in potentially high profit situations.
circumstancesshould be minor or capable of quantifi- (7) If, however, both parties have valuable intangi-cation on some reasonablebasis. bles, the residual income must be allocated by a

The use of fourth methods to support inexact compar- profit split.
ables is consistent with para. 19 of the Information (8) Do not allocate income for functions related to

Circular: Othermethodsmay be employedin support selling goods to a related party.
of one of the three aforementioned methods or n (9) To assign returns to the parties, the White Paper
-C-lrcumstances where none of these methods is appro- suggests 2 methods:
priate. (underscoreadded) (a) identify unrelated parties' rates of return on

assets utilized in a particular function, takingRevenueCanadaclearlysharestheWhitePaper'sview into account only the non-liquidassets relative
that the use of inexact comparables is acceptable only to the function for the line of business beingif differencescan be reflected by a reasonablenumber examined (this assumes such information is
of adjustments (see para. 14 of the Circular, above). available); and

(b) measure arm's length information against a
3. Other methods where comparables are not available yardstick other than rates of return on assets:
In the absence of comparables, the arm's length stan- for example, the ratio of income to operating
dard can only be applied on the basis of either rela- costs seen in DuPont34, useful in measuring
tively subjective evaluations (secondary or other returns on service activity or in situations
(fourth) methods)31 or arbitrary formula approaches, where assets are difficult to measure consis-
neither of which meet the objectivity desired by the tently or where there is reason to believe that
arm's length standard. The White Paper opts for the relationship and costs are more stable or

fourth methods, consistent with the international easier to measure than the relationship be-
norm and the approach in Canada, and attempts to tween income and assets.
formulate an analytical framework on which such de- The use of both types of unrelated party information
terminationscan be elevated to a quasi-objectivepro-

is consistent with the fundamental goal of the basic
arm's length return method, which is to use information

cess.
about unrelated parties to determine the returns that

The White Paper's principal proposal is the arm's
length return method, which is intended to simulate

29. See White Paper at 88.
the market place and result in a price to reflect how 30. Although not dealt with specifically in the White Paper, one assumes

the parties may have dealt had they been unrelated. that an inexactcomparablecan also include a license involving the same

intangibles under consideration but in circumstances which do not meet

The arm's length return approach seeks to identify the standards for an exact comparable.
the assets and other factors of production that will be 31. As noted elsewhere, the White Paper questions the priority of the

resale or cost plus methods; in any event, these are basically
used by the related parties in the relevant line of busi-

secondary
inapplicable to transfers involving intangibles.

ness and would try to assignmarket returns to them.32 32. See White Paper at 95.33. See White Paper at 96 et seq.
33. See White Paper at 96 et seq.

The methodology (made up of the basic arm's length 34. See note 19.
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would have been earned had the related parties' ac- This method is stated to apply regardless of the form
tivities been undertaken at arm's length.35 of the transfer outright sale, license, sale of tangible-

(10)Where both parties have intangibles, a distinction property which incorporates valuable intangibles or
shouldbe made betweenroutine intangiblesand the transfer of intangibles through the provision of
those which are unique or have major importance services.
to the enterprise and which few unrelated parties Paras. 11 and 12 of Revenue Canada's Circular dealpossess. When more than one affiliate has these

with the approach to be taken where intercompanytype of intangibles (i.e. excluding the case of the
pure contract manufacturer affiliate, such as in arrangements cannot be based on transactions which

Liy or Searle), and identified in the White Paper would arise in the usual course of eventsbetweenthird
as situations involvin mature and lespxlitison- parties. The idea, not inconsistent with the White
shore (e.g. European) affiliates, a profit
required to reflect the return to each party with the 35 White Paper at 98
valuable intangibles. 36. Indalex Limitedv. the Queen, 86 DTC 6039 (F.C.T.D.) and 88 DTC

(11)A profit split essentially is a judgment call. 6053 (F.C.A.). See Nathan Boidman, The Canadian Approach to
Offshore InternationalTransactions: Indalexv. The Queen- A Transship-Even without the resemblance to the key elements of ment Case, 39 The Tax Executive, No. 1 (Fall 1986) at 45; and Nathan

the pricing rationale considered or adopted in prior Boidman, The Canadian Approach to Offshore International Transac-
cases in the United States (or consideredin Canada in tions: An Update, 40 The Tax Executive, No. 3 (Spring 1988) at 383.

Indalex36,a case involvingan offshoresubsidiary inter- In other Canadian offshore transshipment cases (Dominion Bridge Co.
Ltd. v. The Queen, 75 DTC 5150 (F.C.T.D.) and 77 DTC 5367 (F.C.A.),posed to transship the purchase of raw materials), it is Spur Oil Ltd. v. The Queen, 80 DTC 6105 (F.C.T.D.) and 81 DTC 5168

clear that the method constitutes an approach to (F.C.A.) and Irving Oil Limited v. The Queen, 88DTC 6138 (F.C.T.D.),
other or fourth pricing methods, necessarywhere this approach was not necessary: in Dominion Bridge, the matter was

comparablesdo not govern. An introductorycomment resolved on the basis that the offshore purchasing company was an agent

in the White Paper foreshadows the required use of
and thereforeall of its profit belonged to the taxpayer. In Spur OiI (discus-
sed in detail in Boidman, 39 The Tax Executive, No. 1, supra) and Irvingfourth methods as well as the U.S. Government'sde- oil, the case was considered by the courts to be governed by comparables

sire to systematize same to the extent possible: without the need to look further. See Nathan Boidman, Intercompany
In practice, taxpayersand agents rely upon comparable Pncing- Irving Oil Case, 17 Tax ManagementInternationalJournal, No.

uncontrolled prices or transactions, when they exist. 6 (June 1988) at 241.

When they do not exist, agents or taxpayers use what- 37. Whte Paper at 23.
38. This is certainly borne out by the following excerpt from the White

ever method they believe best reflects the economic Paper which indicates a mere codificationof case law: Although some ofrealities of the transaction at issue.37 the terminologyn this section may be new, most of the techniquesdiscus-

The fourth methodsrecommendedby the WhitePaper sed in it are not. One of the main arguments for the development of an

arm's length return method, in fact, is that taxpayers, the Service and(the basic arm's length return method and the profit especially the courtshave found it necessary to use ad hoc and incompletely
split addition) seem to have been used by U.S. courts developed versions of such a method n the past and will undoubtedly
in Lilly, Searle and DuPont.38 DuPont also used the continue to do so n the future. Therefore, the goal of this discussion is to

test of the ratio of gross income to total operatingcosts lay a foundation for this approach so that it may be used to achieve more
consistent and satisfactory results (at 94).as a test of the appropriateness of the income split There certanly is nothing radical about super royalty, interpreted in this

between the U.S. manufacturerand its Swiss distribu- fashion.
tion subsidiary. The return on capital analysis in Du- 39. White Paper at 47.

Pont was considered by the Federal Court in Indalex. 40 Revenue Canada, however, has expressed strong reservations. Their

DuPont rejected as inappropriate gross margin general assessment of the arm's length return method, expressed by Mr.

analysis (and therefore the retail method).
John Calderwood, Canadian Tax Foundation, supra note 6, at 20 is that it
(the basic arm's length return method without profit length for valuable

The consistencyof the arm's length return method and intangibles of each party to the contract) would seem to have more

application to tax havens and possessions situations (at p. 20). Withthe Canadian approach to fourth methods should be respect to profit split addition, where both parties do have valuable intan-
evaluated in light of the stated purpose of the super gibles, Mr. Calderwood states (at p. 21): Profit split methods are consi-

royalty rule:39 dered a last resort method. Unless it is part of the contract between the

The general goal of the commensurate with income parties, it is a most difficult determination to make

standard is, therefore, to ensure that each party earns Moreover, Mr. Calderwood states at 32-33:
With respect to commensurate with ncome, the White Paper stressesthe income or return from the intangible that an unre- functional analysis as a basis for adjustments. The OECD does not appearlated party would earn in an arm's length transferof the to give it such prominence; it is one of many techniques used to establish

intangible. the facts. While it is necessary to make a functional analysis n establishing
the facts, there are no comments on how it will be used to calculate andTo make such determinationand arriveat an appropri- determine the ratios for sharing the income from the use of intangibles.ate transfer price, there is to be an assessment of the Functional analysis works well where tax haven situations exist, i.e. no

functions performed, the economiccosts incurred and functions are performed there, and possibly for possessions corporations,
the risks assumed by the parties. The objective iS to a concept which Canadian tax law does not have. However, for the

assign income commensurate with the relative genuine, viable subsidiary company using parent company technology, of
which there are many n Canada, there may be problems for the competenteconomic contribution of each party and the relative authorities n valuing the intangibles and determining the appropriaterisks taken by each party. There seems to be no incon- charges.

sistency between such a rule or philosophy and the This vew does not seem to be consistent with the Department's own

arm's length standard as understood in Canada or InformationCircular. As weil, Mr. Calderwoodexpressesconcern, at page
other countries which rely on the 1979 OECD Re- 13, that Canadian courts have not handled sufficient cases to determine

port.40
a consistentor predictablemethodology,in respectof fourth methodsand
that profit splits should be used as a last resort.
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Paper, is to establish a subjective but analytical ap- The White Paper's analysis of the arm's length return

proach to intercompanyarrangementswhere compar- method is focussed on the issues which have faced the
ables do not govern. In such circumstance, para. 11 IRS (the possessionscorporationmanufacturingarms

advocates: in Lilly and Searle, andthe offshoremarketingarms in
.... a thorough functional analysis of the activities and DuPont and.Hospital Corporationof America). It is
contributionsofeach group member, and should clarify not surprising.thatthe White Paper does not relate the
and quantify the various factors which were considered approach to the above noted type of issue seen in the
in establishing the transfer prices, e.g. technical assist- Canadiancase law involvingoffshorecompanesnter-
ance, access to technology, reward for economic risk, posed to import goods (e.g. Dominion Bridge, Spurfinancing assistance, etc. Oil, IrvingOiland Indalex); this is simply because this

Para. 12 goes on: type of case has not preoccupiedthe IRS and certainly
The quantum of income taxed in Canada should be has not come before the Americancourts. As already
consistentwith the real profit contributionof the Cana- noted, Revenue Canada relied upon elements of the
dian taxpayers involved, based on the economic func- IRS's approach in litigating Indalex. Similar argu-
tions performed and the risks assumed by them. This ments were raised in Irving Oil but were rejected be-
result is achieved when non-arm's length transactions
with non-residentsare consistentlymade at reasonable

cause the Federal Court held that the issue was gov-
erned by comparable uncontrolled prices, which ren-

arm's length prices. The determination of reasonable
arrr's length prces, while necessarilysomewhatsubjec. der inapplicable fourth methods, such as the arm's

tive, is neverthelessa question of fact, and thereforethe length return method discussed in the White Paper.
situation of each taxpayermust be examinedon its own In summary, the arm's length return method does not
particular circumstancesand merits.

seem to be inconsistentwith the arm's length principle
Both of the foregoing paragraphs, appearing in the as understood and applied in Canada and other coun-

introductory portion of the Circular, are intended to tries which base their ntercompany pricing rules on

govern any type of transfer in respect of any type of the OECD guidelines.
things. Furthermore, para. 15, whch deals with the
transfer of goods, establishes the fundamentalnature 4. The periodic adjustment rule
of the analysis, regardlessof the type of transaction41, Undoubtedlythe most vexatious and controversial
required where comparablesare not available:

as-

Where appropriate comparables are not available and pect of the super royalty rule is the requirement that

the taxpayer must use one of the other methods discus- the proper measure of intercompany charges related

sed in the followingparagraphs, it is recommendedthat to the transfer of unique high value intangibles re-

a thorough functional analysis of the activities of the quires an annual or other periodic assessment of the

group members be carried out (as mentioned in 11 actual income earned by the group as a whole in order
above). A functional analysis will identifyand evaluate, to arrive at a proper apportionment of income. This
with respect to a given productor product line, the role entails a periodic adjustmentof the paymentsactually
and contribution of each member, including the being made (or if not made, to be reported for U.S.
economic risk assumed and the degree of responsibility tax purposes) by the transferee to the transferor.43
for engineering and production, continuing research, However, the White Paper's explanation of this re-
management and administration, marketing and cus- quirementmay dissolvethis issue andprovide the basis
tomer services. A functional analysis will facilitate in-
formed decisionsas to what constitutesan 'appropriate' for reconciliation with the law in Canada and other

mark-up or a 'reasonable' profit contribution, and it countries.44
will help to identifysevere distortions in the margins of
related parties. 41. An introductory paragraph (No. 13) of the section of the Circular

dealing with the transfer of goods stipulates that the principles discussed
Although para. 45 of the Circular indicates that a therein . apply to the acquisition or disposition of intangible property
royalty rate for a license where comparables are not as, for example, the outright transfer of ownership of a patent.
available is to be determined by drawing 42. With respect to para. 45 of the Circular, there was an interesting

comparisons with royalty rates n the same industry or exchange between John Calderwood, the Revenue Canada, and Charles

a similar industry involving relatively similar products, Triplett, of the IRS, at a 27-28 June 1988 Seminar sponsored by the
InternationalTax Institute, The CompetentAuthoritiesfrom Six Nations

similar market conditionsand similar licensingarrange- Discuss TransferPrice Issues Amidst ChangingTax Rates and Fluctuating
ments, Currency Values. According to a summary in the InternationalTax Re-

para. 47 effectively incorporates the approach advo- port, U.S. defends super royalty as no violation of arm's length (Sep-
cated in para. 15, above, where it states: tember 1988) at 3, Mr. Triplettwas quoted as stating that he disagreeswith

In the same way that a taxpayer is expected to explain para. 45 of the Circular in that it does not recognize the impracticalityof

the basis for the intercompanypricingpolicy when ques- seeking to effectivelyuse inexact comparablesfor unique high value intan-

tioned by the Department, the taxpayer should also be gibles where there are no comparablesat all. According to the report, Mr.

prepared to demonstrate the reasonableness of inter- Calderwood rebutted that the IRS had made no mention of this crown

company royalties, having regard to all of the pertinent jewel problem when it reviewed earlier drafts of the Department'scircu-
lar.

facts and circumstances. 43. See note 2 and related text.

44. John Calderwoodvoices Revenue Canada's basic concerns about the

Although briefly stated, the principles advocated by periodicadjustment rule as follows (CanadianTax Foundation,supra note

Revenue Canada do not conflictwith the White Paper 6, at p. 33-34):
The periodic adjustmentconcept likewise poses questions. Will this be on

proposals and, to that extent, the super royalty legisla- an annual self-assessingbasis or by an audit basis It is difficult to accept
tion is consistentwith the Canadian approach.42 that this hindsight basis is what persons dealing at arm's length would
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Periodic adjustment will not be required where the If a particulartaxpayerdemonstratesthat it has compar-
license may be tested by exact comparables,although able long-term, non-renegotiablecontractual arrange-
there is some inconsistency between the text of the ments with third parties, the arm's length standard will

White Paper and its Example No. 1.45 In other cases preclude periodic adjustments of the related person

(particularly involving inexact comparables), the re- ntangible transfer price. In that event, a comparable
quirement for periodic adjustment seems to have the
character of a rebuttable presumption, and it reflects do. Where the use of high profit potential intangibles is involved, we

the view of the IRS that where unique intangiblesare suggest arm's length parties would determine a price at the particular time

involved, providing for periodicchange of the division
the use of the intangibles commenced. Also while any royalty rate might
initially be for a short duration, provision would be made for subsequent,

of income is the manner in which related partieswould not annual, renegotiation. As representativesfrom the private sector have

have contracted. pointed out, renegotiationclauses are frequent for downward rate adjust-
ments but rare for increases. While there are occasional examplesof third

Taxpayers will have the burden of showing the con- parties obtaining rights or propertes (in this context not always intangible
trary to the IRS or a court that the unrelated parties, property) at bargain prces, the more frequent situation ts third parties
in the circumstances under review, would not have paying too much for the property. Revenue Canada Taxationsubmits that

it is only in extreme situations that third parties renegotiate for a reduced
provided for such a periodicadjustment. Although the consideration,seldom, if ever, an increased consideration.
suggested burden is high46, the effect, in principle, is Specifically, with respect to the super royalty provision, the IRS, through
no different than the process in Canada, where Reve- hindsight, will be making adjustments to royalty rate percentagescharged
nue Canadacan assume facts (includingan assumption to related Canadian companies based on the profits realized by these

Canadian companies not only from the use of the underlying technologyas to whether or not unrelated parties would have but also as a result of the Canadian company'sown efforts and initiatives.
provided for a review or renegotiationof the terms of Furthermore, these adjustments may vary from year to year dependent
a contract), with the tax-gayer then having the burden upon the profits earned in Canada. The super-royalty provisions which
of proving the contrary.77 generally apply for tax years beginning after December 31, 1986, seek to

include in the U.S. company's taxable income amounts as payments from

The White Paperclearly establishesa less onerous rule related Canadian and other foreign companes, commensurate with the
ncome attributable to the transferred (licensed) intangible properties.than did the originallegislation.In particular,nowhere This amount may be greater than an arm's length royalty, the excess

in the House of Representatives' explanation of the amount being classified as the super-royalty.
super royalty, proposed in late 1985, or in the explana- 45 See Jon Bischel, The Treasury White Paper Commensurate With

tion of the final legislationby the ConferenceCommit- Income Standard and Analysis, at the Georgetown Conference, supra
note 6, at 6 of his paper dealing with Example 1: The conclusion of the

tee was it indicated that the rule would take the form foregoing example s somewhat at variance with the study which indicates
of a rebuttable presumption. that year by year equality is not essential if it is reasonable to conclude that

the long term results would be comparable. Hence, the size and markets
There is a general view that the periodic adjustment and royalty payments may annually vary without destroying exact com-

requirement overrides the decision in R. T. French v. parability.
Comm'8, which, according to the White Paper en-

46. Bob Patrick n his paper delivered to the Canadian Tax Foundation's
annual conference,supra note 6, notes that while the study states that the

dorsed the view that a long-term, fixed rate royalty taxpayer may rebut the use ofsubsequentexperience, the required burden
agreement could not be adjusted under section 482 ofshowing that unrelated parties would not have provided for adjustments
based on subsequent events that were not known to n cases of nexact comparables appears too difficult to me. Michael

the parties at the original contract date.49 Although Abrutyn, AdministrativeRequirements- A Look Ahead, Georgetown
the White Paper states that super royalty s n

.

part a
Conference,supra note 6, states at 8: It s also suggested that the taxpayer
has the burden of proof by clear and convincingevidence (of civil fraud

legislative rejection of French o it would seem the ac- standard) to demonstrate that subsequent profitability cannot have been
tual nature of the proposal can be reconciledwith that anticipated. This could prove to be an almost impossible burden for a

decision. taxpayer to satisfy because of the high standard and the lack of ability to
locate comparables.

The White Paper asserts51 that there is much evidence 47. Johnston v. M.N.R., 3 DTC 1182 (1948) S.C.C. Revenue Canada's

of arm's length pricing agreements which do provide initial assessment of the White Paper does not seem to focus at all on the

for adjustments of royalty rates and payments under rebuttable presumption aspect of the periodic adjustment rule.
48. R.T. FrenchCo. v. Comm'r, 60T.C. 836 (1973).In French, the court

the agreement based on subsequent events, particu- rejected an IRS contention that a related party license should be treated

larly if the profitabilityof the intangible is significantly as having an adjustment clause; the decision seems to have been based on

higher, although unanticipated. This is strictly a ques- the premise that, either, on the facts in that case, or, in general, third

tion of fact: is there any reason to believe that proof parties do not renegotiatecontracts once entered into. It must be assumed
to on a rehearing ofthereofwould not allow a court to distinguish the facts (having regard the discussion the White Paper) that

French before a court under pre-1986 law, would either compel a court to
of the French case, and the surrounding evidence of decide that French was erroneously decided or, if correctly decided, then

comparable licensing arrangernents Although the distinguishable (in relevant circumstances) on the basis that in some case

White Paper does state52 that it is (at least according to the data cited n the White Paper) third parties do in

perfectly consistent with the arm's length standard fact provide for post-contractual renegotiations.
.... 49. White Paper at 63.
to treat related party license agreements generally as 50. Id.
renegotiable arrangements and to require periodic ad- 51. White Paper at 63-64.
justments to the transfer price to reflect substantial 52. White Paper at 64.
changes in the income stream attributable to the intan- 53. The IRS's sources are being questioned. See John S Nolan, Appli-
gible 3, cation to Goodsand Services: Comparables,Basic RateofReturn Method,

as already noted, the paper goes on to confirm that Profit-Split, Georgetown Conference, supra note 6, at 5. Revenue Cana-

where exact comparablesexist or evidence is made to da's John Calderwood puts the question as follows: It is not known if
unrelated parties generally provide for changes through the contractthe contrary, periodic adjustment would not be re- period It would seem unusual for a licensee to accept a downwardreturn.

quired. It is stated: (John Calderwood, Canadian Tax Foundation, supra note 6, at 16).
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would exist by definition, which would determine the designed to loosely spread the super royalty adjust-
consideration for the related person transfer, both ini- ment over the number of years associated with the
tally and over time. Comparables are always the best period during which the transferee benefits from the
measure of arm's length prices.54 transferred intangible. Under Canadian law, there is

The latter point is considered to be inapplicablein the generallyno basis to readjust the transactionexcept in
case of high profit intangiblesunless there is an exact the year of sale.59

comparable. Mere inexact comparables will not Where there are no comparablesand the arrn's length
automaticallypreventperiodicadjustment.The White return method is used, period adjustmentsare an inhe-
Paper stipulates that periodic adjustments will not be rent part of the process of identifying factors of pro-
made where a taxpayer can demonstrate each of the duction used by the parties in allocating income in
following3 factors, in respectof inexactcomparables: respect thereof: the income allocation adjusts as the
(1) that events had occurred subsequentto the license factors change. The very essence of this method is an

agreement to cause the anticipatedprofitability; allocation based upon assessment of the contribution
(2) that the licensecontainedno provisionpursuant to made; does this not evolve on an ongoing basis This

which unrelated parties would have adjusted the method would not appear to depart fron the existing
license; and views and that of the United States or under the 1979

(3) that unrelated parties would not have included a OECD guidelines respecting the nature and use of
provision to permit an adjustment for the change other or fourth methods. In essence, periodic ad-
to cause the unanticipatedprofitability.55 justments are simply an inherentpart of such methods

In other words, it would be open to taxpayers to rebut and should not be seen as constituting a new pricing
the presumption by bringing adequate proof of the rule in either the United States or elsewhere. The

foregoing factors. In this respect the White Paper Point is summarized in the White Paper as follows:60
states it would be appropriate to impose a high stan- Thus, as an affiliate's plant, equtpment and other

dard of proof, such as a clear and convincingevidence measurable factors change from the projections in the
initial analysis, the income allocated to them should

standard56, on taxpayers in order to demonstrate that change. Similarly, the profitsplit percentageis intended
the subsequent profitability could not have been an- to reflect the relative values of significant intangible
ticipated and, furthermore, in no event should this assets owned by the parties. When the value of intangi-
test be available to taxpayers if inexact comparable bles belonging to one of the parties has changed, the
licenses with no provision for periodic adjustments percentage should be changed.61
cannot be found in the marketplace.57

5. SummaryThe fact that the White Papersuggests that the penalty
sections of the Code should be beefed-up to the extent The White Paper distinguishesbetween normal profit
that taxpayers do not voluntarily effectuate periodic intangibles and high profit potential intangibles. The

adjustments, when called for under the principles just former are considered to relate to widely used prod-
noted, and the potential issues on audit which may ucts where comparables would often be available to

arise from the periodic adjustment requirement (in- assess intercompany licensing fees. The latter entails

cluding the necessity to achieve correlative adjust. unique and unusual products which may be expected
ments in other countriessuch as Canada) does not, per to generate profits far beyond the returns normally
se, mean this requirement, as explained in the White found in the industry,where third party licensesgener-
Paper, is inherently inconsistentwith the arm's length ally would not arise and, accordingly, where the spe-
standard, as understood in Canada and other coun- cial vigour of the super royalty rules are required.62
tries. Perhaps one effect of super royalty in general
and the periodicadjustmentrequirementin particular,
will be pressure on tax authorities to provide advance 54. White Paper at 64.

approval for intangible transfer arrangements. This 55. White Paper at 65.
56. See note 35.

could be a type of advance ruling through the compe- 57. Id
tent authority procedure, although Revenue Canada 58. White Paper at 68-69.

has been reluctant in the past to entertainsuch rulings, 59. However,Art. IX of the Canada-U.S. Income Tax Conventioncould

primarily on the basis that an advance ruling would authorizesuch adjustments. See also AluminumCo. of Canada Ltd. v. The

limit its flexibility in the event of any subsequentcom-
Queen, 74 DTC 6408 (F.C.T.D.).
60. White Paper at 102.

petent authorityprocedurerespectingthe subjectmat- 61. Revenue Canada is particularly concerned about retroactive adjust-
ter of the ruling. ments under the periodic adjustment rule. Commenting on conclusion

No.4 of Chapter8 of the White Paper (that periodicadjustmentsgenerally
The White Paper's recommendations respecting be prospectve unless a different royalty rate would have been set on the

periodic adjustments in respect of lump-sum pay-
date of transfer based upon expectationsof the parties) John Calderwood,
CanadianTax Foundation,supra note 6, states at 17: The above statement

ments58may prove troublesomein coordinatingadjust- s not too clear. We hope it suggests the taxpayer is not expected to use

ments with other countries. Rather than make an ad- hindsight in making periodic adjustments.
justment in the year of sale (when it becomes evident 62. However, even in the case of high profit potential intangibles, the

that the price received was too low and the presump-
White Paper concedes that valid comparables would govern (at 52): In
the rare instance in which there is a true comparable for a high profittion that there should be a changecannot be rebutted intangible, the royalty rate must be set on the basis of the comparable

the White Paper suggests, in order to avoid certain because that remains the best measure of how third parties would allocate
administrative issues, a convoluted formula-approach intangible income.
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Inasmuchas such intangiblesnormallyare not licensed as discussed in para. 14 (leaving aside the secondary
to unrelated parties, comparables are not available, resale and cost plus method), the Circular in para. 19
and it is inadequate to have reference to royalty rates, acknowledges the requirement for other methods-

which often arise in respect of normal profit intangi- as well as the subjectivity involved therein. Para. 19
bles. Therefore, third party royalty rates cannot be reads as follows:
utilized on some adjusted basis and rather, in the lan- Other methods may be employed in support of one of

guage of the White Paper, enactmentof the commen- the three aforementioned methods or in the cir-
surate with income standard was thus a directive to cumstances where none of these methods is appropri-
promulgate rules that would give primary weight to ate. This is consistent with the recommendationsof the

the income attributable to a transferred intangible in OECD. The method utilized should reflect an attempt

determining the proper division of that income among
to present the particular transaction in terms of what
would have transpired in an arm's length relationship.related parties. 3

The 2 basic fourth methods advocated by the White
Do RevenueCanada'sviews, as expressedin the Infor- Paper seem to be designed to answer the question:mation Circular, clash with this thought what would have transpired in an arm's length re-

Is para. 45 of Revenue Canada's InformationCircular lationship This objective also underlies Revenue
(which as noted earlier states that in the absence of Canada's approach to transferpricing. Both countries
comparables, the best that can be expected is to draw agree that where there are valid comparables, they
comparisonswith royalty rates in the same industry or should govern to the exclusion of any other method.
a similar industry involving relativelysimilarproducts, Both countries agree that in the absence of compara-
similar market conditions and similar licensing ar. bles, the pricing should seek to arrive at results for

rangements) in conflict The difficult situations both parties which likely would have arisen had they
targeted by the White Paper (with respect to high been dealingas third parties. The WhitePaper, relying
profit potential intangibles) do not involve relatively upon a combination of U.S. case law and economic
similar products, similar market conditions and theory (some ofwhich has helped shape U.S. case law)
similar licensing arrangements. Moreover, as al- goes into much detail as to how this process is to be
ready noted, paras. 11, 12, 13, 15 and 47 of the Infor- accomplished. The Information Circular (leaving
mation Circular clearly foresee that where situations aside the rather narrow points made in para. 20) pro-
are not comparable, proper pricing will involve some vides no elaboration. However, the approach of the
sort of allocation based on assessmentof the relative Federal Court in Indalex does suggest that to the ex-

contributions of the parties to the license.64 This is tent the methodologyproposed by the White Paper is

clearly the aim of super royalty as explained by the viewed as a reasonableapproach to simulatingtransac-
White Paper. tions between unrelated parties, it should be given

careful considerationby Revenue Canada.
As discussed above, the controversialperiodic adjust-
ment aspect of the super royalty may not be in conflict
with Canadian law. That feature, as interpretedby the
White Paper, will have no application whateverwhere
there are so-called exact comparables and in the
case of inexact comparables, the rule seems to be
nothing more than a rebuttable presumption. In the 63 White Paper at 52.

Canadian context this could take the form of assump-
64. See para. 47 of the Information Circular.
65. Para. 56 of the Information Circular states that arm's length pricingtions of facts by Revenue Canada in raising assess- is assessed on a transaction by transaction basis: This approach is neces-

ments. In cases where there are no comparablesat all, sary because the Income Tax Act applies to each transaction between the

the perodic adjustment rule is simply another of the various related parties and not to the Canadian taxable ncome, return on

unique factors to be taken into account in applying a sales, return on equityorany othermeasurementofgeneral profitability.
The White Paper (at 59) noteS that although the 1979 OECD Reportfacts and circumstancesevaluationbased on functional considers the arm's length inconsistent with global methods for transfer

analysis of the relative economic contributionsby the pricing, including, for example, allocatingprofit in some cases in propor-

parties and the relative economic risks assumed by the tion to the respective costs of the associated enterprises, sometimes in

parties. proportion to their respective turnovers or to their respective labor forces,
or by some formula taking account of several such criteria, the White

As well as consistency in underlying principles, the Paper notes that the OECD does recognize that adjustmentsmay be made

methodology of their application, advocated in the and that nowhere, however, does the report suggest that the profit related

White Paper (i.e. the basic arm's length return method enterprises are relevant to this determination (at 60). Moreover, the
White Paper notes that the 1979 OECD Report specificallyauthorizesan

or the profit split method),can be viewed as a reasoned inquiry into profits or profitability, and moreoverprovides for analysis of

approach to an other or fourth method, required economic functions to determine when a profit s likely to arise and

where comparablesdo not govern and, as such, not in roughlywhat sort of profit it is likely to be. Furthermore,the White Paper
conflict with Canadian law.65 notes that the OECD Report deals with methods that permit reference

to comparableprofitsor returnson capital investedas a meansofdetermin-

ng the appropriate transfer prices. In light of these factors, the essential
The White Paper proposals, although more sophisti- nature of the super royalty rule as explained in the White Paper and

cated than anything seen to date in Canada, can be Revenue Canada's position in various parts of the InformationCircular as

viewed as one means of achieving the objective stated described above, it is doubtful whether Revenue Canada will consder its
statement in para. 56 of the Circular as constitutinga bar to acceptanceof

in paras. 11, 12 and 15 of the Information Circular prices determined in accordance with the principles of the super royalty
(discussedabove). Where comparablesdo not govern, rule.
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C. Effects on Revenue Canada's approach to high value intangibles. In such case, the method man-

auditing Canada-U.S. issues dates an allocation of residual income to the U.S.
company (utilizing the arm's length return method)

A preliminary observation by U.S. practitionerswho without a profit split. Such effects do make sense but
have had an opportunity to study the White Paper is will be countenancedonly if Revenue Canada accepts
that the recommendationsconcerningproceduralmat- the allocation as reflecting the true economicrelations
ters (maintenanceof transfer pricing informationon a between the U.S. parent and the Canadiansubsidiary.
current basis in taxpayers' books and records, beefed- In such case, consstent treatment by the 2 countries

up reporting of transfer pricing methods on Forms will not be difficult to achieve.
5471 and 5472 and the specter of more substantial In any other cases, i.e. where the Canadian licensee is
penalties for failure to disclose information or a sub- in fact carrying on its own separate viable business, it
stantial understatementof income) are the real prob- iS difficult to imagine that Revenue Canada will not
lems raised by super royalty and the White Paper. The

accept the theory of allocation advanced in the White
concernsunderlying these proposais are not restricted Paper that is based on profit splits entailing some val-
to the IRS. Canada's tax reform has resulted in statu- uation of the separate intangiblesowned by each com-
tory amendmentsdesigned to increase RevenueCana-
da's ability to audit international transfer pricing is- pany.

sues.66 The profit split concept should provide common

on
It would seem clear from Revenue Canada's ground which the requirements of the U.S. and

Canadian rules may be reconciled, particularly if the
standpoint that the White Paper initiative in this area IRS adopts a generous approach in assessing the value
is highly favorable as it should dovetail with its own of the functions performed by the Canadian affiliate
efforts in assessing intercompany pricing arrange- and its own intangibles with respect to sales promo-
ments involving Canadian and U.S. companies. In tion, marketing, packaging, distribution, transporta-
particular, the information arising under these rules
would presumably be available to Revenue Canada ton, etc. However, this ultimately entails nothing
through the treaty exchangeof informationprovisions

more or less than a facts and circumstances inquiry
to amount

and may alleviate the difficultieswhich Revenue Can- designed distinguishbetweenthe of income
attributable to the right to use the intangible and the

ada now experiences in determining the basis upon amountattributableto the effortsmade by the licensee
which charges are made to Canadian subsidiaries of to exploit, through its manufacturing and marketing
U.S. companies. This is particularly so where such the technologyand other intangiblesgrantedinformation would include, as suggested in the White process,

under the relevant license, as weil as the separate
Paper, data the taxpayer has gathered concerning intangiblesdeveloped by the licensee.
comparable transactions and analysis it has prepared
concerning rates of return, profit splits or other infor- As noted earlier, the overall effect of tax reform in
mation or analysis which the taxpayer has used in both countries serves as an incentive for U.S. com-

arriving at its transfer prices. panies to increase charges to their Canadian sub-
sidiaries in order to reduce the potential for excess

tax
D. Effects on Canadian subsidiaries of U.S. foreign credits. It is suggested, in view of the

foregoingobservations, that super royalty should not,
parent companies result in increased charges to Canadian sub-per se,

sidiaries where either governed by valid comparables
As noted earlier, an unfortunate aspect of super roy-
alty is that it has clearly been enacted in light of the

or in other cases where such chargeshave been formu-
lated in accordance with the economic principles un-

abuses involvingoffshoresubsidiariesofU.S. multina- derlying the proposed fourth methods of the White
tionals, a problemnot germane to Canada-U.S. trans- Paper. The controversy surrounding super royalty,
fers. Notwithstanding the relatively narrow focus of however, may have established an expectation on the
the problem, the scope of the super royalty rule has

part of taxpayers and Revenue Canada that there will
not been limited to the abuse for which it was really be pressure to increase licensing fees or cost sharing
legislated. contributions,and undoubtedlyall such arrangements
Super royalty would never have been enacted in rela- will be subject to closerscrutinyfrom RevenueCanada
tion to transactions between U.S. companies and af- than in the past.67 On the other hand, it is likely that
filiates in high tax jurisdictions such as Canada; yet
typical of the shotgun approach to anti-avoidancetax

legislation, the rule is wrtten to apply indiscrimi- 66. See new Secs. 231.6 and 233.1 and amended Subsec. 152(4) of the
Act. See Nathan Boidman, Canadian Tax Reform Proposals - A Re-

nately. Neither the statutoryenactmentnor the White sponse to the U.S. Tax Reform Act of 1986, 16 Tax ManagementInterna-

Paper limit its application. tional Journal, No. 8 (August 1987) at 318; Janice McCart, Revenue

Canada Access to Foreign Information and Documents, Report of Pro-

Conceptually, the new rules may be particularly ceedings of the Fortieth Tax Conference, Canadian Tax Foundation, 1988

troublesome where intangibles are transferred to Ca- (not yet published), and Allan R. Lanthier, Canada: Tough Time Ahead

nadian subsidiarieswhich essentiallyperform a service for Multinationals,41 The Tax Executive, No. 2 (Winter 1989) at 130.

function and do not carry on their own viable and 67. Consistentwith Revenue Canada's concerns noted elsewhere in this

independent manufacturingand marketing operation
article is the followingstatementby John Calderwoodto the CanadianTax
Foundationconference,supra note 6, at 38-39: Generally, Revenue Can-

and do not develop and eventually own its separate ada Taxation agrees with the approach taken where tax havens and posses-
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the IRS will be more focussed on transactions either Para. 212(1)(d) of the Act and Article XII of the
involving the type of tax haven arrangements which Convention levy a 10% withholding tax on royalty
promptedCongress to enact super royaltyor the trans- payments under a license or payments of a contingent
fer of intangibles to U.S. companiesby foreign groups nature in respect of an outright assignmentbut not on
and there will be less attention to licenses by U.S. lump-sum payments in respect of an outright assign-
companies to subsidiariesin high tax jurisdictionssuch ment. Where excessive charges are made to a Canadi-
as Canada. an company and not otherwise subject to withholding
It is also theoretically possible, although unlikely in (e.g. in respect of lump-sum payments for an outright
practice, that U.S. parentcompanieswill be motivated assignment), withholding tax on a deemed dividend
to increase charges to Canadian subsidiaries in order pursuant to the combined provisions of Sec. 15 and
to avoid licenses being recharacterizedas a transaction Part XIII of the Act could arise, although here again,
subject to Sec. 367(d) of the Code, which results in the in the context of a U.S. parent and a Canadian sub-
deemed income therefrom being treated as U.S.. sidiary, the withholdingrate would be reduced to 10%,
source income and thus not eligible for foreign tax in this case by Art. X(2)(a) of the Convention. Where
credit relief. The White Paper68describes the situation such charges are made by an offshore affiliate of a

as follows: U.S. based multinational,treaty rates would not apply
Moreover, a license payment that is less than some and the withholding would be at 25%. In relation to

specific percentage of the appropriate arm's length excessive charges and the provisions of Sec. 15 in this
amount could be considered so devoid of economc context, reference should be had to Indalex pursuant
substance that the arm's length chargeshould be subject to which the excess payment to an offshore affiliate of
to section 367(d). Thus, those related party transfers a U.S. parent would not qualify as deemed dividend
which deviate substantiallyfrom the propercommensu- to the U.S. shareholder, with the result that the with-
rate with income payment would be subject to section

holding rate would be 25% and not 10%.367(d), even if cast in the form of a sale or license.

Is it clear that any such resourcingwould only apply to E. Effects on Canadian parent companies with
the deemed income and not to the actual payment U.S. subsidiaries
made under the license Does Art. XXIVof the Con-
vention override the domestic (Sec. 367(d)) sourcng The White Paper also confirmed69 that the super roy-
rule Would not such a situation, in any event, be alty rule applies to inbound transfers, i.e. licenses
worked out through an Art. IX competent authority and other transfers of intangibles to U.S. companies,
procedure This illustrates the type of less obvious as well as outbound transfers. Contrary to initial
issues which may arise out of super royalty, although impressions, before the release of the White Paper,
in this particular case the basis was established by the the super royalty rule no longer appears to be the basis
1984 enactmentof Sec. 367(d). The White Paper does for a Canadian multinational to charge inordinate
not provide very much, if any, guidance in this area. amounts to U.S. related licenseesof intangibles.7oThis

is merely the flip side of the foregoing discussion and
sion corporationsare involved. However, it would have preferred to see a to the extent that the super royalty rule does not depart
clearer position taken where treaty partners are involved and this appears from the arm's length standard, it would appear that
to be the consensus among other treaty partners .

In conclusion, it would appear that the competent authorities' workloads, super royalty will only affect Canadian licensors in 2
and those of corporate groups as weil, may well increase as a result of the ways. First, it may provide a conceptual framework
Section 482 White Paper upon which licensing charges properly can be in-
68. White Paper at 53. creased from preexisting levels (assuming, in effect,
69. White Paper at 48. inadequatecharges in the past). As well it will provide,70. It is not widely recognized that aggregate Canadian federal and pro- in of future licenses, rationale for extractingvincial corporate tax rates may be less than the effective overall U.S. respect a

federal and state taxes which would apply to U.S. effectively connected the maximumamountof royaltiesbased on the relative
income earned by a U.S. subsidiary or branch of a Canadian corporation, contribution theory underlying the arm's length return
particularlywhere there s factored in applicablesecondary U.S. taxes (i.e. method (where, of course, comparables do not gov-either dividend withholdingtaxes in the case of a U.S. subsidiaryorbranch

profits tax in the case of a U.S. branch). As a result, Canadian companies ern). Second, the record keeping requirements con-

often have as much incentive to maximize charges against U.S. profits as cerning the basis upon which licensing arrangements
do U.S. parent companies against Canadian profits. are establishedwill undoubtedlyadd a substantial de-
71. RevenueCanadagenerally agreeswith the thrust of the White Paper's gree of complexity in dealing with such intercompany
approach to cost sharing arrangements although Mr. John Calderwood, transactions.Canadian Tax Foundation, supra note 6, at 22, expresses concern about
the basic assumptionof the White Paper (that Congress intended to permit
cost sharing arrangementsif they produce results consistent with the super F. Cost sharing arrangements
royalty rule) Revenue Canada Taxation takes the position that normal
arm's length standard, not thecommensuratewith incomestandard,should Cost sharing arrangements do not seem to pose anyprevail.
This of course is reconcilable if the thesis herein, i.e. that super royalty particular problem in the Canada-U.S. context and
does not in fact depart from the arm's length standard, is valid. Further, nothing in the White Paper suggests that this will
at 24, Mr. Calderwoodstates: RevenueCanada Taxation has reservations change.71 The White Paper notes that Congress in-
regarding periodic adjustments but otherwise believes the position (that tended to permit bona fide cost sharing arrangements,
cost sharing is to be borne by each participant proportionate to the reason- but expected the economic results of such arrange-ably anticipated benefits to be received) taken is not unreasonable.

(parenthetical words added) ments to be consistent with the commensurate with
72. White Paper at 4. income standard.72
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The detaileddiscussionin Chapters 12 and 13 indicates (3) Do the participantsengage dirctly in the exploita-
that provided the arrangement generally makes tion of the intangible
economic sense, i.e. the parties contribute amounts (4) What is the appropriate method of measuring an-

in proportionto reasonablyprojectedshare ofbenefits ticipated benefits
from the exploitation of the product of the shared R (5) Are periodic adjustments to the cost sharing ar-

& D program- there are only 3 meaningful issues: rangements required
(1) Is the participationof a particularunit of the mul- (6) What are the appropriatedirect and indirect costs

tinational in the program tailored to distort results for to be shared

tax purposesby having low tax affiliates cherrypick //(7) Should there be a profit element

(i.e. participateonly in successfulR & D programs) (8) Should cost sharing arrangementsextend to mar-
.

keting intangibles
(2) Do affiliates in high tax jurisdictionsparticipate in (9) Should there be particular formalities respecting
programs not particularly relevant to their manufac- such arrangements
turing and sale activities

The objectivesof the White Paper in this toarea seem

(3) Are so-called buy-in payments designed to be totally consistent with those of Revenue Canada.
adequatly compensate a member of the cost sharing For example, it is obvious that if a Canadiancompany
group for a contributionof either specific resources to enters into a cost sharing agreement and the rights to
the cost sharinggroup exceedingthe cost shares other- exploit the Canadianmarketplacerepresent2% of the
wise arising or of intangibles resulting from prior and world market, it would not be reasonablefor the Cana-
separate R&Dofone of the members dian company to contributemore than 2% towards the

The latter 2 issues can arise in the contextof Canadian cost of the project. This is another instance of a facts

participation in U.S. (parent) sponsored cost sharing and circumstances evaluation and is expressed in the
White Paper as follows:

arrangements. Underlying all of the problems discussed in the legisla-
Paras. 34-39 of the InformationCirculardeal with cost tive history of the 1986 Act in relation to cost sharing
sharng arrangements. The basic notion is expressed arrangementsis the fundamentalprinciple that the costs

in para. 35. In considering deductibility of contribu- borne by each of the participantsshould be proportion-
tions by a Canadian affiliate to a cost sharing arrange-

ate to the reasonablyanticipatedbenefits to be received

ment, the Department will look to the nature and over time by each participant from exploiting intangi-
bles developed under the cost sharing arrangement.

quantum of the benefits received and the Canadian This cost share/benefit principle has several facets, in-
taxpayer obviously must be in a position to benefit cluding the appropriateproductarea to be covered (dis-
from the R & D, ifnot immediatelyat leastpotentially, cussed in section B above), definition of costs to be

by having a genuine and substantial interest in the covered (discussed in section D below), and the mea-

results. This mirrors the second issue noted above.73 surement of anticipated benefits and several other is-
The Circular indicates, in para. 37, that whatever the sues discussed below.74
method utilized, it should be appropriate to the par- Inherent in such process is periodic adjustment. The
ticular circumstancesineach case and notes that it White Paper advocatesthat the cost shares should be
is not possible to specify any basis of allocating the adjusted periodically on aprospective basis to reflect
expenses being preferable. changes in the estimates of relative benefits including
Revenue Canada's InformationCirculardoes not deal a change in the measurementstandard if that becomes
with the buy-in issue simply because its views on appropriate.75
cost sharingarrangementsare expressedin the context

of projects undertakenby foreign companies to which V. SUMMARY
the Canadianmemberof the multinationalmakescon-

tributions. Rules for intercompany transactions in the United

The first issue (related to the Lilly and Searle situa- States, Canada and those several other countries
which base their systems on the 1979 OECD Reporttions, where intangibles were transferred to a tax essentially comprise, irrespectiveof the format or lan-

haven affiliate) is not, therefore, a concern for Reve- in which they couched, 2 elements:
nue Canada and hence there is no discussion thereof guage are

in the InformationCircular.
73. A subsidiary theme in the Information Circular is whether or not

With respect to the second issue, reflecting a concern there should be a profit or mark-up charge on the R& D function and the
shared by both Revenue Canada and the IRS, the effect thereof on withholding taxes, under Part XIII (see para. 38 of the

White Paper delves into the following aspects of the Circular). Revenue Canada reiterates its position, expressed in IT-303 and

question of determining the relationshps between IT-303 Specal Release, that a payment will not qualify for exemption
contributionsmade and benefits: under para. 212(1)(d)(ix)if there is a profit element in theamountallocated

to the Canadian participant.There appears to be no statutory basis for this

(1) Is the range of products covered by the agreement restrictiveview. As weil, there can be some question as to the applicability
too broad or too narrow, relative to the expected of withholding taxes where the conditions of para. 212(1)(d)(ii) do not

participation in manufacturing and marketing by apply. See Nathan Boidman, Revenue Canada's Transfer Pricing Circu-

the participatingparties lar: Selected Commentary,36 CanadianTax Journal, No.2 (March-April
at

(2) Are the participants in the cost sharing group as-
1988) 405.
74. White Paper at 116-117.

signed exclusive geographic rights 75. White Paper at 120.
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(1) All countries give primacy to objective compara- reading of the White Paper shows that super royalty,bles (when available) as the means of establishing in- as interpreted therein, should not supplant the arm's
tercompany transactions (a true arm's length stan- length standard and the White Paper's analysis will
dard). This excludes the majority of cases. indeed help to crystallize the problemswith the arm's

(2) In the majority of cases where valid comparables length standard (where comparablesdo not exist) in a

fashion which should serve taxpayers and tax auth-are not available, there are no specific rules per se; the
orities in all countries.matter is left to a facts and circumstancesevaluation

(except where political subdivisions impose arbitrary The new rules shouldonly be ofconcern in situations
formularapproachesas seen under certain state law in where taxpayers seek to manipulate transfer pricingthe United States and inter-provincially in Canada). for high profit intangibles.
Super royalty simply seeks to impose a rigorous func- The criticism levied against the White Paper to datetional analysis basis method for allocating income
without establishingspecific mathematical formulae. seems to be premised upon a distorted vew of its

proposals. The forest is being lost for the trees. Al-
Viewed in the foregoing fashion, super royalty does though it seems relatively clear that the arm's length
not breach internationalstandardsor conflict with Ca- return method would at most provide a more focussed
nadian law. Where there are valid comparables, the framework to deal with transactions which cannot be
rules remain unchanged;where there are no valid com- objectively measured by comparables, critics to this
parables, super royalty adds, at best, a new dimension point take issue with the particularsof both the theory(and a rebuttable presumption) which may depart and the examples by which the nature of such an inhe-
from international standards in form but not in sub- rently flexible and subjective principle is explained
stance. and illustrated in the White Paper. These discreet ele-
The White Paper's analysis also serves as a reminder ments are elevated to the status of fixed rules of law
that the arm's length principle can be fully achieved and then criticized for their shortcomings rather than
only where objectivelydeterminablecomparablesare being seen in the contextof a fourth method approach,
available. In other cases, intercompany transactions which by its very nature requires a high degree of
cannot really be evaluated by reference to an arm's judgment based on the particular facts and cir-
length standard and governments have to choose be- cumstances surrounding each case. In more than one
tween 2 very different approaches: place and in more than one way, the White Paper

The matter can be left to the courts, which will qualifies the discussion of the arm's length return-

determine an appropriate price on the basis of method as a means to an end and not an end itselfand
facts and circumstances (although super royalty it would seem that nowheredoes the White Paperseek
may elevate the process to a quasi-science, not to cast in concrete any of the particularelementscom-

totally an art). In this approach the courts seek to prising the suggested rules or applications thereof.
simulate how parties might have acted in an open In summary, it seems that the White Paper is an excel-market environment. This process, however, can- lent and extremely useful analysis and description ofnot be expected to provide consistent results. the law governng ntercompany transactions in theInstead governments can abandon, entirely, any super ways

-

context of the royalty legislationand the in
attempt to have the matter resolved by conditions which such law can be improved. Moreover, to then the market and rather adopt, on a comprehen- extent that the White Paper accurately reflects thesive basis, formular-basedapportionmentmethods intention of Congress, it should serve to allay the fearswhich, on the one hand, may be arbitraryin design, of taxpayers and foreign governments that super roy-but on the other would at least provide certainty alty did in fact radically change the arm's length rules.for all parties, taxpayers and tax authorities alike. It is suggested that it did no such thing and if anybodyUnfortunately, the very useful analysis in the should be criticized it is not the IRS and the TreasuryWhite Paper tends to show that substantial num- but the Staffs of the House and the Joint Committeebers of different formular approaches would be for escalating what otherwise was a perfectly sensiblerequired if totally skewered and inappropriatere- reaction to the abuses perceived in cases such as Lillysults are to be avoided. and Searle into somethingother than a requirementto

Both Canada and the United States reject the latter beef up or adjust the Regulations - the necessity of
approach.76The White Papershould serve to eliminate which itself may be somewhat questionable given the
or reduce concern that super royalty will give rise to support that courts have given the IRS in such cases to
substantial issues leading to double taxation. Con- date.
versely, it is fair to state that Congresscreated a moun- 76. Chapter 10 of the White Paper examines the use of formular methodstain out of a molehill because, it is suggested, the and concludes that the market-base arm's length standard remains the
changesadvocated in the White Papercould have been better theoretical allocation method One way of assessing the risk of
achieved by simply modifying the regulations under significant arbitrarinesswith any type of rigid apportionment formula is to

Sec. 482 without any statutory enactment. consider the discussionin the White Paper respecting the priorityof pricing
methods, where exact comparablesdo not govern. Facts and circumstances

Secs. 936(h), 367(d) and 482, prior to the 1986 enact- can lead to at least 4 different theories respecting the choice of appropriate
ment, provided a basis to deal with the mischiefwith pricing methods (as between inexact comparables and the arm's length

return method). The variety of situations requiringdistinctiveand varyingwhich Congress was concernedwithout raising fears in approaches s a good indication of the risk of arbitrary results where a

international tax circles of impendingchaos. A careful single or small number of fixed apportionment method are used
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Tax Reform in Japan
Yukio Matsui and Hiroo Kato

I. INTRODUCTION

The Japanese tax reform was enacted in December 1988. This article
outlines the amendments to the Japanese tax law with respect to the

corporation income tax (national tax), the individual income taxes (both
national tax and inhabitants tax) and the new consumption tax.

In addition to the December 1988 tax law changes, certain amendments
were made to the special Taxation Mesures Law. These changes were

generally effective 1 April 1988 and are not covered in this article. One of
the most significant corporate tax law changes in these amendments was

a reversion to the former loss carry-back (one year) and loss carry-forward
(5 year) rules for periods ending on or after 1 April 1988. Yukio Matsui is a partner in chargeof Price

Waterhouse, Japan's tax department in

Tokyo. His main practice area is Japanese

Table I corporate tax for both Japanese and

foreign-based multinatjonal corporations.
Present New He has a Bachelor's Degree in commerce

from Keio University and is a Japanese
Taxableincome Taxableincome

CPA and CTA. He is a member of the
1989 1990 JICPA and JICTA (Japan Insttute of Cer-

Earmarked Earmarked tified Tax Advisors)
for for All

dividends Balance dividends Balance income
% % % % %

1. Corporationwith paid-in
capital in excessof

100 million 32 42 35 40 37.50

2. Corporationwith paid-in
capital of 100 million

11. l.Ijh--or less and non-juridical
associations,etc.

First 8 million of
annual taxable income 24 3O 26 29 28

Remainder 32 42 35 40 37.50 J. j
3. Co-operation

associations,etc. 22 27 25 27 27

'

Table Il -

1 'm
Present 1989 1990

Reduced Regular Reduced Regular All
[

rate rate rate rate income

% % % % %

Statutoryrates

Corporationincome tax 32 42 35 40 37.50
Hiroo Kato is a Japan tax partner in Price

Inhabitantstax Waterhouse,Tokyo. His main practicearea

(local tax)-20.7%(maximum is Japanese corporate and individual tax

rate) of corporationtax due 6.62 8.69 7.25 8.28 7.76 consulting with respect to international
transactions.. He has a master's degree in

Enterprisetax Accounting from Keio University and is a

maximumrate 13.20 13.20 13.20 13.20 13.20 Japanese CPA and CTA. He is a member
51.82 63.89 55.45 61.48 58.46 of the JICPA and the JICTA.

Effective rates

(resulting from the
deductibilityof enterprise
tax on a paymentbasis) 44.37 56.44 48.28 54.31 51.64

=__
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II. CORPORATIONINCOME TAX (3) Dividend for year ending 31 March 1991

(NATIONALTAX) declared after tax return for the year
ending 31 March 1990 is filed 100,000

A. Corporationtax rates
Combined Japanese effective tax rate 51.64%

Japanese tax payable 51,640

Corporation tax rates are reduced. However, the re-

duced tax rates applicable to taxable income ear. Accordingly, dividends should be declared by
marked for dividends have been repealed. The new Japanesesubsidiariesbefore such time as the Japanese
tax rates apply to accountingperiods beginning on or

ncome tax return is filed (including extension) in

after 1 April 1989 and 1990, respectively (see Table I,
order to take advantage of the reduced rate under the

above). present split rate system.

B. Dividendexclusion from taxable income1. Combined income tax rates

In addition to the corporation income tax, a Japanese Under the old corporation tax law, a corporationcould
corporation is also subject to 2 local taxes, i.e. an exclude dividends received from other Japanese cor-

inhabitants tax and an enterprise tax. The inhabitants porations (i.e. excluding non-Japanese corporations,
tax is computed as a percentageof the corporation tax non-juridical associations, etc.) in the computationof
and varies by municipality with a maximum rate of its taxable income. However, the dividend exclusion
20.7%. The enterprise tax also varies by locationwith will be reduced graduallyover 2 years except for divi-
a maximum rate of 13.2% and is deductiblewhen pad dends from affil'ates which are 25% or more owned.
for national tax, inhabitants tax and enterprise tax

Present New
purposes.

1989 1990
The regular corporate income tax rates (Table II) Dividendexclusion 100% 90% 80%

apply for both Japanese corporationsand branches of
non-Japanese corporations. However, the reduced The above revision applies to accountng perods be-

rates are only available to Japanese corporations, re- ginningon or after 1 April 1989 and 1990, respectively.
gardless of the nationality of shareholders, and are

applied to the portion of taxable income that is ear- C. Small sum depreciableproperty
marked for dividends. Dividends consist of both cash
or stock dividends and interim cash dividends, if paid, Currently, depreciable property with an acquisition
less dividends (net of non-deductibleinterestexpense) cost of less than 100,000per item (as defined) is fully
received from other Japanese corporations. expensed when it is placed in service. Under the pro-

posal, the limitation is increased to 200,000. This
revision applies to depreciable property acquired on

2. Planning for dividend repatriation or after 1 April 1989.

In general, a Japanese subsidiary of a U.S. multina-
tional that declares earnings as a dividend before the D. Foreign tax credit

Japanese tax return is filed or that year will be entitled
to the reduced tax rate under the present split rate 1. Computationof foreign tax credit limitation

svstem. If dividends exceed taxable income, the re- Under the old law, all foreign-source income was in-
c,uced rate will not be applicable to the excess. cluded in the numerator for the calculation of the

foreign tax credit limitation. Under the proposal, 50%
Example of the income which is tax exempt in the foreign coun-

Assume J corporation, a Japanese corporation, esti- try of its source is not included in the numerator. In
mates taxable income of 100,000 for its fiscal year addition, the total foreign-source net income for

ending 31 March 1989. The Japanesetax liabilityvaries foreign tax credit purposes are limited to 90% of the
as shown below dependingon the date the dividend is taxable income of the corporation.
declared.

2. Scope of foreign taxes
(1) Dividend declared in May or June 1989

before tax return is filed for the year Foreign taxes eligible for the credit no longer include

ending 31 March 1989 100,000 the portion attributable to rates exceeding 50% or a

Combined Japanese effective tax rate 44.37% portion of withholding taxes levied at relatively high
Japanese tax payable 44,370 tax rates on nterest.

(2) Dividend declared in May or June 1990 3. Carry-back and carry-forwardperiod
before tax return is filed for the year Both the excess of foreign tax paid over the foreign tax
ending 31 March 1990 100,000 credit limitationand the unused foreign tax credit limi-

Combined Japanese effective tax rate 48 28% tation may be carried back and forward 3 years instead
Japanese tax payable 48,280 of 5 years.
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4. Allocation of expenses 2. Other allowances and deductions

A more specific allocation method for expenses ap- The statutory personal allowances and deductions
plies to prevent abuse of the foreign tax credit. have been increased, effective with the calculation of

The above revisionsapply to accountingperiodsbegin- national income tax for 1989, as follows:

ning on or after 1 April 1989. a. Personalallowances

Basic exemption 350,000-

E. Capitalizationof interest expense on debts Old allowance (for taxpayer aged-

for land acquisition age a

65 or over whose aggregated taxable (Unchanged)
Interestexpenseon funds borrowedfor the acquisition

income does not exceed 10 million) 500,000
Widow allowance (for a taxpayer with

of land (including the right to use land and securities
-

economically ecuivalent to land) by corporationswill
a dependant or dependants, who does not

be capitalized. .he capitalizationperioa will begin on
qualify for the old age allowance. If

the date of acquisition and continue for the shorter of aggregated taxable income does not

4 years or the time when the land is placed in certain
exceed 3 million, no dependant is

business usage, such as the constructionof a building, required) 270,000
Widowerallowance (for a taxpayeretc. In the calculationof interest capitalized, a corpo-

-

ration can use either a deemed annual interest rate of
who does not qualify for the old age

6% or the actual average interest rate of financing for allowance, having aggregated taxable

the corporation.
income less than 3 million and with
a child or children whose aggregated

The amount of interest expense capitalized can be taxable income does not exceed 350,000) 270,000
expensed at the time of dispositionof the land. If the - Handicapped person allowance 270,000
corporation does not dispose of the land, the amount - Severely handicapped person allowance 350,000
of interest expense capitalized can be amortized over - Working student allowance (for a taxpayer
the 4 years following the end of the capitalization who is a working student with taxable

period. income (as defined) of less than 620,000) 270,000

This capitalization provision excludes the following b. Dependantallowancesland:
land placed in certain public businesses such as An allowance for a spouse and other dependants is-

residential land development projects approved deductible if total income for the dependant does not

by the Minister of Construction under the Good exceed 350,000 (e.g. gross employment income of
Residential Land Development Promotion Act; 920,000 a year if no other income is earned). The
and dependant allowances are as follows:
a certain percentage of the land acquired for sale-

or rental by a corporation which engages in the (1 Dependentspouse

sale or rental of real estate. Non-handicapped:
Age 70 or over 450,000

The above revision applies to interest on funds bor- Age under 70 350,000
rowed for land acquired after 30 December 1988. Handicapped:

Handicapped 620,000
Severely handicapped

III. INDIVIDUALINCOME TAX - not living together 700,000
living together 1,000,000-

A. National tax
(2) Other related dependants

1. Tax rates Non-handicapped:
Age 70 or over

National individual income tax rates are decreased, - not living together 450,000 each
effective starting in 1988. The number of brackets - living together 550,000 each

dropped from 12 to 5 and the maximum rate from 60% Age under 70* 350,000 each
to 50%. Handicapped:

Handicapped 620,000 each
Taxable income Tax thereon On excess

Severely handicapped(in ) (in % or) not living together 700,000 each-

Upto 3,000,000 10% --

living together 1,000,000 each-

From 3,000,000 300,000 20%
-

6,000,000 900,000 30% age 70 or over and living together 1,200,000 each

10,000,000 2,100,000 40% * For other dependants who are 16 to 22 years old, the deduction is

20,000,000 6,100,000 50% 450,000 instead of 350,000.

However, for 1988 there will be one additional tax
bracket of 60% for taxable income exceeding 50 c. Additional special allowance for a spouse

million. In addition to the allowance for a dependent spouse
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described in b above, a special allowance for a 3. Taxation on gains derived by individuals from
spouse is granted to a taxpayerwhose aggregated tax- disposition of securities
able income does not exceed 10,000,000. The Until 31 March 1989, gains earned by individualsfrommaximum amount of this special allowance is the disposition of securities were usually tax-free.350,000. If the dependent spouse has no taxable in- However, this treatmenthas beenchangedas follows:
come, this maximum amount can be applied. How-
ever, if the spouse has taxable income, this maximum A resident taxpayer or a non-resident taxpayer with a

amount is reduced. The reduction is based upon the permanentestablishmentin Japan is subject to income
taxable income of the dependent spouse. tax on gains derived from the disposition of securities

This special allowance is calculated as follows: (stocks, convertible bonds, etc.). The gains are not

subject to withholding tax but are subject to separate
(1) If the spouse is eligible for the allowance for a taxation at a flat tax rate of20%. However, the follow-

dependent spouse described in b above - ing gains are not taxed separately, but are aggregated
Spouse has aggregated taxable income with other income and taxed at the graduated rates:-

less than 50,000 350,000 - gains derived from futures;
Spouse has taxable income of gains derived from disposition of a golf club mem-- -

50,000 or more 350,000 bership in the form of securities;
minus Aggregated - gains derived from disposition of equity shares

taxable income which are acquired before the date of the original
Note: Aggregated taxable income is rounded down to public offering, but disposed of within one year

after the originalpublicoffering. (However, if suchthe nearest multiple of 50,000.
equity shares have been owned for more than a

(2) If the spouse is not eligible for an allowance for a 3-year period as of the date of the original public
dependent spouse described in b above - offering, only 50% of the gains derived from dis-

Spouse has aggregated taxable income position made within after the original
-

one year
less than 400,000 350,000 publicofferingshouldconstitutetaxable income.)
Spouse has aggregated taxable income-

of 400,000 or more 700,000 The following computation rules will apply:
minus Aggregated (1) The net taxable gain will be the total of gains less

the total of losses during the year derived fromtaxable income
disposition of securities.

This above revision applies to the calculation of na- (2) A net loss incurred as a result of netting total gainstional income tax for 1989. with total losses during the year will not offset
other income nor be carried forward or back to

d. Others other years.
A minimum standard deduction is allowed to cover (3) Taxpayerswho received proceeds from the sale of

necessary expenses for gross income derived from securities must present official documents to the

pieceworkemploymentoi housewives.The amountof securities company. Official documents will in-
this deduction is 570,000. It is limited to the gross

clude a resident card indicating the name and ad-

income generated by the piecework performed inside dress of the recipient.
the home. (4) A securities company which pays proceeds from

the sale of securities to a resident taxpayer or a
This revision applies to the calculation of national non-residenttaxpayerwith a permanentestablish-
income tax for 1989. ment in Japan must issue a certificateofpayment.
A special deduction is availablefor necessaryexpenses Alternatively taxpayer elect separate taxationof a taxpayer whose relatives work predominantly in a may a

his business. The amount of this special deduction is
method at a flat withholding tax rate of 1 % on pro-
ceeds derived from the dispositionof listed securities.increased as follows:
The 1% rate will apply to sales to or through securities

Special companies operating in Japan.deduction (1) The net taxable gain is deemed to be 5% of sales
Spouse 800,000 proceedsof securities. A tax rate of20% is applied
Other than spouse 470,000 to the deemed gain. Thus, a rate of 1% results.

This revision applies to the calculation of national (2) The flat withholding tax method cannot be elected
for margin transactions. Rather, the actual gainincome for 1989. will be taxed at 20%.

In 1988 and prior years, to prevent any reduction in (3) Securities companies will withhold income tax
tax burden by arbitrarily distributing income from as- from sales proceeds.
sets (such as interest, dividends and real estate in- (4) A taxpayer who elects separate taxation at a flat
come) among family members in one household,such withholding tax rate must file an application. The
distributed income was aggregated for tax purposes application for election of separate taxation at a

under certain conditions. This aggregation requre- flat withholding tax rate will be filed through a

ment is repealed for the calculation of national income securitiescompanyprior to the time of paymentof
tax for 1989 and thereafter. sales proceeds. The securitiescompanywill in turn
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forward the application to the authorities.The ap- Taxthereon Percentonexcess

plication will be valid until cancelled. Re-election Taxable Pre- Muni- Pre- Muni-
ncome fectural cipal Total fectural cipal Total

will not be restricted following cancellation.
(5) If the election of separate taxation at a flat with-

Up to

1,200,000 2% 3% 5% -- -- --

holding rate is made, the securities company will From

not be required to confirm the name and address 1,200,000 24,000 36,000 60 000 2% 8% 10%

of the taxpayer nor file a certificate of payment. 5,000,000 100,000 340,000 440,000 4 11 15

The above revision applies to the disposition of se-
The above revision applies for the 1989 assessment

curities (as defined) on or after 1 April 1989. based on 1988 income.

2. Other allowances and deductions
4. Taxation of retirement allowances

The statutory personal allowancesand deductionsare
Under the previous law, retirement allowance was

as follows:
taxed separatelyfrom other sourcesof income on only
50% of the net amount of the retirement allowance a. Personalallowances

after the deduction of basic deductions. The basic de- - Basic exemption 300,000
ductions have been increased to 400,000 for each

-_ Old age alllowance (for a taxpayer aged
year of service with the company( 700,000 for each 65 or over whose aggregated taxable (Unchanged)
year of the 21st year or later). income does not exceed 10 million) 480,000

The revision applies to retirenent allowances to be - Widow or widower allowance (same

paid on or after 1 January 1989. qualification requirementsas noted for
national tax purposes) 260,000

-

5. Special taxation of long-term capital gains derived Handicapped person allowance 260,000
-

from the transfer of real property
Severely handicapped person allowance 280,000
Working student allowance (for a taxpayer-

In order to stimulate the supply and development of who is a working student with taxable

land, the tax burdenon long-termcapitalgains derived income (as defined) of 620,000) 260,000
from the transfer of real property (such as land, rights The above revision will apply for the 1990 assessment
to land, buildings and structures) has been reduced.
Capitalgainsderivedfromthe transferof real property

based on 1989 income.

held for a period longer than 10 years as of 1 January b. Dependentallowances
of the year of transferare treated as long-termcapital
gains. In order to claim an allowance for a spouse or other

However, the holdingperiod to determineshort-term dependant, the maximum allowable total income for

or long-term gains is shortened from 10 years to 5 a dependant is limited to 350,000. This income re-

years for the transfer of land, etc. (land and rights to
striction relates to the same incomebase period as that

land) made during the period from 1 October 1987 of the taxpayer (i.e. the prior calendar year).
through 31 March 1990. As for the transfer of other Dependent spouse
real property (i.e. buildings and structures), the hold- Non-handicapped:
ing period to determine short-termor long-term gains Age 70 or over 350,000
remains at 10 years. Age under 70 300,000

Long-term capital gains are not aggregatedwith other Handicapped:
sources of income but are taxed separately. Tax rates Handicapped 560,000

applicable to net long-termcapital gans are revised as Severely handicapped
follows: - not living together 580,000

-

Forthefirst lving together 740,000

nettaxablegain Other related dependantsof 40,000,000 Excess
Non-handicapped:(in %) (in %) Age 70 or over

National tax 20 25.0 - not living together 350,000 each

Local tax 6 7.5 - living together 420,000 each

26 32.5 Age under 70* 300,000 each

The above revision applies for 1989. Handicapped:
Handicapped 560,000 each

B. Local inhabitants (resident) tax Severely handicapped
not living together 580,000 each-

1. Tax rates
- living together 740,000 each

* If the other dependants are 16 years to 22 years old, the special
The individual local inhabitants (resident) tax rates allowance for other dependantsof 350,000 is deductible instead of the

have been changed as follows: regular allowance of 300,000.
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The above revision will apply for the 1990 assessment 3. Taxation on gains derived by individuals from
based on 1989 income. disposition of securities

Under the old law, gains earned by individuals from
c. Additionalspecialallowancefor a spouse the disposition of securities were generally tax-free.
In addition to the allowance for a dependent spouse However, this treatment has been changed and they
described in b above, a special allowance for a are taxed as follows:

spouse is available for a taxpayer whose aggregated Taxpayers (individuals) who earn gains derived from
taxable income does not exceed 10,000,000. The the dispositionofsecurities (stocks,convertiblebonds,maximum amount of this special allowance s etc.) are subject to separate taxation at a flat rate of

300,000. If a spouse has no taxable income, this 0% unless the election of separate taxation at a flat
maximum amount can be applied. However, if a withholding tax rate is made for national income tax
spouse has taxable income, this maximum amount is

purposes.reduced.
However, gains which are subject to aggregated taxa-

If aggregated taxable income of a spouse is more than tion for national income tax purposes are also subject700,000, this special allowance cannot be applied. to aggregated taxation for local tax purposes.
This special allowance is calculated as follows: The computationmethod of net capital gains for local

(1) If a spouse is eligible for an allowancefor a depen- tax purposes is the same method used for national

dent spouse described in b above -
income tax purposes.

Spouse has aggregatd taxable income For the local inhabitants tax gains derived from the-

on
less than 50,000 300,000 disposition of securities, it is not necessary to provide
Spouse has taxable income of the and address of the of sales proceeds-

name payee
50,000 or more 300,000 and file a certificate of payment.

Aggregated taxable income x 30/35
Local inhabitantstax does not apply to gains which are

(Note: Aggregated taxable income is rounded down to the subject to separate taxation at a flat withholding tax
nearest multiple of 50,000) rate (i.e. 1% of proceeds) for national income tax

purposes.
(2) If a spouse is not eligible for an allowance for a The above revision applies to transactions on or after
dependent spouse described in b above -

1 April 1989.
600,000

Aggregated taxable income x 30135 4. Taxation of retirement allowance
The above revision will apply for the 1990 assessment The basic allowances for national tax also apply to
based on 1989 income. local tax.

d. Others 5. Special taxation of long-term capital gains derived
A minimum standard deduction is allowed from transfer of real propertyto cover

necessary expenses for gross income derved from Please refer to the explanation on national tax.
pieceworkemploymentof housewives.The amountof
this deduction is 570,000. This revision applies for
the 1989 assessmenton 1988 income.

IV. CONSUMPTIONTAX

A specialdeduction is availablefor necessaryexpenses The centrepieceof the reform legislationpassed byof a taxpayer whose relatives work predominantly in tax

his business. The amount of this special deduction is the Diet on 24 December 1988 was a comprehensive
indirect tax on goods and services commonly referredincreased as follows:
to as the consumption tax. The Governmentpub-

Special lished the Consumption Tax Law, the Cabinet Ordi-
deduction nance for Enforcementof the ConsumptionTax Law

and the Ministerial Regulationfor Enforcementof theSpouse 800,000
Other than spouse 470,000 Consumption Tax Law on 30 December 1988. The

new tax s imposed on consideration for transfer of
The above revision will apply for the 1990 assessment mostgoodsand servicesexecutedafter31 March 1989.
on 1989 income.

Under the present law, to preventany reduction in tax A. Overview
burden by arbitrarily distributing income from assets

(such as interest, dividend and real estate income) Under the consumption tax system, the tax rate for all
among family members in one household, such distri- taxable goods and services is 3%, unless otherwise
buted income is aggregated for tax purposes. This tax provided. The consumption tax is payable at each
treatment is repealed for the 1990 assessment and transfer for consideration in the chain of production
thereafter. and distribution. Each transferor may claim credit for
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relatedconsumptiontax paid to its suppliersin compu- - transfer of postage stamps, revenue stamps and
tation of the tax payable to the tax office. In effect, coupon tickets for sundry goods and services;
this credit mechanismpushes the consumptiontax for- - certain services by the national and local govern-
ward through the productionand distributionchain to ments rendered in connectionwith registration of
the ultimate consumer. The ultimate consumer ab- legal matters, licensing, etc.;
sorbs the consumption tax as part of the purchase - certain services relating to medical treatment

price. under public medical insurance law, tuition fees
and certain social welfare projects.

Illustration: It should be pointed out that taxpayers engaged in
The consumption tax is computed as follows in (3% transfer of the above items cannot claim credit for the
tax rate): related consumption tax paid to their suppliers. Ac-

Producer cordingly, those taxpayersmust increaseprices to con-
Producer of
of raw finished sumers to maintain their profit.
materials goods Wholesaler Retailer Consumer

Selling To the contrary, the revenue from exports, interna-
price 20,000 50,000 70,000 100,000 Retail price tional transportation and international communica-

103,000 tion are completelyexempt from the consumptiontax.
Consump- (1) (2) (3) (4) Exporterscan claim credit for the relatedconsumptiontion tax 600 1,500 2,100 3,000

tax paid to their suppliers and receive tax refunds, ifConsump-
tion tax (1) (2H1) (3)-(2) (4)-(3) Total applicable. The export exemption is also applicable to
to be paid 600 900 600 900 3,000 services rendered to non-residents,with certain excep-

tions specifically described. The definition of non-
The consumption tax differs from the value added tax resident is the same as that contained in the Japan
(VAT) adoptedby countriesin the EuropeanCommu- Foreign Trade and Foreign Exchange Control Law.
nity (EC) and othercountriesin that it doesnot require
completion of cumbersome invoices to document the C. Taxpayer
extent to which a company has increased a product's
value. The consumption tax payable by each business Taxpayers arepersonswho are liable to pay consump-
enterprise is computedfrom the records in the account tion tax to the Government.The term does not include
books of those involved rather than from invoices. persons who bear the consumption tax through pay-

Certain goods and services such as medical treatment ment to their suppliers. Persons who are liable to pay

under the publicmedical insurance law, certain tuition consumption tax are persons, including corporations
fees, certain social welfare projects and a limited who are engaged in a business in Japan and have

number of other items are treated as non-taxable revenue from sale or lease of taxable property and/or

goods and services. Food, including rice, is subject to from the taxable services within Japan, and persons

taxation. who import taxable goods.

Sellers whose annual revenue for a base period (as D. Tax base, tax rate and tax credit

defined) does not exceed 30 million are not liable
for the tax. In calculating tax payable to the tax office, The tax base for consumption tax purposes is revenue

taxpayers with annual sales of 500 million or less in from taxable goods, services, etc. It is determinedon

the base period may be able to follow a simplified an accrualbasis rather than on a cash collectionbasis.

procedure. Sales returns, sales discounts or sales rebates attribut-

The consumption tax replaces certain currently effec- able to sales of taxable goods, services, etc. are re-

tive national and local indirect taxes includingthe corn- flected by a credit to the applicable consumption tax

modity tax, the transportationtax, the sugarconsump- base for the taxable period in which such returns,
tion tax and the electricity tax. discounts, etc. take place. Bad debts attributable to

the sale of taxable goods, services, etc. are also re-
The following is a summary of the newly introduced flected in this manner.

consumptiontax system.
The consumption tax rate is 3%. However, under a

transitional measure, the consumption tax on au-
B. Object of taxation tomobiles (passengercars) is 6% for automobilessold

The consumption tax is imposed on the transfer or
before 1 April 1992.

leasing of property and provision of services which are A tax credit for the consumption tax which was in-

(1) for consideration, (2) in Japan, and (3) by persons cluded in the cost of purchasedgoods, services, etc. is
who are engaged in a business within Japan. It also available against the consumption tax payable on rev-

applies to imported goods. The items exempt from the enue for the same taxable period. Unless the pur-
tax are very limited but will include the following: chased goods, services, etc. are items listed as exempt

transfer and leasing of land; from the consumption tax, this tax credit is available-

transfer of securities (bonds and shares); regardless of whether the supplier of the purchased-

interest income from financial transactions, joint goods or servicespaid the consumption tax. Taxpayers-

trust operation fees and insurance premiums; are required to maintain accounting books to record
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certain details for each purchase and to keep invoices 1. Exemption from tax
and/or bills for purchases to support a claim for the tax Individual and corporate business enterprises whosepaid on purchases. annual taxable revenue for the base period does not
If a taxpayer has revenue from non-taxable goods, exceed 30 million will not be liable to pay the tax.
services, etc. which amount to more than 5% of total In principle, the base period is the taxable period
revenue, the amount of the tax credit must be reduced ending before the beginning of the preceding taxable
by the purchases allocable to non-taxable sales. The period. As an example, the base period for 1992 would
definition of revenue from non-taxable finance and be 1990 for a calendar year taxpayer.
securities transactions is contained in the Cabinet Or-
dinance for Enforcementof ConsumptionTax. In gen-

However, such businesses may become taxpayers at
their own election. If so they are eligible to claim aeral, revenue from the transfer of securities is 5% of credit for the consumption tax paid to their suppliersthe consideration received for the transfer. Revenue

from exports is considered taxable for purposes of against the consumption tax calculated on their sales
of taxable goods and services and, if applicable, re-calculating the credit on purchases. ceive a tax refund.

The reduction of non-taxable revenues may be deter-
mined by using either partial tracing or an averaging 2. Reduction in tax
convention. These methods operate as follows: The consumptiontax is reduced or eliminated for indi-
1. Partial tracing vidual and corporate business enterprises whose an-

nual taxable revenue for the current taxable periodIdentify the consumption tax included in purchased does not exceed 60 million (after deduction of the
goods, services, etc. directly related to taxable and consumption tax on revenue in case the tax is included
non-taxable revenue, respectively. Consumption tax

n annual revenue). These enterprisescalculate the tax
which cannot be traced is indirectly allocated in pro- payable to the Governmentby applying the followingportion to revenue as defined. The portion of con- formula:
sumption tax on purchasesso determinedto be directly Tax payable = Tax otherwise payable (original tax due)
and indirectly related to taxable revenue is allowable Taxable annual revenue - 30 million
as a credit. Subject to a prior agreement by the tax x

30 million
office, a taxpayer may select other factors (numberof

3. Simple computationof tax liabilityemployees, floor space, etc.) as the basis for such an

allocation. Individual and corporate business enterprises whose
annual taxable revenue for the base period was 500

2. Averaging million or less can use a simplified formula to compute
The consumption tax included in purchased goods, the taxes payable to the Government.At their option,
services, etc. is allocated based on the ratio of taxable these taxpayers may deem that the consumption tax
revenue to total revenue of the taxpayer. included in the purchase of goods, services, etc.

The consumption tax included in purchased goods,
amounts to 80% (90% in the case of wholesalers) of
the consumption tax calculated on their taxable reve-

services, etc. which is attributable to the revenue from
nue.

exports may be credited under either method.
This special assumption results in a consumption tax

E. Tax period paymentof 0.6% of their taxable revenue (0.3% in the
case of wholesalers), leaving the taxpayer free from

The tax period is a calendaryear for a sole proprietor- keeping detailed records of purchased goods and ser-

ship. The tax period for a corporation is the corpora- vices.
tion's fiscal year. The tax payment must be made by Taxpayers whose taxable revenue arising fromthe taxpayer within 2 months after the close of the tax wholesale business for the current taxable period isperiod with the return for the tax period. In prnciple more than 50% of their total taxable revenue for the
a provisional payment of the consumption tax will be period generally qualify as wholesalers.required for a corporation whose tax period is one

year. The required provisional payment will normally While the tax legislationconcerning the Consumption
be computed as 50% of the actual tax paid for the Tax Law has been published, there are many areas

preceding taxable period. If this amount is 300,000 which are not clearly prescribed in the legislation.
or less, the taxpayers not required to pay a provisional Since the consumption tax, as introduced in Japan, is
tax. Instead, the total tax for the entire taxable period a unique and new tax, it will take several years for
may be paid when the final tax return is filed. businessmen and consumers in Japan to familiarize

themselveswith the practices for dealingwith the con-

F. Special rules for small businesses sumption tax.

The above outline of the consumption tax has been
In order to reduce the burden in the payment of the provided in a very general manner to facilitatean ease

consumption tax and other administrative work for of overall understandingof its applicationand implica-
small businesses, special rules have been provided as tions. It does not cover in detail intricaciesof the new
follows: tax.
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JAPAI\:

The Foreign Tax Credit System:
Recent Amendments
Takehiko Nakao

Mr. Takehiko Nakao is Deputy Director, International Tax Usually dividends receivedby a domesticparent com-

Affairs Division, Tax Bureau of the Japanese Ministry of Fi- pany from its foreign subsidiary are already taxed by
the foreign country in the form of corporation tax onnance.
the subsidiary's profits. Without the indirect credit
system, foreign tax levied on the earnings of the sub-
sidiary may only be excluded from the tax base of the

I. PREFACE parent company. In such a case, Japanese companies
might prefer to set up branches instead of subsidiaries

In Japan, non-residentindividuals and foreign corpo-
abroad because they can enjoy a direct credit with

rations are taxed only on theirdomestic-sourceincome regard to foreign tax levied on the branch income.

but resident individualsand domesticcorporationsare Under the indirect credit system, an amount corre-

subject to tax on their world-wide income. Taxation sponding to the dividends received is considered to be
on world-wide income necessitates measures to pro- paid by the parent and the underlyingforeign tax paid
tect resident individuals and domestic corporatons by the subsidiarymay be credited against the Japanese
from being taxed twice. In the absence of such mea- tax of the parent companywhen it receives dividends.
sures, income earned outside Japan might be taxed At the same time, the amount of indirect foreign tax
twice, i.e. once by the country of source and once by credited is added back to the taxable income of the
Japan, the country of residence. parent. Thus, through the indirect tax credit system, a

In order to prevent double taxation, Japan introduced foreign subsidiary is treated the same as a foreign
in 1953 foreign tax credit provisions in its corporate

branch.

and individual income tax laws.1 While the foreign tax
credit system plays a key role in preventing double 3. Tax sparing credit system
taxation, it should be noted that an extensive network
of tax treatiesbetweenJapan and other countries (cur-

The tax sparing credit grants foreign tax credit with

rently 36 countries) also plays a crucial role. respect to the amount of foreign tax spared, i.e. the
amount of tax relieved by a foreign country.

This article outlines the basic framework of the old
foreign tax credit system in the Japanesecorporate tax Many developingcountrieshave introducedtax incen-

provisions, the reasons for the amendments to the tives in order to attract foreign investment. If the

provisionsand the substanceof the amendmentsthem- foreign tax incentive exemptsJapanese investors from

selves, as approvedby the Diet on 30 December1988. tax in that country, the investors are still taxed on

world-wide income in Japan and the spared amount
will only be transferred from the treasury of the de-

II. BASIC FRAMEWORKOF THE OLD SYSTEM veloping country to that of Japan through smaller
foreign tax credits allowed in Japan. The result is that

A. Introduction
no tax benefits remain in the hands of the investors.
The tax sparing credit is designed to ensure that tax

The foreign tax credit system under the Japanese cor-
incentive schemes adopted by developing countries

porate tax legislation can be divided into 3 systems.
are effectuatedby providing that Japan gives the com-

pany credit against its own tax for the tax which the

1. Direct credit system company would have paid if the tax had not been
spared.

Under the direct credit system, foreign tax incurredby
the taxpayer himself can be offset against Japanese
tax, which is calculatedusing world-wide income as its
tax base.

2. Indirect credit system 1. Under the Japanese tax system, taxpayers can either choose to credit

The indirect credit system allows a foreign tax credit the amount of tax due in Japan by the amount of foreign tax incurred or

deduct the amount of foreign tax from taxable income as expenses. The
with respect to underlying foreign taxes borne by foreign tax credit is also allowed against local taxes on individual and
domestic companies which have subsidiaries abroad. corporate income.
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B. Creditable foreign taxes limitationunder which all foreign-sourceincome and
foreign taxes are added up to calculate the limitation

1. Creditabledirect foreign taxes regardless of the items on which the foreign taxes are
levied or countries in which the taxes are collected.Creditable foreign taxes are taxes incurred directly by The forrnula of the limitation is as follows:the taxpayerwhich are levied on corporate income by

a foreign government and local authorities in accord- Foreign tax credit limitation =

ance with tax laws, and which have the same charac-
teristics as Japanese income tax, corporation tax and Amountof calculatedJapanesetax x foreignsource income

local income-based taxes. Thus foreign corporate tax world-wide income

on the income of foreign branches and foreign with- Amount of calculated Japanese tax =

holding tax on interest/dividends are creditable but
foreign taxes which have the characteristicsof penal-

world-wide income x corporate tax rate

ties/royaltiesmay not be credited.
D. Treatment of the remainder of credit

limitation and the excess of foreign taxes2. Creditable indirect foreign tax

Underlying foreign tax with respect to dividends re- Under the foreign tax system, foreign taxes are recog-
ceived by a Japanese company is creditable as an indi- nized when they are paid while an accrual basis is used
rect foreign tax.2 The creditable foreign tax3 is com- to calculate the credit limitation. However, this causes

puted as follows: problems;cases might arisewhere foreign taxescannot
dividends received actually be credited because of a discrepancy in theCreditable foreign tax =Ax

B-A timing of the paymentof foreign taxes and the accrual
of the corresponding foreign-source income. In orderA -- foreign tax imposed on the income of foreign subsidiary to cope with this problem,Japan allows the remainderB = income of the foreign subsidiary of the credit limitation that is not actually used up as
well as the excessof foreign taxes to be carried forward3. Creditable tax spared for 5 years.

The scope of the tax incentives that enjoy the benefit
of a tax sparing credit must be approved by Japan in a

tax treaty between Japan and the country which pro-
III. REASONSFOR AMENDMENTS

vides the tax incentives. Creditable tax spared can A. Introduction
either be a tax on business profits or a withholdingtax
on investment income, i.e. dividends, interest and Certain problems were inherent in the previous
royalties. It may be credited in the form of a direct tax foreign tax credit system. It has been pointed out that
credit or an indirect tax credit. the former system was open to excess utilization,
Japan recognizes the significanceof tax sparingcredits i.e. utilizationwhichwent beyond its intendedpurpose

4 Two ofn supporting the purpose of tax incentivesadopted by of eliminating international double taxation.

developing countres. However, the tax sparing the problems of the system were the following:
mechanismhas recentlybeen the objectof severecriti-

- Cross-crediting: foreign tax levied at a rate

cism in Japan. The main criticisms are as follows: higher than the effective corporate tax rate in
it impairs the neutrality between foreign and tax.

- Japancould also be creditedagainstJapanese
domestic investment;

- Income allocation: the ratio of foreign-source in-

it works as a subsidy primarily to large corpora-
come to world-wide income did not reflect reality-

tions and underminesthe spirit of fair taxation;and and the credit limitationwas inflated.

broadening the scope of tax sparing credits con--

tradicts the recent rationalization of special taxa- B. Cross-crediting
tion measures in Japan.

Paying due respect to these criticisms, Japan wants to As stated before, Japan adopts an overalllimitation
limit the scope of tax sparing credits to necessary and method to calculate the credit limitation. The merit of

reasonable measures which are closely related to the
economic developmentsof the benefiting countries.

2. The indirect foreign credit is permitted domestic corporationtax to a

with respect to dividends received from foreign corporationsprovided that
the domesticcorporationowns, for a period not less than 6 months, at least

C. Credit limitation 25% of the shares/votingshares of that foreign company.
3. Foreign tax imposed on foreign second and lower tier subsidiaries is

Since the purpose of allowing a tax credit to Japanese
not creditable.
4. An example often used to illustrate the unjust results of the systemcorporations is to eliminate double taxation on their is that some large Japanese companies do not pay any tax in Japan. Even

foreign-source income, it is important to prevent the if these companiespay heavy tax abroad and even if their Japanese-source
credit from spilling over into their Japanese-source income s nil or negative, the public cannot understand how these large
income and reducing the Japanese tax on that income. companies are actually not required to pay tax to Japan although their

world-wide income contains a large surplus as a whole and they carry outTherefore limits are set on the amount of foreign tax large-scale operations n Japan, possess huge head office buildings and
that can actuallybe credited. Japan adopts the overall employ thousands of employees.
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this method is that it is simple to follow and adminis- In Japan, the ratio of income earned overseas to total
ter.5 However, the overalllimitationmethod allows world-wide income sometimes appears too high con-

taxpayers to credit high foreign taxes paid on one sidering the operational practices of the company.
stream of income not only against the Japanese tax Some of the causes can be summarized as follows:
with respect to that income but also against the The present source rule, which distinguishesbe-
Japanese tax due on other lightly taxed or exempted

-

foreign income. Cross-creditingdeviates from the sys-
tween revenue accrued in Japan and revenue ac-

tem's original purpose of avoiding double taxation.6 crued outside Japan, proposes an all or nothing
solution. For example, even if the head office ex-

pends substantial personnel costs to purchase
Specifically, cross-creditingmakes it possible to credit goods that are to be sold through foreign branches
aganst Japanese taxes such foreign taxes as: or to make loans to other countries, all sales in-
(a) foreign corporate taxes which are levied at a rate to transac-

higher than the effective corporate tax rate in
come or interest income related these
tions are deemed to accrue outside Japan.

Japn;
(b) high rate withholding tax on interest since with- - Criteria used to allocate expenses to Japanese-

holding tax on interest is a tax on the gross amount source income and foreign-source income also
of interest. Even if the nominal tax rate is, for suggest bold solutions. For example, losses from

example, 20%, it is likely that the amountof with- bad loans abroad and the bankruptcy of foreign
holding tax exceeds the amount of Japanese in- subsidiaries are generally considered as expenses
come tax imposed on the net basis income from incurred by the head office in Japan (although
that interest; and interest and dividends from such subsidiaries are

(c) high rate indirect foreign tax - with respect to the considered foreign-source income). In addition,
dividends received from foreign subsidiaries, tax- interest expenses are usuallyallocatedproportion-
able income is the sum of dividends received and ately according to the value of assets in Japan and

the indirect foreign tax that is added back, while abroad.

foreign tax levied on that taxable income is the Although the source rule for each category of in-
sum of indirect foreign tax and withholding tax on come and the cost allocation rules for expenses are
the gross amount of those dividends. Therefore, based on understandable reasoning, accumulation of
the actual tax burden with respect to the taxable all this income and expense sometimes shows an ex-
dividendincome receivedmay well be heavierthan pansion of foreign-source income. The result of in-
the Japanese effective corporate tax rate.

Cross-crediting also relates to the problem of 5. The overall limitation method has the merit of simplicity in com-

economicdistortion,wherecompanieswill be tempted pliance and administration when allocating income. Allocating income
would be more complicatedf the per-country limitatonor the per-n-

to do business in low tax or no tax countries mainly to come limitation method were applied.
create unused credit limitations which can be used to 6. For example, assume the rate of corporate tax in CountriesA, B and

cross-credit the taxes of other high-tax countries.7 A Japan to be 65%, 15% and 45%, respectively.Japanese CompanyX earns

portfolio investment in a country with no tax may be income of 100 in CountriesA and B but earns no income in Japan. With

particularly inviting. This impairs neutralityof invest- respect to the tax of 65 that CompanyX pays to CountryA, Japan avoids
double taxation by allowing a credit of 45. Up to this point, Company

ment. X would pay as tax 65 in CountryA and nil (liable Japanese tax of 45
minus credit of 45) in Japan, and Company X's total tax burden would
be 65, an amount CompanyX must be prepared to pay when it decides

C. Income allocation to do business in Country A.

However, owing to the fact that Company X also entered into busness n

One principleof the foreign tax credit system is that it Country B where taxes are low, Company X can credit the whole 65

should not reduce a taxpayer's Japanese tax on his against Japanese tax. This is done by cross-crediting, i.e. diverting the
residual credit limitation not used up in relation to Country B to Country

Japanese-sourceincome. For this reason, the amount A's foreign tax in excess of the credit limitation, i.e. Country A's tax of

of foreign tax creditable is limited to the amount of 20, which spilled over from the credit limitation created in relation to

Japanese tax allocable to the taxpayer'sforeign-source Country A can be credited against Country B's unused credit limitation of

income. However, this limitation has no effect if 30 (the difference between credit limitation of 45 and the tax of 15
to

proper allocation of income between Japanese source
actually paid Country B).
The final amount of tax CompanyX has to pay to CountriesA and B and

and foreign source is not realized. Padding foreign- Japan will be 65, 15 and 10 (calculatedJapanese tax of 90 minus

source income, if possible,will increase the credit limi- the sum of creditable foreign tax, 65 for CountryA and 15 for Country
tation and reduce the tax revenue of the tax revenue B), respectively. However, if cross-creditingwere not allowed, the amount

of the Japanese Government.
of tax Company X would have to pay to Countries A, B and Japan, while
not suffering from double taxation, would be 65, 15 and 30 (liable

For example, suppose a Japanese company earns all Japanese tax of 90 minus sum of foreign tax of 45 for Country A and
15 for Country B), respectively Hence, in this example, cross-creditng

of its income overseas. It will pay no Japanese tax reduces CompanyX's total tax burden by 20 and results in the Japanese
provided that the average tax rate abroad is higher Government's revenue loss.

than the rate in Japan. However, this is difficult to The cross-creditingproblem raised in this example will disappear if Japan

accept if this company, for example, hires more than adopts a per country limitation method which precludes cross-crediting

half of its employees in Japan. It is natural to claim between different countries.
7. Permitting the remainderof credit limitationsnot actually used up or

that at least some portion of its income should be the excess of creditable foreign taxes to be carried forward also results in

allocated to Japan. a sort of cross-creditingbetween different business years.
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Classificationby business Creditableamountfor
eachwithholdingtax

Companieswhose main businessis
financial business, includingsecurities
business

up to

Average ratioof 10 % and less 10%oftheinterest
net taxable income received
to total revenue in 20% and less 15% of the interest

the businessyear received
concernedand the 2

precedingyears more than 20% full amount

Othercompanieswhose ratioof interest
revenueto the sum of interest revenue

and gross profit is more than 20%

up to

Average ratioof net 10% and less 10% of the interest

taxable incometo received

the sum of gross
profit and non- 20% and less 15% ofthe interest

operating revenue received
inthe businessyear
concernedand the 2 more than 20% full amount

precedingyears
(profitability)

come allocation should somehow reflect such factors amendmentresponds to the problemof income alloca-
as the contribution made by the head office, the ratio tion. With this restriction,Japanese tax corresponding
of the number of employees working in Japan or the to a minimum of 10% of the total income must be paid
number of transactions the head office is involved in. in Japan.,o

C. The scope of creditable foreign taxes
IV. AMENDMENTS

1. General rule
A. Introduction

The amount of foreign tax corresponding to the
To address the problems described above, the amount by which the tax amount exceeds 50% of the

Japanese Government proposed amendments to the tax base in the foreign country is no longer eligible for

foreign tax credit system as a part of the overall tax the foreign tax credit, but can only be deducted from
reform. These amendments received Diet approval in income as expenses. This amendment reduces the
December 1988. They apply to business years begin- amountof tax that spills over from the credit limitation
ning on and after 1 April 1989, unless otherwise pro- on that source and decreases the possibility of cross-

vided. The contents of the amendments are outlined crediting,11
below.

2. Foreign withholding tax with respect to interest

B. Calculationof the credit limitation In order to restrain high rte withholding tax from

being cross-creditedagainst taxes from other sources,
50% of income exempted from taxation in foreign a limit is placed on the eligible amount of foreign
countries is to be excludedfrom foreign-sourceincome
in calculating the credit limitation (see above for the
formula). This amendment is designed to reduce the 8. A 33.3% exclusion will be applied as a transitional measure for the

amount of credit limitation that can be created by first 2 business years beginning on and after 1 April 1989.
9. Exempted income corresponding to the taxes spared, i.e. deemed

investing in tax-exemptcountries and to curtail cross- to be paid according to the tax treaties, shallnot be treated as income

crediting. The 50% exclusions, instead of the 100% exempted from taxation in foreign countries

exclusion of exempted foreign income, re resents a 10. Exceptions will be granted to companies which are subject to very

compromise to balance exempted income and very severe foreign tax burdens amounting to, as a whole, more than 50% of

lightly taxed income. An upper limit of 90% is estab- total world-wide income and to companies with more than 90% of their

lished for the ratio of foreign-sourceincome to world- employees working overseas. For these companies, the ratio of foreign-
source incorne to world-wide ncorne may be higher than 90o.

wide income in calculating the credit limitation. This 11. The effective corporate tax rate in Japan is regarded to be a little less
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withholding tax (including taxes spared) which is E. Allocationof expenses
levied on the gross amount of interest (see table
above). The rest of the withholding tax (except Rules for allocation of expenses such as interest ex-

spared tax) will be deducted from income as ex- penses to foreign and domestic-sourceincome, which
penses.12 are provided in the administrativeguidancesand mea-

sures, will be reviewed to respond to the problems3. Foreign tax with respect to dividends related to income allocation.
The amount of foreign taxes on dividends eligible for
the indirect foreign tax credit is now limited to the than 50%, including local taxes on corporate income.
amount calculated by the formula below, provided 12. Whether a particular withholding tax rate on interest is too high is

that this amount is smaller than the amountcomputed Judged in relation to the profitability of the company. For example,
suppose the profitabilityof a company is 10%. It is not illogical to estimate

by using indirect tax formula above. The formula is as that profitability with respect to particular interest received is also 10%.
follows: Japanese corporate tax will be about 50% of the net profit or 5% of the

interest revenue. Grantinga 5% allowance, it is consideredthat a withhold-
A = B-2 x C ing tax correspondingto a rate in excess of 10% of the interest is too high
A -- limitation of creditable indirect tax Hence, the amendment prohibits the amount of withholding tax corre-

to rate excess being creditedagainstJapaneseB = dividends received (including withholding tax)
sponding the in of 10% from
tax.

C = foreign withholding tax on dividends13 Withholding taxes on interest concerning loan arrangementsconcludedor

securities issued pror to the first date of the first business year beginning
on and after 1 April 1989 will not be subject to the newly introduced
restrictions for the first 5 business years from that date. Withholding tax

D. Carry-forward period of the remainder of on interest from loan arrangements concluded or securities issued in the

the credit limitation and the excess business years beginning on and after 1 April 1989 will be subject to the

creditable foreign taxes
new regulations from the outset.
13. This formula is obtained by resolving the followingequation in which
the sum of the creditable indirect tax and the withholding tax is equal to

The length of the period that the remainder of the 50% (effective corporate tax rate in Japan) of the income subject to

credit limitationand the excesscreditableforeign taxes Japanesecorporate tax, i.e. sum of the dividendncome and the creditable

can be carried forward is shortened from 5 years to 3 indirect tax.
A+C= 50% x(B+A)

years. The purpose of this amendment is to restrict A = 'h (B + A) - C
cross-creditingbetween years. A=B-2C

Mr. J.S. Phillipsand Ms. BarbaraRoberts (Honor-
ary Treasurer and Assistant Honorary Treasurer,

NEWS
respectively) were replaced by Mr. John Fairley
and Mr. NoelDavidson(bothofErnst& Young).
The Branch elected Messrs. D.F.A. Davidson, J.-

Fairley, J.S. Phillips, G.D. Swaine, D.G. Tapper
and D. Keel as members of its Committee.
Arrangementsfor a joint seminarwith the U.S.A.-

Branch were finalized.

BRITISH BRANCH The British Branch also distributedits programmefor
1989-90:

The British Branch distributed the minutes of their - 12 October 1989: Discussion of the national re-

annual general meeting of 20 June 1989. Highlights ports for the Annual Congress of IFA in 1990 in
are: Stockholm;

The number of members increased from 531 to - 23 October 1989: Talks on reorganizing multina-
551. tional groups;
The technical meetings were well attended. One - 16 November 1989: Meeting on Spain and Por-

meeting dealt with a foreign country (Japan) and tugal;
another was on the European tax harmonization. - 6 December 1989: Talks on the international as-

The other ight meetingswere on internationaltax pects of inheritance tax planning and double taxa-

aspects of United Kingdom taxation and general tion treaties;
internationaltax matters. A programmeof 6 meet- - 23 January 1990: Talk on the tax implications of

ings was organizedby the ManchesterBranch. European Economic Interest Groupings;
On 9 and 10 September 1988 a joint seminar was - 13 February 1990: Talk on intercompany transfer
held by the British and Canadian Branches which pricing in the United States and the implications
was attended by 110 persons. of the U.S. White Paper;
Mr. John Avery Jones (Speechly Bircham) took - 24 April 1990: Discussion of recent tax cases;
over the Chairmanshipfrom Mr. DavidDavidson. [continued on page 527]
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AUS-RA_IA:

An Overview of Research and
DevelopmentIncentives
Michael J. Andrew

& D activities. These are defined in the IRDA and the
Mr. Andrew s partner, Peat Marwick Hungerfords, Mel- ITAA as being:
bourne, Australia. Systematicinvestigationor experimentationactivities-

(a) that involve innovation, technology transfer into
Australia or technical risk;

(b) that are carried out in Australia; and

INTRODUCTION (c) the object of which is new knowledge(with orwith-
out a specific practical application) or new or im-

Despite its recentbicentennialcelebrationAustralia is proved materials, products, devices, processes or

a young country in the scheme of global affairs. It has services.

gone the route of many other countries in its develop- The Board itself is mainly concerned with the follow-
ment from a pastoral society to the modern free enter- ing grants or agreements:
prise economy. As a part of its overall strategy to

cb)a) Discretionarygrants
encourage the development of domestic manufactur- NGaetnieorniacltiencthenreoslotgaygrgereamntesnting and tertiary industry, governmentsof the day have payments
over the years adopted a variety of methods such as As the IRDA is presently structured, the Board is
import tariffs, subsidies and other incentives to pro- limited by the fact that it not enter agreementsmote growth in these sectors. may any

after 30 June 1991 nor make a grant in respect of any
The aim of this article is to highlight methods which project commencing after that date. This position is
are currently adopted to promote growth in one par- under review given the recent extension to the R&D
ticular area - industrial research and development- accelerated deductions.
the encouragement of which is expected to generate
significantlong-termbenefitsfor Australian industry. (a) Discretionarygrants (Sec. 28)
Incentives are provided in the form of direct financial These are available to companieswhich apply for them
grants and generous tax write-offs for expenditure in- and which are carrying out or proposing to carry out
curred on research and development (R & D) and for an eligible activity in Australia. An eligible activity
plant, equipmentand buildingsused for such research. is defined in Sec. 4(1):
Overall responsibility for the control of R&D rests (ii)

(i) the manufactureof goods;
with the Industry Research and Development Board mining operations or operations for the recovery

(the Board).
of naturally occurring petroleum or natural gas;

(iii)construction operations relating to buildings or

works;
Industry Research and DevelopmentBoard (iv) the productionofsoftwarefor computersor similar

equipment;
The Board was established under the Industry Re- (v) any activity which the Minister has declared to be
search and DevelopmentAct 1986 (IRDA) whose ob- an eligible activity under Sec. 26 of the IRDA;
ject is to promote the development and improve the (vi)the developmentof systems and processes in rela-

efficiency and industrialcompetitivenessof Australian tion to one of the activities referred to in (i) to (v)
industry by the provision of financial assistance for R above.
& D activities.

Any grant will be limited to an amount not exceeding
The Board has powers to give grants directly to qual- 50% of the total expenditurewhich, in the opinion of

ifying companies for the purpose of carrying on R & the Board, is or will be incurred in respect of the
D activities. In addition, it has the responsibility for project forming the object of the grant (Sec. 29(2)).
certifying to the CommissionerofTaxation that a com-

pany's activities in the field of R&D qualify it for the (b) Generic technologygrants (Sec. 31)
tax concessions available, specifically in relation to These grants available for collaborative R&D
Sec. 73B of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936

are

(ITAA). between businesses or researchersand Approved Re-
search Institutes (ARI). Generic technology grants

To be eligible under the IRDA the person, company enable support to be given to new and emerging hi-
or institution (the researcher) must be carrying out R technology but limited at present to the fields of
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biotechnology,new materials, informationtechnology (iii) Repayment
and communications technology. The Minister is, Repaymentof any amounts may be required should a
however, empowered to declare, by notice in writing researcher breach his contract with the Board.in the Gazette that any area of technology is an area

of generic technology (Sec. 30 (1)).
Penalties

The applicant must be involved in R&Din one of
these particular fields in collaboration with an ARI Penaltiesmay apply where a person knowinglyobtainsand have a proven record of achievementor a substan- or attempts to obtain, for himself or another person,tial prospect of success in the field. a subsidy to which he or that other person is not enti-
The researchermust apply for a grant of this type, and tled.
unlike discretionarygrants, generic technologygrants
are not limited to companies. The benefits are made Tax concessions
available to researchers. A successful applicant for a

generic technologygrant is eligible for a grant of up to Until 1 July 1985 grants had been the generally ac-
90% of salaries, direct costs and consumablesrelating cepted method of funding R&D activities. On 1 July
to approved activities for up to 3 years. Experience 1985 the Government introduced an expanded tax
indicates flat that the success rate for applicants who benefit for any R&D carried on in the field of either
satisfy the criteria outlined is better than that for dis- pure or applied research.
cretionary grants, i.e. in excess of 50% chance of suc-

The tax concession introduced from 1 July 1985 iscess.
contained in Sec. 73B of the ITAA and allows for R
& D expenditure to be deducted from assessable in-(c) National interest agreement payments (Sec. 33)
come at the rate of 150% in the year in which it is

These differ from the first 2 grants discussed above in incurred. Prior to this concession, capital expenditurethat they can arise either out of a determinationby the on R & D was deductible from assessable income at
Commonwealth that a particular project of R & D the rate of 1000, but only if the research was related
should be undertaken, or by way of an application to the type of business already being undertaken byfrom a researcher involved in a project which he feels the company.
is of national importance. The ITAA provides 2 major classes of concessionsfor
These agreements provide that the Commonwealth R&D developmentwhich form the cornerstoneof the
will fund all or part of the expenditureon the project. Government'sstrategy to encourage R & D.
Where it funds the entire cost, ownership of all incor-
poreal property (patents, copyright,designs, etc.) will First it allows for the writing off by investors of their

vest in the Commonwealthand where it funds a por-
nvestmentsin a particulartype ofventurecapitalcom-

tion of the cost then ownershipof an appropratepro- pany known as a Management Investment Company.
portion of that incorporeal property will vest in the Secondly it allows for the writing off of amounts in
Commonwealth(Sec. 34(1)). excess of actual expenditure incurred for R&D to-

gether with accelerated depreciation write-offs for
Certain general matters are applicable in all instances plant and equipment(Sec. 73A and 73B of the ITAA).
where grants or subsidies have been paid. e

(i) Exploitation Managementand investmentcompanies

Before the Board will enter any of these agreements Management and investment companies (MICs) are
or pay any grant as subsidy it must be satisfied that the companies set up under the Managementand Invest-
results of the project will, in appropriate instances, be ment CompaniesAct (MICA) 1983 with the intention
exploited on normal commercial terms in a manner of fostering investment in high technology industries.
thatwillbeforthebenefitoftheAustralianeconomy. Subject to certain qualifications,an investor is entitled

(ii) Variationof grants
under Sec. 77F of the ITAA to write off any moneys
paid by him in respect of equity subscriptionssuch as

Where a researcher receives financial assistance from applicationand allotmentmoneys, calls and share pre-
other sources which has helped him to carry out a miums. The investor must be one of the initial sub-
project which is subject to an agreement under the scribers and the MIC must be licensed. Payments
IRDA, the Board is entitled, but not compelled, to made before a licence is granted will, however, be
reduce the grant by such amount as it deems fit. eligible if the MIC LicensingBoard considers that the

subscriptionwas made in anticipationof, or to ensure
that the company would be eligible for, the grant of a

licence.
l. A researcher is defined as: Shares in MICsfor which a deductionhas been allowed

a person who, or a body, an organisation or an institution, that, .......

must not be disposed of within 4 of acquisitionyears........ , is capable of carryingout a projectof research and development otherwise all portion of the deduction will beor aactivities and, . ....... , includes a department of state, a company and
an approved research institute. disallowed under Sec. 77F(5) as follows:
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(a) Where the shares are disposed of within 2 years of Sec. 73A

acquisitionthe deductionwill be disallowedin full.

(b) Where the disposal occurs more than 2 years but In broad outline Sec. 73A provides for the following:
less than 3 years after acquisition 50% of the de- (a) Payments to approved research institutes or for
duction will be disallowed. otherwise non-deductible capital expenditure for

(c) Where the disposal occurs more than 3 years but scientific research are allowable deductionsat the
less than 4 years after acquisition 25% of the de- rate of 100%.
duction will be disallowed. (b) A write-offover 3 years for expenditureon build-

ings used exclusively for scientific research.

Disposal of the shares includes not only an actual (c) Plant used exclusively for scientific research may
alienation of them by the holders but also a deemed be depreciated at 331/3% per annum on the prime
disposal where, for example, the company itself re- cost basis or 50% per annum on the diminishing
deems, cancels or pays off a portion ofthe shares as value basis.

part of a capital reduction or where the shares are

forfeited for non-payment of any call on partly paid Before any further analysis of Sec. 73A, it is necessary
shares. to consider the definitionof some relevant expressions

and phrases which appear in it.
The 4-year period runs, not from the date of issue of
the shares, but from the date on which the last payment Sec. 73A(6) contains the following definitions:
in respect of them was made. Thus, where partly paid an approved research institute the Common-
shares are subject to calls, the 2 years will run from the means

wealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisa-date of the latest call. tion, or any university, college, institute, assocaton

Proceeds of shares sold after being held for the requi-
or organizationwhich is approved .... by that Organi-
sation, by the Secretary to the Departmentof Health,site 4-year period are unlikely to attract tax under Sec. by the Secretary to the Department of Science or by25(1) or Sec. 25A of the ITAA as, according to the the Secretary to the Department of Employmentand

Treasurer in answers given to a parliamentary ques- Industrial Relations, as an institution for undertak-
tion, they are regarded as having been made as a

....

ing scientific research which is or may prove to be of
genuine capital investment. value to Australia.

Any profits made on shares acquired prior to 20 Sep- Scientific research means any activities in the fields
tember 1985 would then be free of all tax whilst those of naturalor applied science for the extensionofknow-
acquired after that date would be subject to the capital ledge.
gains provisionsof the ITAA.

Sec. 73A(8) provides that any reference to scientific
research in relation to a business or class of business
includes any scientific research which leads to an ex-

Expenditureon research and development tension of the business or its technical efficiency and

Secs. 73B and 73A overlap to an extent and the Trea- also includesany scientificresearchof a medicalnature

surer has announced that, subject to certain amend- which specially relates to the welfareof workers in that

ments to be made to Sec. 73B effective 30 June 1995, business or class of business.

expenditure after that date will not be deductible
under Sec. 73A but under Sec. 73B. Thus, whilst not

being repealed, Sec. 73A will eventually fall into dis- (a) Current expenditure
use. Sec. 73A(1) provides that expenditure in the form of
Sec. 73A is applicable to expenditure by a person payments to an approved research institute for scien-
which, as defined in the ITAA, will include a company tific research related to a business or class of business,
whereas Sec. 73B relates only to expenditure by com- as well as other capital expenditure on scientific re-

panies, partnerships of companies and public trading search, other than any expenditure on plant or build-
trusts. Further amendments to the concession have ings, will be deductible.
been announced to take effect when Sec. 73B replaces
Sec. 73A after 30 June 1995. Deductions under this sub-section are conditional on

the fact that the deduction would not otherwise be
Sec. 73A allows a deduction for capital expenditure deductible under other section of the ITAA and
other than plant and equipment and buildings. Sec. any

that the person claiming the deduction is carrying on
73B is all encompassingand makes no distinction be-

a business of the kind to which the research relates.
tween revenue and capital expenses.
The deduction under Sec. 73A is limited to expendi- This concession allows for the immediatedeductionof
ture incurred in respect of scientific research related expenditurewhich would not otherwisehave qualified
to a particularbusiness or class of business while Sec. or which, in the case of capital expenditure, might in
73B refers to expenditureon a broader class of R&D appropriate circumstances have qualified for a write-
which is not limited to scientific research. off over a longer term in the form of depreciation.
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(b) Building expenditure Sec. 73B

(i) Deduction Sec. 73B allows a company to write off certain expen-
Sec. 73A(2)-(2A)deals with the deductionof expendi-

diture which either would not have qualified as an
allowable deduction, or if it did, at a lower rate ofture on the acquisition, construction or alteration of deduction than allowed by the section.

any building to be used for scientific research in the
business carried on by the taxpayer. Sec. 73B applies to expenditure incurred on or after 1

July 1985 but not later than 30 June 1998.
The capital cost incurred may be written off in 3 equal
instalments, commencing in the year in which the Because of the differences between this section and
building is first used for scientific research and in the Sec. 73A, a number of terms used in Sec. 73B should
following 2 years provided the business is continued. be defined at the outset.

This concession is limited by the proviso that acquisi-
Research and developmentactivities means:

tion, etc. must have taken place before 21 November (a)
.

systematic, investigativeor experimentalactivities

1987, or in terms of a contract entered into before that that:

date. In addition, where expenditure is incurred after (i) are carried on in Australia or in an external

21 November 1987 the taxpayermust show that scien-
(ii) involve

Territory;
innovation technical risk; andtific research would be carried out in the building by (iii)are

or

carried on for the purposehim or on his behalf and that the building would be (A)of acquiring knowledge (whetherused for scientific research purposes only.
new or

not that knowledge will have a specific
(ii) Recoupmentof deduction practical application); or

(B)creating new or improvedmaterials,prod-
If a building, in respect of which a deduction has been ucts, devices, processes or services; or
allowedunder this section, is disposedof or destroyed, (b) other activities that:then any consideration or compensation received by (i) carried in Australia in externalare on or anthe taxpayer will be assessable to the extent of any Territory; anddeduction previously received.

(ii) are carried on for a purpose directly related to
the carryingon of activitiesof the kind referred(c) Plant and equipment (plant) to in (a).para.

Plant which qualifies for depreciationelsewhere in the
ITAA is specifically made depreciable at rates of Research and development expenditure means ex-

331/3% if the prime cost method is used or 50% under penditure incurred by the company during the year of

the diminishingvalue method. income, being:
(a) contracted expenditureof the company;

None of the otherconcessionaldepreciationrates such (b) salary expenditureof the company,being expendi-
as the loadingor acceleratedrates applywhen a deduc- ture incurred during the deduction period;
tion is claimed under Sec. 73A. (c) other expenditure incurred during the deduction

All the other provisions which normally relate to de- period directly in respect of R & D. activities car-

preciable assets such as balancing charges on disposal
ried on by or on behalf of the company during the

are applicable to plant depreciated in terms of Sec. deduction period.
73A. Sec. 73B(2) specifically excludes the following ac-

tivities from the ambit of the R&D definition:
General (a) market research, market testing or market de-

The underlyingaim of all the concessionsis to promote velopmentor salespromotion (includingconsumer

scientific research in Australia. Thus Sec. 73A(3) pro- (b) quality
surveys);

control;vides that where a portion of the expenditure on or (c) prospecting, exploring drilling for minerals,part of the business, n respect of which the scientific or pe-

expenditure is incurred, takes place outsideAustralia,
troleum or naturalgas for the purposeofdetermin-

the Commissionerof Taxation has discretion to allow ing the size or quality of any deposits;
only such proportion of the expenditure as he consid- (d) the making of cosmetic modifications or stylistic
ers to be reasonable in the circumstances to be de- changes to products, processes or production
ducted. methods;

e) managementstudies or efficiency surveys;
As was indicated earlier, the provisions of Sec. 73A f) research in social science, arts or humanities;
are likely to become redundantafter30 June 1995 with {ig) the making of donations.
only a run-off in respect of building and plant allow-

Similarly, expenditure on developing computerances where these assets were bought into use before
software will not be considered to be R&D activitiesthe effective date. unless the software is being developed for sale, rent,

Sec. 73B will thus become the main provision by which licence, hire or lease to at least 2 non-associatesof the
tax concessions are utilized to encourage R & D. company.
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In outline, the concessions under Sec. 73B are the (a) Contractedexpenditure
following:
(i) deduction of up to 150% of R&D expenditure in This comprises payments to one of the following

bodies for conducting research on behalf of the com-
the year in which it takes place;

(ii) plant and equpment used exclusively for R&D pany:

activities is deductible up to 150% of its cost over (i) The Coal Research Trust;

3 years;
(ii) A Registered Research Institute (until 30 June

(iii)the cost of buildings used exclusively for R&D
(iii)A
,..

1988);
Registered Research Agency (RRA) (from 20

activities can be written off over 3 years. (This November 1987).provision has been amended as will be seen in the
detailed discussion on this point later in the arti- An approved research institute s as defined in Sec.

cle.) 73A. Whilst the terminology has changed to RRA
from 20 November 1987, most existing institutes
would, however, meet the requirements to be regis-Qualifyingexpenditure tered as a research agency.

In order to obtain the maximum write-offs of 150% RRAs are a much wider category than the approved
available in respect of R&D and plant expenditure, research institutes and can be privately owned profit-
it is necessary for the company to have incurred a making entities.
minimum expenditure in the year. This amount is call-

Requirements for registration of such
ed the aggregate R&D amount.

an agency are

set out in the IRDA which provides that any body of
Where the aggregate R&D amount is less than persons corporate or unincorporate can apply to the
AS 20,000, Sec. 73B does not apply. Where the aggre- Board for registration as a research agency.
gate R&D amount is AS 50,000 or more, the full
150% concession is applicable. Payments made to an agency by any company will,

however, only qualify as contracted expenditure
For amounts between AS 20,000 and AS 50,000 of where:
aggregate R & D amount, the write-off is on a sliding - the agency is not an associate of the company;
scale based on a defined formula,e.g. where the aggre- - the company requesting the research was capable
gate amount is AS 25,000, the relevant percentage of utilizing the results of the agency's R & D;
write-off is 117% whilst at AS 40,000 it is 142.0%. The - the company is entitled to receive the results of the

aggregate R&D amount is calculated by taking the R&D carried out by the agency since the R&D
sum of the following amounts: must by definition be carried out on behalf of the

(i) actual R&D expenditure (including contracted company.
expenditure) for the year;

(ii) one third of the qualifying plant expenditure for (b) Salary expenditurethe year;
(iii)one third of the qualifying building expenditure The salaries of all persons directly engaged in R&D

for the year. activitiesmay be claimed. Salary expenditure is widely
defined in Sec. 73B(1) and includes a proportionate

There is, however, no threshold requirementfor con- share of the salary expenses of those employees only
tracted expenditure, i.e. expenditure incurred in hav- partially engaged in R & D activities. Fringe benefits
ing a registered researchagency, an approved research payments are not included within the definition of
institute,or the Coal ResearchTrust carry-on research salary.
on the company'sbehalf. Expenditureof this nature is
always deductible at a rate of 150% in the year in The company must keep sufficiently detailed records
which it is incurred. Actual expenditureon contracted to enable it to substantiate any claim for the conces-

research is taken into account when computing the sional deduction by reference to, for example, time

aggregate R&D amount. sheets or job cards.

The Government has recently announced that the (c) Other expenditure
150% deductionwill be available for eligible expendi-
ture incurred prior to 1 July 1993; in the period to 1 No definition of this item appears in the ITAA and no

July 1995, a deduction of 125% will be available. attempt will be made to define it in this article. Such
expendituremust pass the directly related test to qual-

as

Having established the level at which deductions can ify part of R&D activities. Internationalcost shar-
do such qualify the benefit

be claimed it is no,k necessary to look at what may be ng arrangements not as as

of the research is not predominantlyAustralian. Local
claimed. collaborative research is not predominantly Austra-

lian. Local collaborative research arrangements are

1. Research and developmentexpenditure possible. Syndication of eligible projects is also ex-

The definitionofR&D expenditurewas set out earlier pressly provided for in the Act.

but it is necessary to look more closely at the elements Sufficient records must be kept to enable the company
of the definition. to substantiate the expenditure, its connection with
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the company'sR&D activitiesand any basis of appor- 3. Building expenditure
tionment adopted. Sec. 73 B(4) provides that expenditure acquiring,on

2. Plant expenditure constructing, altering or extending a building to be
used exclusivelyfor R&D purposesduring the deduc-

Expenditureby a companyin acquiringor constructing tion period qualifies for a deduction over a 3-year
a plant to be used exclusively for R&D will qualify period commencing in the year in which the building
for a write-off of 150% of that expenditure over 3 is first used.
years, beginning in the year in which the company The building be owned leased by the
commences to use the plant and in the following 2 may or company.

In order to qualify for the full benefit of the conces-years. sion, it must have been acquired or constructionmustIn order to qualify for the full 150o, the company have begun prior to 20 November 1987. Where it is
must have an aggregate R & D amount of AS 50,000 actually acquired or construction begins after that
or more as discussed earlier. Where the amount is date, the contract for the acquisition or construction
between AS 20,000 and AS 50,000, a write-offof be- must have been entered into prior to that date. In this
tween 100% and 150% as calculated by a set formula latter instance no allowance for expenditure incurred
will be allowable. after 20 November 1987 will be allowed unless the
The write-off for any year must be recalculated each company intended that the building should be used
year in the light of that year's aggregate R & D exclusively for the carrying on of R & D activities.
amount.

Subsequently, in the mini-budget speech it was an-The section places no ceiling on the value of the plant nounced that expenditureof this nature incurred afterthat may be written off under the concessionprovided 20 November 1987 would qualify for an annual write-that it is used for R&D purposesexclusively.Where, offof21/2% in line with existingprovisionsofthe ITAAhowever, the plant is deemed to be a pilot plant, there for deductions in respect of income producing build-is a limit of AS 10 million on the qualifying amount. ings.
Pilot plant is defined in Sec. 73B(1) as meaning an The concessioncontinues to apply in respectof expen-experimentalmodel ofplant for use in R&D activities diture incurred prior to 20 November 1987 andthe
or for use in commercial production, being a model effects of any disposal, destructionor change of use ofthat is not for use in commercial production but that the building in question must be considered.
has the essential characteristics of the plant of which
it is a model.

Generalprovisions of Sec. 73B
Any excess of the expenditureon the plant over AS 10
millionmay be writtenoff at normaldepreciationrates (a) The section allows a deduction to a company onlyover its useful life but commencingonly after the ex- where the R&Dis carried out by the company or on
pry of the 3 years during which the initial AS 10 mil- the company's behalf in Australia or one of its Ter-lion is written off. ritories.
The company is not, however, obliged to claim under (b) Ownership or development rights to results of RSec. 73B and may elect to depreciate the plant, & D activities must rest in the company claiming thewhether the plant is a pilot plant or any other plant, in deduction. Effective ownership does not require legalthe normal manner as allowed under the ITAA. ownershipbut it does require some measureofcontrolNotice of such an election must be given on or before of the commercialuse of the results.
lodgement of the first return of income in which the
company would have made a claim under Sec. 73B in Where arrangementsare such that the researchercom-

respect of an item of the plant. pany has in substance abdicated its ownershipor con-

trol, the inference can be drawn that the R&D wasWhere the plant, which has been the subject of an being carried out on behalfof anotherperson and willallowance under this section, is disposed of, lost or be deductibleto the companypayingfor and exploitingdestroyed, balancing adjustmentsmust be made. the R & D results, rather than the company perform-
Where the considerationreceived is less than the writ- ing the R & D.
ten down value the loss is multipliedby the applica- (c) Sec. 73B(8) provides that where any grant is re-ble concessionalrate so that the company receives the ceived from a State or the Commonwealthor the com-full benefit of the concession to the date of disposal. pany is entitled to be reimbursed to any extent in
The Treasurer has announced that the special deduc_ respect of any R & D project, such project shall not
tion for the plant will cease in respect of expenditure qualify for any deductions under this section. This
incurred after 30 June 1995. From that point in time provision is irrespective of how small or large a pay-
expenditure of this nature will only be deductible in ment is received in respect of that project.
accordance with rates specified in the general depre-
ciation schedule for a plant of that type. This provision is also to be amended to allow for a

deduction in the event of assistanceof this nature. The
An R& D plant must be exclusively used in R&D deduction will, however, be reduced by a factorwhich
for the full year in which a claim is made. exactly negates the effect of the assistance.
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(d) Where the Board issues a certificate to the Com- CONCLUSION
missioner under Sec. 39M of the IRDA certifying that .

it considers that the resultsof the R&D activitieshave The question of R & D incentives is complex and this
not been exploited on normal commercial terms or for article has not sought to be an exhaustive exposition
the benefit of the Australianeconomy,deductionswill of the situation. Rather it has attempted to give a fairly
not be allowable (Sec. 73B(33)). broad overview of the position as it now stands.

The emphasis of Government assistance has clearly
Such a certificate may also be issued where the Board shifted from the grant system to a system of tax incen-
considers that the R&D activities do not have suffi- tives, encouraging industry to innovate and incorpo-
cient Australian content. rate R&Dactivitiesas an ongoingpartof the business.

(e) The Board also has powers to require a company
The concession offered as part of the tax system en-

to furnish it with such informationas to its activities as courages Australian-basedR&Dtobeexploited for

the Board may require. Failure to do so can result in the benefit of the Australian economy. The incentives
offeredby Sec. 73B are the cornerstoneof the Govern-the disallowance of the deductions made under Sec.
ment's strategy to increase the current level of R&D73B.
being undertakenin Australia, and it is hoped that this
will be achieved by 30 June 1993, at which stage the

(f) A pre-requisite for any deduction under Sec. 73B benefit will drop from a 150% tax deduction to a 125%
is that the company registerswith the Board and com- rate to 30 June 1995 before phasing to 100% tax deduc-
plies with any requirementsset by that body. tibility.

Generally the industry has been encouraged by the
Application for registration must be made to the financial incentive of increased tax deductibility for R
Board at the same time as the company lodges its tax & D expenses. The grant system has, however, re-
return and a copy of the application must accompany mained in place. Discretionarygrants are now aimed
the tax return. at small start up companies and companies in a tax

loss situation which would not obtain a full or im-

(g) Where a company makes a false or misleading mediate benefit from an increased tax deduction. In
claim for a deduction it subjects itself to all the normal this manner the Government is seekingto reward,
consequences of such an action under the ITAA and encourageand subsidizeR&Datalllevelsofindustry.
may find itself liable to penalty taxes and/or prosecu- It enables the industry to look forward and compete
tion for an offence. at an international level.
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: Continuanceof Companiesunder
the Malta InternationalBusiness!
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Activities Act 1988

Edwin A. Vella

INTRODUCTION
Mr. Vella is co-correspondent for the

Company law in Malta is modelled on that of the United Kingdom and its Bulletin for Malta He was educated at

principles are thereforeembodiedin the law and practice of that country. the Lyceum and the Royal University
One established principle of U.K. company law is that the domicile of a

of Malta. He joined the Malta Civil Ser-

company is the country of its registration and that the company retains vice in 1951, from which he retiredwith

this domicile throughout its existence: ...the domicile of origin clings to
the rank of Assistant Commissionerof
Inland Revenue in 1979.. During his

it throughoutits existence.1Although this principlehas apparentlynever period of service at the Inland Reve-
been tested in the Maltese courts, it appears always to have been applied nue, Mr. Vella took a leading partn the
automatically. negotiation of Malta's double taxation

This article considers the way in which the Malta InternationalBusiness treaties as welll as in the refashiioniing
of the taxation laws of the country. He

Activities Act 1988 (MIBAA) removes the obstacle presented by this is currently tax consultant with Naudi,
approach to the mobility of offshore companies in a Maltese context. Giorgio, Leone Ganado & Co. who are
Before turning to this topic, it may perhaps be useful to take a brief look the correspondent firm of Price
at MIBAA itself and in particular at what the Act means by an offshore Waterhouse in Malta. Mr. Vella lec-

company and the taxation treatment it affords to such companies. tures regularly on taxation and is an

examiner in the subject both at the
University of Malta and with the Malta

MALTA INTERNATIONALBUSINESSACTIVITIESACT 1988 IInstiitute of Accountants. Mr. Vellla is a

well-knownauthoron taxation and 2 of

MIBAA, which was passed on 2 November 1988, established the Malta his books have long been recognized
as the standard text books on income

InternationalBusiness Authority, a body whose function is essentially to tax and death duty in Malta.
promote Malta as a centre for offshore activities, and sets out provisions
to regulate such activities.

THE MEANING OF OFFSHORE COMPANY2

MIBAA essentially provides for 2 categories of offshore company. The
first category is open to any company which meets a number of general
requirements.The second category consists of certain types of companies
involvedin bankingand insurance. Companiesin both categoriesmay also
have to fulfil certain specific conditions depending on the nature of the
activities in which they are engaged.
The general conditions to which the first category of company is subject
basically require that an offshore company must be a private company
registered under Maltese law, whose objects are limited to activities car-

ried on from Malta in a foreign currency by and with persons who are not
resident in Malta. Such an offshore company's possession of property in
Malta is in effect restricted to that required for its operations from Malta. 1. See Gasque vs. IRC, 23 Tax Cases (T.C.)

210 and Egyptian Delta Landand InvestmentCo.
Most importantly,none of the capital or voting rights in the companymay Ltd. vs. Todd, 14 T.C. 138.
be controlled directly or indirectly by a Maltese resident and either the 2. See MIBAA Secs. 22 and 23.

company's sole director or its secretary must be a nominee company''3. 3 The subject of nominee companies is
dealt with at length in Part 111 of MIBAAat Secs.

(The nominee company requirement may be waived in the case of com- 42-51. Broadly, a nominee company is a private
panies of internationalstandingwhich are captive insurancecompaniesor companyformed solely for the purposesofacting
which specialize in the management of such companies). Finally, all

in that capacity for offshore companies. At least
60% of the shareholders must be Maltese resi-

offshore companies (in both categories) must be registered as such with dents and there must be at least 3 directors, at

the Malta International Business Authority to which registration and least 2 of whom are Maltese citizens of a certain
or

annual fees are payable. lic
standing

accountants)
(for exampleadvocates certifiedpub-
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The second category comprises 3 kinds of company. Non-trading offshore companies are relieved of all
The first is an overseas bankingor insurancecompany liabilities under the Income Tax Act.
of internationalstandingwith a branch in Malta which

Other advantages extended to all offshore companiescarries on offshore activities. Such a company is refer-
red to as an offshore overseas company and is sub- are that their shareholders, debenture holders, etc.

ject to the restriction on the possession of property in are freed from the obligation to make any returns

which could otherwise be required under the Income
Malta. The second kind of company in this categorys

a subsidiary of an internationally recognized banking Tax Act, and that any proceedings before the Special
Commissionersor the Court of Appeal are conducted

or insurance company formed under Maltese law ex-

clusively for the purpose of carryingon offshore bank- n camera.

ing or insurance activities. Such a company is desig- Apart from income tax, there are also exemptions
nated an offshore subsidiary company and must from death and donation duties, stamp duties, ex-

have a name which includes the name of its holding change controls, customs duties and social security
company and clearly shows that it is a subsidiary of contributions.
that company. No part of the capital or voting rights
in an offshore subsidiary company may be held by a

Maltese resident and the restriction on the possession CONTINUANCEOF COMPANIES
of property in Malta applies. The third kind of com-

pany in the second category is known as an offshore MIBAA alters the principle of once and for all
local company. An offshore local company is a sub- domicile for companies so as to bring Malta in line

sidiary established under Maltese law for the purpose with other offshore financial centres. Sec. 39 provides
of carrying on exclusvely offshore banking or insur- for the continuance of both Maltese registered
ance business. The parent must itself have been offshore companies and corporations registered in
formed and registered under Maltese law and be other countrieswhich, if registeredunder Maltese law,
licensed to carry on the business of banking or insur- would qualify as offshore companies under MIBAA.
ance under the appropriateMaltese act. In addition to

the holding of the parent one other person resident in In effect, MIBAA enables a Maltese offshore com-

Malta may hold up to 1% of the share capital (or 1000 pany to transfer to another jurisdiction and a foreign
liri in nominal value if this is less). Offshore local offshore company to convert to a Maltese offshore

companiesare subject to an additional requirement in company without liquidating or reorganizing in the

that permission must be obtained from the Minister other country. In this process, the company continues

responsible for finance to operate as offshore banking to exist and hence can retain ownershipof all its assets.

or finance companies. There is no restriction on their Clearly, this facility is extremelyvaluablewhere assets
situated in a third countryneed to be protected. Rapid

ownership of land in Malta. and movement from country to another iseasy one

MIBAA allows for offshore companies to be either advantageous in a wide variety of circumstances; for

non-trading or trading companies with those falling example, where a company wishes to acquire another

into the latter classification being further divided into cover of confidentiality, or to acquire the status

banking, insurance and general trading companies. granted by a particular jurisdiction more adapted to

These classifications are significant in a number of
the nature of the offshore company concerned, be-

contexts throughoutMIBAA, one of them being taxa-
cause of the easier accessibilityof the new home terri-

tion which will now be discussed. tory or more familiaritywith its laws.

CONDITIONSFOR CONTINUANCE
TAXATION TREATMENT OF OFFSHORE
COMPANIES Under the provision of MIBAA continuanceof either

inward bound or outward bound companies is subject
The main provisions of MIBAA relating to the tax

to 2 basic conditions: the statutesof the foreign corpo-
treatmentof offshore companiesare contained in Sec. ration or the Malteseoffshore company must grant the
30. Trading offshore companies remain subject to the

to continue, and continuancemust be approved
Income Tax Act 1948, as amended, but pay tax on power

chargeable income at a reduced rate of 5% and are by an extraordinary resolution of a Maltese offshore

released from liability to withholding tax on interest company desiring to emigrate, or by an equivalent
case a

paid by them to non-residents.No tax is chargeableon
action in the of foreign corporation.

dividends distributed by trading offshore companies. As a general rule, all offshore companies have the

Any reduction of company tax by way of double taxa- power to continue written into their statutes. Where a

tion relief is, however, lost as are the set-offs and company is registered in a jurisdiction which allows

credits otherwise available to those in receipt of divi- continuance, it should be a matter of principle to in-

dends and other payments from such companies. (For clude this provision in the statutes. Under Maltese

example, a Maltese parent company in receipt of div- law, a company'sstatute can easily be changed but the

idends from its subsidiary, a local offshore company, process may not be so simple in other jurisdictionsand

loses its right to a credit for company tax paid on the time may be of the essence in situations where the

profits out of which the dividends are distributed.) question of continuancearises.
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Under Maltese company law an extraordinaryresolu- MIBAA states that, if a foreign entity is continued as
tion4 requires approval by not less than 51% of the an offshore company under its provisions, it ceases to
voting power in the company.The actualvotes cast are be a body corporate under the foreign jurisdiction;
of relative importanceas it is the totalvoting power of that it continues its corporate existence and retains all
the company which forms the basis for approval or its assets, rights and liabilities as a company; and that
rejection of a motion.5 the continuance shall have effect notwithstanding
In the case of a foreign corporation desiring to con- anything contained in the law of its former jurisdic-

tion. These provisions, however, are unilateral andtinue as an offshore company under MIBAA, the de-
they appear to dispense too readily with what thecision must be taken in a manner equivalent to an
legislation of the former jurisdiction require.extraordinary resolution under the company law of may

Malta. Obviously, it is impossible to provide criteria
of universal application;every case must be examined

MIBAA AND COMPANIES CONTINUINGon its own merits. However, despite the pitfalls in
comparing laws of differentjurisdictions, the principle

ABROAD

should not be difficult to apply in practice. MIBAA contains various requirementsfor a Maltese
offshore company desiring to continue abroad:

RIGHTS OF DISSENTINGMEMBERS (a) dissenting members may demand redemption of
their shares and they have the right of recourse to

Members of the company who do not agree that con- Maltese courts in case of disputes;
tinuance under MIBAA or a foreign jurisdiction (b) continuance, or an equivalentprocedure, must be
should be effected must also be taken into account. allowed under the foreign jurisdiction;
Resolution of such conflicts depends upon local legis- (c) there must be a continuanceof the corporateexist-
lation and/or the statutes of the company itself. ence under the new jurisdiction and the corporate

so must succeed to all the assets,Sec. 39(3) of MIBAA refers to situations where con- entity established

tinuance entitles or requires the body corporate or rights and liabilities of the offshore company;
offshore company, as the case may be, to redeem the (d) the offshore company will not cease to be a com-

interest of dissenting persons whose decision is re- pany subject to Maltese jurisdictionuntil the Reg-
of Partnershipsin Malta has receivedwrittenquired. The entitlement or requirement may exist

lstrar
notice of the continuance and until he has regis-either as a provision of the law under which the com- tered such continuanceand has struck the ofpany desires to continue or under which it at present name
the company from the Register.is constituted, or as a requirement in its statute.

Most jurisdictionswhichcontemplatelate continuanceThe MIBAA itself does not specifically mention any have similar provisions.6Although the MIBAA tendssuch requirementor entitlement so that in the case of
ignore theirexistencein the caseofcompaniesdesir-a Malteseoffshorecompanywishing to continueunder

to

a foreign jurisdiction, the issue only arises if the com- ing to continueunder their own jurisdiction, the possi-
ble repercussionsclearly must be borne in mind whenpany's statutes have a provision to this effect. Other
continuanceunder Maltese law is contemplated.jurisdictions, however, may have different legislative

provisions and this factor should be kept in mind.

Redemptioncan take place either by agreementor as PROCEDURE FOR CONTINUANCEUNDER
the Maltese court may on the request of either party MIBAA
establish. Jurisdictionalconflictsmay arise in the sense
that equivalentprovisionsgoverningforeigncorporate The procedure for continuance as an offshore com-
bodies desiring to continue in Malta and Maltese pany under the MIBAA is fairly straightforward. It
offshore companies desiring to continue abroad may requires that:
be found in other laws. The MIBAA contains no pro- (a) there must be instrument of continuance; thisvision to resolve this type of conflict. an

will generally be a copy of the extraordinaryreso-
lution (or the equivalentthereof) in which the com-

FOREIGN LAW AND CORPORATE ENTITIES pany resolves to continue under MIBAA;
CONTINUING IN MALTA

A foreign corporate entity wishing to continue in 4. What constitutes an extraordinary resolution is normally established
Malta can do so regardless of the provisions of law by the company's statutes. However, certain basic issues such as amend-

under which it was established. This may create vari- ments to the statutes or voluntary liquidationare by law necessarilysubject
to extraordinary resolution. Under the MIBAA, continuance is also sub-

ous problems if, after continuation in ]VIalta, assets or ject to an extraordinary resolution.
persons (including officers, agents or shareholders) 5. In many cases the necessarymajority for approval of an extraordinary
remain liable under foreign law. Assets can usually be resolution is fixed higher than 51%. In some cases it is as high as 100% for

fairly easily removed from the other jurisdiction but certain extraordinary motions; exceptionally, 100% may be required for
all such motions.

officers, agents or shareholders may need to assess 6. See, for example, Secs. 84-88 of the InternationalBusiness Companytheir position carefully. Ordinance, 1984, British Virgin Islands.
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(b) the instrumentmust also contain the equivalentof panies trading in restricted areas may be interested iff
a Memorandum and Articles of Association re- the device. Continuance, however, is primarily in-

quired under Maltese law for the registration of a tended for the non-trading company, i.e. the holding
private company;7 company whose main function is that of holding and

(c) the company must have the structure and objects protectingassets. It should be noted that the non-trad-
of the type8 of Maltese offshore company into ng company can only be registeredwith the Registrar
which it is desired to convert; of Partnerships through the agency of a nomineecom-

(d) the instrumentapprovingcontinuancemust be de- pany establshed pursuant to the provisions of
livered to the Registrar of Partnerships who will MIBAA.

accept it as being equivalent to the delivery of a

Memorandum and Articles of Association as is
normally done upon registration of a company CONCLUSION
under Maltese law.

This article has consideredonly the continuanceprovi-MIBAA speaks in terms of a document which is the sions of MIBAA. Though it has not attempted to
equivalentof a memorandumand articlesof a private review MIBAA as a whole continuance must be seen

company as is required by this Act . The provision n the wider context of the Act. Of particular mpor-
begs the question as it does not set forth what is consi- tance here are the provisions concerning the nature
dered to be such a document. Unless the foreign cor- and functionsof nomineecompanieswhich play a vital
porate entity was established under a company law role in most matters relating to offshore activities in
similar to Malta's, it may be advisable for the resolu- Malta. The ultimate accountability of nominee com-
tion approving continuance also to adopt a statute panies and the severe penalties to which they are ex-
which satisfies the requirementsof Maltese law. This posed in the event of any misconduct is likely to deter
can usually be accomplishedwithout any loss of time; them from introducing offshore companies, with
any amendmentsto bring the statute precisely into line doubtful credentials. This feature of MIBAA in turn
with the owner's requirements can be effected later links the Act itself to a wider context for it reveals the
and, as indicated above, the relative proceduresunder kind of offshore centre which it is envisaged that Malta
Maltese law are fairly simple. will become.
A private company is one which does not offer its
shares for subscription to the public and which has no

more than 50 shareholders. It cannot issue bearer
shares (though this restriction may be circumventedin
the case of offshore companies through the use of
nominee companies under MIBAA). 7. A Memorandum of Articles of Association under Maltese law con-

tains 5 essential elements: name of the company, registered address, ob-
As discussed above, MIBAA contemplates4 types of jects, capital structure, and names of directors. The Articlesof Association

offshore companies: banking, insurance, general trad. constitute the internal law of the company. They can be incorporated in

ing and non-trading. It is highlyunlikely that any bank- the Memorandum of Assocation or attached in a schedule thereto or

stated with reference to the First Schedule to the Commercial Partnerships
ing or insurancecompanieswill avail themselvesof the Ordinance (amended as required).
continuanceprovision. Nor will many general trading 8. This refers to the 4 different types of offshore company mentionedn

companies be involved in such a move although com- Sec 23
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I. INTRODUCTION /i.

During the era immediatelypreceding the introduction of the Structural
Adjustment Programme (SAP)1, Nigeria's economy was almost totally
depressed. By the end of 1987, however, mild salutaryeffectswere discer-
nible.2 In spite of the formidable difficulties for the masses that followed
the policy to restructurethe economicsystem, by the end of 1987 SAP had
not only shown signs of arresting furtherdeteriorationof the economybut
also produced a modest growth in domestic output.3
In 1988 the Federal Governmentadopted policy measures to support and

preserve the achievementsmade under SAP. In addition, it reflated the

economy and introduced expansionary monetary and fiscal policies, all
aimed at stimulating and promoting aggregate domestic output and

mitigating the level of unemployment. These measures improved real 1. SAP was introduced in 1986 by the Baban-

output in almost all major sectors of the economy, in particular the gida military government.
2. These effects, however, were shrouded by

industrial, agricultural and petroleum sectors.4 For instance, at N 82.46 the mounting difficulties also created by SAP,
billion the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at 1984 constant factor cost i.e. a higher rate of inflation, scarcity of funds,

increasedby 4.1% in 1988, comparedwith 1.8% in 1987.5 However, these closure of industries, unemployment, reduced
real income for workers, low aggregate demand

improvements in domestic production were achieved at the cost of a and pressure on the exchange rate.

higher rate of inflation6, intense pressure on external factors (particularly 3. However, although the rate of growth in

on the exchange rates) and persistentunemployment7- eSpeCially among domesticoutput was much less than anticipated,
school leavers and university graduates. the sufferingof the peoplewas beyond that envis-

aged. For instance, there were unresolved prob-
lems of large scale unemployment, reduced real

In the 1989 Federal Budget, the Government proposes to continue the income (particularly of workers), low aggregate
process of consolidatingthe gains made by SAP. Briefly, the Government demand and non-liquidity.
intends to curtail inflation, check wasteful expenditure, encourage indus- 4. According to the 1989 Budget Breakdown

trial and agriculturalproduction,create more job opportunitiesand stimu- by the Ministerof State for Planningand Budget,

late non-oil exports, thereby promoting growth in the economy and the Alhaji AbubakarAlhaji, the following increases
were recorded in 1988 as against 1987: (i) in crude

general welfare of the Nigerian people. In order to achieve the proposals petroleum production there was an estimated in-

for 1989, a mixtureof fiscal, monetaryand credit policymeasureshas been crease in 1988 by 9.4% in contrast to a decline of

introduced. The fiscal rneasures include some review of tax policy and 10.4% in 1987; (ii) in agricultural production the

amendments to existing tax laws. This article highlights and examines the estimated increasewas 3.5% comparedwith only

changes in the tax laws introduced in the 1989 Federal Budget.
2.5% in 1987, (ii) in manufacturing production
the estimated increase was 3.5% compared with

only 2.5% in 1987, (iii) n manufacturingproduc-
II. TAX POLICYAND AMENDMENTSTO TAX LAWS tion the increasewas about 8% as against a lower

growth of 4.2% in 1987; (iv) in staple food pro-

Since 1986, a number of tax policy reviews and tax incentives have been
duction there was an estimated increaseof 12.1%

introduced. Some of the policies and incentives which will be retained in
as against 5.2% in 1987. (Lagos: BusinessTimes,
9 January 1989 at 8-9.)

1989 include lower personal and corporate tax rates and incentives, the 5. See note 4.

withholding tax on investment income, small business relief, additional 6 Available dat showed that the inflation

capital allowances, tax exemptions for dividends and tax relief on
rate in 1988 was about 25% compared with

mortgages for owner-occupier dwellings.8 New policies and incentives
10.2% in 1987.
7. For example, aggregate employment in the

have been introduced in 1989 in the areas of sales tax, withholding tax, manufacturingsector declined by 2.8% in 1988.

gratuities paid in the private sector, personal allowancesfor the disabled, 8. For a detailed discussion of these tax

reserve for research and development (R & D), mergers and takeovers, policies and incentives, see A.C. Ezejelue,

excess profits tax and the penalty for late returns. Moreover, Nigeria has Nigeria: Recent Amendmentsto Tax Laws, 42
Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,

introduced a new industrial policy and a package of tax incentives. 7 (1988) at 315.
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A. Sales tax C. Gratuitiespaid in the private sector

A uniform sales tax was introduced with effect from Since 1 January 1986, gratuitiespaid to employees in

30 June 1986.9 It covers a variety of goods and services the private sector have been exempt from tax. By
which can be varied or amended under the enabling virtue of this exemption, a gratuity paid to any
Decree. Under the 1989 tax policy, the sales tax rates employee in the private sector is exempt from tax,
on beer and soft drinks which hitherto have been fixed subject to a tax-free maximum amount of N 50,000.
at 3 kobo and 1 kobo per bottle, respectively, have However, with effect from 1989, the tax-free amount

been replacedby a single rate of 5% of the manufactur- in respect of gratuities has been increased to

ers' selling price to distributors. With this change, a N 100,000. Any amount in excess of the maximum

uniform sales tax rate is in effect for all commodities tax-free amount of IS/ 10,000 paid as gratuity is to be
covered by the Sales Tax Decree. taxed at the appropriate rate.

B. Withholdingtaxes D. Personal allowances for the disabled

Three tax policy areas have been introduced for vari- In order to encourage the disabled, it has been pro-
ous withholding taxes, i.e. withholding tax on bank vided that, with effect from the 1989 fiscal year, a

deposits, rental income and directors' fees. disabled person who uses special equipment and the
services of an attendant in the course ofa paid employ-
ment shall be entitled to an additionalpersonal allow-

1. Withholding tax on interest on bank deposits ance of N 2,000 or 10% of his earned income,
The introductionof a withholding tax on bank deposit whichever is less. With effect from January 1987, a

interest is new. With effect from the 1989 fiscal year, lower personal income tax of N 1,000, plus 12% of

all banks, without exception, are required to make tax earned income, has been in force for all earned income
deductions at source at the rate of 15% on interest of individuals. It is to this prevailing personal allow-

paid or credited by the bank to accountsof all custom- ance that the additionalrelief for the disabledhas been

ers. For passbook savings accounts, the deductionsat added.
source will be made only if the amount of the deposit The 1989 Budget breakdown appears to emphasize
is N 50,000 or more. All banks are required to that the additional allowance for the disabled relates
promptly account for the deductions to the appropri- only to paid employment. However, many disabled
ate tax authorities.

persons earn income from self-employment ln a busi-
This policy may discouragecustomersfrom accumulat- ness, profession or vocation. It would be inequitable
ing large deposits by way of savings in banks. Where not to include the earned income of the self-employed
the need to deposit large sums of money in the bank disabled persons in the new dispensation.
is inevitable, it may lead to having multiple deposits
or savings accounts in the same or different banks, E. Reserve for research and development
none of which amounts to N 50,000. On the other
hand, the policy may encourage investments by dis- Since 1987 the Government has granted a number of
couraging tying down large sums of money in idle fiscal measures to encourage the R&D efforts of
deposits. companies and individuals. For example, with effect

from 1987, a relief equal to the total amount of the
2. Withholding tax on investment income equity shareholding held by a taxpayer or 25% of his
A withholding tax of 15% of the gross amount of total income in a year of assessment,whicheveris less,
dividends, interest, royaltiesand rents paid or credited is claimable by any individual taxpayer who holds

to any person by a recognizedpayer, or wheneversuch equity shares in any company incorporated in Nigeria
payment becomes due from one company to another solely for the purpose of R & D. In addition, a new

or to any person to whom the provisionsof the Income classification of capital expenditure (known as Qual-
Tax Act 1972 (Armed Forces and Other Persons) ifying Research and DevelopmentExpenditure)2was

(Special Provisions) apply, has been in place since
1985.o However, with effect from the 1989 fiscal year, 9. See J.M. Elegido, Nigeria: The Sales Tax Decree 1986, 40 Bulletin

the withholding tax of 15% on certain rental income for InternationalFiscal Documentation,7 (1986) at 300. See also Mahesh

has been exempted; included in the exemption are C. Purohit, Reforming Sales Tax n Developing Countries: A Study of

fees paid or payments for the use or hire of any equip-
the Nigerian Sales Tax System, 40 Bulletin for International Fiscal

Documentation, 1 (1986) at 5.
ment, charter vessels, ship or aircraft. These also in- 10. Finance (Miscellaneous Taxation Provisions) Decree 4, 1985 See

clude payment for the use or hire of movable and also Ezejelue, note 8.

immovable property. 11. For this purpose, gratuity means the amount paid or credited to an

employee forpastservices in Nigeria fora periodof not less than 10 years.
on

3. Withholding tax on directors' fees
12.. R & D expenditure includes expendituresincurred equipmentand

facilities, patents, licences, secret formulae or processesor for information

With effect from 1 January 1988 withholding tax on concerning industrial,commercialor scientificprocesses, technical feasibil-

or processes
directors' fees has been fixed at 15% and this policY

ity of products and the purchase, searching for, discovering
and testing products or processes for future markets or uses, and other

extends to 1989. similar costs.
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introducedwith effect from 1987.13 In view of the fact rated company,within 18 months from the dte of
that R&D effort is usually expensive and time-con- incorporationor not later than 6 months after the
suming and the result is of a permanent nature, such end of its first accounting period, whichever is
expenditure is capitalized; the present rate of capital earlier.
allowance is 25% and 121/2% for initial and annual In addition to the above standard statutory returns,allowances, respectively. the Board has the power under Secs. 41 and 42 of
With effect from the 1989 fiscal year, a tax incentive CITA to require further returnsor additionalinforma-
has been introduced in respect of reserves made by tion as well as supporting returns, books and docu-
companies for R & D. Henceforth, where a company ments.
sets aside, out of its annual profits, any amount for R In 1989, the penalty for filing late returns of income& D, the amount so set aside as reservewill be allowed

tax or failure to submit accounts on due dates will
as a deduction from the profits of the year before any remain at N 5,000. This penaltywill be imposedby the
tax. The amount of the deduction, however, shall not FBIR without recourse to courts of law.exceed 10% of the total profit of the company for that
year.

III. TAX INCENTIVES PACKAGE OF THE
F. Mergers and takeovers NEW INDUSTRIAL POLICY

With effect from 1989, any proposals for mergers and The 1989 Budget recognizesagricultureand manufac-
takeovers of companies shall be sent not only to the turing industries as the twin pillars on which support
Security and ExchangeCommission (SEC), the Nige- for the recovery programme should be based. Con-
rian Enterprises Promotion Board (NEPB) and the sequently, the Budget promises that the manufactur-
Nigerian Stock Exchange (NSE), but also to the Fed- ing sector, just like agriculture, will receive priority
eral Board of Inland Revenue (FBIR). The purpose policy attention in 1989. Among the most important
of sending the proposal to the FBIR is to enable the areas that will receive attention are small scale indus-
Board to assess the tax implications of the proposal; tries, tariff protection and encouragementof the flow
until this assessmentis made, the restructuringpropos- of foreign investmentto manufacturingindustries.Ac-
al cannot be consummated.. cording to the Budget, attention will be focused on

the development of small scale industries in view of
their importanceas engine of growth, and the fact thatG. Excess profits tax
they are most conducive to the creation of more jobs

Prior to the 1989 Budget, only banks were subject to per unit of naira investment, and they are also easily
located in the rural areas. Hence, the new Nigerianexcess profits tax at the rate of 10%. Henceforth,

excess profits tax has been extended to all companies,
industrial policy with its package of incentives is the
fulfilmentof the 1989 budgetary provisions.and the rate has now been increased to 15% for both

banks and companies. Industrialists appear to frown The first attempt to formulate an industrial policy for
at the excess profits tax, and it is feared that the tax Nigeria was undertaken in 1980 by the Shagaricivilian
will discourage investment. The present excess profits administration.This attemptgave birth to the publica-
tax is analogous to a one-time super tax14, a child of tion entitled Nigeria's IndustrialPolicies: Guidelines
circumstance, imposed as a war time measure, on pro- to Investors.Although the attemptwas welcome, the
fits earned by companies in Nigeria in excess of policieswere not far-reaching.A more comprehensive
N 10,000 or 15% of share capital, whichever was and extensive industrial policy was launched by Presi-
higher. It was, however, scrappedwith effect from the dent Ibrahim Babangida in Abuja on 14 January 1989.
1972-73 fiscal year. The launchingof this policy, at a time when industriali-

zation holds the key to our economic recovery and

H. Penalty for late returns development, is well timed.

The goal of the new industrial policy is to achieve an

In addition to the statutory annual returns required to acceleratedpace of industrialdevelopmentby creating
be filed by companies with the Registrar of Com- a new investment climate and mobilizing the private
panies, Sec. 40 of the Companies Income Tax Act sector to take the lead in entrepreneurshipwhile the
1979 (CITA) (as amended) requires that every com- Governmentprovides infrastructureand security. The
pany shall, at least once every year of assessment, policy focuses primarily on small and medium-scale
make and deliver to the FBIR the following: industries.15 The new policy satisfies the spirit and
(i) audited accounts and a true and correct statement philosophy of the SAP, particularly in the areas of

in writing containing the amount of profits from
every source; 13. Finance (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions) Decree 1987.

(ii) such return as may be requiredwith respect to.any 14. See A.C. Ezejelue, Nigeria: Tax Considerationsfor Investmentand

profits, allowances, reliefs, deductions,etc. These Business Decisions, 33 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation,

returns must be submitted to the Board no later 8/9 (1979) at 398.

than 6 months after the close of the company's
15. Small-scale industries are defined as those with total investment of
between N 100,000 and N 2 million includingworkingcapital, but exclud-

accountingyear, or in the case of a newly incorpo- ing land.
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disengagement of Government from productive located in economically disadvantaged areas. Addi-
economic activities and the promotion of market tional tax concessions are available to industrialists
forces. The principal elements of the new policy in- who take initiative in the following areas:

clude: a) local raw materials development,

t
) providing employmentopportunities, b) local value added,
) increased export of manufacturedgoods,

/ii
c) labour intensive processes,

c) dispersal of industries, d) export-orientedactivities,
) improving the technological skills and capability e) in-plant training, and

available in the country, f) investment in economicallydisadvantagedareas.

/D) increased local contents of industrial output,
attracting foreign capital, and Relief for losses incurredduring the tax holidayperiod

) increased private sector participationin the manu-
are deductible from profits made after expiration of
the period. Additionally, capital allowances due dur-

facturing sector.
ing the holiday period are deferred until the period

In order to meet the central objective of accelerated expires,17 The Industrial Development Coordination
industrial development, the following strategies and Committee (IDCC) is responsible for administration
policymeasureshave been taken by the Government: of these and other incentives.

(a) to encourageincreasedprivate sectorparticipation
in the industrial sector, and privatizing and com-

mercializing holdings in certain existing industrial B Tax relief for R&D

enterprises; As noted above, the Government has for some time

(b) to play a catalytic role in establishing new core been encouraging companies and individuals in the
industries; area of R&D via a number of fiscal measures. A

i
c)

i
to provide and improve infrastructural facilities; further incentive to industrial establishments to en-

d) to improve the regulatory environment; gage in R&D for the improvementof their processes
e) to improve the investmentclimate; and products has been provided in the new Nigerian
f) to establish a clear set of industrial priorities; and industrial policy. Under the new policy, up to 120% of

g) to harmonize industrial policies at federal, state expenses on R&D shall be tax-deductible,provided
and local Government levels. that the R&D activitiesare carried out in Nigeria and

To this end, a package of 5 groups of incentives has are connectedwith the business from which income or

been designed to promote investment, employment, profit is derived. In the case of R&Don local raw

product mix and various other aspects of industry: materials, however, 140% of the expenses incurred

a) fiscal measures on taxation and interest rates;
are allowable. Where the research is long-term it will

b) effective protection of import tariffs;
be capitalized and written off against profits of a

) export promotion of Nigerian products;
number of years.18

d) foreign currency facility for international trade;
and C. Companies Income Tax Act 1979

(e) developmentbanking. In order to encourage potential and existing investors
The fiscal measures on taxation aim to provide for and entrepreneurs, the following reliefs shall apply
certain deductions and allowances in the determina- under the new policy:
tion of taxes payable by manufacturing enterprises. (1) the corporate tax rate of 40% which took effect
These incentives to industry are in the following from 1987 is to remain in force;

16
(2) of capital allowances shallareas. the following rates

apply:
A. Pioneer status

QualifyingExpenditure in respectof Initial Annual

Under the provisions of the Income Tax Relief Act allowance allowance

1958, as amended by the Industrial Development (In- (%) (%)
come Tax Relief) (Decree 22 of 1971), certain public - Building expenditure 5 10

companies are accorded pioneer status and are thus - Industrialbuilding expenditure 15 10

granted specific tax holidays on their corporate in-
- Mining expenditure 2O 10

come. The purpose of granting pioneer status under
- Plant expenditure(excluding

furnitureand fittings) 20 10
this law is to encourage and stimulate the establish- Furnitureandfittings expenditure 15 10-

ment of industries that the Governmentconsiders be-
neficial to Nigeria. During the period of tax holiday, 16 Business Concord (Lagos: Nigeria) of 31 January 1989 at 9 and 3
the companies are expected to achieve a high level of February 1989 at 13. What follows is based on the articles in these 2 issues

profitability. To qualify, the relevant company is de- of the Business Concord.

clared a pioneerindustryor its product a pioneerprod- 17. Ezejelue, note 14.

uct. The law applies to both public and private limited 18. For the purposes of granting the tax relief under the new Nigerian

liability companies.
industrial policy, the genuineness of the R&D activities shall be deter-
mined by the Federal Ministry of Finance in consultationwith the Federal

The tax exemption covers a non-renewableperiod of Ministry of Science and Technology. The results of the research can be
patented and protected in accordancewith internationallyaccepted indus-

5 years for pioneerindustriesand 7 years for industries trial property rights.
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Motorvehicleexpenditure 25 20 If the company paying the dividends is engaged in-

Plantationequipment agricultural production within Nigeria, or in proces-
-

expenditure 20 331/3 sing of Nigerian agriculturalproductsproducedwithin
Housingestateexpenditure 20 10 Nigeria, or in the production of petro-chemical or

-

Ranchingand plantation liquefied natural gas, the tax-free period shall be 5
-

expenditure 25 15
Researchand development- years.
expenditure 25 12

Apart from the split of the former plant expenditure E. Tax relief for investment in economically
into 2 separate plant as well as furniture and fittings disadvantagedlocal govemment areas24

expenditures,and the creationofthenew classification
of capital expenditure, known as research and de- Entrepreneurs who invest in economically disadvan-

velopment expenditure, all of which took effect from taged local government areas are entitled to the fol-
1 January 1987, all the other qualifyingcapital expen- lowing special income tax and other concessions,
ditures and their rates of initial and annual allowances among others:
have been the same since 1985.19 (1) 7 years income tax concessionsunder the pioneer

status scheme;
The restriction of the total amount of capital allow- (2) special concessionsby relevantstate governments;
ances that may be claimed in Nigeria in any year of and
assessment under the Finance (Miscellaneous Taxa- (3) an additional5% over and above the initial capital
tion Provisions) Decree No. 4 of 1985, to a maximum depreciation allowance under the Companies In-
of 75% of the profits in the case of manufacturing come Tax Act (Accelerated Capital Deprecia-
companies and 662/3% in other cases is still in force tion).
under the new industrial policy. Also in force under
the policy is the exemptionof companies in agro-allied F. Eliminationof double taxation on investmentindustry from the restriction imposed on the total income
amount of capital allowances.20

In addition to the above reliefs introducedby the new
The amendment to the Finance (miscellaneousTaxa-
tion Provisions) Decree 4 of 1985 which was to elimi-industrial policy in respect of the Companies Income

Tax Act, the following regulationsshall also apply:
nate double taxation on investment income is part of

(a) Failure to pay corporate tax on the due date shall the incentives to industry under the new industrial
attract a penalty of 10% per annum on the out- policy. This amendment which took effect from 1988

standing amount. year of assessmentis to specificallyexempt investment
income (i.e. dividends, interest, royalties and rents)(b) Companies are required to submit detiled tax from further taxation once the 15% withholding tax iscomputationsalong with their returns and audited
deducted, i.e. the income will longer be taxedaccounts as well as the Industrial InspectorateDe- no over
and above the 15% withholding tax.25partment acceptancecertificate.21

(c) A taxpayer who wishes to appeal a court decision Since the amendment on franked investment income
with respect to tax payable must first pay the dis- came into effect on 1 January 1985, companiescan pay
puted tax. The body of Appeal Commissioners interim company dividends without any double taxa-
and the courts have been empowered to impose a tion. This isalsoafeatureofthenew industrialpolicy.
penalty of 10% where an appeal proves to be
frivolous or groundless.

(d) The tax authority's power to obtain information 19. Finance (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions)Decree4, 1985, Sec. 36.

on banks' customers for tax purposes shall apply See also: A.C. Ezejelue, Nigeria: Crucial Amendments to Income Tax

to both individuals and companies under the new
Laws, 39 Bulletin for International Fiscal Documentation, 12 (1985) at

533; Ezejelue, note 8
industrial policy.22 20. If the leased assets are used in an agro-allied company, the full 100%

capital allowances claimed will be granted. Moreover, where the leased
assets are agricultural plants and quipment, there will be an additional

D. Tax-free dividends investment allowanceof 10% on such expenditure.
21. Sec. 49(3) of the Companies Income Tax Act 1979 (as amended).

Also embodied in the new policy is the provision on 22. Finance (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions) Decree 4, 1985.

tax-free dividends which took effect from 1987.23 An
23. For more details, see Finance (MiscellaneousTaxation Provisions)
Decree 1987.

individual or a company deriving dividends from any 24. For the purpose of administering these incentives under the new

company shall enjoy tax-free dividends for a period of policy, the country is grouped into the following zones:

3 years if: Zone 1 -Industriallyandeconomicallydevelopedlocal governmentareas.

(a) the company paying the dividends is incorporated Zone 2 - Less industrially and economically developed local government

in Nigeria;
areas.

Less industrially and economically developed and least industrially and

(b) the equity participation is imported into Nigeria economically developed local government areas are defined in terms of

between 1 January 1987 and 31 December 1992; inadequaciesof:

and - industrial production in gross and per capital basis available,
social and economic infrastructures,-

(c) the recipient's equity in the company constitutes, level of labour market development._

at least, 10% of the sharecapitalofthecompany. 25. See note 8.
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G. Additionalcapital allowance ment, encourage a new inflow of foreign investment
into Nigeriaand adopt a realisticexchangerate policy.

As a further incentive to industryunder the new indus- The SAP package has always included the introduc-
trial policy, an additional annual capital allowance of
5% on plant and machinery for manufacturing ex- ton, in every fiscal year of its operationand consolida-

ports26has been introduced.The proviso to the appli- tion, of supportive monetary, fiscal, credit and other

cation of this additional incentive is that the product
measures designed to stimulate local industrial capac-

manufacturedand exported has at least 40% local raw ty as well as to attract foreign investment. If all goes
well with SAP and its supportive measures (usuallymaterials content or 35% value added. introduced as budgetary policies), it will be able to

H. Tax relief on loan interest in export-oriented generate employment, improve gross domestic prod-
ndustries

uct as well as the standard of living of the people, and
will thus provide a firm basis for economic and social

A tax reliefon interestaccruingfrom any loansgranted growth.
to aid investmentin export-orientedindustriesiS to be In effect SAP has become the fundamentaleconomic
granted as an additional incentive to industry. doctrine which must be supported by every other

economic policy. Hence the Government'sbudgetary
IV. CONCLUSION proposals for 1989 are predicated on its continued

determination to consolidate the gains of SAP. It is
The structural adjustment programme package which therefore not surprisingthatthe fiscal measures in the
has constituted the base of Nigeria's economic struc- 1989 Budgetcontainvarous tax policiesand incentives
ture since mid-1986 comprises a set of economic re- geared towardsencouragingindustrialand agricultural
form objectives designed to improve the efficiency of productionon local sourcingof raw materials, research
public administration,restructureexpenditurepolicies and development, creation of more employment op-
and bring about financial discipline. The programme portunitiesand stimulationof non-oil exports, thereby
is also expected to expand non-oil exports, stimulate promoting growth in the economy and n the general
research and increase local sourcing of industrial well-being of Nigerians of all classes.
input, revitalize the agriculturaland industrial sectors
to achieve self-sufficiency in food and industrial pro-
duction, eliminate the accumulation of further exter- 26. Manufacturingexporters for this purpose are those that export at

nal debts, privatize commercial interests of Govern- least 50% of their annual turnover.

[continued from page 510] Thereafter the subjects of the Annual IFA Congress
23 May 1990: Talks on debt/equity funding and to be held in August 1990 in Stockholmwill be discuss--

leveraged buy-outs; ed. Mr. Peter Riedweg (partner Price Waterhouse,
12 June 1990 annual general meeting. Zurich will introduce the subject of internationalleas--

The programme of the ManchesterBranch is: ing whereas the subject of mutual (international) as-

sistance by tax authorities through the exchange of
18 October 1989: Treaty developments and taxa--

information will be presented by speakers, i.e.
tion;

two
Dr. H. Grninger (attorney of the Law Offices of

22 November 1989: Controlled Foreign Com--

Homburger, Achermann, Mller & Heini, Zurich)panies and Captive Insurance Companies; and by A.H. Keller (attorney, Schweizerische
17 January 1990: International treasury manage--

Treuhandgesellschaft,Zurich).
ment;
21 February 1990: The Netherlands; Finally, Mr. Pierre-AlainLoosli, Director-Generalof-

21 March 1990: International mergers; the Cantonal Tax Departmentof Geneva, will discuss-

25 April 1990: Tax cases review; special aspects of the new Swiss Federal Law on Tax-

6 June 1990: U.S. tax update. Harmonization.-

SWISS BRANCH Othermeetingsof the Swiss Branchhavebeen planned
The Swiss Branchof IFA announceda special meeting for 8 February 1990 in Basle and on 7 June 1989 in

to be held on 2 November1989 in Geneva. During this Zurich.

meeting the Annual Congress of IFA held in Sep- The Swiss Branch also announces that on 1 November
tember 1989 in Rio de Janeiro will be evaluated and 1989 the Association Genevoise de Droit des Affaires
brief introductionswill be given on the subjectsof this (Geneva Association for Business Law) will organize
Congress. Dr.iur. Desax, M.C.L. (partner Pestalozzi, a seminar on tax treaty shopping. The seminar will be
Gmr & Heiz, attorneys) will discuss the subject of led by Mr. Gion Clopath (attorney, expert-fiscal di-
disregard of a legal entity for tax purposes and Mrs. J. plom); Mr. Daniel Lthi (notary, head of the division
Gremaud (licencie en droit, expert-comptable di- for international tax law and double taxation matters

plom and director of the Socit Plafida in Geneva) of the Federal Tax Administration, Berne); and Mr.
will deal with the administrativeand compliancecosts Marshall J. Langer (attorney, Counsel Shults &
of taxation. Bowen, Miami, Florida, Neuchtel).
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Johannesburg,Coopers& Lybrand, 1989, 1987. The followingdiscussionpapersare in tax matters.The MemberStatesof the Council
pp. 75. summarizedin this volume: Thestructureand of Europe and theMembercountriesof the
The budget tax proposalsfor 1989/90explained adequacyof the financialinstitutionsin Papua Organisation for EconomicCo-operationand
in the English and South African languages. NewGuinea, Landpolicyand economic Development(OECD)are signatoriesof this
(B. 13.395) developmentin PapuaNewGuinea,The convention.

economicsand regulationof coastalshippingin (B. 109.211)
PapuaNewGuinea,Mineraland mining
policyinPapua New Guinea. SIMMONDS,Andy; AZIERES, Olivier.

ASIA & THE PACIFIC (B.57.302) Accountingfor Europe. Successby2000AD
London,ToucheRoss&Co., 1989, pp. 46.

TRADE & INDUSTRIALPOLICY IN Summariesof the currentstatus of the EC

China (People's Rep.) PapuaNew Guinea. accountingregulationsin seven member
Editor: Merranvan derTak. countriesof the EuropeanCommunities.
Port Moresby, Instituteof NationalAffairs, (B. 109.282)CHINA PERSPECTIVES.3rd EDITION. 1989.

HongKong,ArthurAndersen& Co., 25th Fl., INASummarySeries, No. 3, pp. 21.
Wing On Centre, 111 ConnaughtRoad, Central Discussionpaperson foreign trade policies, BelgiumHong Kong, 1989, pp. 287. industrialization,growthand developmentinThird revisedbook regardingdoingbusinessin PapuaNew Guineaare summarizedn this IMPOT DES SOCIETES.China includingtax aspectsof foreignersand volume. Exerciced'imposition1989.foreign enterprises,accountingand auditing (B.57.292) Brussels,CED-Samsom,1989, pp. 127.considerationsdescribed.

Guidelinefor the 1989 tax return in the corporate(B.57.326)
Thailand incometax.

(B. 109.277)
Malaysia/Singapore THAILANDTAX GUIDE 1989.

IMPOT DES SOCIETES.Bangkok,Price Waterhouse,56 Surawong
MALAYSIAAND SINGAPORETAX CASES Road, 4th Fl., ChongkolneeBldg., Bangkok Exerciced'imposition1989;

in 1 volume. 10500,1989,pp. 60. VennootschapsbelastingAanslagjaar1989.
Brussels, CED Samsom, 1989, pp. 135.

Singapore,CCHAsia Limited, 139 Cecil Street, Informationguideprepared for those doing Guide forcomputingcorporateincome tax 1989CecilHouse,Singapore0106,1988. businessin Thailandor planningto do so.
Availablein the Dutchandassessmentyear.

(Loose-leaf)publicationofMalaysiaand Briefdescriptionof the individualincome tax
French languages.

Singaporetax cases in one volume. The full text and corporateincome tax. Sales tax and other
(B. 109.238)of all Malaysianand Singaporetax decisions indirect taxesarealsodealtwith.

releasedby the PrivyCouncil, the Courts, the (B.57.291) CELIE, R.; LEEUW, M. de;
SpecialCommissionersof IncomeTax in JACOBS,Ph.
Malaysia,and the Boardof Reviewand De gids vooraccountants1989. Financieel,ValuationReviewBoard in Singaporeare EUROPE fiscaalen juridischvademecumvoor
reported. Newcaseswill be added by bedrijfsadvies.
supplements.An alphabeticallistof all cases Antwerp, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1989,
reportedis containedin the CaseTable. EXPLANATORYREPORT ON THE pp. 921.
(B.57.329) Conventionon Mutual Administrative Guide foraccountantsprovidinginformationin
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the field of financiai, tax and legal aspects arising operation,rue de Namur, 2, B-1000Brussels, Paris, EditonsFrancis Lefebvre,1988, pp. 535.
from businessactivitieswith reference to 1989, pp. 181. 237.-Ffr.

legislation, literatureand examples. Proceedingsand text ofcontrbutionsdelivered Monographdealingwith the tax, legal and social

(B. 109.162) by variousauthorsat symposiumTaxationheld aspectsarising from employees'participationin
in Brusselson21 April 1989. Panel discussions the enterprise.The material is updatedas of 1

DOING BUSINESS IN BELGIUM. are also covered. November1988.
A guidefor the foreign investor. (B. 109.281) (B. 109.118)
New York, DeloitteHaskins& Sells

International,1989, pp. 150. LA FISCALITEDE L'EPARGNEDANS CODE DES DOUANES.
Guideprovidingforeign investorscontemplating le cadredumarch intrieureuropen.Rapport Tome 1: Lgislationnationaleet annexes;Tome
direct investmentsor passive investmentsin du groupede travail. Conseil Nationaldu Crdit, 2: Rglementscommunautairesde base. 7th

Belgium. Fundamentalinformationabout the Juin 1988. Tomes 1 et 2. Edition. Mise jourau 15 Aot 1988.
Belgian environment,includingtaxation. Paris, Directiondes JournauxOfficiels,26, rue Paris, Directiondes JournauxOfficiels,26, rue

(B. 109.268) Desaix,75727 Paris Cedex 15, 1988, pp. 300. Desaix,75727 Paris Cedex 15,1988,pp. 644.
ReportofWorkingGroupintwoparts 220.-Ffr.

FISCOLEXB.T.W. consideringthe taxationof privatesavings in the CustomsLaw in two boundvolumeseffectiveas

2e geactualiseerdeversie. membercountriesof the EuropeanCommunity. of 15 August 1988. Volume 1 contains the French
Wetboekvan de belastingoverde toegevoegde (B. 109.019) CustomsLaw and by-lawsand Volume2 the
waardemet uitvoeringsbesluiten;Wetboekvan EuropeanCommunitiesCustoms Regulations.
zegelrechtenen Wetboekvan met het zegel SERVAIS, Dominique. (B. 109.221)
gelijkgesteldetaksen; Richtlijnenvan de Raad The single financial market.
van de EuropeseGemeenschap.Samengesteld Luxembourg,Commissionof the European TROTABAS, Louis; ISOART, Paul.
door Kris Gheysen, Guy RoelensenStefan Communities,1988, pp. 53 Manuel Droit Public. 21th Edition.
Sablon. This publication is preparedoutside the Paris, LibrairieGnralede Droit et de

Antwerp, KluwerRechtswetenschappen,1989, Commissionof the EuropeanCommunitiesby a Jurisprudence,1988, pp. 462.135.-Ffr.

pp. 495. deputycounsellorinthe Foreign Affairs Twenty-firsteditionof textbookon public
Second updatededitionofconsolidatedtext of Departmentof the NationalBank of Belgium. financewith emphasis to the French tax system.
the value added tax,the stampdutiesandsimilar (B. 109.289) (B. 109.223)
duties, as well as the related European
Communitesdirectives.

(B. 109.225) Finland Germany (Fed. Rep.)
VALSCHAERTS,Marie-Christine. LIIKEVAIHTOVEROTUS. TIEMSTRA, Kees.
Lespouvoirsd'investigationdes administrations Opasverovelvolliselle. Deelnemingsfaciliteitenn Nederland,Frankrijk
fiscales, spcialementdans leur rapportavec le Verohallituksenjulkaisu448. en de BRD: een analyse.
respectde la vie prive de l'individu. Helsinki, Valtion painatuskeskus,P.O Box 516, Utrecht, KeesTiemstra,Willem de
Brussels, EtablissementsEmile Bruylant, 1989. 00101 Helsinki, 1989, pp. 63. Zwijgerstraat66,3583 HD Utrecht, 1989,
Bibliothquede l'coleSuprieuredes Guide for taxpayerson turnover tax publishedby pp. 125.
SciencesFiscales,Tome XXI,pp. 214. 1980.- the CentralTax Board. Dissertationdescribingthe affiliation(or
Bfr. (B. 109.266) substantialparticipation)privilegegranted for
The authoraimsto focus the tax administration intercompanydividendsprovidedunder the
investigationsofindividual taxpayerswith income laws the Netherlands,
emphasistothe private life of the individual France

corporate tax n

Franceand GermanFederal Republic.
person himself. (B. 109.020)
(B. 109.269) TIEMSTRA, Kees.

SIEBENS, H. and others. Deelnemingsfaciliteitenin Nederland, Frankrijk BALS, B

De startendeondernemer.
en de BRD: een analyse. Steuer-RatgeberzurEinkommen-und

Utrecht, KeesTiemstra,Willem de Lohnsteuer1989. Stand: Januar 1989. 12.
Brussels, CED-Samsom,1989.
Praktijk& Fiscus, Vol. 3, No. 89.2, pp. 195. Zwijgerstraat66,3583HD Utrecht, 1989, Auflage

Monographsummarizingmajor aspects to be pp. 125. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1989, pp. 208. 32.- DM.

Dissertationdescribingthe affiliation (or Practicalguide explainingthe most important
considered in startinga businesswith emphasis
to legal form.

substantialparticipation)privilegegranted for effectsof the 1989 German individual income tax

(B. 109.267) ntercompanydividendsprovided under the reform.

corporateincome tax laws in the Netherlands, (B.109.253)
Franceand German Federal Republic.
(B. 109.020) STUHRMANN,Gerd; CHRISTOFFEL,

Channel Islands HansGnter.
Die Neu-Besteuerungdes Hausbesitzes.3rd

CODE GENERAL DES IMPOTS.
BOULDING,John. Tome 1: Lgislation;Tome2: Annexes-Tables.

Edition.

Tolley'staxationin the Channel Islandsand Isle Lgislationapplicableau 15 juillet 1988. Bonn, StollfussVerlag, 1989, pp. 95. 34.80 DM.

of Man 1988. A guide to tax legislation in Livre des proceduresfiscales.
Taxationof house ownership. An overallview
and the legal positionas from 1 January1987.

Guernsey,Jerseyand the IsleofMan, revised to Paris, ImprimerieNationale, 1988, pp. 1150, (B. 108.959)include the laws at 31 March 1988and the Manx 227.49Ffr.
1988/89 Budget provisions. French GeneralTax Code n 3 boundvolumes
Croydon,Tolley PublishingCompanyLimited, containingtheconsolidatedtext of the direct and Guernsey
1988, Op. 215.12.95.£ indirect taxeseffectiveas of 15 July 1988. Volume
(B. 109.284) 2 dealswith implementingregulations.The RESOLUTIONSON THE BILLET

provisonspertainingtotax audit, appealsand d'Etat,Thursday,15th December, 1988. Budget
other administrativeregulationsare bound in a for 1989.

EEC separatevolume. Guernsey,GuernseyHerald Ltd. 1988, pp. 20.

(B. 109.273/274) (B. 109.068)
COLLOQUE LA FISCALITE

europenne. PARTICIPATION DES SALARIES. Ireland

SymposiumTaxation in Europe. Bruxelles,21 Participationaux rsultats; intressement;
avril 1989-April21,1989. actionnariat;participationla march de NEWTH, John; SAUNDERS, Glyn.
Brussels, EuropeanLeague for EconomicCo- l'entreprise.A jourau lernovembre1988. Tolley'staxationn the RepublicofIreland
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1988-89. A detailedguidecoveringincometax, WATTEL, P.J.; MARTENS,C.J.M. MEIJER,M.C.F.;OUWENEEL,A.J.;
corporationtax, capitalgains tax, capital Dividendbelasting. SEIJBEL,W.; SPEK, C. van der.
acquisitionstax, residentialproperty tax, value Deventer,Kluwer, 1989. OORT. Herzieningbelasting-en premieheffing
added tax and farm tax, includingtheprovisions FiscaleStudieserieNo. 26, pp. 146. en gevolgenvoorarbeidsvoorwaarden,sociale
of the FinanceAct 1988. Monographexplainingall the aspectsof the verzekeringenen pensioenen.
Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLimited, dividendtax, includinginternationaltax aspects. Deventer,Kluwer, 1989.
1988, pp. 296. £ 13.95. (B. 109.306) PSNo. 7, March 1989, pp. 155. 35.-Dfl.
(B.109.283) Compilationof articles fromsocial magazinePS

HELVOORT,J.R.; KAMERLING,R.N.J. by variousauthorson variousaspectsof the Oort
SIXTY-FIFTHANNUAL REPORT OF THE Hoe fraudeurstewerkgaan. simplifiedreformof the individualincome tax
RevenueCommissioners.Yearended31st Arnhem,GoudaQuintB.V. 1988 and the nationalpensionschemeeffectiveas of
December, 1987. Fraudedossiersdeel4. Pp. 155.36.75Df. 1990.
Dublin, StationeryOffice, 1988, pp. 207. Book4 of a seriesexplainingfraud schemes (B. 109.209)
(B. 109.261) includingVAT fraud entitledhow fraud is

practiced. KAMERLING, R.N.J.; HAXE, H.L.

Isle of Man (B. 109.202) De priv-vermogensvergelijking.Theorie&

praktijk.2nd Edition.

BOULDING,John. BAAS, G.A.C.; FETERIS, M.W.C. Arnhem,GoudaQuintB.V. 1989
ControleCahiers, deel 1, 158.52.50 Dfl.

Tolley'staxation in the Channel Islandsand Isle Bedrijfsopvolgingbij de BV. pp.

ofMan 1988. A guide to tax legislation in Deventer,Kluwer, 1989. Monographexplainingthe use ofnet wealth

Guernsey,Jerseyand the Isle ofMan, revised to
VademecumOndernemingsrecht,pp.300. comparisonofprivatepersonsforverifying
55.- Dil. individualincome tax returns. Twoexamplesare

include the laws at 31 March 1988 and the Manx illustrated.
1988/89Budgetprovisions. Monographdescribingtax and legal aspects

Croydon,TolleyPublishingCompanyLimited, arisingfrom the managementtransferofa limited (B. 109.205)
1988, pp. 215.£12.95. liabilitycompanyand related topics.

(B. 109.203) ROMYN, M.
(B. 109.284) Internationaalbelastingrechtin Nederland.2nd

OORT. HET HERZIENE Edition.

Italy belastingstelsel.Loyens& Volkmaars The Hague, M. Romyn, 1987, pp. 170.

Belastingadvisieurs. Secondeditionof InternationalTax Law in the

TESTO UNICO DELLE IMPOSTE SUI Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 155. Netherlandsdealingwith: double taxation

sui redditi 1989. Compilationofarticles from social magazinePS agreementsand unilateral regulations,including
Rome, Il Fisco, 1989, pp. 160. by variousauthorson variousaspectsof the Oort taxationofnon-residents.

Updated(up to 27 April 1989) DirectTax Code. simplifiedreformof the individualincome tax (B. 109.368)
(B. 109.278) and the nationalpensionschemeeffectiveas of

1990. EIJSDEN, A. van; HEIJMANS,E.R.H.;
(B. 109.123) SWINKELS,J.W.J.

Netherlands Incassovan belastingschulden.Rechtenvan

BINK, Nicolaas; WASCH, Evert. belastingschuldige;uitstel en kwijtschelding;de
TIEMSTRA, Kees. Aftrekbarekosten en vergoedingen.3rd Edition. belastingdeurwaarder;betalingen verjaring;
Deelnemingsfaciliteitenin Nederland,Frankrijk Deventer, Kluwer, 1989. (bodem)beslag.
en de BRD: een analyse. KluwerBelastingwijzersNo. 7, pp. 146. Deventer,Kluwer, 1989.
Utrecht,KeesTiemstra,Willemde Third revisededitionof monographdealingwith KluwerBelastingwijzers,No.28, pp. 228.
Zwijgerstraat66,3583HD Utrecht, 1989, the deductibleexpensesand fringe benefitsfor 24.90 Dil.
pp. 125. individualemployees.The materialhas been Monographon the collectionof tax debtsor tax
Dissertationdescribingthe affiliation (or updatedup to 1990 inclusive. claims.
substantialparticipation)privilegegranted for (B. 109.372) (B. 109.208)
intercompanydividendsprovidedunder the
corporateincome tax laws in the Netherlands, GIELE, J.F.M. BELASTINGDIENST.JAARVERSLAG1988.
Franceand German Federal Republic. Periodiekeuitkeringen. Deel I: Uitkeringen The Hague, GovernmentPrinter, 1989, pp. 60.
(B. 109.020) verstrektdoorofnamensde overheid.2nd Annual report 1988 preparedby the Dutch tax

Edition. administration.
BERG, J.A.M. ten; BONGAARTS,P.J.M. Deventer,FED, 1989. (B. 109.248)
Diversesoorten BV's. Fed. Fiscale Brochures,pp. 119.
Deventer,Kluwer, 1989. Secondeditionofmonograph,Part Onedealing VERANDERENDOOR STILSTAAN.
VademecumOndernemingsrecht,pp. 134. exclusivelywith periodicalpaymentsmade by Tergelegenheidvan het 35 jarig bestaanvan

Monographdescribinglegal and tax aspectsof Governmentorsimilarauthorities. AO, adviseursvoor Organisatiewerk.
limited liabilitycompaniesoperatingnvarious (B. 109.365) Delft, UitgeverijEburon, Postbus2867,2601
kindsofbusinesses. CW Delft, 1989, pp. 114.
(B.109.369) JUCH, D. Compilationofessays by variousadviserson

organizationaspectsof an enterprisewritten on

BERKENBOSCH,D.J.; POSTMA, G.J.S. Vermogensvormingin discussie.
theoccasionof the 35th anniversaryoftheir firm.

Fusies. Deventer,FED, 1989. (B. 109.124)
Deventer,Kluwer, 1989. BelastingconsulentendagenNo. 34, pp. 53.

VademecumOndernemingsrecht,pp. 243. Textof lectureon capital formationunder DE BETEKENISVAN DE ALGEMENE
discussionand followeddiscussionstheretoheldAll aspects surroundingmergersare dealt with, wet bestuursrechtvoor het belastingrecht.

including taxation. on the Tax ConsultantDay, 1989.
Rapportvan de Commissieter bestuderingvan

(B. 109.370) (B. 109.413) de betekenisvan de Algemenewet bestuursrecht
voor het belastingrecht.

FINANCIAL INCENTIVESFOR BUSINESSES OORT. Deventer,Kluwer, 1989.
in the Netherlands. Amsterdam,KPMG-Meijburg&Co., Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor

Amsterdam,Coopers& Lybrand, 1989, pp. 35. Belastingadviseurs,P.O. Box 70123, 1007 KC Belastingrecht,No. 177, pp. 48.
Briefdescriptionof variouscredits,grants and Amsterdam,1989, pp. 104. Discussionon the Reportpreparedby the
subsidiesavailablefor businessesin the Summaryof the Oort reformof the individual Committeeto study thesignificanceof the Draft
Netherlands.The material is updated to June income tax and social securitycontributions General (ManagementLaw) in connection to tax
1989. generallyeffectiveasof 1 January 1990. law.

(B. 109.382) (B. 109.373) (B. 109.126)
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ZEBEN, C.J. van; DU PON, J.W. DE NEDERLANDSEORDE VAN INTERNATIONALParlementairegeschiedenisvan het Nieuwe Belastingadviseurs1954-1989.
Burgelijk Wetboek. lnvoeringswetBoek2- The Hague, RevueArtsBV,1989,pp. 85

Rechtspersonen. Special bookletpublishedon the occasionof the
Deventer,Kluwer, 1977, pp. 1628. 35th existenceof the NetherlandsOrderofTax WAHl, Anil; MAHAJAN,Y.R., MALHOTRA,
Compilationof text of parliamentaryhistory Adviserscontainingvarious topics like: Europa Anil.

regardingBook 2 of the new Civil Code na 1992 grenzeloos;de opheffingvan de grenzen Tax havens& investmentincentivesto industry.
concerninglegal entities,with annotations. voor de kostprijsverhogendebelastingenby Covering: Internationaltax planning;Off-shore

(B. 100.426) D.G. van Vliet; Het EuropeesEconomisch financing; Industrywise incentives;Statusscope

Samenwerkingsverband(EESV)by R.H. and demandviz-a-viz importexport policy 1988-

HAPPE, R.H. Boon; Transferprijzenvoor immaterielezaken 1991.
Het gelijkheidsbeginseln ethisch perspectief. ondervuur by J.J.R. Roes; DenieuweBTW- New Delhi, ExecutiveBusinessCentre, K-l,

Deventer,Kluwer, 1989. verleggingsregelingbij onroerendgoed by L. KailashColony,New Delhi 110 048, India, 1988,
Geschriftenvan de Verenigingvoor Wolfsbergen;Hetbodemrecht:de machtige pp. 375.

Belastingwetenschap,No. 178, pp. 45. arm van de fiscus by M.J. Hamer; This book coverszeropercent taxes, incentives

Text and discussionsofdebate that followon Pensioenfondsenbelasting;weereen nieuwe and facilitiesavailable in tax haven countries,
lectureconcerningthetopic administrative belastinguitgevondenby J.Th.L. Brouwer. Sikkimas marginal tax haven for Indian

equalityprinciple in ethic perspective. (B. 109.310) entrepreneurs,industrywisedetailson their

(B. 109.245) status, scope, incentivesunder import-export
policy 1988-1991,licensingpolicy,etc.

BROEK, L.F.M.P.vanden. Portugal (B. 109..138)
Economischeefficintiebij
inkomensoverdrachten. TAX SIMPLIFICATION.

ESTATUTO DOS BENEFICIOSFISCAIS.
The Hague, Ministryof EconomicAffairs, 1989. Lisbon, GovernmentPrinter, 1989, 42. Technicalpapersandreportsof the 20th General

Discussienota8802,pp. 14. pp. Assemblyofthe Inter-AmericanCenteroftax
Textofthe Tax BenefitsStatuteas introducedby

Economicefficiencyof incometransferwith the MinistryofFinance reproducedin this
Administrators(CIAT),BuenosAires,

somesimple calculations. Argentina,7-11April 1986.
publication.(B. 109.177) Amsterdam,IBDB-InternationalBureauof
(B. 109.230) Fiscal Documentation,1988, pp 127,75.-Dfl.

URLUS, H.E.; Uit de BOS, I.P. (B. 109.010)STIEB, Stephan.
Agentuurovereenkomsten.Behandelingvan Die Rechnungslegungim portugiesischenRecht.
civieleen fiscaleaspecten. Cologne,Bundesstellefr

CHANGES IN REVENUESTRUCTURES;
Deventer, Kluwer;The Hague, Fenedex, 1989. Aussenhandelsinformation,1989.

Modificationsdans les structuresdes recettes

Fiscaleen juridischedocumentatievoor AuslndischesWirtschafts-und Steuerrecht, publiques.
internationaalzakendoen,No. 22, pp. 165. Reihe A: Gesetzestexteund Erluterungen, Proceedingsofthe 42nd Congressofthe

Monographconsideringlegal and international 55.
International Instituteof Public Finance, Athens

income tax aspectsof representativeagency
pp. 1986. Edited by Aldo Chianconeand Ken
Monographdescribing the businessaccounting

agreementsin the Netherlandsand European law effectiveasofJanuary1989.
Messere.

countriessuch as Austria,Belgium,Portugal, (B. 109.229) Detroit,WayneState UniversityPress, Detroit,
Italy and Denmark. EuropeanCommunitieslaw Michigan48202, U.S.A., 1989, pp. 430.

on agencyagreementsare also dealt with. The book containsamongother the following
(B. 109.017) Sweden

contributions:Longtermrevenue trendsand
current tax reforms in OECDcountriesby Ken

BELASTINGPRAKTIJKBOEKVOOR DE Messereand JeffreyO. Owens; The use of

werkgever. Relatiewerkgever-werknemer,loon THE NEW TAX PROPOSALS. imputed incomein modern tax systemsby Vito

en vergoedingen,aanstellingenontslag, Summaryofreports from the Tax Reform Tanz and Milka Casanegrade Jantscher;The

personeelsvoorzieningen,belasting-en
Committees. relative merts of schedular,global and dualistic

premieheffing.Onderredactievan: L.G.M. Stockholm,AllmnnaFrlaget, 1989, pp. 41. patternsofincome taxationby Sylvain R.

Stevens,P. KavelaarsenE.J. Willems. Summariesofthe Tax Reform Committees Plasschaert.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 604. reportson individualincometax, corporate (B. 109.136)
Practicalhandbooksetting out all the relevant ncome tax, indirect taxationand on inflation

regulationsfor an employerincludingwage and adjusted income taxation. INTERNATIONALTAX PLANNING.
individualincome tax, social security (B. 109.290) The use of tax havensand low tax financecentres.

contributions,pension funds, value added tax. Documentation.A two-day international

(B. 109.367) REGISTERVER GLLANDE conferenceheld in Genevafrom 15 to 16 June
SFS-frfattningar,1 januari 1989. 1989, convenedby Legal Studies and Services

VERHEIJEN,A.H.C. Stockholm,AllmnnaFrlaget, 1989, pp. 337. Limited.
Cij fers and trends. Chronologicaland subject matter index to the London, IBCLegalStudiesand Services
Deventer,FED, 1989, pp. 175. SwedishOfficial Gazette listinglaws in force as Limited,Bath House (3rd Fl.), 56 Holborn
Statisticmaterial in the field of social economic of 1 January 1989. Viaduct, London EC1A2EX, 1989, 270.
figuresofthe Netherlandsin comparison to other (B. 109.285)

pp.

EC countries.
(B. 109.251)

(B. 109.307) SWAP FINANCE. VOLUMES 1 AND 2.
Switzerland

DIJK, Allard van; TOOROP, Michael. Swap finance loose-leafservice. Edited by Boris

Belggersmemo1989. Antl.

Deventer,Kluwer, 1989, pp. 160. JUNG, Beate; AGNER, Peter. London, EuromoneyPublicationsPLC., Nestor

Investmentguide 1989 providingrelevant
KommentarzurdirektenBundessteuer. House, PlayhouseYard, London EC4V 5EX,

informationfor investor'sanalysts. Ergnzungsbandzur2. Auflagedes Kommentars 1987, pp 460. £230.-.

(B.109.358)
von Heinz Masshardt. Study by variousauthorsdividedntotwobound
Zrich,SchulthessPolygraphischerVerlag, volumesand one loose-leafserviceupdate

KUIPERS, H. Th. 1989, pp. 226. 87.-Sfr. containingdescriptionsin detail of various

Schriftelijke leergang Loonbelasting & Pre- Supplementarybound volume to the second structuresand key characteristicsand other

mieheffing. Object: Aanspraken. editionof the Commentaryto the Federal Direct aspectsofswap or money market transactions.

Rotterdam, Euroforum, 1988, pp. 50. Taxes (corporationsand individuals)of 9 Taxationofswap transactionsin majorcountries
Textbook on responsibility with regard to wage December1940 as amendedupto20 April 1988 (U.S.A., United Kingdom,Canada,German
tax and social contributions. (effective asof 1 January 1989) Federal Republic, Switzerland,Japan)are dealt

(B. 109.309) (B. 109.252) with by variousauthors. Also the withholdingtax
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on swapsin the majorcountriesinvolvedare organizations;Part Two-Afghanistan-Jordan. URBAN HOUSINGFINANCE.
described. VolumeII. Countriesof the world from Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation(B. 109.260) Kampucheato Zimbabwe. and Development,1988, pp. 101.

London,EuropaPublicationsLimited, 1989, This reportis the resultof a three-yearstudyTHE DISREGARDOF A LEGAL pp. 1525,£200. undertakenwithinthe frameworkof the OECD
entity for tax purposes.XLIIICongrs (B.109.210) UrbanAffairsProgramme. Itis basedupon
Internationalde Droit Financieret Fiscal, Rio de reportsprovidedby OECDgovernments
Janeiro 1989. McLURE, Charles E. concerningthe overall directionoftheir housingDeventer,Kluwer, 1989. Saving, investment,and fiscal harmonization. policiesand mainconcerns;on two in-depthCahiersde DroitFiscal International,Vol. Toronto, Institutefor PolicyAnalysis,Univ. of studieson TaxPoliciesand Urban Housing
LXXIVa, pp. 538. Toronto, 1988. Marketsand TheMaintenanceand
A summaryof each report in English,French, InternationalEconomicsProgram, Working ModernisationofUrbanHousing;and on the
Germanand Spanish is appended.The reportby PaperNo.DP88-3,pp. 34. resultsof a Seminaron Housing Investmentand
the general reporterCondorcetPereirade (B. 109.227) Urban Change.Rezende is printed in full in the four languages. (B. 109.016)
Nationalreportsinclude:Argentina,Australia, THE AGE OF REGULATORYREFORM.
Austria,Belgium,Brazil, Canada,Colombia, Editedby KennethButtonand DannySwann. OECD ECONOMICOUTLOOKNO. 45,
Denmark,Finland, France, GermanFed. Rep., Oxford, ClarendonPress/OxfordUniversity June 1989.
HongKong, India, Israel, Italy, Japan,Korea, Press, Walton Street, OxfordOX26DP., Paris, Organisationfor EconomicCo-operation
Luxembourg,Mexico, the Netherlands,New England, 1989,pp. 340,£32.50. and Development,1989, pp. 210.
Zealand, Norway, Peru, Portugal, South Africa, Collectionofpapersby variouscontributors (B. 109.249)
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These papers were among those presentedat the XXVI-Congressof the AssociationInter-

nationaledes JeunesAvocats (AIJA) at its annualmeetingheld inMunichinSeptember1988.

The AIJA is a non-politicalorganisationfounded in 1962 to encourageand promotecoopera-
tion and mutual respect betweenyoung lawyers from all countries around the world. It has

over 2,000 members in 45 countries.

InternationalTax Aspects
-

of Charities:
General Report
Jonathan S. Schwarz

1

Jonathan S. Schwarz, International Tax Partner at Stephenson Harwood, Sol-
icitors, London, England. He is an English, Canadian and South African lawyer.
He receivedhis B.A. and LL. B. degreesat the UniversityofWitwatersrandin South
Africa and his LL.M. degree at the University of California, Berkeley. He is a
member of the New Editorial Board of The Oil & Gas Law and Taxation Rewew
and correspondentfol Wotld Tax Report. He is a frequent writer and speaker on
tax topics.

I. INTRODUCTION economic justice for people throughout the world.4
Finally, concern for charitable causes has become

The study by the AIJA Taxation Commission on the more international. Fund raising activities frequently
international tax aspects of charity represents the first cross national boundaries. For example, it is under-
complete study and presentationby the Tax Commis- stood that the Band Aid charity for famine relief in
sion. The question has been asked: why the taxation Africa raisedover£ 90 million sterling in over 30 coun-
of charities Surely it should be more appropriate to tries.
consider an issue of a more commercial nature

There are many reasons for doing so. First, the subject II. PURPOSE AND SCOPEiS one that has received little examinationand analysis
from an internationalpoint of view. The International The purpose of this study is to examine the taxation ofFiscal Association, for example, considered the nos- charitable giving and philanthropic organisations intion of charitable institutions at its Congress in 1969.1
At a seminar in 1985, the topic was examined only in

the international context. Although numerous na-
tional legal or tax systems do not differentiate verya very limited way. Minimal literature exists on the
precisely between philanthropic organisations andsubject, and indeed as will appear from the articles, other non-profit, making organisations, the focus ofthe lack of reference to charities in tax treaties indi- this study is specificallyon charitableor philanthropiccates the lack of concern with such issues. Second, the

charitableor voluntarysector constitutesconsiderable organisations. In the broadest sense, such organisa-
economicactivity in the world today. The U.S. article2 tons may be distinguishedfrom other non- profit mak-

indicates, for example, that in 1985 the income tax ng organisations in the sense that their aims are spec-
deduction for charitablecontributionsreduced federal ifically altruistic. The study does not cover other tax-

government revenues by more than USS 12.5 billion, exempt organisationswhich are for the mutual benefit

equivalent to 4% of gross domestic product.3
of members. Thus for example, under German tax law
charity refers to 3 activities, i.e. public benefit aims,

Third, it is I believe appropriate for the AIJA Tax
Commission as an organisation of young lawyers to
focus its attention upon areas of human endeavour
governed by extra-economic and humanitarian mo- 1 Cahiers de Droit Fiscal International,Vol. UV.

tives. The object of the Association and its commit- 2. See article in ths issue by Charles Irish, Gifts Without Borders: U.S.
Tax Treatment of International Charitable Contributions, at 544.

ment to justice should not be limited to due process 3 See The Economistof 4 June 1988 at 29.
before the courts but should also extend to social and 4. See StatutesofAssociationInternationaledesJeunesAvocats.Art. 2.
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humanitarianaims and churchrelatedaims.5Similarly, nonethelesscontinue to be treatedas a charitywith the
under English common law charity in th legal sense result that both its revenue raising activities will be
comprises 4 principal divisions: trusts for the relief of subject to the usual tax treatmentand persons making
poverty, trusts for the advancement of education, donations to it will receive applicable tax relief. This
trusts for the advancement of religion and trusts for is not always the case. In Austria, for example,
other purposes beneficial to the community.6 charities may only have domestic objects.
It might be noted that in some of the countries, na- Interestingly in England, with respect to the category
tional reporters were of the view that charities played of charity which is generally beneficial to the commu-

a less significant role on the theory that the provson nity, this has been construed to mean of benefit to the
of a significant level of social benefits is the obligation community in the United Kingdom. Thus, while a

of government. charity may obtain tax benefits if it is established for
tax relief of poverty overseas, it may not if established
for the benefit of the community overseas, under

HI. NATIONAL SYSTEMS U.K. rules.

The national reporters spent some time reviewing the With respect to other revenue raisingactivitiesofchar-

tax regimes in the individual countries. It is not in- ty. again in the international context, the position is

tended here to review the rules in detail since they are
not promising. Since foreigncharitiesare not generally

extensivelydescribed in each article. In general, how- recognised as such in most countries, investment n

ever, it may be noted that most countres surveyed foreign countries is likely to be categorised according
provide some form of tax relief usually in the form of to the nature of the entity concerned. Where the char-

a deductionagainst income tax payable. The tax relief ty is organised as a corporation, it will be taxed as

iS not unlimited and in most cases a ceiling is placed such, and where it is organisedas a trust or an incorpo-
either as a percentage of income earned or a percen-

rated association its tax treatmentwill follow the rules

tage of the donation, a cash limit or combination of relating to taxable persons. Flowing from that, it is

these criteria. also noteworthythat commercialactivitiesof charities
that would be exempt from tax on the basis that they

Similarly, relief generally exists for charitable dona- are substantiallyor closely related to their tax-exempt
tions in respect of death and gift taxes. Again the purpose in their country of origin would not normally
precise rules differ widely from jurisdictionto jurisdic- be accorded that treatment in a foreign country, and
tion. therefore such activitieswould be taxable. The results

In relation to the charities themselves, again a dis- are that cross-border investment by charities is inhi-

cerntable pattern indicates that the receipt of gifts is bited and international fund raising activities become

non-taxable and that generally charities are exempt extremelycomplex and costly.
from most taxes in relation to theirnvestmentincome.
Indeed in relation to even commercial activities that
are substantiallyor directly related to the tax-exempt

V. TREATIES

purpose, no income taxes may apply. In some cases,
difficulty arises in distinguishing between such ac- The position of charitiesunder tax treatiesgenerally is

tivities that are part of a commercialnature and those not particularlyhelpful in relation to the international

that are closely related to tax-exemptpurposes. aspects of the activities of such charities. The first
major difficulty that charitieshave to overcome is fall-
ing within most income tax treaties at all. Art. 1 of
both the OECD Model Double Taxation Convention

IV. INTERNATIONALDONATIONS on Income and Capital as weil as the United Nations
Model Double Taxation Convention between Devel-

The rules relating to donations on an international oped and DevelopingCountriesstates that the conven-
level reveal a remarkable parochial attitude on the ton shall apply to persons who are residents of one

part of legislators. In not one of the reportingcountries or both of the contracting states. Thus, in order to
does domestic law permit either the same or any tax fall within a treaty it is necessary to be a resident of
relief to donors where the donation is made to a contractnga state.
foreign charity. Indeed it would appear that in most
countries reference to charities for tax purposes is a Art. 4 of both Model Conventions defines a resident
reference to charities established under local law. of a contractingstate to mean any person who, under

Thus, a donor making a gift to a foreign charity would the laws of that state, is liable to tax therein by reason

only be able to make such a donation out of entirely of his domicile, residence, place of management or

after-taxincome. In the UnitedKingdom,this extends other criterion of a similar nature.
even to charitableactivitiesof a foreigncharity carried
out within the United Kingdom. 5. See article in this issue by Wolfgang Hering, International Tax

It should, however, be noted that in numerous cun- Aspects of Philanthropic and Other Non-Profit Organisations: German

tries such as the United States, the Federal Republic Report,at 558.

of Germany and others, charities whose activities and
6. See article in this issue by Brown, Intemtional Tax Aspects of
Charitable Giving and PhilantropicOrganizations: English Law and Prac-

objects are entirely outside the jurisdiction will tice, at 549.
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This form of wording is very widely used in most coun- today. The United States, for example,only has provi-
tries' treaties. Thus, if a foreigncharity is exempt from sions relating to charitiesin its income tax treatieswith
tax or is not subject to tax in the first place, it may not Canada, Israel7 and the FederalRepublicof Germany.
fall within the definition of a residence and therefore
be unable to claim the benefit of the particular treaty.

Art. XXI of the income tax treaty between the United
States and Canada specifically exempts income de-The result is that charitieswould in such circumstances

be in a less favourableposition than taxable entities in rived by a religious, scientific, literary, educationalor

relation to claiming reduced rates of tax on investment charitable organisation from tax in a contractingstate
if it is resident in the other contracting state to theincome such as dividends and interest under such

treaties. extent that such income is exempt from tax in the other
state. Income from a trade or business carried on by

It is, however, arguable in those countries where the such exempt organisation is not included. The IRS
person in questionwould in ordinarycircumstancesbe commentary on the treaty states that the test of resi-
subject to taxation but is granted an exemption (for dence for this purpose is intended to be similar to the
example upon application) to be able to fall within the general of residence but points out that it cannottest
treaty on the basis that the entity would on general be identical.
principles be liable to taxation on the basis of resi-
dence, etc. The position may, however, be different in In the treaty between the United Kingdom and the

the case of charitieswhich simply do not fall within the Irish Republic, a more limited exemption from tax is

ambit of the relevant taxing jurisdiction. provided where the competent authorities of that
other contractingstate certify that such dividendsare

Notwithstanding this, reference should also be made not subject to tax in that other contracting state by
to Art. 24 of the OECD and U.N. Model Treaties. reason of provisions of the law of that contracting
Art. 24(1) provides that nationals of a contracting state, which afford relief frorn taxation to charities...
state shall not be subjected in the other contracting such dividendsshall be exempt from any tax in the first
state to any taxation or any requirement connected mentioned contracting state which is chargeable on

therewithwhich is other or more urdensomethan the dividends. Similar provisions apply to income and
taxation and connected requirernentsto which nation- gains from the alienation of immovable property.
als of that state in the same circumstancesare or maY Somewhatsimilar rules apply in relation to the Danish
be subjected. Art. 24(2)(a) includes in the definition treaty in relation to dividendsand in the U.K.-Federal
of nationals all legal persons, partnerships and as- Republic of Germany treaty in relation to interest.
sociations deriving their status as such from the laws The Canada-U.S. treaty, along with the Federal Re-
in force in a contractingstate. public of Germany-U.S. treaty, are the only treaties
While the wording of the non-discrimination clause that provide for comprehensivemutual recognitionof

may lead one to think that perhapscharitiesmight rely charities for the purpose of determining foreign
on the provisionsof this article where it is adopted by charities' income tax liability.
contractingstates, interpretationto date has not borne Treaty provisionsappear to be even rnore scarce relat-
this out. The OECD Commentaryon this clausepoints ing to the deductibilityof donations made to foreignout that all nationalsof a contractingstate are entitled charities. Such provisionsare to be found in the U.S.-
to invoke the benefit of this provisionagainst the other Canada treaty and in the U.S.-Israel treaty. In the
contracting state whether they are residents or not of IRS Notes accompanyingeach treaty, it is pointed out
either contracting state. The commentary continues, that efforts will be made to develop procedures to
however, that the provisions are not to be construed sirnplify the deterrninationof the eligibility of organi-
as obliging a state which accords special taxation sations in each contracting state with respect to these
privileges to private institutions not for profit whose deductions. If the competent authorities are satisfied
activities are performed for purposes of public benefit in each case on the proceduresfor determiningeligibil-which are specific to that state to extend the same ity for charitable contributions in the other state, theyprivileges to similar institutions whose activities are will accept the certification of the other competentnot for its benefit. This logic it explains is justified authority so as to avoid duplication of administrative
by the very nature of these institutions' activities and efforts or requiring recipient organisations to qualifyby the benefit which that state and its nationals will separately in both contractingstates. In the case of the
derive from those activities. U.S.-Israel treaty, the deduction cannot exceed 25%
If the OECD Commentary is read literally, then it of the donor's income which is sourced in the other
would seem that although the clause rnay not apply to contractingstate.

purely local charities, it should apply to those charities The application of this provision can be somewhat
whose purposes are international in nature. narrow as indicated in the recent Canadian decision in

Shere v. MNR.8 There, the appellant, a Canadian,was
Thus, in the absence of specific provisions relating to employed by the National Film Board of Canada and
charities they may be worse off in an international assigned to its New York office. While he was workingcontext than even profit-makingenterpriseswhich are

able to benefit from tax treaties. Specific provisions
relating to charities are very uncommon, however, in 7. The U.S.-Israel incorne tax treaty is not yet in force.
the huge number of treaties that exist in the world 8. 1989 Canadian Tax Cases 2286.
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in New York, his salary was paid in Canadian funds deductions simply requires non-domiciled estates to

directly into a bank account n Montreal. He made be permitteddeductions as allowed under the domes-
donations to certain U.S. charities and claimed them tic law of the contracting states. It would appear that
as deductionsin his Canadian income tax return. The this would not serve to recognise charities established
decision turned on whether the taxpayer had income under the laws of the other contracting state for this
from sources in the United States against which he purpose.
could claim the charitable'deductions.The Tax Court,
in upholding the claim, concluded that the territorial
source of employment incom was not to be deter- VI. MULTILATERALARRANGEMENTS
mined by the residenceof the employeror the fact that
the employeewas deemed to be resident in Canadaby Few attemptshave been made in this regard. The most

virtue of his employmentwith a governmentorganisa- significant is the draft European Convention on the
tion. Income was held to be generated by the actual Tax Treatment in respect of Certain Non-Profit Or-

performance of the duties described in the employ- ganisationswhich was considered by the Consultative
ment contract and the place where the duties were Assemblyof the Council of Europe in 1972. This Con-

performed, in this case New York. As a result, the vention has never entered into force.
donationsmet the requirementsof the treaty and were

therefore deductible n computing Canadian ncome This Convention proposed the. establishmentof a re-

tax. gistered charitableorganisationcertified by the Coun-
cil of Europe. Such certified organisations would be

It should be noted that rules differingfrom the OECD treated as charities in all participatingstates and per-
Model definition of residence may provide for more sons makingcontributionsto such organisationswould
beneficial treatment. Thus, U.S. treaties with Austra- qualify as contributionsto charitableorganisationsfor

lia, Jamaica, New Zealand and the United Kingdom the purpose of all taxes imposed by the donor's own

refer to corporationsor other entitiesorganisedunder country. The treaty also made provision for contribu-
the law of the particulartreatycountry. Consequently, tion of assets in a third contractingstate whether con-

charities organised in corporate form as well as unin- tributed to a local charity or not.

corporated entities which are treated as corporations
for U.S. tax purposesmay be entitled to treatyprotec-

More recently, the Commissionof the EuropeanCom-

tion. The legislativehistoriesclarify that generally tax- munitieshas addressed the issue directly in relation to

exempt entities are entitled to treaty benefits because' value added tax. Art. 13(a) of the SixthVATDirective

of their being treated as residents of the country of requiresMemberStates to exemptfromVATthe sup-

organisation. ply of goods and services connectedwith charities and
other activities in the public interest.

A similar lack of reference to charities is found in
relation to bilateral treatiesdealingwith estate, inheri-
tance and gift taxes. Both the 1966 and 1982 draft VII. CONCLUSION
OECDModel Conventionsmakeno specificreference
to the treatment of gifts made to charitable organisa- It is clear that from a taxationpoint of view, beneficial
tions. The Commentaryon the 1966 Conventiondeal- tax treatmentgiven to contributorsof charities and to

ing with non-discriminationfollows a similar approach charities themselves operates almost universally
found in the Commentary on the Model Income Tax within the boundaries of nation states. An important
Convention, namely that the non-discrimination exception to this does exist in relation to those coun-

clause should not be construed as obliging a state tries that permit charities to be establishedwhose ob-
which accords special taxation privileges to private jects relate entirely to the provisionof benefitsoutside
non-profit making institutions, whose activities are that particularcountry. Limited extensionsof the gen-
performedfor the purposesof publicbenefitwhich are eral principles beyond national boundaries are pro-
specific to that state, to extend the same.privileges to vided for by way of bilateral treaty. The reasons for
similar institutions in the other state. this are not difficult to imagine. First, from a policy
The 1982 Commentary does, however, improve on perspective, no doubt arises from a traditional view

this position by suggesting wording that contracting
that public and community concerns are usually of a

states would be free to adopt in the following terms:
lcal character only. From an economic perspective

Organisationsof a contractingstate shall be entitled permitting charitable deductions for foreign charities

in the other contractingstate to any exemptions from
constitutes a clear transferof wealth from one country

or reductions of tax accorded to organisations of the to another subsidised by the governmentof the trans-

same type of that other state. The type of the organisa-
feror in the form of revenues foregone. Thus, coun-

tions shall be determined according to the domestic tries will want to place some limitationson thisparticu-,
law of the state imposing tax.

lar outflow of funds. Thus, for non-tax reasons, gov-
ernments may prefer to provide financial assistance in

References to such organisations in existing treaties other countries in the form of government sponsored
are somewhat limited; specific reference is foud for charity rather than privately directed contributions.

example in Art. 10 of the U.S.-Federal Republic of From a tax point of view, there is the concern that

Germany estate tax treaty. In other treaties, for exam- abuses will occur and that tax evasion may be facil-

ple, the U.K.-Netherlandstreaty, Art. 10 dealingwith tated by boguscharities,particularlyin those countries
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that have limited capacity to supervisecharitiesand to sources, as well as benefitingpeople in many countries
monitor their activities, or the requirementsto qualify by their research, and even licensing technology to
as a charity may differ sufficiently, resulting in per- various countries. Education is similarly becoming in-
ceived abuses such as benefits being returned to the ternationalisedwith people studying at every level at
donors in one form or another. Finally, there must be foreign institutions as a matter of course.
the political concern that what may be regarded as

charitable in one country may be regarded as political These developments make it imperative that new in-
in another. itiative be taken to deal with these issues. The follow-

ing proposalsif submittedwill make a substantialcon-
Notwithstanding all of these traditional concerns, tribution towards encouraging international philan-there is no doubt that in present times, charities have thropy.become more international. Increase in cross-border
contributions and cross-borderactivity by charities is Recognition of foreign charities generally should not
inevitable. On the humanitarian level, increased pub- be a matter of domestic law. There should be some

lic awarenessofevents in othercountrieshas given rise element of mutuality in this regard. With the possible
to charities such as the Band Aid Trust, whose objects exception of the European Community, it seems un-

are entirely in Africa but which raised £ 15,000,000 in likely at this time that any multilateral attempts at
the United Kingdom alone in 1986. Other traditional extendingbeneficial tax treatmentfor charitabledona-
areas of charitable activities, such as scientific re- tions and charitable organisations is likely to be
search, are becoming more internationalwith institu- achieved. The best prospect in this regard is by way of
tions and individualscompeting internationallyfor re- bilateral treaty.

the panel discussion on mutual administrative assist-
ance and exchange of information.

NEWS
On 21 November 1989 the General Assembly of the
French Branch will convene in Hotel Royal Monceau,
35 Avenue Hoche, Paris preceding a seminar on tax-

payers' grievance actions.

The next meeting of the Board of Directors has been
scheduledon 13 February 1990 in the ANSAbuilding.

HONG KONG

FRENCH BRANCH The Second Regional Congress to be held from 22-24
November 1989 in Hong Kong has been cancelleddue

On 10 October 1989 the Board of Directors of the to an insufficient number of foreign registrants.
French Branch of IFA met to discuss matters of gener-
al importance. The President, Mr. Guy Delorme,wel-
comed Mr. Michel Taly who was recently made Direc- U.S.A. BRANCH
tor of the Service de la lgislation fiscale and who
will be an associate member of the Board, like Mr. On 13 September 1989, the Mid-Atlantic Committee
Lemierre who was recently appointed as Director discussed the technical programme for the 1990 Na-
General Taxation. The Board noted with satisfaction tional Meetingof the U.S.A. IFA Branch. A follow-up
that close to 100 French members attended the IFA meetingwas scheduled for 1 November1989. Subjects
Congress in Rio de Janeiro. Mr. Delorme chaired the which were contemplated included: the exchange of
panel on the subject of the administrative and com- information, treaty negotiation policy, transfer of in-
pliance costs of taxation. During the IFA Congress in tangibles, hedgeing, foreign currency and foreign tax

Stockholm, a French representativewill participate in credit.
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Gifts without Borders:
U.S. Tax Treatmentof International

CharitableContributions
Charles R. Irish

B. Overview of the income, gift and death tax
Professor Irish is Volkman-BascomDistinguished Teaching treatment of charitable contributions
Professor of Law at the University of Wisconsin Law School
in Madison, Wisconsin. Professor Irish is also of counsel with Individuals and corporations generally are allowed a
the Madison law firm of Stafford, Rieser and Hansen where
he works on tax, international tax and international business federal income tax deduction for gifts of cash and

matters. The research assistance of Susan Katcher was in- other property to charitable organizations.7This gen-
dispensable n preparng ths article. eral statement,however, is subject to severalqualifica-

tions such that the determinationof whether a charit-
able contributiondeduction is available in a particular
instance depends on the following 3 questions:

I. INTRODUCTION (1) Is the donee organization a qualified recipient for

purposesof the income tax charitablecontribution
deduction8

A. Overview of the charitable sector in the
U.S. economy (2) Does the nature of the property interestgiven pre-

clude a charitable contribution deduction9 or re-

The practiceof attending to communityneeds through quire a reductionin the amountof the deductionX

non-governmental mechanisms is basic in American (3) Do the ceilingson the amount deductblekeep the

society. In the United States there are great numbers donorfrom obtaining the full deductionin the year

of schools, hospitals, churches, museums, social wel- the gift iS maden

fare agencies and other charitable institutions which Charitablecontributionsmade by individualsalso may
have no formalgovernmentalaffiliation.These institu- be deductible for federal gift tax purposes.

12 The gift
tions are supported in large part by charitable con- tax deduction,however, is somewhatbroader than the
tributions from individuals and corporations. federal income tax deduction for charitable contribu-

In 1988, individualsdonatedUSS 86.7 billion in charit- tions.13 As a result, contributions by individuals that

able contributions; charitable bequests from estates
totalled $6.2 billion; and charitable contributions by

1. Donations last year topped $ 100 billion, Insight (3 July 1989) at

47. The income tax deduction for charitable contributions by individuals

corporations amounted to $ 4.7 billion. During that and corporations is estimated to have reduced federal government reve-

same period, individuals contributed volunteer ser- nues by more than $11.7 billion. Special Analyses, Budget of the United

vices valued at many billions of dollars, but for which States Government, FiscalYear 1988 at G-44.
2. A deduction may be allowed for unreimbursedexpendituresmade in

no charitable contribution deduction is allowed.2 Al- connection with donated services. For example, the cost of a required
though the charitable sector is very large and some- uniform, such as for a hospital volunteer, or out-of-pocket transportation
what independentof government, throughoutAmeri- expenses incurred while donating services, are deductible. U.S. Treasury
can history the various levels of government have en- Regulation Sec. 1.170A-l(g). (U.S. Treasury Regulations are hereafter

couraged the growth of charitable organizations and referred to as Reg.) However, no deduction is allowed for travel ex-

if the travel includes significantelement of personal pleasure.
charitable giving through the tax laws. penses a

U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986 Sec. 170(k). (The U.S. Internal

Exemption from property taxes is one of the major
Revenue Code of 1986 is hereafter referred to as IRC.)
3. IRC Sec. 501(a), (c), (d). The charitable contribution deduction

immunities enjoyed by non-profit organizations en- originated in the 1894 incorne tax statute, the Tariff Act of 1894, Sec. 32.

gaged in charitable activities. Today, all states have The law itselfwas declaredunconstitutionalin 1895; the SixteenthAmend-

some form of property tax exemption for non-profit ment of the United States Constitution permitting an income tax and the

charitableorganzations.Non-profitcharitableorgani- RevenueAct of 1913 reestablished the income tax and with it the deduction

zations generally are exempt from state and federal
for charitablecontributions.B. Hopkins, The LawofTax-ExemptOrgani-
zations (1987) at 4-5.

income taxes. The federal income tax exemption for 4. IRC Sec. 170(a).
religious, educational, artistic, scientific, social wel- 5. IRC Sec. 2522(a).
fare organizations,and other charitable organizations 6. IRC Sec. 2055(a)(2), (3).

has been in existence since the first basic income tax 7. IRC Sec. 170(a)(1).
8. IRC Sec. 170(c).

was introducedin the late 1800s.3 Another significant 9. IRC Sec. 170(f).
tax benefit for the charitable sector of the American 10. IRC Sec. 170(e)(3)(B).
economy is the income tax deduction for charitable 11. IRC Sec. 170(d)
contributions.4 Charitable contributions also usually 12. IRC Sec. 2522.

13. The gift tax deduction, for example, does not have the territorial
are deductible in computingstate and federal gift5 and restrictions contained in the income tax deduction. Cf. IRC Sec. 2522(a)
death6 taxes. with IRC Sec. 170(c).
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qualify for the income tax deduction also qualify for Only non-profit organizations engaged in charitable
the gift tax exemption, although the converse is not activities are qualified recipients of charitable con-

necessarily true. This means that most tax planning tributions.2o Thus, the following qualify to receive
involving charitable contributionsby individuals is fo- charitable contributions:
cused on the income tax requirements rather than the - a state, a possession of the United States, or any
gift tax provisions. As to corporations, since the gift political subdivision of a state or possession, and
tax generally does not apply to charitable contribu- the United States,.21

tions by publicly traded corporations,14 tax planning - religious, charitable, scientific, literary, and edu-
involving gifts by such corporations usually is done cational organizations;22
just by reference to the income tax requirements.15 - organizations formed to promote national and in-

Charitable gfts made at death usually are deductible ternational amateur sports events;23
for federal estate tax purposes. The estate tax deduc-

- organizationsfor the prevention of cruelty to chil-

tion is similar to the gift tax deduction in that it is dren or animals;24
broader than the income tax deduction.16 Since the

- posts or organizationsof war veterans;25
federal estate tax threshold is now set at $ 600,000,17

- cemetery corporations;26and

the estate tax charitable contribution deduction is of
- n certain nstances, domestic fraternal societies

diminished importance. For wealthy individuals,how- operating under a lodge system.27
ever, the estate tax chartable contribution deduction A large number of the qualified charitable organiza-
remains a significant device for reducing the federal tions are well-known to the general public. There are,
death tax burden. however, many other non-profitexemptorganizations
Many of the states in the United States also have their whose status as qualified recipients is not widely
own income, gift and death taxes. Although there is known. As a result, to assist the public in identifying
considerable variety in the form and rate of these qualified charitable organizations, the Internal Reve-

taxes, the states usually treat charitable contributions nue Service annuallypublishesan updated list of qual-
ified recipients in the CumulativeListofOrganizationsin a fashion somewhat similar to the federal tax treat-
Described in Section 170(c) of the Internal Revenuement.
Code of 1986.

II. WHO ARE QUALIFIED RECIPIENTS FOR
PURPOSES OF THE INCOME TAX B. Special restrictions on the political activities

CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTION of charitable organizations
DEDUCTION In addition to being organized as non-profit institu-

A. Identifying qualified recipients tions and engaged in charitable activities, charitable
organizationsare required by the U.S. tax laws not to

In order to be a qualified recipient for purposesof the be heavily involved in po,litical activities.28This means
income tax charitable contribution deduction, the that charitable organizationsare prohibited from par-donee organization must be a non-profit corporation ticipating in electionsand may not be actively involved
or trust that is engaged in charitable activities.18 The in attempting to influence legislation.
process of becoming a qualified recipient begins with
the formation of the organization as a non-profit cor- C. Taxes on charitableorganizations
poration or trust under the laws of a particular state.
These non-profit corporation and trust laws generally Even tax-exempt charitable organizations are po-

require that the assets of the organization and the tentially liable for certain taxes. Charitable organiza-
income from the organization'soperationsbe devoted tions (and other tax-exempt organizations) that en-

to public or charitable purposes in perpetuity. On dis-
solution of a non-profit corporation, for example, the 14. Reg. Sec. 25.0-1(b).

15 As for gifts by closely held corporations, the gift tax commonly im-
assets of the corporationmust be transferrednot to the putes the gifts to the individual shareholders with the tax consequences
individual incorporatorsbut to another non-profit or- dependent on how such gifts would have been treated if made directly by
ganization. the indvidual shareholders. Reg. Sec. 25.2511-1(h)(1)

16. As with the gft tax deduction, for example, the estate tax deduction
As the non-profit organization is being formed, the does not have the territorial limits of the income tax deduction. Cf. IRC

organizationgenerallymust apply to the U.S. Internal Sec. 2055(a) with IRC Sec. 170(c).
Revenue Service for tax-exempt status.19 Being

17. IRC Sec. 2010.
18. IRC Sec. 170(c)

granted tax-exempt status, however, does not neces- 19 IRC Sec. 508(a); Reg. Sec. 1.501(a)-1(a)(3)(i) Revenue Procedure
sarily make the organization a qualified recipient of (Rev. Proc.) 84-46 gives detailed instructions for the application process.
charitable contributions since tax-exempt status is See 1984-1 Internal Revenue Service Cumulative Bulletin (hereinafter
available for a wide range of non-profit organizations referred to as C.B.) 541.

that are not engaged in charitable activities. The U.S.
20. IRC Sec. 170(c).
21. IRC Sec. 170(c)(1)

Chamber of Commerce, the League of Women Vot- 22 IRC Sec 170(c)(2)(B)
ers, the AmericanMedical Association, the American 23. Id.

Bar Association, most labor unions and social clubs 24 Id.

and similar organizationsare exempt from the federal 25. IRC Sec. 170(c)(3)
26. IRC Sec. 170(c)(5)income tax, but they are not qualified recipients of 27. IRC Sec. 170(c)(4).

charitable contributions. 28. IRC Secs. 170(c)(2)(D) and 501(c)(3).
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gage in unrelatedbusinesses29 lose their tax-exempt The favoritism accorded public charities is reflected
status with respect to the income from the unrelated most clearly in the lmits on the ncome tax charitable
businesses.3oExamplesof unrelatedbusinessactivities contributiondeduction. Although there are a number
of charitable organizationsare the following: of exceptions and special rules, contributionsby indi-

operation of a commercial radio station by a uni- viduals to public charities deductible to 50% of- are up
versity31 the individual'snet income.39Contributionsto private
operation of an orchard by a charitable trust,.32 foundations, however, not exceed 30% of the- may

- maintaining a mailing service for other charitable individual's net income.40 In addition, in the case of

organizations;33 50% charities, contributionsin excess of the 50% limi-
sales of scientific books and city souvenirs by a tation be carried forward for to 5 years.41- may up
museum of folk art;34
sales of blood and blood plasma by a community Private foundations are also subject to a number of

-

blood bank to commercial enterprises;35 excise taxes. Private foundations that are not directly
commercial operation of a miniature golf course

involved in charitable activities are subject to a 2%
-

by a youth organization;36and excise tax on their net investment income.42 Various

travel tourprogramsoperatedby universityalumni excise taxes are imposed as penalties for the use of the
-

groups.37
assets of private foundations in certain ways. If, for

example, a private foundationmakes a travel grant to

Although all qualified recipientshave to be charitable an individual and it does not closely monitor the use

organizations, the tax law further differentiates be- of the grant proceeds, the foundationmay have to pay
tween public charities and private foundations, an excise tax up to the amount of the travel grant.43
with the former receivingmore favoured tax treatment
than the latter. Public charities generallyare non-pro-
fit, charitable organizations that are either directly HI. TAX TREATMENTOF CHARITABLE
involved in charitableactivitiesor else draw their sup- CONTRIBUTIONS
port from the public at large. Non-profitschools, such
as Harvard, Stanford and Columbia, are public The income tax tratmentof charitable contributions
charities because they are directly engaged in educa- depends not only on the nature ofthe recipientorgani-
tional activities. The United Way, which is essentially zation but also on the nature of the gift.
a grant-making organization, also is a public charity
because it draws its support from large numbers of

relatively small contributions. A. Distinctions based on the nature of the

recipient
Private foundations are charitable organizations that
draw their support from only a few sources, such as a As discussed in section II, above, contributions to

single family or corporation, and are not directly in- non-profit organizationsare deductible provided that
volved in charitable activities. The Rockefeller and the organizationmeets the requirementsset out in the
Ford Foundations, for example, derived the bulk of U.S. Internal Revenue Code. The maximum amount
their assets from the families after which they are of the contribution deduction in a particular year de-

named, and, as they are not directly involved in the pends on whether the recipient is a public or a private
operation of a school, hospital, church or museum, charity. For gifts to public charities, the ceiling on

they are characterizedas private foundations.38 deductible contributions isgenerally50% of the indi-
vidual donor's net income.4 For private foundations,
the ceiling generally is 30% of the individual donor's

29. IRC Sec. 513(a).
30. IRC Sec. 511(a).

net income.45
31. Revenue Ruling (Rev. Rul.) 55-676, 1955-2, C.B. 266.
32. Rev. Rul. 58-482, 1958-2 C.B. 273. B. Distinctions based on the nature of the gift
33. Rev. Rul. 68-550, 1968-2 C.B. 249.
34. Rev. Rul. 73-105, 1973-1 C.B. 264.

35. Rev. Rul. 66-323, 1966-2 C.B. 216, modified by Rev. Rul. 78-145, A threshold requirement for contributions to be de-

1978-1 C.B. 169. ductible is that they be given with a donative intent.
36. Rev. Rul. 79-361, 1979-2 C.B. 237. In otherWords, the contributionsmust not be designed
37. Rev. Rul. 78-43, 1978-1 C.B. 164. to achieve some ulterior motive, such as to benefit
38. IRC Sec. 509(a).
39. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(A).

some close relative or to directly increase business.46
40. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(B). For the purposes of this article, t s assumed that the

41. IRC Sec. 170(d)(1). charitable contribution is a legitimate gift and not a

42. IRC Sec. 4940(a). subterfugefor someother,non-qualifyingtransaction.
43. See, e.g. IRC Sec. 4945(d)(3) and (g).
44. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(A). For income tax purposes, the amount of a charitable
45. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(B) contribution is the amount of cash or the fair market
46. It is commonplace in the United States for businesses to contribute value of other propert irrevocablygiven to charitable
to charities for the purpose of enhancing their image in the community.
The enhanced image, it is thought, may lead to an increase in business organizations. No deduction is allowed for the value

profits; but so long as the connection between the contribution and the of services performed for charitable organizations.47
possibility of increased business profits is indirect, the contribution is

deductible. In the case of gifts of propertyother than cash, the tax

47. Reg. Sec. 1.170A-(1)(g). But see supra note 2. laws impose a number of restrictions. If a sale of the
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gift property would have -roduced ordinary income, come for the year.53 In the case of contributions of
then the charitable contribution deduction has to be appreciatedproperty such as stocks and bonds to pub-
reducedby the amountofthe ordinaryincome.48Thus, lic charities, or in the case of cash contributions to
if an individualgives an item of inventory to a charita- private foundations, the contributions generally may
ble organization, the charitable contribution deduc- not exceed 30% of the individualdonor'snet income. 4

tion is limited to the individual'scost of the inventory The percentage limitation applicable to corporate
rather than the fair marketvalue of the inventory.This donors is 10% of the donor's net income for the year
rule has an enormous impact on potential charitable in which the contributions made, irrespective of the
gifts by artists since the rule reduces the artists' charit- status of the donee or the nature of the property in-
able contribution deduction to zero for gifts of their terest given.55
own art work.49

For individualdonors, contributionsto publiccharities
Gifts of appreciated stocks and bonds are attractive which are not deductible because they exceed the ap-
because the sale of the stocks and bonds usually pro- plicablepercentagelimitationsin a particularyearusu-
duces capital gains instead of ordinary income. As a ally qualify for a 5-year carry-forward.56Excess con-

consequence, ln many instances, gifts of stocks and tributions by corporations also qualify for the 5-year
bonds generate an income tax deductionequal to their carry-forwardwhether the contributionsare to public
fair market value rather than their cost. In 1986, how- charities or to private foundations.57
ever, the differencebetweencost and fair marketvalue
of stocks, bonds and other capital assets was made
subject to the alternative minimum tax on individuals IV. TERRITORIALLIMITS ON QUALIFY[NG
and corporations,5 As a result, large gifts of ap- ORGANIZATIONS
preciatedcapital assets may not generate as great a tax
benefit as they once did.

A. The income tax charitable contribution
Since the amount of the charitablecontributionis gen- deduction
erally determinedby reference to the fair marketvalue
of the property at the time of the gift, in instances in For individual donors, qualified charitable organiza-
which the property has declined in value such that its tions must be createdor organizedin the United States
tax basis is higher than its value, the donors often have or its possessions.58 Although this condition means
an incentive to sell the property, realize the loss, and that contributions to foreign charities are not deducti-
then donate the proceedsof the sale, rather than mak- ble, the deduction is allowedwhen it is made to a U.S.
ing a direct gift of the depreciated property. Gifts of charity for useabroadby that charity. Thus, a domestic
remainder interests in trust are quite common in the organization formed to deal with the problemof plant
United States. A typical gift would reserve for the and wildlife ecology in a foreign country may be a
donor the income for life, with the remainderpassing qualified charity.59 Similarly, a non-profit educational
to the charityon the death of the donor. The advantage organizationcreated in the United States to operate a
of this type of gift is that the donor gets an immediate school in Paris is a qualified recipient.6o A deduction
income tax deduction for what is essentially a gift will be allowed even when the domesticcharity'swork
deferred to the donor's death. In order to qualify for is carried out under the auspices of a foreign sub-
an income tax charitablecontributiondeduction,how- sidiary, provided that the charity established the sub-
ever, the trust must meetseveral specificrequirements sidiary to expedite its administration of charitable
as a charitable remainder annuity trust, charitable re- works in the foreign country.61
mainder unitrust, or pooled income fund.51

When U.S. charity raises specifically fora money use

The United States also recognizes the dedication of by a foreigncharity, the tax treatmentof the deduction
property to conservation purposes as giving rise to a depends on the control and oversight that the U.S.
charitablecontributiondeduction. In order to qualify,
however, the donor must irrevocably dedicate the
property to conservationpurposes,such as by transfer- 48. IRC Sec. 170(e)(1)9(A)
ring to a charitable organization a conservation ease-

49. IRC Sec. 1221(3)(A), 170(e). Ths rule affects any taxpayer whose

ment under which development is forbidden.52 personal efforts created the donated property. Thus, in James H. Morri-
son, 71 T.C. 683, afd 611 F.2d 98 (5th Cir. 1980), a former Congressman
was not allowed to take a deduction for his personal letters that he donated
to a charitable organization.C. Ceilings on the charitable contribution 50. IRC Sec. 57(a)(6)

deduction 51. IRC Sec. 170(0(2)(A)
52. IRC Sec. 170(f)(3)(B)(iii)and (h)(1)

The amount of the charitable contribution deduction 53. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(A)
54. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(B), (C).allowed in any year is generally based on the value of 55. IRC Sec 170(b)(2)

cash and other property given to charitable organiza- 56. IRC Sec. 170(d)(1).
tions during the year. The deduction is, however, also 57. IRC Sec. 170(d)(2)
subject to limitationswhich are stated as a percentage 58. IRC Sec. 170(c)(2)(A).
of the donor's net income. The primary percentage

59. Rev. Rul. 75-65, 1975-1 C.B. 79.
60. Bilingual MontessoriSchool of Paris, Inc. v. Commissioner, 75T.C.

limitation applicable to individuals is that contribu- 480 (1980)
tions may not exceed 50% of the individual's net in- 61. Rev. Rul. 63-252, 1963-2 C.B. 101.
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charity retains on the distribution of the funds. A C. The estate tax charitable contribution
deduction will not be allowed for a contribution to a deduction
U.S. organizationthat raisesfunds for a foreigncharity
when it is required (by its charter, for example) to For resident individuaisand U.S. citizens, there are no

contribute all or a particular portion of the funds to territorial limits on the federal estate tax charitable
the foreign charity. In relinquishing control to the contributiondeduction.66

foreign organization over the use of the funds, the 1

U.S. charity is viewed as a mere conduit for the actual
recipient, the foreignorganization.A deductionis not V. THE IMPACT OF TAX TREATIES

permitted because the contribution is viewed as equi-
valent to making a contributiondirectlyto the foreign In general, the United States has resisted efforts to

charity. Likewise,donationsgiven to a usuallyqualify- expand the availability of the income tax charitable
ing U.S. charity in response to its fund-raising cam- contribution deduction. In the recent treaty negotia-
paign held by agreement with and for the benefit of a tions with Barbados, for example, the United States

foreignorganizationwill not be deductible.Such dona- declined to include Barbadian charities as qualified
tions are regarded as being designated for the foreign recipients for U.S. income tax purposes.
organization (.earmarked) and thus they are out of
the control of the U.S. charity. Although the charity's In its income tax treaty with Canada, however, the

sole function is not to be a fund-raising arm of the United States agreed to a limited extension of the

foreign organization as in the previous case, this charitable contribution deduction. Under the U.S.-

specialized fund-raising role has the domestic charity Canada treaty, contributions by U.S. residents and

functioning essentially as a conduit of funds for the citizens to Canadian charities are deductible for pur-

foreign charity; thus, a deduction is not permitted.62 poses of U.S. income tax. The deduction is limited to
the amount of the donor's Canadian-source income67

In contrast, a deduction is allowed when the role of and must be within the percentage limitations for de-
the U.S. charity is significantly more than that of a ductible contributions specified by the U.S. Internal
nominal donee. When the charity has reviewed and Revenue Code.68
approved a specific project of a foreign organization
and has determined that the project furthers its own

The U.S. income tax treaty with Israel, not yet in

charitable purposes, then it may both raise funds for effect, also provides that contributions by U.S. resi-

the project and give grants to the foreign organization dents and citizens to Israeli charities will qualify for

to carry out the projectwithout impairingthe deducti- the U.S. charitable contribution deduction. The de-

bility of a donation. The key to the different treatment
duction is limited to 25% of the donor's Israeli-source

is the charity'shaving full controlof the donated funds income and must also not exceed the maximum per-

and discretion regarding their use. (These restrictions centage allowed by the Internal Revenue Code for

on the charity'ssolicitationand disbursementof funds charitable deductions.

would be set forth in its bylaws.)\63 When the U.S.-Israel treaty s ratified, there will be a

In the case of contributions by corporations, the tax 30-day period, beginning on the date of ratification,
before the treaty becomeseffective. Since the treaty is

law makes an artificial distinction between charitable
corporationsand other charitableorganizations.If the not yet a binding agreement, at the present time a

recipient is a charitable corporation organized in the contributionmade by a U.S. citizen from the citizen's

United States or its possessions, then the contribution Israeli-sourceincome to an Israeli charitableorganiza-
iS deductible even though it is used abroad.64 If the tion is not deductible nor is there a possibility for

recipient is not a corporation, but is a charitable trust retroactive deductibilityof the contributiongiven be-

or other charitableorganization, then the deduction is fore the treaty's effective date. Until the income tax

allowed only if the organization was created or or- treaty is ratified, a U.S. taxpayer who wishes to take

ganized in the United States or its possessionsand the a deduction for a contribution to an Israeli charitable

gift is usedwithin the UnitedStatesor its possessions.65 cause is advised to locate a domestic qualifying reci-

pient that does charitable works in Israel.

B. The gift tax charitable contribution
deduction

For resident individualsand U.S. citizens, there are no
62. Id.
63. Rev. Rul. 66-79, 1966-1 C.B. 48, amplifyingRev. Rul. 63-252, 1963-2

territorial limits on the gift tax charitablecontribution C.B. 101.

deduction. On the other hand, there are some territo- 64. Rev. Rul. 69-80.1969-1 C.B. 65.

rial restrictions on the gift tax charitable contribution 65. IRC Sec. 170(c)(2)
deduction available for non-residentaliens, but as to 66. Rev. Rul. 74-523, 1974-2 C.B. 304.

67. Rev. Proc. 59-31, 1959-2 C.B. 949.
such individuals, the U.S. gift tax has very limited 68. Contributions by individuals to public charities are deductible up to

significance. 50% of the individual'sadjusted gross income. IRC Sec. 170(b)(1)(A).
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InternationalTax Aspects of Charitable
Giving and PhilanthropicOrganisations:
English Law and Practice
Graham S. Brown

The purpose of this article is to review charitable or
Mr. Brown received LL.B degrees from the Universities of philanthropic organisations. The word philan-
Bristol and London, King's college. He is a partner of Payne thropic is not a word which is used with any oarticular
Hicks Beach in London where he heads the tax and trust legal significance in English law, and accorc ingly this
department. will consider charities. In the English lan-Mr. Brown is a member of the Law Society's Working Party paper
on the Financial Services Act, the Law Society's Revenue guage, charity can have a narrower and a wider
Law Committee, the Sub-Committeeon Capital Taxes. meanng. Its narrower and non-legal meaning implies
Mr. Brown has also spoken at various international congres- a distribution of food or money from the wealthy to
ses on tax, trust and succession law. the poor, and in that context has historical and religi-

ous associations. The word is widely understood by
ordinary people in England in this sense. The word
also, however, has a wider and legal meaning, and
that, of course, is the meaning in which it is used in

I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE this article.

A wide variety of non-profitmakingorganisationsand Charity is not defined by any statute in force in
entitiesexist under the law and in practice in England. England. Although this is a deficiency which is much

criticised- and suggestionshave frequentlybeen made
These include: that there should be such a definition the difficulty-

entities which, for most practical purposes, can be of creating a statutory definition is seen as being the
-

seen as commercial, suc a as agricultural or indus- in which charitable activities rapidly evolve
trial cooperatives or mutual life insurance way new

in England and need to be accommodatedwithin the
societies; legal and fiscal definition of charity. The advantage,funds which themselves are non-commercial but therefore, which is seen in not having a precise defin-

-

which exist in a commercial context, such as pen- ton s in preserving flexibility. For this reason, we
sion and superannuation funds, or compensation look in England to case law to find precedents either
funds (e.g. the Solicitors' CompensationFund for for a decision as to whether the use ofparticularwords
the protection of members of the public who lose is charitable or for guidance as to general approach
money from a dishonestsolicitor),or trusts for the and intent. A classification of the case law was made
employees of a company; in a leading case in 1891: Commissionersfor Income
associations for collective recreation or self-im- v. out

-

Tax Pemsel, and that classification is set below.
provement, e.g. sports clubs, philosophicalor cul- That case was influencedby the introductory(but non-
tural societies; legislative) words of a Statute of 1601 (now repeaied).charitable trusts and foundations, in all their vari- The words of the Statute are worth quoting as repre-

-

ety, which are the subject matter of this article; senting, still, a broad and representative selection of
and finally activities which will, in modern law, be regarded as
funds which have a family connection. These, too, charitable: The relief of aged, impotent and poor

-

have an immense variety, ranging from funds for people; the maintenance of sick and maimed soldiers
the maintenance of historic houses or pieces of and mariners, schools of learning, free schools and
outstanding landscape owned by an individual or scholars in universities; the repair of bridges, ports,a family, but which the public are about to visit to havens, causeways,churches, seabanks and highways;
a varietyof family trusts and settlernents,often for the education and preferment of orphans; the relief,
very wide classes of beneficiaries including people stock or maintenance for houses of correction; the
outside the family, such as employeesof the family marriage of poor maids, the supportation, aid and
or of family companies jointly with the family; and help of young tradesmen,handicraftsmenand personstrusts solely for the benefit of one or 2 membersof decayed; the relief or redemptionof prsoners or cap-a family. tives; and the aid or ease of any poor inhabitants

Not only is the variety great, but correspondinglyen- concerningpayment of .... taxes.
tities within this wide variety exist in immensenumber A charitable trust must be wholly and exclusivelyin England. The value of assets -land, buildings,gov- charitable (and not, therefore, partially so). There
ernment securities, shares in public companies or pri-
vate companies owned by these entities is of great
worth. 1. (1891) AppealCases (AC) 539.
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must be the requisite element of public benefit, i.e. it lish law and have limited liability. Nevertheless, if
must be for the benefit of the community at large, or their purposes and activities are appropriate, they can

a sufficientlyimportantsection of the community,not be charities.
being a section solely defined by means of a relation-
ship of employment,or of family kinship.

E. Appealfunds (discussed below)The classification in the case of Commissioners for
Income Tax v. Pemselas to recognised areas of chart-
able activities was as follows:

trusts for the relief of poverty, III. OFFICIAL CONSENTSAND REGISTRATION
-

trusts for the advancementof education,-

trusts for the advancementof religion, and There is no requirement for any form of official con-
-

trusts for other purposesbeneficial to the commu- sent for the creation of a charity. There is, however,
-

nity.
a

requirement of registration, for all but the smallest
Since Pemsel was decided, a distinct sub-categoryhas charities. Under the CharitiesAct 1960, it is necessary
emerged (which is seen as forming part of this catego- for a charity to be registeredwith the CharityCommis-

ry), namely recreational and sporting charities. Such sion, a public body which has minor judicial and im-

purposes can only be charitable under limited cir- portant administrativefunctions. Registration is free,
cumstances, and most sporting associations will be and is given in respectof any entitywhich is considered

non-profitmaking non-charities. to be charitable within the headings noted above.
There is a right of appeal against refusal of registration
to the High Court. Registrationis conclusiveevidence

II. LEGAL ENTITIES as to charitable status. In practice, the Charity Com-
mission always consults the Inland Revenue before

An entity, a purpose or even a person, may be charit- allowing registration. There is no Separate fiscal test

able within the above classification.There is no single as to a charitable status, but it is possible that the

specified method of constituting a charity. Equally - Inland Revenue are more effective in their control of
with the one important exception of registration, charities than the CharityCommissioners,becausenot

noted below - there is no simple way of immediately only do they examineapplicationsfor registration,but

recognising a charity. The examples of legal entities also consider the tax affairs of charities on a regular
which may be charities are: basis (which the Charity Commission generally does

not).
A. Charitable trusts In practice, the simplest way of recognising a charity

in England (but not Scotland) is to ascertain whether

B. Charitable companies incorporatedunder the it has a registered charity number. Certain charities

Companies Acts are exempt or excluded from registration under the
Charities Act, e.g. the major private (public) schools,

Such companies are registered under the same Com- universities and university colleges, the Church of
panies Acts as commercial companies, but it is their England and other old established churches.
objects which distinguish them. Their constitution
(Memorandum and Articles of Association) may be
one of a variety of types, from companies which are

under the self-perpetuatingcontrolofa groupoftrus- IV. MANNER OF FUNDING AND OPERATING
tees, to those which are under the control of a large
membership of individuals who subscribe to the ob- In England, charitiesmay of course receivetheir funds
jects of the charity and become members of the in a variety of ways. At one extreme, some charities
company. It is permissiblefor non-profitmakingcom- are merely a repository of wealth, the income from
panies to omit the word limited at the end of their which is available to pay to other active charities or

registered name. purposes. At the other extreme, there are charities

possessed of no funds of their own, but who live from

C. Charitable companies incorporatedby Royal hand to mouth, making requests for funds or receiving
Charter grants, to enable them to pursue the humane activities

for which they were founded. With one recent excep-
This is a formof incorporationwhich has greatprestige tion (noted below) there is no fiscal distinction under
and is, of course, distinct from the legal structure of this heading.There is, however, a distinctionofcharity
those companieswhich are formed under the ordinary law made between an endowed charity and a non-

CompaniesActs. This is a form of incorporationued endowed charity. The former has capital which must

by some of the oldest or most distinguished of not be spent but must be held by the trustees in per-
charities. petuity, and only the income applied for charitable

purposes. The non-endowedcharityeitherhas no cap-

D. Unincorporatedassociations tal or it has capital. If it has, the capital may be as

freely spent as its income in pursuit of its charitable
Such associationshave no legal personalityunderEng- objects.
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V. TAX TREATMENTOF GIFTS ly charitable trusts and cannot be withdrawn from
charitable purposes and applied for private benefit.

There are no restrictions in English law as to the type There are provisions by which the payment of IHTof property (e.g. land or building or investments) be made in the form of exceptionally importantwhich may be given to charity; nor on the size of the may
works of art or historic buildings, n which case these,gift. It is also worth mentioning, in this context, that after having been accepted by the State, would nor-there is no direct equivalent under English law to the mally be made available for public viewing, under thereserved rights of inheritance of children under most supervision of a national charity.civil law systems.

Gifts may be made by outright gift, by the establish-
E. Stamp duty (or registrationduty)ment of a trust or by will.

Gifts, whether made during a person's lifetime or on
No stamp duty or other similar duty is charged on gifts

death, enjoy the following tax privileges:
or transfers of property to charity.

A. Income tax
VI. TAX TREATMENTOF CHARITIES

A single gift, even if made out of the donor's income,
does not enjoy any income tax privileges. Charities enjoy the following tax privileges:
Conversely, a series of regular gifts made out of the A. Income taxdonor's income under a deed of covenant is
privileged, and the receiving charity is entitled to re- A charity is exempt from income tax on its income,
claim the income tax referable to the payment which provided the income is applicable and applied to
the donor has paid. A deed of covenant is a promise charitable purposes. The exemption extends to per-
to pay annually a defined sum of money- and for it to mitting a charity to reclaim tax deducted at source,
be effective in this context, it must be for a period of e.g. the advancecorporationtax imputed to a dividend
not less than 3 years (in practice the usual minimum paid by a U.K. company.
period selected is 4 years). If charity conducts trade with view to generatinga a a

Payroll deduction: there is an arrangementby which income for its charitablepurposes, the trading income
an employer may set up a scheme, by which his will, in general, be taxable unless:
employees may, if they wish, contribute a small sum - either the trade is carried on in the course of the
each year to a collective charitable collecting agency actual undertaking of a primary purpose of the
and these gifts qualify for income tax relief. charity, or the work in connection with the trade

s mainlycarriedout by beneficiariesof the charity,
B. Corporationtax and

the profits are applied solely for the purposes of-

Corporation tax is charged on the profits of U.K. the charity.resident companies (and on U.K. resident unincorpo-
rated associations' taxable profits). Thus, single gifts The former test will exempt, for example, schools and
are not, in principle, tax-deductible, unless - as may university colleges, and the latter test will exempt fac-
often be the case - they can be classified as business tories for handicapped people, or even a music festi-

expenses for the benefit of the company's trade and val. The above exemptionsdo not, therefore, apply to

the earning of the profits. An equivalent of deed of 2 significant areas of charitable trading in England. It
covenantexists for companiesmakinggifts to charity. is common for charitableor voluntaryorganisationsto

raise funds by means of social events or sales (known
variously as bazaars, ftes or sales of works).

C. Capitalgains tax (CGT) These are exempted from income tax by administra-
tive concession. Secondly, it is common for some ofThe disposal, including by way of gift, of an asset is, the largestcharities to permanenttradingactivitiesin principle, chargeable to CGT in the United King- run

either by operatingspecialist shops (which is done, fordom. In the case of a gift to charity, no such tax is
charged. The charity will be treated as having acquired example, by the National Trust and Oxfam) or by
the asset at the same price as the donor acquired it, for selling products, particularly Christmas cards and

tax purposes, and if the asset is subsequentlydisposed other forms of stationery. To obtain a tax exemption
on these profits, it is necessary for the charity to formof by the charity, the whole gain - including the gan (withina company scopereferable to the period of ownership by the donor - subsidiary the of corporation

will be exempt. tax) and for the profitsof that company to be transfer-
red to the charity either by deed of covenant, or by

D. Inheritance tax (IHT) declarationof dividend, in such a way as to enable the
charity which is exempt from tax on its investment

All gifts made during a person's lifetime or on death income to reclaim the tax. Although such arrange-
to a charity are exempt from inheritance tax, provided ments are designed to circumvent the law, they will be
that the donor or his family retain no benefit from the tolerated by the Inland Revenue in cases which are

gift, and that the propertyso given is held in exclusive- considered to be genuine: for example, one require-
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ment is that it should be the charitywhich controls the A. Gifts, donationsandgrants by a charity
trader and not vice versa. In 1986, further restrictions
on the exemption from income tax of charities were

There is no liability on a charity making such a pay-

imposed in order to prevent charities from merely ment to deduct tax.

accumulating tax-exempt income.
B. Receipt of a donation, gift or grant by an

Their effect is to deny a charity exemption from in- individualwho is an object of charity (or a
come tax on capital gains tax if it has a specified beneficiary of the charity)
amount of income on gains, and does one or more of
the following: Gifts are not treated as income, and therefore are not

uses its funds for non-charitableexpenditure, subject to income tax in the hands of the recipient.-

makes payments to overseas bodies, without tak- However, regular and predictable payments which-

ing reasonable steps to ensure that the money is cease to have the character of gifts would probablybe

used for charitablepurposes, or within the scope of income tax in the hands of the

lends or invests in ways which it cannot show are recipient.-

for the benefit of the charity rather than for tax
avoidance. C. Scholarships, prizes, etc.

These are specificallyexcludedby statute from liability
B. Capital gains tax (CGT) to income tax in the hands of the recipient. This is not

Charities are exenpt from CGT in respect of capital an exenption referable to charities, but to the reci-

gains which they realise on property belonging to pient.
them. As noted above, this extends to gains which
accrued while a donor had ownership of transferred D. Salariesof employeesof charities

property by way of gift to a charity. Apart from certain minor advantages in respect of
benefits of employment, employees of charities are

C. Inheritancetax C(IHT) liable to income tax on their salaries in the same way
Other forrns of trusts are subject to IHT either by as any other employees. This will apply both to, for

reference to the death of a donor of property, or of a example, the Director-Generalof a national charity,
beneficiary of the trust. They may a-_so e subject to or to a priest.
IHT on a periodicbasis. Charitable trusts are exempt
from these charges.

VIII. INTERNATIONALASPECTS

D. Value added mx ( VAT)
Charities are not exempt from VAT. A. Foreign activities of English charities

E. Rates (municipalpropery taxes) Case law has recognised that the first 3 classifications
of charitableactivity, i.e. the advancementof religion,

Charities are entitled to claim relief from rates in re- the advancement of education and the relief of pov-
spect of buildings and land which they occupy for erty, are charitable under English law (and therefore
charitable purposes, and accordingly to pay half (or qualify for tax privileges) irrespective of wherever in
less) of the amount which would otherwise be due. the world they are undertaken. Insofar as the fourth

headingof other'purposesbeneficialto the communi-
F. Other taxes ty s concerned, it is necessary to find some benefit to

There is no wealth tax in the United Kingdom, or the community in the United Kingdom. This is a very
other tax which would be relevant to a charity. A fluid test: it seems to allow any activitywhich could be

charity must, however, pay National Insurance con. described as humanitarian, while not allowing ac-

tributionsin respect of the salaries of its employees, in tivities which could be classified solely as improving
the same way as any other employer. National Insur_ the economy of another country, unless it is possible
ance contributionspay for health and welfareservices, to see them as relieving poverty - in which case they
and although collected by the Inland Revenue, are will be regarded as charitable.

passed to the Departmentof Health and Social Securi-
ty, and not classified as a tax. B. English activities of foreign charities

VII. TAX TREATMENT OF RECIPIENTS OF The specific tax privileges, noted above, given to

FUNDS FROM CHARITIES charities are only given to charities which are estab-
lished under English, or Scottish, law. This was de-

There are few clear statutory provisions on this sub. cided in the case of Camille&Henry Dreyfus Founda-

ject. However, the practice can be summarised as fol- tion Inc. v. InlandRevenueCommissioners.2Although
lows: this appears to be discriminatory,in practice it simply

means that a foreign charity which wishes to conduct
2. (1955) 36 Tax Cases (TC) 126; (1956) AC 39; 3 All English Reports activities in England will form a subsidiary charity
(ER) 97. under English law and register it with the Charity
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Commission. So long as its declared objectives, and which the funds transmitted abroad were found to be
the manner in which it is conducted, are charitable, larger than needed for the relief work.
there will be no objection that it is wholly controlled
by an overseas charity. It is the practice of the Charity Appeals in respect of disastersoccurring in the United

Commission to require some measure of territorial Kngdom or the seas around the United Kingdom
control over a charity registered under the Charities have, for more than a century, been fraught with dif-

Act by, for example, requiring that some of the trus- ficulties - some legal and some practical. Some, in-

tees of an Englis.a charity be resident in the United deed, have been caused by the generosityof the public
Kingdom.

and the fact that funds donatedhave often been greatly
in excess of what could reasonably be used to relieve

An overseascharitywhich is not resident in the United suffering. This may increasinglybe the case, in modern
Kingdom or does not carry on trading activities in the times, when it happens that the victimsof a disasteror

United Kingdom, may, of course, be exempt from their families have the right to compensation for
U.K. taxes to the extent that any other non-resident wrongful death or injury, or are in some way covered
person is exempt. For example, certain British Gov- by insurance,or benefit under the State schemefor the
ernment securities are exempt from tax if owned by compensationof victims of criminal injuries.
persons who are not resident and not ordinarily resi-

In legal terms, the difficulties have, essentially, arisendent in the United Kingdom; similarly, bank deposit
interest will be exempt from U.K. tax if received by a

from the question of whether or not the appeal was,

non-resident. A foreign charity which owned U.K. or was intended to be, a charitable appeal.
land as an investmentand sold it at a profit would not If it was a charitableappeal, this freed the appeal from
be liable to CGT provided it was not resident in the certain technical problems, and gave the appeal the
United Kingdom or trading here. advantage that establishedcharities could easily make

a donation to the disaster appeal, but it limited the
manner and extent to which the disaster appeal fund
could make paymentsto victimsor their families. They

IX. TAX TREATIES could only, for example, relieve distress or poverty.
They could not make substantial grants to make the

The double taxation treaties concluded between the victims or their families financially independent.
United Kingdom and the United States, the Federal If the appeal was not a charitable appeal, it had to be
Republic of Germany and Denmark contain certain formulated in words which were appropriate to consti-
limited provisions for the benefit of entities resident in tute either a valid private trust or to make it clear that
those countrieswhich are not subject to tax there. The the appeal committee was a postbox, and that they
U.K.-Republicof Ireland treaty allows Irish charities would transmit all the money received directly to the
exemption from tax on U.K.-source income. victims or to their families, with no element of trust or

It is thought that income payable to a foreign charity discretion. The need for a precise choice of words to

by an individual resident in the United Kingdom, create a valid private trust caused a number of such
under a deed of a covenant lasting for a minimum appeals, in the past, to fail, and accordingly the funds

period of 6 years (being the period applicable to deeds due, in law, to be repaid to the donors.

of covenant in favour of persons other than English Recent practice has, however, fortunately largely put
charities) would give rise to the possibilityof a reclaim an end to this scandal. It is now customary for disaster
of the U.K. tax deducted at source. appeals to be made in accordancewith standard forms

of words which, initially, give the disaster appeal com-

mittee the powers of trustees of a private trust. They
may, and now usually do, make substantial distribu-

X. DISASTERAPPEALS tions to the victims or their families without regard to
the limitations of the law of charity. Then, if any

Disaster appeals are a c uite common occurrence in surplus funds are left, the disaster appeal is converted
England. The public wil often contribute very large into a charity and kept in being for charitablepurposes
sums of money. In the context of this article, such within the locality, or for the benefit of victims of

appeals may be seen under 2 headings: similar disasters in the future; or alternatively, the

appeals for disasters overseas, and funds are paid over to an existingcharityhavingsimilar-

appeals for disasters within the United Kingdom objects.-

or the seas around the United Kingdom. The above framework avoids both the problems of
The former case gives rise to no difficulties.The funds invalid trusts and the constraints of charities, but it
will be collected by one of the major English charities means that during the period in which the Appeal
(either on its own initiative or in collaboration with a Committee is exercising its activities, the interest
foreign charity established in the country in which the earned on the funds donated is not given the exemp-
disaster has occurred). The payment abroad will be tion from taxation which it would enjoy if it were a

regarded as charitable, and there is no known case in charity.
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I. INTRODUCTION While category4will probablybe present in almost
all cases, it is still not certain in Ireland whether the

Broadly speaking charitable activities and donations public benefit test is an objective or subjective test.
to charities in Ireland are not liabl to any income or Although the English courts (operating in a jurisdic-
capital tax though they may be liable to stamp duty tion where the law in this area is similar)have favoured
[(unlessexemptunderSec. 38 (StampDuties (Ireland) the objective test, earlier Irish cases held a purpose to
Act 1842 (i.e. legacy forcharitablepurposes))or under be charitable if the donor or settlor believed t to be
Sec. 50 Finance Act 1979, exemptng a conveyance, for the public benefit. This belief had to be rational,
transferor lease for charitablepurposes to a charitable legal and moral. The Charities Act of 1961 has not

body in the State (Republic of Ireland) or Northern clarified the position by indicating which test should
Ireland] on any stampable instrument, and value be applied. Sec. 45 of that Act, however, specifically
added tax on the supply of services to it (though their makes valid any gifts for the purposesof advancement
own activities, insofar as they are philanthropic, will of religion (in particularfor the celebrationof masses)
be exempt). in accordance with the laws, canons, ordinances and

tenets of the religion concerned. This section was
enacted to eliminate any doubt relating to such gifts,

ri. SCOPE OF ARTICLE but it applies only after determining whether or not
the gift advances religion. There is no indicationin the

This article addresses briefly the exemptions and ex- section as to which test should be applied.
ceptions which apply to charitable donations and the
activities of philanthropicorganisations in respect of B. Public benefit
the following taxes:

(l Capital acquisitions tax (gift or inheritance tax) Public benefit as a criterion was reviewed by Jen-
2, Capital gainsttaaxX kins, L.J. in Re Scarisbrick, Cockshott v. Public Trus-
j) Income tax tee.2 In order to be charitable, the gift must:4) Corporation - be for the benefit of the public or of some

section of the public;
not benefit any specific ascertainedclass or aggre--

III. DEFINITIONS
gate of individuals (e.g. people related by blood or

employment)though there is case law whichestab-
A.A Charitablepurpose lishes an exceptionto this general rule in that trusts

or gifts for the relief of poverty have been held to
The leading tax case in Ireland on this subject is still be charitable even though they are limited in their
the early case of I. T. Commissionersv. Pemsel, 1 where applicationto some aggregateof individualsascer-

Lord Macnaghtan laid down the 4 general categories tained in the manner set out above.
of charitable purposes: The criterion of public benefit does not in itself(1)

IiI
relief of poverty make the object charitable, and considerationmust

(2) advancementof education
so

(3) advancementof religion
(4) other purposes beneficial to the community not 1. (1891) Appeal Cases (AC) 539.

falling within the other 3 categories. 2. (1951) 1 All England Reports (ER) 822.
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be given to the 4 main categoriesenumeratedby Lord that the trust in question is for publicpurposesbenefi-
Macnaghton. cial to the community or for the public welfare; you

must also show it to be a charitable trust.

IV. CHARITABLEPURPOSES Thus, in IRC v. TemperanceCouncilof the Christian
Churches of EnglandandWales,it a Council consti-
tuted for the purposes of united action to secure

A. Relief of poverty legislative and other temperance reform was held to
have been instituted with the primary purpose of af-

Poverty has a wide meaning which is well encapsu- fecting changes in the law and thereiore not for a
lated by Evershed, M.R. in Re Coulthurst:3 It is a charitable purpose, notwithstanding that the promo-word of wide and somewhat indefinite import; it may tion of temperancemight be regardedas for the benefit
not unfairly be paraphrased for present purposes as of the community.meaning persons who have to go short in the ordi-
nary acceptanceof that term, due regard being had to
their status in life and so fol:th. V. TAX IMPLICATIONSFOR CHARITABLE
As already stated, a trust or gift can be regarded as DONATIONS AND PHILANTHROPIC
charitableunder this headingnotwithstandingthat the SOCIETIES

object is for the benefit of a definable class. (In Re
Coulthurst for the benefit of widows and orphans of A. Capital acquisitions tax
deceased officers of a bank most deserving of assist-
ance by reason of their financial circumstances, in Re Since the Finance Act 1987 (Sec. 50 amendingSec. 54
Wall, Pomeroyv. Willway,4gifts to the poor limited to of the Capital Acquisitions Tax Act 1976), a gift or
members of a particularchurch.) inheritance taken for public or charitable purposes

(not defined) is exempt from tax to the extent that
B. Advancementof education the (Revenue) Commissionersare satisfied that it has

been, or will be, applied to purposeswhich, in accord-
It has been held that education is to have a wide ance with the law of the State, are public or charita-

meaning and is not limited to formal instruction. ble. Prior to this, the Revenue Commissionerswould
have had to be satisfied that the gift or inheritancehad

The fact that a school may charge fees and be primarily been or would be applied to public or charitable pur-for the reasonablywell off does not prevent its support in the State (Republic of Ireland) or Northern
and maintenance from being a charitable purpose,

poses
Ireland.

provided it is not run for the purpose of making a

profit.5 The following have been held to be included The test now is that the purposeshould be charitable
in the term advancementof education: under Irish law. If the purpose is not charitable then

(1) the promotion of encouragement of those arts the benefit received will be treated as a gift or inheri-
and graces of life which are, perhaps, the first and tance taken by a donee from an unrelated disponer
best part of the human character;6 (Class C) for which the exempt threshold is

(2) the promotion of annual chess tournaments for £ 10,000.00 (subject to aggregation of any other gifts
boys;7 or inheritancestaken by the donee from any disponer

(3) encouragementof choral singing in London.8 since 2 June 1982 which will have the effect of recucing
the tax-free threshold).On the other hand, a trust for the advancement of

education in political matters in the interests of one Benefits received by the beneficiaryof a charity, spec-
political party was held not to be charitable.9 The ifically including the application of public funds such
distinction between this and the cases above seems to as moneys provided by the Oireachtasor a local auth-
have been that although the purpose fell within the ority, are exempt.
meaning of education and a public benefit, the
limitationof the purpose to a particularpolitical party B. Capital gans tax
was so strong as to become the primary object of the
trust. In general, the disposal of an asset by way of gift or

for considerationnot greater than cost to a charity will
C. Advancementof religion

3 (1951) All ER 774.
Unlike in most of the other areas covered in this arti- 4. 43 Chancery Division 510.
cle, English precedents are not necessarily valid in 5. Campbell College v. Commissionersof Valuation Northern Ireland,
Ireland under this heading. (1964) Northern Ireland (NI) 107.

6. Shaw's WillTrust, (1952) 1 All ER 49, the will trust of the wife of the
famous IrishauthorGeorge Bernard Shaw.

D. Other purposes beneficial to the community 7. Re Dupree's Deed Trusts, (1944) 2 All ER 443.
8. Royal Choral Society v. IRC, (1943) 1 All ER 101.
9. Bonar Law Memorial Trust v. IRC, (1933) 17 Tax Cases (TC) 508.

To quote Viscount Cave, L.C. in A-G v. National 10 (1924) AC 267.
ProvincialBank ofEngland:o It is not enough to say 11 (1926) 10 TC 748.
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be. deemed to be for a consideration which would least that it had no reason for thinking that the money
ensure that neither a chargeablegain nor an allowable would not be so used. This case also confirmed that if
loss accrued on the disposal. trustees of a charity receive income and reinvest it as

Under Sec. 22 of the Capital Gains TaxAct 1975,
a part of the funds of the charity, then such will be an

there is a general provision that a gain should not be application for charitable purposes. Conversely, if
a chargeable gain if it accrued to a charity and is they leave sunlus incomeuninvestedthis will not have

applicable to, and applied for, charitable purposes.
been applie. This begs the question how long the

Consequently, if the trustees subsequentlydispose of trustees of a charity could leave income uninvested.

the asset, that disposal would be exempt if the pro-
ceeds are applied to charitable purposes. C. Income tax

If, on the other hand, 1Ehe asset ceases to be subject to Any corporate body, trust or persons established for
charitable trusts (i.e. the charitablepurpose ceases or charitablepurposes is a person for purposes of indi-
the trusteesdisposeof the asset and apply the proceeds vidual income tax or corporate tax on all sources of
to a non-charitablepurpose), then a capital gains tax income unless specificallyexemptedby any provisions
liability arises on: in the tax acts. The point of this is that because an

(1) the gain arising to the trusteeson the disposal,and entity has charitablestatus does not mean that some

(2) the gain which would have arisen if arm's length of its income will not be liable (e.g. trading income in
provisions had applied to the original disposal to certain circumstancesand incomewhich is not appliedthe trustees. to charitable purposes will only be liable).

Both gains are assessed on the trustees. Sec. 333(1) of the IncomeTax Act 1967 gives a general
If, for any reason, the asset ceases to be subject to exemption from tax on income provided:
charitable trusts, it will be deemed to have been sold (1) that income forms part of the income of a body of
for market value on the date on which it ceased to be personsor trust establishedfor charitablepurposes
so subject, and any gain arising as a result of the only; or

deemed sale will be chargeable to capital gains tax. (2) that income is, establishingthe entity applicableto
and applied to charitablepurposesonly, according

For the practitioner, it is worth noting that for the to the rules, charter, etc.
charitable donations to be exempt the charity must be
absolutely entitled. Thus, in Prest v. Bettinson,12 5 Where Irish tax has been deducted at source on such

institutions (4 ofwhichwere charities)were entitled to exempted income, it is refundable to the charitable

equal shares in the residue of a deceased'sestate after body. In addition, any Irish resident charity would be

paymentof certain annuities.The testatrixhad left the entitled to reclaim the full U.K. tax credits underArt.

residue on trust for sale and capital gains arose on the 11(3) of the Ireland-U.K.double taxation agreement,
exercise of such trust. It was held that as the residuary including the 15% U.K. income tax withheld on pro-
beneficiaries were not absolutely entitled as against duction of a certificate from the Irish Revenue Com-

the trustees (by virtue of the requirement to pay an_ missioners confirming that it is exempted from Irish

nuities out of the residue), the gain accruedto the tax as a charity. Practitioners in other jurisdictions
executor trustees and not to the charities. This is would need to check the relevant double taxation

clearly a point to be considered by the practitioner agreementswith Ireland to confirm that similar provi-
drafting the will of a philanthropicclient. sions exist.

It is important to emphasize that the above exemptionCase law also assists in relation to a donationfrom one is dependentupon the particularincomebeing appliedcharity to another charity. In Helen Slater Charitable
Trusts Limited,13 2 companies, the trust and the

to charitable purposes only. Apart from the test of

foundation, operated together, both exclusively for application , the only practical problem relates to

trading income of a charity.charitable purposes - the trust raising funds for the
foundation. In 2 specific income tax years, the trust Under Sec. 334 of the IncomeTax Act 1967, a charity
donated almost its entire income to the foundation, that conducts a farming trade and whose profits are

much of which the foundation did not distribute but applied solely to the purposes of the charity will be
added to its general funds. The RevenueCommission- exempt from income tax (Sec. 11 of the Finance Act
ers contended that the income was not exempt on the 1981, effective retrospectively from 6 April 1974,
grounds that these funds had not been applied for being the date on which farming profits became tax-
charitable purposes. able). However, in relation to other trades the exemp-

tion is granted if:
It was held that such a transfer of money by a charita- (a) the profits are applied solely to the purposesof the
ble corporation, acting intra viresto any other com- charity and
pany established exclusively for charitable purposes (b) either
was an application for charitable purposes even (1) the trade is exercisedin the courseof the actual
though the transferee merely added the money to its
general reserves for future expenditure. This was on

the basis that the transferorknew the money wouldbe 12. (1980) Simon's Tax Cases (STC) 607.
applied in due course for charitable purposes or at 13. (1980) STC 150.
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carrying out of a primary purpose of the char- helps the lawyer to earn his livelihood, but that is
ity, or incidental to or consequentialon the primary scholas-

(2) the work in connectinwith the trade is mainly tic functionof advancingand disseminatingknowledge
carried out by beneficiariesof the charity. ofthelaw....

If any charity cannot satisfy either part of condition The term applicationof incomelso requiresconsid-
b, it will be taxable on the profits of the trade but eration. The normal operatingexpensesof the charity
will be entitled to claim any capital allowances, etc. (including proper remuneration for the employees)
The academic problem arises where it is agreed that has always been accepted as an application for the

the charity or body of persons is established for charitablepurposesof the charityas is any application
charitable purposes only and that all the profits are

for the benefit of the primary objects of such charity.
applied solely to its charitable purposes but is still The position regarding investmentof income er trans-
taxable on the profits of the trade because the trade is fer of income to another charitable body was consi-
not regarded as in the course of the primarypurpose dered in the case of IRC v. Helen Slater Charitable
of the charity (conditionbl) and the charity cannot Trusts Limited. 16

satisfy condition b2.

The principle of primarypurpose was introduced in D. Corporationtax
Ireland in the Finance Act 1955 which corresponds to
the amendment in the U.K. in 1927 in this regard. A reduced corporation tax rate applies (presently
Regarding condition b2, an example would be a 35%) for companies which are established for the ad-

convent of nuns where the main work was to carry on
vancementof religion or educationand which are pre-

a girls' school but which convent was also established cluded from distributing their profits to members. This

for the sanctification of its members by worship and is the only preferential tax treatment given to com-

by labour for the benefit of their fellow creatures.14 panies established for charitable purposes, except the
general corporation tax exemption (including the in-

A specific exemption under Sec. 334(1)(a) Income come tax and capital gains tax exemptions referred to
Tax Act 1967 extends to cover profits or gains arising above).
out of land, tenements or heriditaments which are

owned and occupied by the charity for the purposesof
mining, quarrying, etc. There is no further condition VI. SUMMARY
imposed other than that the charity must be a body of
persons or a trust established for charitable purposes Capital donations from an individual or corporate
only. body to authorisedcharitableorganisationsfor clearly
In order for a charity to qualify for the test of being charitable purposes may be unlimited in value. How-

established for charitable purposes only, the prim- ever, the individual will receive no direct incentive by
ary purpose must be charitable and this is not invali- way of a capital tax advantageor allowance from such

dated by virtue of any ancillary objects incidental or donation. A corporation may be able to deduct the

subsidiary to the attainment of that primary purpose expenditure if it is deemed wholly and exclusively re-

even though such ancillary objects might be non-
strlcted for the purposes of trade - not any easy case

charitable. to make. Successive legislatorshave seen no reason to

change this system.
The Revenue will look to the main statute or charter
or memorandum of an association, etc. to determine Similarly, charitable contributions are not allowable

what are the objects of the charitable body. If such a
or deductible expenses against the individual tax-

document includes any primary object which is not payer's taxable income, except where the contribu-

charitable, the Revenue should decline to grant the tions are made:

charitable status and reject any claim for the repay- (a) to an Irish university or college for the promotion
ment of tax. In particular, a tax exemption is not given of research;
where there is any chance, however remote, that in- (b) to an Irish university, college, school or trust to

come or profit could be applied under the object of the assist teaching of the natural sciences; or

charity for purposes other than those of the charity. (c) to a consultative body of the UNO or the Council
of Europe, which has as its sole or main objective

Considerationwas given to ancillarypurposes in the the promotion of the provisions of the Universal
case of IncorporatedCouncilof Law reportingfor En- Declaration of Human Rights and/or the im-
gland and Wales v. AGIS where it was held that the plementation of the European Convention of the
Council was established for charitable purposes only, Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
those purposesbeingeitherthe advancementofeduca- Freedoms. Moreover, the income must be payable
tion or othercharitablepurposesbeneficial to the com- for a period which exceeds3 years. This is normally
munity. To quote Buckley L.J.: the fact that the the method of a covenant to pay annual income.
Council's publicationscan be regarded as a necessary
part of a practisinglawyer'sequipmentdoes not, in my 14. BrightonConventofthe BlessedSacrament IRC, (1933) 18TC76.v.

Judgement, at all prevent the Council from being es- 15. (1971) 3 All ER 1029.
tablished exclusivelyfor charitablepurposes.... It also 16. See note 13.
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The effect on such covenanted income is that the In commonwith other jurisdictions, therefore, the tax
donor's taxable incomeis reducedby the annual (gros- exemptions relating to charitable giving are neutral
sed-up at standard rate tax) amount covenantedwhile rather than positive in terms of incentive. This re-

the beneficiaryreceives the (net) amountcovenanted, flects a certain ambivalence in successive legislators,
including the grossed-up figure in its tax return. In partly because of the substantial contribution by the
addition, the beneficiaryis entitled to reclaim the stan- State into social welfareand the reality that individuals
dard rate tax notionally or actually deducted by the and corporate bodies will continue to give in some

individual. manner to charitablepurposesfor a numberof reasons

not requiring further (tax) incentive.

InternationalTax Aspects
of Philanthropicand Other

Non-profitOrganisations
German Report
Wolfgang Hering

Mr. Hering is a partner of the Munich law firm of Bck Oppler Hering where he ,//A
specializes in internationalcorporateand tax matters. He receivedhisJ.D. degree
from the University of Munich and his LL.M. degree from Dalhousie Law School
in Canada.
Mr. Hering is admitted to practice in the Federal Republic of Germany and New f ..F.'
York.

I. CHARITABLEAND PHILANTHROPIC B. Requirements related to the aims pursued
ORGANISATIONS by a philanthropicorganisation

The Tax Code defines the following 3 types of pur-A. General
poses that, if they are pursuedexclusivelyand directly

The tax treatmentand status of an organisationpursu- by an organisation,constitute tax privilegedpurposes:

ing philanthropicaims depend on factors that, gener- public benefit purposes, charitable purposes and the

ally speaking, are related to: support of churches.1Even though the term non-pro-
the purposes pursued by the organisation (tax fit organisation is not a legal term used in the Tax

-

privileged purposes) i.e. the use of its assets; Code, it will be used in this article as a matter of

the funding of the organisation; convenience with organisations pursuing- respect to

certain formal requirements. tax
- privileged purposes.

These factors are more specifically defined in Sec. 51 (1) Only corporate entities qualify as non-profit
et seq. Tax Code (taxprivilegedpurposes). It should organisations
be noted that the German Tax Code is not a compila-
tion of all German tax laws. Rather, it embodiesDro- Tax privileges or exemptions are only available for

cedural rules and defines certain general terms (e.g. non-profit organisations that are corporate entities.

residence, permanent establishment, etc.). All other Individualsor groups of individuals (partnerships)are

issues related to specific taxes are governedby specific ineligible. There are, however, no restrictions as to

statutes (IncomeTax Act, CorporateTax Act, Inheri- the type of corporation. Therefore, every kind of cor-

tance Tax Act, etc.). Thus, the Tax Code only defines poration (foundation, registered association, limited

the preconditionsto be met by an organisationin order liability company, etc.) is possible.
to qualify as an organisation pursuing tax privileged Organisationsthat are not taxable in Germany or that
purposes, whereas the question of which privileges or are only subject to limited German taxation (e.g. a

exemptions are granted to such organisations is gov-
erned by the Income Tax Act, Corporate Tax Act,
InheritanceTax Act, etc. 1. Sec. 51 Tax Code.
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British organisation maintaining a permanent estab- In contrast to the definition of public benefit pur-
lishment in Germany) cannot qualify as a non-profit pose, charitable activities must not necessarily be
organisation.2Tax treaties, of course, may provide for directed to furthering the general public welfare. Yet,
a recognition of foreign non-profit organisations (for as charitable activities are always serving public in-
further details see infra III). terests indirectly, this aspect is of no practical impor-

tance.

(2) Public benefit purposes (4) Support of churches
An organisation pursues public benefit purposes if its The third group of non-profitorganisationsconsists ofactivities are devoted to furthering the public mate- organisations supporting churches.6 This provisionrially, spiritually or morally. These pu oses must be only deals with the supportof those churches that havepursued altruistically. (See infra I.B(5).) the status of a public law entity. Only a few major
The Tax Code lists some of the more important ac- Christian churches with long standing traditions have
tivities that are recognized as public benefit activities. such a status. The Tax Code thus distinguishes be-
This list includes such activities as the furtherance of tween the support of those established churches and
science and research, education, art and culture, relig- the support of other religions or churches. The latter
ion, child welfare,welfareof the elderly,publichealth, activities can only be tax privileged as public benefit
sports, etc.3 activitiespursuantto Sec. 52TaxCode (supraI.B(2).
An organisation does not pursue public benefit pur- (5) Altruism
poses if the group of beneficiaries is firmly limited.4
This precondition is relatively vague, but it indicates Non-profit activities will only be tax privileged if they
that an organisation does not pursue public purposes are pursued altruistically. Sec. 55 Tax Code provides
if the group of potential beneficiaries is very limited; a negative definition of the term altruism by stating
for example: foundations (trusts) for the support of that a non-profit organisation must not pursue
the members of a family, exclusive sports clubs with a economicaims and by establishingcertainother (nega-
limited number of members and organisations estab- tive) requirements related to the use of its funds.
lished for the benefit of the personnel of a specific
company, etc. (a) Commercialpurposes

As the list of public purposes in Sec. 52(2) Tax Code The organisationmust not primarilybe operated for
is not exclusive,many other activitieshave been recog- its own economicbenefit or for the benefit of its mem-

nized as public purpose activities. In order to deter- bers, shareholders,officers, etc. This requirementcor-
mine whether a given activity can be considered a responds to the positive definition of public benefit
public purposeactivity, German tax courts have devel- purposes and raises the following problems:
oped certain basic rules. For instance, a given activity - organisations established by several enterprises be-
does not necessarilyhave to be approvedby the major- longing to the same business branch to pursue aims
ity of the population in order to qualify as a public that are common to all members of such business
benefit activity.5 Yet, as the determinationwhether a branch have in many instances been considered
given activity is for the public benefit or not is a value primarily in pursuit of the commercial interest of their
judgement rather than a decision based on a well de- members. Example: Association established by horse
fined concept, fiscal authorities and tax courts will breeders to organze fairs, shows, etc.;
usually base their decision not to recognize a non-pro- - there is much doubt whether and to what extent a

fit organisationon one or several of the other precon- non-profitorganisationis allowed to deriveprofit from
ditions that must be met (see infra). its activities (not considering a related business and

income derived from donationsconsidered infra). For
instance, if an organisation provides public benefit

(3) Charitable purposes services at rates that are intentionallycalculated high
The term charitablepurposesmeans that the organi- enough to produce profits, such intention may not
sation must dedicate itself altruisticallyto helping per- effect the altruistic nature of the services if the organi-
sons in need. Sec. 53 Tax Code distinguishesbetween sation needs such profits to compensate prior losses.7
two groups of beneficiaries: Without such a justification, however, profits that are

(a) persons who need the help of others because of more than marginal will usually indicate that the ac-

theirphysical,mental or emotionalconditionand tivities are pursued for the economic benefit of the
(b) persons who need support because of their organisationand not altruistically.

economic situation.

The latter alternative is limited to persons who have 2. Sec. 5(2) No. 3 CorporateTax Act; Sec. 3(2) CapitalTax Act; Federal
an income of less than four times of the general public Tax court, FederalTax Gazette75,595.
welfare rate and who cannot reasonably be expected 3 Sec. 52(2) Tax Code.

to improve their income by using property of their 4. Id.

own. This limit does not apply to persons who are in 5. Federal Tax High Court, Federal Tax Gazette 1172, 440 (mediation
as a

need of economic support because of extraordinary
approved public benefit purpose).
6. Sec. 54 Tax Code.

circumstances (catastrophes, illness, etc.). 7. Federal Tax High Court, Federal Tax Gazette II 77,250.
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(b) Additionalspecific requirements sue its tax privileged purposes directly, not through
third parties; of course, the non-profit organisation(i) The organisationmay use its funds for its statutory

purposes only. No part of the income of the organisa- may employ personnel to pursue its aims. Further-
the Tax Codel2 permits the followingtion can be payableor otherwisemade available to any

more, excep-
tions:

of its members or shareholders. Furthermore, the or-
a non-profitorganisationmay limit itselfto collect--

ganisation may not use its funds directly or indirectly ing funds to support tax privileged purposes pur-for political parties. sued by another organisation or by a public law
A foundation may use, as an exception to these re- entity;
quirements, up to 25% of its income to adequately - a non-profit organisation may donate part of its

support the founder (grantor) and his close relatives,8 funds to anothernon-profitorganisation(or public
The duty to use funds only for the purposes set forth law entity) pursuing the same tax privileged pur-
in the statutesof the organisationimplies a duty not to poses;
build up assets. Thus, a non-profit organisation must - a non-profit organisation may provide personnel
spend its funds within a reasonableperiod of time for to other institutions (not necessarilynon-profitor-

its statutory purposes; it may not simply save them ganisations) to pursue non-profitpurposes;
unless such savings are necessary to achieve the aims - a non-profit organisation may provide space to
of the non-profit organisation. another non-profit organisation to support the

General intention to spend the reserves of the non- non-profit aims of such other organisation.
profit organisationat one point of time is not enough.
Rather, reserves, if any, mustbe formedfor a specified C. Funding
project.9 Yet, as a non-profit organisation, like any
commercial enterprise, cannot be operated continu- (1) Genral
ously and safely without reserves, the German legis- As outlined above, the general status of an institution
lator introduceda further exception in 1985 by provid- as a non-profitorganisationdepends primarily on the
ing that a non-profit organisationmay use up to 25% it (public benefit charita-
of its orofits to build up a general (contingency) re- purposes pursues purposes,

serve. It should also be noted that the restrictions
ble purposes, support of churches) and on how such

against accumulating reserves do not apply to grants purposes are pursued (altruistically, exclusively and

to a foundation and to testamentarydonations. directly). If these preconditions are not met, the or-

ganisation as a whole will not qualify as a non-profit
(ii) Altruism furthermore requires that the members organisation.By contrast, the preconditionsrelated to

of the non-profit organisation do not receive back funding a non-profit organisation do not affect, in
more than they contributedoriginally in the event that principle, the status as a whole. Rather, these precon-
their membership ceases or the organisation is dis- ditions are related to the question of the extent to

solved. which a non-profit organisation is eligible for certain

(iii) Moreover, the non-profit organisation must not
tax privileges. For instance, the operationof an unre-

lated business by a non-profit organisation will not
grant anyone benefits by generatingexpenses that are necessarilyaffect the non-profitstatus of the organisa-not related to the purpose of the organisation or that tion, but the non-profitorganisationwill not enjoy any
are unreasonablyhigh.11 tax privileges for income derived from that unrelated

(iv) In case the non-profitorganisation is dissolvedor business.
in case its originalpurposescannotbe furtherpursued, Apart from income derived from donations, a non-
its assets may only be used for tax privilegedpurposes. profit organisationmay derive incomefromthe admin-
This precondition, among others, is met if the assets istration of its assets, the operation of a related busi-
are turned over to another non-profit organisationor

ness and the operation of unrelated business. The tax
to a public law entity for tax privileged purposes. treatment of its income depends the fromon source

which it is derived.
(6) Exclusiveness

The activities of a non-profit organisation must be (2) Administrationof assets

limited to pursuing its tax privileged statutory pur- To the extent that the non-profit organisationderives
poses only. Several tax privileged purposes (for in- income from the administrationof its assets, it will be
stance, charitableand religiouspurposes)maybe com- eligible for all tax benefits that are generally available
bined, but it is not possible to combine tax privileged for non-profit organisations. The Tax Code does not
purposes with other purposes. define the term administration of assets. Sec. 14

With respect to funding of a non-profit organisation, sentence 3, merely states that, as a rule, the use of

the Tax Code permits the operation of a related busi-
ness (see C infra). 8. Sec. 58 No. 5 Tax Code.

9. Federal Tax High Court, Federal Tax Gazette II 79,496.
(7) Direct support of tax privileged purposes 10. Sec. 58 No. 7(a) Tax Code.

11. Sec. 55(1) No. 3 Tax Code.
A non-profitorganisationis generallyobligated to pur- 12. Sec. 58 Nos. 1-4.
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assets (e.g. the investment of capital or letting out D. Formal requirements- Review by fiscal

(leasing) immovable property) is an administrationof authorities
assets rather than a business activity. Thus, the main
factor to determine whether a given activity is to be (1) Formal requirements
characterized as an administration of assets or as a

business activity is whether profits (or income) are
In addition to the factorsoutlinedso far, the non-profit

primarily derived from using an asset or from an activ- status of an organisation depends on its compliance
ity as such (which may or may not involve the use of with certain formal requirementsand certain require-
assets). The question of which one of these aspects is ments related to its actual management. All of these

dominatingand characteristicfor a given activity is, of are related to the statutes (articlesof incorporation)of

course, a value judgement. For instance, depositing
the organisation.

money in a savings account obviouslydoes not consti-
(a) Statutes (articles of incorporation)tute a business activity. If, however, a non-profit or-

ganisation invests its assets in a sophisticated way, An organisation is only eligible for tax privileges if its
involving frequent transfers of stock, bonds, real es- statutes clearly define the purposes of the organisa-
tate, etc., such investment activities may constitute a tion. Such description must be specific enough to de-
business activity. terminewhether the activitiesare non-profitactivities.

It is not sufficient to merely cite the language used in
the Tax Code (e.g. by merely providing that the or-

(3) Unrelated business ganisation pursues charitable purposes). The sta-

tutes, furthermore,must state that such a purpose will
Pursuant to Sec. 14 Tax Code, an unrelated business be pursued exclusively and directly. Further, there
(commercialbusiness) is constitutedby an indepen- must be a clause governing the use of the assets of the
dent and constant activity producing income or other organisationin case it is dissolvedor if the achievement
economical advantages and exceeding the limits of a of its aims has become impossible.
(private) administration of assets. As the non-profit
activities of a non-profitorganisationare also pursued (b) Actualmanagement
independently and permanently, this definition of a

business activity is not much more than a vague
In addition to the general requirement that a non-pro-

guideline. fit organisation must be managed in accordance with
the general preconditions outlined above, the actual

The distinctions made by the fiscal authorities on the managementmust furthermorecomplywith the above
basis of this vague definitionare value judgementsand mentioned (supra (a)) clauses of the statutes of the
usually based on precedents. Examples of business organisation. For instance, a charitable organisation
activities are: operationof a cafeteria by a sports club; must not pursue charitable purposes other than those
sale of sportswear by a sports club; sale of postcards, defined in its statutes.
calendars, records, etc. by a non-profit organisation;
merchandising agreements between sports clubs and The tax consequencesof a violation of these require-
manufacturersof sports equipment, etc. ments differ depending on the tax at issue. For in-

stance, the organisation will lose its tax privileges
under the Corporate Tax Act and the Trade Tax Act
for the entire assessment period if the statutes do not

(4) Related business meet the above formal requirement or if the actual

While a non-profit organisation is not entitled to any managementdoes not comply with the statutes at any
time during such assessmentperiod. By contrast, if the

tax privileges with respect to income derived from a
non-profit organisation received donation before it

business operation, income from a business that is
a

violated the above requirements, the tax exemptionrelated to the purposes of the non-profit organisation for such donation will not be affected unless the
is generally tax-exempt or privileged. Sec. 65 Tax

or-

Code establishes the following 3 preconditions for a ganisation used the donation for non-prvileged pur-
related business: poses.

the business must be operated in order to support-

(c) Adequate records
the non-profit,statutory purposes of the organsa-
tion; A non-profitorganisationmust keep adequate records
the operation of the business must be necessary in on its income and expenses to prove that its actual-

order to achieve the non-profit purposes; managementcomplies with its statutes.
there must be no avoidable competition between-

the business and the business of other, non- (2) Registration
privilegedbusinessesofthe same or similarkind.

There formal recognition registrationare no or proce-
The examples for related businesses are numerous. dures for non-profitorganisations.Thus, the question
Some of the more importantexamples,expressly listed whether an organisation is considered a non-profit
in Sec. 68 Tax Code, include old age homes, work- organisation is part of the assessment procedure for
shops for handicapped persons, cultural institutions each type of tax. Theoretically, the non-profit status
such as museums, theatres, exhibitions, etc. of an organisation could thus be recognized for one
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type of tax (e.g. corporate tax) while not recognized tions by corporationspursuant to Sec. 9 No. 3 Corpo-
for another type of tax (e.g. gift tax). Yet, in practice, rate Tax Act.
the organisation's characterization for corporate tax A second alternative to effect tax-free donations for
purposes is usually the basis for all other taxes. non-profitpurposes is establishedby Sec. 13(1) No. 17
When a new non-profit organisation is formed, its Gift Tax Act. Pursuant to this provision, donations
statutes (articles of incorporation) are usually re- made exclusively for public benefit purposes, charita-
viewed by the competent tax office. If the statutes ble purposes or to churches are exempt from gift tax
meet the above formal requirements, the tax office if the use of the donation for such purposes is secured.
will issue a preliminary certificate stating that the or- The donation may either be made directly for the

ganisation is a non-profit organisation. This certifi- non-profit purpose or it may be made indirectly, i.e.
cate, however, does not bind the tax office in any way to a third party under the condition that the donation
and does not constitute a precondition for the tax is used for a certain non-profit purpose. This second
status of a non-profit organisation. alternative is usually available if the donation is used

tax
From time to time (usually every 3 years), the tax immediately for non-profit purposes. The office

will usuallyconsidersuch use as securedif the taxpayeroffice reviews the activities of a non-profit organisa- s able to show that the donaton has actually been
tin informally, normally by requesting that a ques- used for non-profit purposes.tionnaire is completed and that the business records
are submitted. If, on the basis of this documentation
the tax office is satisfied that the non- profit organisa- B. Corporate tax, trade tax

tion complies with all preconditions, it may (and usu-

al_y will) issue a notice of exemption to confirm the Non-profit organisations are exempt from corporate
non-profit status of the organisation. Furthermore, taxes,15 This exemption does not apply to income de-
the tax office may issue a certificate to confirm that the rived form an unrelatedbusinessoperatedby the non-

organisation is eligible for tax privileged donations. profit organisation. The same applies with respect to
trade tax.16

II. TAX TREATMENT OF NON-PROFIT C. Real estate tax, capital tax
ORGANISATIONS

Non-profit organisationsare exempt from these taxes

A. Gift and inheritance tax unless the property is used for the operation of an

unrelated business.17
The tax treatmentof intervivos gifts and of the devolu-
tion of an estate is governed by one statute in the (VAT)
Federal Republic of Germany: the Inheritance and

D. Turnover tax

Gift Tax Act (InheritanceAct). Thus, in this article Certain charitable, medical and cultural services ren-
the term inheritance tax will include gift taxes and dered by non-profit organisations are exempt from
the term donation or gift will include inter vivos
gifts and testamentarybequests.

turnover tax.18 Further, the turnover tax rate for ser-

vices rendered by non-profit organisations (with the
Pursuant to the Inheritance Act, gifts to domestic exceptionof an unrelatedbusiness) is reduced to 7%19
churches (public law entities), domestic Jewish Com- (the regular rate is 14% in Germany).
munities and to domestic non-profitorganisationsare

exempt from inheritance tax. The tax exemption is, E. Other exemptionshowever, revocable retroactively if the preconditions
for the non-profit status of the recipient organisation Transactions with respect to domestic non-profit or-
cease to exist within 10 years after the gift was made, ganisations (e.g. the assignment of shares in such or-
unless the donation was actually used for non-profit
purposes.

13 ganisations) are exempt from capital transfer tax.20
Lotteries organized for non-profit purposes are

Donations by individuals to non-profit organisations exempt from lottery tax if the total price of the lots
are generally tax-deductiblefor income tax purposes.14 does not exceed 75,000 DM.21
Subject to certain exceptions (in particular with re-

spect to politicalparties), the maximumannual deduc-
tion is generally 5% of the total annual income of the
donor and 2% of the total turnover and the total 13. Sec. 13(1) No. 16(b) Gift Tax Act.

salaries paid by the donor during the year. Donations 14. Sec. 10(d) Income Tax Act.

to public purpose organisations are only tax-deducti- 15. Sec. 5(1) No. 9 Corporate Tax Act.

ble if the purposes pursued by the organisation are
16. Sec. 3 No. 6, 20(b)(c) Trade Tax Act.
17. Secs. 3 (I) Nos. 3, 4 and 4 No. 6 Real Property Tax Act; Sec. 3 (I)

recognized as particularly worth furthering (the in- Nos. 4,12 Capital Tax Act.
come tax regulations contain a long list of such ac- 18. Sec. 4 Nos. 16, 18, 22, 25 Turnover Tax Act.

tivities). 19. Sec. 3(2) No. 8 Turnover Tax Act.
20. Sec. 7(1) No. 1 Capital Transfer Act.

The same rules are applicable with respect to dona- 21. Sec. 18 No. 2 LotteryTax Act.
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I[I. INTERNATIONALTAX ASPECTS OF sations that pursue religious, charitable, scientific,
NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS educational, or public purposes. As outlined above

(supra I.B(2), (3) and (4), the German Tax Code
establishes 3 types of non-profit organisations, de-

A. Internationalactivities of domestic non-profit
organisations pending on the purposes pursued by such organisa-

tions (public benefit purposes, charitable purposes,

A non-profit organisation may pursue its purposes in support of churches). The language used in Art. 10(2)
or outside of the Federal Republic of Germany. For

s different from the terminologyused in the German

instance, a charitable foundation may pursue the sole Tax Code. In particular, the term public benefit pur-

purpose of providing medical aid in developingcoun- pose, which covers most non-profit activities

tries, etc. Thus, there are no geographical restrictions (amongst others religious, scientific and educational

on the activities of a non-profit organisation. activities) is not used in Art. 10(2) of the Convention.
The question is thus whether Art. 10(2) was supposed
to exclude the mutual recognitionof those publicben-

B. Recognition of foreign non-profit
efit purposes that are not expressly referred to (i.e.

organisations religious, scientific and educational purposes) or

whether the term public purposes, which is used in

(1) Donations to foreign non-profit organisations Art. 10(2) but not in the Tax Code, was supposed to

serve as a fall-back clause. As there is no reason why
Only donations to domestic non-profit organisations such recognized public purpose activities as sports,
are exempt from inheritance tax.22 Thus, donations to cultural activities, etc. should not be governedby Art.

foreign non-profit organisations are _enerally not 10(2), it would appear that the term publicpurposes
exempt from German inheritance tax.2Unless'there should be given a broad meaning to the effect that it

is a tax treaty between the Federal Republic of Ger- covers all activities pursued for the benefit of the gen-
many and the country of the recipient non-profit or- eral public.
ganisation, the only way to effect a tax-free gift to a

foreign non-profit organisation is to make a donation Another important issue concerns the language simi-

for specificpurposes.
4 Example:a Germandonorpro-

lar corporation etc. in Art. 10(2)(b) of the Conven-

vides the funds for constructinga hospital for the poor
tion. It remains to be seen what degree of similarity

in India.
will be required by the U.S. and German tax auth-
orities. Art. 10(2) provides that the competent auth-

The Federal Republic of Germany is presently bound orities of the ContractingStates shall by mutual agree-
by 5 tax treaties dealing with inheritance taxes. The ment settle the application. Yet, I do not expect an

treaties between the Federal Republic of Germany agreement for some time as the competent German
and Greece, Austria, Sweden and Switzerland, how- authorities,at present, are only preparingnegotiations
ever, are not applicable to inter vivos gifts. Like the with the American authorities.
OECD Draft of 1966, these treatiesdo not contain any
express languageconcerningthe tax treatmentof non-

In addition to the above tax treaties, the Federal Re-

profit organisations.The only tax treaty that is broader public of Germanyhas also exchanged formal declara-

in both respects is the Conventionbetweenthe Federal tions with the Netherlands, Denmarkand some of the

Republic of Germany and the United States for the Swiss cantons according to which donations (by testa-

Avoidanceof DoubleTaxationwith respect to estates, ment and inter vivos) to organisationspursuing public
inheritance and gifts. As to the mutual recognition of benefit purposes, charitable purposes or supporting
non-profit organisations, Art. 10(2) provides as fol- churchesare exempt from gift and inheritancetaxes.25

lows: Apart from the questionof whetherdonationsby Ger-

Property transferred to or for the use of a corporation man donors to foreign non-profit organisations are

or organisation of a Contracting State organized and exempt from German inheritance and gift tax, the

operated exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, second issue in this context is whether such donations

educational or public purposes, or to a body of a Con- are deductible for German income and corporate tax

tracting State to be used for such purposes, shall be purposes (see supra II) This issue is expressly covered

exempt from tax by the other ContractingState, if and by a circulation letter of the Federal Ministry of Fi-
to the extent that such corporation, organisation, or nance of 2/2/1987 (DStR 1987,237). According to

public body (a) is exempt from tax in the first mentioned such letter, the representatives of the highest fiscal
ContractingState, and (b) would be exempt from tax in authorities have determined that donations to a

the other ContractingState if it were made to a similar
foreign foundation not deductible for income tax

corporation, organisation or public body of that other
are

State. The competent authorities of the Contracting purposes because the provisionsof the Tax Code do

States shall by mutual agreement settle the application not apply to foreign foundationsand becausedomestic

of this provision.
As the Convention came into force only in 1986, it 22. Sec. 13(1) No. 16 InheritanceTax Act.

cannot yet be said how this provision will be applied. 23. Federal Tax High Court, Federal Tax Gazette 84 II, 9.

The first and most obvious issue is whetherthe applica-
24. Sec. 13(1) No. 17 Gift Tax Act.

25. Ministry of Finance of Northrhine-Westfalia(15 June 1964) Betrieb

tion of Art. 10(2) governsdonationsto any non-profit 935; Ministryof Finance of Hessen (10 August 1960) DVR63,16; Ministry

organisation or only donations to non-profit organi- of Finance of Northrhine-Westfalia(12 November 1975) Betrieb76,269.
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tax offices cannot, for legal and factual reasons, The term publicpurposes is generallyconsidered to
examine (review) the activitiesof foreign foundations. cover all non-profit purposes that are recognized in
Further, it would not be possible to impose sanctions the United States or the Federal Republic of Ger-
in case it should turn out, subsequently,that the assets many. Further, by contrast to Art. 10(2) of the Gift
which were donated have not been used properly. As Tax Treaty with the United States, Art. 15A of the
there is no tax treaty specifically dealing with this Income Tax Treaty does not use the word similar.
question (Art. 10(2) of the U.S.-FederalRepublicof Yet, when examining whether a U.S. organisationGermany tax treaty on inheritance taxes only deals meets the German requirements related to the status
with inheritance taxes), it would seem that there are of a non-profit organisation, such examination is
no exceptions to the rule that donations to foreign primarily focused on the purposes pursued by the or-

non-profit organisationsare non-deductible. ganisation. As to the additional requirements (ex-
clusive, direct and altruistic pursuance of non-profit
purposes, etc.), German tax offices frequentlyconfine

(2) Tax treatmentof foreign non-profit organisations themselves to a formal test, i.e. they examine the
If a foreign non-profit organisation pursues activities articles of incorporationof the U.S. non-profitcorpo-
attracting German income or corporate tax, i.e. if the ration and ask for a verification of the tax-exempt
organisationhas the status of a non-resident taxpayer status by the U.S. Revenue Service. Based on this
(limited taxability pursuant to Sec. 49 Income Tax documentation,U.S. non-profitorganisationsare usu-

Act), its non-profit status is generally disregardedbe- ally recognized in the Federal Republic if they pursue
cause only domestic organisations can be recognized purposes that are recognized as non-profit purposes
as non-profit organisations pursuant to Sec. 51 Tax under the Tax Code.
Code (supra I.A and I.B). Most tax treaties signed by
the Federal Republic of Germany contain non-dis-
criminationclauses that are identicalwith or similar to IV. OTHER NON-PROFITORGANISATIONS
Art. 24 of the OECD Draft treaty. Yet, the taxation
of foreignnon-profitorganisationsis not consideredto A. Pension funds, funeral societies and health
violate such non-discriminationclauses. insurers Sec. 5(1) No. 3 Corporate Tax Act

Example: A British non-profit organisation derives
income from German real estate. Such income will be These organisationsare exempt from corporate tax if
taxable in Germany without regard to the non-profit the following conditions are satisfied:
status under British tax laws.26 - their beneficiaries are members or former mem-

bers of one or several business enterprises, or
The following are the only 2 exceptions to this rule: membersof certaincharitableinstitutions(e.g. the

foreign cultural associations (theatre, music, German Red Cross) of other corporations that
-

or
dance, etc.) are exempt from German income tax are liable to pay corporate tax;if their performance in the Federal Republic of - it is certain that the assets and income of the or-
Germany is subsidizedsubstantiallyfrom domestic ganisationare exclusivelyand directly used for the
or foreign public (government) funds.27 purposes set forth in its statutes;the convention betwen the Federal Republic of - the total assets of the organisation do not exceed

-

Germanyand the United States for the Avoidance certain limits.
of Double Taxation with Respect to Taxes on In-
come and to certain other taxes provides for a The organisationmust be organized as a corporation.
mutual recognition of non-profit organisations in Further, the tax exemptiondoes not apply to non-res-

Art. XV A: ident organisations.28 Organisations of this type are
also exempt from capital (wealth) tax29, and donations

(1) A German company or organization operated ex- to such organisations are exempt from inheritanceclusivelyfor religious,charitable,scientific,educational tax.30
or public purposes shall be exempt from tax by the
United States, if and to the extent that:

(a) such company or organisation is exempt form tax B. Small mutual insurance companies
in the Federal Republic, and

(b) such cornpany or organisation would be exempt Small mutuai insurance associations are exempt from
from tax in the United States if it was organized, corporate tax if their income derived from contribu-
and carried on all its activities in the UnitedStates. tions does not exceed certain limits established by

(2) A United States corporation or organization oper- government regulation, if their business is limited to
ated exclusivelyfor religious,charitable,scientific,edu- granting death benefits and if, on the basis of their
cational or public purposes shall be exempt from tax by business plan and the nature and amount of their pay-
the Federal Republic, if and to the extent that:
(a) such a corporation or organisation is exempt from

tax in the United States, and 26. Federal Tax High Court, Federal Tax Gazette 77 Il, 178.
27. Letter by Federal Ministry of Finance (20 July 1983), Federal Tax(b) such corporation or organisation would be exempt Gazette 83 I, 382.from tax in the Federal Republic if it was a German 28. Sec. 5(2) No. 3 Corporate Tax Act.

company or organisation and carried on all its ac- 29. Sec. 3 No. 5 Capitl Tax Act.
tivities in the Federal Republic. 30. Sec. 13 No. 13 InheritanceTax Act.
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ments, they are social institutions.31 Organisationsof ernment owned (instrumentsof the governmenthous-

this type are also exempt from capital (wealth) tax32, ing policy) or recognizedby the competentauthorities

but not from inheritance tax. or non-profit housing institutions. These entities are

also exempt from wealth tax.43

C. Professonal (functional) organisations
H. Agriculturalcooperativeassociations44

Associations established by the members of a given
profession that do have a public law status are exempt This exemption applies to cooperatives formed by ag-
from corporate tax if they are pursuing non-commer- ricultural producers to pursue common aims. Such
cial purposes.33 They are furthermore exempt from aims are limited to the following:
capital (wealth) tax,34 but not from gift tax. - the common use of operating equipment;

services for the production of agricultural products-

D. Politicalparties by the members;
the processingor use of the agriculturalproducts of-

the members;
Political parties are exempt from corporate tax.35 advice related to the production and processing of-

Further,donationsto politicalparties are exempt from
agricultural products of the members.

inheritancetax.36Politicalpartiesare also exempt from

capital (wealth) tax.37 If, generally speaking, these limits are exceeded, the

Donations to political parties are deductible for in- cooperative loses all tax benefits.

come (and corporate) tax purposes only within the
limits of Sec. 10(b) IncomeTax Act (starting 1989, the I. Mutual pension insurance associations45
maximum deduction is 60,000 DM per year). Dona-
tions exceeding40,000 DM per year must be reported This exemptionconcernsinsuranceassociationscover-

in the parties' annual report. ing the risk ofan insolvencyofprivatepension funds.

E. Pensions funds organizedunder public law J. Insurances establishedby credit institutions46

These institutionsare exempt from corporate tax if the This exemption concerns private insurances estab-

membershipis mandatoryand if the contributionspaid lished by banks and other credit institutions with the

by members do not exceed certain limits established aim to assist the creditors of a member bank in case it

by statute.38Organisationsof this type are also exempt should fail to perform its obligations.
from capital (wealth) tax.39 As repeatedly emphasized before, the above exemp-

tions are only granted to domestic organisations. As

F. Non-profit home building companies, to the international tax treatment of these specific
cooperatives and associations4o non-profit organisations listed here, there are no par-

ticularities, i.e. the general principles outlined above
This tax exemption is only available for home building under III apply without any specific modifications.

companies that are providingand administratingsmall
homes (apartments)atlow cost and that are therefore
recognized as non-profit home builders by the ad-
ministrative authorities (not the tax offices) of the
lands. In the light of numerous scandals involving.the
biggest German non-profit housing corporation,
which was owned by the German Trade Union Feder- 31. Sec. 5(1) No. 4 Corporate Tax Act.

ation, there has been much discussion as to whether 32. Sec. 5(1) Nos. 5,6 Corporate Tax Act.

there are still valid reasons to grant tax exemptionsof 33. Sec. 3 No. 6 Capital Tax Act.

this kind. Starting 1990, the exemption will be limited 34. Sec. 3 Nos. 8,9 Capital Tax Act.

to cooperations and associations providing homes to
35. Sec. 5(1) No. 7 Corporate Tax Act.

36. Sec. 13(1) No. 18 Inheritance Tax Act.
their members.Theabove non-profit corporationsare 37. Sec. 3 No. 10 Capital Tax Act

exempt from capital (wealth) tax.41 38. Sec. 5(1) No. 8 Corporate Tax Act.
39. Sec. 3 No. 11 Capital Tax Act.
40. Sec. 5(1) No. 10 Corporate Tax Act.

G. Governmentowned or recognized low cost 41. Sec. 3 No. 13 Capital Tax Act.

housing institutions42 42. Sec. 5(1) No. 12 Corporate Tax Act.

43. Sec. 3(I) No. 15. Capital Tax Act.

44. Sec. 5(1) No. 14 CorporateTax Act.
These exemptions pertain to low cost housing institu- 45. Sec. 5(1) No 15 Corporate Tax Act.

tions (including credit institutions, etc.) that are gov- 46. Sec. 5(1) No. 16 Corporate Tax Act.
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I. PURPOSE AND SCOPE - the activity is non-profitable;
management does not take into account any pro-

-

The purpose of this article is to examine the French fitability when managing the organisation;
tax aspects of charitable and philanthropic organisa- - no advantage is granted to membersof the organi-
tions in the internationalcontext. UnlikeAnglo-Saxon sation.
tax laws, French tax law contains only a few measures Accordingto courts, the realizationofauxiliarypayingspecifically applying to charitable or philanthropicor- acts does not disqualify the general interestcharacteri-ganisations, although some recent provisions have zation of an organisationwhen the 5 following condi-been enacted in this respect (e.g. law dated 23 July tons are met:1987 encouraginggifts to non-profitassociations-Art. the performed activity is strictly within the-

7 of the Finance Act for 1989). framework of the non-profitable activity of the
organisation;II. PERSONS INVOLVED IN A CHARITABLE the organisationcannotgrant any director indirect-

AND PHILANTHROPICGIFT profit to its founders or members;
-

A. Donor excess receipts must not be a goal of the organisa-
tion;

Gifts made by all individualsor legal entities to charit-
- when excess receiptsexist, they mustbe reinvested

able and philanthropicorganisations benefit from tax
within the organisation;
the organisationmust have a social utility.incentives.

-

The activity of the organisationmust benefit anybody
B. Non-profit organisationscollecting and and not be limited to a special category of persons.

obtaining gifts from charitable or Moreover, the organisation must perform its activity
philanthropicorganisations in France. However, gifts made to French organisa-

tions whose purpose is to collect gifts and to organize
Organisations which may receive tax-deductible gifts charitableprograms for the benefit of people of unde-
are listed below. veloped foreign countries are tax-deductible within

the limits described below. In addition, for organisa-
(1) Assistanceand charitable organisations tions developing the preservation of the French na-

tional artistic heritage, the spread of the French lan-The charitableaspectof the organiationis determined culture and scientific knowledge, deductibilityunder objective criteria: conditionsof activity and or- guage,
s possibleif theyperformat least a part of theiractivityganisation of the activity performed, regardlessof the in France.organisation's legal form.

(2) General interest organisations (3) Religious organisations
Organisations are characterised as general interest Gifts are deductible when those organisations have a
when: philanthropicor charitable activity.
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(4) Associations or foundations officially acknowledged cultural, social or family associations within certain
to serve the public percentageceilings based on turnover. This deduction

also applies to gifts made to associationsencouraging
Their purpose constitutes general interest, but they sports, the preservationof the French national artistic
must first obtain approval from the French administra- heritage, the environment and the spread of French
tion. language, culture and scientific knowledge.

In general, the deduction for charitable contributions
C. Recipients is limited to 0.2% of the donor enterprise's annual

turnover. This limit is raised to 0.3% for gifts to offi-
Recipients or end users of the charitable process may cially recognizedculturalor humanitarianassociations
be individuals,communities,states, and certainassoc-

or foundations. This 0.3% limit also applies for con-
ations having a social, environmental or charitable tributions to public institutionsof higher learning to

purpose. Recipients of the gifts must correspond to
or

the categoryof beneficiarieslisted in the articlesof the officiallyapprovedpublicor private researchorganisa-
tons.

philanthropic or charitable organsation. However,
the social purpose of the association or foundation If the allowable limits are exceeded during one finan-

does not qualfy, by itself, for the preferential tax cial year, the excess may be carried forward to the

treatment. It is necessary to take into account the following 5 years provided that the excess can only be

actual activity of the organisation.1Recipients may be carred forward when the annual contrbutionsof the

either French or foreign individualsor legal entities. year have been offset and the deductible limit cannot
be exceeded. Even when there is a loss during one

financial year, the possibility of a carry-forward still
III. TAX TREATMENTOF GIFTS exists.

A. At the donor's level (3) Gifts made by individuals

French individual taxpayerscan only deduct theircon-

(1) General rules tributions to non-recognizedassociationsand charities
Gifts made for the benefit of general interestorganisa- to the extent that they do not exceed 1.25% of their

tions are deductible for tax purposes. Conditions and net taxable income. On the other hand, contributions
limits of those deductionsvary with regard to the type made to recognized charities and non-profit associa-
of donor (individualsor legal entities) and beneficiary. tions can be deducted up to 5% of the net taxable

Only pure gifts are deductible (i.e. without any direct income. In order to qualify for this special deduction
or indirect counterpart). regime, the charity or association must be recognized
Gifts can be made in cash or in kind. Cash gifts can

by the French authorities. Among those organisations

theoreticallybe deducted for the entire amountmade.
are Fondation de France, French Red Cross, Se-
cours Catholique, International Federation of

Conversely, in kind gifts can only be deducted up to Human Rights, etc.
the amountofeither the book value of the assetgiven,
the book value of the inventory given or the cost price This 5% limit also applies to certain religious associa-
of the service rendered. Gifts of art works, however, tions or charities which have been authorized by the
are deductible on the basis of the acquisition price or tax administration to receive gifts. It should be noted

the value determined by the tax administration. that the French tax administrationdoes not allow de-
ductions when the beneficiary charitable organisation

(2) Gifts made by enterprises does not perform its activity in France. However, it is
not mandatory that the head office of the charitable

In principle, gifts are only deductible when they are organisation be located in France. Deduction of con-
made in direct connection with the enterprise's in- tributions is only allowed if the contributions allo-
terest. However, companies are authorized to deduct

are

cated to promoteactions of general interest realised in
gifts to general interestorganisationsup to a maximum France or from France. Therefore, gifts made to
of 0.3% of their annual turnover (all taxes included).2 foreign organisations or to organisationsperformingIn order to claim such a deduction, the general com- their entire activity abroad are not deductible for
pany's tax results must be profitable. This total limit French tax purposes.includesall gifts made to general interestorganisations
and associations or foundations officially acknow- It is possible, however, to deduct gifts made to French

ledged to serve public purposes as well as gifts of art associationsor organisationswhose purpose is charita-
works to the State. ble or philanthropicactivities in foreigncountries (e.g.

Third World countries). The tax benefit that could be
Enterprises subject to individual income tax can elect claimed as a result of the 1.25% or 5% deduction
to deduct contrbutons up to 0.3% of their annual cannot be less than 25% of amounts deducted for the
turnover from income or to offset the value of gifts up
to 1.25% or 5% (dependingon the type of beneficiary
organisation)of the final individualincome tax due. A 1. Ministerial Answer to Chovat, M.P., (30)(1) Official Gazette 484
deduction is allowed for contributions to non-profit (1989)
associations, philanthropic, educational, scientific, 2 - French Tax Code Sec. 238 bis AA.
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annual part of gifts that does not exceed 1,200 Ffrs. As - prices made have been approved by the French
a result, the first 1,200 Ffrs. contributed will accord administration;
the taxpayer a 300 Ffrs. tax reduction. For taxation of - similar operations are not currently made by busi-
1989 income, the rate of the tax credit is raised to the ness entities at comparableprices.
highest marginal tax rate (56.8%) when the taxpayer Furthermore, there is VAT applying receipts ofcan substantiategifts of at least 1,200 Ffrs. no on

6 annual charity meetings (concerts, shows, charityIn order to claim a deduction, it is compulsory to sale actions, etc.) when those meetings are held byattach supporting documents to the annual tax return charities for their own benefit. This exemptionapplies
(i.e. an official receipt from the relevant association to entrance tickets to those meetings and to the re-

evidencingthe gift). Those documentsare providedby ceipts received in respect to food, brewery, advertise-
the charitable organisation. ment, rent of showrooms and stands, charity sales,
Following the 1989 Finance Act, contributions allo- grants or subsidies.
cated to the supply of free meals to needy people give Another condition for exemption from VAT is that
rise to tax benefits. The Act gives taxpayers2 options. managementact without self-interest, i.e.:
Under the first option, taxpayers may elect to take a - management and administration must be con-
tax credit equal to 50% of the gift but limited to 400 ducted, without remuneration,by persons having
Ffrs.; the excess is deductible up to 1.25% or 5% of no financial interest in the operating results;
the taxable income, dependingon the type of recipient - no distributionof profits by the organisation to its
association or foundation. Under the second option, managers or members;
taxpayers may deduct the contributions from income - no sharing of the organisation'sassets for the ben-
to a maximum 1.25% or 5% of taxable income. As for efit of members of the organisation.
1989 income, this regime applies both to the supply of

In addition, charitable philanthropicorganisationsfood in France and abroad. or

may acquire or import, free of VAT, goods that will
B. Tax treatmentof charities be exported for the needs of their charitableor philan-

thropicactivity. Gifts made by companiesto charitable
(1) Corporate income tax and philanthropic organisations for the realization of

humanitarian,charitableor philanthropicacts abroadNon-profit associations and therefore charitable or-
are out of the scope ofVAT,providingthat the organi-ganisations are normally not subject to corporate in- sations which will distribute such gifts abroad can filecome tax when they act within the scope of their activ-
a certificate indicating the reason for the gifts and theity (i.e. non-profit activity). However, they can be place where the gifts will be distributed.subject to corporate income tax at the full 42% rate on

their income from profit-making activities only when (3) Wages taxsuch earnings are not exempt by law or administrative
regulations. The effect of those exemptions is usually Entities not subject to VAT are, nevertheless,subject
to allow some tax-free, commercial-like activities to wages tax based on the amountsofsalariespaid. For
when the activities are an extension of the non-profit 1989 salary payments, the rate of this tax is 4.25% on

purpose of the associations. the first 33,660 Ffrs. of annual salary, 8.5% on the

A special tax regime applies to income deriving from
amount between 33,660 Ffrs. and 67,310 Ffrs. and
13.60% on the amount over 67,310 Ffrs.the non-profitorganisations'assets (e.g. rent of build-

ings owned by the organisations, dividends received, (4) Business licence taxetc.). For this type of income, the corporate income
tax rate is 24%. A 10% rate applies on interest re- Charitable and philanthropic organisations are not
ceived by non-profit associations. When corporate in- subject to business licence tax providing they act
come tax amounts to less than 1,000 Ffrs., it is not within the framework of their activity (i.e. non-profit
payable. Foundationsofficiallyacknowledgedto serve activity).
public purposes benefit from a 100,000 Ffrs. abate-
ment on corporateincome tax due with regard to assets (5) Transfer tax
owned.

Gifts made to charities and philanthropic organisa-
(2) Value added tax (VAT) tions are exempt from gift tax (60%) on conditionthat

Non-profitcharitable,cultural, educational,religious, such gifts are directly allocated to the charitable or

political or sports associationsare normally not under philanthropicpurpose of the organisation.
the scope of VAT. They can, nevertheless,be subject
to VAT when their activities are within the scope of IV. INTERNATIONALASPECTS
VAT (commercialactivities). A. Tax deductibilityof gifts
However,commercialoperationsmade for the benefit
of members or third parties by non-profit organisa- In order to be tax-deductible, gifts must be made to
tions whosepurposeis social or philanthropicactivities charities or foundations performing their activity in
(e.g. charities)and whosemanagementis not forprofit France. However, it is not necessary that those
are exempt from VAT provided that: charities, or foundations have their head office in
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France. Deductionof gifts is only possible when those sions of the tax treaty (e.g. reduction of withholding
gifts are allocated to the promotionof general interest tax on dividends or interest income).
activities realized in France or from France. As a con-

sequence, gifts made to foreign charities or founda-
tions performing all of their activity abroad are not

D. Contributionsmade by foreign donors

tax-deductible. Providing the charity or foundation qualifies for tax-

As a matter of fact, should a French individualor legal exempt status in France, contributions made by
entity make a contribution to an international foreign French or foreign donors (i.e. residents or non-resi-

charity or foundation, this contribution will not be dents) will not be treated as taxable income in France.
tax-deductiblefor income tax purpose unless the char- Individuals who are not domiciled in France for tax

ity or foundationperformsat least part of its charitable purposes can, however, be subject to individual in-

activity in France. However, gifts made to French come tax on a part of their income (French-source
charities or foundations performing their charitable income). They are not entitled to deduct from indi-

activity abroad are tax-deductible. vidual income tax payable in France gifts made to

French or foreign charities.3

B. Gift duties

V. TAX TREATY ISSUES
Under domestic law, and subject to provisions of an

applicable tax treaty, when the donor is domiciled in
France, all movable or immovableproperty is taxable A. Income tax treaties

regardlessof its tyoe or location. Gifts made to organi-
sations acknowlecged to serve public purposes (auth- Unlike various treaties signed by Anglo-Saxon coun-

orized charitable or philanthropic organisations) are tries, tax treaties signed by France do not include any
exempt from gift dutieswhen an official administrative provisions relating to charities or foundations. The

regulation has stated that such organisationswere au- only provision concerning charities derives from an

thorised to receive gifts. This regime only applies to administrativeregulation relating to the applicationof
French organisations. the U.S.-French tax treaty.4
The gift tax rate applying to gifts made to third partes Under this regulation, it is indicated that, as no recip-
(i.e. charities or philanthropicorganisations that have rocity agreement exists between France and the Unit-
not been approved to receive tax-free gifts) is 60%. ed States, contributions made to U.S. charities by
This rate is applied to the fair marketvalue of the gift. French residents are not deductible for income tax

Conversely, when gifts are made to foreign charities purposes in France, regardlessof the donor'snational-
or foundations, they are normally subject to gift tax. ity, snce no specific provision exists in the French-
However, such taxation does not apply to charities or U.S. tax treaty. Charities or foundations will only be
foundations of a foreign country which have signed a able to benefit from tax treaties signed by France if

reciprocity agreement with France. France has signed they are subject to income tax within their country of
such agreements with Israel, Italy, Switzerland, Swe- domicile.
den, Belgium and the United States.

B. Successionand gift tax treaties
C. Investment income of charities from foreign

source France has signed various reciprocityagreementswith

foreign countries relating to gift taxes (the United

Subject to contrary provisions of an applicable tax States, Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, Italy and Is-

treaty, investment ncome derved from foreign rael). According to those agreements, the exempton
sources and received by French charities or founda- of gift tax applying under domestic law to French
tions will be subject to normal taxation rules. Provid- charitiesor foundationsis also applicable to gifts made

ing they qualify as non-profitorganisations,a 24% tax to charities or foundationssituated in these countries.
rate will apply to rental income or on'dividends re- In addition, certain specific agreements signed with
ceived. Interest receivedwill be subject to a 10% rate. the Federal Republic of Germany, Austria and Hun-

Should a foreign charity receive any income from a gary also grant a gift tax exemption for several listed

French source and providing a tax treaty exists, it can organisations.
only claim the benefit of the tax treaty if it is subject
to income tax in its own country. If not, it will not be 3. French Tax Code Sec. 164 (A); Ministerial Answer to Habert, M.P.,
consideredas domiciledin France for treaty purposes, 868 (28 July 1988)
and therefore will not benefit from favourable provi- 4. AdministrativeRegulation 14(B)(2), No. 7 (25 March 1981)
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I. INTRODUCTION enactment of provisions against intercantonaldouble
taxation, a considerable body of case law relating to

A. Overviewof the tax system in Switzerland the avoidance of such intercantonal double taxation
has developed, thereby defining more precisely the

Taxes in Switzerland are basiclly levied at 3 distinct limits of the cantonal tax autonomy. However, as a
levels: federal, cantonal and community. matter of fact, these provisions have not yet been

implemented.
1. Federal taxes

Although there are considerable differences between
Federal taxes include the following: the tax systems of the cantons, the following main
(a) the federal income tax; parameters are common to all cantons:
(b) the federal net wealth/capital tax (levied only on - all cantons levy income and net wealth/capital

entities such as companies, etc.); taxes, but the determination of the relevant tax
(c) the federal stamp duties (one of the taxes levied in basis (e.g. of the net income, -gersonal allowances,

connectionwith the issue and the transfer of some tax brackets,etc.), however,differsconsiderably;
securities, investment fund certificates and nego- - most cantons do not tax capital gains of individu-
tiable instruments, the appreciation of capital als;
stock of limited companies, and the payment of - all cantons except the canton of Schwyz levy can-
certain insurance premiums); tonal inheritance taxes. The same is true with re-

(d) the turnover tax (levied on the transfer of goods spect to gift taxes except in the cantons of Schwyz
by wholesalers and on the importation of various and Lucerne.
goods);

(e) withholding taxes (35% levied at source on certain 3. Community taxes
income derived from Swissbonds and similar long-
term investments, profit distributions by resident Communities are also entitled to levy additional in-

companies and Swiss resident bank deposits. The come and net wealth/capital taxes. In most cantons

tax is exclusively levied on Swiss-source income those taxes are regulated by cantonal laws. Accord-

and might be subject to a full or partial refund by ingly, the communities are allowed to determine the

virtue of Swiss domestic tax provisions or income actual tax brackets by applying a coefficient on the

tax treaty provisions). basis of the cantonal rates. As a note, the main burden
of direct taxes (approx. 2/3) is borne by cantonal and

2. Cantonal taxes community taxes and not by federal taxes.

For purposes of this article, however, there will be noCantonal taxes, i.e. taxes levied on the level of the 26
Swiss cantons consist in most cantons of: particularemphasison communitytaxes. Further,cap-

ital gains and turnover taxes both on the cantonal anda) the cantonal income tax; community level do not play an important role withinb) the cantonal net wealth/capital tax; the frameworkof this article. If appropriate,however,c) the cantonal inheritance and gift taxes. reference will be made. It should also be mentioned
In deciding which taxes to impose, the cantons have that certain cantons allow recognisedchurches to levy
been given substantialdiscretion. On the basis of Art. taxes from theirmembers; the assessmentofsuch taxes

46(2) of the Swiss Constitutionwhich provides for the is often administeredby the cantons.
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B. The notion of charitable purpose - the recipient organisation. Profit-oriented activities
elements of a definition encompass all economic activities at arm's length

Art. 16(3) of the governng Federal Tax Law Act prices with a view to generating profits. Profit-

(Bundesratsbeschlussber die Erhebung einer direk-
oriented activities, however, do not necessarily pre-

ten Bundessteuer)provides for tax exemption of the
vent tax-exempt status. The operation of a business

assets and the income of entities and establishments may be permitted if the profits generated therefrom
are used to accomplish the charitable purpose of the

which are used for religious or educational purposes, recipient organisation. Moreover, a charitableorgani-
for the benefit of the poor and of the iii, aged and/or sation may derive income from the administration of
handicappedpeople or for other exclusivelycharitable

purpose. Whereasthe definitionof the religiousand
ts assets.

educational purpose and the support of ili, aged Self-helpactivitiesmay be describedas activitieswhich
and/or handicappedpeople does not cause major dif- are not intended to benefit third persons but rather to

ficulties in most nstances, a precise definition of the support personal interests. An example of this could

'umbrella' term of exclusivecharitable purpose will be an associationaiming at the promotionof economic
often cause more problems. interestsof its members. Self-helpactivities,however,

which aim at the promotionof idealistic interests, may
The term exclusivecharitable purpose as contained lead to a tax exemption.in the Federal Tax Law Act requires on the one hand
that the activity of the particutar entity or establish- (b) A charitable purpose must consist of activities

ment be in the interestsof the Swisscommunity(public aiming at the promotion of public benefit purposes,
benefit purpose) and on the other hand that there be i.e. there must basically be an unlimited number of
the element of sacrifice either by third parties or by potential beneficiaries (see, however, para. (d)
the members of the entity or establishment.Thus, the below). The term promotion of the public good
contributionsshould be made altruistically (Swiss Su- includes all activities which could also be performed
preme Court Decision of 19 October 1950 in: ASA by state authorities (on the community, cantonal or

(Archiv fr Schweizerisches Abgaberecht), Vol. 19, federal level). The granting of state subsidies to a

p. 328 ss.). specific organisation might therefore be an indication

The interests of the Swiss community are normally favourng tax-exempt status.

defined along the lines of the official government ac- (c) A further element consists in the notion of sac-

tivities which means that the scope of governmental rifice. There can be no charitable purpose without

undertakings in the field of aid to and support of third making a financial sacrifice or contributing personal
parties is relevant. Forexample, the objectiveofgrant- work without adequate consideration.

ing scientific, social and cultural aid to East-European (d) Moreover, the charitable purpose must basi-
countries, in particular to one specificcountry, and in cally aim to provide benefits to the general public and
addition, to grant 100 of the value of the above aid to not to the donors, founders or supporters of the or-
Third World countries, has only hesitantly been ac- ganisation. Certain statutory or factual limitations of
cepted by the federal authorities as qualifying for tax the charitable activities, however, are admissible. For
exemption. As a statutory purpose, it has been consi- instance, it has been recognised that a charitable as-
dered as (possibly) being too specific; the actual ac- sociation may limit its activities to a certain geograph-
tivities have therefore been subjected to regular re- ical area or community without losing its tax-exempt
views. status. The charity may also impose restrictionson its
Most definitions in the cantonal tax laws mention beneficiaries, such as adherence to a certain religious
charitable purposes (gemeinntzige Zwecke) belief.
without giving further elements of a comprehensive (e) Merely a statutory charitable purpose is not suffi-
definition. Additional terms used are those of religi- the actual charitable activities must be continu-
ous purposes, altruisticpurposesand ofbeneficial cent;

purposes (wohlttige Zwecke). See for instance ing and present. Furthermore, the charitable pur-

the income tax laws of Berne (Art. 23(9) and Art. 34 pose must be of a lasting nature. An adequate use of
the charity's assets upon its dissolution or in case the

lit. k)1, Geneva (Art. 21 lit. u, Art. 75, Art. 111, Art. achievement of its aims has become impossible must
122), Lucerne (Art. 12(5)), Vaud (Art. 15 lit. f, Art. be provided for by the articles of association which
23 lit. n, Art. 55 lit. d), and Zurich (Art. 16 lit. d, Art. mostly means a transfer of such assets to another or-
25 lit. m, Art. 46 lit. e). Additional references can be ganisationpursuingsimilar tax-exemptpurposes in the
found in the various cantonal inheritance and gift tax given situation.
laws.

The above standards may vary considerablyfrom can-

Although a concrete and precise definition of charit-
able purpose has not been provided, the following
tests are used as a guide in determiningwhich activities
are charitable.

1. See, however, Art. 5 of the Governmental Decree of 1 December
1964 (Berne) regarding tax-exempt status of certain organisations, which

(a) The term charitable purpose basically excludes defines a charitable contribution as being made for the benefit of the
an way,

profit-oriented activities and purposes aiming at the general public and in altruistic meaning that the personal interests
of the persons involved have to be totally excluded for the benefit of the

self-help of the founders, members and supporters of third parties.
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ton to canton because a recognised and unified defin- II. TAX TREATMENT OF CHARITABLE
ition does not exist. CONTRIBUTIONS

A.' Federal levelC. Charitable institutions

On the federal level, charitable gifts donated by indi-
Neither the legal form of an organisationnor its type viduals do not normally qualify for a reduction in tax-of funding (e.g. by state subsidies or by private gifts) able income. If such individuals, however, are re-ate decisive in determiningwhatconstitutesa charit- quired by statute to keep books of accounts of their
able institution for tax-exemptpurposes. The follow- commercial activities, then they qualify for deduction
ing elements, however, are required. of charitable gifts from their net income (Art. 22 lit. f
First, the recipient organisationnust be a legal entity of the Federal Tax Law Act). Similarly, legal entities
in order to qualify for tax-exempt status. Organisa_ such as corporations and cooperations do qualify for
tions are classified as either public or private. The deductionof charitablegifts (Art. 49(2) of the Federal
former is primarily governed by federal or cantonal Tax Law Act).
administrative laws while the latter is governed bY Charitable contributions are deductible for purposesprivate/civil law (i.e. Civil Code (CC) and Code of of the federal tax if the recipient organisation is tax-
Obligations (CO)). The following will focus almost exempt, irrespective of whether it and donor are
entirely private organisations2. The respective rules dorniciled in the same canton or if the contributions
include the law of legal entities, associationsand foun- are used exclusivelyfor the charitablepurpose. Charit-
dations as set forth in the CC, the law of partnershiP able contributions to foreign recipients seem to be
and companies as set forth in the CO and contractual generally tax-exemptif they are exclusivelyused for a
arrangements similarly contained in the CO. Except charitable purpose abroad which is recognised by the
for tax law purposes, there is no basic distinction be- Swiss Federal Tax Adninistration.3No previous ap-tween the applicable rules for profit and non-profit proval by the tax administrationis required,however.4
making organisations. Most structures may be used Moreover, on the federal level, there is no limitation
both for profit and non-profitmaking, and commercial on the deductibleamountofcharitablecontributions.
and non-commercialactivities.

Secondly, non-profit organisations must pursue cul- B. Cantonal level
tural, welfare, religious or charitable purposes. If all
requirements relating to their purposes and to their On the cantonal level, both individuals and organisa-
purposes and to their actual management are met, it tions are normally allowed to deduct charitable gifts
will be tax-exempt. On the other hand, non-profit for income tax purposes. The most fundamental re-

making organisations with other purposes (e.g. busi- quirements for deductibilityare the tax-exemptstatus
ness associations or labour unions) are, in principle, of the recipientorganisationand that the contribution
subject to taxation in the same way as commercial be used exclusivly for a charitable purpose. There
enterprises. are, however, quite considerabledifferencesbetween

the cantonal tax laws (see also Sec: III below).Finally, board members of charitable organisations
(e.g. a foundation) may be compensatedfor their ser- In most cantons, individuals may deduct charitable
vices performed but not to the extent of members of gifts for income tax purposes (no deductions seem to
commercial profit, making entities. Otherwise, tax- be allowed in the cantons of Graubunden, Lucerne,
exempt status may not be granted, or it may be re- Nidwalden, Ticino and Uri; administrative practice,
voked. This is the interpretation of the Federal Tax however, seems to allow it at least partially). With
Act by competent authorities, according to a recent respect to legal entities, the majority of the cantons

unpublished ruling. provide for a deduction (no deductions are formally
allowed in the cantons of Graubunden, Lucerne andThe above overview, however, should not conceal the Ticino; administrative practice, however, seems tofact that different tax rules exist depending on the allow them).precise legal form in which organisations are estab-

lished. Corporations,associationsand partnershipsfor
instance are subject to different tax rules. Further- C. Restrictions on the federal and cantonal
more, it must be stated that a fair numberofnon-profit levels

making organisations are per se tax-exempt, such as (1) Geographical restrictionsthe state, cantons, communities,certain churches, so-
cial security institutions, some pension funds, etc. as In many cantons, there are various geographical re-

long as they are pursuing activities which are within strictions to be observed. These restrictions are illus-
their recognised scope of objectives. trated by the examples below.

(a) Donor and recipient in canton A, activity of the
2. Art. 16(3) of the Federal Tax Act for instance makes reference only recipient organisationexclusively in canton B or
to private organisations. abroad
3. Most cantonal rules are less liberal in that respect. See Sec. 1I(C)(1)
below. As mentionedabove, on the federal level any particu-
4. See also Sec. VI below. lar charitable contribution seems to be tax-exempt if
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the charitable organisationabroad is operatingwithin mally encompass both inter vivos gifts and donations

the scope of the Swiss public interest (public benefit made on the basis of testaments. The following list5

purpose), such as the granting of humanitarian aid, gives a rough impressionof the network of such recip-
the supportofenvironmentalprotection,development rocity agreements without going into the details of

aid, etc. The requirements are more stringent if the each agreement: .

activity is solely culturally oriented; the charitable

organisation will then most likely be required to de- Germany France Israel Liechten- U.S.A.

ploy a share of its activity in'Switzerland. sten

The cantonalsolutionsvaryconsiderably:Wheresome Aargau x

cantons require the charitableorganisation to operate AppenzellA. Rh. x x

l. Rh. x x

exclusivelywithin its territory or at least in its interest
Appenzell
Basle Country x

(e.g. Appenzell A.Rh.), most cantons follow a less Basle-Town x x x x

parochial approach. As a result, it is sufficient that the Berne x

purpose and the operationsof the charitableorganisa- Fribourg x X

tion be in the interest of the general Swiss public (pub-
Geneva x

Glarus x

lic benefit purpose). Graubunden x x X

Jura x

Lucerne x

(b) Donor in canton A, recipient in canton B', Neuchtel x

activity in cantons B or C Nidwalden x

Obwalden x

The basic rule is that such contributionsare not deduc- St. Gallen x x X

tible unless there are reciprocity agreementsbetween Schaffhausen x X

Solothurn x x

the cantons. The following examples may give an im- Tessin x

pression of the complexity of the existing reciprocity Thurgau xX x

agreements forming a remarkable network all over Uri x x

Switzerland.
Vaud x x

Zug x x

Zurich presently has, on the basis of rt. 18 lit. a of Zurich x X

its Tax Law Act, reciprocity agreementswith 21 can-

tons, including Berne, Zug, Schaffhausen,St. Gallen,
Aargau and Vaud. Tax-exemptstatus may be granted The above examples reflect the basic ingredients of

with respect to cantons where no formal reciprocity the Swiss tax law system which provides for considera-

exists if the activitiesof the specificorganisationare n ble autonomy of the cantons. The underlying
the general interest of Switzerland (such as develop- philosophy of most cantonal tax laws is rather locally
ment aid to Third World countries). (cantonally) oriented than nationally or transnation-

Berne presently has reciprocity agreements with ally.

Basle-Town, Basle Country, Lucerne, St.Gallen, (2) Restrictionsas to the deductibleamounts
Vaud, Zurich, Jura, Appenzell A. Rh, Schwyz, etc.

Upon application, tax-exempt status may be granted Only a minority of the cantonal tax laws (i.e. 4 of 26)
with respect to cantons where no such agreements provide for the unlimited deductionof charitablegifts
exist. Vaud presently has reciprocity agreementswith for income tax purposesof individuals (the ratio being
Berne, Zurich, St. Gallen, Glarus, Aargau, Basle- 12 of 26 in the case of legal entities); they are Appen-
Town, Lucerne, Zug, Graubunden,Thurgau, Appen- zell I.Rh., Basle-Town, Neuchatel and Vaud. Other

zell A.Rh., Neuchatel, Basle Country, Geneva and cantonsprovidefor maximumdeductionsbetween5%

Valais. On the basis of administrativepractice, recip- and 20% of the taxable income. Yet, others provide
rocity seems to be granted vis--vis Fribourg. for minimumamounts, normally between50 Sfrs. and

500 Sfrs., of gifts to be deducted.

(c) Donor in cantonA, foreign recipient
The following chart illustrates the maximumcantonal
deductions for charitable contributionsby individuals

In general reciprocity is required. Various cantons do [for legal entities there is no limitation in the majority
have related agreements with foreign countries as to of the cantons, except6 in the cantons of AppenzellA.

the equal treatmentof their organisationson the terri- Rh. (20%), Berne (5%), Frbourg (5%/15%), Jura

tory of the contracting state with the latter's religious (5%), Nidwalden (10%), Obwalden (5%, max. of

or charitableorganisations. Those agreementsdo nor- 10,000 Sfrs.), Schaffhausen (10%), Schwyz (10%),
Solothurn (10%), Valais (10%), Zurich (20%). No
deductions are formally allowed in the cantons of

5. Source: Internationales Steuerrecht der Schweiz, collection of swiss Graubunden, Lucerne and Ticino for legal entities;
Treatiesand ImplementingRegulations, issued by the Federal Tax Admin- administrative practice, however, seems to allow
istration of Switzerland, with the text of the above-mentionedagreements them1. The chart, however, does not take into account
and declarations.
6. The following figures are normally computed on the gross income of the differencesin the determinationof the relevant tax

the legal entities. Due to the different determination of the relevant tax basis (net income, personal allowances, etc.) as pro-
basis by each canton, however, such figures are hardly comparable. vided for in the different cantonal tax laws:
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A. Geographicalrestrictions
Cantons Maximum Cantons Maximum

deduction deductions Certain cantons provide for tax-exempt status only if
the canton benefits directly from the activities of theZurich 20% Aargau 20%

Berne 5%o) Schwyz 10% respective charitable organisation.
Glarus 5% Thurgau 10%
Obwalden (2) Vaud (6)

Zug 10% Valais 10% B. Restrictions as to the activities of charitable
Fribourg 5%(3) Neuchtel (6) organisations
Solothurn 8,000Sfrs.(') Geneva 2%/7%
Basle-Town (5) Jura 5% In most cantons, income (respectively of the assets)Basle Country noceiling Uri no deduction(7) which is directly devoted to charitable isSchaffhausen 20% Graubunden nodeductiont7) purposes
St. Gallen 10% Lucerne nodeduction(7) exenpt from taxation. In such cases, the accounting
Appenzell I.Rh. no ceiling Nidwalden no deduction(7) system must clearly distinguish between income used
AppenzellA.Rh. 20% Ticino nodeduction(7). for charitablepurposesand other income, but no sepa-
(1) May be increased by the canton, a recognised church or an organisation rate legal structure is required for the income devotedwhich is substantiallysupported by a communityor the canton. to charitable activities.(2) 5% up to a maximum of 10,000 Sfrs.
(3) May be ncreasedup to a maximumof 15% if the recipient is a community, the Partialexemptionseems to be possible in mostcantonscanton, a recognised church or an organisationwhich is substantiallyby a commu-
nity or the canton. where total exemption is not forthcoming.A minority(4) Self-employed individualsmay deduct up to a maximumof 10% of their gross of the cantons, however, require that the entire in-income.
(5) No limitation for contributions to inner cantonal organisations; limitations for come (respectively all assets) be used for charitable
contributions to extra-cantonal nstitutions to be determined by the cantonal auth- activities. Furthermore, the charitable activities must
orities. be irrevocable, and it must be ensured that the con-(6) To be determined by the cantonal authorities.

tributions not used and/or will not be used (e.g. in(7) Administrativepractice seems to allw certain deductions. are

case of dissolution of the charitable organisation) for
other (namelyprofit-oriented)activities. The fact that
certain incidental income is earned (if used as a means

(3) Restrictionson use of charitable contributions of accomplishing the intended charitable purpose)
does not necessarily deprive the charitable organisa-In all cases, charitablecontributionsare to be irrevoc- tion of its entitlement to tax-exemptstatus.able.

With respect to the deductibility of charitable con-
tributions by taxpayerswho are domiciled in one can- IV. TAX TREATMENTOF RECIPIENTS OF
ton but who are taxed on some of their income and/or FUNDS FROM CHARITABLE
assets in another canton, a proportional deduction of ORGANISATIONS
the taxpayers' charitable contributionswill be applied
in both cantons according to the respective shares of The receipt of a charitable contribution by a be-
their income/assets. This is one of the applications of neficiary of the charitable organisation is not treated
Art. 46(2) of the Swiss Constitutionproviding for th as income (see for instance Art. 2lA lit. d of the
avoidance of double taxation. Geneva Income Tax Law). Thus, the ultimate reci-

All cantonal gift and inheritance tax laws provide for pient will not incur any income tax liability. There
a con-the possibility of tax exemption for charitable con- might, however, be problem if the charitable

tributions consist of regular payments; such casestributions (see e.g. Art. 10 lit. e of the Zurich Inheri- could probably lead to a tax liability.tance and Donation Tax Act, Art. 6 of the Geneva
Inheritance and Dnation Tax Law Act).

V. INTERNATIONALASPECTS

Althoughmost has been discussedin the contextof theIII. TAX TREATMENT OF CHARITABLE preceding remarks7, basically two situations must beORGANISATIONS distinguished: .

(a) charitable contributions given to an organisationAll cantonal tax laws provide for the possibility of tax having its seat in the same canton or at least in Switz-exemption of charitable organisationswith respect to erland but pursuing its charitable purpose abroad andincome and net wealth/capital taxes. The same is true (b) charitable contributions given directly to foreignwith respect to federal taxes including income, net charitable organisations.wealth/capital taxes and stamp duties.
Under cantonal law, only a few rules as to the treat-Concerning land transfer and capital gains taxes on ment of charitable contributions to cantonal or Swissreal property owned by charitable organisations, cer- institutionshaving an internationalcharitablepurposetain cantonal tax laws provide for tax-exempt status exist. For instance, Art. 9 of the LucerneTax Law Actonly if the land is directly used for e.g. .religious or

educational purposes. However, several limitations
may apply. 7. See Sec. II(C)(1) above.
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provides for tax-exempt status of such institutions if VII. CONCLUDINGREMARKS
the charitable activities of such institutions are univ-

ersally oriented. Zurich allows a tax exemption if the There is a remarkablediversity in both the treatment

foreign activitiesof the charitableorganisation,having ofcharitablecontributionsand the treatmentofcharit-

its seat in Zurich, are within the general Swiss in- able institutions within Switzerland. Since one of the

terests. The test in most cantons tends to be whether essential featuresof the notionofcharity is the furth-

some benefit for the particular cantons (where the erance of public benefit purposes, a harmonisation
institutionhas its seat) or at least for the SwissCommu- of the different legal systems relating to inter-cantonal

nity can be derived from the trans-borderactivities of charitable contributionsmay be recommended.
the charitable organisation. This is certainly a rather
fluid test.

With respect to the international aspects of the topic,
the possibilityof preferential tax treatmentof charita-

Even though Switzerland has concluded numerous ble gifts to foreign charitieswith a generallyrecognised
bilateral treaties regarding the avoidance of double purpose should be further examined, be it by means

taxation with respect to taxes on income and capital8 of bilateral recognitionor multilateral undertakings.
on the one hand and inheritance taxes9 on the other

hand, no such treaty between Switzerlandand another The above suggestions are made on the basis that

country seems to make any specific reference to charitable donations have an important role to play,
charitiesor charitablegifts. Thereare, however,decla- both in terms of their actual economic importanceand

ratons of reciprocty as to the exemption of certain functional approach which seems to indicate that pri-
charitable institutions (reference is made to the list as vately directed charitable contributionsmay lead to a

contained in Sec. II(C)(1)(c)above), such as the bilat- certain privatisationof classicstate functions.Tax laws

eral agreement of 30 October 1979 .between Switzer- should not hinder but rather support such approach.
landio and France regarding the taxation of charitable
contributionsIl.

As a very general rule, it can be therefore that foreign
charitable institutionsdo not normally enjoy any rec-

8. As per 30 July 1989, treaties regarding the avoidance of double

taxationwith respect to taxes on income (I) and on capital/wealth(C) were

ognition in Switzerland.Consequently,charitablegifts in force with the following countries:

to foreign charitable institutions in most cases do not Australia (I), Belgium (I and C), Denmark (I and C), Federal Republicof

qualify for preferential tax treatment (deductions). Germany (I and C), Finland (I and C), France (I and C), Greece (I),
United Kingdom (I), Ireland (I and C), Italy (I and C), Japan (I), Canada

(I and C), South-Korea (I), Malaysia (I), New Zealand (I), Netherlands

(I and C), Norway (I and C), Austria (I and C), Pakistan (I), Portugal (I
VI. PROCEDURALASPECTS and C), Sweden (I and C), Singapore (I and C), Soviet Union (I), Spain

(I and C), Sri Lank (I and C), South Africa (I), Trinidad and Tobago (I),

Both with respect to federal and most cantonal taxes, Hungary (I and C), United States (I).

in general,no formal recognitionor registrationproce-
9. As per 30 July 1989 treaties regarding the avoidance of double taxa-

dure is required12. Tax exemption is normally granted
tion on inheritance taxes were in force with the followingcountries:France,
Federal Republicof Germany, Denmark, Finland, Great Britain, Nether-

when a tax return together with a related application lands, Norway, Austria, Sweden, U.S.A.

has been filed i.e. as part of the assessmentprocedure. 10. The Swiss government representngvarous cantons which by virtue

On the federal level and in most cantons, preliminary,
of the Swiss constitutionare not allowed to directly enter into agreements

non-binding opinion letters issued by the competent
with foreign states.
11. See the Official Collection of Swiss Laws, SR 0.642.034.91.

tax authoritiesmay be obtained in order to reduce the 12. See, however, as an example of an exemption the registraton and

uncertainty as to tax-exempt status. The actual man- approval procedureasoutlined in Art. 9B ofthe ImplementingRegulations

agement of the charitable organisation will be re- of 30 December 1958 to the Geneva Tax Law Act (a list of tax-exempt

viewed regularly by the tax authorities in order to
charitableorganisationsshall be established by the cantonal authorities for

each calendar year. The relating applicationhas to be filed by March 31 of

ascertain compliance with its statutory purpose. the preceding year).
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NW, Suite320, Washington, D.C. 10004-2505, U.S.A. Croydon, Surrey, CR99EA, United Kingdom.
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InternationalTax Aspects of Philanthropic
and Other Non-profit Organisations:
Spain
Enric Enrich and Ramn Girbau

Finally, corporacionesare createdby an administra-Mr. Enrich received his Bachelor of Law degree from Au- tive act. Some are defined as public law entities buttonomous University of Barcelona. He currently teaches In-
are governed by public rules in some aspects of theirternational Law at the National University of Education. In activitywhile the rest are subject to private law rules.addition, Mr. Enrich is a practising lawyer working for KPMG

in Barcelona.

Mr. Girbau is a tax attorney at Arthur Andersen in Barcelona. II. TAX TREATMENT OF NON-PROFITHe received his Bachelor of Law degree from Autonomous ORGANISATIONSUNDER SPANISH LAWUniversity of Barcelona and his Master of Law degree in
European Law from Free University of Brussels.

An examinationof the Spanish taxation clearlysystem
reveals that there is neither unitary nor systematic
treatment,of non-profit organisations. Current law

I. DEFINITIONS never treats them as a whole, but only as an aspect of
more general regulations.

A basic distinction must be establishedbetween com- In this article, we will not consider the various publicpanies (sociedades) and other entities, such as the in authorities competent to administer the differentSpanish legal terminology) corporaciones, founda- taxes. It should be noted that the processof decentrali-tions, and associations (corporaciones, asociacionesY sation of the public administration in Spain directlyfundacionesin the termsofthe SpanishCivilCode).1 affects some aspects of this organisation. The applica-
Entities are classified as either non-profit or profit- tion of certain taxes is controlled by the State and
making entities. Companiesare characterisedby their others by the autonomouscommunities.
profit motive and the exploitation of an enterprise or

undertaking for the benefit of its shareholders.2 On A. Corporate taxthe contrary, foundations and associations, as non-

profit public or private entities, are not establishedfor 1. Exemptions
purposes of providing economic benefits to its mem-
bers. The rules applicable to non-profit organisations are

embodied in the Corporate Tax Act3 and are furtherFoundationsare entities establishedon a capital basis regulated by Royal Decree4. Art. 5 of the Corporateand act to fulfil a general interest or goal defined in Tax Act establishes a general principle of exemptionstheir by-laws. in favour of the State (Central Administration and
Moreover, there is no general body of rules that apply regional autonomous administrations) and public in-
to all foundations as a group. The rules vary with stitutions. However, limited exemptions are granted
respect to the type of foundation.For instance,charity in favour of:
foundations (fundaciones beneficas) are governed by (a) entities of social provision (monteposy entidades
a Decree of 1899 while cultural, private foundations de previsin social);
are governed by a Decree of 21 July 1972. Several b the Spanish Red Cross Organisation;
autonomous regions (Comunidades Autnomas) are (c) institutions, foundations and associations deemed
competent to govern them. Thus, the Comunidad by public agreement as charitableor of public util-
Autnoma of Catalonia issued the 1/1982 Act of 3 ity. Directors or legal representativesof such en-
March on Private Foundations. tities must be non-remunerated and responsible.

for their activity before the administration of theAssociations are established on a personal basis, in- institution considered. The same exemption is
cluding individualsand otherentities (e.g. Association granted to temporaryassociationsor organisationsof Golf Clubs), in order to realize the purpose defined
by the parties in the associationcontractand are essen-

tially subject to the AssociationsAct of 24 December
1964. More particular rules regulate the activity and 1. Art. (35)(1).

Civil Code, Art. 1665; Commercial Code, Art. 116.
organisation of political parties, work unions or en- 3. (7 December 1978) No. 61.
tities of social provision and insurance. 4. (15 October 1982) No. 2631.
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that, whetherwith or without juridicalpersonality, Some exemptions are considered in Art. 59 of the

are not established to collect funds for a concrete Royal Decree.12Among those are exemptionsrelating
operation or activity; to organisationsofcultural foundationsor socialprovi-

(d) publicly recognised political parties, professional sion (specificallymonteposde Drevisinsocial) and

associations, official Chambers of Commerce and organisationshavingeducationalorscientificactivities

other non-profit organisations. as a purpose. Further, directors and legal representa-
tives are not to be remunerated and are responsible

Special reference must be made at this juncture to the for their activity before the administration.However,
taxation of churches and dependent organisations, organisationsof social provisionand those who do not
which are assimilatedto the exemptentitiesmentioned
under (a) to (d). The OrganicAct ofReligiousLiberty5

remunerate their directors, trustees or legal represen-

officially recognises and grants juridicalpersonality to
tatives are exempt from the transfer tax.

churches, confessions and religious organisations Approval of this exemption, in every case, is subject
when they are registered in the correspondingPublic to the discretionof the SpanishTreasuryMinistry. An

Registry at the Ministry of Justice. Art. 30 of the organisation or foundation which benefits from the

Corporate Tax Act6 grants a tax exemption to the exemption must be recognised and classified as a

Roman Catholic Church and other churches with charitableorganisationwith independenceas its ob-

which the Spanish State has signed a cooperation jective or goal. The exemption is granted not only to

agreement. The cooperation agreement7 with the registeredassociations,such as foundationsand mon-

Roman Catholic Church establishes, for example, a tepos of social provision, but also to organisations
general exemption for religious activities. Similar classified as a public utility dedicated to assisting
exemptions are also granted for transfers and succes- subnormal individuals and senior citizens. Further,
sions and donations taxes. the exemption applies to organisationswith a charta-

or
Based on Art. 30(1) of the CorporateTax Act,8 associ- ble, cultural, scientific teaching character.

ations that operate primarily for profit and whose di-
rectors or trustees are remunerated cannot be consi- C. Successions and donations tax

dered as non-profit organisations.
The tax rate imposedby the Act13 severelyburdens the

2. Non-exemptedactivities profitability of transferring goods to non-exempt or-

ganisations, whether mortis causa or inter vivos.

Despite the previous discussion, all income received For inter vivos transfers, the rates vary between

by the exempt entities includedunder (a) to (d) above 7.65% to 24.99%,dependingon the value of the goods
iS not tax-exempt. Non-exempt income includes: transferred. However, goods that are valued at more

(1) income from economic exploitations; than 100 million pesetas are subject to a marginal rate

(2) income from the rental or assignment of capital of 34%. If, on the other hand, the goods are valued
assets (i.e. leasng); under 100 million pesetas, then the rate will be based

(3) income from a capital gain; on the beneficiary's net worth and his relationship to

(4) income withheld at the source according to the the donor (the rate will be, for example, multipliedby
rulesof the CorporateTax Act (i.e. incomefrom mov- 2 in the case where there is no family relationship
able capital, interst, dividends and financial assets). between donor and donee and the net worth of the
Income from these sources is considered non-exempt donee exceeds 50 million pesetas).
even when obtained by the State and other public
institutions. As for the exempt organisations, final dispositionNo.

4 grants the exemption to the same concernedby Art.
The Royal Decree9 provides that only when such in- 5 of the CorporateTax Act (15). (See (II)(A)above).
come is derived from activities which represent the
social goal or motive of the institutionconcerned,will
it benefit from the exemption. The interpretation of D. Value added tax

this point and its limits are not quite clear, however.
Value added (VAT) enacted in Spain by Acttax was

According to the State's Budget Act for 1989, taxable 30 of 2 August 1985 and developed by Royal Decree
income is subject to a rate of 20% in the case of 2028 of 30 October 1985. Under the decree, exemp-
non-profit organisations. However, the ordinary tax tions are granted to so-called entities with social
rate for corporations is 35%. character,particularlyentitiesof social provisionand

B. Transfers tax (Impuesto Sobre Transmisiones
Patrimonialesy Actos Jurdicos 5. (5 July 1980) No. 7.

Documentados)
6. Enacted by Royal Decree 2631/1982 [hereinafter R.D. followed by
the applicable number].
7. Dated 3 January 1979.

Under Act 32'0 and the Royal Decree, this tax is 8. Enacted by R.D. 2631/1982.

levied on transfersby non-profitentities as opposed to 9. No. 2631/1982, Art. 349.

profit making entities which are subject to VAT. The 10. Dated 21 June 1980, amended text of 30 December 1980.
11. (30 December 1981) No. 3,494.

tax is specifically levied on real estate transfers at a 12. Id

rate of 6% and movable property at a rate of 4%. 13. (18 December 1987) No. 29.
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associations and foundationsdeemed by public agree- simply because donations to non-profit organisations
ment as charitableorganisations.Essentially,entities are considered deductible expenses.18 The amount of
with social character refers to organisations with a the donatin is limited to 10% of the taxable income,
non-profit motive and which restrict their economic however. The same deduction and limitation are also
benefits to charitable activities and to their directors, applicable to donations to the Spanish State.
legal representativesor associatesand direct affiliates.
This last requisite is not mandatory for entities con-

ducting social assistance services as defined under (a) IV. INTERNATIONALASPECTS OF
infra. CHARITABLE DONATIONS
The exempt services conducted by public organisa-
tions or by socialprivate institutionsare essentiallythe A. Recognition of foreign charitable
following: organisationsunder Spanish law

(a) Social assistance (e.g. youth protection,alcoholics As previouslyexplained,when considering theor prevention of delinquency);14 corpo-

b) assistance for sport actvities,is rate tax exemptions, the administrativerecognitionof
the public utility of an entity is necessary for any, cultural services, museums, libraries, movies, organisation wishing to benefit from such an exemp-etc.16;

(d) services offered to their associates by non-profit
tion. Thus, constant recognitionby Spanish law will be

organisations with an exclusively political, religi- a preliminary requisite. Both continuous,legalexist-

ous, patriotic or philanthropicfinality, and which ence and recognition as a publicutility are required
of foreign associationsorganized to collect funds withdo not obtain from them paymentsother than ordi-

nary fees. a view to a charitablepurpose. From the donor'spoint
ofview, whether individualor corporate, this is crucial

In all these cases, the associationor private institution because the deductibility of any contributions to a
must be officially recognised as a VAT exempted en- foreign charity depends totally upon the status of that
tity by the taxation authorities.17 charity.

Consequently, a donation by a corporate resident in
III. DEDUCTIONSFOR CHARITABLE Spain will not be considered deductible under the

DONATIONS TO NON-PROFIT Spanish CorporateTax Act if the beneficiary is not an

ORGANISATIONS entity recognizedby Spanish law. In the case of charit-
able contributionsto foreigncorporations, the transfer
of funds will be, in any case,subject to administrative

A. Deductions to individuals authorisation.19

The State's Budget Act for 1989 provides for a 15% As for non-resident corporations with continued ac-

deduction for donations to the State (HistoricalNa- tivities in Spain through a permanent establishment,
tional Patrimony). Similarly, the same deduction is their benefits are subject to the same rules as resident
also set up for individuals who donate to non-profit corporations.2o Therefore, deductins by a non-resi-

organisations,such as entitiesof social provision, etc. dent corporation are allowed for charitable contribu-
In both cases, however, the deduction can increase to tions to a qualifiednon-profitentity. Again, the deduc-

tion is limited to 10% of taxable income. On the other30% of the individual taxable income.
hand, charitable contributions by non-resident indi-
viduals are not deductible.21

B. Deductions to corporations

Similar deductions are also allowed for corporations, BIBLIOGRAPHY

Sez Gadea, E. Impuesto sobre Sociedades,-

14. Corporate Tax Act, Art. (8)(1)(8) [hereinafterC.T.A. followed by 1987.the applicable article].
15. C.T.A., Art. (8)(1)(13). - Encuentro sobre entidades sin fin de lucro, In-
16. C.T.A., Art. (8)(1)(14). stituto de Estudios Fiscales, 1984.
17. R.D. 2028/1985, Art. (13)(2). - AriasVelasco,J., La fiscalitatde les entitatssense18. C.T.A., Art. 13; R.D. 2631/1982, Arts. 121 and 123. nim de lucre, Barcelona 1987.19. R.D. 2402/1980; Foreign Exchange Control Act, Art. (3)(9)
20. R.D. 26321/1982; C.T.A., Art. 316. - Gonzlez Poved, V., Tributacin de no re-
21. Individual Income Tax Act Art. 119; R.D. 2384/1981. sidentes, Madrid 1986.
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INTERNATIONAL:
Revenue Statistics of

OECD Member Countries 1965-19881
The OECD recently released its annual publicationprovid- countries. In 1987, Australia, Denmark and New Zealand

ing information on tax levels and structures in OECD obtained more than 50% of tax revenue from taxes on

Member countries. Some of its conclusionsare summarized income and profits, whereas consumption taxes were the

below. major source of revenue in Austria, Greece, Ireland, Nor-

The ratio of total tax revenues to Gross Domestic Product way and Portugal and social security contributions in

(GDP) is widely used as an indicatorof the relative weight France, Germany, the Netherlands and Spain. In all coun-

of taxation in any one country over a periodof time or when tries, these 3 sources of revenue account for more than 85%

countries are compared for the same period. For valid com-
of total tax receipts.

parisons to be made, all taxes and compulsorycontributions During the last 3 years the trend in a number of countries

have to be included in a consistent manner. Data published (Finland, Greece, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain,
by the OECD for many years are designed to do this. The Turkey) has been to increase the relative reliance on con-

latest figures just published relate to 1987 with provisional sumption taxes, particularly the VAT which is now in oper-
estimates for 1988. They show that for 1987, as during ation in 20 Membercountries (all except Australia, Canada

nearly all the last 17 years, Belgium, Denmark, the Nether- (where it is likely to be introducedshortly), Switzerlandand

lands, Norwayand Sweden had the highest ratios (over45% the United States). Another recent tendency is the fall in

for 1987). At the other extreme are Japan, Turkey and the the relative importance of personal income tax. In New

United States, with ratios of 30% or below (see Table). Zealand, Norway and Turkey, for example, the proportion
of tax revenues obtained from this tax has substantially

Between 1986 and 1987 therewas an increase in the tax ratio
fallen.

of 16 countries and a decrease in 7.2 Provisional estimates
for 1988 show that in 9 of the 15 countries where data are

available, the level of taxation fell and n 6 it increased. This
is the first time since these data have been published that
tax to GDP ratios have fallen in a large numberof countries, 1. 258 pages, OECD, Paris 1989. F180, £22, US$38, DM74. ISBN 92-

although this reduction was substantial only in Canada, 64-03236-3. Available from OECD Publications Distributors.

Norway, Sweden and Turkey. 2. The publicationrefers to all OECD Membercountriesexcept Iceland

for which data are not at present available.

The publication enables comparisons to be made of the 3. Ranked by the 1987 figures. Classement sur la base des chiffres de

relative reliance on different sources of revenue in Member 1987

Table 1

Total tax revenue as percentageof GDP at market prices3
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988

Sweden 49.4 51.1 49.9 50.6 50.3 50.6 53.7 56.7 55.5
Denmark 45.5 45.3 44.5 46.5 47.6 49.0 51.0 52.0 52.0

Norway 47.1 48.7 47.9 46.6 45.8 47.6 49.9 48.3 46.9
Netherlands 45.8 45.2 45.4 46.7 45.0 44.9 45.9 48.0

Belgum 43.5 44.0 45.4 45.3 46.3 46.5 45.8 46.1

France 41.7 41.9 42.8 43.6 44.6 44.5 44.1 44.8 44.3

Luxembourg 40.9 40.7 40.9 44.9 43.2 43.6 42.8 43.8
Austria 41.2 42.5 41.2 41.1 42.4 43.1 42.9 42.3 41.9

Ireland 34.0 35.2 36.8 38.3 39.0 38.4 39.5 39.9 42.7

NewZealand 33.1 34.1 35.0 32.8 32.9 33.9 34.9 38.6

Germany 38.0 37.6 37.4 37.3 37.5 38.0 37.6 37.6 37.4

United Kingdom 35.3 36.7 39.1 37.6 37.8 37.8 38.5 37.5 37.7
Greece 29.4 29.6 33.4 33.3 34.9 35.2 36.8 37.4

Italy 30.2 31.4 33.7 35.8 34.8 34.4 36.1 36.2 37.1
Finland 33.0 34.6 34.0 34.0 35.5 36.8 38.1 35.9 37.9
Canada 31.6 33.7 33.5 33.0 32.9 32.9 33.2 34.5 33.6

Spain 24.1 25.5 25.8 27.9 29.2 29.1 31.0 33.0 32.8
Switzerland 30.8 30.6 31.0 31.6 32.3 32.0 32.5 32.0 32.2

Portugal 28.7 30.4 31.1 32.9 32.2 31.6 33.4 31.4 34.9
Australia 29.0 29.9 29.9 29.2 30.7 30.4 31.0 31.3

Japan 25.5 26.2 26.7 27.2 27.4 28.0 28.9 30.2
United States 29.5 30.0 29.9 28.4 28.4 29.2 28.9 30.0

Turkey 21.7 23.4 22.4 20.7 17.3 19.7 22.8 24.7 22.7

unweiighted average:

OECDTotal 35.2 36.0 36.4 36.7 36.9 37.3 38.2 38.8
OECD Europe 36.7 37.5 37.9 38.6 38.7 39.0 40.1 40.4
EEC 36.4 37.0 38.0 39.2 39.3 39.4 40.2 40.6

Provisional Blank not available.-- =
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